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CALENDAR FOR 1940-1941
1940 FIRST SEMESTER, 1940-1941
Sept. 4, Wed.—Sept. 7, Sat Entrance examinations, Urbana and Chicago.
Sept. 12, Thurs.—Sept. 14, Sat Freshman week program, Urbana.
Sept. 13, Fri.—Sept. 14, Sat Registration of graduate students, Urbana.
Sept. 14, Sat Registration of freshmen, Urbana.
Sept. 16, Mon.-—Sept. 17, Tues Registration of upperclassmen, Urbana.
Sept. 18, Wed., 8 a.m Instruction begins, Urbana.
Sept. 23, Mon Registration of undergraduates, Chicago.
Sept. 25, Wed.—Sept. 26, Thurs Registration of graduate students, Chicago.
Oct. 7, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate meeting, Urbana.
Oct. 31, Thurs.—Nov. 2, Sat High School Conference, Urbana.
Nov. 20, Wed., 12 m Thanksgiving recess begins, Urbana.
Nov. 21, Thurs. (one day only) Thanksgiving recess, Chicago.
Nov. 25, Mon., 1 p.m Thanksgiving recess ends, Urbana.
Dec. 2, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate meeting, Urbana.
Dec. 3, Tues Illinois Day (Illinois admitted to the Union as a
State, 1818).
Dec. 21, Sat., 12 m Holiday recess begins, Urbana.
Dec. 21, Sat., 5 p.m Holiday recess begins, Chicago.
1941
Jan. 6, Mon., 8 a.m Holiday recess ends, Urbana and Chicago.
Jan. 20, Mon.
—
Jan. 28, Tues Semester examinations, Urbana.
Jan. 23, Thurs.—Feb. 1, Sat Semester examinations, Chicago.
SECOND SEMESTER, 1940-1941
Jan. 29, Wed.—Feb. 1, Sat Entrance examinations, Urbana.
Jan. 31, Fri.—Feb. 1, Sat Registration of graduate students, Urbana.
Feb. 3, Mon.—Feb. 4, Tues Registration of undergraduates, Urbana.
Feb. 3, Mon Registration of undergraduates, Chicago.
Feb. 5, Wed., 8 a.m Instruction begins, Urbana.
Feb. 5, Wed.—Feb. 6, Thurs Registration of graduate students, Chicago.
Feb. 10, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate meeting, Urbana.
Mar. 2, Sun University Day (University opened, 1868).
Apr. 7, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate meeting, Urbana.
Apr. 10, Thurs., 6 p.m Easter recess begins, Chicago.
Apr. 11, Fri., 8 a.m Easter recess begins, Urbana.
Apr. 14, Mon., 8 a.m Easter recess ends, Chicago.
Apr. 15, Tues., 8 a.m Easter recess ends, Urbana.
May 2, Fri., 10 a.m Honors Day convocation, Urbana.
May 19, Mon.—May 31, Sat Semester examinations, Chicago.
May 22, Thurs Military Day, Urbana.
May 23, Fri.
—
June 2, Mon Semester examinations, Urbana.
May 30, Fri Memorial Day.
June 2, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate meeting, Urbana.
June 4, Wed.
—
June 5, Thurs Alumni-Class Days, Chicago.
June 6, Fri Commencement, Chicago.
June 7, Sat Alumni-Class Day, Urbana.
June 8, Sun Baccalaureate Service, Urbana.
June 9, Mon., 9:30 a.m Seventieth Annual Commencement, Urbana.
SUMMER SESSION, 1941
June 7, Sat.
—
June 9, Mon Registration of graduate students, Chicago.
June 16, Mon Registration, Urbana.
June 17, Tues., 8 a.m Instruction begins, Urbana.
July 4, Fri Independence Day.
Aug. 8, Fri.—Aug. 9, Sat Summer Session examinations, Urbana.
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CALENDAR FOR 1941-1942
1941 FIRST SEMESTER, 1941-1942
Sept. 10, Wed.—Sept. 13, Sat Entrance examinations, Urbana and Chicago.
Sept. 18, Thurs.—Sept. 20, Sat Freshman week program, Urbana.
Sept. 19, Fri.—Sept. 20, Sat Registration of graduate students, Urbana.
Sept. 20, Sat Registration of freshmen, Urbana.
Sept. 22, Mon.—Sept. 23, Tues Registration of upperclassmen, Urbana.
Sept. 24, Wed., 8 a.m Instruction begins, Urbana.
Sept. 29, Mon Registration of undergraduates, Chicago.
Oct. 1, Wed.—Oct. 2, Thurs Registration of graduate students, Chicago.
Oct. 6, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate meeting, Urbana.
Nov. 6, Thurs.—Nov. 8, Sat High School Conference, Urbana.
Nov. 19, Wed., 12 m Thanksgiving recess begins, Urbana.
Nov. 20, Thurs. (one day only) Thanksgiving recess, Chicago.
Nov. 24, Mon., 1 p.m Thanksgiving recess ends, Urbana.
Dec. 1, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate meeting, Urbana.
Dec. 3, Wed Illinois Day (Illinois admitted to the Union as a
State, 1818).
Dec. 20, Sat., 12 m Holiday recess begins, Urbana.
Dec. 20, Sat., 5 p.m Holiday recess begins, Chicago.
1942
Jan. 5, Mon., 8 a.m Holiday recess ends, Urbana and Chicago.
Jan. 26, Mon.—Feb. 3, Tues Semester examinations, Urbana.
Jan. 29, Thurs.—Feb. 7, Sat Semester examinations, Chicago.
SECOND SEMESTER, 1941-1942
Feb. 4, Wed.—Feb. 7, Sat Entrance examinations, Urbana.
Feb. 6, Fri.—Feb. 7, Sat Registration of graduate students, Urbana.
Feb. 9, Mon.—Feb. 10, Tues Registration of undergraduates, Urbana.
Feb. 9, Mon Registration of undergraduates, Chicago.
Feb. 11, Wed., 8 a.m Instruction begins, Urbana.
Feb. 11, Wed.—Feb. 12, Thurs Registration of graduate students, Chicago.
Feb. 16, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate meeting, Urbana.
Mar. 2, Mon University Day (University opened, 1868).
Apr. 2, Thurs., 6 p.m Easter recess begins, Chicago.
Apr. 3, Fri., 8 a.m Easter recess begins, Urbana.
Apr. 6, Mon., 8 a.m Easter recess ends, Chicago.
Apr. 7, Tues., 8 a.m Easter recess ends, Urbana.
Apr. 13, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate meeting, Urbana.
May 1, Fri., 10 a.m Honors Day convocation, Urbana.
May 25, Mon.
—
June 6, Sat Semester examinations, Chicago.
May 28, Thurs Military Day, Urbana.
May 29, Fri.
—
June 8, Mon Semester examinations, Urbana.
May 30, Sat Memorial Day.
June 1, Mon., 4:10 p.m University Senate meeting, Urbana.
June 10, Wed.
—
June 11, Thurs Alumni-Class Days, Chicago.
June 12, Fri Commencement, Chicago.
June 13, Sat Alumni-Class Day, Urbana.
June 14, Sun Baccalaureate Service, Urbana.
June 15, Mon., 9:30 a.m Seventy-first Annual Commencement, Urbana.
SUMMER SESSION, 1942
June 13, Sat.
—
June 15, Mon Registration of graduate students, Chicago.
June 22, Mon Registration, Urbana.
June 23, Tues., 8 a.m Instruction begins, Urbana.
July 4, Sat Independence Day.
Aug. 14, Fri.—Aug. 15, Sat Summer Session examinations, Urbana.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Members ex Officio
DwiGHT H. Green, Governor of Illinois Springfield
John A. Wieland, Superintendent of Public Instruction Springfield
Elected Members
(Term 1937-1943)
Homer IVIat Adams 704 W. Vine Street, Springfield
James M. Cleary 310 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Chester R. Dams 69 W. Washington Street, Chicago
(Term 1939-1945)
Frank A. Jensen LaSalle
Orville M. Karraker 405 Centennial Building, Springfield
Dr. Karl A. Meyer Cook County Hospital, Chicago
(Term 1941-1947)
John R. Fornof 122 S. Bloomington Street, Streator
Mrs. Helen M. Grigsby Pittsfield
Park Livingston 20 N. Wacker Drive, Chicago
Officers of the Board
James M. Cleary, President Chicago
Harrison E. Cunningham, Secretary Urbana
Frank M. Gordon, Treasurer First National Bank, Chicago
Lloyd Morey, Comptroller Urbana
Executive Committee
James M. Cleary, Chairman; Chester R. Davis, Frank A. Jensen
Standing Committees
Finance—Orville M. Karraker, Chairman; Dr. Karl A. AIeyer, Chester R. Davis.
Buildings and Grounds—Homer Mat Adams, Chairman ; Orville M. Karraker, Mrs.
Helen AI. Grigsby, John R. Fornof, Park Livingston.
Sub-Committee on Landscaping—Mrs. Helen M. Grigsby, Chairman; Orville M.
Karraker, Park Livingston.
General Policy—Frank A. Jensen, Chairman ; Dr. Karl A. Meyer, Chester R. Davis.
Patents—Chester R. Davis, Chairman; Homer Mat Adams, Park Livingston.
Chicago Departments—Dr. Karl A. Meyer, Chairman; Homer Mat Adams, Frank
A. Jensen.
Affiliated Student Activities—Park Livingston, Chairman; Frank A. Jensen, Mrs.
Helen M. Grigsby.
Student Welfare—Mrs. Helen M. Grigsby, Chairman; Frank A. Jensen, Park
Livingston.
Alumni—John R. Fornof, Chairman; Homer Mat Adams, Chester R. Davis.
Agriculture—Dr. Karl A. Meyer, Chairman ; Orville M. Karraker, John R. Fornof.
Athletic Actiznties—Chester R. Davis, Chairman; Frank A. Jensen, John R. Fornof.
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ADVISORY BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
The Board of Trustees has established from time to time certain advisory boards or
committees of citizens of Illinois whose function is to advise the respective departments
on questions referred to the boards. The list of such boards for 1940-1941 follows:
Agricultural Experiment Station
Agricultural Economics: Frank S. Garwood, Stonington ; John P. Hanna, Geneseo
;
Ernest D. Lawrence, Normal ; G. C. Webb, Ewing ; Henry H. Parke, Genoa.
Agricultural Engineering: R. B. Endicott, Villa Ridge; B. C. Fulling, Palestine;
Robert S. McCormick, Gibson City; Royal Oakes, Bluffs; Carl E. Swenson,
Rockford.
Agronomy (Farm Crops) : Eugene Funk, Bloomington ; C. W. Holmes, Edelstein
Charles B. Shuman, Sullivan ; O. J. Sommer, Pekin.
Agronomy (Soils): G. A. Lazier, Rochelle ; W. W. McLaughlin, Decatur; W. E.
Riegel, Tolono.
Animal Husbandry: Lyman Bunting, Ellery; J. W. Frazier, Charleston; J. R. Ful-
KERSON, Jerseyville; E. A. Jenkins, Shelbyville; L. E. Mathers, Mason City.
Dairy Husbandry: W. D. Dotterrer, Chicago; Albert C. Kolmer, Waterloo; Arthur
States, Elwood; Joash Stutzman, Carlock; Harry M. Wood, Delavan.
Floriculture: W. G. Loveridge, Peoria; Rudolph Scheffler, Wheaton; James Sykora,
Chicago; Leonard H. Vaughan, Chicago; P. A. Washburn, Bloomington.
Forestry: L. A. Abbott, Morrison; Joe Brooks, Forreston; Mrs. C. Phillip Miller,
Chicago.
Horticulture: Leo J. Hagemann, Peoria; A. T. Keithley, Dixon; David B. Perrine,
Centralia; Paul Ringhausen, Hamburg; G. Leslie Smith, Rock Island.
General Committee: Ernest D. Lawrence (Agricultural Economics), Robert S. Mc-
Cormick (Agricultural Engineering), W. E. Riegel (Agronomy), J. R. Fulker-
SON (Animal Husbandry), Harry AI. Wood (Dairy Husbandry), Joe Brooks
(Forestry), Leonard H. Vaughan (Horticulture).
Department of Ceramic Engineering
Frank E. Hodek, Jr., Chicago; William F. Schlake, Jr., Chicago; Fred L. Stein-
HOFF, Chicago ; E. H. Van Schoick, Ottawa ; Fritz Wagner, Jr., Chicago ; Joseph
W. Wright, Alton.
College of Pharmacy
Otto J. Pelikan (Chairman), Oak Park; Leo W. Chulock, Maywood; Otto
Ehrlicher, Pekin; Thomas B. Gregg, Harrisburg; Robert Johnson, Decatur;
Leo L. Mrazek, Chicago.
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Accountancy: Robert O. Berger, Chicago; William M. Edens, Chicago; Paul
Grady, Chicago ; Otto Gressens, Chicago ; H. C. Hawes, Chicago ; C. E. Jarchow,
Chicago ; Walter M. LeClear, Chicago ; E. B. McCjUINn, Chicago ; Arthur
Perrow, Chicago.
Advertising: R. B. Barton, Chicago; T. R. Bauerle, Chicago; Walther Buchen,
Chicago ; Homer J. Buckley, Chicago ; G. D. Chain, Jr., Chicago ; George Hart-
ford, Chicago; Howard H. Monk, Rockford; G. R. Schaeffer, Chicago; Arthur
E. Tatham, Chicago.
Banking: Harry A. Brinkman, Chicago; Frank R. Curda, Chicago; Walter Lich-
tenstein, Chicago; S. Nirdlinger, Galesburg; Frank C. Rathje, Chicago;
Charles R. Reardon, Joliet; Jacob F. Schmidt, Waterloo; John H. Sieckmann,
Quincy; C. S. Young, Chicago.
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Civic and Trade Organizations: Carleton G. Ferris, Chicago; Edward C. Heidrich,
Jr., Peoria ; Robert B. Irwin, Springfield ; Charles J. Kellem, Joliet ; Clarence
R. Miles, Chicago ; George W. Rossetter, Chicago ; Leslie C. Smith, Chicago
;
Silas H. Strawn, Chicago ; Howard N. Yates, Aurora.
Foreign Trade: E. M. Bailey, Decatur; R. \V. Bruce, Chicago; C. C. Coldren,
Chicago; T. E. Harris, Chicago; F. L. Marshall, Chicago; Harry Salinger,
Chicago; V. D. Seaman, Chicago; C M. Wynne, Chicago.
Governmental Finance: Newton C. Farr, Chicago; Walter L. Gregory, Chicago;
Logan Hay, Springfield; C. C. LaRue, Chicago; Frank O. Lowden, Oregon;
Sterling Morton, Chicago ; Frank E. Packard, Chicago ; Deneen A. Watson,
Chicago.
Industrial Management: G. F. Blankinship, Murphysboro; E. Bornstein, Peoria;
W. C. Chipps, Chicago
;
Ja.mes L. Donnelly, Chicago ; Arthur S. Mann, Kan-
kakee ; H. AL Railsback, Moline ; A. B. Segur, Oak Park ; G. A. Stockhus,
Rockford.
Insurance: Rollin M. Clark, Chicago; R. G. Dunning, Springfield; Wade Fetzer,
Jr., Chicago ; Ray R. Haffner, Springfield ; J. C. Harding, Springfield ; George
A. McKinney, Alton; George H. Moloney, Chicago; R. G. Rowe, Chicago.
Investments: Morton Bodfish, Chicago ; Ralph D. Chapman, Chicago ; O. P. Decker,
Chicago; A. R. Gardner, Chicago; Hans P. Greison, Savanna; Harvey T. Hill,
Chicago; Herbert Kaiser, Monticello; Pat G. Morris, Chicago; Royal F.
MuNGER, Chicago.
Marketing: Cyrus M. Adler, Chicago; George J. Armstrong, Chicago; J. C. Aspley,
Chicago ; Charles A. Kiler, Champaign ; Charles S. Kirkpatrick, Bloomington
F. H. Massmann, Chicago; D. M. Nelson, Chicago; A. C. Nielsen, Chicago;
J. F. O'Keefe, Chicago.
Public Utilities: Frank C. Amsbary, Jr., Champaign; J. Paul Clayton, Chicago;
J. A. Clts'ningham, Chicago ; A. C. Hall, Champaign ; William A. Hart, Spring-
field
;
John W. Kapp, Jr., Springfield ; A. J. Parsons, Springfield ; A. E. Patton,
Chicago ; Fayette S. Warner, Chicago.
Transportation: Samuel O. Dunn, Chicago ; Melvin P. Hall, Danville ; Reed G.
Landis, Chicago; Chester G. Moore, Chicago; Henry A. Palmer, Chicago;
Elmer A. Smith, Chicago ; Thomas J. Thomas, Chicago ; Luther M. Walter,
Chicago.
OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION
President of the University
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., D.Eng., LL.D., President of the University
Anthony James Janata, A.B., Assistant to the President
Harold Boomer Johnston, A.B., Executive Secretary to the President
Provost
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.B., LL.D., Provost
University Counsel
SvEiNBjORN Johnson, A.M., LL.B., LL.D., University Counsel
Business Office
Lloyd AIorey, A.B., B.AIus., C.P.A., LL.D., Comptroller
Harold Mortimer Edwards, LL.B., Purchasing Agent
Charles Harlow Pratt, A.B., Chief Accountant
Clyde Augustin Webber, B.S., Bursar
Howard Albert Hazleton, B.S., Assistant Comptroller and Auditor
John Edson Millizen, A.B., Business Agent for Chicago Departments
Physical Plant Department
Charles Stewart Havens, M.S., Director of the Physical Plant Department
Ernest Lawrence Stouffer, M.Arch., Assistant Supervising Architect
Robert Clyde Maxwell, B.S., Structural Engineer
Harry Wisler Pearce, B.S., Superintendent of Buildings for Chicago Departments
Registrar
George Philip Tuttle, B.S., Registrar
Donald Ashway Grossman, LL.B., Examiner
Earl Charles Seyler, M.S., Recorder
George Robert Moon, A.M., Examiner and Recorder for Chicago Departments
Dean of Men
Fred Harold Turner, Ph.D., Dean of Men
Gerald Waters Peck, B.S., Assistant Dean of Men, in charge of student employment
Golden A. McConnell, A.B., LL.B., Assistant Dean of Men, in charge of freshmen
and foreign students
Vern James Hampton, B.S., Assistant Dean of Men, in charge of student organization
finances
Stanfield Sykes Taylor, B.S., Assistant to the Dean of Men; Executive Secretary-
Treasurer of Men's League
Dean of Women
Maria Leonard, A.M., Litt.D., Dean of Women
Irene Dorothy Pierson, A.B., Assistant Dean of Women
Elizabeth Agnes Connelly, M.S., Assistant Dean of Women
Health Service
Joseph Howard Beard, A.M., M.D., University Health Officer
George R. Blackstone, M.D., Assistant Health Officer
Maude Lee Etheredge, M.D., Dr.P.H., Medical x-^dviser for Women, in charge of the
Women's Division of the Health Service
Walter William Dalitsch, B.S., D.D.S., M.D., Health Officer for Chicago De-
partments
mini Union Building
Vernon Leslie Kretschmer, B.S., Manager of the Illini Union Building
Mrs. Katharine McFarland Ansley, A.M., Food Service Manager
Irene Dorothy Pierson, A.B., Social Director
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Student Housing
Charles Robert Frederick, M.S., Director of Student Housing^
Samuel Earl Thompson, B.Ed., Acting Director of Student Housing
Elizabeth Agnes Connelly, M.S., Assistant for Women's Housing
Alumni Relations and Records
Carl Stephens, A.B., Director of Alumni Relations and Records, General Secretary
of the Alumni Association, and Editor of Illinois Alumni News
Gleyn Goodwine, Alumni Recorder
William Joseph Pfister, B.S., Manager of Student-Alumni Association
Edward Emerson Stafford, A.B., Field Representative
Mildred Aleen Fisher, A.B., Secretary of the Chicago Division
Bureau of Institutional Research
Coleman Roberts Griffith, Ph.D., Director of the Bureau of Institutional Research
Arthur Harry Winakor, Ph.D., C.P.A., Statistician
High School Visitor
Arthur Wilbur Clevenger, A.M., High School Visitor
Harold D. Trimble, A.M., Assistant High School Visitor
Fred Carlisle Hood, Ph.D., Assistant High School Visitor
Clyde Meveric Campbell, A.M., Assistant High School Visitor
Military Department
Robert George Kirkwood, B.S., Colonel (Field Artillery), Com.mandant
Fred William Kistenmacher, Technical Sergeant and Chief Clerk
Military Bands
Albert Austin Harding, Mus.D., Director of Military Bands
Mark Hubert Hindsley, A.M., Assistant Director of Military Bands
Museums
Leverett Allen Adams, Ph.D., Curator of the Museum of Natural History
Frank Collins Baker, B.S., Curator of the Museum of Natural History, Emeritus
Florence Ann Fletcher, A.M., Custodian of the Museum of European Culture and
the Classical Museum
Public Information and Radio Station
Josef Franklin Wright, A.B., Director of Public Information and the Radio Station
Frank Ellsworth Schooley, B.S., Assistant to the Director
University Extension
Robert Bell Browne, Ph.D., Director of University Extension
University Library
Carl Milton White, Ph.D., Director of the University Library
Mary Lois Bull, A.M., Assistant to the Director
Wayne Stewart Yenawine, A.M., Assistant to the Director
University Press and Information Office
Harrison Edward Cl^^ningham, A.B., Director of the University Press and of the
Information Office
Anna Louise Neuber, A.M., Assistant Director of the Information Office
Henry Carl Oesterling, A.B., Editor of the University Press
Charles Everett Herman, Superintendent of the Print Shop
*0n leave of absence.
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COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS AT URBANA
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Matthew Thompson McClure, Ph.D., Litt.D., Dean of the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences
Harold Samuel Dawson, B.S., LL.B., Assistant Dean
Harold Wood Bailey, Ph.D., Director of the Personnel Bureau
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Litt.D., Dean of the College of Commerce
and Business Administration and Director of the Bureau of Business Research
Charles F. Schlatter, M.S., C.P.A., Associate Dean
Robert Phillip Hackett, Ph.D., Assistant Dean
William Coulter Robb, A.M., J.D., LL.M., Assistant to the Dean
Ananias Charles Littleton, Ph.D., C.P.A., Assistant Director of the Bureau of
Business Research
College of Engineering
Melvin Lorenius Enger, M.S., C.E., Dean of the College of Engineering and Director
of the Engineering Experiment Station
Harvey Herbert Jordan, B.S., Associate Dean
Marie Huber, A.B., Assistant to the Dean and to the Director
Matthew Rutherford Riddell, B.A.Sc, Assistant to the Director
College of Agriculture
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S., Dean of the College of Agriculture, Director of the Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, and Director of the Extension Service in Agriculture
and Home Economics
Robert R. Hudelson, Ph.D., Assistant Dean
Harold Winford Hannah, B.S., LL.B., Assistant to the Dean and to the Director
College of Education
Thomas Eliot Benner, Ed.D., Dean of the College of Education
Walter Scott Monroe, Ph.D., Director of the Bureau of Educational Research
Charles Wilson Sanford, Ph.D., Principal of University High School
College of Fine and Applied Arts
Rexford Newcomb, A.m., ^I.Arch., Dean of the College of Fine and Applied Arts and
Director of the Bureau of Community Planning
Cyrus Edmund Palmer, M.S., Assistant Dean
Frederic Benjamin Stiven, Mus.D., Director of the School of Music
Alice T. Wall, A.M., Assistant to the Dean
College of Law
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.B., LL.D., Dean of the College of Law
Marian Helen Martin, A.B., Assistant to the Dean
School of Journalism
Reuel Richard Barlow, A.M., Chairman of the Administrative Committee of the
School of Journalism
Charles Everette Flynn, A.M., Assistant to the Director
School of Physical Education
Seward Charle Staley, Ph.D., Director of the School of Physical Education
WiNSOR Williams Brown, A.M., Assistant to the Director
Wendell Samuel Wilson, B.S., Director of Intercollegiate Athletics
Library School
Carl Milton White, Ph.D., Director of the Library School
Amelia Krieg, B.L.S., A.M., Assistant Director
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Graduate School
Robert Daniel Carmichael, Ph.D., Dean of the Graduate School
Horace Montgomery Gray, Ph.D., Assistant Dean
Summer Session
Robert Bell Browne, Ph.D., Director of the Summer Session
COLLEGES IN CHICAGO
Executive Dean
1853 West Polk Street
Raymond Bernard Allen, M.D., Ph.D., Executive Dean of the Chicago Colleges
College of Medicine
1853 West Polk Street
David John Davis, M.D., Ph.D., Dean of the College of Medicine
George Robert Moon, A.M., Assistant to the Dean
College of Dentistry
808 South Wood Street
Howard Mitchell Marjerison, D.M.D., Dean of the College of Dentistry
Mrs. Nell Snow Talbot, A.M., Assistant to the Dean
College of Pharmacy
808 South Wood Street
Earl Roy Serles, Ph.G., Ph.D., Dean of the College of Pharmacy
THE COUNCIL
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., D.Eng., LL.D., President of the University
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.B., LL.D., Provost, and Dean of the College of Law
Raymond Bernard Allen, M.D., Ph.D., Executive Dean of the Chicago Colleges
Robert Daniel Carmichael, Ph.D., Dean of the Graduate School
Matthew Thompson McClure, Ph.D., Litt.D., Dean of the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Litt.D., Dean of the College of Commerce
and Business Administration
Melvin Lorenius Enger, M.S., C.E., Dean of the College of Engineering
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S., Dean of the College of Agriculture
Thomas Eliot Benner, Ed.D., Dean of the College of Education
Rexford Newcomb, A.m., M.Arch., Dean of the College of Fine and Applied Arts
David John Davis, M.D., Ph.D., Dean of the College of Medicine
Howard Mitchell Marjerison, D.M.D., Dean of the College of Dentistry
Earl Roy Serles, Ph.G., Ph.D., Dean of the College of Pharmacy
Reuel Richard Barlow, A.M., Chairman of the Administrative Committee of the
School of Journalism
Seward Charle Staley, Ph.D., Director of the School of Physical Education
Carl Milton White, Ph.D., Director of the Library School
Robert Bell Browne, Ph.D., Director of University Extension
Roger Adams, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Organic Chemistry and Head of the De-
partment of Chemistry
Arthur Byron Coble, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Mathematics and Head of the
Department
Whitney Clark Hlintington, M.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering and Head
of the Department
Committees
COMMITTEES OF THE UNIVERSITY SENATE
Admissions from Secondary Schools—H. H. Jordan, Chairman ; H. W. Bailey, A. W.
Clevenger (ex officio), E. E. DeTurk, H. M. Hamlin, D. P. Locklin, G. P.
TuTTLE (ex officio).
Appointment of Teachers—E. J. Filbey, Chairman ; G. M. Almy, J. Lita Bane, A. W.
Clevenger (ex officio), Louise Freer, W. J. Graham, Velma I. Kitchell, O. H.
Sears, L. W. Williams, Secretary.
Athletics—F. E. Richart, Chairman ; E. R. Dillavou, W. P. Flint, O. G. Schaffer,
S. C. Staley, R. N. Sullivan, W. S. Wilson.
Classification of Physical Education
—
J. H. Beard, Chairman ; E. A. Henn, C. O.
Jackson, G. T. Stafford.
Committee on Committees—A. B. Coble, Chairman ; W. L. Burlison, G. W. Goble,
H. H. Jordan, H. T. Scovill.
Educational Policy—H. N. Hillebrand, Chairman ; W. E. Britton, W. E. Carroll,
J. O. Draffin, Simon Litman, C. S. Marvel, E. F. Potthoff.
Honors Day—T. C. Shedd, Chairman ; R. H. Baker, N. D. Morgan, E. H. Reeder,
H. A. RUEHE.
Joint Committee of Senate and Graduate School on Admissions from Higher Institu-
tions—R. S. Smith, Chairman; A. W. Clevenger (ex officio), R. C. Fuson, H. M.
Gray, W. S. Robertson, G. P. Tuttle (ex officio).
Library
—
J. A. Fairlie, Chairman; P. H. Brown, H. C. M. Case, E. E. King, T. C.
Pease, Jane C. Watt, C. M. White.
Rhodes Scholarship—Ernest Bernbaum, Chairman ; T. W. Baldwin, J. T. Buchholz,
H. W. Holt, C. A. Keener.
Student Affairs—W. J. Putnam, Chairman; H. S. Dawson, J. J. Doland, C. M.
Kneier, Maria Leonard (.ex officio), C. A. Moyer, Carita Robertson, P. H.
Tracy, F. H. Turner (ex officio), and four seniors from the Student Council.
Student Discipline—Rexford Newcomb, Chairman ; T. E. Benner, M. L. Enger, A. J.
Harno, M. T. McClure, H. P. Rusk, C. M. Thompson.
Summer Committee on Educational Policy (1940)—W. S. Monroe, Chairman; C. S.
Marvel, C. E. Palmer.
University Calendar—E. G. Young, Chairman; A. B. Mays, C. E. Palmer, D. R. Taft,
G. P. Tuttle (ex officio).
DIVISIONAL COMMITTEES IN THE COLLEGE OF
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Biological Sciences
—
J. T. Buchholz, Chairman ; C. L. Metcalf, V. E. Shelford, F. R.
Steggerda, F. W. Tanner, Herbert Woodrow.
Language and Literature—W. A. Olfdather, Chairman ; A. W. Aron, J. H. Elsdon,
J. T. Geissendoerfer, Arthur Hamilton, H. N. Hillebrand, J. F. Jackson,
H. S. V. Jones, B. E. Perry, S. F. Will.
Social Sciences
—
J. W. Albig, Chairman; H. H. Anderson, C. A. Berdahl, P. H.
Brown, A. B. Cozzens, A. E. Murphy, T. C. Pease.
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OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION—URBANA
THE UNIVERSITY SENATE*
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., D.Eng., LL.D., President
David Kinley, Ph.D., LL.D., President and Professor of Economics, Emeritus
Arthur Newell Talbot, C.E., D.Sc, D.Eng., LL.D., Professor of Municipal and
Sanitary Engineering, Emeritus
Eugene Davenport, M.S., M.Agr., LL.D., D.Sc, Professor of Thremmatology and
Dean of the College of Agriculture, Emeritus^
Albert Pruden Carman, D.Sc, Professor of Physics, Emeritus
Isabel Bevier, Ph.M., D.Sc, Professor of Home Economics, Emerita
Morgan Brooks, Ph.B., M.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering, Emeritus
Maurice Henry Robinson, Ph.D., Professor of Economics, Emeritus
Joseph Cullen Blair, M.S., D.Sc, Professor of Horticulture and Dean of the College
of Agriculture, Emeritus
Thomas Edward Oliver, Ph.D., Professor of French, Emeritus
Wilber John Eraser, M.S., Professor of Dairy Farming, Emeritus
Frederick Green, A.M., LL.B., Professor of Law, Emeritus
Harry Sands Grindley, D.Sc, Professor of Animal Nutrition, Emeritus
Edgar Jerome Townsend, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus
William Albert Noyes, Ph.D., LL.D., Chem.D., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry,
Emeritus
George Abram Miller, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus
Phineas Lawrence Windsor, Ph.B., Litt.D., Professor of Library Science, Director
of the Library, and Director of the Library School, Emeritus
Henry Baldwin Ward, Ph.D., D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Zoology, Emeritus
John William Lloyd, Ph.D., Professor of Fruit and Vegetable Marketing^
John Archibald Fairlie, Ph.D., Professor of PoUtical Science and Head of the
Department
Ernest Ludlow Bogart, Ph.D., Professor of Economics, Emeritus
Charles Frederick Hottes, Ph.D., Professor of Plant Physiology, Emeritus
William Trelease, D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Botany, Emeritus
William Shirley Bayley, Ph.D., Professor of Geology, Emeritus
Ellery Burton Paine, M.S., E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering and Head of
the Department
Frank Smith, D.Sc, Professor of Systematic Zoology, Emeritus
Loring Harvey Provine, B.S., A.E., Professor of Architectural Engineering and Head
of the Department of Architecture
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.E., D.Sc, Research Professor of Engineering Materials
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of the Classics, Chairman of
the Department, and Chairman of the Division of Language and Literature
Oscar Adolph Leutwiler, B.S., M.E., Professor of Mechanical Engineering Design
and Head of the Department of Mechanical Engineering
Albert Howe Lybyer, Ph.D., Professor of History
Ernest Bernbaum, Ph.D., Professor of English and Secretary of the University Senate
Cullen Warner Parmelee, M.S., D.Sc, Professor of Ceramic Engineering and Head
of the Department
David Hobart Carnahan, Ph.D., Professor of French, Emeritus
Charles Tobias Knipp, Ph.D., Professor of Experimental Electricity, Emeritus
Floyd Rowe Watson, Ph.D., Professor of Physics, Emeritus
Robert Graham, D.V.M., B.S., Professor of Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Harrison Edward Cunningham, A.B., Director of the University Press, Director of
the Information Office, and Secretary of the Board of Trustees
William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D., D.Agr., Professor of Crop Production and Head
of the Department of Agronomy
Herman Bernard Dorner, M.S., Professor of Floriculture
*The Senate includes all University officers of full professorial rank and all others in charge
of independent departments of instruction. The names are listed in order of seniority of appoint-
ment. For lists of Senate members in the Chicago departments, see under the Colleges of Medicine,
Dentistry, and Pharmacy (pages 45-58).
'Deceased March 31, 1941. ^On leave of absence.
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James Lloyd Edmonds, B.S., Professor of Horse Husbandry
Melvin Lorenius Enger, M.S., C.E., Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics, Dean of
the College of Engineering, and Director of the Engineering Experiment Station
Harvey Herbert Jordan, B.S., Professor of General Engineering Drawing, Head of
the Department, and Associate Dean of the College of Engineering
Fred Henry Rankin, B.S., Superintendent of Agricultural College Extension and
Assistant Dean of the College of Agriculture, Emeritus
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S., Professor of Cattle Husbandry, Dean of the College of
Agriculture, Director of the Agricultural Experiment Station, and Director of the
Extension Service in Agriculture and Home Economics
Hiram Thompson Scovill, A.B., C.P.A., Professor of Accountancy and Head of the
Department of Business Organization and Operation
James Byrnie Shaw, D.Sc, Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus
Everett Edgar King, M.S., M.C.E., Professor of Railw^ay Civil Engineering
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Litt.D., Professor of Economics, Dean of
the College of Commerce and Business Administration, and Director of the
Bureau of Business Research
Roger Adams, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Organic Chemistry and Head of the Depart-
ment of Chemistry
Joseph How^ard Beard, A.AI., M.D., Professor of Hygiene, Head of the Department
of Health Service, and University Health OflBcer
George Tobias Flom, Ph.D., Professor of Scandinavian Languages and English
Philology, Emeritus
Walter Lee Gaines, Ph.D., Professor of Milk Production
Simon Litm.\n, Dr.Jur.Pub. et Rer.Cam., Professor of Economics
Thomas Edmund Savage, Ph.D., Professor of Geology, Emeritus
Terence Thomas Quirke, E.M., Ph.D., Professor of Geology
Howard Vernon Canter, Ph.D., Professor of the Classics
Robert Daniel Carmichael, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics and Dean of the Grad-
uate School
Martin John Prucha, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Bacteriology^
William Spence Robertson, Ph.D., Professor of History and Head of the Department
Walter Lee Summers, A.B., LL.B., J.D., Professor of Law
Albert James Harno, B.S., LL.B., LL.D., Professor of Law, Dean of the College of
Law, and Provost
Emil Wilhelm Lehmann, B.S., E.E., A.E., Professor of Agricultural Engineering and
Head of the Department
Clell Lee Metcalf, D.Sc, Professor of Entomology and Head of the Department
Harrison August Ruehe, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Manufactures and Head of the
Department of Dairy Husbandry
Louise Freer, A.M., Professor of Physical Education for Women and Head of the
Department
George Washington Goble, A.B., LL.B., Professor of Law
Albert Austin Harding, Mus.D., Professor of Music and Director of Military Bands
Alonzo Plumstead Kratz, M.S., Research Professor of Mechanical Engineermg
Walter Scott Monroe, Ph.D., Professor of Education and Director of the Bureau of
Educational Research
Lloyd Morey, A.B., B.Mus., C.P.A., LL.D., Professor of Accountancy and Comptroller
Rexford Newcomb, A.m., M.Arch., Professor of the History of Architecture, Dean of
the College of Fine and Applied Arts, and Director of the Bureau of Community
Planning
Harry Gilbert Paul, Ph.D., Professor of English
Edward Charles Schmidt, M.E., Professor of Railway Engineering, Emeritus
Fred B. Seely, M.S., Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics and Head of
the Department
Fred Wilbur Tanner, Ph.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Head of the Department*
Wilbur M. Wilson, M.M.E., C.E., Research Professor of Structural Engineering
Robert Carl Zuppke, Ph.B., Professor of Phj'sical Education for Men
Frederic Benjamin Stiven, Mus.D., Professor of Music and Director of the School
of Music
Leslie Ellsworth Card, Ph.D., Professor of Poultry Husbandry
*0n leave of absence first semester. ^On leave of absence second semester.
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Matthew Thompson McClure, Ph.D., Litt.D., Professor of Philosophy, Dean of the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and Acting Director of the General
Curriculum
William Cumming Rose, Ph.D., Professor of Biochemistry
Robert Horace Baker, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Astronomy and Head of the
Department
Maria Leonard, A.M., Litt.D., Dean of Women
Harold Clayton M. Case, Ph.D., Professor of Agricultural Economics and Head of
the Department
Frederick Charles Bauer, Ph.D., Professor of Soil Fertility
Arthur Moses Buswell, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry
Jay Courtland Hackleman, A.M., Professor of Crops Extension
B. Smith Hopkins, Ph.D., D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Inorganic Chemistry
John Mabry Mathews, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
John Addison Clement, Ph.D., Professor of Education
William Everett Britton, A.M., J.D., Professor of Law
Edward Joseph Filbey, Ph.D., C.P.A., Professor of Accountancy
Worth Huff Rodebush, Ph.D., Professor of Physical Chemistry
Frederic Arthur Russell, Ph.D., Professor of Business Organization and Operation
William Ernest Carroll, Ph.D., Professor of Swine Husbandry and Head of the
Department of Animal Husbandry
Maxwell Jay Dorsey, Ph.D., Professor of Pomology and Head of the Department
of Horticulture
Harold Eaton Babbitt, M.S., Professor of Sanitary Engineering
Neil Conwell Brooks, Ph.D., Professor of German, Emeritus
Ernest E. De Turk, Ph.D., Professor of Soil Fertility
Harold Hanson Mitchell, Ph.D., Professor of Animal Nutrition
Raymond Stratton Smith, Ph.D., Professor of Soil Physics
Oliver LeRoy McCaskill, Ph.B., J.D., Professor of Law
Donald Babcock Keyes, Ph.D., Professor of Chemical Engineering
Theodore Calvin Pease, Ph.D., Professor of History
Robert Francis Seybolt, Ph.D., Professor of the History of Education
Sveinbjorn Johnson, A.M., LL.B., LL.D., Professor of Law and University Counsel
Whitney Clark Huntington, M.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering and Head
of the Department
John Stanley Crandell, B.S., C.E., Professor of Highway Engineering
Everett Gillham Young, M.S., M.E., Professor of Railway Mechanical Engineering
Albert William Aron, Ph.D., Professor of German and Head of the Department
Arnold Emch, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics, Emeritus
CljXREnce Walter Ham, M.E., Professor of Machine Design
Arthur Beverly Mays, A.M., Professor of Industrial Education
Joseph Albert Polson, B.S., M.E., Professor of Steam Engineering
Warren Albert Ruth, Ph.D., Professor of Pomological Physiology
Victor Ernest Shelford, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology and Chairman of the
Department
Lawrence William Murphy, A.M., Litt.D., Professor of Journalism
Donald Reed Taft, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology
Carl Herbert Casberg, B.S., M.E., Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Thomas Whitfield Baldwin, Ph.D., Professor of English
Arthur Wilbur Clevenger, A.AL, High School Visitor with the rank of Professor
Arthur Byron Coble, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Mathematics and Head of the
Department
Walter James Graham, Ph.D., Professor of English
Herbert Woodrow, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology and Head of the Department
Merrill Isaac Schnebly, A.B., J.D., J.S.D., Professor of Law
George Lindenberg Clark, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry
George Bates Weisiger, B.S., LL.B., J.D., Professor of Law
Ernest Theodore Hiller, Ph.D., Professor of Sociology
John Theodore Buchholz, Ph.D., Professor of Botany, Head of the Department, and
Chairman of the Division of Biological Sciences
Merlin Harold Hunter, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of Economics and Head of the
Department
Frederic Edward Lee, Ph.D., Professor of Economics
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Francis Wheeler Loomis, Ph.D., Professor of Physics and Head of the Department'
Harland Bartholomew, C.E., Non-Resident Professor of Civic Design
Arthur Samuel Colby, Ph.D., Professor of Pomology
Maude Lee Etheredge, M.D., Dr.P.H., Professor of Hygiene and Medical Adviser for
Women
Ralph Kent Hursh, B.S., Professor of Ceramic Engineering
Cyrus Edmund Palmer, M.S., Professor of Architectural Engineering and Assistant
Dean of the College of Fine and Applied Arts
Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S., Professor of Dairy Husbandry Extension
Waldo Shumway, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
Joseph Tykocinski Tykociner, E.E., Research Professor of Electrical Engineering
Harley Jones Van Cleave, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
Clyde Melvin Woodworth, Ph.D., Professor of Plant Genetics
William Wodin Yapp, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Cattle
Frederick Charles Dietz, Ph.D., Professor of History
Harold Wright Holt, A.B., LL.B., S.J.D., Professor of Law
Harry Stuart Vedder Jones, Ph.D., Professor of English
Paul Van Brunt Jones, Ph.D., Professor of History
Carl Shipp Marvel, Ph.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry
James Garfield Randall, Ph.D., Professor of History
Seward Charle Staley, Ph.D., Professor of Physical Education for Men, Head of the
Department, and Director of the School of Physical Education
William Oscar Blanchard, Ph.D., Professor of Geography
Otto George Schaffer, B.S., Professor of Landscape Architecture and Head of the
Department
Stanley Hart White, M.L.A., Professor of Landscape Architecture
Karl Baptiste Lohmann, M.L.A., Professor of Landscape Architecture
Clarence Arthur Berdahl, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
Arthur Francis Deam, B.Arch., Professor of Architecture^
Thomas Eliot Benner, Ed.D., Professor of Education and Dean of the College of
Education
Frank Walbridge De Wolf, B.S., Professor of Geology and Head of the Department
of Geology and Geography
Fred Harold Turner, Ph.D., Dean of Men
George Philip Tuttle, B.S., Registrar
Harry Warren Anderson, Ph.D., Professor of Pomological Pathology
Paul D. Converse, A.M., Professor of Business Organization and Operation
Harold Newcomb Hillebrand, Ph.D., Professor of English and Head of the De-
partment
Randolph Philip Hoelscher, M.S., C.E., Professor of General Engineering Drawing
Ananias Charles Littleton, Ph.D., C.P.A., Professor of Accountancy and Assistant
Director of the Bureau of Business Research
Horace James Macintire, M.M.E., Professor of Refrigeration
George Wellington Pickels, B.C.E., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering
Frank Erwin Richart, M.S., C.E., Research Professor of Engineering Materials
William H. Severns, M.S., Professor of Mechanical Engineering*
Howard Rice Thomas, C.E., M.S., Special Research Professor of Engineering
Materials*
John Van Horne, Ph.D., Professor of Spanish and Italian and Head of the Depart-
ment
Arthur G. Anderson, C.E., Ph.D., Professor of Business Organization and Operation
Henri Jacobus van den Berg, Graduate, Royal Conservatory, Amsterdam, Professor
of Music, Emeritus
Reynold Clayton Fuson, Ph.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry
Charles F. Schlatter, M.S., C.P.A., Professor of Accountancy and Associate Dean
of the College of Commerce and Business Administration
George Foss Schwartz, B.Mus., A.M., Professor of Music, Emeritus
Andrew Irving Andrews, Ph.D., Professor of Ceramic Engineering
James Joseph Doland, M.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering
Abner Richard Knight, M.E., M.S., E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering
*On leave of absence from January 8 to August 31, 1941.
'On leave of absence. 'On leave of absence first semester. *First semester.
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William James Putnam, M.S., M.E., Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Thomas Clark Shedd, M.S., C.E., Professor of Structural Engineering
Paul Thomas Young, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology
Arthur Robert Crathorne, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Jasper Owen Draffin, M.S., Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Wesley Pillsbury Flint, B.S., Chief Entomologist with the rank of Professor
Coleman Roberts Griffith, Ph.D., Professor of Education and Director of the
Bureau of Institutional Research
Robert R. Hudelson, Ph.D., Professor of Agricultural Economics and Assistant Dean
of the College of Agriculture
Newlin Dolbey Morgan, M.S., C.E., Professor of Architectural Engineering
Elmer Roberts, Ph.D., Professor of Animal Genetics
Ralph Lloyd Shriner, Ph.D., Professor of Organic Chemistry
Charles Leslie Stewart, Ph.D., Professor of Agricultural Economics
Charles Allyn Williams, Ph.D., Professor of German
Neil Everett Stevens, Ph.D., Professor of Botany
Charles Stewart Havens, M.S., Director of the Physical Plant Department
Robert Bell Browne, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education, Director of University
Extension, and Director of the Summer Session
George Harlan Dungan, Ph.D., Professor of Crop Production
William Barbour Nevens, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Cattle Feeding
Laurence Joseph Norton, Ph.D., Professor of Agricultural Economics
Juliet Lita Bane, A.M., D.Sc, Professor of Home Economics and Head of the
Department
Edwin Hewett Reeder, Ph.D., Professor of Education
Robert Childers Ashby, Ph.D., Professor of Livestock Marketing
Reuel Richard Barlow, A.M., Professor of Journalism and Chairman of the Admin-
istrative Committee of the School of Journalism
Martin Luther Mosher, M.Agr., Professor of Farm Management Extension
Thomas Erwin Phipps, Ph.D., Professor of Physical Chemistry
Joseph Ward Swain, Ph.D., Professor of History
Paul Hubert Tracy, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Manufactures
Jamison Vawter, M.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering
Carroll Carson Wiley, B.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering
John Nelson Spaeth, M.F., Ph.D., Professor of Forestry and Head of the Department
EssEL Ray Dillavou, A.M., J.D., Professor of Business Law
Harris Francis Fletcher, Ph.D., Professor of English^
Herbert McNee Hamlin, Ph.D., Professor of Agricultural Education
Peter Gerald Kruger, Ph.D., Professor of Physics
Mrs. Alta Gwinn Saunders, A.M., Professor of Business English
Henning Larsen, Ph.D., Professor of English
Arthur Edward Murphy, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Head of the
Department
James Grote Van Derpool, M.F.A., Professor of the History of Art and Head of the
Department of Art
Joseph Francis Jackson, Ph.D., Professor of French and Head of the Department
Leverett Allen Adams, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology and Curator of the Museum of
Natural History
Henry Roy Brahana, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics
Hugh Alexander Brown, M.S., E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering
Sleeter Bull, M.S., Professor of Meats
William Nelson Espy, M.S., Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Stanley William Hall, B.S., Professor of Floriculture
William Patrick Hayes, Ph.D., Professor of Entomology
Walter August Huelsen, M.S., Professor of Vegetable Crops
Henry Eraser Johnstone, Ph.D., Professor of Chemical Engineering
William Garfielld Kammlade, Ph.D., Professor of Sheep Husbandry
Charles Mayard Kneier, Ph.D., J.D., Professor of Political Science
John Otto Kraehenbuehl, M.S., E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering
Julia Pratt Outhouse, Ph.D., Professor of Nutrition
Oliver Ralph Overman, Ph.D., Professor of Dairy Chemistry
^On leave of absence second semester.
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John Jay Parry, Ph.D., Professor of English
Herbert Joseph Reich, Ph.D., M.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering
Frederick Stanley Rodkey, Ph.D., Professor of History
Ogle Hesse Sears, Ph.D., Professor of Soil Biology
Francis Parker Shepard, Ph.D., Professor of Geology^
George Frederick Smith, Ph.D., Professor of Chemistry
RoscoE Raymond Snapp, Ph.D., Professor of Beef Cattle Husbandry
John Clyde Spitler, B.S., Professor of Agricultural Extension
George Thomas Stafford, Ed.D., Professor of Physical Education for Men
Waldemar Joseph Trjitzinsky, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics'
Arthur Gibson Vestal, Ph.D., Professor of Botany
Oscar Friedolin Weber, Ph.D., Professor of Education
Samuel Frederic Will, Ph.D., Professor of French
Berthier Wesley Fairbanks, Ph.D., Professor of Swine Husbandry
Robert George Kirkwood, B.S., Colonel, Field Artillery, Professor of Military Science
and Tactics, and Commandant
Florian Witold Zn.a.niecki, Ph.D., Visiting Professor of Sociology
Carl Milton White, Ph.D., Professor of Library Science, Director of the Library,
and Director of the Library School
Max Black, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy
Clarence Erwin AIcClung, Ph.G., Ph.D., D.Sc, Visiting Professor of Zoology
Ernest Thompson Robbins, M.S. A., Professor of Animal Husbandry Extension
John William Albig, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology, Chairman of the
Department, and Chairman of the Division of Social Sciences
Robert Philipp, Carnegie Visiting Professor of Art
Milton Nels Nelson, Ph.D., Visiting Professor of Economics
Harold Leroy Walker, M.S., Met.E., Assistant Professor of Metallurgical Engi-
neering and Acting Head of the Department of Mining and Metallurgical Engi-
neering
Thomas Vernor Smith, Ph.D., Visiting Professor of Philosophy'
Associate Professors
Aretas Wilbur Nolan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Agricultural Education
William Edward Burge, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology
William Frederick Schulz, E.E., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics, Emeritus
Frances Simpson, B.L.S., M.L., Associate Professor of Library Economy and Assistant
Director of the Library School, Emerita
Ben Edwin Perry, Ph.D., Associate Professor of the Classics
Roy Harold Wilcox, M.S., Associate Professor of Farm Management
Olive Clio Hazlett, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics
Charles Earl Bradbury, B P., Al.F.A., Associate Professor of Art
Charles Watters Odell, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education
Matthew Rutherford Riddell, B.A.Sc, Associate Professor of Aeronautical Engi-
neering and Assistant to the Director of the Engineering Experiment Station
Frederick Francis Weinard, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Floricultural Physiology
Elmer Howard Williams, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Experimental Physics
Arthur Hamilton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Spanish and Italian
Newton Edward Ensign, M.A., Associate Professor of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Russell Hancock Miles, M.Mus., Associate Professor of Music
Thomas Edward O'Donnell, M.S., M.Arch., Associate Professor of Architecture
Robert Frederick Paton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics
John Henry Reedy, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry
Josef Franklin Wright, A.B., Associate Professor of Journalism, Director of Public
Information, and Director of the Radio Station
Andrew Wilson Brown, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology and of Criminology
La Force Bailey, M.S., B.P., Associate Professor of Art
Ernest Alexander Reid, M.S., E.E., Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
Edwin Leodgar Theiss, Ph.D., C.P.A., Associate Professor of Accountancy
John Kline Tuthill, B.S., E.E., Associate Professor of Railway Electrical Engi-
neering
*On leave of absence first semester. »0n leave of absence. 'Second semester.
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Edward Hardenbergh Waldo, M.S., E.E., Associate Professor of Electrical Engineer-
ing, Emeritus
Otho Clarke Leiter, A.B., Associate Professor of Journalism
Henry Heaton Baily, A.M., C.P.A., Associate Professor of Accountancy
William Arthur Foster, B.S., B.Arch., A.E., Associate Professor of Rural Archi-
tecture'
Horace Montgomery Gray, Ph.D., McKinley Associate Professor of the Economics
of Public Utilities and Assistant Dean of the Graduate School
Glenn DeVere Higginson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology
Paul Evans Johnston, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics
Victor Wendell Kelley, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Horticulture Extension
Paul Nissley Landis, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
David Philip Locklin, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
Robert Cooke Ross, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Farm Management
Robert Bruce Weirick, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
Elmer Joseph Working, M.S., Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics
Ethel Bond, A.B., B.L.S., Associate Professor of Library Science
Anne Morris Boyd, B.L.S., Associate Professor of Library Science
DuANE Taylor Englis, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry
DiLMAN Walter Gotshalk, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy
Richard Roksabro Kudo, D.Sc, Associate Professor of Zoology
Wayland Maxfield Parrish, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Speech
Arthur Wellesley Secord, Ph.D., Associate Professor of English
Frederick Guy Straub, M.S., Met.E., Special Research Associate Professor of
Chemical Engineering
Alfred Joseph De Lorimier, A.B., Lieutenant-Colonel, Cavalry, Associate Professor of
Military Science and Tactics^
Wendell Samuel Wilson, B.S., Associate Professor of Physical Education for Men
and Director of Intercollegiate Athletics
Bunnie Othanel Smith, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education
James Holley Bartlett, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Theoretical Physics*
Pembroke Holcomb Brown, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
Cecil Vincent Donovan, B.P., M.F.A., Associate Professor of Art
WooDFiN Grady Jones, B.S., Lieutenant-Colonel, Infantry, Associate Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
Charles Alva Keener, M.S., E.E., Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
Frank Mills Lescher, B.S., Associate Professor of Architecture
John Angus Nicholson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Philosophy
Sherman Schoonmaker, M.Mus., Associate Professor of Music
Ray Iris Shawl, M.S., Associate Professor of Agricultural Engineering
Clifford Harry Springer, M.S., C.E., Associate Professor of General Engineering
Drawing
Arle Herbert Sutton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geology
Sherlock Swann, Jr., Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
Harold Rollin Wanless, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Geology
William Griffith Hill, A.M., M.Mus., Associate Professor of Music
David Cleveland Wimer, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Soil Physics
Edward Frederick Potthoff, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Education and Educa-
tional Consultant in the Provost's Office
Reinhold Baer, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics
Rossiter Hunt Garity, B.S., Lieutenant-Colonel, Cavalry, Associate Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
Henry Fred Grimm, Lieutenant-Colonel, Coast Artillery, Associate Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
Francis Graham Wilson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Political Science
Fred Albert Shannon, Ph.D., Associate Professor of History
Bryant Edward Moore, B.S., Lieutenant-Colonel, Infantry, Associate Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
Frank Bolton Adamstone, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Zoology
Gerald Marks Almy, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics
Chester Reed Anderson, A.M., Associate Professor of English
'Deceased April 12, 1941. 'First semester. 'On leave of absence.
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LuDWiG Frederick Audrieth, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry
John Christian Bailar, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry and Depart-
ment Secretary
Walter Valentine Balduf, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Entomology
Roland Willey Bartlett, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics
Mrs. Kathryn Van Aken Burns, A.M., Associate Professor of Home Economics
Floyd Hamilton Crane, M.S., Associate Professor of Soil Fertility
Frank Greene Dickinson, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
Arthur Farwell Dodge, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Industrial Education
Murray Henry Ellis, A.B., Lieutenant-Colonel, Cavalry, Associate Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
Maurice Kendall Fahnestock, M.S., Research Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
Victor Eugene Ferrall, A.B., J.D., J.S.D., Associate Professor of Law
John Theodore Geissendoerfer, Ph.D., Associate Professor of German
Tom Sherman Hamilton, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Animal Nutrition
Garret Lowell Jordan, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics
Frederick Johnson Keilholz, B.S., Associate Professor of Agricultural Extension
David Edgar Lindstrom, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Rural Sociology
Francis Edward Longmire, M.S., Associate Professor of Agricultural Extension
Harold Meade Mott-Smith, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physics^
David Gerald Ryan, M.S., M.E., Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Herman John Schrader, M.S., Research Associate Professor of Applied Mechanics
Benjamin Finley Timmons, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Sociology and Chairman
of the Committee of the Social Service and Public Administration Curriculum
Earl Edwin Klein, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Social Administration
Richard Vincent Lott, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pomology
William Addison Neiswanger, Jr., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics
Edmund Whittaker, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics'
James Dater Bilsborrow, B.S., Associate Professor of Agricultural Extension
Lawton Parker Greenman Peckham, Ph.D., Associate Professor of French
Nellie Louise Perkins, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Home Economics
Gilbert VanBuren Wilkes, B.S., Colonel, Engineers, Associate Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Edwin Adolph Henn, Ph.D., Lieutenant-Colonel, Field Artillery, Associate Professor
of Military Science and Tactics
Alan Kemp Laing, A.B., B.S., Associate Professor of the History of Architecture
James H. Leusley, Major, Field Artillery, Associate Professor of Military Science and
Tactics^
Millard Pierson, B.S., Major, Field Artillery, Associate Professor of Military Science
and Tactics*
Arne Rae, B.S., Associate Professor of Journalism
Owen Sarsfield Jones Albert, Ph.B., Major, Field Artillery, Associate Professor of
Military Science and Tactics
Charles H. McNutt, B.S., Major, Engineers, Associate Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Carl Herman Sturies, B.S., Major, Signal Corps, Associate Professor of Military
Science and Tactics
Assistant Professors
Virgil R. Fleming, B.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Armin Hajman Koller, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of German
William Horace Rayner, C.E., M.S., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering*
Harriet Thompson Barto, A.M., Assistant Professor of Dietetics
Francis Marion Porter, M.S., Assistant Professor of General Engineering Drawing
Clarissa Rinaker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
James Marshall IJrannon, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Dairy Bacteriology
Eda Augusta Jacobsen, A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Economics
Fannie Maria Brooks, A.B., R.N., Assistant Professor of Health Education"
^On leave of absence. =On leave of absence second semester.
*First semester. •'On leave of absence first semester.
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Edna Elliott Walls, A.M., Assistant Professor of Child Development and Parent
Education Extension
Harry Levy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Grace Besselene Armstrong, A.M., Assistant Professor of Foods and Nutrition
Extension
Arthur Beresford, Assistant Professor of Music, Emeritus
Clyde Maurice Linsley, M.S., Assistant Professor of Soils Extension
Walter Laidlaw Roosa, A.B., Assistant Professor of Music
E. Evelyn Smith, A.M., Assistant Professor of Institution Management
Lyell Jay Thomas, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
Daisy Luana Blaisdell, A.M., Assistant Professor of German, Emeriia
Louise Burnham Dunbar, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
Martha Jackson Kyle, A.M., Assistant Professor of English, Emerita
Vern G. Milum, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Entomology
Mary Florence Lawson, M.S., Assistant Professor of Physical Education for
Women
Irving Leonard Peterson, B.S., Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture
Florence Bell Robinson, M.L.D., Assistant Professor of Landscape Architecture
Virginia Hoyt Weaver, A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Economics
Olaf Stavsing Fjelde, A.M., Assistant Professor of Architecture
W. Russell Tylor, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Sociology^
William Darby Temfleman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Mrs. Nell C. B. Johnston, A.M., Litt.D., Assistant Professor of Education'
Harold Wood Bailey, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics and Director of the
Personnel Bureau
Edward Ezra Bauer, M.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
Edward William Dolch, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education
Paul Emile Jacob, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of French
Amelia Krieg, B.L.S., A.M., Assistant Professor of Library Science and Assistant
Director of the Library School
Paul Eugene Mohn, M.S., M.E., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
John Lorence Page, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geography and Counselor in the
Personnel Bureau
George William Reagan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education
Raymond Clarence Werner, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
Cameron Charles Gullette, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of French
William Hunt Scheick, M.S., Assistant Professor of Architecture
William Louis Schwalbe, M.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Frederick Hayward Thomas, M.S., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Jane Churchill Watt, A.B., M.Mus., Assistant Professor of Music
Carita M. Robertson, A.M., Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Women
George Ira Wallace, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Counselor in the
Personnel Bureau
Hubert Kessler, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Music
Jacob Herbert Burgy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geography
Sidney Erwin Glenn, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English, Administrative Assist-
ant in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and General Counselor for the
General Curriculum
Robert Phillip Hackett, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Accountancy and Assistant
Dean of the College of Commerce and Business Administration
Marie Miller Hostetter, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant Professor of Library Science
Chester Oscar Jackson, A.M., Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men
Ruth Kelso, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Hartley D'Oyley Price, A.M., Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men
Charles Wilson Sanford, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education and Principal of
University High School
Mary Cecelia Whitlock, A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Economics
Arthur Leighton Young, M.S., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering
Joseph Bernard Cunningham, B.S., Assistant Professor of Farm Management
Extension
'On leave of absence first semester.
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William Habberton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education and Head of the
Department of Social Studies in University High School
Edward Walter Comings, D.Sc, Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering
Marcus Selden Goldman, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English and Counselor in the
Personnel Bureau
Samuel Charles Kendeigh, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
Harold Eugene Kenney, M.S., Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men
Frederic Russell Steggerda, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiology and Secretary
of the Department
Harold PIomer Anderson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology
James Burton Andrews, M.S., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Extension
Vernon Peter Jensen, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant Professor of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics
Clifford Proctor Kittredge, B.S., Dr.tech.Wis., Assistant Professor of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics
William Albert Oliver, M.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
Frank Herman Beach, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Organization and
Operation
Darl Merideth Hall, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Extension
Harry Kenneth Allen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Herbert Howard Alp, B.S.A., Assistant Professor of Poultry Extension
Orville Thomas Bonnett, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Plant Genetics
David Gordon Bourgin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics'
Herbert Edmund Carter, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Charles Carey Curtis, J.D., A.M., Assistant Professor of Business Law
Thomas James Dolan, M.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Joseph Leo Doob, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Max Albert Faucett, M.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
Paul Martin Green, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics'
LeRoy Raymond Hamp, Assistant Professor of Music
Marvin Theodore Herrick, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Albert Eby Hershey, M.S., Research Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Harvey Wilborn Huegy, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Business Organization and
Operation
Laura Jewel Huelster, A.M., Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Women
Pierce Waddell Ketchum, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics
Seichi Konzo, M.S., Special Research Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Wallace Monroe Lansford, M.S., C.E., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics
Reinhold Fridtjof Larson, M.S., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
John Paschal McCollum, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Vegetable Crops
Richard Lacey McMunn, M.S., Assistant Professor of Pomology
Hale Lloyd Newcomer, Ph.D., C.P.A., Assistant Professor of Accountancy
Nathan Mortimore Newmark, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Civil Engi-
neering
Russell Marion Nolen, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Raymond Phineas Stearns, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
Ralph Hamillton Blodgett, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Harry Clifford Gebhart, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Hygiene and Medical
Adviser for Men
Arden Garrell Deem, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemical Engineering
Luther Bunyan Archer, M.S., E.E., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
Roger Garlock Barker, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education'
Ralph Ellsworth Cramer, M.S., Special Research Assistant Professor of Engineering
Materials
Arthur Simpson Daniels, A.M., Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men
Edgar L. Erickson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of History
Harry James Fuller, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Botany
Albert Jorgensen, M.S., E.M., Assistant Professor of General Engineering Drawing
Hugh Philo Nicholson, M.S., E.AL, Assistant Professor of Mining Engineering
^On leave of absence. ^On leave of absence second semester.
'On leave of absence from November 11, 1940, to February 1, 1941.
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Carl Eric Skroder, M.S., Assistant Professor of Electrical Engineering
Karl Albert Windesheim, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Speech
MoRiTZ GoLDHABER, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics
Frederick Lyle Wynd, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Botany
Daniel Dunn Feder, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology and Assistant Director
of the Personnel Bureau
John Reginald Richardson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics
Leon Alfred Pennington, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology
Frank Herschel Finch, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education
Henry Wilbur Gilbert, B.S., Assistant Professor of Landscape Gardening Extension
Harry M. Kauffman, A.M., Assistant Professor of Music Education
Robert Serber, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics
Russell Neil Sltllivan, A.B., LL.M., Assistant Professor of Law
Clifford Ladd Prosser, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
Virginia Bartow, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Dorothy Elizabeth Bowen, B.Mus., Assistant Professor of Music
WiNSOR Williams Brown, A.M., Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men
and Assistant to the Director of the School of Phj'sical Education
Walter Herbert Bruckner, A.B., Ch.E., Research Assistant Professor of Metal-
lurgical Engineering
Mary Louise Chase, A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Economics Extension
Francis Matthew Clark, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology
William Leighton Collins, M.S., Assistant Professor of Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Joseph Barr Corns, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Vegetable Crops Extension'
Chalmers Woodruff Crawford, B.S., Assistant Professor of Horse Husbandry
James Elwood Davis, B.S., M.F., Assistant Professor of Forestry Extension
Harold Mortimer Edwards, LL.B., Assistant Professor of Business Organization and
Operation, and Purchasing Agent
Jltlian Robert Fellows, M.S., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Edna Ruth Gray, A.B., B.S., Assistant Professor of Clothing Extension
Charles Banner Hagan, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Political Science
Benjamin Vincent Hall, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
Stanley Gilbert Hall, ALS., Assistant Professor of General Engineering Drawing
Wilber Eugene Harnish, A.M., Assistant Professor of Education and Head of the
Department of Science in University High School
Thomas Willard Harrell, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Psychology*
Leland John Haworth, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physics
Mark Hubert Hindsley, A.M., Assistant Professor of Music and Assistant Director
of Military Bands
Earl Mulford Hughes, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Economics
Extension
MiLFORD Keith Humble, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Industrial Education
MiMi Ida Jehle, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of German
Leopold Newburger Judah, M.D., Assistant Professor of Hygiene and Medical
Adviser for Men
Donald Lorenzo Kemmerer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Florence Mary King, M.S., Assistant Professor of Home Economics
LiESETTE Jane McHarry, A.M., Assistant Professor of Education and Head of the
Department of English in Universit^'^ High School
Emmett B. McNatt, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Economics
Ralph Rex Parks, A.M., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Engineering Extension*
Herbert Penzl, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of German
Edwin Ivan Pilchard, B.S., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Extension
William Coulter Robb, A.M., J.D., LL.M., Assistant Professor of Economics and
Assistant to the Dean of the College of Commerce and Business Administration
Jesse Sampson, D.V.M., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Carl Edward Schubert, B.S., Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Harold William Scott, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Geology
Anna Winifred Searl, A.]\L, Assistant Professor of Home Economics Extension
^On leave of absence for one year beginning January 20, 1941. ^On leave of absence.
'On leave of absence from March 13, 1941, to February 27, 1942.
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J. Wesley Swanson, A.M., Assistant Professor of Speech and Supervisor of Dramatic
Productions
Halbert Houston Thornberry, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Plant Pathology
Stewart Lawrence Tuckey, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Dairy Manufactures
Caroline Frances Tupper, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Gladys Josephine Ward, A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Management Extension
John Louis G. Weysser, B.S., E.M., Assistant Professor of Mining Engineering
Oren Leslie Whalin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Agricultural Extension
Lewis Ward Williams, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education and Secretary for
the Senate Committee on Appointment of Teachers
Robert Oakes Bunyan, M.S., Assistant Professor of Business Organization and
Operation
Laurence Randolph Campbell, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Journalism
John B. Wingert, M.S., Assistant Professor of Floriculture
Helen Laura Sorenson, A.B., Assistant Professor of Household Management
Lloyd Vincent Sherwood, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Crop Production
Alfred Earl Badger, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Ceramic Engineering
DuANE Adams Branigan, M.Mus., Assistant Professor of Music
Stanley Fletcher, B.Mus., Assistant Professor of Music
Bruce Rutledge Foote, B.Mus., Assistant Professor of Music
James Denton Hogan, A.B., Assistant Professor of Art
John William Kennedy, A.B., Assistant Professor of Art
Elmer Isaac Love, M.S., Assistant Professor of Architecture
Wilbur Marshall Luce, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Zoology
Gerald Everett Moore, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Alathematics
Charles Walter Roberts, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
Russell Scott Stauffer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Soil Physics
Louise Marie Woodroofe, B.P., Assistant Professor of Art
Archibald Watson Anderson, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education
Raymond Eliot, A.M., Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men
Leslie Willard McClure, M.S., Assistant Professor of Journalism
Carl E. Brose, A.B., Captain, Infantry, Assistant Professor of Military Science and
Tactics
Elus Danner, B.S., Captain, Field Artillery, Assistant Professor of Military Science
and Tactics
Brice Harris, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of English
James Howard Lambert, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Industrial Education
Donald William Kerst, Ph.D., Asssitant Professor of Physics'
Mrs. Katharine McFarland Ansley, A.M., Assistant Professor of Home Economics
and Food Service Manager of the Illini Union Building
George Kriviskey, B.S., Captain, Field Artillery, Assistant Professor of Military Sci-
ence and Tactics
David Miers Beights, Ph.D., C.P.A., Assistant Professor of Economics'
Theodore Joseph Wang, Ph.D., Captain, Signal Corps, Assistant Professor of Military
Science and Tactics^
Ralph Waldo Wager, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Vegetable Crops Extension'
Associates
Harry Lovering Gill, Associate in Physical Education for Men, Emeritus
Burrill Rupert Hall, Associate in Mechanical Engineering, Emeritus
Edgar Thomas Lanham, Associate in ^Mechanical Engineering, Emeritus
Rosalie Mary Parr, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Edwin John M.\nley, Associate in Physical Education for Men
Anna Belle Robinson, A.M., Associate in Home Economics Education
Ralph Stuart Grossman, C.E., M.S., Associate in General Engineering Drawing
Leonard Leo Steimley, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Herbert Hill Braucher, B.S., Associate in Industrial Education, Emeritus
David Henry Hoover, A.M., M.S., Th.D., Associate in Economics
George R. Blackstone, M.D., Associate in Hygiene, Assistant Health Officer, and
Medical Adviser for Men
^On leave of absence. ^Second semester. 'Beginning February 15, 1941.
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Echo D. Pepper, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics and Counselor in the Personnel
Bureau
John Frank Wooddell, M.S., Associate in Mechanical Engineering
A. Marie Anderson, A.M., Associate in Art
Walter Cinder McAllister, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology
Beulah May Armstrong, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Garreta Helen Busey, Ph.D., Associate in English
Victor August Hoersch, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Cranville Spear Keith, M.S., Associate in Architecture
Edith M. Usry, A.M., B.Mus., Associate in Music
Wilfrid Wilson, B.S., Dr.math. et phys.. Associate in Mathematics
Rose Bernice Phelps, M.S., Associate in Library Science*
Ceorge Harper Dell, Al.S., C.E., Associate in Civil Engineering
LoRA Dean Lewis, B.S., M.D., Associate in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Helen Eades, A.M., Associate in Home Economics
Harold Nathaniel Hayward, M.S., Associate in Electrical Engineering
Laurence Lewis Smith, M.S., LL.B., Associate in Electrical Engineering
Charles Joseph Starr, B.S., Associate in Mechanical Engineering
Walter Henry Roettger, B.S., Associate in Physical Education for Men
Douglas Raymond Mills, B.S., Associate in Physical Education for Men
John Elmo Sweet, M.S., Associate in Architecture
Leonard Dilworth Walker, M.S., C.E., Associate in General Engineering Drawing
Alvin Frederick Kuhlman, M.S., Associate in Dairy Husbandry
Merten Joseph Mandeville, Ph.D., Associate in Business Organization and Operation
Mary Lucille Shay, Ph.D., Associate in History
Henry Pritchard Evans, Jr., A'I.S., Associate in Civil Engineering
Alphonse Anthony Brielmaier, M.S., C.E., Associate in Civil Engineering
Rex Lenoi Brown, M.S., Associate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Herbert Walker Craig, M.S., Associate in Physical Education for Men
Leo Thomas Johnson, A.B., Associate in Physical Education for Men
Fred Mitchell Jones, Ph.D., Associate in Business Organization and Operation
James Thoburn Lendrum, B.S., Associate in General Engineering Drawing
John Henry Manley, Ph.D., Associate in Physics
Errett Weir McDiarmid, Jr., Ph.D., Associate in Library Science^
Henry Jarvis Miles, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
May Irene Millbrook, ALD., Associate in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Women
Douglas Gillison Nicholson, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Paul Carmen Roberts, B.S., LL.B., Associate in Business Law
Mildred Ella Singleton, A.M., Associate in Library Science
Edward W. Suppiger, M.S., Associate in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Glenn Percival Haskell, Ph.D., Associate in English'
Clifford William Mendel, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Robert Downes Williams, M.S., Associate in Mechanical Engineering
Oren Edgar Bolin, M.S., Associate in Plant Genetics
Melvin Henderson, M.S., Associate in Vocational Agriculture
Ione M. Johnson (Mrs. A. J. Cope, Jr.), M.S., Associate in Physical Education for
Women
Edward Brent Jordan, Jr., Ph.D., Associate in Physics
Oskar Alfred Kubitz, Ph.D., Associate in Philosophy
Mrs. Leah Fullenwider Trelease, A.M., Associate in English and Counselor in the
Personnel Bureau
Severina Elaine Nelson, Ph.D., Associate in Speech
William Joseph Warren, Ph.D., Associate in Electrical Engineering
Ernest McIntosh Lyman, Ph.D., Associate in Physics'
Hilding Bror Carlson, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology and Counselor in the Per-
sonnel Bureau
Kenneth James Trigger, M.S., Associate in Mechanical Engineering
Warren Ford Doolittle, Jr., B.F.A., Associate in Art
Floyd Balch Haworth, Ph.D., Associate in Economics
^On leave of absence first semester.
^Orj leave of absence for six months beginning March 1, 1941.
'On leave of absence from November 7, 1940, to August 31, 1941.
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Mrs. Glenna Henderson Lamkin, AI.S., Associate in Home Economics
Harold Winford Hannah, B.S., LL.B., Associate in Agricultural Economics, Assistant
to the Dean of the College of Agriculture, and Assistant to the Director of the
Agricultural Experiment Station and the Extension Service in Agriculture and
Home Economics
Valentine Joest, Ph.D., Associate in Political Science
Clyde Frank Snider, Ph.D., Associate in Political Science
Erich Andrew Ahrens, A.B., Associate in Sociology
Glenn Myers Blair, Ph.D., Associate in Education
James Elliott Branch, M.S., Associate in Architecture'
Josephine Hughes Chanler, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Carleton Abramson Chapman, Ph.D., Associate in Geology
Lucy Gusta Coon, B.S., M.D., Associate in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Women
Lanson Frederick Demming, B.Mus., Associate in Music and Director of Music for
the Radio Station
John Richard Frey, Ph.D., Associate in German
Stella Mary Hague, Ph.D., Associate in Botany, Enierita
LuciEN AIason Hanks, Jr., Ph.D., Associate in Psycholog>'
Alfred Dwight Huston, A.M., LL.B., Associate in Speech and Supervisor of Speech
Aids Service
Lester Ingle, Ph.D., Associate in Zoology and Counselor in the Personnel Bureau
Velma Irene Kitchell, B.Mus., A.M., Associate in Music Education
Cecil A. Moyer, Ph.D., Associate in Accountancy
Harold Cameron Paterson, B.S., Associate in Physical Education for Men
Charles Coale Price, III, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Russell Harlan Reed, B.S., Associate in Agricultural Engineering^
Manning David Seil, M.S., Associate in Journalism
Harold Ray Snyder, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Oswald Tippo, Ph.D., Associate in Botany
Edmund Francis Toth, M.S., Associate in Architecture
Paut. Marion Van Arsdell, Ph.D., Associate in Economics
Frederick Theodore Wall, Ph.D., Associate in Chemistry
Brayton Ladd We.'WEr, M.S., Associate in Vegetable Crops
Jantit Louise Weston, Ph.D., Associate in Economics
William H. Young, Associate in Agricultural College Extension
Robert Peter Larsen, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology' and Psychometrist in the
Personnel Bureau
Richard James Duffin, Ph.D., Associate in ^ilathematics
Charles Everette Flynn, A.M., Associate in Journalism and Assistant to the Director
of the School Journalism
Ralph Hartzler Fox, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Robert Francis Fuelleman, Ph.D., Associate in Crop Production
Olaf Helmer, Dr.phil., Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Herbert Edward Vaughan, Ph.D., Associate in Mathematics
Richard Henry Bolt, Ph.D., Associate in Physics'
Norm.\n Foster Ramsey, Jr., Ph.D., Associate in Physics*
James Edward Hulett, Jr., Ph.D., Associate in Sociology
Arthur Kelly Brintnall, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology and Counselor in the
Personnel Bureau
Gwladys Spencer, Ph.D., Associate in Library Science
Frances Olivi.a. Van Duyne, Ph.D., Associate in Home Economics
Bruce W. Benedict, A.B., Second Lieutenant, Cavalry, Associate in Military' Science
and Tactics
Charles Wilbur Casey, First Lieutenant, Coast Artillery, Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
RiCH-A-RD Thomas Dunn, A.B., Second Lieutenant, Infantry, Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
Roy Elias Etnyre, B.S., First Lieutenant, Cavalrj', Associate in Military Science and
Tactics
>On leave of absence for one year beginning March 1, 1941.
*0n leave of absence from March 10, 1941, to February 24, 1942.
*On leave of absence from January 1 to August 31, 1941.
*0n leave of absence from 5fovember 7, 1940, to August 31, 1941.
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James Lawrence Goodnow, Ph.B., First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, Associate in Mili-
tary Science and Tactics
Elton Everett Hill, A.B., First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
Darrell Jayms Inabnit, A.B., Second Lieutenant, Coast Artillery, Associate in Mili-
tary Science and Tactics
Philip Eugene Janvrin, M.E., First Lieutenant, Engineers, Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
Alexander Edward Lawson, A.B., First Lieutenant, Coast Artillery, Associate in
Military Science and Tactics
Earl Williams Limberg, First Lieutenant, Coast Artillery, Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
James Nelson Matteson, Second Lieutenant, Signal Corps, Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
Louis LaForce McQuitty, Ph.D., Associate in Psychology and Counselor in the
Personnel Bureau'
Harold A. Schultz, A.M., Associate in Education and Teacher of Art in University
High School
William Holcomb Simmons, B.S., Second Lieutenant, Engineers, Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
Edward Eugene VanDerHeyden, First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, Associate in Mili-
tary Science and Tactics
Irwin Allen Cochrun, B.S., First Lieutenant, Field Artillery, Associate in Military
Science and Tactics
Howard Paul Schaudt, B.S., First Lieutenant, Cavalry, Associate in Military Science
and Tactics
Olaf Arthur Watne, B.S., First Lieutenant, Cavalry, Associate in Military Science
and Tactics
Herbert Judson Rucker, M.S., Associate in Vocational Agriculture
Lecturers
Alice Sarah Johnson, A.B., B.L.S., Lecturer in Library Science and Reference
Librarian
Robert Enoch Hieronymus, A.M., LL.D., Community Adviser, Emeritus
Emma Reed Jutton, B.L.S., Lecturer in Library Science and Loan Librarian
JosiE Batcheller Houchens, B.L.S., A.M., Lecturer in Library Science and Binding
Librarian
Fanny Dunlap, Ph.B., B.L.S., Lecturer in Library Science and Reference Librarian
WiLLiA Kathryn Garver, B.L.S., Lecturer in Library Science and Order Librarian
Arnold Herman Trotier, A.M., Lecturer in Library Science and Catalog Librarian
Maurice Thomas Price, Ph.D., Visiting Lecturer in Sociology
Instructors
Amos David Wright, Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Stella Rebecca Percival, B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Margaret Bloom, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Kathryn Janie Sutherlin, A.B., Instructor in Alusic
Joseph William Peters, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Oliver Kenneth Bovver, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Leonard Bristow, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Enid Schnauber, !M.S., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Cornelia Pulsifer Kelley, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Margaret French, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Ameda Ruth King, Ph.D., Instructor in History
Walter Phillipp Elhardt, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiology
William Jackson Treece, M.S., Instructor in Physical Education for Men
George Charles Wickwire, M.S., Instructor in Physiology
Arthur Edward Cohen, M.Mus., Instructor in Music
George Robert Fink, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Walter Gilbert Johnson, Ph.D., Instructor in English
^On leave of absence for one year beginning February 1, 1941.
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Glenn Cline Law, M.S., Instructor in Physical Education for Men
John Wallace Raushenberger, B.F.A., Instructor in Art
Agnes Mary Doster, A.M., Instructor in Home Economics
Ogden Frazelle Edwards, Ph.D., Instructor in Bacteriology
Marvin Robert Dobberman, M.S., Instructor in Architecture
Aubrey Bryant Taylor, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiology
Alfred Whaley Booth, Ph.D., Instructor in Geography
James Gordon Clark, M.S., Instructor in Civil Engineering
Cameron Gerald Harman, Ph.D., Instructor in Ceramic Engineering
Driver Bradshaw Lindsay, M.S., Instructor in Architecture
Stanley Holt Pierce, M.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
James Harold Elsdon, Ph.D., Instructor in Spanish
Mildred Ruth Chapin, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics
Charles Wilson Colman, Ph.D., Instructor in French
Arthur Bertrand Cozzens, Ph.D., Instructor in Geography
Raymond E. Crist, Dr. es Lettres, Instructor in Geography^
John William Davis, B.S., Instructor in Architecture
Gilbert Howard Fett, Ph.D., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Aurelio Eugene Florio, A.M., Instructor in Physical Education for Men
Harry Wallace Horn, M.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Alpheus Miles Jennings, M.S., Instructor in Physical Education for Men
Gilbert Clarence Kettelkamp, A.M., Instructor in Education and Head of the
Department of Foreign Languages in University High School
Charles Edwin Odegaard, Ph.D., Instructor in History
True William Robinson, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology
Frank Ellsworth Schooley, B.S., Instructor in Journalism, Assistant to the Director
of Public Information, and Assistant to the Director of the Radio Station
Robert Gehlmann Bone, Ph.D., Instructor in History and Counselor in the Personnel
Bureau
Edward Louis Broghamer, M.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Marianna Edith Dickie, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics Education
Charles Achille Dietemann, B.F.A., Instructor in Art
GusTAV Ernst Giesecke, Ph.D., Instructor in German and Counselor in the Personnel
Bureau
Robert Cummins Gore, Ph.D., Instructor and Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Lawrence Huston Houtchens, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Paul Guy Jones, M.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
John Clem Miles, B.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Robert Bresee Montgomery, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Hygiene and Medical Adviser
for Men
Lloyd Butler Ritchey, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Marjorie Margaret Smarzo, M.D., Instructor in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for
Women
James Ohrea Smith, A.M., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Harold Fabian Underhill, Ph.D., Instructor in Economics
Jack Phillip Co Van, B.M.E., B.I.E., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Frederick Ludwig Will, Ph.D., Instructor in Philosophy
Warren Eugene Compton, M.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering^
Charles Theron Grace, B.S., Instructor in Alechanical Engineering
Mary Ramon Kinney, M.S., Instructor in Library Science
Charles John Gaa, Ph.D., C.P.A., Instructor in Accountancy
Louis McGlenthen Kessler, M.S., C.P.A., Instructor in Accountancy
Joseph Adam Pask, M.S., Instructor in Ceramic Engineering
Edward Pease Shaw, Ph.D., Instructor in French
Claude Paul Viens, Ph.D., Instructor in French
Winston Edward Black, M.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Lester Charles Dolk, Ph.D., Instructor in English
William Stevenson Emerson, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Siegfried Theodore Gross, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Ernst Garland Mathews, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Charles Harlen Shattuck, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Everett Linus Welker, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
*On leave of absence. 'Resignation effective November 14, 1940.
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Dorothy Iola Anderson, A.M., Instructor in Speech
Max Josselyn Chapman, A.M., Instructor in Physical Education for Men
Marion Stanley Helm, M.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
Carl Leland Horberg, Ph.D., Instructor in Geology
Bernt Oscar Larson, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Carl Swensson Vestling, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Earl Reeves Wasserman, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Richard Emanual Hult, B.S., Instructor in Art
Robert Phillip Sharp, Ph.D., Instructor in Geology
Martha Johnston Vaught, A.M., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Lansdon Hebbard Bowen, Ph.D., Instructor in French
C. Roland Eddy, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Francis Louis Ehasz, M.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Mario Joseph Goglia, M.E., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Edwin Devere Luke, M.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
Glenn Robert Negley, Ph.D., Instructor in Philosophy
Francis Seyfarth, B.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
MuLFORD QuiCKERT SiBLEY, Ph.D., Instructor in Political Science
Herman Burleigh Chase, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology
Ralph LaVerne Cook, M.S., Instructor in Ceramic Engineering
Delta Theta Hinkel, A.M., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
James Curtis Mace, Jr., Ph.D., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
George Roland Peirce, M.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
WiLBERT August Taebel, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Williamina Elizabeth Armstrong, Ph.D., Instructor in Home Economics
Louis Alexander Astell, M.S., Instructor in Education, Teacher of Science in
University High School, and Supervisor of Science Aids Service
Howard John Braun, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education for Men
Ray Oscar Duncan, LL.B., A.M., Instructor in Physical Education for Men
Earl Joseph Eckel, B.S., Instructor in Metallurgical Engineering
Ralph Emerson Fletcher, B.S., Instructor in Physical Education for Men
Charles Robert Frederick, M.S., Instructor in Journalism, Director of Student
Housing, and Secretary of Senate Committee on Student Discipline^
Margaret Rose Goodyear, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics
Stephen Wood Gray, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiology
Mrs. Mabel Rea Hagan, M.S., Instructor in Business Organization and Operation
and in Education, and Teacher of Commercial Subjects in University High School
Miles C. Hartley, Ph.D., B.Mus., Instructor in Education and Teacher of Mathe-
matics in University High School
George Neville Jones, Ph.D., Instructor in Botany
Burton Alviere Milligan, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Robert Victor Mitchell, M.B.A., Instructor in Business Organization and Operation'
William Robert Moses, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Ivan Morton Niven, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Mrs. Esther H. Rapp, Ph.D., Instructor in English
Charles William Rechenbach, Ph.D., Instructor in German
Catherine Grace Ruggles, Ph.D., Instructor in Economics
Clarence Edwin Sawhill, B.Mus., Instructor in Military Bands and in Music
James Ross Shipley, B.F.A., B.S., Instructor in Art
Dorothea Carolyn Siebert, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics
Nellie Marie Stuart, B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Keith Leroy Wilson, B.S., B.Mus., Instructor in Music
Alice C. Bond, A.M., Instructor in Physical Education for Women
Leland Powers Bradford, Ph.D., Instructor in Education
Nicholas Britsky, B.F.A., Instructor in Art
Wendell Eugene Cannon, M.S., Instructor in Education
John Todd Cowles, Ph.D., Instructor in Psychology
Otto Alvin Dieter, Ph.D., Instructor in Speech'
William Nichols Findley, M.S., Instructor in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Stanley Robert Gabrielsen, A.M., Instructor in Physical Education for Men
James Russell Hibbs, A.B., Instructor in Economics
*On leave of absence for one year beginning November 16, 1940.
^Beginning January 1, 1941. 'On leave of absence.
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John Paul Jones, Jr., A.M., Instructor in Journalism
Clyde Wilson Kearns, Ph.D., Instructor in Entomology
Adolph Albert Klautsch, M.S., Instructor in Education
Jacob Sebatian Kounin, Ph.D., Instructor in Education
Donald Heathfield Krans, M.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering
John Edwin Pearson, B.S., Instructor in General Engineering Drawing
Paul Sidney Pettinga, M.Mus., Instructor in Music
Edwin Carter Rae, A.M., Instructor in Art
Bernard Gordon Ricketts, M.S., Instructor in Metallurgical Engineering
Arthur Steadman Roe, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Peter David Shilland, Ph.D., Instructor in Economics^
Hurst Hugh Shoemaker, Ph.D., Instructor in Zoology
James Henry Smith, E.E., M.S., Instructor in Electrical Engineering
John Alden Snyder, B.S., Instructor in Metallurgical Engineering"
Una Pauline Wagar, M.Mus., Instructor in Alusic
John Nelson Weiss, AI.S., Instructor in Agricultural Education
Frank Bonnell Schirmer, Jr., Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
George Therald Moeller, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Joseph Heatly Dulles Allen, Jr., Ph.D., Instructor in French
Mrs. Lecie Gordon AIachell, M.S., Instructor in Social Administration*
Mahlon Marsh Day, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Lyle Winston Phillips, Ph.D., Instructor in Physics
Russell Julius Rossow, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for
Men
Leland Shanor, Ph.D., Instructor in Botany
John Black Sirich, Ph.D., Instructor in History
Chester G. Starr, Jr., Ph.D., Instructor in History
Paul Hamilton Anderson, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Sidney Michael Dancoff, Ph.D., Instructor in Physics
Paul William Icke, Ph.D., Instructor in Geography
Morton Henry Kanner, Ph.D., Instructor in Physics^
Herbert August Laitinen, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Kaj Leo Nielsen, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Robert Sewell Pate, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics
Donald Philip Stevens, Al.S., Instructor in Architecture
Clyde Winfield Wilkinson, A.M., Instructor in English
Joseph Cedeyco, Ph.D., Instructor in Spanish
George Vryonis, M.D., Instructor in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Wesley Charles Ballaine, Ph.D., Instructor in Economics
Frank Warren Clippinger, A.M., Instructor in English
John Charles Garey, Ph.D., Instructor in Bacteriology
William Michael Gilbert, Ph.D., Instructor in Psychology and Clinical Counselor in
the Personnel Bureau
Sar.\ Inez Moyer, M.S., Instructor in Home Economics
Henry Irving Teigler, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for Men
Richard Bott Engdahl, M.S., Instructor in Alechanical Engineering
Mary-Elizabeth Hincks, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Hygiene and Medical Adviser for
Women
George AIanner, Ph.D., Instructor in Political Science
Andrew Vladimir Nalbandov, Ph.D., Instructor in Animal Physiology
John Alexander Fuzak, B.S., Instructor in Industrial Education and Teacher of
Industrial Arts in University High School
John Adams Henry, B.S., Instructor in Mechanical Engineering*
Leroy Harold Sharp, Ph.D., Instructor in Psychology*
Wallace Summers Dooley, B.S., Instructor in Journalism*
Assistants
Paul Anders, Assistant in Glassblowing
John Alexander, A.AI., Assistant in French
Avon Joshua Nickerson, B.S., Assistant in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Mrs. Edith Sendenburgh Sweney, A.M., Assistant in English
'First semester. 'On leave of absence from November 7, 1940, to Aug^ust 31, 1941.
'Second semester. '•Beginning March 15, 1941.
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Chester Edward Derrough, Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Jesse Judson Fiscus, Assistant in Architecture
Angelina Rosalia Pietrangeli, A.M., Assistant in French and Italian
Arthur Vincent Houghton, A.M., Assistant in Sociology^
Dorothy Marie Ralph, Ph.D., Assistant in French
John Isaac Owen, A.M., Assistant in English
Roy Ralston Bushart, A.M., Assistant in Spanish
Elliot Cassidy, Ph.D., Assistant in Political Science
George Carr Camp, A.M., Assistant in English
Fred William Kasch, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education for Men
Helen Elizabeth Underwood, B.S., Assistant in Institution Management
Heimie Edward Breen, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
David Kincaid Bruner, A.M., Assistant in English
Joseph S. Flores, A.M., Assistant in Spanish
Eldon Emerson Rice, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Phillip Slater, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Madelyn Womack, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Edwin LeRoy Hansen, B.S., Assistant in Agricultural Engineering
Alice Morrison, A.M., Assistant in English
Donald Kenneth Griffith, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
William Ferdinand Ekstrom, A.M., Assistant in English
Stephen Francis Fogle, A.M., Assistant in English
Everett Burton Hales, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Margaret Mary Hansman, Ph.D., Assistant in Mathematics
Julius Nicholas Hook, A.M., Assistant in English
Jane Lawyer, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education for Women
Thomas Henry Lord, M.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Wilson AIcNeil Lowry, A.B., Assistant in English
Emmeth August Luebke, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Sherman Grant Menefee, M.S., Assistant in Dairy Chemistry
Herbert Arnold Nye, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Russell DeWitt O'Neal, M.S., Assistant in Physics
William Lockwood Parker, A.M., Assistant in Physics
John Kerker Quinn, A.M., Assistant in English
Owen Jordan Reamer, A.M., Assistant in English
John Hammond Schacht, A.M., Assistant in English'
Arthur Charles Maack, M.S., Assistant in Dairy Manufactures'
Cordelia Reed, A.M., Assistant in French
Gibbon Butler, A.M., Assistant in English
Elizabeth Ruth Hosmer, A.M., Assistant in English
Fredric John Mosher, A.M., Assistant in English
Renato Rosaldo, A.m., Assistant in Spanish
Joseph Wright Scott, A.M., Assistant in Speech and Acting Technical Director of
the Theatre Guild
John Lars Johnson, A.M., Assistant in English
Marcel Nicholas Broussard, M.B.A., Assistant in Accountancy
James Markham Carrithers, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Philip Wilkinson Carruth, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
John Wesley Coltman, M.S., Assistant in Physics'
Jane Claire Dirks, A.B., Assistant in Zoology
George Royce Gamertsfelder, M.S., Assistant in Physics
William Earl Good, M.S., Assistant in Physics'
James Harkema, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Vernon Morris Korty, A.M., Assistant in Physics
IvAR Trygve Krohn, B.Chem., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Ruth Thelma Krouse, M.S., Assistant in Physiology
Bruce Hale Mainous, A.M., Assistant in French
James Fred Marshall, A.M., Assistant in French
Cyril Elwin McClellan, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Robert Franklin McCune, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Revilo Pendleton Oliver, Ph.D., Assistant in the Classics and in Spanish and Italian
Betty Rapp, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
'Deceased October 19, 1940. 'First semester.
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Robert Douglas Rawcliffe, M.S., Assistant in Physics
John William Shackleton, Ph.D., Assistant in Chemistry*
William Henry Sharkey, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Frederick Strobel, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
William Henry Taylor, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry*
Eldred Welch, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
William Ernest Wilson, M.S., Assistant in Botany
Alfred Campbell Ames, A.M., Assistant in EngHsh
Kenneth Richmond Andrews, A.M., Assistant in English
Carol Elizabeth Black, A.M., Assistant in Art
Howard Wissler Bond, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
AIildred Bonnell, A.B., Assistant in Home Economics
Donald Eugene Burney, Ph.D., Assistant in Chemistry*
John Conrad Bushman, A.M., Assistant in English
Norman David Coggeshall, Al.S., Assistant in Physics
Reed Winget Fautin, A.M., Assistant in Zoolog>-
Robert John Geist, Ph.D., Assistant in English
Frederick Grosser, Jr., B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Keith G. Huntress, A.M., Assistant in English
Frank Joseph Henry Kaler, A.M., Assistant in English
Dayne Harrison Kennedy, A.M., Assistant in English
Mary Josephine Kientzle, A.M., Assistant in Psychology
Daniel William Martin, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Robert Kltin Mautz, M.S., C.P.A., Assistant in Accountancy
Margaret Plowman McGlothlin, A.M., Assistant in English
Lawrence Arthur Patterson, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Bernard Peter Porzak, A.M., Assistant in English
Francis McConnell Pulliam, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics'
Louise Elizabeth Rorabacher, A.M., Assistant in English
Alfred Lewis Shoemaker, Ph.D., Assistant in German
George Svihla, M.S., Research Assistant in Zoology
Margaret Wixsom, A.M., Assistant in English
William Mondeng Langdon, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Kenneth E. Harshbarger, M.S., Assistant in Dairy Production
Emmett Ezekiel Ormiston, ALS., Assistant in Dairy Production
Carl William Birky, A.M., Assistant in Sociology
Howard William Larsh, M.S., Assistant in Botany
John Wilson Lewis, A.M., Assistant in English
Lois Lucile Riffle, B.S., Assistant in Library Science
Michael Witte, Ph.D., Assistant in Chemistry*
Stanton Coit Kelton, Jr., B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Robert Warren Kell, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
France Barnet Berger, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Charles Frederick Kade, ALS., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Russell John Keirs, Ph.D., Assistant in Chemistry
Frank AIcLeran Rugg, Ph.D., Assistant in Chemistry*
Willis Marion Simons, A.M., Assistant in English
Lynwood Nelson Whitehill, Ph.D., Assistant in Chemistry*
Alfred Angelo Albert, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
AIartha Revel Barnes, M.S., Assistant in Zoology
Thomas Alexander Bledsoe, A.M., Assistant in English
William Allen Ferguson, A.M., Assistant in Alathematics
RoscoE Raymond Giffin, Jr., M.S., Assistant in Economics
Hugh Francis Gingerich, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Noel Benard Heyrend, M.S., Assistant in Zoology'
Stanley Felix Kern, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
RussEL Leslie Maycock, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Richard Albert Miller, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Robert Hamilton Moore, A.M., Assistant in English
Karl Robert Pomrenke, M.S., Assistant in Zoology
Donald Edwin Rasmussen, A.AI., Assistant in Sociology
^First semester.
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Charles Henry Summerson, M.S., Assistant in Geology
Maurice Leslie Ward, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Joe Boehm Work, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
James Louis Jackson, A.M., Assistant in English
Charles Robert Kovacic, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education for Men
Jesse Bernard Patberg, A.B., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Frank James Wolf, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Ernest Evred Blanche, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
HoBART Cecil Carr, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Leonard Feinberg, A.M., Assistant in English
John William Frey, A.M., Assistant in German
Velma Lucille Henry, A.M., Assistant in Spanish
Harold Ray Hester, D.V.AL, M.S., Assistant in Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Edwin Ernest Howard, A.M., Assistant in Spanish
Edith Louise Johnston, A.M., Assistant in Spanish
Julius Frank Kaplan, Ph.D., Assistant in Chemistry"
Lois Kiefer, A.AL, Assistant in Mathematics
Allen Barclay Klingel, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education for Men
Ralph Delavan Lowell, A.AL, Assistant in Zoology
Thomas Peter Moundres, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Richard Elliot Roberts, B.S., B.Mus., Assistant in Music
George Scouffas, A.AL, Assistant in English
Robert Jerome Thorn, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Nelson Dowell Wakefield, B.S., C.P.A., Assistant in Accountancy
John Terrell Clapp, Jr., ALS., Assistant in Chemistry
Raymond Charles Gutschick, ALS., Assistant in Geology
Adolph Robert Jensen, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Anthony Hamilton Land, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John AIurray Speirs, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Robert Whisman Stephenson, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Elizabeth Loring Weston, ALS., Assistant in Chemistry
Joseph AIarion Wilkinson, ALS., Assistant in Chemistry
William Joseph Gross, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Clarence Frederic Huber, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Lester Allen Brooks, B.S., Assistant m Chemistry
Leland James Pritchard, A.AL, Assistant in Economics
Norman Rabjohn, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Robert Franklin Skelton, B.S., Assistant in Agricultural Engineering
Mortimer Andron, A.AL, Assistant in Economics
George Curriden Baldwin, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Robert Van Akin Bauer, A.AL, Assistant in English
Stanford W'illiam Briggs, Ph.D., Assistant in Chemistry'
George Wesley Cannon, ALS., Assistant in Chemistry
Leallyn Burr Clapp, A.AL, Assistant in Chemistry
Nathaniel H. Cohen, A.AL, Assistant in Speech and Director of Production in the
Radio Station
John Raymond Cummings, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry*
Esther Davey, ALS., Assistant in Physical Education for Women
Charles Clifton DeLong, AI.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Benjamin Epstein, ALS., Assistant in Afathematics
Claude Winston Faulkner, A.AL, Assistant in English
Herbert Fineberg, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
William Gray Gambill, Jr., A.AL, Assistant in Botany
Melvin Phillip Gehlbach, M.S., Assistant in Agricultural Economics
Raymond Sylvester Glasscock, ALS., Assistant in Animal Husbandry
Erwin William Goessling, A.AL, Assistant in German
Benjamin Grote, A.AL, Assistant in Geology
Richard George Handrick, ALS., Assistant in Chemistry
Delton William Hein, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Frederick Hennecke, A.AL, Assistant in Germ.an
Clarence Clayton Hoff, ALS., Assistant in Zoology
^First semester.
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Clifford Richard Keizer, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Robert Vernon Kesling, A.B., Assistant in Geology
George Stanley Klaiber, A.B., Assistant in Physics
John Kodis, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Robert Cooper Krapf, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Roland Frederick Krueger, A.B., Assistant in Physics
William Lloyd Leavitt, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Richard Wayne Lee, A.M., Assistant in Physics
Charles Willard Mathews, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Frank Carter Osment, B.S., Assistant in Geology
Tilden Wirt Roberts, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Stanley Paul Rowland, B.Chem., Assistant in Chemistry
Robert Alexis Sandberg, A.M., Assistant in Speech
Guenter George Schmalz, A.M., Assistant in German'
Gerald William Sears, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Herbert Ernest Silcox, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Chester William Topp, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics'
Robert Traub, M.S., Assistant in Entomology
Donald Theodore Warner, A.B., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Stanley Arthur Watson, A.B., Assistant in Botany
Francis William Weeks, A.M., Assistant in English
Arthur Rudolph Wildhagen, A.M., Assistant in Press Photography and General
Assistant in Public Information
Robert Irby Wise, M.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Victor Anthony Yarborough, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Leonard James Armstrong, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Francis Howard Bachman, B.S., Assistant in Accountancy
Vivian LaVerne Benton, A.B., Assistant in French
Kenneth Bernard Berg, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy and Research Assistant in
the Bureau of Business Research'
Robert Crocker Brasted, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Haywood Norman Bryant, A.B., Assistant in German
Cornelius Kennady Cain, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Robert Kenley Clark, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Stewart Judson Crandell, A.M., Assistant in Speech
Robert William Edwards, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education for Men
Joseph Patton Fulton, A.B., Assistant in Botany
Franos James Click, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Judith Goldman (Mrs. R. N. Schwartz), B.S., Assistant in Physical Education for
Women
Robert Curtiss Gunther, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Hugh Hanson, B.S., Assistant in Zoology
GoRDEN Wilbur Hasse, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Helen Doris Haupt, M.Mus., Assistant in Music
Donald Louis Hill, A.M., Assistant in English
Chester Mora Himel, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Marie Kathryn Hochmuth, A.M., Assistant in Speech
Arthur Vincent Huffman, A.M., Assistant in Sociology
Robert William Janes, A.M., Assistant in Sociology
Julius Earl Johnson, A.B., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Joseph Wayne Kneisley, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Elmer Joseph Koestner, M.S., Research Assistant in Zoology
William Clarence Leavenworth, M.S., Assistant in Botany
Lloyd Richard Michels, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Mrs. Rachel Akers Palmer, A.M., Assistant in English'
Dorothy Elna Parrish, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Library Science
Russell Fayette Richards, B.S., Assistant in Crop Production
Joseph Frederick Anthony Schneider, B.B.A., Assistant in Accountancy
Lloyd Rushford Sorenson, A.B., Assistant in History
Charles Henry Stinson, M.S., Assistant in Crop Production
Robert Henry Tappendorf, A.B., Assistant in Accountancy
*First semester.
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Otto William Tiemeier, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
James Richard Travis, A.M., Assistant in English
Leland Eldridge Traywick, A.m., Assistant in Economics
Theodore Allen Welton, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Helen Morey Williams, A.M., Assistant in English
John Richard Wittenborn, M.S., Assistant in Psychology and Assistant Psychometrist
in the Personnel Bureau
Wilson Lowry Wright, B.S., Assistant in Animal Husbandry
Thomas Burt Avery, M.S., Assistant in Poultry Husbandry
Leslie Byron Poland, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Harriet Juliet Nordhem, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Library Science
Albert William Grain, B.S., Assistant in Crop Production
YuDELL Leo Luke, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Robert James Voskuil, A.M., Assistant in Geography
John Maurice Willmann, Ph.D., Assistant and Demonstrator in Psychology
James Foster Kamman, A.M., Research Assistant in Psychology and Assistant
Psychometrist in the Personnel Bureau
James A. Robertson, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
MiLO Don Appleman, Ph.D., Assistant in Soil Biology
William Franklin Atchison, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Laurence Oscar Binder, Jr., A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Richard Golden Chase, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Davis Cremeans, A.M., Assistant in History
Nathan Dane, H, A.M., Assistant in the Classics
Harold Alvin Fiess, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry*
Frank Newton Gillette, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Philip Roger Gillette, M.S., Assistant in Physics
Robert Louis LeTourneau, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Harris Livingston Russell, A.M., Assistant in the Classics
Ferne Lois Wilson, M.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Thad Paul Alton, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Warren Solyom Churchill, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
James Oliver Corner, Jr., A.M., Assistant in Chemistry
Dickran Hagop Erkiletian, Jr., A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Monroe Carl Fischer, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Mrs. June Yarnell Foster, B.S., Assistant in Home Economics
Robert Everett Foster, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Fred Clow Francis, B.S., Assistant in Animal Husbandry
Robert Wilder Gibson, A.M., Assistant in Alathematics
Richard Wesley Hamming, A.M., Assistant in Mathematics
Allan Mearle Hull, M.S., Technical Assistant in Zoology
Paul Ben Johnson, A.B., Assistant in Mathematics
Willys Raymond Knight, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Brooks Javins Lockhart, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics
William Elwood Ogle, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Charles Francis Poston, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Milton William Pullen, Jr., M.S., Assistant in Geology
John Cutler Robinson, Jr., B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Marion Roselle, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics'
William Howard Schmidt, A.B., Assistant in Bacteriology
Philip Lee Southwick, A.M., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
James Collier Stewart, A.M., Al.S., Assistant in Mathematics
Truman Glenn Tracy, A.M., Assistant in Economics
Warren Edgar Winsche, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Ralph Wolfley Ames, M.S., Assistant in Botany
Augustus Lawrence Barker, Jr., A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Fred Basolo, B.Ed., Assistant in Chemistry
Wilbur Dahl Buddemeier, B.S., Assistant in Agricultural Economics
Arthur Japheth Carr, A.M., Assistant in English
Richard Alexander Chapman, B.S., Technical Assistant in Zoology
Norman Clark Colby, B.S., Research Assistant in Physics
*First semester.
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George Wilson Dickinsox, B.S., Assistant in Mining Engineering
August Henry Doermann, A.B., Assistant in Botany
Robert Loeffler Frank, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Salvatore George Gallo, A.B., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
William Joseph Haines, A.B., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Melvin John Hentze, B.Ed., Assistant in Physiology
Alice Marilynn James, A.B., Assistant in Spanish
John Herbert Ladd, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Glenn Frederick Lambert, A.B., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Howard Allen Leiter, A.B., Assistant in Physics
June Luis Littrell, M.S., Assistant in Zoology
Maxine Estelle McDivitt, B.S., Laboratory Assistant in Home Economics
Warren Douglas McPhee, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Jack Harwood Menning, M.B.A., Assistant in English
Don John Miller, A.B., Assistant in Geology
Helen Elizabeth Netzer, B.S., Assistant in Spanish
Leonard Schuey, B.S., Assistant in Vegetable Crops
Howard Edwin Simpson, Jr., A.B., Assistant in Geology
Paul Kibler Sims, A.B., Assistant in Geology
Curtis William Smith, B.Ed., Assistant in Chemistry
Philip Edward Smith, B.Ed., Assistant in Zoology
Meredith Morgan Sparks, A.M., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Walter Edwin Switzer, B.Ed., Assistant in Physiology
Charles Joel Taylor, Jr., B.S., Assistant in Physics
DeWitt Clinton Van Siclen, A.B., Assistant in Geology
Robert Sites Voris, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Elmer LeRoy Younker, A.B., Assistant in Physics
Gail Dayton Adams, Jr., B.S., Assistant in Physics
Fred Wendell Banes, B.Ed., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Donald Cox, B.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
William Everett DeClark, A.^L, Assistant in English
Robert Wilson Eyler, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
LeRoy Henry Fischer, A.^I., Research Assistant in History
Arthur William Goldstein, B.S., Assistant in Botany
Victor Heyliger, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education for Men
Howard Granum Larsen, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education for Men
Forrest Henry ^L'\DES, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education for Men
Maynard Fowle AIoseley, Jr., B.S., Assistant in Botany
Harold Junior Nichols, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education for Men
George Pish, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Roy Manning Barber, B.S., Assistant in Physiology
WiLMA Charlotte Beyer, A.B., Assistant in Home Economics
Donald James Byers, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Marvin Carmack, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Wells Fenton Chamberlin, A.M., Assistant in French
Eugene Clay Chenoweth, A.M., Assistant in Speech
Muriel Edwards Clixnix, B.S., Research Assistant in Zoology
Paul Martin Corbett, B.S., Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Alden Denzel Cutshall, Ph.D., Assistant in Geography
Hugo Johx David, A.M., Assistant in Speech
Robert Irvixe Dickey, M.S., Assistant in Accountancy
William Eickhorst, B.S., Assistant in German
William Dean Eraser, M.S., Research Assistant in Chemistry
Carl Wesley Gamer, Ph.D., Assistant in Political Science
William Jay Goldie, B.S., Assistant in Physical Education for Men
Albert Herman Harrington, M.S., Assistant in Agricultural Economics
AIrs. AIary Harrison Parker, B.S., Assistant in Home Economics
William Henry Hay, H, A.M., Assistant in Philosophy
Martix Heerdt, Jr., B.S., Research Assistant in Botany"
Lynwood M. Holland, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Wendell Levern Holt, ALS., Assistant in Chemistry
'First semester.
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William Arnison Hoskisson, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Manufactures
Dale Wilson Jenkins, A.M., Assistant in Zoology
Mary Elizabeth Klingner, A.M., Assistant in French
Mary Sevier Kreger, M.S., Assistant in Microanalysis
John Frederick MacNaughton, A.M., Assistant in Psychology
Blaine Chase McKusick, B.Ch.E., Assistant in Chemistry
Charles Bright Munson, A.M., Assistant in Psychology
Daniel Joseph Nacht, B.S., Assistant in Architecture
Fred B. Oxtoby, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Library Science
Franklin Jacob Reiss, B.S., Assistant in Agricultural Economics
John Richard Romig, A.B., Research Assistant in Botany
John Joseph Sheuring, B.S., Assistant in Dairy Manufactures
Douglas Arvid Skoog, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
QuENTiN Francis Soper, B.Chem., Assistant in Chemistry
Fred Walter Spangler, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Walter Staaks, Jr., A.M., Assistant in French
James Benjamin Stalvey, A.M., Assistant in Political Science
Grundy Steiner, Ph.D., Research Assistant in the Classics
Thomas Allison Stricker, A.B., Assistant in Physiology
Clement Walter Theobald, A.AI., Assistant in Chemistry
Elizabeth Jean Wellshear, A.B., B.S., Assistant in Library Science
Chalmers Samuel Wooley, A.B., Research Assistant in Sociology
Glen Givens Yankee, A.B., Assistant in Accountancy
Dorothy Mary Zucker, A.B., Assistant in German
Ernest Elmer Bair, B.Ed., Assistant in Business Organization and Operation'
Robert James Baumann, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Mrs. Jessie Cassidy Bennett, A.M., Assistant in English*
Peter Michael Bernays, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemistry
Chris Edward Best, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Ted Everett Calmes, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Raymond Elliott, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Douglas Garber, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
James Lawrence Gobble, B.S., Assistant in Animal Husbandry
Russell Perry Hager, Ph.D., Assistant in Zoology*
Orville Farrow Hill, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Clarence Frederick Hyrne, Jr., A.B., Assistant in English
Milford Cyril Jochums, A.M., Assistant in English
Philip Colony Johnson, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Glenn Ansel Kidder, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
John Lee Marsh, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Mary Helen Moss, A.M., Assistant in English
Don MacLeish Murray, A.M., Assistant in English
Albert Israel Rachlin, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Mrs. Eunice Carmichael Roberts, Ph.D., Assistant in Spanish
Herman Julian Sampson, A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Donald Fownes Simpson, A.AL, Research Assistant in Political Science
Arch Byron Spradling, Jr., A.B., Assistant in Chemistry
Robert Steinman, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
William Eldred Wallace, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Walter Whitson, Jr., M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
John Langdon Woolsey, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Flavius Webb Wyman, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Carl Oliver Muehlhause, B.S., Assistant in Physics
Haskell Orlando Sexton, B.S., Assistant in Music
Sherwood Dean Fox, A.B., Research Assistant in Sociology
Angelene Dagmar Helleberg, B.S., Assistant in Home Economics'
Martha Grace Montooth, A.B., Assistant in Spanish^
Trezevant Player Ye.^tman, A.M., Assistant in Sociology^
Philip Schaffner Baker, A.M., Assistant in Chemistry'
John Clarence Bell, M.S., Assistant in Mathematics'
Merry Coffey, A.B., Assistant in Spanish'
^First semester. 'Second semester.
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Harry Cohen, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry"
William Kerlin Delaplane, Jr., A.M., Assistant in Entomology*
Beatrice Marian Flori, B.Ed., Research Assistant in Zoology*
John Vincent Machell, Jr., A.M., Assistant in Economics*
Mary Louise Quaife, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry*
Philip Stuart Romigh, B.S., Assistant in Architecture*
Jean S.-\ba, A.M., Assistant in Spanish*
Roger Behm S.^ylor, A.M., Assistant in Economics*
Glenwood Louis Schertz, ^LS., Assistant in Chemistry*
Alvin Charles White, A.M., Assistant in Economics*
Henry Yuska, M.S., Assistant in Chemistry*
Lindell Lewis Cummins, B.S., Research Assistant in Botany*
Technicians
Mrs. Katharine Hill Paul, Scientific Artist in Zoology
Orren C. McMillin, Technician and Storekeeper in Zoology
Wilton Benton McDev'itt, Laboratory Demonstrator in Ceramic Engineering
Rose Dungan, Herbarium Technician in Botany
Wendell Taylor Coggshall, Technician in McKinley Hospital
Ernest Englund, Instrument Technician in Physics
Melvin Wallace Barnes, 'M.S., Examining Technician for the General Curriculum
Teachers in University High School
Charles Wilson Sanford, Ph.D., Principal of University High School and Assistant
Professor of Education
Martin Curtis Howd, ^LS., Assistant Principal of University High School
William Habberton, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Education and Head of the
Department of Social Studies
Chester Osc.\r Jackson, A.M., Assistant Professor of Physical Education for Men
Harry M. Kauffman, A.M., Assistant Professor of Music Education
WiLBER Eugent; Harnish, A.m., Assistant Professor of Education and Head of the
Department of Science
Liesette Jane McHarry, A.^L, Assistant Professor of Education and Head of the
Department of English
Velma Irene Kitchell, B.Mus., A.M., Associate in Music Education
Harold A. Schultz, A.M., Associate in Education and Teacher of Art
Gilbert Clarence Kettelkamp, A.M., Instructor in Education and Head of the
Department of Foreign Languages
Louis Alexander Astell, M.S., Instructor in Education and Teacher of Science
Mrs. Mabel Rea Hagan, M.S., Instructor in Business Organization and Operation and
in Education, and Teacher of Commercial Subjects
Miles C. Hartley, Ph.D., B.Mus., Instructor in Education and Teacher of Mathe-
matics
John Alexander Fuzak, B.S., Instructor in Industrial Education and Teacher of
Industrial Arts
Mrs. Frances Douglass Wilson, A.M., Teacher of Social Studies
Pauline Elv.\ Changnon, A.M., Teacher of French
Willmer Olof Alstrom, M.S., Teacher of Physical Education
Henrietta Pearl Terry, Ph.D., Teacher of Mathematics
Elaine R-^nghild Engstrom, M.S., Teacher of Commercial Subjects
Marian Winifred M.\rsh.a.ll, A.^I., Teacher of Physical Education for Girls
!Mrs. Beryl Schroeder Hess, A.M., Teacher of English and Social Studies
Mary Louise Dilworth, A.^^I., Teacher of English and Social Studies
Mary Louise Cameron, A.M., Teacher of English
Richard Clarke Skinner, A.M., Teacher of English and Speech
Victor Henry Stortz, A.M., Teacher of German
Melvin J.a.mes Warrick, M.S., Teacher of Science
Adolph Edward Katra, M.S., Teacher of Mathematics
Edward Marion Lemon, B.Ed., Teacher of Science
Palmer Louis Zickgraf, Ph.D., Teacher of Latin
^Second semester.
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Administrators and Teachers Cooperating with the College of
Education (First Semester 1940-1941)
Urbana Public Schools
Thomas H. Cobb
Stanley B. Hadden
Henry J. Bothwell
Clara Bullock
Ruth H. Cade
Sarah J. Fisher
Austin E. Garrels
Mrs. Ethel D. Hamilton
Abe L. Hornor
Marie K. Krieg
Mildred Lawson
William H. Lyons
Lola D. McClurg
Lewis Stephens
W. Glen Tilbury
Elizabeth J. Turnell
Susan H. Wood
M. Louise Zilly
Aaron H. Lauchner
Marjorie M. Mayne
Albert Miller
Haskell O. Sexton
Joyce Zimmermann
Belle V. South
Flossie Wiley
Elizabeth Nagle
Mrs. Mary V. McDougle
Margaret Roper
David G. Busey
Ada B. Smith
Champaign Public Schools
Vernon L. Nickell
Carl W. Allison
Ezra O. Bottenfield
Harry A. Combes
Nina V. Gresham
Helen S. Jenista
Vera C. Kaden
Wayne F. Maurer
Foster W. McCarty
Dorothy Munger
Harold Ong
Mendel L. Riley
Hulah B. Smith
LuciLE A. Stansell
Mrs. Helen K. Stark
IvA M. Still
Paul Swain
Beulah H. Swigart
Roy W. Swindell
Frances Weed
Arnold L. Thomasson
James L. Sisk
Donald E. Adams
Albert H. Malo
Orval G. Strode
Jacob C. Wiedrich
J. Arthur McCall
Champaign Public Schools (continued)
Mrs. Lakie B. Munson
Mae R. Hawkins
Barbara Stiegemeyer
Etta Neblock
Alice McGinty
Marjorie Roloff
Lucille Spriet
AviCE F. Lee
LiLLiE McDaniel
Lester R. Moyer
Harriett Rose
Ernest J. Simon
Holy Cross School (Champaign)
Sister Jane F. Beaudin
Sister Marie LaSolette Cayer
Sister Ann McDermott
Sister M. Angelica O'Connell
Sister Regina C. Burke
St. Mary's School (Champaign)
Sister M. Cecilian Heffron
Sister Lorita McAuliffe
Sister M. Lucetta Shea
Amboy Township High School
O. W. Funkhouser
O. C. Holt
Belleville High School
H. G. Schmidt
Leo F. Lentz
Bloom Tozvnship High School
Raymond D. Meade
Elmer W. Rowley
Mahomet Community High School
Edward V. Price
Edwin J. Thompson
Maroa Community High School
W. D. Keyes
Maxine Beutke
Monticello Toivnship High School
Wesley T. Wooley
Norman J. Smith
Oakland Tonmship High School
Edward B. Allen
Clarence Hanover
Quincy Public Schools
Robert O. Evans
R. S. Brackman
Irvin L. Brakensiek
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St. Joseph Community High School Tolono Community High School
Gerald Y. Trimble Victor G. Jewell
Mrs. Hazel H. Hasty Mrs. Mary M. Hale
Herbert J. Rucker Milbourn F. DeAIunn
Villa Grove Township High School Watseka Community High School
Lyman V. Racster C. F. Hamilton
Dean G. Daniels Florence C. Bodenbach
LIBRARY STAFF
Carl Milton White, Ph.D., Director of the University Library
Mary Lois Bull, A.M., Assistant to the Director
Wayne Stewart Yenawine, A.M., Assistant to the Director
Order Department
WiLLiA Kathryn Garver, B.L.S., Order Librarian
George Berdine Brown, A.M., Assistant Order Librarian
Kathleen Margaret Ruckman, A.M., Exchange Reviser
Gerald Herbert Sandy, A.M., Assistant in charge of Exchanges
Lucy Vera Kepler, A.M., Assistant in charge of Periodicals
Doris Fleming, A.B., B.S., Periodical Assistant
Mary Roberts, B.S., Periodical Assistant
Maurine Collins, A.M., Exchange Assistant
Ruth Hardin, A.B., B.S., Documents Assistant
Helen Lucile McIntyre, B.S., Order Assistant
Marjorie F. Rumble, A.B., B.S., Order Assistant
Sylvia Harding Shaver, B.S., Order Assistant
Arthur Elmer Whitenack, A.M., M.S., Order Assistant
Ralph Theodore Esterquest, A.M., Order Assistant'
Martha Elizabeth Burridge, A.B., B.S., Exchange Assistant
Mrs. Ruth Otterness Dietz, B.S., Periodical Assistant
Herbert Rossborough Hearsey, M.Ed., B.S., Order Assistant
Josephine AL\thews Tharpe, A.B., B.S., Periodical Assistant
Rolland Elwell Stevens, A.B., B.S., Order Assistant
De Lafayette Reid, Jr., B.J., B.S., Order Assistant
Catalog Department
Arnold Herman Trotier, A.M., Catalog Librarian
Eleanor Mabel Robertson, A.B., B.L.S., Assistant Catalog Librarian
Mrs. Katherine McGraw Wheeler, A.B., B.L.S., Cataloger
Cleo Lichtenberger, B.S., B.L.S., Catalog Reviser
Esther Willard Anell, A.B., B.L.S., Serial Reviser
Meta Maria Sexton, A.M., B.L.S., Cataloger
Christopher Urdahl Faye, A.M., ALS., Cataloger
Mary Abegail Mann, A.M., B.L.S., Cataloger
Edith Carrington Jones, A.M., M.S., Cataloger
Edna Mae Brown, A.M., Cataloger
Clarissa Olivia Lewis, A.M., Cataloger
Theresa W. Gillett, A.M., Cataloger
James Gerard Baker, M.S., Cataloger
Janet Gertrude Bullen, M.S., Cataloger
Juanita Geraldine Kaufman, M.S., Cataloger
Dorothy Elizabeth Heicke, A.M., Cataloger
Mildred E. Hoover, A.B., B.S., Cataloger
^Resignation effective December 1, 1940.
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Mrs. Bertha Lee Schroeppel, A.B., Cataloger
Wanda Claire Pringle, A.B., B.S., Cataloger
L. Marguerite Simmons, A.Al, Cataloger
Marian Harman, Ph.D., Cataloger
Mrs. Berniece Harper Riddle, A.B., B.S., Cataloger
Lemuel Elliott Hardaway, A.AL, M.S., Cataloger
Dena Julia Polacheck, A.B., B.S., Cataloger
LuciLE Turner, A.M., Cataloger
Ruth Louise Schweickart, B.S., Cataloger
Mrs. Lellia Swearingen ]\IcLaughlin, B.S., Assistant
Alice Mae Long, B.S., Cataloger
Loan Department
Emma Reed Jutton, B.L.S., Loan Librarian
Helen Stewart, A.AL, Assistant Loan Librarian
Cecelia McCarthy, A.M., Assistant
Mrs. Esther Price Roerig, A.M., Assistant
Becky May Sanford, A.M., Assistant
Reva Nearhood, A.m., Assistant
Ferne M. Garman, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Valerie Catherine Srubas, A.B., Assistant
Georgia Elizabeth Farwell, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Mrs. Theo Broxholm Nelson, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Mary Alice Boyett, B.S., Assistant'
Frank Joseph Bertalan, Jr., B.Ed., B.S., Assistant
Eugene Bernard Jackson, B.S., Assistant*
Ruth Helen Anderson, B.S., Assistant
William Peter Leonard, A.M., Assistant
LeRoy Lillard Qualls, A.M., Assistant
Robert Hale Spindler, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Ray Curtis Janeway, A.B., Assistant^
Robert Wilson Kidder, A.M., Assistant'
Laurence James Kipp, A.M., Assistant^
Binding Department
Josie Batcheller Houchens, B.L.S., A.M., Binding Librarian
Alberta Avis Auld, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Fanchon Ernestine Remund, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Rose Lila Fulton, B.S., Assistant
Reference Department
Alice Sarah Johnson, A.B., B.L.S., Reference Librarian
Fanny Dunlap, Ph.B., B.L.S., Reference Librarian
Dorothy Miller Black, A.M., Assistant Reference Librarian
Charles Haynes McMullen, M.S., Assistant
Mrs. Madeline Cord Thompson, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Ruth Madeline Erlandson, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Joe Walker Kraus, A.B., B.S., Assistant
Jack Cassius Morris, B.S., Assistant
Departmental Libraries—Urbana
Hazel Yearsley Shaw, A.M., Commerce Librarian
Nelle Marie Signor, A.B., B.L.S., History and Political Science Librarian
Charles Edwin Janvrin, Ph.B., B.L.S., Librarian, Natural History, Retired
Mary Gladys Burwash, A.B., B.L.S., Agriculture Librarian
Hilda Josephine Alseth, A.B., B.L.S., Engineering Librarian
Mrs. Bernita Jewell Long, A.B., LL.B., B.S., Law Librarian
Ida Tod, B.S., Education, Philosophy, and Psychology Librarian
Elvin Schuyler Warrick, A.M., Mathematics Librarian
'Resignation effective February 1, 1941. ^Beginning February 1, 1941.
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Florence Marie Harding, A.M., Library Assistant, Modern Languages
EvALENE Virginia Kramer (Mrs. W. S. Angus), M.S., Librarian, University High
School
Mrs. Eunice Collins Mohr, A.B., B.S., Journalism Librarian
Eva Faye Benton, A.M., M.S., Library Assistant, English
Lyle Edward Bamber, M.S., Natural History Librarian
AIiLDRED Hadley Bowers, A.B., B.S., Library Assistant, Landscape Architecture
Isabelle Fitch Grant, A.M., Librarian, Seventeenth Century Book Room
Emily Evalyn Reich, A.B., B.S., Library Assistant, Education
Ruth Lillian Whitlock, A.B., B.S., Library Assistant, Architecture
Paul Lavern Knapp, B.S., A.B., Library Assistant, Chemistry
Irene Louise Craft, A.M., Library Assistant, Natural History
Sylvia Coral Gilmore, M.S., Library Assistant, Browsing Room
Elizabeth Davidson Clo, A.B., B.S., Library Assistant, Illini Union Browsing Room
Martha Orendorf, A.B., B.S., Librarian, University High School
Louis Augustine Kenney, A.B., B.S., Library Assistant, Engineering
Thomas Edward Ratcliffe, Jr., A.B., B.S., Library Assistant, Agriculture
Cerilla Elizabeth Saylor, B.S., Librarian, Architecture
Kenneth Raymond Shaffer, A.B., Library Assistant, Illini Union Browsing Room'
Departmental Libraries—Chicago
Metta May Loomis, Librarian, Medicine and Dentistry, Retired
WiLMA Allene Troxel, A.AL, Librarian, Medicine and Dentistry
Margaret Mary Bates, Assistant Librarian, Medicine and Dentistry
Mrs. Dorothea AI. Wheeler, Library Assistant, Pharmacy
LoRENA Clarke, A.M., Cataloger, Aledicine and Dentistry
^Beginning January 1, 1941.
OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION—CHICAGO
Executive Dean
Raymond Bernard Allen, M.D., Ph.D., Executive Dean of the Chicago Colleges*
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Professors*
David John Davis, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Pathology, Head of the Department of
Pathology, Bacteriology, and Public Health, and Dean of the College of Medicine
Frank Breckenridge Earle, M.D., Professor of Pediatrics, Emeritus
William McIntire Harsha, B.S., A.B., M.D., Professor of Surgery, Emeritus
Casey A. Wood, A.M., M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology, Emeritus
Charles Davison, A.M., M.D., Professor of Surgery, Emeritus
Frederick Tice, M.D., Professor of Medicine, Emeritus
NoRVAL Harvey Pierce, M.D., Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology, and
Head of the Department, Emeritus
Charles Sumner Bacon, Ph.B., ALD., D.Sc, Professor of Obstetrics, Emeritus
William Elliott Gamble, B.S., M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology, Emeritus
Julius Hayes Hess, M.D., Professor of Pediatrics and Head of the Department
Hugh Alister McGuigan, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Pharmacology, Materia Medica,
and Therapeutics, and Head of the Department
Charles Edward Humiston, D.Sc, M.D., Professor of Surgery, Emeritus^
William Henry Welker, Ph.D., Professor of Physiological Chemistry and Head of
the Department
Nelson Mortimer Percy, M.D., Professor of Clinical Surgery
Francis Eugene Senear, M.S., M.D., Professor of Dermatology and Head of the
Department
William Ferdinand Petersen, B.S., M.D., Professor of Pathology
Adolph Hartung, M.D., Professor of Radiology
Albert Bachem, Ph.D., Professor of Biophysics^
Frederick Howard Falls, M.S., M.D., Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, and
Head of the Department
George Boris Hassin, M.D., Professor of Neurology
Frederick George Dyas, M.D., Professor of Surgery, Emeritus
Charles Morgan McKenna, B.S., M.D., Professor of Surgery
Henry Bascom Thomas, B.S., M.D., Professor of Orthopaedics, Head of the Depart-
ment, and Director of the Illinois Surgical Institute for Children
Rachelle S. Yarros, M.D., Professor of Social Hygiene, Emerita
Otto Frederic Kampmeier, Ph.D., ALD., Professor of Anatomy and Head of the
Department
Robert Wood Keeton, M.S., M.D., Professor of Medicine and Head of the Department
Maurice Lewison, M.D., Professor of Physical Diagnosis
Charles Herbert Phifer, M.D., Professor of Surgery
Sidney Strauss, A.B., M.D., Professor of Aledicine
Lloyd Arnold, A.M., M.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Public Health
Henry Eugene Irish, M.D., Professor of Pediatrics
Maurice Lamm Blatt, M.D., D.Sc, Professor of Pediatrics
George de Tarnowsky, AID., Professor of Surgery
Paul Louis Schroeder, B.S., M.D., Professor of Criminology, Social Hygiene, and
Aledical Jurisprudence, Head of the Department, and Director of the Institute
for Juvenile Research
Ernst Gellhorn, Al.D., Ph.D., Professor of Physiology
Francis Loeffler Lederer, B.S., ALD., Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology, and
Otology, and Head of the Department
Eric Oldberg, ALD., Ph.D., Professor of Neurology and Neurological Surgery, and
Head of the Department
*Members of the University Senate. See page IS.
^Deceased November 4. 1940.
'On leave of absence for six months beginning September 1, 1940.
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Walter John Richard Camp, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Pharmacology, Materia
Medica, and Therapeutics
Warren Henry Cole, B.S., M.D., Professor of Surgery and Head of the Department
George Earle Wakerlin, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Physiology and Head of the
Department
Leroy Hendrick Sloan, B.S., M.D., Professor of Aledicine
Percival Bailey, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Neurology and Neurological Surgery
Hallard Beard, B.S., M.D., Professor of Ophthalmology
Gerhardt von Bonin, M.D., Professor of Anatomy
Arnold Albert Zimmermann, D. es S., Professor of Anatomy
Samuel Azor Levinson, AI.S., M.D., Professor of Pathology, assigned to Medicine
part time, and Director of the Hospital Laboratory
Selim Walker McArthur, Ph.B., }vI.D., Professor of Surgery
Associate Professors
Joseph Clar Beck, M.D., Associate Professor of Laryngolog>', Rhinology, and Otology,
Emeritus
Frank D. Chauvet, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine
Ernest Sisson Moore, Ph.B., M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine, Emeritus
Olaf Bergeim, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiological Chemistry
Jacob Meyer, M.D., M.S., Associate Professor of Medicine
ISADORE Pilot, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine and of Pathology
Benjamin Goldberg, M.D., Associate Professor of Aledicine
George Washington Post, Jr., A.M., M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Andrew Wilson Brown, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Criminology and of
Psychology
Ellis Benjamin Freilich, IM.D., Associate Professor of Medicine
Vincent John O'Conor, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Urolog>'
Samuel Perlstein, M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine
Oscar Eugene Nadeau, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Alexander John Nedzel, M.D., M.S., Associate Professor of Pathology
Otto Saphir, M.D., Associate Professor of Pathology
Max Samuel Wien, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Dermatology
Roland Parks Mackay, A.B., M.D., Associate Professor of Neurology
George Joseph Mohr, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Criminology
Arrie Bamberger, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Arthur Reuben Cooper, Ph.D., M.D., Associate Professor of Anatomy
Russell Dorr Herrold, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Thomas Smith Jones, B.F.A., Associate Professor of Medical Illustration and Chief
Artist in the Illustration Studios
John Douglas Koucky, M.D., M.S., Associate Professor of Surgery
Frank B. Lusk, A.M., M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine
Robert Bruce Malcolm, M.D., M.S., Associate Professor of Surgery
Henry George Poncher, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Carlos Isaac Reed, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology
Lindon Seed, M.D., M.S., Associate Professor of Surgery
Geza de Takats, M.D., M.Surg., Associate Professor of Surgery
Edmund F. Foley, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Aledicine
Charles Bernard Puestow, M.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Willard Van Hazel, A.B., M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Franz Gabriel Alexander, A.B., M.D., Associate Professor of Psychiatry
Frank Joseph Jirka, M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Bengt Leopold Knutsson Hamilton, M.D., Associate Professor of Pediatrics
William Harcourt Browne, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Obstetrics and
Gynecology
Theodore Cornbleet, M.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Dermatology
Yngve Joranson, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Anatomy
P. Joseph Sarma, M.D., M.S., Associate Professor of Surgery
Louis William Schultz, B.S., D.D.S., AI.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Richard Lockwood Webb, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anatomy
Hans Brunner, M.D., Associate Professor of Laryngolog>% Rhinology, and Otology
Abraham Adolph Low, M.D., Associate Professor of Psychiatry
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Milan Vaclav Novak, Ph.D., M.D., Associate Professor of Bacteriology and Public
Health
Thomas Morton French, A.B., ^I.D., Associate Professor of Criminology
William Henry Hazlett, AI.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Will Person Lyon, A.B., M.D., Associate Professor of Surgery
Leonard Fred Weber, M.D., Associate Professor of Dermatology
Paul C. Bucy, M.S., ALD., Associate Professor of Neurology and Neurological
Surgery"
Assistant Professors
John Michael Lang, M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology,
Emeritus
Lester Edward Bower, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Isadore Bernhard Diamond, M.D., Assistant Professor of Neurology
Walter Charles Hammond, M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Frank Lee Stone, M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Emeritus
Franklin Samuel Wilson, Ph.G., M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
John Baptist Cipriani, M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
Abraham Fae Lash, AI.D., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
DuANE Willard Propst, A.B., B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Medicine
Albert Vander Kloot, ALD., Assistant Professor of Medicine
David Mortimer Olkon, A.AL, M.D., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, assigned to
Neurology part time
Frank George Murphy, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Orthopaedics
Mrs. Carroll La Fleur Birch, M.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Aledicine
Arthur Gideon Cole, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiological Chemistry
Ralph August Kordenat, AI.S., AI.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Jacob AIorton AIora, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Charles Newberger, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Hiram Jason Smith, ALD., Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology
AIichael Henry Streicher, AI.S., AI.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
Roy Gilmore Barrick, AI.D., AI.H.D., Assistant Professor of Criminology
John Joseph Theobald, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology,
and Otology
Walter Henry Theobald, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Laryngology, Rhinology,
and Otology
Frederick William Hark, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Orthopaedics
Hugo Otto Deuss, B.S., AI.D., Assistant Professor of Aledicine
Isidore A. Rabens, AI.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Aledicine
Thomas Gordon Hull, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Public Health
George AIilles, Ph.G., ALD., AI.S., Assistant Professor of Pathology
Alfred P. Solomon, A.B., ALD., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry
Daniel Harold Levinthal, ALD., Assistant Professor of Orthopaedics
Gustav Leopold Zechel, AI.D., Assistant Professor of Anatomy, assigned to Surgery-
part time
Julius Leo Spivack, ALD., LL.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
I. Pat Bronstein, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Maxwell Gitelson, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Criminology
Rudolph Justus Emanuel Oden, A.B., ALD., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Parke Harvey Simer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Anatomy
Walter William Dalitsch, B.S., D.D.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Aledicine and
Health Officer
Paul Leon Ewing, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pharmacology, Alateria Aledica, and
Therapeutics
Ford Kimmel Hick, ALD., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Aledicine
Harold Irving AIeyer, AI.S., AI.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Sherman Lawrence Shapiro, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Laryngology, Rhi-
nology, and Otology
Oscar Benjamin Ragins, ALS., ALD., Assistant Professor of Medicine
Broda Otto Barnes, Ph.D., ALD., Assistant Professor of Physiology and of Aledicine
Marcus Rayner Caro, B.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Dermatology
Benjamin AIorris Gasul, ALS., ALD., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
'Be^nning February 15, 1941.
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MiNAS JoANNiDES, M.D., M.S., Assistant Professor of Surgery
Jerry Joseph Kearns, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology
Alfred Julian Kobak, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Harry Leichenger, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Benjamin Mordecai Levin, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Richard A. Lifvendahl, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology
Theodore John Wachowski, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Radiology
Henry Oscar Wernicke, A.B., M.D., Assistant Professor of Surgery
William Henderson Cassels, M.D., Assistant Professor of Anaesthesia
Stanislaus Andrew Szurek, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Psychiatry, assigned
to Criminology part time
Carl Apple, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Ophthalmology
Louis Feldman, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
G. Howard Gowen, M.D., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Public Health*
Samuel Julian Hoffman, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Milton Henry Kronenberg, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and
Public Health
Herbert Eli McDaniels, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Public Health
Minnie Oboler Perlstein, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Dermatology
Sol Roy Rosenthal, M.D., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Bacteriology and Public
Health
Harold Charles Lueth, M.D., Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
Frank Folbert Kanthak, B.S., D.D.S., ALD., Assistant Professor of Oral Surgerj'
and Oral Pathology, assigned to Surgery part time
Associates
Solomon Maxwell Goldberger, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Ben Zion Rappaport, M.D., M.S., Associate in Medicine
Iris McKy Chamberlain, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
George Shaynin Livingston, M.S., M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and
Otology
Louis Sender Robins, B.S., M.D., R.Ph., Associate in Pediatrics
Virgil Ray Stephens, M.S., ALD., Associate in Surgery
Ernest A. Bredlau, M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
MosES Goldwasser, M.D., Associate in Medicine
Thomas Paine Saltiel, B.S., M.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Dietrich Klemptner, M.D., Associate in Medicine
Samuel Gushing Beach, M.D., Associate in Bacteriology and Public Health
Noah Fox, B.S., M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Tell Nelson, M.D., M.S., Associate in Medicine
Israel Becker, B.S., M.D., Associate in Medicine
William A. Marshall, B.S., M.D., Associate in Orthopaedics
Perry Julius Melnick, M.D., Ph.D., Associate in Pathology
Claude Needham Lambert, M.D., M.S., Associate in Orthopaedics
Carlo S.\lvadore Scuderi, M.D., Ph.D., Associate in Surgery
William S. Boikan, M.S., M.D., Associate in Medicine
James Wilson Clark, B.S., M.D., Associate in Ophthalmology
Clarence A. Johnson, Ph.D., Associate in Physiological Chemistry
Samuel Kaplan, M.D., M.S., Associate in Obstetrics and Gynecology^
Samuel Henry Kraines, B.S., M.D., Associate in Psychiatry
Victor Levine, M.D., M.S., Associate in Pathology
Raymond Green, B.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Harold Herrin Hill, B.S., M.D., Associate in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Robert Preston MacFate, Ch.E., M.S., Associate in Pathology and Assistant Director
of the Hospital Laboratory
Irwin G. Spiesman, B.S., M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Oliver Edmond Van Alyea, M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Chester William Darrow, Ph.D., Associate in Physiology, assigned to Criminology
part time
Melvin Louis Afremow, M.S., M.D., Associate in Aledicine
^Resignation effective January 1, 1941.
=On leave of absence from February 1 to August 31, 1941.
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Carl Oscar Gotfried Almquist, B.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery, assigned to An-
atomy part time
William Carl Beck, A.B., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Mrs. Beulah Chamberlain Bosselman, A.B., M.D., Associate in Psychiatry
John Talbot Gernon, M.S., M.D., Associate in Urology
Marion Winifred Hood, Ph.D., Associate in Medicine and Parasitologist
Edward J. Horick, B.S., M.D., Associate in Ophthalmology
Aaron Baker Kenurick, Ph.D., Associate in Aledicine
Clarence Willard Klassen, B.S., Associate in Bacteriology and Public Health
Louis Robert Limarzi, M.D., M.S., Associate in Medicine
Foster Lamont McMillan, B.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Guy V. Pontius, B.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Joseph Cyrus Rheingold, M.D., M.S., Associate in Psychiatry
Colquitt Otis Ritch, B.S., M.D., Associate in Surgery
Mrs. Irene Case Sherman, Ph.D., M.D., Associate in Psychiatry
Frederick Steigmann, M.D., M.S., Associate in Medicine
GusTAVE Frankel Weinfeld, M.D., Associate in Pediatrics and in Criminology
Louis Zolo Fishman, M.D., AI.S., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology*
Joseph Adolph Tuta, Ph.D., M.D., Associate in Pathologj'
Raymond Clifford Ingraham, Ph.D., Associate in Physiology
Harold Carl Struck, Ph.D., Associate in Physiology
David Solomon Beilin, B.S., M.D., Associate in Radiology
Paltl Henry Holinger, ALS., M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Mrs. Irene AIilliken Josselyn, M.S., ALD., Associate in Criminology
Ben William Lichtenstein, AI.D., AI.S., Associate in Neurology
AIrs. Adelaide McFadyen Johnson, Ph.D., AI.D., Associate in Criminology
Leo E. Amtman, B.S., AI.D., Associate in Aledicine
Samuel B. Broder, AI.D., AI.S., Associate in Psychiatry
Virgil Arnett Gant, Ph.D., Associate in Pharmacology, Alateria Medica, and Thera-
peutics
Paul Webb Greeley, A.B., AI.D., Associate in Surgery
Wesley Axel Gustafson, AI.D., Associate in Neurological Surgery
Robert AIoore Jones, A.B., AI.D., Associate in Aledicine
Joseph Henry Kiefer, B.S., AI.D., Associate in Surgery
Robert Henry Krehbiel, Ph.D., Associate in Anatomy
Alfred Campbell Ledoux, M.D., Associate in Radiology
John Francis Pick, B.S., AI.AIus., AI.D., Associate in Surgery
Roy Otis Riser, B.S., AI.D., Associate in Ophthalmology
Norman Bridge Roberg, A.B., AI.D., Associate in Aledicine
Samuel Henry Rosenblum, B.S., AI.D., Associate in Aledicine
Frederick William Schacht, AI.S., AI.D., AI.S., Associate in Urology
Howard Zeitlin, AI.S., AI.D., Associate in Neurology
Noah Daniel Fabricant, B.S., M.D., Associate in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Eugene Isidore Falstein, B.S., AI.D., Associate in Criminology
William Kenneth Ford, AI.D., Associate in Dermatology
Louis Joseph Halpern, B.S., AI.D., Associate in Pediatrics
David Smeaton Jaffray, B.S., AI.D., Associate in Surgery
Sidney Older Levinson, B.S., AI.D., Associate in Pediatrics
Henry Chaskell Schorr, B.S., AI.D., Associate in Dermatology
Israel Ronald Sonenthal, AI.D., AI.S., Associate in Psychiatry
W^ilbert Otho Brown, AI.D., Associate in Pathology
Lecturers
Clarence Weinert Muehlberger, Ph.D., Professorial Lecturer in Pharmacology and
Toxicology
Major Henry Worthington, M.D., Lecturer in Hospital Organization and Adminis-
tration, Alanaging Officer of the Research and Educational Hospital, and Super-
intendent of the Dispensary
Rodney Howe Brandon, Lecturer in Public Welfare Administration
Lloyd Hiram Ziegler, A.M., AI.D., Lecturer in Psychiatry
Yolanda Simiz, Ph.B., LL.B., Lecturer in Aledical Jurisprudence
^Resignation effective February 20, 1941.
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Instructors
Maurice Joseph Rose, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Walter Rathfon Fischer, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Orthopaedics
NoRBERT Pauker, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Emil James Stein, AI.D., Instructor in Anatomy, assigned to Surgery part time^
Joseph Walkon Platin, M.D., Instructor in Urology
Alfons Rosthorn Bacon, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Abe Louis Aaronson, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Mat Bloomfield, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
John Anthony Suldane, M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Max Eleazer Fisch, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Anatomy
Henry R. Krasnow, M.D., Instructor in Dermatology^
Jane Rose McLaughlin, A.B., R.N., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Arthur Jethro Coombs, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
John W. Harned, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Hymen William Golub, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Eugene Grosz, M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Julius A. Gurvey, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Benjamin Pearlman, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Herman Louis Mishkin, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery, assigned to Anatomy part
time
Samuel Mordecai Morwitz, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and
Otology
Charles Otis Smith, A.B., B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Reuben Isadore Klein, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics, assigned to Pathology
part time
Alex Benjamin Ragins, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Pathology
Carroll W. Stuart, D.D.S., M.S., M.D., Instructor in Bacteriology and Public Health
Jacob Warren Fischer, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
John Charles McMillan, Jr., B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
George Fielding Hibbert, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Eugene Lester Baker, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery*
Ralph Henry Kuhns, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Psychiatry
Cecil David Brown, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Irving Dreyer, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine, assigned to Pathology part time
Leo Frederick Miller, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Orthopaedics
Emanuel Padnos, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Edwin William Passarelli, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Harold Shellow, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Clara Deborah Tigay, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Arthur Abraham Halevy, M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Marvin George Flannery, A.B., B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery, assigned to
Anatomy part time
Ephraim Frank Goodman, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
David Howard Wagner, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Surgery, assigned to Anatomy part
time*
Sylvio Amedeo Sciarretta, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and
Otology
Mrs. Nell Treva Pattengale, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Radiology
John Eugene Lotspiech, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Henry Pickett Dorman, MD., Ph.D., Instructor in Medicine
Verne Wesley Lyon, M.S., Instructor in Criminology
Marvin Sukov, A.B., B.S., M.D., Instructor in Criminology
John Robert Wolff, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Edward Edgar Park Seidmon, Ph.G., M.D., M.S., Instructor in Bacteriology and
Public Health'
William Stanley Timblin, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Sol M. Abelson, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
'On leave of absence for eight months beginning October 1, 1940.
^Deceased November 1, 1940.
^On leave of absence from March 5 to August 31, 1941.
*On leave of absence for one year beginning February 1, 1941.
'On leave of absence from January 25 to August 31, 1941.
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Frances Patricia Angela, B.S., Instructor in Bacteriology and Public Health
Jacob Joseph Baratz, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Max Berg, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Pathology, assigned to Medicine part time
Bruno Blumklotz, M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Roosevelt Brooks, M.D., Instructor in Ophthalmology
George Charles Coe, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Josephine Marion Dyniewicz, Ph.C, Instructor in Pharmacology, Materia Medica,
and Therapeutics
Rudolph Hecht, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Nell Hirschberg, Ph.D., Instructor in Bacteriology and Public Health
Howard Matthew Jacobs, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Morris Aaron Kaplan, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Herman Abraham Levy, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Jacob Paskind, M.D., Instructor in Psychiatry
William Harris Reals, M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
George Henry Rezek, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Maurice Schneider, M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Ralph Spaeth, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Irving Elihu Steck, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Physiology, assigned to Medicine part
time
Frederick John Roos, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Frances Agnes Briggs, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiological Chemistry
Edward Charles Bernell, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Arthur Bernstein, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Thomas Joseph Conley, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Emily Reynolds Jones, AI.S., Instructor in Bacteriology and Public Health
Brantley Mettauer Johnson, M.D., Instructor in Radiology
BuDD Clarke Corbus, Jr., M.D., M.S., Instructor in Pathology
Paul R. Griffith, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Albert Henry Andrews, Jr., M.S., M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and
Otology
Philip Blickensdorfer, Ph.D., Instructor in Pharmacology, Materia Medica, and
Therapeutics
Joseph Stephen Drabanski, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Urology
Emanuel Joshua Feinhandler, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Louis Leonard Fiorito, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Mrs. Martha Rubin Folk, M.D., Instructor in Ophthalmology
Vincent Charles Freda, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Cecil Claude Harvey, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiological Chemistry
Harold Mark Hoover, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
James Emmett O'Malley, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Morris Louis Parker, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Surgery
Harvey Cornelius Roll, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Joseph G. Schoolman, A.B., M.D., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Horace Edward Turner, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Orthopaedics
Norman A. Wien, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Maurice Lev, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pathology
John Todd Reynolds, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Surgery, assigned to Anatomy part
time
Israel Irving Ritter, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Norman Shure, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Paul Lincoln Bedinger, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Medicine
Clair Martin Carey, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Joseph Charles Ehrlich, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Medicine
Everett Arthur Grimmer, D.D.S., Instructor in Dental Surgery
Maurice Kaplan, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Psychiatry
Elizabeth MacDougall, A.M., M.D., Instructor in Psychiatry
Eldred Kenneth Musson, M.D., M.P.H., Instructor in Bacteriology and Public Health
Irwin Samuel Neiman, Ph.D., M.D., Instructor in Bacteriology and Public Health
Irene Neuhauser, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Dermatologj^
William Charles Ocasek, M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Jerome Thomas Paul, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Medicine
Mrs. Frances Crandell Perce, M.S., Instructor in Criminology, Social Hygiene, and
Medical Jurisprudence
UNIVERSITY OF
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Hans Philipp Popper, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Pathology
Irving Bernard Richter, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Pediatrics
Maurice Franz Sxitman, B.M., Instructor in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Mitchell Abraham Spellberg, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Medicine
Philip Thorek, B.S., AI.D., Instructor in Surgery, assigned to Anatomy part time
Chester Wade, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Psychiatry
Leslie Willard Free.man, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiology
Milton Tinsley, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Neurological Surgery
Morris Waisman, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Dermatology
Edmund Nelson Walsh, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Dermatology
Max Malcolm Montgomery, B.S., M.D., Instructor in Medicine
Carl Edward Cahn Bronner, M.D., Instructor in Pathology
Assistants
Samuel Jacob Burrows, M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Adeline R.\wson White, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy, Emerita
Mrs. Isabel Clark Dorrell, B.S., Assistant in the Hospital Laboratory
Homer Vernon Wilburn, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Samuel Irwin Ditkowsky, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Howard Jack Le Vine, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Milton Mitchell IMosko, B.S., M.E)., Assistant in Medicine
Hershel Meyer, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
John D. Singer, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Arthur Valentine Bergquist, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Charles Theodore Poulson, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Edward J. Bomze, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Bernard Skorodin, M.D., M.S., Assistant in Psychiatry
La Verne Myron Wallheiser, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Louis Edidin, B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Medicine
Jacob Abraham Glassman, M.D., M.S., Assistant in Anatomy
John Bernhard Roth, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Aledicine
Raymond Elmer Sorensen, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Surger>'
John William Wall, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Everett Lee Strohl, M.D., M.S., Assistant in Surgery
Richard Arthur Matthies, B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Surgery
Harry Robert Schwartz, B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Aledicine
Hazel Blank, R.N., Assistant in the Hospital Laboratory
Melvin Frank Otto Blaurock, AI.D., AI.S., Assistant in Psychiatry
AIrs. Katheryn Buck Prucher, AI.S., Assistant in the Hospital Laboratory
AIary Veronica Donahue, B.S., Assistant in the Hospital Laboratory
Carl Ireneus, Jr., AI.D., AI.S., Assistant in Surgery, assigned to Anatomy part time
Leo Carroll Larkin, AI.D., Assistant in Aledicine
Arthur Harry Levine, B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Medicine
Louis Savitt, AI.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Louis Arlington Terman, B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Aledicine
Willis Gleason Diffenbaugh, B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Surgery
AIaurice Orrington Grossman, A.B., B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Aledicine
N0RM.A.N Ludlow Baker, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Aledicine
Aaron Louis Goldberg, AI.D., Assistant in Medicine
Robert Barnard Lewy, B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology*
Ernest Charles AIcGill, B.S., AI.E)., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology*
Joseph B. Teton, B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology
AIrs. Frances Creekmur W'hitcomb, AI.S., Assistant in Pathology
Frank Herman Fowler, M.D., Assistant in Surgery
Alf J. Holm, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Surgery*
Louis Alois Holub, B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Surgery
Harold Alan Roth, A.B., B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Surgery
Joseph Herman Jesser, A.B., B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Surgery
AIrs. Beatrice Currier Siemon, B.S., Assistant in the Hospital Laboratory
Salvatore Anthony Dimiceli, B.S., AI.D., Assistant in Aledicine
^On leave of absence from January 1 to August 31, 1941.
'Resignation effective March 5, 1941. 'On leave of absence.
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Stephen Lafayette Odgers, A.M., M.D., Assistant and Third Year Resident in
Orthopaedics
Edward Palmer, Ph.B., M.D., Assistant and Third Year Resident in Surgery
Charles Edward Shannon, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Orthopaedics
William Robert Sladek, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Samson D. Entin, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine*
John O. Hanson, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Surgery
Mrs. Jeannette Cohen Ricewasser, M.S., Assistant in Pediatrics
Isadore Hyman Cohn, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Aledicine
Ben Gerald Fishkin, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Pathology
Alice Margaret Bell, B.S., Assistant in the Hospital Laboratory
Maurice Gore, M.D., M.S., Assistant in Medicine"
Eugene Gettelman, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Abraham Alvin Wolf, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Reinhold Enoch Johnson, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Arthur Soi'hus Juul Petersen, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Radiology
Donald Morris Coughlin, D.D.S., Assistant in Dental Surgery
Ernst Cronheim, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Joseph Davis Farrington, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Orthopaedics
Charalampos J. Fournarakis, M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Milton S. Handelman, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Walter George Haynes, B.S., M.D., Assistant and Second Year Resident in Neurology
and Neurological Surgery
Aaron Arthur Hilkevitch, M.D., M.S., Assistant in Neurology
Robert Martin House, M.S., Assistant in Physiology
William Philip Kleitsch, M.S., M.D., Assistant and Second Year Resident in Surgery
E. David Levitin, M.D., M.S., Assistant in Psychiatry
Emerson King McVey, M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Theodore Ferdinand Reuther, M.D., M.S., Assistant in Surgery, assigned to Anatomy
part time
Lewis James Rossiter, A.B., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology
Herbert Julius Schmidt, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Orthopaedics
William Henry Wright, B.S., M.D., Assistant and Second Year Resident in Ortho-
paedics
Abraham William Feldman, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Hyman Harry Goldstein, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Neurology
Frank Charles Hofrichter, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Surgery
David Kleiman, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Arthur Karl Peterson, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Robert Salem Salk, M.D., Assistant in Neurology
Vernon Richard DeYoung, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Howard Louis Penning, A.B., B.S., M.D., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology
John Kenneth Sokol, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Surgery
Zigmore Harris, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine*
Harry Joseph Yellen, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine'
Herman Paul Carstens, M.S., Assistant in Medicine
Morris William Rubenstein, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Leon Joseph Armalavage, B.S., M.D., Assistant and First Year Resident in Orthopaedics
Elizabeth Franklin, M.D., Assistant and Second Year Resident in Anaesthesia
Loring Smith Helfrich, M.S., M.D., Assistant and First Year Resident in Surgery
Madge Alleene Jacks, B.S., M.D., Assistant and First Year Resident in Anaesthesia
John Charles Mergener, B.S., M.D., Assistant and Second Year Resident in Psy-
chiatry
Kenneth Maynard Stobart, B.S., Assistant in the Hospital Laboratory
Robert Dinolt, M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Louis Feinberg, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Alfred Josef Goldyne, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Wade Frederic Heritage, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Jerry Rudolph Hora, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Criminology, Social Hygiene, and
Medical Jurisprudence
>On leave of absence from February 1 to August 31, 1941.
'Resignation effective March 4, 1941.
'On leave of absence from January 26 to August 31, 1941.
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John Edward Karabin, M.D., M.S., Assistant in Surgery
Carl Joseph Marienfeld, A.B., Assistant in Physiology
Armand Jean Mauzey, M.D., M.S., Assistant in Obstetrics and Gynecology^
Lawrence Breslow, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics
Samuel Burack, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Psychiatry
Thrift Eugene Hanks, M.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Roy Frank Teborek, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
John Lynch Bohan, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Frank Alexander DeTrana, M.D., Assistant in Medicine
Stanley E. Telser, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Medicine
John Hull Pribble, A.B., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Leon Stanley Shalla, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Anatomy
Boris Ury, M.S., M.D., Assistant in Psychiatry
Frank Thomas Maher, M.S., Assistant in Pharmacology*
Harry Nick Petrakos, B.S., M.D., Assistant in Medicine'
Technicians
Stanley Gregory Moore, Technician in Bacteriology and Public Health
Mrs. Hilda Paulsen, Technician in Bacteriology and Public Health
OciE RoMEY Burns, Ph.G., Technician in Physiological Chemistry
George Harvey Miller, Technician in Anatomy
Mrs. Beatrice Kahn Meyers, Technician in Neurology and Neurological Surgery
Lawrence Anthony Toriello, Photographer in the Illustration Studios
Marion Langdon Mason, A.B., Artist in the Illustration Studios
Lewis James Rossiter, A.B., Technician in Obstetrics and Gynecology and in Surgery
Robert Edmond Vessey, Technician in Physiology
Louis Pelzmann, Physiotherapist in charge of Orthopaedics
Marion Grace Eloise Taft, B.P.E., Physiotherapist in Orthopaedics
James Robert Thompson, Technician in Pathology
Mrs. Olive Hardy George, R.N., Technician and Registered Nurse in Radiology
Nils Siegbahn, Technician in Pathology
Harold Wagner, Technician in Pathology
Lydia Christine Scherbarth, R.N., X-ray Technician in Radiology
Ben Goldfeller, Technician in Pathology
Viola Mae Young, B.S., Technician in Orthopaedics
Bobette Turner, B.S., Technician in Psychiatry
Mildred Elizabeth Tress, Technician in Anatomy
Arthur Leo Hesse, B.S., Technician in the Animal Hospital
WiLLARD McCulloch Morris, A.B., Technician in Physiological Chemistry
Mary Elizabeth Westfall, B.P.E., Physiotherapist in Orthopaedics
Virginia Vivian Densford, B.S., Physiotherapist in Orthopaedics
Mrs. Joan Osten Dunn, B.S., Technician in Ophthalmology
Maria Elisabeth Elsasser, Technician in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology
Valborg Foss, Technician in Dermatology
Lillian Ryan, R.N., Technician in Surgery
Carl Griesmeyer, Technician in Physiology
Josephine Drigot, Technician and Operator of Electrocardiograph in Medicine
Robert Herbert Gottschalk, A.B., Technician in Anatomy
RosELLA McLallen, A.B., Technician in Bacteriology and Public Health
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Professors*
Howard Mitchell Marjerison, D.M.D., Professor of Dentistry and Dean of the
College of Dentistry
Frederick Bogue Noyes, A.B., D.D.S., D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Orthodontia and
Dean of the College of Dentistry, Emeritus
Donald MacKay Gallie, D.D.S., Professor of Clinical Operative Dentistry, Emeritus
*Members of the University Senate. See page 15.
'On leave of absence from January 10 to August 31, 1941.
^Beginning February 1, 1941.
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Frederick Brown Moorehead, D.D.S., M.D., M.S., Professor of Oral Surgery and
Head of the Department of Oral and Plastic Surgery and Oral Pathology"
George Walter Dittmar, D.D.S., Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry, Emeritus
David John Davis, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Pathology, Head of the Department of
Pathology, Bacteriology, and Public Health, and Dean of the College of Medicine
Louis Schultz, D.D.S., M.D., Professor of Oral Surgery and Pathology, Emeritus
Julius Hayes Hess, M.D., Professor of Pediatrics and Head of the Department in
the College of Medicine
Hugh Alister McGuigan, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Pharmacology, Materia Medica,
and Therapeutics, and Head of the Department in the College of Medicine
William Henry Welker, Ph.D., Professor of Physiological Chemistry and Head of
the Department of Chemistry and Metallurgy
Francis Eugene Senear, B.S., M.D., Professor of Dermatology and Head of the
Department in the College of Medicine
William Ferdinand Petersen, B.S., M.D., Professor of Pathology
Adolph Hartung, M.D., Professor of Radiology
Albert Bachem, Ph.D., Professor of Biophysics'
Otto Frederic Kampmeier, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Anatomy and Head of the
Department
Robert Wood Keeton, M.S., M.D., Professor of Medicine and Head of the Department
Lloyd Arnold, A.M., M.D., Professor of Bacteriology and Public Health
Allan Gibson Brodie, D.D.S., Ph.D., Professor of Orthodontia and Head of the De-
partment
John Sanford Kellogg, D.D.S., Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry
Waclaw Howard Kubacki, D.D.S., Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry
Stanley Daniel Tylman, D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry
Ernst Gellhorn, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Physiology
Walter John Richard Camp, M.D., Ph.D., Professor of Pharmacology, Materia
Medica, and Therapeutics
Isaac Schour, D.D.S., Ph.D., Professor of Histology and Head of the Department
George E. Wakerlin, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Physiology and Head of the De-
partment
Gerhardt von Bonin, M.D., Professor of Anatomy
Robert George Kesel, D.D.S., M.S., Professor of Dental Pathology and Therapeutics
and Head of the Department
Arnold Albert Zimmermann, D. es S., Professor of Anatomy
Samuel Azor Levinson, M.S., M.D., Professor of Pathology and Director of the
Hospital Laboratory
Associate Professors
Olaf Bergeim, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiological Chemistry
IsADORE Pilot, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Medicine and of Pathology
Alexander John Nedzel, M.D., M.S., Associate Professor of Pathology
Carlos Isaac Reed, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Physiology
Theodore Cornbleet, M.D., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Dermatology
Yngve Joranson, A.B., B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Anatomy
Richard Lockwood Webb, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Anatomy
Milan Vaclav Novak, Ph.D., M.D., Associate Professor of Bacteriology and Public
Health
Henry George Poncher, B.S., M.D., Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Assistant Professors
Robert Lelon Ladd, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Oral Pathology
Arthur Gideon Cole, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Physiological Chemistry
Mrs. Nell Snow Talbot, A.M., Assistant Professor of Medical and Dental History,
and Assistant to the Dean of the College of Dentistry
George Milles, Ph.G., M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathology
EIlsie Gerlach, D.D.S., Assistant Professor of Operative Dentistry and Superintendent
of the Children's Clinic
Edward John Krejci, D.D.S., Assistant Professor of Operative Dentistry, and Ex-
aminer in the Admissions Department
'On leave of absence.
'On leave of absence for six months beginning September 1, 1940.
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GusTAV Leopold Zechel, M.D., Assistant Professor of Anatomy, assigned to Surgery
part time
Louis William Schultz, B.S., D.D.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Oral Surgery
William Benham Downs, D.D.S., M.S., Assistant Professor of Orthodontia
Walter William Dalitsch, B.S., D.D.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine and
Health Officer
Paul Leon Ewing, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Pharmacology, Materia Medica, and
Therapeutics
Frank Folbert Kanthak, B.S., D.D.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Oral Surgery
and Oral Pathology, assigned to Surgery part time, and Head of the Medico-
Dental Diagnostic Clinic
L Pat Bronstein, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Parke Harvey Simer, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Anatomy
Marcus Rayner Caro, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Dermatology
Maynard Kiplinger Hine, D.D.S., M.S., Assistant Professor of Dental Pathology and
Therapeutics
Edward Charles Wach, Ph.G., D.D.S., M.S., Assistant Professor of Dental Pathology
and Therapeutics
Mrs. Carroll LaFleur Birch, M.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine
Minnie Oboler Perlstein, B.S., M.D., Assistant Professor of Dermatology
Associates
Eli Olech, D.D.S., M.S., Associate in Oral Surgery
Kermit Frederick Knudtzon, D.D.S., Associate in the Admissions Department
Robert Knighton Baxter, D.D.S., Associate in Operative Dentistry
Henry John Droba, D.D.S., Associate in Oral Surgery
Paul Lilja Lane, D.D.S., B.S., Associate in the Admissions Department
Beulah Grattan Nelson, D.D.S., M.S., Associate in the Children's Clinic
Clarence A. Johnson, Ph.D., Associate in Physiological Chemistry
Margot Ulloa, B.S., ID.D.S., Associate in Operative Dentistry
Fred Norman Bazola, D.D.S., Associate in Prosthetic Dentistry
Raymond Clifford Ingraham, Ph.D., Associate in Physiology
Chester William Darrow, Ph.D., Associate in Physiology, assigned to Criminology
part time
Harold Carl Struck, Ph.D., Associate in Physiology
Marshall Frederick Grunwald, D.D.S., M.S., Associate in Dental Pathology and
Therapeutics
Mild Bernhardt Hattenhauer, D.D.S., Associate in Prosthetic Dentistry
Edgar Herman Arthur Kramp, D.D.S., M.S., Associate in Dental Pathology and
Therapeutics
Lecturers
Benjamin Wham, A.B., J.D., Lecturer in Dental Jurisprudence
Instructors
Anita Marie Ellingson, R.N., Ph.B., Instructor in Dental Pathology and Therapeutics
Anna Rieke, A.B., R.N., Instructor in Oral Surgery
Ernest W. Myer, D.D.S., M.S., Instructor in Orthodontia
Henry Francis Andree, D.D.S., Instructor in the Admissions Department
Earl Wiley Renfroe, D.D.S., Instructor in the Admissions Department^
Max Eleazer Fisch, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Anatomy
Abraham Goldstein, D.D.S., M.S., Instructor in Orthodontia
Emil James Stein, M.D., Instructor in Anatomy, assigned to Surgery part time*
Frank Carl Fabian, D.D.S., Instructor in Oral Surgery'
Frank Charles Besic, D.D.S., Instructor in Operative Dentistry
David Berman, B.S., D.D.S., Instructor in Dental Pathology and Therapeutics
Irving Elihu Steck, M.S., M.D., Instructor in Physiology, assigned to Medicine part time
Frances Agnes Briggs, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiological Chemistry
Philip Blickensdorfer, Ph.D., Instructor in Pharmacology, Materia Medica, and
Therapeutics
^Resignation effective January 21, 1941.
'On leave of absence for eight months beginning October 1, 1940.
'Resignation effective December 16, 1940.
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Robert Dane Curtis, B.S., D.D.S., Instructor in Prosthetic Dentistry
Cecil Claude Harvey, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiological Chemistry
John Monroe Spence, D.D.S., M.S., Instructor in Histology
Leslie Willard Freeman, Ph.D., Instructor in Physiology
Fred Herzberg, D.D.S., M.S., Instructor in Dental Anatomy, and Research Assistant
in Histology
Milton Tinsley, M.D., M.S., Instructor in Neurological Surgery
Assistants
William Franklin Denneman, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in the Admissions Department
Kenneth Palmer Sharpe, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Dental Pathology and Therapeutics
SuREN Manoog Seron, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Oral Surgery
Mrs. May G. Greenaway, R.N., Assistant in the Children's Clinic
Clarence Wyland Hansen, D.D.S., Assistant in Dental Pathology and Therapeutics
Jacob Abraham Glassman, M.D., M.S., Assistant in Anatomy
Cecil Waldemar Forslund, D.D.S., Assistant in the Admissions Department
Paul Bostian, A.B., D.D.S., Assistant in Prosthetic Dentistry
Victor Hugo Dietz, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Operative Dentistry
William Joseph Gibbs, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Oral and Plastic Surgery and Oral
Pathology
Robert Marshall Stephan, D.D.S., M.S., Assistant in Operative Dentistry*
Edward Harry Ragan, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Prosthetic Dentistry
Frank Joseph Kos, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Operative Dentistry
James Kellogg Betty, D.D.S., M.S., Assistant in Operative Dentistry
Richard Holic, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Prosthetic Dentistry
Robert Martin House, M.S., Assistant in Physiology
Maury Massler, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in the Children's Clinic and Research As-
sistant in Histology
JosEF Joel Samors, D.D.S., Assistant in Oral Pathology
Arthur Gadey Adams, D.D.S., Assistant in Prosthetic Dentistry
Waldemar Arthur Link, A.B., B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Operative Dentistry
Otto Bryan Litwiller, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Oral Surgery
Mrs. Frances Evelytst Noren, Laboratory Assistant in Oral and Plastic Surgery and
Oral Pathology
Carl Joseph Marienfeld, A.B., Assistant in Physiology
Roger Kenneth Stockton, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Prosthetic Dentistry
Paul Brian Bass, Ph.G., D.D.S., Assistant in Histology
George Walter Dittmar, Jr., A.B., B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Prosthetic Dentistry
Grover Cleveland Hunter, Jr., A.B., D.D.S., Research Assistant in Histology
Charles George Maurice, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Dental Pathology and Thera-
peutics
Kenneth Clinton Washburn, B.S., D.D.S., Assistant in Operative Dentistry
Kurt Wessely, M.D., D.D.S., Assistant in Prosthetic Dentistry
Ruth Eloise Fink, A.B., Assistant in the Medico-Dental Diagnostic Clinic, assigned
to the Hospital Laboratory
Max Gratzinger, M.D., D.D.S., Assistant in Dental Pathology and Therapeutics
Milton Baer Engel, D.D.S., M.S., Research Assistant in Orthodontia'
John Robert Thompson, D.D.S., M.S., Research Assistant in Orthodontia'
Technicians
Bess Helen Faust, A.B., Technician in Orthodontia
Frances B. Schwab, Technician in Histology
Gustave Swanson, Technician in the Dental Clinics
Stanley Gregory Moore, Technician in Bacteriology and Public Health
Mrs. Hilda Paulsen, Technician in Bacteriology and Public Health
OciE RoMEY Burns, Ph.G., Technician in Physiological Chemistry
George Harvey Miller, Technician in Anatomy
Edna Margaret Anderson, Technician in Radiology
Mrs. Virginia Stoner Fricke, Technician in Dental Pathology and Therapeutics*
Emil Matt, Technician in Histology
Elizabeth Taylor, Technician in Prosthetic Dentistry
^Resignation effective January 20, 1941. 'Beginning December 1, 1940.
'Resignation effective February 1, 1941.
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Mrs. Lee Kamin Golde, Technician in Prosthetic Dentistry
Virginia Marie Norrell, A.B., Technician in Oral Pathology
Adrienne McNair, Technician in Prosthetic Dentistry
Gertrude M. Brown, X-ray Technician in Radiology"
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
Professors*
Earl Roy Serles, Ph.G., Ph.D., Professor of Pharmacy and Dean of the College of
Pharmacy
Albert Henry Clark, Ph.G., M.S., Professor of Chemistry and Acting Dean of the
College of Pharmacy, Ejtteritus
Edmund Norris Gathercoal, Pharm.M., Professor of Pharmacognosy
George Earle Wakerlin, Ph.D., M.D., Professor of Physiology and Head of the De-
partment in the College of ^ledicine
Associate Professors
Ralph Eugene Terry, Ph.G., M.S., Associate Professor of Pharmacy
Elmer Hauser Wirth, Ph.C, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pharmacognosy
George Lewis Webster, Ph.G., Ph.D., Associate Professor of Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Milan Vaclav Novak, Ph.D., M.D., Associate Professor of Bacteriology and Public
Health
Assistant Professors
Hugh Leslie Davis, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistry
Herbert Martin Emig, Ph.G., M.S., Assistant Professor of Pharmacy
Associates
Charles Wildman Clarke, M.S., Associate in Chemistry
Sherman William Morrison, Ph.C, M.S., Associate in Pharmacy and Pharmacist in
the Drug Room
Lewis Elbert Martin, Ph.G., A.M., Associate in Pharmacy
Paul David Carpenter, Ph.G., M.S., Associate in Materia Medica and Botany
Esther Meyer, Ph.G., M.S., Associate in Bacteriology
Robert Martin Besancon, A.M., Associate in Physics
Lecturers
Samuel Shkolnik, Ph.G., LL.M., Lecturer in Pharmaceutical Jurisprudence
Instructors
Joseph Charles Ocenasek, Ph.G., B.S., Instructor in Pharmacy
Lawrence Templeton, Ph.C, M.S., Instructor in Pharmacy
Solomon D. Gershon, Ph.C, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Ernst Rudolf Kirch, Ph.C, M.S., Instructor in Chemistry
Roderick Wharley Spence, Ph.D., Instructor in Chemistry
Ralph Ferdinand Voigt, M.S., Instructor in Pharmacognosy
Byrl E. Benton, M.S., Instructor in Pharmacy
Assistants
Raymond Sigfrid Adamson, Ph.C, B.S., Assistant in Materia Medica and Botany
Gerston Bruch, Ph.C, Assistant in ]Materia Medica and Botany
Bernard Benjamin Brody, Ph.C, B.S., LL.B., Assistant in Pharmacy
William Robert Collins, Ph.C, B.S., Assistant in Pharmacy and Assistant Pharmacist
in the Drug Room
Edward Ernest Vicher, M.S., Assistant in Bacteriology
Elmer Guenther King, M.S., Assistant in Pharmacy
Ignatius Joseph Kaski, B.S., Assistant in Chemistry
Frank Thomas Maher, M.S., Assistant in Materia Medica and Botany
Walter Joseph Sharka, Jr., B.S., Assistant in Physics
Technicians
Andrew Burger, Technician in Pharmacy
'Members of the University Senate. See page 15. ^Beginning February 1, 1941.
GENERAL INFORMATION
LOCATION, HISTORY, AND ADMINISTRATION
THE MAIN CAMPUS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS IS
situated partly in the city of Urbana and partly in the city of Champaign,
in Champaign County, about fifty miles northeast of the geographical center of
the state. The two municipalities form one community of approximately forty
thousand inhabitants. The railway, express, mail, telegraph, and telephone
services of both cities are available to the University.
The College of Medicine, the College of Dentistry, and the College of
Pharmacy are located in Chicago, near the Cook County Hospital.
History
The University was incorporated by an act of the General Assembly, February
28, 1867, as the Illinois Industrial University. This action was taken following
an act of Congress, known as the "Morrill Land Grant," whereby the national
government gave to each state in the Union public land scrip equal to 30,000
acres for each senator and representative in Congress, "for the endowment,
support, and maintenance of at least one college whose leading object shall be,
without excluding other scientific and classical studies, and including military
tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the
mechanic arts .... in order to promote the liberal and practical education
of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and professions of life." In
addition to the original endowment, Congress has made provision for the Land
Grant institutions by supplementary acts carrying annual appropriations, which
in most cases are for specific purposes. The principal support of the University
is provided by the State of Illinois, partly through a special tax of one-third
mill, and partly by appropriations from the general revenue.
The University opened on March 2, 1868. The number of students enrolled
was fifty; the faculty consisted of the Regent and two professors. During the
first term another instructor was added, and the number of students increased to
seventy-seven—-all men. Instruction was given in algebra, geometry, physics,
history, rhetoric, and Latin. During the autumn of 1868 a chemical laboratory
was provided, and laboratory work in botany was begun the following year. In
1870 a mechanical shop was equipped, and here was begun the first shop instruc-
tion given in an American university.
On August 26, 1870, the Board of Trustees voted to admit women as
students. In the year 1870-1871 there were twenty-four women enrolled, and
since that time women have constituted from one-sixth to one-third of the total
number of students.
By the original state law the University could not grant diplomas and de-
grees: certificates showing the studies pursued and the grade in each were
given instead. The certificates were unsatisfactory, and in 1877 the General
Assembly gave authority to confer degrees and issue diplomas.
In 1885 the General Assembly changed the name from the Illinois Industrial
University to the University of Illinois.
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In 1892 graduate work was undertaken under the name of the Graduate
School, and in 1907 the executive faculty of the school was organized. The
first Summer Session was held in 1894. The work in law was organized as the
School of Law in 1896—the name being changed to the College of Law in 1900.
The Department of Music became the School of Music in 1897 and was included
in the College of Fine and Applied Arts in 1931. The General Assembly made a
special appropriation in 1900 to establish courses of training for business life,
and the Trustees organized the Courses in Business Administration, which in
1915 became the College of Commerce and Business Administration. In 1905
the Trustees established a School of Education, which became the College of
Education in 1918. The General Assembly in 1909 established the Department
of Mining Engineering (changed to Department of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineering in 1934). In 1913 the College of Literature and Arts and the College
of Science were united to form the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. In 1927
the work in journalism, previously administered in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, was organized to form the School of Journalism. In 1931 the De-
partment of Art and Design in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, the
Department of Architecture in the College of Engineering, the Division of
Landscape Architecture in the College of Agriculture, and the School of Music
were combined into the College of Fine and Applied Arts. The School of
Physical Education was established in 1932. The University Extension Division,
to provide instruction in certain courses by correspondence, was established
in 1933.
In 1897 the School of Library Economy, established in 1893 at the Armour
Institute of Technology in Chicago, was transferred to the University, the Di-
rector of that school was appointed Librarian of the University, and the Library
School was opened.
The Chicago College of Pharmacy, founded in 1859, became the School of
Pharmacy of the University in 1896, and the name was changed to the College
of Pharmacy in 1932.
The College of Physicians and Surgeons of Chicago, established in 1881,
was afifiliated with the University under a lease in 1897. It was closed in 1912.
In 1913 the stock and other assets of the College of Physicians and Surgeons
of Chicago were given to the University, and the College of Medicine was
reopened.
The School of Dentistry, which was organized as a department of the
College of Medicine in 1901, became the College of Dentistry in 1905. It was
closed in 1912 and was reopened in 1913.
Research in agriculture was begun at an early date, and the Agricultural
Experiment Station was founded in 1888. The Engineering Experiment Station
was established in 1903. Similar organizations on a smaller scale are the Bureau
of Educational Research (1918), the Bureau of Business Research (1921), the
Bureau of Institutional Research (1933), and the Bureau of Community Planning
(1934). Facilities for research have been increased by cooperation with the
scientific survey divisions of the State Department of Registration and Education,
which are located in University buildings at Urbana, and the State Department
of Public Welfare, which has a group of hospitals and laboratories adjoining
the University buildings in Chicago.
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Administration
The original state law placed the University under the control of a Board of
Trustees, consisting of the Governor, the Superintendent of Public Instruction,
and the President of the State Board of Agriculture, who were members ex
officio, and twenty-eight citizens appointed by the Governor. The chief executive
officer was called the Regent and was made ex officio a member of the Board
and presiding officer of both the Board of Trustees and the faculty. In 1873
the number of members was reduced to eleven—the Governor and the President
of the State Board of Agriculture, ex officio, and nine others, who were still
appointed by the Governor. Since 1873 the President of the Board has been
chosen by the members from among their own number for a term of one year.
In 1887 a law was passed making membership in the Board elective at a general
state election and restoring the Superintendent of Public Instruction as a member
ex officio. There were then, therefore, three ex officio and nine elective members.
In 1917 the General Assembly passed the law reorganizing the administration
of the State Government, and under this law the office of the President of the
State Board of Agriculture was abolished on January 1, 1919. There are now,
therefore, eleven members, two ex officio and nine elective.
The administration of the University is vested by the Board of Trustees in
the President, the Provost, the Senate, the faculties of the colleges and schools,
the deans of the colleges, the directors of the schools, and the general adminis-
trative officers. The Council, an advisory body, consists of the President, the
Provost, the Dean of the Graduate School, the deans of the colleges, the directors
of the independently organized schools, the Director of the Library, the Director
of University Extension, and three members of the Senate.
The office of executive head of the institution has been held by nine persons:
Dr. John Milton Gregory, Regent from 1867 to 1880; Dr. Selim Hobart Peabody,
Regent pro tempore from 1880 to 1881, and Regent from 1881 to 1891; Dr.
Thomas Jonathan Burrill, Acting Regent from 1891 to 1894; Dr. Andrew Sloan
Draper, President from 1894 to 1904; Dr. Edmund Janes James, President from
1904 to 1920; Dr. David Kinley, Acting President from 1919 to 1920, and Presi-
dent from 1920 to 1930; Dr. Harry Woodburn Chase, President from 1930 to
1933; Dr. Arthur Hill Daniels, Acting President from 1933 to 1934; and Dr.
Arthur Cutts Willard, President since 1934.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS
THE LAND occupied by the University includes the main campus, 414.5 acres;
the Chicago campus, 3.2 acres; the experiment farms at Urbana-Champaign,
1,146.25 acres; experiment fields outside Champaign County, 605.1 acres; and
timber reservations, 60 acres;—a total of 2,229.05 acres. There are about 65 build-
ings on the main campus, 27 buildings on the experiment farms at Urbana-Cham-
paign, and 2 buildings on the Chicago campus. The principal buildings, listed
by colleges or according to use, with the dates of erection, are as follows:
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Astronomical Observatory (1896).
Botany Annex and Greenhouse (1914).
Chemistry Laboratory (1901-02; addition, 1914-15; name changed to William Albert
Noyes Laboratory of Chemistry, 1939).
Chemistry Annex (1930-31).
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Entomology Building (erected, 1878, as the Chemical Laboratory; remodeled 1902 for
the College of Law; remodeled 1927 and assigned in part to the Department of
Entomology; portion of second floor remodeled 1930 and assigned to the Depart-
ment of Botany).
Gregory Hall (1939-40).
Lincoln Hall (1911; addition, 1928-29).
Mathematics Building, erected, 1918, as stack addition to the Library; remodeled with
addition, 1926; assigned to Mathematics, 1927.
Natural History Building (1892; additions, 1909 and 1921).
Physiological Psychology Laboratory (1931; tenant house at 106 South Goodwin
remodeled for experimental work in animal hearing).
Vivarium (erected 1915-16).
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Commerce Building (1925).
College of Engineering
Arthur Newell Talbot Laboratory (erected, 1928-29, as Materials Testing Laboratory;
name changed in 1938).
Ceramic Engineering Building (1915-16).
Ceramics Laboratory (1913).
Electrical Engineering Annex (erected, 1898, as a power plant).
Electrical Engineering Laboratory (1898; 1929, remodeled and connected to the Labo-
ratory of Applied Mechanics, which was erected 1901-02).
Engineering Hall (1894).
Locomotive Testing Laboratory (1912).
Machine Tool Laboratory (1895).
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory (1905; addition, 1910; remodeled, 1917 and 1929).
Mining and Metallurgical Laboratory (1913; addition, 1936).
Physics Laboratory (1909).
Surveying Building (erected, 1904-05, as the Horticultural Service Building; remodeled
for surveying in 1923).
Transportation Building (1912; addition, 1921).
Wood Shop and Foundry (1901-02).
College of Agriculture
Agriculture Building (Old) (1900).
Agriculture Building, New (1922-23).
Agricultural Engineering Building (erected, 1906-07, as the Farm Mechanics Building
and Tractor Laboratory, 1923; name changed, 1932).
Agronomy Greenhouse (erected, 1900; rebuilt, 1912).
Agronomy Seed House (1929).
Animal Patholog>^ Laboratory and Clinic Building (erected, 1904-05, as a beef cattle
building; assigned to Animal Pathology', 1919).
Cattle Feedins: Plant (first unit, 1917; second unit, 1925; third unit, 1930; scale house,
1936).
Dairy Barn, for pure-bred stock (1924-25).
Dairy Experiment Barn (1913).
Dairy Manufactures Building (1925).
Floriculture Service Building and Greenhouses (1912-13; addition, 1928).
Genetics Building (1915-16).
Horse Barn (1925).
Horticultural Field Laboratory (1921-22).
Horticultural Barn (1935).
Pomoloarv' Greenhouse (1928).
Poultrv Plant (1917, 1926, 1936).
Sheep Barn (1912).
Stock Pavilion (1913).
Swine Plant (1925).
Vegetable and Plant Breeding, Service Building and Greenhouses (1912-13; addition,
1928).
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College of Education
Education Building (University High School) (1917-18).
University High School Gymnasium (1929).
College of Fine and Applied Arts
Building for Architecture and Kindred Subjects (1927).
Smith Memorial Music Hall (1918-19) (gift of Capt. Thomas J. Smith as a memorial
to his wife, Tina Weedon Smith).
College of Law
Altgeld Hall (erected as the Library, 1896-97; additions, 1914, 1920; remodeled, 1926,
and assigned to the College of Law; name changed in 1940).
School of Physical Education
George Huff Gymnasium (erected, 1925-26, as Men's New Gymnasium; name changed
in 1937).
Gymnasium Annex (1889-90; addition, 1918, as Engine Annex).
Health Service Building (erected, 1896, as President's House; name changed in 1919).
Ice Skating Rink (erected, 1931, by the Athletic Association).
Men's (pld) Gymnasium (1901).
Woman's Gymnasium (1931).
General University Use
Administration Building (East) (erected as Commerce Building, 1912; name changed
in 1926).
Administration Building (West) (1915; remodeled, 1926 and 1928).
Armory (1914-15; additions, 1926-27).
Auditorium (1907-08; remodeled, 1937).
mini Union Building (1939-40).
Library (first unit, 1924-25; second unit, including the first stack unit, 1926-27; third
unit, including the second stack unit, 1928-29; third stack unit, 1939-40).
McKinley Hospital (1925) (gift of Senator William B. McKinley) (first addition,
1939).
Radio Station (1926) (gift of Boetius Sullivan as a memorial to his father, Honorable
Roger C. Sullivan).
Stadium, Memorial (1922-23) (gift of alumni and friends of the University through
the Athletic Association) (south bleachers erected by Athletic Association, 1929).
Union Arcade (acquired, 1938).
Woman's Building (1905; additions, 1912-13 and 1923-24).
Special Uses
Band Building (erected, 1921-22, as the Armory Annex; assigned to Military Bands,
1928).
Geological Survey Laboratory, for applied research (1940).
Natural Resources Building, for use of State Geological and Natural History Surveys
(1939-40).
Nuclear Radiations Laboratory (house at 201 South Goodwin purchased and re-
modeled, and new one-story laboratory building erected, 1931, as State Geological
Survey Research Laboratory; name changed in 1940).
President's House (1931, located at 711 Florida Avenue, Urbana).
State Natural History Survey Laboratory (erected, 1905, as State Entomologist's
Laboratory; name changed in 1940).
Residence Halls for Men
Men's Residence Hall (1940-41).
Student Center Building (acquired, 1938).
Residence Halls for Women
Davenport House (acquired, 1922; Kappa House acquired, 1927; connected, 1928).
Mary E. Busey Hall (erected, 1917, as Woman's Residence Hall; name changed in
1937).
Laura B. Evans Hall (erected, 1925, as West Residence Hall; name changed in 1937).
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Service Buildings
Garages and Shops (North, 1922; addition, 1928; South, 1928; Tractor Laboratory,
1923; State Geological Survey Garage, 1932).
Greenhouse (north) (1898).
Grounds Department Bams (1895, 1927).
Military Stables (1919-1922).
New Power and Heating Plant (1940).
Power Plant (1910; additions, 1914, 1920, 1925, 1930-31).
Fire Station (1901).
Storage Building (erected, 1904-05, as Agronomy Building).
Storage Warehouse (1915, 1925, 1935).
Water Filtration Plant (1931).
Chicago Buildings
Medical and Dental College Laboratories Building (first unit, 1931; second unit, 1937;
including the Research Laboratory and Library unit, erected in 1922-23 by the
University and the State Department of Public Welfare, and maintained since
1933 by the University).
Student Union Building—Chicago (acquired as College of Pharmacy Building, 1915-17;
additions, 1926-27; remodeled and name changed, 1940).
LIBRARY
THE LIBRARY includcs all books belonging to the University. The number of
volumes, pamphlets, etc., in the several divisions of the Library on July 1,
1940, was as follows:
Urbana: Volumes Pamphlets Maps Sheet Music
General and Departmental Libraries 1,157,579 341,471 3,982 11,371
Chicago:
Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy 60,096 8,868
Total in University Library 1,217,675 350,339 3,982 11,371
In Urbana most of the books are housed in the Library Building. All
students have the direct use of 15,000 volumes in the general reading room,
seating 500, and the three reserved-book reading rooms, together seating 500.
The browsing room, shelving about 1,800 selected volumes, is open to stu-
dents for general reading not connected with courses of study. Besides the
general reading rooms, there are special rooms for the Classics, History and
Political Science, Economics and Sociology, the Modern Languages, Education,
and for Seventeenth Century books, which have a combined seating capacity of
more than 400. The total number of seats in the building is slightly more than
2,000, including 216 in cubicles in the book-stacks. The departmental libraries
and reading rooms at Urbana, outside the Library Building, are the following:
Name of Library Seating Capacity Volumes
Agriculture 120 27,130
Architecture (Ricker Library) 86 15,170
Astronomy 6 2,100
Chemistry 79 17,000
Engineering 210 42,270
Journalism 40 1,900
Landscape Architecture 30 7,000
Law 174 63,170
Mathematics 32 13,290
Natural History 34 58,920
Physics 8 1,600
Total 819 243,550
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The Union Card Catalog of books in several of the other principal libraries in
the United States contains about 3,000,000 cards available for bibliographical uses and
is an aid in arranging for inter-library loans. The Library also has most of the
bibliographies commonly used by the book trade in this and other countries, together
with related reference works and catalogs in many languages.
Over 8,500 periodicals are currently received, including over 200 newspapers pub-
lished in Illinois, and about 125 foreign language newspapers published in the United
States.
The Library has purchased, or has received by gift, several special collections
which have been incorporated into the general stock of books:
The Dziatzko Collection of Library Economy, 300 volumes, 250 pamphlets, bought
in 1905. The Dittenherger Collection of the Classics, 5,600 items, bought in 1907. The
Heyne Collection, about 5,000 items, principally on German philology and literature,
bought in 1909. The Karsten Collection, principally on French and German philology
and literature. The Grober Collection, 6,300 titles, principally on the Romance lan-
guages, purchased in 1912. The Vahlen Collection, 10,000 volumes, purchased in 1913.
The Aron Collection, 20,000 volumes, purchased in 1913. The Carl Martin James Col-
lection, 1,030 volumes relating to statistics and similar subjects, presented in 1915 by
President Edmund J. James. The Rattermann Collection, of German-American litera-
ture and history, 7,000 volumes, purchased in 1915. The Amanda K. Casad Collection,
relating to history, economics, politics, and education, 1,732 volumes, presented in 1916
by President Edmund J. James. The Constance Barloiv-Smith Collection, of musical
scores, manuscript books, and portraits, presented in 1916 by the late Mrs. Constance
Barlow-Smith. The Thomas J. Burrill Collection, of general and botanical literature,
presented by Mrs. Burrill in 1917. The Cavagna San Giuliani Library, of over 40,000
volumes, pamphlets, and manuscripts purchased in 1921, in Italy. The general library
of the late John W. Kitchell, of Pana, Illinois, 2,933 volumes, bequeathed in 1931.
MUSEUMS AND COLLECTIONS
NUMEROUS COLLECTIONS of objccts of artistic, historic, or scientific value
are maintained by the University and exhibited by its various depart-
ments. Those of classical art and archeology, Oriental culture, European culture,
natural history, botany, entomology, geology, and zoology are under the care of
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Art Collections.—Works on display in the Architecture Building include a collec-
tion of casts, a collection of original oil paintings, many by notable American artists,
a collection of paintings, lithographs, and brass repousse panels allocated to the Uni-
versity by the Public Works Administration of the Federal Government in 1934 and
1935, a number of bronzes, water colors, lithographs, German and Japanese prints,
Chinese embroideries, and other art objects. The Lorado Taft collection including
plaster casts of antique and modern sculpture and plaster and stone originals of much
of Mr. Taft's own work was acquired in 1937. This is displayed in part in the Archi-
tecture Building, the Library, the Auditorium, Lincoln Hall, Smith Memorial Hall,
and on the campus. The rest has been stored until such time as it can be displayed
correctly. The Merle J. and Emily N. Trees collection of paintings, containing old
masters and moderns, was presented to the University in January, 1938. In the East
Gallery of the Architecture Building current art exhibitions are hung.
Museum of Classical Archeology and Art.—This museum is in Lincoln Hall. It
contains reproductions of a considerable number of the more important works of
art of pre-Greek, Greek, and Roman civilization. There are also original exhibits from
each of these periods, consisting chiefly of smaller objects, such as Cretan seals,
numerous Greek and Roman coins, with a series of monetary tokens illustrating the
development of currency, terra cotta statuettes, vases, bronzes, and fragments of
Greek papyri. Many small articles of the Greek period in Eg>'pt, discovered in the
campaigns of the Egypt Exploration Fund, have been received through the generosity
of the late Mr. W. G. Hibbard, Jr. There are a mmiber of water-color pictures princi-
pally of Minoan frescoes and Pompeian scenes, as well as a series of mounted photo-
graphs for classroom use.
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MuseiDu of European Culture.—This museum, located in Lincoln Hall, contains
original material and reproductions to illustrate many periods and many aspects of
European civilization. Among its material are casts of Romanesque, Gothic, and Ren-
aissance sculpture; color reproductions of paintings, including the rare Pol de Mont
reproductions of early Netherlands masterpieces ; original engravings by Albrecht
Diirer and some of his contemporaries; originals and facsimiles of medieval manu-
scripts, earl}' printed books, and earlj- maps of the World ; originals and reproductions
of arms and armor ; original Paleolithic, Neolithic, and Bronze Age antiquities, includ-
ing the collection of Professor Baudon, formerly president of the French Prehistoric
Society; theatre models and prints of theatres and actors; peasant costumes and other
textile materials ; ship models ; historical groups made by Dwight Franklin ; originals
and reproductions of early v^-ood carving, early church ivorj' carving, and metal work;
carbon prints of cathedrals and other pictorial material; several hundred coins; repro-
ductions of runic inscriptions, early musical instruments, etc. ; rare china, including
Delft ware collected bj' Mrs. John Milton Gregory and given by her daughter, a pink
lustre tea set given by Mrs. Frank Lincoln Stevens in memory of Professor Frank
Lincoln Stevens, and a Dresden figure-group, "The ^lusic Room," given by Mrs. Pearl
Silberman in memory of her daughter Cyrille Gertrude, class of '31. Several early
American pieces have recently been added to the Aluseum by Mrs. A. H. Lj'byer and
Mrs. C. A. Hayward.
Oriental Museum.—This, museum is in Lincoln Hall. Among its collections are
1,700 unpublished cuneiform tablets, the majority from Drehem, Umma, and Larsa,
dating from the twenty-ninth to the twentieth centurj^ B.C. ; others from the period of
Nebuchadnezzar ; Babylonian seals ; fragments of Assyrian and Babylonian bricks with
royal inscriptions
;
pottery, slate pallettes, mummy case fragments, mummified sacred
birds, and small objects from Egypt, the gift of the late Mr. W. G. Hibbard, Jr.
Museutn of Natural History.—This museum is on the third and fourth floors of
the Natural History Building. It contains many exhibits in archeology, geology, and
zoology, illustrating the classification, evolution, variation, geographic distribution,
and habitat relations of animals. Special exhibits include the commercial uses of
natural resources; ethnology of the American Indians; Eskimo material obtained by
the Crocker Land Expedition ; a special exhibit of the ceramic art of the prehistoric
Indians of Illinois, including the culture of the Hopewell and Cahokia groups; and
the bird life of Illinois, illustrating the migration and geographic distribution of
species by colored maps. As part of the exhibition of historical geology, there is a
synoptic series of animal life carried down to orders, including extinct groups. A
stratigraphic collection represents the principal types of animals and plants found in
American geological formations. Special collections include the Blaschka glass models
of invertebrate animals and the Barnum and Hess collection of birds' eggs. The
zoology of Illinois is well represented. There is a complete collection of the land
MoUusca of Illinois, numbering 20,000 specimens. The research material in the
museum includes Mollusca collected by Daniels, Hinkley, Nason, Baker, Worthen,
and Ferriss, embracing 500,000 specimens, including a collection of species from
North and ^Middle America, with many types. Among the insects are the Bolter and
Nason collections numbering 170,000 specimens. The fossil series include the Daniels
and Carr collections of coal plants from Mazon Creek, Grundy County, Illinois; a
series of the animal life of the same formation; the Nason and Baker collection of
Devonian animal life ; and collections of Pleistocene life obtained from the Illinois
Geological Survey and by the field work of the museum staff. The research collec-
tions number more than one million specimens.
Botany.—The Herbarium, in the Natural History Building, contains 258,500 sheets
and specimens in boxes properly labeled, valued at $45,000. It is representative of the
higher plants and fungi of Illinois and forms a collection for the general flora of the
United States. The herbaria of Brendel, Welsch, Schneck, Andrews, ]Mrs. Agnes
Chase, and Hill are valuable for students of the Illinois flora. The Herbarium has
acquired bj' gift the collection of Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Moffatt, comprising 14,000 sheets,
and the J. R. Weir collection (1,672 packets) of Old and New World Loranthaceae.
Because of the interest of the late Professor Burrill and his special students, Clinton,
Elarle, Sej^mour, and others, in the study of parasitic fungi, the part of the Herbarium
devoted to the representation of plants of this group is rich in material records of
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investigation, to which has been added the Stevens collection of Porto Rican fungi,
14,000 numbers. The published "exsiccatae" in this group comprise 693 centuries. A
set of Phycotheca Boreali-Americana, representing over 2,000 named species, pre-
sented by Mrs. Mary S. Snyder, has increased the value of the Herbarium for students
of algae.
Entomology.—The entomological collections include a series of 100,000 pinned
specimens, representing about 3,500 common species; another series of 15,000 speci-
mens, each hermetically sealed in glass, representing the life stages and injury of all
the major American economic insects; about 5,000 vials of the immature stages of in-
sects; and the MacGillivray collection of Tenthredinoidea, consisting of about 1,000
species and 400 type specimens, which are kept in the Natural Resources Building with
the collections of the State Natural History Survey.
Geology.—The Department of Geology and Geography has charge of collec-
tions of materials classified under the headings of geolog\% mineralogy, paleontology,
and geography. Some of the departmental materials are in the Aluseum of Natural
History. The department cares for three cases of exhibits dealing with the material
covered in general geology courses. Study collections include 12,000 rock specimens,
5,000 thin sections for microscopic study, 12,000 mineral specimens and more than
100,000 fossils, which include over 1,200 type specimens. The paleontological collections
are available for research, especially Silurian faunas and those representative of Illi-
nois. Among the collections available for advanced studies are those of Tyler,
McWhorter, Hertzer, and the greater part of the specimens collected both privately
and for the State Geological Surve}'^ by A. H. Worthen, T. E. Savage, A. H. Sutton,
and H. W. Scott. The Department also maintains a file of the United States topo-
graphic maps, a collection of United States Geological Survej' folios, foreign topo-
graphic m.aps, relief models and geographical maps, and several thousand lantern
slides, illustrating geological and geographical features throughout the world. A
collection of about 2,000 ocean charts assembled from all parts of the world hy
F. P. Shepard is available for advanced study.
Zoology.—The zoological collections present a synoptic view of zoology, including
representations of all orders and classes. There are also the Ziegler wax models and
sections, and other preparations showing the embryology of vertebrates and inverte-
brates. An extensive collection of animal parasites and the Kingsley and Eycleshymer
embryological collections are especially noteworthy. The collections of the State
Natural History Surve}' are available for illustrative purposes in classv/ork and for
original research by advanced students in zoology. Extensive collections, particularly
in the group of Mollusca, are available for study and graduate teaching in the research
collections of the Natural History Aluseum. As an outdoor laboratory, the University
maintains two tracts of woodland a few miles northeast from Urbana (the William
Trelease Woods and the Brownfield Woods).
Agriculture.—The College of Agriculture, in cooperation with the Agricultural
Experiment Station, maintains extensive demonstrational facilities, including more
than a thousand acres of farm land located in close proximity to the campus. There
are purebred flocks and herds of most of the breeds of livestock and poultry common
to the state, and specimens of field, orchard, and garden crops which are commonly
grown or offer prospects of success in Illinois. In the Agricultural Engineering
Building there is a display of power and field machiner\-, tractors, home equipment,
machines used in control of soil erosion, seed-cleaning and corn-grading equipment,
farm building plans, and rural electrification exhibits. The Dairy ]\Ianufactures
Building houses full equipment for use in processing and storing milk and milk
products. Likewise, the Horticulture Field Laboratorj' is equipped to process and
store horticultural products, and the horticultural greenhouses contain growing speci-
mens of a great variety of vegetables and ornamental plants. Field crop specim.ens are
stored annually for class use, and weed exhibits include herbarium specimens and
seed collections. A large livestock pavilion serves as an arena in which to display
livestock in class work.
Engineering.—The departments of the College of Engineering maintain collections
of materials drawn from their respective fields. The Department of Ceramic Engi-
neering has a collection of modern wares representing types of bodies, glazes, and
methods of decoration. The Department of Mechanical Engineering is the custodian
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o£ a 600 h.p. vertical triple-expansion engine, directly connected to an electric gener-
ator, a t}T)e of machine in use in power-stations twenty j^ears ago, and machines of
historical value, including a 25 h.p. horizontal, double-acting, single-expansion steam
engine, designed and built in 1871, with the help of students, by Professor S. \V.
Robinson, the first professor of mechanical engineering at the University. This engine
supplied power to the first shop in this country in which instruction in the mechanic
arts was given. In the mining museum is a collection of m.odels showing the methods
of working coal and ore mines, both sectionalized and operating mining machines, and
appliances. Here also are collections of photographs and blue prints illustrative of
mining and metallurgical design and construction ; and collections of specimens of
ores, coals, non-metallic minerals, and metallurgical products. In the Transportation
Building are exhibits of track rails exemplifying practice since the beginning of rail-
way construction ; many devices employed in car and locomotive construction, historic
and modern ; and a collection of photographs and prints.
Library Science.—The Library School has made a collection of books and pam-
phlets on library science ; library reports, bulletins, and catalogs ; bookplates ; books,
photographs, and lantern slides on library architecture and the history of books,
printing, and libraries.
Medicine.—The College of Medicine has two museums: (1) Anatomy, including
gross anatomy, histolog>\ embryology-, and neurology-; (2) Pathology', including general,
special, and medico-legal specimens. The Anatomy Museum has a complete set of
cross sections of the human cadaver, dissections of the head and limbs, a collection
of human embry-os of different ages, numerous x-ray negatives, wax and metal
models, etc.
Pharmacy.—The museum of the College of Pharmacy includes several collections
comprising over 10,000 specimens of crude drugs and technical products, alkaloids, oils,
resins, and other items of vegetable and animal origin. One of these collections is
classified according to botanical origin and is arranged in well-lighted display cases
illustrating habitat, collection, and commerce. Another collection contains every drug
officially listed at any time in the United States Pharmacopoeia since 1820 or the
National Formulary since
ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS AT URBANA
OFFICIAL CREDENTIALS sHould be Sent directly from each institution previously
attended to the Registrar at Urbana soon after the close of the school year
in June, and on receipt of these the Registrar will communicate with the appli-
cant regarding his admission. If the credentials are not received until the w'eek
before the opening of the University, it may not be possible for the Registrar to
notify the applicant of his status prior to his arrival on the campus. The Uni-
versity will not issue a permit to enter except on the basis of official detailed cre-
dentials filed in advance which meet the requirements for admission. Freshmen
are required to be on the campus for the freshman week program preceding
registration in September.
It is particularly important that candidates for admission to the pre-medical
curriculum make early application by submitting their credentials immediately
upon graduation from the secondary school, because the date of application
will determine the priority for transfer later to the College of Medicine.
Applicants for admission who come from foreign countries must bring
complete official credentials. Certificates from Oriental and Slavic countries
must be accompanied by certified translations.
Qualified applicants are admitted at the beginning of either the first
semester or the second semester, except that the Library School and the Col-
leges of Medicine. Dentistry, and Pharmacy admit new students at the begin-
ning of the first semester only. Applicants for admission to the College of
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Engineering, the College of Law, and the School of Journalism will find it to
their advantage to enter the first semester rather than the second.
Physical Examinations
All students, except those entering only for summer sessions, who have not
previously taken a physical examination at the University, must take such an
examination. Before registration, a new student must secure an appointment
with the University Health Service for his physical examination. The examina-
tion is given by the University at the time of appointment without cost to the
student. If the student fails to take the examination at the appointed time and
does not present an excuse from the Registrar, a fee of $5 is charged to provide
for a special examination, or he will be required to be examined at his own
expense outside the University in a manner meeting the requirements of the
Health Service.
Candidates for admission to the School of Physical Education must pass
special physical and medical examinations.
General Requirements for Admission to the University
Age.—An applicant must be at least sixteen years of age. The dean of the
college concerned, however, may admit on petition a student fifteen years of age
who meets all other requirements for admission and who is to reside, while attend-
ing the University, with his parents or guardian, or with someone selected by
them.
High School Graduation.—To be admitted by certificate, an applicant must
be a graduate of an accredited secondary school. If the school is in Illinois, it
must be accredited by the University of Illinois; if located elsewhere, its rating
must be equivalent to accreditation by the University of Illinois. For a list of
sources from zvhich credits are accepted on certification, see page 71. Conditions
under zvhich non-graduates may he admitted are also given on page 71.
High School Scholarship.—An applicant for admission to the University
whose rank in scholarship is in the upper three-quarters of his graduating class
and who meets the requirements as stated below is admitted by certificate to full
freshman standing. Furthermore, the Registrar is authorized to admit, without
adhering to the usual requirements as they pertain to majors and minors, an
applicant whose rank in scholarship is in the upper fifty per cent of his gradu-
ating class. Such a student, however, must present those specific high school
courses that are prerequisite to courses in the curriculum which he desires to
follow in the University.
A graduate of an accredited high school whose rank in scholarship is in the
lowest quarter of his graduating class and who meets the requirements as stated
below is admitted by certificate to probationary status and, in connection with his
first registration in the University, is required to take such tests as may be pre-
scribed by the Personnel Bureau. Such a student, immediately upon registration,
is placed under the special supervision of the dean of the college or the director
of the school in which he is enrolled. He may be required by the dean or director
to carry a reduced program of work or a program especially arranged to meet
his needs.
The student's rank is to be based on work completed in grades nine, ten,
eleven, and twelve in the case of four-year high schools, and on work completed
in grades ten, eleven, and twelve in the case of three-year senior high schools.
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Fifteen Units Required.—Fifteen units of acceptable secondary school work
are required, including the following:
I. Two majors and one minor, selected from Groups 1-5 below. One of the majors
must be English. (See definitions of Unit, Alajor, and Minor below.)
II. A total of at least nine units from the fields of English, foreign language,
mathematics, science, and social studies, including preparation amounting to a major
or minor sequence in at least three different fields. (See Groups 1-5 below.)
III. All subjects prescribed for the curriculum which the applicant desires to enter,
as stated in the table on pages 72 and 73.
IV. The six remaining units necessary for admission may be selected from any
of the high school subjects which are accepted b}' an accredited school toward its
diploma and which meet the standards for accrediting as defined by the University of
Illinois. Fractional credits of the value of less than one-half unit will not be accepted.
Not less than one unit of work will be accepted in a foreign language, elementary
algebra, plane geometrj-, physics, chemistry, or biology.
The University realizes the obligation of the high school to meet fully the needs
and interests of all its pupils. It, therefore, believes that high schools should offer
courses in such field as agriculture, art, commerce, home economics, industrial arts,
music. Furthermore, by accepting them for admission, it recognizes that the}' con-
tribute to satisfactory preparation for college work.
Definitions
Unit.—A unit course of study in the secondary school is a course covering an
academic year and including not less than the equivalent of 120 sixty-minute hours of
classroom work. Two hours of work requiring little or no preparation outside the
class are considered as equivalent to one hour of prepared classroom work.
Major.—A major consists of three unit courses in one field. (See special require-
ments for a major in each of the various fields as stated below.)
Minor.—A minor consists of two unit courses in one field. (See special require-
ments for a minor in each of the various fields as stated below.)
Majors and Minors
The required majors and m.inors defined above may be selected from the following
five groups:
(1) English.— (In all cases one major must be in English.) Only courses in
history and appreciation of literature, composition (including oral composition when
given as a part of a basic English course), and grammar will count toward a major.
(2) Foreign Language.—Three units in one language constitute a major. Two
units in one language constitute a minor.
(3) Mathevmtics.-—Only courses in algebra, plane geometrj', solid and spherical
geometry, and trigonometrj- will be accepted toward a major or minor in this subject.
(General mathematics m.ay be accepted in lieu of algebra and geometry in cases where
the content of the course is essentially the same as that ordinarily included in algebra
and geometry.)
(4) .Science.— (Including physics; chemistry; biologv', or botany and zoologv';
general science, or physiology- and physiography; astronomy; and geology.) The three
units required for a major must include at least a total of two units chosen from one
or more of the following subjects: physics, chemistry, botany, and zoolog>'. Biology
may be offered in place of botany and zoology. The two units required for a minor
must include at least one unit from the above subjects.
(5) Social Studies.— (Including history, civics, economics, commercial or eco-
nomic geography, and sociology.) The three units required for a major must include
at least two imits in history. The two units required for a minor must include at
least one unit in history.
Required and Recommended Subjects
The second column of the table on pages 72 and 73 shows the special subjects pre-
scribed for admission to the various undergraduate curricula. These are the subjects
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which are considered essential preparation and without which the student may not
be admitted. The requirements are stated in units of credit and not in terms of
majors and minors. These prescribed subjects may be counted toward fulfilling the
major and minor requirements. In planning his high school work the prospective
student should be guided also by the recommended subjects, shown in the third
column.
Graduates of Unaccredited Secondary Schools
Graduates of unaccredited secondary schools which offer four years of instruc-
tion are admitted by examination. The Registrar, however, is authorized to admit a
student who is a graduate of such an unaccredited secondary school and whose gen-
eral scholarship rank is in the upper twenty-five per cent of his graduating class,
subject to his passing at the University in advance of admission: (1) a test in
English composition and rhetoric ; and (2) such other examinations and tests in high
school subjects as may be necessary to complete the University entrance requirements
and the special requirements of the chosen curriculum.
Students from Accredited Secondary Schools
Who Are Not Graduates
An applicant who has attended, but who has not been graduated from, an accredited
school, must pass entrance examinations in English composition and four units in
additional subjects to be designated by the University authorities. The remaining
units required for admission may also be made in entrance examinations or may be
oflfered by certificate from an accredited school.
Graduates of Three-Year Senior High Schools
In the case of graduates of a school organized as a three-year senior high school,
including grades ten, eleven, and twelve, at least twelve units must have been taken
in the senior high school. Two majors and one minor, or four minors, must be from
the fields of English, foreign language, mathematics, science, and social studies. (See
Groups 1-5 on page 70.) Either a major or a minor must be from the field of English.
One unit of a foreign language and one unit of mathematics may be accepted from
work completed in the ninth grade as a part of the majors and minors, provided at
least seven units of senior high school work have been completed in subjects included
in the above enumerated fields. The remaining five units may be selected from any
of the senior high school subjects which are accepted by an accredited high school
toward its diploma and which meet the standards for accrediting as defined by the
University.
The transcript of credits certified by the senior high school must show any credit
in mathematics or foreign language accepted from the ninth grade if these subjects
have been continued in the senior high school. Fractional credits of the value of less
than one-half unit will not be accepted. Not less than one unit of work will be ac-
cepted in a foreign language, elementary algebra, plane geometry, physics, chemistry,
and biology.
Sources of Acceptable Credits
The credits required for admission to the undergraduate departments, as detailed
above, may be secured in three ways: (1) by certificate from an accredited high
school or other secondary school; (2) by examination; and (3) by transfer from
another university or college of recognized standing.
Admission by Certificate
The High School Visitor of the University visits and inspects, on request, high schools
and other preparatory schools throughout Illinois. On the basis of his reports, ap-
proved by the Committee on Admissions from Secondary Schools, the University
accredits all work which is found to be sufficiently well done. For a list of accredited
schools, address the High School Visitor, Room 209, Administration Building. Not
all the schools named in this list are accredited for the same amount of work, nor
all for the same subjects. A student presenting a certificate from any one of these
schools is given entrance credit for all the subjects named therein for which the
school is specifically accredited.
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REQUIRED AND RECOMMENDED SUBJECTS FOR ADMISSION
TO THE VARIOUS UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULA
(See also descriptive material about majors and minors on page 70)
Colleges and Schools SubjectsRequired for Admission
Subjects
Recommended for Admission
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
General Curriculum with majors in Bac-
teriology, Botany, Classics (Latin
or Greek), Economics, English, Ento-
mology, French, German, Geography,
Geology, History, Philosophy, Politi-
cal Science, Psychology, Sociology,
Spanish, Speech, Zoology.
General Curriculum preparatory to
Eklucation, Journalism, Law, Social
Administration.
English, 3 units.'
Language, 2 units.
^
Language, 3 units in one language,
instead of the required 2 units.
Science, 2 units (including biology).
Social studies, 2 units.
General Curriculum with majors in
Chemistry, Home Economics, Physics,
Mathematics, Physiology.
Special Curricula preparatory to Den-
tistry, Medicine.*
English, 3 units.'
Language, 2 units.'
Algebra, 1 unit.
Geometry, 1 unit.
Mathematics, 3 units, instead of the
required 2 units.
Science, 2 units (including physics or
chemistry or both).
Social studies, 2 units.
Special Curricula in Chemistry and
Chemical Engineering.
English, 3 units.'
Language, 2 units.'
Algebra, 1^ units.
Geometry, 1 unit.
Language, 4 units (including 2 units
in French and 2 units in German).
Mathematics, 3 units, instead of the
required 2^ units.
Science, 2 units (including physics or
chemistry or both).
Social studies, 2 units.
College of Agriculture
Curricula in Agriculture, Dairy Tech-
nology, Floriculture, Home Econom-
ics, and Pre-Forestry.
English, 3 units.'
Algebra, 1 unit.
Geometry, 1 unit.
Mathematics, 3 units, instead of the
required 2 units.
Science, 2 units (including physics).
Social studies, 2 units.
College of Commerce
All Fields (Accountancy, Banking and
Finance, Commerce and Law, Com-
mercial Teaching, Economics, Indus-
trial Administration, Management,
Marketing, Public Affairs).
English, 3 units."
Algebra, 1 unit.
Geometry, 1 unit.
.'\dvanced algebra, }^ unit.
Science, 2 units (including 1 unit with
laboratory).
College of Education
Industrial Education Curriculum (Other
curricula require junior standing in
the University).
English, 3 units.'
Algebra, 1 unit.
Geometry, 1 unit.
Industrial arts, 2 units.
Science, 2 units (including physics or
chemistry or both).
Social studies, 2 units.
College of Engineering
All Curricula (Agricultural, Ceramic,
Civil, Electrical, General, Mechanical,
Metallurgical, Mining).
English, 3 units.'
.•\lgebra, 1}^ units.
^
Plane Geometry, 1 unit.
Solid Geometry, J^ unit.^
Language, 2 units.
Science, 2 units (including physics or
chemistry or both).
Social studies, 2 units.
Industrial Arts, 2 units.
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REQUIRED AND RECOMMENDED SUBJECTS—(Concluded)
Colleges and Schools SubjectsRequired for Admission
Subjects
Recommended for Admission
College of Fine and Applied Arts
Curricula in Architecture (with general
and construction options).
English, 3 units.i
.Algebra, IJ-2 units.'
Geometry, 1 unit.
Freehand drawing, 1 unit.
Science, 2 units (including physics
and chemistry).
Social studies, 2 units (including eco-
nomics and history).
Curricula in Art (Painting, Art Edu-
cation, Commercial and Industrial
Design).
English, 3 units.
1
Language, 2 units.'
Freehand drawing, 1 unit.
Language, 3 units in one language,
instead of the required 2 units.
Social studies, 2 units.
Curriculum in Landscape Architec-
ture.
English, 3 units.
Algebra, 1 unit.
Geometry, 1 unit.
Botany, 1 unit.
Freehand drawing, 1 unit.
Mathematics, 3 units, instead of the
required 2 units.
Social studies, 2 units (including
civics and economics).
School of Music—All Curricula
(Instrumental, Voice, and Theory
Majors, and Music Education).
English, 3 units.
Language, 2 units.'
Music (individual exam-
ination required').
Music, 1 unit, and additional private
study for two years.
Science, 1 unit (with laboratory).
Social studies, 2 units.
School of Physical Education
Curriculum for Men and Curriculum
for Women.
English, 3 units.' Science, 3 units (including biology).
Social studies, 2 units.
Health and safety education, and
participation in school programs of
physical education and athletics.
NOTES
lEnglish.—Only courses in the history and appreciation of literature, and in composition (including oral
composition when given as a part of a basic English course), and grammar, will count toward the three units
in English required as a major for admission to all curricula. Four units in English, while not required for any
curriculum, are recommended by all the colleges and schools.
'Language.—The foreign language requirement for admission to any curriculum is fulfilled by two units
in any one of the following: German, French, Spanish, Italian, Latin, Greek. For some curricula three units
in one language are recommended, and for some it is advantageous to have four units in one language or a
combination of languages. Less than one unit in a language is not acceptable for admission.
^Mathematics.—In Engineering and Fine and Applied .Arts where advanced algebra or solid geometry,
or both, are required, students who have only one unit in algebra and one unit in geometry, and who meet all
other entrance requirements, may be admitted on condition that the deficiency be removed during their first
year of residence. Where one unit in algebra and one unit in geometry are required for admission, general
mathematics will be accepted if the content of the course is essentially the same as that ordinarily included in
algebra and plane geometry. For all curricula involving chemistry (to which one unit in physics or chemistry
or 2^2 units in mathematics are prerequisite), students without credit in physics or chemistry who have only
two units in mathematics will be required to take algebra in the University.
^Pre-Medical Requirement.—A student entering the pre-medical curriculum as a freshman must have a
scholarship rank in the upper half of his high school graduating class. A student transferring to this curriculum
from another college or university must have a scholastic average in his collegiate work not less than 3.5 in
terms of the grading system of the University of Illinois.
"Music Examination.—Each applicant for admission to the School of Music is required to take an
individual examination for the purpose of demonstrating that he is qualified and has sufficient knowledge of
music to enter courses in applied music. No entrance credit is allowed for this examination.
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Entrance credits are also accepted on certificate from the following sources:
(1) Schools accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools.
(2) Schools accredited to the state universities which are included in the membership
of the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, provided
the certificate shows that the Illinois standard time requirements have been met.
(3) Schools accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools.
(4) Schools approved by the New England College Entrance Certificate Board.
(5) High schools and academies registered by the Regents of the University of the
State of New York.
(6) The state teachers colleges of Illinois and other state teachers colleges having
equal requirements for graduation.
Admission by Examination
Entrance examinations are given by the University at Urbana three times each year:
in September, immediately before the opening of the fall semester ; in January and
February, shortly before the opening of the spring semester; and in July, during the
summer session. Similar examinations are given in Chicago five times each year, in
March, June, August, September, and December. These examinations cover sub-
stantially all the subjects required or accepted for admission. For brief outlines of
the requirements in the various subjects, textbooks suggested for study, and examina-
tion programs, address the Registrar.
Credit for admission will be accepted from .examinations conducted by the College
Entrance Examination Board and by the New York Regents, if passed with a grade
of sixty per cent or higher, subject to the requirements of majors, minors, and special
subjects as listed on preceding pages.
Admission by Transfer
A person who has attended another college or university of recognized standing will
be considered for admission to the University of Illinois on presenting (1) a transcript
of his college record, (2) a certificate of honorable dismissal from the institution from
which he comes, and (3) an official statement of his preparatory school work.
A person whose record at some other institution comes within either of the fol-
lowing classifications may enter the University only on approval of the dean of the
college concerned and under conditions imposed by him: (1) A person dropped from
another institution for poor scholarship or for disciplinary reasons. (In the latter
case he must also obtain approval of the University Senate Committee on Discipline.)
(2) A person whose record shows as much as fifty per cent (or more than twenty-five
hours) of unsatisfactory work, i.e., unremoved failures and credits earned with a
grade equivalent to the lowest passing grade in the University of Illinois.
No substitutes will be accepted for the high school subjects prescribed by the
University or for the requirement of high school graduation, except that: (1) A stu-
dent who comes from an institution rated in Class A by the University with a record
of at least thirty semester hours without failures, and with an average grade ten
points above the passing grade of the college, may be matriculated in a similar cur-
riculum in the University, irrespective of deficiencies in prescribed subjects (except
when necessary as prerequisites for advanced work to be taken here), whether or not
he is a high school graduate. (2) The Registrar is authorized to waive the high school
graduation requirement, but not the subject requirements, in the case of a transfer
student who has completed a year of satisfactory work in a college, normal school,
or junior college rated in Class A or Class B by the University.
Credits may be accepted for advanced standing from another university or a
college, or a junior college of recognized standing or from a state teachers college.
A student who has passed a course at the University of Illinois may not be given
credit for the same course taken elsewhere. In general it is unwise for a student to
enter a specialized curriculum at the University as late as the beginning of the senior
year. Students intending to transfer to the University should send their credentials
to the Registrar as early as possible.
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If transferring to the pre-medical curriculum, the student must have a scholastic
average in his college work of at least 3.5 in terms of the grading system of the
University of Illinois.
The registration of students in chemistry courses, other than the elementary
courses open to freshmen (Chemistry 1 through 8b), is restricted to those having a
grade-point average of at least 3.5 in all subjects, exclusive of the basic courses in
military training and the required work in physical education and hygiene, and an
average of at least 3.5 in chemistry courses. Transfer students to be admitted must
have a corresponding record in the institution (or institutions) from which they
transfer and must maintain a similar average at the University of Illinois.
Students in large number enter the University after completing one, two, or even
three years at other universities and colleges in Illinois. In recognition of this situa-
tion the University is cooperating cordially and sympathetically with the higher insti-
tutions in the state in their endeavor to coordinate their work with that of the Uni-
versity. In order that information may be had in advance in regard to the credit to
be allowed from a specific institution, the University, in conference with the colleges,
has adopted certain standards for accrediting and has classified the higher institutions
within the state in accordance with the manner in which they are able to meet these
standards. Students from the colleges which have met these standards in full, on
entering the University, receive hour-for-hour credit; but in applying for a degree,
they are expected to conform to all the prescriptions and limitations as to credit and
as to scholastic status announced for their chosen curriculum or by the colleges of
the University in which they enroll. The Registrar of the University, on application,
will furnish full information in regard to the transfer from Illinois colleges.
Advanced Standing by Examination
Advanced standing in the undergraduate colleges at Urbana is granted only by ex-
amination unless the applicant is from an approved school. Proficiency examinations
for advanced standing are offered without fee in all courses normally open to fresh-
men and sophomores. A student may also obtain the privilege of taking proficiency
examinations in more advanced undergraduate courses on recommendation of the
head of the department and approval of the dean of the college.
Unclassified Students
Persons over twenty-one years of age may be admitted as unclassified students (not
candidates for a degree) in the undergraduate colleges at Urbana, provided they
secure the recommendation of the instructor whose work they wish to take and the
approval of the dean of the college concerned. They must give evidence that they
possess the requisite information and ability to pursue profitably, as unclassified stu-
dents, their chosen subjects, and they must meet the special requirements for the
particular college in which they wish to enroll, as stated below.
An unclassified student is not matriculated and must pay a tuition fee of $7.50
a semester in addition to the regular tuition fee.
No one may enroll as an unclassified student in any school or college of the
University for more than tzvo years, except by special permission, application for
which must be made through the dean of the college.
A person registered as an unclassified student in one college and desiring to take
a course in another college of the University must obtain the approval of the dean of
the latter college.
For certain of its colleges the University has adopted special requirements for
the admission of unclassified students. These are as follows:
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.—A written application must be presented,
accompanied by official certificates indicating the applicant's preparatory work and
showing honorable dismissal from the school last attended. Such applications should
be presented at least one week before the beginning of a semester.
College of Commerce and Business Administration.—A written application must
be presented, accompanied by official certificates showing the character and extent of
preparatory work accomplished and honorable dismissal from the school last attended.
Statements from employers or official superiors may also be presented as collateral
evidence of the candidate's qualifications. In order to secure action before the begin-
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ning of the semester or summer session, applications should be submitted one week
before the date set for general registration.
College of Engineering.—The applicant must satisfy the regular entrance require-
ments in mathematics and English (algebra, iVi units; plane geometry, 1 unit; solid
geometry, Vi unit; English composition and literature, 3 units).
College of Agriculture.—In the case of men, two years of experience in practical
agriculture are required. Any applicant accepted who is unable to satisfy the regular
entrance requirements in English must carry English in the University until the
deficiency is removed.
College of Law.—No credit earned by an unclassified student in the College of
Law may be counted toward a degree in law.
Admission to Correspondence Courses
Correspondence courses are open to any applicants who can meet the University
entrance requirements and also to persons eighteen or more years of age whose
applications are approved by the Director of University Extension. For further
information address the Director, 354 Administration Building, Urbana.
Admission to the Graduate School
Admission to the Graduate School may be granted to graduates of institutions whose
requirements for the bachelor's degree are substantially equivalent to those of the
University of Illinois. Admission may be to full graduate standing, to graduate stand-
ing with certain deficiencies to be removed, or, to special status without reference to
a degree. There are special scholastic requirements for admission to graduate work
in chemistry, chemical engineering, music, medicine, and dentistry. Admission to the
Graduate School does not, however, imply admission to candidacy for a degree, and
gives no right or claim to be so admitted. A mere accumulation of "credits" or
"grades" is not sufificient. Application blanks for admission may be secured from the
Registrar. Every applicant must submit with his application for admission an official
transcript of his college record.
ADMISSION TO THE PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS
An undergraduate student in the Urbana departments of the University will not be
permitted to transfer his registration to any of the professional schools of the Uni-
versity in Chicago while his record shows a deficiency in any of the subjects which,
as general requirements of the University, are a part of his curriculum. A student
who enters one of the professional schools at Urbana deficient in any general require-
ment of the University will be required immediately to register in the subject or
subjects in which he is deficient and to continue such registration in successive
semesters until the University requirement is met in full.
College of Education
Admission to the curriculum in Industrial Education of the College of Education is
granted on admission to the University as a freshman. Candidates for admission to
all other curricula of the College of Education must be able to matriculate in one of
the undergraduate colleges and must offer, in addition, two years of undergraduate
work, comprising not less than fifty-six semester hours of college credit exclusive of
required courses in physical education and military science. Each applicant for ad-
mission to a curriculum other than Industrial Education, whether from the University
of Illinois or from another institution of recognized standing, must have attained
grades of "C" or better in three-fourths of all undergraduate work (exclusive of re-
quired courses in physical education and military science) taken prior to the time
admission is desired
;
provided, however, that in unusual cases deserving exceptional
consideration applicants may be admitted on probation by consent of the Dean of the
College of Education. After September 1, 1941, no student whose grade-point average
in all college work is less than 3.5 will be admitted except on recommendation of the
College Committee on Admissions and Guidance.
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College of Law
Admission to the College of Law as a candidate for a degree in law is open to:
(1) Graduates of the University of Illinois and of other colleges and universities
of approved standing who have achieved a weighted grade average of at least 3.0, in
terms of the grading system of the University of Illinois, in all work submitted for
their degrees.
(2) Students of senior standing in the University of Illinois and in other approved
colleges and universities who have achieved a weighted grade average of at least 3.25.
School of Journalism
For admission to the School of Journalism as a candidate for a degree, a student
must be able to matriculate in one of the undergraduate colleges of the University
and must offer in addition, sixty semester hours of work with an average grade of
"C" in one of the undergraduate curricula, exclusive of physical education and military
science. A candidate who seeks admission from another institution must offer the
same amount of work in an established curriculum of that institution. An applicant
for admission will find it to his advantage to include in his pre-journalism curriculum
at least six hours of rhetoric and composition, eight hours of history, political science,
economics, and sociologj', and ten hours of science (including mathematics).
Library School
Admission to the Library School is conditioned on the presentation of credentials
showing that the applicant holds a bachelor's degree in arts or science from the Uni-
versity of Illinois or has had other equivalent training. Effective beginning in June,
1940, the scholastic average during the four years of undergraduate work must be at
least 3.5, or its equivalent as determined by the University of Illinois for institutions
using a different grading system. Application blanks for admission may be secured
from the Director of the Library School, and these, filled out, should be filed, with
documentary material showing qualifications for admission, not later than August 1.
It is to the candidate's interest to present his application and certificates early, in order
that the question of admission may be settled before he comes to Urbana. New stu-
dents are not admitted at the beginning of the second semester. Persons over thirty-
five years of age who have had little or no library experience are discouraged from
applying, as are also individuals with serious physical defects or ill health. Admission
to the graduate courses in library science, leading to the master's degree, is conditioned
on the presentation of thirty hours credit in library science or its equivalent, and the
approval of the Dean of the Graduate School.
ADMISSION TO THE COLLEGES IN CHICAGO
Applications
A PPLICATIONS for admission to any one of the three colleges, Dentistry, Medi-
/^ cine, or Pharmacy, must be made to the Examiner, 1853 West Polk Street,
Chicago. Official credentials, covering all college and high school work done by
the applicant, must be sent directly to the Examiner from each institution
attended.
Physical Examination and Health Certificate
For each applicant for admission to the College of Medicine or the College of
Dentistry, whose college record meets the requirements, the health officer at the last
institution attended will be asked to furnish a certificate concerning the applicant's
health, both physical and mental. Where the health service of an institution cannot
supply the desired information, the candidate, prior to admission and in addition
to the required routine physical examination, must secure a health certificate from the
University Health Service. A student whose health record is not satisfactory will not
be considered.
If a student's application is approved for admission at a date so late as to make
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it impossible to secure a health certificate before classes begin, he may, with the Dean's
approval, be registered temporarily pending a satisfactory report from the Health
Service.
The University Health Service also requires that each student placed on the
first-year class list of the Colleges of Dentistry, Medicine, or Pharmacy report for a
physical examination prior to registration. A special fee of $1.50 is assessed to cover
the expense of making an x-ray chest plate as part of this examination. Appointments
for this examination are ordinarily made throughout the month of September, prior
to the opening of school. In the College of Medicine, students unable to show negative
Schick and Dick reactions and recent successful smallpox vaccination must report for
immunization before registration for the second year.
Each applicant is also urged to report to his family physician and dentist for a
complete examination, including Schick and Dick reactions and smallpox vaccination.
The applicant's eyes should also be examined and fitted with glasses if needed. A
statement from the family physician regarding findings and immunization procedures
should be forwarded to the Health Service of the University.
College of Dentistry
As the capacitj' of the college is limited, selection of applicants is necessary. Appli-
cants who meet in full the course requirements and who have averages of 3.0 or
better will be considered by the Committee on Admissions. Candidates who have
attained scholastic averages of 3.5 (see footnote 1 on page 79) or better will be given
preference by the Committee. In selecting the first-year class the Committee will take
into consideration such factors as the scholastic record, the college at which the
applicant prepared, letters of recommendation, especially from teachers in the labora-
tory sciences, health record, aptitude tests, and such special examinations as may be
determined by the Committee. A personal interview with the Committee is desirable.
Invitations to register will be sent to approved candidates.
Applications will be received at any time after December 1. First-year students
are enrolled only in the fall, there being no mid-year admissions and no regular
summer session.
The requirements for admission as stated below must be met in full before
admission will be granted. No deficiencies are permitted. The Committee on Admis-
sions may waive full compliance with the course specifications if the applicant
possesses unusually high qualifications.
For admission to the College of Dentistry, candidates must present satisfactory evi-
dence of six years of work as follows:
(1) Four years of work in an accredited high school or the equivalent, comprising
not fewer than fifteen units in acceptable subjects, including prescribed subjects as
follows: UNITS
English 3
Algebra 1
Plane geometry 1
Laboratory science 1
Electives 9^
Total 15
(2) Two years of work in an approved college of liberal arts and sciences, com-
prising not fewer than sixty semester hours, and including prescribed subjects as
follows: HOURS
Chemistry (including four hours of organic chemistry) 12
Physics 6
Biology 6
English 6
Electives (excluding military, hygiene, and physical education) 30
Total 60
Since the number of first-year students is restricted by space limitations, candi-
dates for admission should have their official credentials mailed to the Examiner of
the Chicago Colleges as soon as possible. Each applicant is required to make a deposit
of $15.00 within two weeks of the date of notification that he will be admitted. This
deposit is subject to regulations similar to those stated for the deposit in the College
of Medicine (see page 104).
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Procedure for students who have completed their pre-dental work at the University
of Illinois.—Other factors being equal, students who complete their second year of
pre-dental work in the University of Illinois at Urbana will be given preferential con-
sideration by the Committee on Admissions. Students entitled to such preferential
consideration should proceed as outlined on page 80 for pre-medical students.
College of Medicine
As the capacity of the college is limited, selection of applicants is necessary. Appli-
cants who meet in full the course requirements and who have grade-point averages as
specified below will be considered by the Committee on Admissions. In selecting the
first-year class the Committee will take into consideration such factors as the scho-
lastic record, the college at which the applicant prepared, letters of recommendation,
especially from teachers in the laboratory sciences, health record, aptitude tests, and
such special examinations as may be determined by the Committee. A personal inter-
view with the Committee is desirable. Invitations to register will be sent to approved
candidates. No student who is on scholastic probation at, or who has been dropped
for poor scholarship from, the last institution attended prior to seeking admission
to the University in its College of Medicine, will be considered for admission.
Applications will be received at any time after December 1. First-year students
are enrolled only in the fall, there being no mid-year admissions and no regular
summer session. The applicant must present satisfactory evidence of seven years of
study as follows:
(1) Four years in an accredited high school or the equivalent, with not fewer
than fifteen units of credit.
(2) Not less than eighty-eight semester hours in a recognized college or univer-
sity, exclusive of military, hygiene, and physical education. Each applicant, whether
from the University of Illinois or from another institution, must have attained a
scholastic average of not less than 3.5, or its equivalent as determined by the University
of Illinois for institutions using a dififerent grading system.^ In determining the
scholastic average, grades received in military science, physical education, and hygiene
will not be considered. The eighty-eight semester hours must include the following:
HOURS
Chemistry (including, in addition to introductory courses, four hours
of organic chemistry, three hours of quantitative analysis, and
three hours of elementary physical chemistry), not less than 16
Physics (including laboratory work in mechanics, heat, sound, light,
and electricity), not less than 8
Biology (including general and vertebrate zoology and general embry-
ology), not less than 10
English, not less than 6
German or French,^ not less than 6
Social sciences (including electives from at least two of the following
fields: anthropology, economics, history, philosophy, political science,
psychology, and sociology) 14
Electives to make a total of 88
The Committee on Admissions may waive full compliance with the course specifi-
cations if the applicant possesses unusually high qualifications.
No conditions are permitted.—The requirements for admission as stated above
m.ust be met in full before admission will be granted. No deficiencies are permitted.
Renewing applications.—An applicant who has been granted admission to the
College of Medicine but fails to enroll, and who wishes to enter in a subsequent year.
^This rule is interpreted according to the number of passing grades. In a system of four
passing grades, A, B, C, and D, the literal grades are translated into figures as follows: A = 5;
B = 4; C = 3; D =: 2; E (failure) = 1. Where there are more or less than four passing grades,
the computation is adjusted to make the same level of accomplishment apply. The individual grades
are multiplied by the respective number of semester hours which each represents, and the sum of
these products is divided by the total number of semester hours taken. In the case of courses
previously passed, both grades earned will be counted in computing the average.
^German or French.—The student is urged to secure a reading knowledge of one of these
languages. This will ordinarily require at least one year of work in the same language in college
after two years in high school, or two full years of work (in a class reciting at least three periods
a week) in college if the language was not begun in high school.
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must re-apply for admission and must meet all the requirements in force at the time
of such new application.
Procedure for students zvho have completed their pre-medical work at the Uni-
versity of Illinois.—The eight-year medical curriculum offered by the University con-
sists of three years of pre-professional work at Urbana, including the subject require-
ments stated above, two years of pre-clinical work in the College of Medicine in
Chicago (after this pre-clinical work a B.S. degree may be given), two years of clinical
work in the College of Medicine (for the four years in the College of Medicine the
student at his option may receive the degree of Bachelor of Medicine), and one year
as an interne in a hospital approved by the University. Other factors being equal,
students at Urbana who have completed the requirements of the first three years of
the medical curriculum (the pre-professional work) will be given preferential con-
sideration by the Committee on Admissions, provided that at least the second and
third years of the pre-professional work have been completed at Urbana. Students
entitled to such preferential consideration proceed as follows:
(1) The student who wishes thus to continue his work in the University must
signify his intention to the Registrar, on a form provided by the Registrar, not later
than March 1 of the year in which he proposes to continue his work in the College of
Medicine in Chicago.
(2) The student must comply with the general regulations for registration in the
University in the medical course. This includes the payment of a deposit of $15.00
within two weeks of the date of notification that he will be admitted. Failure to pay
this deposit within the specified time will subject the applicant to forfeiture of his
place. If he enters, the deposit will be applied on the fees of the first semester.
(3) No student who is on probation in the University (or who has been dropped
from the University for poor scholarship) at the time he seeks to continue his Uni-
versity registration in the College of Medicine, has any claim to precedence in registra-
tion over students who come with clear records from the University of Illinois or
other institutions.
(4) No student at Urbana will be permitted to transfer his registration to the
College of Medicine while his record shows a deficiency in any of the subjects which,
as general requirements of the University, are a part of his curriculum.
(5) The registration of non-residents of Illinois can be continued in the College
of Medicine only by special action of the Committee on Admissions. Only a very
limited number of non-state students can be admitted.
Preference to Illinois residents.—In considering applications for admission to the
College of Medicine, preference is given to candidates who are residents of Illinois.
Places in the first-year class are assigned to applicants from Cook county and to
applicants from Illinois outside of Cook county in the proportion which each area
bears to the total population of the state according to the latest federal census; pro-
vided that if at any time the quota from either area is not filled the remaining places
may be assigned to applicants from the other area. On this basis at the present time
approximately fifty per cent of the places in the first-year class will be assigned to
applicants from Cook county and fifty per cent to applicants who are residents of
Illinois outside of Cook county.
Former two-year requirements.—If there are places in the first-year class of the
College of Medicine after all properly qualified three-year candidates (see three-year
requirements above) have been accommodated, such places may be filled by the
Committee on Admissions from candidates who meet the former two-year require-
ments (see Annual Register for 1939-1940).
College of Pharmacy
By a new arrangement proposed for September, 1941, the College of Pharmacy will
admit candidates who fulfill the high school requirements as indicated in paragraph
1 below, and the curriculum in the College of Pharmacy will be extended to four
years so as to include the general college work specified in paragraph 2 below. Until
this new arrangement becomes effective, candidates for admission to the College of
Pharmacy must present satisfactory evidence of five years of work, as follows:
(1) Four years of work in an accredited high school or the equivalent, comprising
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not fewer than fifteen units in acceptable subjects, including prescribed subjects as
follows: English, 3 units; algebra, 1 unit; plane geometry, 1 unit.
(2) One year of work in a recognized college or university, comprising not fewer
than thirty semester hours, excluding military, physical education, and hygiene, and
including prescribed subjects as follows: chemistry (preferably including qualitative
analysis), 8-10 hours; English, 6 hours; mathematics (algebra), 3 hours.
The Dean of the College and the Registrar may waive for one semester the
requirement of algebra, provided that (a) the candidate's general scholastic average is
at least 3.5 (see footnote 1 on page 79) or the equivalent, and (b) the candidate satis-
factorily completes three semester hours of algebra in some recognized college or
university during his first semester of residence in the College of Pharmacy.
The remaining hours are to be made up from electives, subject to the following
restrictions: no work in chemistry in addition to the prescribed work may be elected;
and no course in subjects off^ered in the College of Pharmacy (including botany,
physiology, physics, and bacteriology) may be elected for admission, but such subjects
may be offered for credit on the pharmacy curriculum. As desirable electives the fol-
lowing are recommended: accountancy, economics, history, trigonometry, and zoology.
Preference to Illinois residents.—In considering applications for admission to the
College of Pharmacy, preference is given to candidates who are residents of Illinois.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR A BACHELOR'S DEGREE
Abachelor's degree is conferred on a student who satisfactorily completesa curriculum in one of the colleges or schools, doing either the first three
years, or the last year, of work in residence at the University. Each candi-
date for a bachelor's degree must meet the general requirements of the Uni-
versity with respect to registration, residence, military science, hygiene, and
physical education; must pass in the subjects marked prescribed in his cur-
riculum; must conform to the directions of that curriculum in regard to
electives and the total number of hours required for graduation; and must
meet the minimum scholarship requirements which the University has approved
for his college or school.
The system of grading is as follows: "A," excellent; "B," good; "C," fair; "D,"
poor (but passing) ; "E," failure. Examinations are conducted by the faculty at the
end of each semester.
The required work includes, for men, military science and tactics, hygiene, and
physical education ; and for women, hygiene and physical education. All students
entering the University as freshmen are required to obtain credit for four semesters
of work in physical education and one semester in hygiene ; those entering as sopho-
mores, two semesters in physical education. Men in the freshman and sophomore
classes, who are under twenty-two years of age when entering the University, are
required to take military science and tactics unless exempted or excused by special
regulations.
In any curriculum in which less than fifteen hours of laboratory science are
required, a student who enters without at least one unit of laboratory science must
substitute five hours of a laboratory science for five hours of electives in the require-
ments for graduation.
If a thesis is to be submitted in partial fulfillment of the requirements for a bach-
elor's degree, the subject must be announced by the first Monday in November, and
the completed thesis on regulation paper must be presented to the dean of the proper
college by June 1. The work must be done under the direction of a professor in the
department concerned and must be in the line of the curriculum for which the degree
is expected.
After matriculation, a student may count, toward his degree, as much as sixty
semester hours of credit earned in correspondence study in subjects passed with
grades of "C" or higher, under the following conditions: (1) if he completes all the
remaining requirements for the degree in residence at the University; or (2) if he
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presents acceptable residence credit for work done elsewhere and completes the re-
quirements needed for his degree in residence at the University. In all such cases
the senior year (of not less than thirty semester hours) must be done in residence
at the University.
A student who has earned three years of residence credit at the University may
do his senior year in correspondence study, subject to meeting all the requirements
for his degree as announced by his college or school.
Degrees are conferred at the annual Commencement exercises in June and at other
times as follows: (1) Students who complete their work at the end of the first
semester may, on application, be recommended at the February meeting of the Senate.
(2) Students who are to complete their work for the bachelor's or the master's degree
in the summer session, and who, in advance of the June meeting of the Senate, file
a list of specified courses to be taken that session which complete the requirements in
their cases, may be recommended at the June meeting, subject to the successful com-
pletion of the courses in the summer session. (3) Students who complete their work
at the end of the summer session may, on application, be recommended at the October
meeting of the Senate.
A student who has received one bachelor's degree may receive a second bachelor's
degree, provided that all specified requirements for both degrees be fully met, and
provided also that the curriculum offered for the second degree include at least thirty
semester hours not counted for the first degree.
PROFICIENCY EXAMINATIONS
EACH SEMESTER the Univcfsity gives proficiency examinations, similar to the
regular semester examinations, in all courses normally open to freshmen
and sophomores. Proficiency examinations in more advanced undergraduate
subjects are given on recommendation of the head of the department and
approval of the dean of the college. There is no fee charged for these exam-
inations. A student who passes a proficiency examination is given credit
toward graduation, provided that this does not duplicate credit counted for
his admission to the University and that the course is acceptable in his cur-
riculum. The grade in proficiency examinations is "pass" or "not pass," but
no student is given a grade of "pass" unless he has made at least "C" in the
examination. No official record is made of failures in these examinations.
Proficiency examinations are given under the following restrictions: (1) They may
be taken only by persons who are in residence, or who are candidates for degrees at
the close of the college year in which the examination is to be given and who need no
more than ten semester hours to complete the requirements for their degrees. (2) They
may not be taken by students who have received credit for more than one semester of
work in the subject in advance of the course in which the examination is requested.
(3) They may not be taken to raise grades or to remove failures in courses.
HONORS
STUDENTS who attain a high grade of scholarship are given official recognition
by the University according to the following system of honors. The plan
for Honors Day is applicable to undergraduates at Urbana who are enrolled
in a four-year curriculum requiring only high school preparation for admis-
sion, or in the College of Education or School of Journalism.
Honors Day
An annual University Honors Day is held in accordance with the following plan:
On Honors Day there is a convocation with an address by some distinguished
speaker.
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Election of students to those honorary societies is announced where the basis of
election meets a standard of scholarship approved by the Committee on Honors Day.
Announcement is made of those organized groups whose average is equivalent to
0.20 above the average of all undergraduates on the basis of the methods now em-
ployed by the University authorities in determining group averages.
Announcement is made of the names of undergraduate students who have dis-
tinguished themselves in scholarship during the two semesters previous to Honors
Day; with the exception that in the case of freshmen the basis of award is the work
of the first semester. There are three grades of such honors:
Class Honors.—Students in the upper ten per cent of each class within the re-
spective schools or colleges are awarded Class Honors and are entitled to have their
names printed on the Convocation program in recognition of their high scholarship,
provided that no student shall be included whose average is below "B."
College Honors.—Students in the upper three per cent of the sophomore, junior,
and senior classes within the respective schools and colleges are awarded College
Honors in recognition of their superior scholarship and are entitled to wear the
scholarship emblem.
University Honors (Bronze Tablet).— (a) Those seniors who have been in the
upper three per cent of their class in the respective schools and colleges in the four
semesters preceding Honors Day, and, therefore, have been awarded College Honors
in both junior and senior years, are awarded University Honors in recognition of their
sustained excellence in scholarship, and are entitled to have their names inscribed on
the Bronze Tablet, (b) Other senior students who have earned College Honors
twice, and whose scholastic averages for the first seven semesters are equal to or
higher than the four-semester average of the lowest student currently chosen for
University Honors from their college, under (a), are also entitled to have their names
inscribed on the Bronze Tablet, (c) Senior transfer students who have not been at
Illinois long enough to be considered under (a) or (b) are also entitled to have their
names inscribed on the Bronze Tablet, provided that: (1) their scholastic averages
in the University of Illinois for the three prior semesters are equal to or higher than
the four-semester average of the lowest student currently chosen for University
Honors from their college under (a) ; and that (2) their averages in transferred
credits for the year prior to their transfer are at least equal to the average of those
chosen for University Honors under (a).
The basis of award is the attainments of the student or group of students as
shown by the scholastic records on file in the office of the Registrar. The students
and organizations to be given honors are selected by the University Senate through
its Committee on Honors Day, and on the recommendation of the deans of the
various colleges.
A student whose name is among the upper ten per cent of his class in accordance
with the foregoing plan, at the convocation held in his junior year, is permitted so to
adjust the studies of his senior year as to allow him freedom to put a considerable
proportion of his time on some selected subject of study or investigation under the
supervision of the department concerned, provided that such arrangement does not
cause omission of prescribed subjects in set curricula except by special permission of
the dean of his college. In lieu of a final examination the department may require
such reports or thesis as it deems most suitable. The amount of approved work which
may be thus taken during the senior year may not exceed the equivalent of a total of
ten semester hours if taken within one department or of sixteen semester hours if in
two departments. A student availing himself of the opportunity which this plan
offers may not register for more than a total of eighteen hours either semester of
his senior year.
Graduation with Honors
With the approval of the University Senate and the Board of Trustees, any college
or school may prescribe the conditions under which candidates for degrees may be
recommended for graduation with honors. When a proposal by a college or school
has thus been approved the following plan of graduation with honors ceases to apply
to that division of the University. (For graduation with honors from the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences, see page 110; the College of Agriculture, see page 147.)
The University Senate may recommend candidates for bachelors' degrees with
honors in a particular field under the following conditions:
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To be considered for honors, a student must have been in residence at the Uni-
versity for at least two years (four semesters) or have earned in residence at least
sixty hours.
For the degree with Honors, the student must have received the grade of "A" in
at least one-half of the semester hours accepted in satisfaction of the requirements
for a major, or in a minimum of twelve hours in approved courses in his field of
specialization, exclusive of beginning courses open to freshmen, and no grade below
"C" in any of the work offered in his major or field of specialization. He must have
attained a grade of not lower than "B" in at least three-fourths of all other work
which he presents for graduation, exclusive of courses during his freshman year.
For the degree with High Honors, constituting a recognition of work of excep-
tional merit, the student must have received the grade of "A" in at least three-fourths
of the work offered in courses accepted in satisfaction of the requirements for a
major or in a minimum of fifteen hours in approved courses in the field of specialisa-
tion, exclusive of beginning courses open only to freshmen, and no grade below "B"
in the work offered in his major or field of specialization. He must also have attained
a grade not lower than "B" in at least three-fourths of all the other work which he
presents for graduation, exclusive of courses taken during his freshman year. In
addition he must have completed satisfactorily at least ten hours in courses open to
advanced undergraduates and graduate students, or courses approved for this purpose
by the department in his field of specialization. He must either present an acceptable
thesis or pass a comprehensive examination based on a course of study approved by
that department.
The thesis or course of study in the field of specialization shall carry credit for
at least four semester hours, irrespective of whether the student eventually receives
High Honors or not ; and the instructor in charge shall report to the Registrar a
grade for each semester, based on the student's progress.
These distinctions shall be noted on the student's baccalaureate diploma and in
the Commencement program, and the winners shall receive special consideration in
departmental recommendation for graduate scholarships and for professional positions.
Graduation with Honors in the Professional Schools
A student who complies with the requirements for graduation from the College
of Law (degree of J.D. or LL.B.), the Library School, the College of Medicine, the
College of Dentistry, or the College of Pharmacy, and who attains in all work done
in courses offered in the college concerned, and presented for the degree, the average
grade specified below, may be recommended by the University Senate for the honors
stated: for an average grade of not less than 4.35 (an average of 4.6 to 4.8 in the
Library School), Graduation zvith Honors; for an average grade of not less than 4.75
(an average of not less than 4.9 in the Library School), Graduation with High
Honors. The honors conferred shall be noted on the student's diploma and in the
Commencement program.
PRIZES AND AWARDS
COMPETITIVE prizes, scholarships, fellowships, and miscellaneous awards, which
are offered to students at the University, are classified here as follows:
(1) those authorized by the Board of Trustees; (2) those awarded by local
organizations; and (3) those not limited to students at the University of
Illinois, but offered at other schools as well. The following lists are subdivided
according to the colleges, schools, or departments at Urbana.
PRIZES AUTHORIZED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Competitions Open to All Undergraduate Students
Bryan Prize.—In 1898, Air. William Jennings Bryan gave to the University the
sum of $250, from the interest on which a prize of $50 is offered for the best essay
on a topic relating to the science of government. The contest is open to all matricu-
lated undergraduate students. The essays may not be less than 3,000 nor more than
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6,000 words in length, and they must be left at the office of the Department of
Political Science not later than the second Wednesday in I\Ia)^ It is suggested that the
essays be on some phase of American government and that contestants confer with
the Department of Political Science as to the selection of a topic. The prize was
offered in 1940 and is ordinarily offered every second year.
English Poetry Prise.—The Department of English offers a prize of $25 for the
best undergraduate poem or group of poems of the year.
.Thacher Howland Guild Memorial Price.—Friends of Thacher Rowland Guild,
Instructor and Associate in English, 1904-1914, have endowed the Thacher Howland
Guild Memorial Prize, an annual prize of $25, to be given to the undergraduate stu-
dent submitting the one-act play which, in the opinion of a committee appointed by
the Department of English, shows the greatest originality and literary merit
;
provided
that the award may be withheld in any year if no production is deemed worthy of a
prize.
Thrift Essay Prize.—The income from a fund established by the Committee for
the sale of War Savings Stamps in Illinois is available for prizes for essays on thrift.
Prizes are awarded either annually or biennially, in contests open to students in all
colleges in the state. Any student in the University who has had a course in the
principles of economics may compete. The essays deal with some aspect of thrift or
its promotion, as designated by the Head of the Department of Economics, who is
in charge of the contest.
Competitions Open to Undergraduate Women
Dean Maria Leonard Prizes.—Three cash prizes of $10 each are given annually
by Dean Maria Leonard to the three senior women who have achieved the highest
scholastic attainment in the following groups: (1) Sororities, (2) Residence Govern-
ment System, and (3) Woman's Group System.
Competitions Open to Students in Commerce
Commerce Dean's Azuard.—Three seniors, three alumni, and two members of the
faculty of the College of Commerce and Business Administration are chosen annually
by the Dean of the College to receive an award in recognition of their outstanding
services to the College and the University. The names of those given the award are
engraved on a plaque hung in the Commerce Building.
Competitions Open to Students in Engineering
Ira 0. Baker Prizes.—The late Dr. Ira O. Baker, Professor of Civil Engineering,
Emeritus, and for forty-eight years a professor in the department, endowed two
prizes for the two ranking senior students in civil engineering. These prizes, amount-
ing to $75 and $25, respectively, are awarded primarily on excellence of scholarship
and secondarily on personal qualities and professional activity. The names of the
winners in each year are placed on a bronze tablet located near the office of the
Department of Civil Engineering, and a special certificate is given to each winner.
Awards of the American Society of Ciznl Engineers.—Junior membership for one
year in the American Society of Civil Engineers, including the badge of the society
and an engrossed certificate of award, is presented each year by the Central Illinois
Section of the society to two graduating civil engineers and to one graduating non-
civil engineer who have attained high scholarship averages and who have been active
in promoting the affairs of the student chapter at the University.
Competitions Open to Students in Fine and Applied Arts
Allerton American Traveling Scholarships.—For the past several years Mr.
Robert Allerton, of Alonticello, has given the Department of Architecture the sum of
$800 to be used during the summer "for a trip through New England by the two
juniors who stood best in the junior class in the History of Architecture" for the
year. This award enables these students to study early American architecture in New
England.
American Institute of Architects School Medal.—The American Institute of
Architects offers annually a medal to the senior in Architecture whose development
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during the four-year course is the most consistent and best. Scholarship in all work
is considered in this award.
Plym Fellowships in Architecture and Architectural Engineering.—Through en-
dowment by the late Francis J. Plym, a graduate of the class of 1897, two fellowships
with stipends of $1,200 each, one in architecture and the other in architectural engi-
neering, are offered annually. The winners ordinarily are required to spend a year in
study abroad, but during the present war the itinerary depends on conditions of travel.
Plym Prizes.—Through endowment by the late Francis J. Plym, the Department of
Architecture offers annually certain prizes for undergraduate work. The prizes in
architectural engineering represent three awards to those senior architectural en-
gineers whose work, attitude, and ability are judged the highest. The prize for
summer sketches is awarded to that student who, during a summer vacation, makes
the most interesting and best freehand sketches. The prize for sketch problems is
offered as a stimulation to the student architects in the department during the school
year for the better development and presentation of the sketch problems during the
year.
Kate Neal Kinley Memorial Fellowship.—This fellowship was estabhshed in 1931
to promote advanced study in the fine arts, in memory of the wife of a former presi-
dent of the University and in recognition of her influence in promoting these and
similar interests. This fellowship enables a graduate student of Illinois, or some sim-
ilar institution of equal educational standing, to pursue advanced study for one year
in his or her line of work at home or abroad. This fellowship is open to students
whose principal or major studies are in music or in the other fine arts but is not open
to students of architectural construction, city planning, or landscape architecture. The
award is made annually under the direction of the College of Fine and Applied Arts.
Competitions Open to Students in Law
Marker Prizes.—The late Judge O. A. Marker, Professor of Law, Emeritus, who
was Dean of the College of Law from 1903 to 1916 and again in 1920-1921, endowed
two annual prizes: the annual income on $2,000 to the senior making the highest
average grade in law subjects for the three years in which he was registered; and the
annual income on $1,000 to the junior making the highest average grade in law sub-
jects for the two years in which he was registered.
Nathan Burkan Memorial Prize.—The American Society of Composers, Authors,
and Publishers of New York City offers annually a prize of $100 to the member of the
graduating class in the College of Law who submits the best paper on some aspect of
the subject of copyright law.
Competitions Open to Students in Military Science and Tactics
Hazelton Medal.—Captain W. C. Hazelton provided, in 1890, a medal which is
awarded to the best-drilled freshman in a basic course. Elach competitor must have
been in attendance at the University at least sixteen weeks of the current college year
and have had not more than one unexcused absence from drill. The medal is awarded
on Military Day, for excellence in the same details as in the University Gold Medal
contest. The successful competitor retains possession of the medal until the fifteenth
of May of the following year, when he must return it for the next competition.
University Gold Medal.—The Trustees provide annually a gold medal to be
awarded on Military Day to the best-drilled second-year basic-course student, whose
property the medal becomes. To be eligible for this award, a student must have
matriculated in the University and must have completed three semesters work in
military drill with a grade not lower than "B," and three semesters work in military
theory with a grade not lower than "A" ; and he must have an average standing not
lower than "C" in all his other studies for the preceding semester.
Chicago Tribune Azvards for Military Merit.—Each semester three medals are
awarded by the Chicago Tribune to R.O.T.C. cadets at the University, one junior,
one sophomore, and one freshman, who are most outstanding in both military and
college subjects. The cadet in each class who has a grade of "A" in both military
drill and theory and the highest academic average for the semester, and who is in
the R.O.T.C. at the time the awards are presented, receives a medal. In case several
cadets in the same class have the same average, the Commandant determines which
one is to receive the medal.
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PRIZES AWARDED BY ORGANIZATIONS AT THE UNIVERSITY
General Competitions
Alpha Lambda Delta Prise.—The national organization of Alpha Lambda Delta,
honorary society for freshman women, offers annually a book to the senior woman
who in her freshman year was elected to Alpha Lambda Delta and has maintained
the highest scholastic average among the women in the graduating class.
Chi Omega Prize in Sociology.—The University of Illinois Chapter of Chi Omega
offers annually a prize of $25 for the best essay written by a woman in connection
with any course in sociology.
Thomas Arkle Clark Prise.—The freshman honorary society, Phi Eta Sigma,
gives each year a prize of $25 to the sophomore member of Phi Eta Sigma who has
attained the highest scholastic average for his first three semesters in the University.
This prize is awarded as soon as possible after the grades are available for the first
semester. In case two men have the same average, other factors are considered, such
as extra-curricular activities and outside work.
Phi Kappa Phi Scholarships.—The local chapter of Phi Kappa Phi, national honor
society, gives two or more scholarships annually for graduate study at the University
to members of the local chapter who are graduates of the University or members of
the graduating class, selected on the basis of scholastic record and promise of success
in graduate work. The amount of each scholarship is $100. Applications should be
addressed to the local secretary of the society early in the second semester.
In Liberal Arts and Sciences
Alpha Chi Sigma Plaque.—Zeta Chapter of Alpha Chi Sigma, chemical profes-
sional fraternity, has hung a plaque in the Chemistry Library as an award to high
scholarship in the freshman class. Each year the name of the man who attains the
highest scholastic average for his first semester of work in the curriculum of chem-
istry or chemical engineering is engraved on the plaque.
Iota Sigma Pi Prize.—A cash prize of $20 is awarded each year by the honorary
chemical sorority, Iota Sigma Pi, to the woman in the senior class who has the highest
scholastic average in her University work with chemistry as her major subject.
Omega Beta Pi Trophy.—Omega Beta Pi awards a trophy at the end of the first
semester each year to the freshman pre-medical student making the highest scholastic
average. The University has constructed a case for the trophy in the main hall of
the Natural History Building.
Phi Beta Kappa Scholarship.—Gamma Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa awards a
scholarship of $70 annually to a member of the junior class of the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, selected on the basis of general merit. The scholarship is available
to the winner during his senior year at the University of Illinois.
Phi Lambda Upsilon Cup.—Alpha Chapter of Phi Lambda Upsilon, honorary
chemical society, awards a cup annually to the sophomore man who has the highest
scholastic average among the students in the curriculum of chemistry or chemical
engineering. A case has been constructed for the cup in the main hall of the Chem-
istry Annex.
In Commerce and Business Administration
Beta Gamma Sigma Cup.—Beta Gamma Sigma annually honors the freshman in
the College of Commerce and Business Administration who makes the highest average
in the first semester's work. The name of the winner is engraved on a silver cup on
display in Commerce Building.
Phi Chi Theta Key.—The professional sorority Phi Chi Theta awards a key each
year to the woman in the junior class in the College of Commerce and Business Ad-
ministration who ranks highest in the estimation of a committee composed of three
members of the faculty and one member of the sorority. Scholastic records, extra-
curricular activities, and promise of success in business are considered.
In Agriculture
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Gamma Sigma Delta Prize.—At the end of the first semester each year the honor
Alpha Zeta Cup.—A silver cup ch year to the freshman in the Col
! lege of Agriculture who makes the e for both semesters.
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society Gamma Sigma Delta awards a suitably inscribed watch to the senior in the
College of Agriculture who ranks highest in scholarship on a basis of a minimum of
four semesters of work in residence in the University. Names of winners are in-
scribed on a bronze tablet in the Agriculture Library.
Home Economics Club Cup.—Each year the name of the freshman in home eco-
nomics who makes the highest average is engraved on a cup provided by the Home
Economics Club.
Omicron Nu Plaque.—Each year the name of the senior in home economics who
ranks highest in scholarship is inscribed on the Omicron Nu plaque which hangs in
the Woman's Building.
Pi Alpha Xi Shield.—A silver shield is awarded annually to the student in flori-
culture who makes the highest average for both semesters of the freshman year.
In Education
Kappa Delta Pi Azcard.—Alpha Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi offers annually an
award of $10 to an outstanding senior in the College of Education. The award is
granted to a student of high character who has exhibited unusual proficiency in
practice teaching and who has attained superior scholarship in his field of specializa-
tion and high scholarship in all his University work. The name of the recipient is
engraved on a plaque hung in the office of the Dean of the College of Education.
In Fine and Applied Arts
Alpha Rho Chi Medal.—Alpha Rho Chi, national architectural fraternity, offers a
bronze medal each year to the Department of Architecture, to be awarded to the
graduating senior who has shown ability for leadership, performed willing service for
his college and department, and gives promise of real professional merit through his
attitude and personality.
Richer Prize.—Gold keys are awarded annually for the three best essays on some
phase of the history of architecture by students registered in the second year of work
in this subject. This prize is given by Anthemios Chapter of Alpha Rho Chi in
recognition of the distinguished contributions made by the late Dr. Nathan Clifford
Ricker, who for fifty years taught the history of architecture in the University.
Scarab Medals.—Scarab offers annually to students in the college four bronze
medals, awarded during the second semester, for the best solution of a problem in
design. One medal is given to the sophomore whose solution of the first major prob-
lem of the second semester is judged the best, one medal is given in architecture, one
in architectural engineering, and one in landscape architecture.
University Landscape Architecture Society Prizes.—A competition, which carries
for the winner the honor of having his name inscribed on a bronze shield and of
receiving a book on some landscape architectural subject, is open to any student who
is regularly matriculated in the professional curriculum in landscape architecture, and
who is, at the time of the competition, in good standing as a junior or senior, and
who has not won a previous competition nor competed in two previous competitions.
The University Landscape Architecture Society also awards cash prizes annuallj' to
the two students who make the best freehand sketches during a summer vacation.
Art Faculty Prizes.—Members of the Faculty in the Department of Art offer
each year certain prizes for outstanding work by students in history of art, painting,
and related fields. Competition for these prizes is open to students registered in art
courses.
In Journalism
Sigma Delta Chi Awards.—The national professional journalism fraternity,
Sigma Delta Chi, gives awards to members of the graduating class in the School of
Journalism who have the highest scholastic standing in all their L^niversity work.
These awards are limited to ten per cent of the graduating class.
In Physical Education
Delta Theta Epsilon Award.—A trophy is awarded annually by Delta Theta Epsi-
lon, honorary phj'sical education fraternity, to a senior in the curriculum in physical
education for men, upon recommendation of a committee of the faculty of the School
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of Physical Education. Character, scholarship, personality, and ability as an instructor
in athletic sports and academic subjects are considered by the committee as elements
of promise of success.
In Military Science and Tactics
American Legion Medals.—The American Legion, Department of Illinois, awards
annually a bronze medal to the outstanding sophomore in each unit of the R.O.T.C.,
selected by the Directors of Training.
American Legion Auxiliary Awards.—To the first-year advanced course R.O.T.C.
student selected as the new Cadet Colonel of the Brigade for the ensuing year, the
American Legion Auxiliary awards a special certificate and a check for $50 made
payable to the Bursar of the University, to be credited to the account of the student
selected, as partial payment of University fees or other charges due for the first
semester following the award—any balance at the end of the semester to be paid to
the student. Another certificate and a check for $50 to be used on the same terms are
awarded to the first-year advanced-course student who has been most outstanding as a
competitor in inter-unit, varsity, and freshman small-bore rifle matches.
Cavalry Medal.—The Cavalry Unit, in 1920, provided a gold medal which is
awarded, at a competitive drill held some time between May 15 and May 31, to the
best-drilled cavalry student of the basic course. The successful competitor is given a
certificate setting forth the facts, and may wear the medal until May 15 of the follow-
ing year, when he must return it for the next competition.
Connor Cups.—Three cups are awarded on Military Day to the best-drilled fresh-
man, sophomore, and advanced-course student in the field artillery unit.
Daughters of the American Revolution Saber.—The Illinois Department of the
Daughters of the American Revolution awards annually, on Alilitary Day, a saber to
the cadet officer selected as the Cadet Colonel of the Brigade for the ensuing year.
The presentation is made, in person, by the Department President or her representative.
Engineers Corps Medal.—A silver medal awarded on ^Military Day to the best
qualified second-year basic-course student who is entering the advanced course.
Grand Army Memorial Saber.—The Illinois Department of the Auxiliary to Sons
of Union Veterans of the Civil War provides the award of a saber to the outstanding
cadet officer in the first-year advanced course, other than the new Cadet Colonel.
Presentation is made on Military Day.
Inter-Unit Rifle Match Cups.—Two cups are awarded to the highest scoring
teams in the inter-unit small-bore rifle match held annually in the fall, and two indi-
vidual cups are awarded to the men making the high score of their team.
Inter-Unit Rifle Match Medals.—Gold medals and silver medals are awarded to
the men firing in the inter-unit rifle match who make a score of 355 and above, or
350 to 354, respectively, regardless of team standing. Bronze medals are awarded to
members of the winning team and to the man making the high score of his team, who
do not receive gold or silver medals.
Pershing Rifles Azvard.—An annual award, provided by the National Auxiliary
of the United Spanish War Veterans, Department of Illinois, consisting of a medal
and a scholarship check for $50, is presented by the Alilitary Department to the out-
standing second-year basic-course cadet in Pershing Rifles who expresses his intention
of entering the advanced course the following semester. The medal is presented on
Military Day, and the scholarship check on enrollment in the advanced course the
following semester.
Phalanx Azvard.—The outstanding freshman cadet in each unit taking the first-
year basic-course receives the Phalanx award on Military Day.
Pistol Team Cup.—A cup is awarded to the winning team in the inter-unit pistol
match held in the spring of each year.
Signal Corps Medals.—Pi Tau Pi Sigma, national signal corps fraternity, awards
annually a gold medal to the sophomore who is best qualified in all phases of signal
corps activity, and a silver medal to the best-qualified freshman.
United States Field Artillery Association Medal.—An annual award by the United
States Field Artillery Association to the Field Artillery student completing his first
year of the advanced course training in each senior Field Artillery Unit of the
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R.O.T.C., "who best exemplifies, in outstanding soldierly characteristics, the high
standards of the army."
Veterans of Foreign Wars Sabers.—The Veterans of Foreign Wars, Department
of Illinois, presents sabers to each of the seven Cadet Lieutenant-Colonels in the
University of Illinois R.O.T.C. Brigade during the current school year.
Women's Relief Corps Tablet.—The names of eighteen seniors who have excelled
in military scholarship appear on a bronze tablet presented each j'ear to the Military
Department of the University by the Women's Relief Corps of Illinois.
PRIZES NOT LIMITED TO THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
General Competitions
Intercollegiate Conference Medal.—The Intercollegiate Conference, through its
Faculty Representative at each Conference institution, awards annually a medal to the
student of the graduating class who has attained the greatest proficiency in athletics
and in scholastic work.
Phi Kappa Phi (Sparks Memorial) Fellowship.—Four fellowships of $500 each,
for graduate study in any American institution of recognized standing, are awarded
annually by Phi Kappa Phi, national honor society, in competitions open to members
of the society in any American college or university where a chapter of the society
exists. The recipients are selected by a national board from candidates recommended
by the local chapters. Prospective candidates should file their applications with the
local secretary of the society early in the second semester.
In Engineering
American Society of Mechanical Engineers Prize.—This society offers annually a
prize of $50 for the best paper prepared in a competition between student members.
Highway Prize.—The Illinois Association of County Superintendents of High-
ways gives an annual prize of $25 for the best paper written by a senior in Civil
Engineering on the highway field, such as design, construction, maintenance, etc. This
is given with the understanding that the winning paper will be presented at the Annual
Highway Conference.
John Smeaton Azvard.—The Illinois Concrete Pipe Association gives an annual
prize of $25 for the best paper written by a senior on the manufacture of concrete
pipe.
Tau Beta Pi Fellozvship.—Six fellowships of approximately $650 each, for gradu-
ate study in any engineering college of recognized standing, are awarded annually by
Tau Beta Pi, national engineering honor societ}'-, in competitions open to members of
the organization in any American college or universitj^ where a chanter of Tau Beta Pi
exists. The recipients are selected by a national board from candidates recommended
by the local chapters. Prospective candidates should file their applications with the
chairman of the board prior to March 1.
In Fine and Applied Arts
American Academy in Rome Fellowships in Architecture and Landscape Archi-
tecture.—In annual competitions open to qualified undergraduates and graduates of
certain American schools, the American Academy in Rome awards two fellowships:
(1) the Fellowship in Architecture, which provides two years of residence and travel
abroad for the study of classic and renaissance architecture; and (2) the Fellowship
in Landscape Architecture, which provides a three-year term of study in landscape
architecture at Rome. In 1941, because of war conditions abroad, the Academ}' offers
two cash prizes of $1,000 each in lieu of these foreign fellowships.
Fontainebleatt Scholarships.—The Beaux Arts Institute of Design offers two
Whitney Warren Fontainebleau Scholarships of $500 each, for the purpose of attend-
ing the Fontainebleau School of Fine Arts. The students placing first and second in
the Class "A" IV Project of the Beaux Arts Institute of Design for the current
school year receive these awards. (Not awarded in 1940-1941.)
Beaux Arts Institute of Design.—Several prizes and scholarships offered annually
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through the Beaux Arts Institute of Design are open for competition among qualified
students of certain American schools, including the University of Illinois.
Edzcard L. Ryerson Traveling Fellozuships.—Seniors of certain middlewestem
universities are eligible to compete for the Edward L. Rj^erson Traveling Fellowships
offered each year, one in architecture and one in landscape architecture. Each fellow-
ship grants a stipend of $1,250, to be used for a year of travel and study in Europe.
Paris Prize.—The Society of Beaux-Arts Architects offers an annual award known
as the Paris Prize, competition for which is open to qualified students of certain
American schools, including the University of Illinois. This prize ordinarily provides
one year of study abroad, but because of the war in 1940-1941 the Society is offering
instead a cash prize of $250 in a special competition.
UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS
UNLESS Otherwise stated, a scholarship covers matriculation and tuition fees
in any department of the University. For more detailed information, apply
to the Registrar.
County Scholarships.—One for each county in Illinois. Awarded bj^ competitive
examinations given on the first Saturday in June under the supervision of the
County Superintendent of Schools. Candidates write on English composition and
literature and on one of the following fields: mathematics, science, foreign language,
or social studies. A candidate who has had college work is not eligible.
General Assembly Scholarships.—One nomination annually by each member of
the General Assembly. The nomination must be received by the President of the
University not later than the first Monday in July.
Scholarships in Agriculture and Home Economics.—Two scholarships for each
county—one for students in agriculture and one for students in home economics
—
awarded on recommendation of the Illinois Farmers' Institute to candidates ranking
in the upper fifty per cent of their high school graduating class, or if one year or more
of college work has been completed, averaging fifteen points above the passing grade
in such work, who pass the competitive County Scholarship examination (see above).
Applications must be filed with the Illinois Farmers' Institute, Springfield, not later
than May 31 of each year.
University Scholarships.—The Board of Trustees has established for each year ten
scholarships, open to residents of Illinois and known as University Scholarships. These
scholarships exempt holders from matriculation and tuition fees as required in those
colleges of the University which admit students directly from high schools. A Univer-
sity scholarship may be lapsed or forfeited if the holder fails to maintain a satisfac-
tory record, is dismissed by the University authorities, or ceases to be a resident of
Illinois. Awards are made on the basis of the scholastic promise and financial need
of the applicant. Freshmen are not eligible. An appointee in order to qualify for the
scholarship must register in the University at the opening of the semester in which
the scholarship first becomes effective.
Thomas J. Smith Scholarships in Music.—Four scholarships annually for women,
preferabl}^ from Champaign County.
State Military Scholarships.—For World War Veterans. Special provision passed
by the General Assembly of 1919.
John M. Gregory and Louisa C. Gregory Scholarships.—The stipend is $100.
E. A. Wallace Memorial Scholarship.—This is a scholarship of the capital value
of $10,000, established by Mrs. Gertrude E. Haweis "for the benefit of students in the
University from Havana, Illinois, selected by the Board of Education of that city."
La Verne Noyes Scholarships.—Made available under the will of La Verne Noyes.
Cover part of student fees for one year. Open to students who served in the army
or navy of the United States of America in the World War, or to descendants of
active participants in the war who enlisted prior to May 11, 1918.
John C. Ruettinger Memorial Scholarship Fund.—This fund was established by
Mr. John W. Ruettinger, of Chicago, an alumnus of the University of the class of
1927, in memory of his father. The fund will provide $500 or more annually to pay
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the tuition and other educational expenses of one or more worthy and needy under-
graduate students. Applications should be made to the Registrar as chairman of the
committee which selects the candidates.
Illinois Congress of Parents and Teachers Scholarship.—Two scholarships each
year, of a value of $200 each, made available by the Illinois Congress of Parents and
Teachers. Applicants must be graduates of Illinois high schools maintaining local
units of the Illinois Congress of Parents and Teachers. z\pplications may be made to
the Registrar as chairman of the committee which selects the candidates.
Latin Contest Scholarship.—Exemption from matriculation and tuition fees for
one year, to the winner of the annual Latin contest sponsored by the Illinois Classical
Conference.
Morava Scholarships.—Made available under the will of Wensel }kIorava. Awarded
annually in varying amounts. Applications should be made to the Registrar as chair-
man of the committee which selects the candidates.
Manierre Barlow Ware .Scholarship.—The income from a gift to the University
made in memory of Manierre Barlow Ware by his mother. Awarded annually to
male students preferably in the College of Agriculture who are not otherwise able
to provide funds for their education. The scholarships may be awarded to male
students who are enrolled in or who seek to enroll in other undergraduate divisions
of the University, if in the judgment of the University this is desirable.
Phyllis Pierce Ruettinger Scholarship.—A scholarship established in memory of
Phyllis Pierce Ruettinger by her mother. Awarded annually to a junior or senior
wom.an registered at the University of Illinois, on the basis of character, scholarship,
general ability, and financial need. Whenever there are two or more applicants for this
scholarship who in the judgment of the University are equally qualified in all respects,
the stipend may be divided among them.
Sears, Roebuck Scholarships.—A fund to aid freshman and sophomore students
in the College of Agriculture m.ade available through a gift from Sears, Roebuck, and
Company. It is administered through the office of the Dean of the College of Agri-
culture and is restricted to those young men whose high school and other records
show promise of superior attainment and who are unable to attend college without
financial assistance.
Diinlap Harrington Memorial Fund.—Established in memory of Dunlap Harring-
ton by his brother. Provides an award of $50 to a male senior in his final semester,
who is financially unable to take part in the special events of that semester.
Note.—No scholarships, whether created by statute or otherwise, shall be accepted
by the University in behalf of persons registered or who desire to register in corre-
spondence courses so as to relieve them from the obligation to pay in cash the fees
and charges fixed for correspondence instruction, since the various statutes providing
for scholarships contemplate study in residence, as distinguished from correspondence
instruction, and it was the intent of the Board of Trustees when this extension work
was authorized that it be as nearly as possible self-supporting, and fees were fixed
on that basis.
STUDENT LOAN FUNDS
THE FOLLOWING loau funds have been established for the benefit of worthy
students of the University who are in need of financial aid in order to
finish their courses. Loans are not ordinarily made to students during their first
year at the University. Each application must be approved by the Dean, Di-
rector, or Assistant Dean of the College or School in which the student is reg-
istered, by the Dean of Men or the Dean of Women, by the Comptroller, and
in case of disagreement among these officers the application shall be submitted
to the Chairman of the Finance Committee of the Board of Trustees. Security
in the form of an endorser or collateral satisfactory to the Comptroller shall be
given in all cases unless otherwise provided in the deed of gift of any fund.
Application blanks may be obtained from the offices of the Bursar, the Dean
of Men, and the Dean of W^omen.
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Dora E. Biddle Loan Fund for Girls.—This fund was derived in 1919-1920 from
two gifts by Mrs. Dora E. Biddle, of Macon, Illinois. Loans from this fund are made
to women students of promise and good scholastic standing, who are in residence at
the University and who have declared their intentions to graduate. Preference is given
to those most advanced in their University work.
Carter-Pennell Loan Fund.—Donated bj' the late Joseph Carter and his wife, Jane
Pennell Carter, this fund was accepted b}' the Board of Trustees in 1923. Loans may
be made to any matriculated student of sophomore standing in the Colleges of Engi-
neering and Agriculture, or to any student in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
who is specializing in science or home economics, whose future seems promising and
whose habits and character are above reproach.
Champaign Business and Professional Women's Club Loan Fund.—Presented to
the University on October 8, 1940. Loans from this fund are made to deserving
women students.
Chicago Illinae Club Fund.—Established by the Chicago lUinae Club especially for
women students of the University.
Consolidated Loan Ftind.—This fund results from the merger of the Automobile
Show Fund, the Class of 1895 Loan Fund, the Graduate Club Loan Fund, and the
Student Friendship Fund.
Class of 1907 Loan Fund.—Presented to the University on June 11, 1932, this
fund is used for the making of loans to students under general rules as may be pre-
scribed from time to time by the Board of Trustees governing loan funds, with no
restrictions except that the identity of the fund be preserved and that preference be
shown to lineal descendants of members of the class.
Grace Darling Memorial Fund.—Founded by Mrs. R. V. Cram, of Minneapolis, in
1922. Operated under the regulations of the Edward Snyder Fund described below.
Denison Memorial Fund for Worthy Seniors.—The late Charles A. Denison, of
Argenta, bequeathed this fund to be used for loans to worthy senior students on
recommendation of the President and Treasurer of the University.
Detroit Illinae Club Loan Fjnid.—Established May 11, 1932, as a gift from the
Detroit Illinae Club.
Harry J. Diffenbaugh Trust Fund.—The late Harry J. Dit^^enbaugh, of the Class
of 1882, established a trust fund, the income of which is used for loans to worthy
and needy students who are residents of the State of Missouri attending the University
of Illinois. Applications for loans may be made to the Dean of Men of the Uni-
versity of Illinois or to the First National Bank of Kansas City, Missouri, the ad-
ministrators of the trust fund.
Albert E. Ebert Loan Fund.—A gift from the Alumni Association of the College
of Pharmacy in 1931, as a memorial to Albert E. Ebert, and added to the original
Pharmacy Loan Fund donated by the Women's Organization of the Chicago Retail
Druggists Association. Loans are available for students in Pharmacy.
Electrical Engineering Loan Fund.—Established by the Electrical Engineering
Society and maintained by the Student Branch of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, this fund includes income from the biennial electrical shows and is avail-
able for juniors and seniors in good standing in the curricula in Electrical Engineering
and Engineering Physics.
Engineering Student Loan Fund.—The residual assets of the Real Co-operative
Company (formerly the Engineering Co-operative Society) were accepted by the
University in 1936 for the purpose of establishing a loan fund for the benefit of
Students in the College of Engineering.
Samuel and Lydia Hare Student Loan Fund.—The late Samuel Hare, of Piper
City, bequeathed this fund to be used for loans to students who have by previous study
demonstrated their worthiness. Accepted by the Board of Trustees October 15, 1937.
Margaret Lange James Student Loan Fund.—Established by a gift from President
E. J. James in 1914 and increased by the University Senate as a memorial to him.
Loans may be made to matriculated students, preferably women, who have been in
residence at least one year, have attained junior standing, are in residence, and expect
to graduate. Only students of good standing and good scholarship will be considered
and preference will be given to those most advanced in University work.
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Kappa Delta Pi Student Loan Fund.—Accepted by the Board of Trustees June 15,
1935, as a gift from Alpha Chapter of Kappa Delta Pi. Available only to worthy
seniors in the College of Education.
A. F. Kaeser Student Loan Fund.—A gift from Dr. A. F. Kaeser, of Highland,
Illinois, accepted on September 30, 1939, by the Board of Trustees. Graduates of
high schools now or at any time located in Highland, Illinois, are to be given prefer-
ential consideration for loans from this fund. If this loan fund is not exhausted
through loans made to graduates of high schools in Highland, Illinois, loans may
be made to graduates of high schools located in the counties of Madison, Bond, and
Clinton. Loans made to any one student shall not exceed $200 annually or $800 for
the four-year period.
Willis Prentice Kimble Loan Fund.—A memorial fund established by Mrs. Kimble
in 1929. Loans may be made to sophomores, juniors, and seniors, but not in excess of
$100 to any one individual.
IVilliam E. Levis Loan Fund.—Established in 1936 by gift from William E. Levis,
of the Class of 1913, President of the Owens-Illinois Glass Company. Loans will be
made (1) to employees or children of employees of the Owens-Illinois Glass Company
and its affiliated companies or subsidiaries, who are students in attendance or prospec-
tive students expecting to register immediately at the University; (2) to students in
attendance or prospective students expecting to register immediately, who have been
especially recommended by Mr. Levis; and (3) if funds are available, to students who
have been in attendance at the University for at least one year, under the general
regulations governing loan funds. Interest, to be paid semi-annually, will be charged
at the rate of four per cent a year until one year after graduation or after leaving
school ; the rate will then be five per cent a year until the principal is paid. Each loan
matures as follows: ten per cent of the principal one year after graduation or after
leaving school; twenty per cent, two years; thirty per cent, three years; forty per cent,
four years.
William B. McKinley Loan Fund.—This fund is made up of several donations
from the late Senator William B. McKinley, the gifts being made between 1912 and
1926. Loans may be made to male matriculated students, who have been in residence
at least one year and intend to graduate. Preference is given to those most advanced
in University work and most promising, and loans may be made to underclassmen
only in exceptional circumstances.
/. R. Morris Loan Fund.—Donated by the late Joseph R. Morris, of Anne Arundel
County, Maryland, in 1922. Loans are made to students who have been in residence
at least one semester and who are in residence and expect to graduate. Preference is
given to students of high promise who are well advanced in University work.
Loan Fund for Over-seas Soldiers.—Originally donated in 1919 to aid returned
over-seas soldiers and sailors. An addition was made in 1924, and the regulations
changed to make the fund available to (1) soldiers, sailors, and marines who were in
warfare in Europe and adjoining waters in 1917-1918; (2) their descendants; (3) de-
scendants of Union soldiers who were in the Civil War in 1861-1865, or were confined
in Southern prisons in 1861-1865; (4) descendants of soldiers, sailors, or marines who
left the shores of the United States in 1898 in the War with Spain; (5) soldiers,
sailors, and marines (or their descendants) taking part in any future war in which
the United States may be engaged. Qualifying students in the junior, senior, or post-
graduate 3'ears are eligible, or students in any year who are registered in the College
of Agriculture.
Marcus Russell Loan Fund.—Donated by the late Marcus Russell, of Los Angeles,
California, in 1926. "The proceeds from this fund shall be used as a fund to be
loaned to worthy and indigent students."
Edzvard Snyder Fund.—This fund was established in 1899 by the late Edward
Snyder, Professor of German in the University. Loans may be made to matriculated
students of junior standing who are in residence and expect to graduate. Preference
is given to those of high rank and advanced standing, but no distinction is made as
to sex or course of study.
Henry Strong Educational Foundation.—The Henry Strong Educational Foun-
dation, established at Chicago under the will of General Henrj' Strong, makes an
annual allotment to the Universitj^ for loans to men and women students under the
age of twenty-five years, preferably in the upper classes.
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St. Louis Illinae Club Loan Fund.—Established March 29, 1937, as a scholarship
loan fund.
Harry Roberts Temple Fund.—Established in 1924 by Mrs. Frieda Block Temple.
The regulations of the Edward Snyder Fund apply except that preference is given to
students in the Department of Architecture.
Woman's Athletic Association Loan Fund.—Established September 28, 1932, this
fund is available to women students during the senior year.
Woman's League Fund.—Given to the University by the Woman's League in 1911
and increased by an anonymous donor in 1922. Administered under the regulations of
the Edward Snyder Fund.
Emergency Loan Funds
Emergency loan funds are available in small amounts for short periods only. In
the Urbana departments the approval of the Dean of Men or Dean of Women and
the Comptroller are required. In the Chicago departments the approval of the Dean
of the College in which the student is registered and the approval of the representa-
tive of the Comptroller are required.
Cora C. Bright Memorial Loan Fund.—A gift from the Illinois Congress of
Parents and Teachers in 1939, for emergency loans to students at Urbana.
Class of 1922 Fund.—Presented to the University on June 15, 1934, through the
Alumni Association, for emergency loans to students at Urbana.
Verne Hall Detzveiler Loan Fund.—A gift from the Illinois Congress of Parents
and Teachers in 1936, for emergency loans to students at Urbana.
University Faculty Emergency Loan Funds for Students.—Established in 1932-
1933, these funds represent a portion of the money set aside for emergency loans to
students, at Urbana and in Chicago, from funds solicited in 1931 by the University
Senate Committee on Unemployment and Relief.
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
EXTRACURRICULAR Organizations, activities, and enterprises of undergraduate
students in the University operate under the broad guidance of the Senate
Committee on Student Affairs. This committee's functions are exercised both
directly by it and indirectly through various student-faculty boards of control.
The boards now administering particular fields of extracurricular student ac-
tivity at Urbana are as follows:
Athletic Council, which has within its jurisdiction the election of student sports-
managers and cheerleaders, the awarding of varsity letters and freshman numerals,
and other matters concerned with athletics at the University.
Gynikana Adznsory Board, appointed to supervise the activities of the Gj'mkana
troupe.
mini Board of Control, appointed to conduct the business of the lUini Publishing
Company, elect editors, business managers, and other officers and stalf members of
student publications, and otherwise supervise publication activities.
mini Theatre Guild, organized to control and coordinate all dramatic perform-
ances by member societies.
Men's Independent District Association Advisory Board, which supervises the
M.I.D.A. program.
Men's League Advisory Board, which supervises the affairs of the Men's League.
Student-Alumni Association Board, which oversees the activities and programs of
the association.
Student Organizations Fund Executive Board, which is responsible for operation
of the funds of student organizations.
University Concert and Entertainment Board, organized to supervise and conduct
all concerts and public entertainments (except social functions) given in University
buildings by professional artists.
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Woman's Athletic Advisory Board, which controls the affairs of the Woman's
Athletic Association.
Woman's League Advisory Board, which supervises the affairs of the Woman's
League.
All student organizations and extracurricular activity' participants not working
directly under one of the above boards, excepting religious societies, are under the
guidance of the Senate Committee on Student Affairs. They are expected to observe
the rules and precedents which the committee, in conjunction with its cooperating
committee from the Student Senate, establishes for their counsel. Students are urged
to call upon the executive secretary of the committee for advice and assistance in
matters touching the policies and conduct of their various extracurricular activities.
The committee's office is in 152 Administration Building, Office of the Dean of Men.
Practically ever\- type of American college student organization is found among
the several hundred clubs, societies, and associations represented on the University
campus. There are fifty-eight social and social-professional fraternities maintaining
houses at the University, practically all of the leading fraternities being represented.
There are twentj'-five social sororities and five cooperatively organized houses for
women students.
]\Iany independent men and women are organized into groups recognized by the
University. Groups of five or more men with an approved housemother may organize
in the Men's House Plan to promote fellowship, scholarship, improved living and study
conditions, intramural sports, social recreation, and appreciation of moral and social
standards. Women students who are not members of sororities are organized under
the Women's Group System and the Residence Government System.
Associations
The Alumni Association is the general organization of the alumni of the University.
The Association maintains an office at the University and publishes a monthly periodi-
cal, the Illinois Alumni News. In this office is compiled the alumni directorj', the last
edition being published in 1929. An edition for the Colleges of Medicine, Dentistry,
and Pharmacy, at Chicago, was published in 1921. Local alumni associations have been
organized in many states.
The Stiident-Alumni Association has as its primary objective the furthering of
interest in the University of Illinois, the creation of greater loyalty to the University
among its students and its alumni, and the supplying of information to outstanding
seniors in preparatory schools.
The Students' Mutual Benefit Hospital Fund provides ward hospital care and pay-
ments toward physicians' charges for members who become ill and need such care for
a period not to exceed thirty days in one semester for any one illness. Members pay
$3 a semester, or $5 if the plan is chosen which includes payments to the physicians.
The Dean of Men is the manager of the fund.
The Student Organisations Fund affords centralization of accounts and funds of
student organizations and activities. The Comptroller is treasurer of the fund, which
is controlled by a student executive board, and the Dean of Men is secretary.
The Student Senate, composed of twenty-one undergraduates, represents the
entire student body in matters aft'ecting student interest, promotes general student
welfare, and exercises powers of student government conferred upon it by the Senate
Committee on Student Affairs.
The Interfraternity Council and Pan-Hellenic Council are general representative
bodies of Greek-letter social organizations for men and women, respectively.
The Men's League is the service organization for all men students at the Univer-
sity. Its purposes are to promote school spirit and loyalty, to direct general activities,
and to advance the interests and welfare of men students. Component parts of the
League are the Men's Independent District Association and the Interfraternity Council.
The IVojnan's League is organized to further the spirit of unity among the women
of the University and is a medium for the stimulation and maintenance of high
standards. All women students automatically belong to this organization ; all women
members of the faculty and of the Graduate School are eligible to associate member-
ship. The Pan-Hellenic Council, the Women's Group System, and the Residence
Government System are component parts of the League.
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The Military Council furthers the interests of the R.O.T.C. reinforced brigade at
the University.
The Young Men's Christian Association occupies a building near the campus.
Every man in the University is eligible for membership, and the rooms are open
to all. Religious meetings are held on Sunday evenings. Discussion groups and
friendly relations with foreign students are promoted.
The Young Women's Christian Association is located in the Hannah McKinley
Building, which houses sixty women. Meals also are served.
Honorary Societies
The honorary societies or fraternities named below are private intercollegiate or-
ganizations of students and graduates, having for their primary purpose the recog-
nition and encouragement of excellence in scholarship in various departments of
study. Election is in all cases made by the societies themselves in accordance with
their own rules. The University assumes no responsibility for elections.
Societies honoring high scholarship in the colleges are: Phi Beta Kappa, College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences ; Beta Gamma Sigma, College of Commerce and Business
Administration; Tau Beta Pi, College of Engineering; Alpha Sigma Mu, Alpha Zeta,
Gamma Sigma Delta, College of Agriculture; Gargoyle (students in Architecture),
Pi Kappa Lambda (students in Music), College of Fine and Applied Arts; Phi Delta
Kappa (men) and Kappa Delta Pi (men and women). College of Education; Order
of the Coif, College of Law; Kappa Tau Alpha, School of Journalism; Sigma Xi,
general research; Omicron Nu, Phi Upsilon Omicron (students in Home Economics);
Alpha Omega Alpha, Sigma Xi, College of Medicine.
Societies honoring high scholarship in the freshman class regardless of college are
Phi Eta Sigma (men) and Alpha Lambda Delta (women).
Phi Kappa Phi is a national honorary society electing members from all depart-
ments of the University.
College and Departmental Organizations
In each college there are societies and clubs devoted to outside work of a literary,
scientific, technical, or extracurricular nature, auxiliary to the work of various de-
partments. Among these are the following.
In the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences: Bacteriology Club, Burrill Botany
Club, Cyclothem Club, English Journal Club, French Club, German Club (Deutsche
Verein), Hexapoecia, Illini History Club, Omega Beta Pi, Philosophy Club, Psi Chi
Omega, Spanish Club, Wildlife Club, Zoology Club.
Alpha Kappa Delta, Delta Phi Alpha, Eta Sigma Phi, Iota Sigma Pi, Phi Alpha
Chi, Phi Lambda Upsilon, Pi Delta Phi, Pi Mu Epsilon, Sigma Delta Pi.
In the College of Commerce and Business Administration: Accountancy Club,
Artus, Band of X, Banking Club, Commerce Council, Economics Club, Marketing
Club, Pan-Xenia.
Alpha Kappa Psi, Beta Alpha Psi, Gamma Alpha Chi, Phi Chi Theta.
In the College of Engineering: Student Branch of the American Ceramic
Society, Student Branch of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers, Student
Branch of the American Society of Civil Engineers, Student Branch of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers, Illini Engineers, Keramos, Mineral Industries
Society affiliated with the American Institute of Mining and Metallurgical Engineers,
Society of General Engineers, Student Branch of the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, Mu-San, Omega Chi Epsilon, Physics Club, Railway Club, Synton.
Chi Epsilon, Eta Kappa Nu, Pi Tau Sigma, Sigma Tau, Sigma Epsilon, Tau
Nu Tau.
In the College of Agriculture: Agricultural Club, Agricultural Council, Agri-
cultural Economics Club, Agricultural Education Club, American Society of Agri-
cultural Engineers, Dairy Club, Dairy Technology Society, Field and Furrow Club,
Floricultural Club, Four-H Club, Home Economics Club, Hoof and Horn Club, Horti-
cultural Club, Poultry Science Club, Rural Life Club, Alpha Tau Alpha.
In the College of Fine and Applied Arts: Fine and Applied Arts Council,
Illustrators, Scarab, University Landscape Architecture Society. In the School of
Music: University Chorus, University Orchestra, University Men's Glee Club, Uni-
versity Women's Glee Club, Arepo.
Phi Beta, Phi Mu Alpha-Sinfonia, Sigma Alpha Iota.
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In the School of Journalism: Journalism Council, Gamma Theta Phi, Phi Alpha
Chi, Sigma Delta Chi, Theta Sigma Phi.
In the College of Education: Industrial Education Society, Kappa Phi Kappa.
In the College of Law: Junior Bar Association, Kappa Beta Pi, Nu Beta Epsilon,
Phi Alpha Delta.
In the Library School: Library Club.
In the School of Physical Education: P.E. Major's Club, Alpha Sigma Nu,
Delta Theta Epsilon, Student Chapter of the American Association for Health, Sigma
Delta Psi.
Miscellaneous Societies and Clubs
Some organizations claim membership from students of nearly all colleges and schools.
Among them are the following:
Alpha Pi Delta, Alpha Phi Omega, Alpha Tau Sigma, American Fencers League,
American Student Union, Caisson Club, Cavalry Officers' Club, Christian Science
Student Organization, Christian Student League, Coast Artillery Club, Dixie Illini
Club, Dolphins, Engineering Physics Club, Epsilon Epsilon Epsilon, Esperanto Club,
Freshmen Council, Gamma Alpha Chi, Gamma Delta, Gold Feathers, Gymkana, Gym-
nastica, Illini Chamber of Commerce, Illini Philatellic Society, Illini Outing Club,
Interfraternity Council, Luthern Student Association, Mask and Bauble, Ma-Wan-Da,
Men's League, Men's Independent District Association, Military Council, Mortar
Board, National Collegiate Players, Newman Club, Orange and Blue Feathers,
Orchesis, University Orchestra, Pan-Hellenic Council, Pershing Rifles, Phalanx, Phi
Kappa Epsilon, Pierrots, Pi Tau Pi Sigma, Players Club, University Polo Association,
Pre-Legal Students x\ssociation, Psi Chi, Rifle Club, Sachem, Scabbard and Blade,
Shi-Ai, Sigma Phi Delta, Skating Club, Skull and Crescent, Star and Scroll, Student
Alumni Association, Student Chapter of American Physical Education Association,
Tamaroa, Terrapin Club, Tomahawk, Torch, Tribe of Illini, University Dames' Club,
University Dance Committee, University Men's Glee Club, University Women's Glee
Club, Woman's Athletic Association, Zeta Phi Eta.
Social Fraternities and Sororities
Social and social-professional fraternities maintaining chapters at the University:
Acacia, Alpha Chi Rho, Alpha Chi Sigma, Alpha Delta Phi, Alpha Epsilon Pi, Alpha
Gamma Rho, Alpha Kappa Lambda, Alpha Phi Alpha, Alpha Rho Chi, Alpha Sigma
Phi, Alpha Tau Omega, Beta Kappa, Beta Theta Pi, Chi Phi, Chi Psi, Cosmopolitan
Club, Delta Chi, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Delta Phi, Delta Sigma Phi, Delta Tau Delta,
Delta Upsilon, Farm House, Gamma Alpha, Kappa Alpha Psi, Kappa Delta Rho,
Kappa Sigma, Lambda Chi Alpha, Phi Beta Delta, Phi Delta Phi, Phi Delta Theta,
Phi Epsilon Pi, Phi Gamma Delta, Phi Kappa, Phi Kappa Psi, Phi Kappa Sigma,
Phi Kappa Tau, Phi Sigma Kappa, Pi Kappa Alpha, Pi Kappa Phi, Psi Upsilon,
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Sigma Alpha Mu, Sigma Chi, Sigma Nu, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Sigma Phi Sigma, Sigma Pi, Tau Delta Phi, Tau Epsilon Phi, Tau Kappa Epsilon,
Theta Chi, Theta Delta Chi, Theta Kappa Phi, Theta Xi, Triangle, Zeta Beta Tau,
and Zeta Psi.
Sororities maintaining chapters at the University: Alpha Chi Omega, Alpha Delta
Pi, Alpha Epsilon Phi, Alpha Gamma Delta, Alpha Kappa Alpha, Alpha Omicron Pi,
Alpha Phi, Alpha Xi Delta, Beta Phi Alpha, Chi Omega, Delta Delta Delta, Delta
Gamma, Delta Zeta, Gamma Phi Beta, Kappa Alpha Theta, Kappa Delta, Kappa
Kappa Gamma, Phi Mu, Phi Omega Pi, Phi Sigma Sigma, Pi Beta Phi, Sigma Delta
Tau, Sigma Kappa, Theta Phi Alpha, and Zeta Tau Alpha.
Debating
The University engages yearly in from fifty to seventy-five intercollegiate debates, the
teams for which are chosen in competitive preliminary inter-squad debates. In the
Western Conference Debate League, consisting of the Universities of Chicago, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, Northwestern, Ohio State, Purdue, and Wis-
consin, a rotating schedule is used for men's debates and is so arranged that each
university debates with four other universities in a fall series and with all the other
universities in a spring tournament. A forum program before a public audience is
conducted at the time of the spring tournament.
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Many open-forum non-decision debates are held annually with the various state
normal colleges and universities and teams from out of the state such as the Univer-
sity of California, University of West Virginia, Detroit University, Marquette Univer-
sity, Rollins College, and College of William and Mary. The University of Illinois,
Northwestern University, and Purdue University in 1927 formed a debate league for
women's teams. This is now affiliated with the Western Conference Debate League,
and a rotating schedule including Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Michigan, Minnesota, North-
western, Ohio State, Purdue, and Wisconsin has been in effect since 1934. The
women from all schools participate in a three-day discussion program in December and
in a round of dual debates in March of each year.
A series of intramural debates is held during the second semester of each year.
Participation in these contests is open to all undergraduates except members of the
varsity intercollegiate debate teams.
STUDENT HOUSING
1IVING CONDITIONS of studcnts in Urbana-Champaign are supervised by the Di-
^ vision of Student Housing. Besides residence halls and cooperative houses
operated by the University, this Division supervises fraternities, sororities, and
privately operated rooming houses, for the purpose of improving standards of
health, safety, comfort, rental rates, study conditions, moral conduct, and social
life. Unmarried undergraduate students not residing with their parents, guardi-
ans, or relatives are required to live in places approved by the University.
Personal assistance is given to individual students in their housing problems.
Requests for information concerning available rooms should be addressed to
the Division of Student Housing, 108 Student Center, Champaign. Rental of
rooms by mail, however, is not recommended; nor is it necessary to visit the
campus far in advance of registration days to secure lodgings.
Women's Residence Halls
The University operates three residence halls for women: the Mary E. Busey Hall,
with accommodations for 156 women students ; the Laura B. Evans Hall, with accom-
modations for 153 ; and the Davenport Residence Hall, with accommodations for 50.
The rates include room, board, and laundry of sheets and pillow cases for first and
second semesters. The halls are closed during the Christmas holiday recess, and this
period is not included in the contract. Two halls are operated during the Summer
Session. Graduates are permitted to reside in the halls during the Summer Session
but not during the winter term.
Women students and their parents who desire information concerning these
residence halls or other suitable homes should correspond with the Dean of Women.
On request, a booklet of information and contract forms for the Women's Residence
Halls will be sent. Room assignments are made in sequence to the three halls in
order of date of application.
Men's Residence Halls
In September, 1941, the University will have available for men a new residence hall
accommodating 369 students. Of these, 302 will be housed in double rooms and 67
in singles. The rates will include room, board, and laundry of sheets and pillow cases,
and will cover the first and second semesters, excepting the Christmas holiday period.
Rates for Illini Hall, the newly reconditioned residence hall with a capacity of
87 men, located at Wright and John Streets, include the same service except board.
Information and application blanks for the men's residence halls may be secured
from the Division of Student Housing, 108 Student Center, Champaign.
Men's House Plan
The houses organized under the Men's Independent District Association: Armor
House, Aubelago Lodge, Barbizon Lodge, The Barens, Big Ten House, Blakeslee
Club, Boyer House, Bresee Club, Brown Thresh, Buckingham Palace, Burn-Allen
House, Cameron, Campados, California Campus Club, Chatteau, Chez des Freres,
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Childers House, The Citadel, Club Chalmers, Club Esquire, Club Four Point, Club
Henri, Club Nonagon, Club Paragon, Club Sionilli, Club Topper, Cogs Club, College
Hall, Crows Nest, Davis House, Dunkle Foundation, Fi-John, Five-Point House, The
Four Hundred, Gar-Men, Gorping Garrison, Granada Club, Hill Hall, Hopper House,
How^ell House, Igloo, Illini Club, Illini Hall, Illini 1000, Illini Wigwam, Iroquois Club,
Kampus Klan, LaCasita, LaCoterie, McGraw House, The Mansion, Meylis Foundation,
Meyers Foundation, Aliner House, Alyers' Club, Newman Hall, Nilsson Club, C.
Parker House, The Penthouse, Peterson Club, Pukwan Acoma, Reeter Club, R. D. R.
Club, Roojah's, Rustic Lodge, Shangri-La, Shangri-Lodge, 607 Club, Son's Home,
Squirrel Cage, Tenn Hundred, Triple H, Two-Eleven Club, Valhalla, Venetian Club,
Wegowana, White Lodge, Wuellner Club.
Women's Group System
The houses organized under the Women's Group System: Achaea, Aeolia, Alcestis,
Allen House, Alpha House, Ariston, Beta House, Bethany Circle, Cagle Hall, Chez-
Nous, Collegienne, Concordia, Corinna, El-Ceilo House, Four-H House, Fraker House,
Gamma House, Genesis Hall, Grevada-Chalet, Hathaway Hall, Hilcrest, Hoste House,
Hurd Hall, Illiwanis, Keeler Klub, Key House, Kyle Klub, Leeman Lodge, Lingren,
Locke Manor, Loki, Lowr>- Lodge, Medea, Nickell Lodge, Palamar, Pri-Der, Reutha,
Sager House, Saffer Court, Shawnee, Stratford House, Thalia, Tri-S, Vanhg, Vesta,
Warner Hall, Warren House, W^elsh House.
Residence Government System
The residence halls organized under the Residence Government System: Busey Hall,
Evans Hall, Davenport House, McKinley Hall (Y.W.C.A.), and Presbyterian Hall.
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
A N EMPLOYMENT SERVICE is maintained by the office of the Dean of Men to
/Y\. advise and aid worthy students at Urbana who desire to secure part-time
employment while in college. This service affords a central clearing point for the
employment of both men and women students, with the exception of situations
involving residence for women, which are referred to the Dean of Women.
Students are not advised to attempt entire self-support. A student who plans
to be partly self-supporting should have a thorough understanding of the financial
obligations of a college course, and should have a reserve fund of at least $250 at
the opening of the academic year. Assignments of work are made on the basis of
the actual needs of the students, of their ability to meet the requirements of em-
ployers, and of their records at the University. The employment service cannot
guarantee that work will be found for all needy applicants, although every effort
is made to find opportunities for all. No charge is made for this service.
An applicant for work should appear in person at the employment office, which
is located in 104 Administration Building, on or before the regular days for regis-
tration. Jobs are not assigned in order of date of application.
STUDENT CONDUCT
THE UNrvTiRSiTY rcscrvcs the right to exclude at any time students whose con-
duct is deemed undesirable or prejudicial to the University community's best
interest, examples of which, without excluding others, are gambling, visiting or
loitering in the vicinity of places of ill-repute, violations of law involving moral
turpitude, intoxication, and disorderly conduct.
Motor Vehicle Operation
Operation or storage of motor vehicles by undergraduate students enrolled at Urbana
is restricted by the University. Special permits to operate motor vehicles are granted
to individual students for reasons of physical disability, distance of residence from the
campus, and necessary employment. Requests for such permits should be addressed
to the Senate Committee on Student Affairs, 108 Student Center, Champaign.
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FEES AND EXPENSES
ESTIMATED annual expenses for undergraduate students attending at Urbana,
exclusive of such variable items as clothing, railroad fare, and laboratory
fees, are tabulated below. This estimate includes only minimum essentials.
Minimum Moderate
Budget Budget
Books $ 2Q $ 30
Matriculation fee (new students only) 10 10
Tuition fee (residents of Illinois) 80 80
(Those who are not residents of Illinois pay 5160.)
mini Union service charge 10 10
Room 90 120
Board 225 270
Hospital Association (optional but advised) 6 6
School supplies 4 ' 18
Laundry (mailed home) 9 9
Gymnasium locker 2 2
Miscellaneous 20 90
Total 3476 3645
Note:—Students of law and music and unclassified students are charged additional
fees (see below). Also each student at Urbana must make a deposit of $5. An additional
deposit of ^10 (J15 in all) is required of students withdrawing military equipment.
GENERAL FEES
(Effective in September, 1941)
Note: All fees are payable in full each semester when the student registers.
Matriculation Fee.—Each student not holding a scholarship, on satisfying the
requirements for admission to the University, pays the matriculation fee of . . . 510.00
Tuition Fee.—
All students in departments at Urbana other than Law, if residents of Illinois,
except those holding scholarships, pay each semester a tuition fee of 40.00
Students in departments at Urbana, other than Law and the Graduate School,
if not residents of Illinois, pay each semester a tuition fee of 80.00
Students in the College of Law, if residents of Illinois, except those holding
scholarships, pay each semester a tuition fee of 55.00
Students in the College of Law, if not residents of Illinois, pay each semester
a tuition fee of 1 10.00
Students in the Graduate School, if not residents of Illinois, pay each semester a
tuition fee of 70.00
Graduate students enrolled for thesis work for the master's degree on leave
of absence pay a tuition fee of 20.00
Candidates for professional degrees in engineering pay each year a tuition fee
of 25.00
Law Fee.—Students not registered in the College of Law pay each semester for
courses in law (per semester hour), in addition to the tuition fee, a fee of 1.00
Unclassified Fee.—Unclassified students pay each semester, in addition to the tuition
fee, a fee of 7.50
Laboratory Fees.—Students working in laboratories, or in drafting or engineering
classes, pay fees varying from 50.50 to 518 to cover materials and apparatus
used and breakages or damages.
Listener's Fee.—Persons not connected with the University who attend classes as
listeners pay for each course each semester 7.50
Late Registration Fee.—Former students who enter after the registration days in
either semester pay a late registration fee of 5.00
Change Fee.—For every change slip issued later than the Monday noon following
registration, the fee is 1.00
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Transcript Fee.—Each student who has paid all his University fees is entitled to
receive, without charge, one transcript of his record. For each additional
transcript the fee is $ .50
Locker Fee.—Payable each semester by men and women taking a course or courses
in physical education, for a gymnasium locker 1.00
Special Examination Fee.—For any special examination to remove a failure the fee is 5.00
Graduation Fee.—Each student, on completing the requirements for a degree, pays a
graduation fee of 10.00
mini Union Service Charge.—All students registering for resident work in the Urbana
departments of the University, except graduate students who are members of the
University staff and others who are registered for not more than one unit of
graduate work or not more than five semester hours of undergraduate work,
are assessed each semester an Illini Union Building service charge of 5.00
Fee for Instruction in University High School.—University students who also register
in the University High School pay, in addition to their University fees, for
each half-unit each semester 10.00
(With the provision that the total additional charges shall not exceed
J25 per semester.)
Deposits.—Each student at Urbana, except persons on University appointment or
on appointment in allied surveys or laboratories, must make a deposit of $5 at the
time of his first registration. Beginning in 1941, this deposit is apphcable to the
Summer Session as well as to both semesters of the year. An additional deposit of
$10 ($15 in all) is required of students withdrawing military equipment. Chargeable
against these deposits are such items as unreturned towels and locks, lost library
books, library fines, shortages in laboratory, military, and other equipment, etc.
Whenever the amount of the $5 deposit falls below $2.50 or the amount of the $15
deposit falls below $12.50, the student will be required immediately by additional
deposit to bring the total up to $5 and $15, respectively. Any balance in a deposit will
be returned to the student in case he officially withdraws from the University.
Identification Card.—Each student at Urbana on completing registration in each
semester will be furnished an identification card, after payment of the deposit and
fees or approved deferment of fees. Presentation of this card will be required in
securing loans of library books, locks, towels, and other equipment.
Senice Charge for Deferred Fees.—A service charge of ten per cent of the
amount of fees deferred, but not to exceed $3 a semester, is assessed for the privilege
of deferring fees, and this charge must be paid on the day of registration. If de-
ferred fees are paid in full within ten days after registration, the service charge
is refunded except that a minimum service charge of $1 is retained by the University
in all cases. The matriculation fee of $10, the military deposit of $10, the general
deposit of $5 (if these deposits have not previously been paid), the service charge,
and all fees and charges from previous semesters must be paid on the day of
registration.
Refunds, Urbana Departments.—In case a student withdraws from a course or
from the University during the first ten days of instruction, the total amount of his
fees for the work dropped, except the matriculation fee, will be refunded. After ten
daj's and before the middle of the semester, a rebate of one-half the fees, except the
matriculation fee, wnll be made. After the middle of the semester, no rebate will be
allowed. In the Summer Session, the total amount of fees paid, except the matricu-
lation fee, will be refunded within the first five days ; one-half the amount after the
first five days but within the first four weeks ; and nothing after the beginning of the
fifth week.
Summer Session Fees (effective in June, 1941).—The tuition fee in the Summer
Session is $25 for students residing in Illinois or $50 for students not residing in
Illinois. (The practice of giving scholarships to teachers and librarians has been dis-
continued.) Any student taking only one course of not more than three credit hours
is charged a fee of $10 if a resident of Illinois or $20 if not a resident of Illinois,
instead of the tuition fee. An extra laboratory fee is charged in some courses for
materials used. New students registering in the Graduate School or in the Library
School pay a matriculation fee of $10. The Illini Union Building service charge of
$2.50 is required of all students in the Summer Session except graduate students who
are members of the University stafT or allied surveys and others w-ho are registered
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for not more than one unit of graduate work or not more than five semester hours of
undergraduate work. Additional fees are charged for courses in applied music, at rates
approximately one-half of those for each semester as listed under the School of Music
below. A deposit of $5 is required of each student under the regulations stated for
deposits on page 102.
Graduate School Fees
Students in the Graduate School pay fees as indicated under "General Fees" on the
preceding pages, except as indicated below.
Exemption from Fees for Certain Members of the University Staff
Persons on University appointment at a salary of $1,600 per year or less, eligible for
admission to University work, or on scholarship or fellowship appointment in the
Graduate School, are exempt from the payment of tuition and laboratory fees in
courses counting for graduate credit. Course fees indicated in paragraphs (a) or
(b) below and laboratory fees are required for courses not counting for graduate
credit.
Fees Charged Persons Registering for Reduced Schedules
On approval of the dean of the college concerned, persons may register for reduced
schedules. Such persons pay the matriculation fee and the usual laboratory fees.
Under the following provision they pay the course fees indicated in lieu of the regular
tuition fee:
(a) For undergraduate and professional work in the colleges and schools at
Urbana: $2.50 per credit hour, provided registration is for not more than eight
credit hours in one semester.
(b) For undergraduate work in the colleges of Medicine, Dentistry, and
Pharmacy: see fees for part-time students in the Chicago departments (page 105).
(c) For graduate work at Urbana or Chicago: $10 per unit if residents of Illi-
nois or $20 per unit if not residents of Illinois, provided registration is for not more
than two units.
School of Music Fees
In addition to the above general fees, students registering in courses in applied music
(voice, piano, violin, violoncello, organ, or band instruments) pay special fees as follows:
Students enrolled in the curricula in Music pay each semester 325.00
Students enrolled in other curricula of the University pay, for each two hours of
credit, each semester 25.00
Instrument Rental Fees.—For one hour a day, for one semester (additional hours at
the same rate):
Upright piano 3.00
Grand piano 4.50
Small practice organ 10.00
Large practice organ 15.00
Organ in Recital Hall (one hour per week) 5.00
Fees for Extension Courses
The basic fee for correspondence courses is $5 per semester hour of credit. Additional
charges are made in courses in which special materials are furnished. For extramural
courses a basic fee of $5 per semester hour of undergraduate credit is charged ; $15
for one-half unit of graduate credit and $25 for one unit of graduate credit. A late
registration fee of $1 is charged for extramural courses.
FEES IN THE CHICAGO DEPARTMENTS
The following items listed under "General Fees" (page 101) apply also in the Chicago
departments—Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy: late registration fee, special ex-
amination fee, change fee, transcript fee, service charge for deferred fees, except
that in addition to the other items mentioned, not less than twenty-five per cent of the
current semester fees must be paid on the registration day.
Each student entering the Chicago departments is assessed a chest x-ray fee of
$1.50 in connection with the physical examination required before registration.
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The tuition fees for graduate work in Chicago are $80 per year for residents of
Illinois and $140 per year for non-residents. On original registration in the University
the matriculation fee ($10) is required. There is a laboratory fee of $5 for laboratory
and dispensary courses in the Graduate School, except for courses carried in one of
the institutes cooperating with the University to which the University makes no
financial contribution, or for courses involving no laboratory expense to the University.
Fees charged unclassified students are based on the amount of work taken.
Listener's Fee.—For each twenty-five clock hours or fraction thereof in the Col-
leges of Medicine and Dentistry, and for each semester hour in the College of
Pharmacy
—
$10 if residents of Illinois; $20 if non-residents of Illinois.
Union Building (Chicago) Service Charge.—A Union Building service charge of
$5 each semester will be required of all students in the Chicago departments of the
University when the Union Building now under construction is ready for use.
College of Medicine Fees
(Effective in September, 1940)
First Year Second Year* Third Year Fourth Year*
Illinois Non-Ill. Illinois Non-Ill. Illinois Non-Ill. Illinois Non-Ill.
Matriculation (paid but once) .. $ 10 g 10 $... $... $... $. .
.
$... $...
Tuition 150 300 150 300 150 300 150 300
Laboratory 100 100 100 100 150 150 150 150
Total $260 $410 $250 $400 $300 $450 $300 $450
'Graduation fee of $10 is required, payable at the end of the second year by students receiving the B.S.
degree, at the end of the fourth year by students receiving the B.M. degree, and at the end of the fifth (interne)
year by students receiving the M.D. degree.
Note.—County Hospital ticket, $5. Maternity Service Fee, $15.
Deposit.—An applicant for admission to the College of Medicine who is assigned
a place in any class, is required to make a deposit of $15 within two weeks of the
date of notification that he will be admitted. This deposit will be applied on fees,
including laboratory fees, assessed against him during the first semester. Failure to
pay this deposit within the specified time will subject the applicant to forfeiture of his
place. No deposit will be returned unless the applicant notifies the College of Medicine
on or before September 1 that he will not be able to enter. The Registrar is author-
ized to make refunds after September 1 when, in his judgment, the circumstances so
justify.
Fees in Special Semester Courses for Physicians.—The fee for each of these
courses is $75 a semester plus laboratory and clinic fees. Where registrations are
accepted for one-half a course or less, the tuition fee is $50 a semester. Laboratory and
clinic fees are determined for each individual registration jointly by the department
concerned, the Registrar's Office, and the Business Office, on the basis of the cost of
the materials involved. Fees are assessed and collected at the time of registration.
Fees for Short Courses.—When short courses of one month or less are given the
fee is $10 per month.
College of Dentistry Fees
(Effective in September, 1940)
First Year Second Year Third Year Fourth Year
Illinois Non-Ill. Illinois Non-Ill. Illinois Non-Ill. Illinois Non-Ill.
Matriculation (paid but once). .$ 10 $ 10 $... $... $... $... $... $...
Tuition 150 300 ISO 300 150 300 150 300
Laboratory 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
Graduation fee
_ij^ _l^j_ _l^l. _u_l _l^j. _:-LJ_ 10 10
Total $260 $410 $250 $400 $250 $400 $260 $410
Deposit.—Each applicant for admission to the College of Dentistry is required to
make a deposit of $15 under the same conditions as stated above for the College of
Medicine.
Summer Fees in the Infirmary.—For residents of Illinois: tuition, $12.50; in-
firmary, $12.50; total, $25. For non-residents of Illinois: tuition, $25; infirmary, $12.50;
total, $37.50. Students registering for half the summer pay half these fees. Students
without deficiencies who work in the infirmary on a voluntary basis are exempt from
these fees.
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Summer Fees for Course Work (Not Infirmary).—For residents of Illinois: one
course, $15 plus laboratory fees ; each additional course, $10 plus laboratory fees. For
non-residents of Illinois: one course, $25 plus laboratory fees; each additional course,
$15 plus laboratory fees.
For the graduate course ivr orthodontia covering a full calendar year (three
semesters), a laboratory fee of $600 is charged. Candidates for the master's degree
may register for the spring semester (after the year's work) without fees in order to
complete a thesis.
College of Pharmacy Fees
(Effective in September, 1940)
First Year Second Year Third Year
Illinois Non-Ill. Illinois Non-Ill. Illinois Non-Ill,
Matriculation (paid but once) $10 $10 $. . . $. . . $... $. . .
Tuition 100 200 100 200 100 200
Laboratory 52 52 63 63 66 66
Graduation fee
_^^j_ _u_l_ _ij_:_ _i.:^_ 10 10
Total $162 $262 $163 $263 $176 $276
Fees for Part-Time Students in the Chicago Departments
College of Pharmacy.—Students registered in any semester for less than ten hours
pay fees at the rate of $5 per credit hour if residents of Illinois, or $10 per credit
hour if non-residents of Illinois. For ten hours or more the full fees will be charged.
Colleges of Medicine and Dentistry.—Residents of Illinois registered for partial
programs pay fees as follows: In first-year and second-year courses, 25 cents per
clock hour, and in third-year and fourth-year courses, 20 cents per clock hour. An
additional fee of 15 cents per clock hour is charged for courses involving laboratory,
dispensary, or infirmary. Non-Illinois students registered for partial programs pay one
and one-half times the above stated clock hour fees, except for dispensary and
infirmary. In no case will a part-time student be assessed a larger fee than the regular
fees for full-time work.
Graduate School.—Students registering for not more than two units pay fees at
the rate of $10 per unit if residents of Illinois, or $20 per unit if non-residents of
Illinois, in lieu of the regular tuition fee.
Refunds, Chicago Departments
If a student withdraws within ten days after the beginning of instruction, the total
amount of his fees except the matriculation fee will be refunded. After ten days and
before the expiration of one month, a refund of three-fourths of the tuition and
laboratory fees will be made. After one month and before the expiration of two
months, a refund of one-half of these fees will be made. After two months and
before the expiration of three months, a refund of one-fourth of these fees will be
made. After the expiration of three months, no part of the fees will be refunded.

COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS
AT URBANA
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
FOR THOSE WHOSE PRIMARY AIM IS LIBERAL EDUCATION,
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences offers a four-year general cur-
riculum allowing a wide range in the choice of courses. The purpose is a well-
balanced personal development, with an understanding of the forces, tendencies,
and conflicts of the present age in the light of the intellectual and cultural herit-
age of the past. Beginning with the freshman year, and comprising introductory
courses in many departments, the general curriculum in this college also affords
avenues of approach to other colleges and schools of the University. It requires
a nucleus of courses in literature or philosophy, social studies and natural
sciences, a reading knowledge of at least one foreign language, and a certain
amount of concentration in the subjects chosen as majors and minors. All
students are encouraged to develop interests and talents supplementing their
major subjects and to elect courses with cultural values, such as art, literature,
music, and others listed as electives under the general curriculum (page 111).^
Within the general curriculum, students planning for more advanced study
after graduation, especially if they hope to engage in research, are encouraged
to arrange their programs with reference to the requirements for admission to
the Graduate School, and provision is made for those who wish to prepare them-
selves for various professions and vocations. Prospective teachers may specialize
to some extent by choosing majors and minors in the subjects they wish to teach
and by electing courses in the College of Education, to meet the requirements
for teachers' certificates; or they may enter the College of Education for their
junior and senior years in order to obtain a bachelor's degree from that college
(page 157).
Library Science.—Students who are graduated from the College of Liberal
Arts and Sciences, and are otherwise qualified, may enter the Library School
for a year of special training in librarianship (page 184). An additional year of
more advanced work, leading to a master's degree in library science, is available
in the Graduate School. Freshmen and sophomores may elect a course in the use
of the library and the ordinary reference books.
Lazv.—Students preparing for the study of law ordinarily encompass at
least the first three years of the general curriculum in liberal arts and sciences
before entering the College of Law (page 175). During their senior year they
may, if scholastically qualified, elect courses equivalent to the first year of
work in that college and thus complete the requirements for graduation from
this college while making progress toward a degree in law. (For a similar
plan combining commerce and law, see page 123.)
Journalism.—Students considering journalism as a profession are advised
to pursue the general curriculum of liberal arts and sciences for two years,
selecting fundamental courses in harmony with the requirements for admission
^Statements concerning the general curriculum are applicable also to the new general cur-
riculum (page 113) in so far as the same requirements are fulfilled in both.
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to the School of Journalism (page 178). In their freshman and sophomore years
they may elect introductory courses in journalism, some of which are open also
to students whose interest in journalism is incidental to other interests.
Home Economics.—Students desiring to specialize in home economics may
make it their major subject in the general curriculum of this college (page 111)
as an alternative to the more intensive curricula in home economics and in
nutrition and dietetics (offered by the College of Agriculture, page 153) or in
home economics education (offered by the College of Education, page 159).
Certain courses in home economics (page 275) also may be taken as electives by
students not specializing in that subject.
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering.—Chemistry may be taken as a major
subject in the general curriculum (page 111), or as a minor subject, or as an
elective independent of the major and minor subjects. For more specialized
training, however, separate four-year curricula are offered in chemistry (page
115) and in chemical engineering (page 116), the latter requiring certain funda-
mental courses in several departments of the College of Engineering.
Social Administration.—A five-year program of training for administrative
positions in various kinds of social service is offered. In the first four years,
while meeting the requirements for a bachelor's degree in the general curriculum
of this college, students obtain their pre-professional training for social ad-
ministration (page 119). The fifth year consists of professional training and
leads to the degree of Bachelor of Social Administration (page 120). An ad-
ditional year, leading to a master's degree, is offered in the Graduate School.
Medicine.—Students intending to study medicine may first complete the
four-year general curriculum in liberal arts and sciences (page 111), with
major and minor subjects chosen preferably from the physical and biological
sciences, and thus have the benefit of a somewhat more liberal culture than is
afforded by the minimum requirements for admission to the College of Medicine.
Those who wish to enter the College of Medicine after only three years of under-
graduate work may enroll, if scholastically qualified, in the pre-professional
curriculum in medicine (page 117). On completion of the first year of work in
the College of Medicine, such students may transfer their credit for that work
to the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences so as to complete the requirements
for a bachelor's degree from this college, thus saving a year in their progress
toward a medical degree. To do this and gain priority rating, they should
register as "pre-medical" when entering the University or as early as possible
in their undergraduate years.
Dentistry.—The minimum requirements for admission to the College of
Dentistry may be met by students who complete only two years of work identical
to the first two years of the pre-medical curriculum (page 117). Students planning
to study dentistry may register as "pre-dental" freshmen and sophomores, with
special advisers, or may follow the general curriculum of liberal arts and sciences
for more than two years in order to obtain not only the necessary basic courses
in the natural sciences but also more cultural courses.
Pharmacy.—Admission to the College of Pharmacy requires only one year of
work (page 118). Those who intend to study pharmacy may register as "pre-
pharmacy" freshmen, with special advisers, or may continue for more than one
year in the general curriculum before specializing.
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Individual Curricula and Tutorial Work.—For superior students who have
had at least one year of undergraduate work in residence at the University, in-
dividual curricula (below) may be arranged to serve other purposes than those
accomplished by the conventional curricula described above. Opportunities for
independent study under the guidance of faculty members, supplementing the
regular classroom instruction, are available under the tutorial system described
below.
Transfers.—Students transferring from other colleges are welcomed if they
give satisfactory evidence of their ability to succeed in this college. Students in
this college are free to transfer at any time to other colleges for which they
are qualified, or from one curriculum to another within this college.
For admission, see page 68 ; for the buildings used by this college, see page 61
;
for museums and collections under its care, see page 65 ; for clubs and societies
auxiliary to its curricula, see page 97 ; for prizes and azuards, see page 84 ; for fees
and e.vpenses, see page 101 ; for general University requirements for a bachelor's
degree, see page 81 ; for regulations concerning unclassified students, see page 75.
Departments and Divisions
To correlate the work of departments in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
the following groups are organized: (1) the Division of Biological Sciences, con-
sisting of Bacteriology, Botany, Entomology, Physiology, Psychology, Zoology
; (2) the
Division of Language and Literature, consisting of the Classics, English (including
rhetoric and speech), French, German, Spanish and Italian; (3) the Division of Social
Sciences, consisting of Economics (a department in the College of Commerce), Geog-
raphy, History, Philosophy, Political Science, Psychology, Sociology. Other depart-
ments in this college are: Astronomy, Chemistry (including chemical engineering).
Geology (organized in one department with Geography), and Mathematics.
The General Division administers the new general curriculum.
Graduate as well as undergraduate work is conducted in all departments of this
college, and courses in all these departments are taken by students enrolled in other
colleges and schools of the University. The work of the faculty of this college thus
serves all curricula that include the humanities, natural sciences, and social sciences.
Personnel Bureau
To provide students with educational and vocational guidance, the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences maintains a Personnel Bureau. By means of scientific
tests, conducted by staff members who are trained in psychological methods, an analysis
is made of each student applying to the bureau for assistance. The results of this
analysis are interpreted to the student in private interviews with counsellors, who are
faculty members selected for service in the bureau because of their understanding of
student life. All students eligible to enter any college or school of the University
may avail themselves of the services of this bureau.
Individual Curricula
A limited number of sufficiently gifted and mature students, under the direction of
the college committee on individual curricula, may make arrangements for individual
curricula, the satisfactory completion of which will lead to the degree of Bachelor
of Arts or Bachelor of Science. The main purpose of such individual curricula is to
serve to the best possible advantage the needs of the superior student who can demon-
strate his capacity to profit more from an individual program of studies than from
any of the conventional programs. In general, the following regulations govern the
operation of individual curricula:
(a) A student may make application for admission to an individual curriculum
after the completion of at least 27 semester hours in residence at the LTniversity with
an average of at least 4.0.
(b) The acceptance of a student for registration in an individual curriculum
requires the approval of the college committee on individual curricula.
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(c) Each candidate must meet the general University requirements with respect
to registration, residence, fees, miUtary science, and physical education, and must
secure credit in approved courses totaling at least 120 semester hours.
(d) Having once been admitted to an individual curriculum, while registered
therein, a student must maintain an academic point average of at least 3.5 or be
transferred to the general curriculum. Such transfer may take place at the beginning
of any semester. Under any circumstances, a student may withdraw from an in-
dividual curriculum for transfer to one of the established curricula and receive appro-
priate credit for the work done.
Tutorial Work
Under the tutorial system, students in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences have
opportunities for independent study and investigation. Before beginning tutorial work,
a student must ordinarily have completed Groups A and B of the requirements for
the general curriculum (page 111), have attained junior standing, with at least a 4.0
academic average in work taken at the University (exclusive of courses in military
science, physical education, and hygiene), and have given promise of being able to do
independent work in the proposed field of investigation. Applications are subject to
approval by the department concerned, and by the college committee on tutorial work,
and should ordinarily be filed before the close of the sophomore year. In the case
of departments in which required sequential courses extend through the junior year,
applications may be deferred until the beginning of the senior year.
Students whose applications are accepted will register for "Tutorial Work."
Normally they may earn not more than 16 hours in any semester, of which not more
than 12 hours shall be in formal class work. However, it is permissible to leave
undetermined the number of hours credit in tutorial work until the close of the
semester. In such cases, the amount of credit is determined by the college committee
on tutorial work upon recommendation of the tutor and the department concerned.
Honors at Graduation
At graduation the honors awarded to superior students who do not elect tutorial
work are designated as Honors, High Honors, and Highest Honors. They are
awarded and graded according to the following rules:
(a) All candidates for honors must present an acceptable thesis or pass a com-
prehensive examination based on a course of study approved by the department of
specialization or another competent body. The thesis course or special course of study
must carry credit for not less than four semester hours.
(b) For the degree with Honors, the student must be recommended for Honors
by his department of specialization, and have earned an average of 4.0 in all courses
counted toward graduation from this college.
(c) For the degree with High Honors, a student must be recommended for
High Honors by his department, and have earned an average of 4.25 in all courses
counted toward graduation from this college. The thesis or comprehensive examina-
tion must give evidence of unusual ability.
(d) For the degree with Highest Honors, a student must be recommended for
Highest Honors by his department, and have earned an average of 4.5 in all courses
counted toward graduation from this college. The thesis or comprehensive examina-
tion must give evidence of exceptional ability.
For graduation with honors, the notation on the diploma reads: Honors in
; High Honors in ; Highest Honors in . (The name of the stu-
dent's subject or subjects of specialization will ordinarily be added.) Such honors
are recommended by the college committee on graduation honors.
Honors in Tutorial Work.—The honors to be awarded at graduation to superior
students upon completion of their tutorial work are designated as Tutorial Honors,
High Tutorial Honors, and Highest Tutorial Honors. They are awarded and graded
solely on the basis of the general examination given at the close of the tutorial
course. For graduation with honors in tutorial work, the notation on the diploma
reads: Tutorial Honors in ; High Tutorial Honors in ; Highest Tutorial
Honors in . (The name of the student's subject or subjects of specialization
may be added.) Such honors are recommended by the committee on tutorial work.
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LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
General Curriculum
For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts (or Bachelor of Science)
Because of the wide range of courses open to students in the general curriculum of
Hberal arts and sciences, it is not feasible to specify the definite sequences of courses
to be taken by any student in each of the four years of this curriculum. Under the
guidance of advisers, each student is expected to plan his own program within the
general requirements outlined below. This general outline indicates the ordinary
procedure in fulfilling the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, or for the
optional degree of Bachelor of Science.
Summary of Requirements for Graduation
Each candidate for the degree of A.B. or B.S. in the general curriculum of liberal
arts and sciences must meet the general University requirements with respect to
registration, residence, fees, military science, and physical education ; and must secure
credit, with a satisfactory scholastic average, in approved courses totaling at least 120
semester hours, not counting credit earned for the required work in military science
and physical education. In securing this credit, each candidate matriculating before
June 1, 1939, must have grades of not less than "C" (3.) in subjects aggregating at
least three-fourths of the semester hours required for the degree. Each candidate
matriculating after June 1, 1939, must have an average of not less than "C" (3.) in all
grades received, excluding those received in military science and physical education,
and must not have grades below "C" in more than one-fourth of the total number of
semester hours earned.
Optiotial Degree of Bachelor of Science.—The degree of Bachelor of Science,
instead of the degree of Bachelor of Arts, is granted to students whose major is in
mathematics, a science, or home economics, upon petition to the dean of this college not
later than March 1 if the degree is to be received in June, or October 15 if in February.
A. Prescribed subjects:
To be begun in the first semester of the freshman year, except as otherwise
provided, and to be continued until the requirements are completed.
1. Hygiene.—One semester. Credit may be obtained by a proficiency examination.
2. Physical Education.—Four semesters. Proficiency examinations are offered.
3. Military Science and Tactics (for men).—Four semesters.
4. Rhetoric.—Two semesters. This requirement may be satisfied either by passing
Rhetoric 1 and 2 or by passing proficiency examinations in these courses.
5. Foreign Language.—A reading knowledge of a foreign language (French, German,
Greek, Italian, Latin, or Spanish) equivalent to that resulting from four semesters
of study of a foreign language commenced in college. This requirement is satis-
fied by passing French 2b, German 5 or 6, Greek 4, Italian 2b, Latin la, Spanish 2b,
or a more advanced course in any of these languages. Proficiency examinations
are offered in all these courses as well as in the more elementary courses in
languages. Note: No credit toward graduation is given for a beginning course
in a foreign language unless it is continued through a full year. (Students plan-
ning to enter the Graduate School are advised to obtain a reading knowledge of
both French and German.)
B. Group requirements:
To be begun in the freshman year and completed before the senior year. Pro-
ficiency examinations may be taken for credit in some of these subjects.
1. Liberal Arts.—A total of 15 hours chosen from at least three of the following
subjects, including one course in English or foreign literature, or in the history of
philosophy: English literature, foreign literature (based on the first two years of
college work in the language chosen, or its equivalent), economics, history, philoso-
phy, political science, and sociology.
2. Sciences.—A total of 15 hours chosen from at least three of the following subjects,
including one course with a minimum of four hours laboratory work per week:
astronomy, bacteriology, botany, chemistry, entomology, geography, geology,
mathematics, physics, physiology, psychology, and zoology.
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C. Majors, minors, and advanced courses:
1. Major Subjects.—E^ch student, before beginning the junior year, selects one subject
and declares it to be his major. In order to be acceptable for graduation, a major
must consist of at least 20 hours in courses chosen from those designated by a
department and approved by the faculty of the college. Such courses are to be
inclusive of some distinctly advanced work and exclusive of courses open to
freshmen. At least five hours of the work acceptable for a major must be done in
residence at the University. The subjects recognized as majors in this college are:
Bacteriology Entomology History Physiology
Botany French Home Economics Political Science
Chemistry Geography Latin Psychology
Classics Geology Mathematics Sociology
Economics German Philosophy Spanish
English Greek Physics Speech
Zoology
2. Minor subjects.—Each candidate for graduation must offer, in addition to his
major, a minor consisting of 20 hours in one or two subjects designated by the
department in which he is taking his major, and approved by the faculty, with not
less than 8 hours in each subject if two are chosen.
3. Advanced Courses.—Thirty hours of the work taken in the junior and senior years
must be in courses not open ordinarily to freshmen or sophomores. Students
should plan their first and second years of work so as to include the prerequisites
for advanced courses.
D. Electives:
1. Liberal Arts and Sciences.—Any course offered in the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences may be used as an elective.
2. Other Colleges.—Electives totaling as much as (but not more than) 32 hours may
be taken in other colleges and schools of the LTniversity and counted toward
graduation from this college, in addition to the courses acceptable for major
and minor requirements, if such electives are in conformity to the following list
approved by the faculty:
Accountancy.—A total of 6 hours (not Landscape Architecture.—A total of 7
including more than one of the follow- hours.
ing courses: Accountancy la, le, 12). Law.—A student of senior standing with
Agricultural Economics.—A total of 6 an average of 3.25 who has been in
hours. residence either the first two years or
Architecture.—A total of 15 hours. ^^^ last year of his pre-legal work may
^ - ,
take and count toward the A.B. degree
Art.—A total of 15 hours. not to exceed 32 hours in the College
Business Law.—A total of 6 hours. of Law, provided that not less than
Business Organization and Operation.— two courses amounting to at least 5
A total of 6 hours. hours per semester are taken, with the
_ . .
,,
advice of the dean of the College of
Economics.—AW courses. L^w, and provided further that if any
Education.—A total of 20 hours. such student desires to take more than
Engineering.—A total of 10 hours in 6 hours of law work he must also
the College of Engineering. register in the College of Law.
Forestrv.-2 hours. Library Science.-A total of 10 hours.
TT u All ^ ^ ^ Military Science.—A total of 6 hours inHome Economics.—All courses.
advanced courses.
Horticulture.-A total of 6 hours. Music.-A total of 15 hours approved by
Hygiene.—2 hours (Hygiene 2 or 5). the director of the School of Music.
Journalism.—A total of 10 hours. Physics.—All courses.
Graduate Courses.—A student of excellent standing who is within five semester
hours of his bachelor's degree may be given the privilege of electing courses in
the Graduate School with the consent of the dean of that school. Such a student
will register both in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and in the Graduate
School.
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GENERAL DIVISION
New General Curriculum
For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
In the General Division, the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences offers a new general
curriculum for a limited number of students. In the freshman and sophomore years
of this curriculum, students are introduced to several fields of learning, by means of
general courses intended to develop wide views of human experience and endeavor.
In the junior and senior years, each student continuing in this curriculum will organize
his work about a field of concentration.
The requirements for admission are the same as for the usual general curriculum
of this college, but only 250 new students can be accommodated in the new general
curriculum during 1941-1942.
General Courses
The work of the new curriculum is based on seven general courses, one in each of the
following fields: (1) verbal expression, (2) history of civilization, (3) biological
science, (4) physical science, (5) social science, (6) literature and the fine arts,
(7) philosophy and psychology. These courses consist of subject matter from related
groups of departments of the University, and are organized according to the nature
of each field and the educational needs of students. Each course extends through
the two semesters of the school year and gives eight semester hours of credit toward
graduation.
In all these courses the general purpose is the introduction of the student to the
points of view and methods of exploration characteristic of each field, to enable him to
discover and make use of its resources for individual and social living. As a group,
these courses are planned to supplement and support one another. The emphasis
throughout is on continuous growth and integration.
Only the first three of these seven courses began in September, 1940 ; the other
four will begin in September, 1941. To facilitate the development of the program,
the General Division of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences was established.
All members of the teaching faculty who conduct these courses are of the rank
of instructor or above. Each discussion class is limited to twenty students, so that
each student can receive individual instruction and participate in the general exchange
of views within the class as a group.
Freshman-Sophomore Program
Each student enrolled in this new curriculum will normally complete the first three
of these general courses in his freshman year and three more of them in his sopho-
more year. At least six of the seven, including the first four of them as listed above,
should ordinarily be completed by the end of the sophomore year, and must be com-
pleted by the end of the junior year, if the student is to continue in this curriculum.
At the end of each year, a general examination will be set by the instructors in
each course, with the help of an examining committee. Since these are year courses,
a student receives no grade until June, and it is impossible to receive any credit unless
the year course is completed. Proficiency examinations will be given at stated intervals.
Ordinarily the work of the first two years will proceed as follows:
First Year
Effective in 1940
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Verbal Expression Verbal Expression
History of Civilization History of Civilization 8
Biological Science Biological Science 8
Foreign Language (see note, page 1 14) 4 Foreign Language (see note, page 114) 4
Hygiene Hygiene 2
Military Science (for Men) 1 Military Science (for Men) 1
Physical Education J^-1 Physical Education }/^-\
Year Total 36-37
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Second Year
Effective in 1941
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Physical Science Physical Science 8
Foreign Language (see note below) ... 4 Foreign Language (see note below) . . 4
Two of the following: Two of the following:
Social Science Social Science 8
Literature and Fine Arts Literature and Fine Arts 8
Philosophy and Psychology Philosophy and Psychology 8
Military Science (for Men) 1 Military Science (for Men) 1
Physical Education J^-1 Physical Education J^-1
Year Total 34-35
Note on foreign language: A student having completed the foreign language re-
quirements may elect other courses with the approval of his adviser.
In the third year, students with a satisfactory record may begin the junior-senior
program of this curriculum, or may transfer to the usual general curriculum of
this college, or may enter the College of Education or the School of Journalism. At
the end of the third year in this curriculum, students may qualify for admission to
the College of Law and so may obtain after three more years of study (six years in
all) the degree of Bachelor of Laws in addition to the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
Junior-Senior Program
The work of the third and fourth years in this new general curriculum wmU be com-
posed chiefly of departmental courses. Each student, at the beginning of his junior
year, will select one of the four fields of concentration listed below, as a center
for a program of study which he will arrange, subject to approval by the college
committee in charge of the curriculum. This program must include at least 32
semester hours in the chosen field, with a minimum of 15 hours in one department.
When approved, such a program will be regarded as a required program, which the
student may not change without the approval of the committee.
The four fields of concentration, with the subjects in w^hich courses may be
counted toward the required 22 hours in each field, are as follows:
(1) Mathematics and physical science.—Courses in the departments of mathe-
matics, astronomy, chemistry, geography, geology, physics.
(2) Biological science.—Courses in the departments of bacteriology, botany, ento-
mology, physiolog>', psychology, zoology.
(3) Social science.—Courses in the departments of economics, geography, history,
philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology.
(4) Humanities.—Courses in the departments of art, history, philosophy; and
courses in literature in the departments of Classics, English, German, French, Spanish
and Italian.
Summary of Requirements for Graduation
To be eligible for graduation with the degree of Bachelor of Arts from the new
general curriculum of this college, a student must (1) meet the general University
requirements wnth respect to registration, residence, scholarship, military science,
physical education, and fees
; (2) meet the foreign language requirements of the
usual general curriculum of this college; (3) complete six of the seven general
courses, including those in verbal expression, history of civilization, biological science,
and physical science; (4) complete a junior-senior program, approved by the com-
mittee in charge of this curriculum, including 7)2 hours of credit in a field of con-
centration, with at least 15 hours in one department; and (5) have a minimum total
of 120 hours of credit, not counting the required work in ph3'sical education and
military science.
Enrollment
As only 250 freshmen can be admitted to this new curriculum in September, 1941,
prospective students who are interested in this program should write as soon as
possible to Professor Sidney E. Glenn, general counselor for the curriculum, Room
205, Lincoln Hall, Urbana, Illinois.
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CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
The following curricula in chemistry and chemical engineering afford more specialized
training than is required of students who make chemistry their major subject in the
general curriculum of liberal arts and sciences (page 111).
The minimum language requirement for graduation in these curricula is the
equivalent of two years of college work in German or French. When a student does
not offer either German or French for entrance, the second year of the language
required for graduation may be counted as an elective in either curriculum. Students
entering with two units of credit for German or French (two units in high school
being equivalent to one year in college) should complete this minimum requirement in
their freshman year. Those entering with less than two units in German or French
should complete this requirement in their sophomore year or as early as possible.
At the end of each semester, when the scholastic averages of all students are
computed, any student whose grade-point average is less than 3.5 in chemistry courses
—or in all subjects exclusive of the required military, physical education, and hygiene
—
is denied further registration in chemistry courses other than Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7a, 8a, 8b, until such a time as the student may have improved his average to this
minimum. Students transferring from other colleges or universities must have a
corresponding average in order to be admitted to these curricula and must maintain
such an average in order to continue.
Curriculum in Chemistry
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Chemistry
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Chem. 2—Inorganic Chemistry^ 3 Cham. 6—Inorganic Chemistry 5
Math. 2—College Algebra 3 Math. 6a—Analytical Geometry 4
Math. 4—Plane Trigonometry'^ 2 German or French 4
German or French 4 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3 Physical Education
Hygiene 5 (or 2, for Women) 2 Military Science (for Men)
Physical Education
Military Science (for Men)
Total 17 Total 16
Second Year
Chem. 10
—
Qualitative Analysis 5 Chem. 24
—
Quantitative Analysis 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus 3 Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Physics la—General Physics 4 Physics lb—General Physics 4
Physics 3a—Physics Laboratory 1 Physics 3b—Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education Physical Education
Military Science (for Men) Military Science (for Men)
Electives' 3 Electives^ 2
Total 16 Total 15
Third Year
Chem. 34—Organic Chemistry 5 Chem. 36—Organic Chemistry 3
Chem. 40—Physical Chemistry 3 Chem. 37—Organic Chemistry Lab..
.
2
Chem. 41—Physical Chemistry Lab.. 1 Chem. 42—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 92—Chemical Literature 1 Chem. 43—Physical Chemistry Lab. 1
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3 Chem. 93b^ChemIcal Literature. ... 1
Electives^ 4 Electlves^ 7
Total 17 Total 17
'Students without entrance credit in chemistry substitute Chemistry 1 (five hours) for
Chemistry 2 (three hours).
^Students with entrance credit in trigonometry are not required to take Mathematics 4.
^Suggested courses for electives are: Zoology 1, 2, 5, 7; Botany la, lb; English 20a, 20b;
Geology 20, 43; History 3a, 3b; Bacteriology 5a, Sb; German or French. Of the total electives
for graduation, at least 21 hours should be from advanced courses in chemistry and at least 10
hours from courses offered by other departments. With the permission of the adviser, students
may substitute courses in physics, mathematics, or other closely allied sciences for a portion of the 21
hours in advanced chemistry courses.
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Fourth Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Chem. 27—Quantitative Analysis. ... 3
Chem. 95a—History of Chemistry. . . 2
Electives^ 11
Total 16
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Electives^ 16
Total. 16
Curriculum in Chemical Engineering
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOI
Chem. 8a—Inorganic Chemistry and
Qualitative Analysis 5
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Math. 4—Plane Trigonometry^ 2
German or French 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Physical Education
Military Science (for Men)
Total 17
Second
Chem. 24
—
Quantitative Analysis. ... 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus 3
Physics la—General Physics 4
Physics 3a—Physics Laboratory 1
G.E.D. 6—Elements of Drawing 3
Physical Education
Military Science (for Men)
Total 16
SECOND SEMESTER HOUR
Chem. 8b—Inorganic Chemistry and
Qualitative Analysis 5
Math. 6a—Analytical Geometry 4
German or French 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Hygiene 5 2
Physical Education
Military Science (for Men)
Total 18
Year
Chem. 34—Organic Chemistry 5
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Physics lb—General Physics 4
Physics 3b—Physics Laboratory 1
T.A.M. 1—Analytical Mechanics 2
Physical Education
Military Science (for Men)
Total IS
Third Year
Chem. 36—Organic Chemistry 3
Chem. 37—Organic Chemistry Lab.. . 2
Chem. 40—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 41—Physical Chemistry Lab.. 1
T.A.M 3—Resistance of Materials. . . 3
T.A.M. 63—Resistance of Mat. Lab. 1
E.E. 11—Direct Current Apparatus. . 3
E.E. 61—D.C. and A.C. Lab 1
Total 17
Chem. 42—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 63b—Chemical Engineering. . 3
M.E. 2—Steam Engineering 3
E.E. 12—Alternating Current
Apparatus 3
E.E. 62—D.C. and A.C. Lab 1
Electives 5
Total. 18
Fourth Year
Chem. 44a—Thermodynamics
Chem. 60a—Chemical Engineering
Unit Processes
Chem. 61a—Principles of Chemical
Engineering
Chem. 62a—-Principles of Research
and Development
Chem. 66a—Inspection Trip
Chem. 68a—Unit Operations Lab.
.
Chem. 69a—Chemical Engineering
Projects Laboratory
Electives'
Chem. 61b—Principles of Chemical
Engineering 3
Chem. 66b—Inspection Trip J^
Chem. 68b—Unit Operations Labora-
tory 2
M.E. 61—Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory 2
Electives' 10
Total. 17H Total. 17H
^For suggested electives, see footnote 3 on preceding page.
^Students with entrance credit in trigonometry are not required to take Mathematics 4.
*Five hours of electives must be in courses for advanced undergraduates in chemistry or
chemical engineering, approved by the adviser.
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MEDICINE, DENTISTRY, AND PHARMACY
The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences prepares students for admission to the
Colleges of Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy, which are maintained in Chicago by
the University of Illinois, and to other colleges and schools which offer professional
training in these lines.
The three-year pre-medical curriculum outlined below includes the courses re-
quired for admission to the College of Medicine under the regulations governing
students enrolled at Urbana for this purpose.
The work covered by the first two years of the pre-medical curriculum enables
students to meet the requirements for admission to the College of Dentistry. Those
who take these two years of work for that purpose should register as "pre-dental"
students.
A slightly different arrangement of courses, as outlined in the pre-professional
curriculum in pharmacy, is intended for students who wish to enter the College of
Pharmacy at the beginning of their sophomore year. They should register as "pre-
pharmacy" freshmen.
Pre-professional Curriculum in Medicine
This curriculum, which combines three years of work in the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences with one year of work in the College of Medicine, is available to students
under the following conditions:
Any freshman whose scholarship rank is in the upper half of his high school
graduating class, on matriculating in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, is
eligible for admission to the pre-medical curriculum.
A student transferring to this college with advanced standing must have main-
tained at least a 3.5 scholastic average, in terms of the University's grading system,
in order to be admitted to the pre-medical curriculum.
In June of each year the scholastic averages of all students enrolled in the pre-
medical curriculum are computed. Students whose scholastic average at the time of
computation is below the 3.5 average required for admission to the College of Medicine
are denied further registration in this curriculum, until such a time as they may have
improved their average to this minimum.
In order to gain priority rating for admission to the College of Medicine, a
student in this curriculum must complete at least the second and third pre-medical
years in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Students who complete three years of the pre-medical curriculum and the first
year in the College of Medicine receive the degree of Bachelor of Science from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. No student may receive credit toward this
degree for more than thirty hours of work done in any other college or university.
Since the prescribed subjects are fully equivalent to the usual college major, students
in this curriculum are not required to make formal declaration of a major.
A bachelor's degree may be granted to any student registered in the pre-medical
curriculum who completes the regular requirements of the general curriculum in
liberal arts and sciences (page 111). A student who wishes to obtain a bachelor's
degree before entering the College of Medicine should declare his major at the
beginning of his junior year.
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Zool. 1—General Zoology 5 Zool. 2—Vertebrate Zoology 5
Chem. 1 (or ly—General Chemistry 5 (or 3) Chem. 5—Inorganic Chemistrj' 5
Hygiene 5 (or 2, for Women) 2 Math. 4 (or 4a)^—Trigonometry. ... 2 (or 3)
Military Science (for Men) Military Science (for Men)
Physical Education Physical Education
Electives 0-3 Electives 0-3
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
^Students having credit for chemistry in high school will register for Chemistry 2 (three hours).
^Mathematics 4, trigonometry, which is a prerequisite for physics in the sophomore year,
may be taken in either the first or second semester of the freshman year, or may be replaced by
an elective if the student has credit for trigonometry in high school. Mathematics 4a (three hours)
will be substituted by students who have only two units of mathematics in high school.
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Second Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOUR
Physics 7a and 8a—General Physics,
with laboratory 5
German or French 4
Chem. 22—Elementary Quantitative
Analysis 5
or Chem. 33—Elementary Organic
Chemistry (5)
Military Science (for Men)
Physical Education
Electives^ 2-4:
Total 16-18
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Physics 7b and 8b—General Physics,
with laboratory 5
German or French 4
Chem. 22—Elementary Quantitative
Analysis 5
or Chem. 33—Elementary Organic
Chemistry (5)
Military Science (for Men)
Physical Education
Electives^ 2-4
Total 16-18
Third Year
German or French'^ 4
One of the following:
Chem. 47—Elementary Physical
Chemistry 4
or Zool. 3—Vertebrate Embryology (5)
Electivesi 8-12
Total 16-18
German or French- 4
One of the following:
Chem. 47—Elementary Physical
Chemistry 4
or Zool. 3—Vertebrate Embryology (5)
Electivesi 8-12
Total 16-18
Pre-professional Curriculum in Pharmacy
The one year of work outlined below meets the present requirements for admission
to the College of Pharmacy. The other three years required for a bachelor's degree in
pharmacy are offered in the College of Pharmacy at Chicago. By a new arrangement
proposed for September, 1941, the College of Pharmacy will extend its curriculum to
four years so as to include the one year of college work now required for admission.
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Rhet. l^Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Chem. 1 (or 2)'—General Chemistry 5 (or 3)
Math. 3 (or 2)*—Algebra 5 (or 3)
Hygiene 5 (or 2, for Women)* 2
Military Science (for Men)
Physical Education
Electives^ 0-4
Total 15-17
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Chem. 5—Inorganic Chemistry 5
Military Science (for Men)
Physical Education
Electives* 7-9
Total 15-17
^Electives in the second and third years should be arranged to satisfy the requirements for
admission to the medical school which the student expects to enter. The College of Medicine of
the University of Illinois requires fourteen semester hours from at least two of the following:
economics, history, philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology.
-Two years of college work in German or French are required of students who have less
than two units of entrance credit for one of these languages in high school.
^Students having credit for chemistry in high school will register for Chemistry 2 (three hours).
^Students having credit for advanced algebra in high school will register for Mathematics
2 (three hours). Those having only two units of mathematics in high school may register for
Mathematics 4a (three hours) in the second semester.
^Hygiene, which is required of all freshmen, may be taken in either the first or second
semester.
*The following are recommended as desirable electives: accountancy, economics, history,
trigonometry (if not taken in high school), and zoology. No courses in bacteriology, botany,
physics, or physiologry may be counted for admission to the College of Pharmacy.
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SOCIAL ADMINISTRATION
The following five-year program permits students early in their college careers to
direct their studies toward administration of social service: assistance for depend-
ent and delinquent children; security for the aged and infirm; training for the blind
and for others with physical handicaps ; care of the insane and others mentally
subnormal ; management of prisons and rehabilitation programs ; operation of agencies
for public employment, emergency relief, and industrial insurance. This curriculum
is designed to meet the requirements of the American Association of Schools of
Social Work.
Pre-professional Curriculum in Social Administration
For the Degree of Bachelor of Arts
The regular requirements for graduation from the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
with the degree of Bachelor of Arts apply to students in this curriculum. Each
student is required to take at least one basic course in each of the following subjects:
economics, history, political science, psychology, and sociology. Otie of these should
usually be chosen as a major. Minors may be chosen from these subjects or from home
economics, law, and philosophy. Regulations of the department in which the major
is chosen will govern the selection of courses for major and minor credit. It is
recommended that the natural science requirements be met from courses in bacteri-
ology, chemistry, physiology, psychology and zoology, one course in heredity being
included. For other group requirements and prescribed subjects, see page 111.
The following provisional outline of courses indicates the general character of
the pre-professional curriculum. To some extent the courses taken bj^ each student
will be governed by his choice of major and minor subjects. Electives may be used
for major requirements, for specialization, or for deficiencies in foreign language.
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition .
.
3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Foreign Language 4 Foreign Language 4
Physiol. 1—Mammalian Physiology. . 3 Science 3 to 5
Hygiene 2 or 5 2 Electives 5 to 3
Electives 3 Physical Education
Physical Education Military Science (for Men)
Military Science (for Men)
Total 15 Total 15
Second Year
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3 Pol. Sci. la—American Government. . 3
Psych. 1—Introd. to Psychology 4 or
Philos. 1—Introd. to Philosophy 3 Pol. Sci. 16—Government of Illinois* 2
Home Econ. 38—Elementary Nutri- Hist. 3b—History of the U.S 3
tion* 2 Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology. ... 3
Electives 3 Zool. 5—Heredity* 3
Physical Education Electives 3 or 4
Military Science (for Men) Physical Education
Military Science (for Men)
Total 15 Total 15
Third Year
Econ. 41—Labor Problems* 3 Econ. 52—State and Local Finances
Educ. 25—Educational Psychology. . . 3 of Illinois* 3
Sociol. 8—Charities* 3 Philos. 4—History of Modern Philos. 4
Sociol. 14—Public Opinion* 3 Educ. 55—Problems of Voc. Guidance 3
Electives 3 Electives 5
Total 15 Total 15
*A total of 24 hours of credit in courses marked with the asterisk is required.
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Fourth Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Pol. Sci. 12a—Public Administration* 3 Home Econ. 56a—The Child and His
Psych. 23—Abnormal Psychology*. . . 3 Development* 2
Sociol. 9—Criminology* 3 Home Econ. 40—Home Care of the
Home Econ. 80—Home Management* 2 Sick* 1
Electives 4 Sociol. 6 or 7—Urban or Rural
Sociology* 3
Electives 9
Total 15 Total 15
Professional Curriculum in Social Administration
For the Degree of Bachelor of Social Administration
Students who have completed the four-year pre-professional curriculum in social
administration (page 119), or its equivalent, may enroll for a fifth year of work leading
to the degree of Bachelor of Social Administration. The minimum requirement in this
additional year is 30 semester hours, six of which must be in supervised field work
with approved agencies where the University maintains regular field work centers.
A minimum of 480 clock hours of such field work is required.
A student who has credit for any of the courses in the following list or their
equivalent may substitute other advanced courses approved by the adviser.
Those who complete this professional curriculum and are otherwise qualified
may enter the Graduate School as candidates for the degree of Master of Social
Administration.
Fifth Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECO^fD SEMESTER HOURS
Soc.Adm. 50—-Social Case Work 3 Soc.Adm. 17—Social Statistics^ 3
Soc.Adm. 51—Medical Information. . 2 or Soc.Adm. 27—Community Or-
Soc.Adm. 52—-Legal Aspects 3 ganization^ 3
Soc.Adm. 53—Child Welfare 2 Soc.Adm. 18—Public Welfare Adm.^ 3
or Soc.Adm. 57—Social Insurance. . 2 Soc.Adm. 55—Case Work with
Soc.Adm. 54a—Field Work 5 Children 2
Soc.Adm. 56—Mental Hygiene 2
Soc.Adm. 54b—Field Work 5
Total 15 Total 15
Graduate Curriculum in Social Administration
For the Degree of Master of Social Administration
Students who have the degree of Bachelor of Social Administration, or its equivalent,
may qualify for the degree of Master of Social Administration by completing the
following one-year curriculum which is offered in the Graduate School. This cur-
riculum is outlined here because it is a direct continuation of the five-year program
in social administration offered above by the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
The graduate courses in social administration are numbered as shown at the left in
this outline.
FIRST SEMESTER UNITS SECOND SEMESTER UNITS
106 or 107—Urban or Rural 109—Research in Criminology^ 1
Communities^ 1 158—Theory of Social Work 1
108—Social Effects of Poverty^ 1 112—Public Welfare Administration^ 1
155—Advanced Social Case Work. ... H 154b—Advanced Social Field Work.
.
^
154a—Advanced Social Field Work. . 3^ 150—Seminar and Research^ 1
150—Seminar and Research^ 1
*A total of 24 hours of credit in courses marked with the asterisk is required.
'Same as Sociology 17. ''Same as Sociology 106 or 107. 'Same as Sociology 109.
^Same as Sociology 27. ^Same as Sociology 108. *Same as Pol. Sci. 112.
^Same as Sociology 18. 'Same as Sociology 150.
The College of Commerce and
Business Administration
THROUGH KNOWLEDGE OF MODERN BUSINESS PRACTICES
and the fundamental principles on which economic systems operate, the
College of Commerce and Business Administration seeks to develop in students
the intellectual powers necessary for administrative careers. For this purpose
it offers a unified program of basic studies for underclassmen and a variety
of fields of concentration for upperclassmen. Though the factual contents of
many of the courses are directly useful in specific vocations—accounting, bank-
ing, selling, teaching, etc.—students should expect to serve an apprenticeship
in the fields they enter after graduation from this college, if they wish to pre-
pare themselves for higher positions. While concentrating in a special field,
they are encouraged to elect courses offered in other colleges and schools of
the University and to secure as liberal an education as possible, to avoid the
narrowing effects of early specialization.
The program of the first two years, the Lower Division, is organized about
a nucleus of courses in accountancy and economics, mathematics and science,
language and literature, rhetoric and speech. While it is designed primarily as
preparation for the third and fourth years of the curriculum, it affords a well-
balanced combination of studies to those who are in college for only two years
of preparation for work in the business world. Students who have completed this
two-year program with a satisfactory scholastic record are qualified for admis-
sion to the Upper Division of the College of Commerce and Business Administra-
tion or for admission to the College of Education (page 157) or the School
of Journalism (page 178).
The program of the next two years, the Upper Division, provides nine fields
of concentration, each student choosing the field he prefers: (1) accountancy,
(2) banking and finance, (3) commerce and law, (4) commercial teaching,
(5) economics, (6) industrial administration, (7) management, (8) marketing,
(9) public affairs. These fields overlap to some extent in that they deal with the
common problems of living and working in a business environment, and they are
distinguished chiefly by their separate points of view and by the ultimate
objectives of those who elect these fields. The program leads to the degree of
Bachelor of Science in the field chosen.
To succeed in any field of this program, a student should be well prepared
in the basic work of the Lower Division or have equivalent training elsewhere.
To be admitted to the Upper Division, each student must have at least 60 hours
of credit, including the courses prescribed in the Lower Division, with a
scholastic record of not more than 15 hours of "D." Students transferring
from other colleges and universities are given full opportunity to make up any
Lower Division courses in which they may be deficient, without delay in their
progress toward a degree.
Students in this college who intend to enter the Graduate School (page 186)
are advised to arrange their programs so as to include the courses that are pre-
requisite for graduate work and to acquire a reading knowledge of French and
German. A course of study which is substantially equivalent to a fifth year of
work in the departments of this college, and which leads to the degree of Master
of Business Administration, is available in the Graduate School as stated on
page 216.
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Departments and Divisions
Instruction in this college is organized in two departments: (1) the Department of
Business Organization and Operation, which is subdivided into the division of business
organization and operation, the division of accountancy, and the divison of business
law; and (2) the Department of Economics.
The division of business organization and operation conducts courses in the
organization and management of manufacturing industries, distributing agencies, and
merchandising enterprises, the principles and methods of advertising, marketing,
purchasing, and selling, as listed on pages 218-219.
The division of accountancy conducts courses in general principles of accounting,
auditing, cost accounting, income tax procedure, governmental accounting, budget
control, and accounting systems, as listed on pages 216-218.
The division of business law conducts four courses dealing with phases of law
closely allied to business, such as contracts, agency, and other subjects listed on
pages 219-220.
The Department of Economics offers courses in economic history and theory,
domestic and foreign commerce, banking and finance, public utilities and transportation,
personnel administration, insurance, and statistical methods, as listed on pages
238-243. In this department a professorship in the economics of public utilities and
transportation is maintained by an endowment from the late Honorable William B.
McKinley, United States Senator from Illinois. This department cooperates with
others in the Division of Social Studies in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
and students in that college may make economics their major subject (page 112).
Many of the courses offered in the College of Commerce are open to students in
other undergraduate colleges and schools of the University, and to graduate students.
For the Bureau of Business Research, which is administered as a department of
this college, see page 405. For special conferences and short-courses sponsored by this
college, see page 394.
For admission, see page 68 ; for regulations concerning unclassified students, see
page 75 ; for general University requirements for a bacheloPs degree, see page 81 ; for
prises and awards, see page 84 ; for chibs and societies, see page 97 ; for fees and
expenses, see page 101.
Requirements for Graduation*
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science
A candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Science in a field of the College of Com-
merce and Business Administration must (1) meet the general University requirements
with respect to registration, residence, scholarship, and fees
; (2) have a minimum of
130 semester hours of credit, including credit for the required work in rhetoric,
hygiene, physical education, and military science, and including a minimum of 60 hours
in courses given in this college (except that in the field of commerce and law this shall
be 45 hours) ; and (3) complete the requirements of one of the fields of concentration
described below, with an average grade of not less than "C" in the courses taken at the
University of Illinois while registered in a field of concentration.
Program for the Lower Division
(Freshman and Sophomore Years)
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Econ. 22—Economic History of U. S. 3 Econ. 27—Introduction to Business.
.
3
Accy. la or le—Prin. of Accounting. .3 or 2 Accy. lb—Accounting Procedure. ... 3
Rhet. 1—-Rhetoric and Composition. . 3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Science and/or College Algebra^ 5-8 Science and/or College Algebra' 3-5
Military Science (for Men) 1 Hygiene 2
Physical Education H-1 Military Science (for Men) 1
Physical Education . . ^-1
Total 151^-171^ Total 15J^17M
*Upperclassmen who matriculated before September, 1937, may qualify for graduation by
completing the requirements of the curricula described in the University's Annual Register for
1937-1938, pages 112-120.
^See footnote 1 on next page.
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Second Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics. ... 5 Econ. 70—Elementary Statistics. ... 3
Accy. 2a—Cost Accounting 3 Accy. 2b—Intermediate Accounting. . 3
Language or Literature'' 4 Language or Literature^ 4
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing^. . . 2 Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing'. . 2
or Speech 1—Effective Speaking. ... 3 or Speech 1—Effective Speaking. . . 3
Military Science (for Men) 1 Military Science (for Men) 1
Physical Education J^-1 Physical Education 3^-1
Elective 2 or 5
Total 15M-16^ Total 15^-18
Program for the Upper Division
(Fields of Concentration for the Junior and Senior Years)
Accountancy.—For those who are preparing to follow industrial or public
accounting.
Primary List: At least 43 hours, including not less than 18 hours in accountancy
and including the courses listed as required, must be selected from the following.
Required: Accountancy 3a, 3b, 5a, 5b, 20; Economics 3, 10; Business Law la, lb;
Rhetoric 22; B.0.0.1, 2. Elective: Accountancy 4a, 4b, 13, 30; Economics 11, 36, 71;
Business Law 10.
Secondary List: Fifteen hours of electives must be chosen from courses in history,
philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology.
Banking and Finance.—For those who are preparing to enter banking or
finance.
Primary List: At least 21 hours including the courses listed as required must be
selected from the following. Required: Economics 3, 10, 11 ; B.0.0. 1, 2. Elective:
Economics 71 ; Business Law la, lb, 10 ; Accountancy 4b, 30.
Secondary List: Fifteen hours of electives must be chosen from history, philos-
ophy, political science, psychology, sociology.
Technical List: At least 15 hours must be selected from courses in either or both
of the following two groups (A and B).
(A) Banking.—Economics 4, 5, 6, 8, 9; Mathematics 23; Agricultural Eco-
nomics 15.
(B) FiN.^NCE.—Economics 6, 36, 51, 55, 81, 92; Accountancy 3a; Mathematics 23.
Commerce and Law.—For those who wish to combine commercial and legal
studies and obtain both the degrees of Bachelor of Science and Bachelor of Laws in
six years (see also requirements for graduation from the College of Law, page 175).
In their fourth year, students who have earned at least 100 credit hours in pre-law
work, will be regularly registered in the College of Law, but must file copies of their
study-lists in the office of the Dean of the College of Commerce and Business
Administration at the beginning of each semester. In this field, no credit is given for
Business Law taken in the College of Commerce and Business Administration.
Primary List: A sufficient number of hours must be selected from the following
courses, including Economics 3, to make a total of at least 45 hours for the three
^Mathematics and Science.—All first-year students must elect College Algebra. They must elect
sufficient courses in mathematics (including college algebra) or science to amount to S or more hours
each semester, or a total of 10 hours for the year. These courses may be taken from the following
subjects: astronomy, bacteriology, botany, chemistry, entomology, geography, geology, mathematics,
physics, physiology, zoology.
-Language.—Students must obtain credit in at least 8 hours of English literature, or obtain
a reading knowledge of a modern foreign language (French, German, Italian, Spanish) equivalent
to that resulting from four semesters of study of a foreign language when commenced in college.
For the purpose of this requirement a candidate is assumed to have a reading knowledge of a
modern foreign language if he has passed French 2b, German 5 or 6, Italian 2b, Spanish 2b, or a
more advanced course in any of these languages, or if he has passed a proficiency examination
equivalent to the final examination given in any of these courses. Students expecting later to elect
Government Foreign Service as a field of concentration (see Public Affairs, page 125) or Foreign
Trade as a field of concentration (see Marketing, page 125) must choose the foreign language option.
^Rhetoric and Speech.—Students taking Rhetoric 10 (Business Letter Writing) the first semester
must take Speech 1 the second semester; those taking Speech 1 the first semester must take
Rhetoric 10 the second semester.
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years of work in the College of Commerce. Required: Economics 3. Elective: Eco-
nomics 10, 25, 42, 44, 51, 61, 65, 92; Accountancy 3a, 13, 20; B.0.0. 1, 2, 20.
Secondary List: Twelve hours of electives must be chosen from courses in
history, philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology'.
Technical List: Thirty hours of law are required in the fourth year.
Commercial Teaching.—For those who are preparing to teach commercial
subjects in the secondary schools. (For requirements for certification of teachers in
the State of Illinois, see page 161.)
Primary List: At least 18 hours including the courses shown as required must be
selected from the following. Required: Economics 51 ; B.O.O. 2; Business Law la, lb.
Elective: Economics 3, 61, 65; B.O.O. 1, 7, 8; Accountancy 4a, 4b, 30.
Secondary List: Fifteen hours of electives must be chosen from courses in history,
philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology. (Psychology 1 is a prerequisite
for courses in education.)
Technical List: At least 15 hours including the courses shown as required rnust
be selected from the following. Required: Education 6, 10, 25. Elective: Education,
six hours; B.O.O. 12a, 12b, 13a, 13b. (The last four courses carry no University
credit.)
Economics.—For those who desire a broad undergraduate preparation in eco-
nomics. Students who contemplate graduate work in economics should elect this field
of concentration.
Primary List: Thirty-six hours must be selected from at least four of the follow-
ing groups (A-G), including the courses shown as required.
(A) Economic Theory and History.—Required: Economics 3, 61. Elective:
Economics 19, 20, 24, 25, 44, 65.
(B) Finance and IBanking.—Required: Economics 3, 10. Elective: Economics
4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 36; B.O.O. 2.
(C) Utilities and Transportation.—Required: Economics 92. Elective: Eco-
nomics 81, 82, 83, 94, 95, 96.
(D) Insurance and Statistics.—Elective: Economics 55, 56, 71.
(E) Foreign Trade.—Required: Economics 29. Elective: Economics 30, 31
;
B.O.O. 2.
(F) L.\B0R.
—
Required: Economics 41. Elective: Economics 42, 43; B.O.O. 1.
(G) Public Finance.—Required: Economics 3, 51. Elective: Economics 52.
Secondary List: Fifteen hours of electives must be chosen from courses in history,
philosophy, political science, psj^chology, socioIog>'.
Industrial Administration.—For those who desire to combine commerce with
engineering or with other technical work.
Primary List: Required: B.O.O. 1, 2, 4, 14, 15; Business Law la, lb; Economics
10, 41 ; Rhetoric 22.
Secondary List: Eight hours of electives must be chosen from courses in history,
philosophy, political science, psychology, sociolog>'.
Technical List: At least eighteen hours of approved technical electives as shown
below must be taken. At the time of declaring the field of concentration near the end
of the sophomore year, a petition should be filed in the office of the College of
Commerce and Business Administration, designating the objective which prompts
selection of this field, and indicating the technical electives to be taken in satisfaction
of this requirement. Approval of this petition is necessary for graduation in industrial
administration. The technical electives follow:
Accountancy 4a, 30. Electrical Engineering—AH courses.
Architecture 43, 44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 57, 58. General Engineering Drawing— All
Business Organization and Operation 7, courses.
8, 17, 18, 20, 22, 90a-90b, 91a-91b. Geology 1, la, 2a, 20, 33, 39, 95, 96.
Chemistry—All courses. Mechanical Engineering—All courses.
Civil Engineering 1, 20, 21, 22, 25, 30a, Alining Engineering—All courses.
31a, 60a, 62, 63, 64a, 65, 66, 90, 91. Theoretical and Applied Mechanics—All
Dairy Husbandry—All courses. courses.
Economics 43, 65, 90a-90b, 91a-91b, 92,
93, 94, 95, 96.
1
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Management.—For those who desire a broad undergraduate preparation in
management.
Primary List: At least 34 hours including the courses shown as required must be
selected from the following. Required: B.0.0. 1, 2; Economics 3, 10; Business Law
la, lb. Elective: Accountancy 4a, 4b, 30; B.O.O. 3, 4, 7, 8, 14, 15, 20, 24; Economics
11, 30, 31, 41, 43, 51, 61, 92, 99.
Secondary List: Fifteen hours of electives must be chosen from courses in history,
philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology.
Marketing.—For those who are preparing to enter some branch of distri-
bution.
Primary List: At least 22 hours including the courses shown as required must be
selected from the following. Required: B.O.O. 1, 2, 7; Economics 3, 10; Business Law
la. Elective: B.O.O. 3, 8, 17, 20, 25, 30, 32; Economics 30, 43, 92; Business Law lb.
Secondary List: Fifteen hours of electives must be chosen from courses in history,
philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology.
Technical List: At least 12 hours must be selected from the following groups
(A-E), preferably in one or two groups only. No course may be counted as satisfying
the requirements in both the primary and the technical lists.
(A) Selling and Merchandising.—B.O.O. 3, 8, 17, 20, 22, 24; Speech 2.
(B) Advertising.—B.O.O. 8, 18, 22; Rhetoric 21, 22; Journalism 12, 25, 26.
(C) Foreign Trade.—Foreign language ; Economics 8, 24, 29, 30, 31, 94; Political
Science 6a.
(D) Transportation.—Economics 92, 93, 94, 95, 96.
(E) Agricultx^al Marketing.—Agricultural Economics 14, 30, 34, 36, 37.
Public Affairs.—For those who are preparing to enter some branch of public
service.
Primary List: At least 18 hours including the courses shown as required must be
selected from the following. Required: Economics 51, 65. Elective: Economics 3, 10,
29,41, 52, 81, 92; B.O.O. 2.
Secondary List: Fifteen hours of electives must be chosen from courses in history,
philosophy, political science, psychology, sociology.
Technical List: At least 15 hours must be selected from the courses listed under
one of the following groups (A-C). Other courses necessary for graduation shall be
chosen with consent of the adviser to this field of concentration. No course may be
counted as satisfying the requirements in both the primary and the technical lists.
(A) General Service.—Courses must be chosen from economics, accountancy,
or business organization and operation, to prepare the student for the type of work
which he plans to enter, such as trade and civic secretarial service, management of a
public industry, management of a governmental unit, or service in the tax, banking,
labor, insurance, or other governmental departments.
(B) Government Foreign Service.—Foreign language; Economics 6, 8, 24, 31;
Political Science 6a, 6b, 7, 8 ; B.O.O. 2, 7, 8 ; History 29, 32b.
(C) Social Service.—Economics 42, 43, 55; Psychology 1; Political Science 12,
13 ; Sociology 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9.
The College of Engineering
ENGINEERING AS A LIFE WORK REQUIRES PREPARATION IN
the mathematical and physical sciences and their applications to the design,
construction, and operation of industrial plants and public works of every kind.
In addition to specialized techniques for the production and use of tools and
machines, men in responsible positions as engineers need an appreciation of
economic factors in industrial enterprises, an insight into complex regional and
national problems of communication, transportation, and the distribution of
electric and other forms of power, and an understanding of human relationships.
University training of engineers, therefore, includes the cultivation of broad
interests as well as concentration in special fields.
To extend the intellectual horizons of students entering the College of En-
gineering, and to present wide views of the branches of engineering as a pro-
fession, orientation lectures are scheduled weekly through the first year. Work
in the classrooms, libraries, laboratories, shops, and drafting rooms is correlated
by application to practical problems, which the students are required to solve by
methods similar to those of practicing engineers. The program of the first year
in all curricula of this college includes basic courses in mathematics, chemistry,
drawing, and rhetoric. While the program for the other years is progressively
more specialized, with the aim of preparing each student adequately for work as
an engineer and for entrance into his chosen field of industry or public works,
all students elect some courses outside their special fields and are encouraged to
read widely. The Engineering Library, on the first and second floors of En-
gineering Hall, contains the reference books, periodicals, catalogs, and techni-
cal publications which the students need constantly, and also provides for general
reading and private research. Besides courses in the history and economics of
industry, industrial relations, and business law—which are essential to the en-
gineer—numerous courses in accountancy, business organization and operation,
liberal arts and sciences, theory and appreciation of architecture, art, and music,
and the history, principles, and methods of education, are available as non-
technical electives to be counted toward graduation.
Most of the departments in this college offer courses for graduate students as
well as for undergraduates. Some of the undergraduate courses may be taken
for credit in the Graduate School (page 186).
For admission, see page 68; for regulations concerning unclassified students, see
page 75; for a list of the buildings used by this college, see page 62; for collectioiu
related to it, see page 67 ; for clubs and societies auxiliary to its curricula, see page
97; for fees and expenses, see page 101; for prizes and awards, see page 84; for
general University requirements for a bachelor's degree, see page 81 ; for professional
degrees in engineering, see page 188; for special conferences and short-courses, see
page 394; for the Engineering Experiment Station, see page 401.
Curricula in Engineering
The four-year curricula for students of engineering (as described and outlined on
the following pages) are:
Agricultural engineering, administered by the College of Engineering with the College
of Agriculture cooperating.
Ceramic engineering and ceramics, administered by the Department of Ceramic En-
gineering.
Chemical engineering, administered by the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Ciinl engineering, administered by the Department of Civil Engineering.
Electrical engineering, administered by the Department of Electrical Engineering.
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Engineering physics, administered by the Department of Physics.
General engineering, administered by the College of Engineering.
Mechanical engineering, administered by the Department of Mechanical Engineering.
Metallurgical engineering and mining engineering, administered by the Department of
Mining and Metallurgical Engineering.
Raikvay engineering, administered by the College of Engineering.
In addition to the departments named above, the College of Engineering includes
the Department of General Engineering Drawing and the Department of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics, which offer no special curricula but conduct courses for stu-
dents in all curricula.
Each student entering the College of Engineering declares his choice of a curricu-
lum. Except where stated in the outline of a curriculum, such as ceramics, all fresh-
men register for a similar program (page 131).
At the beginning of any semester of the first two years, any student is free to
change from one curriculum to another without loss of much, if any, credit for the
work he has done. Students who are not far advanced in this college may transfer to
other colleges without much loss of time in their progress toward degrees.
Dtial Curricula.—Students of high scholastic achievement, with exceptional apti-
tudes and interests in special fields of engineering science and its application, may be
permitted to vary the course content of the standard curriculum of the department
in which they are registered, with the purpose of emphasizing some phases of the
general area of knowledge which are not included in the standard curriculum or
which can not be encompassed by the usual procedure of course substitution and selec-
tion of electives. These unwritten curricula, however, include all of the fundamental
underlying courses of the standard curricula, the variations being made mainly in the
so-called "applicatory" portions of the standard curricula of the college. The program
of studies of each student permitted to take such a dual curriculum must be approved
by a committee of the college, of which the associate dean is chairman, in consultation
with the head of the department in which the student is registered and with a pro-
fessor of the college particularly interested in the field which the student intends to
emphasize. This professor automatically becomes the student's adviser in charge of
registration and other matters pertaining to the proper carrying out of the approved
program.
Degrees
Students in the College of Engineering who meet the University's general requirements
with respect to registration, residence, and fees, and who maintain satisfactory
scholastic records in this college, are awarded degrees appropriate to their curricula.
Each curriculum requires a minimum of 136 semester hours of credit, not counting
the required work in military science and physical education.
Each curriculum leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science and may ordinarily be
completed in four years. A graduate of one curriculum ordinarily can qualify for
another baccalaureate degree by doing a fifth year of work, consisting of 30-36 semes-
ter hours, acceptable to the faculty of this college, providing plans have been made
looking toward such an arrangement at the beginning of his junior year.
A graduate of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, or any other college of
equal standing, who has adequate training in mathematics, physics, and mechanics to
enable him to begin the junior year of a curriculum in the College of Engineering,
can usually qualify for the degree of Bachelor of Science from this college by two
years of work.
Special Requirements
All freshmen in the College of Engineering are required to attend the series of lec-
tures on general engineering subjects, which are scheduled each week throughout the
academic year.
Rhetoric 1 and 2 are prerequisite to junior standing in the College of Engineering.
Students without credit in these courses are not permitted to register for more than
eight hours of prescribed junior work without being registered in Rhetoric 1 or 2.
Foreign Language.—In any curriculum requiring French or German, a student who
has been admitted to the University with credit for one or more years of secondary
school work in either or both of these langviages may count each unit of his entrance
credit as equivalent to one semester of university work in excusing him from the re-
quired language. Only whole units may be so counted. In the place of the language
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requirement thus fulfilled, the student must take additional electives approved by the
faculty of this college.
Inspection Trips.—Seniors in the College of Engineering are required to make a
trip for inspection of industrial establishments and engineering enterprises, in the
fields of their major interests. The students who are about to be graduated, and
other students who obtain permission of the general committee in charge of this
trip, travel in groups, under the supervision of faculty members. The trip usually
occupies from three to four days and involves an expense of approximately $20 to
each student.
Thesis.—A senior of high standing in any curriculum, with the approval of the
department concerned, may substitute for one or more technical courses an investiga-
tion of a special subject and write a thesis on his results.
Electives and Options
Non-technical electives for students in the College of Engineering include all courses
offered in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and in the College of Commerce,
the general courses in the College of Education, courses numbered 1 to 14 in the
School of Music, Architecture 11 and 12, Art 12-19, Landscape Architecture 11, and
the six courses in Engineering numbered 10, 20, 39, 40, 41. and 92. Field survey courses
may be used in place of the non-technical and approved electives in any curriculum.
Students electing the third and fourth years of military science may count the credit
they receive in place of approved and non-technical electives.
Technical electives include all courses in the College of ELngineering not required
in the student's curriculum, excepting General Engineering Drawing 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, and 8,
and Engineering 10, 20, 39, 40, 41, and 92.
Approved electives include all technical and non-technical electives as defined
above and other courses specifically designated as approved electives in the outlines of
the curricula.
Technical options are restricted to courses of a technical character as listed under
this classification by each department.
Departments and Equipment
The College of Engineering includes, besides the departments named in the following
paragraphs, the Department of General Engineering Drawing, with offices and drafting
rooms in the Transportation Building, in which courses for students in all curricula
are conducted. For convenience, these paragraphs also mention the work in chemical
engineering, which is administered by the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Agricultural Engineering.—The curriculum in agricultural engineering, with
an option in machinery and power, and another option in construction and drainage,
includes fundamental courses in the College of Engineering and in the College of
Agriculture. For a description of this department see page 145.
Ceramic Engineering.—As a whole, the courses in the Department of Ceramic
Engineering deal with the general scientific principles underlying the silicate industries,
which include the manufacture of glass, vitreous enamels, cements, brick, tile, and
other clay products. A student concentrating his college work in this department has a
choice of two curricula, which have much in common. If his objective is the design-
ing of plants and equipment, the construction of kilns and driers, and the supervision
of manufacturing operations, he should follow the curriculum in ceramic engineering,
in which engineering subjects predominate. The administration option, beginning in
the third year of this curriculum, offers training in industral organization and man-
agement. If he intends to become a ceramic technologist in charge of a laboratory for
the control of processes, for testing and investigations, and for research, or if he
wishes to become a teacher of ceramics in a secondary school, he should follow the
curriculum in ceramics, which permits more specialization.
The laboratories, drafting rooms, classrooms, and offices of this department are
in the Ceramics Building, which has a kiln laboratory adjoining it. These are equipped
with the apparatus usually required for the grinding and pulverizing of materials, for
the study of physical and chemical properties, and for the testing of potterj^, glasses,
glazes, and enamels.
Chemical Engineering.—The courses in chemical engineering, which are con-
ducted by the Department of Chemistry in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
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prepare students to evaluate results obtained in the laboratory and to translate them,
through a series of developmental stages, into commercial large-scale processes ; to
improve existing plants ; to develop new commercial products ; to design new equip-
ment ; and to operate and supervise plants in which chemical processes take place.
The curriculum offers a thorough training in the fundamental sciences of chemistry,
mathematics, and physics, and their application to industry in a wide variety of fields.
The chemical engineering laboratories are in the William Albert Noyes Labora-
tory of Chemistry and in several smaller buildings constructed for special investiga-
tions. The equipment in these laboratories is extensive, and in addition other equip-
ment of the Department of Chemistry is available for use of students in the
curriculum in chemical engineering.
Civil Engineering.—The curriculum in civil engineering offers a systematic
training in the principles underlying the design and construction of bridges, buildings,
dams, retaining walls, and other structures ; highways ; water supply and sewage dis-
posal systems; hydraulic engineering works, etc. Opportunity is offered in the senior
year for a certain amount of specialization in some of the more important branches of
civil engineering by the options in structural engineering, highway engineering, hy-
draulic engineering, railway engineering, and sanitary engineering.
Engineering Hall provides ample space for the departmental offices, classrooms,
and the senior and junior drafting rooms. An individual desk, available at all times,
is provided for each student. In the corridors of this building there is a compre-
hensive exhibit of large pictures illustrating outstanding civil engineering works.
The Surveying Building contains recitation and drafting rooms and instrument
lockers. It is located close to the surveying practice fields.
The Arthur Newell Talbot Laboratory houses laboratories of the Departments of
Civil Engineering and Theoretical and Applied Mechanics. The concrete laboratory is
provided with the facilities necessary for the study of the proportioning and mixing
of concrete and of its physical properties. The highway laboratories are equipped for
tests on bituminous and non-bituminous highway materials. The structural laboratory
has testing machines varying in capacity from thirty thousand pounds to three million
pounds and all of the necessary instruments for making a complete study of the
behavior of structural materials under stress. The subgrade soils laboratory has ap-
paratus for making the routine physical tests as outlined by the U. S. Bureau of
Public Roads. The sanitary laboratory is equipped for making the standard analyses
of water and sewage. In all of these laboratories provision is made for research and
graduate work as well as for the undergraduate work.
The Experimental Sewage Treatment Plant is equipped for investigations in some
of the methods of sewage disposal. Opportunities for practice and study are also pro-
vided at the water filter plant of the Champaign and Urbana Water Company, and
at the Sewage Treatment Plant of the Urbana and Champaign Sanitary District.
Electrical Engineering.—For those who choose the curriculum in the theory
of applied electricity the first two years of work are substantially the same as in other
engineering curricula, including work in drafting room and shop, and instruction in
the principles of mathematics and physics. In the second year a course in commercial
and industrial wiring and illumination is offered. In the third year, courses are offered
in circuit analysis, applied electronics, and the theory of direct current apparatus, with
laboratory work which emphasizes principles. Technical courses, accompanied by
laboratory exercises, covering the generation, transmission, and distribution of electric
power, and its various applications are off^ered in the fourth year. Investigations of
problems of power distribution and control and of communication are made in ad-
vanced laboratory and thesis work. In the fourth year, advanced courses covering the
principles of electronics and radio communication are offered. The electronics and
radio laboratories are well equipped with apparatus.
The Electrical Engineering Laboratory is supplied with power by the Power Plant
of the University. The Electrical Engineering Annex contains the high voltage labora-
tory, with equipment for experimental work up to 300,000 volts, the illumination labo-
ratory containing complete equipment for the demonstration of illumination principles,
and the photometry laboratory.
Mechanical Engineering.—The courses in the Department of Mechanical En-
gineering present the theory and practice of the generation and transmission of power,
and of the design, construction, operation, and testing of machinery of all kinds. In
the laboratories emphasis is given to the engineering and economic principles
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of machine operation, performance, and construction, and to problems of shop
management.
The ^Mechanical Engineering Laboratory is equipped with machines and testing
instruments for instruction in steam engineering, gas power engineering, refrigeration,
heating, ventilating, and air conditioning.
The Shop Laboratories are provided with machinery and apparatus to illustrate
the process of the manufacture of machinery. These laboratories include the Pattern
Laboratory, the Foundry Laboratory, the Heat Treatment Laboratory, the Welding
Laboraton,- and the Machine Tool Laboratory.
Mechanics, Theoretical and Applied.—The courses in theoretical and applied
mechanics are designed to meet the needs of students of engineering and of other
colleges in which a knowledge of the laws of mechanics is important.
The Arthur Newell Talbot Laboratory houses the laboratories of the Departments
of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics and Civil Engineering. In the applied me-
chanics laboratory the student makes all of the usual tests of strength of materials.
The hj'draulics laboratory has facilities for supplying and measuring water under a
large range of pressure and volume. The fatigue of metals laboratory contains many
machines of various types for testing specimens under repeated loading and under con-
ditions of high temperature. The concrete laboratory has facilities for testing cement
and aggregates and for making, curing, and testing mortars, concrete, and reinforced
concrete. The structural laboratory is equipped with testing machines varying in
capacity from thirty thousand to three million pounds and all the necessary instru-
ments for making complete studies of the behavior of structural materials under
stress. In these laboratories there is provision for research and graduate work in
addition to the undergraduate work.
Mining and Metallurgical Engineering.—The Department of Mining and
Metallurgical Engineering offers two curricula, as follows:
Mining Engineering.—The curriculum in mining engineering has four options:
coal mining, ore mining, mining geology, and mine administration. To the preliminary
courses in mathematics, physics, chemistry, general engineering drawing, and mechan-
ics, common to all curricula in engineering, the department adds specialized work in
mine surveying, mining methods, prospecting, mine examination, mine ventilation,
coal washing and ore dressing, mine administration, and the design of mining plants.
Metallurgical Eiigineering.—This curriculum maintains a proper balance between
process metallurgy and physical metallurgy. It is intended to prepare students for
entrance, on graduation, into either branch of the industry, and to afford those whose
interest lies in advanced study and research a broad foundation for the successful
prosecution of graduate work in metallurgy'. To this end the regular engineering
fundamentals are retained, and specialized courses are provided in the principles of
metallurgy, physical metallurgj-, ferrous and non-ferrous metallurg>', metallography,
physical-chemical treatment, electrometallurgy, and metallurgical design.
The Mining and Metallurgical Laboratories include the sampling and grinding
laboratory, the chemical and physical laboratory, the coal preparation and ore dressing
laboratory, the ventilation laboratory, the metallurgical laboratory, the metallographic
laboratory, and the electrometallurgical laboratory.
Physics.—The Department of Physics offers a curriculum in engineering
physics, designed to give students the broad and thorough training in fundamental
physics and mathematics which is demanded by the increasing complexity of modern
engineering practice. The work of the first two j^ears is much like that in the other
engineering curricula ; in the last two years advanced courses in physics, mathematics,
and chemistry are emphasized, but there is a liberal allowance of electives which the
student may use to study the field of engineering in which he is especially interested.
The details of technical applications are left to be learned in connection with a par-
ticular job; or, if the electives are properly selected, the engineering physics curricu-
lum may be made a basis for graduate work in some particular field of engineering
or in physics.
The Physics Laboratory, which has complete facilities for instruction and investi-
gation in physics, is especially well equipped for investigations in spectroscopy, high
vacua, acoustics, magnetism, electrical measurements, and optics. Gas, direct and
alternating current at several voltages, distilled water, compressed air, vacuum, and
liquid air are freely available. There are two workshops, one for the mechanicians of
the department and one for instructors and advanced students, and a glassblowing
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shop in charge of a glassblower. An excellent working library of periodicals and
books of special use in connection with the courses in physics is maintained on the
second floor of the Physics Laboratory.
Railway Engineering.—To prepare students for service in the technical de-
partments of railways, options are offered in railway civil engineering, railway elec-
trical engineering, and railway mechanical engineering, all three of which are sub-
stantially the same as the civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering curricula to the
end of the second year. The option in railway civil engineering is prepared for those
who plan to enter the engineering department of steam and electric railways, the option
in railway mechanical engineering is designed for those who wish to enter the motive-
power department of steam railways, while the option in railway electrical engineering
is for those who will serve on electric railways or in the electrical departments of
steam roads. The special subjects in railway civil engineering concern the location,
design, construction, and maintenance of track and equipment, and the design of rail-
way structures. The courses in railway electrical engineering (transit engineering)
deal with the design and construction of electric railway equipment, the operation and
performance of electric cars and locomotives, and the problems which arise in the
electrification of steam lines. The courses in railway mechanical engineering add to the
fundamentals of the general mechanical engineering curriculum special courses on
the design of locomotives and cars, the resistance of trains, the performance and tests
of locomotives, and tests of railway equipment.
The Locomotive Testing Plant, built from the original designs of the faculty,
is devoted exclusively to making tests to determine the performance of locomotives.
The locomotives tested have, for the most part, been furnished by railroad companies.
For purposes of instruction a light freight locomotive is permanently available in this
laboratory. This locomotive, donated by the Illinois Central Railroad, is of the mogul
type with simple cylinders using saturated steam. The University owns and operates,
jointly with the Illinois Central Railroad, a railway test car designed for experimental
work on steam roads. It is equipped for making train resistance and locomotive per-
formance tests. For work on electric roads the University owns an electric test car,
of the interurban type, designed and built for the University. Through the courtesy
of the Illinois Terminal Railroad this car is operated on its lines, which enter the
campus of the University. Three steam roads (the Illinois Central, the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago, & St. Louis, and the Wabash railroads) and one electric inter-
urban road (the Illinois Terminal Railroad) enter Champaign and Urbana. These
roads afford opportunities for practical tests and field work.
Common Program for Freshmen
Freshmen in the College of Engineering take this program unless otherwise specified
in the curricula outlined on following pages.
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Chem. 2 or 3—Inorganic Chemistry. .3 or 4 Chem. 4—Metallic Elements 4
G.E.D.l or 4—Elements of Drawing. . 4 G.E.D. 2—Descriptive Geometry. ..
.
4
Math. 2—Advanced Algebra 3 Math. 6a—Analytic Geometry 4
Math. 4 or 5—Trigonometry 2 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3 Hygiene 2
Physical Education J^ Physical Education }/^
Military Science (for Men) 1 Military Science (for Men) 1
Engineering Lecture Engineering Lecture
Total 161.^ or 17)^ Total 18^
Curriculum in Agricultural Engineering
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Engineering
First Year
Common Program for Freshmen (see above), except that Chem. 5
is substituted for Chem. 4.
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Second Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Agr.E. 2—Field and Power- Driven
Machinery 3
Bot. 5—Botany 3
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Phys. la—General Physics 4
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education 3^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 173^
SECOND SEMESTER HOUR
Agr.E. 3—Gas Engines and Tractors 3
Agronomy 25—Farm Crops 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 4
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 1
T.A.M. 1—Analyt. Mech. (Statics).. 2
Physical Education }>
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 18M
Third Year
Machinery and Pouter Option
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3
Geol. 44—Agricultural Geolog>' 3
M.E. 31—Mechanics of Machinery. . . 5
T.A.M. 2—Analyt. Mech. (Dynamics) 3
T.A.M. 3—Resistance of Materials. .
.
3
T.A.M. 63—Res. of Materials Lab.. .
.
1_
Total 18
Agr. Econ. 20—Farm Management. . 3
Agronomy 28—Soils 5
M.E. 10—Thermodynamics 3
M.E. 40—Mech. Eng. Design 3
M.E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab. 3
Total. 17
Construction and Drainage Option
C.E. 15—General Surveying 3
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3
C.E. 35—Plain Concrete 2
Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3
T.A.M. 2—Analyt. Mech. (Dynamics) 3
T.A.M. 3—Resistance of Materials. .
.
3
T.A.M. 63—Res. of Materials Lab 1
Agr. Econ. 20—Farm Management . . 3
Agr.E. 12—Farm Utilities 3
Agronomy 28—Soils 5
C.E. 61—Structural Stresses 4
T.A.M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T.A.M. 64—Hydraulics Laboratory.
.
1
Total. 18 Total. 18
Fourth Year
Machinery and Power Option
Agr.E. 43—Farm Power 3
Agr.E. 99—Inspection Trip
E.E. 11—D.C. and A.C. Circuits 3
E.E. 61—D.C. and A.C. Laboratory. . 1
M.E. 41—Mech. Eng. Design 4
M.E. 87—Machine Tool Lab 3
Approved Elective 3_
Total 17
Agr.E. 44—Design of Agricultural
Machinery 3
Agr.E. 51—Special Problems 3
E.E. 12—D.C. and A.C. Apparatus. 3
E.E. 62—D.C. and A.C. Laboratory. 1
M.E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals 3
Approved Elective 4_
Total 17
Construction and Drainage Option
Agr.E. 42—Hydraulics of Soil and
Water Conservation 3
Agr.E. 45—Advanced Farm Structures 3
Agr.E. 99—Inspection Trip
C.E. 50—Hydrolog>' 2
C.E. 86—Steel, Concrete, and Timber
Design 4
E.E. 4—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines 2
E.E. 64—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines Laboratory 1
Approved Elective 2_
Total 17
Agr.E. 51—Special Problems 3
C.E. 51—Drainage and Flood Control 3
C.E. 87—Steel, Concrete, and Timber
Design 4
C.E. 90—Contracts and Specifications 2
Approved Elective 4
Total 16
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Curriculum in Ceramic Engineering
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Ceramic Engineering
First Year
Common Program for Freshmen (page 131), except that Chem. 6
is substituted for Chem. 4.
Second Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Cer.E. 1—Ceramic Materials 3
Chem. 10—Qualitative Analysis 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus 3
Phys. la—General Physics 4
Phys. 3a-—^Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education ]/2
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total. 17H
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Cer.E. 4—Ceramic Materials Lab.. . . 3
Chem. 23b
—
Quantitative Analysis. . . 4
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 4
Phys. 3b—^Physics Laboratory 1
T.A.M. 1—Analytical Mech. (Statics) 2
Physical Education ^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 183^
Third Year
Cer.E. 5—Ceramic Bodies 5
Cer.E. 7—Structural Clay Products. . 3
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology 3
T.A.M. 2—Analyt. Mech. (Dynamics) 3
T.A.M. 3—Resistance of Materials. .
.
3
T.A.M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Total 18
Cer.E. 11—Drying Clay Products. . . 3
Cer.E. 14—Glasses and Glazes 3
Cer.E. 21—Ceramic Pyrometry 1
Chem. 40—Physical Chemistry 3
C.E. 15—General Surveying 3
M.E. 62—Mech. Engineering Lab.. .
.
3
Approved Elective 3_
Total 19
Administration Option
B.0.0. 1—Industrial Organization and
Management 3
Cer.E. 5—Ceramic Bodies 5
Cer.E. 7—Structural Clay Products.
.
3
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3
T.A.M. 3—Resistance of Materials. . 3
T.A.M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1
Total 18
B.0.0. 2—Marketing Organization
and Operation 3
Cer.E. 11—Drying Clay Products. . . 3
Cer.E. 14—Glasses and Glazes 3
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Rhet. 10—Business Letter Writing. . 2
Approved Elective 3
Total. 17
Fourth Year
Cer.E. 22—Kilns and Burning 3
Cer.E. 23—Dryer and Kiln Design. . . 2
Cer.E. 99—Inspection Trip
C.E. 89—Structural Engineering 3
E.E. 4—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines 2
E.E. 64—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines Laboratory 1
Approved Elective 3
Technical Option^ 3
Total Tt"
Cer.E. 20—Refractories 2
Cer.E. 24—Ceramic Eng. Design. ... 3
Cer.E. 28—Pyrochemical Problems. . 2
E.E. 5—Applications of Electrical
Equipment 2
E.E. 65—Electrical Equipment Labo-
ratory 1
Approved Elective 3
Technical Option^ 3
Total. 16
(For Administration Option see next page.)
'Technical Options: Ceramic Engineering 8, 10, 16, 17, 18; Chemistry 33, 41; Electrical
Engineering 90; Geology 20, 6; Physics 16; T.A.M. 41, 42; Mining 2; Metallurgy 1, 12.
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Administration Option
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Cer.E. 21—Ceramic Pyrometry 1
Cer.E. 22—Kilns and Burning 3
Cer.E. 23—-Dryer and Kiln Design. . . 2
C.E. 89—Structural Engineering 3
B.0.0. 7—Salesmanship 2
or Accy. 12—Fundamentals of
Accounting 3
B.0.0. 4—Management in Manufac-
turing 3
or Eng. 39
—
Industrial Relations. .
.
3
Approved Elective 2-3
Total 17
second SEMESTER HOURS
Cer.E. 20—Refractories 2
Cer.E. 24—Ceramic Eng. Design .... 3
Cer.E. 28—Pyrochemical Problems. . 2
Bus. Law 3—Law for Engineering
Students; or Eng. 92—Law 3
Econ. 43—Personnel Administration 3
Econ. 10—Corporation Finance; or
B.0.0. 22—Marketing Policies and
Problems 3
Approved Elective 2
Total
.
18
Curriculum in Ceramics
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Ceramics
FIRST SEMESTER
First
HOURS
Year
second SEMESTER
Chem. 2 or 3—Inorganic Chemistry. .3 or 4
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Math. 4 or 5—Trigonometry 2
German or French 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Physical Education }/2
Military Science (for Men) 1
Engineering Lecture
Total 16Mor 173^
hours
Chem. 6—Inorganic Chemistry 5
Math. 6a^—Analytic Geometry 4
German or French 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Hygiene 2
Physical Education }^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Engineering Lecture
Total 19H
Second Year
Cer.E. 1^—Ceramic Materials 3
Chem. 10
—
Qualitative Analysis 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus 3
Phys. la—General Physics 4
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education 3^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total. 17J^
Cer.E. 4—Ceramic Materials Lab.. . . 3
Chem. 23b
—
Quantitative Analysis. .
.
4
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 4
Phys. 3b—^Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education 3^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Approved Elective 2
Total 183^
Third Year
Cer.E. 5—Ceramic Bodies 5
Cer.E. 7—Structural Clay Products. . 3
Cer.E. 21—Ceramic Pyrometry 1
Met. 1—Elements of Metallurgy 3
Geol. 20—General Mineralogy 3
Phys. 16—Heat 3
Total 18
Cer.E. 11—Drying Clay Products. . . 3
Cer.E. 14—Glasses and Glazes 3
Chem. 40—Physical Chemistry 3
Chem. 41—Physical Chemistry Lab.. 1
Geol. 6—Optical Mineralogy 3
Approved Elective 3_
Total 16
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Fourth Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Cer.E. 22—Kilns and Burning 3
Cer.E. 97—Thesis 3
Cer.E. 99—Inspection Trip
E.E. 4—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines 2
E.E. 64—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines Laboratory 1
Approved Elective 3
Technical Option^ 6^
Total ~18"
Cer.E. 20—Refractories 2
Cer.E. 28—Pyrochemical Problems. . 2
Cer.E. 98—Thesis 3
Chem. 2>i—Organic Chemistry 5
Technical Option^ 5
Total. 17
Curriculum in Chemical Engineering
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering
This curriculum is administered by the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
See pages 115 and 116.
Curriculum in Civil Engineering
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
First Year
Common Program for Freshmen (page 131).
Second Year
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
C.E. 1—Plane Surveying 3
C.E. 60—Bridge and Bldg. Constr 3
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Phys. la—General Physics 4
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education ^
Military Science (for Men) 1
C.E. 2—-Topographic Surveying 3
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology^ 3
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 4
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 1
T.A.M. 1—Analytical Mech. (Statics) 2
Physical Education ^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total
.
\iy2 Total. \1¥.
Note: Special third and fourth year curricula are available so that transfer students
who have credit in all of the subjects included in the first and second year curricula except
C.E. 1, 2, 60 and T.A.M. 1 can complete the requirements for the bachelor's degree in two
years if they present an equivalent amount of credit.
Third Year
C.E. 30—Highway Materials Lab. ... 1
C.E. 35—Plain Concrete 2
C.E. 36—Construction Materials .... 1
C.E. 61—Structural Stresses 4
M.E. 1—Steam, Air, and Gas
Machinery 3
T.A.M. 2—Analyt. Mech. (Dynamics) 3
T.A.M. 3—Resistance of Materials. .
.
3
T.A.M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Lab 1
Total. 18
C.E. 3—Ry. and Hy. Surveying 4
C.E. 20—Highway Construction. ... 3
C.E. 62—Structural Design 3
C.E. 63—Reinforced Concrete 2
E.E. 4—-D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines 2
E.E. 64—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines Laboratory 1
or Approved Elective 3
T.A.M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T.A.M. 64—Hydraulic Laboratory. .
.
1_
Total 18
^Technical Options: Ceramic Engineering 8, 10, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24; Chemistry ISa, 42, 43,
49b, 60a, 63b; Electrical Engineering S, 65; Geology 43; Mechanical Engineering 1, 62; T.A.M. 1, 3;
Mining 2; Metallurgy 12; Physics 14a, 14b, 78.
^Eight hours of credit in foreign language (French, German, or Spanish) may be substituted
for Geology 43, 3 hours, and approved and non-technical electives, 5 hours.
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Fourth Year
OPTIONS
Note: Options are groups of related courses which can be logically taken together. It
will be noted that all of the options have the same 21 hours of basic civil engineering courses.
The remaining 14 hours of credit are either elective or are devoted to specialized courses.
The general option permits a wide range of selection to meet the needs of students whose
interests differ from those who choose the special options.
All Options
first semester hours second semester hours
C.E. 40—Water Supply 4 C.E. 41—Sewerage 3
C.E. 64—Structural Design 5 C.E. 65—Structural Design 4
C.E. 99—Inspection Trip Options (See below) 9 or 10
Options (See below) 9 or 10
Total 18 or 19 Total 16 or 17
General Option
C.E. 66—Masonry Construction 3 C.E. 90—Contracts and Specifications 2
Technical Elective 3 Technical Elective 5
Non-technical Elective 3 Approved Elective 3
Highway Option
C.E. 22—Highway and Municipal C.E. 23—Highway Administration. .
.
3
Design 4 C.E. 31—Advanced Hy. Materials. . 2
C.E. 50—Hydrology 2 C.E. 66—Masonry Construction 3
Non-technical Elective 3 C.E. 90—Contracts and Specifications 2
Hydraulic Option
C.E. 50—Hydrology 2 C.E. 51—Drainage and Flood Control 3
C.E. 66—Masonry Construction 3 C.E. 55—Water Power 3
C.E. 90—Contracts and Specifications 2 E.E. 4—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Non-technical Elective 3 Machines 2
E.E. 64—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines Laboratory 1
Railway Option
C.E. 25—Railway Construction and C.E. 26—Economics of Railway Lo-
Maintenance 3 cation and Operation 3
C.E. 66—Masonry Construction 3 C.E. 27—Railway Yards and
Non-technical Elective 3 Terminals 2
C.E. 90—Contracts and Specifications 2
Approved Elective 3
Sanitary Option
C.E. 42—Water Purification 4 C.E. 43—Public Health Engineering 4
C.E. 90—Contracts and Specifications 2 C.E. 66—-Masonry Construction 3
Bact. 5a—Bacteriology 3 E.E. 4—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines 2
E.E. 64—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines Laboratory 1
Structural Option
C.E. 67—Statically Indet. Structures 3 C.E. 66—Masonry Construction 3
C.E. 90—Contracts and Specifications 2 C.E. 68—Statically Indeterminate
C.E. 91—Estimates and Costs 2 Structures 3
Non-Technical Elective 3 Approved Elective 3
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Curriculum in Electrical Engineering
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering
First Year
Common Program for Freshmen (page 131).
Second Year
FIRST SEMESTER SECOND SEMESTER
E.E. 14—Wiring and Illumination or
Approved Elective^ 3 or 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
M.E. 85 or 87—Pattern and Foundry
or Machine Tool Laboratory; or Ap-
proved Elective^ 3
Phys. la—General Physics 4
Phys. 3a^Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 17J^or 183^
E.E. 14—^Wiring and Illumination or
Approved Elective^ 3 or 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M.E. 87 or 85—Machine Tool or Pat-
tern and Foundry Laboratory; or
Approved Elective^ 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 4
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 1
T.A.M. 1—Analytical Mech. (Statics) 2
Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total ITMoTTs^
E.E. 25—Introduction to Circuit
Analysis 4
E.E. 75—Electrical Engineering Lab. 2
Math. 9a—Integral Calculus 2
M.E. 10—Thermodynamics; or
Phys. 44a—Electrical and Magnetic
Measurements 3
T.A.M. 2—Analyt. Mech. (Dynamics) 3
T.A.M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T.A.M. 64—Hydraulics Laboratory. . 1
Total
Third Year
E.E. 26—Direct Current Apparatus.
.
3
E.E. 76—Electrical Engineering Lab. 3
E.E. 50—Introduction to Applied
Electronics 2
M.E. 10—Thermodynamics; or
Phys. 44a—Electrical and Magnetic
Measurements 3
T.A.M. 3—Resistance of Materials. . 3
T.A.M. 63—Res. of Materials Lab. . 1
Approved Elective 3
Total ~T8. 17
Fourth Year
E.E. 35—A.C. Apparatus 4
E.E. 55—Electrical Design^ 2
E.E. 85—Electrical Engineering Lab. 2
E.E. 95—Seminar 1
E.E. 99—Inspection Trip
M.E. 3—Power Plant Engineering. . . 3
M.E. 61—Mech. Engineering Lab.. . . 2
Non-technical Elective 3 or 4
Total 17 or 18
E.E. 36—A.C. Apparatus' 4
E.E. 56—Economics of Electrical Sys-
tems 4
E.E. 86—Electrical Engineering Lab.' 2
E.E. 96—Seminar 1
E.E. 98—Thesis* or Technical Elec-
tive 3
Approved Elective . 3 or 4
Total 17 or 18
Curriculum in Engineering Physics
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Engineering Physics
The purpose of this curriculum is to prepare students for investigations in engineering
problems calling for a knowledge of physics and mathematics or chemistry, and for posi-
tions in certain industries which prefer men with a thorough education in basic science.
^One semester of E.E. 14 and one semester of M.E. 85 or 87 are required.
^E.E. 51 or 54 may be substituted for E.E. 55.
^Six hours from E.E. 48, 52, 54, 58, 59, 84, and 89 may be substituted for E.E. 36 and 86.
^Only high-grade students are allowed to take a thesis course.
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First Year
Common Program for Freshmen (page 131), except that substitution
of Chem. 6 for Chem. 4 is advised.
Second Year'
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
German or Approved Elective 4
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Phys. la—General Physics 4
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education 3^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Approved Elective 3
SECOND SEMESTER
German or Approved Elective 4
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 4
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 1
T.A.M. 1—Analytical Mech. (Statics) 2
Physical Education }/;
Military Science (for Men) 1
Approved Elective 3
Total. 18M Total 18J^
Third Year^
E.E. 25—Introduction to Circuit
Analysis 4
E.E. 75—Electrical Engineering Lab. 2
German or Approved Elective 4
Math. 18—Advanced Calculus- 3
Phys. 20a—Theoretical Mechanics. . . 3
Phys. 40a—Elec. and Magnetism^. ... 3
Total
E.E. 26—Direct Current Apparatus.
.
3
E.E. 76—Electrical Engineering Lab. 3
German or Approved Elective 4
Math. 19—Advanced Calculus^ 3
Phys. 20b—Theoretical Mechanics. . 3
Phys. 40b—Elec. and Magnetism' ... 3
19 Total. 18
Fourth Year"
Chem. 40—Physical Chemistry 3
Phys. 71a—Light 2
Phys. 72a—Light Laboratory 2
Phys. 199—Colloquium
Approved Elective 3
Technical Option* 6
Total
.
16
Phys. 60—Heat (M.E. 10 or 13 may
be substituted) 3
Phys. 71b—Light 2
Phys. 72b—Light Laboratory 2
Phys. 199—Colloquium
Approved Elective 3
Technical Option* 5_
Total 15
Curriculum in General Engineering
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in General Engineering
This curriculum is intended for students who do not wish to pursue the more specialized
engineering curricula, but who wish to secure a sound education in engineering principles
and their application. Fifteen hours of work in economics, business law, etc., are required,
and fourteen hours of free electives are allowed. The degree of Bachelor of Science in
General Engineering is awarded on completion of the curriculum.
First Year
Common Program for Freshmen (page 131).
^The election of Chemistry 10, 24, and 34 is advised. Students wishing to emphasize chem-
istry may substitute chemistry electives for E.E. 25, 26, 75, 76. Students wishing to emphasize
electrical engineering should elect E.E. 51, 52, 54, and/or 84 in their senior year. Students wish-
ing to emphasize geophysics should elect most or all of the technical options in geology. Five hours
must be approved non-technical courses.
^Math. 16 and 17 or Math. 71a-71b may be substituted for Math. 18 and 19.
^Physics 44 and 30 may be substituted for Physics 40a-40b.
^Technical Options: Chemistry 10, 24, 34, 36, 37, 41, 42, 43, 44; E.E. 51, 52, 54, 84; Geology
2a, 38, 43, 61; Math. 21, 22, 52, 53, 70, 71, 72; M.E. 35, 36, 87; any courses in Physics or
Astronomy; T.A.M. 2, 3, 63.
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Second Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Econ. 2—Principles of Economics. ... 3
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
M.E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab.;
or C.E. 15—General Surveying. ... 3
Phys. la—General Physics 4
Phys. 3a^—Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education 3^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total. nh
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology 3
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
C.E. 15—General Surveying; or M.E.
85—Pattern and Foundry Lab 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 4
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 1
T.A.M. 1—Analytical Mech. (Statics) 2
Physical Education ^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 17J^
Third Year
Econ. 35—Corporations 3
E.E. 11—D.C. and A.C. Circuits 3
E.E. 61—D.C. and A.C. Laboratory.
.
1
M.E. 87—Machine Tool Laboratory. 3
T.A.M. 2—Analyt. Mech. (Dynamics) 3
T.A.M. 3—Resistance of Materials. . 3
T.A.M. 63—Res. of Materials Lab.. .
.
1_
Total 17
C.E. 61—Structural Stresses 4
E.E. 12—D.C. and A.C. Apparatus.
.
3
E.E. 62—D.C. and A.C. Laboratory. 1
M.E. 10—Thermodynamics 3
T.A.M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T.A.M. 64—Hydraulics Laboratory. 1
Approved Elective^ 4_
Total 18
Fourth Year
C.E. 86—Structural Design 4
C.E. 99—Inspection Trip
Econ. 41—Labor Problems; or Eng.
39—Industrial Relations 3
M.E. 3—Power Plant Engineering. . . 3
Met. 1—Elements of Metallurgy 3
Approved Elective^ 5
Total 18
Bus.Law 3—Law for Eng. Students;
or Eng. 92—Engineering Law 3
C.E. 87—Structural Design 4
Econ. 3—Money, Credit, Banking. . . 3
M.E. 64—Mechanical Engineering
Laboratory 3
Approved Elective^ 5_
Total 18
Curriculum in Mechanical Engineering
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
First Year
Common Program for Freshmen (page 131).
Second Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOU
Approved Elective^ 3
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
M.E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab.;
or M.E. 87—Machine Tool Lab.. . . 3
Phys. la—General Physics 4
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education ]
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total. \iy2
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Approved Elective^ 3
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
M.E. 87—Machine Tool Lab. ; or M.E.
85—Pattern and Foundry Lab 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 4
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 1
T.A.M. 1—Analytical Mech. (Statics) 2
Physical Education Y2
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 173^
•Eight hours or more in a foreign language (French, German, or Spanish) may be substituted
for an equal number of hours of approved electives, subject to the general language requirements of
the college.
^Eight hours of a foreign language may be substituted for eight hours of approved electives.
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Third Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
M.E. 13—Thermodynamics 3 M.E. 6—Power Plant Equipment. . . 4
M.E. 31—Mechanics of Machinery. . . 5 M.E. 14—Thermodynamics 3
T.A.M. 2—Analyt. Mech. (Dynamics) 3 M.E. 40—Mech. Engineering Design 3
T.A.M. 3—Resistance of Materials. . . 3 M.E. 64—Mech. Engineering Lab.. .
.
3
T.A.M. 63—Res. of Materials Lab.... 1 M.E. 88—Machine Tool Laboratory 3
Non-technical Elective^ 3 Non-technical Elective^ 2
Total 18 Total 18
Fourth Year
E.E. 11—D.C. and A.C. Circuits 3 E.E. 12—D.C. and A.C. Apparatus.
.
3
E.E. 61—D.C. and A.C. Laboratory.
.
1 E.E. 62—D.C. and A.C. Laboratory. 1
M.E. 41—Mech. Eng. Design 4 M.E. 28—Heating, Ventilating, and
M.E. 65—Mech. Engineering Lab.. . . 3 Air Conditioning 4
M.E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals; M.E. 52—Power Plant Design 3
or Non-technical Elective^ 3 M.E. 89—Heat Treatment of Metals;
Technical Option (See page 141) 3 or Non-technical Elective^ 3
M.E. 99—Inspection Trip Technical Option (See page 141) 3
Total 17 Total 17
OPTIONS FOR THE CURRICULUM IN
AIECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Note: Curriculum options are groups of related courses which can be logically taken
together and thus emphasize certain subdivisions, or fields, of mechanical engineering.
Petroleum Production Engineering
Substitute in Mechanical Engineering Curriculum as follows:
Second Year
first semester hours second SEMESTER HOURS
Geol. 43 for Approved Elective 3 Geol. 2a for Approved Elective 4
Third Year
C.E. 15 for Non-technical Elective. . . 3 Non-technical Elective 3
Fourth Year
M.E. 35, T.A.M. 4 and 64, and Geol. M.E. 36, Geol. 60b, and Geol. 61b for
61a for M.E. 41 and Technical Op- M.E. 28 and 52 and Technical Op-
tion 9 tion 8
Railway Mechanical Engineering
Substitute in Mechanical Engineering Curriculum as follows:
Fourth Year
M.E. 5 for Technical Option 3 M.E. 8 for Technical Option 3
M.E. 54 for M.E. 52 3
^Special attention is called to Engineering 10, 20, 39, 40, 41, and 92.
I
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Technical Options
Fourth Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
M.E. 5—Locomotives 3
M.E. 7—Int. Combustion Engines. . . 3
M.E. 17—Refrigeration Engineering. . 3
M.E. 33—Aeronautical Engineering. . 3
M.E. 35—Petroleum Production Eng. 3
M.E. 84—Welding Engineering 3
T.A.M. 4 and 64—Hydraulics 3
T.A.M. 41—Advanced Mechanics. ... 3
T.A.M. 43—Hydraulics Laboratory. . 3
T.A.M. 44—Testing Materials 3
T.A.M. 47—Engineering Analysis. ... 3
T.A.M. 49—Advanced Dynamics and
Vibrations 3
C.E. 89—Structural Engineering 3
SECOND SEMESTER
M.E. 7—Int. Combustion Engines... 3
M.E. 8—Railway Operation 3
M.E. 15—Engineering Thermody-
namics 3
M.E. 17—Refrigeration Engineering 3
M.E. 34—Aeronautical Engineering.
.
3
M.E. 54—Locomotive and Car
Design 3
M.E. 36—Petroleum Production Eng. 3
M.E. 84—Welding Engineering 3
T.A.M. 4 and 64—Hydraulics. 3
T.A.M. 42—Engineering Materials. . 3
T.A.M. 43—Hydraulics Laboratory.
.
3
T.A.M. 44—Testing Materials. . 3
T.A.M. 48—Engineering Analysis. . . 3
T.A.M. 50—-Advanced Dynamics and
Vibrations 3
Curriculum in Metallurgical Engineering
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Metallurgical Engineering
First Year
Common Program for Freshmen (page 131), except that Chem. 5
is substituted for Chem. 4.
Second Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Chem. 22
—
Quantitative Analysis. ... 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus 3
Phys. la—General Physics 4
Phys. 3a—-Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education 3^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Approved Elective or German or
French 3 or 4
Total 17Hor 183^
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
C.E. 15—General Surveying 3
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
M.E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab.;
or German or French 3 or 4
Phys. lb—General Physics 4
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 1
T.A.M. 1—Analytical Mechanics 2
Physical Education ]/^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 17J^or 18^
Third Year
Cer.E. 21—Pyrometry 1
Chem. 48a—Physical Chemistry 3
Geol. 20—Mineralogy 3
Met. 2—Principles of Metallurgy. ... 3
Met. 4—Physical Metallurgy 3
Min. 9—Coal and Ore Preparation. . . 3
T.A.M. 2—Analytical Mechanics
(Dynamics) 3
Total ~[9
Chem. 48b—Physical Chemistry. ... 3
Met. 5—Ferrous Metallurgy 3
Met. 6—Metallurgical Calculations. . 2
Met. 13—Utilization of Fuels 3
M.E. 62—Mech. Eng. Lab 3
T.A.M. 3—Resistance of Materials. 3
T.A.M. 63—Resistance of Materials
Laboratory 1_
Total 18
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Fourth Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
E.E. 4—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines 2
E.E. 64—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines Laboratory 1
Met. 7—Ferrous Metallography 3
Met. 8—Ferrous Metallography Lab. 2
Met. 9—Non-ferrous Metallurgy 3
Met. 41—Metallurgical Design 3
Met. 99—Inspection Trip
Approved Elective 2
Total. 16
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
E.E. 5—Applications of Electrical
Equipment 2
E.E. 65—Electrical Equipment
Laboratory 1
Met. 10—Non-ferrous Metallography 3
Met. 11—Electrometallurgy 3
Met. 42—Metallurgical Design 2
Min. 2—Mining Principles or Ap-
proved Elective 3^
Min. 90—Seminar 1
T.A.M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T.A.M. 64—Hydraulics Laboratory.
.
1
Total 18^
Curriculum in Mining Engineering
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mining Engineering
First Year
Common Program for Freshmen (page 131), except that Chem. 5
is substituted for Chem. 4.
Second Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Chem. 22
—
Quantitative Analysis. ... 5
Math. 8a—Differential Calculus 3
Phys. la—General Physics 4
Phys. 3a—Physics Laboratory 1
Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Approved Elective 3
Total. 17>^
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
C.E. 15—General Surx'eying 3
Geol. 43—Engineering Geology 3
Math. 8b—Integral Calculus 3
Phys. lb—General Physics 4
Phys. 3b—Physics Laboratory 1
T.A.M. 1—Analytical Mech. (Statics) 2
Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 17>^
Third Year
Geol. 20—Mineralogy 3
Min. 1—Elements of Mining 4
Min. 62—Mine Surs'eying 3
T.A.M. 2—Analytical Mechanics (Dy-
namics) 3
Option (See page 143) 6_
Total 19
Min. 4—Mining Methods 4
T.A.M. 3—Resistance of Materials. . 3
T.A.M. 63—Res. of Materials Lab.. . 1
T.A.M. 4—Hydraulics 2
T.A.M. 64—Hydraulics Laboratory. . 1
Option (See page 143) 5 or 7
Total 16 or 18
Fourth Year
E.E. 4—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines 2
E.E. 64—D.C. and A.C. Circuits and
Machines Laboratory 1
Min. 9—Preparation of Coal and Ore.
.
3
Min. 41—Mining Design 3
Min. 99—Inspection Trip
Option (See page 143) 8 or 9
Total 17 or 18
E.E. 5—Applications of Electrical
Equipment 2
E.E. 65—Electrical Equipment
Laboratory 1
Min. 15—]Mine Ventilation 2
Min. 21—Examination, Valuation,
and Reports 3
Min. 42—Mining Design 2
Min. 90—Seminar 1
Option (See page 143) 6-8
Total 17-19
^Students who took German or French in the sophomore year require only one hour of ap-
proved elective, or a total of 16 hours for the semester.
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OPTIONS FOR THE CURRICULUM IN
MINING ENGINEERING
Coal Mining Option
Third Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Accy. 12—Fundamentals of M.E. 62—Mech. Eng. Laboratory. . . 3
Accounting 3 Approved Elective 2
Approved Elective 3
Fourth Year
Met. 1—Elements of Metallurgy 3 Met. 13—Utilization of Fuels 3
Min. 6—Mech. Eng. of Mines 3 Min. 20—Mine Ventilation Lab 2
Min. 8—Mine Administration 3 Min. 64—Coal and Ore Prep. Lab.. .
.
2
Ore Mining Option
Third Year
Accy. 12—Fundamentals of M.E. 62—Mech. Eng. Laboratory. . . 3
Accounting 3 Approved Elective 2
Approved Elective 3
Fourth Year
Met. 1—Elements of Metallurgy 3 Geol. 96—Economic Geology 3
Met. 3—Fire Assaying 2 Min. 6^—Mech. Eng. of Mines 3
Min. 8—Mine Administration 3 Min. 64—Coal and Ore Prep. Lab 2
Mining Geology Option
Third Year
Geol. 2a—Historical Geology 4 Geol. 49—Microscopic Mineralogy. . . 5
Approved Elective 2 Approved Elective 2
Fourth Year
Geol. 95—Economic Geology 3 Geol. 96—Economic Geology 3
Met. 3—Fire Assaying 2 Min. 12—Mining Geology 3
Approved Elective 3
Mine Administration Option
Third Year
Accy. 12—Fundamentals of Econ. 3—Money, Credit, and Banking 3
Accounting 3 Approved Elective 2
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3
Fourth Year
Econ. 35—Corporation Finance 3 Min. 6—Mech. Eng. of Mines 3
Min. 8—Mine Administration 3 Approved Elective 3
Eng. 92—Engineering Law 3
The College of Agriculture
To PREPARE MEN AND WOMEN FOR SUCCESSFUL LIFE AND
work in agriculture and home economics, the College of Agriculture offers
a wide range of general and special courses in these two fields, which have in
common an interest in the production, processing, sale, and use of food and
clothing materials. Illinois, because of her situation near the center of one of
the greatest agricultural regions in the world, is in a peculiarly advantageous
position for teaching and research in agriculture and the related industries.
While many courses in this college are open to all qualified students in the
University, most of the courses are designed primarily for students who find their
major interests in agriculture or home economics and who desire to follow a
four-year curriculum.
For men there is a general four-year curriculum, leading to the degree of
Bachelor of Science in Agriculture, which trains for various types of farming,
fruit and truck growing, processing and marketing agricultural products, sales
and service work with farm equipment and supplies, and numerous other kinds
of employment, including state and federal programs, research and extension
activities, in agriculture and its related industries. Students preparing to teach
agriculture in the public schools obtain their fundamental courses in this cur-
riculum and elect courses in the College of Education, or transfer to that college
and complete the requirements for a bachelor's degree in agricultural education
(page 159).
For women the College of Agriculture provides a general curriculum in home
economics and a special curriculum in nutrition and dietetics. The four years
of training in each of these curricula leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science.
Graduates of these curricula are employed in homemaking, teaching, house
planning and interior decorating, the designing of clothes and costumes, the
management of cafeterias, dormitories, and tea-rooms, technical work in textile
and food industries, dietetics in hospitals and other institutions, research projects,
and extension activities, including the introduction and demonstration of new
products and processes in all these lines. Students preparing to teach home
economics in the public schools receive their basic training in these curricula and
elect courses in the College of Education (page 157) to fulfill the requirements
for teachers' certificates, or they may transfer to that college or to the College
of Liberal Arts and Sciences (page 107) and there complete the requirements
for baccalaureate degrees.
Special curricula in dairy technology and floriculture are provided in the
College of Agriculture, each leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. These
are four-year curricula and include many courses in the liberal arts and sciences
besides special training in the production, distribution, and use of dairy products
and greenhouse products, respectively.
A two-year program of study preparatory to entry into a school of forestry
is also available in this college. The introductory course in forestry is open to
all students in the University above the rank of freshman.
The curriculum in agricultural engineering, which is administered by the
College of Engineering, includes general and specialized courses offered in the
Department of Agricultural Engineering and other departments in the College
of Agriculture. A five-year program is available for any student who desires
baccalaureate degrees from both these colleges.
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The first two years in each curriculum include the necessary scientific and cultural
basis for later specialization. Students entering this college are advised in groups by
members of the faculty, and after a student has completed one j'ear of work he selects
a member of the faculty as his special adviser to aid him in planning his program.
Every student is required to take certain courses in other colleges of the University
and is encouraged to elect additional courses to balance his program and extend his
range of interests.
For admission, see page 68; for buildings and farms, see page 62; for clubs and
societies auxiliary to the curricula, see page 97; for prises and awards, see page 84;
for fees and expenses, see page 101 ; for regulations concerning unclassified students,
see page 75 ; for general University requirements for a bachelor's degree, see page 81
;
for the Graduate School, see page 186.
Experiment Station.—The Agricultural Experiment Station provides facilities for
research work to the faculty of the College of Agriculture, and almost every member
of the teaching staff is engaged in experimental work designed to increase the knowl-
edge in his particular field. Results of this research are published in bulletins and
circulars available without cost to the citizens of Illinois. (See page 397.)
Extension Service.—The Extension Service in Agriculture and Home Economics
is engaged in helping citizens of Illinois, particularly in the rural areas, to solve their
problems in agriculture and homemaking. It cooperates with local leaders throughout
the state in carrying on an extensive 4-H Club program for boys and girls. One
hundred and two counties cooperate in the employment of farm advisers, and seventy
counties cooperate in the employment of home advisers who work with the extension
representatives of each department of the College of Agriculture. (See page 387.)
For special conferences and short courses, see page 392.
Departments and Curricula
The College of Agriculture comprises eight departments which offer courses open to
all qualified students in the University. These departments, their work and equipment,
are described in the following paragraphs with reference to the curricula as outlined
on subsequent pages.
Agricultural Economics.—Courses in agricultural economics pertain to eco-
nomic principles as applied to agriculture, farm management, land economics, agricul-
tural marketing, agricultural credit, agricultural prices and statistics, and rural organi-
zations. A basic course in agricultural economics is designed to give an introduction to
these fields. A more advanced course deals with the external economic relationships
of agriculture, while work in farm management deals with the internal economic rela-
tionships of farming based upon financial and detailed cost records secured from
farmers throughout Illinois. Work in land economics includes utilization, tenure, and
conservation of land, while a course in farm appraisals is conducted in cooperation
with other departments. Courses are available dealing with the principles and prob-
lems of agricultural marketing and cooperation, as well as with the particular prob-
lems connected with the marketing of grain, livestock, dairy products, and horti-
cultural products. Work is offered in the field of agricultural credit, dealing with the
credit needs of farmers and the means of supplying these needs. A course in
agricultural prices and statistics includes work in price analysis and the application of
statistical methods to agricultural data. Work in rural organizations deals with
the structure and functions of and participation in farmers' organizations and trends in
their development. Provision is made for advanced study in all of these fields by
qualified undergraduate and graduate students.
Agricultural Engineering.—Courses in agricultural engineering cover the
principles of engineering as applied to agriculture, including elementary farm me-
chanics, farm shop, drainage, farm buildings, concrete construction, farm machinery,
tractors, harvesting machinery, horticultural machinery, dairy machinery, rural electri-
fication, and farm home equipment. The University has an assortment of tractors, gas
engines, and farm machinery in this department for student use. Lighting units and
water systems are provided in the home equipment laboratory. There is a drafting
room for work in farm buildings, and facilities are provided for concrete construction.
A curriculum in agricultural engineering is provided in the College of Engineering
(page 131) for those students who plan to enter teaching, research, or design work in
this field. The first-year requirements in this curriculum are the same as in other
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engineering courses. Specialization begins in the second year. Early in the course
students have an opportunity to take work in the Department of Agricultural Engi-
neering and also certain basic courses in the College of Agriculture. Those who are
particularly interested in power and machinery have an option of special training in
machine design. Another option is for those who are interested in farm drainage and
structures. Students in the College of Agriculture who are interested in the technical
curriculum in agricultural engineering may secure two degrees in five years, one in
agriculture and one in agricultural engineering, if they will carefully schedule the
required courses of study in these curricula. It is essential that such students complete
the courses in drawing, mathematics, physics, and mechanics required in agricultural
engineering during their first three years at the University to be able to complete the
requirements for both degrees by the end of the fifth year. Freshman students in
Agriculture who are interested should consult the Head of the Department of Agri-
cultural Engineering.
Agronomy.—Instruction in both crops and soils is given in the Department of
Agronomy. Under crops are included such subjects as characteristics, production, and
improvement of farm crops as well as the nature and control of the crop enemies such
as weeds, plant diseases, and insect pests. Courses in soils deal with the origin,
formation, and classification of soils and also with variation, modification, and mainte-
nance of productivity. Facilities for instruction include laboratories, field house,
greenhouse, and field plots. Advanced students have opportunity to use these facilities
both in their courses and in individual investigations.
Animal Husbandry.—Courses in animal husbandry cover the study of sheep,
swine, poultry, and beef cattle, and their products ; heavy and light horses, with their
care and training; the management of herds, flocks, and studs; feeding, breeding,
general sanitation, hygiene and disease control in livestock; and the chemical and
physiological phases of animal nutrition. The University herds, flocks, and studs con-
tain about six hundred pure-bred cattle, swine, sheep, and horses, and several hundred
fowls, which are available for class purposes and for feeding and breeding investiga-
tions. The Stock Judging Pavilion offers opportunity for show and judging work.
The department equipment includes buildings for the housing of beef cattle, swine,
sheep, horses, and poultry, and a feed storage barn with grinding mills and other feed
preparation machinery. Laboratories afford facilities for undergraduate and advanced
study in animal nutrition, animal genetfcs, and animal diseases.
Dairy Husbandry.—The courses in dairy husbandry are concerned with the
judging, breeding, feeding, and management of dairy cattle; the manufacture and
marketing of dairy products; and dairy bacteriology and dairy chemistry. The equip-
ment of this department includes a complete commercial creamery and a 180-acre farm
stocked with typical representatives of the Holstein-Friesian, Jersey, Guernsey, Brown
Swiss, and Ayrshire breeds.
Forestry.—The pre-forestry curriculum provides two years of study in sub-
jects prerequisite to technical training in forestry. It prepares the student to enter a
school of professional forestry with two years of advanced standing. Although reg-
istration is in the College of Agriculture, many of the courses of instruction are in the
Colleges of Liberal Arts and Sciences and Engineering. The pre-forestry curriculum
utilizes the laboratory, drafting, demonstration, and classroom facilities of several
departments in each of these colleges as well as those of the College of Agriculture.
The equipment of the Department of Forestry includes maps, charts, lantern slides,
and a working library of some 3,500 books and pamphlets on forestry. Students who
are interested in forestry as a profession should consult the Head of the Department
of Forestry concerning registration in the pre-forestry curriculum.
Home Economics.—The courses given in this department are planned pri-
marily to meet the needs of students who desire a knowledge of the general principles
and facts of home economics. Opportunity is given through elective courses in the
third and fourth years to emphasize various phases of home economics, such as house-
hold and institution management, nutrition and dietetics, house planning and furnish-
ing, and textiles, clothing, and costume design. Courses in the teaching of home eco-
nomics are available for those who plan to teach. The department is housed in the
Woman's Building, where laboratories, lecture rooms, and an apartment for home
management are provided. A cafeteria serves as a teaching laboratory in institution
work.
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Horticulture.—Courses in horticulture provide instruction in the four divisions
(pomology, vegetable crops, floriculture, and plant breeding) and in subjects dealing
with all divisions, such as plant propagation, spraying, the evolution of horticultural
plants, and experimental horticulture. For instruction in pomology, use is made of the
varietal and experimental plantations maintained by the department, and of the Horti-
cultural Field Laboratory. This building is equipped with cold storages, constant-
temperature chambers, and a greenhouse, and with chemical, botanical, and pathological
laboratories. Facilities for instructional work in vegetable crops include a greenhouse
and several acres of land on which garden operations are illustrated and the principal
vegetable crops are grown. A laboratory furnishes opportunity for the study of
methods of canning and packing. The equipment for floriculture includes ten glass-
houses and a service building. The houses contain a selection of roses, carnations, and
chrysanthemums, and of plants representing the forms used in commercial and
decorative or conservatory work. The ornamental gardens furnish illustrative
materials for students in floriculture and landscape architecture. Instruction in plant
materials is facilitated by a collection of native woods and a forest tree plantation of
about twenty acres.
Requirements for Graduation
Students who have satisfied the University's general requirements as to registration,
residence, and fees, have maintained throughout their course a satisfactory record of
scholarship and moral character, and have completed a curriculum in the College of
Agriculture, including the studies of the prescribed lists and sufficient electives to
make a total of 120 semester hours (not counting credit for the required work in mili-
tary science and physical education), are graduated with the degree of Bachelor of
Science.
For the special requirements of each curriculum see the outlines on the following
pages.
A candidate for graduation must have completed by the beginning of his final
semester all studies required for the degree except those to be taken in class during
the semester, except, however, special examinations to remove failures, proficiency
examinations, and course substitutions which must be completed by the beginning o£
the tenth week of the student's final semester.
Graduates of approved colleges may secure a degree in agriculture from the
University on completion of the technical and scientific requirements. This usually
requires two years of residence work; a minimum of one year is required. Students
who have transferred from other educational institutions to the University of Illinois
and are candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture are required
to complete a minimum of 18 hours credit in those courses in technical agriculture
for which seniors receive full credit.
Not more than a total of two semester hours of hygiene and physical education,
in addition to the University requirement, will be accepted for graduation in any
curriculum in the College of Agriculture.
Graduation with Honors
Honors awarded at graduation to superior students are designated, after the degree
on the diploma, as Honors, High Honors, and Highest Honors, according to the
following rules: (a) For the degree with Honors, the student must have an aver-
age of 4.0 in all courses used for graduation, (b) For the degree with High Honors,
a student must have an average of 4.25 in all courses counted toward graduation and
pass a comprehensive examination in his field of major interest, (c) For the degree
with Highest Honors, the student must have an average of 4.5 in all courses used for
graduation and give evidence of exceptional ability in passing a comprehensive exam-
ination in his field of major interest.
Teacher Training
Students who are graduated with the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
may qualify to teach under the Smith-Hughes Vocational Act if they have credit for
a minimum of 15 hours of education, including one semester of practice teaching.
Students applying for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Education
should take the first two years in the College of Agriculture, as required in the
curriculum in Agriculture, and the last two years in the College of Education.
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Curriculum in Agriculture
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agriculture
All students in this curriculum are required to take certain prescribed courses during
the freshman year and part of the sophomore and junior years. This work gives the
student a conception of farm practices and an insight into the technical branches of
agriculture and leaves a large part of the junior and senior years open for elective
studies. The 120 hours required for graduation are grouped as follows:
Prescribed Courses
HOURS HOURS
Accountancy la 3 Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
Agricultural Economics 1 3 Entomology 1 3
Agricultural Engineering 1 3 Geology 44 3
Agronomy 25, 28 9 Horticulture la-lb 4
Animal Husbandry 1,21 6 Hygiene 2
Bacteriology 5a 3 Rhetoric 1,2 6
Botany 5 3 Zoology 14 3
Chemistry 1 (or 2), 5, 32 13 or 11
Dairy Husbandry 24a or 24b 3 Total, Prescribed Courses. . .68 to 72
Summary
^^^^^
Agricultural courses prescribed (listed above) 28
Non-agricultural courses prescribed (listed above) 40 to 44
Agricultural courses to be elected from Group 1 (listed below) 21
Non-agricultural courses to be elected from Group 2 (listed below) 8
Free electives 19 to 23
Total Required for Graduation 120
In addition, all students must meet the University requirements in military science
and physical education, which are to be commenced in the first semester of the freshman
year and continued until completed.
After the second semester of the sophomore year, the minimum schedule is 15 hours
per semester, exclusive of military science and physical education. Excluding these two
requirements, sophomore standing requires 27 hours; junior standing, 56 hours; senior
standing, 88 hours.
Electives
Group 1.—Minimum 21 hours.
All courses offered by the College of Agriculture other than those prescribed.
Group 2.—Minimum 8 hours in addition to prescribed courses.
Selected from courses offered in English, foreign language, geography, history, land-
scape architecture, philosophy, political science, psychology, rhetoric, sociology, and
speech. Desirable beginning courses:
HOURS HOURS
English 12, 13, 20a, or 20b 2 or 4 Philosophy 1 or 2 3
French la and lb 8 Political Science la, lb, or 16. . .2 or 3
Geography 1, 2, 14 3 or 5 Psychology 1 4
German 1 and 2 8 Rhetoric 10 2
History la, lb, 3a, or 3b 3 or 4 Sociology 1 3
Landscape Architecture 62 2 Speech 1 3
Note:—Students expecting to take graduate work in agriculture should make
their selection of electives primarily with this purpose in view, as the prescribed
courses in the general curriculum in agriculture will not afford an adequate training
for major work in any department of the college in the Graduate School. For ade-
quate undergraduate preparation in his chosen field of major study the student should
elect advanced courses in this and in related fields under the guidance of the depart-
ment within which his major is to be taken, and he should also make a judicious
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selection of non-agricultural courses in order to afford a broad scientific and cultural
foundation for his specialized training.
A thorough training in the general principles of biology is highly desirable in all
fields of agriculture and essential in most, the nature of the proposed major field de-
termining whether this training will be pursued mainly along botanical or zoological
lines. For specialization in farm organization and management and in other phases
of agricultural economics, economics rather than biology is the basic science.
An introductory course in physics is necessary to a well-balanced knowledge of
the natural sciences, and will prove of value for advanced study in all lines of technical
agriculture, while in some lines it is essential.
Mathematics, including college algebra, trigonometry, analytical geometry, and the
calculus has a wide field of usefulness, particularly in preparing the prospective re-
search student for a thorough understanding of statistical methods, essential to the
interpretation of experimental data.
A reading knowledge of some of the foreign languages, particularly German and
French, is essential to a study of the original contributions to any major field of
graduate study. The prospective graduate student is advised to elect a year of work
in either German or French.
The advisability of choosing other non-agricultural courses, such as those in
advanced economics, accountancy, quantitative chemical analysis, physical chemistry,
physiological chemistry, education, bacteriology, physiology, and entomology, will
depend upon the nature of the proposed major and minors in the Graduate School.
Suggested Sequence of Courses
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Hygiene 2 Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry. .5 or 3
Military Science (for Men) 1 Military Science (for Men) 1
Physical Education J^ Physical Education J/^
Rhet 1.—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3 Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Select from the following prescribed courses to make a total of 14]/2-18)^ hours for each
semester. Each of these courses (except Hort. la-lb) is offered both semesters:
Agr. Econ. 1—Introd. Agr. Economics 3 Entom. 1—Destructive and Useful
Agr. Eng. 1—Introd. Agr. Engineering 3 Insects 3
Agron. 25—Farm Crops 4 Hort. la—Introd. Pomology and Or-
An. Hush. 1—Livestock Judging 3 namental Gardening 2
Bot. 5—General Botany 3 Hort. lb—Introd. Vegetable Crops. . 2
D.H. 24a—Dairy Production, or
D.H. 24b—Dairy Manufacturing. . 3
Second Year
Chem. 5—Inorganic Chemistry and Chem. 32—Organic Chemistry 3
Qualitative Analysis 5 Military Science (for Men) 1
Military Science (for Men) 1 Physical Education 3^
Physical Education }/^
Select from the following prescribed courses to make a total of 14^2-18^2 hours for each
semester. Each of these courses (except Hort. la-lb) is offered both semesters:
Accy. la—Principles of Accounting. . . 3 Econ. 1 or 2—Prin. of Economics. . . .5 or 3
Agr. Eng. 1—Introd. Agr. Engineering 3 Entom. 1—Destructive and Useful
Agron. 25—Farm Crops 4 Insects 3
Agron. 28—Soils 5 Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3
An. Husb. 1—Livestock Judging 3 Hort. la—Introd. Pomology and Or-
An. Husb. 21—Principles of Feeding. . 3 namental Gardening 2
Bact. 5a—Introd. Bacteriology 3 Hort. lb—Introd. Vegetable Crops. . 2
Bot. 5—General Botany 3 Zool. 14—Elementary Zoology 3
D.H. 24a—Dairy Production, or
D.H. 24b—Dairy Manufactures .. . 3
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Third Year
Agronomy 28, Soils, if not taken previously, should be scheduled either the first
or second semester. Any remaining prescribed courses should be taken as early as
possible. Select enough electives for each semester to make a total of 15-18 hours.
Attention should be given to satisfying the requirements of Group 2 under electives,
and it should be kept in mind that Group 1 requires the selection of a total of 21
hours of agricultural electives in addition to the prescribed agricultural courses listed
above. This leaves 19-23 hours of open electives which may be taken in any college
or school of the University except for restrictions in physical education and hygiene
indicated under "Requirements for Graduation." It is recommended that at the
beginning of the third year the student, in consultation with his faculty adviser, lay
out a detailed program of courses for the third and fourth years. Care should be
taken to avoid too narrow specialization but at the same time to take related groups of
courses designed to prepare the individual for the life and work which he expects
to pursue.
Fourth Year
Schedule 15-18 hours of work each semester, following the lines indicated for the
third year. It is important that each student consult his faculty adviser and plan
his work for the year.
Curriculum in Dairy Technology
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Dairy Technology
The curriculum in dairy technology is planned for students interested in the business
and technical aspects of dairy manufacturing. This four-year curriculum allows ample
opportunity for the student to elect courses in various phases of dairy manufactures
and in the fields related to it. Thus a student may specialize in the manufacturing
and marketing of dairy products or the bacteriological, chemical, or engineering
aspects of the field.
Requirements
78-76 hours as indicated in the following sequence of courses.
15 hours in Group 1 (listed below).
8 hours in Group 2 (listed below).
10 hours in Group 3 (listed below).
9-11 hours open electives.
120 hours required for graduation, excluding military and physical education.
6 hours of required military science and physical education.
126 hours required for graduation.
Electives
Group 1.—A minimum of 15 hours in courses offered by the College of Agriculture in
addition to those prescribed. (Electives in this group are to be chosen from
advanced courses under the guidance of an adviser.)
Group 2.—A minimum of 8 hours selected from English, foreign language, geography,
history, landscape architecture, philosophy, political science, psychology, rhetoric,
sociology, speech.
Group 3.—A minimum of 10 hours in addition to prescribed courses, to be selected
from courses offered in accountancy, bacteriology, business organization and
operation, chemistry, economics, mathematics, and physics. Desirable courses:
Accountancy lb, 2a, 2b Chemistry 22, 50
Bacteriology 5a, 5b, 8, 10 Economics 3, 10, 43, 51, 61
Business Law 2 Mathematics 6a, 8a, 8b
Business Organization and Operation 2, 7, 8 Physics 15, 44
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First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry. .5 or 3
D.H. 24b—Elementary Testing and
Manufacture of Dairy Products. ... 3
D.H. 24a—Elementary Dairy Produc-
tion 3
Physical Education H
Military Science (for Men) 1
Electives or 3
Total 153^ to 163^
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Rhet. 2—-Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
D.H. 11—General Dairy Bacteriology 2
D.H. 12—General Dairy Bacteriology 2
Chem. 5—Inorganic and Qualitative
Analysis 5
Hygiene 2
Physical Education ]/^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total. 15^
Second Year
Chem. 33—Elementary Organic
Chemistry 5
D.H. 22—Cheese Manufacture 3
D.H. 1—Chemical Control Methods
for Dairy Plants 3
Math. 3—Algebra 5
Physical Education ]/2
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 173^
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
D.H. 8—Fluid Milk Plant Operations 3
D.H. 7—Creamery Buttermaking and
Factory Management 3
D.H. 14—Milk Condensing 3
Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Electives 5
Total. 173^
Third Year
Accy. la—Principles of Accounting. .
.
3
D.H. 4—Ice Cream Manufacture. ... 3
D.H. 9—Dairy Products Judging. ... 2
Phys. 7a—General Physics (Me-
chanics, Sound, Heat) 4
Phys. 8a—General Physics Laboratory 1
Electives 2
Total. 15
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics. ... 5
Phys. 7b—General Physics (Light,
Electricity, Magnetism) 4
Phys. 8b—General Physics Laboratory 1
Electives 5
Total
.
15
Electives.
Fourth Year
15 Electives. 14 or 15
Curriculum in Floriculture
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Floriculture
The object of the floriculture curriculum is to fit men and women for the profession
of floriculture. The laboratory exercises in the technical subjects consist of practical
work in the greenhouses and gardens and give the students a working knowledge of
the best methods now in use. Of the 120 semester hours required for graduation, 95-
97 are provided for in the prescribed list as shown below. The other 23-25 hours of
credit necessary for graduation are elective, including at least 4 hours from Group 2
in the curriculum in agriculture. Students registered in floriculture are required to
make at least one inspection trip before graduation. The annual trip costs about $25.
Suggested Electives.—The following courses are suggested as electives which
may be taken during the third or fourth year: Bot. 46, Heredity and Evolution;
Agron. 22, Improvement in Farm Crops by Breeding; Hort. 12, Evolution of Horti-
cultural Plants; B. O. O. 7, Salesmanship; B. O. O. 8, Advertising; Bus. Law 2,
Elementary Law of Business; Hort. 7, Spraying; Entom. 20, Insect Control.
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First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry. .5 or 3 Chem. 5—Inorganic Chemistry and
Hort. 5—Plant Propagation 3 Qualitative Analysis 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3 Hort. 4—Plant Houses 3
Entom. 1—Destructive and Useful Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Insects; or Bot. 5—General Botany 3 Bot. 5—General Botany; or Entom.
Hygiene 2 1—Destructive and Useful Insects 3
Physical Education 3^ Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men). 1 Military Science (for Men) 1
Total ISJ^to 17H Total Ts]^
Second Year
Accy. la—Principles of Accounting. . . 3 Accy. lb—Accounting Procedure. ... 3
Bot. 3—Plant Physiology 5 Agron. 28—Soils 5
Econ. 2—Principles of Economics. ... 3 Bot. 6—Introductory Systematic
Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3 Botany 3
Physical Education ^ Hort. 15a—Greenhouse Management 3
Military Science (for Men) 1 Physical Education ^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total TS^ Total 15^
Third Year
B.0.0. 2—Marketing 3 Hort. 15c—Commercial Crops 3
Bot. 7—Plant Pathology 3 Hort. 31—Garden Flowers 3
Hort. 15b—Commercial Crops 3 Hort. 45—Plant Nutrition 3
Hort. 43—Floricultural Physiology. . . 3 Land. Arch. 52—Trees and Shrubs. .
.
3
Land. Arch. 51—Trees and Shrubs. . . 3 Electives 3-6
Total 15 Total 15-18
Fourth Year
Hort. 32a—Floral Decoration 3 Hort. 30—Tender Bedding Plants. ... 3
Electives 12-15 Hort. 32b—Floral Decoration 3
Land. Arch. 64—Appreciation of
Landscape Architecture 3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18 Total 15-18
Pre-Forestry Curriculum
The object of the two-year pre-forestry curriculum is to prepare young men to enter
a school of professional forestry with two years of advanced standing. The pre-
forestry curriculum provides a course of study similar to that given during the first
two years at a school of forestry. The course of study is of necessity modified some-
what to meet the different requirements of the various schools. Completion of the
pre-forestry curriculum requires a minimum of 61 hours of work in addition to the
University requirements in military science and physical education. Due to large
increases in enrollment, many forestry schools have adopted rather high scholarship
requirements. Students whose grades are below average in their pre-forestry work
may be refused admittance to a forestry school.
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First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry^. .5 or 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Math. 3 or 2—Algebra^ 5 or 3
Bot. 5—General Botany 3
Hygiene 2
Military Science (for Men) 1
Physical Education ^
Total 153^ to 171^
SECOND SEMESTER
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
Geol. 44—Agricultural Geology 3
Forestry 1—General Forestry 3
G.E.D. 1—Elements of Drawing. ... 4
Military Science (for Men) 1
Physical Education JJ
Total 163^
Second Year
C.E. 1—Plane Surveying 3
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3
Chem. 5
—
Qualitative Analysis 5
Military Science (for Men) 1
Physical Education J^
Electives 5
Total. 17^
Electives
Bot. 3—Plant Physiology 5
Physics 7a—Mechanics, Sound and
Heat 4
Physics 8a—Laboratory to accompany
7a 1
C.E. 2—Topographic Surveying 3
Agron. 28—Soils 5
Military Science (for Men) 1
Physical Education ]
Electives 8
Total. ny.
Electives
Physics 7b—Light, Electricity, and
Magnetism 4
Physics 8b—Laboratory to accom-
pany 7b 1
Zoology 1—General Zoology 5
Bot. 6—Systematic Botany 3
Pol. Sci. la—American Government.
.
3
Chem. 32—Organic Chemistry 3
Note:—The choice of electives will depend on the requirements of the particular
school of forestry for which the student is preparing. Some forestry schools require a
year of physics, and others do not; the same is true of zoology and other elective
subjects. The branches of forestry in which a student is interested will also influence
his choice of electives. A student expecting to stress the business and administrative
aspects of the profession might well choose as electives other subjects than those indi-
cated above. Any changes to meet the needs of individual students should be worked
out in consultation with the Head of the Department of Forestry.
CURRICULA IN HOME ECONOMICS
Students who hold scholarships in home economics must take each semester at least
four hours in home economics or in subjects required for admission to courses in
home economics. To satisfy the requirements for graduation, transfer students not
completing List B at the University of Illinois must take five hours in residence from
the following: Home Economics 1, 20, 28, 31, 33, 35, 39a, 39b, 41, 43a, 43b, 47, 48, 50,
51, 56, 57a, 57b 62. The 120 hours required for graduation are grouped as shown in
the following curricula. Students may choose the curriculum in general home eco-
nomics or the curriculum in nutrition and dietetics.
^Students who have not had chemistry in high school register in Chemistry 1 (five hours)
;
those who have one unit o£ high school chemistry register in Chemistry 2 (three hours). Students
who have 11/2 units of high school algebra register in Mathematics 2 (three hours); those who have
not had advanced algebra in high school register in Mathematics 3 (five hours). It is to the advan-
tage of students planning to study forestry to take chemistry and advanced algebra in high school.
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Curriculum in General Home Economics
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics
Prescribed Subjects
Art la, lb 4
Bacteriology 5a, 5b 5
Chemistry 1 or 2, 5 10 or 8
Chemistry 33 5
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
English Literature (2 semesters) 8 or 6
Home Economics 1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 29, 58,
59 25
Hygiene 2
Physiology la 5
Physical Education (4 semesters) ....
Rhetoric 1, 2 6
Sociology 1 3
List A, minimum 6
List B, minimum 10
Total Prescribed Subjects 94-88
Open Electives 26-32
Total Required for Graduation . . .120
Electives
List A—a minimum of 6 hours in history, psychology, economics, and sociology, in addi-
tion to courses prescribed.
List B—a minimum of 10 hours in home economics in addition to those prescribed above
and excluding Home Economics 11.
Suggested Sequence of Courses
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Art la^Design 2
Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry. .5 or 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Home Econ. 1—Introd. to Home
Economics 1
Home Econ. 7—Textiles 3
or Home Econ. 29—Clothing 4
Hygiene 2 2
Physical Education 1
Total 15-18
SECOND SEMESTER HOUE
Art lb—Design 2
Chem. 5
—
Qualitative Analysis 5
Home Econ. 7—Textiles 3
or Home Econ. 29—Clothing 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Physical Education 1
Total 14-15
Second Year
English Literature 3
Home Econ. 2—Home Architecture . . 3
Physical Education 1
Physiol, la—Mammalian Physiology.. 5
Psych. 1—Introd. to Psychology 4
Total 16
Chem. 33—Organic Chemistry 5
English Literature 3
Home Econ. 58—Foods 5
Physical Education 1
Electives 2
Total. 16
Third Year
Bact. 5a-5b—^Introd. Bacteriology. ... 5
Home Econ. 59—Foods 2
Econ. 1 or 2—Prin. of Economics. . . .5 or 3
Electives 4 or 6
Total. 16
Home Econ. 5—Dietetics 4
Home Econ. 10—Home Management 3
Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology. ... 3
Electives 6_
Total 16
I
I
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Fourth Year
During the third and fourth years, students complete the requirements for the degree
of Bachelor of Science in the College of Agriculture. Electives are chosen, in accord
with the special interests of the student, from the following courses:
Textiles, clothing, and costume design:
Home Economics 19, 30, 31, 42, 43a, 43b, 50, 51.
Institution management and hospital dietetics:
Home Economics 20, 33, 35, 46, 47, 48, 62.
Household management:
Home Economics 14, 28, 57a, 57b, and additional courses in economics.
House planning and furnishing
:
Architecture 11, 12, 71, 72; Art 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18; History la, 2b.
Nutrition:
Chemistry 22, 50; Zoology 1; Home Economics 20, iZ, 35, 39a, 39b, 41.
Teaching of home economics:
Home Economics 11 ; Education 6, 10, 25, 41.
Curriculum in Nutrition and Dietetics
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics
Prescribed Subjects
HOURS
Bacteriology 5a, 5b 5
Chemistry 1 or 2, 5, 22, 3i, 50. .25 or 23
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
English Literature (2 semesters) . . 8 or 6
Home Economics 1, 5, 20, 33, 39a,
39b, 41, 58, 59 24 or 22
Hygiene 2
Physical Education (4 semesters). .
HOURS
Physiology la 5
Rhetoric 1, 2 6
Sociology 1 3
List A (below), minimum 6
89-81
Open Electives (List B below) 31-39
Total Required for Graduation 120
Electives
List A—a minimum of 6 hours in history, psychology, economics, and sociology, in addi-
tion to courses prescribed.
List B—from 31 to 39 hours of open electives. Suggested electives are: Bacteriology 8,
26; Chemistry 51b; Home Economics 35, 46, 47, 48; Hygiene 10; French or
German.
Suggested Sequence of Courses
First Year
first semester hours
Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry. .5 or 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.. 3
Home Econ. 1—Introd. to Home
Economics 1
Physical Education 1
Hygiene 2
Electives 4-6
Total 16
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Chem. 5
—
Qualitative Analysis 5
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Physical Education 1
Electives 7
Total. 16
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Second Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOUR
Chem. 22
—
Quantitative Analysis. .. . 5 Bact. 5a, 5b—Introductory Bact 5
Home Econ. 58—Foods 5 Chem. 33—Organic Chemistry 5
Physiol, la—Mammalian Physiology.. 5 Home Econ. 59—Foods 2
Physical Education 1 English Literature 3 or
Physical Education 1
Total 16 Total 16-17
Third Year
English Literature 3 or 4 Home Econ. 33—-Diet in Disease. ... 3
Home Econ. 5—Dietetics 4 Home Econ. 46
—
Quantity Cookery.
.
3
Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology. ... 3 Psych. 1—Introd. to Psychology. ... 4
Econ. 1—Principles of Economics. ... 5 Electives 5
Total 15-16 Total 15
Fourth Year
Chem. 50—Physiological Chemistry. . 5 Home Econ. 39b—Nutrition 1
Home Econ. 2(>—Physical Growth and Home Econ. 41—Prob. in Nutrition. .3 or 5
Nutrition 2 Home Econ. 48—Institution Dietaries
Home Econ. 39a—Nutrition 1 and Administration 4
Home Econ. 47—Institution Mgmt.. . 3 Electives 6 or 7
Electives 4
Total 15 Total 15-16
The College of Education
THE COLLEGE OF EDUCATION IS CONCERNED WITH LEARNING
as a process, the principles and methods of teaching, and the organization
of schools as agencies of culture. The courses of study, which are centered on
the development of the individual as a social unit, fall into groups dealing with
the philosophy, principles, and history of education, the psychology and tech-
nology of teaching, the management of school systems, the methods of extension
and research, the planning of programs for group instruction and individual
activities, the development of attitudes and habits necessary for success in com-
plex environments. These groups have in common the aim of anticipating the
needs of students as explorers and cultivators of the fields of learning in which
they will become teachers.
The courses of study are supplemented by practice in teaching under special
supervisors in school systems cooperating with the College of Education. The
University High School, which serves as a laboratory for this college, affords
experimentation under controlled conditions.
Candidates for baccalaureate degrees in the College of Education take
certain required courses and elect other courses in this college, and prepare
themselves further for their chosen fields by concentrating in restricted groups
of subjects in other colleges and schools of the University. For those who wish
to concentrate in the fields of agricultural education, home economics education,
or industrial education, specialized curricula are provided in this college, each
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. In the fields of other teaching
subjects, sequences of courses comparable to these curricula are arranged for
individual students by advisers.
Except for the curriculum in industrial education which begins with the
freshman year and involves shopwork, the two years of study required for ad-
mission to these curricula may be done in any college. Juniors entering from the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences should have completed the prescribed sub-
jects and group requirements of the general curriculum (or the first two years
of the new general curriculum) in that college. A junior entering from another
college of the University should have completed the first two years of a cur-
riculum there, and anyone transferring from another institution must have
acceptable credit for an equivalent amount of work in a curriculum of that
institution.
All the introductory courses and most of the advanced courses offered in
the College of Education are open to students enrolled in other colleges and
schools of the University. Candidates for degrees in the other colleges and
schools, while studying there the subjects they intend to teach, may fulfill the
requirements for teachers' certificates by electing courses in education.
For admission, see pages 68 and 76 ; for regulations concerning unclassified stu-
dents, see page 75 ; for general University requirements for a bachelor's degree, see
page 81 ; for fees and expenses, see page 101 ; for clubs and societies, see page 98; for
conferences and short courses, see page 392; for the Bureau of Educational Research,
see page 405.
Students in the College of Education who are preparing for graduate work should
arrange their undergraduate programs to meet the requirements for admission to
the Graduate School (page 186). Those who desire positions as school librarians may
obtain professional training in the Library School (page 184).
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Requirements for Graduation
Each candidate for a baccalaureate degree in the College of Education must meet
the University's general requirements with respect to registration, residence, fees,
military science, and physical education and must secure credit, with a satisfactory
scholastic average, in approved courses totaling at least 120 semester hours, including
the credit accepted for admission to this college, but not counting the required work
in military science and physical education.
A. Prescribed subjects:
Twenty hours in education, including the following courses: Educational Psy-
chology, 3 hours; Technic of Teaching, 3 hours; a teachers' course in the subject
of specialization, 2 hours; Principles of Secondary Education, 3 hours; and Educa-
tional Practice, 3-5 hours. (A 3.5 average is prerequisite to Educational Practice.)
B. Subjects of specialization:
Students must specialize in three subjects selected from the following list. Each
student must complete at least 20 hours of approved courses in his first subject of
specialization (except that in Agricultural Education, 47 hours. Home Economics
Education, 36 hours, and Industrial Education, 33 hours must be completed). In the
other subjects of specialization the student must complete at least 16 hours of approved
courses. In computing the hours in the subjects of specialization, courses taken in
other colleges prior to admission may be counted.
should include at least one year of
work in the physical sciences and one
year in the biological sciences.)
Geography.— (Includes Geology.)
German
History
Home Economics
Industrial Arts.— (Includes Manual
Training.)
Latin
Mathematics
Music
Physics.— (Includes courses in Theo-
retical and Applied Mechanics.)
Physiology.— (Includes Hygiene 10.)
Physical Education for Men
Physical Education for Women
Spanish
Speech.— (Minimum of sixteen hours
in speech ; the remainder may be Eng-
lish Literature and American Litera-
ture.)
Note:—All students are urged to consult the Secretary of the Appointments Com-
mittee concerning the combinations of subjects most frequently requested by the high
schools of the state and the standard of preparation usually demanded.
C. Electives:
The remainder of the curriculum may be elected from courses offered by other
colleges and schools in the University.
Art
Biology.—(A well-balanced program se-
lected from Zoology, Physiology, En-
tomology, Botany, Bacteriology. For a
first subject of specialization, 25-32
hours are required ; and for a second
subject of specialization, 18-22 hours
are required.)
Chemistry
Civics.— (Includes Political Science and
Sociology with a minimum of 8 hours
in either subject.)
Commercial Subjects.— (Includes Ac-
countancy, Business Organization and
Operation, Business Law, Business
Letter Writing.)
Economics
English.— (Includes courses in English
Literature, American Literature, and
Rhetoric.)
French
General Science.— (From 32 to 35 hours
of beginning sciences for a first sub-
ject of specialization; from 20 to 25
hours for a second subject. The total
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Suggested Curriculum in Agricultural Education
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Agricultural Education
Note:—This curriculum is intended for students who wish to meet the requirements
for teacher-training under the Smith-Hughes Act.
(1) Prerequisite:—In general, two years (56 hours, exclusive of military and physical
education) of a curriculum in another college. (See requirements for admission to
the College of Education.)
(2) Required courses:
(a) Students expecting to meet the requirements for vocational agriculture should
use the curriculum for general agriculture, outlined on page 148, and the require-
ments of the Illinois State Board for Vocational Education, as guides in selecting
their courses. They should also consult with an adviser in agricultural education
regarding their elective subjects.
(b) Technical Agriculture:—47 hours are required, including the prescribed courses in
technical agriculture required for the B.S. degree in Agriculture.
(c) Education:—20 hours are required including the following courses:
Education 25—Educational Psychology.
Education 6—Principles of Secondary Education.
Agr. Educ. 1—Introduction to Agricultural Education.
Agr. Educ. 50—Practice Teaching in Agriculture.
Agr. Educ. 51—Programs and Procedures in Agricultural Education.
(3) Elective courses: The following elective courses are recommended:
(a) Agricultural courses:
Agronomy 7 Agricultural Engineering 3, 21
Dairy Husbandry 2, 20 Agricultural Economics 25
Horticulture 8, 2 Animal Husbandry 3, 6, 37, 41
(b) Non-agricultural courses:
Agricultural Education 1, 91 Speech 1
Landscape Architecture 62 Sociology 7
Psychology 1 Journalism 24
Botany 7
Curriculum in Home Economics Education
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics Education
Prescribed Subjects
HOURS
Home Economics 2, 5, 7, 10, 29, 58, 59 24
Art la, lb 4
Chemistry 1 or 2, 5 10 or 8
Chemistry ii 5
Economics 1 or 2 5 or 3
Physiology la 5
List A.—Minimum of 12 hours chosen from the following courses:
Home Economics 3, 14, 19, 20, 28, 30, 31, H, 35, 39a, 39b, 41,
43a, 43b, 46, 47, 62 12
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Curriculum in Home Economics Education—Smith-Hughes
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Economics Education
Note: Students expecting to meet the requirements for teacher-training under the
Smith-Hughes Act should include the following subjects in the four-year curriculum.
HOURS
Art la, lb—Design 4
Bacteriology 5a, 5b—Introductory Bacteriology 5
Chemistry 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry 5 or 3
Chemistry 5—Inorganic and Qualitative Analysis 5
Chemistry i2>—Organic Chemistr>' 5
Economics 2—Elements of Economics 3
Education 6—Principles of Secondary Education 3
Education 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Educational Practice 14—Home Economics Education 5
Education 25—Educational Psychology 3
Education 41—Principles of Vocational Education 3
English Literature 6 or 8
Home Economics 1—Introduction to Home Economics 1
Home Economics 2—Home Architecture 3
Home Economics 3—Home Decoration 3
Home Economics 5—Dietetics 4
Home Economics 7—Textiles 3
Home Economics 10—Organization and Management of the Home.
.
3
Home Economics 1 1—The Teaching of Home Economics 3
Home Economics 14—Home Management 3
Home Economics 19—Costume Design 3
Home Economics 29—Clothing 4
Home Economics 30—Clothing 3
Home Economics 40—Home Care of the Sick 1
Home Economics 56—The Child and His Development 2
Home Economics 58—Foods 5
Home Economics 59—Food Economics 2
Hygiene 2—Essentials of Hygiene and Sanitation 2
Physical Education (4 semesters)
Physiology la—Mammalian Physiology 5
Psychology 1—Introduction to Psychology 4
Rhetoric 1, 2—Rhetoric and Composition 6
Sociology 1—Principles of Sociology 3
Electives 9-13
Total 120
Suggested Curricula in Industrial Education
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Industrial Education
In addition to the four-year curriculum in industrial education outlined below, which
fulfills the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Industrial Educa-
tion, certain modifications are possible to meet special needs:
Two-year Curriculum for Teachers of Related Subjects and for Continuation
School Teachers.—Students over 21 years of age who are graduates of accredited
high schools may, with the approval of the dean of the college and head of the de-
partment, select two years of work from the regular four-year curriculum.
Curriculum for Teachers in Serznce.—For teachers in service who meet the
requirements of the State Board for Vocational Education special course plans will
be made to meet needs of individual teachers. University credit is given only for
courses listed in the ofificial register.
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FIRST SEMESTER
First Year
HOURS SECOND SEMESTER
Indus. Ed. 3—General Shop 4
G.E.D. 1—Elements of Drafting 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Math. 2 or 3—Algebra 3-5
Physical Education 3^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Hygiene 5 . . . 2
Total \Ty2-\9y2
Indus. Ed. 1—Woodwork 4
Chem. 1 or 2—Inorganic Chemistry. .3 or 4
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Electives 3
Total \6y2-ny2
Second Year
Indus. Ed. 4—Advanced Metal Shop. 4
G.E.D. 2—Descriptive Geometry. ... 4
Physics 7a and 8a—General Physics. 5
M.E. 85—Pattern and Foundry Lab. 3
or Journalism 4—Typography 3
Physical Education 3^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 171^
Indus. Ed. 2—Advanced Woodwork. . 4
Physics 7b and 8b—General Physics. . 5
Econ. 1 or 2—Prin. of Economics. . . .5 or 3
M.E. 87—Machine Lab 3
Physical Education }/2
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 18J^or 163^
Third Year
Indus. Ed. 53—Problems of Indus. Ed. 3
Econ. 41—Labor Problems 3
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology 3
Arch. 43—Technology of Materials. . 3
Electives 4
Total. 16
M.E. 88—Machine Lab 3
or Agr. Eng. 5—Gas Engines and
Tractors 3
E.E. 14—Commercial and Industrial
Wiring and Illumination 3
Arch. 44—Technology of Materials.
.
3
Electives 6-9
Total 15-18
Fourth Year
Indus. Ed. 62—Hist, and Organiza-
tion of Indus. Arts 3
Indus. Ed. 52—Part-time and
Evening Schools 3
Ed. Elective 3-6
Electives 6
Total 15-18
Indus. Ed. 41—Principles of Voc. Ed. 3
Indus. Ed. 57—Trade and Indus.
Shop Instruction 3
Ed. Prac. 16—Supervised Teaching. 5
Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Elective 3
Total. 17
REQUIREMENTS FOR CERTIFICATION
Committee on Appointment of Teachers.—The Committee on Appointment of
Teachers, in response to requests from the school authorities, recommends qualified
graduates of the University for positions as teachers or supervisors in public schools,
colleges, and technical schools.
Certification of High School Teachers in Illinois.—A limited State High School
Certificate, valid for four years for teaching and supervising in the high school and
in the seventh and eighth grades, may be granted without examination to graduates
who, within three years after graduation, present certified credits fulfilling the follow-
ing requirements: (a) 6 semester hours in English'; (b) 15 semester hours in edu-
cation, including educational psychology and principles and methods of teaching;
(c) specialization in three subjects or groups of related subjects, with a minimum of
'English as used in the law shall mean grammar, composition, and rhetoric; i.e., the construc-
tion and use of good English, and not the history and interpretation of literature.
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16 semester hours in each, or specialization in two subjects with at least 16 semester
hours in one o£ them and 32 semester hours in the other. The College of Education
does not usually recommend candidates whose preparation does not go beyond these
minimum requirements.
Candidates for the State Supervisory and Administrative Certificate should have
at least two years of teaching experience and should hold a master's degree from an
acceptable institution of higher education. Their training should include an appro-
priately distributed minimum of five units (20 semester hours) of graduate work in
courses dealing with professional phases of school administration and supervision.
These recommendations are effective in 1940-1941.
The Limited State High School Certificates and the Limited State Supervisory
Certificates may be exchanged for Life High School or Life Supervisory Certificates,
respectively. The Limited State High School Certificate may be exchanged for a Life
High School Certificate by filing evidence of four years of successful teaching ex-
perience and the completion of one year of work in advance of the requirements for
a bachelor's degree. The Limited Supervisory Certificate may be exchanged for the
Life Supervisory Certificate by certifying evidence of four years of successful super-
vision and one year of work in advance of the requirements for the bachelor's degree.
Procedure to Obtain a Certificate.—The candidate upon completion of his work
at the University should ask the Recorder to send to the State Department of Public
Instruction at Springfield a transcript of his record. When a position has been
secured he should apply for the certificate through the office of the County Superin-
tendent of Schools in the county in which he is to teach.
THE UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL
The purposes of the University High School are to offer instruction of a superior
quality to pupils of the high school grades ; to afford opportunities for observation
and practice to University students who expect to teach ; to provide a laboratory for
the College of Education ; to assist the teachers of the public schools of Illinois
in the solution of their educational problems.
In order to insure the realization of these purposes, the University of Illinois
maintains a secondary institution of high grade. The officers of administration care-
fully select the teachers in the University High School ; they provide for the super-
vision of classroom activities; they permit classes of only moderate size; they limit
the total enrollment, including the sub-freshman class, to two hundred fifty pupils;
and the}' require students in attendance to maintain high standards of scholarship.
The University High School is accredited by the North Central Association of
Colleges and Secondary Schools, by the University of Illinois, and by the State De-
partment of Public Instruction.
Buildings and Equipment.—The University High School is located at the corner
of Mathews and Springfield Avenues in Urbana, on the campus of the University
of Illinois. Near the high school is the g>'mnasium, in which the physical education
classes meet and in which intramural and interscholastic games take place. The gym-
nasium is also a center for the social life of the school.
In the high school building are nine laboratories, supplied with ample modern
equipment to serve the special needs of the departments of science, industrial arts,
home economics, art, and commerce.
The library contains approximately 5,500 volumes of reference and recreational
reading books carefully selected for high school pupils. In addition to the books,
there are in the library valuable picture and pamphlet collections. Thirty periodicals
and a number of newspapers provide current reading materials. The University
Library, of which the High School Library is a branch, supplements these facilities
to meet temporary needs of the high school pupils.
Admission Requirements.—Pupils are admitted to the University High School on
the following plans:
1. Graduation from eighth grade. No examinations required.
2. Transfer from another high school. Pupils transferring from other high
schools will be admitted upon evidence of honorable release. They will be allowed
full credit for all completed courses which are the equivalents of courses taught in
this high school.
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3. Sub-Freshmen: Twenty pupils who have completed the first six grades or the
equivalent make up the personnel of this class. These pupils complete in one year
the essential features of the seventh and eighth grades. Elementary school records,
scores on achievement and intelligence tests, and a health examination are the bases
for the selection of superior pupils for this group.
4. Special Freshmen: Twenty pupils who have completed the first seven grades
or the equivalent constitute the special freshman class. Elementary school records,
scores on achievement tests, and a health examination are the bases for the selection
of superior pupils for this class.
The Principal of the University High School will consider applications for ad-
mission in the order in which he receives them until he completes a registration of
two hundred fifty pupils.
Summer Courses in the University High School'.—Pupils are eligible to attend
classes in the University High School Summer Session if they have been graduated
from the eighth grade; or if they have been regularly registered pupils in good
standing in another high school during the school year; or if they show evidence
through written examinations of their ability to do a satisfactory type of high
school work.
The College of Fine and Applied Arts
THE COLLEGE OF FINE AND APPLIED ARTS PROVIDES FOR
professional training in art, architecture, landscape architecture, and music,
and offers introductory courses in these subjects for students enrolled in other
colleges and schools of the University at Urbana. The introductory courses are
designed to increase aesthetic appreciation and to portray the role of the arts in
civilization. The professional curricula admit freshmen and extend through four
years, with options that permit specializing for various purposes. Students in
these curricula are required to take certain basic and cultural courses in litera-
ture, language, and other subjects essential to liberal education and are allowed
to elect additional courses according to their individual interests.
For admission, see page 68 ; for general University requirements for a bachelor's
degree, see page 81 ; for regulations concerning unclassified students, see page 75 ; for
museums and collections, see page 65 ; for clubs and societies auxiliary to the curricula,
see page 97; for prizes and awards, see page 84; for fees and expenses, see page 101;
for the Bureau of Community Planning, see page 406; for special conferences and
short courses, see page 394.
Lorado Taft Lectureship
Alumni and friends of the University in 1930 endowed the Lorado Taft Lectureship
in Art, for the maintenance of an annual series of lectures by one or more persons
eminent in some field of art. From 1930 to the time of his death in 1936, invitations to
give certain of these lectures were extended to Professor Taft, who thus continued
to serve the University as Non-Resident Professor of Art. Lecturers prominent in
the field of art appear in this series each year.
Carnegie Visiting Professorship
In 1939 the Carnegie Corporation established a Visiting Professorship in Art at the
University of Illinois, for the support of a prominent artist who will reside on the
campus, practice his art, and deliver lectures. Robert Phillip, painter, holds this profes-
sorship in 1940-1941.
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
Students who meet the general University requirements with respect to registra-
tion, residence, scholarship, and fees, and who maintain a satisfactory record,
receive degrees appropriate to the curricula completed.
Architecture.—The curriculum in architecture, with two options, requires 142
semester hours for graduation. The degree of Bachelor of Science in Architecture is
awarded on completion of the general option, and the degree of Bachelor of Science
in Architectural Engineering on completion of the construction option.
Art.—Graduation from the curriculum in art requires 130 semester hours.
This curriculum has four options: painting, art education, commercial design, and
industrial design. The degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts is awarded in the option
completed.
Landscape Architecture.—The curriculum in landscape architecture requires
130 semester hours for graduation. The degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts in Land-
scape Architecture is conferred on students completing this curriculum.
Music.—Graduation requires 130 semester hours, as outlined in one of the
curricula, with piano as a major or minor subject. The curriculum in music with
instrumental, voice, or theory major leads to the degree of Bachelor of Music.
The curriculum in music education leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Music Education.
Electives
The electives provided in any curriculum of this college may consist of any courses
given in the University and not required in the curriculum, not paralleling the subject
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matter of required courses, and not open to freshmen. The following, which are open
to freshmen, are also acceptable as electives: History la, lb, 2a, 2b, Library Science
12, Mathematics 5, Botany 1, Geography 1, Geology 1, Zoology 1.
Requirements for Teachers' Certificates
Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Art Education or in Music
Education are required to take courses in education totaling fifteen semester hours,
including at least five hours in practice teaching of their major subject, and a mini-
mum of sixteen hours in another teaching subject, so as to qualify for certificates as
teachers in the public schools of Illinois.
Requirements in Foreign Language
In any curriculum where a language requirement is specifically designated, as French
or German, any student who has completed in high school one or more years of
French or German, beyond the entrance requirements, and has had the same accredited
to him by the Registrar, may be excused from language requirements specified, to
the extent that one year's high school work will be considered the equivalent of one
semester's work in college, and he may select additional elective courses to supply the
correct total number of hours.
Inspection Trips
Inspection trips are regular requirements in the senior year of the curricula in archi-
tecture, landscape architecture, and industrial design. The time required is three or four
days, and the places visited are usually in Chicago. The trips are taken during term
time under the supervision of University authorities. The expense to each student
varies from $25 to $35.
DEPARTMENTS AND CURRICULA
The College of Fine and Applied Arts consists of the Department of Art, the Depart-
ment of Architecture, the Department of Landscape Architecture, the School of ]Music,
and the Bureau of Community Planning. In addition to the undergraduate curricula
described below, the School of Music and the Department of Architecture conduct
graduate work leading to advanced degrees.
Architecture
The practice of architecture is so diversified that no one can encompass it in all its
details. A certain degree of specialization is therefore necessary. In order to train
future architects two options are offered, the general option and the construction
option. A general understanding of architecture and of the architect's duties is empha-
sized in both options. The first year's work is identical in both, and the student selects
a field of specialization in the second year. Pronounced specialization, however, does
not occur until the third year.
The general option places the major emphasis on architectural design and includes
a substantial program in architectural construction. While the aesthetic is emphasized,
basic preparation in liberal and scientific fields is required. The aim is to train the
student for efficient service as a draftsman or designer in an architectural organiza-
tion and to provide him with the necessary foundation for future independent
practice.
The construction option (architectural engineering) offers a major study in build-
ing design from the standpoint of safety and economy. It provides a thorough
training in all forms of building construction and emphasizes the structural and me-
chanical aspects of architecture. As the curriculum includes two years of architectural
design, freehand drawing, and the history of architecture, the student who is primarily
interested in construction can acquire a considerable knowledge of the artistic and
utilitarian phases of planning. This option affords a relatively wide range of elective
courses in the social sciences, business, engineering, language, and literature. It also
provides sufficient training for independent practice as an architectural engineer.
The Department of Architecture is located in the Building for Architecture and
Kindred Subjects, where ample offices, studios, and drafting rooms are provided. The
Ricker Library of Architecture, occupying the second floor of the north wing of this
building, is one of the best of its kind. Here is housed a collection of more than
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15,200 volumes on architecture and the allied arts, together with 15,600 lantern slides,
7,600 mounted photographs and drawings, 7,500 clippings, 700 pamphlets, and a large
collection of stereoscopic views.
Art
The curriculum in art is so organized as to enable the student to attain a proficiency
in art and at the same time to secure a liberal education. The first two years of the
curriculum are basic and cultural, and at the beginning of the third year the student
chooses his field of specialization in one of the following options: painting, art educa-
tion, industrial design, commercial design.
The option in painting forms a preparation for the following fields of applied art,
as well as for other related fields; landscape painting, portraiture, illustration, mural
decoration.
The option in art education offers a carefully balanced specialization in teaching
methods, materials, and processes and conforms to the regulations set down by the
office of the State Superintendent of Public Instruction. This option, while particu-
larly designed for those students who are primarily interested in the teaching of art,
affords preparation for the fields of art supervision and applied design.
The option in industrial design has as its purpose the training of designers for
the machine industries. There is a well-defined demand for artists who can apply
aesthetic principles to the design of articles produced by machines. This option aims
to give the student a firm grasp of the principles of design, to develop in him speed
and resourcefulness in expression, and to train him to adapt his knowledge and
creative abilities to the conditions under which the designer must work in industry.
The option in commercial design trains artists in the application of aesthetic
principles in the fields of advertising, printing, merchandising, and salesmanship. In
addition to the required professional studies, ample opportunity for electives is
provided.
The Department of Art has a series of well-equipped and ideally lighted studios
and modeling rooms in the Building for Architecture and Kindred Subjects. Addi-
tional studios are also maintained in Lincoln Hall and Engineering Hall. Quarters
for modeling in clay and plaster are in the Commerce Building, and for industrial
design in the Civil Engineering Surveying Building, located near the Architecture
Building. The Carnegie Visiting Professor of Art and Resident Painter has his studio
in Mumford House, which is also on the south campus.
This department has well-selected collections of models, casts, bronzes, paintings,
etchings, and prints and adequate collections of lantern slides and photographs of
famous works of art. The Hall of Casts in the Architecture Building, well stocked
with plaster replicas of many of the great works of sculptural art (including many
of the masterpieces of Lorado Taft), makes an excellent place for sketching. Pro-
fessional models with special training are employed as subjects for the classes in
drawing, painting, and modeling from life. Art students share in the use of the
Ricker Library, which includes the literature of art as well as architecture.
Landscape Architecture
The instructional work in landscape architecture consists of a four-year curriculum,
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts in Landscape Architecture, and is
designed to prepare the student for professional practice by providing a carefully
balanced program of technical courses and of basic courses in the humanities. Several
courses in the appreciation of landscape architecture as it relates to their daily lives,
and technical courses, principally in the field of planning, are offered for students in
other colleges of the University.
The Department of Landscape Architecture occupies the north half of the second
floor of the New Agriculture Building. The equipment includes ample drafting rooms,
a seminar room, a well-equipped room for making and displaying landscape models,
and an excellent library containing, in addition to a complete collection of books on
landscape architecture, city and regional planning, parks and playgrounds, and other
related subjects, several thousand lantern slides, thousands of mounted pictures, and
hundreds of pamphlets. The collections of trees, shrubs, and other plants growing on
the campus and about residences in the community, as well as a fine herbarium,
furnish materials for the study of plants and of planting design.
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Music
The School of Music offers a curriculum in music, with three options as shown on
following pages, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Music, and a curriculum in
music education, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Music Education. A
student enrolled in any music curriculum pursues through his course (except the third
and fourth years of the curriculum in music education) two applied subjects: one a
major (piano, voice, etc.) in which two 30-minute lessons a week are taken, the other
a minor in which one 30-minute lesson a week is taken. Public performance is a
definite part of the training in applied music, and all students, when sufficiently
advanced, are required to participate in the student programs. Courses in the history,
theory, and appreciation of music are open also to all qualified students in the
University.
Graduate courses leading to the degree of Master of Music or the degree of
Master of Science in Music Education are offered under the regulations of the
Graduate School.
The University Chorus, the University Orchestra, the Men's Glee Club, and the
University Women's Glee Club, which are open to qualified persons from any college,
are sponsored by the School of Music. The University Chorus meets once a week for
rehearsal and gives three concerts during the year. Members of the faculty, students
of the University, and singers of the community are admitted to the chorus by
examination or conference with the director. The University Orchestra meets for
rehearsal twice each week and presents concerts throughout the year.
The School of Music occupies the Tina Weedon Smith Memorial Hall, which
has sound-proof studios, extensive equipment of musical instruments, an auditorium
specially designed for public recitals and concerts, a large lecture room, and class-
rooms.
Vesper organ recitals on Sundays, concerts and recitals by members of the faculty
and students, and other public programs are sponsored by the School of Music.
Curriculum in Architecture—General Option
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Architecture
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Arch. 31—Architectural Design 3
Art 21a—Freehand Drawing 2
G.E.D. 7—Architectural Projections.
.
2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 16^
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Arch. 32—Architectural Design 3
Art 21b—Freehand Drawing 2
G.E.D. 8—Architectural Projections 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Math. 6a—Analytic Geometry 4
Hygiene 2
Physical Education 3^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 173^
Second
Arch. 13—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 2>2>—Architectural Design 3
Arch. 43—Technology of Materials. . 3
Art 22a—Freehand Drawing 2
Physics 7a—General Physics 4
Physics 8a—General Physics Lab 1
T.A.M. 17—Elements of Mechanics. . 3
Physical Education }/2
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 19J^
Year
Arch. 14—History of Architecture. . . 2
Arch. 34—Architectural Design 3
Arch. 44—Technology of Materials. . 3
Art 22b—Freehand Drawing 2
Physics 7b—General Physics 4
Physics 8b—General Physics Lab. ... 1
T.A.M. 18—Strength of Materials. . . 3
Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 191^
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Third Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOU
Arch. 15—History of Architecture 2
Arch. 35—Architectural Design 5
Arch. 45—Graphic Statics 3
Arch. 65—Theory of Architecture. ... 1
E.E. 90—Building Lighting 1
Art 23a—Freehand Drawing 2
French' 4_
Total 18
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Arch. 16—History of Architecture. .
.
2
Arch. 36—Architectural Design 5
Arch. 46—Graphic Statics 3
Arch. 66—Theory of Architecture. . . 1
Arch. 55—Building Sanitation 1
Art 23b—Freehand Drawing 2
French' 4
Total 18
Fourth Year
Arch. 17—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 37—Architectural Design 7
Arch. 68—Specifications 3
Arch. 99—Inspection Trip
Art 24a—Freehand Drawing 2
M.E. 25—Heating and Ventilating. . . 2
Total 16
Arch. 18—History of Architecture. . . 2
Arch. 38—Architectural Design 7
Arch. 60—Concrete 2
Art 50—Modeling 2
Art 24b—Freehand Drawing 2
Elective 2
Total 17
Curriculum in Architecture—Construction Option
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Architectural Engineering
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Arch. 31—Architectural Design 3
Art 21a—Freehand Drawing 2
G.E.D. 7—Architectural Projections.
.
2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.. 3
Math. 2—College Algebra 3
Math. 4—Trigonometry 2
Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 163^
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Arch. 32—Architectural Design 3
Art 21b—Freehand Drawing 2
G.E.D. 8—Architectural Projections 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Math. 6a—Analytic Geometry 4
Hygiene 2
Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total n}4
Second Year
Arch. 13—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 33—Architectural Design 3
Art 22a—Freehand Drawing 2
Math. 7—Differential Calculus 5
Physics 7a—General Physics 4
Physics 8a—General Physics Lab 1
Physical Education ]
Military Science (for Men) 1
Arch. 14—History of Architecture. . . 2
Arch. 34—Architectural Design 3
Art 22b—Freehand Drawing 2
Math. 9—Integral Calculus 3
Physics 7b—General Physics 4
Physics 8b—General Physics Lab. ... 1
T.A.M. 1—Analytical Mech. (Statics) 2
Physical Education ]
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total. 183^ Total. im
Third Year
Arch. 15—History of Architecture. ... 2
Arch. 43—Technology of Materials. . 3
Arch. 45—Graphic Statics 3
T.A.M. 3—Resistance of Materials. . 3
T.A.M. 63—Resist, of Materials Lab. 1
Language or Elective 4
Elective 3
Arch. 16—History of Architecture. . . 2
Arch. 44—Technology of Materials. . 3
Arch. 46—Graphic Statics 3
T.A.M. 2—Analytical Mechanics. ... 3
Language or Elective 4
Elective 3
Total. 19 Total. 18
^See requirements in foreign language, page 165.
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Fourth Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Arch. 47—Steel Construction 5
Arch. 57—Reinforced Concrete Theory 3
Arch. 83—Office Practice 2
Arch. 99—Inspection Trip
E.E. 90—Building Lighting 1
E.E. 92—Building Wiring 1
M.E. 23—Mech. Equip, of Bldgs 4
M.E. 21—M.E. Laboratory 1
Total 17
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Arch. 48—Steel Construction 5
Arch. 58—Reinforced Concrete Design 3
Arch. 56—Building Sanitation 2
Arch. 68—Specifications 3
Elective 4
Total. 17
Curriculum in Art
The work of the first two years is common to all the
options of the curriculum in art.
FIRST SEMESTER
First Year
HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Art 25—Art Form 5
Arch. 71—Elements of Drawing 3
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Language 4
Hygiene 2
Physical Education J^-1
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 18-18M
Art 26—Art Form 5
Arch. 72—Elements of Drawing 3
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Language 4
Physical Education 3^-1
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 16-16J^
Second Year
Art 13—-History of Art and Culture
—
Ancient Period 2
Art 27—Life Drawing 5
Art 32a—Elements of Composition. . 2
Art 41a—Still Life 2
Physical Education J^-1
Military Science (for Men) 1
Elective . 4
Total 16-163^
Art 14—History of Art and Culture
—
Medieval Period 2
Art 28—Life Drawing 5
Art 32b—Elements of Composition . . 2
Art 41b—Still Life 2
Physical Education )^1
Military Science (for Men) 1
Elective 4
Total 16-16M
OPTION IN PAINTING
For the Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts in Painting
Third Year
Art 15—History of Art and Culture
Italian Renaissance 2
Art 29—Life Drawing and Portrait. . 5
Art 33a—Intermediate Composition.
.
3
Art 37a—Illustration 2
English or American Literature 3
Total
.
15
Art 16—History of Art and Culture
Renaissance in the Low Countries
and Germany 2
Art 30—Life Drawing and Portrait . . 5
Art 33b—Intermediate Composition.
.
3
Art 37b—Illustration 2
English or American Literature 3
Total 15
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Fourth Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOUR
Art 17—History of Art and Culture
—
Renaissance in France, Spain, and
England 2
Art 34a—Advanced Composition .... 4
Art 47—Life Painting 4
Art Elective 2
Elective 4-5
Total 16-17
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Art 18—History of Art and Culture
—
Modern Period 2
Art 34b—Advanced Composition. ... 4
Art 48—Life Painting 4
Art Elective 2
Elective 4-5
Total. 16-17
OPTION IN ART EDUCATION
For the Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts in Art Education
Third Year
Art 15—History of Art and Culture-
Italian Renaissance 2
Art 10a—Course for Teachers 3
Art 33a—Intermediate Composition.
.
3
Psych. 1—Introd. to Psychology 4
Elective^ 4
Total. 16
Art 16—History of Art and Culture
Renaissance in the Low Countries
and Germany 2
Art 10b—Course for Teachers 3
Art 33b—Intermediate Composition.
.
3
Art 9—Applied Art Methods 3
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology. ... 3
Elective^ 4
Total 18
Fourth Year
Art 17—History of Art and Culture
Renaissance in France, Spain, and
England 2
Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Elective! 9-10
Total 14-15
Art 18—History of Art and Culture
Modern Period 2
Ed. 6—Prin. of Secondary Education 3
Ed. Prac. 9 5
Elective^ 4-5
Total 14-15
OPTION IN COMMERCIAL DESIGN
For the Degree of BacJielor of Fine Arts in Commercial Design
Third Year
Art 15—History of Art and Culture
Italian Renaissance 2
Art 29a—Figure Drawing 3
Art 61—Patterns and Lettering 3
Art 65—Commercial Design 3
Journ. 4—Typography 3
Elective 2
Total. 16
Art 16—History of Art and Culture
Renaissance in the Low Countries
and Germany 2
Art 30a-—Figure Drawing 3
Art 62—Patterns and Lettering 3
Art 66—Commercial Design 3
Journ. 34—Newspaper Adv. Problems 3
Elective 2
Total ~16^
Fourth Year
Art 19a—Hist, of Art in Industry. . .
Art 67—Advanced Commercial
Design
B.0.0. 10—Newspaper Advertising. .
Elective 5-6
Art 19b—Hist, of Art in Industry.
. . 2
Art 68—Advanced Commercial
Design 5
B.0.0. 18—Advertising Campaigns. . 3
Elective 5-6
Total 15-16 Total 15-16
^A minimum of 16 hours for a second teaching subject is required.
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OPTION IN INDUSTRIAL DESIGN
For the Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts in Industrial Design
Third Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Art 15—History of Art and Culture
—
Italian Renaissance 2
Art 61—Patterns and Lettering 3
Art 71—Materials and Techniques... 3
Art 75—Industrial Design 3
Art 51a—Advanced Modeling 2
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics. ... 3
Total. 16
SECOND SEMESTER
-History of Art and Culture
HOURS
Art 16-
Renaissance in the Low Countries
and Germany 2
Art 62—Patterns and Lettering 3
Art 72—Materials and Techniques. .
.
3
Art 76—Industrial Design 3
Art 51b—Advanced Modeling 2
Elective 3
Total. 16
Fourth Year
Art 19a—Hist, of Art in Industry 2
Art 77—Advanced Industrial Design.
.
5
B.0.0. 2—Marketing 3
Elective 5-6
Total 15-16
Art 19b—Hist, of Art in Industry. . . 2
Art 78—Advanced Industrial Design 5
B.0.0. 8—Advertising 3
Elective 5-6
Total 15-16
Curriculum in Landscape Architecture
For the Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts in Landscape Architecture
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER
Art 21a—Freehand Drawing 2
G.E.D. 7—Architectural Projections.
.
2
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition. 3
L.A. 11—History of Land. Arch 3
L.A. 30a—Elements of Land. Arch. . . 3
Physical Education
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total
.
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Art 21b—Freehand Drawing 2
G.E.D. 8—Architectural Projections 2
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Botany 5—General Botany 3
L.A. 30b—Elements of Land. Arch.. 3
}/2 Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Hygiene 2
14H Total 16H
Second Year
Arch. 11—History of Architecture. ... 3
Arch. 75—Frame Construction 2
Art 22a—-Freehand Drawing 2
C.E. 17—Surveying 3
L.A. 31—Landscape Design 3
Speech 1 3
Physical Education J^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total. 17^
Arch. 12—History of Architecture. . . 3
Arch. 76—Masonry Construction. ... 2
Art 22b—Freehand Drawing 2
C.E. 18—Surveying 3
L.A. 32—Landscape Design 3
L.A. 74—Regional Planning 3
Physical Education j/^
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total ].7}4
Third Year
L.A. 33—Landscape Design 4
L.A. 43—Landscape Construction. ... 3
L.A. 51—Trees and Shrubs 3
English or American Literature 3
Elective 5
Total Ts"
L.A. 34—Landscape Design 4
L.A. 44—Landscape Construction ... 3
L.A. 52—Trees and Shrubs 3
English or American Literature 3
Hort. 31—Garden Flowers 3
Total 16
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Fourth Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
L.A. 35—Landscape Design 5
L.A. 55—Care of Plant Materials 2
L.A. 53—Planting Design 4
L.A. 71—Planning of Towns and Cities 2
Elective 2
Total 15
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
L.A. 36—Landscape Design 5
L.A. 46—Office Practice 2
L.A. 54—Planting Design 4
L.A. 72—Planning of Towns and Cities 2
Elective 2
Total
.
15
Curriculum in Music—Instrumental Major
(Piano, Violin, Violoncello, Organ, or Band and Orchestral Instruments)
For the Degree of Bachelor of Music
Note:—A student enrolled in a curriculum in Music takes two applied subjects, one a
major (34 to 40 hours credit), and the other a minor (12 hours credit, 8 of which must be
in one subject).
In the Band and Orchestral Instruments Major (34 hours major credit), the credit
in Major Applied Music in the second, third, and fourth years is 4 hours per semester.
The Major Applied Music subject throughout the entire course includes work on sup-
plementary band and orchestral instruments and conducting as well as study of the
professional instrument. Only 8 hours are required in the minor subject.
FIRST semester
First Year
HOURS
Major Applied Music Subject 5
Minor Applied Music Subject 2
Music 3a—Theory of Music 4
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Physical Education J^l
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 15-151^
SECOND SEMESTER
Major Applied Music Subject 5
Minor Applied Music Subject 2
Music 3b—Theory of Music 4
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Physical Education M~l
Military Science (for Men) 1
Hygiene 2
Total 17-17^
Second Year
Major Applied Music Subject 4-5
Minor Applied Music Subject 2
Music 1—History of Music 2
Music 4a—Theory of Music 4
French, German, or Italian 4
Physical Education J/^-l
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 173^-18
Major Applied Music Subject 4-5
Minor Applied Music Subject 2
Music 2—History of Music 2
Music 4b—Theory of Music 4
French, German, or Italian 4
Physical Education )^-l
Military Science (for Men) 1
Total 17M-18
Third Year
Major Applied Music Subject 4-5
Minor Applied Music Subject 2
Music 5a—Advanced Harmony 2
Music 30a—Ensemble J/^
Music 9—Analysis, Musical Form. ... 2
Elective^ 5
Total 15K-16Ji
Major Applied Music Subject 4-5
Minor Applied Music Subject 2
Music 5b—Advanced Harmony 2
Music 30b—Ensemble J^
Music 10—Analysis, Musical Form . . 2
Elective^ . 5
Total 15^-163^
^All students expecting to teach in the public schools must elect the following courses: Psy-
chology 1 (4 hours); Education 25 (3 hours); Education 10 (3 hours); Ed. Prac. 20 (5 hours);
music method courses, at least 4 hours; and a sufficient number of hours to make a second teaching
subject of 16 hours.
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Fourth Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Major Applied Music Subject 4-5 Major Applied Music Subject 4-5
Music 6a—Free Counterpoint^ 2 Music 6b—Free Counterpoint^ 2
Music 32—Adv. History of Music 2 Music Zi—Adv. History of Music. . . 2
Music 31a—Ensemble ^ Music 31b—^Ensemble J^
Electives- . . . 5-7 Electives^ 6
Total 13^-161-^ Total 143^-161^
Curriculum in Music—Voice Major
For the Degree of Bachelor of Music
First and Second Years
The first two years of work are the same as for the Instrumental Major, except that the
credit in the Major Applied Music in the Second Year is four hours per semester instead
of five hours. The Major Applied Music subject throughout the course includes classes
in Vocal Diction as well as private lessons in Voice. At least eight hours each of Italian,
French, and German are required for the Vocal Major. Two years of high school language
are equivalent to eight hours of University credit in language.
Third Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Music 54a—Voice 3 Music 54b—Voice 3
Music 54c—Singing Diction 1 Music 54d—^Singing Diction 1
Minor Applied Music Subject 2 Minor Applied Music Subject 2
Music 5a—Advanced Harmony 2 Music 5b—Advanced Harmony 2
Music 30a—Ensemble J^ Music 30b—Ensemble ]/2
Music 9—Analysis, Musical Form. . . 2 Music 10—-Analysis, Musical Form. . 2
Language 4 Language 4
Total 14^ Total 143^
Fourth Year
Music 55a—Voice 3 Music 55b—Voice 3
Music 55c—Singing Diction 1 Music 55d—Singing Diction 1
Music 32—Adv. History of Music 2 Music ii—Adv. History of Music. . . 2
Music 28a—Music Dramas of Richard Music 28b—Music Dramas of Richard
Wagner 2 Wagner 2
Music 31a—Ensemble J^ Music 31b—Ensemble J^
Electives 7 Electives 8
Total 153^ Total 16>^
Curriculum in Music—Theory Major
For the Degree of Bachelor of Music
A student may take a major in Theory of Music only on recommendation of the Director.
The complete theory course offered in the Instrumental Major must be completed with
Music 3a-b and Music 4a-b taken concurrently in the freshman year. In addition, the
courses in Composition (Music lla-b and 12a-b) and Instrumentation (Music 15 and 16)
must be taken in the third and fourth years. A recital of original compositions is required
for graduation.
The student will continue the study of applied music throughout three years of his
course of study. Whether or not piano is the major instrument, the student should acquire
'Music 19a and 20a (Double Counterpoint, Canon, and Fugue), 3 hours each semester, are
required of Organ Majors instead of Music 6a and 6b. In the Band and Orchestral Instruments
Major, Music 15 and 16 (Instrumentation), 2 hours each semester, are required instead of Music
6a and 6b.
^For electives see footnote 1 on the preceding page.
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a thorough practical knowledge of the pianoforte. He will find it advantageous to spend,
if possible, at least one semester each in the study of three orchestral instruments, to in-
clude one instrument in each section of the orchestra, i.e., string, woodwind, and brass.
Curriculum in Music Education
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Music Education
Applied music subjects must include two years of Piano (first two years) and at least
two semesters of Voice. Applied music subjects should have 18-20 hours of major credit
in one subject, and 8 hours of minor credit, which must be in one subject.
First and Second Years
(Same as Instrumental Major)
Third Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Music 25a—Elementary School Music 2 Music 25b
—
Junior High School Music 2
Music 68a—String Instruments 2 Music 68b—String Instruments 2
Music 98a—Wind Instruments 2 Music 98b—Wind Instruments 2
Music 5a—^Advanced Harmony 2 Music 5b—Advanced Harmony 2
Music 13—Appreciation 2 Music 14—Appreciation 2
Music 30a—Ensemble 3^ Music 30b—Ensemble J^
Psychology 1 4 Education 25 3
Electives^ 3 Electives^ 3
Total 17H Total 16J^
Fourth Year
Music 26a—Senior High School Music 2 Music 26b—Instrumental School
Music 15—Instrumentation 1 Music 2
Music 31a—Ensemble 3^ Music 16—Instrumentation 1
Ed. Prac. 20 5 Music 31b—Ensemble J^
Education 10 3 Education 6 3
Electives^ 3-5 Electives^ 7
Total 14M-16M Total 13J^
THE UNIVERSITY BANDS
THE UNIVERSITY BANDS comprisc three organizations: the Concert Band, the
First Regimental Band, and the Second Regimental Band. Places in these
organizations are determined by examination, and service in them takes the place
of the required military training. Members of the Concert Band, after satisfying
their military credit, are eligible to receive scholarships amounting to the annual
fees required from students residing in Illinois.
The bands furnish the music for military ceremonies, parades, convocations,
athletic events. Commencement, and other occasions. The First and Second Regi-
mental Bands serve to train members for the Concert Band, which is composed of
selected musicians whose main purpose is to study the higher forms of music. In
addition to giving numerous concerts on the campus, the Concert Band makes an
annual tour of mid-western cities.
The University owns a varied and complete equipment of band instruments and
a very extensive collection of band music, including the John Philip Sousa Memorial
Library, which is undoubtedly the greatest collection of music for the modern sym-
phonic band in this country and one of the largest and finest libraries of band music
in the world.
Further information may be secured by addressing the Director of Bands, Room
12, Band Building.
*A minimum of 16 hours for a second teaching subject is required.
The College of Law
IN TRAINING MEN AND WOMEN FOR THE PRACTICE OF LAW,
the College of Law seeks to inculcate an appreciation of the purpose of law
in the social order and an understanding of its development and the necessity of
its growth as conditions change. For this purpose the decisions of the courts are
studied in relation to the social and economic forces that influence trends in
the law. The instructional methods used by the members of the faculty are
designed to impress on the students the value of clear thinking and expression.
The program of courses is so arranged that a student may enter on a measure of
specialization in some fields. This is accomplished through giving substantial
primary courses open to all students and designed to meet the needs of those who
desire to prepare themselves only for general practice, and through offering to
others, who wish further training in particular fields, the opportunity to elect
in them separate and advanced courses.
For admission, see pages 68 and 77 ; for general University requirements for a
bachelor's degree, see page 81 ; for regulations concerning unclassified students, see
page 75; for fees and expenses, see page 101.
Law Library
The Law Library contains 64,000 volumes, including all the reports of the state courts
of last resort and the state intermediate courts, six sets of reports of the United States
Supreme Court, the reports of the subordinate federal courts, and most of the English,
Irish, Scotch, Australian, and Canadian reports. It contains the current statute law
of the United States and the various states, of Great Britain and other portions of
the British Empire, and over 4,800 volumes of the older compilations and session
laws. It also contains the leading sets of American and English selected case series,
encyclopedias, digests, and legal services. Besides extensive collections of standard
treatises, textbooks, and bar association reports, there are 5,000 bound volumes of
legal periodicals. About 220 periodicals are received currently.
Admission to Advanced Standing
Students from law schools of approved standing who comply with the requirements
for admission to this school may receive by transfer not to exceed two years of credit.
The amount of credit given for work taken in another school is conditioned upon the
standards of the school and the grades the student has received. As a rule, credit will
be given only in subjects in which the applicant has secured a grade ten per cent above
the passing mark, or, where the literal system is employed, a letter above the passing
grade.
Six-Year Combined Curricula
Thirty-two hours of law may be credited toward the degree of Bachelor of Arts in
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences and thirty hours toward the degree of
Bachelor of Science in the College of Commerce and Business Administration. In this
manner students may secure in six years both a degree in arts or commerce and a
degree in law. (See page 112 for statement of electives in law in the College of
Liberal Arts and Sciences and page 123 for statement on Commerce and Law.) A
candidate for both degrees must in his fourth year register in the College of Law,
and also register or file a copy of his study-list in his other college, as that college
may require.
Students in Other Colleges Electing Law Courses
A student registered in another college of the University who has an average grade
of 3.25 and who otherwise is eligible to enrollment in the College of Law, may elect
courses in law provided that not less than two courses amounting to at least five hours
are taken per semester, under the advice of the dean of the College of Law as to the
courses to be taken, and provided, further, that if any such student desires to take
more than six hours of law work, he must register in the College of Law and thus
become subject to its regulations.
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Pre-Legal Work
Students are advised to plan their pre-legal college work carefully and to consult
members of the law faculty in regard to their plans. Students taking the combined
curriculum of either the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences or the College of Com-
merce and Business Administration and the College of Law must exercise care to
comply with the group, major, and minor requirements of the college in which their
pre-legal work is taken. Such students are urged to complete all of these require-
ments before entering the College of Law, in order that they may then devote their
entire time to the first year of the law curriculum.
Professional Courses
The courses of the first year in the College of Law are prescribed as shown in the
following outline. The courses of the second and third years are elective. Fifteen
hours of law work are enough to occupy a student's full time; he can not register for
more without special permission.
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Law la—Contracts 1 3 Law lb—Contracts I 3
Law 2a—Torts 3 Law 2b—Torts 3
Law 4a—Remedies 3 Law 4b—Trial Practice 3
Law 5—Criminal Law 3 Law 12—Equity 3
Law 10—Possessory Estates 3 Law 22—Constitutional Law I 3
Total 15 Total 15
Requirements for Graduation
The degree of Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.) will be conferred on students who, having
studied law for a period equal to three academic years, obtain 84 law credits with an
average grade of at least "C" (3.) in such of those credits as were obtained in courses
taken in the University.
The degree of Doctor of Law (J.D.) will be granted to students who comply
with the following conditions:
(1) Secure a bachelor's degree in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences or in
the College of Commerce and Business Administration at least two academic years
prior to the completion of the courses for the degree of Doctor of Law.
(2) Complete the work required for the degree of Bachelor of Laws.
(3) Obtain a minimum average grade of "B" in the College of Law. If the grade
is below "B," the degree conferred is Bachelor of Laws.
(4) Present a thesis approved by the faculty of the College of Law, in accordance
with the requirements. Credit may be earned for work done on the thesis and counted
in making up the number of hours required for graduation.
Scholarship Requirements
Written examinations are given at the close of each semester in all subjects except
those in which such an examination is impracticable. The grades given at the end
of each course are indicated by the letters A, B, C, D, and E. These respectively
represent the standing of students as Excellent, Good, Fair, Poor, and Failing. For the
purpose of computing the average grade of a student a system is employed in which
the following values are assigned to the grades received: "A" equals 5; "B" equals 4;
"C" equals 3; "D" equals 2; "E" equals 1. A student in the College of Law will be
dropped from the University (1) if at the end of his first year of residence he has
not secured an average of 3. in his work; (2) if at the end of his second year he has
not secured an average of 3. in all of the law work he has taken up to that time;
(3) if he has failed in any semester to pass in at least eight hours of the work in
which he registered, or if he has failed in a summer session to pass in at least four
hours
; (4) if registered in less than eight hours in a semester, or in less than four
hours in a summer session, he has not passed in all his work. A student who, at the
end of his third year of law study, has failed to secure an average of 3. in all law
work taken by him in the University will be permitted to continue in this college only
by special permission granted on petition. For the purpose of determining the eligi-
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bility of a student to remain in this college, work taken in a summer session will be
valued with the work of the following year; when taken after the student's third
year of law study, it will be valued with all of the law work he has taken previously in
the University for the purpose of determining his eligibility for graduation.
Honors
A student who complies with the requirements for graduation from the College of
Law (degree of LL.B. or J.D.) and who attains in all work done in courses oiifered
in the college, and presented for the degree, the average grade specified below, may
be recommended by the University Senate for the honors stated: For an average
grade of not less than 4.35, graduation with Honors; for an average grade of not
less than 4.75, graduation with High Honors. The honors conferred shall be noted
upon the diploma and the Commencement program.
Scholarships
Four scholarships covering full-tuition and four scholarships covering half-tuition
are awarded at the end of each academic year under the following regulations:
(1) The four full-tuition scholarships shall be given to the four students in the
College of Law having the highest averages in their law work in the preceding year.
The four half-tuition scholarships shall be given to the four students in the College
of Law having the next highest averages in their law work in the preceding year.
(2) To be eligible a student must have been registered as a regular student in the
College of Law both semesters, and have taken at least 26 hours of work of which
not less than 20 hours must have been in law courses.
(3) A student who does not return the following year may use his scholarship
subsequently, provided a period of not more than one year shall have intervened.
Order of the Coif
The Order of the Coif is a national honorary law fraternity, the first chapter of
which was established at the College of Law in 1902. Each year the local chapter
elects to membership from the highest ten per cent of the senior class those students
who are deemed qualified.
Illinois Bar Journal
The section on "Current Law" in the Illinois Bar Journal, official publication of the
Illinois State Bar Association, is prepared by a board of student editors who are
chosen by the faculty on the basis of the best notes submitted in a competition to
which all students who have attained a designated average grade are eligible. This
editorial work is done with the advice of members of the faculty, and it forms a
part of the educational program of the college.
The School of Journalism
FOR STUDENTS WHO HAVE TWO YEARS OF COLLEGE WORK,
the School of Journalism offers curricula comprising two years of profes-
sional study leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism. These
curricula are designed to prepare students for the fields of journalism and
advertising represented by newspapers, press associations, syndicates, magazines,
trade and technical publications, radio broadcasting, publicity, and public
relations.
Students planning to enter the School of Journalism are advised to register as
pre-journalism freshmen and sophomores in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Courses in English literature and rhetoric, foreign languages, the social and the
physical sciences are recommended as necessary groundwork for the profession of
journalism. The ability to use a typewriter should be acquired before entering this
school.
For admission, see pages 68 and 77 ; for fees and expenses, see page 101 ; for
prizes and azvards, see page 84; for regulations concerning unclassified students, see
page 75 ; for general University requirements for a bachelor's degree, see page 81 ; for
clubs and societies, see page 98; for conferences and short courses, see page 395.
Requirements for Graduation
A candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism must (1) meet the
general University requirements with respect to registration, residence, scholarship, and
fees; (2) complete 64 hours of work in a curriculum of the School of Journalism,
including 30 hours in journalism and 34 hours in social studies, arts, science, and
vocational subjects approved by this school; and (3) obtain as many grade-points as
credit hours in courses taken at the University of Illinois and presented for the
degree, except that the 60 hours required for admission to the School of Journalism
and the military science and physical education required by the University are not
included in the computation of grade-points for this purpose.
Note.—Students entering the School of Journalism by transfer from other colleges
or universities have no military or physical education requirements. Attention is called
to the general requirement that a student who enters the University without at least
one unit of high school work in a laboratory science must substitute five hours of a
laboratory science for five hours of free electives in the requirements for graduation.
News and Editorial Curriculum
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism
The requirements for graduation from the general news and editorial curriculum are: 30 hours
in journalism, including reporting (9 hours), copyreading (6 hours), history of journalism (3 hours),
the press and public opinion (3 hours), advertising or business problems (2 hours), and typography
(2 hours) ; and 34 hours in social studies, arts, and science approved by the School of Journalism.
Third Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Reporting (General News) 3 Reporting (General News) 3
History of Journalism 3 The Press and Public Opinion 3
Typography 2 Journalism Elective 3
Social Studies, Arts, Science 8 Social Studies, Arts, Science 7
Totnl 16 Total 16
Fourth Year
Copyreading, Headwriting, etc 3 Copyreading, Headwriting, etc 3
Advertising or Business Problems. ... 2 Publication of Observer 3
Advanced Reporting 3 Elective 2
Social Studies, Arts, Science 8 Social Studies, Arts, Science 8
Total 16 Total 16
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Special and Critical Curriculum
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism
The requirements for graduation from the special and critical curriculum are: 30 hours in journal-
ism, including reporting and journalistic writing courses (10 hours), history of journalism (3 hours),
the press and public opinion (3 hours), current events course (4 hours), copyreading (3 hours);
30 hours in a field of specialization approved by the School of Journalism; and 7 hours of electives.
A field of specialization must lead toward a type of departmental or specialized work in journalism
and may consist of studies in a single department or a combination of departments.
Note.—This curriculum will be discontinued after 1940-1941.
Third Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Reporting (General News) 3 Reporting (General News) 3
History of Journalism 3 The Press and Public Opinion 3
Current Events 2 Current Events 2
Field of Specialization 8 Field of Specialization 8
Total 16 Total 16
Fourth Year
Specialized Writing Course Specialized Writing Course
(Journalism) 2 (Journalism) 2
Copyreading, Headwriting, etc 3 Journalism Electives 5
Journalism Elective 2 Field of Specialization 9
Field of Specialization 9
Total 16 Total 16
Advertising and Publishing Curriculum
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Journalism
The requirements for graduation from the advertising and publishing curriculum are: 30 hours in
journalism, including newspaper advertising copy (6 hours), newspaper advertising problems
(6 hours), history of journalism (3 hours), the press and public opinion (3 hours), typography
(2 hours), newspaper management (3 hours), editorial problems (2-3 hours); and 34 hours in social
and financial studies, arts, and science approved by the School of Journalism.
Third Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Newspaper Advertising Copy 3 Newspaper Advertising Copy 3
Typography 2 Editorial Problems 2-3
History of Journalism 3 The Press and Public Opinion 3
Economics, B.O.O., etc 8 Economics, B.O.O., etc 8-7
Total 16 Total 16
Fourth Year
Newspaper Advertising Problems. ... 3 Newspaper Advertising Problems. ... 3
Newspaper Circulation 3 Press, Courts, and Law 3
Newspaper Management 3 Advertising Campaigns 3
General Electives, Art, etc 7 General Electives, Art, etc 7
Total 16 Total 16
The School of Physical Education
SINCE HEALTH. SANITATION. AND APPRECIATION OF SPORTS
all contribute to the enjojinent of living by promoting physical and mental
well-being, it is the purpose of the School of Physical Education to acquaint all
students in the Universitj" with the benefits that can be obtained from physical
recreation and to teach them the fundamentals of hygiene and sanitation. For
those who wish to prepare for teaching physical education, coaching athletics, and
directing recreation, this school oflters two professional curricula—one for men
and another for women—each leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science.
For admission, see page 68; for fees and expenses, see page 101; for clubs and
societies anxiliaiy to the curricida, see page 98; for regulations concerning unclassified
students, see page 75; for general University requirements for a bachelor's degree,
see page 81.
Courses in Physical Education.—In addition to the professional courses for
students enrolled in the special curricula of this school, the Department of Physical
Education for Men and the Department of Physical Education for \^'ome^ offer
numerous courses for freshmen and sophomores who have to meet the general
Utaiversity requirements of four semesters in physical education. These non-profes-
sional courses are designed to develop interest, appreciation, and skill, especially in
such recreational actiA-ities as have social values and may be pursued after graduation.
Students widi physical defects are assigned to course adapted to their indi-\4dual
needs. Juniors, seniors, and graduate students may elect additional and ad\-anced
courses in phjracal education according to the regulations of the colleges and schools
in which they are enrolled.
Eztracorricnlar Sports.—The Athletic Association, which is closely affiliated
with the School of Physical Education, sponsors programs of intercollegiate and intra-
nnual sports, which are open to undergraduates only, and recreational sports, which
are open to aU men students and to members of the facult^^
The Department of Physical Education for Women conducts an extensive pro-
gram of intramnral sports for women. Students are organized in voluntary- inter-class
and inter-house teams in hockej-, soccer, bowling, basketball, volleyball, apparatus,
swimming, baseball, and track and field athletics.
Health Service.—^The purposes of the Health Service are to promote the
physical and mental health of students, to control diseases, and to teach the essentials
of healthful living. It oflFers two elementary courses in hygiene, one for men and one
for ^Fomen, which are required of all students, and ad\-anced courses which are
elective This department also conducts the physical examinations required of all new
students at the time of registration and has charge of hospital servnce and campus
sanitation. Students who are found to have subnormal conditions report to the Health
Service for periodic conferences tmtil their defects are corrected or improved enough
to warrant discontinuance of supervision. All students may secure free medical advice
at aiQf time tiiat their health is impaired. Hospital ser\-ice to the extent of four weeks
is provided for each student or faculty member who joins the Hospital Association.
Curriculum in Physical Education for Men
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Summary of Requirements
HOURS
Professional physical education courses 40
General courses, as prescribed (a student may be exempted from
one of these courses if approved by the Director) 26
Foundation science courses, as prescribed 18
Education courses, as prescribed IS
Second subject of specialization 16
Free electives 15
Total 130
Inspection Trip.—All men students whose major is physical education are required
to participate in an inspection trip during the second semester of the junior year. The
trip occupies three or four days and involves expenses of not more than ?25 for each
student. The party visits Chicago, St. Louis, or some other large community, to inspect
elementary school, high school, and college physical education plants, athletic clubs,
playgrounds, parks, and other recreational centers. Special arrangements for observing
programs in operation and attending lectures by prominent authorities are provided.
Each student is asked to write a report of the trip. No credit is given, but a grade is
given for the trip and report.
Freshman-Sophomore Program
In each of the first two years, students who take Group A in the first semester will take
Group B in the second semester, and those who take Group B in the first semester will
take Group A in the second semester.
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER
Group A
P.E.M.
P.E.M.
Group B
P.E.M. 2—Gymnastics 2
P.E.M. 12—Track and Field 2
P.E.M . 70—Professional Orientation . . 2
Physiol. 3a—Physiological Anatomy. . 5
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.. 3
Military Science 1
Hygiene 5—Elementary Hygiene and
Sanitation 2
4
—Beginning Football 2
1
—Beginning Basketball. . . 2
HOURSSECOND SEMESTER
Group A
P.E.M. 4—Beginning Football 2
P.E.M. 1—Beginning Basketball.. 2
Group B
P.E.M. 2—Gymnastics 2
P.E.M. 12—Track and Field 2
Physiol. 3b—Physiological Anatomy.
.
5
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition. . 3
Greek 15—Greek and Roman Sports 2
Military Science 1
Hygiene 10—-Advanced Hygiene 2
Total
.
17 Total. 17
Second Year
Group A
P.E.M. 15—Outdoor Recreational
Sports 2
P.E.M. 77—Indoor Recreational
Sports 2
Group B
P.E.M. 11—Swimming 2
P.E.M. 14—Dance and Social
Activities 2
P.E.M. 72—Camp Leadership 3
Psych. 1—Introduction to Psychology 4
Journ. 12—Publicity Methods 2
Pol.Sci. la—American Government. . 3
Military Science 1
Electives or 3
Group A
P.E.M. 15—Outdoor Recreational
Sports 2
P.E.M. 77—Indoor Recreational
Sports 2
Group B
P.E.M. 11—Swimming 2
P.E.M. 14—Dance and Social
Activities 2
P.E.M. 72—Camp Leadership. ... 3
Econ. 2—Elements of Economics 3
Speech 1—Principles of Effective
Speaking 3
Military Science 1
Electives 3 or 6
Total. 17 Total. 17
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Non-Professional Courses Required of All Students
HOURS
Sociol. 1—Principles of Sociology .... 3
Ed. 6—-Principles of Secondary Educa-
tion 3
Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
HOURS
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology. ... 3
Ed.Pr. 1—P.E. for Men 3
Ed.Pr. 2—P.E. for Men 3
P.E.M. 99—Inspection Trip
Professional Courses Recommended for Students in Each of the
Four Fields of Specialization
Athletic Coaching
P.E.M. 3—Theory of Coaching 3
P.E.M. 6—Wrestling, Boxing, Fencing 2
P.E.M. 7—Training and First Aid. . . 2
P.E.M. 8—Baseball 2
P.E.M. 13—Program in Extracur-
ricular Sports 3
P.E.M. 16—History of Sports 2
P.E.M. 18—Curriculum in Sports. ... 3
P.E. 71—Safety Education 2
P.E.M. 78—Advanced Football 2
P.E.M. 79—Advanced Basketball. ... 2
Health and Safety
P.E.M. 5—Theory of PrescribingSports 2
P.E.M. 7—Training and First Aid. . . 2
P.E.M. 9—School Program in Health 3
P.E.M. 17—Golf, Tennis, Archery. . . 2
P.E.M. 18—Curriculum in Sports. ... 3
P.E. 71—Safety Education 2
P.E.M. 73—Tests and Measurements
in Health and Physical Education.
.
3
P.E.M. 74—Health Education 3
P.E.M. 76—Philosophy of Recreation 3
Physical Education
P.E.M. 5—Theory of Prescribing
Sports 2
P.E.M. 7—Training and First Aid. . . 2
P.E.M. 9—School Program in Health 3
P.E.M. 10—Exhibition Activities and
Programs 2
P.E.M. 13—Program in Extracur-
ricular Sports 3
P.E.M. 17—Golf, Tennis, Archery. .
.
2
P.E.M. 18—Curriculum in Sports. . . 3
P.E.M. 19—Recreational Leadership 3
P.E. 71—Safety Education 2
P.E.M. 73—Tests and Measurements
in Health and Physical Education. 3
Recreation
P.E.M. 5—Theory of Prescribing
Sports 2
P.E.M. 6—Wrestling, Boxing, Fencing 2
P.E.M. 7—Training and First Aid. . 2
P.E.M. 10—Exhibition Activities and
Programs 2
P.E.M. 13—Program in Extracur-
ricular Sports 3
P.E.M. 16—History of Sport 2
P.E.M. 17—Golf, Tennis, Archery.
.
.
2
P.E.M. 19—Recreation Leadership. . 3
P.E. 71—Safety Education 2
P.E.M. 76—Philosophy of Recreation 3
Curriculum in Physical Education for Women
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Physical Education
The four-year curriculum in physical education for women is designed to train teachers
in the fields of physical education, health education, community welfare, and recreation.
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Physical Education is conferred on students who
successfully complete a total of 130 semester hours as summarized below:
Summary hours
Professional physical education courses 40
Second subject of specialization 16
Education courses (including Education 6, 10, and 25 and Educa-
tional Practice 3 and 4) 18
Other courses required and electives 56
Total 130
Modifications of this curriculum are provided for students who wish to prepare them-
selves to teach various combinations of subjects in high school. Thus, with physical
education as the major subject, the second teaching subject may be English, or biological
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science, or general science; or some other combination may be arranged. Another modifica-
tion of the curriculum allows for specialization in the dance. The choice of electives in
each semester must have the approval of the class adviser at registration time.
Transfer students from other colleges or normal schools must have the necessary
prerequisites in order to make physical education their major subject.
First Year
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS
Rhet. 1—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
Zool. 1—General Zoology 5
P.E.W. 70a
—
(Orientation, Swimming,
Soccer, Basketball) 3
Hygiene 2 or Elective 2
Electives 3
Total 16
SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
Rhet. 2—Rhetoric and Composition.
.
3
P.E.W. 70b—(Rhythms, Stunts, and
Tumbling, Baseball) 2
Hygiene 2 or Elective 2
Electives toward minors 9
Total. 16
Second Year
Psych. 1—Introduction to Psychology 4
Rhet. 3 or 4—Exposition or Narration 3
Physiol. 3a—Physiological Anatomy.
.
5
P.E.W. 71a
—
(Tap Dancing, Hockey,
Gymnastics and Apparatus) 2
Electives 2
Total. 16
Physiol. 3b—Physiological Anatomy 5
P.E.W. 71b
—
(Folk Dancing, Gymnas-
tics and Apparatus, Tennis) 2
P.E.W. 82—Technic of Teaching
Swimming 1
Bact. 5—Lectures 3
Electives 6
Total. 17
Third Year
Ed. 25—Educational Psychology 3
P.E.W. 81—Games for Elementary
Schools 2
P.E.W. 83a—(Speedball, Volleyball) . 1
P.E.W. 95a—Technic of Teaching
Sports 4
P.E.W. 96a—Kinesiology 3
Electives 3
Total. 16
Ed. 6—Principles of Secondary
Education 3
P.E.W. 62—Rhythms 3
P.E.W. 83b—(Archery, Golf) 1
P.E.W. 95b—Technic of Teaching
Sports 4
P.E.\y. 96b—Kinesiology 3
Electives 2
Total. 16
Fourth Year
Ed. 10—Technic of Teaching 3
Ed. Pr. 3—P.E. for Women 3
P.E.W. 93a
—
(Hockey, Social Dance) 1
Electives 10
Ed. Pr. 4—P.E. for Women 3
P.E.W. 90—Organization and Admin. 2
P.E.W. 93b
—
(Badminton; Tennis or
Golf) 1
P.E.W. 98—Theory of Individual and
Remedial Gymnastics 3
P.E.W. 99—School Health and First
Aid 3
Electives 4
Total. 17 Total. 16
The Library School
COLLEGE GRADUATES WISHING TO ENTER LIBRARIANSHIP
as a profession are offered a two-year curriculum in library science. The
instruction in the first year in the Library School covers methods and practice
in library work; students who complete this year of study are prepared for
positions in library service. In the second year, conducted under the auspices of
the Graduate School, seminar courses and individual study are emphasized;
bibliographic training is predominant; research methods are introduced to give
the student the preparation required for the more responsible and exacting
library positions.
For admission, see pages 68 and 77; for an account of the Library, see page 64;
for the collection in library science, page 68; for fees, page 101.
Undergraduates.—Seniors, after consultation with the Director of the Library
School and the instructor in the course, may elect any course for which they are pre-
pared. Freshmen and sophomores are offered a course in the use of the library and
the ordinary reference books.
Pre-professional Study.—Undergraduates who intend, on completing their
college work, to apply for admission to the Library School, are advised to select
courses which will build up their general knowledge of a wide range of subject-
matter. Two or three years of college study in French and German are advised. A
reading knowledge of these languages is practically necessary. It is highly desirable
that two years of high school Latin or one year of college Latin be presented. To
attain the broad cultural background necessary to an understanding and performance
of library work, the student should select courses which will make him familiar with the
history and development of the literature of many fields of knowledge. The increasing
specialization of library service, however, has opened opportunities for librarians to use
highly specialized knowledge in almost any subject. School authorities and supervisors
of school libraries, for example, generally prefer school librarians who are also pro-
fessionally qualified to teach. Other types of special libraries, such as scientific, hospital,
business, law, and newspaper libraries, require preparation in their specific professional
fields. Consequently, an effort should be made to maintain a strong major subject
throughout the years of pre-professional study and to acquire besides this as broad
an education as possible.
The scholastic record maintained must be well above average in order to assure
a satisfactory record later in the Library School. An average of 3.5 (based on "A" as
5, "B" as 4, etc.) is a minimum requirement.
The ability to type easily is practically essential. A knowledge of business cor-
respondence methods and report writing is expected. Training in speech, in order to
facilitate talking before groups, is highly desirable.
Personal qualifications are predicated upon the fundamental factors of a sym-
pathetic understanding of people as patrons of a library.
Some experience in a library has proved for most students to be of real value.
Advanced Standing.—After matriculation, an applicant for advanced standing
may secure credit for some of the courses required for the bachelor's degree in
library science by transfer of credits from an approved institution, or by examina-
tion if the applicant gives indication of having adequate preparation. In such cases,
however, the student must still meet the residence requirements for the degree, and, in
consequence, must register for a sufficient number of courses, either in the Library
School or in a subject of special interest to him, to make up the usual full schedule of
student work. Information concerning the possibility of securing advanced standing
should be requested with the letter of application.
Applications.—Application blanks for admission may be obtained from the
Library School and must be returned sufficiently early to allow time for correspond-
ence with the applicant's references before registration day.
Degrees.—The full curriculum is two years in length. The degree of Bachelor
of Science in Library Science is conferred on a student who has received credit in
approved courses amounting to 30 semester hours. Students are not encouraged to
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continue the second year's work unless they have a basis of satisfactory experience.
Second-year students are candidates for the master's degree with the major in library
science, and register in the Graduate School, meeting its requirements. The Graduate
School does not encourage the admission of students whose grade averages are lower
than "B" in their professional and pre-professional training.
By special arrangement in certain departments of the University, library science
is accepted as a minor toward the degree of Doctor of Philosophy if the candidate
has a master's degree in library science.
Curriculum in Library Science
First Year
For the Degree of Bachelor of Science in Library Science
FIRST SEMESTER HOURS SECOND SEMESTER HOURS
2a—Reference and Bibliography 4 2b—Reference 3
31a—Cataloging 2 21—Printing and Binding 2
34—Library Administration 4 33b—College Library Adm 3
36—Classification 2 37—Cataloging 2 or 3
38a—Selection of Books 3 38b—Selection of Books 3
46—High School Library Adm 3
47—Subject Bibliography 2
48—Library Administration—Special
Problems 2 or 3
49—Children's Literature 2
51—Books and Libraries 3
52
—Reading Guidance 2
97—Individual Problems 1-3
99—Inspection Trip
Suggested Programs.—All students follow the same program in the first semester and have
a choice of programs in the second semester. For general library work, the following courses are
adequate: 2b, 37 (2 or 3 hours), 38b, a course in administration, and any other 3-hour course
or two 2-hour courses. For the college library, desirable courses are: 2b, 33b, 37 (3 hours), 38b,
47, and one other 2-hour course. For the public library, registration may include: 2b, 37, 38b, 48,
49, 52. For the school library, the program provides: 2b, 21, 37 (2 hours), 38b, 46, 49. For
special libraries, courses are grouped according to needs of individual students.
Second Year
For a Master's Degree in Library Science
FIRST SEMESTER UNITS SECOND SEMESTER UNITS
13a—U. S. Government Publications % 24b—Book Selection for Special Groups 3^
24a—Book Selection for Special Groups ^ 42—State Government Publications.
.
^
44—Book-buying for the Large Library J^ 46—High School Library Adm J^
45—Library Buildings and Equipment }/2 48—Library Administration—Special
101—Thesis 1-2 Problems J^
102—Seminar 1-4 49—Children's Literature }/^
103a—Advanced Reference ^ 51—Books and Libraries 3^
104a—Advanced Classification 3^ 52—Reading Guidance 3^
101—Thesis 1-2
102—Seminar 1-4
103b—Advanced Reference ^
104b—Advanced Cataloging 3^-1
Library Visits.—Each year all the first-year students in the Library School
are required to visit the libraries and certain of the book binderies and printing estab-
lishments of Chicago, St. Louis, or other large cities and their vicinities. During this
visit, which occupies one week, the students are accompanied by members of the
faculty. Each student's expense for this week is about $30.
Library Club.—Any member of the Library School faculty or of the staff of
the University Library and any student in the Library School may become a member.
Four or more meetings are held each year.
Summer Session.—Curricula leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Library Science and to the degree of Master of Science in Library Science may each
be completed in four consecutive summer sessions.
The Graduate School
FACILITIES FOR ADVANCED STUDY AND FOR RESEARCH IN
various lines were offered by the University as early as 1872, and organized
instruction under the name of the Graduate School was first undertaken in
1892. In 1906 the Graduate School was organized as a separate faculty. By
action of the Trustees of the University, the teaching faculty of the Graduate
School includes all members of the University faculty who give instruction in
approved graduate courses. The affairs of the school are in charge of its
executive faculty.
Executive Faculty
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., D.Eng., LL.D., President of the University
Robert D.a.niel Carmich.a.el, Ph.D., Professor of Mathematics and Dean of the
Graduate School
Raymond Bernard Allen, M.D., Ph.D., Executive Dean of the Chicago Colleges
Albert William Aron, Ph.D., Professor of German
John Archibald Fairlie, Ph.D., Professor of Political Science
Horace Montgomery Gray, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Economics and Assistant
Dean of the Graduate School
Francis Wheeler Loomis, Ph.D., Professor of Physics
Harold Hanson Mitchell, Ph.D., Professor of Animal Nutrition
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.E., M.AI.E., D.Sc, Research Professor of Engineering
Materials
William Abbott Oldfather, Ph.D., LL.D., Professor of the Classics
William Spence Robertson, Ph.D., Professor of History
Worth Huff Rodebush, Ph.D., Professor of Physical Chemistry
Hiram Thompson Scovill, A.B., C.P.A., Professor of Accountancy
Harley Jones Van Cleave, Ph.D., Professor of Zoology
Wilbur M. Wilson, M.M.E., C.E., Research Professor of Structural Engineering
Admission
Admission to the Graduate School may be granted to graduates of institutions whose
requirements for the bachelor's degree are substantially equivalent to those of the
University of Illinois. Admission to the Graduate School, however, does not imply
admission to candidacy for an advanced degree, and gives the student no right or claim
to be so admitted. A mere accumulation of "credits" or "grades" is not sufficient.
Admission to graduate courses may be granted only to those who have had the
requisite undergraduate work in those courses or departments. But a student of
mature age who satisfies the Dean and the department concerned of his ability to
pursue graduate work in a given line may be enrolled in particular graduate courses,
without reference to a degree, and permitted to carry on such study or investigation
under the direction of a department of the University as the department shall recom-
mend and the Dean approve.
Application blanks for admission maj^ be secured from the Registrar of the Uni-
versity. Every applicant must submit with his application for admission an official
transcript of his college record. All students, except those entering only for summer
sessions, who have not previously taken a physical examination at the University, must
take such an examination. The examination is given by the University Health Service
without cost to the student, if taken during the registration period.
Directions for registration and regulations for programs of study are given in the
annual Graduate School Announcenuent, copies of which may be obtained at the office
of the Dean.
Character of Graduate Work
The principal aims of graduate study are the development of the power of independent
work and the promotion of the spirit of research. Each candidate for a degree is ex-
pected to have a wide knowledge of his subject and of related fields of work; for
the graduate student is not expected to get from lecture and laboratory courses all the
knowledge and training necessary to meet the requirements for his degree.
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Graduate Study in Summer Sessions
Graduate students in the summer session are subject to the same scholastic require-
ments as those in the regular university year. Their study-lists must be approved by
the Dean of the Graduate School, or his representative. Two to two and one-half
units of graduate work may be taken in the summer session. Two units is considered
a full minimum program for the summer. Attendance during four out of six con-
secutive summer sessions, or one semester and two summer sessions, is considered the
equivalent of one year in residence. No course offered in the summer session may
be taken for credit towards a higher degree unless it is described in the summer
session circular as accepted for that purpose.
The Executive Faculty may, at the request of a given department, accord recog-
nition to its summer session work subject to the following conditions: (1) Study in
the University of Illinois summer session may be counted in partial fulfillment of the
residence requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy, but at least one con-
tinuous academic year of residence at the University at some time during the second
or third years of the doctoral program is required. (2) Persons electing to use this
plan shall be required to submit a schedule of study covering the second and third
years of work toward the doctorate. This schedule of study must be approved by the
adviser in charge of the major subject and by the Dean of the Graduate School.
(3) Apart from the provisions stated above, the present practices and standards of the
Graduate School relating to the doctorate shall be continued.
Summer Work in Medical Sciences.—Graduate courses in medical sciences are
offered each summer from June to September at the College of Medicine of the
University of Illinois in Chicago.
Masters' Degrees
Character of Masters' Degrees.—The master's degree conferred depends on the
character of the bachelor's degree. The usual practice is that A.M. shall follow A.B.,
and that M.S. shall follow B.S. However, this practice may be departed from in cases
where the undergraduate course of study of the candidate was of a kind for which
some reputable institutions in this country give A.B., while others give B.S. In Music
the M.Mus. shall follow the B.AIus., and the M.S. in Music Education shall follow
the B.S. in Music Education.
Amount of Work Required.—Candidates for the degree of Master of Arts or
Master of Science are required to do at least one full year's work in residence, usually
including a thesis. Four to five units constitute a normal semester program for the
master's degree. A minimum of eight units must be completed for the degree. Only
first-rate students are permitted to secure a degree with this minimum program. In
some departments special examinations are required of candidates for masters' degrees.
In all cases the student must satisfy the duly approved conditions set by his major
and minor departments.
Unless otherwise permitted, every student must take each semester at least one
course open to graduate students only (courses numbered 100 and upwards).
In the first year of his graduate study each student is required to attend a mini-
mum of four formal class, lecture, or laboratory exercises a week. Schedules involving
an unusually large number of formal class meetings per week will require the special
approval of the Dean.
Work Done Elsewhere.—Members of the staff and high school teachers residing
and employed in Urbana or Champaign who have done graduate work in approved
institutions elsewhere may secure credit not to exceed four units towards the master's
degree by passing examinations in that work. They may complete the work for the
degree by securing at least four units more while registered in the Graduate School
for not less than one academic year.
Graduate students who have been in residence one semester or its equivalent may
offer for credit not more than nine weeks of work at a marine or fresh-water biological
laboratory or in biological or geological field work, on condition that the work be of
graduate grade under a qualified instructor or director as certified by the student's
major adviser and approved by the Dean of the Graduate School; that approval be
obtained by the student in advance ; and that a written report of the work accomplished
be presented by the student and approved as satisfactory by the student's major adviser.
Majors and Minors.—A candidate for a master's degree may do all his work in
one subject, or he may select a major and one minor, or a major and two minors. A
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major or minor denotes the field of knowledge of a department, or such part thereof
as constitutes a separate and independent division of that field. For a master's degree
a major is at least half the work, or a minimum of four units, for one year. Less than
one unit may not be counted as satisfying the requirements of a minor without the
approval of the department concerned.
Foreign Language.—The ability to use one or more of the modern languages
ordinarily studied in the undergraduate curriculum is desirable for all candidates for
the master's degree, and in some lines of study is required. No student will be per-
mitted to acquire residence toward the second year for the doctorate until he has
passed the preliminary examination in at least one of these languages.
Master's Thesis.—Each candidate for a master's degree is required to present two
copies of a thesis on some subject approved bj^ the professor in charge of his major
work. Such approval, except in case of students working for masters' degrees in
summer sessions only, must be secured and the subject of the thesis filed at the office
of the Graduate School not later than the beginning of the second half-year of
residence. Students w'orking for masters' degrees exclusively in summer sessions must
announce their thesis subjects not later than the beginning of their third session in
residence. The requirement of a thesis may be waived, however, on the recommenda-
tion of the professor in charge of his major work and the approval of the Dean,
provided application to zcaii'e the tliesis is made at the time for announcing thesis sub-
jects. A student excused from writing a thesis must replace it with courses of instruc-
tion. Both copies of the thesis in its final form, together with a certificate of approval
by the proper officer, must be left at the Dean's office at least two weeks before the
date on which the degree is to be conferred. No article prepared for another use, or
previously published, will be accepted as a thesis.
Second Degrees in Engineering
Two classes of second degrees are open to graduates of the College of Engineering,
namely, academic and professional.
The academic second degree in engineering is Master of Science, following Bache-
lor of Science, in civil engineering, electrical engineering, etc. This degree is conferred
in accordance with the regulations described above for academic zvork in residence
only.
The professional second degrees in engineering are as follows:
Master of Architecture, after B.S. in architecture.
Architectural Engineer, after B.S. in architectural engineering.
Ceramic Engineer, after B.S. in ceramic engineering.
Chemical Engineer, after B.S. in chemical engineering.
Civil Engineer, after B.S. in civil engineering or in railway civil engineering.
Electrical Engineer, after B.S. in electrical engineering or in railway electrical
engineering.
Mechanical Engineer, after B.S. in mechanical engineering or in railway
mechanical engineering.
Engineer of Mines, after B.S. in mining engineering.
Engineer-Physicist, after B.S. in engineering physics.
Professional degrees in engineering may be conferred on two classes of candi-
dates: (1) those w'ho have received an academic degree in engineering from the
University of Illinois; (2) those who have received an academic degree in engineering,
including chemical engineering, from other institutions of equal standing and who have
been members of the teaching or research staff of the College of Engineering or
Engineering Experiment Station or the Department of Chemistry of the University of
Illinois for at least three j'ears prior to the conferring of the professional degree.
A candidate declares his candidacy by filing with the Dean of the College of
Engineering, as chairman of the committee in charge, a detailed statement covering
his professional engineering experience. This statement must be made on a standard
form supplied by the Dean of the College of Engineering, as chairman of the com-
mittee in charge, and must be filed not later than the first ^londay in November
preceding the commencement at which the candidate expects to receive the degree.
No statement of experience will be considered by the committee which does not show
that the candidate has had a minimum of four years of acceptable engineering experi-
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ence after receiving the degree of Bachelor of Science, and that for at least three years
he has been in responsible charge of engineering work. Responsible charge in engi-
neering teaching may be considered as responsible charge of work. In determining the
acceptability of the engineering experience of the candidate the committee will be
guided by the character of his professional work and the degree of responsibility
involved, and will take into consideration such evidences of professional ability and
growth as may be shown by his investigation of engineering problems, his contribu-
tions to technical literature, and his membership and activity in engineering societies.
If the professional experience of the candidate is accepted he must submit for
approval, prior to December 31, an outline of his proposed thesis. The completed
thesis, in 'the form prescribed in the "Instructions for the Preparation of Masters'
and Doctors' Theses," must be deposited with the Dean of the College of Engineering
not later than May 1. The candidate must present himself at commencement in order
to receive the degree.
A candidate for a professional engineering degree must pay the incidental fee of
twent^'-five dollars on being notified that his professional experience is accepted as
qualifying him to enter as a candidate for the degree. No one will be enrolled as a
candidate for the degree at the following commencement who does not pay his fee at
this time. When a candidate for a professional engineering degree has once been
accepted and paid his fee, he is eligible to receive the degree at any time within five
years, without additional fee, on completion of the requirements
;
provided, however,
that unless he completes the requirements within two years his name will be dropped
from the list of candidates and in order to receive the degree within the five-year
period he must register once more.
Professional Degrees in Education
Two professional degrees in education, Master of Education (Ed.M.) and Doctor of
Education (Ed.D.), will be offered in the 1941 summer session and thereafter. The
number of students who will be admitted to study for these degrees will be limited.
The Degree of Master of Education.—This degree is designed for teachers, super-
visors, administrative officers, and others engaged in educational work demanding
broad, fundamental, and practical preparation and the ability to utilize professionally
the contributions of research and of philosophy.
A minimum of two years of approved professional experience and the completion
of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts or Master of Science, or the
equivalent, are required for admission to the curriculum leading to the degree of
]^Iaster of Education. In addition, the candidate must be recommended by the college
committee on admissions and guidance as showing promise of superior professional
competence. In case the first year of graduate study does not include a major in
education, the candidate will be required to take additional courses in education. The
student's general education will also be reviewed, and appropriate courses may be
required to correct any deficiencies.
A minimum of one year of graduate study (8 units) in addition to the require-
ments stated above will be required for the Ed.AI. degree. This year of graduate study
will be planned as a whole in consultation with the student's advisory committee. In
addition to meeting other requirements, the candidate must pass a final examination
administered by a college committee of at least three members.
The Degree of Doctor of Education.—The purpose of the Doctor of Education
(Ed.D.) degree is to continue the type of preparation indicated for the Master of
Education (Ed.M.) degree and, in addition, to develop in the candidate further ability
for scholarly study of professional problems. A candidate for the degree of Doctor of
Education must have completed the requirements for the degree of Master of Educa-
tion, or the equivalent. Toward the end of his second year or, by special permission,
at the beginning of his third year of graduate study, a student who wishes to become
a candidate for the degree of Doctor of Education must submit to preliminary exam-
inations conducted by a committee appointed by the Dean of the Graduate School.
The graduate faculty of the college will advise a student not to attempt the preliminary
examination if the evidence available to them does not indicate promise of outstanding
professional competence.
The candidate, having completed the requirements for the degree of Master of
Education, or the equivalent, and having passed the required preliminary examinations,
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must satisfy the residence requirements for the degree as stated below and must
conduct a field study or other type of professional investigation, the report of which
will constitute the thesis for the degree. This study will consist of a scholarly investi-
gation of a significant professional problem.
The topic of the study, selected in consultation with the student's advisory com-
mittee, must be announced before the third year of graduate residence may begin.
The study must have the approval of the graduate faculty of the College of Education
and of the executive faculty of the Graduate School.
In a typical case, the candidate who is employed in professional work during the
school year will devote a minimum of three summer sessions and two academic years
to the field study or the professional investigation. The candidate will begin the first
academic year of his study immediately after the completion of the first summer
session. He will register during both semesters in a special seminar for candidates for
the degree of Doctor of Education. This seminar will require a minimum of three
days each semester at the University of Illinois. The candidate will be expected to
demonstrate continued progress in the organization, planning, and execution of the
study.
For the second year of the study the requirements will be similar to those of the
first year and will include an eight-week summer session, devoted primarily to read-
ing directed by the candidate's adviser and followed by work in the field during the
succeeding academic year. The third summer session in residence will be devoted
primarily to the completion of the written report of the study which shall constitute
the thesis for the degree of Doctor of Education.
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Education who already hold the degree of
Ph.D. from a recognized university will be regarded as special cases. They will be
required to take the prescribed semmars and such other courses as the advisorj^ com-
mittee may require. They will also take the preliminary examinations and conduct a
field study or other type of professional investigation.
At least two weeks before the time when the degree is to be conferred, the candi-
date must submit to a final examination given by a committee appointed by the Dean of
the Graduate School. This examination will deal primarily with the report of the
thesis study, but will not be confined to that. It will be so conducted as to determine
whether the candidate has a thorough and mature understanding of the field of
education as a whole. The student may, in addition, be required to take any other
examination, oral or written, that is thought proper by the various departments in
which he has studied. The final examination may not be divided, but must be taken
all at one time, even though this may require several sessions.
Two typewritten copies of the complete thesis in final form, the original on
thesis paper and the first carbon on plain paper of approximately the same weight,
must be deposited in the office of the Dean of the Graduate School for presentation
to the examining committee not later than two weeks prior to the final examination
and not less than four weeks before the time when the degree is to be conferred.
With respect to form and to all other requirements, the regulations of the Graduate
School covering theses for the Ph.D. degree will apply also to the report of the study
for the Ed.D. degree.
The Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Major and Minor Subjects.—A member of the Graduate School who desires to
become a candidate for the degree of Doctor of Philosophj' is required to pursue a
major subject in the department in which his research lies. He is also required to
choose one minor subject, or he may choose two. If one minor only is chosen it must
be taken in a department of study other than that of the major, and credit for it may
be earned by work representing not less than four units, or one-sixth of the total
residence required for the doctorate. If two minors are chosen, one must be a sub-
ject closel}' related to the major. With the approval of the adviser and the Dean it
may be a division of the major field of stud3^ The other minor (not less than two
units) must, in that case, be taken in a department of stud}' other than that of the
major. Except by special permission of the Dean the preliminary examination in
major and minor subjects may not be taken until the minor work has been done.
Method of Computing Residence.—Credit for a full year of graduate work means
that the student has during that time devoted all his working time and energy to
study of a graduate grade. Second-year and third-year students shall register in terms
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of units. For each course with fixed credit or with variable credit within fixed limits,
the registration shall be for such credit as is determined in the usual way for such
courses. For thesis courses the amount of credit may be widely variable and may be
fixed in each case in accordance with the judgment of the department and the needs
of the student, subject to approval of the Dean of the Graduate School and the fol-
lowing provision regarding total credits: The registration for a full-time student shall
be for not less than four nor more than five units ; for a part-time student the
registration shall ordinarily be on the basis of such fraction of four units as cor-
responds to the time given to study. It should be clearly understood, however, that,
for second-year students, a mere accumulation of unit credits will not in itself entitle
a student to the privilege of taking preliminary examinations, and that, for third-year
students, such an accumulation of credits will not in itself entitle the student to
admission to the final examination.
Period of Study.—The normal minimum period of study required for securing
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy is three years, during which the student is required
to devote all his working time to his studies. All three years must be spent in resident
graduate study at some accredited educational institution and either the first two
or the last one of the three must be spent at the University of Illinois. The degree is
conferred, however, not for residence during a certain period, but for scholarly attain-
ments and power of investigation, as proved by a thesis and examinations. For study
in summer sessions, see page 187.
Work Done in Other Universities.—Credit for graduate work done in other uni-
versities is not "transferred." However, it may be accepted on examination as equiva-
lent to resident work at the University of Illinois, provided the institution in which
it was done is of high standing.
Examinations in Languages.—The student will be required to demonstrate his
ability to read French and German and other languages needed in his work. (In
special cases the executive faculty, on recommendation of the student's adviser, may
substitute for either one of the languages usually required some other language which
can be shown to be more useful in that student's professional research.) No student
will be permitted to acquire residence towards the second year of graduate study until
he has passed the examination in at least one of these languages. Both the examina-
tion in French and that in German must be passed before the student is admitted to
the preliminary examination in his major and minor subjects. For the dates of these
language examinations consult the calendar at the beginning of the Graduate School
Announcement, which also shows the date when application for admission to these
examinations must be made.
E.vaminations in Major and Minors.—Towards the end of his second year of
study, or by special permission, at the beginning of his third year (not later than about
October 15), a student who wishes to become a candidate for the degree must submit
to a preliminary examination conducted by a committee appointed by the Dean. This
examination is intended to test the student's knowledge of the fields of his major and
minor subjects of study and to determine whether he is prepared for the final year of
work for the doctorate. It is partly oral, and may be wholly so. The student will not
be admitted to his preliminary examination until the faculty is satisfied that he has
finished substantially the equivalent of two years' graduate work. He must do a full
year's graduate work between his preliminary examination and the completion of his
work for the doctorate.
Final Examination.—At least two weeks before the time when the degree is con-
ferred, the candidate must submit to a final examination, given by a committee
appointed by the Dean. This examination is primarily on the research work of the
student, as embodied in his thesis, but it is not confined to that. It extends to the whole
field of study of the candidate. It will not be confined to the courses which the
candidate has attended in the University of Illinois only, if he has done part of the
work elsewhere ; nor even to the field covered by the courses specifically taken in this
or other universities ; but will be so conducted as to determine whether the candidate
has a satisfactory grasp of his major subject as a whole, and a general acquaintance
with the fields of knowledge represented by his course of study.
The final examination may not be divided. The examination must be taken all at
one time even though it requires several sessions.
If after having passed his preliminary examination, he fails in the third year of
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his study to meet the expectations of the professors in charge of his work, or in any
way fails to maintain the standard of scholarship and power of research expected
of him, he may be refused admission to the final examination.
Other Examinations.—Before the candidate is admitted to the final examination
and the defense of his thesis, he may be required to take any other examination, oral
or written, that is thought proper by the various departments in which he has studied.
The above examinations are in addition to those in the courses for which the
student is registered. These must be taken at the time for which they are set in the
examination schedule.
Thesis.—The power of independent research must be shown by the production of
a thesis on some topic connected with the major subject of study. The candidate is
expected to defend his thesis or dissertation before the members of the faculty, or as
many of them as may wish to question him about it, in connection with his final
examination.
The subject of the thesis should be chosen not later than the end of the second
year of residence and must be submitted for formal approval b}' the faculty not later
than six weeks from the beginning of his third year of residence.
Two typewritten copies of the complete thesis, the origin<il on thesis paper (no
other will be accepted by the Dean), and the first carbon on plain paper of approxi-
mately the same weight, and in final form, must be deposited in the office of the Dean
for presentation to the examining committee not later than two weeks prior to the
final examination and not less than four weeks before the time when the degree is
conferred. At the same time, the candidate must deposit with the Dean a manuscript
of the essential part, or an abstract, or a digest of his thesis, in condition for publica-
tion at a cost not to exceed seventy-five dollars ($75). The manuscript must be suffi-
cient to show the method followed, the evidence used, and the conclusions reached in
the investigation, and must bear the approval of the department and the Executive
Faculty of the Graduate School.
The candidate must pay to the Comptroller before graduation the sum of seventy-
five dollars ($75) out of which the University will print at least one hundred copies of
this manuscript for circulation by the University, unless the thesis entire or in
abbreviated form is published by the author or is accepted for publication by a stand-
ard journal or publisher within a year from the date of graduation. In the latter event,
and after one hundred copies have been presented to the University by the writer,
the cash deposit shall be returned to him.
The typewritten and printed forms of the thesis must comply with the regulations
given in "Instructions for the Preparation of Masters' and Doctors' Theses," copies
of which may be obtained at the Dean's ofiice.
Degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering
The degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering is offered in certain lines of
academic work of a high scholastic type in engineering science for students who wish
to prepare themselves as teachers, investigators, and experts. The general requirements
for this degree, as to preliminary education, linguistic attainments, etc., are the same as
in other subjects.
The following lines of engineering science, or others approved by the Graduate
School, may be elected as majors:
Engineering mechanics Masonrj' construction and structural
Steam engineering engineering
Hydraulic and sanitary engineering Coal-mining engineering
Electrical engineering Ceramic engineering
Heating and ventilation engineering Chemical engineering
Railwaj' engineering
The first minor maj^ be any of the above or one of the following sciences or an
authorized combination of two of them:
Theoretical mechanics Geology
Mathematics Physics (experimental or mathematical)
Thermodynamics Zoology
Bacteriology Botany
Chemistry Economics
The second minor should be in other than engineering subjects.
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Agricultural and Engineering Experiment Stations
Attention is called to the unusual opportunities for graduate study in connection with
the Agricultural and Engineering Experiment Stations. By undertaking a line of
graduate study in close association with some one of the projects carried on in those
Stations, the student will come into contact with aspects of his specialty which he
would rarely touch in a purely academic study, and he will thus broaden his outlook.
The Experiment Stations make available apparatus, equipment, and the services of
mechanicians, which may materially facilitate the carrying on of investigations.
Scholarships, Fellowships, and Assistantships
A number of scholarships and fellowships have been established by the Trustees of the
University open to candidates who are not over thirty years of age at the time when
the appointment is to be made. To first-year graduate students of ability and promise
there are open a number of scholarships with stipends of $300 and carrying exemption
from the payment of the usual tuition and laboratory fees. There are two classes
of fellowships—University Fellowships and Honorary Fellowships. The first are open
to second-year and third-year graduate students with stipends of $500 and $600,
respectively. To be eligible for a $600 fellowship an applicant must have passed both
language examinations before the date for filing applications and must be prepared to
take the preliminary examination in his major and minor subjects by the following
June. Honorary Fellowships carry no stipends and no exemption from the payment
of fees. Their purpose is to give recognition to superior students who are not in need
of financial assistance.
Application must be made on blanks to be obtained from the Dean of the Graduate
School. These application forms should be sent to the Dean of the Graduate School
as early as possible in February of the academic year preceding that for which the
fellowship is desired. No application will be considered if received later than February
fifteenth, until after April fifteenth, the date when appointees from the first list of
applications must accept or refuse their appointments.
Persons appointed are notified on April first and must send the Secretary of the
Board of Trustees notice of their acceptance or refusal by April fifteenth; and must
agree that, if accepted, the appointment will not be resigned to take a similar one in
any other institution during the year for which it is awarded, and that they will
not engage in any outside employment for remuneration.
Nominations to fellowships are made on the grounds of worthiness of character,
scholastic attainments, and promise of success in the principal line of study or research
to which the candidate proposes to devote himself.
Carr Fellowship in Chemistry.—The Honorable Robert F. Carr, of the class of
1893, gave in 1919 the sum of ten thousand dollars, the income of which is to be used
as the stipendium of a fellowship in chemistry or chemical engineering.
Research Graduate Assistantships in the Engineering Experiment Station.—The
Engineering Experiment Station is devoted to the study of problems of special im-
portance to engineering and to manufacturing, railway, mining, and industrial interests,
and the stimulation and elevation of engineering education. Approximately fourteen
research graduate assistantships with a nominal stipend have been established, open
to graduates of approved technical schools and universities. Applicants to whom these
graduate assistantships are awarded agree to hold them for two years, devoting one-
half their time to the work of the Engineering Experiment Station. At the end of this
period, if all requirements have been met, the degree of Master of Science will be
conferred. Several additional assistantships are usually maintained by industrial
organizations. Applications for graduate assistantships should be made to the Director
of the Engineering Experiment Station not later than March 1.
The Illinois Historical Survey
Professor Theodore Calvin Pe.ase, Ph.D., Director
The Illinois Historical Survey is a department of the Graduate School established in
1910 to conduct research in the history of the State of Illinois. It possesses extensive
collections of source materials for western history and is continually adding to them.
It assisted the Illinois State Historical Library in the publication of these and other
materials in the Illinois Historical Collections. It offers to graduate students direction
in the preparation of theses or monographs based on its collections.
Department of Military Science and Tactics
MILITARY TRAINING IS REQUIRED UNDER THE FEDERAL
and state laws. There are six units of the Reserve Officers' Training
Corps at the University of lUinois organized under the Acts of Congress of
June 3, 1916, and June 4, 1920. The training is designed primarily as a part of
the program of national defense, but in addition it has decided educational
value as it develops loyalty, patriotism, the habit of obedience to law, respect
for authority, coordination of mind and body, initiative and self-assurance, and
the ability to lead men
—
qualities which make for success in life.
Registration
All male students, unless specifically exempted under University rules, must register
in military training, and, unless properly excused, must take the full basic course,
whether they intend to graduate or not. If credit is to be counted toward graduation,
the full basic course of two years must be completed. The students exempted may
take military work, if they so desire, by registering for it, except that no student who
is not a citizen of the United States and no student who holds a commission in the
Officers' Reserve Corps or a certificate therefor, will be permitted to register.
Exemptions
(a) Students over 22 years of age when entering the University.
(b) Students entering the University with junior standing.
(c) Students who are not citizens of the United States.
(d) Students who have had two years of military training in other Senior Units of
the R.O.T.C. or equivalent training in Junior Units of the R.O.T.C.
(e) Students holding Commissions in the Reserve Corps, United States Army, or
certificates of eligibility for such commissions.
( f ) Students who are found physically disqualified to perform the military work,
such disability to be certified by the University Health Officer.
Units
The Corps of Cadets at the University consists of an Infantry battalion, two Field
Artillery regiments, a Cavalry regiment, one regiment of Engineers, one Signal Corps
battalion, and a regiment of Coast Artillery. The training is directed by army officers
of the appropriate arm of service. Within the limits of available facilities a student is
free to choose any branch for which his aptitude and course of study fit him. Appoint-
ments as cadet officers are made on the nomination of the Professor of Military
Science and Tactics, confirmed by the President of the University.
Courses
The courses cover four consecutive years of work. The basic course consists of the
first two years, and students in this course are required to devote three periods a week
of not less than one hour each to military training; the satisfactory completion of this
work is for them a prerequisite for graduation. One hour is prepared work, and two
hours are used for drills. For each semester, one hour of credit is granted.
The final two years are called the advanced course, which has special reference
to the duties of officers. Students who have completed the basic course may elect the
advanced course and, if selected by the President of the University and the Professor
of Military Science and Tactics, they will be eligible to sign the contract with the
Government to pursue the course for two years for which they will receive the pay-
ment of commutation of rations provided by law. Students of the advanced course are
required to devote five hours a week (three hours of prepared work and two hours of
practice) to military science and training for the two years. The satisfactory com-
pletion of this work is for them a prerequisite for graduation. They are also required
to attend one summer camp of six weeks duration. From the beginning of the ad-
vanced course until the conclusion, except for the time spent in camp, such students
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receive commutation of rations at a rate determined by the Secretary of War; the rate
at present is 25 cents a day. At camp, rations in kind are furnished and payment of
70 cents a day is made to each student. For each semester of work in the advanced
course, students receive IV^ hours credit toward graduation. Students who have been
members of Senior Units of the R.O.T.C. at other institutions and who have com-
pleted the basic course requirement may take advanced work, provided they are
selected for this course and present certificates signed by the Professor of Military
Science and Tactics under whom they served, indicating that they have satisfactorily
completed the required course in military science.
Commissions
A student who completes the advanced course and is recommended by the President
of the University and the Professor of Military Science and Tactics is eligible for
appointment by the President of the United States as a reserve officer in the Army of
the United States. Students who complete the basic course of the first two years are
eligible for appointment as sergeants in the enlisted reserve corps of the Army of the
United States.
Each year the President of the University recommends certain members of the
senior class to the Governor of the State for commissions as brevet captains in the
Illinois National Guard. Candidates must be members of the graduating class in
college and the advanced course in military studies; must have served at least two
semesters as commissioned officers in the brigade ; and must be recommended by the
Professor of Military Science and Tactics as having good reputations as scholars,
officers, and gentlemen.
Equipment
The equipment for military instruction is furnished by the War Department and
includes: for Infantry, magazine rifles, automatic rifles and pistols, machine guns,
trench mortar, and 37-mm. guns ; for Field Artillery, eight French 75-mm. guns
(horse-drawn), eight French 75-mm. guns with high-speed traction for motorized
battery, twenty-four motor vehicles, one 155-mm. howitzer (Schneider), engineer and
signal equipment, ninety horses, harness and saddle equipment ; for Cavalry, sixty
horses with full field equipment, rifles, pistols, sabres, automatic rifles, and machine
guns; for Engineers, engineer instruments used for military sketching, surveying, and
making of maps, demolition equipment, map reproduction and photographic equip-
ment, tools and supplies for field fortification, and bridge material ; for Signal Corps,
radio telephone and telegraph instruments, field telephones, heliographs, flags, wire-
carts, storage batteries, etc.; for Coast Artillery (anti-aircraft), three 3-in. mobile guns,
two motor trucks, two 155-mm. guns (Filloux), etc. Ammunition and supplies for
demonstrations and practice are furnished. Students in each arm of the service are
given instruction in the functions and armament of the other arms.
The Summer Session
THE SUMMER SESSION, A TERM OF EIGHT WEEKS, PROVIDES
numerous courses substantially equivalent to those given during the first
and second semesters of the academic year. A complete list of the courses
ofifered by the departments at Urbana appears in the Summer Session Announce-
ment, issued in the spring of each year. Special directions for prospective stu-
dents are given in the Announcement, which is obtainable from the Director of
the Summer Session.
The Summer Session of 1940 opened on June 17 and closed on August 10. The
Summer Session of 1941 will open on June 16 and close on August 9.
One purpose of the Summer Session is to meet the needs of teachers in the
public schools who wish to spend a part of the summer in serious study or investiga-
tion. Numerous courses are designed for high school teachers, supervising officers,
teachers of special subjects, librarians, directors of physical education, and coaches
of athletic teams. Graduate courses are offered for college instructors, school super-
visors and principals, and others who are working for advanced degrees. A demonstra-
tion school, with pupils of elementary grades, is open for observation and research in
connection with the summer courses.
Graduate Work.—Emphasis is placed on graduate courses leading to masters'
degrees, and an attempt is made to vary the offerings in each department from year
to year so that advanced students may find acceptable work in consecutive summers.
The residence requirement for a master's degree (normally 36 weeks) may be ful-
filled by a qualified student who attends four summer sessions of eight weeks each.
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy may also obtain residence credit
in summer sessions. For regulations of the Graduate School, see page 186.
Admission.—Students are admitted in regular status to courses in the Summer
Session on qualifying for admission to any of the colleges and schools at Urbana
(see page 68). The approval of the Director of the Summer Session is required
before an applicant can be admitted as an unclassified student (see page 75).
Fees (effective in June, 1941).—The tuition fee in the Summer Session is $25
for students residing in Illinois or $50 for students not residing in Illinois. (The
practice of giving scholarships to teachers and librarians has been discontinued.) Any
student taking only one course of not more than three credit hours is charged a fee of
$10 if a resident of Illinois or $20 if not a resident of Illinois, instead of the tuition
fee. An extra laboratory fee is charged in some courses for materials used. New
students registering in the Graduate School or in the Library School pay a matricula-
tion fee of $10. The Illini Union Building service charge of $2.50 is required of all
students in the Summer Session except graduate students who are members of the
University staff or allied surveys and others who are registered for not more than one
unit of graduate work or not more than five semester hours of undergraduate work.
Additional fees are charged for courses in applied music, at rates approximately
one-half of those for each semester. A deposit of $5 is required of each student under
the regulations stated for deposits on page 102.
Conferences.—A three-day conference is held each summer on the general
theme of "Improvement of Instruction." In 1940 this conference was devoted to the
problems of guidance in the schools, and in 1941 its special topic will be vocational
education. Other conferences to be held in the summer of 1941 will deal with such
topics as the teaching of physical sciences in high schools, audio-visual aids, school
bus transportation, and school building maintenance.
Lectures, Entertainments, and Recreational Activities.—During the Summer
Session there is an extensive program of public lectures, band concerts, organ recitals,
dramatic productions, educational exhibits, games and athletic contests, receptions and
other social events. Numerous tennis courts and athletic fields are available for free
use by students. Small fees are charged those who wish to use the gymnasiums and
the golf course.
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COURSES OFFERED AT URBANA
EXPLANATION
The following list of courses offered at Urbana in 1940-1941 (including the summer
session of 1940) is arranged alphabetically by names of departments. The courses
offered by each department are listed numerically in groups with headings to indicate
the students for whom they are designed. The description of each course shows its
content or purpose, the terms during which it is offered, its credit value, and the staff
members conducting it. Special requirements for admission to certain courses are
introduced by the word prerequisite. Courses not given in the current year are enclosed
in brackets.
Terms of the year are represented by symbols: "S" for the summer session, "I"
for the first semester, and "11" for the second semester. Courses extending through
both semesters are designated as "continuous through I and II."
Names of staff members in each department are listed by rank and by seniority
of appointment within each rank, except the head of the department who is listed
first. In descriptions of courses the names of persons teaching in the summer but
not in the first or second semester are enclosed in parentheses with the symbol "S."
Credit for undergraduate students is counted in semester hours. A semester hour
represents the work of one classroom period of fifty minutes each week through one
semester, or the equivalent in laboratory or field work. In descriptions of courses the
credit values are shown in parentheses: for example, "(3)" meaning three hours of
credit each semester. Undergraduate students are classified by years according to the
following table of minimum requirements in the several colleges and schools:
Semester Hours
Requirement for graduation 120 120 126
Senior standing 88 94 99
Junior standing 56 60 62
Sophomore standing 27 30 30
Credit for graduate students is counted in units. A unit course requires approxi-
mately ten hours of time each week through one semester, irrespective of the distri-
bution of that time in class work, laboratory or field work, and private study. Four
such courses constitute a student's normal program for one semester. In descriptions
of courses for graduates the unit values are stated in parentheses. Courses in the
intermediate groups, which are open to advanced undergraduates as well as to gradu-
ates, generally are evaluated for graduate credit as follows:
( a ) 1 unit for a 5-hour or 4-hour course, and Yz unit for a 3-hour, 2-hour, or
1-hour course, to which senior standing is prerequisite.
(b) i/i unit for a 5-hour or 4-hour course, and i4 unit for a 3-hour, 2-hour,
or 1-hour course, to which junior standing is prerequisite.
Some courses have variable credit, as 3 to 5 hours or V^ to 2 units. In registering
for a course with variable credit, each student puts on his study-list the number of
hours or units for which he intends to take the course.
NOTE:—It is not the purpose of this catalogue to announce offerings for the future. Prior
to the date for registration of students each semester, the University publishes a Time Table of
Courses Offered at Urbana, copies of which may be obtained from the Information Office in the
Administration Building. The Announcement of the Summer Session is published in the spring of
each year, copies being distributed by the Director of the Summer Session. Special circulars
announcing courses are issued also by most of the colleges and schools of the University and by
the Division of University Extension. A pamphlet on University Training for the Public Service
(copies obtainable from the Registrar) calls attention to the facilities offered by the University
for preparation in many lines—technical, professional, and administrative—for positions in the
national, state, and local governments.
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AGRICULTURAL ADMINISTRATION
Professor Spitler, Associate Professor Keilholz
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Agricxjltural and Home Economics Writing.—Same as Journalism 24. Farm and
home news, features, and radio. Open to students in agriculture, home eco-
nomics, and journalism. I, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Associate Pro-
fessor Keilholz.
6. Agricih-TURal Extension.—History, organization, development, and administration
of extension work. Methods used in developing and carrying out extension
programs. H, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Spitler.
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS
Professors: Case (Head of the Department), Lloyd,^ Hudelson,
Stewart, Norton, Ashby.
Associate Professors: Wilcox, Johnston, Ross, Working, Bartlett,
Jordan, Lindstrom.
Associates: Hannah.
Assistants: Gehlbach, Buddemeier, Harrington, Reiss.
Cooperating: Assistant Professor L. V. Sherwood.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Introductory Agricultural Economics.—Farm management, finances, prices, mar-
keting, taxation, land use, and social relationships. I and H, (3). No credit for
juniors and seniors. Associate Professor Ross, Mr. Buddemeier, Mr. Har-
rington.
12. Rural Organizations.—Farmers' organizations, their origins, functions, structures
;
factors affecting participation of farm people in organizations ; trends in de-
velopment of organizations and their relationship to national policies and rural
life, n, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Associate Professor Lindstrom.
20. Farm Management.—Factors of production, types of farming, organization, admin-
istration, and operation. Lectures, quiz, and laboratory. Field trips required ; the
class will visit a number of farms; estimated expense, $2. I and II, (3). Prereq-
uisite: Sophomore standing. Associate Professor Johnston, Mr. Gehlbach.
30. Marketing of Agricultural Products.—Practices, processes, and agencies
—
pri-
vate, cooperative, governmental—related to the marketing of farm crops, live-
stock, and livestock products. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Associate Professor Jordan (in charge). Professor Norton.
40. Investigation with Thesis.—Continuous through I and II, (5) ; credit toward
graduation not given for either semester separately. Prerequisite: Senior stand-
ing; 20 hours pertinent to the thesis problem; approval of head of department.
Work may be taken in the following:
(a) Agricultural Marketing.—Professors Norton and Ashby, Associate Pro-
fessor Bartlett.
(b) Agricultural Prices and Statistics.—Associate Professor Working.
( c ) Farm Management.—Professor Case, Associate Professors Johnston and
Ross.
(d) Land Economics.—Professor Stewart.
( e ) Rural Organization.—Associate Professor Lindstrom.
41. Problems in Agricultural Economics.—I and II, (5). Prerequisite: Senior
standing; approval of head of department. Work may be taken in the following:
(a) Agricultural Marketing.—Professors Norton and Ashby, Associate Pro-
fessor Bartlett.
(b) Agricultural Prices and Statistics.—Associate Professor Working.
( c ) Farm Management.—Professor Case, Associate Professors Johnston and
Ross.
(d) Land Economics.—Professor Stewart.
( e ) Rural Organization.—Associate Professor Lindstrom.
'On leave of absence.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
10. Economic Relationships of Agriculture.—Production and exchange of agricul-
tural products, accumulation and consumption of agricultural wealth. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Professor Stewart.
11. Agricultural Prices and Statistics.—Prices of agricultural products and their
relation to production costs, the general price level, foreign trade, business
activity, and agricultural relief. Statistical sources and methods with special
reference to agricultural data. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior
standing. Associate Professor Working.
14. Cooperation in Agriculture.—Place of cooperation in capital structures ; use of
cooperatives in developing new markets and in curbing unfair competition;
mechanics of cooperative action, including methods of control, distribution of
patronage dividends, and use of pools. S and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics
1 or 2; junior standing. Associate Professor Bartlett.
15. Financing Agriculture.—Capital and credit needs of farmers, agencies supplying
credit needs, problems of borrowers and lenders. I and II, (3). Prerequisite
:
Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Professor Norton.
[17. Economic History of Agriculture.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2.
Not given in 1940-1941.]
18. Land Economics.—Utilization, valuation, tenure, and conservation of land avail-
able for crops, pastures, and forests. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2;
junior standing. Professor Stewart.
22. Types and Systems of Farming.—Factors determining the location of important
farming areas and systems in the United States, with special reference to Illi-
nois ; area differences in farm organization, capital requirements, cropping
and livestock systems, relation of farming types to income ; effect of changing
economic conditions. Lectures and quiz. Local field trips will be arranged
;
estimated expense, $3. I, (3). Prerequisite: Agricultural Economics 20. Asso-
ciate Professor Wilcox.
25. Advanced Farm Management.—Economic organization of successful farms
choice and combination of crops and livestock on different kinds of farms,
with emphasis on control of erosion; economic information for farmers;
measures of farm efficiency; labor and power problems. Field trip to study
organization and replanning of selected farms; estimated expense, $5. I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Agricultural Economics 20; junior standing. Associate
Professor Johnston.
26. Farm Administration.—Farm tenancy ; owner-operator relationships
;
professional
farm management, and other types of farm administration. Field trip to study
management and organization of tenant farms; estimated expense, $3. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Agricultural Economics 20; senior standing. Mr. Hannah.
31. Grain Grading and Marketing.—Same as Agronomy 14. Economic and marketing
problems in handling grain; laboratory practice in grain grading. I, (3). Pre-
requisite: Agronomy 25; Agricultural Economics 30, or consent of instructor;
junior standing. Professor Norton, Assistant Professor Sherwood.
34. Marketing Dairy Products.—Methods and problems in marketing milk and man-
ufactured dairy products. Lectures, discussion, and problems. Inspection trip
required; estimated cost, $5. II, (2). Prerequisite: Agricultural Economics 30,
or Business Organization and Operation 2, or twelve hours of dairy husbandry;
junior standing. Associate Professor Bartlett.
[36. Marketing Horticultural Products.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Agricultural Eco-
nomics 30 ; or twelve hours of horticulture ; senior standing. Not given in
1940-1941.]
37. Marketing Livestock.—Livestock market practice, as applied in current market-
ing operations. II, (2). Prerequisite: Agricultural Economics 30, or consent
of instructor; junior standing. Professor Ashby.
42. Farm Appraisals.—Same as Agronomy 35. Valuation of farm real estate ; soils,
crops, management, buildings, drainage, land titles, prices, and taxes in relation
to value. Local field trips to be arranged; estimated expense, $5. H, (5).
Prerequisite: Agronomy 28, Agricultural Economics 20, or their equivalents;
approval of Dean as supervisor. Members of departments involved.
See also Sociology 7, Rural Sociology.—II, (3). Associate Professor Lindstrom.
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Courses for Graduates
Note:—Graduate students may take work in agricultural economics leading to the
degrees of Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy. In the general field of agri-
cultural economics, work is offered in farm organization and management, land eco-
nomics, agricultural marketing, and agricultural prices and statistics.
Graduate work in agricultural economics as a major subject is open to two groups
of students: (1) those who have had at least twenty hours of undergraduate work
in economics, agricultural economics, business organization and operation, account-
ancy, history, political science, or sociology, of which at least twelve hours must have
been in economics and agricultural economics; or (2) those who have had a thorough
training in the principles of agricultural economics, including at least twelve hours in
economics and agricultural economics, either in connection with or in addition to a
course of study substantially equivalent to that required for the degree of Bachelor of
Science in agriculture in the University of Illinois.
Graduate students taking major work in agricultural economics for the degree of
Master of Science are required to take at least two units of economics, including
one unit of economic theory, and for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy to take a
minimum of five units in economics, including economic theory and history of
economic thought.
The required work in economics may be treated as a part of the work in the major
field with the approval of the Department of Agricultural Economics and the Dean of
the Graduate School. Otherwise, the work in the Department of Economics will be
considered a first minor, in which case the program in that minor will require the
approval of the Department of Economics.
To take agricultural economics as a minor, a student must have had at least
twenty hours of undergraduate work in agricultural and economic subjects.
[103. Personnel Relationships in Te.\ching, Research, and Extension Work.—Same
as Animal Husbandry 103. II, (Yz unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
109. Seminar. Thesis Course.—All graduate students whose major is agricultural
economics must register in this course, but only those writing theses acceptable
for the degree of Master of Science will be given credit. S, I, and II, (I/2 to
2 units). Members of the department.
110. Theory of Agricultural Economics.—Economic principles relating to farm land
and governmental policies ; land classification, use, taxation, tenure, transfer,
valuation, and related problems. S, I, and II, (1 unit). Professor Stewart.
111. Agricultural Prices and Statistics.—I. Sources and methods of collection and
analysis of prices and other agricultural statistics ; trend fitting, linear and
curvilinear multiple correlation, analysis of variance and sampling. II. Prices of
agricultural products in the light of their history, value theory, monetary theory,
and methods of statistical analysis. Continuous through I and II, (1 unit).
Associate Professor Working.
112. Agricltltural Economics Research.—S, I, and II, (i to 2 units). Credit is condi-
tional on completion of acceptable report of investigation. Members of the
department.
120. Farm Management Principles and Investigational Methods.—II, (1 unit).
Professor Case.
135. Problems in Marketing Agricultural Products.—Factors influencing growth of
markets ; methods of cheapening and improving marketing processes ; activities
of governmental agencies; cooperative efforts. I, {1 unit). Professors Norton
and Ashby, Associate Professor Bartlett.
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
Professors: Lehmann (Head of the Department).
Associate Professors: Foster, Shawl.
Assistant Professors: Young.
Associates: Reed.'
Assistants: Hansen, Skelton.
^On leave of absence beginning March 10, 1941.
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Courses for Undergraduates
1. Introduction to Agricultural Engineering.—Agricultural problems involving an
application of engineering knowledge and methods ; land engineering, power
and machinery, buildings and equipment. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory.
I and II, (3). Seniors receive only two hours credit. Assistant Professor Young,
Mr. Hansen.
2. Field and Power-Driven Machinery.—Theory of design and construction; opera-
tion and management of machines for soil and feed preparation ; seeding, culti-
vating, and harvesting. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. I, (3). Prerequi-
site: Agricultural Engineering 1. Associate Professor Shawl.
3. Gas Engines and Tractors.—Theory of construction and operation of engines,
timing, ignition, carburetors ; fuels, carburetion, lubrication, cost of operation,
and trouble work. Inspection trip costing $3 to $10 required. Lectures, reci-
tations, and laboratory. II, (3). Prerequisite: Agricultural Engineering 1.
Associate Professor Shawl, Mr. Skelton.
3s. Gas Engines and Tractors.—Special ten-weeks course for practice teachers.
Similar to Agricultural Engineering 3. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Agricultural
Engineering 1. Associate Professor Shawl.
[IL Dairy Plant Machinery and Equipment.—Boilers, motors, refrigeration, piping,
special machines. II, (2). Prerequisite: Agricultural Engineering I. Given in
alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor Young.]
20. Farm Concrete Construction.—Materials, mixing and placing, tests, specifica-
tions and estimates. Recitation and laboratory. I, (2). Prerequisite : Agricul-
tural Engineering 1. Associate Professor Foster.
21s. Farm Shop Work.—Special ten-weeks course for practice teachers. Farm
machinery and equipment repairs, simple construction jobs, care of tools, shop
planning. Recitations and laboratory. I and II, (3). Assistant Professor
Young, Mr. Hansen.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
4. Farm Buildings.—Materials, construction, arrangement, design, and cost estimation.
Lectures, recitations, and drafting. S (six weeks) and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Agricultural Engineering 1, or consent of instructor; junior standing. Associate
Professor Foster.
5. Drainage and the Mechanics of Soil and Water Conservation.—Chaining, map-
ping, leveling; drainage principles; setting grade stakes; laying tile; soil
erosion control; water conservation. Lectures, field work, and drafting. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Agricultural Engineering 1, or consent of instructor; junior
standing. Professor Lehmann.
12. Farm Home Equipment and Rural Electrification.—Water supply, water
systems, plumbing and sewage disposal; house lighting and heating; electric
refrigeration. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. II, (3). Prerequisite: Agri-
cultural Engineering 1, or consent of instructor; junior standing. Given in
1940-1941 and in alternate years. Professor Lehmann.
[14. Rural Electrification.—Development, engineering and economic problems, line
standards and costs, line losses, rates, selection of equipment, use and manage-
ment, adaptation of electricity to various machines and applications. Lectures,
discussions, and laboratory. II, (3). Prerequisite: Agricultural Engineering 1,
or consent of instructor; junior standing. Given in alternate years; not given in
1940-1941. Professor Lehmann.]
S14. Rural Electrification.—Special six-weeks course. S, (3). Prerequisite: Agri-
cultural Engineering 1, or consent of instructor; junior standing. Professor
Lehmann.
17. Harvesting Machinery.—Advanced work in grain, hay, pea, and soybean harvest-
ing and threshing machinery; feed preparation and seed cleaning machinery.
II, (3). Prerequisite: Agricultural Engineering 2; junior standing. Associate
Professor Shawl, Mr. Skelton.
18a-18b. Investigation with Thesis.—Continuous through I and II, (5) ; credit
toward graduation not given for either semester separately. Prerequisite:
Senior standing; 20 hours pertinent to the thesis problem; approval of head of
department. Professor Lehmann, Associate Professors Shawl and Foster.
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[28. Advanced Gas Engines and Tractors.—Principles of design, construction, and
assembly ; drawbar and belt h.p. ratings ; lubrication, fuels, and field practice
;
ignition, starting and lighting systems. Lectures and laboratory. I, (3). Pre-
requisite: Agricultural Engineering 3; consent of instructor. Not given in
1940-1941. Associate Professor Shawl.]
[42. Hydraulics of Soil and Water Conservation.—An analysis of the problem,
water sheds, run-off studies, cross sections of gullies; capacities of structures,
terraces, and terrace outlets ; design of structures ; constructing terraces
machines used on erosion control; estimating costs and benefits of various
methods of control. Lectures, discussions, and laboratory. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Civil Engineering 15; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 4 and 64; registration
in Civil Engineering 50 and 86 ; senior standing in agricultural engineering.
Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Lehmann.]
[43. Farm Power.—History, development, transmission, measurement, efficiency, design,
principles of operation, sources of adaptation. Lectures, discussions, and labo-
ratory. I, (3). Prerequisite: -Mechanical Engineering 10 or 13; senior standing
in agricultural engineering. Not given in 1940-1941. Mr. Reed.]
44. Design of Agrict.'ltural ^^L^chinery.—Survey of needs and requirements, layout
of design, estimation of cost and study of production problems of agricultural
machines. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. H, (3). Prerequisite: Me-
chanical Engineering 41 ; senior standing in agricultural engineering. Mr. Reed.
[45. Advanced Farm Structures.—Materials, construction, composition, planning and
structural design of shelter, storage, and residence buildings. Lectures, confer-
ences, and drafting. I, (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
3 and 63 ; Civil Engineering 61 ; senior standing in agricultural engineering.
Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Foster.]
51. Special Problems in Agricultural Engineering.—Each student chooses a special
problem for design, laboratory', or field work with special library research. I and
II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing; approval of head of department. Work
may be taken in two of the following fields:
(a) DR.A.INAGE AND SoiL Erosion Control.—Professor Lehmann.
(b) Farm Buildings.—Associate Professor Foster.
(c) Farm Power.—Associate Professor Shawl, Mr. Reed.
(d) Farm Machinery.—Associate Professor Shawl, Mr. Reed.
( e ) Rural Electrification.—Professor Lehmann.
AGRONOMY
Professors: Butilison (Head of the Department), Bauer, DeTurk,
Smith, Woodworth, Duncan, Norton, Sears.
Associate Professors: Wimer, Crant;.
Assistant Professors: Bonnett, Sherwood, Stauffer.
Associates: Bolin, Fltlleman.
Assistants: Richards, Stinson, Crain, Appleman.
Courses for Undergraduates
18. Investigation with Thesis.—Continuous through I and II, (5) ; credit toward
graduation not given for either semester separately. Prerequisite: Senior stand-
ing; 20 hours pertinent to the thesis problem; approval of head of department.
( a ) Soils.—Professors Bal'er, DeTurk, R. S. Smith, and Sears.
(b) Crops.—Professors Burlison, Woodworth, and Dl'ngan, Assistant Pro-
fessor Bonnett, Dr. Fuelleman.
25. Farm Crops.—Production and harvesting of common farm crops ; means of im-
provement; diseases, insects, weeds, and their control; seed purity and germi-
nation; market grades of grain; grain judging. Lectures, quiz, and laboratory.
I and II, (4). Seniors receive only three hours credit. Prerequisite: Botany 5.
Assistant Professor Sherwood, Air. Richards, Mr. Stinson, Mr. Crain.
28. Soils.—Origin, formation, and nature of soils; kinds of soils and their properties;
increase and maintenance of productive capacity; amendments, fertilizers, man-
agement practices, and cropping systems. Lectures, quiz, and laboratory. I and
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II, (5). Prerequisite: Chemistry 5; Geology 44. Associate Professors Wimer
and Crane, Assistant Professor Stauffer.
34. Crop Quality.—Seed selection, storage, and germination; grain and hay judging;
production, certification, and distribution of seed of superior merit
;
protection
of seeds against insect damage. Laboratory, quiz, and lectures. II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Botany 5. Professor Dungan, Mr. Bolin.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Crop Production as Affected by Environmental Factors.—Ecological behavior
of farm crops. Lectures and assigned readings. I, (3). Prerequisite: Agron-
omy 25; junior standing. Professors Burlison and Dungan.
8. Forage Crops.—Adaptation, culture, utilization, and preservation. Lectures, dis-
cussions, and readings. Field trip required; cost not to exceed $1. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Agronomy 25. Dr. Fuelleman.
10. Genesis, Morphology, Classification, and Geography of Soils.—Factors govern-
ing and processes active in soil development
;
physical and chemical properties
of the soil groups of the world ; classification and nomenclature of soil ; soil
geography. Field trips to be arranged ; cost not to exceed $8. Lectures and
assigned readings. II, (3). Prerequisite: Agronomy 28; junior standing. Pro-
fessor R. S. Smith.
11. Role of Microorganisms in Soil Fertility.—Microorganisms of the soil in rela-
tion to fertility; nitrogen fixation, assimilation, and preservation. Lectures. S
and I, (3). Prerequisite: Agronomy 28; Bacteriology 5a; junior standing.
Professor Sears, Dr. Appleman.
13. Soil Productivity, Its Variation, Modification, and Maintenance.—Factors
affecting soil productivity; soil type response; influence of cropping systems,
fertilizers, and management practices on productivity trends. Lectures, discus-
sions, and assigned readings. II, (3). Prerequisite: Agronomy 28; senior
standing. Professor Bauer.
14. Grain Grading and Marketing.—See Agricultural Economics 31.
22. Improvement of Farm Crops by Breeding.—Heredity and variation in crop plants,
effects of self- and cross-fertilization, principles and results of selection and
hybridization in crop improvement. Lectures, readings, and demonstrations. I,
(3). Prerequisite: Agronomy 25; junior standing. Professor Woodworth,
Assistant Professor Bonnett, Mr. Bolin.
29. Principles of Field Plot Experimentation.—Purpose, methods, principles of field
experimentation ; interpretation of results. Lectures, discussions, and prob-
lems. I, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate
years. Professor Woodworth.
[30. Metabolism of Soil Microorganisms.—Chemistry and bacteriology of the nitro-
gen cycle ; nitrogen fixation, nitrification, nitrate assimilation, denitrification,
and synthesis of nitrogen compounds by microorganisms ; relation of nitrogen
to other cycles. Lectures and assigned readings. II, (3). Prerequisite: Bacteri-
ology 5a-5b (or 20) ; Chemistry 32; junior standing. Given in alternate years;
not given in 1940-1941. Professor Sears.]
31. Biological Methods of Soil Investigations.—Characteristics of the soil micro-
flora; conditions affecting its activity; bacteriological and biochemical technique
involved in the study of organisms in the soil and under laboratory conditions.
Laboratory, demonstration, and discussion. II, (3). Prerequisite: Agronomy
11; senior standing. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. Professor Sears,
Dr. Appleman.
32. Physical Methods of Soil Investigation.—Physical properties of soils, their rela-
tion to productivity and their investigation by field and laboratory methods.
Lectures, discussion, and laboratory. I, (3). Prerequisite: Agronomy 28; junior
standing. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. Dr. Stauffer.
33. Chemistry of Fertilizers and Their Soil Reactions.—Fertilizers and fertilizer
materials; their sources, manufacture, chemical properties, uses, reactions with
soils, and factors influencing their availability to growing crops. Lectures and
discussions. I, (3). Prerequisite: Agronomy 28; junior standing. Professor
DeTurk.
35. Farm Appraisals.—See Agricultural Economics 42.
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Courses for Graduates
Note:—Candidates for the M.S. and Ph.D. degrees in agronomy may specialize in
soil fertility, soil physics, soil biology, plant breeding, or crop production. For either
degree, if two minors are chosen, the first should be, and both may be, taken in a
department other than agronomy. If only one minor is chosen, it must be in some
other department. Students must have had the fundamental work in science pre-
requisite to the major and minor fields of study. Fifteen semester hours in agronomy
and related subjects are prerequisite for a minor, and five additional hours for a
major; but students with unusually good training in science may be exempted from
certain of these requirements.
101. Chemical Properties of Soils: Their Relation to Soil Development and Plant
Growth.—Chemical properties of soils and soil materials; chemical aspects of
soil development ; their significance as factors in crop growth and plant nutri-
tion. Discussion and assigned reading. II, (1 unit). Professor DeTurk.
104. Seminar.—I and II, (14 unit). Graduate staff.
112. Theory and Analysis of Plant Breeding Problems.—Genetics of crop plants,
problems in selection and hybridization. Lectures and problems. II, (i unit).
Professor Woodworth.
114. Principles Underlying the Production of Crops.—Ecology, methods and results
of investigations. S, (i/i unit) ; II, (i unit). Professors Burlison and Dungan.
118. Research.—S, I, and II, (Yz to 4 units). Work may be taken in the following:
(a) Soils.—Professors Balter, DeTurk, R. S. Smith, and Sears.
(b) Crops.—Professors Burlison, Woodworth, and Dungan, Assistant Pro-
fessor Bonnett, Dr. Fuelleman.
119. Personnel Relationships in Teaching, Research, and Extension Work.—See
Animal Husbandry 103.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
(Including Animal Pathology and Hygiene)
Professors: Carroll (Head of the Department), Grindley (Emeritus),
Rusk, Edmonds, Graham, Card, Mitchell, Roberts, Ashby, Bull,
Kammlade, Snapp, Fairbanks.
Associate Professors: Hamilton.
Assistant Professors: Crawford, Sampson.
Instructors: Nalbandov.
Assistants: Hester, Glasscock, Wright, Avery, Francis, Gobble.
Cooperating: Professor H. C. M. Case.
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Introduction to Animal Husbandry.—Elementary livestock judging. May be taken
by any freshman or sophomore. Required of agriculture students who have not
had livestock judging in high school. I and II, (3). Juniors and seniors
receive only two hours credit. Assistant Professor Crawford, Mr. Francis, Mr.
Glasscock, Mr. Wright.
3. Breeds and AIarket Classes of Livestock.
—
Judging horses, beef cattle, sheep, and
swine. I, (5). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 1, or equivalent. Professors
Snap?, Edmonds, Fairbanks, and Kammlade.
6. Livestock Management.—Breeding, feeding, and management of horses, beef cattle,
sheep, and swine. II, (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21. Professor
Edmonds.
10. Farm Meats.—Farm butchering; cutting, curing, and care of meats; relation of
the live animal to the dressed carcass. Inspection trip required ; expense about
$8. II, (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 36. Professor Bull, Mt. Glass-
cock.
12. Special Problems.—I and II, (5). Prerequisite: Senior standing; approval of
head of department. Members of the department.
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21. Principles of Feeding.—I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 1 or 2. Pro-
fessors Bull, Carroll, and Fairbanks.
36. Selection and Use of Meat.—Physical and chemical composition ; nutritive value
;
economy, selection, and utilization of cuts. Lectures and demonstrations. I, (2).
Professor Bull.
37. Poultry Management.—Lectures, readings, quizzes, and laboratory. II, (3 or 4).
Students may register for this course either with or without the laboratory.
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21. Professor Card, Dr. Nalbandov, Mr.
Avery.
38. Poultry Breeds and Jltdging.—From the students taking or having had this
course will be chosen the team to represent the University in the Annual Mid-
West Intercollegiate Student Poultry Judging Contest. The class will visit a
nearby poultry show; estimated cost of trip $10 to $15. This course is concluded
at the beginning of the Christmas recess. I, (3). Prerequisite: Animal Hus-
bandry 37. Mr. Avery.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Principles of Animal Nutrition.—Lectures and recitations. I, (5). Prerequisite:
Senior standing; Animal Husbandry 21; Chemistry 32. Associate Professor
Hamilton.
22. Advanced Stock Judging.—From the students in this class will be chosen the team
to represent the University in the Annual Intercollegiate Student Judging Con-
test. I, (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3. Professor Edmonds and heads
of divisions.
24. Meat Judging and Special Problems.—From the students in this class will be
chosen the team to represent the University in the Annual Intercollegiate Stu-
dent Judging Contest. I, (2 to 5). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 10 or 36.
Professor Bull, Mr. Glasscock.
25. Beef Production.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 6. Professor Snapp.
26. Pork Production.—S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 21. Pro-
fessor Fairbanks.
27. Sheep Husbandry.—II, (3). Prerequisite or concurrent: Animal Husbandry 6.
Professor Kammlade.
28. History of Breeds of Livestock.—Lectures, readings, and problems. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Animal Husbandry 3. It is recommended that this course precede
Animal Husbandry 22. Professor Kammlade and heads of divisions.
33. Horse Production.—II, (3). Prerequisite or concurrent : Animal Husbandry 3 and
6. Professor Edmonds, Assistant Professor Crawford.
39. Poultry Breeding and Improvement.—Breeding, incubation, brooding, and rearing.
Lectures, quizzes, and readings. I, (3). Prerequisite : Animal Husbandry 37.
Professor Card.
41. Animal Genetics.—Domestication, physiology of reproduction, heredity, systems
of breeding, selection. Lectures and demonstrations. S and II, (3). Prerequi-
site: Zoology 14, or 15 and junior standing. Professor Roberts.
43. Animal Nutrition.—This course is offered for students whose major is not
animal nutrition and who desire an introduction to the principles and the
practical applications of this science to animal feeding. S and II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Animal Husbandry 21 ; Chemistry 32. Associate Professor Hamilton.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students entering graduate work in animal husbandry must have had a
thorough training in the fundamental principles of the subject, either in connection
with, or in addition to, a course of study in agriculture substantially equivalent to that
offered in the University.
[103. Personnel Relationships in Teaching, Research, and Extension Work.—Same
as Agricultural Economics 103. II, (Yz unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
112. Research.—S, I, and II, (Yz to 2 units). Work may be taken in the following:
(a) Economic Factors in Meat Production.—Professors Rusk, Carroll,
Snapp, Kammlade, and Fairbanks.
(b) Systems of Livestock Farming.—Professor Case.
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(d) Animal Nutrition.—Professor Mitchell, Associate Professor Hamilton.
( e ) Animal Genetics.—Professor Roberts.
( f ) Poultry Husbandry.—Professor Card.
117. Animal Genetics.—Physiology of reproduction, fertility, heredity. I and II,
(i unit). Professor Roberts.
118. Animal Nxjtrition Seminar.—I and II, (V4 unit). Professor Mitchell.
119. Laboratory Methods in Animal Nutrition.—I and II, (Vi to 1 unit). Associate
Professor Hamilton.
[121. Laboratory Methods in Animal Genetics.—I and II, (Yz to 1 unit). Not given
in 1940-1941. Professor Roberts.]
131. Advanced Course in Animal Nutrition.—Physiology, factors afifecting metabo-
lism. Lectures, quizzes, and readings. II, (1 unit). Prerequisite: Animal
Husbandry 7. Professor Mitchell.
ANIMAL PATHOLOGY AND HYGIENE
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Animal Hygiene.—Prevention of infectious and contagious, parasitic, and nutri-
tional diseases of animals in relation to agriculture and public health. Two
lectures each week. It is recommended that all sophomore students primarily
interested in Animal and Dairy Husbandry enroll in this course. I, (2). Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing. Professor Graham and staff.
2. Physiology and Anatomy of Farm Animals.—Two lectures and one recitation or
demonstration each week. II, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, or equivalent,
sophomore standing. Assistant Professor Sampson and staff.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3. Noncontagious and Contagious Diseases of Farm Animals.—Prevention of
bacterial, fungal, protozoan, virus, and metabolic diseases of farm animals. Four
lectures and one recitation, quiz, or demonstration each week. I, (5). Prerequi-
site: Animal Pathology and Hygiene 2, or equivalent. Recommended: Bacteri-
ology 5a, Animal Husbandry 43. Dr. Hester and staff.
4. Parasitic Diseases of Domestic Animals.—Parasites affecting horse, cow, sheep,
goat, hog, dog, and cat. Economic aspects, prevention and control. Two lectures
and one recitation, quiz, or demonstration each week. II, (3). Given in 1940-
1941 and in alternate years. Prerequisite: Zoology 14, or equivalent. Recom-
mended: Animal Pathology and Hygiene 1 or 2. Professor Graham, Dr.
Hester, Dr. Levin, and others.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Candidates for the degree of Master of Science in Animal Pathology and
Hygiene must be graduates of a recognized veterinary college. Students whose major
is in related fields may register for a minor in this field.
101. Laboratory Diagnostic Methods in Animal Pathology.—The laboratory methods
of diagnosis of animal diseases caused by bacteria, filtrable viruses, and fungi.
I, {Yz to 1 unit). Professor Graham, Assistant Professor Sampson, Dr. Levine.
102. Laboratory Diagnostic Methods in Animal Pathology.—The laboratory
methods of diagnosis of animal diseases caused by parasitic protozoa, helminths,
arthropods, metabolic disturbances, and poisonous plants. II, {"Yi to 1 unit).
Professor Graham, Assistant Professor Sampson, Dr. Levine.
103. Rese.a.rch.—Assigned problems of research in veterinary pathology, histology,
physiology, parasitology, and bacteriology. I and II, {1 to 2 units). Professor
Graham, Assistant Professor Sampson, Dr. Levine.
104. Seminar.—Required of all graduate students whose major is Animal Pathology
and Hygiene. I and II, (1/4 unit). Professor Graham, Assistant Professor
Sampson, Dr. Levine.
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ARCHITECTURE
Professors: Provine (Head of the Department), Newcomb, Palmer,
Deam,^ Morgan.
Associate Professors: O'Donnell, Lescher, Laing.
Assistant Professors: Fjelde, Scheick, Love.
Associates: Keith, Sweet, Branch,^ Tothv
Instructors: Dobberman, Lindsay, Davis, Stevens.
Assistants: Fiscus, Nacht, Romigh.'
Courses for Undergraduates
11. History of Architccture.—Non-technical. Architectural form from early times
down to the Renaissance. Illustrated lectures, readings, and semester reports.
I, (3). Not open to students expecting a degree in architecture. Associate
Professor Laing.
12. History of Architecture.—Non-technical. Renaissance and modern architecture.
Illustrated lectures, readings, and semester reports. II, (3). Prerequisite:
Architecture 11, or consent of instructor. Not open to students expecting a
degree in architecture. Associate Professor Laing.
13-14. History of Architecture.—Ancient architecture. Illustrated lectures, readings,
and semester reports. Continuous through I and II, (2). Courses must be taken
in sequence. Prerequisite: Architecture 32. Associate Professor O'Donnell.
31-32. Architectural Design (Elements of Architecture).—Walls, doors, orders;
drawing and rendering architectural motifs. Continuous through I and II, (3).
Assistant Professor Fjelde, Mr. Lindsay, Mr. Stevens, Mr. Nacht.
33-34. Architectural Design (Elementary).—I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Archi-
tecture 32. Mr. Sweet, Mr. Davis.
43. Technology of Materials.—Wood frame construction; working drawings; de-
tailing at large scale. I, (3). Prerequisite: Architecture 32. Associate Pro-
fessor Lescher.
44. Technology of Materials.—Masonry construction and fireproofing materials;
working drawings and details. II, (3). Prerequisite: Architecture 43. Asso-
ciate Professor Lescher.
45. Graphic Statics.—Graphical methods for centroids, moments of inertia, compo-
sition and resolution of forces, reactions, bending moments, shear and deflection
of simple and continuous beams. I, (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 1 or 18. Mr. Branch.
46. Graphic Statics.—Roof trusses ; reactions and stresses ; design of members and
joints; analysis of frame bents; masonry structures and foundations. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Architecture 45. Mr. Branch.
55. Building Sanitation.—Service fixtures, systems of water supply, sewage disposal.
Recitations, lectures, and designs for special problems. II, (1). Prerequisite:
Physics 8a, 8b; Architecture 44. Associate Professor Lescher.
56. Building Sanitation.—See Architecture 55. Recitations, lectures, quizzes, and
designs for special problems. II, (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in archi-
tecture. Associate Professor Lescher.
60. Reinforced Concrete.—Principals of reinforced concrete theory and their applica-
tion to problems in modern building construction. II, (2). Prerequisite: Senior
standing in architecture. Professor Palmer.
65-66. Theory of Architecture.—Influence of function on form, plan, and elevation
;
problem analysis. Lectures, research, and exercises. Continuous through I and
II, (1). Prerequisite: Registration in Architecture 35 or 36. Assistant Pro-
fessors Scheick and Love.
71-72. Elements of Drawing.—Not open to students expecting a degree in archi-
tecture. Architectural elements and rendering, and composition. I and II, (3).
Mr. ToTH, Mr. Nacht.
^On leave of absence. ^Second semester.
^On leave of absence for one year beginning March 1, 1941.
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75. Frame Construction Details.—For landscape architects. Characteristics and uses
of various woods. Lectures and drafting-room work involving details of con-
struction for garden fences, gates, pergolas, shelters. I, (2). Prerequisite:
Consent of instructor. Mr. Toth.
76. Masonry Construction Details.—For landscape architects. Not open to students
expecting a degree in architecture. Materials used in masonry construction,
stone, brick, terra cotta, tile, and other materials as applied to walks, walls,
gateways, shelters, and similar objects. Lectures and drafting-room work. II,
(2). Prerequisite: Architecture 75. Mr. Toth.
99. Inspection Trip.—I, (no credit). Prerequisite: Senior standing in architecture.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
15-16. History of Architecture.—Medieval architecture. Illustrated lectures, read-
ings, and semester reports. Continuous through I and II, (2). Courses must be
taken in sequence. Prerequisite: Architecture 14. Associate Professor Laing.
17. History of Architecture.—Renaissance. Illustrated lectures, readings, and se-
mester reports. I, (2). Prerequisite: Architecture 16. Associate Professor
O'DONNELL.
18. History of Architecture.—^lodern architecture. Illustrated lectures, readings,
and semester reports. II, (2). Prerequisite: Architecture 17. Associate Pro-
fessor O'DONNELL.
35-36. Architectural Design (Intermediate).—I and II, (5). Prerequisite: Archi-
tecture 34; registration in Architecture 65 and 66. Assistant Professor Love,
Air. DOBBERMAN.
37-38. Architectural Design (Advanced).—I and II, (7). Prerequisite: Architec-
ture 36. Assistant Professor Scheick, Mr. Keith.
47. Steel Construction.—Design and working drawings of trusses, members and
joints, plate girders; investigations of wind bracing. I, (5). Prerequisite:
Architecture 46 ; registration in Architecture 57. Professor Morgan.
48. Steel Construction.—Footings; framed structures; working drawings. II, (5).
Prerequisite: Architecture 47; registration in Architecture 58. Professor
Morgan.
57. Reinforced Concrete Theory.—Principles of reinforced concrete construction;
theory of design of structural elements. I, (3). Prerequisite: Architecture 46;
registration in Architecture 47. Professor Palmer.
58. Reinforced Concrete Theory.—Reinforced concrete building design; analysis of
types of construction. II, (3). Prerequisite: Architecture 57; registration in
Architecture 48. Professor Morgan.
68. Specifications.—General and special clauses ; contracts, practice in writing speci-
fications ; building ordinances. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in
architecture. Professor Provine.
83. Office Practice.—Office organization and management ; relations of the architect,
owner, and contractor; ethics; professional practice. I, (2). Prerequisite:
Senior standing in architecture. Professor Provine.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—The prerequisite for graduate work in architecture is the equivalent of the
undergraduate courses required for the bachelor's degree in the branches of the sub-
ject in which registration is desired.
101. Architectural Construction.—Theory and design. I and II, (lA to 2 units).
Professor Palmer.
103. Architectural Construction.—Special problems. I and II, (i/4 to 2 units).
Professor Morgan.
104. Architectural Design.—Advanced course. I and II, (i to 3 units). Assistant
Professor Love and others.
[105. Architectural Practice.—Research in special topics. I and II, (i/4 ^o Vz unit).
Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Provine.]
106. Architectur.\l History.—Special research. I and II, (Vi to 2 units). Professor
Newcomb.
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ART
Professors: Van Derpool (Head of the Department), Philipp (Visiting).
Associate Professors: Bradbury, Bailey, Doxovan.
Assistant Professors: Hogan, Kennedy, Woodroofe.
Associates: Anderson, Doolittle.
Instructors: Raushenberger, Dietemann, Hult, Shipley, Britsky, Rae.
Assistants: Black.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Professor G. E.
Mylonas.
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Design.—For home economics students. Composition in line, pattern, mono-
chrome, and color. I and II, (2). Seniors will receive only one hour credit.
Miss Anderson, Miss Black.
2a-2b. Water Color.—Still-life and outdoor sketching. S, I, and II, (2). Prereq-
uisite: Art 26. Mr. Kennedy; (S, Associate Professor Donovan).
3a-3b. Water Color (Continued).—I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Art 2b. Mr.
Kennedy.
4a-4b. Interior Design.—Design in home furnishings; floor plans; interior elevations
in color. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Art 32a concurrently, or Art lb. Miss
Anderson.
9. Applied Art Methods.—Designs, materials, and methods of application for applied
art work in grammar schools, junior and senior high schools. Creative designs
adapted to specific years will be studied. II, (3). Prerequisite: Art 32b, or
junior standing. Miss Anderson.
lOa-lOb. Course for Teachers.—Public school art for the first eight grades and high
school ; organization, equipment, and administrative duties of the supervisor.
Continuous through I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Art 32b, or junior standing.
Miss Anderson.
SIO. Course for Teachers.—For supervisors of art and public school teachers. The
planning of work in common school study ; design ; blackboard drawing. Lec-
tures on organization, equipment, and the administrative side of the supervisor's
work. S, (2). Mr. I>oolittle.
11. Introduction to the Fine Arts.—Cultural analysis of the interrelated fields of
architecture, sculpture, painting, and other humanistic studies previous to the
Italian Renaissance. Exclusively for non-art students. S, (2) ; I, (3). Prerequi-
site: Sophomore standing. Mr. Rae; (S, Professor Mylonas).
12. Introduction to the Fine Arts (Continued).—Cultural analysis of the interre-
lated fields of architecture, sculpture, painting, and other humanistic studies
beginning with the Italian Renaissance and continuing through the Modern
Period. Exclusively for non-art students. II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore
standing. Mr. Rae.
13. History of Art and Culture—Ancient Period.—Painting, sculpture, and minor
arts from the Early Egyptian, through the Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian,
Pre-Greek, Greek, Etruscan, and Roman periods. I, (2). Prerequisite : Sopho-
more standing. Mr. Rae.
14. History of Art and Culture—AIedieval Period.—Painting, sculpture, and minor
arts; Early Christian, Byzantine, Romanesque, and Gothic Periods. II, (2).
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing; art students, Art 13 or consent of instruc-
tor. Professor Van Derpool.
15. History of Art and Culture—Italian Renaissance.—Painting and sculpture
considered against the cultural background; fourteenth through the eighteen
century. I, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing; for art students. Art 14
or consent of instructor. Mr. Rae.
16. History of Art and Cltlture—Renaissance in the Low Countries and Germany.
—Flemish, Dutch, and German painting and sculpture as related to the cul-
tural backgrounds; fifteenth through the eighteenth century. II, (2). Prerequi-
site: Sophomore standing; for art students. Art 15 or consent of instructor.
Professor Van Derpool.
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17. History of Art and Culture—Renaissance in France, Spain, and England.—
Painting and sculpture considered against the cultural background ; fifteenth
through the eighteenth century. I, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing; for
art students. Art 16 or consent of instructor. Professor Van Derpool.
18. History of Art and Culture—Modern Period.—Painting and sculpture as re-
lated to the cultural backgrounds of Europe and America; nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. H, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing; for art stu-
dents. Art 17 or consent of instructor. Mr. Rae.
19a-19b. History of Art in Industry.—Inspection trip required. Continuous through
I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Mr. Shipley, Mr. Rae.
21a-21b. Freehand Drawing.—Primarily for students in architecture and landscape
architecture. Simple groups of block forms, still-life, and casts in pencil and
charcoal. I and II, (2). Mr. Hult, Mr. Britsky.
22a-22b. Freehand Drawing (Continued).—Primarily for students in architecture
and landscape architecture. Charcoal drawing from the cast; water color. I
and II, (2). Prerequisite: Art 21b. Miss Woodroofe, Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Hult.
23a-23b. Freehand Drawing (Continued).—Primarily for students in architecture.
Arrangement of form and color; rhythm and sequence; harmony and contrast.
Charcoal, pen, pencil, and water color drawing from the cast and still-life. Out-
door sketching. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Art 22b. Miss Woodroofe.
24a-24b. Freehand Drawing (Continued).—Primarily for students in architecture.
Figure drawing from the cast and from life. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Art
23b. Associate Professor Bailey.
25-26. Art Form.—Structure of graphic expression; drawing from cast and still-life;
design; clay modeling; action sketch from model. Weekly lecture. Demonstra-
tions on various phases of art. I and II, (5). Seniors will receive only four
hours credit. Mr. Dietemann, Mr. Raushenberger, Mr. Britsky.
S25a-26a. Cast Drawing.—Principles of construction and perspective ; freehand draw-
ing in line and tone from cast; still-life and nature. S, (3). Associate Pro-
fessor Donovan.
S25b-26b. Anatomy.—Skeleton and muscular structure of the human figure ; rapid
action sketching from model. S, (2). Associate Professor Bradbury.
27-28. Life Drawing.—Construction of the figure in charcoal and study of head from
life; anatomy and figure sketch. I and II, (5). Prerequisite : Art 26. Associate
Professors Bailey and Bradbury, Mr. Hogan.
S27a-28a-29a-30a. Figure Drawing.—Construction of the figure in black and white
from life. S, (2). Prerequisite: Art 26. Associate Professor Bradbury.
S27b-28b-29b-30b. Life Drawing and Portrait.—Study in charcoal from the head and
figure. S, (2). Prerequisite: Art 26. Associate Professor Bradbury.
29-30. Life Drawing and Portrait.—Study in charcoal from the figure; quick action
poses and technique of sketch in various media; painting from head. I and II,
(5). Prerequisite: Art 28. Associate Professor Bradbury, Mr. Hogan.
29a-30a. Figure Drawing and Sketch.—Primarily for students in commercial de-
sign curriculum. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Art 28. Associate Professor
Bradbury.
32a-32b. Elementary Composition.—Pictorial composition in line, pattern, and color.
S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing in art. Mr. Doolittle.
33a-33b. Intermediate Composition.—S, (2) ; I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Art 32b.
Miss Woodroofe; (S, Mr. Doolittle).
34a-34b. Advanced Composition.—I and II, (4). Prerequisite: Art 33b. Mr. Doolittle.
37a-37b. Illustration.—I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Art 32b. Mr. Dietemann.
41a-41b. Still-Life.—Painting from arranged groups. S, I, and II, (2). Prereq-
uisite: Art 26. Mr. Kennedy, Mr. Hogan; (S, Associate Professor Donovan).
42a-42b. Landscape.—Landscape painting in oil. S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite: Art
41b. Mr. Hogan; (S, Associate Professor Donovan).
43a-43b. Landscape (Continued).—I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Art 42b. Mr. Hogan.
47-48. Life Painting.—Painting full length from life. I and II, (4). Prerequisite:
Art 30. Associate Professor Bradbury.
S47a-47b-48a-48b. Life Painting.—S, (2). Prerequisite: Art 30. Associate Professor
Bradbury.
50. Modeling.—Sculptural art ; anatomical and ornamental forms
;
plaster molds and
models. I and II, (2). Open to students in other colleges. Mr. Shipley.
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51a-51b. Modeling (Continued).—I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Art 26. Mr. Shipley.
[52a-52b. Modeling (Continued).—I, (2). Prerequisite: Art 51b. Not given in 1940-
1941.]
61-62. Patterns and Lettering.—Application of design, lettering and color for in-
dustrial purposes. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing in art. Associ-
ate Professor Donovan.
65-66. Commercial Design.—Methods of drawing and painting for commercial pur-
poses. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Art 28; Architecture 72. Associate Profes-
sor Donovan.
67-68. Advanced Commercial Design.—I and II, (5). Prerequisite: Art 66. Associ-
ate Professor Donovan.
71-72. Materials and Techniques.—Study of basic materials ; their use and manipu-
lation in modern industry. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing in art.
Mr. Shipley.
75-76. Industrial Design.—Designing of objects for manufacture by the machine in-
dustries. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Architecture 72; Art 28. Mr. Shipley.
77-78. Advanced Industrial Design.—I and II, (5). Prerequisite: Art 76. Mr.
Shipley.
ASTRONOMY
Professor Baker (Head of the Department).
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Descriptive Astronomy.—The solar system. S and I, (3). Prerequisite : Sophomore
standing. Professor Baker.
2. Descriptive Astronomy.—The stars. II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Professor Baker.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
7. Celestial Mechanics.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 9. Professor Baker.
S14. Observational Astronomy.—S, (3). Prerequisite : Consent of instructor. Pro-
fessor Baker.
[15. Geodetic Astronomy.—Laboratory. I, (3). Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Baker.]
Courses for Graduates
Note:—The prerequisites for graduate study in astronomy are mathematics through
the calculus, a year's course in descriptive astronomy, and a course in college physics.
101. Seminar.—S, I, and II. (1 unit). Professor Baker.
[103. Celestial Mechanics.—Continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Not given in
1940-1941. Professor Baker.]
BACTERIOLOGY
Professors: Tanner^ (Head of the Department).
Assistant Professors: Wallace, Clark.
Instructors: Edwards, Garey.
Assistants: Lord, Wise, Wilson, Schmidt, Cox.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Dr. L. J. Wickerham.
Major: 20 hours chosen from the courses offered by this department. Dairy
Husbandry 10 (Advanced Dairy Bacteriology) may be counted in partial satisfaction
of this requirement. At least five hours must be taken from the advanced groups.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from one or two of the following subjects: agronomy,
botany, chemistry, entomology, physiology, and zoology. At least eight hours rriust be
taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
*On leave of absence second semester.
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Courses for Undergraduates
5a. Introductory Bacteriology: Lectures.—Bacteria, yeasts, and molds; structure,
morphology, and systematic relationships
;
general sanitation, communicable
diseases, etc. Designed to accompany Bacteriology 5b, but may be elected with-
out it. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing, or consent of
instructor. Assistant Professor Clark and assistants; (S, Dr. Wickerham).
5b. Introductory Bacteriology: Laboratory.—Morphology and physiology of bacteria
and related microorganisms, preparation of media and apparatus, staining,
cultivation. Designed to accompany Bacteriology Sa. S, I, and II, (2). Pre-
requisite: Bacteriology 5a, or concurrent registration in it. Dr. Edwards, Dr.
Garey, and assistants; (S, Assistant Professor Clark, Dr. Wickerham).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
7a-7b. Research and Special Problems.—S, I, and II, (3 to 5). Prerequisite: Junior
standing; ten hours of bacteriology; consent of instructor. Assistant Professors
Wallace and Clark, Dr. Edwards.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
8. Food and Applied Bacteriology.—Microbiology of foods
;
preservation, technology,
analysis ; food poisoning and food-borne intoxications. Laboratory, lectures,
discussions, readings, and reports. II, (5). Prerequisite: Junior standing;
Bacteriology 5a and 5b; consent of instructor. Assistant Professor Clark, Mr.
Lord, Mr. Wise.
10. Epidemiology.—Spread and control of communicable diseases. Lectures, readings,
and problems. S and II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing; Bacteriology 5a
(or 20) ; consent of instructor. Assistant Professor Wallace.
20. General Bacteriology.—Laboratory, lectures, readings, and reports. S, I, and II,
(5). Prerequisite: Two years of college chemistry; senior standing; consent of
instructor. Students with credit in Bacteriology 5a and 5b will not be allowed
credit for Bacteriology 20. Assistant Professor W.'\llace, Dr. Edwards; (S, Mr.
Wise).
26. Pathogenic Bacteriology.—Pathogenic bacteria, diagnosis of communicable dis-
eases, immunology and serology. Lectures, laboratory, and assigned readings.
S and I, (5). Prerequisite: Bacteriology 5a and 5b (or 20) ; junior standing.
Assistant Professor Wallace, Mr. Lord, Mr. Wise.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students electing bacteriology as a major for an advanced degree must have
had at least ten semester hours of bacteriology and fifteen semester hours of some
other physical or biological science.
Bacteriology' 8, 20, 26, 103, and 107, or their equivalents, are required for a
master's degree. In addition to the usual examinations in courses, each candidate is
required to pass a general written examination toward the close of the second semester
of residence.
Candidates for a Ph.D. degree in bacteriology are required to have a general
knowledge of bacteriology as applied to plant pathology, dairy bacteriology, and soil
biology; appropriate courses in these subjects will be counted toward the requirements
for the degree. Those who select a first or second minor in bacteriology must offer
at least three units for the first minor and two and one-half units for the second
minor, selected from the courses offered in this department or, for satisfactory reasons,
from certain courses in the related subjects mentioned above, and must include
Bacteriology 103 and one advanced laboratory course.
Attention is called to the following courses, some of which must be elected for
advanced degrees in bacteriology: Agronomy 11, 30, 31; Animal Pathology' and
Hygiene 3, 101, 102, 103; Botany 41, 45, 72, 79, 117, 170; Chemistry 29b, 50a, 86a; Dairy
Husbandry 10, 106, 112, 113; Horticulture 51, 135; Zoolog>' 18, 31, 118, 121, 128, 131.
103. Physiology of Bacteria.—Fermentation, growth, and death. Lectures, readings,
and reports. I, (1 unit). Professor Tanner.
107. Research.—S, I, and II, (i/^ to 4 units). Professor Tanner, Assistant Professor
Wallace.
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118a-118b. Current Literature.—Required of all graduate students whose major is
bacteriology. Continuous through I and II, (14 unit). Prerequisite: Ten hours
of bacteriology; consent of instructor. Professor Tanner, Assistant Professor
Wallace.
BOTANY
Professors: Buchholz (Head of the Department), Hottes (Emeritus),
Trelease (Emeritus), Stevens, Vestal.
Assistant Professors: Fuller, Wynd.
Associates: Hague (Emerita), Tippo.
Instructors: Jones, Shanor.
Assistants: Wilson, Larsh, Gambill, Watson, Fulton, Leavenworth,
Chapman, Ames, Doermann, Goldstein, Moseley.
Research Assistants: Heerdt,' Romig, Cummins.^
Cooperating: Professors H. W. Anderson and Waldo Shumway, Assist-
ant Professor H. H. Thornberry.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Mr. S. W. Oexemann.
Major: 20 hours of botany, excluding courses 1 and 5, and including courses 2 or
12, and 3, and at least five hours in courses listed for advanced undergraduates and
graduates.
Minors: 20 hours in one or two departments from the following list: agronomy,
bacteriology, chemistry, entomology, geology, horticulture, mathematics, physics,
physiology, and zoology. At least eight hours must be taken in each department, if
two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Introductory Botany.—Relation of the plant world to the physical and animal
worlds
;
progressive development of the plant world and its evolutionary signifi-
cance ; its part in the formation of soils, the production of food, and the main-
tenance of life. Lectures, demonstrational quiz, and one or two field trips.
Designed to accompany Botany lb, but may be elected without it. S, I, and II,
(3). Seniors receive only two hours credit. Professors Buchholz and Vestal,
Assistant Professor Fuller, Dr. Tippo, Dr. Jones, Dr. Shanor, and others.
lb. Introductory Botany (Laboratory)—Morphology, physiology, and ecology of
representative groups of the plant world. Prerequisite: Botany la, or concur-
rent registration therein. S, I, and II, (2). Dr. Tippo, Dr. Jones, Dr. Shanor,
and assistants.
[2. Morphology.—Thallophytes and Bryophytes. I, (3). Prerequisite: Botany la-lb,
or 5. Not given in 1940-1941.]
3. Plant Physiology.—Absorption of materials from the external world and their
transformation within the organism ; the production and use of food. S and I,
(5). Prerequisite: Botany la-lb, or 5. Assistant Professor Wynd and
assistants.
5. Botany for Students in Agricxjlture.—Lectures, discussions, and laboratory. I
and II, (3). Seniors receive only two hours credit. Professor Stevens, Dr.
Tippo, Dr. Shanor, and others.
6. Introductory Systematic Botany.—Classification and identification of flowering
plants, with special reference to the local flora, and the needs of high school
teachers. S and II, (3). Prerequisite: Botany la-lb, or 5. Dr. Jones.
7. Plant Pathology.—Causes, diagnosis, and treatment of plant diseases. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Botany la-lb, or 5. Professor Stevens and assistant.
8. Forest Ecology.—Identification, soil and moisture requirements, and habitat relations
of American trees ; forest regions, forest-types and sites
;
ground-cover vegeta-
tion. II, (3). Prerequisite: Botany la-lb, or 5. Professor Vestal.
12. Morphology of Vascular Plants.—S, (3). Prerequisite: Botany la-lb, or 5.
Dr. Hague.
16. Economic Botany.—Uses of plants by man ; history of economic plants. Two in-
spection trips; expenses about $6. II, (3). Prerequisite: Botany la-lb, or 5.
Assistant Professor Fltller.
'First semester. ^Second semester.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
15. Essentials of Botany.—Prerequisite: Twelve hours of science, including chem-
istry and biology or zoology; junior standing. Not open to students who have
taken Botany la-lb, or 5. II, (4). Professor Buchholz.
90a-90b. Thesis Course.—Continuous through I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Fifteen
hours of botany; senior standing.
91a-91b. Honors Course.—Continuous through I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Fifteen
hours of botany; senior standing.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[20. Cytology.—The structure and life history of the plant cell, with special reference
to the bearing of cytology upon theories of heredity and evolution. Not given in
1940-1941. II, (3 or 5). Prerequisite: One year of botany, including Botany
45; junior standing. Professor Buchholz.]
33. Plant Physiology.—Discussion and experiments on growth and the effect of
the environment on growth. I, (3 or 5). Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate
years. Prerequisite: Botany 3; one year of chemistry; junior standing. As-
sistant Professor Fuller.
35. Physiology: Metabolic Transformations.—II, (3 or 5). Prerequisite: One year
of botany, including Botany 3; one year of chemistry; junior standing. As-
sistant Professor Wynd.
36. Biology for Teachers.—Same as Zoology 36. Limited to teachers and those who
expect to teach. Principles and methods of teaching general biology in high
school or normal school. Prerequisite: One course in zoology and one in
botany; junior standing. S and II, (3). Professor Shumway, Assistant Pro-
fessor Fuller.
40. Histological Technic.—Survey of technics used in preparation of plant tissues
for microscopical examination. Prerequisite: One year of botany or zoology;
junior standing. II, (3). Dr. Tippo.
41. Algae and Bryophytes.—S, (3 or 5). Prerequisite: Botany la-lb; junior stand-
ing. Dr. Hague.
43. Pteridophytes.—Comparative morphology. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate
years. I, (3 or 5). Prerequisite: One year of botany, including Botany 2 or 12;
junior standing. Professor Buchholz.
44. Spermatophytes.—Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. II, (3 or 5). Pre-
requisite: One year of botany, including Botany 12; junior standing. Pro-
fessor Buchholz.
45. Plant Anatomy.—Internal structure of vascular plants with emphasis on func-
tion and evolutionary history. Prerequisite : One year of botany; junior stand-
ing. I, (3). Dr. Tippo.
46. Heredity and Evolution.—II, (3 or 5). Prerequisite: One year of botany; junior
standing. Professor Buchholz.
51. Fruit or Vegetable Diseases.—Same as Horticulture 51. Symptomology ; control
measures. Laboratory and field studies. I, (3). Prerequisite : Botany 7 or 72.
Professor Anderson.
[55. Plant Geography of North America.—Environments and plant communities of
regions. Given in alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. I, (3 or 5). Pre-
requisite: One year of botany; junior standing. Professor Vestal.]
56. Plant Geography.—Plants and vegetation of continents other than North
America; geographic relations of floras. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate
years. I, (3 or 5). Prerequisite: One year of botany; junior standing. Pro-
fessor Vestal.
60. Advanced Systematic Botany.—Phylogenetic study of flowering plants; rela-
tionship of the principal orders and families
;
problems of nomenclature ; indenti-
fication of species. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. S and I, (3 or 5).
Prerequisite: Botany 6; junior standing. Dr. Jones.
72. General Mycology.—Structure, classification, and identification of fungi, including
those of economic importance. S and II, (4). Prerequisite: One year of botany,
bacteriology, entomology, or zoology; junior standing. Professor Stevens, Dr.
Shanor.
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79. Research Methods in Plant Pathology.—S and I, (2). Prerequisite: Botany 7;
senior standing. Professor Stevens.
[80. Ecology: Plant Environments.—Analysis of complexes of factors; correlations
with plants and with vegetation. Given in alternate years ; not given in 1940-
1941. II, (3 or 5). Prerequisite: One year of botany, including Botany 8 or 81
;
junior standing. Professor Vestal.]
81. Plant Ecology.—Principles of ecology as exemplified by vegetation and environ-
ments of Illinois. Field study on four or five Saturdays. I, (3). Prerequisite:
One year of botany; junior standing. Professor Vestal.
88. Ecology: Plant Communities.—Characteristics, composition, and classes of vege-
tation units. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. II, (3 or 5). Pre-
requisite: One year of botany, including Botany 8 or 81; senior standing.
Professor Vestal.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Candidates for advanced degrees in botany must have had at least twenty hours
of undergraduate work in botany, including courses 2 (or 12) and 3. or fifteen hours
in botany and five hours in a related subject acceptable to the department. Graduate
students who elect botany for minor credit must have had fifteen hours in botany, or
ten hours in botany and five hours in a related subject acceptable to the department.
Attention is called to courses in agronomy, bacteriology, chemistry, entomology,
geography, geology, horticulture, mathematics, physics, physiology, and zoology, which
are available to advanced students and offer a broad foundation for the different
phases of botanical work. The practical work in plant sciences in the College of
Agriculture and the Agricultural Experiment Station offers unusual facilities to
graduate students. Joint majors may be arranged in botany and agronomy.
110. Botanical Discussions.—Required of all graduate students in botany. S, I, and II,
(V^ unit or no credit). Members of the department.
112. Discussions in Plant Morphology.—I and II, (14 unit). Professor Buchholz.
113. Discussions in Plant Physiology.—I and II, (14 unit). Assistant Professors
Fuller and Wynd.
117. Discussions IN Plant Pathology and Mycology.—I and II, (14 unit). Professor
Stevens, Dr. Shanor.
118. Discussions in Plant Ecology.—I and II, {\i unit). Professor Vestal.
133. Advanced Physiology of Growth, Response, and Reproduction.—II, {1/2 unit).
Assistant Professor Fuller.
134. Chemistry of Plant Products.—Systematic description of the major groups of
chemical compounds found in plants. I, (I/2 unit). Given in 1940-1941 and in
alternate years. Assistant Professor Wynd.
[135. Research Technic in Chemical Plant Physiology.— I, {yz to 11/2 units). Not
given in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor Wynd.]
Research Courses
SIOO. Research in Botany.—S, (Vi to IY2 units). Members of the department.
120. Plant Morphology.—I and II, (Vi to 2 units). Botany 112 to be taken con-
currently. Professor Buchholz.
130. Plant Physiology.—I and II, (i/i to 2 units). Botany 113 to be taken concur-
rently. Assistant Professors Fuller and Wynd.
160. Research in Systematic Botany.—I and II, (\/2 to 1 unit). Dr. Jones.
170. Plant Pathology or Mycology.—I and II, (1^ to 2 units). Botany 117 to be
taken concurrently. Professor Stevens.
[172. Epidemiology of Plant Diseases.—I, (i/^ unit). Prerequisite: Major in botany,
entomology, or bacteriology. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Stevens.]
175. Fruit and Vegetable Disease Research.—Same as Horticulture 135. I and II,
(i unit). Professor Anderson, Assistant Professor Thornberry.
176. PoMOLOGiCAL PATHOLOGY.—Same as Horticulture 108d. I and II, {1 unit). Pro-
fessor Anderson.
[177. Virus Diseases of Plants.—Same as Horticulture 177. II, (i unit). Not given
in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor Thornberry.]
180. Plant Ecology or Geography.—I and II, {1/2 to 2 units). Botany 118 to be taken
concurrently. Professor Vestal.
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BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
(See also Business Organization and Operation)
Note:—The degree Master of Business Administration is granted to those who com-
plete satisfactorily a course of study which is substantially a fifth year of work in
departments of the College of Commerce and Business Administration. The work of
such fifth year is supervised by a committee representing the courses in economics,
accountancy, and business organization and operation. The degree may be conferred
upon candidates who have completed satisfactorily the required amount of seminar
work and study, and passed a comprehensive examination in the various aspects of
business administration
—
production, personnel administration, control (accounting and
statistics), finance, market distribution, and social responsibility.
For the present, at least, all candidates for the degree must register for full-time
graduate study, four units a semester, beginning the first semester and continuing
through the second semester.
The requirements for registration in the course leading to the degree are: (1) a
bachelor's degree from a recognized college of commerce, school of business, or the
equivalent, and (2) a scholastic average in academic subjects substantially above the
minimum requirements for that bachelor's degree.
Courses for Graduates
100. Seminar.—I and II, (4 units). Professors Littleton, Dillavou, and members of
the staffs of the departments of the College of Commerce and Business Admin-
istration.
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION
(Including Accountancy and Business Law)
Professors: Scovill (Head of the Department), Morey, Filbey, Russell,
Converse, Littleton, Anderson, Schlatter, Dillavou, Saunders.
Associate Professors: Theiss, Baily.
Assistant Professors: Hackett, Beach, Curtis, Huegy, Newcomer, Ed-
wards, BUNYAN.
Associates: Mandeville, Jones, Roberts, Moyer.
Instructors: Gaa, Kessler, Mitchell,* Hagan.
Assistants: Breen, Slater, Griffith, Broussard, Carrithers, Mautz,
Wakefield, DeLong, Bachman, Berg,^ Schneider, Tappendorf,
Dickey, Yankee, Bair.^
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Visiting Associate Pro-
fessor E. I. FjELD, Assistant Professor P. M. Green.
ACCOUNTANCY
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Principles of Accounting.—Simple transactions, accounts, books, statements ; trial
balances, adjustments; partnerships. Students who present one unit of book-
keeping for entrance will not be allowed credit for Accountancy la and should
register in Accountancy le. S, I, and II, (3). Seniors receive only two hours
credit. Associate Professor Baily, Dr. Moyer, and others; (S, Mr. Griffith).
lb. Accounting Procedure.—Relation of business documents to accounts ; balance
sheet and income statement. S, I, and II, (3). Seniors receive only two hours
credit. Prerequisite: Accountancy la or le. Associate Professor Baily, Dr.
Moyer, and others; (S, Dr. Gaa).
le. Principles of Accounting.—Similar to Accountancy la, for those who present one
unit of entrance credit in bookkeeping. Students who have failed in Account-
ancy la are permitted to register in Accountancy le and receive credit as in
accountancy la if their final grade is "C" or above. I and II, (2). Seniors
receive only one hour credit. Prerequisite: One unit entrance credit in book-
keeping. Mr. Kessler and others.
^Second semester. ^First semester.
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2a. Elementary Cost Accounting.—Departmental, process, sequential, and job lot
cost; cost records and procedures; disposition of burden. S, I, and II, (3).
Prerequisite: Accountancy lb or 12; registration or credit in Economics 1.
Professor Schlatter and others; (S, Associate Professor Fjeld).
2b. Intermediate Accounting.—Depreciation; corporation accounts ; interpretation of
balance sheet and income statements. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Account-
ancy 2a. Associate Professor Baily, Assistant Professor Hackett, Dr. Gaa,
and others; (S, Assistant Professor Newcomer).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
12. Fundamentals of Accounting.—Survey course for non-commerce students only.
I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Dr. Moyer.
815. Teaching Methods.—Methods of teaching bookkeeping, economics, business law,
commercial arithmetic, and other commercial subjects in high schools. S, (2).
Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Mrs. Hagan.
90a-90b. Honors Course.—Senior candidates for graduation with honors or high
honors should elect one or the other of the following options: Option A—an
acceptable thesis in accountancy, two hours credit each semester. Option B
—
a comprehensive examination six hours in length, covering a review of various
aspects of accountancy, two hours credit each semester. Continuous through
I and II, (2). Associate Professor Theiss and others.
91a-91b. Independent Study.—Private reading on special assignments. Primarily for
seniors in the College of Commerce and Business Administration who were
awarded either class or college honors in their junior year. Continuous through
I and II, (3 to 5). Associate Professor Theiss and others.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3a. Advanced Accounting.—Reserves, sinking funds, actuarial methods, investments,
liquidation, estates. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Accountancy 2a-2b; junior
standing; an average of "C" or better in Accountancy 1 and 2. Associate Pro-
fessor Theiss, Assistant Professor Newcomer, Dr. Moyer, Mr. Kessler, Mr.
Wakefield; (S, Associate Professor Fjeld).
3b. Auditing.—S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Accountancy 3a; junior standing.
Professor Filbey, Associate Professor Theiss, Dr. Gaa; (S, Assistant Pro-
fessor Newcomer).
4a. Cost Accounting.—Factory procedure, departmental burden, standard costs, cost
control, cost reports, installation of cost systems. S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Accountancy 2a; junior standing. Professor Schlatter, Mr. Kessler.
4b. Accounting Systems.—Systems used by banks, building and loan associations,
insurance companies, brokers, department stores. I and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Accountancy 2a-2b; junior standing. Credit is given for either Accountancy
4a or 4b separately. Associate Professor Baily, Dr. Gaa.
5a-5b. C.P.A. Problems.—Type problems and questions, including theory and auditing;
consolidated statements; foreign exchange. Continuous through I and II, (3).
Prerequisite: Credit or registration in Accountancy 3b; senior standing. Pro-
fessor Scovill, Assistant Professor Newcomer.
13. Governmental Accounting.—Accounts of institutions, municipalities, and of state
and federal governments ; organization
;
procedure, budget, accounts and records,
reports, audits; purchasing and storekeeping. S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Accountancy 3a; junior standing. Assistant Professor Hackett.
20. Income Tax Procedure.—S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite: Registration or credit in
Accountancy 3b; senior standing. Professor Filbey.
30. Budgets and Accounting Control.—I and II, (3). Prerequisite : Accountancy 2b;
junior standing. Associate Professor Theiss.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Candidates for the M.S. or Ph.D. degree in accountancy must have had
the equivalent of twenty hours of undergraduate work in accountancy and at least
one course each in principles of economics and finance. Graduate students in other
departments who choose accountancy as a minor must present similar courses, with
fifteen instead of twenty hours in accountancy as a minimum.
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101. Concepts and Principles.—II, (1 unit). Professor Littleton.
103. Income Determination.—I, (1 unit). Professor Littleton.
104. Accounting Systems.—Operations of industrial and mercantile enterprises ; de-
signing of accounting systems; uniform accounting systems. I, (1 unit). Pro-
fessor Scovill.
106. Cost Accounting.—II, (1 unit). Prerequisite: Accountancy 4a. Professor
Schlatter.
107. Surplus and Dividends.—S and I, (1 unit). Professor Littleton; (S, Assistant
Professor Green).
109. Accounting History.—II, (i unit). Professor Littleton.
110. Accounting Reports.—II, (i unit). Prerequisite: Accountancy 3b. Professor
Scovill.
113. Governmental Accounting.—I, (1 unit). Prerequisite: Accountancy 13. Pro-
fessor Morey.
120. Income Tax Development.—S, I, and II, (i unit). Prerequisite: Accountancy 20.
Professor Filbey.
129. Thesis.—S, I, and II, (i unit). Credit not allow^ed for either semester separately.
Professor Littleton and others; (S, Professor Filbey).
BUSINESS ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION
Courses for Undergraduates
12a-12b. Typewriting.—For beginners who intend to apply their knowledge later in
teaching the subject. Primarily for students in the Commercial Teaching field
of concentration. To be taken concurrently with course 13a-13b. S (12a only),
and continuous through I and II, (no credit). Prerequisite: Junior standing;
credit or concurrent registration in Education 10 and 25. Mrs. Hagan.
13a-13b. Shorthand.—For beginners who intend to apply their knowledge later in
teaching the subject. Primarily for students in the Commercial Teaching field
of concentration. To be taken concurrently with course 12a-12b. S (13a only),
and continuous through I and II, (no credit). Prerequisite: Junior standing;
credit or concurrent registration in Education 10 and 25. Mrs. Hagan.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
1. Industrial Organization and Management.—Organization and administrative
policy; supervision and management of industrial units. S, I, and II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Junior and senior engineering
students admitted with consent of instructor. Assistant Professor Bunyan, Dr.
Mandeville.
2. Marketing Organization and Operation.—Methods and problems in marketing
raw materials and manufactured products. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Professor Converse, Assistant Professoi
Huegy, Dr. Jones, and others.
3. Retail and Chain Store Organization and Operation.—S, I, and II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Business Organization and Operation 2. Dr. Jones, Mr. Mitchell.
7. Salesmanship.—A brief review of the historical development of selling and an in-
tensive study of the fundamentals and technique of salesmanship today. S, I,
and II, (2). Prerequisite: Business Organization and Operation 2. Assistant
Professor Beach.
10. Newspaper Advertising.—Primarily for students specializing in journalism. I,
(3). Prerequisite: Junior standing; Journalism 5 and 6. Professor Russell.
14. Techniques of Operation Control.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Credit or concurrent
registration in Business Organization and Operation 4. Assistant Professor
Bunyan.
15. Problems of Management.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Business Organization and
Operation 14. Assistant Professor Bunyan.
24. Purchasing.—Organization and operation of the purchasing department, basic
materials, substitutes, imitations, sources of supply, catalogs, terms, discounts,
relation to salesmen. II, (2). Prerequisite: Business Organization and Opera-
tion 1 ; senior standing. Assistant Professor Edwards.
90a-90b. Honors Course.—Senior candidates for graduation with honors or high
honors should elect one or the other of the following options: Option A—an
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acceptable thesis in business organization and operation, two hours credit each
semester. Option B—a comprehensive examination six hours in length, covering
a review^ of various aspects of business organization and operation, two hours
credit each semester. Assistant Professors Beach and Huegy.
91a-91b. Independent Study.—Private reading on special assignments. Primarily for
seniors in the College of Commerce and Business Administration who were
awarded either class or college honors in their junior year. Continuous through
I and II, (3 to 5). Assistant Professors Beach and Huegy.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. Management in Manufacturing.—Internal problems of production and efficient
control in factories. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Business Organization and
Operation 1. Professor Anderson.
8. Advertising.—S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Business Organization and Opera-
tion 2. Professor Russell, Mr. Mitchell.
[9. Trade Associations and Commercial Organizations.—Duties of the commercial
organization secretary. II, (2). Not given in 1940-1941.]
17. Problems in Sales Administration.—Modern sales organizations; selling prob-
lems of manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers ; management of salesmen.
I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Credit or concurrent registration in Business
Organization and Operation 7. Assistant Professor Beach.
18. Advertising Campaigns.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Business Organization and
Operation 8 or 10. Professor Russell.
20. Credits and Collections.—I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Business Organization
and Operation 2; junior standing. Assistant Professor Huegy.
22. Marketing Research and Policies.—I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Business Or-
ganization and Operation 2. Professor Converse.
25. History of Marketing in the United States.—S and I, (3). Prerequisite: Busi-
ness Organization and Operation 2; senior standing. Dr. Jones.
30. Advanced Problems in Retail Store Management.—II, (2). Prerequisite: Busi-
ness Organization and Operation 3. Mr. Mitchell.
32. Contemporary Problems in Marketing Management.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Busi-
ness Organization and Operation 2; senior standing. Assistant Professor Huegy.
For Extramural Courses in Business Organization and Operation, see page 285.
Courses for Graduates
Note;—Work may be done in the field of business organization and operation for a
major or a minor for the M.S. degree, and for a minor for the Ph.D. degree. To
do major work in this field, a student must have completed at least twenty hours of
undergraduate work in marketing, management, business administration, economics,
business law, or accountancy. To do minor work in this field, a student must have
had at least twelve hours of work in the subjects named above. To do work either
in marketing or management, the student must have completed a course in the funda-
mentals of the subject.
102. Marketing Research and Policies.—Continuous through I and II, (1 unit).
Professor Converse.
104. Scientific Management.—Continuous through I and II, {1 unit). Prerequisite:
Business Organization and Operation 4. Professor Anderson.
107. Sales Campaigns.—S and continuous through I and II, (i unit). Professor
Russell.
[126. Analysis of Consumer Markets.—I, {1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[127. Prices and Price Policies.—II, {1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
129. Seminar.—S, I, and II, (i unit). Professors Russell, Converse, and Anderson.
BUSINESS LAW
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. General Principles of Business Law.—Contracts, agency, sales of personal
property, negotiable instruments, partnerships, and business corporations. S, I,
and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1; Accoimtancy lb; junior standing.
Professor Dillavou, Assistant Professor Curtis, Mr. Roberts.
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2. Elementary Law of Business.—Contracts, leases, and property. For non-com-
merce students. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Assistant Pro-
fessor Curtis.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
10. Law of Security Relations and Banking.—Suretyship, mortgages, pledges,
personal property, real property, insurance, bankruptcy, banking. Federal Re-
serve Board. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing; registration or
credit in Business Law lb. Professor Dillavou.
CERAMIC ENGINEERING
Professors: Parmelee (Head of the Department), Hursh, Andrews.
Assistant Professors: Badger.
Instructors: Harman, Pask, Cook.
Assistants: Corbett.
Special Research Appointe.es: King, Zink, Blanchard, Johnson, Swift.
Courses for Undergraduates
I. Ceramic Materials.—Properties of clays and other ceramic materials. Lectures.
I, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 6. Mr. Pask.
4. Ceramic Materials.—Laboratory. II, (3). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1.
Dr. Harman, Mr. Corbett.
5. Ceramic Bodies.—Composition and properties, effects of ingredients, special bodies.
Lectures and laboratory. I, (5). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 1 and 4.
Professor Parmelee, Dr. Harman, Mr. Cook, Mr. Corbett.
7. Structural Clay Products.—Manufacture and testing of brick, tile, hollow tile,
sewer pipe, etc. Lectures and field trips. I, (3). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engi-
neering 1 and 4. Professor Andrews, Dr. Harman.
8. Glass Technology.—The chemistry and physics of the silicate glasses and their
preparation; industrial methods. Lectures and discussion. II, (2). Prerequi-
site: Chemistry 40; Ceramic Engineering 14. Professor Parmelee.
10. Cements.—Cements, limes, plasters ; composition, reactions ; methods of manu-
facture and testing. Lectures. II, (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry 40; registration
in Ceramic Engineering 28. Mr. Pask.
II. Drying Clay Products.—Drying, drying equipment, construction and regulation of
dryers. Lectures. II, (3). Prerequisite: Physics la-lb and 3a-3b; Ceramic
Engineering 1. Professor Hursh, Mr. Pask.
14. Glasses and Glazes.—The properties of glasses and glazes as influenced by com-
position; types of glazes, preparation and uses. Lectures and laboratory. II,
(3). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 5; registration in Chemistry 40. Pro-
fessor Parmelee, Dr. Harman, Mr. Cook.
16. Enamels.—Composition, preparation, application, properties, and tests. Lectures
and quiz. II, (3). Prerequisite: Registration in Ceramic Engineering 14. Pro-
fessor Andrews, Air. Cook.
17. Enamels.—Composition, application, properties, and testing. Lectures and labora-
tory. I, (3). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 14 and 16. Professor Andrews,
Mr. Cook.
18. Ceramic Microscopy.—Use of the microscope for studying ceramic materials and
products. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 40; Geology 20 and 6, or
equivalent. Mr. Pask.
20. Refractory Materials.—Composition and properties of refractory materials and
products, and their adaptability to conditions of service. Lectures and dis-
cussions. II, (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry 40. Professor Andrews.
21. Ceramic Pyrometry.—Principles and methods used in high temperature measure-
ment. Lectures. I and II, (1). Prerequisite: General physics; inorganic chem-
istry. Dr. Harm.\n.
22. Kilns and the Burning of Clay Products.—The burning process, utilization of
fuels, types of kilns and their operation. Lectures. I, (3). Prerequisite: Ceramic
Engineering 5 and 11. Professor Hursh, Mr. Pask.
23. Dryer and Kiln Design.—Design problems. Laboratory. I, (2). Prerequisite:
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Ceramic Engineering 11; registration in Ceramic Engineering 22; General
Engineering Drawing 1 or 4. Professor Hursh, Dr. Harman.
24. Ceramic Engineering Design.—Design of special ceramic equipment, factory plan-
ning and layout. Laboratory. II, (3). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engineering 23;
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 3. Professor Hursh, Dr. Harman.
28. Pyrochemical Problems.—The Phase Rule ; graphic representation and interpreta-
tion of equilibria in ceramics. Lectures. II, (2). Prerequisite: Ceramic Engi-
neering 14; Chemistry 40. Professor Andrews.
97-98. Thesis.—Continuous through I and II, (0 to 3). Professors Parmelee, Hursh,
and Andrews.
99. Inspection Trip.—Visits to industrial plants. I, (no credit). Prerequisite: Senior
standing.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—This department offers graduate work leading to the degrees of Master of
Science in Ceramics, Master of Science in Ceramic Engineering, Doctor of Philosophy
in Chemistry (Ceramic Chemistry), and Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering.
The prerequisite for a major in graduate work in ceramics or ceramic engineering
is proficiency in the undergraduate courses required for a bachelor's degree in the
branch of the subject in which registration is desired.
Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Chemistry (Ceramic
Chemistry) must have had the equivalent of at least 25 semester hours of satisfactory
courses in general, analytical, physical, and organic chemistry; also calculus, one
year of college physics, one semester of optical mineralogy, and at least 18 semester
hours or their equivalent in acceptable ceramic courses.
101. Chemistry of the Compounds of Silicon.—Seminar. I and II, (i unit). Pro-
fessor Parmelee.
102. General Technology of the Silicate Industries.—Chemical and physical prob-
lems related to the utilization of ceramic materials. Lectures, seminar, and
laboratory. I and II, (1 to 2 units).
( a ) Ceramic Materials and Processes.—Professor Parmelee.
(b) Drying and Firing Processes.—Professor Hursh.
(c) Enamels and Equilibrium Studies.—Professor Andrews.
(d) Refractories.—Professor Andrews.
103. Chemistry of Silicates.—Laboratory to supplement Ceramic Engineering 101,
which must precede or accompany it. I and II, (i to 2 units). Professor
Parmelee, Dr. Badger.
104. Technology of Glass.—Physical and chemical properties of glasses. Lectures and
laboratory. II, (1 to 2 tmits). Professor Parmelee, Dr. Badger.
105. Methods of Ceramic Research.—The present status of ceramic research—its
methods and apparatus; analysis of data. II, (1 unit). Professor Parmelee.
106. Research.—I and II, (1 to 4 units). Professors Parmelee, Hursh, and Andrews,
Dr. Badger.
CHEMISTRY
(Including Chemical Engineering)
Professors: Adams (Head of the Department), Noyes (Emeritus), Rose,
Buswell, Hopkins, Rodebush, Clark, Marvel, Fuson, Shriner,
Phipps, G. F. Smith.
Associate Professors: Reedy, Englis, Audrieth, Bailar.
Assistant Professors: Carter, Bartow.
Associates: Parr, Nicholson, Price, Snyder, Wall.
Instructors: Gore, Emerson, S. T. Gross, Vestling, Eddy, Taebel, Roe,
SCHIRMER, MOELLER, LaITINEN.
Assistants: Anders, Albert, Armstrong, Baker,' Banes, Barker, Basolo,
Baumann, Best, Binder, Bond, Brasted, Burney,^ Calmes, Cannon,
Chase, J. T. Clapp, L. B. Clapp, Corner, Cummings,^ Elliott, Eyler,
Fiess,^ Fineberg, Foster, Garber, Click, W. J. Gross, Grosser,
GuNTHER, Handrick, Harkema, Hein, Hill, Himel, Holt, Huber,
Jensen, Keirs, Keizer, Kelton, Kern, Kidder, Kneisley, Ladd, Land,
LeTourneau, Marsh, McKusick, Moundres, Patterson, Pish,
'First semester. 'Second semester.
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Poland, Quaife,' Rachlin, Rapp, Robertson, Rowland, Rugg,^ Samp-
son, ScHERTz,^ Sears, Shackleton,^ Sharkey, Skoog, C. W. Smith,
SoPER, Spangler, Spradling, Steinman, Stephenson, Taylor,*
Theobald, Thorn, Voris, Wallace, Ward, Welch, Weston, White-
hill,' Whitson, Wilkinson, Witte,* Wolf, Woolsey, Work, Wyman,
Yarborough, Yuska.^
Special Research Appointees: (Post-doctorate)—Womack, Gore, Rice,
Cain, Byers, Carmack, Frank, AIcPhee; (Post-graduate)—Krohn,
Maycock, Kade, J. E. Johnson, Warner, Bernays, Brooks, Fraser,
Gallo, Haines, Kaplan,' Kell, Lambert, Patberg, Rabjohn, Robin-
son, Southwick, Sparks, Winsche.
Summer Session of 1940 hut not in current year: Dr. F. Y. Wiselogle,
Mr. J. A. Ayers, Miss Marian L. Kabler, Mr. R. N. Keller.
CHEAIICAL ENGINEERING:
Professors: Keyes, Johnstone.
Associate Professors: Swann, Straub.
Assistant Professors: Comings, Deem.
Assistants: Silcox, Langdon, Michels, Briggs,' P. C. Johnson, Cohen.
For curricula in chemistry and chemical engineering, see pages 115-116.
For special requirements for admission to graduate work, see page 227.
Major: 20 hours in chemistry, excluding Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7a, 8a, 8b, and
including courses in qualitative, quantitative, and organic chemistry. At least five hours
must be taken from the advanced group.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following: bacteriology,
botany, ceramic engineering, entomology, geology, mathematics, philosophy, physics,
physiology, psychology, and zoology. At least eight hours must be taken in each
subject, if two are chosen.
Restrictions.—With the exception of students in the College of Engineering and
the College of Agriculture, registration of students in chemistry courses (other than
Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7a, 8a, 8b) is restricted to those having a grade-point average
of at least 3.5 in all subjects, exclusive of the basic courses in military training and the
required work in physical education and hygiene, and an average of at least 3.5 in
chemistry courses. Transfer students to be admitted must have a corresponding
record in the institution from which they transfer and must maintain a similar aver-
age at the University of Illinois.
Sequence of Courses.—Students in the curriculum of chemistry, majors in chem-
istry, and all others who desire a thorough training in the fundamentals of chemistry
and their applications to modern life, should select courses from the following, and
usuallj' in the sequence given: Chemistry 1 or 2, 6, 10, 24, 34, 36, 37, 40, 41, 42, 43, 50,
and courses in the chemical engineering, sanitary chemistry, and miscellaneous groups.
Students in the curriculum of chemical engineering who have had a thorough training
in preparatory chemistry may be able to shorten the time spent in the foundational
courses by taking the sequence Chemistry 8a, 8b, 24, 34, 36, 27, 40, 41, 42, and other
advanced courses. Students in the College of Engineering (except ceramists, ceramic
engineers, and those who desire to take Chemistry 40) should register in Chemistry
3 or 2, 4, 22.
Students who are compelled to meet chemical requirements briefly may register
for the following sequence: Chemistrj^ 1 or 2, 5, 22, 32 or 33. Students who find it
impossible to take more than one semester's work are requested to register in
Chemistry 1 or 2 in the second semester rather than in the first.
Honors.—Students registered in Chemistry 90a or 90b are eligible for honors
without examination. All other students in the chemistry or chemical engineering
curriculum or majors in chemistry who have a 4.0 average or better are eligible to
become candidates for honors, provided they signify their intentions in writing to the
Head of the Chemistry Department during the senior year and not later than at the
beginning of the second semester. Such students must pass a comprehensive examina-
tion to be given about May 1. Chemical engineers may offer, in place of this examina-
tion, the solution of an assigned problem in plant design.
'First semester. ^Second semester.
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Courses for Undergraduates
Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis
1. INORGANIC Chemistry.—Non-metallic elements. For students who have had no
chemistry. S, I, and II, (5). Seniors receive only three hours credit. Prerequi-
site: One unit of entrance credit in physics, or 2i/2 units of entrance credit in
mathematics, or credit in Mathematics 2 or 3. Students who have received
entrance credit for high school chemistry are given only three hours credit for
Chemistry 1. Professor Hopkins, Dr. Roe, Dr. Laitinen; (S, Associate Pro-
fessor Bailar) ; and assistants.
2. Inorgakic Chemistry.—Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. For all students who
have had one year of high school chemistry. S, I, and II, (3). Seniors and
students w'ho have credit in Chemistry 7a receive only two hours credit. Pre-
requisite: One unit of entrance credit in chemistry. Students whose prepara-
tion proves to be inadequate for continuing this course will be required to
change their registration to Chemistry 1 or 3. Students who have not used their
high school chemistry for entrance may receive five hours credit for Chemistry
2 if they complete the course with a grade of "C" or higher. Students who have
failed in Chemistry 1 are permitted to register for Chemistry 2 and will
receive five hours credit if their final grade is "C" or higher. Dr. Nicholson,
Dr. Schirmer, Dr. Roe, Dr. Moeller; (S, Associate Professor Bailar); and
assistants.
3. Inorganic Chemistry.—Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. For engineering stu-
dents who have had no chemistry. S, I, and II, (4). Seniors receive only three
hours credit. Professor Hopkins, Dr. Roe, Dr. Laitinen; (S, Associate Pro-
fessor Bailar) ; and assistants.
4. Chemistry of the Metallic Elements.—Lectures, recitations, and laboratory.
Limited to students in the engineering curricula. I and II, (4). Seniors receive
only three hours credit. Prerequisite: Chemistry 1, 2, or 3. Dr. Taebel, Dr.
Schirmer, and assistants.
5. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative Analysis.—Lectures, recitations, and lab-
oratory. For students who are not eligible for Chemistry 4 or 6. S, I, and II,
(5). Seniors receive only three hours credit. Prerequisite : Chemistry 1, 2, or
3. Associate Professor Bailar, Dr. Moeller; (S, Dr. Taebel, Dr. Schirmer)
;
and assistants.
6. Inorganic Chemistry.—Metallic elements. For students in the curricula of chem-
istry, ceramics, and ceramic engineering, and chemistry majors who are not
pre-medics. I and II, (5). Seniors receive only three hours credit. Prerequisite:
Chemistry 1, 2, or 3. Professor Hopkins, Associate Professor Bailar, and
assistants.
7a. Gener.'\l Chemistry.—Non-professional chemistry. Lectures, recitations, and lab-
oratory. Not open to students who have earned credit in high school chemistry.
This course may be applied toward the science group requirements. After
completing this course a student is permitted to register in Chemistry 2, or by
securing special permission he may register in Chemistry 4, 5, or 6. I, (5).
Seniors receive only three hours credit. Assistant Professor Bartow.
8a-8b. Inorganic Chemistry and Qualitative An.-vlysis.—For students in the cur-
riculum of chemical engineering. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. I and
II, (5). Seniors receive only three hours credit. Prerequisite: One unit of
entrance credit in chemistry. Associate Professor Audrieth.
Analytical Chemistry
10. Qu.^litative Analysis.—Qualitative analysis of metals and inorganic compounds.
Required of students whose major is chemistry and those registered in the cur-
riculum of chemistry. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. I and II, (5).
Prerequisite: Chemistry 6. Associate Professor Reedy and assistants.
22. Elementary Quantit.a.tive Analysis.—Gravimetric and volumetric analysis, stoi-
chiometrical relations, practical applications. Lectures, recitations, and labora-
tory. S, I, and II, (5). Prerequisite: Chemistry 4 or 5. For students in home
economics and pre-medical courses and all others who have not followed the
sequence Chemistry 1, 2 or 3, 6 and 10. Associate Professor Englis; (S, Dr.
Gross) ; and assistants.
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23b. Quantitative Analysis.—For students in ceramics and ceramic engineering only.
Gravimetric and volumetric analysis, modern theory and practice, practical appli-
cations, especially in the field of ceramic materials. Lectures, recitations, and
laboratory. II, (4). Prerequisite: Chemistry 10. Dr. Gross and assistants.
24. Quantitative Analysis.—Gravimetric and volumetric analysis, modern advanced
theory and practice. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. S, I, and II, (5).
Prerequisite: Chemistry 10. Professors Clark and Smith; (S, Dr. Gross);
and assistants.
Organic Chemistry
32. Elementary Organic Chemistry.—Especially for students in agriculture. Impor-
tant compounds of carbon. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. I and II, (3).
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5 or 10. Dr. Snyder, Dr. Emerson, and assistants.
23. Elementary Organic Chemistry.—For students in home economics and pre-
medical courses. Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. S, I, and II, (5).
Prerequisite: Chemistry 5 or 10. Dr. Price; (S, Dr. Wiselogle) ; and assistants.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
Inorganic Chemistry
15b. Inorganic Chemistry.—Periodic relationship, preparation, and application of the
common elements and compounds. Lectures and recitations. II, (3). Prerequi-
site: Junior standing; fifteen hours credit in chemistry in addition to elementary
courses. Associate Professor Audrieth.
16b. Inorganic Chemistry.—Laboratory. Preparation of the less easily produced in-
organic compounds. II, (2). Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Chemistry
ISb. Associate Professor Audrieth.
Organic Chemistry
34. Organic Chemistry.—For students whose major is chemistry or for those reg-
istered in the curriculum of chemistry or chemical engineering. Lectures, reci-
tations, and laboratory. I and II, (5). Prerequisite: Chemistry 6, 10, and 24.
Dr. Snyder, Dr. Emerson, and assistants.
Physical Chemistry
47. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—For pre-medical students only. Lectures and
laboratory. I and II, (4). Prerequisite: Chemistry 22, 33; Physics 7b, 8b, or
equivalent; junior standing. Dr. Wall.
48a-48b. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—For engineers. Not open to chemistry
majors. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 22; Physics la-lb or 7a-7b;
Mathematics 7 or 8a-8b. Dr. Eddy.
Chemical Engineering
66a-66b. Inspection Trip.—Required of chemical engineers. Estimated cost $15 to $20.
I and II, (V2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in chemistry or chemical engi-
neering. Professor Johnstone.
Miscellaneous
90a-90b. Thesis.—Senior research in chemistry and chemical engineering optional
instead of required. Each student who desires research must receive special
permission both from the instructor under whom he is to work and from the
head of the division in which the research is to be taken. Such written per-
mission should be presented, at time of registration, to the adviser for the
chemists or chemical engineers. Except under unusual circumstances, only those
students registered in Chemistry 90a or 90b will be recommended for honors.
All students taking this course must present a thesis to receive credit. S, I, and
II, (3 to 5). Prerequisite: Chemistry 24, 34, 40, 41, 42, and 43, or consent of
head of department. Chemistry 43 is not required for chemical engineers. Pro-
fessor Adams (in charge).
91b. Elements of Glass-Blowing.—Laboratory. Construction and repair of glass
apparatus. II, (1). Prerequisite: Two years of work in chemistry. Mr. Anders.
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92. Chemical Literature and Reference Work.—Required of juniors in the chem-
istry curriculum; advised for juniors whose major is chemistry and for stu-
dents in the curricuhim of chemical engineering. I and II, (1). Prerequisite:
Eighteen hours of chemistry; one year of French or German; junior standing.
Assistant Professor Bartow.
93b. Chemical Literature and Reference Work.^—For those who have had one
semester of Chemistry 92. Required of juniors in chemistry; advised for
juniors who.se major is chemistry and for students in the curriculum of chemical
engineering. II, (1). Prerequisite: Chemistry 92. Assistant Professor Bartow.
94b. Teachers' Course.—Methods of teaching elementary chemistry. Open only to
those who expect to teach. II, (3). Prerequisite: Thirteen hours of chemistry;
senior standing. Dr. Nicholson.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Inorganic Chemistry
S17. Methods of Teaching Elementary Chemistry in the High School.—This
course includes a study of the problems encountered in teaching chemistry.
Round table discussions, assigned readings, and reports. S, (3). Prerequisite:
At least one full year's teaching in high school, or consent of instructor. Dr.
Nicholson.
Analytical Chemistry
25b. A Survey of Analytical Chemistry.—For advanced undergraduate and graduate
students requiring further training and review in analytical chemistry. Not
open to students who have had Chemistry 10, 24, or S120. II, (3). Prerequisite:
Senior standing, or consent of instructor. Associate Professor Reedy.
27. Special Methods and Instruments in Quantitative Analysis.—Gas analysis;
electrometric titration, optical methods, and other advanced analyses. I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 24 and 34; registration or credit in Chemistry
40 and 41. Professor G. F. Smith.
29b. Food Analysis.—Quantitative organic analysis of food products ; alcohols, car-
bohydrates, fats and oils, cereals, nitrogenous bodies, preservatives, and colors.
II, (5). Prerequisite: Chemistry 24 and 33 or 34. Associate Professor Englis.
Organic Chemistry
36. Organic Chemistry.—Second course. Lectures and recitations. S, I, and II, (3).
Prerequisite : Chemistry 34. Professor Marvel; (S, Dr. Emerson).
27. Organic Chemistry.—Organic synthesis. Laboratory, to accompany Chemistry 36.
S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry 34; registration or credit in Chem-
istry 36. Dr. Emerson and assistants.
38. Systematic Identification of Organic Compounds.—S, I, and II, (3). Prerequi-
site: Chemistry 36 and 37. Professors Shriner and Fuson; (S, Dr. Price) ; and
assistants.
Physical Chemistry
40. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—Lectures and problems. S, I, and II, (3).
Prerequisite: Chemistry 24; Physics la-lb or 7a-7b; Mathematics 7 or 8a-8b.
Professors Rodebush and Phipps
;
(S, Dr. Wall).
41. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—Laboratory, to accompany Chemistry 40. S, I,
and II, (1). Prerequisite: Chemistry 24; Physics la-lb or 7a-7b; Mathematics
7 or 8a-8b. Professor Phipps, Dr. Eddy, and assistants.
42. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—Lecture. Continuation of Chemistry 40. S, I,
and II, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistrj^ 40. Professor Phipps, Dr. Eddy.
43. Elementary Physical Chemistry.—Laboratory, to accompany Chemistry 42. S
and II, (1). Prerequisite: Chemistry 40 and 41; credit or registration in Chem-
istry 42. Dr. Eddy; (S, Professor Phipps) ; and assistants.
44a. Advanced Physical Chemistry.—Thermodynamics and free energy calculations.
S and I, (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry 40 and 41. Professors Rodebush and
Phipps; (S, Dr. Wall).
46b. Adv.^nced Physical Chemistry.—Atomic structure. II. (2). Prerequisite: Chem-
istry 40 and 41. Professor Rodebush.
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49b. Chemistry of Colloids.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 22 and 47, or equiva-
lent. Professor Buswell.
Biochemistry
50. Biochemistry.—Proteins, fats, and carbohydrates ; tissues, digestion, intestinal
putrefaction, and feces
;
quantitative analysis of gastric contents, blood, milk,
and urine. Clinical aspects for prospective students of medicine. Lectures,
demonstrations, conferences, laboratory, and readings. S, I, and II, (5). Pre-
requisite: Chemistry 24 or 22 and ZZ or 34. Professor Rose, Assistant Professor
Carter, Dr. Vestling, and assistants.
51b. Biochemistry. Problems of Metabolism.—Micro-methods of blood and urine
analysis, with their applications to metabolism and to the diagnosis and treatment
of disease. Lectures, conferences, and laboratory. II, (3). Prerequisite:
Chemistry 50. Assistant Professor Carter and assistants.
52b. Biochemistry of Vitamins and Hormones.—Lectures. II, (3). Prerequisite:
Chemistry 50. Assistant Professor Carter.
Chemical Engineering
60a. Chemical Engineering Unit Processes.—Heat and material balances and design
problems. Lectures and recitations. I, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 63b. Assist-
ant Professor Deem.
61a-61b. Principles of Chemical Engineering.—Scientific principles in unit operations
of chemical engineering. Lectures and laboratory. I and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Chemistry 63b. Assistant Professor Comings.
62a. Principles of Research and Development.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry
63b or 67b. Professor Keyes.
63b. Introduction to Chemical Engineering.—Unit operations, equipment, and cal-
culations. Lectures. S and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing; Chemistry
40. Assistant Professor Deem; (S, Professor Keyes).
64b. High Pressure Reactions.—II, (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry 34 and 44a. Assist-
ant Professor Comings.
65b. Chemical Engineering Calculations.—Applied thermodynamics. II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Chemistry 34 and 44a. Professor Johnstone.
67b. Chemical Technology.—Modern industrial chemical processes. II, (3). Prerequi-
site: Chemistry 34 and 40. Assistant Professor Deem.
68a-68b. LTnit Operations.—Laboratory. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Registration or
credit in Chemistry 61a. Assistant Professor Deem.
69a-69b. Chemical Engineering Projects.—Laboratory. Development of an individual
project. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in chemistry or chemical
engineering. Professor Johnstone.
70b. Economics of Chemical Engineering.—Lectures. II, (2). Prerequisite: Senior
standing in chemistry or chemical engineering. Professor Keyes.
71a. Applied Electrochemistry.—Lectures. I, (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in
chemistrj' or chemical engineering. Associate Professor Sw.\nn.
72a. Power Plant and Boiler Water Problems.—Lectures. I, (2). Prerequisite:
Senior standing in chemistry or chemical engineering. Associate Professor
Straue.
Water Chemistry
49b. Chemistry of Colloids.—See under Physical Chem.istrj'^ (above).
86a. Chemistry of Water Treatment.—Methods for determining water quality;
special water requirements of industries, chemistry of water conditioning for
municipal and industrial use ; by-product recovery from industrial and other
wastes. Lectures, demonstrations, and field trips. I, (3). Prerequisite: Chem-
istry 24. Professor Buswell, Dr. Gore.
Miscellaneous
95a. History of Science with Particular Reference to Chemistry.—Lectures and
readings. I, (2). Prereqtiisite: Twenty hours of laboratory science; junior
standing. Assistant Professor Bartow.
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Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students who intend to take graduate work for an advanced degree in
chemistry or chemical engineering should include in their undergraduate preparation at
least the equivalent of one full year of physics, one year of French, one year of
German, and mathematics through differential and integral calculus. Any student with-
out the necessary phj'sics or mathematics may enter the Graduate School but will be
required to spend part of his time in residence to remove the deficiency. Without one
year of college work in French or German (German preferred), no student will be
admitted to the Graduate School as a candidate for an advanced degree in chemistry
or chemical engineering.
At the time of applying for admission to the Graduate School, each prospective
student should notify the Head of the Chemistry Department, stating the degree
for which he wishes to study and the field of specialization. Neglect to do this may
result in a delay before the student can begin his research, because of the limited
space in the laboratories, or may make it impossible for him to continue his work for
the Ph.D. degree. See regulations concerning research imder Chemistry 190a-190b.
Candidates for an advanced degree in chemistry or chemical engineering must
have had the equivalent of 25 semester hours in chemistry, properly distributed.
Candidates for the A.M. or M.S. degree with a major in chemistry or chemical
engineering must include among their courses Chemistry 40 and 41, or must have had
the equivalent.
Candidates for the Ph.D. degree in any branch of chemistry must include among
their courses Chemistry 40, 41, 42, and 43, or must have had the equivalent.
Candidates for the Ph.D. degree with a major in chemical engineering must have
had undergraduate training comparable to that offered in the chemical engineering
curriculum at the University of Illinois. They must include among their courses
Chemistry 40, 41, 42, and 44a, or must have had the equivalent.
Graduate students whose major subject is in some department other than chem-
istry, before taking chemistry courses for graduate credit, must have had the equiva-
lent of fifteen semester hours in chemistrj^, and the ground covered should include
satisfactory work in general chemistry and in qualitative and quantitative analysis and
elementary organic chemistry. Such students are advised to make selections from the
following courses: Chemistry 40, 41, 42, 43, 27, 36-37, 50, 60a, 15b, 16b, and 29b. Courses
of a more special nature will not as a rule, be accepted for graduate work unless
preceded by one of the courses above.
Those who intend to take a first minor in chemistry or any branch of chemistry
toward the Ph.D. degree must include among their courses Chemistry 40 and 41, or
must have had the equivalent.
Inorganic Chemistry
lOla-lOlb. Inorganic Chemistry.—The less familiar elements and their relationship
in the periodic system. Lectures and recitations. S, I, and II, (Vi unit). Dr.
Taebel.
102a-102b. Inorganic Chemistry.—Inorganic preparations and qualitative analysis of
the less familiar elements. Laboratory, to accompany or follow Chemistry
lOla-lOlb. S, I, and II, (i^ to ^ unit). Dr. Taebel.
105a-105b. Inorganic Chemistry.—Seminar. I and II, (Y4 unit). Professor Hopkins.
106a-106b. Special Topics in Inorganic Chemistry.—Discussions and reports. I and
II, (3^ unit). Associate Professor Audrieth, Dr. Nicholson.
S107. Recent Developments in Inorganic Chemistry.—This course presents a study
of the recent advances which have a bearing on the theoretical and descriptive
material of general and inorganic chemistry and is designed particularly for the
high school teacher. Lectures, discussions, reports, and assigned readings. S,
(54 unit). Prerequisite: Graduate standing in chemistry, or consent of
instructor. Associate Professor Bailar.
115a. Inorganic Chemistry.—The periodic relationship of the commercially important
elements, their applications and compounds. Lectures, reports, and recitations.
Students who have received credit in Chemistry ISa or 15b are not allowed to
take Chemistry ll5a for credit. S and I, (^ unit). Associate Professor
Bailar; (S, Dr. Nicholson).
116a. Synthetic Inorganic Chemistry.—Laboratory. Advanced inorganic prepara-
tions. S and I, (14 to % unit). Associate Professor Audrieth; (S, Dr.
Nicholson).
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Analytical Chemistry
S120. Survey of Modern Analytical Chemistry.—Lectures and recitations. S, (^
unit). Associate Professor Reedy.
121b. Qualitative Microanalysis.—Laboratory and conferences. H, {^ unit). Asso-
ciate Professor Reedy.
123a. Qualitative Analysis.—Advanced principles, calculations, methods, and appli-
cations. Required of majors and minors in analytical chemistry. Lectures. I,
(V2 unit). Associate Professor Reedy.
124b. Quantitative Analysis.—Advanced principles, calculations, experimental meth-
ods, and applications. Required of majors and minors in analytical chemistry.
Lectures. II, (i/^ unit). Professor Smith.
124d. Quantitative Analysis.—Laboratory. Optional to accompany Chemistry 124b.
II, (V2 unit). Professor Smith.
125a- 125b. Analytical Chemistry.—Seminar. Special topics in analytical chemistry.
Required of all graduate students whose major or minor is analytical chemistry.
I and II, (14 to 1 unit). Professor Clark.
126a. Quantitative Instrumental and Chemical Methods of Analysis in Chemical
Research.—Spectroscopy, polarimetry, refractometry, spectrophotometry, colori-
metry, microscopy, etc. Lectures and laboratory. S and I, (|4 unit). Associate
Professor Englis.
127a-127b. Applied X-rays.—Lectures. S, I, and II, {Vi unit). Professor Clark; (S,
Dr. Gross).
127c- 127d. Applied X-rays.—Laboratory. Optional, to accompany Chemistry 127a-
127b. S, I, and II, (V4 unit). Professor Clark, Dr. Gross.
Organic Chemistry
130a. Organic Chemistry.—Survey of organic chemistry designed for first-year grad-
uate students. I, {1 unit). Professor Fuson.
S131. Recent Developments in Organic Chemistry.—Lectures, discussions, and
reports. S, (^ unit). Prerequisite: One 3'ear of organic chemistry (Chemistry
36, or equivalent). Professor Marvel.
132b. Organic Chemistry.—Advanced survey of organic chemistry (to follow Chem-
istry 130a). Lectures. II, {1 unit). Professor Shriner.
133a. Organic Chemistry.—Optical isomerism, cis-trans isomerism, tautomerism,
chemistry of the carbohydrates, etc. Lectures. I, (-J^ unit). Professor Adams.
134a-134b. Organic Chemistry.—Advanced organic synthesis. Laboratory. S, I, and
II, (Yz to 1 utiit). Professor Fuson; (S, Professor Marvel, Dr. Snyder).
135a-135b. Organic Chemistry.—Seminar. Current literature. I and II, (14 unit).
Professor Adams.
136b. Organic Chemistry.—Newer methods in organic laboratory procedure. Lectures
and laboratory. II, (^ unit). Professor Shriner.
Physical Chemistry
144a-144b. Physical Chemistry.—Kinetic theory, statistical mechanics, molecular
dynamics. Lectures. I and 11, (^ unit). Dr. Wall.
145a-145b. Physical Chemistry.—Seminar. Recent developments. I and II, (•}4 unit).
Professor Rodebush.
[S146. Atomic Structure.—Includes a review of recent work upon the structure of
the nucleus, isotopes, ultimate particles and nuclear transformation, involving
neutrons. Non-mathematical. This course is intended to familiarize teachers of
chemistry with as much of the recent work in chemistry and chemical physics as
may be imderstood without extensive mathematical preparation. S, (^ unit).
Not given in 1940. Professor Rodebush.]
Biochemistry
150b. Biochemistry.—Chemistry of intermediary metabolism. Lectures, discussions,
and readings. II, (% unit). Professor Rose.
152a-152b. Biochemistry.—Difficult biochemical preparations ; analytical methods.
Chiefly laboratory. S, I, and II, (I/2 to 1 tmit). Professor Rose; (S, Dr.
Vestling).
155a-155b. Biochemistry.—Seminar. Current literature. Required of all graduate stu-
dents whose major is biochemistry. I and II, (-}4 unit). Professor Rose.
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Chemical Engineeri)ig
160a. Flow of Fluids.—Lectures. Especially designed for tirst-year graduate students.
I, (1/4 unit). Prerequisite: Chemistry 61a. Professor Keyes.
161a. Heat Transmission.—Lectures. Especially designed for first-year graduate stu-
dents. I, (}/2 unit). Prerequisite: Chemistry 61a. Assistant Professor Comings.
S162. Modern Industrial Chemical Processes.—Especially designed for teachers of
chemistry. A non-mathematical discussion of recent industrial developments in
organic and inorganic chemistry. S, (^ unit). Professor Keyes.
[163a. Evaporation, Drying, Humidification, and Dehumidification.—Lectures. I, (i/i
unit). Prerequisite: Chemistry 61b. Given in alternate years; not given in 1940-
1941. Professor Johnstone.]
164a. Absorption and Extraction.—Lectures. I, (I/2 unit). Prerequisite: Chemistry
61b. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. Professor Johnstone.
165a-165b. Chemical Engineering.—Seminar. Required of all graduate students whose
major is chemical engineering. I and II, (i/^ unit). Professor Keyes.
166b. Filtration and Separation.—Lectures. II, (V2 unit). Prerequisite: Chemistry
61b. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. Professor Johnstone.
[167b. Distillation.—Lectures. II, (V4 unit). Prerequisite: Chemistry 61b. Given in
alternate years ; not given in 1940-1941. Professor Keyes.]
[168b. Economic Balance and Plant Design.—Lectures. II, (V2 unit). Prerequisite:
Chemistry 61b. Given in alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. Professor
Johnstone.]
169b. Catalysis.—Lectures. II, (V4 unit). Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years.
Professor Keyes.
Sanitary Chemistry
I85a-185b. The Chemistry of Water Treatment.—Seminar. Special problems and
new developments in sanitary chemistry. I and II, (i/4 to ii4 units). Professor
Buswell.
Miscellaneous
I90a-190b. Research.—Candidates for the A.M. or M.S. degree who elect research
are required to present a thesis. A thesis is always required of students taking
the Ph.D. degree. Not all candidates for thesis work necessarily will be accepted.
Students whose major is in departments other than chemistry must receive per-
mission from the Head of the Chemistry Department to register in this course.
S, I, and II. Work may be taken in the following fields, subject to the approval
of one of the qualified staff members:
Physical and Electrochemistry.—Professors Rodebush and Phipps, Dr. Wall.
Inorganic Chemistry.—Professor Hopkins, Associate Profes.sors Reedy, Aud-
rieth, and Bailar, Dr. Nicholson.
Analytical Chemistry.—Professors Clark and Smith, Associate Professors
Reedy and Englis.
Food Chemistry.—Associate Professor Englis.
Applied X-rays.—Professor Clark.
OiiGANic Chemistry.—Professors Adams, Marvel, Fusok, and Shriner, Dr.
Price, Dr. Snyder, Dr. Emerson.
Colloid Chemistry ; Water Chemistry ; Zymochemistry.—Professor Buswell.
Phytochemistry.—Associate Professor Englis.
Biochemistry.—Professor Rose, Assistant Professor Carter.
Chemical Engineering.—Professors Keyes and Johnstone, Associate Pro-
fessors SwANN and Straub, Assistant Professor Comings.
Ceramic Chemistry.—Professor Parmelee.
I92a. Chemical Literature and Reference Work.— I, (14 unit). Assistant Professor
Bartow.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
Professors: Huntington (Head of the Department), King, Wilson,
Babbitt, Crandell, Pickels, Doland, Shedd, Vawter, Wiley.
Assistant Professors: Rayner,^ Bauer, Oliver, Newmark.
Associates: Dell, Evans, Brielmaier.
Instructors: Clark.
Cooperating: Mr. R. S. Grossman, Mt. L. D. Walker, Mr. B. O. Larson.
'On leave of absence first semester.
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Courses for Undergraduates
1. Plane Surveying.—Use and care of instruments; practice in the common field
methods of measuring distance, angles, and elevations ; computations of areas
and volumes ; land survey and re-survey methods ; legal principles
;
problems.
I and II, (3). Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4; Mathematics
4. Mr. Dell, Mr. Brielmaier, Mr. Clark, Mr. Grossman.
2. Topographic Surveying.—Gontours, map construction and volumetric estimates
from contour maps; astronomical determination of latitude and azimuth;
transit-stadia methods of topographic surveying; survey and map of an assigned
area. II, (3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 1. Mr. Dell, Mr. Grossman, Mr.
Clark.
3. Railway and Highway Surveying.—Horizontal and vertical alinement for rail-
ways and highways; grades and grade reduction; curves, turnouts, and earth-
work
;
principles of economic location ; surveys, plans, and estimates. I and II,
(4). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 2, 15, or 18. Professors Pickels and
Wiley, Assistant Professor Rayner.
15. General Surveying.—Use and care of surveying instruments; computations of
areas and volumes ; transit-stadia mapping methods ; contour problems. For
students in other departments. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: General Engi-
neering Drawing 1 or 4; Mathematics 4. Assistant Professor Rayner, Air. Dell,
Mr. Evans, Mr. Grossman, Mr. Walker, Mr. Larson.
17. Surveying for Landscape Architects.—Field problems ; use of instruments, note-
keeping, signals, basic surveying operations; office problems. I, (3). Prerequi-
site: Mathematics 4. Professor Pickels.
18. Surveying for Landscape Architects.—Use and construction of contour maps;
methods of mapping; computation of earthwork; office problems; actual sur-
veys. II, (3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 17. Assistant Professor Rayner.
19. Construction Surveying.—The principles of surveying as applied to construction
work on bridges, buildings, tunnels, sewers, etc. II, (3). Prerequisite: Civil
Engineering 3 ; Mathematics 7. Assistant Professor Rayner.
20. Highway Construction.—Soils, drainage, and materials of construction for roads
and pavements ; construction of earth, gravel, and macadam roads ; city and
rural pavement construction, repairs and maintenance; accessories; resurfacing;
width and capacity of roads and streets; estimates. I and II, (3). Prerequisite
:
Civil Engineering 2, 15, or 18, or consent of instructor. Professors Grandell
and Wiley.
22. Highway and Municipal Design.—Road systems, city streets, pavement types;
design, preparation of plans, specifications, and estimates of cost. I, (4). Pre-
requisite: Civil Engineering 20, or consent of instructor. Professor Grandell.
23. Highway Administration.—Relation of road and street improvement to social and
economic welfare ; highway organization ; highway and pavement financing. II,
(3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 20, or consent of instructor. Professor
Wiley.
25. Railway Construction and Maintenance.—Earthwork and rockwork ; track ma-
terials; track stresses; and track design. I, (3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineer-
ing 3. Professor King.
26. Economics of Railway Location and Operation.—Influence of volume of traffic,
alinement, and gradient upon operating expenses. II, (3). Prerequisite: Civil
Engineering 3. Professor King.
27. Railway Yards and Terminals.—Freight sorting yards ; mechanical facilities
;
passenger terminals. II, (2). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 3. Professor
King.
28. Regional Design.—Preparation of plans for a metropolitan regional development,
including the coordination of highway, railway, and airway transport. General
features of water supply and sewage disposal are included. II, (3). Prerequi-
site: Senior standing. Professor Grandell.
29. Railway Signaling.—Block and route signaling; train and central traffic control.
I, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing in engineering. Professor King.
30. Highway Materials Laboratory.—Laboratory practice in testing of asphalts,
tars, road oils, bituminous mixtures, stone, gravel, and paving brick. I and II,
(1). Prerequisite: Junior standing in engineering, architecture, or landscape
architecture. Professor Wiley, Assistant Professor Bauer.
31. Advanced Highway Materials.—Advanced work in the examination and testing
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of bituminous materials and mixtures, portland cement concrete, and soils for
engineering purposes. Each student selects one material for special study. II,
(2). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 30, 32, or 35. Assistant Professor Bauer.
32. Engineering Properties of Soils.—Origin, formation, development, classification,
identification, and characteristics of soils; engineering soil surveys; sampling;
compaction of embankments ; frost action ; and laboratory practice in testing
of soils. I and II, (2). Prerequisite : Senior standing in engineering, or con-
sent of instructor. Assistant Professor Bauer.
35. Plain Concrete.—Tests for portland cement ; aggregates ; field and laboratory ex-
amination and tests; proportioning. Laboratory practice. I and II, (2). Pre-
requisite: Junior standing in engineering, architecture, or landscape architecture.
Assistant Professor Bauer, Mr. Brielmaier, Mr. Larson.
36. Construction Materials.—Manufacture, properties, and use of cast iron, wrought
iron, steel and other metals, brick and terra cotta; formation, properties, and
use of stone
;
growth, properties, and use of timber. This course supplements
Civil Engineering 30, 31, and 35. I and II, (1). Prerequisite: Junior standing
in engineering, architecture, or landscape architecture. Assistant Professor
Oliver.
40. Water Supply.—Finances, hydraulics, demand, sources, reservoirs, pipe lines,
pumping machinery, materials, distribution systems. I and II, (4). Prerequisite:
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 3, 4, and 64; Mechanical Engineering 1 or
2. Professors Babbitt and Doland.
41. Sewerage.—Sewerage systems, surveys and plants, hydraulics, house sewerage,
rainfall and storm-water flow, size and capacity of sewers, appurtenances, esti-
mates and specifications, construction. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics 4 and 64. Professors Babbitt and Dol.a.nd.
42. Water Purification.—Design of water purification works ; standards and tests
of purity of potable water. Lectures, seminar work, design, and laboratory
practice. I, (4). Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Civil Engineering 40;
Bacteriology 5a. Professor Babbitt.
43. Public Health Engineering.—Principles of sanitation, design of sewage treatment
worT<s, garbage disposal, sanitary regulations. Lectures, seminar work, and
design. II, (4). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 42; registration or credit in
Civil Engineering 4L Professor Babbitt.
[49. Municipal Sanitation.—General sanitation, water supply, storm water, sewage
treatment and wastes disposal with particular reference to the general problems
of city planning. For students in other departments. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Junior standing. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Doland.]
50. Hydrology.—Precipitation, evaporation, transpiration, deep seepage, run-oflf, hy-
draulics of rivers and small streams ; use of current meter, float, weir, etc. I,
(2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in engineering. Professor Pickels.
51. Drainage and Flood Control.—Land drainage, river improvement, flood control.
II, (3). Prerequisite : Civil Engineering 50. Professor Pickels.
55. Water Power.—Rainfall and stream flow records; estimate of available power;
theory and testing of turbines ; dams, power house, approach channels, draft
tubes; relation of investment costs, auxiliary plants, and other factors to the
values of projects. II, (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
4 and 64. Professor Doland.
60. Bridge and Building Construction.—Materials, types of construction, and details
for bridges and buildings. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Professor Doland.
61. Structural Stresses.—Analysis of stresses in statically determinate structures.
I and II, (4). Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 3. Professor Vawter, Assistant Professor Oliver, Mr. Clark.
62. Elementary Structural Design.—Elementary design and details of simple struc-
tures of steel, concrete, and timber. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Registration
or credit in Civil Engineering 61. Mr. Dell, Mr. Evans, Mr. Brielmaier.
63. Theory of Reinforced Concrete.—I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics 3 ; registration or credit in Civil Engineering 61. Professors
Shedd and Vawter, Assistant Professor Oli\^r.
64. Structural Design.—Theory of design and design of structures of steel, con-
crete, and timber. Primarily building design. I and II, (5). Prerequisite: Civil
Engineering 62 and 63. Professors Shedd and Vawter, Assistant Professor
Oliver, Mr. Clark.
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65. Structural Design.—Continuation of Civil Engineering 64, devoted principally
to bridges. I and II, (4). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 64. Professors
Shedd and Vawter, Assistant Professor Oliver, Mr. Clark.
66. Masonry Construction.—Dams, retaining walls, bridge piers and abutments, shal-
low bins, deep bins, culverts, arches, foundations, and soil mechanics. I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 61 and 63. Professor Huntington.
67. Statically Indeterminate Structures.—Elastic theory and its applications to
statically indeterminate structures. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Registration or
credit in Civil Engineering 64. Civil Engineering 67 is recommended for
graduate students who have not had similar training. Professor Shedd.
68. Statically Indeterminate Structures.—Continuation of Civil Engineering 67.
II, (3). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 67. Professor Shedd.
86. Steel, Concrete, and Timber Design.—Design of structures of steel, concrete, and
timber. For students in other departments. I, (4). Prerequisite: Civil Engi-
neering 61. Mr. Brielmaier.
87. Steel, Concrete, and Timber Design.-—Continuation of Civil Engineering 86. II,
(4). Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 86. Mr. Brielmaier.
89. Structural Engineering.—Design of steel, reinforced concrete, and timber struc-
tures. For students in other departments. I, (3). Prerequisite: Senior stand-
ing in engineering or architecture. Mr. Brielmaier.
90. Contracts and Specifications.—Engineering relations ; the law of contracts ; busi-
ness and technical clauses used in specifications. I and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Senior standing in engineering or architecture. Professors Crandell and
PiCKELS.
91. Estimates and Costs.—Economic selection; construction cost estimating; direct
and overhead costs; cost keeping; construction by force account and contract;
time schedules and progress charts; valuation. I and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Senior standing in engineering or architecture. Mr. Evans.
97-98. Thesis.—Investigation or design. May be substituted for certain technical
subjects in any of the five options of the senior year. Continuous through I and
II, (1 to 3). Prerequisite: Senior standing and consent of head of department.
99. Inspection Trip.—I, (no credit). Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—The prerequisite for graduate work in civil engineering is the equivalent
of the undergraduate curriculum required for a bachelor's degree in the branch of the
subject in which registration is desired.
101. Water Supply.—Design, pumping machinery, administration, operation. 1, (J
unit). Professor Babbitt.
102. Sewerage.—Sewer design, construction, maintenance, operation, and financing.
II, (i unit). Professor Babbitt.
103. Highway Engineering.—Highway transportation, airport design, street layouts,
regional plans, and pavements for cities. I, (i unit). Professor Crandell.
104. Municipal Engineering.—City finances and budgets, the work of the city manager
and city engineer, zoning, playgrounds and parks, street cleaning, smoke pre-
vention, and fire prevention. II, (1 unit). Professor Crandell.
105. Reinforced Concrete Design.—Theories of action of beams, slabs, and columns
of reinforced concrete; codes and specifications and their influence on design;
effect of continuity. I, (1 unit). Professor Shedd.
106. Structural Theory and Design.—General theory of continuity; moment distri-
bution ; the column analogy ; rigid frame bridges and buildings ; fixed and
continuous arches ; classification of structures from viewpoint of design. I,
(1 or 2 units). Professor Shedd.
107. Steel Design.—Design of steel members ; codes and specifications for buildings
;
riveted and welded connections; evolution of bridge specifications; loads and
working stresses; economic proportions. II, (1 unit). Professor Shedd.
108. Structural Theory and Design.—Statically indeterminate trusses ; continuous
trusses ; steel arches ; secondary stresses ; suspension bridges ; long-span
roofs; skeleton steel buildings. II, (1 or 2 units). Professor Shedd.
[109. Public Health Engineering.—Design of water purification works and principles
of sanitation. I, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Babbitt.]
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110. Sewage Disposal, Wastes Disposal, and General Sanitation.—Principles and
design of sewage treatment and waste disposal works. II, (i unit). Professor
Babbitt.
112. Masonry Construction.—Design and construction of dams, retaining walls,
abutments and piers, culverts, grain elevators, and bins. I, (i unit). Professor
Huntington.
113. Soil Mechanics and Foundations.—Geological considerations; sub-surface ex-
ploration ; classification, properties, and tests for rock and soil ; stress distribu-
tion under foundations ; consolidation and settlement
;
percolation and seep-
age; spread footings; pile foundations; cofferdams; deep foundations; dam
foundations. II, (1 imit). Professor Huntington, Assistant Professors Bauer
and Newmark.
114. Analytical Study of Tests of Structural Steel Members.—Planning tests,
limitations of experimental methods, interpretation of results in terms of design
practice. II, (i unit). Professor Wilson.
[120. Highway Traffic, Transport, and Safety.—Traffic growth, characteristics,
surveys, regulations, and signaling; private and commercial transportation by
automobile, bus, and truck; transport organization and regulation; accident
surveys, analysis, and prevention. I and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.
Professor Wiley.]
[125. Railway Location and Operation.—Railway location; track capacity; tonnage
ratings. II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor King.]
130. Hydrology and Flood Control.—Magnitude and frequency of flood flow of
streams, minimum flow of streams and regulation of flow by storage reservoirs,
intense rainfall and the development of intensity curves for use in rational run-
off formula, unit-graph method of computing flood rim-off, flood control and
prevention channel improvement, levees and reservoirs. I, (1 unit). Professor
PiCKELS.
131. Water Power.—Preliminary investigations, selection of site, storage require-
ments, structures, machinery, etc. II, (1 unit). Professor Doland.
140. Special Problems.—Individual investigations or studies of various phases of civil
engineering. I and II, (i^ /o 2 units). Members of the department.
198. Thesis.—I and II, (1 to 2V4 units). Members of the department.
CLASSICS
Professors: Oldfather (Chairman of the Department), Canter.
Associate Professors: Perry.
Assistants: Oliver, Dane, Russell.
Research Assistants: Steiner.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Professor G. E.
Mylonas, Visiting Associate Professor C. A. Forbes, Dr. Kevin
Guinagh.
Undergraduate Major in Greek
Major: 20 hours in Greek, excluding Greek la-lb, 15, 16, and 17.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following: foreign
language (Latin being especially recommended), English literature, history, and
philosophy. At least eight hours must be taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
Undergraduate Major in Latin
Major: 20 hours in Latin, excluding Latin la-lb, 6, 13, 20, and including six hours
in translation courses for advanced undergraduates and graduates.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following: foreign
language (Greek being especially recommended), English literature, history, and
philosophy. At least eight hours must be taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
Undergraduate Major in the Classics
Major: 20 hours in Greek and Latin, excluding Greek la-lb, 15, 16, 17, and Latin
la-lb, 6, 9, 13, 20. At least six hours must be taken in the secondary language and the
remaining hours in the primary one.
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Minors: 20 hours chosen from not more than two of the following: foreign
language, English literature, history, and philosophy. At least eight hours must be
taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
Graduate Major in the Classics
For the degree of Master of Arts in the Classics, the major may be either Greek
or Latin.
For the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in the Classics, the major may be either
Greek or Latin, but which ever language is taken as a major, the other must be taken
as a minor.
GREEK
Courses for Undergraduates
Note:—Greek la-lb is intended for students who cannot present Greek for entrance
to the University but who desire to begin the study of the language. The normal
sequence of the translation courses is Greek 3, 4, 5 or 7, 6 or 8.
Knowledge of Greek is not required in courses 15, 16, 17, 18a-18b, 54a-54b, 55.
See also Latin 13, 20, S28, 56.
la-lb. Elementary Greek.—Continuous through I and II, (4). Dr. Oliver.
3. Second Year Greek.—Plato. I, (3). Prerequisite: Greek la-lb. Dr. Oliver.
4. Second Year Greek.—Homer, selections from the Iliad. II, (3). Prerequisite:
Greek 3, or equivalent. Dr. Oliver.
15. Greek and Roman Sports.—Lectures and readings. II, (2). Professor Oldfather.
16. Life OF THE Ancient Greeks.—Lectures and readings. I, (1). Prerequisite: Sopho-
more standing. Mr. Dane.
17. Greek Drama in English Translation.—II, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore
standing. Associate Professor Perry.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
5. Herodotus and the Lyric Poets.—I, (3). Prerequisite : Greek 4 and 5, or equiva-
lent. Associate Professor Perry.
6. Thucydides and Plato.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Greek 4 and 5, or equivalent.
Associate Professor Perry.
[7. Greek Drama.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Greek 4 and 5, or equivalent. Not given
in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Perry.]
[8. Oratory and Aristotle.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Greek 4 and 5, or equivalent.
Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Perry.]
18a-18b. Greek Archaeology.—Lectures and readings. I and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Junior standing. Mr. Dane.
54a-54b. Comparative Literature.—See English 54a-54b.
55. History of the Ancient Greek States.—Same as History 55. I, (3). Prerequi-
site: One year of college history. Professor Oldfather.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students desiring to do graduate work in Greek should have at least three
years of college Greek and two years of college Latin, or the equivalent. A reading
knowledge of French and German is required. The study of history and philosophy
is especially recommended.
[104a-104b. Homer.—I and II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Oldfather.]
105a. Aristotle's Ethics.—I, (i unit). Professor Oldfather.
[106b. Greek Drama: Comedy.—II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Pro-
fessor Perry.]
llOa-llOb. Bibliography and Criticism.—Thesis course; same as Latin llOa-llOb. S,
and continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Professors Oldfather and Canter,
Associate Professor Perry.
121. Thucydides.—II, (1 unit). Associate Professor Perry.
[122. LuciAN and His Age.—II, {1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor
Perry.]
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LATIN
Courses for Undergraduates
Note:—Latin la-lb is intended for students who have had three years of Latin in high
school, or the equivalent. Those w^ho have had but two years of Latin in high school
should register for Latin 6. Those who have had four years of Latin in high school
should register for Latin 12a-12b. It is recommended that Latin 5a-5b be taken in
conjunction with Latin 6 or la- lb.
Knowledge of Latin is not required in courses 13, 20, S28, 54a-54b, 56. See also
Greek IS, 16, 17, 18a-18b, 55.
la. Ovid.—I, (4). Prerequisite: Three entrance units in Latin, or Latin 6. Associate
Professor Perry.
lb. Vergil.—II, (4). Prerequisite: Three entrance units in Latin, or Latin 6. Mr.
Dane.
3. Lucretius and Horace (Odes).—I, (3). Prerequisite: Latin 12a-12b, or equiva-
lent. Professor Canter.
4. Horace {Satires) and Vergil (Eclogues and Georgics).—II, (3). Prerequisite:
Latin 12a-12b, or equivalent. Mr. Russell.
5a-5b. Latin Composition.—Grammatical drill and practice in the simpler forms of
expression. Required of those receiving the recommendation of the department
as teachers. S, and continuous through I and II, (1). Prerequisite: Latin 6, or
registration in Latin la-lb. Professor Canter.
6. Cicero.—S, (2) ; I, (4). Prerequisite: Two entrance units in Latin. Mr. Dane;
(S, Dr. Guinagh).
9. Teachers' Course.—Purpose, problems, methods, and results of secondary Latin
instruction ; the teacher's preparation. Required of those receiving the recom-
mendation of the department as teachers. S and II, (2). Prerequisite : Twelve
hours of Latin acceptable for a major. Professor Canter; (S, Associate
Professor Forbes).
i2a. Plautus, Terence, Catullus.—I, (4). Prerequisite: Four entrance units in
Latin, or Latin la-lb. Mr. Russell.
12b. Sallust and Cicero (De Senectute).—S, (2) ; II, (4). Prerequisite : Four
entrance units in Latin, or Latin la-lb. Mr. Russell; (S, Professor Canter).
13. Roman Private Life.—Social organization, marriage, education, amusements.
Lectures (illustrated) and readings. S and II, (1). Prerequisite: Sophomore
standing. Mr. Dane; (S, Associate Professor Forbes).
20. Mythology of Greece and Rome.—Lectures and readings. S and I, (2). Prerequi-
site: Sophomore standing. Associate Professor Perry; (S, Dr. Guinagh).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
30a-30b. Honors Course.—Thesis or a special course of study approved by the depart-
ment. Continuous through I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing; four-
teen hours of Latin acceptable for a major. Professor Canter.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
10. Latin Composition.—Leading principles, assigned models. Required of those re-
ceiving the recommendation of the department as teachers. II, (2). Prerequi-
site: Twelve hours of Latin acceptable for a major, including Latin 5a-5b or
equivalent. Associate Professor Perry.
[21. Tacitus {Annates) and Juvenal.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Twelve hours of Latin
acceptable for a major. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Canter.]
[22. Martial, Suetonius, and Apuleius.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Tv/elve hours of
Latin acceptable for a major. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Canter.]
23. LivY, Tibullus, and Propertius.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Twelve hours of Latin
acceptable for a major. Professor Canter.
24. Ovid {Elegy) and Seneca {Epistles and Tragedies).—II, (3). Prerequisite:
Twelve hours of Latin acceptable for a major. Professor Canter.
S28. Classical Archaeology.—Deals with selected topics from both the Greek and
the Roman side. S, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Mylonas.
54a-54b. Comparative Literature.—See English 54a-54b.
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56. History of the Roman Republic.—Same as History 56. H, (3). Prerequisite:
Junior standing; one year of college history. Professor Oldfathek.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students desiring to do graduate work in Latin should have at least three
years of college Latin or the equivalent. A reading knowledge of French and German
is required. Some acquaintance with Greek is desirable, and the study of history
and philosophy is especially recommended.
lOL Latin Epigram.—I, (1 unit). Professor Canter.
102. Roman Oratory.—S, (1 unit). Professor Canter.
104. Latin Palaeography.—H, (1 unit). Professor Oldfather.
[106. Terence.—II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Oldfather.]
[107. Latin Epigraphy.-—II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Canter.]
[109. Vergil.—I, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Canter.]
llOa-llOb. Bibliography and Criticism.—Thesis course. Same as Greek llOa-llOb.
S, and continuous through I and II, (i unit). Professors Oldfather and
Canter, Associate Professor Perry.
113. Plautus.—Selected plays. Lectures and discussions on the history of Roman
comedy. S, (1 unit). Visiting Associate Professor Forbes.
[114. Caesar.—II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Oldfather.]
[115. Latin Elegy.—II, {1 utiit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Canter.]
[116. Latin Satire.—I, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Canter.]
118. Latin Romance.—I, (i unit). Associate Professor Perry.
[119. Suetonius.—II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Oldfather.]
[150. Cicero's Letters.—S and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor
Canter.]
151. Annales of Tacitus.—II, (1 unit). Professor Canter.
DAIRY HUSBANDRY
Professors: Ruehe (Head of the Department), Fraser (Emeritus),
Gaines, Prucha,^ Yapp, Nevens, Tracy, Overman.
Associate Professors: Bartlett.
Assistant Professors: Brannon, Tuckey.
Associates: Kuhlman.
Assistants: Menefee, Maack,' Ormiston, Harshbarger, Hoskisson,
Sheuring.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Chemical Control Methods for Dairy Plants.—Lectures, recitations, problems,
and laboratory. I, (3). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24b, or sophomore
standing. Professor Overman, Mr. Sheuring.
2a. Dairy Cattle Breeding and Feeding.—Lectures, recitations, and problems. II,
(3). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24a, or junior standing. Professors Yapp
and Nevens.
2b. Dairy Cattle Judging.—Lectures, recitations, and laboratory. II, (2). Prerequi-
site: Dairy Husbandry 24a, or junior standing. Mr. Kuhlman.
t4. Ice Cream Manufacture.—Standardizing, processing, flavoring, and freezing;
defects and their causes; judging; machinery and equipment. I, (3). Prerequi-
site: Dairy Husbandry 24b. Professor Tracy, Mr. Menefee.
t7. Creamery Buttermaking and Factory Management.—Types of creameries, but-
termaking, creamer>' by-products, refrigeration; creamery location and plans.
Lectures, readings, problems, and laboratory. II, (3). Prerequisite: Dairy
Husbandry 24b. Professor Ruehe, Assistant Professor Tuckey, Mr. Sheuring.
t8. Fluid Milk Plant Operations.—Production, transportation, processing, plant
management, and distribution of milk. Lectures, laboratory, and readings. II,
(3). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24b. Professor Tracy, Mr. Menefee.
^On leave of absence first semester. ^First semester.
tAIl students specializing in dairy manufactures are expected to make an inspection trip in
either the junior or senior year. The trip covers dairy manufacturing plants and wholesale markets.
Expenses are about $15.
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t9. Dairy Products Judging.—Judging market grades of dairy products. I, (2). Pre-
requisite: Dairy Husbandry 24b. Professor Tracy, Assistant Professor Tuckey,
Mr. Menefee.
11. General Dairy Bacteriology.—Milk sanitation. Lectures, readings, and reports.
II, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Professor Prucha.
12. General Dairy Bacteriology.^—Contamination and control. Laboratory. II, (2).
Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 11, or registration therein. Professor Prucha,
Assistant Professor Brannon.
tl4. Milk Condensing.—Manufacturing condensed milk and milk powder. Lectures
and laboratory. II, (3). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24b. Professor Tracy.
t22. Cheese AIanufacture.—Common varieties of hard and soft cheese. Lectures and
laboratory. I, (3). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 24b. Assislant Professor
Tuckey, Mr. Sheuring.
24a. Elementary Dairy Production.-—Survey of the industry; breeds of dairy cattle;
selection, feeding, and management of herds. Lecture, quiz, and laboratory. 1
and II, (3). Juniors and seniors receive only two hours credit. Professor
Nevens, Mr. KuHLMAN, Mr. Ormiston, Mr. Harshbarger.
24b. Elementary Testing and AIanufacture of Dairy Products.—Lecture, quiz, and
laboratory. I and II, (3). Juniors and seniors receive only two hours credit.
Assistant Professor Tuckey, Mr. Sheuring, Mr. Hoskisson.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
5. Composition of Dairy Products.—Chemistry of milk, milk proteins, chemical and
physical properties of milk fat. Lectures, recitations, problems, readings, and
laboratory. II, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 32; junior standing. Professor
Overman.
10. Advanced Dairy Bacteriology.—Bacterial flora of milk and milk products. Read-
ings and reports. I, (4). Prerequisite: Bacteriology 5a and Sb; junior stand-
ing. Assistant Professor Brannon, Mr. Maack.
17. Advanced Study of Dairy Breeds.—Historical background, characteristics of
noted individuals and families; inheritance of physical and physiological charac-
ters ; sire selection ; systems of mating. Lectures, readings, and seminar. I,
(3). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 2a ; junior standing. Professor Yapp.
20. Problems in Dairy Farming.—Dairy farm management, including field and build-
ing arrangement, cropping systems, herd management, sanitary milk production,
and farm marketing problems. Recitations, problems, assigned readings. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Yapp.
[25. Advanced Study of Dairy Cattle Feeding.—Feeding standards and experiments,
nutritional problems, planning investigations. Lectures, readings, and seminar.
I, (2). Prerequisite: Dairy Husbandry 2a; junior standing. Not given in
1940-1941. Professor Nevens.]
27. Special Problems.—I and II, (5). Prerequisite: Senior standing; approval of
head of department. Members of the department.
30. Advanced Dairy Manufactures.—Technical problems related to the manufacture
of ice cream, condensed milk, and milk powder, and the processing of fluid
milk. Lectures, discussions, assigned readings, and problems. II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Dairy Husbandry 1, 11, 12, 4, 8, 14; senior standing. Professor
Tracy.
31. Advanced Dairy Manufactures.—Technical problems related to the manufacture
of butter, cheese, casein, milk sugar, and similar by-products. Lectures, dis-
cussions, assigned readings, and problems. I, (3). Prerequisite : Dairy Hus-
bandry 1, 7, 11, 12, 22 or equivalent; senior .standing. Professor Ruehe,
Assistant Professor Tuckey.
32. Plant Management.—Organization and operation of various types of dairy
plants, construction, labor, research, financing, purchasing, sales, records, costs.
Lectures, discussions, assigned readings, and problems. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Senior standing; consent of instructor. Professor Tracy, Mr. Hoskisson.
tAll students specializing in dairy manufactures are expected to make an inspection trip in
either the junior or senior year. The trip covers dairy manufacturing plants and wholesale m.Trkets.
Expenses are about $15.
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Courses for Graduates
Note:—Candidates for advanced degrees in dairy husbandry must have had adequate
undergraduate training in dairy husbandry' and should have had courses in the
following subjects, depending on the field of specialization: chemistrj', bacteriology,
physics, economics, zoology, genetics, and mathematics.
Dairy husbandry may be elected as a major subject for the M.S. or Ph.D. degree.
For either degree, a first minor must be taken outside the department, preferably
outside the college; if a second minor is elected, it may be chosen in the department.
101. Economic Milk Production.—Efficiency of dairy farms, factors influencing
profits. I and II, (Y2 io 2 units). Professor Yapp.
105. Dairy AIanufactures.—Special problems. I and II, (i/^ to 2 units). Professors
RuEHE and Tr.\cy, Assistant Professor Tuckey.
106. Dairy Bacteriology.—Assigned problems. I and II, (I/2 to 2 units). Professors
RuEHE and Prucha.
107. Dairy Chemistry.—Assigned problems. I and II, (I/2 to 2 units). Professor
Overman.
108. Physiology of Lactation.—I and II, (1/2 to 2 units). Professor Gaines.
112. Research.—S, (Y2 to 1 unit) ; I and II, (1 to 4 units). Graduate students writing
a thesis should so indicate when registering.
(a) Dairy Bacteriology.—Professors Ruehe and Prucha.
(b) Dairy Chemistry.—Professor Overman.
( c ) Dairy Cattle Breeding.—Professor Y.\pp.
(d) Dairy C.'\ttle Feeding.—Professor Nevens.
( e ) Milk Production.—Professor Gaines.
( f ) Dairy ^Ianufactures.—Professors Ruehe and Tracy, Assistant Profes-
sor Tuckey.
[113. Seminar.-—Current literature in dairy bacteriology, dairy chemistry, and dairy
manufactures. I and II, (V^ unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Members of
graduate staff.]
114. Seminar.—Current literature relating to various phases of milk production. I and
II, (1/2 unit). Professors Gaines, Yapp, and Nevens.
ECONOMICS
Professors: Hunter (Head of the Department), Kinley (Emeritus),
Robinson (Emeritus), Bogart (Emeritus), Thompson, Litman, Lee,
Nelson (Visiting).
Associate Professors: Gray', Locklin, Brown, Dickinson, Neiswanger,
Whittaker.^
Assistant Professors: Allen, Green,* Nolen, Blodgett, Kemmerer,
McNatt, Robb, Beights.'
Associates: Hoover, Haworth, Van Arsdell, Weston.
Instructors: Underhill, Ruggles, Hibbs. Shilland,' Ballaine.
Assistants: Giffin, Carr, Pritchard, Andron, Krapf, Le.witt, Tray-
wick, Fischer, Knight, Poston, Tracy, Machell,' Saylor,' White.*
Cooperating: Professor F. A. Russell, Dr. M. J. Mandeville.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Dr. C. M. Elliott,
Mr. J. D. Morgan.
Major: For students in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, 20 hours made
up of Economics 1 and any other courses in economics for which it is a prerequisite.
Minors: 20 hours in any one or two of the following subjects: geography, geology,
history, mathematics, philosophy, political science, psychology, and sociology. At least
eight hours must be taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
Economics 22 and 27 are open only to freshmen, without previous requirement.
Economics 1 is the fundamental course in economics and is prerequisite for most
of the advanced courses. Students expecting to do advanced work in economics
should take Economics 1 in their sophomore year.
•On leave of absence second semester. ^First semester. 'Second semester.
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Economics 2, though open to all students who have had one year o£ University
work, is primarily for students in the Colleges of Agriculture and Engineering and in
courses in home economics, chemistry, and other sciences. It may not be used as a
prerequisite for advanced courses in economics except as indicated.
The courses in economics may be grouped in several rather distinct fields in which
students may find it profitable to concentrate in their junior and senior years. The
following fields are suggested: economic theory, history, and statistics; public
and private finance, including insurance; labor; foreign trade; public utilities and
transportation.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Principles of Economics.—Value, price, money, exchange, distribution, consump-
tion, and other fundamental concepts. S, I, and II, (5). Prerequisite: One year
of university work. Professor Hunter and others; (S, Dr. Elliott, Mr. Carr).
2. Elements of Economics.—A briefer presentation of the matter covered in Eco-
nomics 1. For non-commerce students. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: One year
of university work. Assistant Professor Blodgett and others.
22. Economic History of the United States.—Explorations and settlements; coloniza-
tion
;
growth of industry, agriculture, commerce, transportation, and labor. Open
to freshmen only. I, (3). Assistant Professor Kemmerer and others.
27. Introduction to Business.—Survey of principles and practices, from the point of
view of the business manager. Open to freshmen and to others with consent
of head of department. II, (3). Professor Russell and others.
70. Elements of Statistics.—Alethods of collection, presentation, and interpretation
of quantitative economic data ; averages, dispersion, index numbers, time series
analysis, and simple correlation. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics
1 or 2; sophomore standing. Associate Professor Neiswanger and others.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
90a-90b. Senior Thesis.—Candidates for graduation with honors may, and candidates
for graduation with high honors with thesis must, present an acceptable thesis
or take a comprehensive examination, as part of the requirement. I and II,
(2 to 4). Associate Professor Brown and others.
91a-91b. Independent Study.—Seniors registered in the College of Commerce and
Business Administration who were awarded either class or college honors in
their junior year may do independent study for a total of not more than ten
semester hours in this department or sixteen semester hours if d'vided be-
tween this department and any other department. I and II, (3 to 5). Assistant
Professor Blodgett and others.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3. Prinoples of Money, Credit, and Banking.—S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Economics 1 or 2. Professor Nolen and others; (S, Mr. Hibbs, Mr. Morgan).
5. Financial History of the United States.—I, (3). Prerequisite : Economics 1 or
2; junior standing. Assistant Professor Nolen and others.
6. Principles and Practices of Investment Banking.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Eco-
nomics 3; junior standing. Professor Lee.
8. Money, Prices, and Foreign Exchanges.—International payments ; seasonal de-
mands for money; rates of discount; stock and produce exchanges. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Economics 3; junior standing. Assistant Professor Nolen.
9. Comparative Banking Systems and Practices.—Banking practice in the United
States. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 3; junior standing. Professor
Lee.
10. Corporation Finance and Management.—Corporations, their promotion and
organization ; capital and capitalization ; working capital and income administra-
tion; operating and dividend policy; expansion, reorganization, and consolida-
tion. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1; Accountancy la and lb;
junior standing. Assistant Professor Green and others.
11. Industrial Consolidation.—Growth of monopoly; monopoly prices and methods;
effect of trusts on prices, wages, interest, and profits of monopolies ; control of
trusts. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 10. Associate Professor Brown
and others.
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15. Economics of Consumption.—Economic theory as applied to consumption; analysis
of consumer problems ; relation of consumption to the social order. I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Dr. Weston.
19. Economic Development of the United States, 1820-1860.—I, (3). Prerequisite:
Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Assistant Professor Kemmerer.
20. Economic Development of the United States since 1860.— II, (3). Prerequisite:
Economics 1 or 2 ; junior standing. Assistant Professor Kemmerer.
23. Current Economic Problems.—Survey of socio-economic problems confronting
American societ}' today. Not open to any commerce students or liberal arts and
science students whose major is in economics. S and I, (3). Prerequisite:
Economics 1 or 2 ; junior standing. Professor Lee.
24. Economic Development of Modern Europe.—From 1750 to the present. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. ]\Ir. White.
25. Economic History of England.—Survey of development from the earliest times.
I, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Associate Professor
Whittaker.
29. Foreign Commerce and Commercial Policies.—International trade relations and
attempts to solve them ; changes in theories and in policies ; customs tarififs,
commercial treaties, export trade. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2;
junior standing. Mr. Hibbs.
30. World AIarkets.—Chief markets of the world, with special reference to the
United States; materials of commerce. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics
1 or 2; junior standing. Professor Litman.
31. Organization of International Commerce.—Exporting and importing; foreign
trade-promoting institutions; financing shipments. I, (3). Prerequisite: Eco-
nomics 1 or 2 ; junior standing. Professor Litman; (S, Mr. Morgan).
35. Corporation Finance.—For non-commerce students. Organization, financing, capi-
talization, and management of corporations ; financial plans
;
problems of work-
ing capital and income administration; expansion and refinancing. I, (3). Pre-
requisite: Economics 1 or 2. Dr. Van Arsdell.
36. Investments.—Nature of saving, investment, and speculation; forms of invest-
ment; institutions for facilitating investment. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics
10 ; senior standing. Associate Professor Brown and others.
39. Economics of Social Security.—A critical analysis of the economic background
for the diflferent types of social security. I, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or
2; junior standing. Assistant Professor McNatt.
40. Laeoi. and the Law.—A critical analysis of the status of labor before the law. II,
(3). Prerequisite: Economics 41. Assistant Professor McNatt.
41. Introduction to Labor Problems.—Economic, legal, and social position of the
wage-earner; risks and uncertainties of the worker; problems involved in mar-
keting his labor. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior
standing. Assistant Professor McNatt and others.
[42. Tr.^de Unionism.—History, purposes, problems, and activities of labor movements
in the United States and Great Britain as expressed in trade unionism, political
action, and cooperation. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 41; junior standing.
Not given in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor McNatt.]
43. Personnel Administration.—The manager and the problems of labor adminis-
tration; job analysis; labor turnover; selection, training, promotion, transfer,
and dismissal of workers; wage systems and financial incentives; industrial ac-
cidents; employee representation plans; collective bargaining and recent legis-
lation. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Assist-
ant Professor Robb, Dr. Underbill.
44. Comparative Economic Systems.—Economics of capitalism, socialism, communism,
and fascism. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior standing.
Assistant Professor Blodgett.
51. Public Finance.—Public expenditures, financial administration, taxation, public
debts. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Assistant
Professor Allen, Dr. Ruggles.
52. State and Local Finances of Illinois.—Major problems of the present system
of state and local taxation. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior
standing. Assistant Professor Allen.
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54. Economics of Insurance.—An analysis of the economic principles which underly
insurance. I, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2 ; junior standing. Associate
Professor Dickinson.
55. Life Insurance.—Historical development and economic aspects, with special refer-
ence to life insurance. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 54; junior standing.
Associate Professor Dickinson.
56. Property Insurance.—Fire, marine, title, and credit insurance; corporate surety-
ship; technical characteristics and economic etfects. II, (3). Prerequisite: Eco-
nomics 54; junior standing. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. Associate
Professor Dickinson.
61. Economic Theory.—Leading economic theories, particularly value and distribution.
I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior standing. Visiting
Professor Nelson.
65. Social Control of Business.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior
standing. Associate Professor Gray.
71. Business Statistics.—Analysis of business data through the use of statistical
methods. The normal curve and sampling; construction and use of special
purpose index numbers ; analysis of changing seasonal factors ; curvilinear trend
analysis; multiple and partial correlation, with special reference to market
analysis. I, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 70; junior standing. Dr. Haworth.
72. Business Barometrics.—Analysis of types of variation in individual industry series
and the economy as a whole ; use of various indicators of economic con-
ditions. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 70, 71. Associate Professor
Neiswanger.
81. Principles of Public Utilities.—Historical development of public utility in-
dustries: legal status; economic characteristics; production and utilization of
ser\dce; rates, services, finance, and regulation. I, (3). Prerequisite: Econom-
ics 1 or 2, and 3. Associate Professor Gray.
[82. Regulation of Public Utilities.—Legal and economic evolution of regulation
;
problems, methods, results, and effectiveness of various forms of regulation.
II, (3). Prerequisite : Economics 1 or 2, and 81. Not given in 1940-1941. Asso-
ciate Professor Gray.]
83. Public Utility Rates.—Rate structures; rates and building; general level of
rates; practical problems in rate-making. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or
2; junior standing. Associate Professor Gray.
92. Economics of Transportation.—Economic significance of transportation; develop-
ment of the transportation system ; economics of the railroad industry and of
other transportation agencies; problems of regulation. S, I, and II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Economics 1 or 2; junior standing. Associate Professor Locklin;
(S, Dr. Haworth).
93. Industrial Traffic Management.—Shipper-carrier relations. For students who
will come into contact with railroads as shippers or receivers of freight, and
those intending to enter the traffic department of railroads. I, (3). Prerequi-
site: Economics 92 or registration therein. Associate Professor Locklin.
94. Ocean Shipping.—Ocean transportation; ports and terminals. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Economics 92. Professor Litman.
96. Current Transportation Problems.—Intensive study of a limited number of
transportation problems of current interest. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics
92. Associate Professor Locklin.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students who wish to make economics their major subject for an advanced
degree must have had at least 27 hours of undergraduate work in social science,
15 of v.'hich must have been in economics; the work in economics must include a
course in principles of economics, a course in statistics, and other courses for which
the course in principles is a prerequisite. Students in other departments who wish
to take a minor in economics must have had at least twelve hours in social science,
eight hours of which must have been in economics, consisting of a course in principles
of economics and other courses for which the course in principles is a prerequisite.
Students who cannot meet these requirements may register for graduate work but,
unless specially exempted for reasons satisfactory to the adviser in charge, must
remove any deficiencies during the first year of residence by taking prescribed courses
without graduate credit.
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A first-j'ear student whose major is economics must take either Economics
101 or 103 throughout the year. If a minor is taken outside the department, two
units of work will ordinarily be required. Undergraduate courses that are approved
for graduate credit may be taken in lieu of graduate courses but not to exceed a
total cedit of two units.
A student who wishes to become a candidate for the Ph.D. degree with a major
in economics must pass a preliminary examination showing: (1) a detailed knowledge
of economic theory and its history; (2) a detailed knowledge of certain special fields
of economics or allied fields, the number and selection of which is to be determined
by the adviser in consultation with the student; and (3) a general acquaintance with
the subject matter and bibliography of other branches of economics. If a student
offers work in some related field outside the department he will be expected to
satisfy the examiners as to his proficiency in that subject.
A student who chooses economics as a minor for the Ph.D. degree must take at
least two units of work in this department.
101. Economic Theory.—For students whose minor is economics and other students
who have had only the minimum preparation required for graduate study in
economics. S, I, and II, (i unit). Associate Professor Brown, Assistant Pro-
fessor Blodgett.
102. Monetary Theory ant) History.—I and II, (i unit). Assistant Professor Nolen.
103. Economic Theory.—For students whose major is economics and others who have
had a thorough training in economics. I and II, (1 unit). Associate Professor
Whittaker, Assistant Professor Blodgett.
104a. Theories and Policies of International Commerce.—Foreign trade phenomena;
commercial policies of industrial nations. I, (1 unit). Professor Litman.
104b. Organization of International Trade.—Problems confronting exporters and
importers. II, (1 unit). Professor Litman.
105. PuBUC Finance.—Public expenditures, revenues, indebtedness ; administration
of public funds. I and II, (1 unit). Professor Hxinter.
109. Theory and Practice of Central Banks.—S, I, and II, (1 imit). Professor Lee.
110. Corporation Finance.—Problems of organization and capitalization; financial
plans ; working capital and operating policy ; expansion, reconstruction, and
consolidation. I and II, (1 unit). Assistant Professors Green and Beights.
112. Labor Economics.—Economic, social, and legal implications of wages and wage
theories; hours-of-work problems; unemployment problems; theory and practice
of collective bargaining; laws of labor relations and social insurance. S, I, and
II, (1 unit). Assistant Professor McNatt.
118. Seminar.—Required of all graduate students writing theses in economics; optional
for other students. S, I, and II, (V2 to 4 units).
(a) Third-Year Seminar.—Professor Litman.
(b) First-Year Seminar.—Associate Professor Brown.
120. History of Economic Thought.—Evolution of economic thought from early times
to the present. I and II, (1 unit). Professor Litman, Associate Professor
Whittaker.
122. Economic History of the United States.—S, I, and II, (1 unit). Assistant
Professor Kemmerer.
[123. Industrial and Financial Organization of Society.—Evolution of industrial
society
;
place of banks and other financial institutions in the modern economic
order. I and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Lee.]
124. International Economics and Finance.—I, (1 unit). Assistant Professor Allen.
[S127. Contemporary Economic Problems and Literature.—Economic life in relation
to the problem of education. S, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Associate
Professor Whittaker.]
136. Investments.—I and II, (1 unit). Associate Professor Brown.
[140. Comparative Economic Systems.—Capitalism, socialism, communism, and fascism
in the light of economic theorj-. S, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Assistant
Professor Blodgett.]
[144. Theory and Measurement of Bustn-ess Cycles.—I and II, (1 unit). Not given
in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Dickinson.]
165. Social Control of Business.—S, (1 unit). Associate Professor Gray.
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170. Economic Statistics.—Analysis o£ the frequency distribution, the normal curve,
and the Pearsonian family of curves, sampling and variance analysis, the theory
of index numbers, time series analysis and correlation, the method of statistical
induction. S, I, and II, (i unit). Associate Professor Neiswanger.
180. Economics of Public Utilities.—Economic problems of public utilities man-
agement, finance, regulation, and ov^nership. I and II, (i unit). Associate Pro-
fessor Gray.
192. Economics of Transportation.—Economic significance of transportation ; charac-
teristics of the railroad industry and problems arising therefrom; regulation of
transportation agencies. I and II, (1 unit). Associate Professor Locklin.
EDUCATION
(Including Agricultural and Industrial Education)
Professors: Benner (Dean), Monroe, Clement, Seybolt, Mays, Griffith,
Reeder, Hamlin, Weber.
Associate Professors: Nolan, Odell, Smith, Potthoff, Dodge, Browne.
Assistant Professors: Johnston,^ Dolch, Reagan, Jackson, Sanford,
Habberton, Barker,^ Finch, Kauffman, Harnish, Humble, Lawson,
McHarry, Williams, A. W. Anderson, Lambert.
Associates: Robinson, Braucher (Emeritus), Blair, Kitchell, Schultz.
Instructors: Rucker, Kettelkamp, Dickie, Astell, Hagan, Hartley,
Bradford, Cannon, Klautsch, Kounin, Weiss, Fuzak.
Teachers in University High School: Howd (Assistant Principal), Wilson,
Changnon, Alstrom, Terry, Engstrom, Marshall, Hess, Dilworth,
Cameron, Skinner, Stortz, Warrick, Katra, Lemon, Zickgraf.
Cooperating: Professors C. E. Palmer, T. V. Smith,' G. B. Weisiger,
and F. W. Znaniecki, Dr. R. P. Larsen.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Visiting Professors
F. E. Baker, Lee Byrne, Marion C. Carswell, E. V. Hollis, W. C.
Hoppes, a. W. Hurd, Ruth T. Lehman, Roscoe Pulliam, and R. F.
Street; Mr. M. R. Goodson, Mr. J. F. Karber, Mr. E. J. Simon, Dr.
H. F. Wright, Mr. M. W. Barnes, Miss A. Maurine Bloomster.
Introductory Course
25. Educational Psychology.—S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Psychology 1 and a
psychological test. Assistant Professors Dolch and Barker, Dr. Bradford, Dr.
KouNiN, Dr. Blair, Mr. Klautsch.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
2. History of Education.—A general survey. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior
standing. Professor Seybolt; (S, Visiting Professor Hollis).
5. Comparative Education.—I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Assistant
Professors Johnston and Anderson.
6. Principles of Secondary Education.—S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Education
25. Professor Clement, Associate Professor Odell, Assistant Professors An-
derson, Finch, and Williams, Mr. Klautsch.
10. Technic of Teaching.—S, I, and II, (3). Students concurrently registered in
Educational Practice 8, 11, 11a, 15, 27, 29, or 32 receive four hours credit. Pre-
requisite: Education 6. Assistant Professors Reagan, Jackson, Kaxjffman,
Habberton, McHarry, Lawson, and Harnish, Mr. Schultz, Dr. Hartley,
Mrs. Hagan, Miss Dickie, Mr. Kettelkamp, Mr. Alstrom.
S22. Visual and Auditory Instructional Aids.—S, (2). Prerequisite: Senior stand-
ing and experience in teaching, or consent of instructor. Mr. Astell.
558. Methods of Teaching the Distributive Occupations.—S, (3). Associate Pro-
fessor Dodge.
559. Organizing the Program in Distributive Occupations.—S, (3). Mr. Simon.
^On leave of absence first semester. 'Second semester.
'On leave of absence from November 11, 1940, to February 1, 1941.
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65. Psychological Methods Applied to Remedial Reading.—II, (3). Dr. Larsen.
91. Special Problems of Education in Rural Communities.—Same as Agricultural
Education 91. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing; at least five hours
in education. Associate Professor Nolan.
99a-99b. Thesis.—S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Dean Benner and
others.
Courses in Educational Practice
The following courses in practice teaching are given in both semesters and are open
to seniors in the University v^^ho have credit for Education 6. A scholastic average
of 3.5 is required for admission to these courses.
1. Physical Education for Men.— (2 to 4).
2. Physical Education for Men.— (2 to 4).
3. Physical Education for Women.— (3).
4. Physical Education for Women.— (3).
5. Agricultural Education.— (3 to 5).
6. Biology.— (5).
7. Chemistry.— (5).
8. Civics.— (5).
9. Drawing, Art.— (5).
10. Drawing, Mechanical.— (5).
11. English.— (5). 11a. Speech.— (5).
12. French.— (5).
13. General Science.— (5).
14. Home Economics Education.— (5).
15. History.— (5).
16. Industrial Education.— (5).
17. Latin.— (5).
19. m.-\thematics.— (5).
20. Music— (2 to 5).
21. Physics.— (5).
23. Spanish.— (5).
24. Stenography and
Typewriting.— (5).
25. Elementary Education.-
26. Bookkeeping.— (5).
27. Economics.— (5).
28. German.— (5).
29. Geography.— (5).
30. Physiography.— (5).
31. Physiology.— (5).
32. Sociology.— (5).
-(5).
Related Courses in the Teaching of Special Subjects
The following courses given by departments not in the College of Education may be
presented as meeting in part the requirements for the twenty hours in education for
graduation, for the fifteen hours in education for the State High School Certificate,
or for the hours in education necessary as a qualification for teachers in the North
Central Association accredited schools.
Art 10a.— (3).
Art 10b.— (3).
Art SIO.— (2).
Botany 36.— (2).
B.O.p. 12a-12b. Type-
writing.— (0).
B.0.0. 13a-13b. Short-
hand.— (0).
Chemistry 94b.— (3).
English 41.— (2).
English 42.— (2).
French 25.— (3).
Geography S9.— (2).
German 25.— (2).
History 18.— (2).
Home Economics 11.— (3).
Home Economics 56.— (2).
Tournalism 47.— (3).
Latin 9.— (2).
Mathematics 35.— (3).
Music 25a.— (2).
Music 25b.— (2).
Music 25c.— (1).
Music 26a.— (2).
Music 26b.— (2).
Physical Education 71.— (2).
P.E. for Men 18.— (3).
P.E. for Men 73.— (3).
P.E. for Men 74.— (3).
P.E. for Women 95a.— (4).
P.E. for Women 95b.— (4).
Psycholog>' 16.— (3).
Psychology 21.— (3).
Spanish 25.— (3).
Speech 12.— (2).
Zoology 36.— (2).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
(2). Prerequisite: Senior standing, or
Education 25. Associate Pro-
11. Ancient and ^Iedieval Education.—II,
Education 2 or 30. Professor Seybolt.
18. Educational AIeasurements.—I, (3). Prerequisite
:
fessor Odell.
30. History of American Education.—S and I, (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing,
or Education 2 or 11. Professor Seybolt; (S, Visiting Professor Hollis, As-
sistant Professor Sanford).
41. Principles of Vocational Education.—Same as Industrial Education 41. S, I, and
II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Professor Mays; (S, Associate Pro-
fessor Dodge).
42. Education of Handicapped Children.—II, (2). Prerequisite: Education 25;
senior standing. Assistant Professor Dolch.
43. Mental Tests.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Education 25. Associate Professor Odell.
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[45. Genetic Psychology for Teachers.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Education 25; senior
standing. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Griffith.]
S46. Recent Developments in the Teaching of Elementary School Subjects.—S,
(3). Prerequisite: Education 25. Assistant Professor Dolch; (S, Miss Cars-
well).
47. Development of Teaching Units for the Elementary School.—S and I, (3).
Prerequisite: Education 25; junior standing. Assistant Professor Dolch; (S,
Miss Carswell).
S50. Child Psychology.—Same as Psychology S16. S, (2). Prerequisite : Psycholog>'
I, or Education 25 and junior standing, or consent of instructor. Dr. Kounin.
[52. Part-Time and Evening Schools.—Same as Industrial Education 52. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor May.s.]
53. Problems of Industrial Education.—Same as Industrial Education 53. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Junior standing, or consent of instructor. Professor Mays.
55. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—Same as Industrial Education 55. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Professor Mays.
560. Curriculum Problems and Trends in High School English.—S, (1 unit). As-
sistant Professor McHarry.
561. Curriculum Problems and Trends in High School Social Studies.—S, (1 unit).
Assistant Professor Habberton.
562. Curriculum Problems and Trends in High School Science.—S, (1 unit).
Visiting Professor Hurd.
64. Child Development and Problems of Education.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Junior
standing; Education 25 or Psychology 1. Assistant Professor Baricer, Dr.
Kounin.
66. Sociology of Education.—Same as Sociology 80. II, (3). Prerequisite: Sociology
1 ; junior standing. Visiting Professor Znaniecki.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—In addition to complying with the general rules of the Graduate School,
candidates for the degree of Master of Arts or Master of Science must meet the fol-
lowing requirements: (1) Education 125 is required of all students; (2) Education
11 or 30 is required of students who have not taken a course in the history of educa-
tion; (3) Education 6 or the equivalent is prerequisite to all graduate courses.
Programs leading to the professional degrees of Master of Education (Ed.M.)
and Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) will be offered in the 1941 summer session and
thereafter.
A minimum of two years of approved professional experience and the completion
of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts or Master of Science, or the
equivalent, is required for admission to the curriculum leading to the degree of
Master of Education. In addition, the candidate must be recommended by the college
committee on admission of graduate students in education as showing promise of
superior professional competence. One year of graduate study (8 units) is required
for the degree.
The requirements for the degree of Doctor of Education include (1) graduate
residence equivalent to two full years beyond the degree of Master of Arts or Master
of Science (one full year beyond the degree of Master of Education), and (2) a
field study or other type of professional investigation. In a typical case the candidate
who is employed in professional work during the school year will devote a minimum
of three summer sessions and two academic years to the field study or the pro-
fessional investigation.
101. Philosophy of Education.—Philosophical basis of educational theory. S, I, and
II, {1 unit). Associate Professor Browne, Visiting Professor T. V. Smith;
(S, Visiting Professor Byrne).
[102. Research in History of Education.—I and II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.
Professor Seybolt.]
S103. School Law.—Constitutional and statutory basis of public school administration;
investigation and reports on problems pertaining to the school law of Illinois.
S, (i unit). Professor Weisiger, Mr. Karber.
104. Educational Administration.—S, I, and II, (i unit). Professor Weber.
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105. Elementary School Organization and Administration.—S and II, (1 unit).
Professor Reeder.
106. Organization of Jltnior and Senior High Schools.—S and I, (i unit). Pro-
fessor Clement; (S, Assistant Professor Sanford).
[S107. Public School Building.—S, (1 unit). Not given in 1940. Professor Palmer.]
S108. Professional Education of Teachers.—S, (i unit). Visiting Professors Baker
and PuLLiAM.
109. Psychology of Adolescence for Teachers.—S and II, (1 unit). Assistant Pro-
fessor Barker; (S, Dr. Kounin).
110. Recent Research in the Teaching of High School Subjects.—I and II, (i unit).
Professor Monroe.
5113. Organization and Supervision of Student Teaching.—S, (1 unit). Visiting
Professors Baker and Pulliam.
5114. Curriculum Problems and Trends in PIome Economics Education.—S, (1 unit).
Visiting Professor Lehman.
115. Education and the Problems of Personality.—S, I, and II, (1 unit). Professor
Griffith; (S, Mr. Barnes).
S116. Seminar in Home Economics Education.—S, (1 tmit). Visiting Professor
Lehman.
119. Trends and Techniques in Curriculum Making.—S and I, (1 unit). Associate
Professor Smith; (S, Visiting Professor Street).
120. Supervision of Junior and Senior High Schools.—S and II, (1 unit). Pre-
requisite: Education 106. Professor Clement; (S, Mr. Goodson).
121. Educational Measurements.—II, (i unit). Associate Professor Odell.
122. Educational and Vocational Guidance.—S, I, and II, (i unit). Assistant Pro-
fessor Finch.
123. Educational Statistics.—S and I, (i unit). Associate Professor Odell; (S,
Visiting Professor Hurd).
124. Techniques in Educational Research.—S, I, and II, (i unit). Professor
iMONROE.
125. Advanced Educational Psychology.—S, I, and II, (i unit). Professor Griffith,
Associate Professor Potthoff; (S, Assistant Professors Reagan and Finch, Dr.
Blair, Dr. Wright).
128. The Junior High School.—I, (i unit). Professor Clement.
[129. The Junior College.—II, (i unit). Prerequisite: Three units of graduate work
in education. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Clement.]
131. Textbooks and Other Materials of Instruction in Secondary Schools.—S and
II, {1 unit). Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Professor Clement.
[132. Diagnostic and Remedial Work in Arithmetic.—I, {1 unit). Not given in
1940-1941.]
[133. Problems of Instruction and Supervision in Secondary Education.—I, (1
unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor Sanford and others.]
134. Teaching and Supervision of Reading and the Language Arts in the Ele-
mentary School.—S and I, (1 unit). Professor Reeder; (S, Visiting Professor
HOPPES).
135. Teaching and Supervision of the Social Studies in the Elementary School.—
S and I, (i unit). Professor Reeder.
136. Diagnostic and Remedial Programs of the School.-—S, I, and II, (1 unit).
Assistant Professor Dolch, Dr. Blair; (S, Visiting Professor Hoppes).
139. Seminar in Curriculum Problems.—S and II, (1 tmit). Associate Professor
Smith; (S, Visiting Professor Street).
[145. Genetic Psychology for Teachers.—II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Pro-
fessor Griffith.]
[147. Psychology of Elementary School Subjects.—I, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-
1941. Assistant Professor Dolch.]
148. Psychology of Secondary School Subjects.—S and II, (i unit). Associate Pro-
fessor Potthoff.
150. Thesis.-—S, I, and II, (Yz to 2 units). Dean Benner and others.
170. Public School Finance and Business Administration.—S and II, (1 unit). Pre-
requisite: Education 104 or 106. Professor Weber.
S175. The High School Program of Agricultural Education.—S, (^ unit). Pro-
fessor Hamlin.
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S176. Part-Time and Evening Classes in Agricultural Education.—S, OA unit).
Professor Hamlin.
[S177. Planning and Evaluating Community Programs of Agricultural Educa-
tion.—For agricultural teachers, teacher-trainers, and supervisors and school
administrators. S, (^ unit). Not given in 1940. Professor Hamlin.]
SI 78. Seminar in Agricultural Education.—S, (I/2 unit). Prerequisite: Education
175, 176, and 177, or consent of instructor. Professor Hamlin.
180. Seminar in Elementary Education.—S and H, (1 unit). Prerequisite : Consent
of instructor. Professor Reeder.
184. Seminar in School Administration.—II, (i unit). Prerequisite: Three units of
graduate work in education, including Education 104 or 106 ; consent of
instructor. Professor Weber.
185. Seminar in Educational Psychology.—I and II, (1 unit). Prerequisite: Educa-
tion 125; consent of instructor. Professor Griffith, Assistant Professors
Barker, Finch, and Dolch, Dr. Blair.
S186. Seminar in Secondary Education.—S, (1 unit). Prerequisite: Two units of
graduate work; consent of instructor. Professor Clement, Assistant Professor
Sanford.
187. Seminar in Industrial Education and Guidance.—S and \, {Yi to 1 unit).
Professor Mays.
188. Analysis and Organization of Subject Matter in Industrial Education.—
S and II, (i unit). Professor Mays.
189. Administration and Supervision of Industrial Education.—S, (i unit). Pro-
fessor Mays.
190. Research in Education.—S, I, and II, {Vz to 1 unit). Prerequisite : Three units
of graduate work in education. Students who wish to register in this course are
required to present in writing a proposal describing the research project which
they wish to undertake. This proposal, when approved by the faculty member
under whose direction the research is to be done, is then submitted to the dean
of the college for his approval. Registration is not complete until the approval
of the dean has been secured. Dean Benner and others.
192. The American Coli.ege.—II, (i unit). Dean Benner.
[S193. Public Relations of the Schools.—S, (i unit). Not given in 1940. Dezin
Benner.]
For E.rtramural Courses in Education, see page 385.
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Introduction to Agricultural Education.—I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Sopho-
more standing in the College of Agriculture. Associate Professor Nolan.
50. Practice Teaching in Agriculture.—Same as Educational Practice 5. I and II,
(5). Prerequisite: Education 25; senior standing; concurrent registration in
Agricultural Education 51. Professor Hamlin, Mr. Weiss, and others.
51. Programs and Procedures in Agricultural Education.—Equivalent to Education
10. Required of vocational teachers. I and II, (5). Prerequisite: Education 6;
Agricultural Education 1 ; senior standing. Professor Hamlin, Mr. Weiss.
91. Special Problems of Education in Rural Communities.—Same as Education 91.
I and II, (2). Prerequisite : Junior standing; at least five hours in education.
Associate Professor Nolan.
For Graduate Courses in Agricultural Education, see Education S175, S176, S177, S178.
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Industrial Arts.—First course in woodworking. II, (4). Seniors receive only
three hours credit. Assistant Professor Humble, Mr. Fuzak.
2. Industrial Arts.—Advanced woodworking. I, (4). Assistant Professor Humble,
Mr. Fuzak.
3. Industrial Arts.—General shop work. I, (4). Seniors receive only three hours
credit. Assistant Professor Humble, Mr. Fuzak.
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4. Industrial Arts.—Advanced shop work. II, (4). Assistant Professor Humble, Mr.
FUZAK.
57. Trade and Industrial Shop Instruction.—II, (3). Professor Mays.
62. History and Organization of Industrial Arts.— I, (3). Professor Mays.
Related Courses in Special Subjects
The following courses given by departments not in the College of Education may be
presented as meeting in part the requirements for the 25 hours in Industrial Education.
General Engineering Drawing 1.— (4). Journalism 4.— (3).
General Engineering Drawing 2.— (4). Mechanical Engineering 85.— (3).
General Engineering Drawing 4.— (4). Mechanical Engineering 87.— (3).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
41. Principles of Vocational Education.—Same as Education 41. S, I, and II, (3).
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Professor Mays; (S, Associate Professor
Dodge).
[52. Part-Time and Evening Schools.—Same as Education 52. I, (3). Prerequisite
:
Junior standing. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Mays.]
53. Problems of Industrial Education.—Same as Education 53. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Junior standing, or consent of instructor. Professor Mays.
55. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—Same as Education 55. II, (3). Prerequisite:
Senior standing. Professor Mays.
Extramural Courses
E41. Survey of Vocational Education.—Same as Industrial Education 41. I and II,
(1 to 3). Associate Professor Dodge.
E52. Teaching Related Trade Subjects.—Same as Industrial Education 52. I and II,
(1 to 3). Associate Professor Dodge.
E53. Problems of Industrial Education.—Same as Industrial Education 53. I and II,
(1 to 3). Associate Professor Dodge.
E54. Problems and Methods of the Part-Time School.—I and II, (1 to 3). Asso-
ciate Professor Dodge.
E54a. Problems and Methods of the Part-Time School.—Continuation of E54. I and
II, (1 to 3). Associate Professor Dodge.
£55. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—Same as Industrial Education 55. I and II,
(1 to 3). Associate Professor Dodge.
E55a. Problems of Vocational Guidance.—Continuation of E55. I and II, (1 to 3).
Associate Professor Dodge.
E56. Teaching Shopwork.—I and II, (1 to 3). Prerequisite: Two years of trade
or industrial experience beyond the apprenticeship; completion of high school
curriculum. Associate Professor Dodge.
E56a. Teaching Shopwork.—Continuation of E56. I and II, (1 to 3). Associate
Professor Dodge.
E58. Problems in Administration and Supervision of Industrial Education.—II,
(2 to 3). Associate Professor Dodge.
For Graduate Courses in Industrial Education, see Education 187, 188, 189.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Professors: Paine (Head of the Department), Brooks (Emeritus),
Tykociner, Knight, Brown, Kraehenbuehl, Reich.
Associate Professors: Reid, Tuthill, Waldo (Emeritus), Keener.
Assistant Professors: Faucett, Archer, Skroder.
Associates: Hayward, L. L. Smith, Warren.
Instructors: Fett, Horn, Helm, Mace, Peirce, J. H. Smith.
Courses for Undergraduates
4. Direct and Alternating Current Circuits and Machines.—Fundamental prin-
ciples of electrical circuits and machines. For students in agricultural, ceramic.
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civil, and mining engineering, and ceramics. I and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Physics la, lb, 3a, 3b; Mathematics 8b or 9; registration in Electrical Engi-
neering 64. Mr. Hayward, Mr. Peirce.
5. Applications of Electrical Equipment.—Applications of electricity for industrial
uses. For students in ceramic and mining engineering. II, (2). Prerequisite:
Electrical Engineering 4, 64; registration in Electrical Engineering 65. Mr.
Hayward, Mr. Peirce.
11. Direct and Alternating Current Circuits.—Fundamental electric and magnetic
units and circuits, direct and alternating currents. For students in agricultural,
chemical, general, mechanical, and railway engineering, and industrial admin-
istration. I, (3). Prerequisite: Physics la, lb, 3a, 3b; Mathematics 8b or 9;
registration in Electrical Engineering 61. Professor Kraehenbuehl, Assistant
Professor Faucett, Mr. Hayward, Mr. L. L. Smith.
12. Direct and Alternating Current Apparatus.—Generators and motors, trans-
formers, rectifiers, and electronic devices. II, (3). Prerequisite: Electrical
Engineering 11, 61; registration in Electrical Engineering 62. Assistant Pro-
fessor Faucett, Mr. Hayward, Mr. L. L. Smith.
14. Wiring and Illumination.-—Fundamentals of commercial and industrial wiring
and illumination practice. I and II, (3). Not open to students with credit in
Electrical Engineering 90 and 92. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing, or equiva-
lent. Professor Kraehenbuehl, Mr. Horn, Mr. J. H. Smith.
25. Introduction to Circuit Analysis.—Electric and magnetic units and circuits;
graphical and mathematical treatment of periodic current circuits; special prob-
lems in alternating current networks; electrostatic circuits; wave analysis. I,
(4). Prerequisite: Physics lb, 3b; Mathematics 9; registration in Mathematics
9a or 16; registration in Electrical Engineering 75. Professor Knight, Mr. Fett.
26. Direct Current Apparatus.—Theory and characteristics of direct current ap-
paratus. II, (3). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 25; Mathematics 9a;
registration in Electrical Engineering 76. Professor Knight, Mr. Fett.
35. Alternating Current Apparatus.—Transformers and generators. I, (4). Pre-
requisite: Electrical Engineering 26, 76; registration in Electrical Engineering
85. Associate Professor Keener, Dr. Warren.
36. Alternating Current Apparatus.—Synchronous, induction, and commutator
motors ; rotary converters, distributed inductance and capacity, transient phe-
nomena. II, (4). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 35; registration in Elec-
trical Engineeering 86. Associate Professor Keener, Dr. W.\rren.
41. Transit Engineering Principles.—Railway mechanics, power systems and control.
I, (5). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 26, 76. Associate Professor
TUTHILL.
42. Transit Engineering Practice.—Electric railwaj' locomotives, cars, and auxiliary
equipment, railway electrification. II, (4). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering
41. Associate Professor Tuthill.
44. Transit Engineering Laboratory and Design.—Tests of electrical railway ma-
chinery, test cars, design of an electric rail line, selection of equipment. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 42. Associate Professor
Tuthill.
46. Tr.^lNsit Engineering.—Transportation methods and requirements. For students in
engineering departments other than Electrical. II, (3). Prerequisite: Electrical
Engineering 4, 11, or 25 and 64, 61, or 75. Associate Professor Tuthill.
48. Fundamentals of Telephone Transmission.—Fundamentals of telephone net-
works and transmission lines, loading, filters, reflections, inductive interference,
and superimposed circuits. II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in electrical
engineering, or consent of instructor. Assistant Professor Skroder, Mr. Mace.
50. Introduction to Applied Electronics.—Fundamental principles of the design, op-
eration, and application of electron devices. II, (2). Prerequisite: Electrical
Engineering 25. Professors Reich and Brown, Mr. Fett.
51. Radio Communication Apparatus.—Fundamentals of circuits of and phenomena
in radio communication apparatus. Measurement of radio frequency circuit
parameters, wave propagation, performance of transmitters and receivers. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 25, 50, or equivalent. Professors Brown
and Reich.
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52. Radio Engineering Design.—Fundamentals of design of radio transmitters, trans-
mission lines, antennas, and receivers. Laboratory measurements associated with
design. II, (3). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 51, or equivalent. Pro-
fessor Brown.
54. Vacuum Tubes and Control Devices.—Theory, characteristics, and application of
the high vacuum tubes, amplifiers, and control devices. S and I, (3). Prerequi-
site: Electrical Engineering 25, 50. Professor Reich.
55. Electrical Design.—Electromagnets and dynamos, direct and alternating; trans-
formers. I, (2). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 26 ; registration in Elec-
trical Engineering 35. Assistant Professor Archer.
56. Economical Design of Electrical Systems.—Power plants, distribution, etc. II,
(4). Prerequisite : Electrical Engineering 35. Assistant Professor Archer.
57. Electrical Energy Measurements and System Protection.—Theory and appli-
cation of power and energy measuring equipment. Protection of transmission
and distribution systems. II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in electrical
engineering, or consent of instructor. Professor Knight, Assistant Professor
Faucett.
58. Power Transmission and Distribution Circuits.—Transient behavior of lumped
constant circuits by differential equation methods and by Heavisides expansion
theorem ; development general network theorems ; steady state solution with
distributed constants; system stability analysis. I, (3). Prerequisite: Electrical
Engineering 25. Professor Knight.
59. Electron Tubes.—Theory, characteristics, and applications of glow and arc dis-
charge tubes, photocells, electronic control devices, rectifiers, oscillators, and
inverters. II, (3). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 54, or consent of
instructor. Professor Reich.
61. Direct and Alternating Current Laboratory.—Circuits. For students in agri-
cultural, chemical, general, mechanical, and railway engineering, and industrial
administration. I, (1). Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 11.
Assistant Professor Faucett, Dr. Warren, Mr. Horn, Mr. Helm, Mr. Peirce,
Mr. Mace, Mr. J. H. Smith.
62. Direct and Alternating Current Laboratory.—Machines. For students in agri-
cultural, chemical, general, mechanical, and railway engineering, and industrial
administration. II, (1). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 11, 61; registra-
tion in Electrical Engineering 12. Assistant Professor Faucett, Mr. Hayward,
Mr. Horn, Mr. Peirce, Mr. Mace, Mr. J. H. Smith.
64. Direct and Alternating Circuits and Machine Laboratory.—To accompany
Electrical Engineering 4. For students in agricultural, civil, mining, and
ceramic engineering, and ceramics. I and II, (1). Prerequisite: Registration in
Electrical Engineering 4. Professor Tuthill, Mr. Hayward, Mr. Peirce, Mr.
Mace.
65. Electrical Equipment Laboratory.—To accompany Electrical Engineering 5.
For students in mining and ceramic engineering. II, (1). Prerequisite: Regis-
tration in Electrical Engineering 5. Mr. Hayward, Mr. Peirce.
71-72. Electrical Engineering Problems.—Special problems approved by the depart-
ment, (a) Advanced Electronics
;
(b) Electric Meters, Relays, and Protective
Devices; (c) Advanced Illumination; (d) Special Investigations. I and II, (1
to 3). Prerequisite: Approval of written application to department. Members
of the department.
75. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Direct and alternating current circuits and
instruments. I, (2). Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical Engineering 25.
Assistant Professor Skroder, Mr. Helm.
76. Electrical Engineering Labor.a.tory.—Operation and testing of direct current
machines. II, (3). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 25, 75; registration in
Electrical Engineering 26. Associate Professor Keener, Assistant Professor
Skroder, Dr. Warren, Mr. Helm.
84. Vacuum Tube Laboratory.—Experimental study of the characteristics and appli-
cations of high vacuum tubes. I, (1). Prerequisite: Registration in Electrical
Engineering 54, or consent of instructor. Professor Reich, Mr. Mace.
85. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Advanced alternating current laboratory.
I, (2). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 76; registration in Electrical Engi-
neering 35. Associate Professor Reid, Dr. Warren.
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86. Electrical Engineering Laboratory.—Advanced alternating current laboratory.
II, (2). Prerequisite: Electrical Engineering 85; registration in Electrical
Engineering 36. Associate Professor Reid.
89. Electron Tube Laboratory.—Experimental study of glow and arc discharge tubes
and photocells and their applications to power control. II, (1). Prerequisite:
Registration in Electrical Engineering 59, or consent of instructor. Professor
Reich, Mr. Mace.
90. Building Lighting.—Electric lamps and other illuminants and their effective use.
I and II, (1). Not open to students with credit in Electrical Engineering 14.
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Mr. Horn.
92. Building Wiring.—Interior wiring design, underwriter's rules, distribution and
fusing. I, (1). Not open to students with credit in Electrical Engineering 14.
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Mr. Horn.
95-96. Seminar.—Papers and discussion of current engineering topics. I and II, (1).
Prerequisite: Senior standing in electrical engineering. Professor Paine.
97-98. Thesis.—First semester, preliminary reading and investigation; second semester,
completion. Continuous through I and II, (0 to 3).
99. Inspection Trip.— I, (no credit). Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—The prerequisite for graduate work in electrical engineering is the equiva-
lent of the undergraduate courses required for the degree of Bachelor of Science in
electrical engineering in the branches of the subject in which registration is desired.
Graduate students who wish to take a minor in electrical engineering must have had
differential and integral calculus, and one year's work in college physics.
101a. Graduate Seminar.—Required of all graduate students. I and II, (no credit).
101. Advanced Courses in Alternating Currents.—I and II, (Y2 io 2 units).
(a) Circuit Transients.—Professors Knight and Reich.
(b) Machine Transients.—Associate Professor Keener.
( c ) Symmetrical Components.—Professor Kraehenbuehl, Assistant Professor
Faucett.
102. Electric Waves, Oscillations, and Transients.—I and II, (Y2 to 2 units).
( a ) Theory of Energy Radiation.—Professor Brown.
(b) Principles of Television Engineering.—Professor Brown.
103. Electric Design.—I and II, (i to 3 units).
(a) Power Plant Design.—Professor Paine.
(b) Machine Design.—Professor Paine.
(c) Illumination Practice and Design.—Professor Kraehenbuehl.
104. Vacuum Tubes and Electronic Control.—I and II, (1 unit).
(a) Theoretical Electronics.—Professor Reich.
(b) Vacuum Tubes and Amplifiers.—Professor Reich.
(c) Photoelectric Cells, Gaseous Control Tubes, and Inverters.—Professor
Reich.
105. Electrical Engineering Research.—I and II, (i to 3 units). Professors Paine,
Tykociner, Knight, Reich, Brown, and Kraehenbuehl, Associate Professor
Keener, Assistant Professor Faucett.
ENGINEERING
Professors: Casberg, Crandell, Draffin, Jordan, King, Pickels, Reich,
Young.
Associates: L. L. Smith, Dell.
Instructors: Luke.
Courses for Undergraduates
Engineering Lecture.—All freshmen in the College of Engineering are required to
attend a series of weekly lectures on selected topics, conducted by Professor Jordan
and others, through both semesters, without credit.
Note:—Each of the following courses may be used as an approved or non-
technical elective in all engineering curricula.
10. Engineering Economics.—Evolution and growth of industry; basic industrial
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principles ; ownership and securities ; standardization ; valuation and deprecia-
tion; comparisons and selections of engineering projects. I and II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing in engineering. Professor King.
20. History of Engineering.—Important elements in the growth of the art and
science of engineering from ancient times to the present. Lives of some of the
men who have been leaders. Effect of engineering on social conditions of
various periods. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing in engineering.
Professor Draffin.
30. Secondary Civilian Pilot Ground Course.—Aircraft, aerodynamics, and struc-
tures; navigation; power plants, accessories, and propellers. II, (3). Prerequi-
site: Junior standing and enrollment in the Controlled Restricted Commercial
Course in the Civilian Pilot Training Program. Professor Reich, Mr. Dell, Mr.
Luke.
39. Industrial Relations.—History of the development of industry; the factory
system; manufacturers' organizations; labor organizations; works manage-
ment; wage systems; personnel problems; labor legislation. I and II, (3).
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Casberg.
40. Transportation Devei/)Pment.—Transportation systems ; history and technical
development of city transit systems, and of rail, highway, waterway, and air
transport; organization and interrelation. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Sopho-
more standing. Professors Young and Cranuell.
41. Transportation Problems.—Regulation of transportation systems, technical,
operating, and financial, by government bodies; government vs. private owner-
ship and operation; technical and economic problems of transport systems. I
and II, (3). Prerequisite: Engineering 40, or senior standing in engineering.
Professors Young and Crandell.
92. Engineering Law.—Contracts, evidence, torts, equity, real property, corporations,
agency, sales, negotiable instruments, water rights, patent rights, special assess-
ments, contract letting, general conditions. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior
standing in engineering or architecture. Professors Crandell and Pickels, Mr.
Smith.
ENGLISH
(Including Rhetoric and Speech)
Professors: Hillebrand (Head of the Department), Bernbaum, Flom
(Emeritus), Paul, Baldwin, Gr.aham, Jones, Fletcher/ Saunders,
Larsen, Parky.
Associate Professors: Landis, Weirick, Parrish, Secord, C. R. Anderson.
Assistant Professors: Rinaker, Kyle (Emerita), Templeman, Glenn,
Kelso, Goldman, Herrick, Windesheim, Swan son, Tupper, Roberts,
Harris.
Associates: Busey, Haskell,' Trelease, Nelson, Huston.
Instructors: M. Bloom, Kelley, French, Rapp, W. G. Johnson, Houtch-
ENS, DoLK, Mathews, Shattuck, D. I. Anderson, Wasserman, Mil-
ligan, Moses, Dieter,' Wilkinson, Clippinger.
Assistants: Sweney, Owen, Camp, Bruner, Morrison, Ekstrom, Fogle,
Hook, Lowry, Quinn, Reamer, Schacht,* Butler, Hosmer, Mosher,
Scott, J. L. Johnson, Ames, Andrews, Bushman, Geist, Huntress,
Kaler, Kennedy, Mc(jlothlin, Porzak, Rorabacher, Wixsom, Lewis,
Simons, Bledsoe, Moore, Feinberg, Scouffas, Bauer, Cohen, Faulk-
ner, Sandberg, Weeks, Crandell, Hill, Hochmuth, Palmer,^ Travis,
Williams, Jackson, Carr, Menning, DeClark, Chenoweth, David,
Bennett,* Hyrne, Jochums, Moss, Murray.
Cooperating: Professors W. A. Oldfather, A. W. Aron, and John Van
HoRNE, Associate Professor Arthur Hamilton, Assistant Professor
P. E. Jacob.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Visiting Professor C. F.
Harrold, Dr. D. R. Lang, Mr. Richard Moody.
'On leave of absence second semester. 'On leave of absence.
'On leave of absence first semester. 'First semester.
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Major in English
Major: 20 hours in English, excluding Rhetoric 1, 2, 10, 21, 22, English 10a, 10b,
20a, 20b, 41, 42, and courses in Speech, and including at least ten hours in English
literature, at least three hours in composition, and two courses chosen from the ad-
vanced groups in English literature.
Program of Study: The following courses are called to the special attention of
English majors: English 23, 12, 13, Rhetoric 3, English 54a, 54b, at least one period
course (e.g., English 39, 29, 27, 31, 33, or 34), at least one author course (e.g., English
25, 26, 5, 63, 52, 43, or 56), English 55a, 55b.
English majors who intend to teach in secondary schools are advised to take
English 16, and should have some training in Speech. They should consider the need
for taking English 41 and 42 (credit in these courses does not count toward the
English major, but does apply toward requirements in education), and, if they intend
to teach in a state requiring six hours of college work in American literature, for
taking English 30.
Rhetoric 3 (Exposition) is preferred over Rhetoric 4 (Narration and Description)
as a course to take in satisfying the departmental requirements in composition.
Minors: 20 hours in (a) Latin or Greek or French or German or Spanish or
Italian; or (b) in any two of those languages; or (c) in one of those languages and
philosophy; or (d) in one of those languages and history; or (e) in history and
philosophy. No language courses may be regarded as satisfying the minor require-
ments if they are excluded from the majors of the language departments (excepting
elementary courses in Greek, Latin, French 2a, Spanish 2a, and Italian 2a). At least
eight hours must be taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
Major in Speech
Major: 20 hours in Speech, including Speech 3, 6, 8, 18, and 19.
Minors: 20 hours in English, excluding English 41, 42, and Rhetoric 1, 2, 10,
21, 22, and including one course in English literature chosen from the advanced
group; or 20 hours in English (excluding the previously mentioned courses) and one
of the following subjects: economics, French, German, Greek, history, Latin, law,
philosophy, political science, psychology, or sociologj'. At least eight hours must be
taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE
Courses for Undergraduates
10a. Introduction to Literature.—Intended primarily for those who expect to do
considerable work in literature, in English or in any other language. S, I, and
II, (3). Credit is not given for English 10a in addition to English 20a-20b.
Seniors receive only two hours credit. Prerequisite: The minimum entrance
requirements in English. Professor Parry, Associate Professors Landis (in
charge), Weirick, and Secord, Assistant Professors Rinaker, Glenn, Kelso,
Goldman, Herrick, Tupper, and Harris, Dr. Busey, Dr. M. Bloom, Dr. W. G.
Johnson, Dr. Houtchens, Dr. Wasserman, Dr. Moses, Dr. Milligan ; (S, Dr.
Mathews).
10b. Introduction to Literature.—Intended primarily for those who expect to do
considerable work in literature, in English or in any other language. S, I, and
II, (3). Credit is not given for English 10b in addition to English 20a-20b.
Seniors receive only two hours credit. Prerequisite: English 10a. Professor
Parry, Associate Professors Landis (in charge), Weirick, and Secord, Assist-
ant Professors Rinaker, Templeman, Kelso, Herrick, Tupper, and Harris,
Dr. Busey, Dr. Kelley, Dr. Rapp, Dr. W. G. Johnson, Dr. Shattuck, Dr.
Moses.
12. American Literature.—S and I, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing, or
exemption from Rhetoric 2. Professor Paul; (S, Assistant Professor Glenn).
13. American Literature.—II, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing, or exemption
from Rhetoric 2. Professor Paul.
20a. Chief English Writers of the Nineteenth Century.—Nineteenth century men
of letters on religion, politics, economics, conduct, and social life. For students
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in professional and technical courses. I and il, (4). Credit is not given for
English 20a in addition to English lOa-lOb. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Professor Graham (in charge), Associate Professor Weirick, Assistant Pro-
fessors Templeman, Kelso, Tupper, and Harris, Dr. Haskell, Mrs. Trelease,
Dr. Kelley, Dr. French, Dr. Rapp, Dr. W. G. Johnson, Dr. Mathews, Dr.
HouTCHENs, Dr. DoLK, Dr. AIilligan, Dr. Moses, Dr. Geist, Mr. Clippinger.
20b. Chief English Writers before 1800.—H, (4). Credit is not given for English
20b in addition to English lOa-lOb. Prerequisite: English 20a. Professor
Graham (in charge). Assistant Professors Rinaker, Templeman, Kelso, Gold-
man, and Harris, Mrs. Trelease, Dr. Kelley, Dr. French, Dr. Rapp, Dr. W. G.
Johnson, Dr. Houtchens, Dr. Dolk, Dr. Wasserman.
23. Introduction to Shakespeare.—S, I, and H, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore
standing, or exemption from Rhetoric 2. Associate Professor Landis, Assistant
Professors Glenn and Herrick; (S, Associate Professor Weirick, Dr.
Shattuck) .
44. Contemporary Poetry.—S and H, (3). Prerequisite: Six hours of English liter-
ature, or junior standing. Associate Professor Weirick.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
Junior standing is prerequisite to all the following courses unless otherwise specified.
4. English Poetics.—Nature of poetry, history and theory of poetical forms, read-
ing of representative poems. 11, (2). Assistant Professor (jOldman.
5. Shakespeare.—H, (3). Professor Baldwin.
16. Modern English Gr.\mmar.—Definition and meaning ; the use of dictionaries,
grammars; a survey of syntax, etc. H, (3). Professor Larsen.
27. The Age of Dryden.-—A study of Dryden in relation to the writers of the later
seventeenth century and to the literary, social, and religious forces of the
period. S and H, (3). Assistant Professor Harris.
30. Tendencies in American Prose Fiction since 1870.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Con-
sent of instructor. Assistant Professor Tupper.
31. English Literature from 1688 to 1789.—I, (3). Associate Professor Secord.
33. English Liter.\ture from 1789 to 1837.—S and I, (3). Associate Professor
Landis; (S, Assistant Professor Goldman).
39. Introduction to the Literature of the Middle Ages.—Classical influences ; epic,
romance, lay, allegory, fabliau, lyric, and other types. I, (3). Professor Parry.
41. The Teaching of English Literature.—II, (2). Prerequisite: Nine hours of
English literature. Professor Paul.
42. The Teaching of English Composition.—S and I, (2). Prerequisite: Nine hours
of English composition. Professor Paul; (S, Assistant Professor Glenn).
43. Browning.—Intensive reading of the principal poems. II, (3). Professor Graham.
45. Development of the Modern Drama.—Reading and lectures. S and I, (3). Pro-
fessor Hillebrand
;
(S, Assistant Professor Herrick).
51. Great Novelists of the Eighteenth Century.—Defoe, Richardson, Fielding,
Smollett, Sterne, Goldsmith, etc. II, (3). Associate Professor Secord.
52. Great Novelists of the Nineteenth Century.^— Scott, Jane Austen, Dickens,
Thackeray, Eliot, Meredith, etc. S and I, (3). Professor Bernbaum; (S,
Assistant Professor Goldman).
56. Tennyson and His Contemporaries.— I, (3). Professor Graham.
[57. Great Foreign Novelists in Relation to the English Novel.—Goethe, Hugo,
Manzoni, Balrac, Dumas, Flaubert, Zola, Turgenev, Dostoevski, Tolstoi. I, (3).
Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Bernbaum.]
58. Motion Pictures: Their Appreciation and Their Relation to Literature.—
A comparative study of the two arts. Practice in literary criticism and in the
criticism of motion pictures. Students are required to attend designated motion-
picture performances not less than once a week. Enrollment limited to fifty
students. II, (3). Professor Bernbaum.
60a-60b. Thesis and Honors.—I and II, (credit to be arranged). Prerequisite: Senior
standing. Professor Jones, Assistant Professor Tupper, and others.
62. English Literature from 1588 to 1600.—The approach to Milton. I, (3). Pro-
fessor Fletcher.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Junior standing is prerequisite to all the following courses unless otherwise specified.
17. History of the English Language.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Professor Larsen.
25. Chaucer.—I, (3). Professor Jones.
26. Spenser.—II, (3). Professor Jones.
34. Dr. Johnson and His Circle.—I, (3). Assistant Professor Rinaker.
35. English Drama (Previous to Shakespeare).—From the beginning to 1600. I,
(3). Professor Baldwin.
36. English Drama (Exclusive of Shakespeare).—From 1600 to 1700. II, (3).
Professor Hillebrand.
[38. Development of Arthurian Romance.—The historical Arthur; Celtic influences;
Old French Romances ; the tradition in English, with special attention to Malory
and Tennyson. II, (3 or 4). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Parry.]
S4a. Introduction to Comparative Literature.—Introductory and comparative sur-
vey of the greatest Greek, Latin, Italian, Spanish, French, German, and English
authors. I, (3). Professors Oldfather, Van Horne, and Parry, Associate
Professors Hamilton and Landis.
54b. Introduction to Comparative Literature.—Survey of the greatest Spanish,
French, and German authors. II, (3). Prerequisite: English 54a. Professors
Aron and Parry, Associate Professors Hamilton and Landis, Assistant
Professor Jacob.
55a. Survey of English Literature.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing, Assist-
ant Professor Herrick.
55b. Survey of English Literature.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Pro-
fessor Parry.
[63. Poetry of Milton.—Origin, forms, artistic and ethical values; Milton's place in
English literary histor>'. II, (3). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Fletcher.]
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students who enter on graduate work with English as their major subject
are required to give evidence of their ability to write good English. They must
present the equivalent of fourteen hours of undergraduate work in English literature,
the required college work in rhetoric, and the equivalent of four semesters of college
work in Latin, or in Greek, or in French, or in German. After the first year of
graduate work a knowledge of French and German is indispensable.
Students making English their minor may be admitted to such courses as in the
judgment of the instructor in charge they are qualified to pursue.
101. Research in Special Topics.—Guidance in writing theses for advanced degrees.
S, I, and II, (i to 2 units). Professors Hillebrand, Bernbaum, Paul, Baldwin,
Graham, Jones, Fletcher, Larsen, and Parry, Associate Professors Landis,
Parrish, and Secord, Assistant Professors Rinaker, Herrick, and Goldman.
S102a. Survey of English Literature.—S, (1 unit). Associate Professor Herrick.
[S102b. Survey of English Literature (From the Restoration).—S, (1 unit). Not
given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Secord.]
107. Old Norse (Old Icelandic).-—II, (1 unit). Professor Larsen.
108. Old English (Anglo-Saxon).—I, (i unit). Professor Larsen.
109. Old English (Beowulf).—II, (1 unit). Professor Jones.
110. Old English Poetry (Caedmon and Cynewulf).—I, (1 unit). Professor Larsen.
112. Seminar in Chaucer.—I, (1 unit). Professor Jones.
[120a-120b. History and Principles of Literary Criticism.—Continuous through I
and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
125. Middle English.—Introduction to Middle English dialects with special emphasis
on the East Midland. II, (1 unit). Professor Larsen.
Sl28a. Literature of the Sixteenth Century.—S, (1 unit). Professor Baldwin.
[128a-128b. Literature of the Sixteenth Century.—Continuous through I and II,
(i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Jones.]
129a-129b. English Literature from the Norman Conquest to 1400.—Continuous
through I and II, (1 unit). Professor Jones.
130a-130b. Tragedy.—Continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Professor Hillebrand.
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135a-135b. Problems in American Literature.—First semester, American essay; sec-
ond semester, Poe and Whitman. S (135a only), and continuous through I and
II, (i unit). Professor Paul.
S137a. Prose Writers of the Nineteenth Century.—S, {1 unit). Professor Harrold.
138a-138b. The Romantic Movement.—S (138a only), and continuous through I and II,
(1 unit). Professor Bernbaum
;
(S, Professor Harrold).
140. Investigations in AIodern English Literature.—Continuous through I and II,
(i to 3 units). Professor Bernbaum.
141a-141b. Literature of the Seventeenth Century.—Continuous through I and II,
(1 unit). 141b not given in 1940-1941. Professor Fletcher.
143a-143b. Seminar in the History and Theory of Prose Fiction.—Continuous
through I and II, {1 unit). Professor Bernbaum.
145a-145b. Literature of the Eighteenth Century.—Continuous through I jmd II.
(i unit). Professor Graham.
146a-14^b. Milton.—Continuous through I and II, (i unit). 146b not given in 1940-
1941. Professor Fletcher.
147a- 147b. Shakespeare and Elizabethan Drama.—S (147a only), and continuous
through I and II, (i unit). Professor Baldwin.
[148. Seminar in Elizabethan Drama.—II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Pro-
fessor Baldwin.]
149a-149b. Development of Tudor Drama.—Continuous through I and II, (i unit).
Professor Baldwin.
151a-151b. Studies in the History of the Eighteenth Century Novel.—Continuous
through I and II, (1 unit). Associate Professor Secord.
[153. Seminar in Restoration Drama.—II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Pro-
fessor Hillebrand.]
156. Anglo-Latin Literature.—Introduction to medieval Latin language and litera-
ture. II, (i unit). Professor Parry.
[157. Seminar in Spenser.—I, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Jones.]
RHETORIC
Courses for Undergraduates
1-2. Rhetoric and Composition.—Required of freshmen in all undergraduate col-
leges who are not exempted by examination. Both given S, I, and II,
(3). These courses are not counted toward a major in English. Seniors
receive only two hours credit. Assistant Professors Roberts (in charge)
and Harris, Dr. ?^L Bloom, Dr. Kelley, Dr. Houtchens, Dr. Dolk, Dr. Wasser-
man. Dr. Shattuck, Dr. Milligan, Dr. Moses, Mrs. Sweney, Mr. Owen, Mr.
LowRY, Mr. Bruner, Mr. Camp, Miss Morrison, Mr. Ekstrom, Mr. Fogle, Mr.
Hook, Mr. Quinn, Mr. Reamer, Mr. Schacht, Mr. AIosher, Air. Butler, Miss
Hosmer, Mr. J. L. Johnson, Mr. Kennedy, Dr. Geist, Miss McGlothlin, Mr.
Andrews, Miss Rorab.^cher, Mr. Huntress, Mr. Kaler, Mr. Bushman, Mr.
Ames, Mr. Porzak, Mr. Simons, Mr. Bledsoe, Mr. Moore, Mr. Lewis, Mr.
ScouFFAS, Mr. Feinberg, Mr. Faulkner, Miss Williams, Mr. Bauer, Mrs.
Palmer, Mr. Hill, Mr. Jackson, Mr. Carr, Mr. DeClark, Mrs. Bennett, Mr.
Hyrne, Mr. Jochums, Miss Moss, Mr. Murray.
3. Exposition.—S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2; sophomore stand-
ing. Associate Professor Landis, Assistant Professors Kelso and CjOLDMAn,
Dr. Busey, Dr. French, Dr. Shattuck.
4. Narration and Description.—I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2;
sophomore standing. Assistant Professor Kelso, Dr. Busey, Dr. Haskell, Mrs.
Trelease, Dr. Rapp, Miss Rorabacher.
10. Business Letter Writing.—S, I, and II. (2). This course is not counted toward
a major in English. Prerequisite: Rhetoric 1 and 2; sophomore standing. Pro-
fessor Saunders, Associate Professor Anderson. Mr. Weeks, Mr. Travis, Mr.
Wilkinson, Mr. Menning; (S, Dr. Lang).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
Junior standing is prerequisite for all the folloiving courses unless otherwise specified.
6. Adv.«i.nced Narrative Composition.—Short-story writing. Intended for those who
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have some aptitude for literary work. I, (3). Prerequisite: Consent of
instructor. Associate Professor Weirick.
7. Advanced Narrative Composition.—II, (3). Associate Professor Weirick.
8. Advanced Composition.—Criticism, theory, and practice. Essay writing. I, (3).
Assistant Professor Tupper.
21. Advanced Business Writing.—Sales letters; circulars; bulletins, articles for
trade journals and house organs ; reports. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Rhetoric
10 with "A" or "B" standing. Professor Saunders.
22. Special Types of Business Writing.—Business reports and articles for business
magazines. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 10. Associate Professor
Anderson.
[46. Dramatic Composition.— II, (3). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Hillebrand.]
SPEECH
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Principles of Effective Speaking.—Speech composition, delivery, how to hold the
attention and interest of the audience. Short expository and argumentative talks
on selected topics. S, (2) ; I and II, (3). Prerequisite : Rhetoric 1 and 2. Mr.
Chenoweth, Miss Anderson, Mr. Scott, Miss Wixsom, Mr. Crandell, Miss
HocHMUTH, Mr. Sandberg, Mr. Cohen, Mr. David; (S, Dr. Dieter).
2. Business and Professional Speaking.—Persuasion, composition, and delivery of
common types of business and semi-public addresses. I and II, (2). Prerequi-
site: Speech 1. Mr. Huston, Mr. Sandberg.
3. Argumentation.—Construction of arguments, adaptation to audiences, refutation,
practice debates on topics of current interest. 1 and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Speech 1. Mr. Huston, Aliss Anderson.
10. Oral Interpretation of Liter.\ture.—Study and class presentation of readings
drawn from various sources, analysis of literature to determine its suitability
for oral presentation. S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite: Rhetoric 2. Associate
Professor Parrish, Assistant Professors Windesheim and Swanson, Dr.
Nelson, Mr. Scott, Air. Sandberg.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
4. Advanced Argumentation.—Logical theory and its application ; debate strategy
;
study of great debates; practice discussions on political and legal subjects. II,
(3). Prerequisite: Speech 3 ; junior standing. Air. Huston.
6. Persuasion.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Speech 1; junior standing. Assistant Professor
Windesheim.
7. Methods and Materials of Public Discussion.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Speech 3
or 6; junior standing. Associate Professor Parrish.
8. Fundamentals OF Acting.—S, (2); I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Speech 10; junior
standing. Assistant Professor Swanson; (S, Air. AIoody).
9. Oral Interpretation of Shakespeare.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Speech 10; junior
standing. Dr. Nelson.
11. Elements of Stagecraft.—Practice in staging and production of plays. S, (2) ;
I, (4). Prerequisite: Speech 8; junior standing. Air. Scott.
12. Teaching of Speech.—Organization of high school and college courses; methods;
debate and contest coaching; theatricals; standards of criticism. S and II, (2).
Prerequisite: Ten hours of speech. Dr. Nelson; (S, Assistant Professor
Windesheim).
16. Play Directing.—S, (2) ; II, (3). Prerequisite: Speech 8. Assistant Professor
Swanson; (S, Air. Moody).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
14a. Methods of Speech Correction.—Causes, symptoms, and treatment of speech
disorders, with clinical practice. S and I, (3). Prerequisite: Ten hours of
speech, or consent of instructor; junior standing. Dr. Nelson.
14b. Methods of Speech Correction.—S, (2) ; II, (3). Prerequisite: Speech 14a.
Dr. Nelson.
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17. x\dvanced Interpretation.—Principles of literary criticism applied to oral interpre-
tation. S, (2); II, (3). Prerequisite: Speech 10; senior standing. Associate
Professor Parrish.
18. Pronunciation.—Methods of voice improvement; the sounds of English studied
by means of the International Phonetic Alphabet. S, (2) ; I, (3). Prerequisite:
Senior standing. Associate Professor Parrish.
19. Speech Science.—Principles of physics involved in the production of speech
sounds. S, (2) ; I, (3). Prerequisite: Ten hours of speech, or consent of in-
structor; senior standing. Assistant Professor Windesheim.
20. Speech Science.—Principles of physiology involved in the production of speech
sounds. II, (3). Prerequisite: Ten hours of speech, or consent of instructor.
Assistant Professor Windesheim.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students who enter on graduate work with speech as their major must give
evidence of their ability to write good English, and must present the equivalent of
fourteen hours of undergraduate work in speech.
Students making speech their minor may be admitted to such courses as in the
judgment of the instructor in charge they are qualified to pursue.
101. Research in Special Topics.—S, and continuous through I and II, (1 unit).
Associate Professor Parrish, Assistant Professor Windesheim, Dr. Nelson.
114. Seminar in Speech Correction.—S, and continuous through I and II, (1 to 2
units). Dr. Nelson.
119. Seminar in Speech Science.—S, and continuous through I and II, (1 to 2 units).
Assistant Professor Windesheim.
121a-121b. The History of Rhetorical Theory.—S (121a only), and continuous
through I and II, (1 unit). Associate Professor Parrish.
ENTOMOLOGY
Professors: Metcalf (Head of the Department), Hayes.
Associate Professors: Balduf. Instructors: Kearns.
Assistant Professors: Milum. Assistants: Traub, Delaplane.'
Note:—Entomology 1 is open to freshmen, and 2 and 31 to sophomores, without
prerequisites. Either 1, or both 2 and 9, are prerequisite to all other courses in the
department. Recommended sequences of courses are 1, 8, 20, and 31, for those
desiring strictly practical or economic work; 2, 9, and 21, for those interested in the
cultural or biological values of insect study. For students whose major is entomology,
a desirable, though not required, sequence is: Entomology 1, 9, 7, 3, 4, 8, 10, 20, 21.
Major: 20 hours in entomology, excluding Entomology 1, 2, and 31. At least five
hours must be taken from the advanced group.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following subjects, with not less
than eight hours in each subject if two are chosen: agronomy, botany, chemistry,
horticulture, physiology, and zoology.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Destructive and Useful Insects.—Habits, life-histories, structure, physiology, and
classification of insects. Recognition and control of important pests of orchard,
garden, and field crops, the household, domestic animals, and man. S, I, and II,
(3). Seniors receive only two hours credit. Professors Metcalf and Hayes,
Associate Professor Balduf, Assistant Professor Milum, Dr. Kearns, and
assistants.
2. Insects: Their Life and Importance to Man.—Non-technical, cultural course of
readings and illustrated lectures, with exhibits. Classes of insects, their manner
of life and development, feeding and nesting; how they protect themselves;
their relation to animals and flowers; disease transmission; injuries and
benefits; recognition, eradication, and control. I and II, (2). Prerequisite:
'Second semester.
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Sophomore standing. Not open to students who have credit in Entomologj' 1.
Associate Professor Balduf.
[3. Classification of Insects (Orders with Gradual Metamorphosis) and Prin-
ciples OF Systematic Entomology.—Lectures, discussions, and laboratory. II,
(5). Prerequisite: Entomology 9, or equivalent; sophomore standing. Given in
alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Balduf.]
4. Classification of Insects (Orders v^^ith Complete Metamorphosis).—Lectures,
discussions, and laboratory. II, (5). Prerequisite: Entomology 9, or equivalent;
sophomore standing. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. Associate Pro-
fessor Balduf.
7a. Insect Morphology.—Comparative external morphologj', derivation of types of
structures, terminology, identification of parts. I, (5). Prerequisite: Entomology
1 or 9; sophomore standing. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. Pro-
fessor Hayes.
7b. Insect Morphology.—Internal morphology and physiologj'. II, (5). Prerequisite:
Entomology 7a; sophomore standing. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years.
Professor Hayes.
8b. Insect Pests of Field Crops.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 9; sopho-
more standing. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. Professor Hayes.
9. Collection and Classification of Insects.—Lectures, discussions, and laboratory.
I, (3). Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 2, or concurrent registration in 1 or 2.
Associate Professor Balduf.
[22. Methods and Technic for the Study of Insects.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Ento-
mology 1 or 9; sophomore standing. Given in alternate years; not given in
1940-1941. Professor Hayes.]
31. Essentials of Beekeeping.—Structure of the honeybee; behavior as a basis for
seasonal management. Lectures, laboratory, and general apiary manipulations.
I and II, (1 or 2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Assistant Professor
MiLUM.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
6. Special Problems.—Open to seniors ready to take up some special investigation
which may be completed as an undergraduate study, or be a beginning of a
thesis problem for an advanced degree. S, I, and II, (2 to 5). Prerequisite:
Any of the following: Entomology 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 20, 21, 22, or 31 ; senior
standing. Members of the department.
[8c. Insect Parasites of Man and Domestic Animals and Disease Carriers.—II,
(3 or 5). Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 9; senior standing. Given in alternate
years; not given in 1940-1941. Professor Metcalf.]
[10a. Morphology of Immature Insects.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Entomology 7a;
senior standing. Given in alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. Professor
Hayes.]
[10b. Taxonomy of Immature Insects.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Entomology 10a;
senior standing. Given in alternate years ; not given in 1940-1941. Professor
Hayes.]
20. Insect Control.—Chemical, physical, cultural, biological, and legal control
measures used against insects, with actual practice in their application. Intended
to prepare students for professional or commercial work as entomologists, pest
control operators, or agricultural and horticultural agents in insect suppression
and research. I, (4). Prerequisite: Entomology 1 or 9; senior standing.
Professor Metcalf, Dr. Kearns.
21. Insect Bionomics.—Biology and ecology of insects. For advanced students of
entomology, zoology, or botany. Lectures and readings. II, (3). Prerequisite:
Entomology 1 or 9; senior standing. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years.
Professor Metcalf.
S40. Control of Insect Pests.—Lectures and demonstrations of the latest and most
effective means of controlling insect pests. S, (2). Prerequisite: Entomology
1 or equivalent ; senior standing. Dr. Kearns.
S77. Structure of Insects.—Principles of external morphology, fundamental to
studies in biology, taxonomy, and ecology. S, (3). Prerequisite: An elementary
course in entomology, zoology, or biology; senior standing. Professor Hayes,
Dr. Kearns.
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Courses for Graduates
Note:—The prerequisite for graduate work in entomolog}' is two years of under-
graduate biology, including zoology and entomology. A student who chooses ento-
mology as a major for an advanced degree must have had at least six hours of
undergraduate courses in entomology. A reading knowledge of French or German
is required by the beginning of the second year, and both are desirable.
100. Research.—S, I, and II, (Yz io 4 units).
(a) Morphology .^nd Embryology of Insects.—Professor Hayes.
(b) Economic Entomology.—Professor Metcalf.
( c ) Systematic Entomology.—Professor Metcalf, Associate Professor Balduf.
(d) Biology and Ecology of Insects.—Professor Metcalf, Associate Professor
Balduf.
107a-107b. Insect Anatomy.—Lectures and laboratory work on the comparative
anatomy of insects. I and II, (1 unit). Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate
j'ears. Professor Hayes.
FORESTRY
Professor Spaeth (Head of the Department)
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Forestry.—The forest as a renewable natural resource; the aims and
scope of forestry; economic and social importance of forests to the nation;
the principles of forest management and protection; the development of public
and private forestry in the United States ; forestry as a profession. Lectures,
discussions, and assigned readings. II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing,
or registration in the pre-forestry curriculum. Professor Spaeth.
FRENCH
Professors: Jackson (Head of the Department), Oliver (Emeritus),
Carnahan (Emeritus), Will.
Associate Professors: Peckham.
Assistant Professors: Jacob, Gullette.
Instructors: Colman, Shaw, Viens, Bowen, Allen.
Assistants: Alexander, Pietrangeli, Ralph, Reed, Mainous, Marsh.\ll,
Benton, Ch.\mberlin, Klingner, Staaks.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Dr. R. J. Clements.
Major: 20 hours of French excluding French la, lb, 2a, 6a, and 6b, and including
at least five hours from the group for advanced undergraduates and graduates.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following subjects, with at least
eight hours in each subject if two are chosen: Education, English (excluding Rhetoric
1 and 2), German, Greek, History, Italian, Latin, Philosophy, Spanish.
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Elementary French.—Grammar, pronunciation, reading of modern authors, com-
position, conversation. For students who have had no work in French. S, I, and
II, (4). Seniors receive only three hours credit. No credit toward graduation
is given for French la without French lb. Dr. Viens, Dr. Bowen, Dr. Allen,
Mr. Alexander, Miss Pietrangeli, Dr. R.alph, Miss Reed, Mr. Mainous, Mr.
Marshall, Miss Benton, Mr. Chamberlin, Mr. Staaks, Miss Klingner.
lb. Elementary French (Continued).—S, I, and II, (4). Seniors receive only three
hours credit. Prerequisite: French la, or one year of high school French. Dr.
Viens, Dr. Bowen, Dr. Allen, Mr. Alexander, Miss Pietrangeli, Dr. R.a.lph,
Miss Reed, Mr. Mainous, Mr. Marsh.^ll, Miss Benton, Mr. Chamberlin, Mr.
Staaks, Miss Klingner.
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2a. Modern French.—Rapid reading of modern authors ; syntax and composition. S,
(3) ; I and II, (4). Prerequisite: French lb, or two years of high school
French. Assistant Professor Gullette, Dr. Colman, Dr. Viens, Dr. Shaw, Dr.
BowEN, Dr. Allen, Miss Pietrangeli, Dr. Ralph, Miss Reed, Miss Benton, Mr.
Chamberlin, Mr. Staaks; (S, Dr. Clements).
2b. Modern French (Continued).—Rapid reading of modern authors; syntax and
composition. S, (3) ; I and II, (4). Prerequisite: French 2a, or three years of
high school French. Assistant Professor Gullette, Dr. Colman, Dr. Viens, Dr.
Shaw, Dr. Bowen, Dr. Allen, Miss Pietrangeli, Dr. Ralph, Miss Reed, Miss
Bhinton, Mr. Chamberlin, Mr. Staaks.
3a. Introduction to French Literature.—I, (3). Prerequisite: French 2b, or four
years of high school French. Professor Will, Associate Professor Peckham,
Assistant Professors Jacob and Gullette.
3b. Introduction to French Literature (Continued).—II, (3). Prerequisite: French
2b, or four years of high school French. Professor Will, Associate Professor
Peckham, Assistant Professors Jacob and Gltllette.
S4a. Grammar and Syntax.—Special attention to the chief difficulties of modern
French syntax. S, (1). Prerequisite: One year of college French, or two years
of high school French. Dr. Clements.
S4b. Grammar and Syntax (Continued).—Special attention to the chief difficulties
of modem French syntax. S, (1). Prerequisite: French 2a, or three years of
high school French. Assistant Professor Gullette.
6a. Composition and Conversation.—I, (2). Prerequisite: French lb, or two years of
high school French. Dr. Viens.
6b. Composition and Conversation (Continued).—II, (2). Prerequisite: French 6a,
or three years of high school French. Dr. Viens.
7a. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Conducted largely in French. S
and I, (2). Prospective teachers of French are strongly advised to take French
7a and 7b. Prerequisite: French 2b, or 6b, or equivalent. Dr. Colman, Dr.
Bowen, Dr. Shaw, Dr. Allen, Mr. Chamberlin.
7b. Intermediate Composition and Conversation (Continued).—Conducted largely in
French. II, (2). Prospective teachers of French are strongly advised to take
French 7a and 7b. Prerequisite: French 7a, or equivalent. Dr. Colman, Dr.
Shaw, Dr. Bowen, Dr. Allen, Air. Chamberlin.
8a. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—Idiomatic constructions ; syntax
;
themes. Conducted entirely in French. I, (2). Prerequisite: French 7b,
or equivalent. Dr. Viens.
8b. Advanced Composition and Conversation (Continued).—Conducted entirely in
French. II, (2). Prerequisite: French 8a, or equivalent. Dr. Viens.
25. Methods of Teaching French.—Discussion and laboratory work in phonetics. S
and I, (3). Prerequisite: 20 hours in French, or 16 hours in French plus 20
in Spanish; senior standing or consent of instructor. Assistant Professor
Gullette.
28a. Senior Thesis.—For candidates for honors in French and for other seniors. I,
(2). Candidates for honors must take French 28b, in addition. Alembers of the
department.
28b. Senior Thesis (Continued).—For candidates for honors in French and for
other seniors. II, (2). Candidates for honors must have had French 28a, in
addition. Members of the department.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Note:—French 3a-3b or the equivalent and junior standing, or senior standing and
consent of instructor, are prerequisite to all the following courses.
10a. Survey of French Literature.—I, (3). Associate Professor Peckham.
10b. Survey of French Literature (Continued).—II, (3). Associate Professor
Peckham.
17a. French Drama of the Nineteenth Century.—I, (2). Professor Will.
17b. French Drama of the Nineteenth Century (Continued).—S and II, (2). Pro-
fessor Will; (S, Assistant Professor Jacob).
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24a. FRE^'CH Drama of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries.—I, (3). Pro-
fessor Will.
24b French Drama of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries (Continued).—
II, (3). Professor Will.
32a. French Novel of the Nineteenth Century.—I, (3). Assistant Professor Jacob.
32b. French Novel of the Nineteenth Century (Continued).—II, (3). Assistant
Professor Jacob.
33a. La Litterature Contemporaine.— (In French). S, (2). Assistant Professor
Jacob.
[33b. La Litterature Contemporaine (Continued).— (In French). II, (2). Not
given in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor Jacob.]
[34a. Balzac and the Social Novel.—I, (3). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor
Jackson.]
[34b. Balzac and the Social Novel (Continued).—II, (3). Not given in 1940-1941.
Professor Jackson.]
35a. Civilisation pRANgAiSE.— (In French). I, (2). Assistant Professor Jacob.
35b. Civilisation pRANgAisE (Continued).— (In French). II, (2). Assistant Pro-
fessor Jacob.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students beginning graduate work for an advanced degree in French must
have at least three years of college work in French including one advanced literary
course. Students who have a knowledge of Latin and of Spanish or Italian, together
with a reading knowledge of German, will find their work for an advanced degree
greatly facilitated.
lOla-lOlb. Old French Literature.—Reading and interpretation of the masterpieces
of old French literature. Continuous through I and II, (i unit). Associate
Professor Peckham.
102a-102b. Villon, Rabelais, Montaigne, La Pleiade.—S (102a only), and continuous
through I and II, (1 unit). Professor Will.
103a-103b. Seventeenth Century Literature.—S (103b only), and continuous through
I and II, (1 unit). Professor Jackson; (S, Professor Will).
[104a-104b. Eighteenth Century Literature.— (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[S105. Classic French Drama.—S, (i unit). Not given in 1940.]
127a-127b. Nineteenth Century Literature to 1850.—Continuous through I and II,
(i unit). Professor Jackson.
[128a- 128b. Origin and Development of the Novel in France.—Continuous through I
and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[129a-129b. Research Problems in French Romanticism.—Continuous through I and
II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[132a-132b. French Symbolism in Prose and the English and American Influences.
—Continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[133a-133b. Victor Hugo, His Influence and His Critics.—Continuous through I
and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
S135. Modern French Novel.—S, (1 unit). Assistant Professor Jacob.
[144a-144b. French Realism and Naturalism.—Continuous through I and II, (i unit).
Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Jackson.]
145a-145b. La Litterature Contemporaine.— (In French). Continuous through I and
II, (i unit). Assistant Professor Jacob.
[175a-175b. Old French Phonology and Morphology.—Continuous through I and II,
(1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
195a-195b. Seminar.—Research work in special topics. S, I, and II, (i to 2 units).
Members of the department.
GENERAL DIVISION (COLLEGE OF L.A.S.)
Professors: Shumway, Swain.
Assistant Professors: Fltller, Templeman, Glenn (General Counselor).
Associates: Tippo.
Instructors: W. G. Johnson, Odegaard, Bone, Houtchens, Mathews,
Gray, Milugan, Shoemaker, Sirich, Starr.
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Courses for Undergraduates
Note:—The following courses are open to students enrolled in the General Division
of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Only the first three of these courses are
given in 1940-1941 ; the others are to be given in 1941-1942.
1. Verbal Expression.—Communication in words, oral and written. Continuous
through I and II, (8 hours credit for the year). Assistant Professors Temple-
man and Glenn, Dr. Johnson, Dr. Houtchens, Dr. Mathews, Dr. Milligan.
2. History of Civilization.—Survey of the social, economic, political, and intellectual
life of the Western World from the earliest times to the present. Continuous
through I and II, (8 hours credit for the year). Professor Swain, Dr. Odegaard,
Dr. Bone, Dr. Sirich, Dr. Starr.
3. General Biology.—Introduction to the biological sciences, their aims, content, and
methods, with especial reference to their application to human life and civiliza-
tion. Continuous through I and II, (8 hours credit for the year). Professor
Shumway, Assistant Professor Fuller, Dr. Tippo, Dr. Gray, Dr. Shoemaker.
4. Physical Science.—Survey of the sciences of astronomy, physics, chemistry, and
geology; their importance in a scientific age and their influence on modern life.
Continuous through I and II, (8 hours credit for the year).
5. Social Science.—Organization of the major social groups in which an individual
in contemporary America finds himself involved; resources; social relations;
institutions and institutional change ; dominant contemporary issues. Continuous
through I and II, (8 hours credit for the year).
6. Literature and Fine Arts.—Introduction to the general principles of art by
analysis of selected works of literature, music, painting, sculpture, and archi-
tecture. Continuous through I and II, (8 hours credit for the year).
7. Philosophy and Psychology.—Investigation of the essential elements of action;
analysis of the individual's capacities to think and to act; discussion of a pattern
for integrating the fields of knowledge. Continuous through I and II, (8 hours
credit for the year).
GENERAL ENGINEERING DRAWING
Professors: Jordan (Head of the Department), Hoelscher.
Associate Professors: Springer.
Assistant Professors: Porter, Jorgensen, Hall.
Associates: Grossman, Walker, Lendrum.
Instructors: Fink, Pierce, Ritchey, Larson, Pearson.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elements of Drawing.—Lettering; orthographic projection; working drawings;
chart and diagram drawing; isometric and oblique drawing; freehand sketch-
ing; tracings; methods of reproducing drawings. S, I, and II, (4). Prerequi-
site: Plane geometry. Members of the department.
2. Descriptive Geometry.—Theory of projections; solution of theoretical and practi-
cal problems involving size, shape, and relative position of common geometrical
magnitudes such as points, lines, planes, curved surfaces, and solids; inter-
sections, developments, shades and shadows, perspective drawing, etc. S, I, and
II, (4). Prerequisite: Plane and solid geometry. Members of the department.
4. Advanced Drawing.—Review of orthographic projection and working drawings
;
isometric, oblique, perspective, chart and diagram, topographical, architectural,
and structural drawing. I and II, (4). Prerequisite: Three years of high school
drawing, or the equivalent to be determined by the department. Members of the
department.
6. Eleme:nts of Drawing.—Same topics covered as in General Engineering Drawing 1
plus piping and perspective drawing. For students in chemical engineering. I
and II, (3). Prerequisite: Plane geometry. Assistant Professor Jorgensen, Mr.
Walker.
7. Architectural Projections.—Instrumentation; lettering; projection; intersections;
conventions ; shades and shadows ; oblique, isometric, and perspective drawing.
I, (2). Prerequisite: Plane geometry. Assistant Professor Porter, Mr.
Lendrum.
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8. Architectural Projections (Continued).—Shades and shadows; oblique, iso-
metric, and perspective drawing; developments. II, (2). Prerequisite: General
Engineering Drawing 7.
10. Pictorial Drawing.—Review of perspective and of shades and shadows ; render-
ing of drawings in pencil, pastel, and water colors ; elementary design and
study of proportion. An approved elective in all engineering curricula. II, (3 or
4). Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 2. Mr. Lendrum.
12. Graphical Calculations.—Construction and uses of nomographs, coordinate
papers (principally logarithmic and semi-logarithmic), various types of slide
rules, and mechanical calculating devices ; other methods of engineering calcu-
lations. An approved elective in all curricula of the college. I and II, (1).
Prerequisite: General Engineering Drawing 1; Mathematics 6a. Professor
HoELSCHER, Associate Professor Springer, Assistant Professors Jorgensen and
Hall, ^Ir. Pierce, Mr. Pearson.
GEOLOGY AND GEOGRAPHY
Professors: DeWolf (Head of the Department), Bayley (Emeritus),
Savage (Emeritus), Quirke, Blanchard, Shepard.'
Associate Professors: Sutton, Wanless.
Assistant Professors: Page, Burgy, Scott.
Associates: Chapman.
Instructors: Booth, Cozzens, Crist,' Horberg, Sharp, Icke.
Assistants: Summerson, Gutschick, Grote, Kesling, Osment, Voskuil,
Pullen, Miller, Simpson, Sims, Van Siclen, Cutshall.
Summer Session of 1940 hut not in current year: Visiting Professor
M. H. Bissell.
GEOLOGY
Major: 20 hours in geology, excluding Geolog>- 1, la, 43, 44, and including at
least ten hours of courses not open to freshmen or sophomores.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from one or two of the following subjects: astronomy,
botany, chemistry, economics, geography, mathematics, physics, zoology, mining engi-
neering, and civil engineering, after consultation with the Department of Geology
and Geography. At least eight hours must be taken in each subject if two are chosen.
Note:—Certain courses are offered only in alternate years: Geology 39, 95, 96,
101, 102, 123, 151, 152, 160. Geology 141 is offered occasionally.
Students planning to make geology their major subject are advised to take General
Engineering Drawing 1 and Civil Engineering 1 or 15. Those planning to specialize
in historical or paleontologic geology are advised to take Zoology 1 and 7, or 51 and 52,
and Botany la. Those planning to follow economic geology should take foundation
courses in chemistrj', physics, and mathematics. Those desiring training which leads
to executive positions with companies engaged in the development of various mineral
industries should select appropriate courses in geology, after consulting the head of
the department, and should include in their program the following courses: Account-
ancy la, lb, 12; Economics 2, 3, 35; Business Law la, lb.
At least one year of graduate work is very desirable as further training for all
professional work in geology.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Geology.—Cultural course. Surface features; agencies and processes of
change; development of topographic forms; rocks and minerals; volcanoes,
earthquakes, mountain-making forces ; introduction to the history of the earth
and the development of life. Lectures, quiz, and one field trip. S, (21/2 ) ; I and
II, (3). Seniors receive only two hours credit. Professor DeWolf, Assistant
Professor Scott, and others.
la. Gener.\l Geology Laboratory.—I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Geology 1, or reg-
istration therein. Dr. Sharp, Dr. Horberg, Mr. Gutschick, Mr. Summerson,
'On leave of absence first semester. ^On leave of absence.
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Mr. OsMENT, Mr. Miller, Mr. Pullen, Mr. Simpson, Mr. Van Siclen, Mr.
Sims.
2a. Historical Geology.—Evolution of the earth and its Hfe. Discussion and quiz. S,
(2V^) ; I and II, (4). Seniors receive only three hours credit. Prerequisite:
Geology 1. Associate Professor Sutton, Assistant Professor Scott.
4. Field Work.—One class meeting each week. Field observations during the Easter
recess; estimated expense about %2)2>. II, (2). Credit will be given only on the
completion of a satisfactory written report. Prerequisite: Geology 1. Dr.
Horberg.
17. Physiographic Geology.—Surface forms and their origin. Lectures and discus-
sions. II, (3). Prerequisite: Geology 1, or Geography 1 or la. Professor
Sheparb.
20. General Mineralogy.—Crystallography; minerals of economic and scientific im-
portance; blow-pipe analysis. Quiz and laboratory. I and II, (3). Prerequisite:
One semester of chemistry. Dr. Chapman, Dr. Sharp, Mr. Grote, Mr. Sims.
43. Engineering Geology.—Lectures, quiz, and laboratory. I and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing in the College of Engineering. Professor Quirke, Mr.
GUTSCHICK.
44. Agricultural Geology.—Lectures, quiz, laboratory, and one field trip. I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing in the College of Agriculture. Pro-
fessor Quirke, Dr. Horberg, Mr. Kesling, Mr. Gutschick, Mr. Summerson, Mr.
Miller, Mr. Van Siclen.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
6. Optical Mineralogy.—Optical properties of minerals and use of the petrographic
microscope. Emphasis on oil immersions. Designed for students in geology,
ceramics, agriculture, chemistry, or physics. Lectures and laboratory. I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Geology 20; junior standing. Dr. Chapman, Dr. Sharp.
7. Petrology.-—Composition, structures, textures, origin, and classification of rocks.
Studies of thin sections and hand specimens. Lectures and laboratory. II, (4).
Prerequisite: Geology 6. Dr. Chapman, Dr. Sharp.
9. Invertebrate Paleontology.—Fossil groups in biological sequence. Lectures and
laboratory. I, (3). Prerequisite: Geology 2a; junior standing. Associate Pro-
fessor Sutton, Mr. Summerson.
15. Structural Geology.—Rock deformation and its results. Lectures, laboratory,
and a two-day field trip; estimated cost $9. II, (3). Prerequisite: Geology 2a;
junior standing. Professor Shepard.
16. Stratigraphy.—Fossil faunas, with special reference to Paleozoic invertebrates,
correlation, and stratigraphy. II, (3). Prerequisite: Geology 9. Associate Pro-
fessor Sutton, Mr. Summerson.
24. Field Methods.—Lecture and quiz one hour weekly; four or more field trips on
Saturdays ; mapping of an area in Illinois during the Easter recess, estimated
traveling expense about $30. II, (3). Credit will be given only on completion
of a satisfactory written report. Prerequisite: Geology 2a; junior standing.
Associate Professor Wanless, Mr. Summerson.
2>Z. Geologic Maps.—Interpretation of topographic, geologic, and structural maps. I,
(3). Prerequisite: Geology 2a; junior standing. Associate Professor Wanless,
Mr. Sims.
39. Geology of Illinois.—Stratigraphic and economic geology of Illinois. Three
week-end field trips. Lectures, discussion, and reports. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Geology 2a; junior standing. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. Asso-
ciate Professor Wanless.
60a-60b. Introduction to Research.—Limited to seniors whose major is geology and
mechanical engineering students who take Geology 61a. Required of geology
majors graduating with honors. I and II, (2). Members of the department.
61a-61b. Applied Petroleum Geology.-—Primarily for students in the College of
Engineering. Continuous through I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Geology 43 and
2a, or consent of head of department. Professor DeWolf.
[95. Economic Geology.—Nature, occurrence, origin, and uses of coal, oil, and other
non-metallic deposits. Lectures and quiz. I, (3). Prerequisite: Geology 2a or
43, and 20. Given in alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. Professor DeWolf.]
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96. Economic Geology.—Nature, occurrence, and origin of metalliferous deposits;
theories of ore deposition. II, (3). Prerequisite: Geology 2a or 43, and 20.
Given in 1940-1941 and usually in alternate years. Professor Quirke.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—For graduate work in geology the student must usually have had at least an
undergraduate major in geology and an acceptable field training. The following under-
graduate courses are recommended: Geology 2a, 20, 9, 15, 16, 24, 33, 6, 7. Graduate
students in other departments may nevertheless be admitted to certain graduate courses
in geology. A candidate for a master's degree in geology must pass a general written
examination toward the close of the second semester of residence, covering the general
fields of geology as embraced in the courses listed above and in the graduate courses
taken.
101. Advanced Crystallography.—I and II, {1 unit). Given in 1940-1941 and in alter-
nate years. Professor Quirke.
[102. Igneous Petrography.— I and II, (i unit). Given in alternate years; not given
in 1940-1941. Professor Quirke.]
[123. Geology of the Ocean.—I, (1 unit). Recent developments in geological explora-
tion of the oceans and their bearing on historical and stratigraphic geology.
Given in alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. Professor Shepard.]
125. Sedimentation.—Environments and processes of sedimentation ; structures and
textures of sediments. Two week end field trips. I, (1 unit). Associate Profes-
sor Wanless.
126. Sedimentary Petrology.—Description of sedimentary rocks and cuttings ; sam-
pling rocks for analysis ; various methods of analysis of sedimentary rocks and
interpretation of results. Two or three times a week ; one or two field trips.
II, (i unit). Associate Professor Wanless.
134. Advanced Studies in Geology.—Supervised individual study in metamorphism,
pre-Cambrian geology, ore deposition, and other subjects. S, I, and II, (V? to 2
units). Professors DeWolf, Quirke, and Shepard, Associate Professors Sutton
and Wanless, Assistant Professor Scott.
135. Research.—Individual work under supervision of members of the staff in their
respective fields. S, (V4 to 2 units) ; I and II, (V4 to 4 units). Professors
DeWolf, Quirke, and Shepard, Associate Professors Sutton and Wanless,
Assistant Professor Scott.
[141. Advanced Paleontology.—Morphology, classification, and ecology of the mega-
scopic fossil invertebrates ; classification of types
;
procedure in taxonomy and
consideration of the methods of paleontological research. II, (i unit). Not
given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Sutton.]
142. Stratigraphic Geology: Paleozoic.—Distribution, character, classification, and
characteristic fossils of the formations. I, (1 unit). Associate Professor
Sutton.
143. Stratigraphic Geology: Mesozoic and Cenozoic.—Distribution, character, clas-
sification, and characteristic fossils of the formations. II, (1 unit). Associate
Professor Sutton.
145. Micropaleontology.—Classification of microorganisms, foraminifera, ostracods,
conodonts, solecodonts, and other major groups; stratigraphic correlations. I
and II, (i unit). Assistant Professor Scott.
151. Advanced Dynamic Geology.—II, (1 unit). Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate
years. Professor Shepard.
[152. Advanced Historical Geology.—I, (1 unit). Given in alternate years; not given
in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Sutton.]
160. Petroleum Geology.—Continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Given in 1940-1941
and in alternate years. Professor DeW^olf.
GEOGRAPHY
Major: 20 hours in geography, excluding Geography 1 or la, and including Ge-
ography 60a and at least five hours of other courses not open to freshmen.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from one or two of the following subjects: botany,
economics, education, geology, history, political science, sociology, and zoology. At
least eight hours must be taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
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Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elements of Geography.—The geographic point of view; elements of physical
landscape
;
planetary relations, climate, climatic regions, land-forms ; elements of
material culture. Five hours of lecture, discussion, and quiz. I and II, (5).
Seniors receive only four hours credit. Not open to students who have credit
in Geography la. Dr. Booth, Dr. Cozzens, Mr. \'oskuil. Dr. Icke, Dr. Cut-
shall.
la. Elements of Geogr.'\phy.—For students in the College of Commerce. Similar to
Geography 1 but providing only three hours of lecture, discussion, and quiz.
I and II, (3). Seniors receive only two hours credit. Not open to students who
have credit in Geography 1. Dr. Booth, Dr. Cozzens, Mr. Voskuil, Dr. Icke,
Dr. CUTSHALL.
2. Economic Geography.—Geographic conditions affecting industries, production, and
commerce of the world ; development and relation of commercial areas to loca-
tion and availability of resources; markets and transportation routes. Discus-
sion and quiz. I and II, (5). Seniors receive only four hours credit. Not open
to students who have credit in Geography 2a, nor commerce students below
junior standing. Prerequisite: Geography 1 or la. Professor Bl.\nchard.
2a. Economic Geography.—Causes and consequences of the world distribution of
man's chief occupational activities from a geographic point of view. Com-
modity treatment. Three hours of lecture and discussion. S, (2V2) ; I and II,
(3). Seniors receive only two hours credit. Prerequisite: Geography 1 or la.
Not open to students who have credit in Geography 2. Dr. Booth, Dr. Cozzens,
Dr. Cutshall.
[7. Field Geography.—Influences of topography, drainage, regional location, and
natural resources on the economic development of a selected area investigated.
II, (2). Prerequisite: Geography 1 or la. Not given in 1940-1941. Assistant
Professor Page.]
[S9. Teaching of Geography.—Review of fundamental factual material ; teaching
devices; selection of equipment, including texts for upper grade and high school
geography teachers. S, (2Vi). Not given in 1940. Professor Blanchard.]
14. We-^ther and Climate.—The atmosphere ; its composition, functions, and be-
havior in the production of various weather types; weather forecasting; effects
of weather conditions on man and his activities. I and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing. Assistant Professor Pj\ge.
16. Geography of Illinois.—A development of the regional concept of geography.
Physical and cultural landscapes of the geographic regions of the state. I and
II, (3). Prerequisite: Geography 1 or la, or consent of instructor. Assistant
Professor Burgy.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
[4a. Geography of Eastern North America.—Regional study. Lectures, discussions.
I, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing; eight hours of geography. Given in alter-
nate years; not given in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor Burgy.]
S4a. Geography of Eastern North America.—Regional study of selected areas in
North America east of the 100th meridian. S, (2v4). Prerequisite: Two
courses in geography, junior standing, or consent of instructor. Professor
Bissell.
4b. Geogr.^phy of Western North America.—Regional study. Lectures, discussions.
I, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing; eight hours of geography. Given in 1940-
1941 and in alternate years. Assistant Professor Burgy.
[4c. Geography of Caribbean America.—Physical and cultural landscapes of geo-
graphic regions of Mexico, Central America, northern South America, and the
West Indies. I, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing; eight hours of geography.
Given in alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. .Assistant Professor Page.]
5. Geography of South America.—Physical and cultural landscapes of geographic
regions of South America. S, (2Vi) ; II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing;
eight hours of geography. Assistant Professor Burgy; (S, Professor Bissell.)
17. Geography of Trade Territories.—A geographic analysis of trade territories in
the United States. II, (3). Prerequisite: Two courses in geography; junior
standing. Dr. Cozzens.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
8. Geography of Europe.—Influences of climate, surface features, and natural re-
sources on distribution of peoples, their industries, and routes of trade; new-
boundaries and economic problems. I, (3). Prerequisite: Eight hours of
geography, including Geography 2 or 2a; junior standing. Professor Blanchard.
[10. Geography of Africa.—Regional study. II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing;
eight hours of geography. Given in alternate years; not given in 1940-1941.]
11. Geography of Asia.—Regional study. S, (2i/^) ; II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior
standing; eight hours of geography. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years.
Dr. Booth.
14a. Climates of the Continents.—A regional treatment of the climates of the
world, by continents. S, (21/2) ; I, (3). Prerequisite: Geography 1 or la, and
14. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. Assistant Professor Page.
[53. Production of the Great World Staples.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Geography
2 or 2a; one regional course; junior standing. Given in alternate years; not
given in 1940-1941. Professor Blanchard.]
54. Advanced Commercial Geography.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Geography 2 or 2a;
one regional course; junior standing. Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years.
Professor Blanchard.
60a-60b. Introduction to Research.—S, I, and II, (2). Limited to seniors and gradu-
ate students whose major is geography, and to seniors whose major is in other
departments who have twelve hours of geography including a regional course.
Members of the department.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—For graduate work in geography the student must have had at least the
equivalent of an undergraduate major in geography. Candidates for a master's degree
should obtain from the department a copy of special regulations governing a pre-
liminary examination for transfer students and a comprehensive examination near the
close of the second semester of residence for all candidates.
134. Advanced Studies in Geography.—S, I, and II, (Vi io 2 units). Professor
Blanchard, Assistant Professor Page.
135. Research.—S, (1/2 to 2 units) ; I and II, (1,4 to 4 units). Professor Blanchard,
Assistant Professor Page.
GERMAN
Professors: Aron (Head of the Department), Brooks (Emeritus),
Williams.
Associate Professors: Geissendoerfer.
Assistant Professors: Koller, Blaisdell (Emerita), Jehle, Penzl.
Associates: J. R. Prey.
Instructors: Giesecke, Rechenbach.
Assistants: Shoemaker, J. W. Frey, Goessling, Hennecke, Schmalz,*
Bryant, Eickhorst, Zucker.
Major: 20 hours in German, excluding courses 1 and 2, and including six hours
in courses with a prerequisite of not less than three years of college German or
equivalent.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two subjects chosen from the following list,
with at least eight hours in each subject: Education, English (excluding Rhetoric 1
and 2), French (excluding la), Greek, History, Italian, Latin, Philosophy, Spanish
(excluding la).
Elementary and Intermediate Courses
1. Elementary Course.—Grammar and reading for beginners. Not open to students
who have had high school credit in this language. S, I, and II, (4). Seniors re-
ceive only three hours credit. Assistant Professors Jehle and Penzl, Dr. J. R.
Frey, Dr. Giesecke, Dr. Rechenbach, Dr. Shoemaker, Mr. J. W. Frey, Mr.
Goessling, Mr. Hennecke, Mr. Schmalz, Mr. Bryant, Mr. Eickhorst, Miss
Zucker.
'First semester.
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2. Elementary Course (Continued).—Grammar and reading. S, I, and II, (4).
Seniors receive only three hours credit. Prerequisite: German 1, or one year
of high school German, or equivalent. Assistant Professors Koller, Jehle, and
Penzl, Dr. J. R. Frey, Dr. Giesecke, Dr. Rechenbach, Dr. Shoemaker, Mr.
J. W. Frey, Mr. Goessling, Air. Hennecke, Mr. Schmalz, Mr. Bryant, Mr.
Eickhorst, Miss Zucker.
4. Intermediate Course.—Modern narrative prose. Oral practice and sight reading.
S, I, and II, (4). Prerequisite: German 2, or two years of high school German,
or equivalent. Professor Willi.'\ms, Associate Professor Geissendoerfer, As-
sistant Professors Koller, Jehle, and Penzl, Dr. J. R. Frey, Dr. Rechenbach,
Mr. Hennecke.
5. Intermediate Course (Continued).—Literary reading. Modern narrative prose,
but at the option of the instructor one of the easier classical works may also be
read. Oral practice and sight reading. I and II, (4). Prerequisite: German
4, or three years of high school German, or equivalent. Associate Professor
Geissendoerf-er, Assistant Professors Koller, Jehle, and Penzl, Dr. J. R. Frey,
Dr. Rechenbach, Dr. Shoemaker, Mr. Hennecke.
6. Scientific Re.\ding.—Rapid reading of scientific prose. Parallel with German 5.
Students may not take both German 5 and 6 for a total of more than four
hours credit without permission of the department. S, (2) ; II, (4). Prerequi-
site: German 4, or three years of high school German, or equivalent. Professor
Williams, Assistant Professor Koller, Dr. Shoemaker.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
7. Modern Fiction.—Intended primarily for students who take German 5 the first se-
mester. S, (2 or 3) ; II, (3). Prerequisite: German 5, or equivalent. Assistant
Professor Koller.
10. Introductory Goethe Course.—Goethe's life; reading of works illustrating differ-
ent periods of his development. I, (3). Prerequisite: German 5, or equivalent.
Professor Aron.
14. Introductory Schiller Course.—Schiller's life; reading of works illustrating
different periods of his development. II, (3). Prerequisite: German 5, or
equivalent. Assistant Professor Penzl.
16a. Convers.-vtion and Writing.—S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite: German 5, or
equivalent. Dr. J. R. Frey; (S, Dr. Penzl).
[16b. Conversation and Writing.—II, (2). Prerequisite: German 16a, or equivalent.
Not given in 1940-1941. Dr. J. R. Frey.]
24a. Nineteenth Century Drama.—Rapid reading of dramas by Grillparzer, Hebbel,
Hauptmann, and others. I, (2). Prerequisite: German 5, or equivalent. As-
sistant Professor Jehle.
24b. Nineteenth Century Dram.a..—II, (2). Prerequisite: German 24a, or equivalent.
Assistant Professor Jehle.
25. Teachers' Course.—S, (1) ; I, (2). Prerequisite: Three years of college German,
or equivalent. Assistant Professor Jehle; (S, Dr. J. R. Frey).
28a. Lyrics and Ball.\ds.—I, (2). Prerequisite: German 5, or equivalent; sophomore
standing. Professor Williams.
28b. Lyrics and Ball.\ds.—II, (2). Prerequisite: German 28a, or equivalent. Pro-
fessor Williams.
29a. Advanced Convers.\tion and Writing.—II, (2). Prerequisite: German 16a, or
equivalent. Dr. Giesecke.
[29b. Advanced Convers-^tion and Writing.—II, (2). Prerequisite: German 29a, or
equivalent. Not given in 1940-1941. Dr. Giesecke.]
30a-30b. Senior Thesis and Honors Course.—Intended primarily for candidates for
honors in German, but open to other seniors. I and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Senior standing; three years of college German, or equivalent. Professor Aron
and others.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[19a. Goethe's Faust.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Three years of college German, or
equivalent. Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Geissendoerfer.]
[19b. Goethe's Faust (Continued).—II, (2). Prerequisite: German 19a, or equiva-
lent. Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Geissendoerfer.]
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26a. German Literature to 1800.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Three years of college Ger-
man, or equivalent. Professor Aron.
26b. German Literature in the Nineteenth Century.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Ger-
man 26a, or equivalent. Professor Aron.
31. Middle High German.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing; three years of
college German, or equivalent. Professor Williams.
132. History of German Civilization.—S, (2 or 3). Prerequisite: Three years of
college German, or equivalent. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Aron.]
39b. Goethe and Schiller.—S, (2 or 3). Prerequisite: Senior standing; three years
of college German, or equivalent. Professor Williams.
54a-54b. Introduction to Comparative Literature.—See English 54a-54b.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students desiring to take German as a major should have completed a four-
year course of undergraduate study in German corresponding to the four-year course
at this University, and should be familiar w^ith the principal works of the writers of
the classical and modern periods of German literature, show a general knowledge of
the history of German literature, and be able to follow lectures in the German
language.
Of collateral subjects, a reading knowledge of French is important and is re-
quired for advanced graduate work. Some acquaintance with Latin and with German
history is highly desirable.
SlOl. Seminar in Volkskunde With Speoal Reference to the Volkslied.—S, (Yz
to 2 units). Professor Williams.
101. Seminar in the German Novel.—Continuous through I and II, (1 itnit). Profes-
sor Aron.
102. Thesis.—S, I, and II, (V2 to 4 units). Professors Aron and Williams, Associate
Professor Geissendoerfer, Assistant Professors Jehle and Penzl.
104. Gothic—Grammar and literature. I, (1 twit). Assistant Professor Penzl.
105. Old High German.—Grammar and interpretation of the oldest literar>' documents.
II, (i unit). Professor Williams.
113. German Literature of the Fifteenth and Sixteenth Centuries.—I, (1 unit).
Professor Williams.
[117. German Literature of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries.—Con-
tinuous through I and II, (i u?tit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Aron.]
[121. Walther von der Vogelweide.—II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor
Williams.]
[121a. The Nibelungenlied.—II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor
Williams.]
[125. History of the German Language.—II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. As-
sistant Professor Penzl.]
127. German Romanticism.—II, (1 unit). Associate Professor Geissendoerfer.
HISTORY
Professors: Robertson (Head of the Department), Lybyer, Pease, Dietz,
Jones, Randall, Swain, Rodkey.
Associate Professors: Shannon.
Assistant Professors: Dunbar, Werner, Stearns, Erickson.
Associates: Shay.
Instructors: King, Odegaard, Bone, Sirich, Starr.
Assistants: Sorenson, Cremeans.
Research Assistants: Fischer.
Cooperating: Professor W. A. Oldfather.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Visiting Professor
Howard Robinson.
Major: 20 hours in history, including (a) ten hours in courses having junior
standing as a prerequisite, and (b) any other courses offered by the department except
courses taken in the freshman year.
Minors: 20 hours (excluding courses taken in the freshman year) selected from
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one or two of the following subjects: economics, English and American literature,
geography, law, philosophy, political science, and sociology. Courses in one modern
language (except such as are primarily designed for freshmen) will be accepted as
one of two minor subjects.
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Continental European History to 1815.—Europe from the age of the great dis-
coveries to the close of the Napoleonic wars. S, (2i/i) ; I, (4). Seniors receive
only three hours credit. Professor Jones, Assistant Professor Stearns, Dr.
Shay, Dr. King, Dr. Odegaard, Dr. Sirich, Dr. Starr, and assistant.
lb. Continental European History, 1815-1941.—Development of European nation-
alism, liberalism, and imperialism; World War; reconstruction. II, (4). Seniors
receive only three hours credit. Professor Jones, Assistant Professor Stearns,
Dr. Shay, Dr. King, Dr. Sirich, Dr. Starr, and assistant.
2a. History of England.—History of the British peoples to the close of the seven-
teenth century (1688). S and I, (3). Seniors receive only two hours credit.
Assistant Professor Erickson, Dr. Shay, Dr. Odegaard, Dr. Bone, Dr. Sirich.
2b. History of England.—Modern history of the United Kingdom since 1688; colonial
and imperial development. II, (3). Seniors receive only two hours credit.
Assistant Professor Erickson, Dr. Shay, Dr. Odegaard, Dr. Bone, Dr. Sirich.
3a. History of the United States to 1828.—Colonial foundations, the movement for
independence, early years of the Republic. S and I, (3). Prerequisite: Sopho-
more standing. Associate Professor Sh.annon, Assistant Professors Dunbar and
Werner, Dr. King, and assistant.
3b. History of the United States since 1828.—.A century of national life and organ-
ization. II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Associate Professor
Shannon, Assistant Professors Dunbar and Werner, Dr. King, and assistants.
5a. Ancient WoRLO.^Ancient empires and Greece. S, C2i/^) ; I, (3). Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing. Professor Swain, Dr. Bone, Dr. Starr.
5b. Ancient World.—Rome. S, (2i/2) ; II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Professor Swain, Dr. Bone, Dr. Starr.
14. American Colonies in the Seventeenth Century.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Junior
standing. Assistant Professor Werner.
18. Teaching of History.—II, (2). Prerequisite: One year of college history; senior
standing. Assistant Professor Werner.
23a. Puritan Revolution in England and America, 1603-1642.— I, (2). Prerequisite:
One year of college history or political science; junior standing. Professor
Pease.
23b. Puritan Revolution in England and America, 1642-1713.—II, (2). Prerequisite:
One year of college history or political science; junior standing. Professor
Pease.
24. History of Illinois, 1809-1940.—Political and economic evolution of a mid-western
state. I, (2). Prerequisite: One year of college history; junior standing. Pro-
fessor Pease.
[30a. Near East in Medieval Times.—I, (2). Prerequisite: One year of college his-
tory. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Lybyer.]
[30b. Near East in Modern Times.—II, (2). Prerequisite : One year of college his-
tory. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Lybyer.]
31a. Modern Italy, 1700-1831.—S and I, (2). Prerequisite: One year of college his-
tory; junior standing. Dr. Shay.
31b. Modern Italy since 1831.—II, (2). Prerequisite: One year of college history;
junior standing. Dr. Shay.
33a. Tsarist Russia to 1881.—Background, institutions, and problems. S, (2i/^) ; I,
(3). Prerequisite: Junior standing; one year of college history. Professor
Rodkey.
33b. Russia since 1881.—Revolution; Soviet Union. II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior
standing; one year of college history. Professor Rodkey.
[35. History OF Civilization among the Western Slavs.—II, (2). Prerequisite: One
year of college history. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Rodkey.]
40a. History of the British Commonwealth, 1800-1870.—I, (2). Prerequisite: One
year of college history. Assistant Professor Erickson.
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40b. History of the British Commonwealth since 1870.—II, (2). Prerequisite:
One year of college historj'. Assistant Professor Erickson.
41. The Middle Ages.—Formation and development of the European States. S, (21/2) ;
I, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Dr. Odeg.^ard.
[51a. Hebrew History.—Origins to 586 b.c. I, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Swain.]
[51b. Hebrew History.—Post-exilic and New Testament times. II, (2). Prerequisite:
Junior standing. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Swain.]
90a-90b. Thesis.—Special training in historical investigation. Continuous through I
and II, (2 to 4). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Professor Lybyer.
91a-91b. Reading Course.—Selected fields chosen in consultation with the instructor.
Continuous through I and II, (2 to 4). Open only to juniors and seniors of
high standing. Professor Lybyer.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Note:—Junior standing is prerequisite to all the follozcing courses.
S15. Representative Ylen and Women in American History, 1787-1828.—S, (2).
Prerequisite: History 3a or consent of instructor. Dr. King.
16a. Foundations of American Society, 1700-1763.—Colonial period. I, (3). Pre-
requisite: One year of college history. Assistant Professor Dunbar.
16b. Foundations of American Society, 1763-1789.—Transition to the national era.
II, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college history. Assistant Professor Dunbar.
17a. Social and Economic Forces in the United States, 1800-1860.—I, (3). Pre-
requisite: History 3b. Associate Professor Shannon.
17b. Social and Economic Forces in the United States since 1860.—S, (2^4) ; 11,
(3). Prerequisite: History 3b. Associate Professor Shannon.
19. American Immigration: Colonial and N.^tional Periods.—S, (3) ; II, (2). Pre-
requisite: One year of college history. Assistant Professor Werner.
20. The South, Old .a.nd New.—I, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college history.
Professor Randall.
21. History of the United States since 1877.—II, (3). Prerequisite: History 3b.
Professor Randall.
22a. History of the West, 1634-1774.—I, (2). Prerequisite: One year of college
history. Professor Pease.
22b. History of the West, 1774-1830.—II, (2). Prerequisite: One year of college
history. Professor Pease.
25. The Civil War and Reconstruction.—I, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college
history. Associate Professor Shannon.
26. Latin-American Colonies to 1824.— I, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college
history. Professor Robertson.
27. Latin America, since 1824.—II, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college history.
Professor Robertson.
29. America and Europe: Selected Topics, 1776-1900.—International problems, the
Monroe Doctrine, etc. II, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college history. Pro-
fessor Robertson.
32a. European History, 1878-1914.—I, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college history,
political science, or economics. Professor Lybyer.
32b. European History since 1914.—II, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college
history, political science, or economics. Professor Lybyer.
34a. Development of AIodern Europe, 1648-1789.—Absolutism and colonial expansion.
S and I, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college history. Assistant Professor
Stearns.
34b. Development of AIodern Europe, 1789-1848.—Era of the French Revolution and
the Napoleonic Empire; reaction and revolutionary movements. II, (3). Pre-
requisite: One year of college history. Assistant Professor Stearns.
36a. Development of Modern Germany to 1862.—I, (3). Prerequisite: One year of
college history. Professor Rodkey.
36b. Imperial, Republican, and Nazi Germany, 1862-1941.—II, (3). Prerequisite:
One year of college history. Professor Rodkey.
37a. Eastern and Southern Asia to 1500.—I, (2). Prerequisite: One year of col-
lege history. Professor Lybyer.
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37b. Eastern and Southern Asia since 1500.—II, (2). Prerequisite: One year of
college history. Professor Lybyer.
38a. Development of the French Monarchy, 1285-1648.—I, (3). Prerequisite: One
year of college history. Professor Jones.
38b. Development of the French Monarchy, 1285-1648.—II, (3). Prerequisite: One
year of college history. Professor Jones.
[39a. Europe in the Renaissance (to 1500).—I, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college
history. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Jones.]
[39b. The Age of the Protestant and the Catholic Reformation, 1500-1648.
—
II, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college history. Not given in 1940-1941.
Professor Jones.]
42. Medieval Civilization, Religious and Intellectual.—II, (3). Prerequisite: One
year of college history. Dr. Odegaard.
S43. MiD-ViCTORiAN England, 1832-1884.—S, (2V2). Prerequisite: One year of col-
lege history. Visiting Professor Robinson.
44a. Constitutional History of England to 1485.— I, (3). Prerequisite: One year of
college history or political science. Professor Dietz.
44b. Constitutional History of England since 1485.—II, (3). Prerequisite: One
year of college history or political science. Professor Dietz.
46a. Social and Economic History of England, 1750-1848.—I, (3). Prerequisite:
One year of college history or economics. Professor Dietz.
46b. Social and Economic History of England since 1848.—II, (3). Prerequisite:
One year of college history or economics. Professor Dietz.
[47a. History of England, 1377-1485.—I, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college
history or economics. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Dietz.]
[47b. History of England, 1485-1603.—II, (3). Prerequisite: One year of college
history or economics. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Dietz.]
55. History of the Ancient Greek States.—Same as Greek 55. I, (3). Prerequisite
:
One year of college history. Professor Oldfather.
56. History of the Roman Republic.—Same as Latin 56. II, (3). Prerequisite: One
year of college history. Professor Oldfather.
57a. Ancient Imperialism.—Alexander the Great and his successors. S, (21/2) ; I, (3).
Prerequisite: One year of college history. Professor Swain.
57b. Ancient Imperialism.—Augustus to Constantine. II, (3). Prerequisite: One year
of college history. Professor Sw^ain.
60. The United States in the World War.—S, (21/2) ; II, (3). Prerequisite: One
year of college history. Professor Pease.
62a. Constitutional Development of the United States to 1809.—I, (3). Prerequi-
site: One year of college history or political science. Professor Randall.
62b. Constitutional Development of the United States since 1809.—II, (3). Pre-
requisite: One year of college history or political science. Professor Randall.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Graduate work in history presupposes two years of college work in this
subject, or sixteen semester hours, which should include courses in European and
American history equivalent to History la-lb and 3a-3b. Linguistic preparation,
especially in French and German, is important. For medieval history some knowledge
of Latin is essential, and Spanish is useful for certain fields.
Graduate courses in history are of three kinds: (1) information and guidance in
general reading; (2) instruction in methodology, historiography, and bibliography;
(3) seminars for the study of special fields with a view to training in methods of
historical criticism and research.
Graduate students have an opportunity to pursue research in connection with the
Illinois Historical Survey, an organization carrying on systematic studies in the
history of Illinois.
Each candidate for a master's degree in history ordinarily is required to pass a
general written examination early in the year and is expected to devote special
attention to two of the following fields: ancient history, medieval history of conti-
nental Europe, modern history of continental Europe, English history, American
history, Latin-American history, the Near East, the Far East. All candidates are
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expected to have a general knowledge of historical method (see course 103) and a
working knowledge of one foreign language, ordinarily French or German.
A candidate w'ho selects history as his major subject for the Ph.D. degree should
prepare himself for examination in four of the following fields, stating the particular
field in which he wishes to specialize and in which his thesis is to be written: ancient
historj', medieval history of continental Europe to 130O, continental Europe from
1300 to 1648, continental Europe and its dependencies since 1648, England and its
dependencies, the United States, Latin America, the Near East, and the Far East.
Any one of these fields may also be used as a first minor; one of the minors, however,
must be chosen from subjects offered by other departments, such as political science,
economics, sociology, philosophy, education, and departments concerned with the
history of literature.
101a. Seminar in American History.—Introduction to research. I, (1 unit). Pro-
fessor Robertson.
101b. Seminar in American History.—Investigation of selected topics. II, (1 unit).
Professor Randall.
102a. Seminar in English History, 1509-1520.—Political developments. I, (1 unit).
Professor Dietz.
102b. Seminar in English History, 1560-1570.—Political developments. II, (1 unit).
Professor Dietz.
103. Historical Method.—Required for an advanced degree in history of all candidates
who do not present evidence of similar training elsewhere. S and I, (i unit).
Professor Randall, Assistant Professor Werner.
104a. Seminar in Modern History.—Problems of Central Europe since 1918. I,
(1 unit). Professor Lybyer.
104b. Seminar in Modern History.—Problems of Southeastern Europe since 1878. II,
(i unit). Professor Lybyer.
105. Research in Special Topics.—Individual direction in research and guidance
in writing theses for advanced degrees. S, I, and II, (I/2 to 2 units). Professors
Robertson, Lybyer, Pease, Jones, Randall, Dietz, Swain, and Rodkey, Asso-
ciate Professor Shannon, Assistant Professors Dunb.^r, Werner, Stearns, and
Erickson.
[106a. Seminar in Mediev.\l History.—I, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[106b. Seminar in Medieval History.—II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
117a. Seminar in the Social History of the United States.—Aftermath of the Civil
War. S and I, (1 unit). Associate Professor Shannon.
117b. Seminar in the SoaAL History of the United States.—Aftermath of the
World War. II, (1 unit). Associate Professor Shannon.
122a. The Westward Movement, 1740-1754.—I, (1 unit). Professor Pease.
122b. The Westward Movement, 1755-1761.—II, (1 unit). Professor Pease.
S122b. Seminar in Western History, 1756-1778.—S, (1 unit). Professor Pease.
[122c. The Westward Movement, 1761-1765.-11, d unit). Not given in 1940-1941.
Professor Pease.]
[122d. The Westward Movement, 1765-1778.—II. (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.
Professor Pease.]
[126. Spain in Eltrope and America, 1750-1870.—I, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.
Professor Robertson.]
127. Latin-Americ.\n Relations.—Relations of the Latin-American nations with each
other and with the L'nited States. II, (1 unit). Professor Robertson.
133a. Studies in the History of Europe in the Nineteenth Century, 1815-1848.—I,
(1 unit). Professor Rodkey.
133b. Studies in the History of Europe in the Nineteenth Century, 1848-1878.—
S
and II, (i unit). Professor Rodkey.
S134b. Seminar in Eltjopean History.—Studies in Enlightened Despotism, 1789-1815.
S, (1 unit). Assistant Professor Stearns.
138a. Seminar in the History of France, 1515-1547.—I, (1 unit). Professor Jones.
138b. Seminar in the History of the Renaissance.—II, (1 unit). Professor Jones.
S143. Seminar in English History.—Problems of imperial Britain in the tw-entieth
century. S, (1 unit). Visiting Professor Robinson.
150a. Seminar in Anctent History.—S and I, {1 unit). Professor Swain.
150b. Seminar in Ancient History.—II, (1 unit). Professor Swain.
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HOME ECONOMICS
Professors: Bane (Head of the Department), Bevier (Emerita), Outhouse.
Associate Professors: Burns, Perkins.
Assistant Professors: B.\rto, J.a.cobsen, Brooks,^ Smith, Weaver, Whit-
lock, King, Sorenson.
Associates: Eades, Lamkin, Van Duyne.
Instructors: Doster, Chapin, Armstrong, Goodyear, Siebert, Mover.
Assistants: Underwood, Bonnell, Foster, McDivitt, Beyer, Parker,
Helleberg.'
Cooperating: Associate Professor W. A. Foster, Miss Anna B. Robinson,
Miss Marianna E. Dickie.
Summer Session of 1940 hut not in current year: Miss Gertrude A.
Esteros.
For Students in the College of Agriculture:
Curriculum in General Home Economics. (See page 156).
Curriculum in Nutrition and Dietetics. (See page 157).
For Students in the College of Education:
Home Economics Education. (See page 159).
Home Economics Education—Smith-Hughes. (See page 160).
For Students in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences:
Major A.—General Home Economics: 20 hours from courses offered by the de-
partment, excluding Home Economics 7 and 58, and including Home Economics 1, 2,
5, 10, 29, 59, and two or more of the following: Home Economics 14, 20, 28, 31, 33,
35, 41, 43a, 43b, 48, 57a, 57b, 62.
Major B.—Nutrition: 20 hours excluding Home Economics 58, and including
Home Economics 1, 5, 39a, 39b, 41, 59, and two or more of the following: Home Eco-
nomics 20, 33, 35, 47.
Minor A.—20 hours chosen from one or two of the following subjects: bacteri-
ology, chemistry. At least eight hours must be taken in each subject, if two are
chosen.
Minor B.—20 hours chosen from one or two of the following subjects: econom-
ics, sociology. At least eight hours must be taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
For Students in All Colleges:
Transfer Students: To satisfy the requirements for graduation, students trans-
ferring home economics credits from other institutions and not fulfilling the require-
ments of List B (page 154) at the University of Illinois must take five hours in resi-
dence from the following: Home Economics 1, 20, 28, 31, 33, 35, 39a, 39b, 41, 43a, 43b,
47, 48, 50, 51, 56, 57a, 57b, 62.
Electives: In addition to the required subjects in each college, it is expected that
students will choose electives in accord with their special interest, as follows:
1. Textiles, clothing, and costume design: Home Economics 19, 30, 31, 42, 43a, 43b,
50, 51.
2. Institution management and hospital dietetics: Home Economics 20, 2)2), 35, 46,
47, 48, 62.
3. Household management: Home Economics 14, 28, 57a, 57b, and additional
courses in economics.
4. House planning and furnishing: Architecture 11, 12, 71, 72; Art 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18; History la, 2b.
5. Nutrition: Chemistry 22, 50; Home Economics 20, 33, 35, 39a, 39b, 41;
Zoology 1.
6. Teaching of home economics: Home Economics 11; Education 6, 10, 25, 41;
Educational Practice 14.
'On leave of absence first semester. *Second semester.
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Courses for Undergraduates Whose Major Is NOT Home Economics
Note:—Courses 7, 38, 42, 56a, 61, 70, and 80 are open to both men and women
and, with the exception of courses 7 and 42, are not open to students whose major is
Home Economics.
7. Textiles.—See description in following group of courses.
38. Elementary Nutrition.—Fundamental laws of human nutrition; application to the
selection of an adequate diet. For men and women whose major is not home
economics. S, I, and H, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Assistant
Professor B.'^rto.
42. History of Costume.—See description in following group of courses.
56a. The Child and His Development.—Similar to Home Economics 56. H, (2).
Prerequisite: Senior standing, or consent of instructor. Associate Professor
Perkins.
61. Introduction to Foods.—Standards of selection, preparation, and service of foods
;
grades, cost; consumers' problems. H, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Mrs. Lamkin, Miss McDivitt.
70. Clothing Selection.—Economic, artistic, psychologic, and hygienic problems in the
selection of clothing. Includes no garment construction. S, (3). Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing. Miss Esteros.
80. Home Management.—Problems of home management, emphasizing personal and
family finance, time and energy management, and problems of the consumer.
S and I, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing; consent of instructor. Professor
Bane, Associate Professor Perkins, Assistant Professor Sorenson, Miss
Goodyear.
Courses for Undergraduates Whose Major Is Home Economics
1. Introduction to Home Economics.—To give freshmen whose major is home eco-
nomics a point of view regarding the importance of homemaking and to de-
velop an understanding of the underlying educational philosophy of home
economics. I, (1). Professor Bane, Miss Chapin.
2. Home Architecture.—Situation, construction, design, and history of the house
heating, ventilating, lighting, plumbing, water supply, and drainage. Making
skeleton plans. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Art la, or equivalent; junior
standing. Associate Professor Foster, Assistant Professor Weaver.
3. Home Decoration.—Design applied to interiors ; selection and arrangement of
furniture, pictures, and accessories; the treatment of walls, floors, and windows;
historic, artistic, and economic aspects. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Art la
and lb, or equivalent. Assistant Professor Weaver; (S, Miss Esteros).
5. Dietetics.—Food requirements of normal adults and children. Nutritive value of
food materials. Application to selection of adequate diets at different cost levels.
S, I, and II, (4). Prerequisite : Chemistry 33; Home Economics 58; Physiology
la. Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 59. Assistant Professor
Barto, Miss Chapin, Mrs. Parker.
7. Textiles.—Cloth, including fiber content, construction, design, finishes, simple
physical and chemical tests, and factors influencing purchase. I and II, (3).
Seniors receive only two hours credit. Assistant Professor Jacobsen, Mrs.
Foster.
[9. Home Economics Extension.—History, organization, and development. Practice in
preparing extension projects and community and county programs of work.
Field trips. II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in home economics; consent
of instructor. Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Burns.]
10. Organization and Management of the Home.—Family income management
;
purchasing problems ; time management ; equipment. Emphasis on economic
aspects. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Home Economics 7.
Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 59. Professor Bane, Associate
Professor Perkins, Assistant Professor Sorenson. Miss Goodyear.
11. Teaching of Home Economics.—Problems dealing with the teaching of home
economics in the high school. One inspection trip ; approximate cost, $3. Re-
quired of all who wish to be recommended to teach home economics. I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Home Economics 29 and 59; senior standing. Miss Robinson.
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[13. Home Economics in Education.—Development of women's education; the home
economics movement ; home economics in schools and colleges. Recommended
for all seniors in home economics. I and II, (3). Prerequisite or concurrent:
Home Economics 10 and 29. Not given in 1940-1941.]
14. Home Management.—Analysis of problems in home management ; making and ex-
ecuting plans. Conferences and laboratory work in apartment and laundry.
The students reside continuously in the home management apartment for four
weeks during the semester. Required of all students expecting to meet the
Smith-Hughes requirements. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Home Economics
5 and 10 ; consent of instructor. Miss Goodyear.
19. Costume Design.—Designing distinctive costumes ; draping and sketching original
designs. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Art la and lb, or equivalent; sophomore
standing. Miss Eades, Mrs. Foster.
29. Clothing.—General introductory course. Economic, artistic, and psychological
problems involved in planning and selecting the wardrobe; fundamentals of
clothing construction. I and II, (4). Seniors receive only three hours credit.
Prerequisite or concurrent: Art la. Assistant Professors Whitlock and King,
Mrs. Foster.
30. Clothing.—Design and construction of clothing; designing with commercial pat-
terns; purchasing problems. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Art la and lb;
Home Economics 7 and 29. Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 19.
Assistant Professor Whitlock.
35. Problems in Foods.—Applications of chemical and physical principles to advanced
food problems. Group and individual work. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Home
Economics 5 ; consent of instructor. Chemistry 22 is advised. Miss Chapin, Miss
Mover.
40. Home Care of the Sick.—Lectures and demonstrations. II, (1). Prerequisite:
Junior standing in home economics. Assistant Professor Brooks, Miss Helleberg.
42. History of Costume.—Costumes and their settings from the Early Egyptian
through the nineteenth century. I, (2). Miss Eades.
46. Quantity Cookery.—Handling food materials in large quantities. Time and cost
studies. The department cafeteria and cooperating institutions are used for
laboratory work. Course planned for students who expect to be dietitians in
hospitals or other institutions or who plan to manage a school lunch. S, I, and
II, (3). Prerequisite: Home Economics 59. Assistant Professor Smith, Miss
Underwood, Miss Doster.
47. Institution Management.—Purchase of food supplies and equipment for institu-
tions; grades of food, judging of quality and cost in relation to season, pure
food laws, and government inspection; the storeroom and its management;
equipment and furnishings ; institution housekeeping, floor plans and routing,
specifications for equipment ; inventory of equipment. Visits to stores and
markets. S and I, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; senior standing.
Prerequisite or concurrent: Home Economics 46. Assistant Professor Smith.
58. Foods.—Composition and behavior of foods
;
principles of food preparation. I and
II, (5). Prerequisite: Chemistry 1; sophomore standing. Prerequisite or
concurrent: Chemistry 5. Mrs. Lamkin, Miss Chapin, Miss Siebert, Miss
Mover.
59. Food Economics.—Food buying and utilization ; retail costs, brands, and grades
;
preservation; legislation. S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite: Home Economics 58.
Mrs. Lamkin, Miss Goodyear, Miss Siebert, Miss Mover, Miss Chapin.
90a. Thesis.—Intended primarily for candidates for honors but open to other seniors.
I, (3 to 5). Prerequisite: Senior standing; approval of head of department.
Members of the department.
90b. Thesis.—Intended primarily for candidates for honors but open to other seniors.
II, (3 to 5). Prerequisite: Senior standing; approval of head of department.
Members of the department.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
20. Physical Growth and Nutrition.—Lectures, readings, and discussions. I, (2).
Prerequisite: Home Economics 5; senior standing. Professor Outhouse.
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28. Organization and Management of the Home.—Economic problems of the home
especially those related to consumption. II, (2). Prerequisite: Home Eco-
nomics 10. Professor Bane, Assistant Professor Sorenson, Miss Goodyear.
31. Clothing.—Designing and modeling on the dress form. Investigation and study
of economic and psychological phases of clothing. II, (3). Prerequisite: Home
Economics 30; junior standing. Assistant Professor Whitlock.
33. Diet in Disease.—I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Home Economics 5. Assistant
Professor Barto.
39a. Readings in Foods and Nutrition.—Reports, discussions, and review of scientific
literature. I, (1). Prerequisite: Home Economics 5; senior standing. Pre-
requisite or concurrent: One of the following—Chemistry 50, Home Econom-
ics 20, 33, 35, 41. Professor Outhouse, Assistant Professor B.\rto, Dr. Arm-
strong, Mrs. Lamkin.
39b. Readings in Foods and Nutrition.—Reports, discussions, and review of scientific
literature. II, (1). Prerequisite: Home Economics 5; senior standing. Pre-
requisite or concurrent: One of the following—Chemistry 50, Home Econom-
ics 20, 33, 35, 41. Professor Outhouse, Assistant Professor Barto, Dr. Arm-
strong, Mrs. Lamkin, Dr. Van Duyne.
41. Problems in Nutrition.—Discussions and investigations. II, (3 to 5). Prerequi-
site: Chemistry 50; Physiology la; senior standing. Professor Outhouse, Dr.
Armstrong.
43a. Problems in Textiles and Clothing.—Investigation and report of specific prob-
lems in the field of textiles and clothing. I, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1
or 2; Home Economics 30 or 51; consent of instructor; each student will
undertake an individual problem which in some cases may involve prerequisites
of chemistry and physics. Assistant Professors Jacobsen and Whitlock, Miss
Eades.
43b. Problems in Textiles and Clothing.—Investigation and report of specific prob-
lems in the field of textiles and clothing. II, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1
or 2; Home Economics 30 or 51; consent of instructor; each student will
undertake an individual problem which in some cases may involve prerequisites
of chemistry and physics. Assistant Professors Jacobsen and Whitlock, Miss
Eades.
48. Institution Dietaries and Administration.—Dietary- studies and menu-making
for various types of institutions, such as dormitories, cafeterias, hospitals, and
tea rooms
;
problems of organization, personnel studies, administration of food
service, records and cost accounting, professional ethics. Opportunity will be
given for observation and practice in various fields. Inspection trip in Chicago;
approximate cost, $25. II, (4). Prerequisite: Home Economics 5 and 47; con-
sent of instructor. Assistant Professor Smith, Miss Bonnell.
50. Costume Design.—Creating distinctive and original designs for costumes ; design-
ing for various types of individuals. S and II, (3). Prerequisite: Home Eco-
nomics 30 and 42; junior standing. Miss Eades.
[51. Textiles.—Textiles from the economic, artistic, physical, and chemical viewpoints.
II, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 5; Economics 2; Home Economics 7; junior
standing. Not given in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor Jacobsen.]
36. The Child and His Development.—Inter-relationships in the home and in the
community. Readings and discussions. S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite: Home
Economics 10; Psychology 1; senior standing. Associate Professor Perkins.
57a. Problems in Home Management.—Individual investigation and report of specific
problems in the field of household management. I, (3). Prerequisite: Home
Economics 10; consent of instructor. Professor Bane, Associate Professor
Perkins, Assistant Professor Sorenson, Miss Goodyear.
57b. Problems in Home AIanagement.—Individual investigation and report of specific
problems in the field of household management. II, (3). Prerequisite: Home
Economics 10; consent of instructor. Professor Bane, Associate Professor
Perkins, Assistant Professor Sorenson, Miss Goodyear.
[62. Food and Nutrition.—The relation of chemistry and physiology to food and
nutrition. Lectures, discussions, laboratory, and demonstrations. I, (3). Pre-
requisite: Home Economics 5; senior standing. Not given in 1940-1941. Pro-
fessor Outhouse, Dr. Armstrong.]
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Courses for Graduates
Note:—As preparation for graduate work with a major in foods and nutrition,
the student must have had at least the equivalent of the foods and nutrition required
in the undergraduate curriculum for the general major in home economics; also
three to five hours in foods, dietetics, and nutrition; and a course in quantitative
chemical analysis.
As preparation for graduate work with a major in general home economics, a
student must have had the equivalent of the undergraduate curriculum for the general
major in home economics, including a course in the principles of economics.
In addition to graduate courses in home economics the student will offer, for a
major in foods and nutrition, either Chemistry 50 or 40 and 41, and for the general
major, further courses in education, economics, or sociology.
Graduate students who choose home economics as a minor for the degree of
Doctor of Philosophy must have had adequate preliminary preparation in foods and
nutrition and must include among the courses to be taken for the minor either Home
Economics 41 and 103 or 35 and 105, or must have had their equivalent. Of the
courses open to advanced undergraduates, selection maj' be made from courses 20,
33, 35, 39a, 39b, and 41.
101. Problems in Family Living.—S, I, and II, (1 unit). Professors Bane and Out-
house, Associate Professor Perkins.
102. Research.—I and II, (Vi to 3 units). Work may be taken in the following:
(a) Nutrition.—Professor Outhouse.
(b) Household Management.—Associate Professor Perkins.
103. Seminar in Nutrition.—I and II, {1/2 unit). Professor Outhouse.
[104. Research in Foods.—I and II, (1/2 to 3 units). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[105. Seminar in Foods.— I and II, (Vi unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
107. Problems in Human Nutrition.—II, (i unit). Professor Outhouse.
HORTICULTURE
Professors: Dorsey (Head of the Department), Blair (Emeritus),
Dorner, Ruth, Colby, Anderson, Hall, Huelsen.
Associate Professors: Weinard, Lott.
Assistant Professors: McCollum, McMunn, Thornberry, Wingert.
Associates: Weaver.
Assistants: Schuey.
Courses for Undergraduates
la-lb. Introductory Pomology, Ornamental Gardening, and Vegetable Crops.—Fruit
growing, vegetable growing, and ornamental planting. Discussions and labora-
tory. I and II, (2). No credit allowed to juniors and seniors. Professor Colby,
Associate Professor Lott, Assistant Professors McMunn and McCollum, Mr.
Weaver, Mr. Schuey.
2. Small Fruit Culture.—Grape, blackberry, raspberry, dewberry, currant, gooseberry,
and strawberry. Recitations, reference work, and laboratory. II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing. Professor Colby.
3. Commercial Vegetable Production.—Lectures, reference readings, and laboratory'.
II, (3). Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb, or junior standing. Mr. Weaver.
4. Plant Houses.—Construction, cost and maintenance, heating, ventilating. II, (3).
Professor Dorner.
5. Plant Propagation.—Grafts, buds, layers, cuttings, seeds. Lectures, laboratory, and
quizzes. I, (3). Professor Dorner.
[7. Spraying.—Materials, appliances, methods. Lectures, reference readings, labora-
tory, and field work. II, (3). Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb; Chemistry
1 or 2; junior standing. Not given in 1940-1941.]
8. Orcharding.—Principal fruits, cultivation, harvesting, and marketing. Inspection
trip required. I, (5). Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb. Assistant Professor
McMunn.
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15a. Greenhouse AIanage.ment.—Soils, fertilizers; potting and shifting plants; water-
ing. Lectures, reference readings, and greenhouse work. II, (3). Prerequisite:
Botany 5 ; Horticulture 5. Professors Dorner and Hall.
15b-15c. Commercial Floricultural Crops.—Greenhouse plants and cut flowers for
market; care, marketing. Lectures and greenhouse work. I and II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Horticulture 15a. Professor Hall.
22. Special Problems.—I and II, (3 to 5). Prerequisite: Senior standing; twenty
hours pertinent to the thesis problem ; approval of head of department. Students
may register in this course in either semester or in each of two semesters. A
thesis will be required only if the course is taken during two semesters. Work
may be taken in the following:
(a, e) Pomology.—Professors Dorsey, Ruth, Colby, and Anderson. Associate
Professor LoTT, Assistant Professor McMunn.
(b, f) Vegetable Crops.—Professor Hl'elsen, Assistant Professor McCollum.
(c, g) Floricut-ture.—Professor Dorner, Associate Professor Weinard.
(d, h) Plant Breeding.—Professor Dorsey.
30. Tender Bedding Plants.—Tropical and sub-tropical plants used in outdoor bed-
ding. Lectures and greenhouse work. II, (3). Prerequisite: Horticulture 15a.
Professor Hall.
31. Garden Flowers.—Propagation and growing of annuals, herbaceous perennials,
bulbs, and shrubs for cut flowers and ornamental plantings. II, (3). Prerequi-
site: Botany 5. Professor Dorner.
32a-32b. Floral Decoration.—Arrangement in baskets, designs, and bouquets ; table
and house decoration. For floriculture students. I and II, (3). Professor
Dorner.
133. Systematic Pomology.—Description, nomenclature, and classification of native
and sub-tropical fruits; judging and displaying fruits. For students specializing
in pomology. I, (2). Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb. Not given in 1940-
1941.]
[49. Systematic Vegetable Crops.—Types, varieties, strains, nomenclature, descrip-
tions; selection for market and exhibition; judging. Lectures, research, and
laboratory. I, (2). Prerequisite: Horticulture la and lb, or junior standing. Not
given in 1940-1941.]
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
[12. Evolution of Horticultural Plants.—History, classification, and distribution of
cultivated plants; modification under culture; variation. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Botany 5; junior standing; one year of horticulture or equivalent, exclusive of
Horticulture la and lb. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Dorsey.]
43. Floricultural Physiology.—Growth and development of ornamental plants, with
special reference to environmental factors, light, temperature, moisture and
gases, disease and insect control. Lectures and seminar. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Botany 3; Horticulture 3 or 15a; junior standing. Associate Professor Weinard.
44. Current Pomolocical and Vegetable Crops Literature.—Assigned topics ; review
of books, technical journals, and other publications. For juniors, seniors, and
graduates specializing in pomology or vegetable crops. This course may be
taken for four successive semesters, designated as Hort. 44a, 44b, 44c, and 44d.
I and II, (1). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Ruth.
45. Plant Nutrition.—Soil conditions in relation to the growth of ornamental plants
;
fertilizers; water supplies. II, (3). Prerequisite: Botany 3; Agronomy 9 or
28; Horticulture 3 or 15a; senior standing. Associate Professor Weinard.
[46. Marketing Horticultural Products.—See Agricultural Economics 36. Inspec-
tion trip required ; cost approximately $12. For seniors and graduates special-
izing in horticulture. I, (3). Prerequisite: Economics 1 or 2; Agricultural
Economics 30 ; senior standing. Not given in 1940-1941.]
51. Fruit or Vegetable Dise.a.ses.—Same as Botany 51. Symptomology ; control
measures. Laboratory and field studies. I, (3). Credit is allowed for two
successive years; fruit diseases given in even years and vegetable diseases in
odd years. Prerequisite or concurrent: Botany 7 or 72. Professor Anderson.
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55. Vegetable Physiology.—Horticultural applications of the various physiological
processes and plant responses. Lectures, reference readings, laboratory. I, (3).
Open to advanced undergraduates and graduate students. Prerequisite : Botany
5 and Chemistry 22, or consent of instructor; junior standing. Assistant Profes-
sor McCOLLUM.
56. Growing Vegetables for ]Manufacture.—Special problems of vegetable crops
grown on a large scale for processing. Farm and factory requirements coordi-
nated from the standpoints of varieties, breeding, culture, handling, and quality.
For those interested in growing vegetables for canning and freezing. Lectures
and reference readings. II, (3). Open to advanced undergraduates and gradu-
ate students. Prerequisite: Horticulture 3, or consent of instructor; junior
standing. Professor Huelsen.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Twenty hours of undergraduate work in horticulture and allied subjects are
required of students who choose horticulture as a major, and twelve hours are re-
quired of those who select it as a minor. The department will waive certain of these
requirements for some fields of major study if the student has had an equivalent
preparation in the fundamental sciences.
Candidates for the Al.S. and Ph.D. degrees may specialize in floriculture,
pomology, or vegetable crops. Advanced work in botany, chemistry, entomology,
agronomy, or agricultural economics may advantageoush" be taken with horticulture to
make a well-balanced program of graduate study.
103. Vegetable Crops.—Cultural requirements and improvement of vegetables. Re-
search and conferences. S, I, and II, (1 to 2 units). Professor Huelsen.
[105. Marketing Fruits and Vegetables.—See Agricultural Economics 135. Lectures
and assigned reading on special studies in the marketing and handling of fruits
and vegetables. II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
106. Veget.^ble Crops Seminar.—Reports on research, review of technical publications
pertaining to vegetables. I, (i4 unit). Professor Huelsen.
108. Pomology.—Special problems. S, I, and II, (1 to 4 units).
(a) Pomology and Fruit Breeding.—Professor Dorsey.
(b) PoMOLOGic.^L Physiology.—Professor Ruth.
( c ) Small Fruits.—Professor Colby.
(d) PoMOLOGiCAL PATHOLOGY.—Profcssor ANDERSON, Assistant Professor
Thornberry.
115. Floriculture.—Horticultural status of flowering plants, or special problems in
culture of greenhouse plants. I and II, (1 to 2 units).
(a) Floricultural Problems.—Professor Dorner.
( b ) Floricultural Physiology and Pathology.—Associate Professor Weinard.
120. Pomology Seminar.—Discussion of current research in pomology and applied
fields. I and II, (1,4 tmit). Professors Ruth, Anderson, and Colby.
[125. Fruit Development.—Lectures, assigned reading, and laboratory studies of the
structure and development of edible fruits. Special attention is given to growth
changes from the dormant bud to maturity. I, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[130. Physiology of Fruit Production.-—Physiological processes, growth responses,
and adaption of fruit plants and the bearing of cultural practices upon yield.
Laboratory investigations and assigned reading. I, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-
1941.]
135. Fruit and Vegetable Disease Research.—Same as Botany 175. Life histories,
control measures, and recent research with diseases aff^ecting fruit crops. I and
II, (1 unit). Professor Anderson, Assistant Professor Thornberry.
140. Advanced Sm.'VLL Fruit Culture.—Results of recent research with small fruits,
dealing especially with varieties and experimental plantings in the Experiment
Station plots. Detailed studies of fruiting habits and the effect of cultural
practices upon production. II, (1 unit). Professor Colby.
[177. Virus Diseases of Plants.—Same as Botany 177. Lectures, assigned readings,
and laboratory studies. II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
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HYGIENE
Professors: Beard (Head of the Department of Health Service),
Etheredge.
Assistant Professors: Gebhart, Judah.
Associates: Blackstone, Lewis, AIillbrook, Coon.
Instructors: Montgomery, Smarzo, Rossow, Vryonis, Teigler, Hincks.
Cooperating: Professors H. A. Ruehe, Robert Graham, P. H. Tracy,
and Julia P. Outhouse, Assistant Professors Harriet T. Barto,
S. L. TucKEY, and M. H. Kronenberg, Mr. H. L. White.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all students in the General Division of the
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. Continuous through I and H, (2 hours
credit for the year). Professor Etheredge, Assistant Professor Judah.
2. Essentials of Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all undergraduate women
during their first year of residence. I and H, (2). Seniors receive only one
hour credit. Professor Etheredge, Dr. Millbrook, Dr. Coon, Dr. Smarzo, Dr.
Hincks.
5. Elementary Hygiene and Sanitation.—Required of all undergraduate men during
their first year of residence. I and H, (2). Seniors receive only one hour credit.
Professor Beard, Assistant Professors Gebhart and Judah, Dr. Blackstone,
Dr. Lewis, Dr. Montgomery, Dr. Rossow, Dr. Teigler, Dr. Vryonis.
10. Advanced Hygiene.—Especially suited to the needs of teachers, coaches, and social
workers. I and H, (2). Prerequisite: Hygiene 2 or 5. Assistant Professor
Gebhart, Dr. Judah.
15. Industrial Hygiene.—For students preparing for work in industry. This course
is under the joint auspices of the Illinois Department of Public Health and the
Colleges of Medicine, Commerce, and Engineering. I, (2). Prerequisite: Senior
standing. Assistant Professor Kronenberg and others.
JOURNALISM
Professors: Barlow (Chairman of Administrative Committee), Murphy.
Associate Professors: Wright, Leiter, Rae.
Assistant Professors: Campbell, McClure.
Associates: Seil, Flynn.
Instructors: Schooley, Frederick,' Jones, Dooley."
Assistants: Wildhagen.
Cooperating: Professor F. A. Russell, Associate Professor F. J. Keilholz.
Courses for Undergraduates
[1-2. Introduction to Journalism.—For pre-journalism freshmen. Lectures and as-
signed readings on journalism as a profession. Continuous through I and II,
(1). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Barlow.]
la. Supervised Publication Work.—For members of the staff of the Daily Illini and
other publications. Staff duty and faculty conferences. I, (1). Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing. Mr. Flynn.
3. The Press and Public Opinion.—Influence of the press on public opinion: in-
fluences at work through the press ; censorship and dictatorship ; propaganda
and the channels through which it operates; critical method in judging the
news. This course is presented from the standpoint of the reader. S and I, (2).
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Professor Barlow; (S, Professor Murphy).
4. Newspaper Reference Studies.—For pre-journalism freshmen. Development and
use of newspaper reference materials. I, (2). Seniors receive only one hour
credit. This course will not be offered after 1940-1941. Assistant Professor
Campbell.
4 (formerly 9). Typography.—Type faces, publishing, engraving, offset, etc. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Mr. Seil, Mr. Jones, Mr. Wildh.\gen.
>On leave of absence. 'Beginning' March 15, 1941.
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5. Reporting.—News story form; gathering and writing news. S, I, and II, (3).
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Assistant Professors Campbell and Mc-
Clure; (S, Air. Jones).
6. Reporting (Continued).—News of public affairs. I and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Journalism 5, or equivalent. Associate Professor Leiter.
9. Printing and Publishing.—Type styles and sizes, mechanical equipment, engraving
processes, publishing methods. I, (3). This course will not be offered after
1940-1941. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Mr. Seil, Mr. Jones, Mr.
Wildhagen.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
10. Principles of Advertising.—Same as Business Organization and Operation 10.
General principles of psychology applied to advertising. Preparation of ad-
vertising copy. I, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing; Journalism 5 and 6.
Professor Russell.
[11. The Press, the Courts, and the Law.—News of legal procedure and of a legal
nature ; the law in its relation to the press ; libel ; law of copyright ; privileged
documents and sources; right of privacy. II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior stand-
ing in journalism. Not given in 1940-1941.]
12. Publicity Methods.—Nature of publicity, publicity as news, uses of various
media: direct-by-mail, word-of-mouth, radio, general advertising, motion pic-
tures, etc. Public information service. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior
standing, or sophomore standing and consent of instructor. Associate Professor
Wright, Mr. Schooley.
13-14. Copyre:ading.—Newspaper desk work; editing the news; correction of faulty
news stories. Some attention to headwriting, news pictures, page makeup, and
press association news report. Continuous through I and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Junior standing; Journalism 5 and 6; credit or registration in Journalism 9.
Associate Professor Rae, Mr. Flynn.
15-16. Special and Feature Articles.—Preparation of newspaper and magazine
feature stories. Some attention to market analysis and sale of articles written
in the course. Continuous through I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior stand-
ing; credit or registration in another course in journalism. Mr. Flynn.
17. History of Journalism.—Forerunners of the press, beginnings of journalism
in England and America, colonial press, journalism of the Revolution, the de-
velopment of the party press, popular journalism in the United States, great
editorial leaders, recent tendencies. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior stand-
ing in journalism. Professor Murphy.
18. The Press and Public Opinion.— (Comprising the work formerly in Journalism
3 and 18). Critical analysis of the role of the press in a democracy; effects
of newspaper practices on public opinion; the role of propaganda; international
journalism and public opinion; problems of reporting public affairs. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Barlow.
20. Editorial Stutjies and Writing.—Writing of editorials and preparation of edi-
torial judgments; policies for the editorial page. I and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Senior standing in journalism; Journalism 5 and 6. Professor Murphy, Asso-
ciate Professor Leiter.
21. Community and Country Journalism.—Special problems of the country and
neighborhood paper in handling news, editorials, features, pictures, communi-
cations, correspondence, local publicity, news week reviews. I, (3). Prerequi-
site: Junior standing in journalism. Assistant Professor McCllt^e.
23. Press Photography.—Taking of pictures illustrating the news ; advanced re-
porting with a camera. S, (2) ; II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing; credit
or registration in another course in journalism. Mr. Flynn.
24. Agricl'ltural Journalism.—Same as Agricultural Administration 1. Farm and
home news, features, and radio. Open to students in journalism, agriculture,
and home economics. I, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Associate Pro-
fessor Keilholz.
25-26. Nevvspaper Advertising Copy.—The news approach to newspaper advertising;
retail advertising as store and enterprise news, feature, and editorial copy;
preparation of newspaper advertising units. Continuous through I and II, (3).
Prerequisite: Junior standing in journalism. Assistant Professor McClure.
29. Advanced Reporting (General).—Feature assignments of the general reporter;
news of government, politics, courts, conventions, and major news events calling
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for extended stories; written news, picture news. I, (3). Prerequisite: Junior
standing; Journalism 5 and 6 or equivalent. Professor Barlow.
30. Radio Broadcasting.—Script writing and broadcasting of news, commentary, and
analysis of events; dramatization of news; continuity. I and II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Journalism 5 and 6 or equivalent. Professor Murphy.
33-34. Newspaper Advertising Problems.—Preparation of layout for newspaper adver-
tising units ; sales problems, advertising prom.otion, advertising research, mar-
keting research, etc. Continuous through I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior
standing and Journalism 9 and 26. Assistant Professor AIcClure, Mr. Seil.
35-36. Contempor.\ry Affairs.—Major news developments and their background; cur-
rent political, economic, social, and scientific developments. Continuous through
I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing in journalism. Associate Professor
Leiter.
S39. Special Investigations.—Individual problems for investigation, analysis, and
report. Open to students not writing theses in journalism. S, (2). Prerequisite
:
Junior standing and six hours of journalism. Mr. Flynn.
41. Newspaper Management I.—Principles and methods in the operation of the
departmentalized daily, small daily, and weekly papers ; editorial direction
;
plant operation ; business management. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Journalism
9; junior standing in journalism. Associate Professor R.a.e.
42. Newsp.^per Management II.—Advanced problems of business and editorial man-
agement of daily and weekly newspapers, including organization, budgets,
finances, research and promotion. II, (3). Prerequisite: Journalism 41. Asso-
ciate Professor Rae.
43. Newspaper Circltlation.—Distribution studies; circulation campaigns. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Junior standing in journalism. Associate Professor Rae.
47. Teaching of Journalism.—Special topics. Journalistic writing in the high school
newspaper study and training of newspaper readers ; supervision of school
publications and school publicity; junior college courses in journalism; profes-
sional schools. S, (2) ; II, (3). Prerequisite : Junior standing. Assistant Pro-
fessor Campbell; (S, Mr. Jones).
50. Critical Writing and Reviewing.—News and comment of the stage, books,
movies, and fine arts. S and II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing in journal-
ism
;
Journalism 5 and 6 or consent of the instructor. Professor Murphy.
52. Public Relations.—The public relations counsel ; factors within an institution
bearing on satisfactory public relations; modification of private policies to
meet public policy; external factors; determination of public attitude; opinion
management. S, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing; 10 hours of journalism.
Professor Murphy.
54. Publication of the Illini Observer.—Production of a printed laboratory news-
paper. Students function under faculty direction as members of an editorial
or an advertising staff. II, (3). Prerequisite: Journalism 13 or 33. Professor
Barlow, Mr. Seil.
[58. Press Systems of the World.—The press of France, Germany, Italy, Russia, and
England. I or II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Not given in 1940-1941.
Professor Barlow.]
60a-60b. Thesis Course.—Selected topics in the history of journalism or a contem-
porary phase of journalism. Primarilj' for candidates for honors. Continuous
through I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in journalism and 4.0
average. Professor B.\rlow.
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE
Professors: Schaffer (Head of Department), Bartholomew (Non-
resident), White, Lohmann.
Assistant Professors: Peterson, Robinson.
Courses for Undergraduates
11. History of Landscape Architecture.—Lectures, reference readings, library
sketches, and reports. Required of freshmen in the professional course; open
to other students by permission of the instructor in charge. I, (3). Assistant
Professor Peterson.
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30a-30b. Elements of Landscape Architecture.—Delineation of landscape forms,
drafting, lettering, wash rendering, color and color harmony, elementary com-
position. Continuous through I and II, (3). Seniors receive only two hours
credit. Professor White, Assistant Professors Robinson and Peterson.
31-32. Elementary Landscape Design.—Principles of landscape composition, elements
of the natural landscape, types of drafting. Lectures, reference readings, plan
work, and field trips. I and II, (3). Prerequisite : Landscape Architecture 30b.
Professor White.
33-34. Intermediate Landscape Design.—Gardens, estates, playgrounds, and small
parks. Lectures, readings, written reports, sketching and plan work, field trips.
I and II, (4). Prerequisite: Landscape Architecture 32. Professor White.
35-36. Advanced Landscape Design.—Public and semi-public properties; schools,
rural parks, golf courses, cemeteries. Lectures, field trips, and readings. I and
II, (5). Prerequisite: Landscape Architecture 34. Professor Lohmann.
43-44. Landscape Construction.—Grading plans, working drawings, specifications,
reports. Continuous through I and II, (3). Prereqtiisite: Civil Engineering 18.
Professor Schaffer.
46. Office Practice in Landscape Architecture.—Professional ethics and practice
;
contracts and specifications. Lectures, reference readings, seminars, and reports.
II, (2). Prerequisite: Landscape Architecture 35. Professor Schaffer.
51-52. Trees and Shrubs.—Open only to landscape architecture and floriculture stu-
dents. Identification and characteristics of hardy plant material. Lectures,
reference readings, and field trips. Continuous through I and II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Botany 5. Assistant Professor Robinson.
53-54. Planting Design.—Planting plans, sketches, and models. Lectures, readings,
estimates, and field trips. Continuous through I and II, (4). Prerequisite:
Landscape Architecture 34, 52; Horticulture 31. Assistant Professor Robinson.
55. C.A.RE of Plant Materials.—Planting, pruning, insect pests, plant diseases, and
tree surgery. I, (2). Prerequisite: Landscape Architecture 52; senior standing.
Professor Schaffer.
62. Rural Improvement.—For students in agriculture. Landscape architecture in the
open country. Lectures, reference readings, and written reports. II, (2). Credit
not allowed for both 62 and 64. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Assistant
Professor Peterson.
64. Appreciation of Landscape Architecture.—For students not specializing in land-
scape architecture. Lectures, analysis and interpretation of landscape plans and
scenery, readings, and reports. II, (3). Credit not allowed for both 62 and 64.
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Assistant Professor Peterson.
71-72. Planning of Towns and Cities.—Development of communities ; the city plan
and its composing elements ; streets, transit, transportation, and other utilities
parks, housing, zoning. Lectures, reference readings, and discussions. Con-
tinuous through I and 11. (2). Open to students in other departments. Pre-
requisite: Junior standing. Professors Bartholomew and Lohmann.
74. Regional Planning.—Inter-relationships and planned arrangements of regions
and groups of regions ; metropolitan, county, state, and national planning. Lec-
tures, discussions, reference readings, oral and written reports. II, (3). Open
to students in other departments. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Professor
Lohmann and others.
LAW
Professors: Harno (Dean), Green (Emeritus), Summers, Goble, Brit-
ton, McCaskill, Johnson, Schnebly, Weisiger, Holt.
Associate Professors: Ferrall.
Assistant Professors: Sullivan.
First-Year Courses
Note:—In addition to the regular courses, first-year students are required to attend
one quiz hour each week during the first semester. They are also required to attend
a series of introductory lectures, given by Professor McCaskill, dealing with the
informational background essential to an understanding of specific modern problems
of procedure.
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la-lb. Contracts I.—Goble, Cases on Contracts I, and Patterson, Cases on Contracts
II, Vol. 1. S (la only), I and II, (3). Professor Goble.
2a-2b. Torts.—Bohlen, Cases on Torts (3d ed.). S (2a only), I, and II, (3). Profes-
sor Weisiger.
4a, Remedies.—McCaskill, Cases on Actions and Suits, parts 1 and 2. I, (3). Profes-
sor McCaskill.
4b. Trial Practice.—Hinton, Cases on Trial Practice (2d ed.). II, (3). Professor
McCaskill.
5. CRIMIN.A.L L.wv.—Harno, Cases on Criminal Lan' and Procedure (2d. ed.). I, (3).
Professor Harno.
10. Possessory Estates.—Powell, Cases on Possessory Estates. I. (3). Professor
Summers.
12. Eqltity.—Cook, Cases on Equity (3d one-volume ed.). II, (3). Professor Holt.
22. Constitutional Law I.—Dowling, Cases on American Constitutional Law. II,
(3). Assistant Professor Sullivan.
Second-Year Courses
7. Persons.—McCurdy, Cases on Domestic Relations (2d ed.). I, (2). Professor
Weisiger.
8. Evidence.—Morgan and Maguire, Cases on Eindence. II, (3). Associate Professor
Ferrall.
9. Sales.—Bogert and Britton, Cases on Sales. I, (3). Professor Britton.
11. Agency.—Mechem, Cases on Agency (2d ed.). I, (3). Professor Holt.
15. Bills and Notes.—Britton, Cases on Bills and Notes (2d ed.). II, (3). Professor
Britton.
16a-16b. Trusts.—Scott, Cases on Trusts (2d ed.). Continuous through I and II, (2).
Professor Schnebly.
17. Unincorporated Busin'ess AssoaATiONS.—Mechem, Cases on Partnership (Math-
ews' Revision). I, (2). Professor Holt.
20. Pleading.—Selected cases on common law, equity, and code pleading. I, (3).
Professor McCaskill.
25. The Legal Profession.—Cheatham, Cases on the Legal Profession. II, (1). Pro-
fessor H.\rno.
28a. Insurance.—Personal insurance. Goble, Cases on Insurance. I, (2). Given in
1940-1941 and in alternate years. Professor Goble.
[28b. Insurance.—Property insurance. Goble, Cases on Insurance. I, (2). Given in
alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. Professor CjOble.]
29. Vendor and Purch.a.ser.—Handler, Cases on Vendor and Purchaser. I, (2). Pro-
fessor Summers.
30. Titles.—Aigler, Cases on Titles (2d ed.). II, (3). Professor Summers.
32. Contracts II.—Patterson, Cases on Contracts II, Vol. 2. II, (3). Professor
CjOBLE.
37. Criminal Procedure.—Harno, Cas,es on Criminal Law and Procedure (2d ed.).
II, (2). Professor Harno.
45. Use of Law Books.—Weisiger, Manual for the Use of Laiv Books (3d ed.). II,
(1). Professor Weisiger.
54-55. Legal Problems I and II.—Comments on recent decisions. I and II, (1). Pre-
requisite: Election to the Student Editorial Board, or one year of law work
w^ith an average grade of at least B (4.) in law courses, and consent of the
course adviser. Members of the staff; Associate Professor Ferr.a.ll, adviser.
60. Public Utilities.—Robinson, Cases on Public Utilities (2d ed.). I, (2). Assistant
Professor Slt,livan.
61. Trade Regulation.—Handler, Cases on Trade Regulation. II, (2). Assistant
Professor Sltllivan.
Third-Year Courses
18. Wills -\nd Administration.—Costigan, Cases on Wills, Descent, and Administra-
tion (2d ed.). S and I, (3). Professor Schnebly.
19. Private Corporations.—Richards, Cases on Prizvie Corporations (3d ed., or 3d ed.
rev.). I, (3). Professor Johnson.
21a. Credit Transactions I.—Sturges, Cases on Credit Transactions (2d ed.). I, (3).
Associate Professor Ferrall.
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21b. Credit Transactions II.—Sturges, Cases on Credit Transactions (2d ed.). S
and II, (3). Associate Professor Ferrall.
24. Municipal Corporations.—Stason, Cases on Municipal Corporations. S and I,
(2). Assistant Professor Sullivan.
31a-31b. Conflict of Laws.—Cheatham, Dowling, and Goodrich, Cases on Conflict of
Laws. 1 and II, (2). Professor Holt.
33. Administrative Law.—Gellhorn, Cases on Administrative Law. S and I, (3).
Assistant Professor Sullivan.
[35. Rights in Land.—Bigelow, Cases on Rights in Land (2d ed.). II, (2). Given
in alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. Professor Summers.]
36. Practice Court.—II, (3). Prerequisite : Law 8 and 20. Professor McCaskill.
38. Future Interests and Restraints upon Alienation.—Powell, Cases on Future
Interests (2d ed.), and selected cases. II, (4). Prerequisite : Law 16a. Pro-
fessor Schnebly.
39a-39b. Thesis Course.—Open to students who are candidates for the J.D. degree,
during the academic year next preceding their graduation. Continuous through
I and II, (1). Members of the staff.
40. Bankruptcy.—Poteat and Rostow, Sturges' Cases on Debtors' Estates. II, (2).
Professor Britton.
[41. Constitutional Law II.—Dodd, Cases on Constitutional Law. I, (3). Not given
in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor Sullivan.]
[48. Legal Method and Legal Institutions.—Mimeographed materials and assigned
readings. II, (2). Not given in 1940-1941.]
50. Labor Law.—II, (2). Prerequisite: Consent of instructor. Professor Weisiger.
52. Law of Oil and Gas.—Summers, Cases on Oil and Gas. II, (2). Professor
Summers.
56-57. Legal Problems III and IV.—Comments on recent decisions. I and II, (1).
Prerequisite: Legal Problems I or II, and an average grade of at least B (4.)
in law courses, or consent of the course adviser. Members of the staff; Asso-
ciate Professor Ferrall, course adviser.
59. Banks and Banking.—Selected legal problems in the organization, operation, and
liquidation of banks. I, (2). Professor Britton.
62. Corporation Organization and Finance.—Richards, Cases on Private Corpora-
tions (3d ed. rev.). Types of corporate securities and the rights of the holders;
reorganization of corporations under the Chandler Act; the rights of various
types of creditors and security holders upon reorganization. II, (2). Prerequi-
site: Law 19, or equivalent. Professor Johnson.
64a. Taxation I.—Magill and Maguire, Cases on Taxation (3d ed.). S and I, (2).
Given in 1940-1941 and in alternate years. Associate Professor Ferrall.
[64b. Taxation II.—Magill and Maguire, Cases on Taxation (3d ed.). I, (2). Given
in alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Ferrall.]
LIBRARY SCIENCE
Professors: White (Director of Library School), Windsor (Emeritus).
Associate Professors: Simpson (Emerita), Bond, Boyd.
Assistant Professors: Krieg (Assistant Director), Hostetter.
Associates: Phelps,' Singleton, McDiarmid,^ Spencer.
Lecturers: Johnson, Jutton, Houchexs, Dunlap, Garver, Trotier.
Instructors: Kinney.
Assistants: Riffle, Parrish, Nordhem, Oxtoby, Wellshear.
Cooperating: Miss Nelle M. Signor, Miss L. Marguerite Simmons.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Visiting Professor
Hellmut Lehmann-Haupt, Visiting Associate Professor C. H. Stone.
Visiting Assistant Professor Winifred Ver Nooy, Miss Ruby E.
Dare, Miss Vera E. Goessling, Miss Winifred B. Linderman, Mrs.
Mary H. Marable, Miss Louise F. Rees, Miss Je.'Vnnette Vander
Ploeg.
^On leave of absence first semester.
*On leave of absence for six months beginning March 1, 1941.
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Courses for Undergraduates
12. General Reference.—Classification and arrangement of books in the University
Library; card catalogs; reference books. Intended for freshmen and sopho-
mores; not for students in the Library School. I and II, (2). Miss Johnson,
Miss SiGNOR, Miss Kinney, Miss Simmons.
898. Reading Guidance Through the School Library.—An introduction to the
integrated use of library materials in the educational program, with some con-
sideration of the management of the small school library. Prerequisite: Senior
standing. S, (3). Aliss Goessling.
Courses for First-Year Library School Students
2a. Reference and Bibliography.—Types of reference materials, including national
bibliographies, indexes, and the essential general reference books. S, (3) ; I, (4).
Miss Singleton, Dr. Spencer; (S, Miss Kinney, Miss Dare).
2b. Reference.—Reference books for special subjects; administration of the reference
department. II, (3). Prerequisite: Library Science 2a. Miss Singleton, Miss
Kinney.
S16. Book-buying.—Methods of acquisition of books, periodicals, and other library
materials, with related problems. Includes American and British trade bibli-
ography, with an introduction to German and French trade bibliography. S, (2).
Visiting Associate Professor Stone, Visiting Assistant Professor Ver Nooy.
21. Printing and Binding.—^Practical printing for libraries; appreciative aspects of
bookmaking; materials and methods of binding; preparing books for the
bindery. II, (2). Miss Houchens.
S21. History and Art of the Printed Book.—An introductory course designed to
demonstrate the evolution of the graphic arts in the framework of culture, and
to develop appreciation of the printer's product. Includes a study of the back-
ground and invention of printing, of the work of outstanding historical printers,
and of contemporary book production, with some aspects of type design, binding,
and illustration. S, (2). Visiting Professor Lehmann-Haupt.
31a. Cataloging.—Dictionary cataloging according to Library of Congress practice.
I, (2). Associate Professor Bond, Assistant Professor Krieg, Miss Kinney.
33b. College Library Administration.^—Problems of the four-year college, junior col-
lege, teachers college, and the college unit in universities. II, (3). Prerequisite
:
Library Science 34. Dr. Spencer.
34. Library Administration.—Introduction to librarianship ; library literature; objec-
tives of the modern library ; agencies of library service
;
professional training
and associations
;
principles of library organization and administration, with
emphasis on the public library; legislation; budgets, order work, loan work;
special services; personnel; extension. I, (4). Dr. McDiarmid, Assistant Pro-
fessor Hostetter.
36. Classification.—Dewey decimal classification ; Library of Congress classification
(briefly)
;
principles of subject headings, book numbers, shelf listing. I, (2).
Associate Professor Bond, Miss Kinney.
37. Cataloging.—Continuation of 31a. One section emphasizes college and university
library problems ; another section emphasizes public library and high school
library problems. S and II, (2 or 3). Associate Professor Bond, Miss Kinney;
(S, Miss Vander Ploeg).
38a. Selection of Books.—Evaluation of books in the fields of fiction, belles lettres,
biography and travel, in relation to reading interests and ability ; the publishing
of books
;
problems of the book trade as they affect library selection. S and I,
(3). Associate Professor Boyd, Assistant Professor Hostetter.
38b. Selection of Books.—Evaluation of books in relation to reading interests in such
special fields of knowledge as science, social science, art, religion, psychology'.
S and II, (3). Prerequisite: Library Science 38a. Associate Professor Boyd,
Assistant Professor Hostetter; (S, Miss Linderman).
47. Subject Bibliography.—Selected subject bibliographies for practical reference
work. II, (2). Prerequisite: Library Science 2a; consent of instructor. Miss
Phelps.
97. Individual Problems.—Open to experienced students desiring extension of study
along lines of special interest and to students interested in special library admin-
istration. II, (1 to 3). Professor White and others.
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99. Inspection Trip.—Required of all candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Library Science. Estimated cost $30. S and II, (no credit).
Courses for Advanced Library School Students and Graduate Students
13a. United States Government Publications.—Production, distribution, and use of
federal publications as reference material. S and I, (2). (-)4 tmit). Prerequi-
site: Library Science 2a-2b. Associate Professor Boyd.
[24a. Book Selection for Special Groups.—Foreign literature in translation. I, (2).
(54 unit). Prerequisite: Library Science 38a-38b. Not given in 1940-1941.]
[24b. Book Selection for Special Groups.—Selection for socially maladjusted groups;
retarded reading groups; therapeutic values of reading. II, (2). (V2 unit).
Prerequisite: Library Science 24a, or consent of instructor. Not given in 1940-
1941.]
42. State, Municipal, and Foreign C^overnment Publications.—The use of Ameri-
can state and municipal documents, League of Nations publications, and foreign
government publications as reference material. II, (3). (54 unit). Prerequisite:
Library Science 13a. Aliss Phelps.
[44. Book-buying for the Large Library.—Organization and administration of the
large acquisition department ; special buying policies, importing, tariff, and
copyright law^ as applied to libraries. II, (2). (i/^ tmit). Prerequisite: Library
Science 34. Not given in 1940-1941.]
[45. Library Buildings and Equipment.—I, (2). (1/2 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
46. High School Library Administration.—II, (3). (V2 unit). Prerequisite: Fifteen
hours of library science; consent of instructor. Assistant Professor Hostetter.
[48. Library Administration.—Special problems. II, (2 or 3). (V2 unit). Prerequi-
site: Library Science 34. Not given in 1940-1941.]
49. Children's Literature.—Books and periodicals which best meet children's reading
interests ; literary history and evolution ; aids for selection ; editions and illus-
trators. II, (2). (1/2 unit). Assistant Professor Hostetter.
S50. Problems in Teaching the Use of the Library.—S, (1). (14 unit). Prerequi-
site: Fifteen hours of library science. Visiting Associate Professor Stone.
51. Books and Libraries.—II, (3). (I/2 unit). Miss Singleton.
52. Reading Guidance.—Adult readers' interests and habits ; readers' advisory
service; library participation in adult education, with emphasis on the public
library. II, (2). (1/2 unit). Prerequisite: Library Science 38a. Associate Pro-
fessor Boyd.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Before beginning work for the degree of A.]\I. or ]M.S. with the major in
library science, students must have acquired the degree of B.S. in library science, or
its equivalent in an approved institution, with good scholastic records. They must also
present approved experience, a reading knowledge of two modern foreign languages,
one of which must be German or French, and recommendations as to professional
promise. A student may combine a major in library science with a minor in any special
subject for which he is adequately prepared. The thesis must be completed within
three years after first registration therein, unless there is approval of a longer period
based on unusual contingencies.
101. Thesis.—S, I, and II, {1 to 2 units). Professors White and Windsor, Associate
Professors Bond and Boyd, Assistant Professors Krieg and Hostetter, Miss
Phelps, Dr. McDiarmid.
102. Seminar.—Special topics. (I/2 to 4 units). Work may be taken in the following:
[(b) University Library Administration.—II, {1 unit). Not given in 1940-
1941.]
[(c) Publishers.—I, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[(d) Special Libraries.—Not given in 1940-1941.]
(e) Individual Problems.—S, I, and II, (I/2 /o i unit). Professor White and
others,
(g) Social Trends.—A study of contemporary civilization as a background for
library service ; recent developments in sociology, education, economics,
politics, and public administration, and their relation to librarianship.
II, (i unit). Dr. Spencer.
(h) Methods of Investigation in Librarianship.—I, (I/2 unit). Dr. Mc-
Diarmid.
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103a-103b. Advanced Reference.—Bibliographic method in specific fields, involving the
use of scholarly bibliographies, abstract journals, special dictionaries, society
publications, etc.; inter-library loan; administration of a reference department.
S, I, and II, (54 unit). Prerequisite: Library Science 2a-2b. Miss Phelps, Dr.
Spencer; (S, Visiting Assistant Professor Ver Nooy).
104a. Advanced Classification.—Comparative study of systems of subject headings
and classification, with emphasis on Library of Congress systems. I, (V^ unit).
Prerequisite : Library Science 31a, 36, and 37. Associate Professor Bond.
104b. Advanced Cataloging.—Comparative rules for cataloging books ; bibliographic
and research problems in cataloging. S and II, (Vi to 1 unit). Prerequisite:
Library Science 31a and 37. Associate Professor Bond.
S105. History and Appreciation of Book Production.—Lectures, discussions, and
reports on a variety of questions relating to bookmaking and the graphic arts
from the point of view of the library profession, arranged to present a com-
prehensive picture of book production. S, (V2 to 1 unit). Visiting Professor
Lehmann-Haupt.
Non-professional Courses, Summer Session, 1940
Note:—These eight-weeks elementary courses, for which credit is not given toward
the degree of Bachelor of Science in Library Science, are designed to meet the needs
of employed librarians of small public libraries and school libraries, especially in
Illinois.
570. Cataloging and Classification.—A simplified introduction to the preparation of
a dictionary catalog, and the arrangement of books by the Dewey Decimal
Classification. S, (2i/^). Miss Vander Ploeg.
571. Selection of Books.—The principles of book selection, with discussion of the
literature of special subjects and its use in libraries. Section A: public library;
Section B: school library. S, (U/z)- Mrs. Marable, Miss Rees.
872. Libraries and Children.—Management of children's rooms ; work with schools
;
selection of children's literature. S, (1). Mrs. Marable.
S73. Reference Work.—The more important books of reference, and particularly
those suited to small public and high school libraries. S, (IVz)- Miss Goessling.
874. Administration.—Section A: objectives of service and management of the
small public library; finance; relations with the board of trustees; maintenance
of the book collection, building, and equipment; book ordering. Section B:
objectives of service and management of the small school library; budget and
book-ordering; integration of library work and teaching; relations with prin-
cipal, teachers, and pupils; training the pupil staff. S, {\Vz). Mrs. Marable,
Miss Rees.
MATHEMATICS
Professors: Coble (Head of the Department), Townsend (Emeritus),
G. A. Miller (Emeritus), Shaw (Emeritus), Carmichael, Emch
(Emeritus), Cr.\thorne, Brahana, Trjitzinsky.^
Associate Professors: H.^zlett, Baer.
Assistant Professors: Levy, B.a.iley, Bourgin,' Doob, Ketchum, Moore.
Associates: Steimley, Pepper, Armstrong, Hoersch, Wilson, Miles,
Mendel, Chanler, Duffin, Fox, Helmer, Vaughan.
Instructors: Peters, Bower, Bristow, Welker, Niven, Day, Anderson,
Nielsen, Pate.
Assistants: Hansman, Carruth, Strobel, Pulliam,' Ferguson, Gingerich,
R. A. Miller, Blanche, Kiefer, Epstein, Mathews, Topp,' Luke,
Atchison, Alton, Erkiletian, Gibson, Hamming, Johnson, Lockhart,
RosELLE,' Stewart, Bell.'
Major: 20 hours in mathematics, excluding Mathematics 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6a, 8a, 8b,
and all courses taken during the freshman year, and including Mathematics 7, 9, and
two semesters of Mathematics 70, 71, 72.
'On leave of absence. ^First semester. 'Second semester.
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Note: For undergraduate students intending to take advanced work or a major
in mathematics, the following outline of freshman and sophomore work is suggested.
Freshman year: first semester, Mathematics 2 (or 3) and 4 (or 5) ; second semester,
Mathematics 6. Sophomore year: first semester, Mathematics 7; second semester,
Mathematics 9. In certain cases Mathematics 6 may be replaced by Mathematics
6a, and Mathematics 7 and 9 by Mathematics 8a and 8b.
Minors: 20 hours (excluding courses taken during the freshman year) selected
from one or two of the following subjects: accountancy, astronomy, chemistry, eco-
nomics, philosophy, physics, statistics (Mathematics 21, 22, 23, 30, 31), surveying,
theoretical and applied mechanics. If two subjects are chosen, at least eight hours
must be taken in each.
Mathematics 32, 35, 36, and 40 are suggested as desirable courses for students pre-
paring to teach high school mathematics.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Solid Geometry.—Satisfies deficiency in solid geometry for Engineering students
;
all other students receive full credit. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Entrance
algebra, one unit
;
plane geometry, one unit. Dr. Niven, Mr. Blanche, Mr.
Luke.
2. College Algebra.—S, I, and II, (3). Seniors receive only two hours credit. Pre-
requisite: Entrance algebra, U/2 units; plane geometry, 1 unit. Professors
Crathorne and Brahana, Assistant Professor Moore, Dr. Steimley, Dr.
Pepper, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Wilson, Dr. Miles, Dr. Chanler,
Dr. DuFFiN, Dr. Fox, Dr. Peters, Dr. Nielsen, Dr. Hansman, Mr. Strobel,
Mr. PuLLiAM, Mr. Ferguson, Mr. Gingerich, Mr. Blanche, Miss Kiefer, Mr.
Epstein, Mr. Mathews, Mr. Topp, Mr. Luke, Mr. Alton, Mr. Erkiletian, Mr.
Gibson, Mr. Hamming, Mr. Johnson, Mr. Lockhart, Mr. Roselle.
3. Algebra.—S, I, and II, (5). Students having IV^ entrance units in algebra receive
only three hours credit ; seniors receive only four hours credit. Prerequisite:
Entrance algebra, 1 unit; plane geometry, 1 unit. Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Wilson,
Dr. Miles, Dr. Mendel, Dr. Duffin, Dr. Helmer, Dr. Vaughan, Dr. Bower,
Dr. NiVEN, Dr. Day, Dr. Anderson, Dr. Pate, Dr. Hansman, Mr. Carruth,
Mr. Ferguson, Mr. Gingerich, Mr. Miller, Mr. Blanche, Miss Kiefer, Mr.
Epstein, Mr. Mathews, Mr. Topp, Mr. Atchison, Mr. Erkiletian, Mr. Gibson,
Mr. Hamming, Mr. Stewart; (S, Dr. Peters).
4. Plane Trigonometry.—S, I, and II, (2). Seniors receive only one hour credit.
Prerequisite: Entrance algebra, li/4 units, or registration in Mathematics 3.
Professor Brahana, Associate Professor Hazlett, Assistant Professors Levy
and Moore, Dr. Steimley, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Pepper, Dr. Wil-
son, Dr. Miles, Dr. Chanler, Dr. Duffin, Dr. Fox, Dr. Vaughan, Dr. Peters,
Dr. Bower, Dr. Bristow, Dr. Welker, Dr. Day, Dr. Nielsen, Dr. Hansman,
Mr. Carruth, Mr. Strobel, Mr. Pulliam, Mr. Ferguson, Mr. Gingerich, Mr.
Miller, Mr. Mathews, Mr. Alton, Mr. Atchison, Mr. Erkiletian, Mr. Gibson,
Mr. Hamming, Mr. Roselle, Mr. Stewart; (S, Dr. Mendel).
4a. Elements of Algebra and Trigonometry.—May be taken only by pre-medical stu-
dents who have entered with but one unit of high school algebra. It satisfies the
trigonometry prerequisite in physics for pre-medical students. It does not serve
as a prerequisite for Mathematics 6 or 6a. Pre-medical students who enter with
11/^ units of algebra must take Mathematics 4. II, (3). Prerequisite: High
school algebra, 1 unit. Assistant Professor Moore, Dr. Mendel.
5. Advanced Trigonometry.—I, (2). Seniors receive only one hour credit. Prerequi-
site: Entrance algebra, I1/2 units; plane geometry, 1 unit; solid geometry, 1/2
unit; entrance trigonometry, I/2 unit, or Mathematics 4. Dr. Mendel, Dr.
Bower, Dr. Welker.
6. Analytic Geometry.—Plane and solid analytic geometry. S, I, and II, (5). Seniors
receive only four hours credit. Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 or 3, and 4 or 5.
Assistant Professor Levy, Dr. Wilson, Dr. Mendel, Dr. Chanler, Dr. Vaughan,
Dr. Bristow, Dr. Welker, Dr. Niven, Dr. Anderson, Dr. Nielsen, Dr. Pate.
6a. Analytic Geometry.—For chemists, architects, and engineers. Plane and solid
analytic geometry. II, (4). Seniors receive only three hours credit. Prerequi-
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site: Mathematics 2 or 3, and 4 or 5. Professor Brahana, Assistant Professor
Ketchum, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Miles, Dr. Chanler, Dr. Helmer,
Dr. Peters, Dr. Pate, Dr. Hansman, Mr. Carruth, Mr. Strobel, Mr. Ferguson,
Mr. Miller, Mr. Blanche, Miss Kiefer, Mr. Epstein, Mr. Alton, Mr. Roselle.
7. Calculus.—First course for students of mathematics and engineering. S, I, and II,
(5). Prerequisite: Mathematics 6 or 6a. Associate Professors Hazlett and
Baer, Assistant Professor Ketchum, Dr. Pepper, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Hoersch,
Dr. Wilson, Dr. Mendel, Dr. Duffin, Dr. Fox, Dr. Bower, Dr. Niven, Dr. Day,
Dr. Anderson, Dr. Nielsen.
9. Calculus.—Second course for students of mathematics and engineering. Aiathe-
matics 9 is a continuation of ^Mathematics 7. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Mathematics 7. Professors Coble and Crathorne, Assistant Professors Doob
and Ketchum, Dr. Steimley, Dr. Pepper, Dr. AIexdel, Dr. Chanler, Dr. Fox,
Dr. Helmer, Dr. Bristow, Dr. Nielsen, Dr. Pate; (S, Dr. Bower).
8a. Calculus.—First course for students of chemistry, chemical engineering, and
insurance. I, (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 6a or 6. Professor Brahana,
Assistant Professor Doob, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Hoersch, Dr. Miles, Dr.
Anderson.
8b. Calculus.—Continuation of Mathematics 8a. II, (3). Prerequisite : Mathematics
8a. Professor Brahana, Assistant Professor Doob, Dr. Armstrong, Dr. Miles,
Dr. Welker, Dr. Anderson.
9a. Calculus.—Special topics in calculus ; definite integrals ; special differential equa-
tions ; formation of problems in applied mathematics; line integrals. I, (2).
Prerequisite: ^Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-8b). Assistant Professor Ketchum,
Dr. Mendel, Dr. Peters, Dr. Bristow.
23. Mathematics of Finance.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 2; junior stand-
ing. Dr. Bristow, Dr. Anderson, Mr. Strobel.
90a-90b. Undergraduate Thesis.—I and II, (2). Prereqtiisite: 24 hours of college
mathematics. Members of the department.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
16. Differential Equations and Advanced Calculus.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Mathe-
matics 7 and 9 (or 8a-8b). Dr. Steimley.
17. Differential Equations and Advanced Calculus.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Mathe-
matics 16. Dr. Steimley.
18-19. Advanced Calculus.—I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or
8a-8b). Dr. Peters, Dr. Bristow.
21. Theory of Probability.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-8b).
Professor Crathorne.
22. Statistics.—S, (2i/i) ; I, (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 or 3; junior standing.
Dr. Welker; (S, Dr. Bower).
30-31. Actuarial Theory.—Continuous through I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Mathe-
matics 7 and 9 (or 8a-8b). Dr. Bower.
[32. History of Mathematics.—II, (3). Prerequisite: 18 hours of mathematics, in-
cluding Mathematics 7 and 9. Not given in 1940-1941.]
35. Teachers' Course.—I and II, (3). Prerequisite: A year course in calculus, or
consent of instructor. Assistant Professor Bailey.
36. Advanced Aspects of Euclidean Geometry.—II, (3). Prerequisite: 18 hours of
mathematics, including Mathematics 7 and 9. Assistant Professor Moore.
40a-40b. Fundamental Concepts of Mathematics.—S, (21/4); I and II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Mathematics 7 and 9 (or 8a-8b). Dr. Pepper; (S, Assistant Pro-
fessor jMoore).
[52a-52b. Partial Differenti.\l Equations of Mathematical Physics.—Continuous
through I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Alathematics 16 and 17. Not given in
1940-1941. Assistant Professor Bourgin.]
[53a-53b. Integral and Operational Equations in Mathematical Physics.—Con-
tinuous through I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 9a. Not given in
1940-1941. Assistant Professor Bourgin.]
[70a-70b. Introduction to Higher Algebra.—Continuous through I and II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Mathematics 7 and 9. Not given in 1940-1941.]
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S70b. Introduction to Higher Algebra.—S, (21/2). Prerequisite: Mathematics 70a.
Dr. Mendel.
71a-71b. Introduction to Higher Analysis.—S, (2i/i) ; continuous through I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7 and 9. Assistant Professor Ketchum, Dr.
Vaughan; (S, Assistant Professor Bourgin).
72a-72b. Introduction to Higher Geometry.—S, (2V4) ; continuous through I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Alathematics 7 and 9. Dr. Ch.a.nler; (S, Assistant Professor
Levy) .
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students beginning graduate study with a major in mathematics must have
had twenty hours of undergraduate work in mathematics besides the usual freshman
courses in algebra, trigonometry, and analytic geometry, including a one-year course
in calculus and one year of more advanced work in one or more of the fields of
algebra, analysis, and geometry. They should be able to read German or French.
Candidates for a Ph.D. degree taking a first minor in mathematics are expected
to have completed a course in calculus and are required to take two one-year courses
beyond the calculus. Those taking a second minor are required to complete at least
one course throughout a year beyond the calculus.
The more technical courses offered by the department are arranged mainly in
cycles of two or of three years, so that a properly qualified student will usually have
opportunity to take any particular course at some time during the three years of
residence required for a doctor's degree.
100. Seminar and Thesis.—S, I, and II, (1 to 2 units). Professors in the department.
101. Functions of Real Variables.—Introductory. Continuous through I and II, (i
unit). Assistant Professor Doob.
[102. Functions of a Complex Variable.—Continuous through I and II, (1 unit).
Not given in 1940-1941.]
104. Topology.—II, (1 unit). Dr. Fox.
S105. Calculus of Variations.—S, {1 unit). Professor Crathorne.
109. Seminar in Research Topics.—Continuous through I and II, (i unit). Professor
Carmichael.
[110. Elliptic Functions.—Continuous through I and II, (i utiit). Not given in
1940-1941. Professor Carmichael.]
[111. Differential Equations and Asymptotic Expansions.—Continuous through I
and II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Trjitzinsky.]
[112. Theory of Linear Difference Equations.—Continuous through I and II, (1
unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Carmichael.]
[114. Partial Differential Equations.—Continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Not
given in 1940-1941. Professor Trjitzinsky.]
[115. Advanced Topics in the Theory of Functions.—Continuous through I and II,
(1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Trjitzinsky.]
116. Topics in Classical Analysis.—I, (1 unit). Dr. Duffin.
124. Theory of Numbers.—II, (1 unit). Dr. Niven.
[126. Theory of Groups.—Continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-
1941. Professor Brahana.]
127. Fundamentals of Geometry.—I, (1 unit). Associate Professor Baer.
128. Continuous Groups.—II, (1 unit). Associate Professor Baer.
129. Theory of Statistics.—S, and continuous through I and II, (1 iinit). Professor
Crathorne.
131. Advanced Geometry.—Continuous through I and II, (1 Jtnit). Assistant Professor
Levy.
[135. Differential Geometry.—II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[151. Linear Operations.—Continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-
1941. Assistant Professor Bourgin.]
169. Elements of Higher Geometry .a.nd Algebra.—Continuous through I and II,
(1 unit). Professor Brahana.
170. Algebr.a..—S, and continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Associate Professor
Hazlett; (S, Assistant Professor Levy).
171. Analysis.—S, and continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Dr. Helmer; (S,
Assistant Professor Bourgin).
172. Geometry.—S, and continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Professor Coble; (S,
Dr. Chanler).
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MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Professars: Leutwiler (Head of the Department), Kr-\tz, Youxg, Ham,
PoLsox. Casberg, Macxs'tire, Se\'er>-s.^ Espy.
Associate Professors: Riitell, Ryax.
Assistant Professors: MoHx, Thomas. Larsox. Hershey, Felxows,
SCHTBEST.
Associates: H.vll (Emeritus), Laxham (Emeritus), Wooddeix, Starr.
W'lLLi.ois. Trigger,
Instructors: Wright, Broghamer, Miles, Co \'ax, Comptox,' Gracx,
GoGLiA, LtniE, Se\t.\rth, Krans, Exgdahl, Hexry.*
Assistants: Dersough.
Cooperating: Associate Professor Schr-\per.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Ste.\m. Air, .vxt) Gas Machixzry.—Theor\\ construction, operating characteristics
of boilers, prime movers, air compressors, and auxiliaries. For Civil Engineer-
ing students. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 9; Physics 1 and 3.
Professor PoLsox, Assistant Professor Fellows, Mr. Kraxs.
2. Ste.\m Exgtxeerixg.—Thermod\-namic properties of working mediums, transfor-
mation of heat to work, theoretical and practical limitations ; the second law,
absolute temperature, a\-ailable energy-
; power cycles, ideal and practical
;
energy equations of steady flow; power equipment and auxiliaries. For Chem-
ical Engineering students. II, (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 9 or 8b; Physics
1 and 3. Assistant Professor Larsox. Mr. Lltke, Mr. (jOglia.
3. Power Plaxt ExGrxEERixo.—Steam generators, prime movers, and auxiliaries, for
central stations. For Electrical and General Engineering students. I, (3). Pre-
requisite: Mechanical Engineering 10. Professor Mactxttre, Mr. Comptox, Mr.
Miles.
5. Locomotives.—Steam and other motive power; mechanics; thermal analysis. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1 ; registration in Mechanical
Engineering 13 and Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 2. Professor Yol'XG.
6. Power Plaxt Eqopmext.—.\n introductory- study of the fimctions and character-
istics of equipment ; including steam generators, prime movers, condensers,
pumps, air compressors, fans, chimneys, feed water treatment, and auxiliaries.
For Mechanical Engineering students. II, (4). Prerequisite: Registration in
Mechanical Engineering 14. Professors PoLsox and Macixtire, Assistant Pro-
fessor Fellows, Mr. Miles, Mr. (jOGll\.
7. IxTERX.AL Combustiox Exgixes.—Theorv", performance, and general characteristics.
I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 6 or 3. Professor PoLSOX.
8. R.\ilway Operatiox.—Train resistance ; mechanics of train movement ; locomotive
economy and performance; shops and terminal faciUties. II, (3). Prerequisite:
Mechanical Engineering 5. Professor Yol"XG.
10. Thermodyxamics.—Transformation of heat to work, theoretical and practical
Umitations, absolute scale of temperature and its significance. thermod>Tiamic
properties of working media, energ>- equation of steady flow, analysis of ideal
power and refrigeration cjxles. For Electrical or General Engineering students.
I and II, C3). Prerequisite : Mathematics 9; Physics 1 and 3. Professor Espy,
Assistant Professor L.\RSOX, Mr. Luke. Mr. Comptox, Mr. Kraxs.
13. THESMOD"i-XA>acs.—Transformations of energ>-, theoretical limitations ; second
law. absolute temperature, entropy and available energ\-; properties of gases,
liquids, \"apors, and vapor mixtures. I, (3). Prerequisite: Mathematics 9;
Physics 1 and 3. Professor Espy', Assistant Professor L.\rsox, Mr. Ll^ke, Mr.
Kr.\xs.
14. THERMODY'X'.\incs.—Energy relations of one-dimensional steady flow of compres-
sible fluids applied to the de Laval nozzle, simple orifice, and long pipe ; simple
single-stage impulse turbine ; ideal power cj-cles ; thermod>Tiamics and processes
of moist air: and other applications. II, (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engi-
neering 13. Professor Espy', Mr. Luke, Mr. Kjlvxs.
MDn leave of absence first semester. -Resignation elective November 14, 19-iO.
'Second semester.
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[15. Engineerixg Thermodynamics.—Application of principles of thermodynamics to
selected problems of power production, heat transfer, fluid flow of a com-
pressible medium, cycle analysis. II, (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineer-
ing 14. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Espy.]
17. Refriger.miox Engineering.—Mechanical cooling in industrial processes. I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 14. Professor Macintire.
21. Mechanical Equipment of Buildings.—Laboratory tests of steam engines, tur-
bines, pumps, hot-blast heaters, fans, air-washers, heating boilers, and air com-
pressors. I, (1). Prerequisite: Senior standing; registration in Mechanical
Engineering 23. Assistant Professor Fellows, Mr. Goglia, Mr. Engdahl.
23. Mechanical Ej^uipment of Buildings.—Small power plants, direct and indirect
heating, ventilation, and air conditioning. I, (4). Prerequisite: Senior stand-
ing; registration in Mechanical Engineering 21. Assistant Professor }^Iohn.
25. Heating and Ventilation for Architects.—Direct and indirect heating, ventila-
tion and air analysis, air conditioning. I, (2). Prerequisite: Senior stsmding.
Assistant Professor Mohn.
28. Heating, Ventilating, and .Air Conditioning.—Steam boilers and water heaters,
direct and indirect heating, gravity systems, district heating, ventilation and air
analysis, air conditioning. II, (4). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 14
and 65. Professor Severns, Assistant Professors Mohn and Fellows, Mr.
Engdahl.
31. Mechanics of Machinery.—Cams, gears; graphical construction; kinetics; bal-
ancing; critical speeds ; force and mass reduction. I, (5). Prerequisite: Regis-
tration in Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 2. Professor Ham, Associate
Professor Ryan, Mr. Broghamer, Mr. Gr.\ce, }klr. Seyfarth.
33. Aeronautical Engineering.—Aerodjmamic principles in airplane design. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Associate Professor Riddell, Mr. Luke.
34. Aeron.\utical Engineering.—Loads and stresses, materials and methods of con-
struction. II, (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 33. Associate Pro-
fessor Riddell.
35. Petroleum Production Engineering.—Development: properties of petroleum,
petroleum reser\'oirs, exploration methods, field development, drilling, oil field
hydrolog>-, oil well completion. I, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in
mechanical engineering, or consent of instructor. Assistant Professor Larson.
36. Petroleum Production Engineering.—Production methods: reser\-oir drainage,
controlled flowing, gas lift, pumping, repressuring, water drive, natural gasoline,
storage, transportation. II, (3). Prerequisite: Mechanical Engineering 35, or
consent of instructor. Assistant Professor Larson.
40. Mechanical Engineering Design.—Design of machinery subjected to hea\'>- and
variable stresses. II, (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 3
and 63; Mechanical Engineering 31. Professor Ham, Associate Professor Ryan,
]^Ir. Broghamer, Mr. Grace, Mr. Seyfarth.
41. Mechanical Engineering Design.—Continuation of course 40. I, (4). Prerequi-
site: Mechanical Engineering 40. Professor Leutwiler, Associate Professor
Ryan, Mr. Brogh.a.mer, Mr. Grace, Mr. Seyf.a.rth.
52. Power Plant Design.—Stud}' and design of some form of modern steam power
plant. II, (3). Prerequisite: ^lechanical Engineering 65. Professor Leutwiler,
Associate Professor Ryan, Mr. Broghamer, Mr. Grace, 'Mr. Seyf.\rth.
54. Locomotive and Car Design.—Motive power and rolling stock selection ; standards
and proportions. II, (3). Prerequisite: Registration in Mechanical Engineering
8. Professor Young.
61. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.—Tests of prime movers and auxiliaries.
For Chemical and Electrical Engineering students. I and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Mechanical Engineering 1, 2, or 3. Assistant Professors L.arson and Fellows,
Mr. Miles, Mr. Compton, Mr. Goglia, Mr. Engdahl, Mr. Henry.
62. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.—Steam boilers and auxiliaries, steam
prime movers, pumps, condensers, fans, air compressors and internal combustion
engines. Lectures, recitations, and laboraton,-. II, (3). Students who have
credit in Mechanical Engineering 1, 2, or 3 may register for one hour of lab-
oratory work only. Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Severns, Assistant
Professor Fellows. Mr. ^Iiles, Mr. Kr.\ns, Mr. Engdahl.
64. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.—Instruments and tests of steam prime
movers, pumps, fans, internal combustion engines, and flow of compressible
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media. Engineering reports. II, (3). Prerequisite: Registration in Mechanical
Engineering 6 and 14 ; for General Engineers, Alechanical Engineering 3. Asso-
ciate Professor Schrader, Assistant Professors Fellows and Larson, 5lr. AIiles,
Mr. GoGLiA, Mr. Kraxs, Mr. Luke, Air. Exgdahl, Mr. Henry.
65. Mechanical Engineering Laboratory.—Tests of air conditioning equipment,
reciprocating steam pumps, air compressors, and other power and mechanical
equipment selected by the students. Engineering reports. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Mechanical Engineering 64. Assistant Professors Mohn, Larson, and Fellows,
Mr. !MiLES, 'Mr. Compton, Mr. Goglia, Mr. Luke, Mr. Krans, and Mr. Engdahl.
84. Welding Engineering.—Fundamentals of welding processes ; metallography of
welds; design, stress distribution and strength of welds; application of welding
to the design of machines and structures; selection of materials, and equipment;
fabrication, supervision, and inspection. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior
standing in engineering; consent of instructor. Associate Professor Ryan, Mr.
Williams.
85. Pattern and Foundry Laboratory.—Design of wood and metal patterns; metal-
lurgy of gray iron ; floor, bench, and machine molding ; core making ; brass
furnace and cupola practice; sand testing. I and II, (3). Prerequisite : Sopho-
more standing; General Engineering Drawing 1 or 4. Assistant Professor
Schubert, Air. Wooddell, Mr. Wright, Air. Co Van.
87. Machine Tool Laboratory.—Alachine tools; fixtures, jigs, and tools for producing
interchangeable parts. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Pro-
fessor Casberg, Assistant Professor Thomas, Mr. Starr, Mr. Trigger, Air.
Derrough, Air. Co Van.
88. AIachine Tool Laboratory.—Experiments on machine tool performance, tool and
fixture design, shop management and production problems. II, (3). Prerequi-
site: Alechanical Engineering 87 ; junior standing. Professor Casberg, Assistant
Professor Thomas, Mr. Starr, Air. Derrough.
89. Heat Treatment of AIetals.—Annealing, hardening, tempering, and carburizing
carbon and alloy steels, and study of their microstructure ; heat treatment of
nonferrous metals. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in mechanical
or railway mechanical engineering. Air. Trigger, Air. Williams.
97-98. Thesis.—Investigation of special subjects and preparation of thesis embodying
review of the literature, discussion of results. Continuous through I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Assistant Professor Hershey, Air. Trigger,
Mr. Krans.
99. Inspection Trip.—I; (no credit). Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—The prerequisite for graduate work in mechanical engineering is the equiva-
lent of the undergraduate course required for a bachelor's degree in mechanical engi-
neering in the branch of the subject in which registration is desired.
[107. Thermodynamics.—Alathematics of thermodynamics; application of thermo-
dynamics to solution of physical and engineering problems. I and II, (1 unit).
Not given in 1940-1941.]
108. Flow of Fluids and Heat Transfer.—Application of dimensional analysis and
other rational formulas. Special problems. I, (1 unit). Professor AIacintire.
[109. AIech.\nical Engineering Design.—Alachine design, power plant design, dy-
namics of machinery. I and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professors
Leutvviler and Ham.]
[110. Advanced Heating, Ventilating, a^d Air Conditioning.—Applications of vari-
ous systems, notable developments, results of research. Individual problems.
I and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Severns.]
112. Labor.a.tory Investigations.—Special problems in: (a) combustion; (b) steam;
(c) gas and oil engineering; (d) heating, ventilation, and air conditioning;
(e) refrigeration; (f) flow of fluids; (g) heat transfer; (h) mechanical trans-
mission of power; (i) railway equipment. I and II, (iVi tinits). Professors
PoLSON, KR.A.TZ, Ham, AI.'iCintire, Severns, and You'ng.
117. Advanced Refrigerating Engineering.—Advanced theory and special cycles;
design of comfort cooling and other special installations. II, (1 unit). Professor
AIacintire.
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120. Locomotive Design.—Economic and legal considerations ; specifications ; weight
and distribution; relation of steam pressure, compounding, and superheat to
performance and economy. I or II, (1 unit) ; or I and II, (2 units). Professor
Young.
121. Locomotive Operation.—Train resistance and locomotive tractive force; tonnage
ratings. I or II, (i unit) ; or I and II, (2 units). Professor Young.
MILITARY BANDS
Professors: Harding (Director).
Assistant Professors: Hindsley (Assistant Director).
Instructors: Sawhile.
Courses for Undergraduates
Note:—The following courses are open only to those who have passed the ex-
amination for membership in one of the bands. All new students who play band instru-
ments and who desire to try for places in the bands should make application at the
Band Office. Those who are accepted for membership will be given a slip indicating
the band to which they have been assigned, together with their rehearsal days and
hours (two or three times a week). Assignments are made according to proficiency.
1-2. Freshman Band.—I and II, (1). Director Harding, Assistant Director Hindsley,
Mr. Sawhill.
3-4. Sophomore Band.—I and II, (1). Director Harding, Assistant Director Hindsley,
Mr. Sawhill.
5-6. Junior Band.—I and II, (no credit). Director Harding, Assistant Director
Hindsley.
7-8. Senior Band.—I and II, (no credit). Director Harding, Assistant Director
Hindsley.
MILITARY SCIENCE AND TACTICS
Professors: Colonel Kirkwood (Commandant).
Associate Professors: Colonel Wilkes; Lieutenant-Colonels Jones, De-
LoRiMiER,^ Garity, Grimm, Ellis, Henn, Moore; Majors Leusley,*
PiERSON,^ McNuTT, Sturies, Albert.
Assistant Professors: Captains Brose, Danner, Kriviskey, Watne, Wang.'
Associates: Lieutenants Benedict, Casey, Dunn, Etnyre, Goodnow, Hill,
Inabnit, Janvrin, Lawson, Limberg, Matteson, Simmons, VanDer-
Heyden, Cochrun, Schaudt.
Courses for Undergraduates
Note:—All military courses consist of two parts designated by the same number:
a practical course lettered "a," "h," or "m," and a theoretical course lettered "b" or
"c." The freshman and sophomore basic courses are prerequisite to the junior
courses, which in turn are prerequisite to the senior courses. Students who have had
training in a senior R.O.T.C. unit are permitted to register for work one year advanced
for each year they have had in the senior unit. All students who register for junior
and senior courses are required to sign a contract with the Government to take five
hours of military per week during two years in the University and to attend one
summer camp of six weeks.
Infantry
Director of Infantry Unit: Lieutenant-Colonel Jones.
Instructing: Lieutenant-Colonel Moore, Captain Brose, Lieutenant Dunn.
la-2a. Freshman Infantry.—Leadership, close and extended order drill ; weapons
;
rifle marksmanship. I and II, (Vi).
lb-2b. Freshman Infantry.—Orientation lectures on National Defense Act and
^First semester. ^Second semester.
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R.O.T.C, obligations of citizenship, military history and policy, military dis-
cipline, courtesies and customs of the service, military sanitation and first aid,
and military organization. Classes in organization of infantry—map reading,
rifle, machine gun, howitzer, supply, and headquarters companies ; weapons
;
rifle marksmanship. I and II, (Yz)-
3a-4a. Sophomore Infantry.—Leadership; automatic rifle; infantry weapons; mus-
ketry; scouting and patrolling; functions of platoon scouts. I and II, (V^).
3b-4b. Sophomore Infantry.—Leadership ; automatic rifle, infantry weapons ; mus-
ketry ; scouting and patrolling—functions of platoon scouts ; combat principles
—
squad and section. I and II, (Yz)-
5a-6a. Junior Infantry.—Leadership; instructional methods; weapons—machine guns,
howitzer company, pistol ; combat training—estimate of situation and combat
orders, marches, security, development for combat, offensive combat, defensive
combat, and organization of the ground; combat principles of the rifle platoon
and howitzer company; squad in attack, defense, and security; field fortifications.
I and II, (1/2).
5b-6b. Junior Infantry.—Aerial photograph reading ; leadership ; weapons—machine
guns, howitzer company; review of rifle marksmanship, combat training—esti-
mate of situation and combat orders, marches, security, development for combat,
offensive combat, defensive combat, and organization. I and II, (1).
7a-8a. Senior Infantry.—Leadership ; close and extended order drill ; weapons—tanks
;
combat principles ; rifle, machine gun, and howitzer companies ; platoon in
attack, defense, and security ; anti-aircraft defense ; combat intelligence ; signal
communications. I and II, (Yz)-
7b-8b. Senior Infantry.—Military history and policy; military law, company admin-
istration and property ; Officers' Reserve Corps regulations ; weapons—tanks,
mechanization (lecture), anti-tank defense; combat training—solution of prob-
lems ; combat principles—rifle, machine gun, and howitzer companies ; platoon
in the attack, defense, and security. I and II, (1).
Field Artillery
Director of Field Artillery Unit: Lieutenant-Colonel Henn.
Instructing: Majors Pierson, Leusley, Captains Banner, Albert, Kriviskey,
Lieutenants Goodnow, Cochrun, VanDerHeyden, Hill.
lla-12a. Freshman Field Artillery.—Leadership; field artillery instruction; ele-
mentary gunnery, service of the piece, ammunition and materiel. I and II, (1/2)-
llb-12b. Freshman Field Artillery.—Orientation lectures on National Defense Act
and R.O.T.C, obligations of citizenship, military history and policy, military
discipline, courtesies and customs of the service, military sanitation and first
aid, and military organization. Classes in organization of field artillery; map
reading. I and II, (Yz)-
13h-14h. Sophomore Field Artillery.— (Horse-drawn). Dismounted drill and cere-
monies ; battery communications ; equitation ; field artillery driver ; care of
animals and stable management; reconnaissance and occupation of positions.
I and II, (1/2).
13m-14m. Sophomore Field Artillery.— (Motor-drawn). Dismounted drill and cere-
monies; battery communication; driving the motor vehicle; function, operation,
and theory of each part of motor vehicle; minor trouble shooting; technical
inspection ; convoy and fleet operation ; reconnaissance and occupation of posi-
tions. I and II, (1^).
13b-14b. Sophomore Field Artillery.— (Horse-drawn and motor-drawn). Fire con-
trol instruments; battery communications. I and II, (Y2)
15a-16a. Junior Field Artillery.—Leadership; preparation of fire; reconnaissance
and occupation of position ; automotive transport
;
pistol marksmanship. I and
II, (1/2)-
15b-16b. Junior Field Artillery.—Administration; defense against chemical warfare;
aerial photograph reading. I and II, (1).
17a-18a. Senior Field Artillery.—Leadership—command and instruction of student
organizations. I and II, (Yz)-
17b-18b. Senior Field Artillery.—Military history and policy; property, emergency
procurement, and funds ; military law—law of offenses, courts-martial ; Officers'
Reserve Corps regulations. I and II, (1).
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Cavalry
Director of Cavalry Unit: Lieutenant-Colonel Ellis.
Instructing: Lieutenant-Colonels DeLorimier, Garity, Captain Watne, Lieu-
tenants Etnyre, Schaudt, Benedict.
21a-22a. Freshman Cavalry.—Leadership—basic drill; horsemanship. I and II, (V^).
21b-22b. Freshman Cavalry.—Orientation lectures on National Defense Act and
R.O.T.C., obligations of citizenship, military history and policy, military dis-
cipline, courtesies and customs of the service, military sanitation and first aid,
and military organization. Classes in organization of the cavalry; map read-
ing; rifle marksmanship. I and II, (Va)-
23a-24a. Sophomore Cavalry.—Leadership—basic drill ; horsemanship ; equitation
;
weapons—rifle and pistol. I and II, (Vi)-
23b-24b. Sophomore Cavalry.—Weapons—machine gun and pistol ; musketry ; scouting
and patrolling; combat principles of the rifle and machine rifle; squad and
platoon; cavalry marches and camps. I and II, (Va)-
23c-24c. Sophomore Cavalry (Special).—For students who may desire to enter Ad-
vanced Cavalry. Prerequisite: An average of at least "C" in all previous
military science courses. I and II, (I/2).
25a-26a. Junior Cavalry.—Leadership—instructional methods ; horsemanship ; cavalry
weapons ; marches ; security development, offensive and defensive combat, and
organization of the ground. I and II, (Vz).
25b-26b. Junior Cavalry.—Aerial photo reading; care of animals and stable manage-
ment ; administration ; mechanization ; cavalry weapons ; combat principles
marches ; security development, offensive and defensive combat, and organization
of the ground; defense against chemical warfare. I and II, (1).
27a-28a. Senior Cavalry.—Leadership—instructional methods ; horsemanship. I and
II, (1/2).
27b-28b. Senior Cavalry.—Military history and policy; military law; property; Offi-
cers' Reserve Corps regulations ; leadership—instructional methods ; horseman-
ship ; weapons ; mechanization ; review squad, platoon ; combat orders ; principles
of rifle and machine gun troops; anti-aircraft defense; combat intelligence.
I and II, (1).
Engineers
Director of Engineers Unit: Colonel Wilkes.
Instructing: Major McNutt, Lieutenants Janvrin, Simmons.
31a-32a. Freshman Engineers.—Leadership; combat training; rifle marksmanship. I
and II, (1/2).
31b-32b. Freshman Engineers.—Orientation lectures on National Defense Act and
R.O.T.C, obligations of citizenship, military history and policy, military dis-
cipline, courtesies and customs of the service, military sanitation and first aid,
and military organization. Classes in organization and duties of engineers. I and
n, (1/2).
33a-34a. Sophomore Engineers.—Leadership ; combat training—weapons and musketry
;
scouting and patrolling; sketching; rigging. I and II, (V4).
33b-34b. Sophomore Engineers.—Aerial photograph reading and mapping; sketching
and map making; rigging; combat training—weapons and musketry, scouting and
patrolling; interior guard duty. I and II, (1/2)-
35a-36a. Junior Engineers.—Leadership ; field fortifications ; military explosives
military roads—location and construction, maintenance and repair; military
bridges; combat training; mobilization training. I and II, (Yz)-
35b-36b. Junior Engineers.—Military roads ; bridges ; explosives ; field fortifications
combat training; mobilization training. I and II, (1).
37a-38a. Senior Engineers.—Leadership ; military bridging—fixed bridges ; combat
platoon and company; combat training; mobilization training; military history
and policy; the law of military offenses. I and II, (Vz)-
37b-38b. Senior Engineers.—Military bridging; combat platoon and company; organi-
zation of the ground; combat group and strong point; mobilization training;
military history and policy; law; courts-martial. I and II, (1).
Signal Corps
Director of Signal Corps Unit: Major Sturies.
Instructing: Captain Wang, Lieutenant Matteson.
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41a-42a. Freshman Signal Corps.—Leadership ; military telephones—installation, op-
eration, and maintenance of field telephone system and materiel. I and II, (Vi)-
41b-42b. Freshman Signal Corps.—Orientation lectures on National Defense Act and
R.O.T.C., obligations of citizenship, military history and policy, military dis-
cipline, courtesies and customs of the service, military sanitation and first aid,
and military organization. Classes in organization of signal corps; map reading;
wire communication—field systems, materiel installation, operation, and mainte-
nance. I and II, (Vi)-
43a-44a. Sophomore Signal Corps.—Leadership ; signal communication for all arms
and services ; radio communication—code practice and radio procedure. I and
II. (1/2).
43b-44b. Sophomore Signal Corps.—Signal communication for all arms and services
;
radio communication; code practice and radio procedure; field systems and
materiel. I and II, iVi)-
45a-46a. Junior Signal Corps.—Leadership; wire communication—testing, plant, and
traffic. I and II, (1/2).
45b-46b. Junior Signal Corps.—Aerial photography ; defense against chemical war-
fare ; administration; organization of infantry division; elementary and ad-
vanced military' cryptography; homing pigeons; message center; radio communi-
cation—installation, operation, and maintenance ; signal communication and
tactics ; combat orders—signal company and troop combat orders ; tactical signal
communications for infantry and cavalry divisions. I and II, (1).
47a-48a. Senior Signal Corps.—Leadership ; operation and maintenance of signal corps
motor transportation ; training management—methods of teaching individuals
and teams, and unit training. I and II, {Vi).
47b-48b. Senior Signal Corps.—Military law and the manual of courts-martial
;
prop-
erty, emergency procurement and funds ; Officers' Reserve Corps regulations
military history and policy; communication engineering. I and II, (1).
47c-48c. Senior Sign.\l Corps.—Same subjects as Military 47b-48b, substituting com-
mercial law contracts and elementary military cryptanalysis for communi-
cation engineering. I and II, (1).
Coast Artillery
Director of Coast Artillery Unit: Lieutenant-Colonel Grimm.
Instructing: Lieutenants Casey, Inabnit, Lawson, Limberg.
51a-52a. Freshman Coast Artillery.—Leadership; rifle marksmanship. I and II, (1/2)-
51b-52b. Freshman Coast Artillery.—Orientation lectures on National Defense Act
and R.O.T.C., obligations of citizenship, military history and policj', military
discipline, courtesies and customs of the service, miUtary sanitation and first aid,
and military organization. Classes in organization of coast artillery ; map read-
ing; coast artillery drill regulations. I and II, (V^).
53a-54a. Sophomore Coast Artillery.—Leadership ; coast artillery instruction
;
weapons and materiel ; fire control and position finding for seacoast artillery.
I and II, (1/2).
53b-54b. Sophomore Coast Artillery.—Coast artillery instruction ; weapons and ma-
teriel ; fire control and position finding for seacoast artillery; basic gunnery; fire
control and position finding for anti-aircraft artillery; identification of aircraft;
characteristics of naval targets; rigging. I and II, (V^).
55a-56a. Junior Coast Artillery.—Leadership ; coast artillery instruction ; rifle marks-
manship. I and II, (Vi)-
55b-56b. Junior Coast Artillery.—Administration; aerial photographic reading; de-
fense against chemical warfare ; applied gunnery for seacoast ; applied gunnery
for fire control and position finding for anti-aircraft artillery. I and II, (1).
57a-58a. Senior Coast Artillery.—Leadership ; coast artillery instruction ; orientation
technique and elementary tactics for seacoast artiller}'; anti-aircraft artillery.
I and II, (1/2).
57b-58b. Senior Coast Artillery.—Military law ; law of military offenses ; courts-
martial; military history and policy; coast artillery instruction; combat orders
and solution of problems; field fortifications for seacoast artillerj'; Officers'
Reserve Corps regulations. I and II, (1).
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MINING AND METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING
Assistant Professors: Walker (Acting Head of Department), Nicholson,
Bruckner, Weysser.
Instructors: Eckel, Ricketts, Snyder.^
Assistants: Dickinson.
MINING
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elements of Mining.—Explosives, drilling, blasting, coal-cutting, shaft-sinking,
tunneling. For mining students only. I, (4). Prerequisite: Physics lb, 3b;
Geology 43; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1. Assistant Professor Nich-
olson.
2. Mining Principles.—Terminology; explosives and blasting, well and rock drilling,
shaft-sinking and tunneling; methods of Mrorking and timbering flat and in-
clined deposits. For students in curricula other than mining. II, (3). Prerequi-
site: One year of college chemistry and physics. Assistant Professor Weysser.
4. Mining Methods.—Methods of working bedded, vein, and placer deposits. II, (4).
Prerequisite: Mining 1. Assistant Professor Nicholson.
6. Mechanical Engineering of Mines.—Hoisting: ropes, cages and skips, hoisting
engines; haulage: cars, locomotives, track; mine drainage and pumping. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Alining 4; Electrical Engineering 4 and 64; Mechanical Engineer-
ing 62; Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 2. Assistant Professor Weysser.
8. Mine Administration.—Mining law ; mine management ; trade agreements ; wage
systems; personnel administration. I, (3). Prerequisite: Mining 4; Account-
ancy 12. Assistant Professor Nicholson.
9. Preparation of Coal and Ore.—History, processes, machines; coal preparation;
breaking, sizing and concentration of ores ; laboratory work in coal prepara-
tion and ore dressing. I, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 22; Physics lb, 3b;
Geology 20, or equivalent. Assistant Professor Nicholson, Mr. Dickinson.
[12. Mining Geology.—Structural geology and its relation to mining; geophysical
prospecting; surface and underground geologic mapping; mine geologic records;
mine models. II, (3). Prerequisite: Mining 4; Geology 20 and 43. Not given
in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor Nicholson.]
15. Mine Ventilation.—Mine gases and safety lamps ; ventilation of mines ; mine
fires and explosions. II, (2). Prerequisite: Mining 4. Assistant Professor
Weysser.
20. Mine; Ventilation Laboratory.—Laboratory work to accompany Mining 15. II,
(2). Prerequisite: Registration in Mining 15. Assistant Professor Weysser.
21. Examination, Valuation, and Reports.—Prospecting mineral deposits; methods
of examining, valuing, and reporting on mining properties. II, (3). Prerequi-
site: ^Mining 4. Assistant Professor Nicholson.
41. Mining Design.—Application of engineering principles to the design of portions
of a mine plant; estimates of quantities and costs. I, (3). Prerequisite: Senior
standing in mining engineering. Assistant Professor Weysser.
42. Mining Design.—Continuation of Mining 41. II, (2). Prerequisite: Mining 41.
Assistant Professor Weysser.
62. Mine Surveying.—]\Iine surveying; mineral land surveying; field astronomy. A
surveying trip is made to neighboring mines; estimated expense, $10. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Civil Engineering 15, or equivalent. Assistant Professor Weysser.
64. Coal and Ore Preparation Laboratory.—Crushing, dry preparation, and wash-
ing of coals; wet and dry concentration of ores; sampling; analysis of raw and
finished products. II, (2). Prerequisite: Mining 9. Assistant Professor
Nicholson.
90. Mining and ^Metallurgical Reports.—Review of mining and metallurgical litera-
ture; reports; technical writing. II, (1). Prerequisite: Senior standing in min-
ing or metallurgical engineering. Assistant Professor Weysser.
^First semester.
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97-98. Thesis.—Continuous through I and II, (1 to 3). Prerequisite: High standing
and approval of head of department. Assistant Professor Nicholson.
99. Mining Inspection Trip.—I, (no credit). Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—The prerequisite for graduate work with mining engineering as a major
is the equivalent of the undergraduate courses required for a bachelor's degree in
mining engineering. Courses for advanced undergraduates are open for minor credit
to students whose major is in other departments who have adequate preparation in
physics, mathematics, and mechanics.
101. Advanced Mining Practice.—Comparison of foreign and American methods
;
utilization and storage of coal; transportation and markets. I and II, (1 unit).
Assistant Professor Nicholson.
102. Advanced Preparation of Coal and Ores.—Recent advances in concentration
and beneficiation of coal and minerals. I, (1 unit). Assistant Professor
Nicholson.
104. Mining Reports.—Classification of coal and ore lands ; conservation of mineral
resources; mine examinations and appraisal reports. I and II, (i unit).
Assistant Professor Nicholson.
[105. Welfare Work and Education among Mine Employees.—Organization and
operation of mining institutes, night classes, welfare, mine rescue, and first-aid
work. I and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor
Nicholson.]
[106. Advanced Coal and Ore Plant Design.—II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.
Assistant Professor Nicholson.]
METALLURGY
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Elements of Metallurgy.—For students in curricula other than metallurgical en-
gineering. Production of refined ferrous and non-ferrous metals from their
ores; properties of metals and alloys as related to structure and treatment;
constitutional diagrams; casting, shaping, and welding. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Chemistry 4, 5, or 6; Physics lb, 3b; junior standing. Mr. Snyder.
2. Principles of ^Ietallurgy.—Ores, fluxes, slags, metallurgical processes, types of
furnaces, fuels. I, (3). Prerequisite: Registration in Ceramic Engineering 21
and Chemistry 48a. Mr. Ricketts, Mr. Snyder.
3. Fire Assaying.—Fire assaj-ing of gold, silver, lead, and copper ores, mattes, and
bullion; fluxes, slags, and charge calculations. I, (2). Prerequisite: Chemistry
22; Geology 20. ^Ir. Snyder.
4. Physical AIetallurgy.—Properties of metals and alloys as related to structure and
treatment ; constitutional diagrams ; casting, shaping, and welding
;
problems.
I, (3). Prerequisite: Credit or registration in Geolog>- 20 and Metallurgy 2.
Mr. Eckel.
5. Ferrous Metallurgy.—Production of pig iron, wrought iron, steel : blast furnace,
Bessemer, open hearth, and electric furnaces ; casting, shaping, heat treatment
problems. II, (3). Prerequisite: Registration or credit in Metallurgy 6. Assist-
ant Professor Walker.
6. Metallurgical Calculations.—Fundamental calculations relating to processes,
heat balances, and the thermochemistry of metallurgical reactions. II, (2).
Prerequisite: Metallurgy' 4 ; Chemistry 48a. Air. Eckel.
7. Ferrous Metallography.—Internal structure, constitution, treatment, and proper-
ties of pure iron, of steel w'ith various amounts of carbon, of alloy steels and
cast iron. I, (3). Prerequisite: Metallurgy 4; Theoretical and Applied Me-
chanics 3 and 63. Assistant Professor Walker.
8. Ferrous Metallography Laboratory.—Heat treatment, thermal analysis ; prepara-
tion of specimens, use of microscope, photomicrography; interpretation of
structure of alloys discussed in Aletallurgy 7. I, (2). Prerequisite: Registration
in Aletallurgy- 7. Assistant Professor Walker, Mr. Eckel.
9. Non-Ferrous AIetallurgy.—The metallurgy of the non-ferrous metals—copper,
lead, zinc, aluminum, gold, silver, etc.; principles, processes, problems. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Metallurgy^ 6; Mining 9. Mr. Ricketts.
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10. Non-Ferrous Metallography.—Internal structure, constitution, treatment, and
properties of non-ferrous metals and alloys. Laboratory work in preparation
of alloys ; heat treatment, microscopic examination, photomicrography, and in-
terpretation of structure. II, (3). Prerequisite: Metallurgy 7, 8, 9. Assistant
Professor Walker, Mr. Eckel.
11. Electrometallurgy.—Theory and application of electrical energy to metallurgy.
Laboratory work in electro-refining, electric furnace operation and construction,
electro-plating and welding. II, (3). Prerequisite: Metallurgy 9. Mr. Ricketts.
[12. Metallography.—For students in curricula other than metallurgical engineering.
Internal structure, constitution, treatment, and properties of metals and alloys.
Laboratory work in preparation of alloys ; cooling curves ; heat treatment,
microscopic examination, photomicrography, and interpretation of structure. II,
(3). Prerequisite: Metallurgy 1. Not given in 1940-1941. Mr. Ricketts.]
13. Utilization of Fuels.—The manufacture, handling, and utilization of fuels in
mining and metallurgical practice; problems in combustion; laboratory work in
fuel analysis. II, (3). Prerequisite: Chemistry 22; junior standing in engineer-
ing. Assistant Professor Weysser, Mr. Dickinson.
41. Metallurgical Design.—Application of engineering principles to the design of
portions of a metallurgical plant; estimates of quantities and costs. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Senior standing in metallurgical engineering. Assistant Professor
Weysser.
42. Metallurgical Design.—Continuation of Metallurgy 41. II, (2). Prerequisite:
Metallurgy 41. Mr. Ricketts.
97-98. Thesis.—Continuous through I and II, (1 to 3). Prerequisite: High standing
and approval of head of department. Members of the department.
99. Inspection Trip.—I, (no credit). Prerequisite: Senior standing.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—The prerequisite for graduate work with metallurgical engineering as a
major is the equivalent of the undergraduate courses required for a bachelor's degree
in metallurgical engineering. Courses for advanced undergraduates are open for minor
credit to students in other departments who have adequate preparation in physics,
chemistry, and mechanics.
101. Research in Metallurgy.—I and II, (i to 2 units). Assistant Professors Walker
and Bruckner.
102. Advanced Physical Metallurgy.—I, {1 unit). Assistant Professor Walker.
103. Advanced Metallography: Ferrous Alloys.—II, (i unit). Assistant Professor
Walker.
[104. Advanced Metallography: Non-Ferrous Alloys.—II, (i unit). Not given in
1940-1941. Assistant Professor Walker.]
MUSIC
Professors: Stiven (Director of the School of Music), Harding (Direc-
tor of Military Bands), van den Berg (Emeritus), Schwartz
(Emeritus).
Associate Professors: Miles, Schoonmaker, Hill.
Assistant Professors: Beresford (Emeritus), Roosa, Watt, Kessler,
Hamp, Kauffman, Bowen, Hindsley, Branigan, Fletcher, Foote.
Associates: Usry, Demming, Kitchell.
Instructors: Percival, Sutherlin, Cohen, Sawhile, Stuart, Wilson,
Pettinga, Wagar.
Assistants: Roberts, Haupt, Sexton.
Summer Session of 1940 hut not in current year: Mr. A. E. Garrels.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. History of Music.—I, (2). Prerequisite : Sophomore standing. Assistant Profes-
sor Roosa.
2. History of Music.—S and II, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Assistant
Professor Roosa; (S, Associate Professor Hill).
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3a-3b. Theory of Music.—Simple strict counterpoint, harmony, ear training and sight
singing, and keyboard harmony. Continuous through I and II, (4). Prerequi-
site: Consent of instructor. Assistant Professor Kessler, ]*^Iiss Wagar, Miss
Percival, Mr. Wilson, \It. Roberts.
S3. Harmony.—Scales, kej^s, signatures ; drills on scale degrees ; intervals, classifica-
tion; construction and analysis of triads; triad inversions and progressions;
harmonization employing all triads. S, (3). Prerequisite: Consent of instructor.
Assistant Professor Kessler.
4a-4b. Theory of Music.—Continuation of I^Iusic 3a-3b. Continuous through I and
II, (4). Prerequisite: Music 3b. Miss Wagar, Miss Percival.
13-14. AIusic Appreciation.—Primarily for students from the other colleges of the
University. Appreciation of good music from the standpoint of the listener.
Copiously illustrated with phonograph recordings. S (13 only), and continuous
through I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Miss Kitchell,
Assistant Professor Watt.
S21. Ear Training ant) Sight Singing.—Formation and recognition of intervals,
melody-making and writing; music notation; scale structure; solfeggio. S, (1).
Miss Kitchell.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
Sa-5b. Theory of Music.—Advanced harmony. Continuous through I and II, (2).
Prerequisite: Music 4b. Assistant Professor Kessler.
15-16. Instrumentation.—Continuous through I and II, (1 or 2). Prerequisite:
Senior standing in Music. Assistant Professor Roosa, Mr. Sawhill.
25a. Elementary School Music.—S and I, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing in
Music or consent of instructor. Assistant Professor Kauffman.
25b. Junior High School Music.—S and II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing or
consent of instructor. Miss Kitchell.
26a. Senior High School AIusic.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Music 25b or consent of
instructor. Miss Kitchell.
26b. Instrumental School Music.—II, (2). Prerequisite: Music 26a or consent of
instructor. Mr. Sawhill.
30a-30b. Ensemble.—S, and continuous through I and II, (Vi). Prerequisite: Junior
standing or consent of instructor. Associate Professors Miles and Schoon-
maker, Assistant Professors Watt, Roosa, and Hindsley, Miss Sutherlin, Mr.
Demming, Mr. Cohen, Mr. Wilson, Mr. Sawhill.
31a-31b. Ensemble.—Continuous through I and II, (Va)- Prerequisite: Music 30b.
Associate Professors AIiles and Schoonmaker, Assistant Professors Watt,
Roosa, and Hint)Sley, Miss Sutherlin, Mr. Demming, Mr. Cohen, Mr. Wilson,
Mr. Sawhill.
38a-38b. Band Organization and Conducting.—S, (2). Prerequisite: Consent of
instructor. Assistant Professor Hindsley, Mr. Garrels.
68a-68b. String Instruments.—S, (1 or 2) ; continuous through I and II, (2). Pre-
requisite: Junior standing in Music or consent of instructor. ]Mr. Cohen.
98a-98b. Wind Instruments.—S, (1 or 2) ; continuous through I and II, (2). Pre-
requisite: Junior standing in Music or consent of instructor. Assistant Profes-
sor Hindsley; (S, Mr. Garrels).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
6a-6b. Theory of Music.—Free counterpoint. S (6a only), and continuous through
I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Music 5b. Associate Professor Miles.
9-10. Analysis, Musical Form.—S (9 only), and continuous through I and II, (2).
Prerequisite: Music 4b. Associate Professor Hill; (S, Professor Stiven).
lla-llb. Composition in Smaller Forms.—S (11 only), and continuous through I and
II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing in Music. Associate Professor Miles,
Assistant Professor Kessler.
12a-12b. Composition in Larger Forms.—Continuous through I and II, (4). Prerequi-
site: Senior standing in Music. Associate Professor Miles, Assistant Professor
Kessler.
19a-20a. Dou^ble Counterpoint, Canon, and Fugue.—Continuous through I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Music 5b. Assistant Professor Kessler.
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28a-28b. The Music Dramas of Richard Wagner.—The earlier works, Tristan und
Isolde, Die Meistersinger, The Ring, Parsifal. S (28a only), and continuous
through I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Alusic 13 and 14, or junior standing in
music, or consent of instructor. Professor Stiven.
32-33. Advanced History of Music—Continuous through I and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Music 1 and 2. Associate Professor Hill.
APPLIED MUSIC
Note:—The following courses have variable credit. Students in the music curricula
ordinarily register for 4 or 5 hours credit in their major subject and for 2 hours
credit in their minor subject. Students from other colleges electing these courses
ordinarily register for 2 hours credit if in accordance with the regulations of their
colleges. The amount of time required is as follows:
For 2 hours credit—one 30-minute lesson each week and one hour of practice daily.
For 4 hours credit—two 30-minute lessons each week and two hours of practice daily.
For 5 hours credit—two 30-minute lessons each week and three hours of practice daily.
Applied Music Courses for Undergraduates
42a to 43b. Piano.—S, I, and II, (2 to 5). Associate Professor Schoonmaker, Assist-
ant Professors Watt, Fletcher, and Branigan, Miss Usry, Mr. Roberts, Miss
Haupt; (S, Assistant Professor Kessler).
52a to 53d. Voice.—S, I, and II, (1 to 4). Parts a and b in each course indicate in-
dividual instruction in Voice, for two to three hours credit ; parts c and d in-
dicate classes in Singing Diction, for one hour credit, which is required of
voice major students. Assistant Professors Hamp and Bowen, Miss Sutherlin,
Mr. FooTE, Miss Stuart.
62a to 63b. Violin.—S, I, and II, (2 to 5). Assistant Professor Roosa, Mr. Cohen.
72a to 73b. Violoncello.—I and II, (2 to 5). Miss Wagar.
82a to 83b. Organ.—S, I, and II, (2 to 5). Associate Professor Miles, Mr. Demming,
Mr. Pettinga.
92a to 93d. Band and Orchestral Instruments.—I and II, (2). Parts a and b in
each course are concerned with professional instruments
;
parts c and d with
supplementary instruments. Assistant Professor Hindsley, Mr. Wilson, Mr.
Sawhill, Mr. Sexton.
Applied Music Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
44a to 47b. Piano.—S, I, and II, (2 to 5). Instructors same as for 42a to 43b.
54a to 57d. Voice.—S, I, and II, (2 to 4) . Instructors same as for 52a to 53d.
64a to 67b. Violin.—S, I, and II, (2 to 5). Instructors same as for 62a to 63b.
74a to 77b. Violoncello.—I and II, (2 to 5). Instructors same as for 72a to 73b.
84a to 87b. Organ.—S, I, and II, (2 to 5). Instructors same as for 82a to 83b.
94a to 97d. Band and Orchestral Instruments.—I and II, (2 to 4). No credit for
graduate students. Assistant Professors Hindsley and Roosa, Miss Wagar, Mr.
Wilson, Mr. Sawhill, Mr. Sexton.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—An applicant for admission to the Graduate School as a candidate for the
degree of Master of Music or the degree of Master of Science in Music Education is
required to have finished successfully a four-year undergraduate curriculum in music
or in music education.
A graduate with a degree in music from an institution which holds membership
in, or is listed by, the Association of American Universities, or from a liberal arts
college recognized by the North Central Association or equivalent regional accredit-
ing association, will be admitted without a qualifying examination.
A candidate who holds a bachelor's degree from an independent conservatory
or school of music will be considered under the following conditions: (1) The degree
must be based on a four-year curriculum in music. (2) The imdergraduate work
presented for the degree must include not less than eighteen hours (thirty hours for
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Music Education curriculum) in academic subjects, with not less than the equivalent
of two years of college work in foreign languages, one year of which must be in
French or German completed in college. (3) The applicant must pass a qualifying
examination in the branch of music which he wishes to pursue as his major field in
graduate study, given under the supervision of the Director of the School of Music.
For the degree of Master of Music, the major field may be in musicology, music
theory and composition, music literature, or band and orchestra conducting. For the
field of musicology, a reading knowledge of both German and French is highly
desirable.
[lOOa-lOOb. Contrapunt.ill Forms of Composition.—S, (1/2 iinit). Not given in 1940-
1941. Assistant Professor Kessler.]
lOla-lOlb. Chromatic and Modern Harmony.—I and II, (I/2 unit). Assistant Profes-
sor Kessler.
[105a-105b. Advanced Composition.—I and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Asso-
ciate Professor Miles, Assistant Professor Kessler.]
106a-106b. Advanced Instrumentation.—I and II, (i/^ to 1 unit). Professor Harding,
Assistant Professor Kessler.
[110. Instrumental Music of the Eighteenth Century.—S, {1 unit). Not given in
1940-1941. Associate Professor Hill.]
112a-112b. Beethoven.—I and II, {1 unit). Associate Professor Hill.
120a-120b. Research in Special Fields.—I and II, (i unit). Professors Stiven and
Harding, Associate Professors Miles and Hill, Assistant Professors Kessler
and Kauffman.
130. Administration and Supervision of Music Education.—S and II, (i unit). As-
sistant Professor Kauffman.
138a-138b. Advanced Conducting and Administration.—S, I, and II, {1 unit). Pro-
fessor Harding.
[142a-142b. Piano Literature.—I and II, {1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Associate
Professor Schoonmaker.]
[152a-152b. Vocal Literature.—I and II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Assistant
Professor Bowen.]
162a-162b. String Instruments Literature.—I and II, {1 unit). Assistant Professor
Roosa.
182a-182b. Organ Literature.—S, I, and II, (i unit). Associate Professor Miles.
PHILOSOPHY
Professors: Murphy (Head of the Department), McClure, Black,
Smith (Visiting).^
Associate Professors: Gotshalk, Nicholson.
Associates: Kubitz.
Instructors: Will, Negley.
Assistants: Hay.
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered in this department, including Philoso-
phy 2, 3, 4, and 13, and excluding 1 and 7.
Minor: 20 hours in any two subjects in the same group in the following list:
(a) economics, education, history, political science, sociology; (b) English, French,
German, Greek, Italian, Latin, Spanish; (c) astronomy, botany, chemistry, geology,
mathematics, physics, psychology, zoology. At least eight hours must be taken in
each subject.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Introduction to Philosophy.—S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore stand-
ing. Professor Murphy, Associate Professor Nicholson, Dr. Kubitz, Dr.
Negley.
2. Logic.—Reasoning; detection of fallacies, evidence. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing. Professor Black, Dr. Kubitz, Dr. Will.
7. Moral Ideas and Practice.—I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Visiting Professor Smith, Dr. Kubitz, Dr. Negley.
'Second semester.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
17. Symbolic Logic—I, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Black.
18. Philosophical Ideas from Rousseau to Bergson.—The ideas of reason, freedom,
progress. I, (3). Prerequisite: One course in philosophy, or consent of instruc-
tor. Professor Murphy.
20. Honors Course.—Continuous through I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Senior stand-
ing.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3. History of Ancient and Medieval Philosophy.—S, (2V^) ; I, (4). Prerequisite:
Junior standing. Associate Professors Nicholson and Gotshalk, Dr. Kubitz.
4. History of Modern Philosophy.—II, (4). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Associ-
ate Professor Gotshalk, Dr. Kubitz.
9. Philosophy of Law and of the State.—II, (3). Prerequisite: One course in
philosophy; junior standing. Dr. Negley.
10. Philosophy of Science.—I, (3). Prerequisite: One course in philosophy; junior
standing. Professor Black.
11. Philosophy of Religion.—S and II, (3). Prerequisite: One course in philosophy;
junior standing. Associate Professor Nicholson.
12. Philosophy of Art.—I, (3). Prerequisite: One course in philosophy; junior
standing. Associate Professor Gotshalk.
[13. Ethics and Value Theory.—II, (3). Prerequisite: One course in philosophy;
junior standing. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Murphy.]
15. Great Books in Modern Thought (Hume, Darwin, Marx, Freud).—I, (3). Pre-
requisite: One course in philosophy; junior standing. Dr. Will.
16. Metaphysics.—II, (3). Prerequisite: One course in philosophy; junior standing.
Associate Professor Gotshalk.
21. Theory of Knowledge.—II, (3). Prerequisite : One course in philosophy; junior
standing. Dr. Will.
22. American Philosophy.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor
Murphy, Visiting Professor Smith.
23. The Philosophy of Plato.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Philosophy 1 or 3; junior
standing. Associate Professor Nicholson.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Students beginning graduate work with philosophy as their major subject
must have had a general course in the history of philosophy, a course in logic, and a
general course in psychology.
[103. Ethics.—II, {1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
105. Seventeenth Century Continental Thought.—I, (i unit). Associate Professor
Gotshalk.
[108. Plato.—I, {1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor McClure.]
112. German Idealism (Kant).—II, {1 unit). Associate Professor Gotshalk.
114. Recent Logical Theory: Logical Syntax and Semantics.—II, (i unit). Pro-
fessor Black.
119. Seminar in Ancient Philosophy.—I, (i unit). Professor McClure.
[120. Seminar in Modern Philosophy.—II, {1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Pro-
fessor McClure.]
124. Contemporary Problems: Philosophy of Whitehead.—I, {1 unit). Professor
Murphy.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Professors: Staley (Director of the School), Stafford.
Courses for Undergraduates
(Open both to men and to zuomen)
71. Safety Education.—Safety problems ; traffic, home, industrial, agricultural, school,
and sports safety; driver education; technic of teaching safety in elementary
and secondary schools. S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Pro-
fessor Stafford.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Note:—The following courses are open to graduate students, both men and women,
who wish to make physical education a minor as part of the requirements for ad-
vanced degrees in other departments. The prerequisite for admission to these courses
is twenty semester hours of approved undergraduate work in physical education, but
students who present evidence of satisfactory teaching experience may have this
requirement reduced.
31. Problems in Physical Education.—Philosophy of physical education; theoretical
(appreciation) and laboratory (participation) courses in physical education;
the evaluation of activities; tests and measurements; grading procedures;
organization plans ; teaching procedures ; the literature on physical education
;
recent research. S and I, (i tinit). Professor Staley.
32. Problems in School Health.—School sanitation; health examinations, control of
communicable diseases ; duties of doctors, nurses, and teachers ; mental hygiene
organization of school health program; elementary school and high school
instruction in health; methods of teaching health. S and II, (1 unit). Professor
Stafford.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN
Professors: Staley (Head of the Department). Zuppke, Stafford.
Associate Professors: Wilson.
Assistant Professors: Jackson, Price, Kenney, Daniels, Brown, Eliot.
Associates: Gill (Emeritus), Manley, Roettger, Mills, Craig, Johnson,
Paterson.
Instructors: Treece, Law, Florio, Jennings, Chapman, Braun, Dl^'Can,
Fletcher, Gabrielsen.
Assistants: K.\sch, Kovacic, Klingel, Edwards, Heyliger, Larsen,
Mades, Nichols, (}oldie.
General Courses for Undergraduates
20a, 20b, 20c, 20d. Adapted Sports.—I and II, (1). Mr. Florio and others.
21a, 21b, 21c, 21d. Special Sports.—I and II, (Yz)- ^Ir. Florio and others.
22. Badminton.—I and II, (Vz). Mr. Gabrielsen, Mr. Kovacic.
23. Volleyball.—I and II, (Vi)- ^Ir. Manley, Mr. Law.
24. Beginning Swimming.—I and II, (Vi)- ^Ir- Gabrielsen, Mr. Florio.
25. Individual Tumbling Stl'nts.—I and II, (1/2)- ^Ir. Jennings and others.
26. DoL'ELE Tumbling.—II, (1/2)- ^Ir. Chapman.
27. Apparatus Stunts.—I and II, (Vi). ^Mr. Gabrielsen, Mr. Edwards.
28. Boxing.—I and II, (1/2). Mr. Law.
29. Wrestling.—I and II, (1/2). Assistant Professor Kenney, Mr. Law, and others.
30. Foil Fencing.—I and II, (Vz)- ^Ir- Larsen.
31. Soccer.—I and II, (VS)- ^Ir. Paterson and others.
32. Golf.—I and II, (i/z). Assistant Professor Brown, ^^Ir. Nichols, and others.
23. Tennis.—I and II, (Vz). !Mr. Brau^n and others.
34. Softball and Skating.—I and II, (Vi). Mr. Paterson, Mr. HE-ixiGER.
35. Tap Dancing.—I and II, (Yz)- ^Ir. Jennings, Mr. (k»LDiE.
36. Clog Dancing.—I and II, (Vz). Mr. Goldie.
37. iNDmDUAL Athletics.—I and II, (Vi)- ^Ir. Nichols, Mr. Mades.
38. Circus Stl^nts.—I and II, (Yz)- ^Ir. Edwards.
39. Advanced Circus Stu"nts.—I and II, (Vz). ^Ir. Edwards.
40. Group Sports.—I and II, (Vz)- ^Ir. Manley.
41. Advanced Swimming.—Prerequisite: Ability to swim 100 yards. I and II, (Vi)-
Mr. Jennings, Mr. Klingel.
42. Life Saving.—Prerequisite: Ability to swim 100 }-ards using two different strokes.
I and II, (Vz)- Assistant Professor Daniels, ]\Ir. Klingel.
43. Touch Football and Ice Hockey.—Prerequisite: Ability to skate reasonably well.
I and II, (Vz)- ^Ir. Heyliger.
44. Handball.—I and II, (Vz)- Mr. Heyliger and others.
45. Squash.—I and II, (Vz)- Mr. Treece.
46. Archery.—I and II, (Vz)- Assistant Professor Kenney, Mr. Jennings.
47. S.\BRE AND Epee Fencing.—Prerequisite: Phvsical Education for Men 30. I and II,
(Vz)- Mr. Larsen.
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48. Bowling.—I and II, iVi)- Mr. Kov.\cic, Mr. Florio, and others.
49. Leisure Sports.—I and II, (Vi)- ^ir. Gabrielsen.
50. Bait and Fly Casting.—I and II, (Vi). Assistant Professor Kenney.
51. Water Polo .\nd Diving.—Prerequisite : Ability to swim 100 yards, using two
different strokes. I and II, iVi). Mr. Kxingel.
52. Social Dancing.—I and II, iVi). Mr. Kovacic.
53. Weight Lifting.—II, (Vi). Mr. Edwards.
54. American Square Dance.—II, (V2). Mr. Kovacic.
55. Six-Man Football.—II, (1/2). Mr. Duncan.
Professional Courses for Undergraduates
1. Beginning Basketball.—Theory and practice of fundamentals. I and II, (2). Mr.
Fletcher, Air. Bratjn.
2. Gymnastics.—Theory and practice of tumbling, apparatus stunts, calisthenics,
marching, etc. I and II, (2). Assistant Professor Price, Mr. Chapman.
3. Theory of Coaching.—Prerequisite: Senior standing. I and II, (3). Mr. Mills.
4. Beginning Football.—Theory and practice of fundamentals. I and II, (2). Mr.
DuNC.A-N, Mr. Fletcher.
5. Theory of Prescribing Sports.—Theory of prescribing and directing adapted sports
programs for the physically handicapped. I, (2). Prerequisite: Junior stand-
ing. Mr. Florio.
6. Wrestling, Boxing, Fencing.—Theory and practice. II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior
standing. Assistant Professor Kenney, Mr. Law, Mr. Larsen.
7. Training and First Aid.—I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Assistant
Professor Brown.
8. Baseball.—Theory and practice. I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Mr.
Roettger.
9. School Program in Health.—Organization of the school program in health. I, (3),
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Stafford.
10. Exhibition Activities and Programs.—Theory and practice ; program construc-
tion, costuming, showmanship, etc. I, (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing. As-
sistant Professor Price.
11. Swimming.—Swimming, diving, and water sports. I and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing. Mr. Craig.
12. Track and Field.—Track and field events ; coaching and training methods ; man-
agement of meets. I and II, (2). Air. Johnson, Air. Duncan.
13. Program in Extracurricul.a.r Sports.—Organization and conduct of the program
in interscholastic sports, intramural sports, and noon-hour recreation. I and II,
(3). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Assistant Professor Brown.
14. Dance and Social Activities.—I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing.
Air. Treece.
15. Outdoor Recreational Sports.—Horseshoes, soccer, softball, speedball, touch
football, unorganized games, contests, relays, and individual athletic events. I
and II, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Air. Treece.
16. History of Sport.—History of sport in Greece, Rome, the Middle Ages, and in
recent times; history of specific sports; history of sports associations. I and II,
(2). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Air. Craig.
17. Golf, Tennis, Archery.—Theory and practice. I, (2). Prerequisite: Senior
standing. Assistant Professor Brown.
18. Curriculum in Sports.—Organization and conduct of an effective sports curricu-
lum for the elementary school, junior high school, and senior high school. I and
II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing. Assistant Professor Jackson.
19. Recreation Leadership.—National, state, county, municipal, and institutional
recreational programs; organization of playground programs. II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Junior standing. Assistant Professor Daniels.
70. Professional Orientation.—I and II, (2). Assistant Professors Price and
Kenney, Air. Craig.
72. Camp Leadership.—Purpose, history, organization, and conduct of camps of
various types. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Assistant
Professor Daniels.
73. Tests and AIeasurements in Health and Physical Education.—Motor ability
tests, sports proficiency tests, health knowledge tests, etc. II, (3). Prerequisite:
Senior standing. Assistant Professor Jackson.
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74. Health Education.—Organization and conduct of school program in health in-
struction. II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor Stafford.
76. Philosophy of Recreation.—History and philosophy of leisure. I, (3). Prerequi-
site: Junior standing. Assistant Professor D.aniels.
77. Indoor Recreational Sports.—Theory and practice. Squash, handball, volleyball,
badminton, paddle tennis, table tennis, weight lifting, etc. I and II, (2). Pre-
requisite: Sophomore standing. Mr. Duncan, Mr. Florio.
78. Advanced Football.—Theory and practice of offense and defense. I and II, (2).
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Assistant Professor Eliot.
79. Advanced Basketball.—Theory and practice of offense and defense. I and II,
(2). Prerequisite : Junior standing. Mr. Roettger.
Summer Session Courses, 1940
81. Basketball.—S, (1). Mr. Mills.
53. Theory of Coaching.—S, (2). Mr. Mills.
54. Football.—S, (1). Mr. Mills.
55. Prescribed Sports.—S, (2). Professor Stafford.
S7. Training and First Aid.—S, (2). Assistant Professor Brown.
S13. Program in Extracurricular Sports.—S, (2). Professor Staley.
S19. Recreation Leadership.—S, (2). ^Ir. Craig.
S22. Badminton.—S, (1). Assistant Professor Brown.
S24. Beginning Swimming.—S, (1). Mr. Craig.
S28. Six-Man Football.—S, (1). Mr. Duncan.
532. Beginning Golf.—S, (1). Assistant Professor Brown.
533. Beginning Tennis.—S, (1). Mr. Braun.
541. Advanced Swimming.—S, (1). Mr. Craig.
542. Life Saving.—S, (1). Mr. Craig.
S52. Social Dancing.—S, (1). Mr. KovAac.
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
Professors: Freer (Head of the Department).
Assistant Professors: Lawson, Robertson, Huelster.
Associates: Johnson.
Instructors: Schnauber, Vaught, Hinkel, Bond.
Assistants: Lawyer, Davey, Goldman.
General Courses for Undergraduates
51. Elementary Rhythms.—I and II, (1). Miss Hinkel, Aliss Johnson, Miss Goldman.
52. Intermediate Rhythms.— I and II, (1). Miss Hinkel, Miss Johnson.
53. Social Dancing.—I and II, (1). Miss Hinkel.
54. Advanced Swimming and Diving.—I, (1). Prerequisite: Physical Education for
Women 76, or equivalent. Miss Vaught.
55. Life Saving.—I and II, (1). Prerequisite : Physical Education for Women 76,
or equivalent. Miss Davey.
56. Individual Gymnastics.—I and II, (1). Miss Schnauber.
57. Modified Activities.—Individual or dual sports and corrective exercise for stu-
dents who are advised to take moderate physical activity by the Health Service.
I and II, (1). Assistant Professor Huelster.
58. Team Games.—The combinations of games are shifted from semester to semester
and from year to year for the convenience of students and staff and in order
to have as great a variety as possible. Each combination carries one hour credit.
The following combinations were given in 1940-1941 : hockey and volleyball, speed-
ball and volleyball, softball and volleyball, softball and indoor games. I and II,
(1). Assistant Professor Huelster, Miss Bond, Miss Goldman, Miss Lawyer.
59. Bowling.—I and II, (1). Miss Bond, Miss Goldman.
60. Individual and Dual Sports.—This course consists of the following sports and
combinations of sports: archery and badminton, archery and golf, archery and
riding, badminton and golf. I and II, (1). Assistant Professor Lawson, Miss
Lawyer, Miss Bond, Miss Schnauber.
61. Fencing.—I and II. (1). Miss Lawyer.
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66. Elective Athletic Activities.—Participation in Women's Athletic Association
sports; registration on recommendation of department. I and II, (1). Assistant
Professor Huelster.
72. Gymnastics.— I and II, (1). Miss Lawyer.
7Z. Tennis and Skating.—I and II, (1). Assistant Professor Robertson.
74. Elementary Swimming.—I and II, (1). Miss Davey.
75. Sub-Intermediate Swimming.—Designed for advanced beginners whose skill is
not sufficient to permit registration in intermediate swimming. I and II, (1).
Miss Vaught.
76. Intermediate Swimming.—I and II, (1). Miss Vaught.
77. Elementary Tap Dancing.—I and II, (1). Assistant Professor Huelster, Miss
Goldman.
78. American Square Dance.—II, (1). Miss Hinkel.
79. Elementary Folk Dancing.—I and II, (1). Assistant Professor Robertson, Miss
Johnson.
Professional Courses for Undergraduates
62. Rhythms.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing in physical education. Miss
Hinkel.
70a-70b. Physical Education Practice.—In the first semester this course includes an
orientation course, consisting of three one-hour lectures a week, with discussion.
In addition, two hours of practice are required in soccer and basketball. Con-
tinuous through I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Freshman standing in physical edu-
cation. Assistant Professors Robertson, Lawson, and Huelster, Miss Johnson.
71a-71b. Physical Education Practice.—Tap dancing, folk dancing, hockey, tennis,
gymnastics and apparatus. Continuous through I and II, (2). Prerequisite:
Sophomore standing in physical education. Assistant Professors Robertson
and Huelster, Miss Lawyer, Miss Johnson.
80. Recreation and Camp Leadership.—II, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing
in physical education. Professor Freer, Miss Bond.
81. Games for Elementary Schools.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Junior standing in physi-
cal education. Assistant Professor Lawson.
82. Technic of Teaching Swimming.—II, (1). Prerequisite: Sophomore or junior
standing in physical education. Miss Vaught.
83a-83b. Physical Education Practice.—Speedball, volleyball, archery, golf. (Swim-
ming—elective.) Continuous through I and II, (1). Prerequisite: Junior
standing in physical education. Assistant Professors Robertson and Huelster.
84. Physiotherapy.—Theory and practice of massage and other physiotherapeutic
technics. Special emphasis is placed on treatment of infantile paralysis. I, (2).
Prerequisite: Senior standing in physical education. Miss Schnauber.
85. Pageantry and Festivals.—Theory and technic of presentation of various pro-
duction forms. I, (2). Prerequisite: Senior standing in physical education, or
consent of instructor. Miss Johnson.
86. Comparative Physical Education.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing in
physical education. Professor Freer.
90. Organization and Administration of Physical Education.—II, (2). Prerequi-
site: Senior standing in physical education. Professor Freer.
91. Dance Composition.—Theory and technic of dance compositions involving use
of musical form, percussion, pre-classic dance forms, and modern dance. II,
(2). Prerequisite: Physical Education for Women 52. Miss Johnson
93a-93b. Physical Education Practice.—Badminton, tennis or golf, hockey, social
dance. (Modern dance—elective.) Continuous through I and II, (1). Prerequi-
site: Senior standing in physical education. Assistant Professors Robertson,
Lawson, and Huelster, Miss Hinkel.
95a-95b. Technic of Teaching Sports.—Lectures, assigned reading, and practice
teaching in University physical education classes. Continuous through I and II,
(4). Prerequisite: Junior standing in physical education. Assistant Professor
Robertson, Miss Lawyer.
96a-96b. Kinesiology.—Mechanics of balance and movement of the human body. Con-
tinuous through I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing in physical educa-
tion. Assistant Professor Huelster.
98. Theory of Individual and Remedial Gymnastics.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Physi-
cal Education for Women %a-96b. Miss Schnauber.
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99. School Health and First Aid.—Teaching of health in elementary and high
schools. Lectures and discussion. American Red Cross Standard Course in
First Aid. II, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing in physical education. As-
sistant Professor Lawson, Miss Schnauber.
Summer Session Courses, 1940
851. Elementary Rhythms.—Traditional step patterns in folk dance and original
dance forms. Methods of teaching in elementary and high school situations.
S, (1). Miss HiNKEL.
SS2. Intermediate Rhythms.—Technic and approach to modern dance. S, (1). Miss
Goldman.
573. Archery.—S, (1). Miss Schnauber.
574. Elementary Swimming.—S, (1). Miss Vaught, Miss D.wey.
575. Sub-Intermediate Swimming.—S, (1). Miss Vaught.
576. Intermediate Swimming.—S, (1). Miss Vaught.
577. Elementary Tap Dance.—Technic and methods of teaching. S, (1). Miss
HiNKEL.
580. Community Recreation.—Planning of programs in social recreation for adults.
Types of activities include social games and folk and American country dances.
S, (2). Professor Freer and Assistant Professor Robertson.
581. Playground Activities for Elementary Schools.—Rhythmic and dramatic
activities for little children ; relays, soccer, basketball, baseball, and volleyball
lead-up games, organized in progression from the first through the sixth grades.
S, (2). Assistant Professor Lawson.
582. Coaching of Tennis.—Technic and practice. S, (1). Assistant Professor
Robertson.
585. Individual Gymnastics and Modified Activities.—Course planned specifically
for elementary and high school teachers. Suggested teaching procedure for the
recognition and correction of simple postural and foot faults
;
programs for
children not able to take normal activity. S, (2). Miss Schnauber.
586. Golf.—Technic and practice. S, (1). Assistant Professors Robertson and
Lawson.
587. Physical Education Program for the High School.—Organization and plan-
ning of physical education program for the high school girl. Lectures, demon-
stration, discussion, and practice in various activities. Special emphasis on
team games, from the simple to the more highly organized. S, (2). Assistant
Professor Robertson.
889. First Aid.—American Red Cross Standard First Aid Certificate awarded for
satisfactory completion of course. S, (1). Miss Schnauber.
891. Theory and Technic of Social Dance.—S, (1). Miss Hinkel.
899. Health Education in the High School.—Organization of the health program;
content of teaching material; teaching procedures of health education. S, (2).
Assistant Professor Lawson.
PHYSICS
Professors: Loomis^ (Head of the Department), Carman (Emeritus),
Knipp (Emeritus), Watson (Emeritus), Kruger.
Associate Professors: Schulz (Emeritus), Williams, Paton, Bartlett,°
Almy, Mott-Smith."
Assistant Professors: Goldhaber, Richardson, Serber, Haworth, Kerst.^
Associates: Manley, Jordan, Lyman,^ Bolt,^ Ramsey.^
Instructors: Phillips, Dancoff, Kanner.^
Assistants: Hales, Luebke Nye, O'Neal, Parker, Coltman,' Gamerts-
felder. Good,* Korty, McClellan, McCune, Rawcliffe, Coggeshall,
Martin, Berger, Baldwin, Klaiber, Kodis, Krueger, Lee, Clark,
Welton, F. N. Gillette, P. R. Gillette, Ogle, Leiter, Taylor,
YouNKER, Adams, Muehlhause.
Research Assistants: Colby.
'On leave of absence from January 8 to August 31, 1941. ^On leave of absence.
^First semester.
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Major: 20 hours from courses offered in this department.
Minors: 20 hours in one or two of the following subjects, with not less than
eight hours in each if two are chosen: astronomy, chemistry, education, geology,
mathematics, or any one branch of engineering.
Note: For undergraduate students taking advanced work or a major in physics,
the following courses are suggested: Freshman year: Trigonometry and analytic
geometry. Sophomore year: Physics la-lb, 3a-3b, and calculus. Junior year: Physics
20, 40, 60, 62. Senior year: Physics 71, 72, 80, 81.
Physics 7a-7b and 8a-8b are recommended to students not specializing in physics,
mathematics, chemistry, or engineering.
The general physics prerequisite for certain courses may be satisfied by either
Physics la-lb and 3a-3b or by Physics 7a-7b and 8a-8b. The calculus prerequisite
may be satisfied either by ^Mathematics 7 and 9 or by Mathematics 8a-8b.
Introductory Courses for Undergraduates
la. General Physics (Mechanics, Sound, and Heat).—Lectures with demonstra-
tions and recitations. For students in engineering, mathematics, physics, and
chemistry. I and II, (4). Prerequisite: Mathematics 2 and 4; registration in
Physics 3a. Professor Loomis, Assistant Professor Haworth, and others.
lb. General Physics (Electricity and Magnetism, and Light).—I and II, (4). Pre-
requisite: Physics la; registration in Physics 3b. Dr. Manley and others.
3a. General Physics Laboratory.—To accompany Physics la. I and II, (1). Pre-
requisite: Physics la, or registration therein. Professor Kruger, Assistant
Professor Haworth, Dr. Ramsey, and others.
3b. General Physics Laboratory.—To accompany Physics lb. I and II, (1). Pre-
requisite: Physics lb, or registration therein. Assistant Professor Haworth,
Dr. Manley, and others.
7a. General Physics (Mechanics, Sound, and Heat).—Lectures with demonstrations
and recitations. For students in arts and sciences, and architecture. S and I,
(4). Prerequisite : Trigonometry; registration in Physics 8a. Associate Profes-
sor Paton and others; (S, Dr. Manley, Mr. Luebke).
7b. General Physics (Light, Electricity, and Magnetism).—S and II, (4). Pre-
requisite: Physics 7a; registration in Physics 8b. Associate Professor Paton,
and others; (S, Mr. Rawcliffe).
8a. General Physics Laboratory.—To accompany Physics 7a. S and I, (1). Pre-
requisite: Physics 7a, or registration therein. Associate Professor Paton and
others; (S, Mr. Luebke).
8b. General Physics Laboratory.—To accompany Physics 7b. S and II, (1). Pre-
requisite: Physics 7b, or registration therein. Associate Professor Paton and
others; (S, Mr. Rawcliffe).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
15. Elementary Electricity and Magnetism.—For students in non-technical courses
who wish a knowledge of electricity and magnetism beyond the course in gen-
eral physics. Lectures and laboratory. S and II, (3). Prerequisite: General
physics. Associate Professor Williams; (S, Assistant Professor Richardson,
Mr. Coggeshall).
16. Elementary Heat.—Temperature measurement, pyrometry, radiation, heat flow,
thermal stresses, calorimetry, and elementary thermodynamics. S and I, (3).
Prerequisite: General physics. Associate Professor Paton.
[17. Elementary Light.—For students in non-technical courses who wish a knowledge
of light beyond the course in general physics. Lectures and laboratory. I, (3).
Prerequisite: General physics. Not given in 1940-1941. Dr. Lyman.]
20a. Theoretical Mechanics.—Statics ; dynamics of particles. Recitations, problems,
and lectures. S and I, (3). Prerequisite: General physics and calculus. Dr.
Manley; (S, Professor Kruger).
20b. Theoretical Mechanics (Continued).—Dynamics of rigid bodies; generalized
coordinates and LaGrange's equations ; vibrations of systems of particles, with
electrical analogies. II, (3). Prerequisite: Physics 20a. Dr. Dancoff.
S21p. Recent Advances in Physics.—Popular lectures, illustrated by experiments.
Open to the public. S, (Yz)- Associate Professor Almy and others.
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23. Elementary Sound.—Wave motion; origin, propagation, velocity, interference, and
diffraction of sound ; vibrations of strings and organ pipes ; music and speech.
Lectures and recitations. I, (3). Prerequisite: General physics. Dr. Bolt.
25. Architectural Acoustics.—Acoustics of buildings, including acoustic correction
of auditoriums and offices, sound-proofing of rooms, and reduction of vibra-
tions set up by machines. II, (2). Prerequisite: General physics. Mr. Martin.
30. Introduction to Theoretical Electricity.—Laws of electrostatics, magnetism,
electric and magnetic circuits, induced currents, alternating currents, oscillations,
and thermionic tubes. Lectures and problems. I, (3). Prerequisite: General
physics and calculus. Associate Professor Williams.
40a. Electricity and Magnetism.—The electric field, theory of dielectrics, solutions
of Poisson's and Laplace's equations, magnetostatics, steady current theory.
Fundamental electrostatic, resistance bridge measurements, and potentiometer
experiments. I, (3). Prerequisite: General physics and calculus. Dr. Jordan.
40b. Electricity and Magnetism.—Ampere's law and applications, motion of charged
particles in electric and magnetic fields, electromagnetic induction, alternating
current theory, the electromagnetic field. Laboratory experiments in A.C.
bridge measurements of capacitance, inductance, vacuum tubes, and magnetism.
II, (3). Prerequisite: Physics 40a. Dr. Jordan.
44. Electric and Magnetic Measurements.—Resistances, galvanometers, capacitances,
potentiometers, thermocouples, inductances, magnetization, high frequency meas-
urements. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: General physics and calculus. Asso-
ciate Professor Williams and assistant; (S, Assistant Professor Richardson,
Mr. Coggeshall).
46. Vacuum Tubes.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Physics 40. Assistant Professor
Richardson.
60. Heat and Thermodynamics.—Heat phenomena, mechanical theory of heat, thermo-
dynamics. Lectures and recitations. II, (3). Prerequisite: General physics and
calculus. Associate Professor Paton.
62. Kinetic Theory of Heat and Radiation.—S, (3). Prerequisite: General physics
and calculus. Dr. Manley.
71a. Light.—Geometrical and physical optics ; the electro-magnetic theory of light.
Lectures and recitations. S and I, (2). Prerequisite: General physics and
calculus. Associate Professor Almy.
71b. Light (Continued).—II, (2). Prerequisite: Physics 71a. Associate Professor
Almy.
72a. Light Laboratory.—Lenses and prisms, diffraction, interference, polarization.
S and I, (2). Prerequisite : Registration in Physics 71a. Associate Professor
Almy; (S, Mr. P. R. Gillette).
72b. Light Laboratory (Continued).—Spectroscopy and photographic photometry.
II, (2). Prerequisite: Registration in Physics 71b. Associate Professor Almy.
73. Photography.—Photographic equipment and materials ; emulsion speeds, exposure,
development, dark-room technique, intensification and reduction, light sources
and printing processes ; color photography, color sensitivity, color filters, infra-
red and ultra-violet ; cinematography, stereoscopic photographj^ photomicrog-
raphy, and aerial photography. II, (3). Prerequisite: General physics; consent
of instructor. Associate Professor Almy, Mr. Berger.
80. Atomic Physics.—A lecture course dealing with cathode rays, photoelectricity,
x-rays, radioactivity, atomic structure, etc. I, (3). Prerequisite: General physics
and calculus. Professor Kruger.
81. Radioactivity and Nuclear Physics.—S and II, (3). Prerequisite: Physics 80.
Professor Kruger.
97-98. Thesis.—Continuous through I and II, (3). Prerequisite : Senior standing and
approval of head of department. Professors in the department.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—A year of calculus and a year of general physics, with laboratory, are pre-
requisite for all major and minor graduate work in physics. In addition, graduate
students whose major is physics must have had one more advanced course in either
physics or mathematics and should be able to use references in German.
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[109. Historical Development of Physics.— (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
122. Dynamics.—Continuous through I and II, (i unit). Dr. Dancoff.
[123. Acoustics.—II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Dr. Bolt.]
[127a-127b. Relativity.—Continuous through I and II, (i/4 unit). Not given in 1940-
1941.]
[128. Problems and Methods in Theoretical Physics.—I, {1 unit). Not given in
1940-1941.]
146a-146b. Electrodynamics.—Continuous through I and II, (i unit). Assistant Pro-
fessor Serber.
[160. Thermodynamics.—I, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[163. Statistical Mechanics.—II, {1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Pro-
fessor AIott-Smith.]
[170a-170b. Advanced Physical Optics.—Electromagnetic theory of light. Optical
properties of isotropic dielectrics, crystals and metals. Scattering, dispersion,
emission, and absorption of light. Raman effect. Continuous through I and II,
(i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
181a-181b. Quantum Mechanics.—Continuous through I and II, (i unit). Assistant
Professor Serber.
[182. Conduction of Electrioty through Gases.—I, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.
Associate Professor Mott-Smith.]
183a-183b. Nuclear Physics.—Continuous through I and II, {1 unit). Assistant Pro-
fessor Goldhaber.
184. Line Spectra and Atomic Structure.—I, (i unit). Associate Professor Almy.
[185. Band Spectra and Molecular Structure.—II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-
1941. Associate Professor Almy.]
[186a-186b. Advanced Quantum Mechanics.—Continuous through I and II, {1 unit).
Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Bartlett.]
190. Research.—S, I, and II, {1 to 3 units). Professors in the department.
191a-191b. Modern Laboratory Practice.—Continuous through I and II, (i unit).
Assistant Professor Haworth.
198. Seminar.—S, I, and II, (1 to 2 units). Assistant Professor Goldhaber; (S,
Associate Professor Almy).
199. Colloquium.—Weekly meetings of instructors and advanced students for the
presentation and discussion of papers on current problems. Attendance expected
of all graduate students. I and II, (no credit). Assistant Professors Gold-
haber and Serber.
PHYSIOLOGY
Associate Professors: Burge.
Assistant Professors: Steggerda (Secretary).
Instructors: Elhardt, Wickwire, Taylor, Gray.
Assistants: Krouse, Hentze, Switzer, Barber, Stricker.
Major: 20 hours from courses offered in this department excluding Physiology
1, la, 3a, and 3b.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following: bacteriology, botany,
chemistry, entomology, and zoology. At least eight hours must be taken in each
subject, if two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Mammalian Physiology.—Without laboratory. I and II, (3). Credit is not given
for Physiology 1 or la in addition to 3a. Seniors receive only two hours credit.
Associate Professor Burge, Miss Krouse.
la. Mammalian Physiology.—With laboratory. S, I, and II, (5). Credit is not given
for Physiology la or 1 in addition to 3a. Seniors receive only four hours credit.
Assistant Professor Steggerda, Dr. Taylor, Miss Krouse, Dr. Gray, Mr.
Barber.
3a-3b. Physiological Anatomy.—For physical education students. Continuous through
I and II, (5) ; credit toward graduation not allowed for either semester sepa-
rately. Credit is not given for Physiology 3a-3b in addition to 1 or la. Seniors
receive only four hours credit. Dr. Elhardt, Mr. Wickwire, Mr. Hentze, Mr.
Stricker, Mr. Switzer.
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Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
5. Physiology of the Spectal Senses and Nervous System.—I and II, (5). Prerequi-
site: Three hours of physiology or consent of instructor. Mr. Wickwire.
8. Thesis.—I and II, (3 to 5). Prerequisite: Senior standing; fifteen hours of physi-
ology. Associate Professor Burge, Assistant Professor Steggerda.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
6. Advanced Mammalian Physiology.—Muscle, nervous system, blood, and circulatory
system. S, (3) ; I, (5). Prerequisite: Twenty hours of chemistry or consent
of instructor. Assistant Professor Steggerda, Dr. Taylor.
7. Advanced Mammalian Physiology.—Respiration, digestion, excretion, and endo-
crine glands. S and II, (5). Prerequisite: Twenty hours of chemistry or con-
sent of instructor. Assistant Professor Steggerda, Dr. Taylor.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—The prerequisites for graduate work in physiology are Physiology 1, la, 5,
6, and 7, or equivalent.
101. Journal Club.—Review of literature. Continuous through I and II, (14 unit).
Members of the department.
102. Research.—S, I, and II, {1 to 2 units). Associate Professor Burge, Assistant
Professor Steggerda, Dr. Taylor.
103. Experimental Physiology.—Respiration, circulation, digestion, metabolism, ex-
cretion, secretion, glands of internal secretion, nervous system. I and II, (Vi
to 1 unit). Associate Professor Burge, Assistant Professor Steggerda.
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Professors: Fairlie (Head of the Department), Mathews, Berdahl,
Kn'eier.
Associate Professors: Wilson.
Assistant Professors: Hagan.
Associates: Jobst, Snider.
Instructors: Sibley, Manner.
Assistants: Cassidy, Gamer, Holland, Stalvey.
Research Assistants: Simpson.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Dr. D. O. Walter, Mr.
E. T. Hanson.
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered in this department. A major may
include three hours of constitutional history (History 44 or 62).
Minor: 20 hours selected from one or two of the following subjects: economics,
education, history, law, philosophy, and sociology. At least eight hours must be taken
in each subject, if two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
Note:—Political Science la-lb, which gives a general survey of national, state, and
local government in the United States, is recommended to all undergraduates wishing
to begin the study of political science. Students planning for advanced work in this
department should take course la-lb (also course 16 if possible) in their sophomore
year.
la. American Government, Organization and Politics.—Historical development and
organization of national, state, and local governments ; the federal system
;
national and state constitutions ; civil and political rights
;
party system ; nature,
structure, powers, and procedure of legislative, executive, and judicial depart-
ments in state and nation. S, I, and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore
standing. Dr. Jobst (in charge). Professors Mathews and Berdahl, Associate
Professor Wilson, Dr. Snider, Dr. Sibley, Dr. Manner, Dr. Gamer, Mr.
Holland, Mr. Stalvey; (S, Dr. Walter).
lb. American Government, Functions.—Functions of national, state, and local gov-
ernments; foreign relations and national defense; taxation and finance; law
enforcement
;
police power ; regulation of commerce, communications, and
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business
;
promotion of social and economic welfare ; current problems. I and
II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Dr. Jobst (in charge), Dr. Snider,
Dr. Sibley, Dr. Manner, Dr. Cassidy.
16. Government in Illinois.—Commonwealth and nation ; constitutional development
;
organs of state government and their work; local governments and their func-
tions; constitutional convention of 1920-1922. II, (2). Only one hour credit
for this course is allowed to students who also take both Political Science la
and lb. Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Dr. Snider.
36a-36b. Thesis and Honors Course.—I and II, (2 to 5). Prerequisite: Junior stand-
ing; consent of the department. Members of the department.
For Extramural Courses in Political Science, see page 385.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
4. Municipal Government.—Growth of cities ; their legal and social status ; municipal
politics and organization in the United States and abroad. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Junior standing. Professor Kneier, Dr. Snider.
5. American Constitutional System.
—
Judicial interpretation of constitution ; separa-
tion of governmental powers; relation of state and national governments; con-
trol of interstate commerce; jurisdiction of courts. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Political Science la; junior standing. Professor Mathews.
6a. International Law.—Nature, sources, and development of international law;
rights and duties of states; law of peace and war. I, (3). Prerequisite: Senior
standing, or junior standing with six hours of political science. Dr. Jobst.
6b. International Law (Continued).—II, (3). Prerequisite: Political Science 6a, or
consent of instructor. Dr. Jobst.
7. American Foreign Relations.—Participation in international affairs
;
presidential
initiative ; development and organization of the Department of State ; diplo-
matic intercourse ; consular service ; treaty-making power ; neutrality. II, (2).
Prerequisite: Junior standing with six hours of political science. Professor
Mathews.
8. International Organization.—Early projects of international federation; admin-
istrative commissions; international congresses; international legislation; efforts
at world organization; League of Nations. I, (2 to 3). Prerequisite: Junior
standing. Professor Berdahl.
9. Principles of Jurisprudence.—Nature and sources of law; Roman and English
systems; English law in the United States; classification of law. II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Political Science la, or equivalent; junior standing. Professor
Fairlie.
11. The Constitution and Industrial Legislation.—S, (2); II, (3). Prerequisite:
Senior standing, or junior standing with five hours of political science or
economics or both. Assistant Professor Hagan.
12a. Public Administration.—Administrative organization and activities ; centraliza-
tion and decentralization ; methods of management
;
personnel problems ; legis-
lative and judicial control. I, (3). Prerequisite: Political Science la; junior
standing. Professor Fairlie.
12b. Problems in Public Administration.—Special topics in administrative organiza-
tion ; finance and personnel administration ; administrative law and public rela-
tions. II, (2 to 3). Prerequisite: Political Science 12a. Professor Fairlie.
13. Government and the Economic Order.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing, or
junior standing with five hours of political science or economics or both.
Assistant Professor Hagan.
14a. Political Parties: Party History and Issues.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior
standing. Professor Berdahl.
[14b. Political Parties: Organization and Methods.—II, (3). Given in alternate
years; not given in 1940-1941. Prerequisite: Junior standing. Professor
Berdahl.]
[18. Legislation in the United States.—II, (2). Prerequisite: Six hours of political
science; junior standing. Not given in 1940-1941.]
21. British Government.—The Crown, Cabinet, House of Commons, and House of
Lords; party system; courts of law; local government; colonies and self-
governing dominions. I, (2 to 3). Prerequisite: Graduate or senior standing, or
junior standing with six hours of political science. Professor Fairlie.
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22. Continental European Governments.—Political systems of France, Germany,
Italy, Switzerland, and Russia. II, (3). Prerequisite : Graduate or senior stand-
ing, or junior standing with six hours of political science ; History lb or 32
recommended. Dr. Sibley.
[28. Current Governmental Problems.—Factors of major importance in domestic
and foreign politics. II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing with six hours of
political science. Not given in 1940-1941.]
32. Principles OF Political Science.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Senior standing, or junior
standing with six hours of political science. Associate Professor Wilson.
33 (formerly 31). Contemporary Political Theory.—S, (2V^) ; II, (3). Prerequi-
site: Senior standing, or junior standing with six hours of political science.
Associate Professor Wilson.
34. Municipal Problems.—Municipal administration in the United States and Europe
;
city planning and housing; public utilities; police and sanitary administration;
municipal finances. S, (21/^) ; II, (3). Prerequisite : Graduate or senior stand-
ing, or junior standing with Political Science 4, or Economics 1, or Sociology 6.
Professor Kneier, Dr. Snider.
38. International Relations.—Rise of the national state system ; forces affecting
foreign policies, nationalism, economic interests, desire for security; sources of
conflict and suggested solutions; growth of international cooperation. S, (2i/^).
Prerequisite: Junior standing. Associate Professor Wilson.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Graduate work in political science is conducted in the following special fields:
(1) political theory; (2) international law and relations; (3) American and foreign
governments; (4) constitutional law, administrative law, and jurisprudence; (5) pub-
lic administration.
Candidates for advanced degrees in political science must have had at least twenty
hours of undergraduate work in political science, economics, sociology, and history,
not less than twelve hours of which have been in political science (which may include
three hours in constitutional history). If a student making political science his major
is taking both of his minors in other departments, one of them must be in history,
economics, or sociology.
Several courses given in other departments are so closely related to those in
political science that graduate students whose major is political science may be per-
mitted on petition to take such courses as part of their major work. Attention is
called to the bulletin on University Training for the Public Serince and to the courses
in public law in the College of Law, the courses in public finance in the College of
Commerce and Business Administration, the courses in city and regional planning in
the College of Fine and Applied Arts, and the courses in municipal and sanitary
engineering in the College of Engineering.
Graduate students in other departments who choose political science as a minor
must have had at least six hours of undergraduate work in political science and three
hours in economics, sociology, or history.
101a. History of Political Theories.—Political thought to the eighteenth century.
I, (i unit). Associate Professor Wilson.
101b. History of Political Theories.—Political thought from the eighteenth century
to the present. II, (1 unit). Associate Professor Wilson.
[102. Nature of the State.—Principles, methods, and nature of political science;
origin, forms, and functions of the state; sovereignty and liberty; organization
of government; recent political ideas. II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
103a-103b. Seminar in Political Science and Public Law.—Special problems, reports,
discussions, and criticism. The research of candidates who are writing theses
is under the direction of some instructor. S, I, and II, (l/z to 4 units). Members
of the department.
104. Municipal Administration.—II, (1 unit). Professor Kneier.
105. Constitutional Law.—Research in selected topics. I, {1 unit). Professor
Mathews.
106. International Law.—Research in selected topics. I, {1 unit). Dr. Jobst.
107. Foreign Relations of the United States.—II, {1 unit). Professor Mathews.
108. Problems of International Organization.—II, {1 unit). Professor Berdahl.
112. Problems in Public Administration.—Special topics. II, (i unit). Professor
Fairlie.
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[113. State Government.—Research in selected topics. I, (i unit). Not given in
1940-1941. Professor Mathews.]
114. Political Parties.—I, (1 unit). Professor Berdahl.
121. Problems in British Government.—I, (i unit). Professor Fairlie.
128. Contemporary Governmental Problems.—S, (i unit). Assistant Professor
Hagan.
PSYCHOLOGY
Professors: Woodrow (Head of the Department), Young.
Associate Professors: Brown, Higginson.
Assistant Professors: Anderson, Feder, Pennington, Harrell.*
Associates: McAllister, Carlson, Hanks, Larsen, Brintnall, McQuitty.*
Instructors: Cowles, Gilbert, Sharp."
Assistants: Kientzle, Willmann, Wittenborn, MacNaughton, Munson.
Research Assistants: Kamman, Clifton.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Dr. J. L. Finan.
Major: 20 hours chosen from courses offered in this department, excluding Psy-
chology 1. At least eight hours must be taken in the advanced groups of courses.
Minors: 20 hours chosen from one or two of the following subjects: education,
mathematics, philosophy, physiology, sociology, and zoology. At least eight hours must
be taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Introduction to Psychology.—Essential facts and principles of psychology.
Lectures and sectional meetings. S, (3) ; I and H, (4). Prerequisite: Sopho-
more standing. Professor Young, Assistant Professors Pennington, Anderson,
Dr. McAllister, Dr. Carlson, Dr. Hanks, Dr. McQuitty, Dr. Brintnall, Dr.
CowLEs, Dr. Gilbert, and assistants; (S, Dr. Finan).
2. General Psychology.—The various fields of psychology, with special emphasis on
applications. I and II, (4). Prerequisite: Psychology 1, or junior standing.
Associate Professor Higginson, Dr. Hanks, and assistant.
3. Laboratory Practice (Elementary).—Experiments following course 1 in the field
or normal adult psychology. Drill in scientific method. I and II, (2). Prerequi-
site: Psychology 1. Associate Professor Higginson, Dr. McQuitty, Dr.
Brintnall, and assistants.
10. Mental and Physical Work (Industrial Psychology).—Psychology of work and
the factors affecting it, with special reference to industry. II, (2). Prerequisite:
Psychology 1. Dr. Brintnall.
14. Social Psychology.—Social behavior of the individual and of the group. S, (2) ;
I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Psychology 1. Professor Young, Dr. McAllister,
Dr. Hanks.
21. Character and Personality.—Analysis of the non-intellectual aspects and de-
terminants of mentality and conduct, with special applications to behavior
problems and personnel psychology. I, (3). Prerequisite: Psychology 1. Not
open to students who have completed Education 15. Assistant Professor
Anderson.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
9. Physiological Psychology.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Psychology 1, and a course
including laboratory work in one of the biological sciences. Dr. Cowles.
[12. Minor Problems (Advanced Laboratory).—Application of methods suitable to
new problems in general and comparative psychology. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Psychology 3; consent of instructor. Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Wood-
row, Associate Professor Higginson, Dr. McAllister.]
[13. Minor Problems (Advanced Laboratory).—II, (3). Prerequisite: Psychology 3;
consent of instructor. Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Higginson.]
25. Psychological Aesthetics.—Psychological functions of art; nature of aesthetic
experience; nature and measurement of talent and creative imagination. Par-
ticular emphasis will be laid on the arts of painting and music. II, (2). Pre-
requisite: Psychology 1; junior standing. Dr. Cowles.
'On leave of absence. 'On leave of absence second semester. ^Second semester.
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27a-27b. Thesis and Honors Course.—For major students and candidates for honors.
Continuous through I and II, (2). Prerequisite: Twelve hours of psychology;
consent of instructor. Professor Woodrow.
28. Psychology of Motivation.—Instinct, drive, desire, habit, and attitude as determi-
nants of behavior; mental conflicts and types of adjustment. S and II, (2).
Prerequisite: Six hours of psychology. Professor Young; (S, Dr. Finan).
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
5. Comparative Psychology.—Animal behavior with particular reference to the be-
havior of the vertebrates. Laboratory work and discussion. I, (3). Prerequisite:
Psychology 1, and either one other course in psychology or a course in zoology.
Dr. McAllister.
8. Feeling and Emotion.—Facts, problems, and methods of affective psychology, with
special reference to recent physiological studies. I, (2). Prerequisite : Six hours
of psychology. Professor Young.
11. Learning and Comprehension.—Processes and functions involved in acquiring new
knowledge and skill. I, (2). Prerequisite: Six hours of psychology. Dr.
Carlson.
16. Genetic Psychology.—Psychological development of the individual, with special
reference to the psychology of the child. II, (3). Prerequisite: Psychology 1;
junior standing. Assistant Professor Anderson.
[17. History of Psychology.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Six hours of psychology. Not
given in 1940-1941. Professor Young.]
18. Perception.—Perceptual experience ; recent revisions of perceptual theory includ-
ing the doctrine of the Gestalt. Lectures and discussions. II, (2). Prerequisite:
Six hours of psychology. Dr. Carlson.
20. Systematic Psychology.—Contemporary systems; behaviorism, Gestalt psychologie,
structural, purposive, and functional psychology. II, (2). Prerequisite: Six
hours of psychology. Professor Woodrow.
23. Abnormal Psychology.—Analytical consideration of types of behavoir deviating
from the normal. S, (2) ; I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Six hours of psychology.
Assistant Professor Pennington, Dr. McQuitty; (S, Dr. Finan).
[26. Recent Experimental Problems (Psychology of Thinking).—Methods and
results in selected fields. S, (2V4). Prerequisite: Six hours of psychology. Not
given in 1940-1941. Dr. McAllister.]
34. Individual Differences.—The nature, significance, measurement, and causation of
the mental differences between individuals and groups. S, (2) ; I, (3). Pre-
requisite: Six hours of psychology ; senior standing. Professor Woodrow.
43. Student Personnel Work.—The application of psychological principles and
techniques in fitting education processes to the needs, interests, and abilities of
the individual college student. I, (3). Prerequisite: Six hours of psychology;
senior standing. Assistant Professor Feder.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Graduate students who elect psychology as their major subject must have
had standard courses, of university grade, both in general psychology and in the
psychological laboratory. One general university course is the minimal requirement
for graduate students who apply to the department for a minor subject.
Training in clinical psycholog>' is provided by courses offered at the Institute
for Juvenile Research in Chicago. The prerequisite to these courses is recommenda-
tion by the Department of Psychology and one year of graduate work with a major
in psychology, or, in case of especially qualified students who have majored in psy-
chology as undergraduates, one semester of graduate work. The minimum period of
attendance at the Institute necessary for a master's degree is six months; and for the
Ph.D. degree, one academic year. Recommended minors are education and sociology.
103a-103b. Research.—Experimental investigations. S, I, and II, (1/2 to 2 units). Pro-
fessors Woodrow and Yoltng, Associate Professor Higginson, Assistant Pro-
fessors Anderson, Feder, and Pennington.
105a-105b. Seminar.—Discussion of current topics in their historical setting, with
special emphasis upon research problems. S, I, and II, (1 unit). Professor
Woodrow.
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[S106. Neural Theory of the Psychological Functions.—S, (1 unit). Not given in
1940-1941. Assistant Professor Pennington.]
[108. Quantitative Methods.—The logic of research methods in psychology. I, (i
unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Woodrow.]
109. Problems in Motivation.—Discussion of current research and concepts within
the field of motivation. II, (1 unit). Professor Young.
115. Advanced Child Psychology.—Study of research findings in child psychology.
Examination of clinical and experimental methods. Practice in selected tech-
niques of studying child behavior by observational and experimental approaches.
I, (i imit). Assistant Professor Anderson.
144. Theory and Practice of Student Personnel Work.—The psychological prin-
ciples and techniques of student personnel work, with special reference to
methods of making provision for individual differences at the college level. II,
(1 unit). Assistant Professor Feder.
Courses Offered in Chicago
Note:—The following courses (counted as courses in psychology when taken by
candidates for advanced degrees in psjxhology) are offered at the Institute for
Juvenile Research in Chicago by the Department of Criminology, Social Hygiene, and
Medical Jurisprudence of the College of Medicine.
ClOl. Research in Juvenile Behavior.— (1 to 3 units). Professor Schroeder.
C102. Advanced Work in Juvenile Behavior.— (1 to 3 units). Professor Schroeder.
C103. Treatment of Children with Behavior Problems.— {1 or 2 units). Associate
Professor Brown.
C104. Psychological Tests in Clinical Practice.— (i or 2 units). Associate Pro-
fessor Brown.
C105. Behavior Disorders in Children.— (1 or 2 units). Associate Professor Brown.
SOCIAL ADMINISTRATION
Associate Professors: Timmons (Advisor for the Curriculum), Klein.
Instructors: Machell.
Cooperating: Dr. J. H. Beard, Dr. H. B. Carlson.
Professional Courses
Courses leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Social Administration
Note:—The following courses are open to students who have completed the pre-
professional curriculum in social administration, or its equivalent. Consent of the
advisor for the curriculum is prerequisite for admission to these courses. See pages
119-120.
18. Recent Developments in Public Welfare Administration.—Same as Sociology 18.
Public assistance provisions of the Social Security Program. Administrative
problems of organization and coordination among federal, state, and local
welfare agencies of the government. S and II, (3). Associate Professor Klein.
27. Community Welfare Organization.—Same as Sociology 27. Origin and develop-
ment of coordinating activities among welfare agencies. Community processes
emphasized. II, (3). Associate Professor Klein.
50. Social Case Work.—Principles of case work and their application. Actual case
materials used. S and I, (3). Mrs. Machell.
51. Medical Information.—Nature, causes, symptoms, and control of common dis-
eases. Function of the social worker in health problems. I, (2). Dr. Beard.
52. Legal Aspects of Social Administration.—Legal rights in family relations, land-
lord and tenant relations, property rights, and other matters of law arising in
common practice of social administration. I, (3). Associate Professor Klein.
53. Child Welfare.—Common problems of child welfare, dependency, homelessness,
child labor, subnormality, and illegitimacy. Organizations for child protection
and aid. S and I, (2). Associate Professor Klein.
54a-54b. Field Work.—Supervised participation in actual programs of social admin-
istration in agencies both public and private. Continuous through I and II, (5).
Mrs. Machell.
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55. Social Case Work with Children.—Anal3'sis and case treatment of problems
presented by dependent, neglected, and delinquent children. Study materials
composed largely of actual case histories. II, (2). Mrs. Machell.
56. Mental Hygiene for Social Workers.—Origin, development, and function of
psychiatric information as an aid in social case treatment. II, (2). Associate
Professor Klein, Dr. Carlson, and members of the staff of the Institute for
Juvenile Research.
Courses leading to the Degree of Master of Social Administration
Note:—Open to students who have the degree of Bachelor of Social Administration,
or its equivalent.
9. Criminology.—Same as Sociology 9. S, I, and II, (Vi unit). Professor Taft.
25. Prevention and Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency.—Same as Sociology 25.
S and I, (Vi unit). Professor Taft.
106 or 107. Urban Sociology or Rural Communities.—Same as Sociology 106 or 107.
S, (i unit). xA.ssistant Professor Tylor.
108. Research in Social Effects of Poverty, Their Prevention and Treatment.—
Same as Sociology 108. I, {1 unit). Associate Professor Timmons.
109. Research in Criminology.—Same as Sociology 109. II, (i unit). Professor Taft.
112. Public Welfare Administration.—Same as Political Science 112. II, {1 unit).
Professor Fairlie.
124. Advanced Penology.—Same as Sociology 124. I, {1 unit). Professor Taft.
150. Seminar and Research.—Same as Sociology 150. I and II, (i/4 to 3 units). Mem-
bers of the department.
[154a-154b. Advanced Field Work.—I and II, (Vi unit). Not given in 1940-1941.
Associate Professor Klein.]
[155. Advanced Social Case Work.—I, (1/2 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Associate
Professor Klein.]
[158. Theory of Social Work.—II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Through the Division of the Social Sciences (including economics, geographj^ history,
philosophy, political science, psycholog>', and sociolog>'). a special program leading to
the degree of Master of Arts in the Social Sciences is available to meet the needs of
students who wish to study in several related fields within the Social Sciences rather
than to specialize in one department, and the needs of those who contemplate teaching
the Social Sciences. To qualify for this program a student, in addition to meeting the
general requirements of the Graduate School, must have had twenty hours of under-
graduate credit in the Social Sciences, and preparation in the particular departments
within the division in which he elects to work substantially equivalent to the minor
requirements of those departments. Work must be done in at least three departments
within the division, or in two departments and in education. If work in education is
elected, it may not exceed two units. No thesis is required, but in order to qualify for
the degree a student must pass a comprehensive examination.
SOCIOLOGY
Professors: Hiller, Taft, Znaniecki (Visiting).
Associate Professors: Albig (Chairman of Department), Timmons.
Assistant Professors: Tylor.'
Associates: Ahrens, Hut,ett.
Lecturers: Price (Visiting).
Assistants: Houghton," Birky, Rasmussen, Huffman, Janes, Yeatman.*
Research Assistants: W^ooley, Fox.
Cooperating: Associate Professor D. E. Lindstrom.
Summer Session of 1940 but not in current year: Visiting Assistant
Professor H. H. Gerth.
'On leave of absence first semester. -Deceased October 19, 1940.
'Second semester.
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Major: 20 hours from any courses in this department.
Minors: 20 hours from any one or two of the following subjects: economics,
history, law, philosophy, political science, and psychology. At least eight hours must
be taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. PRiNaPLES OF Sociology.—S, (2i/^) ; I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore
standing. Professor Hiller, Assistant Professor Tylor, Dr. Price, Dr. Hulett,
Mr. BiRKY, Mr. Huffman, Mr. Janes, Mr. Yeatman.
2. Social Factors in Personality.—Nature of person and relation to institutions,
social order, and development. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1. Mr.
Ahrens.
4. Social Control.—Conventionalized nature of conduct ; group norms and sanctions
;
factors in disorganization; mechanisms of control. II, (2). Prerequisite: Soci-
ology 1. Associate Professor Albig.
90a-90b. Honors Course.—Individual study or research projects. S, I, and II, (2).
Prerequisite: Senior standing. Members of the department.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3. Social Evolution.—Primitive and modern societal structures ; origin and develop-
ment of social institutions, processes of social change ; problems of progress.
I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1; junior standing. Mr. Ahrens.
5. The Family.—The family as a social institution ; its origin, nature, development,
and trends. S, (21/4) ; I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1 and junior
standing, or senior standing. Associate Professor Timmons, Mr. Huffman.
6. Urban Sociology.—Nature, extent, and causes of urbanization ; structure and ecol-
ogy of cities; urban social types and institutions. S, (2i/^) ; II, (3). Prerequi-
site: Sociology 1 ; junior standing. Assistant Professor Tylor.
7. Rural Sociology.—Institutions and problems of rural life; attitudes, structure,
and organization of rural communities. II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing.
Associate Professor Lindstrom.
8. Charities.—Dependent classes; modern methods and policies in their treatment;
historical perspectives. S, (2i/^) ; I, (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1; junior
standing. Recommended background courses: Sociology 2 and courses in history
and economics. Associate Professor Timmons.
9. Criminology.—Crime from the point of view of personality and social situations.
I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1; junior standing. Open to pre-legal
juniors by consent of instructor. Professor Taft.
10. Population Problems and Human Ecology.—Theories regarding numbers and
quality; conventional class differences; differential selection; ecological struc-
tures, with special reference to the north-central states. II, (3). Prerequisite:
Sociology 1 ; junior standing. Dr. Price.
11. Sociology of the Region.—Regionalism in theory: concepts and factors condi-
tioning different types of regions ; regionalism in operation in its dominant
forms. II, (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1; junior standing. Assistant Pro-
fessor Tylor.
14. Public Opinion.—Opinion changes and control
;
propaganda ; interest groups and
opinion; critical review of methods of measurement. S, (2i/^) ; I and II, (3).
Prerequisite: Sociology 1; junior standing. Associate Professor Albig; (S,
Visiting Assistant Professor Gerth).
17. Methods of Sociological Research.— I, (3). Prerequisite: Eight hours of sociol-
ogy. Required of all graduate majors in sociology. Professor Hiller.
18. Recent Developments in Public Welfare Administration.—Same as Social
Administration 18. Public assistance provisions of the Social Security Program,
administrative problems of organization and coordination among federal, state,
and local welfare agencies of the government. S, (21/4) ; II, (3). Prerequisite:
Sociology 1 ; junior standing. Associate Professor Klein.
19. Contemporary Society.—Basic character of modern life forms, underlying prin-
ciples and efforts at reorientation. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 3;
junior standing. Mr. Ahrens.
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20. Social Progress and Social Values.—Theories and philosophies of social progress
;
trends and measurement of progress, regress, and democracy. S, (2^4 ) ; I, (3).
Prerequisite: Sociology 1 ; junior standing. Dr. Price.
24. Penology.—Probation; parole; methods of institutional treatment. II, (3). Pre-
requisite: Sociology 9. Professor Taft.
25. Prevention and Treatment of Juvenile Delinquency.—Same as Social Admin-
istration 25. I, (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1 or 9; junior standing. Professor
Taft.
27. Community Welfare Organiz.a.tion.—Same as Social Administration 27. Open to
students having professional experience, with consent of instructor. Origin and
development of coordinating activities among welfare agencies. Community
processes emphasized. S, (21/2); H, (3). Associate Professor Klein.
28. Immigration and Assimilation.—Changes in social organization ; borrowing and
blending of cultures. II, (3). Prerequisite: Five hours of sociology. Professor
Hiller.
42. Primitive Societies.—Ethnological and ethnographic study of preliterate people.
I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Associate Professor Albic.
44. The Negro.—Racial and cultural types, ethnological background of the American
negro. S, (21/2). Prerequisite: Junior standing. Air. Houghton.
60. European Sociological Thought.—I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sociologj'- 1;
junior standing. Visiting Professor Znaniecki.
61. Social Classes.—S, (2i/i). Prerequisite: Sociology 1; junior standing. Visiting
Assistant Professor Gerth.
[70. Social Relations.—II, (3). Prerequisite: Sociology 1; junior standing. Not
given in 1940-1941. Visiting Professor Zn.\niecki.]
72. Social Roles.—I, (3). Prerequisite: Sociolog>' 1; junior standing. Visiting Pro-
fessor Znaniecki.
80. Sociology of Education.—Same as Education 66. II, (3). Prerequisite: Sociology
1 ; junior standing. Visiting Professor Znaniecki.
See also Agricultural Ecotiomics 12, Rur.^l Organizations.—II, (3). Associate Pro-
fessor Lindstrom.
For Extramural Courses in Sociology, see page 385.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Graduate students electing sociology as their major must have had at least
eight hours of undergraduate work in sociology' and fifteen hours in one or more of
the following subjects: philosophy, history, psycholog>% genetics, economics, and
political science. Sociology 17 is required of all graduate majors in this department.
Those who select sociology as a minor must have had at least six hours of under-
graduate work in sociology.
100. General Sociology.—S and I, (i unit). Professor Hiller.
101. Sociologic.\l Theory and Method.—II, (i ujiit). Visiting Professor Znaniecki.
102. Recent Developments in Sociology.—II, (i unit). Professor Hiller.
106. Urban Communities and Urb.\niz.\tion.—S, (i iinit). Assistant Professor
Tylor.
[107. Rural Communities.—I, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor
Tylor.]
108. Research in Social Effects of Poverty.—I and II, (i unit). Associate Professor
Timmons.
109. Research in Criminology.—II, (i unit). Professor Taft.
[110. Population Problems.—I, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Taft.]
112. Theory of Soa.A.L Groups.—I, (1 unit). Visiting Professor Znaniecki.
[120. European Sociological Thought.—I and II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[121. Folk Sociology.—II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
[122. Regional Problems and Planning.—II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941.]
124. Advanced Penology.—I, (i unit). Professor Taft.
[128. Fusion of Culture Resulting from Immigr.^tion.—II, {1 unit). Not given in
1940-1941. Professor Hiller.]
[129. Modern Human Migrations.—I, {1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor
Taft.]
150. Seminar and Resejarch.—Preparation of theses. S, I, and II, (i/4 to 3 units).
Members of the department.
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SPANISH AND ITALIAN
Professors: Van Horne (Head of the Department).
Associate Professors: Hamilton.
Instructors: Elsdon, Cedeyco.
Assistants: Pietrangeli, Bushart, Flores, Rosaldo, Henry, Howard,
Johnston, Oliver, James, Netzer, Roberts, Coffey,* Montooth,*
Saba.*
Cooperating: Mr. B. H. Mainous.
Major in Spanish
Major: 20 hours in Spanish, excluding Spanish la, lb, 2a, and including at least
five hours from the courses for advanced undergraduates and graduates.
Minors: 20 hours in not more than two of the following subjects, with at least
eight hours in each subject if two are chosen: Education, English (excluding Rhetoric
1 and 2), French, German, Greek, History, Italian, Latin, Philosophy.
SPANISH
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Elementary Spanish.—Grammar, pronunciation, reading, composition, conversa-
tion. For students who have had no work in Spanish. S, I, and II, (4). Seniors
receive only three hours credit. No credit toward graduation is given for
Spanish la without Spanish lb. Professor Van Horne, Dr. Elsdon, Dr.
Cedeyco, Mr. Flores, Mr. Bushart, Mr. Rosaldo, Dr. Oliver, Dr. Roberts,
Mr. Howard, Miss Johnston, Miss Henry, Miss James, Miss Netzer, Miss
Coffey, Miss Montooth, Mr. Mainous; (S, Mr. Rosaldo).
lb. Elementary Spanish (Continued).—S, I, and II, (4). Seniors receive only three
hours credit. Prerequisite: Spanish la, or one year of high school Spanish.
Professor Van Horne, Dr. Elsdon, Dr. Cedeyco, Mr. Bushart, Mr. Flores,
Mr. Rosaldo, Aliss James, Miss Netzer, Dr. Oliver, Mr. Howard, Miss John-
ston, Miss Henry, Miss Coffey, Aliss Montooth; (S, Mr. Flores).
2a. Modern Spanish.—Rapid reading, review of grammar, composition, conversation.
I and II, (4). Prerequisite: Spanish lb, or two years of high school Spanish.
Dr. Elsdon, Dr. Cedeyco, Dr. Roberts, Air. Bushart, Air. Flores, Air. Rosaldo,
Mr. Howard, Miss Johnston, Miss Henry, Aliss Netzer, Air. AIainous.
2b. Modern Spanish (Continued).—I and II, (4). Prerequisite: Spanish 2a, or three
years of high school Spanish. Dr. Elsdon, Dr. Cedeyco, Dr. Roberts, Mr.
Bushart, Mr. Flores, Air. Rosaldo, Miss Johntson, Aliss James, Aliss Netzer.
3a. Introduction to Spanish Literature.—Reading of modern authors and of authors
of the seventeenth century. I, (3). Prerequisite: Spanish 2b, or four years
of high school Spanish. Associate Professor Hamilton, Dr. Elsdon.
3b. Introduction to Spanish Literature (Continued).—II, (3). Prerequisite:
Spanish 3a, or equivalent. Associate Professor Hamilton, Dr. Elsdon.
5a. Commercial Spanish.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Spanish 2b, or four years of high
school Spanish. Dr. Cedeyco, Air. Rosaldo.
5b. Commercial Spanish (Continued).—II, (2). Prerequisite: Spanish 5a, or equiva-
lent. Dr. Cedeyco, Mr. Rosaldo.
7a. Intermediate Composition and Conversation.—Conducted in Spanish. I, (2).
Prospective teachers of Spanish are strongly advised to take Spanish 7a and 7b.
Prerequisite: Spanish 2b, or four years of high school Spanish. Air. Bushart,
Air. Rosaldo.
7b. Intermediate Composition and Conversation (Continued).—II, (2). Prospective
teachers of Spanish are strongly advised to take Spanish 7a and 7b. Prerequi-
site: Spanish 7a, or equivalent. Air. Bushart, Air. Rosaldo.
8a. Advanced Composition and Conversation.—I, (2). Prerequisite : Spanish 7b, or
equivalent. Mr. Flores.
8b. Advanced Composition and Conversation (Continued).—II, (2). Prerequisite:
Spanish 8a, or equivalent. Mr. Flores.
25. Methods of Teaching Spanish.—Discussions and laboratory work in phonetics.
S and II, (3). Prerequisite: 20 hours in Spanish, or 16 hours in Spanish plus
20 in French. Not open to students other than seniors except by permission of
the instructor. Aliss Johnston.
'Second semester.
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28a. Senior Thesis.—For candidates for honors in Spanish, and for other seniors.
I, (2). Candidates for honors must take Spanish 28b, in addition. Members of
the department.
28b. Senior Thesis (Continued).—For candidates for honors in Spanish, and for
other seniors. II, (2). Candidates for honors must have had Spanish 28a, in
addition. Members of the department.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
Prerequisite for the following courses: Spanish 3a-3b, or equivalent, and junior
standing; or senior standing and consent of instructor.
10a. StJRVEY of Spanish Liter.mure.—I, (3). Associate Professor Hamilton.
10b. Survey of Spanish Literature (Continued).—II, (3). Associate Professor
Hamilton.
11a. Cervantes: Don Quijote.—I, (2). Dr. Elsdon.
lib. Cervantes: Don Quijote (Continued).—II, (2). Dr. Elsdon.
17a. Modern Spanish Drama.—I, (2). Associate Professor Hamilton.
17b. Modern Spanish Drama (Continued).—II, (2). Associate Professor Hamilton.
Courses for Graduates
Note.—Students doing graduate work for an advanced degree in Spanish must acquire
a practical command of the language. Some knowledge of Italian is recommended.
A considerable amount of parallel training in one or more other languages or litera-
tures such as English, French, German, Greek, Latin, or Portuguese, is indispensable,
the exact proportions and combinations being adjusted to individual programs and
objectives. In any case, some Latin is required of candidates for the Ph.D. degree, a
reading of simple Latin prose being the desirable minimum.
[S123a. Modern Spanish Drama.—S, (1 unit). Not given in 1940. Associate Pro-
fessor Hamilton.]
130a-130b. Spanish Literature in the Sixteenth Century.—Some attention to
Portuguese. Continuous through I and II, (1 unit). Professor Van Horne.
[131a-131b. Spanish Literature in the Seventeenth Century.—Continuous through
I and II, (1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Hamilton.]
S131a. Spanish Literature in the Seventeenth Century.—S, {1 unit). Professor
Van Horne.
[134a-134b. Spanish Literature in the Eighteenth Century.—Continuous through
I and II, (i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Hamilton.]
135a-135b. La Novela Espanola Modern.\.— (In Spanish). Continuous through I
and II, (1 unit). Associate Professor Hamilton.
S138b. Spanish-American Literature.—S, (i unit). Professor Van Horne.
[138a-138b. Spanish-American Literature.—Continuous through I and II, (1 unit).
Not given in 19-10-1941. Professor V.an Horne.]
[139a- 139b. Spanish Literature in the AIiddle Ages.—Continuous through I and II,
(1 unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Associate Professor Hamilton.]
185a-185h. Old Sp.anish Re.\dings.—Some attention to Portuguese. Continuous
through I and II, (1 unit). Associate Professor Hamilton.
195a-195b. Seminar.—Research in special topics. S, I, and II, (1 to 2 units). Members
of the departm.ent.
ITALIAN
Courses for Undergraduates
la. Elementary Italian.—Grammar, composition, conversation, reading. For students
who have had no work in Italian. I, (4). Seniors receive only three hours
credit. No credit tow^ard graduation is given for Italian la without Italian lb.
Professor Van Horne.
lb. Elementary Italian (Continued).—II, (4). Seniors receive only three hours
credit. Prerequisite: Italian la, or one year of high school Italian. Professor
Van Horne.
2a. Intermediate Italian.—Diversified reading. I, (3). Prerequisite: Italian lb. Miss
Pietrangeli.
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2b. Intermediate Italian (Continued).—II, (3). Prerequisite: Italian 2a. Miss
PlETRANGELI.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3a. Dante: The Divine Comedy.—I, (2). Prerequisite: Italian lb; junior standing.
Miss PlETRANGELI.
3b. Dante: The Divine Comedy (Continued).—II, (2). Prerequisite: Italian 3a;
junior standing. Miss Pietrangeli.
Courses for Graduates
Note.—Students doing graduate work for an advanced degree in Italian must acquire
a practical command of the language. Some knowledge of Spanish is recommended.
A considerable amount of parallel training in one or more other languages or litera-
tures such as English, French, German, Greek, Latin, or Portuguese, is indispensable,
the exact proportions and combinations being adjusted to individual programs and
objectives. In any case, some Latin is required of candidates for the Ph.D. degree, a
reading of simple Latin prose being the desirable minimum.
140a-140b. Italian Literature in the Middle Ages: Petrarch, Boccaccio.—Con-
tinuous through I and II, (1 unit). Professor Van Horxe.
[143a-143b. Italian Literature in the Renaissance.—Continuous through I and II,
(i unit). Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Van Horne.]
[146a-146b. AIodern Italian Literature.—Continuous through I and II, (1 unit).
Not given in 1940-1941. Professor Van Horne.]
195a-195b. Seminar.—Research in special topics. S, I, and II, (i to 2 units). Professor
Van Horne, Associate Professor Hamilton.
THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS
Professors: Seely (Head of the Department), Talbot (Emeritus),
Moore, Enger, Richart, Putnam, Draffin.
Associate Professors: Ensign, Schrader.
Assistant Professors: Fleming, Schwalbe, Jensen, Kittredge, Dolan,
Lansford, Collins.
Associates: Brown, Suppiger.
Instructors: Jones, Smith, Black, Ehasz, Findley.
Cooperating: Assistant Professors N. M. Newmark and x\lbert Jorgen-
sen, Mr. M. J. (jOGLIa.
Courses for Undergraduates
1. Analytical Mechanics (Statics).—Force systems; equilibrium; centroids ; center
of gravity; friction. S, I, and II, (2). Prerequisite: Mathematics 7; registra-
tion in Mathematics 9. Associate Professor Ensign and others.
2. Analytical Mechanics (Dynamics).—Kinematics and kinetics. S, I, and II, (3).
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1. Associate Professor
Ensign and others.
3. Resistance of Materials.—Mechanics of materials
;
properties and requirements
for materials of construction. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics 1. Professor Putnam and others.
4. Hydraulics.—Pressure and flow of water, utilization as motive power. I and II,
(2). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 1; registration in
Theoretical and Applied ^^lechanics 2. Assistant Professors Fleming, Kittredge,
and Lansford.
17-18. Elements of Mechanics (Statics) and Strength of AL'\teri.\ls.—Force sys-
tems; equilibrium; friction, centroids; direct stress, riveted joints, beams, mo-
ment of inertia, deflection, columns. For architects and others who have not
taken the calculus. Continuous through I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Alathe-
matics 6a. Professor Draffin, Assistant Professor Collins.
63. Resistance of Materials Laboratory.—Tests to determine properties and to
illustrate mechanics of materials. I and II, (1). Prerequisite: Registration in
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 3. Professor Putnam and others.
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64. Hydraulics Laboratory.—Measurements of flow, friction in pipes, pumping and
power. I and II, (1). Prerequisite: Registration in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 4. Assistant Professor Fleming and others.
97-98. Thesis.—Continuous through I and II, (1 to 3). Prerequisite: Senior standing
and approval of head of department. Members of the department.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
41. Advanced Mechanics of Materials.—Special problems met in engineering. I, (3).
Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 3 and 63. Professor Seely,
Mr. Smith.
42. Properties of Engineering Materials: Specifications.—Properties and uses of
materials of construction. II, (3). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics 3 and 63. Professor Seely, Assistant Professor Collins.
43. Fluid Mechanics and Advanced Hydraulics.—Classroom discussion of theory and
experimental work in laboratory. I and II, (3). (Yz io 1 unit). Prerequisite:
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 4 and 64. Assistant Professor Lansford.
44. Advanced Laboratory Work in Testing Materials.—Testing machines and strain
measuring apparatus ; practice in making standard and special tests in tension,
compression, torsion, and flexure. I and II, (3). (i/^ to 1 unit). Prerequisite:
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 3 and 63. Professor Putnam.
47. Engineering Analysis.—Methods of analysis in engineering mechanics, including
the mathematical, model analogy, graphical, dimensional, statistical, and various
approximate methods. I, (3). (I/2 to 1 unit). Prerequisite: Theoretical and
Applied Alechanics 2 and 3. Assistant Professor Jensen.
48. Engineering Analysis.—Continuation of 47. II, (3). (Vi to 1 unit). Assistant
Professor Jensen.
49. Advanced Dynamics and Vibrations.—Free, forced, and damped vibrations
of structures and machines, resonances, self-induced vibrations. I, (3). (Vi to
1 unit). Prerequisite: Theoretical and Applied Mechanics 2 and 3. Assistant
Professor Dolan.
50. Advanced Dynamics and Vibrations.—Continuation of 49. II, (3). (V4 to 1 unit).
Assistant Professor Dolan.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Graduate students eliecting theoretical and applied mechanics as their major
must have had the equivalent of the undergraduate courses required for a bachelor's
degree in general engineering. The courses open to seniors (listed above) may be
taken for minor credit by graduate students whose major is in other departments.
101. Mechanics.—Development of basic ideas. I and II, {1 unit). Professor Moore.
103. Fluid Mechanics.—I and II, (i unit). Assistant Professor Kittredge.
107. Laboratory Investigations in Strength of Materials.—I and II, {1 to 2 units).
Professor Moore, Assistant Professor Dolan.
108. Laboratory Investigations in Hydraulics.—I and II, (i to 2 units). Assistant
Professors Kittredge and Lansford.
109. Laboratory Investigations in Plain and Reinforced Concrete.—I and II, (i to
2 units). Professor Richart.
110. Analytical Study of Experimental Work on Reinforced Concrete.—Beams,
frames, and footings. I, (i unit). Professor Richart.
111. Analytical Study of Experimental Work on Reinforced Concrete.—Columns
and slabs. II, {1 unit). Professor Richart.
112. Structural AIechanics.—Survey of methods of determining deformations and
stresses in built-up structures, especially statically indeterminate structures. I,
(i unit). Assistant Professor Schwalbe.
113. Selected Topics in Structural [Mechanics.—II, (I/2 unit). Assistant Professor
Schwalbe.
114. Theory of Elasticity with Applications to Engineering Problems.—I, (i
unit). Assistant Professor Newmark.
115. Theory of Elasticity with Applications to Engineering Problems.—Contin-
uation of 114. II, (i unit). Assistant Professor Newmark.
116. Resistance of Materials.—I, (Vi to 1 unit). Professor Seely.
117. Properties of Engineering Materials.—II, (i/4 to 1 unit). Professor Seely.
198. Thesis.—I and II, (1 to 2 units). Members of the department.
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ZOOLOGY
Professors: Shelford (Chairman of Department), Ward (Emeritus),
Smith (Emeritus), Shumway, Van Cleave, Adams, McClung
(Visiting).
Associate Professors: Kudo, Adamstone.
Assistant Professors: Thomas, Kendeigh, Hall, Prosser, Luce.
Associates: Ingle.
Instructors: Robinson, Chase, Shoemaker.
Assistants: Dirks, Fautin, Barnes, Heyrend, Pomrenke, Lowell, Speirs,
HoFF, Roberts, Hanson, Hasse, Tiemeier, Churchill, Hull, Littrell,
Smith, Jenkins, Hager.^
Research Assistants: Svihla, Koestner, Clinnin, Flori.^
Summer Session of 1940 hut not in current year: Dr. H. W. Cumings,
Dr. Victor Sprague, Mr. C. M. Vaughn.
Major: 20 hours from any courses offered in this department, excluding Zoology
1, and including Zoology 2, 3, 4, and 9 (or 11).
Minors: 20 hours chosen from one or two of the following subjects: animal
husbandry, bacteriology, botany, chemistry, entomology, geology, physics, physiology,
psychology. At least eight hours must be taken in each subject, if two are chosen.
Note: Zoology 1 and 2 constitute an introduction to later work in zoology. In
the second year, a student may choose morphological, experimental, ecological, faun-
istic, or systematic courses. The courses in embryology (3) and animal ecology (9)
are of value for all students. Those preparing to teach zoology in the high school
should take invertebrate morphology (4), ornithology (16), field zoology (17),
ecology (11), and a course in general entomology.
Students planning for graduate work in zoology will find undergraduate courses
in chemistry and physics highly desirable. Those who are preparing for work in wild-
life management should select courses in botany, entomology, or bacteriology as minors,
and in their major should choose from the following zoology courses: ecology (9, 10a-
10b, 11, 19, 26), ornithology (16), field zoology (17), protozoology (18), and helmin-
thology (31).
Courses for Undergraduates
1. General Zoology.—Animal biology; structure, function, environmental relations,
origin, and development of animals. Lectures, laboratory, and quiz. S, I, and II,
(5). Seniors receive only four hours credit. Assistant Professor Luce (in
charge). Associate Professor Kudo, Assistant Professor Kendeigh, Dr. Ingle,
Dr. Robinson, Dr. Shoemaker, and assistants.
2. Comparative Vertebrate Anatomy.—Classification and distribution of the verte-
brate animals. Comparative anatomy of organs and organ systems, their func-
tion and evolution. Lectures, laboratory, and quiz. I and II, (5). Prerequisite:
Zoology 1. Assistant Professor Hall, Dr. Robinson, Dr. Chase, and assistants.
4. Invertebrate Zoology.—Lower invertebrates ; structure and development. Applica-
tion of biological principles. Laboratory, lectures, and demonstrations. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Zoology 1; sophomore standing. Professor Van Cle.ave, Dr.
Ingle, and assistant.
7. Evolution.—Emphasis on biological processes in which man is involved. Lectures,
demonstrations, and discussions. I, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore stand-
ing. Dr. Luce and assistants.
lOa-lOb. Field Ecology (a) and Ornithology (b).—Study in forests, streams, and
lakes in the vicinity of Reelfoot Lake, Tenn. Covering 5i/4 days, including Easter
vacation. Expenses about $21. Prerequisite: Registration in Zoology 9 or 16, or
equivalent. II, (1). Registration in 10a and 10b in two different years and
preparation of reports on (a) and (b) give a total of 2 hours credit. Professor
Shelford, Assistant Professor Kendeigh.
[S12. Biology of the Frog.—Introduction to vertebrate anatomy and physiology. Labo-
ratory and lectures. S, (2). Primarily for secondary school teachers. Not given
in 1940. Dr. Robinson.]
'First semester. -Second semester.
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14. Elementary Zoology.—For students in agriculture. Zoological principles with
emphasis on the biology of higher vertebrates. Lectures, laboratory, demon-
strations, and discussion. I and II, (3). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing in
College of Agriculture. Assistant Professor Prosser, Dr. Robixsox, Dr. Ch.^se.
16. Bird Study.—Native birds; their identification, food relations, seasonal distribu-
tion, migration activities, economic importance, and conservation. Lectures,
laboratory, and field trips. II, (2). Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. Assistant
Professor Kexdeigh and assistant.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates
9. Ixtroductiox to Ecology.—Seasonal and climatic relations of species and com-
munities. Field and experimental work, lectures. II, (3 to 4). Prerequisite:
One year of zoology; junior standing. Professor Shelford.
Courses for Advanced Undergraduates and Graduates
3. Vertebr.ate Embryology.—The development of the vertebrate body and its organs.
Lectures and laboratory. S, I, and II, (5). Prerequisite: Zoology 2; junior
standing. Professor Shumw.\y, Associate Professor Adamstoxe, and assistants.
6. Vertebr.\te Histology.—Study and preparation of tissues of the vertebrate body.
Lecture and laboratory. II, (3). Prerequisite: Zoolog>'^ 3 and junior standing.
Associate Professor Ad.\mstoxe.
11. AxiMAL Ecology axd Geography.—Dynamics, development, physiological charac-
ters, and distribution of communities. Lectures, laboratory', and field work. I,
(3 to 5). Prerequisite: One j'ear of zoology; senior standing. Professor
Shelford.
17. Field Zoology.—Collection, preservation, and identification of lower vertebrates
and land and fresh-water invertebrates; identification; habits and life histories
of selected forms. Field and laboratory work, readings. S and I, (3 to 5).
Prerequisite: One year of zoolog>'; senior standing. Professor Van Cleave
and assistants.
18. Protozoology.-—Morphology, physiolog},-, and life-history of representative free-
living and parasitic protozoa. Laboratory, quiz, and demonstration. S and I,
(3 to 5). Prerequisite: One year of zoology; senior standing. Associate Pro-
fessor Kudo and assistant.
19. Wildlife Maxagemext.—Size and measurement of animal populations, factors
affecting reproduction and mortality, life history, management policies for
fishes, mammals, and birds. I, (2 or 3). Prerequisite: One 3'ear of zoology
and junior standing or, for students in the College of Agriculture, Zoology
14 and senior standing; Zoology 9 or 11 recommended. Assistant Professor
Kexdeigh, Professor Shelford.
20a-20b. Semixar.—Graduate students are expected to attend all general seminars and
one special seminar weekly. All seminars open to seniors whose major is
zoolog>'. I and II, (0).
Gexeral Semixar.—Visiting Professor McClxing.
Special Semixars.—Members of the department.
Animal Ecology.—Ecology and ornithology.
Genetics.— ( Interdepartmental )
.
Experimental Biology.— (Interdepartmental).
Invertebrate.—Invertebrate zoolog}-, parasitology', and protozoology.
Vertebrate.—Vertebrate zoology, embryology, histology, and cytology.
21a-21b. Ixdividual Topics.—For undergraduates who wish to study individual
problems. Candidates for honors and undergraduates who are enrolled for
tutorial work or in individual curricula should register in this course. Gradu-
ates may register for topics involving individual work not assigned in other
courses. Laboratory, conferences, and readings. S, I, and II, (2 to 5). Pre-
requisite: Two years of zoology; senior standing; approval of department.
Members of the department.
22. Advaxced Vertebrate Zoology.—Comparative study of vertebrates and selected
organ systems with emphasis on the skeleton. Lectures, readings, and labora-
tory I, (2 to 4). Prerequisite: Zoology 3; senior standing. Assistant Pro-
fessor Hall.
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[23. Advanced Vertebrate Anatomy.—A comparative study of the nervous and endo-
crine systems of the vertebrates. II, (2 to 4). Prerequisite: Zoology 3; senior
standing. Not given in 1940-1941. Assistant Professor Hall.]
25a. Genetics.—Principles of heredity. Lectures, readings, and discussions. II, (3).
Prerequisite: Zoology 1 or 14, or one semester of any biological science; junior
standing. Assistant Professor Luce.
25b. Genetics.—Laboratory experiments illustrating the principles of heredity, prob-
lems, demonstrations. II, (2). Prerequisite: Zoology 25a or concurrent regis-
tration therein; junior standing. Assistant Professor Luce.
26. Advanced Ornithology.—Structure, functions, environmental relations, habits,
life-history, and identification of birds. II, (2 or 3). Prerequisite: One year
of zoology, including 1, 14, or 16, and junior standing. Assistant Professor
Kendeigh.
3L Helminthology.—Parasites, life cycles, morphology, taxonomy. Laboratory tech-
nique, readings, quiz, demonstrations. I, (3 to 5). Prereqiiisite: Zoology 1 and
2; junior standing. Assistant Professor Thomas.
36. Biology for Teachers.—Same as Botany 36. Limited to teachers and those who
expect to teach. Principles and methods of teaching general biology in high
school or normal school. S, (3) ; II, (2). Prerequisite: One course in zoology
and one in botany; junior standing. Professor Shumway, Assistant Professor
Fuller.
41. Physiological Zoology.—A comparative study of general functions in different
groups of animals. Lectures, laboratory, and individual projects. I, (3 or 4).
Prerequisite: Senior standing; two years of zoology. Elementary physiology
recommended. Assistant Professor Prosser.
42. Cellular Physiology.—A physico-chemical analysis of cellular phenomena com-
mon to most living organisms. Lectures, discussions, and laboratory. II, (4).
Prerequisite: One year of zoology; one year of chemistry; senior standing.
Assistant Professor Prosser.
51. Essentials of Zoology.—A survey of the animal kingdom and zoological principles.
For students whose major is in other departments only. Lecture, readings, and
laboratory. I, (4). This course may be elected for 3 hours credit by students
who can attend classes only on Saturdays. Prerequisite: Senior standing;
ten hours of any laboratory science. Not open to students who have credit for
Zoology 1 or 14. Assistant Professor Thomas.
52. Essentials of Zoology (Continued).—For students whose major is in other de-
partments only. II, (4). This course may be elected for 3 hours credit by stu-
dents who can attend classes only on Saturdays. Prerequisite: Zoolog>' 51, or
senior standing and consent of instructor. Not open to students who have
credit for Zoology 1, 2, or 14. Assistant Professor Thomas.
Courses for Graduates
Note:—Graduate students who choose zoologj' as a major must have had at least
two years of undergraduate work in zoology, except that under special circumstances
advanced courses in closely allied subjects may be accepted in place of the fourth
semester of zoology. Graduate students in other departments who choose zoology as
a minor must have had at least one year of undergraduate work in zoology.
A reading knowledge of German and French is indispensable for graduate study
in zoology, and familiarity with Latin and Greek is of great advantage.
Graduate students whose major is zoology are strongly advised to study at least
one summer at a marine biological station. Every candidate for the Ph.D. degree in
zoology is required to furnish evidence of having completed satisfactorily at least six
weeks of work at an approved station.
Although no special degree in wildlife management is offered, students may pre-
pare themselves for that type of work by selecting courses from the following list:
Zoolog}' 11, 17, 18, 19, 26, 31, 109, 110, 111, 131, and research courses. Such students
should choose their minors from botany, physiology, entomology, and bacteriology.
102. Classification, Phylogeny, and Evolution of Vertebrates.—Lectures, readings,
and discussions. II, (1 unit). Professor Adams.
103. Cytology.—Structure and organization of the animal cell. Lectures and labora-
tory. I, (i unit). Associate Professor Adamstone.
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106. Advanced Vertebrate Embryology.—Historical problems and techniques. Lec-
tures, readings, and laboratory. I, (1 unit). Prerequisite: Zoology 3 or equiva-
lent. Professor Shumway.
107. Experimental Vertebrate Embryology.—Modern problems and techniques. Lec-
tures, readings, and laboratory. II, (1 unit). Prerequisite: Zoology 3 or
equivalent. Professor Shumway.
109. Physiological Ecology.—The adaptive and regulatory mechanisms of animals in
relation to factors of the natural environment. II, (Yz to 1 unit). Given in 1940-
1941 and in alternate years. Professor Shelford, Assistant Professor Kendeigh.
[110. Climatic Ecology.—The influence of climatic factors on animal populations. II,
(i/z io 1 unit). Given in alternate years; not given in 1940-1941. Professor
Shelford.]
111. Advanced Field Ecology.—I and II, ('i/i to 1 unit). Professor Shelford.
115. Advanced Genetics.—The gene in heredity, development, variation, and evolution.
I, (1 unit). Assistant Professor Luce.
117. Invertebrate Taxonomy.—Taxonomy and distribution with special reference to
local fauna. Laboratory and field work. S and II, (Vi to 1 unit). Professor
Van Cleave.
118. Advanced Protozoology.—Morphological, developmental, and experimental studies.
Introduction to, and practice of, technique. II, (1 unit). Associate Professor
Kudo.
131. Helminthology.—II, {1/2 to 1 unit). Professor Van Cle.we, Assistant Professor
Thomas.
120. Individual Research.—S, I, and II, (1 to 2 units). Arrange. May be taken by
students who can attend classes only on Saturdays. Work may be taken in the
following fields:
Invertebrate Zoology and Parasitology.—Professor Van Cleave, Assistant
Professor Thomas, Dr. Ingle.
Vertebrate Zoology.—Professor Adams, Assistant Professor Hall.
Vertebrate Embryology.—Professor Shumway.
Genetics and Regeneration.—Assistant Professor Luce.
Animal Ecology and Wildlife Management.—Professor Shelford, Assistant
Professor Kendeigh.
Histology and Cytology.—Associate Professor Adamstone.
Protozoology.—Associate Professor Kudo.
Physiological Zoology.—Assistant Professor Prosser.
COLLEGES IN CHICAGO
THE COLLEGES OF MEDICINE, DENTISTRY, AND PHARMACY
of the University of Illinois are located in Chicago. The work of these
colleges is centralized in the Medical and Dental College Laboratories Building,
facing on Polk, Wood, and Wolcott Streets. In addition to large laboratories
for class work, there are numerous small, well-equipped laboratories designed
for individual research projects. The library consists of two large reading rooms
with about 70,000 volumes and an extensive list of periodicals.
The Department of Public Welfare of the State of Illinois has constructed
an extensive group of hospitals and institutes adjoining the buildings of the Uni-
versity and has made a cooperative agreement by which additional facilities for
teaching and investigation are afforded to the faculty of the College of Medicine.
The units now in operation include the Research and Educational Hospital, the
Out-Patient Dispensary, the Illinois Surgical Institute for Children, the Neu-
ropsychiatric Institute, and the Institute for Juvenile Research.
The Research and Educational Hospital, with provision for 400 beds, connects
directly with the classrooms and laboratories and has been designed for teach-
ing and investigation. The Out-Patient Dispensary, which occupies the main
floor of this hospital, possesses adequate and comfortable waiting rooms, suitable
suites for all divisions of clinical work, electrocardiographic and hydrothera-
peutic units, and rooms for preparing and dispensing drugs. The Dispensary is
divided into fourteen departments: admitting clinic, medicine, surgery, urology,
obstetrics, gynecology, pediatrics, orthopaedics, otolaryngology, dermatology,
ophthalmology, neurology, psychiatry, and radiology. At present the number
of treatments is limited to about 170,000 per year.
Active teaching is also being conducted at the present time in the following
institutions: the Cook County Hospital, the Municipal Contagious Hospital, the
Augustana Hospital, and the St. Luke's Hospital. The Chicago Board of Health
is providing facilities for the study of public health problems, and a number of
students are constantly in attendance at their various clinics. Except in the
above listed cases, students do not find it necessary to leave the campus for their
clinical work.
Intramural sports under a trained director are encouraged. Facilities and
equipment are available for soft ball, touch football, horseshoes, tennis, archery,
fencing, and ping pong, and arrangements have been made with the two nearby
Y.M.C.A.'s for swimming, badminton, basketball, and handball. Swimming for
the women is available at the Y.W.C.A. The cement tennis courts are flooded to
provide for ice skating in the winter.
The students have also had a large musical organization for a number of
years. Numerous formal and informal concerts have been given by the concert
orchestra, the dance orchestra, and the men's glee club. All students are invited
to try out for these activities.
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THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1881
as a proprietary school, the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Chicago.
It first became affiliated with the University of Illinois in 1897, the name was
officially changed in 1900 to the College of Medicine of the University of Illinois,
and in 1913 all the property and the stock of the old institution were transferred
to the University.
For the faculty of the College of Medicine, see page 45 ; for admission, see pages
77 and 79 ; for honors, see page 84 ; for fees, see pages 103 and 104 ; for buildings, see
page 333.
Courses Offered at Urbana
Attention is called to the fact that the University at Urbana offers the student his
choice of the following combinations:
(1) An eight-year curriculum—three years in the College of Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences at Urbana, followed by five years in the College of Medicine in Chicago.
Students taking this course are permitted, at the end of their first year in the College
of Medicine, to transfer credits in the medical sciences to complete the requirements
for graduation of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, and receive the degree of
Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science. On completion of the first two years in
the College of Medicine, students may receive the degree of Bachelor of Science in
Medicine, and on the completion of the remaining two years in the College of Medi-
cin and the interne year they receive the degree of Doctor of Aledicine.
(2) A nine-year curriculum—four years in the College of Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences at Urbana, leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science,
followed by five years in the College of Afedicine in Chicago, leading to the degree
of Doctor of Medicine.
Advanced Standing
Because of the limitations of space, the membership of each class is strictly limited.
Applications for admission with advanced standing to any class will not be considered
until vacancies are certain to occur. In case there are vacancies to be filled preference
will be given to those applicants who are residents of Illinois and who present the
strongest records. In general, the administration can not determine definitely whether
there will be vacancies, or the number of vacancies, until the day of registration. No
student who is on probation at, or who has been dropped for any reason from, a
college of medicine will be considered for admission.
Requirements for Graduation
For the Bachelor of Science Degree.—A student must have secured passing grades
in all the courses of the first two years in the College of Medicine and have earned
grades of 75 per cent ("C") in at least three-fourths of the total hours in the courses
of these two years.
For the Certificate in Medicine or the Bachelor of Medicine Degree.—On the
completion of four years in attendance at an approved medical school, of which at
least the last year must have been at the University of Illinois, the completion of the
prescribed curriculum, and the passing of the comprehensive examinations required at
the end of the fourth year, the student is awarded a Certificate in Medicine, or if he
wishes to pay the additional fee of $10.00, he may elect to take the degree of Bachelor
of Medicine.
For the Doctor of Medicine Degree.—To receive the degree of Doctor of ]\Iedi-
cine, the student, after having qualified for the Certificate in Medicine (see preceding
statement), must complete satisfactorily a course of not less than twelve months dura-
tion in a hospital approved by the University of Illinois,^ or a year of research work
'See Medical Practice Act of the State of Illinois, Senate Bill No. 439, approved June 30, 1923.
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acceptable to the University. He must also have shown evidence of good moral
character and have paid all indebtedness to the University.
Plan of Instruction
The program of the student during his five years in the College of Medicine is
arranged according to the following plan:
During the first two years the work is confined mainly to the fundamental sci-
ences, and the time of the student is largely spent in the laboratory. During the first
year he studies anatomy, histology, embryology, neurologj^ chemistry, and physiology.
In the second year the study of physiology is continued, and in addition the student
takes up bacteriology, pathology, laboratory diagnosis, pharmacology, physical diag-
nosis, and hygiene.
Throughout the first two years there is definite correlation between the clinical
and the pre-clinical courses. A regular schedule of lectures by clinical instructors is
followed in the courses in anatomy, physiology, and physiological chemistry, to give
the student an understanding of the practical applications of the fundamentals which
he is studying. An organized program of study in psycho-biology is followed through-
out the four years.
During the third and fourth years the time is devoted to the various clinical
branches, emphasis being given to practical instruction in dispensary and hospital
clinics. In the dispensary the student examines the cases personally under the guidance
of instructors. He is required to make laboratory examinations pertaining to his own
cases. Such examinations as the Wassermann reaction are made by the instructors
in the laboratory, but the student has opportunity to follow and repeat these and to
learn the technique involved.
Throughout the third year emphasis is laid on the acquisition of a thorough
knowledge of clinical problems. There are didactic quiz courses in surgery, medicine,
pediatrics, obstetrics, urology, orthopaedics, and otolaryngolog>'. In addition to these
didactic courses the students attend clinics in each field and spend a large amount of
time in the dispensaries (surgery, obstetrics, and orthopaedics). They also spend a
minimum of three hours per day for eight weeks in the wards of the Research and
Educational Hospital and the Cook County Hospital, learning the fundamentals of
diagnosis and treatment.
In the fourth year the class is divided into two sections ; the students in each
section attend clinics and lectures during one semester and work in dispensaries and
laboratories and on clinical clerkships during the other semester. Each student is
required to spend two full weeks, living in quarters specified by the University, on call
for twenty-four hours per day for the obstetrical out-patient service. During this
clerkship two students are called for each delivery in the Research and Educational
Hospital and to attend each delivery supervised through the out-patient service.
All students have experience in the following dispensaries in the fourth year:
dermatology, gynecology, medicine, neurology, ophthalmology, otolaryngology, pedi-
atrics, radiology, and urology. They also work in the general "Admitting Clinic" of
the Research and Educational Hospital and spend three weeks in the laboratory,
making the common practical tests for dispensary patients. Each student serves a
one-week clerkship in the Municipal Contagious Hospital, observing and studying the
common contagious diseases. Clerkships are also conducted in the Orthopaedic and
Psychiatric Institutes. There is also a four-week surgical clerkship including individual
work in wards and operating rooms.
In the third year the student must elect two hours per week in each semester.
In the fourth year, five and one-half hours per week of elective work must be taken,
at least one hour of which must be in surgery. This elective work of the third and
fourth years may be either in pre-clinical or clinical subjects. A student may in this
way emphasize his training in some particular field. The elective work may be counted
for graduate credit provided the student qualifies as required by the Graduate School.
The examinations at the end of the second and fourth years are of a compre-
hensive nature and may be either written or oral, or both.
The fifth year consists of twelve months of interne service in a hospital approved
by the University. During the fourth year the students apply to the hospitals in
which they wish to serve as internes and, if successful, sign contracts for the service
desired. Research work may be substituted for the hospital work of the fifth year.
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SUMMARY OF CLOCK HOURS—FIRST AND SECOND YEARS
Subjects
FIRST YEAR
Antomy, Gross
Histology
Embryology
Neurology
Physiological Chemistry
Physiology
Psychiatry
Total
SECOND YEAR
Bacteriology
Hygiene
Medicine
Physical Diagnosis
Pathology, General
Pathology, CUnical
Pharmacology
Physiology
Psychiatry
Surgery
Total
First Semester
Didactic Laboratory
40
24
24
48
16
48
32
80
128
72
48
48
296
96
32
96
96
Second Semester
Didactic Laboratory
40
12
24
48
64
32
16
96
48
48
16
16
112
36
48
48
48
32
96
64
32
Total
320
144
72
72
192
112
920
144
32
16
48
272
112
208
176
16
16
1,040
SUMMARY OF CLOCK HOURS—THIRD AND FOURTH YEARS
Subjects Lecture
and Quiz Laboratory Clerkship Dispensary Clinic Total
THIRD YEAR
Anaesthesia
Autopsies and Pathology
Criminology
Dermatology
Hygiene and Public Health . .
.
Medicine
Neuro-Surgery
Obstetrics and Gynecology . . .
Orthopaedics
Otolaryngology
Pediatrics
Psychiatry
Therapeutics
Surgery
Urology
Electives
Total
FOURTH YEAR
Anatomy, Topographic
Dermatology
Gynecology
Hygiene
Jurisprudence
Medicine
Neuro-Surgery
Obstetrics
Ophthalmology
Orthopaedics
Otolaryngology
Pediatrics
Psychiatry
Radiology
Surgery (includes Anaesthesia)
Urology
Electives
Total
12
16
16
32
16
64
16
64
16
48
32
16
32
80
16
64
40
16
16
144
264
64
101
16
24
80
64
2 weeks"^
6
182
24
883
48
118
96
24
24
24
20
12
112
16
16
16
24
80
192
48
32
16
48
40
12
80
16
32
38
277
48
144
56
48
73
16
32
242
16
64
1.194
64
44
138
16
16
318
72
48
56
6
40
90
84
44
192
32
144
1.404
'On call full time, 24 hours per day.
^Municipal Contagious Hospital.
^Includes four-week ward clerkship in Research and Educational Hospital.
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Students are prohibited from doing work that interferes in any way with the
fulfillment of the requirements of the curriculum. Unofficial clinical work may not be
substituted for the requirements of the curriculum.
Significance of Grades.—The percentage system of grading is used, and 70% is
the passing grade. Where it is necessary to translate percentage to literal grades the
following values are used: "A," 92 to 100%; "B," 85 to 91%; "C," 75 to 84%; "D,"
70 to 74%.
Scholarships and Loan Funds
Rea Scholarships.—Through the generosity of the late Professor R. L. Rea, four
scholarships each year, awarded by the officers of the faculty, are provided for worthy
students.
Theodore B. Shnitzer Memorial Scholarship.—An annual award of $100 has been
made available to a needy Jewish student who ranks in the upper half of his class
and who has completed at least one year in the College of Aledicine. The scholarship
is awarded by a committee of the faculty.
Charles Spencer Williamson Memorial Scholarship.—The faculty and other friends
of the late Professor Williamson, for many years Head of the Department of Medi-
cine, have established an endowment fund, the proceeds of which will become an
annual scholarship for a capable and needy student, either graduate or undergraduate,
the awards to be made by the Dean and the Head of the Department of Medicine.
(For circulars giving more detailed information concerning scholarships, apply
to the Registrar of the University, Urbana.)
Loan Funds.—A number of loan funds have been established for the benefit of
worthy students who are in need of financial aid in order to finish their courses in
the University. For more detailed information, apply to the Dean's office.
Lectureships
In commemoration of members of the alumni, faculty, and student body who
lost their lives during the World War, the alumni, faculty, and students have raised
a fund sufficient to establish a Memorial Lectureship. At least one lecture is delivered
annually by a prominent educator on a subject of general medical interest.
In accordance with the will of Mrs. Albertina Gehrmann, widow of Dr. Adolph
Gehrmann, for many years Professor of Bacteriology and Hygiene in the College of
Medicine, the sum of $10,000 was given for the establishment and support of a
lectureship in memory of Dr. Gehrmann.
In 1927, when Dr. Charles S. Bacon, on reaching the retiring age, was made
Professor of Obstetrics, Emeritus, members of the faculty and friends of Dr. Bacon
contributed the sum of $5,000 to found the Charles S. Bacon Lectureship in Obstetrics.
The income from this fund is used to defray expenses of lectures given each year at
the College of Medicine.
The Chicago Tuberculosis Institute has established in the College of Medicine the
Theodore B. Sachs Residency in the field of tuberculosis and allied diseases.
In 1938 the Phi Beta Pi medical fraternity contributed a fund to establish an
annual lectureship in honor of Dr. Carl Hedblom, who until his death was Professor
and Head of the Department of Surgery.
Prizes
The late Dr. Frank Smithies, of Chicago, endowed an annual prize in memory of
William Beaumont, the famous surgeon of the nineteenth century who made valuable
contributions to the knowledge of the digestive system. The prize is awarded by a
committee appointed by the Dean of the College of Medicine to the student or faculty
member of the College of Aledicine who submits the best original work on diseases of
the alimentary tract.
A prize of $100, established by Dr. and Mrs. H. O. Deuss as a memorial to their
son James Burkett Deuss, is given in alternate years for the best contribution in the
field of allergy by any registered student or member of the faculty of the College of
Medicine.
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COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Note: The following list of courses is in alphabetic order of departments. Names
of stafif members in each department are listed by rank and by seniority of appointment
within each rank, except the head of the department who is listed first. The courses
offered in each department are listed numerically. In the description of each course
the roman numerals I and II indicate the first and second semesters, respectively, and
the periods of time required each week apply to the whole semester unless the number
of weeks is stated. Credit is calculated in clock hours except in courses for graduate
students which show the units of credit in parenthesis.
ANATOMY
Professors: Kampmeier (Head of the Department), Von Bonin,
ZiMMERMANN.
Associate Professors: Cooper, Joranson, Webb.
Assistant Professors: Zechel, Simer.
Associates: Krehbiel.
Instructors: Stein,^ Fisch.
Assistants: Burrows, White (Emerita), Bergquist, Classman, Fournar-
AKis, Pribble, Shalla.
Cooperating: Professor A. Hartung, Dr. C. O. G. Almquist, Dr. H. L.
MiSHKiN, Dr. M. G. Flannery, Dr. D. H. Wagner,' Dr. J. T.
Reynolds, Dr. P. Thorek, Dr. C. Ireneus, Jr., Dr. T. F. Reuther.
Required Courses—First Year
1-4. Human Anatomy.—To insure greater correlation and unity in presentation of the
subject matter, the following major divisions are merged into a single course
extending continuously throughout both semesters. Credit toward graduation
is not allowed for either semester separately. The total time, 608 hours, is
apportioned approximately as follows: histology, 144 hours; embryology, 72
hours ; regional and systematic anatomy, 288 hours ; neurology, 72 hours. One
hour each week during the two semesters (32 hours total for the year) is set
aside for introductory clinical demonstrations, presented by selected members of
the several clinical departments, and designed to illustrate the application of
anatomical knowledge in medical and surgical practice. Of the 336 anatomical
hours in the first semester, and 272 in the second, approximately three-fourths
of the time is given to laboratory work, and the remaining one-fourth to
lectures, demonstrations, and quizzes. Professors Kampmeier, Von Bonin, and
ZiMMERMANN, Associate Professors Cooper and Webb, Assistant Professor
Simer, Dr. Krehbiel.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
30. Topographical Anatomy.—Redissection of the body, stressing the topography and
relations of the various regions and organs, as displayed by incisions, window
dissections, and transections; intimate correlation of subject matter with clinical
conditions and procedure. Three 1-hour periods each week. I and II. Assistant
Professor Zechel and others.
Elective Courses
50. Microscopical Technic.—Preparation of tissues for study; methods of macera-
tion, decalcification, injection, corrosion, preservation, fixation, embedding, sec-
tioning, staining, clearing, mounting, etc. One 2-hour period each week. I and
II. Registration limited. Professor Kampmeier, Dr. Krehbiel, and others.
51. Anatomy of Fetus and Child.—Dissection of the fetus ; consideration of prob-
lems of growth during prenatal and postnatal periods of life. Two 2-hour
periods each week. I and II. Registration limited. Professor Zimmermann.
^On leave of absence for eight months beginning October 1, 1940.
^On leave of absence for one year beginning February 1, 1941.
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52. Comparative Neurology.—A comparative study of the morphology of the central
nervous system, particularly of those animals in the phylogenetic line leading
to man ; a consideration also of related problems in comparative embryology,
physiology, and psychology in their bearing on clinical neurology. Two 1-hour
periods each w^eek. I. Professor Von Bonin.
53. Preparations for Anatomical Museum.—The creation of special dissections,
reconstructions, models, and demonstration specimens for the anatomical teach-
ing collection, requiring skill, ingenuity, neatness, and accuracy in execution.
Two 2-hour periods each week. I and II. Limited to two or three qualified
students. Professor Kampmeier, Associate Professor Cooper, and others.
54. Physical Anthropology.—Phylogeny of human races; anthropometry of living
and skeletal material ; anthropogeography ; racial physiology and pathology
;
growth of populations and racial distributions of modern man; social anthro-
polog>' ; racial psychology and eugenics. Two 2-hour periods each week. I.
Professor Von Bonin.
80. Dissection.—In this course opportunity is given for a complete redissection of the
human body during the summer months. The course can not be taken for credit,
and is open only to students of the second to the fifth year, inclusive. The
course provides for no formal instruction, but strict supervision is maintained
to ensure the proper use of the material. Four students are assigned to a
body. The department reserves the right to limit, when necessary, the total
number of students taking the course. Every student wishing to enroll must
apply personally to the head of the department before approval may be given.
The fee for each student is $25. The duration of the course is three months,
beginning in the middle of June.
Seminar.—Critical reviews of recent anatomical literature
;
preparation of bibliog-
raphies and of scientific papers for publication; presentation and discussion of
the results of investigations.
Special Courses for Physicians
90. Dissection.—This course for physicians and surgeons provides for complete or
partial dissection of the human cadaver. Two students will be assigned to each
cadaver. The number of applicants taken is limited, depending on the material
and the laboratory space available. Special instruction is given only if four or
m.ore persons are taking the course at the same time, and if they arrange for
such instruction. For fees, see page 104. Note: Physicians and surgeons who
are members of the staff of the College of Medicine have the privilege of dis-
section in the Department of Anatomy after payment of a fee covering the
cost of the material. Professor Kampmeier, Associate Professor Cooper.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Advanced Anatomy.—The work may take the direction either of macroscopic or
of microscopic anatomy, or both, according to the student's major problem:
in macroscopic anatomy, a detailed redissection of the human body, or any of
its parts; in microscopic anatomy (embryology, cytology, histology, etc.), a
consideration of morphological changes in the organism which are directly cor-
related with normal processes, such as reproduction, differentiation, nutrition,
growth, variation, regulation, regeneration, activity, secretion, rest, fatigue,
senility. (Work in the laboratory for tissue culture in association with Assist-
ant Professors Zechel and Simer.) Course designed for students choosing
anatomy as a minor, and for students preparing for individual research in
anatomy. (1 to 2 units). Professors Kampmeier, Von Bonin, and Zimmermann,
Associate Professor Webb, Assistant Professor Simer.
103. Individual Research.—In embryology, cytology and histology, neurology, anthro-
pology and biometrics, experimental morphology, functional and applied anat-
omy. (1 to 3 units). Professors Kampmeier, Von Bonin, and Zimmermann,
Associate Professor Webb, Assistant Professor Simer.
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CRIMINOLOGY, SOCIAL HYGIENE, AND
MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE
Professors: Schroeder (Head of the Department), Yarros (Emerita).
Associate Professors: Brown, Mohr, French.
Assistant Professors: Barrick, Gitelson.
Associates: Josselyn, Weinfeld, A. ^I. Johnson, Falstein.
Lecturers: Worthington, Brandon, Simiz.
Instructors: Lyon, Sukov, Perce.
Assistants: Hora.
Cooperating: Associate Professor A. A. Low, Assistant Professor S. A.
SzusEK, Dr. C. W. Darrow.
Note: The study of the emotional and behavior problems of children began in the
United States with the work of Dr. William Healy in the Juvenile Court of Cook
County, with the early emphasis on the prevention of delinquency. For this historical
reason the courses in child psychiatry were developed and have remained in this
Department. In cooperation with the Department of Psychiatry, it presents as its
major curriculum, courses in the pathology, etiology, and treatment of the psychiatric
problems of childhood and adolescence, including also those problems which because
of their social characteristics are classified as delinquency. Attention is given to the
biological and social factors operating in the disturbances of juvenile behavior, and the
symptomatology is described and discussed.
The Department concerns itself also with the clinical and administrative problems
of juvenile and adult criminality, the legal implications of medicine and medical
ethics, the sociological problems which surround medical cases and which are a part
of the physician's responsibility to the family and to the community.
Required Courses—First Year
\. The Biologic Basis of Personality.—Same as Psychiatry \. One hour each week
for eight weeks. L Assistant Professor Szltrek.
Required Courses—Second Year
5. Human Behavior.—Same as Psychiatry 5. One hour each week. H. Assistant
Professors Gitelson and Szurek.
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Disorders of Behavior in Children and Adults.—Same as Psychiatry 10. Two
1-hour periods each week. H. Professor Schroeder, Associate Professor Low,
and others.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
50. ^^Iedical Jurisprudence.—One hour each week for eight weeks. H. Miss Simiz.
51. Supervised Case Study and Conference on Dispensary Patients in Pediatric
Dispensary.—Same as Pediatrics 5L Correlation of personality makeup and
intelligence with disease process. Research and Educational Hospital. One 2-
hour period each week for two weeks. I and H. Dr. Weinfeld, Mrs. Perce,
and members of the dispensary staff.
55. Medical Sociology.—General outline of social services which form a part of the
general practice of medicine. One hour each week for eight weeks. H. Pro-
fessor Schroeder and others.
56. Dispensary in Child Psychiatry.—In groups of three, four, or five, students are
given an opportunity to observe and put into practice the methods of examina-
tion and investigation dealt with in child psychiatry and in forensic psychiatry.
Additional emphasis is placed on dealing with parents and their problems as they
affect the child. The fields of psychiatric social service, psychology, and recrea-
tional therapy are covered insofar as they are utilized by the psychiatrist in his
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total evaluation of the child's problems, and the importance of psychosomatic
relationships is emphasized through correlation of the physical and psychological
findings. Five 2-hour periods for one week in the clinic. I and II. Dr. Falstein.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
70. Emotional Disturbances of Inf.a.ncy and Childhood.—Same as Pediatrics 70.
Symptoms, prophylaxis, and treatment. Case presentations and discussions. One
hour each week for the first eight weeks. II. Open only to students who have
taken the required courses of the second and third years, or by arrangement
with the instructor. Associate Professor Mohr.
71. Emotional Disturbances of Adolescence.—Normal and pathological phenomena
in the personality of the pubertal and post-pubertal child. Case presentations
and discussions. One hour each week for the second eight weeks. II. Pre-
requisite: Criminology, Social Hygiene, and Medical Jurisprudence 70. Open
only to students who have taken the required courses of the second and third
years, or by arrangement with the instructor. Dr. Johnson.
72a. Juvenile Delinquency.—Historical discussion of the theories of delinquency and
a consideration of the contemporary^ diagnostic, therapeutic, and administrative
factors. One hour each week for eight weeks. I.
72b. Adult Delinqu^ency.—Individualization in treatment of adult offenders. A study
of personality and the determinants of deviations in behavior with respect
to the relationships within the situation of the individual. Synthesis is attempted
through a system of classification according to personality tj^pe, etiology,
prognosis, and the indicated therapy. One hour each week. I. Assistant Pro-
fessor Barrick.
73. Criminal Identification.—Application of physical structure and functions in
identification of criminals. One hour each week for eight weeks. I. Mr. Lyon.
74. Hospital Organization and Administration.—One hour each week for eight
weeks. I. Dr. Worthington.
75. Introduction to Public Welfare Administration.—One hour each week for eight
weeks. I. Mr. Brandon.
76. Psychology of Neurotic Behavior.—Discussion of the dynamics of disturbances
in the functioning of the personality as illustrated in case histories. One hour
each week. II. Associate Professor French and others.
Special Courses for Physicians
90. Lectures and Conferences.—The treatment of behavior problems in children may
be a function of the pediatrician and the general practitioner. This course is
designed to meet the needs of the physician in the recognition and treatment
of such problems. The course will consist of an organized program of case
presentations followed by discussions dealing with behavior disorders as a symp-
tom of organic disease, the recognition and management of mental deficiency,
problems of habit training (bed-wetting, anorexia, etc.), behavior disorders
due to unhealthy parent-child relationships, and delinquency. Eight evening
meetings. Hours to be arranged. For fees, see page 104.
90a. Clinical Course.—Analysis and treatment of behavior problems in children
under supervision in the clinic of the Institute for Juvenile Research. Prerequi-
site or concurrent: Criminology', Social Hygiene, and ^Medical Jurisprudence 90.
Duration, four months. Six hours weeklv to be arranged. For fees, see page
104.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Ju'VEN^LE Behavior.— {1 to 2 units). Professor Schroeder.
102. Advanced Work in Juvenile Behavior.— {1 to 2 units). Professor Schroeder.
103. Special Abilities and Disabilities.— {1 or 2 units). Associate Professor Brown.
104. Psychological Tests.— (i or 2 units). Associate Professor Brown.
105. Psychology of Behavior Problems.— (i or 2 units). Associate Professor Brown.
106. Field Work in Criminology.— (i to 3 units). Professor Schroeder.
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Professors: Senear (Head of the Department).
Associate Professors: WiEX, Cornbleet, Weber.
Assistant Professors: Caro, Perlstein.
Associates: Ford, Schorr.
Instructors: Krasnow/ Shellow, Griffith, Roll, Hecht, Neuhauser,
Waisman, Walsh.
Cooperating: Professor A. Bachem.
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Didactic Lectures on Dermatology and Syphilis.—Lectures, lantern slides, and
demonstrations. One hour each week. Continuous through I and IL Professor
Senear, Associate Professor Cornbleet, Assistant Professor Caro.
Required Courses
—
Fourth Year
50. Clinic.—Case demonstrations with patients from Research and Educational and
Cook County Hospitals. One hour each week. Continuous through I and H.
Professor Senear, Associate Professor Cornbleet.
51. Dispensary.—Including instruction in radiology. Six 2-hour periods for one week.
I and n. Professors Senear and Bachem, and others.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
70. Syphilis.—Diagnostic and therapeutic methods. One hour each week for eight
weeks. I and II. Professor Senear, Associate Professor Cornbleet.
71. Dermatology.—Special diagnostic and therapeutic methods. One hour each week
for eight weeks. I and II. Professor Senear, Associate Professor Cornbleet.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Dermatology.— (1 to 3 units). Professor Senear.
LARYNGOLOGY, RHINOLOGY, AND OTOLOGY
Professors: Lederer (Head of the Department), Pierce (Emeritus).
Associate Professors: Beck (Emeritus), Brunner.
Assistant Professors: J. J. Theobald, W. H. Theobald, Shapiro.
Associates: Livingston, Bredlau, Fox, Spiesman, Van Alyea, Fishman,'
Holinger, Fabricant.
Instructors: Coombs, Harned, Morwitz, Sciarretta, Blumklotz, An-
drews, Schoolman, Snitman.
Assistants: Wall, Savitt, Lewy,^ Dinolt, Feinberg.
Note: The required courses in otolaryngology are so arranged that didactic instruc-
tion precedes the practical application of the specialty, at all times stressing its rela-
tion to general medicine. In the third year the student is given fundamental instruc-
tion in the basic principles by means of formal lectures, augmented by informal
conferences in small groups. In the fourth year he is given an opportunity to apply the
principles of diagnosis and treatment in the out-patient department by means of
clinics designed to present the more common types of otolaryngologic affections and
in dispensary service wherein he is taught individually and directly from patient
contact.
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Ear, Nose, and Accessory Sinuses.—Surgical anatomy, physiology, pathologj', and
treatment. One hour each week. I. Professor Lederer, Dr. Fishman.
11. Mouth, Pharynx, and Larynx.—Surgical anatomy, applied pathology, and treat-
ment. One hour each week. II. Professor Lederer, Dr. Fishman, Dr. Holinger.
12. Conference.—General survey of the field through the medium of quiz groups. One
hour each week. I and II. Dr. Fishman, Dr. Morwitz, Dr. Spiesman, Dr.
Schoolman, Dr. Wall, Dr. Lewy.
^Deceased November 1, 1940. ^Resignation effective February 20, 1941.
'On leave of absence from January 1 to August 31, 1941.
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Required Courses—Fourth Year
50. Clinical Otolaryngology.—Cases of interest are presented to illustrate the prac-
tical points in diagnosis. Indications for treatment and operation are discussed.
Research and Educational Hospital. One 2-hour period each week for eight
weeks. I. One hour each week for sixteen weeks. II. Professor Lederer, Dr.
FiSHMAN.
51. Dispensary.—Research and Educational Hospital. Six 2-hour periods each week
for two weeks. I and II. Professor Lederer and others.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
72. Seminar in Otolaryngology.—Presentation and discussion of clinical cases
;
critical review of results of investigations and current literature. Weekly con-
ferences. Professor Lederer and others.
72i. Otolaryngologic Pathology.—Presentation and group study of histology and
current pathologic material. Weekly conferences. Associate Professor Brunner,
Dr. Snitman, and others.
Special Courses for Physicians
Note: The following courses may be registered for individually or in groups, the
time being arranged with the instructors. More hours may be arranged by consent of
the instructors. Applicants must be graduates of a Class A medical school and present
credentials acceptable to the head of the department. For fees, see page 104.
90. Postgraduate Basic Course.—Provides a full-time basic course of instruction for
those intending to prepare themselves for special practice. Duration eight
months (may be extended for twelve months by adding a four-month period of
clinical work), 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Registration third Monday in September
and January.
(a) Principles of Otorhinolaryngology.—Lectures, demonstrations, cadaver
dissection, surgical anatomy, dog surgery, physiology, laboratory and photo-
graphic technic, histology and pathology, and seminars. Duration four
months.
(b) Practice of Otorhinolaryngology.—Continuance of emphasis on mor-
phology and physiology; study of pathology, diagnosis, and treatment in
out-patient department, clinics, and bedside. Duration four months.
( c ) Bronchoesophagology.—May be taken separately by accredited specialists
on arrangement with the Examiner and Recorder and the Head of the
Department. This includes indirect and direct laryngoscopy, bronchoscopy,
and esophagoscopy. The work consists of lectures, dog work, and actual
experience in the bronchoscopic operating room and out-patient clinics.
Duration: didactic and laboratory, three weeks; hospital service, four
weeks. Dr. Holinger.
(d) Plastic Surgery.—Preparation of moulages, cadaver demonstrations, and
lectures.
91. Clinical Specialist Course.—Designed to present standardized methods in diag-
nosis and the problems of treatment based on the pathological findings of cases
in the ambulatory clinics of the Research and Educational Hospital. Taking of
case histories, methods of examinations, special anatomy (optional), gross
pathology, and indications for treatment and operation are stressed. The work
is done for the most part independently under proper supervision and direction.
An effort is made to assist specialists in some of the more difificult phases of
their clinical work by practical demonstrations. The course extends over a
period of four months and for three periods a year. Hours: 10:00 to 12:00 m.
and 2:00 to 4:00 p.m., six days a week. Professor Lederer and others.
92. Extension Course.—Primarily for physicians engaged in general practice. Meth-
ods of examination, diagnosis, and the relation of the specialty to general prac-
tice. Periods of instruction to be arranged for in groups.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Laryngology, Rhinology, and Otology.—Special science work,
enabling those so desiring to do productive research in the specialty or to pre-
pare themselves for teaching. {1 to 3 units). Professor Lederer.
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Professors: Keetox (Head of the Department), Tice (Emeritus),
Lewison, Strauss, Sloan.
Associate Professors: Chauvet, Moore (Emeritus), J. Meyer, Pilot,
B. Goldberg, Freilich, Perlstein, Lusk, Foley.
Assistant Professors: Wilson, Cipriani, Propst, V.ander Kloot, Birch,
Streicher, Deuss, Rabens, Dalitsch, Hick, Ragins, Barnes,
L. Feldman, Lueth.
Associates: Rappaport, Golbvvasser, Klemptner, Nelson, Becker, Boikan,
Afremow, Hood, Kentdrick, Limarzi, Steigmann, Amtman, Jones,
roberg, rosenblum.
Instructors: Aaronson, Golub, Grosz, Gurvey, Pearlman, Fischer, AIc-
AIiLLAN, Dreyer, Passarelli, Dorman, Timblin, Coe, Kaplan, Levy,
Bernstein, Conley, Feinhandler, Fiorito, Hoover, O'Malley, Wien,
RiTTER, Shure, Bedinger, Ehrlich, Ocasek, Paul, Spellberg,
^Ioxtgomery.
Assistants: Wilburn, Ditkowsky, H. J. LeVint;, Mosko, H. Meyer, Singer,
PouLSON, Edidin, Roth, Schwartz, Larkin, A. H. Levixe, Terman,
Grossman, Baker, A. L. (k)LDBERG, Dimiceli, Sladek, Entin,^ Cohn,
GoRE,^ JOHXsox, Croxheim, Haxdelman, a. W. Feldman, Kleiman,
Peterson, Harris,^ Yellen,^ C.\rstens, Rubenstein, Goldyne,
Heritage, Hanks, Teborek, Bohax, DeTraxa, Telser, Petrakos.*
Cooperating: Professors W. J. R. Camp and S. A. Levixsox, Dr.
M. Berg, Dr. I. E. Steck.
Note: The student is introduced to medicine through four correlation courses, which
are essentiall}^ extensions of those begun in the pre-clinical years. Thus in one, the
physiological and biochemical laws of nutrition are applied to patients with various
diseases ; in two others, the physiology of the circulation as it is modified by cardiac
failure and the cardiac arrhythmias is considered ; and finally the pathological changes
in the morphology- of the blood are studied.
Through the individual study and examination of patients in the hospital wards
and out-patient clinic the student learns the elements of physical diagnosis and the
art of history taking. He also learns to recognize the physical findings characteristic
of various diseases. In his fourth year he serves as a practicing physician to whom
patients come for consultation on their problems.
These basic approaches to medicine are amplified and extended by didactic quiz
courses, by lecture and demonstration clinics, and by numerous small clinics covering
completely and authoritatively the field of medicine.
Required Courses—Second Year
1. Physical Diagxosis.—Practical drill on normal subjects. Small sections. Three
1-hour periods each week. II. Professor Lewisox, Associate Professors
Chauvet and Freilich, Assistant Professor Ragins, Dr. Coe, Dr. Amtman, Dr.
RosEXBLUM, Dr. Wien, Dr. Gore, Dr. Rubexsteix.
2. Clixic.—Lectures and conferences with special reference to diseases of metabolism.
One hour each week. I. Professor ICeetox.
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Systematic Study of Importaxt Dise.a.ses.—Lecture and quiz. Two 1-hour periods
each week. Continuous through I and II. Assistant Professors Cipriaxi,
Vaxder Kloot, and Deuss, Dr. McMillax, Dr. Bedixger, Dr. Palt., Dr.
DeTraxa.
11. Clinic.—Selected topics. Research and Educational Hospital. One hour each week.
Continuous through I and II. Assistant Professors Birch, Streicher, and Hick.
12. Clinic.—Selected topics. Cook County Hospital. One hour each week. Continuous
through I and II. Associate Professors Pilot, Freilich, and Foley.
^On leave of absence from February 1 to August 31, 1941.
'Resignation effective March 4, 1941.
^On leave of absence from January 26 to August 31, 1941.
^Beginning February 1, 1941.
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13. Clinic.—Selected topics, with special reference to diseases of metabolism. Re-
search and Educational Hospital. One hour each week. II. Professor Keeton.
14. Clerkships.—History taking and physical diagnosis. Cook County, Michael Reese,
and Research and Educational Hospitals. Students are directed in their work
by the associates of the respective wards. Seventeen hours each week for eight
weeks. I and II. Dr. Afremow, Dr. Steigmaxx, Dr. Dreyer, Dr. Passarelli,
Dr. Bernstein, Dr. Coe, Dr. Wien, Dr. Bedinger, Dr. Telser.
15. Clerkship Guidance.—Case presentation of patients studied in course 14, before a
section of twenty students under the direction of attending men. Cook County
and Research and Educational Hospitals. Two 1-hour periods each week for
eight weeks. I and II. Professor Sloan, Associate Professors Pilot, Lusk,
and Foley, Assistant Professor Ragixs, Dr. Amtman.
16. Clinic.—Electrocardiograph and cardiac. Types of cardiac irregularities, mechan-
ism of production, recognition of these and interpretation of electrocardiographs.
One-fourth of class. One hour each week for eight weeks. I and II. Associate
Professor Perlstein.
17. Clinic.—Physiology and pathophysiology of cardiac failure. Mechanics of circu-
lation, clinical methods available for study, cardiac failure (right and left
heart), and cardiac edema. One-fourth of class. One hour each week for eight
weeks. I and II. Associate Professor Foley, Assistant Professor Hick, Dr.
Montgomery.
18. Clinic.—Hematology. Research and Educational Hospital. One-fourth of class.
One 2-hour period each week for eight weeks. I and II. Assistant Professor
Birch, Dr. Jones, Dr. Lim.^rzi.
Elective Courses—Third Year
30. Diseases of the Liver.—One hour each week. I.
31. Diseases of the Gastro-Intestinal Tr.\ct.—Lectures and demonstrations. One
hour each week. I. Associate Professor Meyer.
2)Z. Principles of AIedicine.—Review course. Two 1-hour periods each week. II.
Dr. Afremow, Dr. Mosko.
35. The Patient as the Unit of Practice.—One hour each week. II. Assistant Pro-
fessor Propst.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
50. Clinic.—Selected topics with especial attention to differential diagnosis. Research
and Educational Hospital. One hour each week. Continuous through I and II.
Professor Keeton.
51. Clinic.—Selected topics with especial attention to differential diagnosis. Cook
County Hospital. One hour each week. Continuous through I and II. Pro-
fessor Sloan, Associate Professors Meyer, Lusk, Foley, and Pilot.
52. Clinic.—Diseases in the field of allergy. Research and Educational Hospital.
One-eighth of class. One 2-hour period each week for eight weeks. I and II.
Dr. Nelson, Dr. Rappaport, and others.
53. Clinic.—Chest and respiratory diseases. Research and Educational and Cook
County Hospitals. One-eighth of class. One 2-hour period each week for eight
weeks. I and II. Professor Slo.\n, Associate Professors Freilich, Lusk, and
Goldberg, Assistant Professors Levinson, Deuss, Ragins, and Feldman, Dr.
Amtman.
54. Clinic.—Gastro-intestinal diseases including liver. Research and Educational and
Cook County Hospitals. One-eighth of class. One 2-hour period each week for
eight weeks. I and II. Professor Sloan, Associate Professors Meyer, Lusk,
and Foley, Assistant Professor Streicher.
[55. Clinic.—Hematology. Research and Educational Hospital. One-eighth of class.
One 2-hour period each week for eight weeks. I and II. Not given in 1940-
1941. Assistant Professor Birch, Dr. Jones, Dr. Limarzi.]
56. Clinic.—Cardiology. Research and Educational and Cook County Hospitals. One-
eighth of class. One 2-hour period each week for eight weeks. I and II. Pro-
fessor Strauss, Associate Professor Perlstein, Dr. Boikan.
57. Clinic.—Cardiology. Research and Educational and Cook County Hospitals. One-
eighth of class. One 2-hour period each week for eight weeks. I and II.
Assistant Professors Vander Kloot, Birch, Rabens, Hick, and Feldman, Dr.
Goldwasser.
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58. Clinic.—Kidney and peripheral vascular diseases. Research and Educational and
Cook County Hospitals. One-eighth of class. One 2-hour period each week for
eight weeks. I and II. Assistant Professors Vander Kloot, Dalitsch, and
Hick, Dr. Passarelli, Dr. Lueth.
59. Clinic.—Therapeutics. Research and Educational Hospital. One 2-hour period
each week for eight weeks. I and II. Professors Camp and Slo.an, Associate
Professor Foley, Assistant Professor Hick, Dr. Roberg.
60. Clinical Labor.^tory.—Familiarity with routine hospital laboratory procedure is
stressed. Five 2-hour periods each week for three weeks. I and II. Dr. Hood,
Dr. Kendrick, Dr. Limarzi, and members of the dispensary staff.
61. Admitting CLI^^c.—Research and Educational Hospital. Six 2-hour periods each
week for two weeks. I and II. Dr. Becker, Dr. Passarelli, and members of
the dispensary staff.
62. Dispensary.—Training in the practice of medicine
;
physical examination, history
taking, and diagnosis. Research and Educational Hospital. Three hours daily
for four weeks. I and II. Assistant Professor Barnes, Dr. Roberg, and mem-
bers of the dispensary staff.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
70. Diseases of the Gastro-Intestinal Tract.—Lectures and demonstrations. One
hour each week. II. Associate Professor Meyer.
71. Life Insurance Medicine and the Examiner.—One hour each week. II. Assistant
Professor Propst.
72. Clinical Parasitology.—One 2-hour period each week for eight weeks. I.
Limited to eight students. Dr. Hood.
73. Principles of AIedicine.—Review course. Two 1-hour periods each week. I. Dr.
Afremow, Dr. ^Mosko.
74. CARDI.A.C and Cardio-Vascular Diseases.—One hour each week. I and II. Pro-
fessor Lewison, Dr. Boikan, Dr. Bolotin, Dr. Feldman.
75. Diseases of the Chest.—One hour each week. II. Assistant Professor Rabens.
76. Tuberculosis.—One hour each week. II. Associate Professor Goldberg.
77. Diseases of the Endocrine Glands.—One hour each week. I. Dr. Levy.
79. Gastro-Intestinal Disfu-nction.—One hour each week. I. Dr. McMillan.
80. Dietetics.—One hour each week for eight weeks. II. Limited to twelve students.
Dr. Becker.
83. Tertiary Llt:s.—One hour each week. I. Dr. Dorman.
85. History of AIedicine.—One hour each week. I.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Medicine.— (i to 3 units). Professor Keeton, Assistant Professor
Birch.
MEDICAL ILLUSTRATION
Associate Professor Jones
Elective Courses—Third and Fourth Years
50. AIedical Illustr.\tion.—Beginners' course designed for medical students and
graduates who desire to improve their abilitj^ to sketch and make graphic
records in their practice and research. The work consists in drawing medical
subjects of various kinds from life, making of graphs and charts, lettering,
perspective and use of crayon, pen and ink, wash and water color. Principles
of medical photography and making of lantern slides, etc. Two 2-hour periods
each week. I. Limited to five students. Associate Professor Jones.
Special Courses for Non-Medical Students
90. Medical Illustration.—Offered for artists who desire to make a profession of
scientific illustration in the field of medicine. The length of the course is two
j'ears, and students will work in the illustration studios with the staff artists.
Illustration covers the various phases of illustrative work for publication and
teaching in anatomy, pathology, surgery, etc., in different media as well as the
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preparation of scientific and lay exhibits. Students in this course will take the
regular medical course in gross anatomy. Candidates for the course must
present evidence of thorough general art training as well as scholastic and
character credentials. Except in unusual cases applications must be made in
person. Limited to six students. Hours 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Fee for each
semester, $50, plus laboratory fees each semester.
NEUROLOGY AND NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY
Professors: Oldberg (Head of the Department), Hassin, Bailey.
Associate Professors: Mackay, Bucy.^
Assistant Professors: Diamond.
Associates: Lichtenstein, Gustafson, Zeitlin.
Instructors: Tinsley.
Assistants: Haynes, Hilkevitch, Goldstein, Salk.
Cooperating: Assistant Professor D. M. Olkon.
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Fundamentals of Neurology.—A correlation of the anatomy, physiology, pathol-
ogy, and clinical examination of the nervous system. One hour each week. I.
Dr. Lichtenstein, Dr. Zeitlin.
11. Neurology Clinic.—Systematic lectures and clinical demonstrations of the prin-
cipal diseases of the nervous system. One hour each week. H. Associate Pro-
fessor AIackay, Assistant Professor Olkon.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
50. Neurology Clinic.—Lectures and demonstrations of clinical cases. One hour each
week. L Professor Hassin.
51. Neurology Clinic.—Lectures and demonstrations of clinical cases. One hour each
week. H. Professor Bailey.
52. Neurological Surgery.—Lectures and demonstrations of neurosurgical problems.
Eight weeks for each half of the class. Two 1-hour periods each week. L
Professor Oldberg.
53. Dispensary.—Six 2-hour periods each week. Two weeks for each sixteenth of the
class. I and H. Entire staff of the department.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
70. Neuropathology.—Lectures and demonstrations. One hour each week for eight
weeks. H. Limited to one-half of the class. Assistant Professor Diamond.
71. Neurology Ward Walk.—One hour each week. H. Limited to ten students. Pro-
fessor Oldberg.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Neurology, Neurological Surgery, and Neurop.^thology.— (i to 3
units) . Professors Oldberg, Hassin, and Bailey.
OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY
Professors: Falls (Head of the Department), C. S. Bacon (Emeritus)
Associate Professors: Browne.
Assistant Professors: Lang (Emeritus), Hammond, Stone (Emeritus),
Lash, Newberger, Kobak, Lifvendahl.
Associates: Kaplan,'' Hill.
Instructors: Rose, A. R. Bacon, Bloomfield, McLaughlin, Smith, Hib-
BERT, Wolff, Rezek, Roos, Bernell, Freda, Carey.
Assistants: Bomze, Wallheiser, AIcGill,' Teton, Rossiter, Penning,
Mauzey.*
'Beginning February 15, 19-41.
^On leave of absence from February 1 to August 31, 1941.
^Resignation effective March 5, 1941.
*On leave of absence from January 10 to August 31, 1941.
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Note: The work of the obstetrical division is aimed to give the student a practical
training in the fundamentals of obstetric practice. In the third year he covers system-
atically the entire subject in a course supplemented by examination of patients in the
dispensary. In the fourth year he is thoroughly drilled in prenatal care, birthroom
and newborn nursery methods. He is taken into the home and is shown a simple
technique for home delivery. He assists at normal deliveries and is taught to give
ether anaesthesia to obstetrical cases. Complicated cases are presented clinically, and
operations are demonstrated on the manikin and on living patients. Work in the
out-patient service and in Research and Educational Hospital is supplemented by ward
walks and demonstration of cases in the Cook County Hospital.
A. OBSTETRICS
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Physiology of Pregxanxy and Labor.—Quizzes and demonstration. Two 1-hour
periods each week. I. Associate Professor Browne, Assistant Professors New-
BERGER and Lash, Dr. Rezek, Dr. Roos, Dr. Wolff, Dr. Freda, Dr. Rose.
11. Pathology of Pregnancy and Labor .^iNd the Puerperium.—Quizzes and demon-
strations. Two 1-hour periods each week. II. Associate Professor Browne,
Assistant Professors Xewberger and Lash, Dr. Wolff, Dr. Roos, Dr. Rezek,
Dr. Freda.
12. Dispensary Out-Clinic.—Three 2-hour periods each week for four weeks. I and
II. Associate Professor Browne, Assistant Professor Xewberger, Dr. Bloom-
field, Dr. Hill, Dr. Rose, Dr. Kaplan, Dr. Smith, Dr. Carey, Dr. Hibbert,
Dr. Wolff, Dr. Rezek, Dr. Roos, Dr. }>IcGill, Dr. Teton, Dr. Wallheiser.
13. Obstetrical and Gynecological Laboratory.—Gross and microscopic specimens
of such obstetrical complications as ruptured uterus, ablatio placenta, puerperal
sepsis, ectopic pregnancy, hydatid and blood moles, and various diseases and
abnormalities of the fetus and newborn. Bacteriological as well as pathological
material is presented, and fresh specimens when available. One 2-hour period
each week for eight weeks. I and II. Dr. Roos, Dr. Freda, Dr. Teton, Dr.
Mauzey.
14. Cook Col^nty Clerkship.—Each third-year student spends a twenty-four hour
period on duty in the obstetrical ward in Cook County Hospital, observing all
cases delivered during that time. Students see on the average ten deliveries.
Assistant Professor Kobak and associate.
Elective Courses—Third Year
(Will not be given for less than five students)
30. Toxemias of Pregnancy.—One hour each week. II. Dr. Freda.
31. Cook County Hospital Ward Walk.—Eight weeks. I and II. Limited to twenty
students. Assistant Professor Kobak.
32. Infections.—Puerperal sepsis, breast abscess, pyelitis. One hour each week. II.
Dr. Wolff.
35. Review Col^rse.—One hour each week. II. Dr. Bernell, Dr. Rose.
36. Medical Compucations of Pregnancy.—One hour each week. I. Dr. Hibbert.
37. Surgical Complications of Pregnancy.—One hour each week. I. Assistant Pro-
fessor Lifvexdahl.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
50. Manikin.—Obstetrical operations demonstrated and opportunity afforded to do
the operation on the manikin under supervision and to become thoroughly
familiar with the instruments and technic of such operations. Small groups
and individual instruction. One 2-hour period each week for eight weeks. I
and II. Associate Professor Browne, Assistant Professors Hammond, Xew-
berger, and Kobak.
51. Clinic.—Demonstration of cases. Research and Educational Hospital. One hour
each week. I and II. Professor Falls.
52. Clerkship.—During the fourth year, two weeks of full-time clerkships are re-
quired. Students are housed in a group near the Research and Educational
Hospital and are on call night and day. Two students are assigned to each
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case and are on duty from the time labor starts until the patient is delivered.
They are required to keep records of the labors and the post-partum visits. They
are occupied in the obstetrical ward of the hospital when not attending out-
patient cases, and attend gynecological conferences and operations when
practicable.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
(Will not be given for less than five or more than fifteen students)
70. Cardio-V.ascular and Pulmonary Complications in Pregnancy.—One hour each
week. II. Dr. Hill.
71. Manikin.—One hour each week. I. Assistant Professor Kobak.
72. Review Course.—One hour each week. I. Dr. Rose, Dr. Bernell.
72). Oper.\tive Obstetrics.—One hour each week. I. Associate Professor Browne.
74. Endocrinology.—One hour each week. I. Dr. Rezek.
75. Sterility and Conception.—One hour each week. I and II. Dr. Hill.
B. GYNECOLOGY
Required Courses—Third Year
30. Introduction to Gynecology.—A few hours are devoted to gynecology and con-
sist of ward walks, pre-operative and post-operative demonstrations. The pur-
pose is to introduce the student to the subjects of gynecology and obstetrics
concurrently, thus emphasizing the intimate connection between the two sub-
jects. Cook County and Research and Educational Hospitals. Small groups.
One 2-hour period each week for eight weeks. I and II. Professor Falls,
Associate Professor Browne, Assistant Professors Lash and Kobak, Dr. Wall-
heiser. Dr. Freda, and others.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
60. Lecture and Quiz.—Conferences supplemented by lectures on special topics such
as radium and x-ray therapy, sterility and conception, endocrinology-, and
malignant tumors of the sexual organs. One hour each week. Continuous
through I and II. Professor Falls, Associate Professor Browne, Assistant
Professors Lifvendahl and Lash, Dr. Wolff, Dr. Rezek, Dr. Hill, Dr. Roos,
Dr. Bernell.
61. Seminar.—One hour each week for eight weeks. I and II. Dr. Bacon, Dr. Kaplan,
Dr. Teton, Dr. Freda.
62. Clinic.—Demonstration course. Cook County Hospital. One-half class each
semester. One 2-hour period each week. I and II. Professor Falls.
63. Dispensary.—Small groups instructed in history taking and physical examinations;
treat minor gjmecological complaints under supervision. One 2-hour period
daily for two weeks. I and II. Assistant Professor Lifvendahl, Dr. Bloomfield,
Dr. Hill, Dr. Rezek, Dr. Carey, Dr. Roos, Dr. Freda, Dr. AIcGill, Dr. Kaplan,
Dr. Hibbert, Dr. Mauzey.
64. Clinic.—Carcinoma and radium therapy. Research and Educational Hospital.
Small groups. Three 3-hour periods for one week. I and II. Dr. Fred.\, Dr.
Roos.
65. Clinic.—Venereal disease complicating pregnancy. Research and Educational Hos-
pital. Small groups. Three 3-hour periods for one week. I and II. Dr. Bernell,
Dr. Roos.
66. Pathological Conference and Ward Walk.—Prenatal and postnatal cases. Re-
search and Educational Hospital. Small groups. One hour conference in Hos-
pital Laboratory, followed by one hour ward walk each week. I and II'.
Associate Professor Browne, Mr. Rossiter.
67. Cook County Hospital Clerkship.—Five students daily from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
for one week. They attend ward walks, write histories, examine patients, and
are present at 12 two-hour operative clinics conducted by Professor Falls,
Associate Professor Browne, Assistant Professor Lash, and their associates.
One of the five days is spent on obstetrical work under the direction of
Assistant Professor Kobak and his associate. Particular stress is laid on the
demonstration and examination of puerperal sepsis and infected abortion cases.
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Elective Courses—Fourth Year
80. Pelvic Neoplasms.—One hour each week. II. xA.ssistant Professor Lash.
81. Pelvic Inflammation.—One hour each week. II. Assistant Professor Kobak.
82. Uterine Hemorrhages.—One hour each week. II. Dr. Bernell.
83. Menstrual Disorders.—One hour each week. I. Dr. Rezek.
84. Operative Gynecology.—One hour each week. I and II. Professor Falls.
85. Pre-operative and Post-operative Gynecological Treatment.—One hour each
week. I. Dr. Wolff.
Special Courses for Physicians
90. Specialty Program.—Intended to prepare for the examination of the American
Board in Obstetrics and Gynecology. Lectures, conferences, and ward walks,
together with instruction in birthroom, nursery, and home deUvery technique;
operative obstetrics taught in manikin courses, and operative cases discussed
and studied before and after operation. Enrollment limited. For fees, see
page 104.
91. Refresher Course for Physicians.—Offered in connection with the Illinois State
Department of Public Health. Half time in pediatrics and half in obstetrics.
Lectures, demonstrations, ward walks, manikin, round table discussions, and
clinical conferences ; opportunity to witness deliveries, both in hospital and
homes. One week course repeated several times during the summer and two
weeks course repeated throughout the school year. Limited to four men each
two-week period during the school year and twenty men each week during
the summer. Preference given to candidates from outside Chicago. Limited
to residents of Illinois. Registration fee $10. University of Illinois staff and
instructors invited from Rush ^Medical College, Northwestern L'niversity, and
University of Chicago.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Obstetrics and Gynecology.— (i to 3 units). Professor Falls.
OPHTHALMOLOGY
Professors: Wood (Emeritus), Gamble (Emeritus). Beard.
Assistant Professors: Smith, Apple.
Associates: (Tlark, Horick, Riser.
Instructors: Brooks, Folk.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
51. Clinic and Practice.—Includes normal and pathological anatomy of the eye, prac-
tice in the use of ophthalmoscope, perimeter, focal light and test charts, and
sttidy of eye diseases which the general practitioner most frequently encounters.
Five 2-hour periods each week for four weeks. I and II. Professor Beard,
Assistant Professor Smith, and staff.
52. Didactic Ophthalmology.—Illustrated lectures and quizzes. One hour each week.
I. Professor Beard, Assistant Professors Smith and Apple, and staff.
Special Courses for Physicians
90. Clinical Course.—Designed for those who wish to take up ophthalmology as a
specialty. Only one process is studied at a time. Processes taught are: (a) de-
termination of central visual acuity, neutralization of lenses, retinoscopy, re-
fraction (with cycloplegia and without), tonometry, determination of degrees
of strabismus or paralysis, types of discs (Elschnig's classification)
;
(b) meas-
urements of disc level, perimetry, objective findings in external and fundus
diseases, case-history writing and diagnosis, prognosis, and treatment of a
given case as a whole. This course extends over three periods of four months
each, and no applicant is accepted for registration for less than the full twelve
months. Hours: 9:00 to 12:00 a.m., six days a week. Registration October 15-31.
Classes limited to ten students. Candidates under 35 years of age are given
preference. For fees, see page 104.
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91. Pathology of the Eye.—Four months. Hours to be arranged. I or II. For fees,
see page 104. Professor Beard.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Ophthalmology.— (jf to 3 units).
ORTHOPAEDICS
Professors: Thomas (Head of the Department).
Assistant Professors: Murphy, Hark, Levinthal.
Associates: Marshall, Lambert.
Instructors: Fischer, Miller, Turner, Grimmer.
Assistants: Odgers, Shannon, Coughlin, Farrington, Schmidt, Wright,
Armalavage.
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Clinical Operative Orthopaedic Surgery and Lectures.—Introduction to ortho-
paedic problems, including diagnosis and treatment of fractures. One hour each
week. I. Professor Thomas.
12. Dispensary.—Includes practical demonstration in physiotherapy, hydrotherapy, and
treatment of fractures. Three 2-hour periods each week for four weeks. I and
II. Professor Thomas and others.
13. Principles of Orthopaedic Surgery.—Recitation and quiz. One hour each week.
II. Professor Thomas and others.
Elective Courses
—
Third Year
30. Theory and Practice of Physiotherapy in Orthopaedics.—Electrotherapy, hydro-
therapy, mechanico-therapy, massage, and muscle re-education. One hour each
week for eight weeks. I and II. Professor Thomas and others.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
50. Clerkship.—Illinois Surgical Institute and Cook County Hospital. Three 2-hour
periods for one week. I and II. Professor Thomas, Assistant Professor Levin-
thal, Dr. Lambert.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
70. Special Topics in Surgery of Joints.—Operative management of injuries, in-
fections, and tumors of the extremities and spinal column. One hour each week.
I. Professor Thomas and others.
71. Surgery of Bones and Joints.—Cadaver demonstrations of operations for the
reconstruction of extremity deformities, malunion and non-united fractures,
bone transplants and fusions in Pott's disease and in fractured spines, recon-
struction in fractured hips, and operation following infantile paralysis. One hour
each week. II. Professor Thomas and others.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Orthopaedics.— (1 to 4 units). Professor Thomas.
PATHOLOGY, BACTERIOLOGY, AND PUBLIC HEALTH
Professors: Davis (Head of the Department), Petersen, Arnold,
Levinson.
Associate Professors: Pilot, Nedzel, Saphir, Novak.
Assistant Professors: Hull, Milles, Kearns, Gowen,* Kronenberg,
McDaniels, Rosenthal.
Associates: Beach, Melnick, Levine, MacFate, Klassen, Tuta, Brown.
Instructors: Ragins, Stuart, Seidmon,^ Angela, Berg, Hirschberg, Jones,
Corbus, Lev, Musson, Neiman, Popper, Bronner.
Assistants: Dorrell, Blank, Prucher, Donahue, Whitcomb, Siemon,
Fishkin, Bell, Stobart.
Cooperating: Dr. C. W. Muehlberger, Dr. I. Dreyer, Dr. R. I. Klein.
^Resignation effective January 1, 1941.
'On leave of absence from January 25 to August 31, 1941.
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Note: Following the courses in anatomy and physiology of the first year, the student
is prepared to undertake studies on the nature and causation of disease. Pathogenic
bacteriology, both general and special, is given the first semester of the second year.
Morphology and physiology of micro-organisms are presented and the principles of
immunity stressed. General pathology follows in natural sequence in the second
semester, and during the latter part of this period special pathology and laboratory
diagnosis are presented. A continuation course in special pathology with emphasis on
autopsies and gross morbid anatomy in the first semester of the third year concludes
the formal instruction in this department.
Required Courses—Second Year
1. General Bacteriology and Protozoology.—Lectures, demonstrations, and labora-
tory. Nine hours each week. I. Professor Arnold, Associate Professor Novak,
and others.
2. General Pathology and Pathological Histology.—Lectures, recitations, demon-
strations, and laboratory. Twelve hours each week. IL Professor Petersen,
Assistant Professors Milles and Kearns, Dr. Levine, and others.
3. Cunical Pathology.—Chemical and microscopical examination of urine, feces, and
blood, with emphasis on technic. Lectures, demonstrations, and laborator}'. Five
hours each week. IL Professor Levinson, Mr. MacFate, and others.
4. Preventive Medicine.—General principles of prevention of disease. Epidemiology.
Two hours each week. IL Professor Arnold and others.
Required Courses—^Third Year
10. Autopsies.—Routine postmortem examinations, practical work, and demonstrations.
One 2-hour period each week. I and II. Professor Levinson, Assistant Pro-
fessor Milles, and others.
11. Special Pathology.—Gross and microscopic examination of pathological material,
postmortem bacteriology, and experimental pathology. One 3-hour period each
week. II. Associate Professors Pilot and Saphir, Assistant Professor Milles,
and others.
12. Industrial Hygiene.—Industrial and occupational diseases. One hour each week.
II. Professor Arnold, Assistant Professor Kronenberg, Dr. Beach.
13. Dispensary.—Alunicipal Public Health Venereal Disease Clinic. Three 2-hour
periods each week for four weeks. I and II.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
50. Public Health.—Control and prevention of communicable diseases. One hour
each week. II. Professor Arnold, Assistant Professor Kronenberg, Dr. Beach.
51. Clerkship in Public Health.—Department of Public Health City of Chicago.
Two hours daily for two weeks. I and II. Assistant Professor Gowen.
Elective Courses
(Open only to properly qualified students. Time to be arranged.)
71. Advanced Work and Research.—Professors Petersen and Arnold, Associate Pro-
fessor Novak.
72. Industrial Hygiene.—Professor Arnold, Assistant Professor Kronenberg, Dr.
Beach.
73. Advanced Work in Public Health.—Professor Arnold.
74. Diagnosis of Tumors.—Professor Petersen, Associate Professor Pilot, Assistant
Professor Milles, Dr. Melnick.
75. Legal Medicine.—Professor Levinson, Assistant Professor Kearns, Dr. Melnick,
Dr. Muehlberger.
76. Introductory Course in Public Health.—General survey of the field of public
health practice, including vital statistics, epidemiology, sanitary science, general
and specific methods of controlling communicable diseases, and a study of
public health practice, duties, requirements, and functions of medical public
health officers. Thirty-two lectures. Elective for third-year and fourth-year
students. II. Professor Arnold.
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Courses for Graduate Students
101. Advanced Pathogenesis.—Pathology and bacteriology. (1 to 3 units). Professors
Davis, Petersen, and Arnold, Associate Professor Pilot.
103. Individual Research.— (1 to 4 units). Professors Davis, Petersen, and Arnold,
Associate Professor Pilot.
PEDIATRICS
Professors: Hess (Head of the Department), Earle (Emeritus), Irish,
Blatt.
Associate Professors: Poncher, Hamilton.
Assistant Professors: Bower, Bronstein, Gasul, Leichenger, Levin,
Hoffman.
Associates: Goldberger, Chamberlain, Robins, Saltiel, Weinfeld, Hal-
pern, Levin son.
Instructors: Pauker, Suldane, Klein, Padnos, Tigay, Abelson, Baratz,
Jacobs, Reals, Schneider, Spaeth, Richter.
Assistants: Ricewasser, Gettelman, Wolf, McVey, DeYoung, Breslow.
Cooperating: Professor P. L. Schroeder, Mrs. Frances C. Perce.
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Growth, Development, and Management of the Newly Born,—Nutrition and
nutritional disturbances in infancy and childhood. Lectures and clinical con-
ferences. One hour each week. I. Associate Professor Poncher.
11. Diseases in Infancy and Childhood.—Group lecture and quiz. One hour each
week. II. Professor Irish and others.
12. Clinical Demonstration of Nutrition and Nutritional Disturbances in In-
fancy AND Childhood.—Cook County Hospital. One hour each week for eight
weeks. I and II. Assistant Professor Hoffman.
14. Clinical Demonstration of Diseases in Infancy and Childhood.—Cook County
Hospital. One hour each week for eight weeks. I and II. Assistant Professor
Bower.
15. Lectures and Clinical Demonstration of Contagious Diseases.—Cook County
Hospital. One hour each week for four weeks. I and II. Assistant Professors
Leichenger and Levin.
16. Clerkship.—Supervised case study of patients in the pediatric ward of the Chil-
dren's Hospital of Cook County. Small groups. Six 3-hour periods each week.
I and II. Associate Professors Poncher and Hamilton, and others.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
50. Supervised Case Study and Conference on Dispensary Patients in Pediatric
Dispensary.—Research and Educational Hospital. Six 2-hour periods each week
for two weeks. I and II. Assistant Professor Bronstein, and members of the
dispensary staff.
51. Supervised Case Study and Conference on Dispensary Patients in Pediatric
Dispensary.—Same as Criminology, Social Hygiene, and Medical Jurisprudence
51. Correlation of personality makeup and intelligence with disease process.
Research and Educational Hospital. One 2-hour period each week for two
weeks. I and II. Dr. Weinfeld, Mrs. Perce, and members of the dispensary
staff.
52. Clinical Demonstration of Diseases of Childhood.—Research and Educational
Hospital. One 2-hour period each week. I and II. Professor Hess.
53. Clinic.—Clinical demonstration of diseases of infancy and childhood. Cook
County Hospital. One 2-hour period each week for eight weeks. I and II.
Associate Professor Poncher.
54. Clinic.—Demonstration of diseases of the heart and lungs in infancy and child-
hood. Cook County Hospital. One 2-hour period each week for eight weeks.
I and II. Professor Blatt.
55. Clerkship.—Group demonstration and discussion every morning for one week.
Municipal Contagious Hospital. Dr. Spaeth and members of the Municipal
Contagious Hospital staff.
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Elective Courses—Third and Fourth Years
70. Emotional Disturbances of Infancy and Childhood.—Same as Criminology,
Social Hygiene, and Medical Jurisprudence 70. Symptoms, prophylaxis, and
treatment, case presentations and discussions. One hour each week for the first
eight weeks. II. Associate Professor Mohr.
71. Diseases of the Blood-Forming Organs in Infancy and Childhood.—One hour
each week for eight weeks. I and II. Associate Professor Poncher.
72. Tuberculosis.—One hour each week for eight weeks. I and II. Assistant Pro-
fessor Gasul.
73. Endocrinology in Infancy and Childhood.—One hour each week for sixteen
weeks. I and II. Assistant Professor Bronstein.
74. Principles of Pediatrics.—Review course. One hour each week for sixteen weeks.
I and II. Dr. Klein.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Pediatrics.— (1 to 3 units). Professor Hess, Associate Professor
Poncher.
PHARMACOLOGY, MATERIA MEDICA, AND THERAPEUTICS
Professors: McGuigan (Head of the Department), Camp.
Assistant Professors: Ewing.
Associates: Gant.
Professorial Lecturers: Muehlberger.
Instructors: Dyniewicz, Blickensdorfer.
Assistants: Maher.*
Required Courses—Second Year
1. Pharmacology.—Lectures and laboratory. Eight hours each week. I. Prerequisite:
Physiology 1, or equivalent; Physiological Chemistry 1 and 2, or equivalent.
Professors McGuigan and Camp, and others.
2. Pharmacology.—Lectures, quizzes, and laboratory. Five hours each week. II. Pro-
fessors McGuigan and Camp, and others.
Required Courses—Third Year
15. Therapeutics.—Two hours each week. I. Professors McGuigan and Camp, Miss
Dyniewicz.
Elective Courses
(Minimum registration: five students for each course. Time to be arranged.)
30. History of Pharmacology and Toxicology.—Review of modern books. Professors
McGuigan and Camp.
31. Materia Medica.—Prescription writing. Professors McGuigan and Camp.
32. Toxicology.—Professors McGuigan and Camp.
33. Systemic Pharmacology.— (a) eye, (b) digestive systems, (c) respiratory sys-
tem, (d) autonomic nervous system, (e) blood, (f) circulatory organs, heart,
and kidneys. Professors McGuigan and Camp.
34. Fundamental Principles of Therapy.—Professors McGuigan and Camp.
35. Correlation of Pharmacology and Therapeutics.—Professors McGuigan and
Camp.
36. Seminar.—Open to selected students. Members of the staff.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Advanced Pharmacodynamics.— (1 to 3 units). Professors McGuigan and Camp.
103. Research in Pharmacodynamics.— (1 to 3 units). Professors McGuigan and
Camp.
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
Professor Welker (Head of the Department).
Associate Professors: Bergeim. Associates: Johnson.
Assistant Professors: Cole. Instructors: Briggs, Harvey.
Cooperating: Professor R. W. Keeton.
^Beginning February 1, 1941.
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Required Courses—First Year
1. Physical and Chemical Properties of Solutions.—Chemistry of carbohydrates,
lipides, and proteins ; enzymes and digestion. Lectures, demonstrations, confer-
ences, and laboratory. Six hours each week. I. Professor Welker and others.
2. Chemistry of Bile, Blood, Milk, and Tissl^s.—Metabolism ; chemistry of urine
(qualitative and quantitative). Lectures, demonstrations, conferences, and
laboratory. Six hours each week. IL Professor Welker and other members of
the staff. (Note: Approximately eight hours of the lectures will be delivered
by Professor Keeton, of the Department of Medicine, to correlate the work
in Physiological Chemistry with Medicine.)
Elective Courses
(Open to qualified students. Time to be arranged.)
60. Special Topics in Biochemistry.—Blood analysis ; vitamin studies ; methods and
clinical significance. I or IL Associate Professor Bergeim.
61. Physical and Colloid Chemistry.—Elements of physical and colloid chemistry
and their application to biology and medicine, with emphasis on the chemistry
of proteins. I or IL Assistant Professor Cole.
62. Proteins.—Methods of preparation of pure proteins and study of their immuno-
logical and chemical properties. I or II. Professor Welker.
Research.—The laboratories are open to persons with the requisite training for the
conduct of original investigations under direction of members of the staff.
Biochemical Seminar.—The members of the teaching staff, graduate students, and
others working in the field of biochemistry meet weekly to present and discuss
the results of their own investigations, as well as to summarize some of the
important advances in the field.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Advanced Biological Chemistry.—Biochemical methods of research, biological
colloids, enzyme action, and metabolism. (1 or 2 units). Professor Welker,
Associate Professor Bergeim, Assistant Professor Cole, Dr. Johnson.
102. Metallurgical Research.— (1 or 2 units). Professor Welker.
103. Biochemical Research.— (1 or 2 units). Professor Welker, Associate Professor
Bergeim, Assistant Professor Cole, Dr. Johnson.
PHYSIOLOGY
Professors: Wakerlin (Head of the Department), Bachem,* Gellhorn.
Associate Professors: Reed.
Assistant Professors: Barnes.
Associates: Darrow, Ingraham, Struck.
Instructors: Steck, Freeman.
Assistants: House, Marienfeld.
Cooperating: Professor A. Hartung, Assistant Professor T. J. Wachowski.
Required Courses—First Year
1. Human Physiology.—General physiology, physiology of blood circulation, respira-
tion, muscle, and nerve. Lectures, quiz-conferences, demonstrations and labora-
tory, with clinical demonstrations and correlations by members of the clinical
departments. Eight and one-half hours each week. II. Professors Wakerun,
Bachem, and Gellhorn, Associate Professor Reed, and others.
Required Courses—Second Year
2. Human Physiology.—Continuation of Physiology 1. Physiology of digestion, me-
tabolism, endocrines, and excretion
;
physiology of the nervous system and of
the senses. Nine and one-half hours each week. I. Professors Wakerlin,
Bachem, and Gellhorn, Associate Professor Reed, and others.
^On leave of absence for six months beginning September 1, 1940.
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Elective Courses
(Open only to qualified students. Time to be arranged.)
51. Special Advanced Physiology.—This course is designed to meet the needs of
students desiring advanced, detailed knowledge of a limited field, and in each
semester different fields are selected and announced in advance. Subjects
covered are blood, heart, muscle, gastro-intestinal tract, endocrinology, general
metabolism and nutrition, growth, and neurophysiology. Professors Wakerlin
and Gellhorn, Associate Professor Reed.
55. Problems in Physiology.—Professors Wakerlin and Gellhorn, Associate Pro-
fessor Reed.
72. Physics, Biology, and Therapy of Radiant Energy.—Same as Radiology 72.
Short waves, infra-red, ultra-violet, high-frequency. Roentgen rays, and radium.
One hour each week. II. Professor Bachem, Assistant Professor Wachowski.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Physiology.— (i to 3 units). Professors Wakerlin and Gellhorn,
Associate Professor Reed.
102. Research in Biophysics.— (1 to 3 units). Professor Bachem.
103. Seminar in Selected Fields.— (1 unit). Professors Wakerlin, Bachem, and
Gellhorn, Associate Professor Reed.
104. Current Literature Seminar.— (i/^ unit). Recommended for all graduate stu-
dents in physiology. Professors Wakerlin, Bachem, and Gellhorn, Associate
Professor Reed.
PSYCHIATRY
Associate Professors: Alexander, Low.
Assistant Professors: Olkon, Solomon, Szurek.
Associates: Kraines, Bosselman, Rheingold, Sherman, Broder, Sonenthal.
Lecturers: Ziegler.
Instructors: Kuhns, Paskind, Kaplan, MacDougall, Wade.
Assistants: Skorodin, Blaurock, Levitin, Mergener, Burack, Ury.
Cooperating: Professors P. L. Schroeder and E. Gellhorn, Assistant
Professors I. B. Diamond and M. Gitelson.
Note: The instruction aims to establish an objective view of human behavior under
conditions of health and illness, founded on biologic principles. There is therefore
close coordination with instruction in physiology. During the first two years, instruc-
tion is given in the biologic principles of behavior, chiefly didactic and required
reading, but illustrated with case material. In the third year, pathologic modifica-
tions of behavior are studied by lecture methods and in connection with clerkships
on the medical wards. In the fourth year, opportunities are provided for the study
of patients with various forms of mental illness in the dispensary and in the psy-
chiatric wards, together with special case discussions in the fields of the psycho-
neuroses and psychoses.
Required Courses—First Year
1. Biologic Basis of Personality.—Same as Criminology, Social Hygiene, and Medical
Jurisprudence 1. One hour each week for eight weeks. I. Assistant Professor
Szurek.
Required Courses—Second Year
5. Human Behavior.—Same as Criminology, Social Hygiene, and Medical Jurispru-
dence 5. One hour each week. II. Assistant Professors Szurek and Gitelson.
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Disorders of Behavior in Children and Adults.—Same as Criminology, Social
Hygiene, and Medical Jurisprudence 10. Two 1-hour periods each week. II.
Professor Schroeder, Associate Professor Low, and others.
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12. Clerkship.—Clinical instruction in mental examination of patients on medical
wards. Instruction given during clerkship on medical wards. I and II. Dr.
BossELMAN, Dr. Rheingold, Dr. Sonenthal.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
51. Dispensary.—Psychiatric cases referred by other departments. Five 2-hour periods
each week for two weeks. I and II.
52. Psychiatry.—Examination of patients in wards of Psychiatric Institute and dis-
cussion of cases with small groups. One and one-half hours each week. I and
II. Associate Professor Low and others.
53. Clinic.—Psychoneuroses with examination of patients and discussion of cases;
methods of diagnosis and therapy. One 2-hour period each week for eight
weeks. I and II. Assistant Professor Solomon, Dr. Rheingold.
54. Clerkship.—Wards of Psychiatric Institute. Small groups. Four hours a day for
one week. I and II. Dr. Bosselman.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
71. Clinical Psychiatry and Psychotherapy.—Practical demonstrations in the evalu-
ation of symptoms. One hour each week for eight weeks. II. Prerequisite:
Psychiatry 52. Associate Professor Low, Dr. Kraines.
Special Courses for Physicians
90. Seminars in Selected Fields.—Designed to present, with demonstrations when
practicable, the subjects of neuroanatomy, neurophysiology, and neuropathology,
or human behavior under normal and abnormal conditions. Hours for each
such seminar to be arranged. Registration limited. For fees, see page 104.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Psychiatry.— {1 to 3 units). Associate Professor Low.
RADIOLOGY
Professors: Hartung. Instructors: Johnson, Pattengale.
Assistant Professors: Wachowski. Assistants: Petersen.
Associates: Beilin, Ledoux. Cooperating: Professor A. Bachem.*
Note: The diagnostic and therapeutic applications of radiology in the entire field of
medicine are presented by means of lectures, film and slide demonstrations, and obser-
vation of clinical material.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
50. Radiology.—Application of Roentgen rays to medicine and surgery. Lectures and
demonstrations. Two 1-hour periods each week. I. Professor Hartung.
51. Dispensary.—Technic, interpretation, and therapy. Six 2-hour periods for one
week. I and II. Professor Hartung, Assistant Professor Wachowski, Dr.
Ledoux, Dr. Johnson.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
70. Interpretation of Roentgen Films of the Skeletal Structures.—One hour each
week. I. Professor Hartung.
71. Interpretation of Roentgen Films of the Intra-cranial, Intra-thoracic, and
Intra-abdominal Structures.—One hour each week. II. Professor Hartung,
Dr. Beilin.
72. Physics, Biology, and Therapy of Radiant Energy.—Same as Physiology 72.
Short waves, infra-red, ultra-violet, high-frequency. Roentgen rays, and radium.
One hour each week. II. Professor Bachem, Assistant Professor Wachowski.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Radiology.— (1 to 2 units). Professor Hartung.
*On leave of absence for six months beginning September 1, 1940.
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SURGERY
Professor Cole (Head of the Department).
A. GENERAL SURGERY
Professors: Harsha (Emeritus), C. Davison (Emeritus), Humiston*
(Emeritus), Percy, Dyas (Emeritus), Phifer, De Tarnowsky,
McArthur.
Associate Professors: Post, Nadeau, Bamberger, Koucky, Malcolm,
Seed, De Takats, Puestow, Van Hazel, Jirka, Sarma, Schultz,
Hazlett, Lyon.
Assistant Professors: Kordenat, Mora, Spivack, Oden, Meyer, Joannides,
Wernicke.
Associates: Stephens, Scuderi, Green, Almotjist, Beck, McMillan,
Pontius, Greeley, Pick, Jaffray.
Instructors: Mishkin, Baker,' Brown, Halevv. Flannery, Goodman,
Wagner,' Lotspiech, Parker, Reynolds, Thorek.
Assistants: Strohl, AIatthies, Ireneus, Diffenbaugh, Fowler, Holub,
Roth, Jesser, Palmer, Hanson, Kleitsch, Reuther, Hofrichter,
Helfrich, Karabin.
Cooperating: Assistant Professors F. F. Kanthak and G. L. Zechel, Dr.
E. J. Stein.*
Note: Class work in surgery is begun in the second semester of the second year, and
consists of an informal introductory and quiz course covering such problems as
surgical bacteriology, infections, and wounds. Work of the third year includes a
formal didactic course and a clerkship in Cook County Hospital ; eight weeks in the
dispensary, taking histories and examining patients whose cases are discussed with
the student by the staff men, and in several clinics which are designed to acquaint the
student with clinical material. In the fourth year still more effort is made to have
the student take care of patients and get acquainted with various methods of surgical
care. A four-week ward clerkship at Illinois Research Hospital is designed to present
the clinical material in this way. During the fourth year the student is allowed con-
siderable liberty in outlining his own study, and is encouraged to refer to current
literature and textbooks about the clinical material as it is presented in the various
clinics and clerkships.
Required Courses—Second Year
I. Introduction to Surgery.—Asepsis, surgical bacteriology, infections, surgical
methods, wounds, shock, hemorrhage, surgery of blood vessels and lymphatics.
One hour each week. II. Assistant Professor Zechel, Dr. McMillan, Dr.
Strohl, Dr. Stein.
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Fundamental Principles of Surgery.—Recitation course. Two hours each week.
Continuous through I and II. Professor Cole, Associate Professors Post and
Bamberger, Assistant Professor Kordenat.
II. Surgical Pathology.—One hour each week. II. Associate Professor Malcolm.
12. Surgical Diagnosis.—Research and Educational Hospital. One hour each week.
I and II. Professor Cole, Assistant Professor Meyer.
13. General Surgical Clinic.—Research and Educational Hospital. One 2-hour
period each week for eight weeks. I and II. Associate Professor Malcolm.
14. General Surgical Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One 2-hour period each week
for eight weeks. I and II. Associate Professor Jirka.
15. General Surgical Clinic.—St. Luke's Hospital. One 2-hour period each week
for eight weeks. I and II. Associate Professor Hazlett.
16. Surgical Dispensary.—History taking, diagnosis, minor surgery, and surgical
dressings. Research and Educational Hospital. Two 2-hour periods daily for
two weeks. I and II. Associate Professors Malcolm, Sarma, and Schultz,
Assistant Professors Mora and Wernicke, and others.
17. Industrial Surgery.—St. Luke's Hospital. One 2-hour period each week for
eight weeks. I and II. Professor Lyon.
'Deceased November 4, 1940.
'On leave of absence from March 5 to August 31, 1941.
'On leave of absence for one year beginning February 1, 1941.
•On leave of absence for eight months beginning October 1, 1940.
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18. Surgical Clerkship.—History taking and methods of examination. Cook County
Hospital. Six 3-hour periods each week for two weeks. I and II. Dr. Scuderi
and others.
Elective Courses—Third Year
30. Surgical Diagnosis.—One hour each week. I. Assistant Professor Oden.
31. Regional Surgical Anatomy.—One hour each week. I. Assistant Professor
Zechel.
32. Illustrated Lectures on Traumatic Surgery.—Individual instruction and demon-
stration. One hour each week. I. Assistant Professor Kordenat.
33. Surgical Review.—One 2-hour period each week. II. Assistant Professor Mora,
Dr. Parker.
35. Ward Rounds, Emergency Surgery.—Cook County Hospital. One hour each week.
I and II. Limited to eighteen students. Associate Professor Seed.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
50. Surgical Diagnosis.—Research and Educational Hospital. One hour each week.
Continuous through I and II. Professors Phifer and De Tarnowsky.
52. General Surgical Operative Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One 2-hour period
each week for eight weeks. I and II. Associate Professor Seed.
53. General Surgical Operative Clinic.—Augustana Hospital. One 2-hour period
each week for four weeks. I and II. Professor Percy.
54. General Surgical Operative Clinic.—Cook County Hospital. One 2-hour period
each week for four weeks. I and II. Associate Professor Koucky.
56. Thoracic Surgery.—Research and Educational Hospital. One hour each week. II.
Associate Professor Van Hazel.
57. Surgical Clerkship.—Research and Educational Hospital. Students are assigned
patients and are responsible for the history and laboratory work. Includes
general, oral, neuro-circulatory, and genito-urinary surgery, as well as practical
experience in giving anaesthetics. Four hours each day for four weeks. I and II.
Professors Cole and McKenna, Associate Professors De Takats and Puestow.
60. Minor Surgery.—One 2-hour period each week for four weeks. I and II. Assistant
Professor Mora.
61. Surgical Pathology.—Laboratory. One 2-hour period each week for eight weeks.
I and II. Associate Professor Nadeau.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
70. Research on Assigned Problems.—Professor Cole and others.
72. Practice of Surgery.—One hour each week. I. Associate Professor Malcolm.
74. Operative Surgery on Animals.—One 2-hour period each week. II. Assistant
Professor Spivack.
75. Surgical Technic.—One hour each week. II. Associate Professor Puestow.
76. Surgery of the Endocrine Glands.—One hour each week. II. Associate Pro-
fessor Seed.
77. Surgery of the Thorax.—One hour each week. I. Associate Professor Van
Hazel.
79. Surgery of the Colon, Rectum, and Anus.—One hour each week. II. Dr.
Pontius, Dr. McMillan.
80. Surgery of the Sympathetic Nervous System.—One hour each week. II. Asso-
ciate Professor De Takats.
82. Traumatic Surgery.—Two 1-hour periods each week. I and II. Dr. Scuderi.
83. Emergency Surgery.—One hour each week. I. Professor De Tarnowsky.
84. Surgical Review.—Two 1-hour periods each week. I. Assistant Professor Mora,
Dr. Parker.
85. Ward Rounds, Emergency Surgery.—Cook County Hospital. I and II. Limited
to fifteen students. Associate Professor Koucky, Dr. Beck.
86. Ward Rounds, Emergency Surgery.—Cook County Hospital. One hour each week.
I and II. Associate Professor Jirka.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Surgery.— (1 to 3 units). Professor Cole, Associate Professors
Herrold, De Takats, and Puestow.
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B. UROLOGY
Professors: McKenna.
Associate Professors: O'Conor, Herrold.
Associates: Gernon, Ritch, Kiefer, Schacht.
Instructors: Platin, Drabanski.
Assistants: Sorensen, Holm,' Sokol.
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Fundamentals of Urology.—Conferences and recitations. One hour each week.
I. Professor McKenna, Associate Professors O'Conor and Herrold, Dr.
Gernon, Dr. Schacht, Dr. Kiefer.
Elective Courses—Third Year
30. Urology.—One hour each week. I. Limited to ihirty students. Professor Mc-
Kenna, Dr. Drabanski.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
11. Dispensary.—History taking, diagnosis, and treatment. Research and Educational
Hospital. Three 2-hour periods each week for four weeks. I and H. Professor
AIcKenna, Associate Professor Herrold, Dr. Kiefer, and others.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
70. Surgery of the Genito-Urinary Tract.—One hour each week. II. Professor
McKenna, Associate Professors O'Conor and Herrold, Dr. Kiefer.
C. ANAESTHESIA
Assistant Professors: Cassels.
Assistants: Franklin, Jacks.
Required Courses—Third Year
10. Anaesthesia.—Twelve weeks. II. Assistant Professor Cassels and others.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
57. Clerkship.—Given as a part of Surgery 57 (Surgical Clerkship). Under super-
vision, the student gives the anaesthetic on the patients assigned to him on the
ward. I and II. Assistant Professor Cassels and others.
*On leave of absence.
The College of Dentistry
808 South Wood Street, Chicago
THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1892
as a proprietary institution, the Columbian Dental College. After a partial
reorganization in 1898, it became known as the Illinois School of Dentistry. Its
first affiliation with the University was made in 1901, when it was named the
School of Dentistry of the University of Illinois. In 1905 the name was changed
to the College of Dentistry, and in 1913 the University assumed complete control.
Since 1937 the College of Dentistry has been located in the Medical and
Dental College Laboratories Building at the corner of Polk and Wood Streets,
adjoining the Research and Educational Hospital of the State Department of
Public Welfare. Many of the facilities of the College of Medicine and the Col-
lege of Pharmacy are available to students in the College of Dentistry, as the
three colleges are housed in the same group of buildings and their faculties are
closely associated.
For the faculty of the College of Dentistry, see page 54; for admission, see pages
77 and 78; for honors, see page 84; for fees, see pages 103 and 104.
General Plan of Instruction
The curriculum leading to the degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery is based on sixty
hours of credit earned in an accredited college of liberal arts and sciences. Sixty
hours are required in order that the student may have the background and training
which will enable him intelligently to enter upon and complete a comprehensive course
in dentistry. The advance of knowledge in both medicine and dentistry during the
last few years has made necessary many changes in the dental curriculum in order
that students may be prepared to practice a profession which is an integral part of
health service. The new responsibilities imposed on the profession by the recognition
of the systemic relations and implications of oral disease demand of the practitioner
a knowledge of the fundamental sciences which can not be acquired without at least
two years of thorough and systematic preparation.
The inclusion of physics and organic chemistry in the pre-dental course releases
more hours during the first two years of the dental course for the biological sciences,
and during the last two years for medical subjects necessary to enable the student to
grasp the systemic connections of oral disease, and to incorporate this conception in
the practice of dentistry.
The first two years of the curriculum include courses in physiological chemistry,
anatomy, histology, physiology, bacteriology, and pathology presented by members of
the staff of the College of Medicine. At the same time instruction in dental technique
is given with emphasis on the comprehension of principles rather than on the number
of technical units completed.
Actual clinical practice is continuous throughout the third and fourth years,
accompanied by courses in diagnosis and medicine which enable the student to cor-
relate oral and systemic diseases. The inclusion in entrance requirements of so much
fundamental science and the reduction of hours of technique leave more time available
for clinical practice.
During the third year the student is admitted to the infirmaries and begins clinical
operations on patients ; in the fourth year the emphasis is on diagnosis, with due con-
sideration of systemic involvements, and on the management of the patient by the
student from the time the patient enters the diagnostic clinic until he is discharged
from the infirmary.
Since a large part of the third and fourth years is devoted to the supervised prac-
tice of dentistry by students, ample clinical space is provided. Instead of massing all
departments in one large infirmary, each clinical department has its infirmary on its
own floor. This makes possible more satisfactory lighting for each chair, reduces noise
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SUMMARY OF CLOCK HOURS
Subjects
First Semester
Didactic Laboratory
Second Semester
Didactic Laboratory
FIRST YEAR
Anatomy
Dental Anatomy
Dental Histology
Dental Materials
Dentures, Removable, Partial
Fundamentals of Occlusion
Histology
History of Medicine and Dentistry. . . .
Neurology
Physiological Chemistry
Total
SECOND YEAR
Bacteriology
Crowns and Fixed Dentures
Dentures, Removable, Partial and Full
History of Medicine and Dentistry. . . .
Metallurgy
Operative Dentistry
Physiology
Therapeutics
Total
32
16
16
16
16
32
16
32
96
48
32
16
32
96
48
64
32
16
64
16
16
32
16
16
48
144
48
32
96
48
48
16
16
16
56
16
168
320
96
96
80
48
96
48
464
Subjects
First Semester Second Semester
Didartir LaboratoryU c c ^j. (^jjj^jj. Didactic
Laboratory
or Clinic
THIRD YEAR
Anaesthetics
Clinical Pediatrics
Crowns and Fixed Dentures
•Dentistry and Society
Dentures, Removable
Dermatology
Diagnosis
Extraction Clinic
Fundamentals of Occlusion
History of Medicine and Dentistry
Hygiene and Public Health
Materia Medica
Medicine
Operative Dentistry
Oral Pathology
Orthodontia
Pathology
Pharmacodynamics
Radiology
Therapeutics, Didactic
Therapeutics
Total
FOURTH YEAR
Crowns and Fixed Dentures
Dentistry and Society
Dentistry for Children
Dentures, Removable
Diagnosis
Elective
Extraction Clinic
Jurisprudence
Medicine
Operative Dentistry
Oral Surgery
Orthodontia
Seminar
Therapeutics
Therapeutics, Didactic
Total
16
16
16
32
16
16
126
16
85
85
85
96
2
85
454
67
30
67
16
48
24
16
67
64
32
67
32
16
16
32
16
32
144
8
95
95
8
9
95
48
95
487
36
76
16
16
76
64
32
*Not offered to third-year students in 1940-1941.
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and confusion, and makes for greater efficiency in teaching than was possible under
the old plan. The clinical equipment has been especially designed and is modern in
character throughout.
Each year more hospitals are establishing dental interneships. Graduates of the
College of Dentistry are urged to take advantage of these opportunities for gaining
experience before entering private practice, and every effort is made to assist them in
securing such positions.
Admission to Advanced Standing
Should there be vacancies in upper classes, students who meet the requirements for
admission to the University of Illinois and who have studied dentistry for not less
than one year in any college accredited by the University of Illinois, may be admitted
to advanced standing. Such students, however, will be required to comply with all the
requirements of the curriculum of the College of Dentistry. Complete credentials,
including a letter of honorable dismissal, are required of any applicant who has
previously attended a dental school.
Graduates of colleges of medicine accredited by the University of Illinois may
be admitted to the College of Dentistry and given credit for one year in time and for
all satisfactorily completed courses which are required by the College.
Requirements for Graduation
The degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery is conferred on students who have com-
pleted the curriculum, as summarized on the following page, with a grade of not less
than "C" in at least three-fourths of the work leading to the degree, and who have
settled all obligations to the University.
The degree of Bachelor of Science in Dentistry is conferred on students who
have completed the first two years of the curriculum in Dentistry with a grade of not
less than "C" in at least three-fourths of the work leading to the degree, if, prior to
admission to the College of Dentistry, they have completed two full years of work
(60 semester hours) in a recognized college of liberal arts and sciences with credits
distributed as follows: 12 hours in chemistry (including 4 hours in organic chem-
istry), 6 hours in physics, 8 hours in biology, 6 hours in English, 6 hours in German,
French, Spanish, or Italian, 6 hours of electives (excluding chemistry, physics, and
biology), and 16 hours of free electives.
Significance of Grades.—The literal system of grading is used, and "D" is the
passing grade. Where it is necessary to translate percentage to literal grades, or
vice versa, the following values are used: "A," 92 to 100%; "B," 85 to 91%; "C," 75
to 84% ; "D," 70 to 74%. For calculating averages, the point system is used, with
values as follows: "A" equals 5; "B," 4; "C," 3; "D," 2.
Special Courses for Dentists
The following special courses, each of which continues four weeks, are offered at
the College of Dentistry during the year to legally qualified practitioners: ceramics;
crowns and fixed partial dentures ; full dentures and removable partial dentures
;
histology; operative dentistry; oral surgery; and therapeutics. Descriptions of these
courses appear under the various departments.
Summer Courses
A summer course is available to third-year and fourth-year students in clinical
practice, including operative dentistry, prosthetic dentistry, therapeutics, and oral
surgery. Students may receive credits applying on either third-year or fourth-year
infirmary requirements. Students may register for the entire term of sixteen weeks
or for either half of the term.
Graduate Courses
Graduate students who are candidates for the degree of Master of Arts or Master
of Science may register for graduate courses, subject to the rules and requirements
of the Graduate School. Degrees are offered with anatomy, histology, pathology and
bacteriology, physiological chemistry and metallurgy, physiology, oral surgery, ortho-
dontia, or therapeutics as majors. The year's work in orthodontia is planned to pre-
pare men for investigation, teaching, and the practice of orthodontia as a specialty.
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Honorary Research Assistantships
Students may, during the last year of their course, be permitted to pursue advanced
work in a department, provided, first, that they have shov»n special aptitude ; and,
second, that their previous work has been of a sufficiently high grade. If at the end
of the last year's work the student's application and attainment are regarded as
of a sufficiently high character, he may be awarded an honorary research assistantship.
License to Practice in England
The College of Dentistry of the University of Illinois has been listed since 1916 as
one of the dental schools recognized by the Royal College of Surgeons, in London.
This recognition implies that the Royal College of Surgeons will exempt graduates
in dental surgery of the University of Illinois from the preliminary science examina-
tion for the license in dental surgery, and will accept such parts of the curriculum for
the license as are completed in the College of Dentistry of the University of Illinois
toward the curriculum of studies required for the license.
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Note: The following list of courses is in alphabetic order of departments. Names
of staff members in each department are listed by rank and by seniority of appointment
within each rank, except the head of the department who is listed first. The courses
offered in each department are listed numerically. Courses with double numbers extend
through two semesters. In the description of each course the roman numerals I and II
indicate the first and second semesters, respectively, and the arable numerals preceding
them indicate the number of one-hour periods required for lecture, recitation, labora-
tory, etc., each week throughout the semester unless otherwise stated. Credit is calcu-
lated in clock hours except in courses for graduate students which show the units of
credit in parenthesis.
ANATOMY
Professors: Kampmeier (Head of the Department), Von Bonin,
ZiMMERMANN.
Associate Professors: Joranson, Webb.
Assistant Professors: Zechel, Simer.
Instructors: FiscH, Stein,' Tinsley.
Assistants: Classman.
Required Courses—First Year
11-12. Systematic and Regional Anatomy.—This includes a complete dissection of the
body. Lecture, demonstration, recitation, and seminar, 2; laboratory, two
3-hour periods. Continuous through I and II. Associate Professor Joranson,
Dr. FiscH, Dr. Classman.
14. Neurology.—Gross and microscopic anatomy of the nervous system ; dissection of
the brain and examination of stained sections; correlation of structure and
function. Lecture and demonstration, one 2-hour period. II. Dr. Tinsley and
others.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
51. Advanced Anatomy of the Head and Neck.^—Open to fourth-year students.
Lecture or quiz, 1 ; laboratory, one 3-hour period. I. Associate Professor
Joranson.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Advanced Anatomy.—The work may take the direction either of macroscopic or
of microscopic anatomy, or of both, according to the student's major problem:
in macroscopic anatomy, a detailed redissection of the human body, or any of its
parts; in microscopic anatomy (embryology, cytology, histology, etc.), a con-
^On leave of absence for eight months beginning October 1, 1940.
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sideration of morphological changes in the organism which are directly cor-
related with normal processes, such as reproduction, differentiation, nutrition,
growth, variation, regulation, regeneration, activity, secretion, rest, fatigue,
senility. Course designed for students choosing anatomy as a minor, and for
students preparing for individual research in anatomy. {1 to 2 units). Pro-
fessors Kampmeier, Von Bonin, and Zimmermann, Associate Professor Webb,
Assistant Professor Simer.
103. Individual Research.—In embryology, cytology and histology, neurology, anthro-
pology and biometrics, experimental morphology, functional and applied anatomy,
(i to 2 units). Professors Kampmeier, Von Bonin, and Zimmermann, Associate
Professor Webb, Assistant Professor Simer.
DENTAL JURISPRUDENCE
Lecturer: Wham
Required Courses—Fourth Year
42. Dental Jurisprudence.—The principles of law governing individual and profes-
sional rights and obligations ; rights and obligations arising from the relation-
ship of dentist and patient and their enforcement in court; expert testimony;
state dental statute and general law. Lecture, 1 (6 weeks). II. Mr. Wham.
DENTAL PATHOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS
Professors: Kesel (Head of the Department), McGuigan, Camp.
Assistant Professors: Ewing, Hine, Wach.
Associates: Grunwald, Kramp.
Instructors: Ellingson, Berman, Blickensdorfer.
Assistants: Sharpe, Hansen, Maurice, Gratzinger.
Cooperating: Dr. J. M. Spence.
Required Courses—Second Year
22. Technic.—The mechanics of exposing, cleaning, enlarging, and filling root-canals.
Principals of mouth examination and technic of oral prophylaxis. Lecture, 1
;
laboratory, one 3-hour period. II. Prerequisite: Operative Dentistry 21. Pro-
fessor Kesel, Dr. Kramp, Dr. Sharpe, Dr. Hansen.
Required Courses—Third Year
31. Materia Medica and Therapeutics.—Nomenclature, classification and action of
drugs, and prescription writing. Lecture, 2. I. Prerequisite: Physiology 21-22.
Assistant Professor Wach.
2)2. Pharmacodynamics.—Demonstrations and laboratory exercises, one 2-hour period.
II. Prerequisite: Dental Pathology and Therapeutics 31. Professors McGuigan
and Camp, Assistant Professor Ewing, Dr. Blickensdorfer, and others.
22). Hygiene and Public Health.—Measures for prevention of dental disease. The
oral flora and its relation to disease. Technic of oral hygiene. Hygiene of
ventilation, communicable diseases, waste disposal, and sanitation. Lecture, 1.
I. Prerequisite: Pathology and Bacteriology 22. Assistant Professor Hine, Miss
Ellingson.
34. Dental Pathology and Therapeutics.—Etiology, pathology, and treatment of
lesions of the investing tissues of the teeth and of other oral tissues. Lecture, 2.
II. Prerequisite: Dental Pathology and Therapeutics 31, and Pathology and
Bacteriology 31. Assistant Professor Hine.
35-36. Clinical Practice.—Clinical and laboratory examination ; oral prophylaxis
;
treatment of the periodontal tissues
;
general management of root-canals. Con-
ferences and demonstrations to groups. Continuous through I and II. Prerequi-
site: Operative Dentistry 21-22, Dental Pathology and Therapeutics 22, and
Pathology and Bacteriology 22. Members of the staff.
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Required Courses—Fourth Year
41. Dental Pathology and Therapeutics.—Discussion of dental hypoplasias, erosion,
and caries. Pathology and treatment of diseases of the dental pulp and periapical
tissue. Tissue reactions and periapical region following pulp removal. Lecture,
1; laboratory, one 2-hour period. I. Prerequisite: Dental Pathology and Thera-
peutics 34 and 35-36. Professor Kesel, Assistant Professor Hine, Dr. Hansen,
Dr. Gratzinger, Dr. Spence.
45-46. Clinical Practice.—Clinical and laboratory examination and diagnosis of oral
conditions; interpretation of radiograms; treatment of root-canals and peri-
odontal tissues ; records. Conferences and demonstrations to groups. Continuous
through I and II. Prerequisite: Dental Pathology and Therapeutics 35-36.
Members of the staff.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
51. Adv.\nced Ther.\peutics.—Group or individual conference, 1 ; laboratory, one
3-hour period. I. Prerequisite: Dental Pathology and Therapeutics 35-36.
Course limited to six students who are acceptable to the department. Professor
Kesel, Assistant Professor Hine.
Special Courses for Dentists
61. Dental Pathology and Therapeutics.—Diseases of the dental pulp and the
periapical tissues and their treatment. A study of tissue reactions following
treatment as exhibited by clinical, radiographic, and microscopic findings. The
management of clinical cases. Fee for one month, $50. Professor Kesel,
Assistant Professor Hine.
62. Dental Pathology and Therapeutics.—Diseases of the periodontal tissues and
their treatment. The microscopic study of the gingival crevice and pathologic
pockets in human material. The management of clinical cases. Fee for one
month, $50. Professor Kesel, Assistant Professor Hine.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Advanced Therapeutics.— (1 or 2 units). Professor Kesel, Assistant Professor
Hine.
103. Therapeutic Research.— (1 or 2 ufiits). Professor Kesel, Assistant Professor
Hine.
DENTISTRY FOR CHILDREN
Assistant Professors: Gerlach (Superintendent of the Children's Clinic).
Associates: Nelson.
Assistants: Greenaway, Massler.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
41-42. Dentistry for Children.—Operative and therapeutic care of children's teeth.
Clinical practice. Students assigned in groups. Lecture, 6 ; clinic, 30 hours. I.
Clinic, 36 hours. II. Assistant Professor Gerlach, Dr. Nelson, and assistants.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
51. Dentistry for Children.—Advanced studies in therapeutics, operative procedures,
and principles of space maintenance. Lecture or conference, 1 ; clinic, one
3-hour period. I. Assistant Professor Gerl.ach, Dr. Nelson, and assistants.
DIAGNOSIS
Assistant Professors: Krejci (Examiner).
Associates: Knudtzon, Lane.
Instructors: Andree, Renfroe.*
Assistants: Denneman, Forslund.
^Resignation effective January 21, 1941.
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Required Courses—Third Year
31. Oral Diagnosis and Radiographic Interpretation.—Principles and methods. Lec-
ture and quiz, 1 (8 weeks). I. Assistant Professor Krejci.
32. Diagnosis.—Clinic and conference, three 3-hour periods. Students assigned in
groups. II. Assistant Professor Krejci.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
41-42. Diagnosis.—Clinic and conference, 1. Continuous through I and II. Assistant
Professor Krejci and heads of clinical departments.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
51. Diagnosis.—Lecture or conference, 1; clinic, one 3-hour period. I. Assistant
Professor Krejci.
HISTOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY
Professors: Schour (Head of the Department).
Instructors: Spence.
Assistants: Bass.
Research Assistants: Herzberg, Massler, Hunter.
Required Courses—First Year
15. General Histology.—Cell structure; relation of cells and intercellular substances;
the elementary tissue; the histology of the organs of the circulatory, alimentary,
respiratory, genito-urinary, and nervous systems, and the skin and its append-
ages. Lecture or quiz, 2; laboratory, two 2-hour periods. I. Professor Schour
and others.
16. Dental Histology and Embryology.—Embryology of the face, oral cavity and
teeth. The development of the tooth and its investing apparatus in terms of its
growth, calcification, and eruption. The structure of the dental and oral tissues.
The course also includes histo-physiologic aspects of experimental dentistry.
Lecture, recitation, or seminar, 2; laboratory, two 2-hour periods. II. Pro-
fessor Schour and others.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
53. Advanced Embryology of the Teeth and Oral Cavity.—Course limited to ten stu-
dents acceptable to the department. Lecture, 1 ; laboratory, one 3-hour period.
I. Professor Schour.
55. Advanced Histology of the Teeth and Oral Cavity.—Course limited to ten stu-
dents acceptable to the department. Lecture, 1 ; laboratory, one 3-hour period.
I. Professor Schour.
Special Courses for Dentists
61. Histology.—Conference and demonstration on the following subjects: cells, epi-
thelial tissue, connective tissue, embryology of tooth, enamel, dentin and ce-
mentum, periodontal membrane, mandible, mouth tissues. Histologic analysis
of the teeth of animals which have been subjected to various endocrine, vitamin,
and other metabolic disturbances. Fee for one month, $50. Professor Schour.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Advanced Dental Histology.— (1 or 2 units). Professor Schour.
102. Research in Microscopic Anatomy (Teeth and Related Tissues).— (1 to 3
units). Professor Schour.
103. Experimental Histo-Physiology of Teeth and Investing Tissues.— (1 to 3
units). Professor Schour.
MEDICAL AND DENTAL HISTORY
Assistant Professor Talbot
Required Courses—First Year
11-12. History of Medicine and Dentistry.— 1. Continuous through I and II.
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Required Courses—Second Year
21-22. History of Medicine and Dentistry.—2. I. Offered to third-year students in
1940-1941.
Required Courses—Third Year
31. Dentistry and Society.— 1. I. Offered only to fourth-year students in 1940-1941.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
41-42. Seminar.—Consultations on the preparation of scientific papers. Reading and
discussion of papers, 2. II.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
51. Social Problems.—1. I.
MEDICINE
Professors: Keeton, Hess, Senear.
Associate Professors: Cornbleet, Poncher.
Assistant Professors: Dalitsch, Bronstein, Caro, Perlstein.
Cooperating: Professors A. G. Brodie and I. Schour, Assistant Profes-
sors F. F. Kanthak and Carroll L. Birch, Dr. AI. Massler.
Required Courses—Third Year
31. Clinical Pediatrics.—Lecture and clinic, 2. I. Professors Brodie and Schour,
Associate Professor Poncher, Assistant Professor Bronstein, Dr. Massler.
33-34. AIedicine.—Lecture and clinic, 1. Continuous through I and II. Assistant Pro-
fessor Dalitsch.
36. Dermatology.-—Lecture and clinic, 1. II. Professor Senear, Associate Professor
Cornbleet, Assistant Professors Caro and Perlstein.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
41-42. Medicine.—Lecture and clinic, one 2-hour period. Continuous through I and II.
Assistant Professor Dalitsch.
Elective Courses
51. Hospital Dentistry.—Dental treatment of hospital patients, with a discussion of
hospital procedure. Open to five qualified students. Lecture or conference, 1
;
clinic, one 3-hour period. I. Assistant Professor Kanthak.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Medicine.— (1 to 2 units). Professor Keeton, Assistant Professor
Birch.
OPERATIVE DENTISTRY
Professors: Gallie (Emeritus).
Assistant Professors: Gerlach (Superintendent of the Children's Clinic),
Krejci (Examiner in the Admissions Department).
Associates: Baxter, Ulloa.
Instructors: Besic, Herzberg.
Assistants: Dietz, Stephan,' Kos, Betty, Link, Washburn.
Required Courses—First Year
11-12. Dental An.atomy.—A study of the oral structures of man, with emphasis on
tooth form and function. The natural history of the teeth and jaws approached
through the evidence of genetics, comparative anatomy, and organic evolution.
Lecture or quiz, 1 ; laboratory, one 3-hour period. Continuous through I and
II. Dr. Herzberg, Dr. Ulloa.
'Resignation effective January 20, 1941.
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Required Courses—Second Year
21-22. Technic.—Theory of the etiology and treatment of dental caries; various types
of restorations on models and manikins. Lecture and quiz, 1 ; laboratory, two
3-hour periods; I. Lecture, 1; laboratory, one 3-hour period; IL Prerequi-
site: Operative Dentistry 11-12. Dr. Baxter, Dr. Dietz, Dr. Kos, Dr. Betty,
Dr. Link, Dr. Washburn.
Required Courses—Third Year
31-32. Operative Dentistry.—Principles of practice. Lecture, 1. Continuous through
I and IL Prerequisite: Operative Dentistry 21-22. Members of the staff.
35-36. Clinical Practice.—Diagnosis. Restorations. Conferences and demonstrations
to groups. Continuous through I and IL Prerequisite: Operative Dentistry
21-22. Members of the staff.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
41-42. Clinical Observations and Practice Management.—Lecture, 1, bi-weekly.
Continuous through I and II. Prerequisite: Operative Dentistry 35-36. Members
of the staff.
45-46. Clinical Practice.—Continuation of courses 35-36 with emphasis on more dif-
ficult cases. Practical examinations. Continuous through I and II. Prerequi-
site: Operative Dentistry 35-36. Members of the staff.
Elective Courses
51. Variables and Modifications in Operative Dentistry.—Lecture, 1 ; laboratory,
one 3-hour period. I. Dr. Besic.
Special Courses for Dentists
61. Operative Dentistry.—Gold foil, inlay, amalgam, and cement restorations with de-
tailed discussion of instrumentation and operating procedures. The course is
supplemented by lectures on the etiology and treatment of caries ; causes and
results of mechanical and chemical injury to teeth; indications and contra-
indications for the various types of restorations. Fee for one month, $50.
Members of the staff.
62. Operative Dentistry.—Detailed studies of the relation of the preclinical sciences,
physics, chemistry, anatomy, histology, and pathology, to the treatment of
carious and non-carious injuries to teeth with clinical and research projects on
the application of these studies to practice. This work may be undertaken on
a full- or part-time basis for one year. Fee for one semester, full time, $75 and
laboratory fees; for half-time, $50 and laboratory fees. Members of the staff.
ORAL AND PLASTIC SURGERY AND ORAL PATHOLOGY
Professors: Moorehead' (Head of the Department), L. Schultz (Emeritus).
Assistant Professors: Ladd, L. W. Schultz, Kanthak.
Associates: Olech, Droba.
Instructors: Rieke, Fabian.'
Assistants: Seron, Samors, Litwiller, Gibbs.
Cooperating: Assistant Professor M. K. Hine.
Required Courses—Third Year
31. Anaesthetics.—Lecture and conference, 1 (6 weeks). I. Dr. Droba.
32. Oral Pathology.—Lecture, recitation, demonstration, 2; laboratory, one 3-hour
period. II. Professor Moorehead, Assistant Professors Ladd, Hine, and
assistants.
34. Extracting Clinic.—Students assigned in groups, two 4-hour periods. II. Dr.
Olech, Dr. Droba, Dr. Fabian, Dr. Seron, Dr. Litwiller, Dr. Gibbs, Miss
Rieke.
^On leave of absence.
^Resignation effective December 16, 1940.
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Required Courses—Fourth Year
41-42. Oral Surgery.—Lecture and conference, 1. Continuous through I and II.
Professor Moorehead, Assistant Professor Schultz.
43-44. Oral Surgery.—CHnic, two 2-hour periods. Continuous through I and II. Pro-
fessor Moorehead, Assistant Professor Schultz, Dr. Olech, Dr. Droba, Dr.
SaMORS, Miss RiEKE.
45-46. Extracting Clinic.—Students assigned in groups, six 4-hour periods. Con-
tinuous through I and II. Dr. Olech, Dr. Droba, Dr. Fabian, Dr. Seron, Dr.
Samors, Dr. LiTWiLLER, Dr. Gibbs, Miss Rieke.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
51. Extraction.—Extended instruction. Lecture, 1 ; laboratory, one 3-hour period. I.
Professor Moorehead, Dr. Droba, Miss Rieke.
53. Oral Pathology.—Tumors of the mouth. Lecture, 1 ; laboratory, one 3-hour
period. I. Professor Moorehead, Assistant Professor Ladd, Dr. Samors.
Special Courses for Dentists
61. Anaesthesia and Extraction.—Studies in anatomy and methods on green skull
preparations. General principles governing the extraction of teeth with clinical
practice. Fee for one month, $50. Dr. Oxech, Dr. Droba, Miss Rieke.
62. Oral Pathology.—^Laboratory studies in mouth pathology. Fee for one month,
$50. Professor Moorehead, Assistant Professor Ladd, Dr. Samors.
63. Minor Oral Surgery.—Study of individual cases, illustrating methods of exami-
nation and preparation of case reports, summary of conclusions, with treatment.
Clinical demonstrations, four hours each week. Hospital clinics by appoint-
ment. Fee for one month, $50. Professor Moorehead, Assistant Professor
Schultz, Dr. Olech, Dr. Droba, Miss Rieke.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Pathology of Mouth.— (1 or 2 units). Professor Moorehead, Assistant Pro-
fessor Ladd.
103. Oral Surgery.— (2 units). Professor Moorehead.
ORTHODONTIA
Professors: Brodie (Head of the Department), Noyes (Emeritus).
Assistant Professors: Downs.
Instructors: Myer, Goldstein.
Research Assistants: Engel,^ Thompson.*
Required Courses—Third Year
31. Fundamentals of Occlusion.—Phylogenetic development of teeth, jaws, and face;
study of bones and musculature of the head and neck; the forces of occlusion
and the growth and development of the head and face. Lecture, 1. I. Also re-
quired of first-year students in 1940-1941. Professor Brodie.
34. Orthodontia.—History; fundamental principles; normal occlusion; development of
denture; forces of occlusion; classification; etiology of malocclusion. Lecture,
1. II. Professor Brodie, Assistant Professor Downs.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
41. Orthodontia.—History, development of appliances; gathering of histories; case
analysis
;
principles of treatment
;
possibilities and limitations. Lecture, 1. I.
Professor Brodie, Assistant Professor Downs.
43-44. Orthodontia.—Presentation of cases showing records taken, analysis, prognosis,
method of treatment and results. Clinic, demonstration, and conference, one
2-hour period. Continuous through I and II. Professor Brodie, Assistant Pro-
fessor Downs, Dr. Myer, Dr. Goldstein.
^Beginning December 1, 1940.
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Elective Courses—Fourth Year
51. Orthodontia.—Growth and development of the head. Lecture, 1 ; laboratory, one
3-hour period. I. Professor Brodie.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. ORTHODONTIA.— {1 to 3 utiits) . Professor Brodie, Assistant Professor Downs,
Dr. Myer, Dr. Goldstein.
PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY
Professors: Davis (Head of the Department), Petersen, Arnold, Levinson.
Associate Professors: Pilot, Nedzel, Novak.
Assistant Professors: Ladd, Milles.
Cooperating: Assistant Professor M. K. Hine.
Required Courses—Second Year
22. General Bacteriology.—Principles of sterilization, disinfection, and preparation
of culture media; examination of air, water, milk, and normal body flora;
isolation, cultivation, staining, and identification of the important pathogens
;
relation of bacteria, viruses, and fungi to disease and to the industries ; princi-
ples of infection and immunity. Lecture, 3; laboratory, three 2-hour periods.
IL Associate Professor Novak and others.
Required Courses—Third Year
31. General Pathology.—Principles of general pathology. Circulatory disturbances,
retrogressive and progressive changes, inflammation, tumors and the special
pathology of the important organs of the body. Emphasis is placed on the
study of gross specimens both fresh and preserved. Attendance at autopsies
is required in the second half of the semester. Lecture, recitation, and demon-
stration, 3; laboratory, three 2-hour periods. L Prerequisite: Pathology and
Bacteriology 22 and Physiology 21-22. Professor Petersen, Assistant Professors
Ladd, Hine, and others.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Advanced Pathogenesis.— (1 to 3 units). Professors Davis, Petersen, and
Arnold, Associate Professor Pilot.
103. Individual Research.— (1 to 4 units). Professors Davis, Petersen, and Arnold,
Associate Professor Pilot.
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY AND METALLURGY
Professor Welker (Head of the Department).
Associate Professors: Bergeim. Associates: Johnson.
Assistant Professors: Cole. Instructors: Briggs, Harvey.
Required Courses—First Year
11. Physiological Chemistry.—Physico-chemical properties of solutions. Chemistry
of carbohydrates, lipides, and proteins. Enzymes and digestion. Lecture, demon-
stration, conference, laboratory, 6. L Associate Professor Bergeim, Assistant
Professor Cole, Dr. Briggs, Dr. Harvey.
12. Physiological Chemistry.—Chemistry of bile, blood, milk, and tissues. Metabo-
lism. Chemistry of urine (qualitative and quantitative). Lecture, demonstra-
tion, conference, laboratory, 6. II. Associate Professor Bergeim, Assistant
Professor Cole, Dr. Briggs, Dr. Harvey.
Required Courses—Second Year
21. Metallurgy.—The general principles of metallurgy. Extracting and refining of
the various metals used in dentistry. The physical properties of metals. Analysis
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of ores, alloys, solders, and cements ; refining of gold, silver, and tin. Prepara-
tion of alloys and solders. Lecture or conference, 1 ; laboratory, one 2-hour
period. I. Professor Welker, Dr. Johnson.
Elective Courses—Fourth Year
51. Metallurgy.—An advanced course open to graduates or to students who have
satisfactorily completed Metallurgy 21. Hours to be arranged. Professor
Welker.
Research.—The laboratories are open to persons with the requisite scientific training
for the conduct of original investigation.
Biochemical Seminar.—The members of the teaching staff, graduate students, and
others working in the field of biochemistry meet weekly to present and discuss
the results of their own investigations, as well as to summarize some of the
important advances in the field.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Advanced Biological Chemistry.—Biochemical methods of research, biological
colloids, enzyme action, and metabolism, (i or 2 units). Professor Welker,
Associate Professor Bergeim, Assistant Professor Cole, Dr. Johnson.
102. Metallurgic Research.— (i or 2 units). Professor Welker.
103. Biochemical Research.— {1 or 2 units). Professor Welker, Associate Professor
Bergeim, Assistant Professor Cole, Dr. Johnson.
PHYSIOLOGY
Professors: Wakerlin (Head of the Department), Bachem,' Gellhorn.
Associate Professors: Reed.
Associates: Darrow, Ingraham, Struck.
Instructors: Steck, Freeman.
Assistants: House, Marienfeld.
Required Courses—Second Year
21. Human Physiology.—General physiology, physiology of blood, circulation, and
respiration. Lecture, quiz-conference, demonstration, 3 ; laboratory, one 3-hour
period. L Prerequisite: Physiological Chemistry 11 and 12. Professor Waker-
lin, Dr. Ingraham, and staff.
22. Human Physiology.—Continuation of Physiology 21. Physiology of muscle and
nerve
;
physiology of digestion, metabolism, endocrines, and excretion
;
physi-
ology of the nervous system and senses. Lecture, quiz-conference, and demon-
stration, 31/2 ; laboratory, two 3-hour periods. H. Professor Wakerlin, Dr.
Ingraham, and staff.
Elective Courses
(Open only to qualified students. Time to be arranged.)
51. Special Advanced Physiology.—This course is designed to meet the needs of stu-
dents desiring advanced, detailed knowledge of a limited field, and in each
semester different fields are selected and announced in advance. Subjects
covered are: blood, heart, muscle, gastro-intestinal tract, endocrinology, gen-
eral metabolism and nutrition, growth, and neurophysiology. Professors
Wakerlin and Gellhorn, Associate Professor Reed.
55. Problems in Physiology.—Professors Wakerlin and Gellhorn, Associate Pro-
fessor Reed.
Courses for Graduate Students
101. Research in Physiology.— (1 to 3 units). Professors Wakerlin and Gellhorn,
Associate Professor Reed.
102. Research in Biophysics.— (1 to 3 units). Professor Bachem.
103. Seminar in Selected Fields.— (1 unit per semester). Professors Wakerun,
Bachem, and Gellhorn, Associate Professor Reed.
^On leave of absence for six months beginning September 1, 1940.
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104. Current Literature Seminar.— {yi unit per semester). Recommended for all
graduate students in physiology. Professors Wakerlin, Bachem, and Gellhorn,
Associate Professor Reed.
PROSTHETIC DENTISTRY
CROWNS AND FIXED PARTIAL DENTURES
Professors: Dittmar (Emeritus), Tylman.
Associates: Bazola.
Instructors: Curtis.
Assistants: Ragan, Adams, Stockton, Wessely.
Required Courses—First Year
11. Dental Materials.—The course establishes a basis for the use of dental materials
and for their manipulation. Lecture, 1 ; demonstration and laboratory, one
2-hour period. I. Professor Tylman, Dr. Curtis, Dr. Bazola, Dr. Ragan.
Required Courses—Second Year
23. Technic.—Construction of inlay, three-quarter and crown retainers
;
pontics,
simple types of fixed and semi-fixed partial dentures. Lecture, 1 ; laboratory, two
3-hour periods. I. Prerequisite: Operative Dentistry 11-12. Professor Tylman
and members of the staff.
25. Ceramics.—History, physical characteristics, and application of porcelain
;
prepa-
rations; construction of complete crowns and pontics; stains. Laboratory, one
3-hour period. I. Professor Tylman and members of the staff.
26. Technic.—Compound types of fixed and semi-fixed partial dentures. Lecture or
quiz, 1; laboratory, two 3-hour periods. II. Prerequisite: Crowns and Fixed
Partial Dentures 23 and 25. Professor Tylman and members of the staff.
Required Courses—Third Year
35-36. Clinical Practice.—Simple types of crowns and partial dentures ; diagnosis.
Conferences and demonstrations to groups. Lecture, 1 (4 weeks). Continuous
through I and II. Prerequisite: Crowns and Fixed Partial Dentures 23, 25, and
26. Members of the staff.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
41-42. Diagnosis.—Diagnosis and treatment of more difficult clinical cases. Prosthetic
treatment of facial and oral defects. Lecture and demonstration, 1, bi-weekly.
Continuous through I and II. Prerequisite: Crowns and Fixed Partial Dentures
36. Professor Tylman.
45-46. Clinical Practice.—Diagnosis ; complex types of fixed and semi-fixed partial
dentures, obturators; porcelain restorations. Conferences and demonstrations.
Continuous through I and II. Prerequisite: Crowns and Fixed Partial Dentures
36. Members of the staff.
Elective Courses
51. Dental Materials.—A study of the chemical and physical properties of the ma-
terials used in dentistry. Lecture, 1 ; laboratory, one 3-hour period. I. Pro-
fessor Tylman.
Special Courses for Dentists
61. Dental Ceramics.—Instrumentation and a review of various types of porcelain
jacket crown preparations. Study of the manipulation and properties of dental
porcelains and stains. Clinical procedures involving the construction of porcelain
veneer crowns. Fee for one month, $50. Professor Tylman.
62. Crowns and Fixed Partial Dentures.—The principles underlying the prepara-
tion and construction of bridge retainers, pontics, and connectors. An analysis
of clinical data in relation to proper diagnosis, classification, and indications of
various types of fixed restorations. A correlation of the manipulation and
properties of the various materials used in this course. Fee for one month, $50.
Professor Tylman.
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FULL DENTURES AND REMOVABLE PARTIAL DENTURES
Professors: Kellogg, Kubacki.
Associates: Hattenhauer.
Assistants: Bostian, Holic, Dittmar.
Required Courses—First Year
11-12. Technic.—Partial denture construction. Lecture, 1; laboratory, one 2-hour
period. Continuous through I and II. Professors Kellogg and Kubacki, and
assistants.
Required Courses—Second Year
21. Technic.—Partial denture construction. Lecture, 1 ; laboratory, one 3-hour period.
I. Prerequisite: Technic 11-12. Professors Kellogg and Kubacki, and assistants.
22. Technic.—Full denture construction. Lecture, 1 ; laboratory, two 2V^-hour periods.
II. Prerequisite: Technic 11-12 and 21. Professors Kellogg and Kubacki, and
assistants.
Required Courses—Third Year
35-36. Clinical Practice.—Partial and full dentures. Conferences and demonstrations
to groups. Lecture, 1 (4 weeks). Continuous through I and II. Prerequisite:
Technic 21-22. Professors Kellogg and Kubacki, and assistants.
Required Courses—Fourth Year
45-46. Clinical Practice.—Partial and full denture construction. Lecture, 1, bi-weekly.
Continuous through I and II. Prerequisite: Chnical Practice 35-36. Members
of the staff.
Special Courses for Dentists
61. Denture Prosthesis.—The complete construction of full dentures, embracing
theory and methods related to various clinical types. Methods of securing
correct jaw relations; types of faces and their esthetic relation to the selection
of teeth. The construction of at least one practical case in one of the newer
resinous materials. Fee for one month, $50. Professors Kellogg and Kubacki.
62. Partial Dentures.—Theory and construction of partial dentures ; mouth and tooth
preparation ; theory of clasp construction
;
palatal arches and lingual bars ; one
piece and assembled castings; effects of applied stress and occlusion. The con-
struction of a practical case. Fee for one month, $50. Professors Kubacki and
Kellogg.
RADIOLOGY
Professors: Hartung, Bachem.'
Technicians: Anderson.
Required Courses—Third Year
31. Radiology.—History and theory. Lecture, 1 (2 weeks). I. Professor Bachem.
33-34. Radiology.—Technic and clinical practice. Demonstrations and conferences.
Students assigned in groups, one 2-hour period. Continuous through I and II.
Miss Anderson.
'On leave of absence for six months beginning September 1, 1940.
The College of Pharmacy
808 South Wood Street, Chicago
THE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1859
as a proprietary school, the Chicago College of Pharmacy. The first class, of
two students, was graduated in 1861. The college was formally united with the
University on May 1, 1896, becoming then the School of Pharmacy of the Uni-
versity of Illinois, and in 1932 the name was changed to the College of Pharmacy.
In 1940 the College of Pharmacy was moved from its old location, 715 South
Wood Street, to new quarters in the Medical and Dental College Laboratories
Building, and most of its equipment was either reconditioned or replaced by
new equipment. Its library, including many rare books on pharmacy and com-
plete files of leading pharmaceutical journals, is combined with the library of
the Colleges of Medicine and Dentistry, which comprises a total of about
70,000 volumes.
For the faculty of the College of Pharmacy, see page 58; for admission, see pages
77 and 80; for honors, see page 84; for fees, see pages 103 and 105.
Advanced Standing
The University will accept scholarship and time credits for work done in schools of
pharmacy having standards equal to those of the College of Pharmacy of the Univer-
sity of Illinois, in so far as this work coincides with or is the full equivalent of the
courses prescribed by the University. The applicant must present a letter of honorable
dismissal from, and be eligible for promotion in, the school in which he has pursued
his pharmaceutical studies and must comply with the requirements for such promotion
in the University of Illinois.
Requirements for Graduation
The candidate for the degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy must meet the
following requirements:
(1) He must show evidence of good moral character.
(2) He must have paid all indebtedness to the University.
(3) He must have successfully completed the prescribed courses, of which at least
the last year must have been at the University of Illinois.
(4) He must have secured grades of not less than "C" in subjects aggregating at
least three-fourths of the work taken in the College of Pharmacy and required for
the degree.
Summary of Curriculum
The curriculum comprises four years of college work, of which the first year is
administered as a pre-pharmacy year of work in a recognized college or university
and consists of not less than thirty semester hours as specified for admission. The
second, third, and fourth years are arranged as shown in the following outlines. The
minimum number of semester hours required for the B.S. degree is 134. Beginning
in September, 1941, the curriculum will be revised and the first year of work (now
required for admission) will be offered in the College of Pharmacy.
State Registration
To register as a pharmacist in Illinois one must either pass the examination given
by the State Department of Education and Registration, or register by reciprocity with
another state. Illinois reciprocates with forty-five states on the basis of presentation
of a diploma from a recognized school of pharmacy and registration by examination
in any one of these states.
The Illinois pharmacy law requires that a candidate for the certificate of regis-
tered pharmacist be of the age of twenty-one years or over, of good moral character
[375]
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SUMMARY OF CURRICULUM IN PHARMACY
Note: This curriculum is subject to change in September, 1941, when the first year of
work (now required for admission) will also be offered in the College of Pharmacy.
Courses
Clock Hours Each Week
Didactic Laboratory
Total Clock
Hours
SECOND YEAR
First Semester
Botany 21
Chemistry 21
Pharmacy 21
Physics 22'
Total
Second Semester
Botany 22
Chemistry 22
Pharmacy 22
Physics 21
Total
THIRD YEAR
First Semester
Chemistry 35
Pharmacognosy 31
.
Pharmacy 31
Pharmacy 35
Physics 33^
Total
Second Semester
Chemistry 36
Pharmacognosy 32.
Pharmacy 32
Pharmacy 36
Physiology 34
Total
FOURTH YEAR
First Semester
Chemistry 41
Chemistry 43
Pharmacognosy 44.
Pharmacognosy 46'
Pharmacy 41
Pharmacy 43
Pharmacy 45
Total
Second Semester
Bacteriology 41 . . .
Chemistry 42
Chemistry 44'
Chemistry 46'
Law 48
Pharmacognosy 42.
Pharmacy 42
Pharmacy 44
Pharmacy 46
Pharmacy 50*
Total
1
3
1
(1)
3
3
1
(1)
(1)
1
3
3
6
(6)
(8)
(8)
6
3
23
3
7
6
31
9
3
7
(7)
3
6
1
9
9
(9)
(9)
1
3
3
6
1
3
'Physics 22 and 33 are the same course, offered for the year 1940-1941 only.
'May be elected instead of Pharmacognosy 44.
'Chemistry 44 or 46 may be elected instead of Chemistry 42.A minimum of 50 clock hours in the hospital pharmacy.
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and temperate habits, a graduate from a school of pharmacy recognized by the State
Department of Registration and Education, and that he have four years experience
in pharmacy. Actual time of attendance at a recognized school of pharmacy, but not
to exceed two years, will be allowed on the four years experience required by law.
The remainder of the experience must have been in compounding and dispensing
drugs, medicines, and poisons under the supervision of a registered pharmacist in a
drug store or pharmacy where the prescriptions of medical practitioners are
compounded.
Prizes
Pharmacy Prise.—Mr. Andrew Scherer, an alumnus of the College, offers a prize
of twenty-five dollars to the senior student who attains the highest average in
pharmacy.
Chemistry Prise.—Mr. Herman Elich, an alumnus of the College, offers a prize
of twenty-five dollars to the senior student who attains the highest average in
chemistry.
Pedigo Prise.—Mr. Lee M. Pedigo, an alumnus of the College, offers a prize of a
gold watch to the senior student, who in the opinion of the faculty, has shown the best
knowledge of drugs as indicated by his class work in materia medica and pharma-
cognosy.
American Pharmaceutical As.<!ociation Membership.—Mr. William Gray offers a
membership in the American Pharmaceutical Association for one year as a prize for
excellence in dispensing.
Van Schaack Award.—Upon his death Mr. Cornelius P. Van Schaack bequeathed
to the College of Pharmacy one thousand dollars to be held in trust by the University.
The annual income from this bequest is to be used for the purchase of a gold medal,
known as the C. P. Van Schaack Award. This medal is to be presented to the senior
student making the highest average in chemistry during the entire course in the
College of Pharmacy.
COURSES OFFERED IN THE COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
Note: Names of staff members of the College of Pharmacy are listed below accord-
ing to rank and seniority of appointment within each rank. The following list of
courses is in alphabetic order of subjects. In the description of each course the
reman numerals I and II indicate the first and second semesters, respectively; the
distribution of clock hours spent each week in lecture, recitation, and laboratory is
indicated by arabic numerals following these words ; and the credit in semester hours
is indicated by arabic numerals in parenthesis.
Professors: Serles, Clark (Emeritus), Gathercoal, Wakerlin.
Associate Professors: Terry, Wirth, Webster, Novak.
Assistant Professors: Davis, Emig.
Associates: Clarke, Morrison, Martin, Carpenter, Meyer, Besancon.
Lecturers: Shkolnik.
Instructors: Ocenasek, Templeton, Gershon, Kirch, Spence, Voigt,
Benton.
Assistants: Adamson, Bruch, Brody, Collins, Vicher, King, Kaski,
Maker, Sharka.
BACTERIOLOGY
41. General Bacteriolo^jy.—Characteristics of bacteria, yeasts, and molds. Cleaning
and sterilizing methods. Lecture or recitation, 3; laboratory, 6. II, (6). Asso-
ciate Professor Novak, Miss Meyer, Mr. Vicher.
BOTANY
21. Pharmaceutical Botany.—A course dealing chiefly with the flowering plants,
including their microscopic structure, with special reference to vegetable drugs.
Lecture or recitation, 2; laboratory, 4. I, (3). Mr. Carpenter, Mr. Adamson.
22. Pharmaceutical Botany.—Continuation of Botany 21. Lecture or recitation, 2;
laboratory, 4. II, (3). Mr. Carpenter, Mr. Adamson.
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CHEMISTRY
21. Pharmaceutical Qualitative Analysis.—Qualitative reactions of both metallic
and non-metallic ions are studied and used in testing substances listed in the
United States Pharmacopoeia for identity and purity. Lecture, 2; recitation, 1;
laboratory, 4. I, (4). Mr. Clarke, Dr. Spence, Dr. Gershon, Mr. Kaski.
22. Quantitative Analysis.—Theories and technique of gravimetric and volumetric
analysis. Lecture or recitation, 3; laboratory, 8. II, (5). Mr. Clarke, Dr.
Spence, Mr. Kaski.
35. Organic Chemistry.—Systematic study of the aliphatic hydrocarbons and their
derivatives. Lecture or recitation, 3; laboratory, 4. I, (4). Assistant Pro-
fessor Davis, Mr. Kirch.
36. Organic Chemistry.—Aromatic compounds. Lecture or recitation, 3 ; laboratory,
4. II, (4). Assistant Professor Davis, Mr. Kirch.
4L Drug Assaying.—Principles and methods of drug standardization applied to sub-
stances included in the United States Pharmacopoeia. Lecture, 1 ; laboratory,
8. I, (3). Associate Professor Webster, Dr. Gershon, Mr. Kirch, Mr. Kaski.
42. Advanced Drug Assaying.—Standardization methods as applied to commercial
mixtures of medicinal chemicals, proprietary medicines, insecticides, pills,
tablets, and enzymes. Lecture, 1; laboratory, 8. II, (3). Associate Professor
Webster, Dr. Gershon, Mr. Kirch, Mr. Kaski.
43. Synthetic Medicaments and Proprietary Medicines.—Classification of "syn-
thetic remedies" according to their constitution in the order of arrangement
followed in the organic chemistry courses. Lecture or recitation, 3. I, (3).
Associate Professor Webster.
44. Food Analysis.—Principles and methods of food analysis. May be elected in
place of Chemistry 42 with permission of the Dean or instructor in charge.
Offered to classes of six or more students. Lecture, 1; laboratory, 8. II, (3).
Associate Professor Webster, Dr. Gershon, Mr. Kirch, Mr. Kaski.
46. Synthesis of Organic Medicaments.—Application of the type reactions to the
manufacture of organic medicinal chemicals and their intermediates. May be
elected in place of Chemistry 42 by permission of the Dean or the instructor in
charge. Offered to classes of six or more students. Lecture, 1 ; laboratory, 8.
II, (3). Associate Professor Webster, Dr. Gershon, Mr. Kaski.
LAW
48. Business and Commercial Law.—Fundamentals of commercial laws with special
reference to their application to the retail drug business. Lecture, 1. II, (1).
Mr. Shkolnik.
PHARMACOGNOSY AND PHARMACOLOGY
31. Vegetable and Animal Drugs.—Drugs of vegetable and animal origin. Lecture
or recitation, 2; laboratory, 6. I, (4). Associate Professor Wirth, Mr. Voigt,
Mr. Bruch.
32. Vegetable and Animal Drugs.—Continuation of Pharmacognosy 31. Lecture or
recitation, 2; laboratory, 6. II, (4). Associate Professor Wirth, Mr. Voigt,
Mr. Bruch.
42. Action and Uses of Drugs.—Pharmacology, posology, and toxicology. Lecture
or recitation, 3. II, (3). Associate Professor Wirth, Mr. Maher.
44. Drug Constituents.—Drugs of vegetable and animal origin, based on their im-
portant constituents. Lecture or recitation, 1; laboratory, 6. I, (3). Associate
Professor Wirth, Mr. Maher.
46. Microscopy of Foods.—May be elected in lieu of Pharmacognosy 44. Lecture or
recitation, 1; laboratory, 6. I, (3). Associate Professor Wirth, Mr. Maher.
PHARMACY
21. Introductory Pharmacy.—A beginning course covering nomenclature, processes,
and simple pharmaceutical preparations. Lecture or recitation, 4; laboratory, 3.
I, (5). Associate Professor Terry, Mr. Templeton, Mr. King.
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22. Pharmaceutical Preparations.—Continuation of Pharmacy 21, covering all the
simpler types of preparations and inorganic materials used in pharmacy. Lecture
or recitation, 3; laboratory, 3. II, (4). Associate Professor Terry, Mr.
Templeton, Mr. King.
31. Galenical Pharmacy.—Preparations made by extractive processes. Lecture or
recitation, 3. I, (3). Associate Professor Terry, Mr. Martin, Mr. Ocenasek
2>2. Galenical and Organic Pharmacy.—Solid internal and external preparations and
organic chemicals of the aliphatic series. Lecture or recitation, 3. II, (3).
Associate Professor Terry, Mr. Martin, Mr. Ocenasek.
35. Operative Pharmacy.—Laboratory exercises in the manufacture of extractive
preparations and the more difficult types of liquid pharmaceuticals. Lecture or
recitation, 1; laboratory, 6. I, (3). Mr. Martin, Mr. Ocenasek, Mr. King.
36. Advanced Operative Pharmacy.—Manufacture of the more involved preparations
of the United States Pharmacopoeia and the National Formulary, with some
cosmetic formulas. Lecture or recitation, 1; laboratory, 6. II, (3). Mr. Martin,
Mr. Ocenasek, Mr. King.
41. Organic Pharmacy.—Official and unofficial drugs and compounds used in modern
medicine. Lecture or recitation, 3. I, (3). Associate Professor Terry,
Assistant Professor Emig, Mr. Brody.
42. Organic Pharmacy.—Continuation of Pharmacy 41, including animal drugs and
vitamins. Lecture or recitation, 3. II, (3). Associate Professor Terry, Assist-
ant Professor Emig, Mr. Brody.
43. Dispensing.—Introductory course in dispensing, covering the types of preparations
for extemporaneous compounding. Laboratory, 6. I, (2). Assistant Professor
Emig, Mr. Benton, Mr. Brody.
44. Advanced Dispensing.—Compounding technics for the dispensing of complex pre-
scription formulas. Laboratory, 6. II, (2). Assistant Professor Emig, Mr.
Benton, Mr. Brody.
45. Library Practice.—Scientific and commercial pharmaceutical literature. Lecture
or recitation, 1. I, (1). Associate Professor Terry.
46. Commercial Pharmacy.—Commercial pharmaceutical practices. Recitation, 1. II,
(1). Assistant Professor Emig, Mr. Brody.
50. Hospital Practice.—The College of Pharmacy is affiliated with the Research
and Educational Hospital where each candidate for the degree must work at
least 50 clock hours during the senior year manufacturing pharmaceutical
preparations for the hospital and compounding prescriptions used in the hos-
pital or for the Out-Patient Clinic. I or II, (1). Mr. Morrison, Mr. Collins.
PHYSICS
21. Mechanics, Heat, and Sound.—Fundamental principles of mechanics, heat, and
sound. Lecture or recitation, 3; laboratory, 3. II, (4). Mr. Besancon, Mr.
Sharka.
22 and 33.* Electricity, Magnetism, and Light.—Principles of physics as related to
the phenomena of electricity, magnetism, and light. Lecture or recitation, 3;
laboratory, 3. I, (4). Mr. Besancon, Mr. Sharka, Dr. Spence.
PHYSIOLOGY
34. General Physiology.—Important features of the anatomy, physiology, and
hygiene of the various systems of the human body. Lecture or recitation, 3.
II, (3). Dr. Wakerlin.
*Physics 22 and 33 are the same course, offered for the year 1940-1941 only.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS PRESS
Harrison Edward Cunningham, A.B., Director
THE University of Illinois Press was organized in 1918 to have charge of the
work of editing, printing, and distributing the publications of the University.
The University publishes, through its departments and experiment stations, the
serials and books listed below. Persons wishing to obtain any of the publications
are requested to correspond with the department concerned or with the Director
of the University Press, 358 Administration Building, Urbana. Libraries and in-
stitutions offering material of equivalent value may secure exchanges by cor-
responding with the Director of the University Library. A complete list of the
publications available was included in the Publishers' Trade List for 1939.
Serial Publications
Agriculture
Bulletins, Circulars, and Soil Reports of the Agricultural Experiment Station.
Commerce
Bulletins and Circulars of the Bureau of Business Research.
Engineering
Bulletins, Circulars, and Reprints of the Engineering Experiment Station.
Education
Bulletins and Circulars of the Bureau of Educational Research.
Reports of the High School Visitor's Office.
Graduate School
Journal of English and Germanic Philology.
Illinois Studies in the Social Sciences.
Illinois Studies in Language and Literature.
Illinois Biological Monographs.
Illinois Medical and Dental Monographs.
General Publications
In addition to the serials enumerated above, the University has published a
number of books, among which may be mentioned the following:
Semi-Centennial History of the University of Illinois, Volume I, by Burt E. Powell,
1918; 631 pages, $3.50.
Sixteen Years at the University of Illinois, a statistical study of the administration of
President Edmund J. James, 1920; 264 pages, $2.50.
Selim Hobart Peabody, a biography, by Katherine Peabody Girling, 1923; 215 pages,
$1.70.
History of the Campus Plan of the University of Illinois, by L. D. Tilton and T. E.
O'Donnell, 1930 ; 256 pages, 36 plates, $5.
The Life and Work of Andrew Sloan Draper, by H. H. Horner, 1934; 292 pages,
9 illustrations, $3.
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The Collected Works of George Abram Miller.
Volume I, 1935 ; xii, 476 pages, 1 plate, $7.50.
Volume II, 1938; xi, 537 pages, 1 plate, $7.50.
Konungs Skuggsja, manuscript in facsimile, with diplomatic text, by G. T. Flom, 1915;
191 pages, 67 plates, $15.
Life of Columcille, compiled by Manus O'Donnell in 1532. Edited and translated by
A. O'Kelleher and G. Schoepperle. Irish Foundation Series, I, 1918; 516 pages,
$3.50.
La Coleccion Cervantina de la Sociedad Hispanica de America. (The Hispanic Society
of America): Ediciones de Don Quijote, by Homero Seris, 1920; 158 pages, 11
facsimiles, $1.50.
The Power of a God, and other plays, by T. H. Guild, 1919; 151 pages, 5 plates, $1.25.
Cooperation: a Study in Constructive Economic Reform, by G. S. Watkins, 1921; 85
pages, $1.
The Life of Solitude. A translation of Petrarch's De Vita Solitaria, with introduction
and notes, by Jacob Zeitlin, 1924; 320 pages, $4.
Contributions toward a Bibliography of Epictetus (with a facsimile reproduction of
Jacob Schenk's translation of the Encheiridion, Basel, 1534), by William A.
Oldfather, 1927; 240 pages, paper, $3.50; boards, $4.
Renaissance Student Life: The Paedologia of Petrus Mosellanus, translated by
Robert F. Seybolt, 1927; 100 pages, $1.25.
Milton's Rabbinical Readings, by Harris F. Fletcher, 1930 ; 344 pages, $7.50.
History of the Peking Summer Palaces under the Ch'ing Dynasty, by C. B. Malone,
1934; 248 pages, 113 illustrations, $4.
The Genus Phoradendron, by William Trelease, 1916 ; 224 pages, 245 plates, $2.50.
Life of the Pleistocene, by F. C. Baker, 1920; 500 pages, 56 plates, $5.
An Historical Study of Vestibular Equilibration, by Coleman R. Griffith, 1922; 178
pages, $1.50.
Paleopathology, by Roy L. Moodie, 1923; 568 pages, 117 plates, $7.50.
Cahokia Mounds, III, by Warren K. Moorehead and M. M. Leighton, 1929; 176 pages,
50 plates, 6 figures, $1.50.
Studies in Nutrition—Influence of saltpeter. An investigation of the influence of salt-
peter on the nutrition and health of man with reference to its occurrence in cured
meats, by H. S. Grindley and W. J. MacNeal. Set of five volumes, cloth, $15.
Volume I. Discussion and interpretation of the biochemical data, 1917; 542
pages, 71 graphs, $3.
Volume II. Discussion and interpretation of the data relating to the health
and physical condition of the men, 1929; 406 pages, 66 graphs, $3.
Volume III. The experimental data of the biochemical investigations, 1911;
442 pages, $3.
Volume IV. The experimental data of the biochemical investigations, 1912;
494 pages, $3.
Volume V. The data of the physical, physiological, and bacteriological obser-
vations, 1912; 547 pages, $3.
Index Verborum Ciceronis Epistularum, by W. A. Oldfather, H. V. Canter, and K. M.
Abbott, 1938 ; 585 pages, $9.
EXTENSION
THE DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
THE Division of University Extension was organized in 1933 for the purpose
of extending some of the services of the University to persons away from
the campus. The services now offered are: (1) undergraduate courses taught by
correspondence; (2) extramural classes in graduate and undergraduate courses;
(3) speech aids service; (4) visual aids service; (5) science aids service.
Staff
Robert Bell Browne, Ph.D., Director of the Division of University Extension
Lewis Vincent Peterson, A.M., Executive Clerk and Supervisor of Visual Aids
Service
Alfred Dwight Huston, A.M., LL.B., Supervisor of Speech Aids Service
Louis Alexander Astell, M.S., Supervisor of Science Aids Service
Courses Taught by Correspondence
Correspondence courses, equivalent to courses offered to undergraduate students
in residence at the University, are open to applicants who can meet the Univer-
sity entrance requirements, and also to persons eighteen or more years of age
whose applications are approved by the Director of the Division of University
Extension.
The courses are conducted by members of the faculty of the colleges and
schools of the University, not by a separate staff. The instruction is individu-
alized to meet the needs of each student. Enrollments may be made at any time
in the year, and the rate at which a student progresses through a course is not
fixed. Normally a course must be completed within twelve months, and it may not
be completed in less than six weeks.
No student may take more than three correspondence courses at one time.
The tuition fee in all courses taught by correspondence is $5 per semester
hour of credit. Additional charges are made in a few courses in which special
materials are used. If a student fails to complete a course within twelve months
from the date of enrollment, he may, upon the payment of an additional fee of
$5 obtain an extension of six months.
A final examination, proctored by some person approved by the Director,
is required in each course for which the student desires University credit.
Credit earned by correspondence courses in which the student has received
grades of "C" or higher may be applied toward meeting the requirements for
graduation from the University, as provided in the regulations stated on page 81.
The following is a list of the courses offered by correspondence, as of
January 1, 1941. These courses are equivalent to those listed with the same
numbers for resident students. For further information address the Director,
Division of University Extension, 354 Administration Building, Urbana.
Accountancy Business Organisation and Operation
xla. Principles of Accounting xl. Industrial Organization and
xle. Principles of Accounting Management
xlb. Accounting Procedure x2. Marketing Organization and
x2a. Elementary Cost Accounting Operation
x2b. Intermediate Accounting x8. Advertising
xl3. Governmental Accounting
xl6. Institutional Accounting
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Business Law
xla. Principles of Business Law
xlb. Principles of Business Law
Civil Engineering
x20a. Highway Construction
x60. Bridge and Building Construc-
tion
x6L Structural Stresses
x63. Theory of Reinforced Concrete
Econotnics
xL Principles of Economics
x3. Money, Credit, and Banking
x22. Economic History of the United
States
Education
x6. Principles of Secondary Edu-
cation
xlO. Technic of Teaching
xl8. Educational Measurement
x21. Supervision of Elementary Edu-
cation
x25. Educational Psychology
x46. Recent Developments in the
Teaching of Elementary
School Subjects
Electrical Engineering
x56. Electrical Power Equipment
English
xlOa. Introduction to Literature
(Poetry, mainly narrative)
xlOb. Introduction to Literature
(Poetry, mainly lyric)
French
xla. Elementary Course
xlb. Elementary Course (continued)
x2a. Modern French
x2b. Modern French (continued)
General Engineering Drawing
xl. Elements of Drawing
x2. Descriptive Geometry
x4. Advanced Drawing
x7. Architectural Projections
x8. Architectural Projections
(continued)
Geography
xL Elements of Geography
x2. Economic Geography
German
xl. Elementary Course
x2. Elementary Course (continued)
x4. Intermediate Course
x5. Intermediate Course
(continued)
History
x3a. History of the United States
to 1828
x3b. History of the United States
since 1828
Hygiene
x3. Hygiene and Sanitation
Italian
xla. Elementary Course
xlb. Elementary Course (continued)
Latin
x5a. Latin Composition
x5b. Latin Composition (continued)
Mathematics
x2. Algebra
x3. Algebra
x4. Plane Trigonometry
x6. Analytic Geometry
x7. Calculus
x9. Calculus
Mining Engineering
x2. Mining Principles
Physics
xla. Theory of Mechanics, Heat, and
Sound
xlb. Theory of Electricity, Magne-
tism, and Light
Political Science
xla. American Government, Organi-
zation, and Politics
xlb. American Government, Organi-
zation, and Politics (con-
tinued)
x4. Municipal Government
x34. Municipal Problems
Psychology
xl. Introduction to Psychology
Rhetoric
xl. Rhetoric and Composition
x2. Rhetoric and Composition
(continued)
x6. Short Story Writing
xlO. Business Letter Writing
Spanish
xla. Elementary Course
xlb. Elementary Course (continued)
x2a. Modern Spanish
x2b. Modern Spanish (continued)
x3a. Introduction to Spanish and
Spanish-American Literature
x3b. Introduction to Spanish and
Spanish-American Literature
(continued)
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
xl. Statics
x2. Dynamics
x3. Resistance of Materials
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Extramural Courses
Extramural courses for credit in the Graduate School were first offered in Sep-
tember, 1936, when a course in Education was begun at Carbondale and a course
in Civil Engineering was begun in Chicago. The courses conducted during the
school year of 1940-1941 are shown in the following list.
The classes are in charge of regular members of the faculty and are equiva-
lent to courses listed with the same numbers for students in residence at the
University. The duration of each course is approximately one semester.
A person may be admitted to these courses as a regular student, as a special
student, or as a visitor. The fees for all persons enrolling is the same, $25 per
unit course, $15 per half-unit course, or $5 per semester hour of undergraduate
credit. The regulations concerning admission, credit, grades, examinations, etc.,
for resident students in the Graduate School apply to students taking extramural
courses for graduate credit.
Students who begin their extramural graduate work in September, 1941, or
thereafter may apply no more than four units of graduate credit earned through
extramural courses toward meeting the requirements of the degree of Master
of Arts or Master of Science.
Credit earned in extramural courses may be applied toward graduate work
beyond the degree of Master of Arts or Master of Science only in individual
cases, and on approval of the Dean of the Graduate School. Such approval must
be obtained not later than the time of registration for such courses.
For further information concerning extramural courses, address the Director,
Division of University Extension, 354 Administration Building, Urbana.
Extramural Courses for Undergraduates
Business Organisation and Operation
El. Industrial Organization and Management.—First semester at Elgin, (3 hours
credit). Professor Anderson.
E4. Management in Manufacturing.—Second semester at Elgin, (3 hours credit).
Professor Anderson.
Education
E46a. Recent Developments in the Teaching of Elementary School Subjects.—
Second semester at Danville, (2 hours credit). Assistant Professor Dolch.
Political Science
Ela. American Government.—First semester at East St. Louis, (3 hours credit).
Dr. Cassidy.
Elb. American Government (Continued).—Second semester at East St. Louis, (3
hours credit). Dr. Cassidy.
Sociology
El. Principles of Sociology.—First semester at Danville, (3 hours credit). Dr.
HULETT.
E8. Charities.—Second semester at Danville, (3 hours credit). Dr. Hulett.
E9. Criminology.—Second semester at Dwight, (3 hours credit). Professor Taft.
E18. Recent Developments in Public Welfare Administration.—Second semester
at Springfield, (3 hours credit). Associate Professor Klein.
E53. Child Welfare.—First semester at Springfield, (2 hours credit). Associate
Professor Klein.
Extramural Courses for Graduates
Education
E30. History of American Education.—First semester at Macomb, (1 unit).
Assistant Professor Anderson.
E30. History of American Education.—Second semester at Normal, (1 unit).
Assistant Professor Anderson.
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ElOl. Philosophy of Education.—First semester at Normal, (1 unit). Professor
Smith.
ElOl. Philosophy of Education.—Second semester at Charleston, (1 unit). Asso-
ciate Professor Browne.
E119. Trends and Techniques in Curriculum Making.—First semester at Charles-
ton, (1 unit). Professor Smith.
El 19. Trends and Techniques in Curriculum Making.—Second semester at
Macomb, (1 unit). Professor Smith.
E122. Educational and Vocational GuaDANCE.—First semester at East St. Louis,
(1 unit). Assistant Professor Finch.
E122. Educational and Vocational Guidance.—Second semester at DeKalb, (1
unit). Assistant Professor Finch.
E125. Advanced Educational Psychology.—First semester at Carbondale, Quincy,
and DeKalb, (1 unit). Assistant Professor Barker, Dr. Blair.
E12S. Advanced Educational Psychology.—Second semester at East St. Louis and
Springfield, (1 unit). Dr. Blair.
E177. Planning and Evaluating Community Programs of Agriculture.—First
semester at Olney, (1 unit). Professor Hamlin.
E177. Planning and Evaluating Community Programs of Agriculture.—Second
semester at Decatur, (1 unit). Professor Hamlin.
E193. Public Relations of the Schools.—First semester at Springfield, (1 unit).
Dean Benner.
E195. Field Studies in Education.—First and second semesters at Carbondale,
Peoria, and Quincy, (1 or 2 units). Professors Weber and Reeder, Assistant
Professor Sanford.
Speech Aids Service
The Speech Aids Service was established in 1935 by the Division of University
Extension to cooperate with the Illinois High School Principals Association and
the State Association of Teachers of Speech in conducting extracurricular speech
contests and festivals in secondary schools throughout the state, and to promote
and hold annually the state final contest and festival at the University of Illinois.
A speakers' bureau is operated by the Division of University Extension for
the purpose of handling requests from organizations and individuals desiring to
make arrangements for lectures by members of the University faculty. In con-
nection with this service the University Extension Lectures Bulletin, containing
the names and subjects of faculty lecturers, is available. For further information
address the Supervisor, Speech Aids Service, 354 Administration Building,
Urbana.
Visual Aids Service
The Visual Aids Service was established in 1932 to promote the use of visual
materials in Illinois schools by building a library of educational films and slides.
In 1935 it was made a part of the Division of University Extension.
The library of visual materials contains 500 subjects on 16-millimeter silent
film, 350 subjects on 16-millimeter sound film, and more than 50 sets of glass
slides. No film of the 35-millimeter size remains in the library, as this width
of film is becoming obsolete for classroom use.
The old method of obtaining the loan of films under a cooperative plan had
to be abandoned in 1937 as it was unsuited to most users. The new plan of
lending films is on a direct rental basis; reductions are made for large orders
of films.
The Visual Aids Service invites schools to call on it for assistance in setting
up programs of visual instruction or for information and advice concerning any
problem relating to this field. A catalog of the films and slides will be sent on
request. All correspondence should be addressed to the Supervisor, Visual Aids
Service, 1206 West Springfield Avenue, Urbana, Illinois.
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Science Aids Service
The Science Aids Service was organized in 1939 to cooperate with the Junior
Academy of Science movement and to make available for instructional use many
excellent teaching materials which schools can now obtain only with difficulty.
The Science Aids Service is now engaged in collecting charts, pamphlet
specimens from various sources which, it is hoped, can be assembled into kits
and circulated among interested instructors.
All correspondence should be addressed to the Supervisor, Science Aids
Service, Visual Aids Building, 1206 West Springfield Avenue, Urbana, Illinois.
EXTENSION SERVICE IN AGRICULTURE AND
HOME ECONOMICS
UNDER the provisions of the Smith-Lever Act. approved by the President of
the United States on May 8, 1914, and of subsequent acts, and under the
terms of acceptance by the State of Illinois, the University is cooperatively
responsible for a demonstration service designed to combine the results of scien-
tific research with approved practices on the farms and in the farm homes of
the state. This demonstration service is carried on by the Extension Service in
Agriculture and Home Economics of the College of Agriculture in two ways:
(1) cooperation in the employment of farm and home advisers under a memo-
randum of agreement with the county farm and home bureaus; (2) employment
of extension specialists in agriculture and home economics to assist the farm
and home advisers in the preparation and presentation of useful material and in
the carrying out of organized and approved extension programs in their
respective counties, as well as in the training of local leaders to aid in this work.
General Staff
Henry Perlv Rusk, M.S., Director
John Clyde Spitler, B.S., Assistant Director; Professor, Agricultural Extension; and
State Leader of Farm Advisers
Harold Winford Hannah, B.S., LL.B., Assistant to the Director
James Dater Bilsborrow, B.S., Assistant State Leader of Farm Advisers and Asso-
ciate Professor, Agricultural Extension
Francis Edward Longmire, M.S., Assistant State Leader of Farm Advisers and Asso-
ciate Professor, Agricultural Extension
James Burton Andrews, M.S., Administrative Assistant and Assistant Professor,
Agricultural Extension
Oren Leslie Whalin, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Agricultural Extension
Darl Merideth Hall, Ph.D., Extension Project Supervisor and Assistant Professor,
Agricultural Extension
J. LiTA Bane, A.M., D.Sc, Vice-Director, Home Economics Extension
Mrs. Kathryn Van Aken Burns, A.M., State Leader, Home Economics Extension
Mary Louise Chase, A.M., Assistant State Leader and Assistant Professor, Home
Economics Extension
Anna Winifred Searl, A.M., Assistant State Leader and Assistant Professor, Home
Economics Extension
Lulu Susan Black, A.M., Assistant State Leader and Associate, Home Economics
Extension
Mrs. Helen Taylor Butner, B.S., Home Adviser at Large and First Assistant,
Home Economics Extension*
Mrs. Mary Stansifer Ligon, B.S., Home Adviser at Large and First Assistant, Home
Economics Extension
Harold Henry GtOrdon, B.S., Farm Adviser at Large and Associate, Agricultural
Extension
'Resignation effective April 1, 1940.
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Fred Arnol Painter, B.S., Farm Adviser at Large and Associate, Agricultural
Extension*
Frederick Johnson Keilholz, B.S., Extension Editor and Associate Professor, Agri-
cultural Extension
Samuel Dresden Q)Leman, B.J., Assistant Extension Editor and Associate, Agri-
cultural Extension
Candace Adell Hurley, B.S., Assistant Extension Editor and Assistant, Agricultural
Extension
Theodore Nelson Mangner, B.S., Assistant, Radio Extension
Anna Cushman Glover, Editor and Manager of Publications
EXTENSION SPECIALISTS
Agricultural Economics
Laurence Joseph Norton, Ph.D., Professor, Agricultural Economics
Martin Luther Mosher, M.Agr., Professor, Farm Management Extension
Paul Evans Johnston, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Agricultural Economics
David Edgar Lindstrom, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Rural Sociology
Joseph Bernard Cunningham, B.S., Assistant Professor, Farm Alanagement Extension
Earl Mulford Hughes, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Agricultural Economics Extension
Earl Hubert Regnier, B.S., Associate, Rural Sociology Extension'
Lawrence Harry Simerl, M.S., Associate, Agricultural Marketing Extension*
Earl Clifford Hedlund, M.S., Assistant, Agricultural Marketing Extension
Gerald Thomas Hudson, B.S., Assistant, Rural Sociology Extension
Ralph Joseph Mittti, M.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics Extension*
Agricultural Engineering
Ralph Rex Parks, A.M., Assistant Professor, Agricultural Engineering Extension*
Ralph Carroll Hay, B.S., Associate, Agricultural Engineering Extension
Edwin LeRoy Hansen, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Engineering Extension*
Agronomy
Jay Courtland Hackleman, A.M., Professor, Crops Extension
Clyde Maurice Linsley, M.S., Assistant Professor, Soils Extension
Ernest DeWitt Walker, B.S., Associate, Agronomy Extension
Animal Husbandry
Robert Graham, D.V.M., B.S., Professor, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Ernest Thompson Robbins, M.S. A., Professor, Animal Husbandry Extension
Herbert Howard Alp, B.S.A., Assistant Professor, Poultry Extension
Harry Golt^d Russell, M.S., Associate, Animal Husbandry Extension
Robert Johnson Webb, M.S., Associate, Pasture Improvement
James Arnold Henderson, B.V.Sc, M.S., Assistant, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Dairy Husbandry
Chris Simeon Rhode, B.S., Professor, Dairy Husbandry Extension
Jacob Gerald Cash, M.S., Associate, Dairy Husbandry Extension
Karl Edrick Gardn^er, Ph.D., Associate, Dairy Husbandry Extension
Forestry
James Elwood Davis, B.S., M.F., Extension Forester and Assistant Professor,
Forestry Extension
Lawson Blaine Culver, B.S., Associate, Forestry Extension
John Patrick Carroll, B.S., Assistant, Forestry Extension
Home Economics
Grace Besselene Armstrong, A.M., Assistant Professor, Foods and Nutrition
Extension
^Resignation effective November 6, 1940. 'On leave of absence. 'Second semester.
*On leave of absence for one year beginning March. 13, 1941.
'Beginning March 13, 1941.
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Fannie Maria Brooks, A.B., R.N., Assistant Professor, Health Education*
Edna Elliott Walls, A.M., Assistant Professor, Child Development and Parent
Education Extension
Edna Ruth Gray, A.B., B.S., Assistant Professor, Clothing Extension
Gladys Josephine Ward, A.M., Assistant Professor, Home Management Extension
Mrs. Ruth Crawford Freeman, M.S., Associate, Home Accounts
Dorothy Josephine Iwig, A.M., Associate, Home Furnishings Extension
Fern Carl, A.M., Associate, Clothing Extension
Alva Anne Owen, A.M., Associate, Child Development and Parent Education
Extension
Frances Ella Cook, M.S., Assistant, Foods Extension
Irene Crouch, A.M., Assistant, Home Accounts Extension
Horticulture
Victor Wendell Kelley, Ph.D., Associate Professor, Horticulture Extension
Henry Wilbur Gilbert, B.S., Assistant Professor, Landscape Gardening Extension
Joseph Barr Corns, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Vegetable Crops Extension^
Ralph Waldo Wager, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Vegetable Crops Extension*
Lee Adrian Somers, M.S., Associate, Vegetable Gardening Extension
Boys' 4-H Club Work
Edwin Ivan Pilchard, B.S., Assistant Professor, Agricultural Extension
Frank Henry Mynard, B.S., Associate, Boys' 4-H Club Work
Oliver Frederick Gaebe, M.S., Associate, Boys' 4-H Club Work
Harold Lee Jepson, B.S., Associate, Boys' 4-H Club Work
William Ralph Taylor, B.S., Assistant, Boys' 4-H Club Work
Girls' 4-H Club Work
Mary Annette McKee, A.M., Associate, Girls' 4-H Club Work
Erma Cottingham, B.S., District Girls' 4-H Club Adviser and Associate, Home
Economics Extension
Mildred Maxine Read, M.S., Associate, Girls' 4-H Club Work*
Mrs. Elsie Ross Butler, B.S., District Girls' 4-H Club Adviser and Associate, Home
Economics Extension
Florence Ada Kimmelshue, A.B., Associate, Girls' 4-H Club Work"
Mary J.\nice Osborne, B.S., Associate, Girls' 4-H Club Work'
Gertrude Louise Seyb, M.S., Assistant, Girls' 4-H Club Work
Rural Youth
Cleo Fitzsimmons, M.S., Associate, Rural Youth Extension
Lawrence Louis Colvis, B.S., Associate, Rural Youth Extension
COUNTY FARM ADVISERS
County Adviser Address
Adams G. B. Whitman Quincy
Bond Dee Small Greenville
Boone D. M. Chalcraft Belvidere
Brown E. H. Garlich Mt. Sterling
Bureau Paul V. Dean Princeton
Calhoun J. H. Allison Hardin
Carroll M. P. Roske Mt. Carroll
Cass G. H. HusTED Virginia
Champaign J. E. Harris Champaign
Christian C. S. Love Taylorviile
Clark R. L. Ash Martinsville
Clay R. K. Wise Louisville
Clinton C. E. Twigg Breese
Coles W. S. Myers Charleston
^On leave of absence first semester.
'On leave of absence for one year beginning January 20, 1941.
^Beginning February IS, 1941. '•Resignation effective January 1, 1941.
°0n leave of absence. ^Beginning February 24, 1941.
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Cook C. A. Hughes Arlington Heights
Crawford Halsey L. Miles Robinson
Cumberland Charles Tarble Toledo
DeKalb R. P. Johnsoni DeKalb
DeWitt H.N. Myers Clinton
Douglas J- Q- Scott Tuscola
DuPage H. S. Wright Wheaton
Edgar L. E. McKinzie Paris
Edwards W. D. Murphy Albion
Effingham C. S. Cutright Effingham
Fayette Jonathan B. Turner Vandalia
Ford H. D. Triplett Melvin
Franklin-Hamilton J. A. Embser Benton
Fulton J. E. Watt Canton
Gallatin R. H. Roll Ridgway
Greene W. F. Purnell Carrollton
Grundy M. E. Tascher Morris
Hancock L. L. Norton Carthage
Henderson A. J. Reeling Stronghurst
Henry H. K. Danforth Cambridge
Iroquois H. D. Van Matre Watseka
Jackson-Perry J. G. McCall Murphysboro
Jasper R. E. Apple Newton
Jefferson W. L. Sidwell^ Mt. Vernon
Jersey C. T. Kibler Jerseyville
Jo Daviess H. E. Kearnaghan Elizabeth
Johnson W. C. Anderson Vienna
Kane A. C. Johnson Geneva
Kankakee G. T. Swaim Kankakee
Kendall W. P. Miller Yorkville
Knox A. R. Kemp Galesburg
Lake H. C. Gilkerson' Grayslake
LaSalle F. A. Painter* Ottawa
Lawrence H. C. Wheeler Lawrenceville
Lee C. E. Yale Amboy
Livingston J. L. Stormont Pontiac
Logan N. H. Anderson Lincoln
Macon J. R. Gilkey Decatur
Macoupin 0.0. Mowery Carlinville
Madison T. W. May Edwardsville
Marion F. J. Blackburn Salem
Marshall-Putnam L. J. Hager Henry
Mason R. V. Watson Havana
Massac J. R. Strubinger Metropolis
McDonough R. G. Benbow Macomb
McHenry J. H. Brock Woodstock
McLean Lloyd G. Rodman Bloomington
Menard L. W. Chalcraft Petersburg
Mercer E. D. Peterson Aledo
Monroe E. S. Amrine Waterloo
Montgomery Alden E. Snyder Hillsboro
Morgan W. F. Coolidge Jacksonville
Moultrie Paul M. Krows Sullivan
Ogle D. E. Warren Oregon
Peoria L F. Green Peoria
Piatt E. O. Johnston Monticello
Pike W. B. BuNN Pittsfield
Pope-Hardin G. C. Smith Golconda
Pulaski-Alexander T. L. Davis* Mounds
Randolph E. C. Secor Sparta
'On leave of absence for one year beginning April 21, 1941.
'Resignation effective January 16, 1941; Donald O. Lee beginning February 1, 1941.
'Resignation effective February 1, 1941; Ray T. Nicholas beginning April 1, 1941.
^Beginning November 6, 1940.
"Beginning January 21, 1941.
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Richland C. L. Beattyi Olney
Rock Island R. C. Smith Moline
St. Clair B. W. Tillman Belleville
Saline H. C. Neville Harrisburg
Sangamon Edwin Bay Springfield
Schuyler Ray T. Nicholas^ Rushville
Scott G. H. Reid Winchester
Shelby W. S. Batson Shelby^ille
Stark W. A. Gilbert Toulon
Stephenson V. J. Banter Freeport
Tazewell G. H. Iftner Pekin
Union E. A. Bierbaum Anna
Vermilion I.E. Parett Danville
Wabash H. H. Lett Mt. Carmel
Warren E. H. Walworth Monmouth
Washington O. W. Hertz Nashville
Wayne B. B. Claghorn Fairfield
White Thurman Wright Carmi
Whiteside F. H. Shuman Morrison
Will L. W. Braham Joliet
Williamson L. B. Broom* Marion
Winnebago H. R. Brunnemeyer Rockford
Woodford T. H. Brock Eureka
COUNTY HOME ADVISERS
Adams Margaret Walbridge Quincy
Bureau Margaret Jones Princeton
Champaign Mrs. Esther Thor Champaign
Christian Nora E. Bare Taylorville
Coles Mrs. Bessie Wilson Charleston
Cook Mrs. Mary L. Wright^ Des Plaines
DeKalb Helen C. Johnson DeKalb
DeWitt Mrs. Armine Waldrop Stanfield Clinton
Douglas Christie Hepler Tuscola
DuPage Mrs. Ethel Marshall Wheaton
Edgar Mrs. Helen Drew Turner Paris
Effingham Mrs. Helena M. Hunt Effingham
Ford Lillian Merritt Melvin
Fulton Margaret L. Bines Canton
Greene Lucile Hieser Carrollton
Grundy ViRA Brown Morris
Hancock Mrs. Jeanne S. Moehn Carthage
Henderson Mrs. Lula P. Creasey Stronghurst
Henry Dorothy Whitton Cambridge
Iroquois Mrs. Jean K. Lystad Watseka
Jackson-Perry Jeanette Dean Murphysboro
Jersey Helen M. Steers Jerseyville
Jo Daviess Mrs. Ethel M. Greenup Elizabeth
Kane Mrs. Gertrude B. Fields Geneva
Kankakee Mrs. Grace W. Graham Kankakee
Kendall Pearl Shrimplin Yorkville
Knox Ella Donaldson Galesburg
Lake Mrs. Helen Johnson Volk Grayslake
LaSalle Cecile Malsbury Ottawa
Lee Marian Sympson Amboy
Livingston Jessie Campbell Pontiac
Macon Charline McDonald Decatur
Macoupin Clareta Walker Carlinville
Madison Mary Strubinger Edwardsville
Marshall-Putnam Clare Gordon Henry
Mason Deborah Solliday Mason City
McDonough Mrs. Madge Little Macomb
'Resignation effective April 1, 1941. 'Beginning February 1, 1941.
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McHenry Mrs. Clara Sweeney Woodstock
McLean Clara Brian Bloomington
Menard-Cass Donovan Hester Tallula
Mercer Gertrude Kaiser Aledo
Montgomery Mrs. Mabel Albrecht Hillsboro
Morgan Mrs. Lita Luebbers Jacksonville
Moultrie Dorothy Footitt Sullivan
Ogle Violet V. Blodau' Oregon
Peoria Mrs. Ruth Scofield Peoria
Piatt Mrs. Lucile G. Swenson'^ Monticello
Pike Gertrude Greenwood Pittsfield
Rock Island Mrs. Mildred Wellman Moline
St. Clair Ruth Hubbard Belleville
Saline Mary Janice Osborne^ Harrisburg
Schuyler-Brown Phyllis White^ Rushville
Shelby Helen Mies Shelb>n-ille
Stark Mrs. Alta C. McMurray Toulon
Stephenson Mrs. Ena Chesney Freeport
Tazewell Stella Oliver Pekin
Vermilion Mildred McBride Danville
Wabash-Edwards Hazel L. Graves Mt. Carmel
Warren Anna Bines Monmouth
White Lois Mattix Carmi
Whiteside Helen E. Thomas Morrison
Will Mrs. Edith Huffman Joliet
Williamson-Johnson Olevia Meyer Marion
Winnebago Eva ^L Chaloupka Rockford
Woodford Mrs. Marie Daugherty Eureka
RADIO STATION
Educational programs are broadcast daily, except Sunday, by the Univer-
f sity's Radio Station, W-I-L-L, which operates on a frequency of 580 kilo-
cycles. The power used is 5,000 watts. The programs include broadcasts direct
from classrooms, short educational talks, music by students and faculty members,
news, market quotations, and other public service reports. Requests for informa-
tion may be addressed to the Director of the Radio Station, 362 Administration
Building, Urbana. _ _.
Staff
Josef Franklin Wright, A.B., Director of the Radio Station
Frank Ellsworth Schooley, B.S., Assistant to the Director
Nathaniel H. Cohen, A.M., Director of Productions
Lanson Frederick Demming, B.Mus., Director of Music
Albert James Ebel, A.B., Chief Engineer
Walter Krulevitch, A.M., Chief Announcer
Virginia Grace Cook, A.B., Continuity Writer
SHORT COURSES AND CONFERENCES
Each year the colleges and schools at Urbana conduct numerous short courses
and conferences, some of them in cooperation with business and industrial
organizations and other groups in Illinois. Members of the faculty provide in-
struction in the short courses and contribute by lectures, demonstrations, and
discussions to the programs of the conferences. Following is a list of the confer-
ences and short courses in the past year.
'Resignation effective February 21, 1941; Gladine Rutz beginning February 21, 1941.
'Resignation effective January 25, 1941; Bernice E. Smith beginning January 25, 1941.
'Resignation effective February 24, 1941.
•Resignation effective January 1, 1941; Arlene Wolfram beginning February 1, 1941.
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College of Agriculture
Farm and Home Week (January 8-12, 1940).—The program for Farm and Home
Week is especially arranged to meet the needs of farmers and homemakers who can
spend but a few days at the University. Lectures and discussions are offered each
year in agricultural economics, agricultural engineering, rural organization and com-
munity development, agronomy, animal husbandry, beekeeping, dairy husbandry,
forestry, home economics, and horticulture. There are no entrance examinations
or fees.
Tractor and Gas Engine Short Courses (January 22-27, and January 29-February
3, 1940).—The Department of Agricultural Engineering each year conducts several
one-week short courses on farm tractors and gas engines. Eight hours a day are
spent on lecture and laboratory work on the operation, care, adjustment, and repair
of tractors. Ignition, magnetos, carburetors, transmission systems, clutches, and lubri-
cation systems are studied. Only a limited number can be accommodated, and a fee
of $2.50 is charged. Announcement is made through the agricultural papers in De-
cember, and those desiring admission should write to the Department of Agricultural
Engineering.
Dairy Manufactures Conference (November 12-14, 1940).—The Department of
Dairy Husbandry conducts each year a conference in dairy manufactures. The sub-
ject matter covers various phases of dairy bacteriology, dairy chemistry, the manu-
facture and marketing of ice cream, fluid milk and cream, butter, cheese, condensed
milk, and cultured milk drinks. This conference is planned primarily for experienced
dairy plant workers, managers, and technicians, but others may attend. A registration
fee of $1.00 is charged. Write to the Department of Dairy Husbandry for further
information.
Ice Cream Manufacturers' Short Course (March 12-15, 1940).—A four-day course
in the manufacture of ice cream and other frozen dairy products is given each year
by the Department of Dairy Husbandry. The course includes lectures and demon-
strations on the testing of dairy products ; the mixing, freezing, and marketing of
these products; causes for defects in frozen dairy products; and efficient plant
operation. A registration fee of $1.00 is charged. Write to the Department of Dairy
Husbandry for further information.
Other Conferences.—In addition to the above, numerous conferences and meetings
are held throughout the year. In 1940 these included:
January 18-19 Short Course for Farm Specialists of State Institution
Farms.
January 29-February 3 Dairy Herd Improvement Prospective Testers' School.
January 30-31 Soil Fertility School.
March 11-16 Dairy Herd Improvement Prospective Testers' School.
March 12-13 Seventeenth Annual Florists' Short Course.
April 12 Illinois Swine Growers' Day.
April 22-27 Dairy Herd Improvement Prospective Testers' School.
April 26 Thirteenth Annual Cattle Feeders' Meeting.
May 8-10 Home Economics Extension Conference.
May 16-17 District Representatives of AAA, SCS, FSA, and Exten-
sion Service.
June 4-5 Eighteenth Annual 4-H Club University Tour.
June 10-12 Farm Advisers' Summer Conference.
June 12-13 Illinois Association of Future Farmers of America.
June 12-14 Vocational Agriculture Students' Judging Contest.
June 24-26 Vocational Agriculture Teachers' Conference.
June 17-21 Open House Tours.
July 15-20 Dairy Herd Improvement Prospective Testers' School.
August 30-31 Fifth Annual Illinois Farm Sports Festival.
September 23-28 Dairy Herd Improvement Prospective Testers' School.
October 7-11 Dairy Herd Improvement Prospective Testers' School.
October 19 State Rural Youth Conference.
October 22-23 Twenty-First Annual Illinois Veterinary Conference.
November 8 Fourteenth Cattle Feeders' Meeting.
December 12-13 Illinois Cannery Fieldmen's School.
December 16-21 Dairy Herd Improvement Prospective Testers' School.
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College of Commerce
Bankers Conference.—The Fifth Annual Bankers Conference was held November
26-27, 1940. This conference provides for a presentation of problems confronting both
large and small banks. Officers, directors, and employees of banks are invited to
attend the meetings, which are also open to the public. The Illinois Bankers Associa-
tion is co-sponsor of this conference.
Building and Loan Short Course.—Offered for the second time, May 7-9, 1940,
this course provides instruction for building and loan employees and junior officers,
and affords an opportunity for discussion of problems arising in a building and loan
office. The subjects include accounting principles and reports, economics of savings,
building and loan associations, principles of business law, and business letter writing.
The classes are open to all employees of building and loan associations in Illinois.
Conference of the National Association of Cost Accountants.—Regional confer-
ence of several midwest chapters were held at Urbana, April 26-27, 1940.
Insurance Short Course.—Offered for the first time March 28-30, 1940, this course
provides instruction for agents of fire and casualty insurance companies.
College of Engineering
Conference on Glass Problems.—Held for the first time in 1934, under the auspices
of the Department of Ceramic Engineering in cooperation with the Chicago Section
of the American Ceramic Society. This conference has been repeated several times
and was last held in May, 1940.
Enamel Symposium.—Held for the first time in 1934, under the auspices of the
Department of Ceramic Engineering. Similar conferences, in cooperation with the
Porcelain Enamel Institute, have been held since then, the fifth being in October, 1940.
Clay Products Plant Operators' Conference.—Offered for the fifth time in May,
1940, under the auspices of the Department of Ceramic Engineering in cooperation
with the Illinois Clay Manufacturers' Association.
Conference for Highway Engineers.—A three-day conference is conducted an-
nually by the Department of Civil Engineering in cooperation with the State Division
of Highways. Last held in March, 1940.
Short Course on Coal Utilisation.—Offered for the fifth time by the Department
of Mining and Metallurgical Engineering in May, 1939. Not offered in 1940.
Conference on Air Conditioning.—First held in 1936, and repeated in March, 1939.
Not held in 1940.
Conference on Surveying.—The third annual conference on surveying was held in
March, 1940.
Electric Metermen's Short Course.—Offered in April, 1939, by the Department of
Electrical Engineering in cooperation with several power companies in the state. For
a number of years prior to 1930 this short course was given each j'ear in cooperation
with the Illinois Electric Association. It was not offered in 1940, but may be repeated
in 1941.
Seivage Works Operators' Short Cotirse.—First offered in March, 1939, sponsored
by the State Department of Public Health and the Department of Civil Engineering.
Not given in 1940, but to be repeated in 1941.
Water Treatment Plant Operators' .Short Course.—Held for the first time in
March, 1940, and will be repeated in 1941.
College of Fine and Applied Arts
Community Planning Conference.—For the past eight years the Bureau of Com-
munity Planning, in conjunction with the Illinois State Planning Commission and
similar agencies, has conducted an annual Community Planning Conference. Led by
persons prominent in the planning profession, these conferences are participated in by
civic officials, planners, and laymen. The sessions are open and free to all interested.
Local and regional conferences have been held at various places in Illinois.
Fire College (June 11-14, 1940).—The Department of Architecture, cooperating
with the Illinois Firemen's Association, offers four days of training in ways and
means of saving human lives and reducing the great loss resulting from fire. Discus-
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sions and demonstrations in first aid and rescue work, safety measures, hydraulics,
mechanical equipment, inspections, and other preventive measures. This work is of
value to industry, institutions, building managers, city officials, watchmen, and
firefighters.
High School Conference
High School Conference (October 31 to November 2, 1940).—Under the direction
of the High School Visitor, the High School Conference has been held annually at
the University of Illinois since 1905. This conference deals with problems in the field
of secondary education, including the junior high school and junior college, and is
especially planned to be of interest both to teachers and school administrators. The
All-State Chorus and All-State Orchestra concerts and the High School Art Exhibit
are held each year as a part of the conference. In addition to general session pro-
grams, provisions are made for various sections dealing with problems related to sub-
ject-matter fields, administration and supervision, and the supervision and guidance
of secondary school pupils.
School of Journalism
State Press Conference.—For twenty-one years an all-state press conference has
been held annually on the campus, usually in conjunction with the annual fall meeting
of the Illinois Press Association. The 1940 conference was held October 10-12 and
was attended by 250 editors.
Short Course in Country Journalism.—At the request of officers of three press
groups a new series of short courses in country journalism was begun in 1938. The
courses are held in the spring at a location convenient to the country editors. The
1940 meeting was held in Springfield, and the 1941 meeting will be held in Chicago.
Illinois Daily Nezvspaper Conference.—The School of Journalism assists members
of the daily newspaper associations in arranging conferences. It has had a part in
annual meetings of Associated Press Editors of Illinois, United Press Editors of
Illinois, Illinois Daily League, and Inland Daily Press Association. In April, 1940, it
conducted at Urbana an editorial conference on public affairs.
ACCOUNTANCY EXAMINATIONS
BY AN ACT of the General Assembly in 1903, the University of Illinois was en-
trusted with the examining of applicants for the certificate of Certified Pub-
lic Accountant in this state. To carry out the provisions of the law, the Board of
Trustees appointed a board of three examiners to prepare, conduct, and grade
examinations, and a University committee to conduct the routine work. The law
prescribed that one examination must be held each year in May, but examinations
have been held also in November or December of each year in which there were
sufficient applicants.
Applicants for the certificate of Certified Public Accountant have been re-
quired to pass examinations in the theory of accounts, commercial law, auditing,
and practical accounting.
The Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants has offered annually a
gold medal and a silver medal to be awarded, respectively, to the persons passing
the C.P.A. examination with the highest total marking in all subjects, and with
the second highest total marking in all subjects.
Board of Examiners
Charles William Jones, B.S., C.P.A., Chairman, Chicago
Fred John Buncombe, C.P.A., Secretary, Chicago
Cranston Spray, A.B., J.D., Chicago
University Committee
William Everett Britton, A.M., J.D., Chairman, Urbana
George Philip Tuttle, B.S., Secretary, Urbana
Horace Montgomery Gray, Ph.D., Urbana
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EXPERIMENT STATIONS AND
RESEARCH BUREAUS
THE AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMENT STATION
Y AN ACT of Congress, approved March 2, 1887, the National Government
appropriated $15,000 a year to each state for the purpose of establishing
and maintaining, in connection with the colleges founded upon the congressional
act of 1862, agricultural experiment stations "to aid in acquiring and diffusing
among the people of the United States useful and practical information on sub-
jects connected with agriculture, and to promote scientific investigation and
experiment respecting the principles and applications of agricultural science."
Under this provision the Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of
Illinois was founded in 1888 and placed under the direction of the Trustees of the
University.
Federal grants are received annually as follows: $15,000 provided under the
Hatch Act approved March 2, 1887; $15,000 provided under the Adams Act
approved March 16, 1906; $60,000 provided under the Purnell Act approved
February 24, 1925. The appropriation provided under the Bankhead-Jones Act,
approved June 29, 1935, was $86,736.52 for the fiscal year 1940-1941. This is an
aggregate of $176,736.52 and is supplemented by state appropriations of
approximately $420,000.
Investigations
Investigations are being conducted by the Agricultural Experiment Station in the im-
provement and economic production of crops and the mechanics of curing and storing
them; the growing of fruits and vegetables; the growing of flowers under glass;
methods of livestock production; principles of animal breeding and nutrition; the
production and manufacture of dairy products; the control of plant and animal dis-
eases, the adaptation of power and machinery to farm and farm-home operations; the
development of buildings particularly suitable to Illinois conditions ; the checking of
soil erosion and the most satisfactory methods of tile drainage; the economical organi-
zation of different types of farms ; and the application of principles of economics
to agricultural problems, particularly to those of marketing. The great basic problem
of maintaining and increasing the fertility of the soils of Illinois is being studied in
the laboratory and in experimental fields located on different types of soil over the
state. All but a few counties have been covered by the detailed soil survey.
The results of investigation are published in bulletins, which are issued in editions
of 3,000 to 10,000 and distributed free of charge.
Much of this work is of interest to students, especially of graduate grade, and
it is freely available for this purpose so far as is consistent with the interest of the
Station.
Staff
Henry Perly Rusk, M.S., Director
Harold Winford Hannah, B.S., LL.B., Assistant to the Director
Wesley Pillsbury Flint, B.S., Chief Entomologist with rank of Professor
Frederick Johnson Keilholz, B.S., Extension Editor
Anna Cushman Glover, Editor and Manager of Publications
John Allan Smith, Ph.D., Assistant Editor*
Adrian William Janes, A.B., Assistant Editor
Edna Agnes Coard, A.M., Editorial Assistant^
Carl John Weinman, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant, Entomology
Howard Bliss Petty, Jr., A.B., Special Research Assistant
Bernard George Berger, A.M., Special Research Assistant
^Resignation effective February 6, 1941. ^Beginning February 1, 1941.
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Agricultural Economics
Harold Clayton M. Case, Ph.D., Chief, Farm Management ; Head of Department
John William Lloyd, Ph.D., Chief, Fruit and Vegetable Marketing*
Charles Leslie Stewart, Ph.D., Chief, Land Economics
Laurence Joseph Norton, Ph.D., Chief, Agricultural Marketing
Robert Childers Ashby, Ph.D., Chief, Livestock Marketing
Roy Harold Wilcox, M.S., Associate Chief, Farm Management
Paul Evans Johnston, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Agricultural Economics
Robert Cooke Ross, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Farm Management
Elmer Joseph Working, AI.S., Associate Chief, Agricultural Economics
Roland Willey Bartlett, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Agricultural Economics
Garret Lowell Jordan, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Agricultural Economics
David Edgar Lindstrom, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Rural Sociology
Wilson Andrew Herrington, B.S., Associate, Farm Management
Victor August Ekstrom, M.S., Associate, Fruit and Vegetable Marketing
Elmer Newton Searls, M.S., Assistant, Farm Management^
Forest Glen Warren, M.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics"
Gerald Thomas Hudson, B.S., Assistant, Rural Sociology Extension
Melvin Phillip Gehlbach, AI.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Albert Herman Harrington, M.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Leonard William Schruben, M.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Wilbur Dahl Buddemeier, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Barnard Dack Parrish, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Louis David AIalotky, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Eugene George Mosbacher, B.S., Assistant, Rural Sociology
William Cullen Kayser, B.S., Assistant, Farm Management
Glen Vandenberg Vergeront, M.S., Assistant, Rural Sociology
Irving Franklin Davis, Jr., B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Richard Harris Flynn, A.M., Assistant, Agricultural Economics'
Frederick Edward Joehnke, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Woodrow Grant Lee, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Franklin Jacob Reiss, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
William Hildreth Scofield, M.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Ralph Lawrence Strock, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics
Russell Eugene Perkinson, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics*
Grant Etherincton Blanch, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Economics*
Agricultural Engineering
Emil Wilhelm Lehmann, B.S., E.E., A.E., Chief, Agricultural Engineering; Head of
Department
William Arthur Foster, B.S., B.Arch., A.E., Associate Chief, Rural Architecture
Ray Iris Shawl, M.S., Associate Chief, Agricultural Engineering
Arthur Leighton Young, M.S., Assistant Chief, Agricultural Engineering
Russell Harlan Reed, B.S., Associate, Agricultural Engineering^
Edwin LeRoy Hansen, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Engineering'
Harry Paul Bateman, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Engineering
Carlos Wilbur Veach, M.S., Assistant, Agricultural Engineering
George Milo Petersen, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Engineering
Robert Franklin Skelton, B.S., Assistant, Agricultural Engineering
James William AIartin, M.S., Assistant, Agricultural Engineering*
Agronomy
William Leonidas Burlison, Ph.D., D.Agr., Chief, Crop Production ; Head of
Department
Louie Henrie Smith, Ph.D., Chief in Charge of Publications of Soil Survey, Emeritus
Frederick Charles Bauer, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Experiment Fields
Ernest E. DeTurk, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Fertility and Soil Analysis
^On leave of absence. 'Resignation effective March 1, 1941.
'Resignation effective February 1, 1941. ''Beginning February 10, 1941.
'Beginning March 1, 1941.
'On leave of absence for one year beginning March 10, 1941.
'Transferred to Extension Service March 13, 1941.
'Resignation effective October 1, 1940.
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Raymond Stratton Smith, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Physics and Soil Survey
Clyde Melvin Woodworth, Ph.D., Chief, Plant Genetics
George Harlan Duncan, Ph.D., Chief, Crop Production
Laurence Joseph Norton, Ph.D., Chief, Agricultural Marketing
Benjamin Koehler, Ph.D., Chief, Crop Pathology
Ocle Hesse Sears, Ph.D., Chief, Soil Biology
David Cleveland Wimer, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Soil Physics
Floyd Hamilton Crane, M.S., Associate Chief, Soil Fertility
Howard John Snider, M.S., Assistant Chief, Soil Experiment Fields
Alvin Leonard Lang, M.S., Assistant Chief, Soil Experiment Fields
Roger Hammond Bray, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Soil Survey Analysis
Herman Wascher, M.S., Assistant Chief, Soil Survey
Orville Thomas Bonnett, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Plant Genetics
John Eldon Gieseking, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Soil Physics and Soil Survey
Russell Scott Stauffer, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Soil Physics and Soil Survey
Lloyd Vincent Sherwood, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Crop Production
Carroll John Badger, B.S., Associate, Soil Experiment Fields
Lawrence Byrne Miller, B.S., Associate, Soil Experiment Fields
Guy Donald Smith, Ph.D., Associate, Soil Physics and Soil Survey
Oi?EN Edgar Bolin, M.S., Associate, Plant Genetics
Frank Frederick Riecken, M.S., Associate, Soil Survey
Eugene Perry Whiteside, B.S., Associate, Soil Survey
Robert Francis Fuelleman, Ph.D., Associate, Crop Production
Joshua Clayton Anderson, B.S., First Assistant, Soil Fertility
Cecil Hodgson Farnham, B.S., First Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
Percy Evert Johnson, B.S., First Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
Russell Turner Odell, M.S., First Assistant, Soil Physics and Soil Survey
Lawrence Frederick Marriott, B.S., Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
Sherman Russell Dickman, Ph.D., First Assistant, Soil Survey Analysis
MiLO Don Appleman, Ph.D., First Assistant, Soil Biology
Irwin Raymond Hoener, M.S., First Assistant, Soil Fertility
Elin Edwin Cockrum, M.S., Assistant, Crop Production
Wayne Henry Freeman, M.S., Special Research Assistant, Plant Genetics
John Stanley McVickar, M.S., Assistant, Soil Survey
Joseph Bernard Fehrenbacher, M.S., Assistant, Soil Survey
Lester Touby Kurtz, M.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Analysis
Thomas Gerald Pearse, Jr., B.S., Assistant, Soil Physics and Soil Survey
Robert Ryan Copper, M.S., Assistant, Crop Production
Albert William Grain, B.S., Assistant, Crop Production
Gordon Monroe Halverson, B.S., Special Research Assistant, Plant Genetics
Sigurd Walter Melsted, M.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Analysis
Julia Ann Franklin, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Publications
Melvin Henry Nelson, B.S., Assistant, Soil Experiment Fields
Clifford Harry Simonson, B.S., Assistant, Soil Survey Publications
Animal Husbandry
William Ernest Carroll, Ph.D., Chief, Swine Husbandry; Head of Department
Robert Graham, D.V.M., B.S., Chief, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
James Lloyd Edmonds, B.S., Chief, Horse Husbandry
Leslie Ellsworth Card, Ph.D., Chief, Poultry Husbandry
Harold Hanson Mitchell, Ph.D., Chief, Animal Nutrition
Elmer Roberts, Ph.D., Chief, Animal Genetics
Robert Childers Ashby, Ph.D., Chief, Livestock Marketing
Sleeter Bull, M.S., Chief, Meats
RoscoE Raymond Snapp, Ph.D., Chief, Beef Cattle Husbandry
William Garfield Kammlade, Ph.D., Chief, Sheep Husbandry
Berthier Wesley Fairbanks, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Swine Husbandry
Tom Sherman Hamilton, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Animal Nutrition
Chalmers Woodruff Crawford, B.S., Assistant Chief, Horse Husbandry
Jesse Sampson, D.V.M., Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Loyd Edwin Boley, D.V.M., Associate, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Charles Cleon Morrill, D.V.M., M.S., Associate, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
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Ross Harrison Hurt, B.S., D.V.M., Associate, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Robert Johnson Webb, M.S., Associate, Pasture Improvement
Mary Helen Keith, A.M., First Assistant, Animal Nutrition, Emerita
Jessie Rachel Beadles, B.S., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Frank Simpson, B.S., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
John Bickford Shields, Ph.D., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Frank Isa Nakamura, Ph.D., Assistant, Animal Nutrition'
James Madison Severens, M.S., Assistant, Animal Genetics
William Toon Haines, Laboratory Technician, Animal Nutrition
AIargaret Lawrenz, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Norman Dion Levine, Ph.D., Assistant Animal Parasitologist
Harold Ray Hester, D.V.AI., M.S., Assistant, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Haldane Wesley Bean, M.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Raymond Sylvester Glasscock, AI.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Theodore A. Birkhimer, B.S., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Lynn Burritt Wakefield, M.S., Special Research Assistant, Meats
Wilson Lowry Wright, B.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Thomas Burt Avery, M.S., Assistant, Poultry Husbandry
Charles AL\rshall Wilson, M.S., Assistant, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Fred Clow Francis, B.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Upson Stanley Garrigus, B.S., Assistant, Animal Genetics
WiLLARD Bancroft Robinson, B.S., Special Research Assistant, Animal Nutrition
AIarjorie Edman, ALS., Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Bruce Connor Johnson, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant, Animal Nutrition
Thomas Anthony King, B.S., Special Research Assistant, Swine Husbandry
James Lawrence Gobble, B.S., Assistant, Animal Husbandry
Andrew Vladimir Nalbandov, Ph.D., First Assistant, Animal Physiology
Morris Thompson Jones, A.B., Assistant, Animal Pathology and Hygiene
Dairy Husbandry
Harrison August Ruehe, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy IVIanufactures; Head of Department
Walter Lee Gaines, Ph.D., Chief, Milk Production
Martin John Prucha, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy Bacteriology-^
William Wodin Yapp, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy Cattle
William Barbour Nevens, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy Cattle Feeding
Paul Hubert Tracy, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy Alanufactures
Oliver Ralph Overman, Ph.D., Chief, Dairy Chemistry
Roland Willey Bartlett, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Agricultural Economics
James Marshall Brannon, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Dairy Bacteriology
Stewart Lawrence Tuckey, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Dairy Manufactures
Alvin Frederick Kuhlman, M.S., Associate, Dairy Husbandry
WiLLARD Jason Corbett, M.S., First Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
Sherman Grant IMenefee, M.S., Assistant, Dairy Chemistry
Arthur Charles Maack, M.S., Assistant, Dairy Manufactures'
Emmett Ezekiel Ormiston, M.S., Assistant, Dairy Production
Kenneth E. Harshbarger, M.S., Assistant, Dairy Production
Abe Anellis, B.S., Special Research Assistant, Dairy Husbandry*
Herbert Arthur Hollender, B.S., Special Research Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
William Arnison Hoskisson, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Alanufactures
John Joseph Sheuring, B.S., Assistant, Dairy Manufactures
George Christianson, M.S., Special Research Assistant, Dairy Husbandry
Forestry
John Nelson Spaeth, M.F., Ph.D., Chief, Forestry; Head of Department
Ralph William Lorenz, Ph.D., Associate, Forestry
Home Economics
J. Lita Bane, A.M., D.Sc, Professor ; Head of Department
Julia Pratt Outhouse, Ph.D., Chief, Nutrition
'On leave of absence. ^Resignation effective February 1, 1941.
'On leave of absence first semester. ^Contract terminated January 31, 1941.
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Helen Laura Sorenson, A.B., Assistant Chief, Household Management
Mrs. Ruth Crawford Freeman, M.S., Associate, Home Accounts
Frances Olivia Van Duyne, Ph.D., Associate, Home Economics
WiLLiAMiNA Elizabeth Armstrong, Ph.D., Instructor, Home Economics
Mrs. Helen Klaas Engdahl, M.S., First Assistant, Home Economics
Mildred Eugene Anderson, M.S., Assistant, Home Accounts^
Herta Suzanne Breiter, M.S., Assistant, Home Economics
Maxine Estelle McDivitt, B.S., Laboratory Assistant, Home Economics
Mary Elizabeth Dean, B.S., Assistant, Home Economics
Mary Mann Page Kirk, Ph.D., Assistant, Nutrition
Mary Josephine Cox, A.M., Assistant, Home Economics
Mrs. Mary Harrison Parker, B.S., Assistant, Home Economics
Horticulture
Maxwell Jay Dorsey, Ph.D., Chief, Pomology; Head of Department
Herman Bernard Dorner, M.S., Chief, Floriculture
Warren Albert Ruth, Ph.D., Chief, Pomological Physiology
Arthur Samuel Colby, Ph.D., Chief, Small Fruit Culture
Harry Warren Anderson, Ph.D., Chief, Pomological Pathology
Stanley William Hall, B.S., Chief Floriculture
Walter A. Huelsen, M.S., Chief, Vegetable Crops
Frederick Francis Weinard, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Floricultural Physiology
Richard Vincent Lott, Ph.D., Associate Chief, Pomology
John Paschal McCollum, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Vegetable Crops
Richard Lacey McMunn. M.S., Assistant Chief, Pomology
Halbert Houston Thornberry, Ph.D., Assistant Chief, Plant Pathology
John B. Wingert, M.S., Assistant Chief, Floriculture
James Hutchinson, Associate, Floriculture, Emeritus
DwiGHT Powell, A.M., Associate, Plant Pathology
Walter Nelson Brown, B.S., Associate, Vegetable Crops
Charles Edward Mitchell, B.S., Associate, Vegetable Crops
Brayton Ladd Weaver, M.S., Associate, Vegetable Crops
James Sidney Whitmire, Associate, Plant Breeding
Maurice Edward Dahmus, B.S., Assistant, Horticulture^
Carl Edward Chaplin, B.S., Assistant, Horticulture
Stewart William Miller, B.S., Assistant, Vegetable Crops
Leonard Schuey, B.S., Assistant, Vegetable Crops
Fred Henry Stenstrom, M.S., Assistant, Floriculture
Joseph Forgacs, B.S., Research Assistant, Horticulture
THE ENGINEERING EXPERIMENT STATION
The Engineering Experiment Station is an organization in the College of
Engineering, created by the Board of Trustees of the University on Decem-
ber 8, 1903, to stimulate engineering education and to investigate problems of
importance to professional engineers and to manufacturing, railway, mining, and
other industrial interests. The Station has published 325 bulletins, 41 circulars,
and 20 reprints.
Control is vested in an executive staff composed of the Director and his
assistant, the heads of departments of the College of Engineering, and the Pro-
fessor of Chemical Engineering. This staff is responsible for the establishment
of the general policies of the Station, including approval of material presented
for publication. The research is conducted chiefly by the research corps com-
posed of full-time research professors and assistants, research graduate assistants,
and special investigators. Those employed for special investigations are engaged
for a limited time on a single problem.
^Resignation effective January IS, 1941. -Resignation effective March 31, 1941.
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The University normally maintains fourteen research graduate assistantships
in the Engineering Experiment Station. In addition, several other assistantships
are usually maintained by industrial organizations, the number varying from year
to year. These assistantships are open to graduates of approved universities and
technical schools who are prepared to undertake graduate study in engineering
physics, or applied chemistry. These assistantships carry a nominal stipend and
exemption from tuition and laboratory fees in courses that count for graduate
credit. Appointment must be accepted for two consecutive collegiate years, at
the expiration of which, if all requirements have been met, the degree of Master
of Science is conferred. Not more than half of the time of these assistants
during ten months of each year is required in connection with the work of the
department to which they are assigned; the remainder of their time is available
for graduate study. Further details concerning the research graduate assistant-
ships will be supplied on request by the Director of the Engineering Experiment
Station.
Cooperative Investigations
In addition to research conducted with University funds, cooperative investigations
have been undertaken with funds supplied by outside agencies which are interested in
special problems of industry. In such investigations, the University reserves the right
to control the results secured and to publish them. The funds for such cooperative
investigations are paid to the University and are administered by it for the special
purposes for which they are provided. The following important cooperative investiga-
tions are in progress:
(1
(2
(3
(4
(5
(6
(7
(8
(9
(10
(11
(12
(13
(14
(15
(16
(17
(18
Stresses in railroad track, in cooperation with the American Society of Civil
Engineers and the American Railway Engineering Association.
Warm air furnaces and furnace heating systems, in cooperation with the
National Warm Air Heating and Air Conditioning Association.
Solubility studies of boiler waters, in cooperation with the Utilities Research
Commission, Inc.
Stack gases, in cooperation with the Utilities Research Commission, Inc.
Lead sheath materials, in cooperation with the Utilities Research Commission, Inc.
Heating and ventilation, in cooperation with the American Society of Heating
and Ventilating Engineers.
Rails investigation, in cooperation with the Association of American Railroads
and the Technical Committee on Rails, American Iron and Steel Institute.
Summer cooling, in cooperation with the American Society of Heating and
Ventilating Engineers, the National Warm Air Heating and Air Conditioning
Association, and others.
Pressures in granular materials, in cooperation with an anonymous donor.
Reinforced concrete slabs, in cooperation with the Public Roads Administration
of the Federal Works Agency and the Illinois State Division of Highways.
The soundness of the Chicago region dolomites, in cooperation with the Illinois
State Geological Survey and the Illinois State Division of Highways.
Cylindrical shells as columns, in cooperation with the Chicago Bridge and Iron
Company.
Continuous welded rails, in cooperation with the Association of American
Railroads.
Some factors controlling the uses of clays, in cooperation with the Edward
Orton Jr. Ceramic Foundation.
Fatigue strength of welded joints for structural steel members, in cooperation
with the Public Roads Administration of the Federal Works Agency.
Effect of speed of testing on the properties of metals, in cooperation with the
American Society for Testing Materials.
Steel car wheels, in cooperation with the Carnegie-Illinois Steel Corporation.
Expansion joints for concrete pavements, in cooperation with the State of
Illinois.
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(19) Fundamentals of opacity, in cooperation with the Titanium Alloy Manufacturing
Company.
(20) Electrolytic reductions, in cooperation with the Atlas Powder Company.
(21) Steel brake shoes, in cooperation with the Tennessee Coal, Iron, and Railroad
Company.
(22) Earth pressures on rigid culverts, in cooperation with the Illinois State Division
of Highways.
(23) The endurance of chilled iron car wheels under continued brake application, in
cooperation with the Griffin Wheel Company.
(24) High strength low-alloy plates and rivets, in cooperation with the American
Bridge Company.
(25) Properties of certain clay products, in cooperation with the Illinois Clay Products
Co. and the Illinois State Geological Survey Division.
(26) Steam and hot water heating, in cooperation with the Institute of Boiler and
Radiator Manufacturers.
(27) Enamel standards, in cooperation with Enamel Utensil Manufacturers Council.
(28) Effect of range of stress and of special notches on the fatigue properties of
aluminum alloys suitable for airplane propellers, in cooperation with National
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics.
Executive Staff
Melvin Lorenius Enger, M.S., C.E., Director, Professor of Mechanics and Hydraulics,
and Dean of the College of Engineering
Matthew Rutherford Riddell, B.A.Sc, Assistant to the Director and Associate Pro-
fessor of Aeronautical Engineering
Ellery Burton Paine, M.S., E.E., Professor of Electrical Engineering and Head of
the Department
Harvey Herbert Jordan, B.S., Professor of General Engineering Drawing and Head
of the Department ; Associate Dean of the College of Engineering
CuLLEN Warner Parmelee, M.S., D.Sc, Professor of Ceramic Engineering and Head
of the Department
Whitney Clark Huntington, M.S., C.E., Professor of Civil Engineering and Head
of the Department
Francis Wheeler Loomis, Ph.D., Professor of Physics and Head of the Department'
Oscar Adolph Leutwiler, B.S., M.E., Professor of Mechanical Engineering Design
and Head of the Department of Mechanical Engineering
Fred B. Seely, M.S., Professor of Theoretical and Applied Mechanics and Head of
the Department
Donald Babcock Keyes, Ph.D., Professor of Chemical Engineering in the Department
of Chemistry
Harold Leroy Walker, M.S., Met.E., Assistant Professor of Metallurgical Engi-
neering and Acting Head of the Department of Mining and Metallurgical
Engineering
Research Corps
NoRViLLE James Alleman, M.S., Special Research Associate in Engineering Materials
Alfred Earl Badger, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Ceramic Engineering
Joseph Louis Bisesi, M.S., E.E., Special Research Associate in Engineering Materials
Louis Richard Bloom, M.S., Research Assistant in Electrical Engineering
Edwin Laurence Broderick, M.S., Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Walter Herbert Bruckner, A.B., Ch.E., Research Assistant Professor of Metal-
lurgical Engineering
David Hume Caldwell, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Civil Engineering
John Van Veghten Coombe, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Civil Engineering*
Ralph Ellsworth Cramer, M.S., Special Research Assistant Professor of Engineering
Materials
F. Leicester Cuthbert, Ph.D., Special Research Associate in Petrography and
Mechanical Engineering
^On leave of absence from January 8 to August 31, 1941.
'Resignation effective December 7, 1941.
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Curtis Walter Dollins, M.S., Special Research Associate in Engineering Materials
Maurice Kendall Fahnestock, M.S., Research Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
Warren Skinner Harris, M.S., Special Research Associate in Mechanical Engineering
Elmer Franklin Heater, B.S., Research Associate
Albert Eby Hershey, M.S., Research Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Vernon Peter Jensen, Ph.D., Special Research Assistant Professor of Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics
Henry Eraser Johnstone, Ph.D., Professor of Chemical Engineering
Burnham William King, Jr., Ph.D., Special Research Assistant in Ceramic Engi-
neering
Ralph Wendel Kluge, M.S., Special Research Associate in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Seichi Konzo, M.S., Special Research Assistant Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Alonzo Plumstead Kratz, AI.S., Research Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Keith Carson Lowe, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Stuart Wellington Lyon, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Engineering Materials^
Thomas Hunter McCrackin, Jr., B.S., Special Research Assistant in Civil Engineering
Ross J. Martin, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Herbert Fisher Moore, M.E., D.Sc, Research Professor of Engineering Materials
Nathan AIortimore Newmark, Ph.D., Research Assistant Professor of Civil Engi-
neering
Edward Arthur Parker, Ph.D., Special Research Associate in Chemical Engineering
Frank Erwin Richart, M.S., C.E., Research Professor of Engineering Materials
Sam Sachs, B.S., Research Assistant in Mechanical Engineering
Herman John Schrader, M.S., Research Associate Professor of Applied Mechanics
Alamjit Dhaliwal Singh, M.S., Special Research Assistant in Chemical Engineering
Frederick Guy Straub, M.S., Met.E., Special Research Associate Professor of Chem-
ical Engineering
Sherlock Swann, Jr., Ph.D., Research Associate Professor of Chemical Engineering
Arthur Newell Talbot, C.E., D.Sc, D.Eng., LL.D., Professor of Municipal and Sani-
tary Engineering, Emeritus
Howard Rice Thomas, C.E., M.S., Special Research Professor of Engineering
Materials^
Joseph Tykocinski Tykociner, E.E., Research Professor of Electrical Engineering
Wilbur M. Wilson, M.M.E., C.E., Research Professor of Structural Engineering
George Herbert Zink, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Research Graduate Assistants
John Winfield Allen, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics
Warren Gilbert Dugan, B.S., Special Research Assistant in Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Robert Lamar Pigford, M.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Chemical Engineering
Howard Roy Stover, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Mechanical Engineeririg
Clarence Benjamin Williams, Jr., B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in
Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
Warren Monroe Peckham, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Theoretical
and Applied Mechanics
John Edward Duberg, M.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engineering
Lawrence Eugene Goodman, A.B., B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Civil
Engineering
Howard Carl Beede, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Metallurgical
Engineering
Harold Crate, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engineering
Douglas Emerit Dreier, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engi-
neering
^Resignation effective November 22, 1940. 'First semester.
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John Cornelius Houbolt, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engi-
neering
Howard Raymond Swift, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Ceramic Engineering
Francis Kasper Tallmadge, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Physics
Osborn Carroll Worley, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics
Harold Carl Johnson, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Ceramic Engi-
neering
Bertrand Jesse Mayland, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Chemical Engineering
John Staley, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Chemical Engineering^
Reid Bishop, B.S., Special Research Graduate Assistant in Civil Engineering
Charles Mark Middlesworth, B.S., Research Graduate Assistant in Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics'
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH
Walter Scott Monroe, Ph.D., Director
THE Bureau of Educational Research, established in 1918, is operated as a
department of the College of Education. Research is carried on by mem-
bers of the staff of the Bureau and also by graduate students who are working
on theses for advanced degrees. It is the purpose of the Bureau to conduct
original investigations in the field of education, to summarize and bring to the
attention of school people the results of research done elsewhere, and to be of
service to the schools of Illinois in other ways. The results of its original
investigations are published in a series of bulletins, and its accounts of research
conducted elsewhere, as well as general communications to the school men of
the state, are published in a series of circulars, both series being issued by the
University.
BUREAU OF BUSINESS RESEARCH
THE Bureau of Business Research, established in 1921, is operated as a depart-
ment of the College of Commerce and Business Administration. Its specific
purposes are to study, and as far as possible to explain, the economic and indus-
trial conditions in Illinois; to direct attention to tested practices of good business
management; and to investigate methods for securing the best executive control
of business. The Bureau is primarily a service organization, having about the
same kind of relationship to business men as an agricultural experiment station
has to farmers. Its work depends very largely on cooperation with business men
for the collection of data, and its method is chiefly statistical analysis. It never
undertakes investigations for individuals for a fee. Its findings are published by
the University in bulletins and circulars.
Staff
Charles Manfred Thompson, Ph.D., LL.D., Litt.D., Director
Ananias Charles Littleton, Ph.D., C.P.A., Assistant Director
Florence Leone White, A.M., Assistant
Mrs. Hilda Rose Stice, A.B., Assistant
Roland Hoyt Crabtree, A.B., Assistant
Kenneth Bernard Berg, M.S., Assistant'
^First semester. ^Second semester.
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BUREAU OF COMMUNITY PLANNING
THE Bureau of Community Planning, established in 1934, is operated as a
department of the College of Fine and Applied Arts. Its purpose is to
stimulate and promote public interest in community planning, to carry on research
in this field, to make background surveys pertinent to intelligent planning of
Illinois communities, and to summarize and bring to the attention of the people
of the state the results of such research. The Bureau from time to time partici-
pates in conferences on community planning.
Executive Staff
Rexford Newcomb, A.m., M.Arch., Director
Otto G. Schaffer, B.S., Professor of Landscape Architecture
Karl Baptiste Lohmann, M.L.A., Professor of Landscape Architecture
Harland Bartholomew, C.E., Non-Rcsident Professor of Civic Design
LoRiNG Harvey Provine, B.S., A.E., Professor of Architectural Engineering
Cyrus Edmund Palmer, M.S., Professor of Architectural Engineering
Don Hawk Morgan, B.S., Community Consultant
Advisory Staff
(Cooperating from other departments of the University)
James Joseph Doland, M.S., C.E., Engineer
Frank Walbridge DeWolf, B.S., Geologist
William Oscar Blanchard, Ph.D., Geographer
W. Russell Tylor, Ph.D., Sociologist'
Charles Mayard Kneier, Ph.D., J.D., Political Scientist
Horace Montgomery Gray, Ph.D., Economist
Hiram Thompson Scovill, A.B., C.P.A., Accountant
Arthur G. Anderson, C.E., Ph.D., Counselor on Social-Industrial Relations
Charles Leslie Stewart, Ph.D., Rural Economist
David Edgar Lindstrom, Ph.D., Rural Sociologist
Joseph Howard Beard, A.M., M.D., Specialist in Public Health
Robert Enoch Hieronymus, A.M., LL.D., Community Adviser, Emeritus
BUREAU OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH
THE Bureau of Institutional Research was established in 1933 as a fact-
finding agency directly responsible to the President of the University.
Under the guidance of its advisory committee w^ith the Provost as chairman, the
Bureau studies the teaching, research, budgetary, and other aspects of University
operation in their relation to one another, to educational policies and objectives,
and to the social needs of the state. The results of a continuous internal appraisal
of the operations of the University are made available to the President in
special memoranda.
Staff
Coleman Roberts Griffith, Ph.D., Director
Arthur Harry Winakor, Ph.D., C.P.A., Statistician
'On leave of absence first semester.
RELATED UNIVERSITY
ORGANIZATIONS
THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS FOUNDATION
ORGANIZED IN 1935, the University of Illinois Foundation is an outgrowth of
the Alumni Fund which had been begun about ten years previously. One
project of the Alumni Fund was the completion in 1929 of Lorado Taft's "Alma
Mater" statue, cast in bronze and located south of the Auditorium. Another
project was the subscription in 1930 of $5,000 which completed the endowment
of the Taft Lectureship in Art. A third project was the establishment in 1932
of an emergency loan fund of $4,000 for small loans to worthy students in the
University.
Objectives of the Foundation may be summarized as follows: (1) to assist in
developing the facilities of the University by encouraging gifts of money,
property, works of art, etc., and by such other means as may seem advisable;
(2) to receive, hold, and administer such gifts with the primary object of serving
purposes other than those for which the State of Illinois ordinarily makes suffi-
cient appropriations; (3) to act as the business agent of the Board of Trustees
of the University in the performing of other services specified by them; and
(4) to undertake such other enterprises as tend to promote the interests and
welfare of the University.
The Board of Directors of the Foundation consists of eighteen members.
Three of these are the President of the University, the President of the Board
of Trustees of the University, and the President of the Alumni Association, who
are ex-officio members during their terms of office. Three other members are
selected from the Board of Trustees of the University, and the remaining twelve
are elected, for terms of three years, by the executive committee of the Alumni
Association.
Board of Directors
Members Ex Officio
Arthur Cutts Willard, President of the University
James M. Cleary, President of the Board of Trustees of the University
Charles M. Thompson, President of the Alumni Association
Members Elected from the Board of Trustees of the University
James M. Cleary Karl A. Meyer (One to be elected)
Members Elected from the Alumni Association
Robert F. Carr William E. Levis Ch.^rles M. Thompson
John N. Chester Albert Penn William J. Wardall
Karl J. T. Ekblaw Charles S. Pillsbury Charles Wham
Fred A. Healy Paul L. Schroeder (One to be elected)
Officers of the Foundation
Charles M. Thompson, President of the Foundation
Charles S. Pillsbury, Vice-President of the Foundation
Lloyd Morey, Comptroller of the University, Treasurer (ex officio)
James C. Colvin, Secretary (elected by the Board of Directors)
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THE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION
THE Alumni Association, which has been continuously active since 1873 as an
auxiliary to the University, adopted its present constitution in 1913. The
object of the Association is to encourage the continued interest of former stu-
dents in one another and in the University, and to serve the University in every
way possible.
The main offices, being in the Illini Union Building on the campus at Urbana,
are well located to coordinate the work of the Alumni Association with student
and faculty activities and to provide a convenient meeting place for visiting
alumni. A branch office is maintained in the Medical and Dental College Labo-
ratories Building on the Chicago campus of the University, especially for
graduates of the Colleges of Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy.
All former students and all faculty members, past and present, are eligible
for membership in the Association. The annual membership fee is $3. Life
membership is $50.
Government of the Association is in the hands of its members through the
Alumni Council, which consists of all members attending its meetings, and
through the officers and directors elected by the membership. Elections are held
annually (by mail ballot), the officers to serve for one year and three directors
to serve terms of three years each. Two candidates for each office are nomi-
nated by a committee of past presidents, and additional nominations can be made
by any group of ten members. The general secretary, elected annually by the
directors, is in charge of the affairs of the Association and serves as editor
of the monthly magazine, Illinois Alumni Nezus, which has a circulation of about
63,000. A staff is constantly employed to keep accurate and complete records of
the addresses and other facts concerning former students, who number more than
140,000.
In matters concerning alumni relations the Alumni Association cooperates
with the University of Illinois Foundation, the Athletic Association, and the
Student-Alumni Association, as well as with the colleges, schools, and depart-
ments of the University.
Board of Directors
R. Z. Hickman Perry Graves Harry A. Hall
V. E. Lawrence W. E. Riegel Wilbur J. Carmichael
Mrs. Alta G. Saunders Deneen A. Watson Carl C. Larson
Officers of the Association
Charles M. Thompson, President
Charles Wham, Past-President
Irene D. Pierson, First Vice-President
Waldo B. Ames, Second Vice-President
Wayne R. Bennett, Treasurer
Carl Stephens, General Secretary, and
Director of Alumni Relations and
Records
Gleyn Goodwine, Alumni Recorder
Edward E. Stafford, Field Secretary
William J. Pfister, Manager of the
Student-Alumni Association
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THE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
THE Athletic Association administers intercollegiate athletics, intramural,
and all non-curricular recreational athletic activities at the University. Its
government is vested in a board of seven directors who are appointed annually
by the Trustees of the University on recommendation of the President of the
University. Four directors are members of the faculty, and three are non-faculty
members of the Alumni Association. The officers of the Association consist of a
president, vice-president, and secretary, who are elected annually by the directors
from their own membership, and a treasurer and a business manager, who are
also elected by the directors.
The funds of the Athletic Association are handled under regulations adopted
by the Trustees of the University, and an annual budget of anticipated income
and expenditures is submitted to the Trustees for approval. Sales of tickets for
athletic events are audited by a representative of the Comptroller of the Univer-
sity, and an annual audit of the accounts of the Association is made by a public
accountant approved by the Trustees.
Directors and Officers
Milton M. Olander, Toledo, Ohio (Alumnus), President
Professor Wendell Samuel Wilson (Director of Athletics), Vice-President
Professor Frank Erwin Richart (Representative on the Faculty Board of
the Western Conference), Secretary
Professor Wiluam Wodin Yapp (Faculty)
Professor George Washington Goble (Faculty)
Harry A. Hall, Waukegan (Alumnus)
Robert Z. Hickman, Chicago (Alumnus)
Hazen S. Capron, Champaign, Treasurer
Staff
Wendell Samuel Wilson, B.S., Director of Intercollegiate Athletics
Robert Carl Zuppke, Ph.B., Head Football Coach
Douglas Raymond Mills, B.S., Head Basketball Coach and Assistant Varsity Football
Coach
Walter Henry Roettger, B.S., Head Baseball Coach and Assistant Varsity Basket-
ball Coach
Leo Thomas Johnson, A.B., Head Track and Field Coach, Assistant Freshman Foot-
ball Coach, and Chief Football Scout
Harold Eugene Kenney, M.S., Head Wrestling Coach
Hartley D'Oyley Price, A.M., Director of Intramural Sports and Head Gymnastic
Coach
Max Josselyn Chapman, A.M., Director of Recreational Sports
Edwin John Manley, Swimming and Water Polo Coach
Ralph Emerson Fletcher, B.S., Head Freshman Football Coach and Assistant Fresh-
man Basketball Coach
Raymond Eliot, A.M., Assistant Varsity Football Coach and Freshman Baseball Coach
Victor Heyliger, B.S., Ice Hockey Coach
Howard John Braun, B.S., Tennis Coach and Freshman Basketball Coach
Harry Lovering Gill, Track and Field Coach, Retired
Winsor Williams Brown, A.M., Golf Coach
Justa M. Lindgren, A.M., Assistant Football Coach
Glenn Cline Law, M.S., Assistant Wrestling Coach and Assistant Freshman Football
Coach
Allen Barclay Klingel, B.S., Freshman Swimming Coach and Assistant to the Busi-
ness Manager
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Harold Marion Osborn, B.S., D.O., Assistant Varsity Track and Field Coach
Carl Warner Knox, A.B., Assistant Freshman Football Coach
Charles Anthony Bennis, B.S., Assistant Varsity Football Coach
Walter Charles Crawford, B.S., Assistant Freshman Football Coach
Arthur Simpson Daniels, A.M., Assistant Varsity Football Coach
William Jackson Treece, M.S., Assistant Freshman Football Coach
Ray Oscar Duncan, LL.B., A.M., Assistant Freshman Football Coach
Alpheus Miles Jennings, M.S., Assistant Gymnastic Coach
Alfred Joseph DeLorimier, A.B., Polo Coach'
Maxwell R. Garret, B.S., Fencing Coach
Charles Edward Bowen, B.S., Business Manager
Louis M. ToBiN, Publicity Director
Leland M. T. Stilwell, M.D., Physician
David Madison Bullock, Head Trainer
Marshall Crane H. Hornor, B.S., Assistant Trainer
Harold Cameron Paterson, B.S., Skating Rink Manager
William Joseph Pfister, B.S., Personnel Director
Fred L. Bruner, Custodian
*First semester.
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STATE SCIENTIFIC SURVEYS
UNDER AN ACT of the General Assembly entitled "The Civil Administrative
Code," in 1917, the functions and duties formerly exercised by the scientific
surveys located at the University of Illinois were vested in divisions of the State
Department of Registration and Education, with the proviso that they continue
to be exercised at the University of Illinois. These divisions are the State Natural
History Survey, the State Water Survey, and the State Geological Survey.
The State Board of Natural Resources and Conservation, acting through
subcommittees composed of the Director of the Department of Registration and
Education, the President of the University of Illinois or his representative, and
one or more expert advisers especially qualified, decides all matters pertaining
to these surveys, including research, investigational and scientific work, selec-
tion and appointment of the members of the scientific staff, cooperation with the
University in the use of scientific stafif and equipment, and cooperation with allied
divisions and departments of the government.
Board of Natural Resources and Conservation
Ex-Officio Members
Frank G. Thompson, Director, Department of Registration and Education
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., D.Eng., LL.D., President of the University
Appointed Members
William A. Noyes, Ph.D., LL.D., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus. .Chemistry
Louis R. HowsoN, B.S., C.E., Consulting Engineer, Chicago Engineering
Edson S. Bastin, Ph.D., Professor of Geology, University of Chicago Geology
Ezra J. Kraus, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Botany, University of Chicago Forestry
William Trelease, D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Botany, Emeritus Biology
STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY DIVISION
As NOW organized under the Civil Administrative Code of 1917, the StateNatural History Survey Division is a merger of the former office of State
Entomologist of Illinois and the Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History.
The last named organization originated in 1862 as the Museum of the State
Natural History Society; this became in 1871 the State Museum of Natural
History, which in 1877 was reorganized as the Illinois State Laboratory of
Natural History. The office of State Entomologist was established by an act
of the Legislature in 1867.
It is the duty of the Natural History Survey Division to make a complete
survey of the biology of Illinois, giving preference to subjects of educational
and economic importance and especially, under the latter head, to all insects
injurious to agriculture or horticulture, to truck farm and vegetable garden, to
shade trees and other ornamental vegetation, to products of mills and contents
of warehouses, and to public health. The Survey is further required to make
experiments for the prevention of insect injuries and to instruct the people of
Illinois, by lecture, demonstration, and bulletin, in the best methods of protecting
their property and health against injuries by insects, and to publish the product
of its investigations in bulletins, circulars, and reports covering the entire field
of zoology and botany in Illinois.
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The publications to date are as follows: a bulletin series now in the twentj'-first
volume, containing 12,326 pages; eighteen entomological reports of 3,017 pages; two
volumes of final reports on the birds of Illinois ; one volume, together with an atlas,
on its fishes ; the first two volumes of a new educational series, Fieldbook of Illinois
Wild Flowers, and Fieldbook of Illinois Land Snails; and numerous circulars and
pamphlets on special topics. A list of the available publications will be sent on request.
The Survey has accumulated and permanently preserved for comparison and study
large collections, particularly of Illinois material. The main insect collection consists
of some 500,000 pinned specimens, 20,000 slide preparations, and 70,000 vials and bottles
of material in alcohol. Other collections include some 145,000 fishes in alcohol and
formalin, 40,000 envelopes of fish scales with complete data, 60,000 mollusks, 28,000
specim.ens and 2,000 permanently mounted microscopic slides of fungous and bacterial
plant parasites, a herbarium of 15,000 plant specimens exemplifying the Illinois flora,
and many thousand bottles, vials, and packages of miscellaneous zoological and bo-
tanical material. A significant addition to the Survey material is the Charles Robert-
son collection of insects acquired in 1940. This collection, assembled over a period
of thirty years near Carlinville, consists of about 30,000 pinned specimens, including
t>'pe specimens of more than 200 kinds of Illinois insects. The Survey, in addition
to actual specimens, has in its files thousands of records concerning the flora and
fauna of Illinois.
The main offices and laboratories are on the University campus, Urbana, in the
Natural Resources Building, completed in 1940, and field stations are located at
strategic points in the state. Entomological field stations are located at Des Plaines
and Carbondale. Wildlife research facilities are maintained at the Lake Chautauqua
National Wildlife Refuge, near Havana, at Fox Ridge State Park, near Charleston,
at Pere Marquette Wildlife Experimental Area and Migratory Waterfowl Refuge, near
Grafton, at Kickapoo State Park, near Danville, and at Lake Glendale, near Dixon
Springs. New laboratory buildings have recently been completed in the study areas
near Havana and Charleston. A movable center of field operations in aquatic biology
is located as progress of the work requires.
Close cooperative relations are maintained with other sur\-ey divisions, the bio-
logical departments of the University, the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station, and
various conservational, biological, and agricultural bureaus or departments of the
state and national governments.
Committee of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation
Fr.^nk G. Thompson, Director, State Department of Registration and Education
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., D.Eng., LL.D., President of the University
WiLLi.\M Trele.^se, D.Sc, LL.D., Professor of Botany, Emeritus
Ezra J. Kraus, Ph.D., D.Sc, Professor of Botany, University of Chicago
Full-Time Staff
Theodore Henry Frison, Ph.D., Chief
Wesley Pillsbury Flint, B.S., Chief Entomologist
Milton D. Farrar, Ph.D., Research Entomologist
Herbert H. Ross, Ph.D., Systematic Entomologist
Ch.'vrles Chalmer Compton, Ph.D., Associate Entomologist
John H. Bigger, B.S., Associate Entomologist
Carl O. Mohr, Ph.D., Associate Entomologist and Artist
Leslie H. Shropshire, M.S., Northern Field Entomologist
Stewart C. Ch.\ndler, B.S., Southern Field Entomologist
William Edward McCauley, M.S., Assistant Entomologist
Barnard De Witt Burks, Ph.D., Assistant Entomologist
Carl J. Weinman, Ph.D., Research Fellow in Entomologj'
David Hiram Thompson, Ph.D., Zoologist
George William Bennett, Ph.D., Limnologist
Donald Frary H.\nsen, Ph.D., Assistant Zoologist
James Elwood Davis, B.S., M.F., Extension Forester
Lee Emmett Yeager, Ph.D., Forester
Leo Roy Tehon, Ph.D., Botanist
Don Baker Creager, Ph.D., Research Pathologist
Gideon Herman Boewe, M.S., Field Botanist
James Cedric C-\rter, Ph.D., Assistant Botanist
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Ralph E. Yeatter, Ph.D., Game Specialist
Arthur Stuart Hawkins, M.S., Game Technician
Frank C. Bellrose, Jr., B.S., Assistant Game Technician
John M. Anderson, B.S., Junior Biologist
James Sterling Avars, B.S., Editor
Part-Time Staff
Garland Tavner Riegel, M.S., Entomological Assistant
Manuel Mark Petrakis, A.B., Entomological Assistant
Kathryn M. Sommerman, B.S., Artist, Entomological Assistant
Howard Bliss Petty, Jr., A.B., Research Fellow in Entomology
Bernard George Berger, A.M., Research Fellow in Entomology
Bruno von Limbach, B.S., Zoological Assistant
Cooperative Staff
(In Cooperation with the State Department of Conservation and the
United States Fish and Wildlife Service)
Harry George Anderson, A.M., Junior Biologist
Louis Goehring Brown, B.S., Junior Biologist
Robert Edward Hesselschwerdt, A.B., Junior Biologist
(In Cooperation with the United States Bureau of Entomology and
Plant Quarantine and the Commodity Credit Corporation)
Temple F. Winburn, M.S., Associate Entomologist
STATE WATER SURVEY DIVISION
THE State Water Survey Division of the State Department of Registration
and Education has succeeded to the duties of the Illinois State Water
Survey, which was organized in the Department of Chemistry of the University
in 1895. Offices and special laboratories are maintained in the Noyes Laboratory
of Chemistry at Urbana.
A chemical survey of the waters of Illinois was begun by the State Water
Survey in the latter part of September, 1895. In 1897 the Legislature authorized
the continuance of the work and directed the Trustees of the University to estab-
lish a chemical and biological survey of the waters of the state. In 1911 the
Legislature made an increased appropriation and imposed additional duties on the
State Water Survey.
The Civil Administrative Code of Illinois (1917) directs that the State Water
Survey Division, cooperating with other divisions, shall investigate and study the
natural resources of the state
;
prepare printed reports and furnish information funda-
mental to their conservation and development ; cooperate with similar departments of
other states and the federal government ; study the geological formations of Illinois
with reference to its resources in mineral and artesian water; cooperate with the
United States Geological Survey in the collecting, recording, and printing of data on
water resources, including stream-flow measurements; collect facts concerning the
volume and flow of underground and surface waters of the state: determine the
mineral qualities of water from different geological formations and surface water for
the various sections of the state; publish, from time to time, the results of its investi-
gations of the mineral qualities, volumes, and flow of underground and surface waters,
to the end that the available water resources of the state maj' be better known ; make
mineral analyses of samples of water from municipal or private sources ; consider
and decide all matters pertaining to water and water resources and allied investiga-
tional and scientific research ; cooperate with the University in the use of scientific
staff and equipment ; and cooperate with the various departments in research, investi-
gational, and scientific work useful in the prosecution of the work of any department.
Thirty-three bulletins and twenty-one circulars have been published by the State
Water Survey, in which are reported its investigations of water resources of Illinois
and methods for the treatment of water and of liquid wastes.
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Committee of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation
Frank G. Thompson, Director, State Department of Registration and Education
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., D.Eng., LL.D., President of the University
William A. Noyes, Ph.D., LL.D., Chem. D., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus
Louis R. HowsoN, B.S., C.E., Consulting Engineer, Chicago
Staff
Arthur Moses Buswell, Ph.D., Chief
WiNFRED Dean Gerber, B.S., C.E., Engineer
Max Suter, Ph.D., Engineer
James Sarceant Gobble, M.S., Assistant Engineer
Harrison Edward Romine, B.S., Assistant Engineer
Vail H. Moore, B.S., Assistant Engineer^
Bernt O. Larson, B.S., Assistant Engineer
Thomas G. Lively, B.S., Assistant Engineer"
Thurston E. Larson, Ph.D., Chemist
Louis Anthony Rittschof, B.S., Assistant Chemist
Bernard Dudenbostel, B.S., Assistant Chemist
Frederick Robert Duke, Ph.D., Assistant Chemist
Henry Franklin Jones, B.S., Assistant Chemist
Robert Calvin Weast, M.S., Assistant Chemist
Robert McLaughlin Whitney, A.B., Assistant Chemist
Joseph S. Davis, Laboratory Technician
Cooperative Staff
(In Cooperation with the United States Geological Survey)
Joseph Halloway Morgan, District Engineer
Meyer Kramsky, B.S., Junior Engineer
John Henry Montgomery, B.S., Junior Engineer
William David Mitchell, B.S., C.E., Associate Engineer
Edgar B. Barron, B.S., Assistant Engineer
Alfonso Wilson, B.S., Junior Engineer
John R. Stiff, B.S., Junior Engineer
Lawrence E. Bidwell, ALS., Junior Engineer
Harold A. Weggel, M.S., Junior Engineer
STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY DIVISION
The State Geological Survey Division of the State Department of Registra-
tion and Education was established to study the geological formations of
Illinois with reference to the resources of coal, ores, clays, petroleum, gas, water-
bearing strata, building stones, cement-making materials, materials suitable for
use in construction of roads, and other products; and with reference to the educa-
tion of the people of the state. It publishes bulletins describing the state's
geological and mineral resources, and topographic and geological maps. It
serves the mining, chemical, metallurgical, manufacturing, and construction
industries, both directly and indirectly, in numerous ways. It cooperates with
the United States Geological Survey in the preparation of a topographic map of
Illinois, and with various other federal departments, with state departments and
divisions, and with the universities and colleges of the state, in supplying geologic
and topographic information.
This division is located on the south campus of the University, in the specially
equipped Natural Resources Building which was completed in 1940. It is organized
to provide specialists in scientific and technologic research in the fields of geology,
mineral resources, and mineral economics. Its laboratories in chemistry, physics, and
microscopy, which were established in 1931, supplement its field investigations in meet-
ing the need of changing technology. In the new building x-ray and spectroscopic
laboratories are also provided. A special building for large-scale experimentation,
known as the Geological Survey Laboratory, was constructed in 1940.
^Beginning February 1, 1941. ^Beginning February 10, 1941.
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Publications include 65 bulletins, 1 monograph, 33 bulletins in the Illinois Mining
Investigations series, 70 reports of investigations, 36 issues of Illinois Petroleum, and
3 reports in the educational series, as well as short excerpts, press bulletins, informa-
tion circulars, oil and gas drilling reports, and numerous drainage, topographic, struc-
tural, and geologic maps.
During the current year attention has been given to: the study of the coal resources
of Illinois, through field studies and compilation of mine and drilling data, especially
the No. 6 bed in groups of southeastern and southwestern Illinois counties
;
prosecu-
tion of fundamental research on coal, its constitution and its physical and chemical
properties ; investigation of methods of preparation for producing better stoker fuel
;
demonstration of the commercial feasibility of the manufacture of smokeless briquets
from Illinois coals authorized under House Bill 557 ; design and testing of a new
invertible grate for burning small egg size Illinois coal with reduced smoke ; study
of areas known or thought to be favorable for production of oil and gas, including
extreme southern Illinois; studies of repressuring and other methods of improved
recovery and treatment of oil in the Illinois oil fields; scouting of drilling wells;
preparation of development maps of active areas in Illinois oil fields ; studies in the
utilization of the limestones, sandstones, and shales of Illinois ; fundamental labora-
tory investigation of the physical and chemical properties of Illinois clays; study of
fluorspar, its properties and uses
;
preparation of statistical report of Illinois mineral
industry; geological problems encountered in highway construction; geologic condi-
tions at sites for public dams, bridges, tunnels, parks, etc. ; examination of well cuttings,
interpretation of well logs, and correlation of strata encountered in deep borings
study of the geology of sub-surface water supplies; electrical resistivity surveys to
locate buried deposits of water-bearing sand and gravel for municipal water supplies;
paleontological and stratigraphic studies of the Cambrian, Ordovician, Silurian, Mis-
sissippian, Pennsylvanian, and Pleistocene systems
;
paleobotanical studies of the
Pennsylvanian system ; micropaleontological studies of the pre-Mississippian, Missis-
sippian, and Pennsylvanian; preparation of a report on the geology of the Chicago
region with maps; preparation of a preliminary edition subject to revision of the
geologic map of Illinois ; detailed study and mapping of the areal geology by quad-
rangles, each covering approximately 225 square miles; writing of educational bulle-
tins
; and furnishing of geologic information and advice to mineral operators, manu-
facturers, construction engineers, and citizens of the state.
The year's topographic mapping program has been carried forward ; mapping has
been completed in the Carmi, Galva, Rose Hill, and St. Elmo quadrangles and has been
in progress in the Forreston and Mt. Carroll quadrangles. Horizontal and vertical
control was also extended into areas which will be mapped in the future.
Committee of the Board of Natural Resources and Conservation
Frank G. Thompson, Director, State Department of Registration and Education
Arthur Cutts Willard, B.S., D.Eng., LL.D., President of the University
Edson S. Bastin, Ph.D., Professor of Geology, University of Chicago
William A. Noyes, Ph.D., LL.D., Chem.D., D.Sc, Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus
FULL-TIME STAFF
Office of the Chief
Morris Morgan Leighton, Ph.D., Chief
Enid Townley, M.S., Associate Geologist and Assistant to the Chief
Jane Titcomb, A.M., Geological Assistant
Research Branch
Geological Resources Section
Morris Morgan Leighton, Ph.D., Chief Geologist
Coal Diznsion
Gilbert Haven Cady, Ph.D., Senior Geologist and Head
Louis C. McCabe, Ph.D., Geologist
James M. Schopf, Ph.D., Assistant Geologist
James Norman Payne, Ph.D., Assistant Geologist
Charles Chilton Boley, M.S., Assistant Mining Engineer
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Oil and Gas Division
Alfred Hannam Bell, Ph.D., Geologist and Head
George V. Cohee, Ph.D., Assistant Geologist
Frederick Squires, A.B., B.S., Associate Petroleum Engineer
Charles William Carter, Ph.D., Assistant Geologist
William Heyden Easton, Ph.D., Assistant Geologist
Roy Boggs Ralston, A.B., Research Assistant
Wayne F. Meents, Research Assistant
Industrial Minerals Division
John Everts Lamar, B.S., Geologist and Head
Harold Bowen Willman, Ph.D., Associate Geologist
Douglas Franklin Stevens, M.E., Research Associate
Robert Mann Grogan, A.M., Assistant Geologist
Robert R. Reynolds, B.S., Research Assistant
Areal and Engineering Geology Division
George Elbert Ekblaw, Ph.D., Geologist and Head
Richard Forrest Fisher, A.B., Research Assistant
Subsurface Division
Lewis Edwin Workman, M.S., Geologist and Head
Elwood Atherton, Ph.D., Assistant Geologist'
Tracy Gillette, Ph.D., Assistant Geologist'
Merlyn Boyd Buhle, M.S., Assistant Geologist
Irving T. Schwade, M.S., Assistant Geologist
Frank Emerson Tippie, B.S., Research Assistant
Stratigraphy and Paleontology Division
James Marvin Weller, Ph.D., Geologist and Head
Chalmer Lewis Cooper, M.S., Associate Geologist
Sedimentary Petrography Division
Ralph Early Grim, Ph.D., Petrographer
Richards A. Rowland, Ph.D., Assistant Petrographer
Physics Diznsion
Robert James Piersol, Ph.D., Physicist
Donald O. Holland, M.S., Assistant Physicist
Paul Frank Elarde, B.S., Research Assistant
Geochemical Section
Frank Hynes Reed, Ph.D., Chief Chemist
William F. Bradley, Ph.D., Associate Chemist
Glenn Charles Finger, Ph.D., Associate Chemist
Roberta M. Langenstein, B.S., Research Assistant
Fuels Division
Gail Robert Yoke, Ph.D., Associate Chemist in Charge
Carl A. Harman, M.S., Research Assistant
Industrial Minerals Division
James Stewart Machin, Ph.D., Chemist
James Franklin Vanecek, M.S., Research Assistant'
Delbert Lyle Hanna, A.B., Research Assistant'
Analytical Division
Orin W. Rees, Ph.D., Chemist
Leonard Darwin McVicker, B.S., Assistant Chemist
George William Land, M.S., Research Assistant
Paul W. Henline, M.S., Assistant Chemical Engineer
Mathew L. Kalinowski, M.S., Research Assistant
Arnold John Veraguth, M.S., Research Assistant
'Resignation effective January 31, 1941. ^Beginning March 15, 1941.
'Beginning February 14, 1941.
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Mineral Economics Section
Walter H. VosKxnL, Ph.D., Mineral Economist
Mrs. Grace Needham Oliver, A.B., Assistant
Publications and Public Relations Branch
George Elbert Ekblaw, Ph.D., Geologic Editor
Chalmer Lewis Cooper, IM.S., Geologic Editor
Dorothy Elizabeth Rose, B.S., Technical Editor
Kathryn Kirby Dedman, A.m., Assistant Technical Editor
Don L. Carroll, B.S., Associate Geologist in Educational Extension
Mrs. Alma Eich Sweeny, A.B., Technical Files Clerk
Mrs. Frances Harper Lehde, A.M., Assistant Technical Files Clerk^
Mrs. Portia Allyn Smith, Assistant Technical Files Clerk^
Mrs. Jewell Walcher, Assistant Technical Files Clerk
Ruth Elizabth Roth, B.S., Assistant Technical Files Clerk^
Meredith M. Calkins, Geologic Draftsman
Leslie Davis Vaughan, Assistant Photographer
Mrs. Dolores Thomas Sims, A.B., Geologic Clerk
CONSULTING STAFF
Cullen Warner Parmelee, M.S., D.Sc, Consulting Ceramic Engineer, University
of Illinois
Ralph Kent Hursh, B.S., Consulting Ceramic Engineer, University of Illinois
Frank Collins Baker, B.S., Consultant in Pleistocene Invertebrate Paleontology,
University of Illinois
Glenn S. Smith, Division Engineer in charge of Central Division of Topographic
Surveys, Urbana, and Washington, D. C.
PART-TIME STAFF
Geologists
J Harlen Bretz, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Carl O. Dunbar, Ph.D., Yale University
D. Jerome Fisher, Ph.D., University of Chicago
Associate Geologists
John R. Ball, Ph.D., Northwestern University
Harold Rollin Wanless, Ph.D., LIniversity of Illinois
Assistant Geologists
William C. Krumbein, Ph.D., University of Chicago
William E. Powers, Ph.D., Northwestern University
Bryan Conrad Parks, B.S., Urbana
SPECIAL RESEARCH AND DEMONSTRATION
OF SMOKELESS BRIQUETS
Full-Time Staff
Robert James Piersol, Ph.D., Physicist in Charge
Ralph R. Richart, B.S., E.E., Technologist
Harry Chanowitz, Assistant
John Warren Utecht, B.S., Assistant
Ruth Elizabeth Boyd, A.M., Assistant
Part-Time Staff
Jack Douglas Tuttle, Assistant
Charles William AIautz, Assistant
'Resignation effective February IS, 1941. ^Beginning February 17, 1941.
'Beginning April 1, 1941.

DEGREES, HONORS, PRIZES, AND
MILITARY COMMISSIONS
DEGREES CONFERRED IN 1940
EXPLANATION.—Degrees are conferred at four times in the year, as follows: at
the end of the first semester, in February; at the end of the second semester, in June;
at the end of the Summer Session, in August ; and in October. The degrees in the
following lists were conferred in June, 1940, unless reference is made to another date
by index numbers, as follows:
'Degree conferred in February, 1940.
^Degree conferred in August, 1940.
'Degree conferred in October, 1940.
Honors at graduation (see list beginning on page 454) are indicated as follows:
*With honors. ^With tutorial honors.
**With high honors. ''''With high tutorial honors.
***With highest honors. ''"With highest tutorial honors.
SUMMARY OF DEGREES CONFERRED IN 1940
Degrees Conferred at Urbana
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
A.B.—Liberal Arts and Sciences (February)
.
A.B.—Liberal Arts and Sciences (June)
A.B.—Liberal Arts and Sciences (August)
. . .
A.B.—Liberal Arts and Sciences (October) . .
A.B.—Home Economics (June)
B.S.—Liberal Arts and Sciences (February)
.
.
B.S.—Liberal Arts and Sciences (June)
B.S.—Liberal Arts and Sciences (August)
. .
B.S.—Liberal Arts and Sciences (October)
.
. .
B.S.—-Chemical Engineering (February)
B.S.—Chemical Engineering (June)
B.S.—Chemical Engineering (August)
B.S.—Chemistry (February)
B.S.—Chemistry (June)
B.S.—Chemistry (August)
B.S.—Chemistry (October)
B.S.—Home Economics (June)
B.Soc.Adm.
—
(June)
Total, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences. . . 653
College of Commerce and Business
Administration
Accountancy (February) 5
-Accountancy (June) 119
2
6
B.S,
B.S.
B.S.
B.S.
B.S,
B.S
B.S
B.S,
B.S,
B.S
B.S,
B.S
B.S
B.S
B.S
B.S
—Accountancy (August)
.
— Accountancy (October)
—Accountancy, Banking, and Finance
(June)
Banking and Finance (February)
.
—Banking and F'inance (June) 20
—Banking and Finance (August) 1
—Commerce and Law (February) 4
—Commerce and Law (June) 10
—Commerce and Law (August) 2
—Commerce and Law (October) 3
—Foreign Commerce (June) 3
—General Business (February) 28
—General Business (June) 137
—General Business (August) 13
B.S.—General Business (October) 9
B.S.—Industrial Administration (February)
. . 1
B.S.—Industrial Administration (June) 7
B.S.— Industrial Administration (October) .... 4
B.S.—Insurance (June) 4
B.S.—Public Utilities (June) 1
B.S.—Tradeand Civic Secretarial Service (June) 2
Total, College of Commerce and Business
Administration 392
College of Engineering
B.S.—Agricultural Engineering (June) 7
B.S.-—Ceramic Engineering (February) 1
B.S.—Ceramic Engineering (June) 23
B.S.—Ceramic Engineering (October) 1
B.S.—Ceramics (February) 2
B.S.—Ceramics (June) 10
B.S.—Ceramics (October) 1
B.S.—Civil Engineering (February) 15
B.S.—Civil Engineering (June) 47
B.S.—Civil Engineering (October) 4
B.S.—Electrical Engineering (February) 7
B.S.—Electrical Engineering (June) 48
B.S.—Electrical Engineering (October) 3
B.S.—Engineering Physics (F'ebruary) 2
B.S.—Engineering Physics (June) 11
B.S.—En.gineering Physics (October) 1
B.S.'—General Engineering (February) 4
B.S.—General Engineering (June) 8
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering (F'ebruary) .... 9
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering (June) 89
B.S.—Mechanical Engineering (October) 3
B.S.—Metallurgical Engineering (February) .
.
1
B.S.—Metallurgical Engineering (June) 22
B.S.—Metallurgical Engineering (October) ... 1
B.S.—Mining Engineering (June) 7
B.S.—Railway Civil Engineering (June) 3
B.S.—Railway Electrical Engineering (June).. 3
Total, College of Engineering 333
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College of Agriculture
B.S.—Agriculture (February)
B.S.—Agriculture (June)
B.S.—Agriculture (August)
B.S.—Agriculture (October)
B.S.—Dairy Technology (June)
B.S.—Floriculture (June)
B.S.—Home Economics (February) . .
.
B.S.—Home Economics (June)
B.S.—Home Economics (.-Xugust)
B.S.—Home Economics (October). . . .
Total, College of Agriculture
37
162
13
9
1
8
5
111
College of Education
B.S.—Education (February)
B.S.—Education (June)
B.S.—Education (.•\ugust)
B.S.—Education (October)
B.S.—Agricultural Education (June)
B.S.—Agricultural Education (October)
B.S.—Home Economics Education (June) . . .
B.S.—Home Economics Education (August).
B.S.—Industrial Education (February)
B.S.—Industrial Education (June)
B.S.—Industrial Education (October)
Total, College of Education 328
College of Fine and Applied Arts
B.S.—.-Architectural Engineering (February)..
B.S.—Architectural Engineering (June)
B.S.—^Architectural Engineering (October) . . .
B.S.—Architecture (February)
B.S.—Architecture (June)
B.S.—Architecture (October)
B.S.—Music Education (February)
B.S.—-Music Education (June)
B.S.—Music Education (.\ugust)
B.S.—Music Education (October)
B.F.A.—Art Education (June)
B.F.A.—Commercial Design (June)
B.F.A.—Commercial Design (October)
B.F.A.—Industrial Design (February)
B.F..\.—Industrial Design (June)
B.F..-\.—Landscape Architecture (June)
B.F.A.—Landscape .-Architecture, City Plan-
ning Option (June)
B.F..\.—Painting (February)
B.F.A.—Painting (June)
B.Mus.
—
(February-)
B.Mus.—(June)
B.Mus.
—
(August)
1
16
2
1
25
2
2
24
2
1
13
2
1
1
3
7
2
1
6
1
Total, College of Fine and Applied Arts.
College of Law
LL.B.—(February) 10
LL.B.—(June) 50
LL.B.— (.August) 8
LL.B.—(October) 3
J.D.—(June) 1
Total, College of Law 72
School of Journalism
B.S.
—
Journalism (February) S
B.S.
—
Journalism (June) 70
B.S.
—
Journalism (.-August) 1
B.S.
—
Journalism (October) 1
Total, School of Journalism 77
Library School
B.S.—Library Science (June) 87
B.S.—Library Science (.August) 43
B.S.—Library Science (October) 1
Total, Library School 131
School of Physical Education
B.S.—Physical Education (February) 2
B.S.—Physical Education (June) 53
B.S.—Physical Education (August) 1
B.S.—Physical Education (October) 1
Total, School of Physical Education 57
Graduate School (Urbana)
A.M.—(February) 20
A.M.—(June) 115
A.M.—(.August) 48
A.M.—(October) 65
M.S.—(February) 40
M.S.—(June) 148
M.S.—(August) 45
M.S.—(October) 79
M.Mus.
—
(.August) 1
Arch.E.—(June) 1
Cer.E.
—
(June) 1
C.E.—(June) 5
E.E.—(June) 3
E. Physicist
—
(June) 1
Mech.E.
—(June) 1
Ph.D.—(February) 9
Ph.D.—(June) 94
Ph.D.—(October) 30
Total, Graduate School {Urbana) 706
Total, Colleges and Schools at Urbana 3227
Degrees Conferred in Chicago
Graduate School (Chicago)
M.S.
—
(February) 4
M.S.—(June) 28
M.S.—(October) 11
Ph.D.— (June) 2
Total, Graduate School (.Chicago) 45
College of Medicine
B.S.—(February) 8
B.S.— (June) 70
B.S.—(October) 17
B.M.— (February-) 1
B.M.—(June) 21
M.D.— (January 1, to December31, inclusive) 157
Total, College of Medicine 274
Certificate in Medicine (February) (2)*
Certificate in Medicine (June) (128)*
*Certificates are not counted as degrees.
College of Dentistry
B.S.—(February) 1
B.S.—(June) 34
B.S.—(October) 1
D.D.S.—(June) 37
D.D.S.—(.August) 3
D.D.S.—(October) 5
Total, College of Dentistry 81
College of Pharmacy
B.S.—(February) 5
B.S.— (June) 54
Total, College of Pharmacy 59
Total, Colleges in Chicago 459
GRAND TOTAL 3686
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UNDERGRADUATE COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS AT URBANA
Acton, Mary Jane
Agnew, Allen Francis***
Alexander, John Wesley***
Allanson. Mary**
Allers, Earl Vincent
Amsler, Donald VVayne^
Anderson, Arthur G.***
Anderson, Leon Ignatius
Anderson. Ruth Eleanor
Andrews, Dale Edwin
Anthony, James Hunter
Arendt, Henry^**
Arnold, Minton Wayne
Arnold, Paul Lauren^
Ashjian, Noubar Hovsep'
Atherton, Edgar Eugene
Ballard, James Franklin, II
Balser, Sylvia Lois^
Bank, Peter Franz'
Bardolph, Richard**
Barnett, George
Bauer, Franklin Willis
Bazelon, Judith Lee
Benedict, Bruce Willet'
Benson, Harriett Marie^
Bergin, Dorothea Allene^
Berkson, Lucille
Bernhard, Joseph Raymond
Berns, Robert Erwin*
Bernstein. Carol Doris
Billings, Edward Robert
Bilsborrow, Althea Jane**
Blix, Fred Mayor, Jr.
Bone, Quentin Blane
Bortolotti, Wilma Louise
Boyd, Jesse Bernell
Boyer, Pearl Catherine
Boys, June^
Bozartk, Byron Neville
Branyan, Mary Frances
Bressler, George Trafimow
Briggs, Beverlie Carolin***
Brittin, William Allan, Jr.
Brown, Constance Louise
Brown, Dorothy Loraine
Brumbaugh, Stanley Liegerot
Brussell, Annette Faye
Bucher, Edmund Albert
Bullington, John Thompson
Burt, John Shields
Bushnick, Mildred Loretta
Butler, Berenice Mary
Butler, Harry Walker
Califif, John William
Carmichael, Janet
Carnes, Jess Gale***
Caswell, Charles Martin
Chalem, Florence
Chalstrom, Phyllis Louise
Chapin, Dorothy Ellen**
Charles, Thomas Eldon
Chenoweth, Ruth Ellen
Clements, Louis
Cloe, William Ellsworth
Cohen, Mindell
Conant, James De Vore**
Condit, Robert Messinger'T
Conron, Carl Edward, Jr.
Cooksey, Arvilla Ruth
Cornell, Ann Marie'
Cramer, Robert Lawrence*
Cramer, Willard Matthew
Cross, John Thomas
Crouch, Dorothy Elizabeth
Crump, Lee Jesse
Degree of Bachelor of Arts
(In Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Cummings, Lowell Oscar
Dahm, Paul Adolph***
Dallenbach, John Wallace'
Danley, Phil'ip R. F.
Dasiewicz, Dolores***
Davidon, Robert Simon**
De Marco, Roland J.>
Dewey, Jane Rae
Dickerson, George Hamm, Jr.
Dobrow, Miriam
Dohm, Katherine Marjorie
Domagall, Lawrence Edward'
Doney, Richard Jay***
Donnelly, Ethel Marjorie Anne
Dougall, Tames Bernadus-
Doyle, William Philip*
Drake, James Leslie
Drazba, Peter Anthony
Drenk, Harry Samuel, Jr.
Duley, Dorothy Frances
Dunn, Richard Thomas
Dworski, Monice
Eaton, John Thomas
Eckhardt, Richard Dale***
Eisenstein, Averon Harold***
Ensign, Robert***
Erickson, Elmer Edward
Erickson, Wesley Tyler
Erlenborn, Wilton Henry John*
Evans, David L., Jr.
Evans, Luella Irene
Faucett, Minnie Woodv/ard
Faucett, Philip Matson, Jr.
Fear, Marjorie Mildred
Feder, Anita J.
Feinberg, Lilian Okner*
Fischer, Dorothy Everett
Fisher, Jack Harold
Fitzgerald, Kathleen
Floyd, Nema
Fogelson, Claire B.***
Ford, Glenn Melvin
Fornoff, Addie Elizabeth*
Francis, Julie Mabel'
Freeman, Antonia June**
Frothingham, John Louis
Fryer, Robert Newell
Furlong, Eleanore Agnita
Gaines, Gladys Ella*
Galant, Henry Clifton
Ganja, Robert Shimon
Garrett, Kenneth Lee
Geist, Katharine Louise***
Gianasi, Charles
Gibson, Elizabeth Louise
Gleiser, Katherine Elizabeth'
Glodich, William Visel*
Glover, Judith Haines
Godlewski, Jan Thaddeus
Ratislau, Jr.'
Godow, Minnette*
Godwin, Fredrick Irvin
Goldstein, Edith**
Goldstone, Charles Frederick'*
Gollnick, Robert Louis
Gorman, John Evans
Graham, Virginia
(jrimsley, June Emarella
Grosspitch, Alzana Marie
Guandolo, John Silvio
Hall, Margaret Jane
Handlon, Colin Carl
Hannig, Paul Bernard
Hass, Carl Frederick^
Haug, Elsie Louise
Hayes, Roger
Heape, Chester Marlin
Hendrie, Jayne Norwood
Henry, Helen Louise
Hessler, Jean Elizabeth
Hey, Lenore Jeanette
Himelstein, Marvin
Hirsch, Milton William
Holt, Letitia Park
Holtzman, Mary Elizabeth
Hough, Charles Russell****
Howe, Charles Horace'
Hrubes, Virginia Helen
Hurlbut, Nancy Jane
Ingalls, Robert Condit
Irwin, Melvin Leroy
Jackson, Elizabeth Haanel'
James, Alice Marilynn*
Johns, Pat Anne*
Johnson, Helen Maynard
Johnson, Howard Claus
Edmund***
Johnson, Howard Stelle***
Johnson, Nancy Elizabeth
Johnson, Ruth Ann
Johnson, Shirley Ada
Johnston, Jack
Jolidon, Gladys Lucile*
Jones, Morris Thompson
Jones, Rebecca Catharine^**
Jones, Robert Hare*
Jost, Kenneth C.
Kahn, Lessing Anthony***
Kahn, Ruth
Keller, Frank Leuer***
Kelly, Margaret Arlene
Kennedy, Albert Nelson
Kenney, Carolyn C.
Keupper, Rosemary-
Kientzle, Helen Lucille
Kingman, Merle Barry
Kirby, Darwin Alfred, Jr.*'
Kirkpatrick, Jack Reid*
Klotz, Maurice Maxwell
Knapik, Irene Eleanor'
Knight, Marjorie Alma'
Knorr, Louis Carl
KoUar, Edward Joseph***
Kopriva, James Warren
Kornick, George Otis
Kost, George John'
Krebs, Edwin***
Kreitzer, Isabelle Hannah
Kudo, Elin
Lach, Theodore Thomas*
Lamb, Leonard
Land, Mary Elizabeth
Landau, George Wayne
Langdon, Robert McNally
Larabee, Mary Lou
Larner, Ethelyn Elizabeth
Laughlin, Peggy Louise
Leake, Robert Elwood
Lee, James Stewart
LeFever, Kleon McKnight
Lefler, Roscoe Warner
Lem, Frank*
Lewin, Charles Robert
Lewis, Leona Ruth
Lewis, Paul Everette
Lindsley, (jeorge Alvin
Little, Wanda Mae**
Littleton, Barbara Ray
Lloyd, Clemett
Lloyd, Edna Hogwood**
For meanings of asterisks and superior numerals, see explanation at the beginning of this list.
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Longley, Gordon James
Loveless, Beth Louise
Lubliner, Robert
Lucas, Allen Thurman
Lucas^ Faith
Ludwig, Benard Vincent
Maas, Russell Harry
Maher, Francis Joseph*
Mains, Elsie Mae
Marco, Clarice Catherine
Marlatt, Harry O'Connell
Marshall, Ruth Ellen
Martin, Nelle Margaret
Mather, Eugene
Mathis. June Elizabeth
Mawrence, Melvin'
Maxton, David Bruce Rocky
Maxwell, Patricia d'AImeida
McCalley, Aldena Elizabeth'
McCarthy, Frances Ann
McCarthy, Thomas Joseph
McCullough, Alta Margaret Ann'
McGinnis, Jean
McGrane, Eleanor Marie
Antoinette^
McL-aughlin, James Morton
McManus, Mary Louise
Meadows, Edna Leone*
Mercker, Elizabeth Louise'
Mesirow, Elliot B.
Michal, Richard Walter
Miles, David Bird
Miller, Hazel Heller'
Miller, Ruth Anne'
Millett, John Charles, Jr.'
Mills, Martha Orila
Minkus, Marvin Jewel
Minto, Grace Elizabeth
Mischlich, Gail Charles'
Moeller, Jane Alice
Moncreiff, Bruse
Montooth, Martha Grace
Moon, Harold Dean
Moore, David Graham'*
Moore, Ralph Pollster
Moore, Robert Harry
Morgan, Dorothy Mae'**
Morgan, Tune Marie'
Morrell, Mary Martha*
Morris, Theodore Miles
Morrison, Lawrence Schaeffer
Morrison, Mary Frances
Mulligan, Patricia Ann'
Munnis, James Kleinhenn
Munson, John Chester
Munson, Lyle Hugh
Murphy, John Edwin
Murphy, Loretta Marie'
Murray, Franklin Murlin
Myers, Kathryn Hannah
Nebel, Clarence Arthur
Nelson, Charlotte Lorraine
Nelson, Leonard Dunbar
Newbury, Helen
Newcomb, Deborah Jean'
Newlin, Willard Seward
Nichols, Lucie Florence
Nickerson, Jeanne Elizabeth
Niemeyer, Robert Dean
Niesen, George Vincent'
Nilsson, Clarence Arthur
Noble, Nolan Vincent'
Nofftz, Meta Theodora**
Norbut, Alex John
O'Brien, William Jesse
O'Connell, John Joseph Patrick
O'Connor, James Sylvester
Offenbacker, Catherine Patton
O'Hair, Martha Rosalind***
Olson, Agnes Janice
Olson, Bernice Lydia
Olson, Lois Mildred
Ossip, Jerome Joseph
Ostrom, Josephine Virginia*
Otterness, Lyle Amos*
Otterness, Omar Gordon
Palfrey, i^Iarjorie Helen
Papp, Richard John
Patchell, Stephen Frank
Pearsall, Betty Jane
Peirce, James Franklin
Peterson, Albert Engdahl'
Petry, Robert Steven
Petty, Howard Bliss, Jr.'
Phipps, Ogden Allen
Pikavitz, Daniel Richard
Pilkington, Charlotte Dorothy*
Pillsbury, Glenn Thomson
Pollock, Helen Elizabeth
Porter, Matheus Lawrence, Jr.^
Porter, Robert Arthur
Prouty, Doris Henrietta
Purcell, Sylvia Stiercn
Quirke, Frances Grace
Range, Adele*
Rank, Katheryn Eileen
Rasmussen, Lore May'
Ray, Florence Laura
Rayner, Margaret Sloan
Reed, James Charles, Jr.
Reeder, William George, Jr.
Regnell, ^Margaret Joyce
Reitze, Marjorie Jane
Reizner, Florence Naomi
Rhinehart, William Jackson
Ribacchi, Soliska Florence
Richard, Warren A.
Rigdon, Ruth Eileen
Rives, William Bauer
Rizzo, John Carman
Roach, Harry Daniel
Roady, Thomas Golman
Roberts, Helen Newton***
Robinson, Joseph Ross
Rohlfing, Ralph Walter
Roozen, Edwin Cramer, Jr.
Rosen, Sam Louis
Rowland, Dwight Rexford
Rubino, John Joseph
Rundles, Charles Henry
Rush, Harry Miller
Ryan, Howard Chris
Saltzberg, George
Samors, Bernice Ruth'
Sandusky, Arthur Joseph
Saxby, Donald Baxter
Schaei'er, Frank Jacob, Jr.
Schaefer, Lillian
Schleyer, Grayce Lorraine
Scholfield, Warren Richards
Schpok, Adeline Lillian
Schroeppel, Mary Ruth*
Schroy, Paul Henry
Schuber, William Peter
Schulman, Clement
Schultheis, Geneva Elizabeth
Schwartz, Robert Nash^'
Scovill, Janet Ruth
Scriven, Donald Ernest
Sedlack, Dorothy Jane
Sellers, Harvey Alphius, Jr.
Sellett, Andrew Joseph
Seltzer, Mary Irene*
Shaffer, Robert Doyle
Shaw, William Russell*
Shender, Martin Herbert
Sheridan, Charles Ambrose
Sihler, Ptelen Virginia
Silver, Ethel Lee
Silverman, Robert
Sims, Paul Kibler***
Sinew, Sidney Frank'
Skeels, Robert Alfred
Slonek, Otto Frank'
Smason, Lois Harriet
Smith, Betty Ann Lenhart
Smith, Betty Jane
Smith, Dorothy Mathilda
Smith, Martha Jean'
Snodgras, Lois Jane
Snyder, Miles Abraham
Sperry, David Allen^'
Squires, Harry Rawlings
Staderman, Orville Paul***
Stastny, Ann June'**
Stauffer, Marian Lorraine
Stein, Belva May
Steiner, Pauline Julia***
Steinfort, Clarine Edna
Steininger, Earl Waldo*
Stewart, Charles Leslie, Jr.**
Stewart, Mary Scott
Stewart, Ruby Ella
Stibal, James Roy
Stice, Margaret Louise
Stickell, Lawrence'
Stocker, Naomi Ruth*
Stone, Frances
Storm, Mary Ballou
Strauss, Carlyne Betty
Stutzman, Frances Rae
Sugerman, Bernard Benjamin
Sutherland, Ruth Mary
Swallow, Florence**
Swearingen, Winnifred Lenore
Swift, Arthur Dean
Tabbert, Dorothy Theresa
Tarnapo!, Lewis JIartin
Taylor, Virginia Mayer
Tesar, George Albert
Thiessen, Lillian Pauline
Thomason, Ralph Claire
Thompson, Ellen June***
Thompson, Elmer Tipton
Thrall, Elizabeth Rose***
Tice, Hermena Louise
Tittle, Robert James
Toeppen, Donald Berkeley
Tombrink, Verna Ruth
Trinz, Bruce Steven'
Trobau^h, Frank Edwin, Jr.***
Troll, George Edward
Truitt, Barbara
Tuttle, Dorothy Mae'
Valentine, Evelyne Alice
Vaniman, Margaret Jane
Viering, Sue Emaline
Waggoner, George Raymond***
Walcott, Isabel
Walker, Donna Lucille
Walker, Jane
Walker, John Scott'
Wall, Darlene Marcelle'
Ward, Jane Elizabeth
Warnes, Elizabeth Wallace
Warren, George Louis
Waters, Thomas Laverne**
Watson, Richard Hale
Watters, Mary Jane
Webber, Florence ^largaret*
Weber, Elisabeth Neel
Weinreich, Genevieve Mildred
Weitzel, Maynard Kenneth
Wellbaum, Arthur Schroeder
West, Juanita Belle'
Weston, Mary Schori
White, Betty Rosella
White, Hollis Lee
Whitehead, John Paul'
Wilson, Dorothy Rebecca'
Wilson, Robert Milne'
Wilson, Victor Wayne
Wise, Florence Estelle
i
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Witney, Fredi***
Wolf, Mary Margaret
Wolfson, Jerome Foster
Wolinsky, Samuel
Woods, John Thomas
Wright, Geraldine Cherle
Yeatman, Edward David
Young, Lawrence Albert-
Younger, Charles Benjamin
Zeller, Helen Julia
Zucker, Dorothy Mary***
Barnhart, Mary Beatrice***
Eriksen, Edna Louise
Degree of Bachelor of Arts
(In Home Economics)
Hurst, Marietta Jacobsen, Anna Leona
Degree of Bachelor of Science
(In the subjects shown in parenthesis)
Abramson, Arthur Harris (Accountancy)
Adams, George Henry (Railway Electrical
Engineering)
Adams, Merlin Jones (Electrical Engineering)
Adams, Robert Raymond (Chemistry)**
Adams, Wyatt (Insurance)
Adkins, Walter Allen (Agriculture)
Agatucci, George, Jr. (Education)^
Ahlers, Marian Louise (Home Economics)
Ahlvin, Elmer Harold (Electrical Engineering)
Albers, Earl John (Agriculture)**
Albrecht, Richard Eugene (Agriculture)'
Alexander, Francis Oran (General Business)
Alexander, Irving Herbert (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Alford, Helen Hauri (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)*
Allen, Anna Louise (Home Economics)*
Alport, Bertram Jerry (Mechanical Engi-
neering)'
Alverson, Kent Arthur (Agriculture)
Ambrose, Paul Edward (Chemical Engineer-
ing) =
Amdal, Russell Mansfield (Architecture)*
Amidon, Wayne Fleming (General Business)
Amsterdam, Harvey Charles (General Business)
Andermann, Ralph John (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Anderson, Arthur William (Education)
Anderson, Betty Gladys ((ieneral Business)
Anderson, Faraba Genevra (Music Education)
Anderson, Francis Adkins (Accountancy)
Anderson, Halleck Obert (Agriculture)-
Anderson, Helen Margaret (Home Economics)
Anderson, James Allen (Chemical Engineer-
ing)***
Anderson, Rivers McNeill, Jr. (Accountancy)
Anderson, Thelma Marie (Home Economics)-
Andreasen, Arthur Albinus (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Andresen, Edna Borghild (Physical Education)
Andrew, Dan Edgar (Accountancy)*
Andrt, Fred Frank (Electrical Engineering)
Anellis, Abe (Liberal Arts and Sciences)'
Angell, Frances Tucker (General Business)
Annis, Betty Marie (Home Economics)
Appleman, Herbert Stanley (Electrical Engi-
neering)'
Armstrong, Francis Patrick (Education)^
Armstrong, Lennox James (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Arnold, Robert Walter (Banking and Finance)'
Arnold, Robert William (General Business)
Ash, Robert Melville (Agriculture)
Auten, Charles Howe, jr. (Agriculture)
Awsumb, Wells (Architecture)
Babbitt, Richard Kipling (Engineering Physics)
Bacon, Clarence Tuell (General Business)
Bacon, Genie Ray (Education)'
Baggott, John Wayne (Mechanical Engineering)
Bailey, Barbara Elizabeth (Education)
Baker, Berenice June (Education)
Baker, Griffin Jonathen (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)**
Baker, Herbert Douglas (General Business)
Baker, Irene Beckham (Education)
Balbach, Stanley Byron (Commerce and Law)
Ballance, Willis Bennett (Journalism)
Ballard, Franklin Pruden (Education)
Bane, Russell Wynton, Jr. (Education)*
Baniqued, Juan Ferrer (Mining Engineering)
Bank, Peter Franz (General Business)
Banks, Marian Hattie (Home Economics)
Banner, Ruth Lucile (Home Economics)
Bannon, Claire Margaret (Education)
Bantz, Earl Clayton (Agriculture)
Barber, Edwin James, Jr. (Agriculture)
Barbour, William Harry (General Business)'
Bard, Robert Edward (General Business)
Barron, Erlene Elizabeth (Home Economics)
Barron, Harry Allen (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Bartow, Walter Thomas (Ceramic Engineering)
Barz, Walter Arthur (General Business)
Barzdukas, Albert Charles (Ceramic Engineer-
ing)
Bass, Margaret Irene (Home Economics)
Bates, Jack Munger (Metallurgical Engineer-
ing)
Bauer, Emma Dunbar (Education)
Baum, Meyer (Education)
Bauman, Philip Andrew (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Baus, Joseph William (Education)
Baxendale, Ralph Westwood (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Baylor, Edward Randall (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Bear, Genevieve Elaine (Home Economics)
Bear, Leonard Meyer (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Bearrows, Russell Merritt (Mechanical Engi-
neering)'
Beasmore, Laura Green (Education)'
Beattie, Frank Masters (Floriculture)
Beattie, Thomas Eugene (General Business)*
Becker, Robert August (Banking and Finance)
Beckerle, William Raymond (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Beckman, Ralph Harold (Agriculture)**
Beckmann, Robert Bader ((Chemical Engineer-
ing)
Behrends, Betty Janet (Home Economics)
Beiler, Dorothy Wood (Home Economics)'
Beimfohr, Oliver Wendell (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)**
Beitscher, Herbert Robert (Education)
Bell, Charles Victor (Industrial Education)
Bell, Herbert William ^General Business)
Benard, Jack Howard (General Business)
Bennett, Albert Wesley (General Business)
Bennett, Charles William (Agriculture)'*
Bennett, Clifford Eugene (Journalism)
Bennett, Elizabeth (Education)
Bennett, Lealan (Chemical Engineering)
Bennett, Paul Lovins (Agriculture)
Bennett, Ralph Edward (Education)'
l^ennett, Richard Menefee (Education)'
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Benson, Harry Gordon (General Business)
Benson, John Marion (Agriculture)
Benson, Walter Latham (General Business)
Benz, Arthur Raymond (Agriculture)'
Bercher, Helen Catherine (General Business)
Berg, Verla Elizabeth (Education)
Berger, Thomas Edward (Architecture)
Berlinger, Norman Herbert (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Berman, Bennett Irwin (Commerce and Law)
Berntsen, Eleanor Marie (Education)
Berovitz, Melvin Serna (Accountancy)
Bertoglio, Raymond Anton (Commerce and
Law)
Berutti, Chester Joseph (General Business)'
Best, Rosemary (Music Education)
Bevan, John Edward (Metallurgical Engineer-
ing)
Bickel, Francis Anthony (Accountancy)'
Bielinski, K. Constance (Education)
Bierman, Venita Belle (Home Economics)*
Billings, Edward Robert (Accountancy)*
Binfield, Richard Ayliffe (Architecture)
Binge, Harold Curtis (Accountancy)
Birch, John Edward (Banking and Finance)
Bird, Ruth Mae (Physical Education)
Birdzell, Roy Walter (General Business)
Bishop, Reid (Agricultural Engineering)
Bittermann, Norman George (General Engi-
neering)
Black, William Stewart (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)*
Blackstock, John (Electrical Engineering)
Blair, Joseph Herbert, Jr. (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Blaylock, James Lee (General Business)'
Bleeks, Justean (Education)
Bleick, Eugene Walter (Architectural Engi-
neering)
Blixen, William Cornelius (Accountancy)
Blomquist, Conrad Alvin (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Bloom, Irvin (Journalism)
Blum, Beverly Janet (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Blum, Carl Robert, Jr. (Architecture)
Bock, Shirley Estelle (Education)
Bodmer, Erwin Edward, Jr. (Mechanical En-
gineering)
Boeker, Justin Robert (Ceramic Engineering)*
Bohlen, Wayne Herbert (Agriculture)*
Bollinger, Waldon Pearson (Electrical Engi-
neering)
Bonavia, Peter George, Jr. (General Business)
Bond, Charles Lee (Education)'
Bone, Roberta Keach (Home Economics)*
Bonnell, Wilburn Ott, Jr. (Education)
Boone, Fredda Faybell (EUlucation)
Borchardt, Jack A. (Civil Engineering)
Boudreau, Louis (Education)'
Bourne, Ira Marshall (Agriculture)'
Bouxsein, John Pierre (Education)
Bovee, Donald Ernest (Journalism)
Bowman, Adele Ann (Home Economics)
Bowman, Donald Cochran (Mining Engineer-
ing)
Boynton. Edgar Thompson (Journalism)*
Braasch, Lillian Katherine A. (Home Eco-
nomics)
Braden, Joseph David (Accountancy)
Bradley, Charles MacArthur (Architecture)
Bradley, John Thomas, III (Journalism)
Brana, Maria Minnie Carmela (Physical Edu-
cation)
Brandlin, Paul Joseph (Education)'
Brasic, Frank ((Zivil Engineering)'
Breeze, Lewis Karl (Ceramics)
Brelant, Samuel Bernard (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Bremer, Robert Louis (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Brett, William Harold (Civil Engineering)
Brewer, Melvin Clay (Education)
Brewer, Philip Daniel (Chemical Engineering)
Brine, Jane Raymond (Floriculture)*
Briscoe, John William (Ceramic Engineering)
Bristow, George Louis (Accountancy)
Brodie, James Joseph (General Business)
Brody, Irwin (General Business)
Brooks, John Read (Civil Engineering)
Brooks, Kenneth William (Architectural Engi-
neering)*
Broom, Walter Eugene (Agriculture)'
Brophy, Donald George (Industrial Admin-
istration)
Brotman, Delmar Jack (Agriculture)
Brounstein, Morris (Accountancy)'
Brown, Arthur Elberta (Agricultural Educa-
tion)
Brown, Cordelia Imbler (Home Economics)
Brown, Donald Roger (Architecture)
Brown, Helen Louise (Education)-
Brown, Jack Warren (Mechanical Engineering)
Brown, John George Carleton (General Busi-
ness)'
Brown, Mark Shields (Agriculture)
Brown, Maurice Eugene (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)^
Brownstein, Seymour (Education)
Brucker, George John (Education)*
Brummett, Charles Ray (Metallurgical Engi-
neering)
Bruner, James Cordell (Agriculture)'
Bruner, Robert Louis (General Business)*
Bruno, Rextord Evans (Accountancy)'
Bryan, John William (Accountancy)*
Bryant, Robert Blaine (Accountancy)**
Brzycki, Hubert Walter (Metallurgical Engi-
neering)
Buck, Gertrude Caroline (Physical Education)
Buckholdt, Harold Nickolas (Metallurgical En-
gineering)'
Buczynski, Evelyn Helen (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Budgell, Melvin Ellis (Electrical Engineering)
Buechel, Joseph Charles (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Buhner, Garnet Edward (Journalism)
Bunting, John Thomas, III (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Burke, Richard James (Engineering Physics)**
Burke, Thomas Brady (Journalism)
Burkhardt, Dorothy \Vilhe!mina (General Busi-
ness)
Burnett, Anne Elizabeth (Education)
Burnett, Camille (Music Education)*
Burnham, Russell Conrad (Accountancy)*
Burns, Howard Clifton (Chemical Engineer-
ing)
Burns, Robert B., Jr. (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Burns, Robert Taylor (Education)'
Burris, Bette Zane (Education)'
Burt, Barbara Ruth (Journalism)
Burton, Ralph Philip (Electrical Engineering)
Bush, Roger Roland (Electrical Engineering)
Bushraeyer, Francis Donald (General Busi-
ness)'
Bussell, Elizabeth Emily (Home Economics)*
Butler, Paul Lorraine (Metallurgical Engi-
neering)
Butler, Roy Russell (Education)
Cadwell, Charles Arthur (Agriculture)'
Cahill, Edward Charles (Accountancy)
Cahill, Jean Doe (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Campbell, Chester Morton, Jr. (Journalism)
Campbell, Donald Thomas (General Business)'
Campbell, James Wallace (Education)'
Campbell, Marjorie Maxine (Home Economics)
Cantlin, Helen Esther (Education)
Capizzi, Sam James (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)**
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Caps, Arthur Clifton (Accountancy)^
Carey, Charles James, Jr. (Education)
Carlson, Edward Hugo (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)'
Carlson, Walton L. (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)**
Carncross, Robert Irving (General Business)
Carney, John William (General Business)
Carper, Robert Jacob (Physical Education)
Carr, Mary Kathryn (Home Economics)
Carrell, Carolyn Margaret (Home Economics)
Carrell, David Xeal (Agriculture)'
Carroll, John Bruce, Jr. (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Carson, Robert Lee (Accountancy and Banking
and Finance)
Carter, Keith Loper (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)**
Carter, Robert Hugh (Accountancy)
Cattani, Maurice Arthur (Agriculture)
Caveglia, Anna Christine (Education)*
Ceigler, Harvey Eugene (General Business)
Chamberlain, Orville Virden (Mechanical En-
gineering)
Chamberlin, William Howbert (General Engi-
neering)*
Chanowitz, Harry (Engineering Physics)
Chapman, Margaret Louise (Education)
Checkley, David Milton (Architecture)*
Chew, Chester Forrest (Agriculture)
Chiary, August (General Engineering)'
Childers, Ann Katherine (Physical Education)
Chittenden, Albert Porter (Architectural Engi-
neering)
Choate, Mary Alberta (Education)
Christensen, Julien Martin (Accountancy)
Christensen, Thorwald Eberhard (Metallurgical
Engineering)
Christman, Dean Westervelt (Chemistry)*
Christophersen, Roy (Music Education)
Cichowski, Valentine John (Ceramics)*
Clark, Dorothy Lucille (Education)
Clark, Gladys Castle (Home Economics Edu-
cation)-
Clark, Harold Richard (Commerce and Law)'
Clark, Helen Jean (Education)
Clark, Marian Ruth (Home Economics)
Clark, Thomas Arkle (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)'
Clark, Virginia Viskniskki (Home Economics)
Claussen, Vera Emma (Home Economics)*
Cleland, Ruth Vermilyea (Education)
Clifford, Kenrick Dominic (Accountancy)
Clodi, Virgil Leroy (Agriculture)
Clotfelter, Howard Beeson (Education)'
Coady, Charlene Ann (Physical Education)
Coffman, Shuford Watts (Accountancy)
Coggins, Max Hess (Electrical Engineering)'
Cohen, Benjamin Samuel (Agriculture)
Cohen, Harry (Chemical Engineering)*
Colby, Norman Clark (Engineering Physics)*
Colombo, Herman John (General Business)'
Colteaux, Jeanette Delia (Journalism)
Colwell, Melvin Randolph (Banking and Fi-
nance)
Combs, Gerald Fuson (Agriculture)*
Conard, Jack (General Business)
Conner, thelma Baker (Education)'
Conway, Lee Franklin (Civil Engineering)'
Cook, Frank Samuel (General Business)
Cooley, William Julius, Jr. (Education)
Cooper, Mavis Mary (Education)
Cooper, Thomas Hamlet (Agriculture)*
Cope, Robert Lee (Physical Education)
Copeland, Joan (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Copper, Hubert Eugene (Agriculture)
Corcoran. Andrew John (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Corcoran, Yale Allen (General Business)^
Cordell, Lucille Dorothy (Home Economics)
Cosby, Adolph Burnett (Ceramic Engineering)
Coughlin, Fred Raymond (Agriculture)
Coughlin, Virgil Edward (Agriculture)
Coultas, Virginia Frances (Home Economics)
Coulter, Wyman Richardson (General Busi-
ness)'
Coveny, Rita Geraldine (Education)-
Cowan, Kenneth Russell (General Business)
Cox, Charles Donald (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)*
Cox, Earl Bailey, (Electrical Engineering)'
Cox, Elaine Brown (Education)'
Coyner, Eugene Casper (Chemistry)**
Crabb, Dorothy Ruth (Music Education)
Grain, Delmar (Physical Education)'
Crane, Erwin Watson (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)'
Craner, Fenton Sweet (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Crate, Harold (Civil Engineering)**
Cremeans, Betty Jean (Home Economics)
Cress, John Marshall, Jr. (Physical Education)
Crombie, Ruth Marilyn (Education)
Cron, Alartin John (Chemistry)
Cross, Thomas Merl (Mechanical Engineering)
Crum, Mary Esther (Home Economics)
Culvey, Marjorie Mae (Home Economics)
Cummins, Lindell Lewis (Agriculture)
Cunningham, John William (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Curatolo, Anthony Volta Alexander (Educa-
tion)
Curl, Betty Jean (Education)
Cuthbertson, William Hughes (Physical Edu-
cation)
Cutler, Roswell Edward (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)'
Cycon, Robert Ronald (General Business)
Daggett, Robert Eugene (Civil Engineering)
Dahlgren, Ruth Eleanor (Physical Education)
Daily, Charles Luzern (Education)
Daniels, Frank, Jr. (Accountancy)
Daniels, Jonathan Graham (Civil Engineer-
ing)**
Danielsen, Alsed Leslie (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Dann, Robert Edmund (Accountancy)*
Davenport, William Ray (Journalism)
Davey, Arthur (General Business)
Davidson, Kenneth Eugene (Accountancy)
Davies, Carlos Oliver (General Business)
Davis, Alice Viola (Home Economics)
Davis, Bernell Vernon (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)*
Davis, David Kelly (Metallurgical Engineer-
ing)
Davis, Etta Lee (Education)
Davis, John Mason (Metallurgical Engineer-
ing)
Davis, ISTary Myrtle (Education)'
Davis, Oral Lee (General Business)
Dawson, James Kenneth (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Dawson, James Robert (Accountancy)
Dayton, John David (Ceramic Engineering)
Dean. Dorothy Elizabeth (Journalism)
Deffenbaugh, Ralston Henry (General Busi-
ness)
Dehnert, Edith Elizabeth (Journalism)
Deiss, Paul Michael (General Business)'
dejonge, Robert Richard (Civil Engineering)'
De La Ronde, Gordon George (Industrial Edu-
cation)
Dellinger, Garlan Ray (Metallurgical Engi-
neering)
Delmastro, Fred (Electrical Engineering)'
Deming, Clifton Lavern (General Business)
Demmert, William Robert (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Denning, Evelyn Cora (Accountancy)
Dennis, William Warren (Journalism)
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DeShields, James Wesley (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)^
Deutch, Louise (Journalism)
Deverman, Leland John (Accountancy)
Dewey, Forrest Pilger (Accountancy)*
Dey, Kathryn Elizabeth (Education)^
DeZurko. Edward Robert (Architecture)*
Dick, Charles Henson (Agriculture)
Dick, James Fred (Electrical Engineering)^
Dietterle, Edwin William (Ceramic Engineer-
ing)^
Diveley, Wilhelmina Anna (Education)
DiVito, Nicholas John (Electrical Engineering)
Dix, Robert Edward (Mechanical Engineering)
Dixon, Harry Mitchell (Industrial Administra-
tion )'*
Dixon, Ruth Virginia (Home Economics)*
Dobkin, Irving B. (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)*
Dobson, Leonard A. (Education)'
Doerschuk, Janet Lucille (Home Economics)*
Doney, Louis Millard (Ceramics)
Dooley, Wallace Summers (Journalism)
Don', Fred Bernard (Chemistry)**
Dotson, George Kenneth (Agriculture)
Downen, Curtis Frederick (Agriculture)
Downes, John Joseph (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Downs, Henry Burton (Education)
Dragoo, Don Howard (General Engineering)'
Drayer, William Thomas (Agriculture)
Droil, Marjorie Pauline (General Business)^
Druker, Leonard Jacob (Chemistry)*
Drysdale, Winifred Park (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Dubsky, Milton Charles (Education)
Dueringer, Erwin Gilbert (Agricultural Engi-
neering)
Duff, James Crawford (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Duffy, John Quintin, Jr. (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Duncan, Leverett Earl, Jr. (Accountancy)
Duncanson, Jay Oliver (Education)
Dunham, Barbara Ellen (Journalism)*
Dunlap. Robert Ralph (Education)
Dunn, Francis Henry (Education)*
Dunn, George Harry (General Business)
Dunn, George Raymond (Agriculture)
Dunn, Henry Oliver (Dairy Technology)
Dunn, LaVelle Etheline ((General Business)
Dunne. William Joseph, Jr. (Education)
Durand, Elliott (Civil Engineering)'
Durrant, Oliver Wilfred (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Duszak, Henry (Electrical Engineering)^
Dvore, Irwin (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Dye, Una Fern (Home Economics)'
Dyer, Clifford Edmund, Jr. (Electrical Engi-
neering)
Eakin, Dorothy Lucille (General Business)^
Eaton, Howard Herbert (Agriculture)
Eaton, Richard Eugene (Agriculture)*
Eckert, Philip George (Architectural Engi-
neering)**
Edwards, Rachel Elizabeth (Education)
Edwards, Shirley Margaret (Education)'
Eglin, Henry Dalbert (Railway Electrical
Engineering)
Eikleberry, Doris Lucille (Education)-
Einstein, Gudula Hannah (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Eirich, Cornelia Elizabeth (Education)
Eisiminger, Sterling Kenwood (Mechanical En-
gineering)
Elliott, Steryl LaVerne (General Business)'
Eilis, Jane Audrey (Journalism)*
Embshoff, Frances Jane (Education)
Emmons, James William (Agriculture)
Emrick, (jaylord Britten (General Business)
Emsing, (Carolyn Mae (Education)
Engel, George Carl (Agriculture)*
Engelking, Bernice Amelia (Home Economics)
English, Fred Joel (General Business)
Engstrom, John Reid (Engineering Physics)
Epstein, Nathan (General Business)
Erb, Ralph Eugene (Agriculture)'**
Erwin, Robert V\'illiam (Agriculture)^
Esse, Frank Joseph (General Business)
Evans, Laura !Mae (Education)
Everetts, Ruby Roxene (Education)*
Ewing, Elizabeth Ann (Home Economics)
Ewing, Herbert Halliday (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Eyerly, George Brown (Ceramic Engineering)*
Faibish, Georc^e Mayer (Education)
Fairbank, Allen Norris (Architectural Engi-
neering)
Fallon, Virginia (Education)
Fanning, George Christopher, Jr. (General
Business)^
Fansler, Leora Helen (Education)'
Fehrenbacher, Dorothy Aileen (Home Eco-
nomics)***
Fein, Murray William (Agriculture)-
Feldman, Pearl Naomi (Education)'
Felts, Warren Austin (Music Education)
Ferguson, William Eugene (Agriculture)
Ferreira, Howard Homer (Agriculture)
Ferris, John Richard (General Business)
Field, David Albert (Physical Education)
Fieldhouse, George Edwin (Civil Engineering)
Filbert, Charles Bryan (Accountancy)
Filson, Charles William (General Business)
Finfrock, Lawrence Johnson (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Finkel, Herman Jacob (Agricultural Engineer-
ing)
Finley, William Howard (Banking and Fi-
nance)'
Fisher, Charles Dillon (General Business)'
Fisher, Charles Ishmael (Agriculture)
Fisher, Eva Venita (Home Economics)'
Fisher, Mary Louise (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Fiske, Margaret Ann (Home Economics)
Fitzsimons, Edward Joseph (Chemistry)*
Flamm, Paul Frederick (Chemical Engineer-
ing)***
Fleckinger, Clark (General Business)
Fleming, Alphonsine Regina (Education)
Fleming, Erma Adeline (Education)
Fleming, Josephine Irene (Physical Education)
Fletcher, Donald Hinton (Floriculture)
Flynn. Bonnie Kathryn (Education)
Foederer, Herbert Joseph (General Business)
Fogarty, Edward (Accountancy)
Foltz, Mary Theresa (Education)
Ford, Charles Bishop, Jr. (Electrical Engi-
neering)
Forgacs, Joseph (Agriculture)*
Forlaw, Ethyl Shannon (Chemistry)
Fornof, John Honeywell (Journalism)
Fosnaugli, William Elifus (Agriculture)
Fosse, Erwin Ray (Agriculture)
Fossland, Robert Gerard (Agriculture)**
Foster, Dorothy Patricia (Commerce and Law)'
Foster, Juanita Mae (Home Economics)
Foster, Norton Conover (Chemical Engineer-
ing)
Fourier, Arthur Ernest, Jr. (Education)
Fournier, John Andrew (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Foute. Howard Kenneth (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Fowler, Clarence Maxwell (Chemical Engineer-
ing)*
Fox, Evelyn Louise (Home Economics)
Fox, Fern Elizabeth (Education)
Frampton, Betty Jean (Education)'
Francis, Fred Clow (Agriculture)
Francis, Julius (Agriculture)
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Frank, Joe Eugene (Education)
Franklin, Julia Ann (Accountancy)
Frascona, Angelina (Education)
Frazier, Marion Francis (General Business)
-
Fredigke, Lucile Riebe (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Freedtnan, Myrtle Elaine (Journalism)
Freeman, Thomas Joseph, Jr. (Accountancy)*
French, Elizabeth Maurine (Home Economics)
French, Raymond Douglas (Agriculture)
French, Uel Wilford (Agriculture)-
Friedman, Annette (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)*
Friedman, Sidney Jack (Education)
Fulk, Roscoe Neal (Accountancy)
Fuller, Santry Clay (Architecture)
Fulton, Dean George (Agriculture)
Gady, Wilbur William (Banking and Finance)
Gaetje, Annette Caroline (Foreign Commerce)
Gaines, V^irgil James (General Business)
Gaither, Dorcas Marcile (Education)'
Gallagher, Edward Gerald (Agricultural Engi-
neering)
Gardner, Ned James (Accountancy)*
Gargula, Jeannette Marie (Education)
Garrett, (Charlotte Elmira (Home Economics)
Garvin, Nellie Leila (Home Economics)
Garwood. Robert Douglas (Education)*
Gaston, Carl Hill ( Agriculture j^**
Gates, Eschol Nelson (Agriculture)
Gawne, Richard Paul (Agriculture)
Gawthrop, Paul (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Gehlbach, Raymond Kenneth (Agriculture)
Geisz, Wallace Henry (Physical Education)
Gentry, Edward, Jr. (Physical Education)
German, Kathryn Elisabeth (Home Economics)
Giallombardo, Joseph James (Physical Educa-
tion)
Gibbs, Marian Beth (Physical Education)
Gibson, Donald Robert (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Gilbert, Richard Paul, Jr. (Physical Education)
Gilbert, Walter Harmon (Agricukure)
Gildersleeve, Benjamin Turner (Agriculture)
Giles, John Edwin, Jr. (Chemical Engineer-
ing)*
Giller, Edward Bonfoy, Jr. (Chemical Engi-
neering)
Gillhouse, Loren Ernest, Jr. (General Busi-
ness)
Gilson, Fred Theodore (Accountancy)
Gingold, William (General Business)'
Ginoli. (Zharles Norman (Accountancy and
Banking and Finance)
Girhard, Charles Edward, Jr. (Chemistry)**
Giulian, Raymond Ernest (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Gladson, Frank Forrest (General Business)^
Glaeser, Paul John (Agriculture)**
Glasscock, Florence Evelynne (Journalism)
Glennan, Mary Jane (Journalism)
Glesmann, Edwin Finis (Civil Engineering)
Glick, Esther Ruth (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Glindmeier, Mildred M. (Education)'
Glover, Sus-Anna (Home Economics)
Glynn, Victory (Music Education)
Goad, Benita Alpharetta (Music Education)'
Goebig, Victor Herbert (Banking and Finance)'
Goers, Melvin Armand (Accountancy)
Goldberg, Alexander (Chemical Engineering)*
Goldie, William Jay (Education)
Goldman, Arthur (Chemistry)*
Goldman, Leonard Gerald (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Goldstein, Burton Alvin (Chemical Engineer-
ing)*
Goltz, Herbert Aaron (Electrical Engineering)
Goodzey, John Robert (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Gordley, Richard Glenn (Accountancy)**
Gordon, Benjamin Edward (Agriculture)***
Gordon, Macey Barnet (Accountancy)
Gorishek, Mary (Physical Education)
CJrace, Mary Lou Engdahl (Architectural Engi-
neering)**
Grant, Brian Maurice (Agriculture)'
Gray, Darrell Melvin (Accountancy)
Gray, Helen Kathleen (Home Economics)
Gray, Marjorie Lucile (Education)*
Green, George Gerald (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Green, Harvey (Agriculture)
Greenberg, Jerome S. (Ceramic Engineering)
Greene, Ruth Marjorie (Home Economics)*
Greening, Evelyn Dorene (General Business)'
Greening, Marjorie Fasse (General Business)
Greenwell, James Robert (Music Education)
Greefe, Cyrus Dale (Mechanical Engineering)
Gregory, Gordon Arthur (Agriculture)
Gregory, Milo Earl (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)*
Griffith, David Jamerson (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Griffith, John Stanford (Chemical Engineer-
ing)*
Grim, George Butler (Mechanical Engineering)
Grosboll, John Emerson (Agriculture)'**
Gross, Gertrude Johanna (Education)^
Grosse, Francis George, Jr. (General Busi-
ness)'
Groupe, Lorraine Mellicent (Education)
Grove, John Frederick (Engineering Physics)
Gruenberg, Robert Pershing (General Busi-
ness)
von Grueningen, Ruth Lillian (Physical Edu-
cation)
Grubb, Howard Eugene (Industrial Administra-
tion)
Guerin, Vincent Charles (General Business)*
Guinn, Donald Kenneth ((Chemistry)'
Gunkel, Dorothy Grace (Home Economics)
Gustafson, Kendol Clayton (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Gutheil, Helen Riddell (Music Education)'*
Guthrie, Ralph Ambrose (Agriculture)**
Hackett, Donald Fred (Industrial Education)
Hackleman, George Albert (Accountancy)
Hadary, Gideon (Agriculture)'
Haddad, Leonard Mark (Commerce and Law)
Haddick, Arline Pearl (Home Economics)
Hadley, Henry Htiltman (Agriculture)***
Hafner, Robert Harvey, jr. (Metallurgical
Engineering)
Hagen, Evangeline Si Delle (Home Economics
Education)
Hallden, Otto Sebastian (Civil Engineering)
Halvorsen, Lorene Lanet (Education)
Hamilton, Margaret (Home Economics)'
Hamilton, William Elliott (Agriculture)
Hamming, Kenneth Wayne (General Engi-
neering)'
Hampton, Abbie Louvasia (Physical Educa-
tion)
Handelsman, Norman Abraham (General Busi-
ness)'
Handley, John Robert (General Business)
Hanks, Charles Franklin (Ceramics)
Hannon, Maurice Fredrick (Accountancy)
Hansch, Corwin (Chemistry)
Hansen, James Donald (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Hanson, Donald Norman (Chemical Engineer-
ing)**
Hanson, Sylvester Allen (Mining Engineer-
ing)
Hapac, William John (Education)
Harbaugh, Claude (Education)
Harder, Shirlee Marie (Education)
Hardy, Gayle Maynard (Industrial Education)
Hardy, Leward Joyce (Industrial Administra-
tion)
Hardy, Phillip IlifTe (Education)
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Harless, Aubrey Eugene (Agriculture)'
Harman, Homer Franklin (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Harmon, Robert Boyne (Railway Civil Engi-
neering)
Harno, Michalie Maud (Education)
Harrer, Helen Mary (Education)'
Harris, Dnvid (Chemistry)
Harris, Frank Robertson (Agriculture)
Harrison, Leslie Dale (Civil Engineering)*
Harrison, Shelby Marvin (General Business)
Hart, Claude Wilburn (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Hart, Elsa Carmen (Home Economics)'
Hart, Harold Lewis (Agriculture)
Hartman, Earl Carl (Chemical Engineering)*
Hartman, Frank Dale (Agriculture)'
Hartman, Milton Miles (Agriculture)
Hartman, William Joseph (Education)
Hartmann, Charlotte Lorraine (Physical Edu-
cation)
Harvey, Arline Burtis (Education)
Harvey, Lois Marie (Education)
Haslem, Donald Joseph (Accountancy)
Hathaway, Ralph Waldo (Education)
Haudrich, Emil Frank (Agriculture)**
Haugeland, John Christian (General Engineer-
ing)*
Hauptfleisch, Louis Alois (Trade and Civic
Secretarial Service)
Haushalter, Xenia Brown (Education)'
Haut, Theodore James (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Hawkins, Mae Ryan (Education)'
Hawkins, Ruth Kathryn (Education)-
Hayes, William Edward (Accountancy)
Hays, Donald Albert (Agriculture)
Hays, Wendell Myron (Agriculture)
Hazen, Dan Francis (Electrical Engineering)
Head, John Louis (Floriculture)
Heavener, Roberta Jean (Journalism)
Hebel, George James (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Hedrick, Gale Cecil (General Business)
Hedrick, Helen Lucile (Home Economics)
Heeren, Forrest Henry (Music Education)
Heffley, Earle Franklin, jr. (Journalism)
Hellenthal, Wilmer (Mechanical Engineering)
Helm, Robert Raymond (General Business)
Hemeister, Wilmer Harry (Banking and Fi-
nance)
Hempen, Marguerite Cecilia (Education)
Hemphill, Robert Chester (General Business)
Hendrickson, Lester Calvert (Agriculture)
Hendrix, Everett Allison (Agriculture)
Hendrix, Marwood McKinley (Agriculture)'
Henhoff, Harrilee Eunice (Education)'
Henke, William Andrew (General Business)
Henricks, Firman Filer (Accountancy)'
Hensley, Raymond (Education)'
Herman, Charlotte Alice (Home Economics)*
Herriott, Helen Eileen (Home Economics)
Herriott, Roger Lowell (Accountancy)
Herzler, Ralph Edmund (Metallurgical Engi-
neering)*
Hess, Sidney Marvin (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)**
Hettinger, Sidney V., Jr. (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Hibbard, Orell W'illiam (Music Education)'
Hicks, Paul Laverne (Education)'
Hicks, Raymond Leroy (Electrical Engineer-
ing)'
Hieser, Dorene (Home Economics)
Higgins, Billie Mae (Education)
Hightower, Howard Wayne (Education)'
Hill, Dorothy Ann (Education)
Hill, Harold Eugene (Accountancy)
Hill, Henry Clyde, Jr. (Education)
Hill, W^illiam Herbert (Agriculture)
Hilliard, John Anson (Accountancy)
Hillman, Robert Enoch (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Hines, Harold Cheney (Music Education)
Hinkley, Paul Parlier (Accountancy)
Hinueber, Robert Carl (Accountancy)
Hirsch, Joseph E. (Mechanical Engineering)
Hirst, Raymond Victor (General Business)
Hoberg, Janice (Home Economics)
Hochberg, Frederick Mayer (Journalism)
Hochschild, William Lang, Jr. (Mechanical
Engineering)
Hocking, Harriet Virginia (Home Economics)'
Hocking, Shirley Jean (Education)
Hoehn, Arthur John (Education)**
Hoffman, Wilbur Merle (Agricultural Educa-
tion)
Hoga, Dorris LaRue (Insurance)
Hogue, Robert Scott (Metallurgical Engineer-
ing)
Hoit, Elizabeth Mitchell (Home Economics)
HoUabaugh, Zoe Jackson (Architecture)
Hollett, Grant Thomas (Mining Engineering)
Holley, Frank Edward (General Business)**
Holstrom, Harold Edward (Banking and Fi-
nance)
Holt, Edward Huston (Civil Engineering)*
Homrighous, Faye Alice (Education)
Honemann, Franklin Carl (Accountancy)
Hooper, Lorraine Marie (Education)
Hoover, Mary Janet (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Hoppe, Louis William (General Business)
Hopps, Howard Martin (Agriculture)
Horn, Earl, Jr. (Agriculture)
Horn, Frank Walton (Architecture)
Horn, Samuel (Architecture)
Hornbeck, Richard Burl (General Business)
Horning, Mary Martha (Music Education)**
Hortenstine, Hazel Marie (Home Economics)
Horton, Melvin Howard (General Business)
Hoskins, Maurine Elsie (Education)
Houbolt, John Cornelius (Civil Engineering)**
Houck, Frank W'illiam (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Hough, Thomas Samuel (General Business)
Hubbard, Herbert Azro (Agriculture)
Hubbard, John David (General Business)
Hubert, Leland Russel (Agriculture)*
Huckins, Charles Wesley (Floriculture)
Huddlestone, DeLoss Cameron (Accountancy)
Hudson, Mary Patricia (Home Economics
Education)
Huelbig, Church Arthur (Education)
Huffman, Lynn Keister (Agriculture)
Hughes, James Henry (Agriculture)'
Hughes, John Donald (Accountancy)
Hughes, ^largaret Lloyd (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Hull, Dean Richard (Agriculture)
Humphrey, Earl LeRoy (Chemical Engineer-
ing)
Humphrey, Helen Nauman (Education)
Humphrey, Robert Clayton (Banking and
Finance)
Humphry, John Edward (Agriculture)
Hunt, George (Commerce and Law)
Husman, Delmar Wayne (Agriculture)'
Hutchinson, Ruth Elizabeth (Home Economics)
Hutchinson, William Francis (Education)
Hutton, Paul Keyes (Ceramic Engineering)
Hutton, Roger Scott (General Engineering)
Hyde, Vivian Grace (Education)
Hynes, Helene Christine (Home Economics)
Imhoff, Christian W., Jr. (Journalism)
Imle, Marguerite (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)**
Immele, Leonard Bernard (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Ingels, Glenn Rex (Metallurgical Engineer-
ing)'
Ingleman, Milton Russel (Chemistry)*
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Inman, Lloyd (Agriculture)
Irwin, Lawrence MacDowell (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Irwin, Mary Cynthia (Education)
Israel, David Arbetter (General Business)^
Ives, William Thomas (Agriculture)^
Jacobowitz, John Mathias (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Jacobson, Henry George (Chemical Engineer-
ing)**
Jadrich, Raymond Alexander (Insurance)
Jameson, Shirley Barbara (Physical Educa-
tion)
Jankowski, Clarence Hubert (Education)
Janssen, Harold Henry (Accountancy)*
Janssen, Ralph Wille (Education)
Jean, Robert Calvin (Civil Engineering)
Jehlik, Eugene Franklin (General Business)
Jencks, Carlton Howland (Accountancy)
Jennings, Violet Joy (Home Economics)
Jensen, Paul Arne (Metallurgical Engineer-
ing)
Jerome, Algerd Francis (Chemical Engineer-
ing) =
Jeter, Catherine Gladys (Education)
Johansen, J. Stanley (General Business)
Johnson, Daniel Thomas (Accountancy)
Johnson, Donald Lesley (Agriculture)'
Johnson, Esther Mae (Home Economics)*
Johnson, Evelyn Lucile (Education)
Johnson, Forrest Orville (Accountancy)
Johnson, Glenn Leroy (Agriculture)
Johnson, Harold Carl (Ceramics)'
Johnson, Joseph Edward (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Johnson, Kenneth Mauritz (Education)
Johnson, Martha Lee (Home Economics)'*
Johnson, Marvin Leonard (Accountancy)**
Johnson, Mary Josephine (Trade and Civic
Secretarial Service)
Johnson, Russell Theodore (Accountancy)
Johnson, Vincent Arthur (Commerce and
Law)'
Jollie, Walter Harold (Civil Engineering)
Jones, Billy McCrea (Education)
Jones, Ebon Clark (General Business)
Jones, John Lloyd, Jr. (Electrical Engineering)
Jones, Warren Winfield (Agriculture)^
Jones, William Jasper, Jr. (Civil Engineering)
Jones, W'illiam Wolfram (Journalism)
Jordan, Mary Helen (Education)
Jordan, Robert Joseph (General Engineering)
Juhl, Loren Earl (Agriculture)**
Jutton, Dorothy Reed (Home Economics)*
Kandyba. Bernard George (Accountancy)'
Kane, Dan Entrikin (Education)
Kaplan, Jerome (Industrial Education)
Kapson, Marshall Herbert (General Business)'
Karabinos, Joseph Vincent (Chemistry)
Karrer, Arthur Samuel (Ceramic Engineering)
Kaszynski, John Francis (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Katz, Raymond (General Business)
Katzbeck, Walter Joseph Bartholomew (Lib-
eral Arts and Sciences)**
Kaufman, David (Agriculture)
Kaufman, Harold Nathan (General Business)
Kaufmann, Eugene Henry (Physical Education)
Kaufmann, Julian (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Kayser, William CuUen (Agriculture)**
Keen, Marjorie Adell (Education)'
Keiffer, Raymond Leroy (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Keigley, Richard Berry (Commerce and Law)
Kempe, Ruth (Education)
Kendall, Delvin Earle, Jr. (Mechanical Engi-
neering)*
Kendall, John Wendel (General Business)
Kennedy, George John (Civil Engineering)
Kennedy, Helen Jannette (Home Economics)'
Kennel, William Elmer (Chemical Engineer-
ing)'
Kennett, Thomas Charles (Civil Engineering)
Kenutis, Robert Martin (Journalism)
Kephart, Louise Henrietta (Home Economics)
Ketzle, Henry Warren (Agriculture)
Keyser, Dixon Baker, Jr. (Physical Education)
Killmar, Henry Merton (Ceramic Engineering)
Kilmer, Clyde Aldin (Electrical Engineering)
Kiningham, George William (General Business)
Kipley, Jerome Carlyle (Architectural Engi-
neering)
Kirk, Colleen Jean (Music Education)**
Kirk, Roger ilann, Jr. (General Business)'
Kirkpatrick, Dorothy May (Physical Educa-
tion)
Kirschke, Walter John (Education)
Kizer, Howard Hamilton (Agriculture)
Klaus, Stanley Leroy (Agriculture)
Kleban, Bernard (Chemical Engineering)*
Klein, Frank (Architectural Engineering)
Klein, Nathan Joe (Accountancy)
Kleinhoffer, Robert Louis (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Klemm, William Arthur (Chemical Engineer-
ing)***
Kliner, Walter Joseph Frank (Civil Engineer-
ing)'
Klomhaus, Clara Marie (Education)'
Kloss, LaVergne Adele (Education)
Klueg, Aurelia Anna Marie (Home Economics)
Knoop, Ebert Bernard (General Business)'
Kohl, Harry Charles, Jr. (Floriculture)*
Kohlsdorf, Robert William Max (Banking and
Finance)
Kolinger, Kenneth Joseph (Mechanical Engi-
neering)'
Kotcher, George Paul (Education)
Kouzmanoff, Alexander (Architecture)**
Kovachic, Peter Eli (Physical Education)'
Kragerud, Edward John Russell (Accountancy)
Krebs, Walter O'Neil (General Business)
Krein, Robert Henry (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Krivec, John Joseph, Jr. (Ceramic Engineer-
ing)
Kroner. Arthur Frank (Accountancy)
Krug, Walter John (Electrical Engineering)
Kruse, Ann Lorene (Education)*
Kruzan, Maurice Ross (Physical Education)
Kucera, Richard Karl (Physical Education)'
Kuehne, Alyce Marie (Education)'
Kuehne, Robert George (Agriculture)
Kunce, Peyton Howard (Commerce and Law)
Kuster, Gerald Arnold (Agricultural Educa-
tion)
Kuster. Max Hubert (Agriculture)
LaBond, Edward Jacob (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Ladd, John Herbert (Chemistry)***
LaHue, David Francis (Electrical Engineer-
ing)'
LaMantia, Joseph Raymond (General Engineer-
ing)
Lamb, Roberta Harriett (Home Economics)*
Lambert, Eugene Luckinbill (Agriculture)'
Lambert, Quentin Morris (Journalism)
Lambeth, Harry Joseph (Journalism)
Lamkey. Ernest Richard (Agricultural Educa-
tion
Lamplough, Clifford Everett (Chemical Engi-
neering)'
Landis, Berenice Eva (Home Economics)
Langenstein, Roberta Mae (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Lanterman, Elma Jeannette (Chemistry)'
Lantz, Clarence Theodore (Journalism)
Larimore, Olive Ruth (Home Economics)
Larsen, Howard Granum (Physical Education)
Larsen, Russell Elmer (General Business)
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Larson, Arthur William (Agricultural Engi-
neering)
Larson, Earl Thomas (Mechanical Engineer-
ing) ^
Larson, Harry Peter (Journalism)
Laskos, Frank Edward (Physical Education)'
Laughlin, Patricia Anne (Education)
Lawson, Edna Alice (Education)
Leake, Elizabeth Louise (Home Economics
Education)
Lebovits, Morris (Engineering Physics)
LeBron, Anne (Insurance)
Lee, Robert Charles (General Business)
Lee, Robert June (Education')
Legg, Edith (Education)*
Lenich, William (Education)
Lenz, Vernon William (Ceramics)
Leonard, Charles Jackson (Agriculture)
-
Lerner, Marian Belle ((ieneral Business)
Lesser, Reinhard Helmut (Architecture)
Letsche, Theodore Edward (Architectural En-
gineering)^
Leve, Morton (Journalism)
LeVee, Clifford Guy (Accountancy)
Levin, Sylvia (Home Economics)
Levitetz, Allen Ira (General Business)'
Levy, Leonard (Education)
Lewis, Irving Joseph (Engineering Physics)*
Lewis, Pauline Elizabeth (Home Economics)
Lichliter, Katherine Valeria (Education)
Lierman, Eugene Paul (Commerce and Law)'
Lierman, Jsmes Darwin (General Business)'
Liesse, Alvin Peter (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)-
Light, Maurice (General Business)
Lindeman. Lorraine Lee (Education)
Linder, Frank Walter (Electrical Engineering)
Lindquist, Mary Louise (Journalism)
List, Kathleen (Education)
Livengood, Hilda Mae (Education)
Llewellyn, Paul William (Agriculture)'
Lobdell, Edward Merlin (Ceramic Engineering)
Lockhart, Cora Ewers (Home Economics)*
Lockhart, Cynthia (Home Economics)
Lockhart, James Durbin (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Logan, Harriet Esther (Education)
Logli, Albert Joseph (Civil Engineering)'
Lomax, Claud Clifford, Jr. (Civil Engineering)
Long, Catherine Aileen (Education)
-
Long, Evelyn Marie (Home Economics)
Long, F. Dale (Agricultural Education)*
Long, Melvin Eugene (Accountancy)
Louret, Harold Abram (Electrical Engineering)
Lowe, George Alan (General Business)
Lower, Paul Elton (Floriculture)
Loyd, Charles Richard (Banking and Finance)
Loyd, Robert Rolland (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)'
Luby, George David (Accountancy)
Lucas, Monroe Allen (Agricultural Education)
Ludwig, William Day (Education)
Luebke, Robert James (General Business)'
Lukenbill, ^Larcella Eileen (Journalism)
Lund, Marion Jeannette (Chemistry)***
Lundberg, Albert John (Education)
Lundgren, Thelma Anna (Education)'
Luster, Vaylord (Ceramics)
Lutz. Charles Jean (Agriculture)*
Lynch, John Leo (General Business)
Lynch, Lincoln Howard (Commerce and Law)*
Lyon, George Bernard (Civil Engineering)'
Lyon, Paul Bryant, Jr. (General Business)
Lyons, Donald Francis (Railway Civil Engi-
neering)
Lytle, William FuUenwider (Civil Engineer-
ing)
Maack, Jean Nicholson (Home Economics)**
Mabie, Byron LeRoy (General Business)
Macdonald, William Barber (General Busi-
ness)'
Macek, Bette Marie (Education)*
MacGregor, Rob Roy (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Mades, Forrest Henry (Physical Elducation)
Madnikof, Charles C. (Civil Engineering)
Magde, John M. (Mechanical Engineering)
Magill, Robert Maurice (Commerce and Law)'
Magilow, Melvin (Chemical Engineering)**
Mahaffay, Robert James (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)'
Maher, Marian Frances (Education)'
Mahoney, James Daniel (Chemistry)*
Mall, Martha Annetta (Home Economics)
Mallahan, John Rymer (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Mallires, Demetre James (Agriculture)
Mallonee, Robert Alonzo (Agriculture)*
Malone, Willma Farra (Home Economics)
Mamer, June (Home Economics)
Manaugh, Lorena (Education)
Mannon, Helen Jane (Home Economics)
Margonis, George Frank (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Maris, Ross Campbell (General Business)
Marks, Phyllis Jane (Journalism)
Marsh, Jane Carolyn (Home Economics Edu-
cation)
Martens, Ann Catherine (Education)
Martin, Charles William (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Martin, James Russell Ray, Jr. (General Busi-
ness)
Martin, John Wesley (Accountancy)
Martin, William McCreary (General Engineer-
ing)'
Maslan, Frank (Chemical Engineering)***
Mason, Donald Templeton, Jr. (Chemistry)
Mason, Eileen Geraldine (Education)
Massias, Athena (Education)
Mast, Doris Mae (Home Economics)
Masters, Raymond (Journalism)
Mathers, James Ray (Agriculture)
Matheson, Arthur Ralph (Chemistry)
Matheson, Harl Wood (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)***
Mathews, Earl Wilmer (Agriculture)
Mathews, Edna Rose (Home Economics Edu-
cation)
Mafhis, India (Education)
Mauel, Edward (Civil Engineering)'
Maurer, George Frederick (Education)
Mauser, Adolph John (Agriculture)
Maxwell, John Harvey (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
May, Harry Norman (Accountancy)
May, Harry Ralph (Education)
Mayer, Merl Gotlieb (Journalism)'
Mayhill, Robert Thomas (Journalism)
Maze, Robert Orra (Electrical Engineering)*
Mazur, Wilfred Edward (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
McAllister, Dudley (Journalism)
McBride, Eugene Hall (Agriculture)'
McCabe, James, Jr. (Agriculture)*
McCadden, Peter George (Accountancy)
McCann, Joan Katharine (Education)
ISIcCarty, Mary Ellen (General Business)
McCelland, Helen Irene (Home Economics)
McClintock, Alice Mildred (Education)*
McColley, Cherryl Madelynn (Education)*
Mc(iollum, Harvey Darling, Jr. (Education)*
McConathy, John Thompson (Banking and Fi-
nance)
McCormick, Milo Charles (Agriculture)'
McCrackin, Thomas Hunter, Jr. (Civil Engi-
neering)'
McCray, Bonnie Jean (Home Economics)
McCree, Ronald Armstrong (Civil Engineering)
!McCreight, Donald Orr (Ceramic Engineering)
McCullough, Allen Elden (Agriculture)*
McDavid, Betty Jane (General Business)
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McDivitt, Maxine Estelle (Home Econom-
ics)***
McDonald, Joseph Richard (Agriculture)
McDonald, Maude Eva (Home Economics)
McGary, John Edward (Journalism)''
McGee, Etta Belle (Home Economics)
McGinnis, Maxine Chabat (Education)
McGrath, Gordon James (Chemistry)^***
Mcintosh, Joe Thomas (Civil Engineering)
Mcjohnston, Claude Allen, Jr. (Engineering
Physics)
McKibben, George Elvert (Agriculture)
McKinley, Lemuel Dean (Banking and Finance)
McKinney, Clarence David, Jr. (Mechanical
Engineering)
McKinney, Ralph, Jr. (Agriculture)
McMahon, William Willson (Railway Civil En-
gineering)
McNamara, Paula Jean (Home Economics)
McPhecters, Dean William (Journalism)
McPherson, J. Ham (Banking and Finance)
McQuiston, William Herbert (Mechanical En-
gineering)
McTaggart, Lawrence John (Agriculture)
McVay, Thomas Emil (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
McWethy, Daniel Valentine, Jr. (Accountancy)
Means, Kenneth Leighton (General Business)
Medlin, Rena Ernestine (Education)
Mehler, Randal Albert (Chemical Engineering)
Meier, Richard Louis (Chemistry)^
Meier, Ruth Revalee (Home Economics)
Meiklejohn William Henry (Electrical Engi-
neering)'
Meisenbach, Lewis Stillwell (Education)
Meisenzahl, Thomas (Mechanical Engineering)
Meloy, Linette Donnelly (Education)^
Mendez G. Octavio (Architecture)
Mercier, Charles Alexander, Jr. (Liberal Arts
and Sciences)
-
Merrill, Russell Frank (Journalism)
Metze, George Martin (Physical Education)
Meves, Robert Faber (General Business)'
Meyer, Paul Eugene (Agriculture)*
Meyer, Walter Carl (Mechanical Engineering)*
Meyers, Arthur William (General Business)'
Michels, Elbert Oscar (Education)
Mies, Jeanette Harriet (Physical Education)
Mihalopoulos, Dan J. (Mechanical Engineering)
Mikes, Lorraine Grace (Education)
Miles, Frederick Dean (Architecture)*
Miller, Bernard (General Business)
Miller, George Frank (Education)'
Miller, John William (Agriculture)'
Miller, Marian May (General Business)
Miller, Mary (Music Education)*
Miller, Mary Kathryne (Home Economics)
Miller, Robert Clarence (General Business)
Miller, Robert Malcolm (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)'
Miller, Wayne Forest (Banking and Finance)
Milleville, Norma Ludaemilia (Home Eco-
nomics)
Mills, Bittles (Industrial Administration)
Mills, Kerry Emrys (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Mills, Nancy Jane (Education)
Milnes. Dorothy Eleanor (Education)'
Miner, Georgia Frances (Education)
Minert, Kenneth Ray (Agriculture)*
Mitchell, Marguerite Evelyn (General Busi-
ness)'
Mitchell, Russell Leroy (Agriculture)'
Mohan, John Jay (Commerce and Law)"
Moncrief, Lewis Edward (Education)
Montgomery, Floyd Clayton (Agriculture)*
Montgomery, Ruth Elna (Home Economics)
Montgomery, Stephen McNair (Agriculture)
Moody, Robert Blackburn (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Moon, Paul Thomas (Mechanical Engineering)
Moore, Arthur Robert (Agriculture)
Moore, Charles Edwin (General Business)
Moore, Everett Harold (Accountancy)
Morey, Walter Thomas (General Business)'
Morgan, Carrel Bennett (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Morgan, Milford Buhrman (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Morine, Harold, Jr. (Agriculture)'**
Moroni, Eugene Thomas (Mining Engineering)
Morreli, Eleanor Ruth (Home Economics)
Morris, Fred Howell (Agriculture)
Morris, John Lawrence, Jr. (Ceramics)
Morris, ilargaret (Physical Education)
Morris, Richard Eugene (Education)
Morrison, Anna Alberta (Education)'
Morrison, Heber Judson (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Morrison, Helen Ann (Home Economics)***
Morrow, John Emmett, Jr. (Chemical Engineer-
ing)*
Morrow, William Johnston (Mechanical Engi-
neering)*
Mosbacher, Eugene George (Agriculture)**
Mosiman, Miriam Eileen (Education)
Moudy, Metta Virginia (Home Economics)*
Moye, Doyle Glenn (Accountancy)
Moyer, Robert George (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)**
Mueller, Albert Clinton (Chemistry)***
Mueller, Alfred Raymond (Civil Engineering)
Mueller, Emil Herman (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Mueller, Grace Esther (Journalism)
Mueller, Ruth Marie (Education)
Mullen, John Edward (Journalism)
Mullis, Melvin Max (Ceramics)'
Munger, Dorothy Janet (Education)
Murphy, James Lorance (Electrical Engineer-
ing)*
Muzika, Bernice Gwendolyn (Journalism)'
Myers, Donald Stanford (Music Education)*
Myers, Katharine Marie (Home Economics)
Nacht, Daniel Joseph (Architecture)
Nakis, Virginia J. (Education)
Neely, Elmer Allen (Civil Engineering)
Neill, Arthur Harry (Civil Engineering)
Nelson, Alfred LeRoy (Agriculture)
Nelson, Carl Robert (Agriculture)
Nelson, Charles Marvin (Commerce and Law)
Nelson, Edward Joseph (Physical Education)
Nelson, Harold Easton (Civil Engineering)
Nelson, John Fredric (Education)
Nelson, Robert Alfred (Electrical Engineer-
ing)**
Nelson, Robert Mark (Accountancy)
Nelson, William Earl (Banking and Finance)'
Nester, Joseph Michael (General Business)
Neumann, Fred William (Chemistry)^*
Newlin, Charles Willard (General Business)
Newton, Robert, Jr. (Education)
Newton, Roberta Ruth (Home Economics)*
Newton, William (Accountancy)
Nichiporuk, Steve Walter (Civil Engineering)'
Niehaus, William Gerald (Metallurgical Engi-
neering)
Nitz. Harvey Ingo (Mechanical Engineering)
Nixon, Richard Vernelle (Agriculture)
Nixon, Thomas Vernon (Agriculture)
Nobis, Florence Corinne (Education)'
Noel, James Wright (General Business)'
Nolan, Fred William (Metallurgical Engineer-
ing)
Nollau, Armina Louise (Education)'
Nordstrom, Lorraine Phyllis (Education)
Norem, Quentin Eugene (Education)*
Norris, Laverne Kathleen (Physical Educa-
tion)
North, Phillip Parks (Engineering Physics)**
North, Shelby (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Norton, Charles Lawrence (Agriculture)***
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Nutt, Alfred Walter (Ceramic Engineering)
Nylen, Vivian Lorraine (Music Education)
Oberman, Leonard S. (Civil Engineering)
O'Bert, ^lartha Claudette (Journalism)
O'Brien, Rosemary Therese (Education)
O'Connell, John Joseph, Jr. (Accountancy)
Odell, Billie (Chemistry)^
Oehler, Helen Amelia (Education)
Oesterle, Robert Adolph (Ceramics)
Offerman, Donald Henry (General Business)
Offutt, Hazel Luella (General Business)^
O'Keefe, Frances Louise (Education)
O'Leary, Edwin John (Education)^
Olivieri, John (Jiletallurgical Engineering)
Olsen, Leif Eric (Architectural Engineering)
Olson, Harold Gustav (General Business)
Olson, Helen Irene (Home Economics)'
O'lSIalia, Eunice Martha (Education)^
Oram, Patricia Ann (Education)
Orr, James Harold (Education)^
Ostfeld, David Lawrence (General Business)^
Otey, Wayne Eugene (Music Education)
Ott, Nedra Mae (Physical Education)
Ottoson, Axel Carl (Ceramic Engineering)**
Ovelmen, James Lowell (Agricultural Engineer-
ing)
Owens, Helen Virginia (Music Education)
Pace, Mary Gene (Education)
Pacey, Jack Herbert (Education)
Pacotti, John Batista (Education)
Pahl, Walter Henry (Chemical Engineering)**
Palmer, Adele Feil (Journalism)
Palmer, Carolyn Mae (Home Economics Edu-
cation)*
Palmquist, Robert Charles (Banking and Fi-
nance)
Pape, Robert David (Education)
Paradiso, Sam Joseph (Chemical Engineering)
Paris, George Hiram (Civil Engineering)
Parker, Marie Magdalene (Journalism)
Parkinson, Faye Merlin (Agriculture)
Parks, Doris Hazel ((Jeneral Business)*
Parks, Dorothy Isabel (Physical Education)
Parks, Kenneth Charles (Accountancy)
Parks, Walter Donald (Agriculture)
Parks, William Robert (Accountancy)
Parsons, Phyllis Rae (Home Economics)
Parvin, Charles Orville, Jr. (Accountancy)
Pascoe, William Thomas, III (Mechanical
Engineering)
Passwater, Earl Harry (Education)
Patterson, John Douglas (Education)
Patterson, LeVerne Victory (Industrial Edu-
cation)
Patton, Herbert Richard (Engineering Physics)'
Paulson, ^L-^^k Clements (Chemistry)***
Pautsch, Arthur Frederick (Accountancy)
Pawlisch, Oscar Edward (Agriculture)
Paxton, Charles Wayne (Agriculture)
Paxton, Roy Singleton (Electrical Engineering)
Paydon, August Stephen (Agricultural Engi-
neering)
Payne, (jeorge Lawrence (Accountancy and
Banking and Finance)
Payne, John William (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Paynter, Gilman Caldwell (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Pell, Robert Harry (General Business)'
Pemberton, Carlysle, Jr. (Civil Engineering)'
Perlmutter, Leon Sigmund (Accountancy)
Perry, Georgia Frances (Physical Education)
Perteit, Laura May (Home Economics)
Perzanowski, Ted John (Physical Education)
Peter, Frank Alfred (Accountancy)**
Peterson, Clayton Laverne (General Business)
Petrey, Carl Garlough (General Business)'
Petrulis, Julia Bernice (Physical Education)
Pfundstein, Keith Lawrence (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Phillips, Charles Edward (General Business)'
Phillips, Charles Winfield (General Business)
Phillips, Florence Eleanor (Education)
Phipps, Lloyd James (Agriculture)'**
Pickard, Jesse Ronald (Agriculture)'
Pickrell, John Heard (Agriculture)
Piersma, Sidney Frank (Agriculture)
Pinney, Donald Rexford (Accountancy)**
Piper, Herbert Shelby (Agriculture)
Place, Donald Chester (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Plate, Martin Marvin (Education)
Piatt, Paul K. (Agriculture)
Fletcher, Joseph Havill (General Business)
Pletsch, Quentin (Mechanical Engineering)
Plonsky, Allenby (Agriculture)'***
Plym, Mary Joyce (Education)
Poitras, Adrian William (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Pokrajac, Nick (Civil Engineering)'
Polhemus, Joseph Burton, Jr. (Journalism)
Polisky, William (Accountancy)
Pophara, John Sherman Ross (Industrial Edu-
cation)'
Porteous, Alfred John (Architectural Engi-
neering)
Porter, Leslie Spencer (Agriculture)
Porter, Robert Daniel (General Business)'
Porter, Vernon Lee (Agriculture)
Post, Seymour (Architectural Engineering)
Potter, Willard Woodrow (Journalism)*
Pottinger, Vern Eileen (Home Economics)
Powers, John Thomas (Chemical Engineering)
Pownall, John Robert (Chemical Engineering)
Pozen, Doris E. (Liberal Arts and Sciences)*
Preckshot, George William (Chemical Engi-
neering)***
Pressly, Edward Brewster (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Presson, Lola Iris (Home Economics)'
Price, Frances Marie (General Business)
Prince, Harry Clayton (Civil Engineering)
Prince, Robert G. (Education)*
Pritchard, Ellen Linnie (Education)
Pufahl, Albert Eaton (Chemical Engineering)
Pulcher, Ellamae (Education)
Purvis, Charles Gordon (Physical Education)
Pyrz, Anthony Casimer (Education)
Quick, Wanda (Chemistry)**
Rader, Donald Fremont (Agriculture)*
Rainey, Louise Elizabeth (Journalism)'
Ramsden, Richard Eston (Agriculture)'
Ranck, Eugene Lester (Agriculture)
Randall, Frank Alfred, Jr. (Civil Engineer-
ing)'
Randolph, Betty Merle (Physical Education)*
Randolph, Verdun (Civil Engineering)
Rann, Robert Henry (Electrical Engineering)
Rapp, Arlett Gwendolyn (Education)
Rapp, Gilbert Andrew (General Business)
Rather, Hugh Henry, Jr. (Architecture)*
Rau, Ralph Frederick (Accountancy)
Rawlinson, John R. (Ceramic Engineering)
Rawson, Robert Orrin (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Rayl, Zoralucile (Physical Education)
Read, Russell Laird (Architecture)'
Read, Samuel Edward (Accountancy)
Rearick, Milton Reed (Metallurgical Engineer-
ing)
Reed, Sherman Kennedy (Chemistry)*
Reeder, James William (Banking and Finance)
Reeds, Walton Verdier (Chemical Engineering)
Rehberger, Cornelia Marie (Education)
Rehling, Charles Conrad (General Business)
Rehm, Mary Louise (Education)
Rehn, Raeburn Andrew (Agriculture)**
Reichel, Robert Christopher (Architectural En-
gineering)
Reichelderfer, Frank Albert (Accountancy)*
Reid, Courtland Thirl (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
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Reid, Donald Gordon (Chemical Engineering)^
Reid, George Calvin (Music Education)^
Reiss, Franklin Jacob (Agriculture)'***
Renner, Effie Geraldine (Home Economics)
Rennick, Ruth Maedell (Accountancy)*
Reuhl, John Bernard (General Business)
Reynolds, Ray Howard (Industrial Education)
Rhoads, Darrell Whitaker (Accountancy)
Rhodes, Grover Cecil (Ceramic Engineering)
Rhodes, William Byrden (General Business)
Richard, Roma Virginia (Home Economics
Education)
Richards, Ernest Elmond (Electrical Engineer-
ing)**
Richards, Morgan Woodward (Industrial Ad-
ministration)
Richards, Norman Howard (Agriculture)*
Richardson, Mary Edith (Home Economics)
Richart, Frank Edwin (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)*
Richmond, Oma Douglas (Education)
Richner, William Eug:ene (Accountancy)
Ridlen, Samuel Franklin (Agriculture)
Ringhofer, Edward Joseph (Physical Educa-
tion)
Rinkema, David (Mechanical Engineering)
Ripkey, Harry Albert (Industrial Administra-
tion)
Rittschof, Fred Paul (Education)
Riva, James (Education)
Robb, John Hall (General Business)
Robb, Spalding John (Electrical Engineering)**
Roberts, Arthur Hugh (Ceramic Engineering)
Robinson, Pauline Loris (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)'
Robinson, Veva Elizabeth (Education)
Robinson, William Ernest, Jr. (Agriculture)
Rodkin, Sander (Journalism)
Rogers, Earnest Elton (Accountancy)
Rogers, James Merle (Chemistry)
Rogers, Lucian V^ane (Chemistry)^***
Rogers, William Frank, Jr. (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Rohlfing, Robert Lester (Agriculture)
Rolf, Leland Schone (Agriculture)'
Roloff, Marjorie Giese (Education)-
Roney, Ralph Miller (Electrical Engineering)
Roop, Richard Hamilton (Banking and Fi-
nance)
Roose, Robert Welburne (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Rosenbaum, Harold (General Business)
Rosenberg, John Daniel (Agriculture)
Rosenman, Leo (Electrical Engineering)
Ross, Alice Prewitt (Education)-
Ross, Burton J. (Mechanical Engineering)'
Rottersmann, Maurice H. (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Roush, Mary Evelyn (Education)'
Rowe, Cecil Edward (Education)*
Rowe, Mildred Jeanette (Education)
Roy, Evelyn Onken (Home Economics)
Roy, Helen Louise (Education)
Roy, John H. (Mechanical Engineering)
Rue, Francis (Civil Engineering)
Rugg, Albert P. (Electrical Engineering)
Rupe, Don Douglas (Architecture)'
Rusk, Vera Mabel (Accountancy)
Russell, June Elizabeth (Journalism)
Russell, Thomas James (Architecture)'
Rutherford, Delbert Murrell (Banking and Fi-
nance)'
Ruttenberg, Herbert (Accountancy)
Sadtler, Arthur Curtis (Education)
Saeger, Karl Melvin (Accountancy)
Salladay, Richard Brown (Accountancy)
Salyer, Truman Daniel (Education)'
Salzman, Jerome (Architectural Engineering)
Sammet, George, Jr. (Agriculture)
Sandaker, Harold (Mechanical Engineering)
Sanders, Charles William, Jr. (Architecture)**
Sanders, John Earl (Mechanical Engineering)
Sandford, Maxwell Tenbrook (Architectural
Engineering)
Sandstedt, Elizabeth Ann (Music Education)
Sandstrom, John Arnold (Accountancy)
Sarena, Dean Ford (Journalism)
Sarff, Russell Wallace (Education)
Sass, Esther Ruth (Home Economics)*
Sass, John Francis (Mining Engineering)
Satorius, Jack Henry (Agricultural Education)
Satterfield, Francis Warren (Agriculture)
Sattizahn, Frank Roy (Chemical Engineering)
Sauder, Chester Clayton (Banking and Fi-
nance)'
Sauers, Ernest LaRue (Agriculture)
Sayers, Howard Everett (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Schaefer, Helen Louise (Physical Education)
Schaid, Marvin Arthur (Accountancy)'
Schaper, Frederic Albert (Agriculture)*
Schauer, George Alan (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Schauer, Lucille Marion (Education)
Scheib, George Francis (General Business)
Schelly, Ralph Milton (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Schennum, Donald Marvin (Journalism)'
Schierer, Mary Elizabeth (Home Economics)
Schildhammer, Paul Allen (General Business)
Schlentz, Wayne Sperry (Journalism)
Schlesinger, Robert Xeal (Agriculture)'
Schmeiser, William Robert (Commerce and
Law) 2
Schmid, Frederick LeRoy (Accountancy)'
Schmidt, Harvey Louis (Accountancy)
Schoettle, Roy Wayne (Education)'
Schrader, Henry Carl, Jr. (Civil Engineer-
ing)'
Schreiter, Otto Magnus (Agriculture)
Schroeder, Edwin Xlelvin (General Business)
Schroth, Gertrude Evalena (Education)^
Schroth, Maxine York (Home Economics)
Schuder, Elbert Dean (Accountancy)
Schuey, Leonard (Agriculture)'**
Schuler, Richard Hamilton (Chemistry)
Schultz, Viola Adina Elizabeth (Liberal Arts
and Sciences)
Schumacher, Everett James (Accountancy)
Schumacher, Richard J. (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Schumm, Louis Worley, Jr. (Civil Engineer-
ing)**
Schwall, Laurence William (Architecture)
Schwarcz, Morton (Chemistry)'***
Scott, Jack Alexander (Industrial Education)'
Scott, Julia (Education)'
Scott, Louis Dale (Chemistry)**
Search, Helen Bell (Accountancy)'*
Sears, Kenneth Louis (Banking and Finance)
Seay, Tym F. (Industrial Administration)'
Seely, Lloyd Kendall (Agriculture)
Segur, Beatrice Alberta (Genera! Business)
Seller, Lester Hermann (Civil Engineering)
Seip, Norman Walter (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Selbach, Lawrence George (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Sellers, Frederick Burton (Chemical Engineer-
ing)***
Sellmyer, Frank William (Agriculture)'
Seltzer, Raymond Eugene (Agriculture)***
Senger, Frank (Journalism)
Shade, Betty Jean (Home Economics)*
Shaflfer, Martha Amelia (Home Economics)
Shapin, Allen Louis (Industrial Administra-
tion)'
Shapiro, Leona R. (Home Economics)
Shapland, John Somer (Civil Engineering)**
Sharp, Dorothy Elaine (Physical Education)
Shaw, Frank Fay (Civil Engineering)
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Shaw, Richard Woodside (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Shea, Charles Harvey (Accountancy)
Shea, John Albert (Physical Education)*
Shedd, Thomas Clark (Railway Electrical En-
gineering)
Shepherd, Howard E. (Accountancy)
Shepherd, John Coe (Banking and Finance)
Sherman, Arthur Lawrence (Accountancy)
Sherman, Edward Julius (Chemistry)
Sheuring, John Joseph (Agriculture)'**
Shick, Wayne Lambert (Architecture)
Shields, Eugene Richard (Civil Engineering)
Shields, John Erwin, Jr. (Agriculture)
Shore, Lloyd George (Chemical Engineering)**
Shugart, Peter Louis (Journalism!
Sickley, Frederick John (Journalism)
Sidak, Anton L. (Mechanical Engineering)
Silverman, Marjorie Ruth (Physical Educa-
tion)*
Simmons, William Holcomb (Metallurgical En-
gineering)
Simms, Thomas Steve (Metallurgical Engi-
neering)
Simon, Lewis Morris (General Business)
Simonian, ^lartin Simon (Accountancy)
Simpson, Grant Bavard (Civil Engineering)'
Simpson, Harold Brown (Foreign Commerce)
Sims, Seldon Dean (Agriculture)
Sims, William Corwin (Public L'tilities)
Sinclair, Fredrick, Jr. (Agriculture)'*
Sinks, Robert Marshall (Electrical Engineer-
.
ing)**
Sipiora, Julian Edmond (Agriculture)
Sister Mary Cecelia Laine (Education)^
Sister Mary Eulalia Sheehan (Education)-
Sitzer, Daniel Hager, Jr. (Journalism)'
Sivert, John Philip (Education)*
Skala, Joseph Charles Francis (Accountancy)
Skinner, Marjorie Elizabeth (Home Economics)
Skubic, Elvera (Physical Education)
Sladon, Sidney Stanley (Architectural Engi-
neering)^
Slaight, Frank Dovell (Civil Engineering)
Slater, Clarence Paul (Journalism)
Slater, George Whitney (Agriculture)'
Sled, Paul A. (Accountancy)
Sloan, Ralph Wiley (Architecture)
Slusser, Milburn Green (Accountancy)**
Small, Burrell Leslie (Journalism)
Smeallie, Eugene Richard (Architecture)
Smedley, Harold Clifford (Agriculture)
Smith, Bracy Dee (Accountancy)
Smith, Chellis Christy (Journalism)
Smith, Dale Xewlan (Accountancy)
Smith, Ennis Earl (Agriculture)
Smith, Harry Willard (Agriculture)'
Smith. Herman Dedric (Agriculture)
Smith, Isabeth (Education)'
Smith, Junior George (Agriculture)***
Smith, Kenneth Dale (Accountancy)
Smith, Marion Frances (Education)
Smith, Mary Fredarieka (Education)^*
Smith, Mildred Vera (Education)'
Smith, Nivarde Marie (Education)
Smith, Paul Burton (Mechanical Engineering)
Smith, Ralph Samuel (Agriculture)**
Smith, Raymond Willard (Accountancy)*
Smykal, Ruth Elaine (Education)
Snow, Charles William (Agriculture)'
Sobel, Wilbur (Floriculture)
Soderberg, Robert William (Mechanical Engi-
neering)*
Soderstrom, Rose Jeanne (Education)
Sokol, Leo John, Jr. (Accountancy)
Sonnemann, Roger Christopher (Chemical En-
gineering)^
Sons, Glen Frederick (Agriculture)
Sousley, Joanna Bruff (Physical Education)*
Spangler, Paul Baker (Agriculture)'
Sparks, Charles Elbert (Accountancy)^
Spelbrink, Paul Herbert (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Spence, Howard William (Civil Engineering)
Spencer, Mildred Dolores (Journalism)*
Spiller, Bon Allen (Agriculture)'
Spitzer, Jerome (General Business)
Spotti, Adler Enzo (Mining Engineering)
Sprau, George Adam (Agricultural Education)
Spriggs, Darrell Leonard (General Business)
Spring, Carol Elizabeth (Education)
Springer, Melvin Dale (Education)
Spyrison, Harry (Commerce and Law)
Staats, Bette Jayne (Education)
Stables, James Glenn (Accountancy and Bank-
ing and Finance)
Stack, Alfred William (General Business)
Staffelbach, George Thomas (Banking and Fi-
nance)
Stafford, Paul Joseph (Agriculture)
Stammer, William Charles (Education)
Stanford, Marvin Xagel (Chemical Engineer-
ing)'
Stankus, Charles Anthony (Industrial Admin-
istration)'
Stann, Stanley Joseph (Physical Education)
Stansell, lone Lucille (Home Economics)
Staudt, George Logan (Journalism)
Steffy, Ruth Ellyn (Education)
Steiber, Lillian (Education)
Steil, Roy Charles (Ceramics)'
Stein, Irvin Frank (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Steindinger, Ida Kathryn (Education)
Steiner, Vernon Frederick (Civil Engineering)
Stentz, James Maxwell (Accountancy)
Stephens, Robert Lester (Education)'
Stephenson, Francis Lloyd (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Stevens, James Herbert (Accountancy)'
Stevenson. Floyd Herbert (Agriculture)'
Stewart, Betty Ann (Education)
Stickel, Frederick Gordon (Architectural Engi-
neering)'
Stinson, Spencer Davis (Civil Engineering)
Stitt. Robert Wilson (Education)'
Stockbarger, Mary Louise (Music Education)
Stock-well, Harvey Lee (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Stoker, Robert Herman (Accountaiicy)
Stolze, Richard John (General Business)
Stone, George Leonard (Journalism)
Stone, Paul (General Business)
Stone, Thelma Jones (Home Economics)
Storthz, Sam J., Jr. (General Business)
Stout, John Sprague (Agriculture)**
Strand, Pauline Ann (Education)
Strang, Glenn Dawson (Education)
Struckman. Robert Vernon (General Business)
Stubblefield, Esther Martha (Liberal Arts and
Sciences) *
Stuckey, Isadore Lee (Agriculture)'
Stull, Carl Ross (Agriculture)
Stumpf, Virginia Louise (Education)'
Sturm, Marion Elizabeth (Education)
Sturzer, Robert Victor (Education)
Surdyk, Florian Joseph (Education)
Suren, Stephen 5lichael (Journalism)
Sutherland, Henry Clay (Civil Engineering)
Sutherlin, Russell Madison (Architectural En-
gineering)
Suttle, Ward Carter (Mechanical Engineering)
Swanson, Arthur Maynard (Chemical Engi-
neering)
Swartz, Benjamin Alan (Civil Engineering)'
Swearingen. Francis Wallace (Agriculture)
Swift, Howard Raymond (Ceramics)**
Tabor, Marjorie Jean (Home Economics)
Taborn, Herbert Dudley (General Business)
Taffet. Sol (Education)
Tallmadge, Francis Kasper (Engineering
Physics)**
Tammen, Lorenz Frederick (Agriculture)
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Tarr, Elizabeth Virginia (Home Economics)*
Tarry, Allan Martin ( Education)
^
Tate, Marian Hurd (Education)
Tauber, Dorothy Rachel (Music Education)
Taussig, Howard Lee (General Business)
Taylor, Charles Joel, Jr. (Engineering Physics) *
Taylor, Robert Charles (Architectural Engi-
neering)*
Taylor, Roger Lee (Agriculture)
Taylor, Stanfield Sykes (Foreign Commerce)
Taylor, Verne Leonal (Agriculture)
Taylor, William Madison (Agriculture)
Teaney, Barrel Francis (Education)
Temple, Alice Carolyn (Home Economics)
Templeton, Ina Carr (Home Economics)
Tess, Jane Louise (Education)
Thieman, William Frederick (Ceramics)
Thistlewood, John, Jr. (Accountancy)
Thoma, Frank Joseph (Electrical Engineer-
ing)**
Thomas, Richard Glen (Civil Engineering)'
Thompson, Clyde Thorpe (Banking and Fi-
nance)'
Thompson, Lenore Elizabeth (Education)
Thompson, Mary Alice (Accountancy)
Thompson, Maurice Pardon (Civil Engineer-
ing)
Thompson, Richard Kuenzel, Jr. (Mechanical
Engineering)
Thomsen, Robert Victor (General Business)^
Thornberry, Kathleen Kirkman (Education)
Thornton, William Roswell (Agriculture)
-
Thorson, Marion Severn (CJeramic Engineer-
ing)
Thrall, Wayne Vernon (General Business)
Tibbetts, Robert Murrie (General Business)^
Tibensky, Leo Tolstoy (General Business)
Tick, Harry Jerome (Accountancy)
Timpany, Robert Daniel (Civil Engineering)
Titley, Raymond George (Electrical Engineer-
ing) =
Tivol, Shirley Anne (Education)
Tobin, Helen Louise (Education)
Trachtenberg, Sophy (Education)
Tracy, Frederick Brewster (General Business)
Tracy, James Frueh (Electrical Engineering)**
Tracy, William Frueh (Electrical Engineering)
Trelease, Richard Davis (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)^
Trent, Ben Riddle (Agriculture)
Trimble, John Phillips (General Business)
Tripp, Allen Herbert (Education)^
Tuck, Louis Lester (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)^
Tucker, Mary McMillin (Physical Education)
Tucker, Roberta Mabel (Education)
Tudor, Myrtle Irene (Education)
Tudor, Ralph Neal (Journalism)
Turban, Martin Mathew George (Industrial
Administration)^
Turigliatto, Lucille Genevieve (Journalism)
Turk, Julius (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Turner, Lawrence Lynn (Education)
Tyler, Wilbur Scott (Journalism)
Uhll, Roy Benjamin (Chemical Engineering)*
Unfer, Wendell Walter (Agriculture)**
Uraneck, Carl Adam (Chemistry)*
Utecht, John Warren (Engineering Physics)'
Valbert, Marguerite Ellen (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Vandenberg, Roy Emerson (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
VanderPloeg, Charlotte Eleanor (Home Eco-
nomics)^
Vanderpoel, Dorothy Esther (Education)
Vandevender, Wilford Herschel (Education)
Van Rheeden, Robert Ray (Agriculture)
Van Slyke, James King (Music Education)
VanWay, John Frank (General Business)'
Vasconcellos, John Antonio, Jr. (Electrical
Engineering)
Veale, Jack Heagy (Ceramic Engineering)'
Vitacco, Alfred George (Physical Education)
Vogel, Aloysius Henry (Accountancy)
Vogelsinger, Harry Edward (Banking and Fi-
nance)'
Voigt, William Glenn (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Von Fossen, Ralph James (Banking and Fi-
nance)
Waage, Virginia Marguerite (Education)
Wach, Irene Dorothy (Education)
W^aespe, Ernest Gail (General Business)
Wagner, Frederick Charles (Education)'
Wahl, Edward (General Business)'
Waisman, Joseph Lewis (Metallurgical Engi-
neering)*
Wakeman, Richard Jesse (Accountancy)
Walker, Joan Marie (Journalism)
Walker, Lucinda Melpha (Home Economics)
Wallace, Robert Lee (Education)'
Walsh, John Patrick James (Education)**
Walsh, Virginia Ellen (Education)
Walter, Charles David (Mechanical Engineer-
ing)
Walters, Durwood Benjamin, Jr. (General
Business)'
Walton, James (Industrial Education)'
Wanderer, Edward Thomas (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Ward, Dale Berton (Agriculture)
Warfield, Charles Richard (Agriculture)*
Wark, George Thomas (Chemistry)*
Warren, Kenneth Hollis (Education)
Warren, Martha Lorraine (Home Economics)
Wascher, Gilbert Arthur (Accountancy)
Wasserman, Fred Leon (General Business)
Waters, Robert Granville (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Waters, William Pickering, Jr. (General Busi-
ness)
Wayham, Charles Flatt (Electrical Engineer-
ing)
Weaver, Everett Paul (Journalism)
Webb, Joe Wayne (Agriculture)*
Webb, John Lane (Mechanical Engineering)
Webb, Kenneth Alvin (Agriculture)*
Webber, John J. (Ceramic Engineering)
Weber, Charles Robert (Agriculture)**
Weber, George Philip (Agriculture)**
Weber, Richard Henry (Agriculture)
Weberling, Richard Robert (Civil Engineer-
ing)
Weedman. John Arbon (Chemical Engineer-
ing)***
Weichsel, George Herbert (Electrical Engi-
neering)
Weik. Robert Henry (Accountancy)**
Weinberg, Abraham Sydney (Education)
Weir, Dorus Wendell (General Business)'
Weir, James Harvey (Commerce and Law)
Weise, David Earl (Education)
Weishaar, Charles Richard (Industrial Ad-
ministration)
Weisman, Harold Bernard (General Business)
Weiss, Raymond A. (Physical Education)
Weitzel, John Shepley (Metallurgical Engi-
neering)
Wellman, George Edgar (Accountancy)
Welsh, Francis Joseph (Accountancy)'
Weninger, Fern lone (Music Education)*
Werries, Erich Herman (Agriculture)'
Wessman, Burton Homer (Accountancy)
West, Howard F. (Ceramic Engineering)
Westall, John M. (Agriculture)'
Westergreen, Arthur Thomas (Accountancy)
Westphal, Carl Wells (Civil Engineering)
Wexler, Samuel (Education)
Wham, Robert McMillan (Commerce and
Law)'
Wheelhouse, Walter Wayne (Chemistry)
Whelan, William (Mechanical Engineering)
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White, Jane (General Business)
White, John MacDowell, Jr. (Agriculture)
White, Walter Edwin (Agriculture)
White, William Arthur (Agriculture)
Whitmarsh, Harry Charles (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Whitmore, William Philip (Mechanical Engi-
neering)
Whitten, Jean (Education)
Whitton, Virginia Ellen (Home Economics)'
Widdowson, Janet Anne (Education)
Wiedeman, Albert Fred (Civil Engineering)'
Wiegand, Glen Wendel (General Engineering)
Wieland. William Kenneth (Agriculture)
Wiley, Grace Kathryn ( Education )'
Wiley, James Lewis (General Business)
Willard, William Gash, Jr. (General Business)
Williams, Ernestine Ann (Education)'
Williams, Forrest Sebastian (Metallurgical En-
gineering)
Williams, Robert Chandler (General Business)
Williams, Robert Ellwood (Agriculture)**
Williams, Roderick Charles (Education)'
Williams, Virginia Lee (Education)-
Williamson, Richard Arling (Mechanical En-
gineering)'
Williamson, Robert Thomas (General Busi-
ness)'
Willson, Fred Ellsworth, Jr. (General Busi-
ness)
Wilmot, Ralph Allen (General Business)
Wilson, Bonard Scott (Agriculture)*
Wilson, Floyd Burton (Music Education)
Wiltz, Ernest Raymond (Civil Engineering)
Winters, Rebecca lone (Home Economics)
Wise, Dorothy Ann (Education)
Wisegarver, (3ene Carter (Agriculture)
Witter, Robert Frank (Chemistry)***
Wohlwend, Melba Lee (Home Economics)'
Wolcott, Betty Dale (Journalism)*
Wolf, Sarah Jane (Education)'
Wolfe, Jacob Emerson (Chemistry)^
Wolfe, Richard Elvin (Agriculture)
Wolfensperger, Robert Edgar (Ceramic Engi-
neering)
Wolff, Leon Victor (General Business)'
Wolfram, Vivian Marguerite (Education)
Woller, Jean Davis (Education)'
Wood, Donald Norval (Accountancy)
Wood, Earl Hazlett (General Business)
Wood, Erma Jeanne (Education)'
Wood, Ernest Herbert (Chemistry)***
Wood, Francis Lyman (General Business)
Wood, Richard Linder (Agriculture)
Woodward, Lewis Kent (General Business)
Work, Robert Winey (Music Education)
Worley, Osborn Carroll (General Engineer-
ing)**
Wosnuk, Helen Glendoris (Music Education)*
Wright, Charles Milton (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)*
Wright, Thomas George (General Business)
Wright, William Caleb (Architecture)
Wright, William Earl (Liberal Arts and Sci-
ences)
Wujek, Lillian Teresa (Education)
Wulf, Norman (Civil Engineering)
Wunderlich, Lewis Evelyn (Home Economics)
Wustmann, Herbert Francis (Civil Engineer-
ing)
Yates, James Woodrow (Journalism)'
Yepsen, Harold Anton (Accountancy)
Young, Howard Wesley (Agricultural Educa-
tion)
Young, Robert Lawrence (Liberal Arts and
Sciences)
Zabin, Irving (Liberal Arts and Sciences)
Zarish, Joseph Frederick (General Business)
Zettler, Charles David (General Business)'
Zimmerii, Frances Eloise (Home Economics)
Zimmerman, Ewald Ralph (General Business)
Zimmerman, Gifford Sharp (Agriculture)*
Zschoche, John William (Accountancy)'
Zukowski, Louis Walter (Education)
Zukowski, Phyllis Anne (Home Economics)
Zweiban, Herman David (Journalism)
Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts
Barker, Helen Ruth (Landscape Architecture)
Barnett, Richard Wilson (Landscape Archi-
tecture)
Baugher, Howard Nathan (Painting)
Bauman, Lois Katherine (Painting)'
Beatty, John William (Landscape Architecture,
City Planning Option)
Becker, Bettie Geraldine (Painting)*
Belknap, Berwyn F. (Art Education)
Bourgois, John August, Jr. (Landscape Archi-
tecture, City Planning Option)
Bradley, Martha Jean (Industrial Design)'
Brown, Dorothy Margaret (Art Education)
Buttitta, Dominic Michael (Landscape Archi-
tecture)
Cherner, Morris (Landscape Architecture)
Davis, Rachel Catherine (Art Education)
Diemer, Mary Louise (Art Education)*
Emch, Karl Arthur (Industrial Design)
Fisher, Herbert Ralph (Industrial Design)
Fordon, Frances B. (Commercial Design)'
Foster, George Norton (Painting)**
Hale, Bena Virginia (Art Education)
Hart, Nettie May (Painting)
Heaton, Maurice Raphael (Art Education)
Koehnemann, Renard Anthony (Industrial De-
sign)
Kruse, Carl John (Art Education)
Mills, Raymond William (Landscape Archi-
tecture)
Orr, Florence Louis (Commercial Design)
Pierce, Donald Joseph (Landscape Architec-
ture)
Porter, Frederick White (Painting)
Roll, Hannah Elizabeth (Art Education)**
Royalty, Avis (Art Education)
Spunar, Alice Wanda (Art Education)
Tobrocke, Floyd Chester (Landscape Archi-
tecture)
Traband, Joseph Frank (Art Education)
Wallace, James Barton (Commercial Design)
Weber, Marian Adams (Art Education)
Wiater, Frank Lucas (Painting)
Zahn, Muriel Helen (Art Education)
Beal, Enid Mae*
Brannon, Mildred Jeannette*
Clendenin, William Ritchie'
Horner, Alice Lorraine**
Kasten, Martha Elsie**
Degree of Bachelor of Music
Moore, John Terence
Odum, Mary Frances**
Platte, Edwin Charles
Reckles, Sylvia
Roberts, Richard Elliot'
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Spitler, Mildred Elizabeth
Bachelor of Social Administration
Thompson, Margaret Ann
COLLEGE OF LAW
Degree of Bachelor of Laws
Arnold, William Robert, A.B., 1938^
Barton, Edgar Ellsworth, A.B., 1938*
Beardsley, Henry LindorP
Benson, Floyd LeRoy, A.B., 1938
Beynon, John True, A.B., 1935'
Black, August Bernard, A.B., 1938
Bour, Elmer Francis, A.B., A.M., Catholic Uni-
versity of America, 1935, 1936
Brown, Thomas Otis, A.B., 1938
Burstein, Robert Isadore, A.B., 1938
Busch, Robert Frederick, B.S., 1936
Capps, Wilbur Dean, A.B., 1938
Carson, Joseph Robert, A.B., 1938^
Corman, Richard William, A.B., 1937
Crist, Celeste Ann, A.B., 1938
DeLaurenti, Joseph Michael, A.B., Greenville
College, 1938
Dennis, Wayne Trafton, B.S., 1938
Dickerman, John Melvin, A.B., 1938=
Dobbins, Donald Vernam*
Doss, Dwight Hamilton, A.B., 1937
Dreher, Robert Howard, A.B., University of
Texas, 1936
Durr, Malcolm Daniel, A.B., 1938
Funk, Otto Eugene, B.S., 1938
Gaziano, Rosario Anthony, A.B., 1936
Gottlieb, Irving Louis, B.S., 1938
Greenblatt, Seymour, A.B., 1938'*
Groen, Egbert Bloompot, A.B., Knox College,
1937
Gueltig, Charles Terry, A.B., 1938
Ham, Willburt Dunn, B.S., 1937*
Kassly, Walter A., A.B., 1938»
Kastien, Herbert Donald, B.S., 1938
Keister, Philip Lincoln, A.B., 1938
Kelly, Norman Kenneth, B.S., 1938
Kepner, Maurice William, A.B., 1938
Kobza, Richard Laurence John, A.B., 1937'
Kroesch, Stuart Charles, A.B., 1938
Manchester, Robert Redding, A.B., 1938
Mathis, Evard Grant, B.S., Bradley Poly-
technic Institute, 1938=
Matyas, George Randolph, A.B., Aurora Col-
lege, 1937=
B.S., 1933'
Maynard, James Franklin, A.B., 1937
McLaughlin, Joseph Knox, A.B., 1938
McLaughlin, Robert Ellsworth, A.B., Knox
College, 1936
Mills, Carroll Vandaveer, B.S., 1930'
Monson, Frank Elmer, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1929; A.M., North-
western University, 1937
Murphy, Lucile Julia, A.B., St. Mary-of-the-
Woods College, 1930
Nicol, William Charles,
Osborn, Jack Weldon=
Panitz, David Stanley, A.B., University of
North Dakota, 1936
Powless, Kenneth Barnett, B.S., 1938
Rennick, Eugene Hamilton, Jr., B.S., 1938
Rosenberg, Irving Leonard, A.B., 1938*
Royal, John Richard, A.B., 1938'
Rush, Harry Miller
Sanders, Robert Joseph, B.S., 1937
Shepard, Jean Stewart, A.B., 1937
Skolnik, Irving Bob, A.B., 1938
Smith, Carl Henry, A.B., Murray State Teach-
ers College, 1934'
Solfisburg, Roy John, Jr., A.B., 1938
Sostrin, Nathan, A.B., 1938=
Spence, Lou Ray, A.B., 1938
Street, Thomas Archibald, A.B., 1937
Suddes, Ralph Edward'
Tate, Clogne Edward, B.S., 1927^
Thede, Robert Jay, B.S., 1938
Trini, Gene, B.Ed., Southern Illinois State
Normal University, 1937'
Vosahlik, Ladd Joseph, A.B
Welch, John Hubbard, B.S
Missouri, 1936
White, Howard Smith, A.B.,
Whitley, James Thomas, Jr., A.B., University
of Arizona, 1938
Williamson, Samuel, A.B., 1937
Wilson, Charles Maxon, A.B., 1938
Yaffe, Victor. A.B., 1938'
1938
University
1938
of
Degree of Doctor of Law
Hennessey, Gilbert Hall, Jr., B.S., 1938*
LIBRARY SCHOOL
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Library Science
Ackermann, Gertrude Wilhelmine, A.B., Uni-
versity of Minnesota, 1930**
Amundson, Pearl Eldora, B.S., University of
South Dakota, 1935'
Anderson, Ruth Helen, B.S., 1937
Anthony, Louise, A.B., Lombard College, 1930;
A.M., 1936=*
Armalas, Frances Veronica, A.B., Milwaukee-
Downer College, 1934
Baldwin, Ruth Marie, A.B., Muskingum Col-
lege, 1939
Ballinger, Joseph George, B.S., University of
Notre Dame, 1927=
Barry, Ellen, A.B., Indiana University, 1939
Barton, Hollis Margaret, A.B., University of
Wichita, 1930
Beck, Paul William, A.B., Marshall College,
1936=
Bennett, Julia Doughty, A.B., University of
Tennessee, 1937
Birch, Catherine Alice, A.B., Whittier College,
1937
Bird, Margaret Florence, A.B., Northwestern
University, 1934
Blair, Lois Frances, A.B., Indiana University,
1939
Book, Orpha Adaline, A.B., Manchester Col-
lege, 1931=**
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Branom, Emily Geraldine, A.B., East Texas
State Teacters College, 1933; A.M., Uni-
versity of Texas, 1934'
Brazier, Harriet, A.B., Western College, 1937*
Brunjes, Margaret Frances, A.B., Manchester
College, 1939
Burrin, Esther Virginia, A.B., 1931-
Chadwick, Annie Eloise, A.B., Heidelberg Col-
lege, 1936=
Champion, Fay Harding, A.B., Western Ken-
tucky State Teachers College, 1938
Collins, Alice Randolph, A.B., ^lississippi State
College for Women, 1921; A.M., Univer-
sity of North Carolina, 1927
Cox, 5larjorie Lee, A.B., College of the
Ozarks, 1939
Davenport, Elizabeth Mary, A.B., Doane Col-
lege, 1937
Davidson, Betty Kate, A.B., University of
Tennessee, 1938
Davis, Nell, A.B., Southwestern College (Ten-
nessee), 1933
Dorsey, Clarene Hargrove, A.B., Agnes Scott
College, 1930**
Dyson, Mary Lee, A.B., Fisk University,
1935=
Eary, Wilma Minium, A.B., University of
Colorado, 1933
Ekblad, Lillian Lucile, A.B., A.M., University
of Nebraska. 1935, 1938
Faudi, Susan Mae, A.B., A.^L, Washington
University, 1927, 1932
Ferguson, Elizabeth Alden, B.F.A., University
of Nebraska, 1931 (as of June 13, 1938)
Ferris, Ruth Evelyn, A.B., Defiance College,
1930=
Fisher, Ho Dolores, A.B., Wittenberg College,
1935
Forkner, Frances Ellen, B.S., 1934=
Frank, Lolita, Ph.B., University of Chicago,
1928=*
Fulton, Rose Lila, B.S., Southeast Missouri
State Teachers College, 1939=
George, Lorraine, A.B., University of Texas,
1939
Gill, Charlotte Ellen, A.B., Asbury College,
1938**
Givens, Josephine Eloise, A.B., Randolph-
Macon Woman's College, 1939
Graves, Christine Miller, B.S., University of
Kansas, 1936=
Gregory, Curtice Pauline, A.B., University of
Akron, 1939=**
Hall, Marjorie Elizabeth, A.B., 1939
Harman, Elizabeth Myrtle, A.B., Monmouth
College, 1932
Harman, Marian Anna, A.B., Franklin College,
1923: A.M., Ph.D., 1924, 1929=*
Harris, Ernestine, A.B., University of Arkan-
sas, 1934=
Heckemeyer, Mary'Beth, A.B., St. Louis Uni-
versity, 1938
Heckert, Floweree, A.B., University of Kansas
Citj-. 1938
Helms, Claxton Eldon, B.S.. Southeast Mis-
souri State Teachers College, 1939
Herrick. Ruth Miriam, A.B., St. Ambrose Col-
lege, 1939
Hoffman, Virginia Jane, A.B., Indiana Univer-
sity, 1939^
Hoover, Mildred Edith, A.B., North Central
College, 1928**
Hopfner. Rose Marie, A.B., Dakota Wesleyan
University, 1924=
Johnson, Cnrolyn Etmo, B.S., A.M., Oregon
State College (Corvallis), 1937, 1939*
Johnson, Edith Aldrea, A.B., Bradley Poly-
technic Institute, 1933
Kearns, Amelia, A.B., Clarke College, 1932
Kelsey, Frances Eloise, A.B., University of
Arizona, 1926
Kenney, Louis Augustine, A.B., Nebraska State
Teachers College (Kearney), 1939=
Kissick, Mary Elizabeth, A.B., Drury College,
1939
Knapp, Charles Richard, Jr., Ph.B., Univer-
sity of Toledo, 1936*
Kruse, Paul Robert, A.B., John Fletcher Col-
lege, 1933=
Lagrone, Martha, A. B., Mississippi State Col-
lege for Women, 1928*
Lash, Leva Marie, A.B., Missouri Valley Col-
lege, 1939
Leonard, William Peter, A.B., Union College,
1937; A.M., Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy (Tufts College), 1938=
Leviton, Alice Jane, A.B., 1939=
Libutzki, Laura Carolina, A.B., North Central
College, 1930=
Manske, Bernice Eloise, B.S., University of
Wisconsin, 1936
Marberry, Robert Brewer, A.B., 1934
Matheson, Marie Mildred, A.B., Carthage Col-
lege, 1937
McCabe, Evelvn Egelhoflf, A.B., Washington
University', 1938
McCuaig, Martha Louise, A.B., Western Col-
lege, 1936=
McKee, Margaret, B.S., University of Alabama,
1937**
McLaughlin, Lellia Swearingen, B.S., 1934
Miller, Lucile, A.B., Mississippi State College
for Women, 1922=*
Miller, Sylvia Florence, A.B., Manchester Col-
lege, 1939
Morris, Margaret Eloise, A.B., University of
Nebraska, 1938
Morris, Nellie Fern, A.B., A.M., 1925, 1935=
Murray, Eleanor Warfield, A.B., University of
Kansas, 1939
Ogden, Elizabeth Grace, A.B., Sioux Falls
College, 1939
Oldfather, Margaret Rebekah, A.B., Oberlin
College, 1939
Olson, Marjorie Eleanor, A,B., Knox College,
1934=
Orendorf, Martha, A.B., Western Kentucky
State Teachers College, 1930
Oxtoby, Fred B., A.B., Illinois College, 1939
Pangborn, Mark ^^'hite, Jr., A.B., Indiana
University, 1935
Passo, Thelma Florence, B.S., University of
Minnesota, 1930
Paul, Ruth Esther, A.B., Milton College, 1932
Peterson, Eleanor Mary, A.B., DePauw Uni-
versity, 1932=*
Pittman, Margaret Lee, B.S., Central Missouri
State Teachers College, 1927=
Pough, Marian Frances, A.B., Drury College,
1937
Powers, Ruth Kathryn, A.B., North Central
College (Naperville, Illinois), 1932
Prytherch, Hazel Edith, B.Ed., State Teachers
College (Platteville, Wisconsin), 1930
Ouenzel, Carrol Hunter, B.S., A.M., West
Virginia University, 1931; 1933; Ph.D.,
University of Wisconsin, 1938**
Raisbeck, Nancy Ann, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1936=
Ratcliife, Thomas Edward, Jr., A.B., Univer-
sity of North Carolina, 1934
Reid, De LaFayette, Jr., B.J., University of
Missouri, 1938=*
Ridgeway, Edith Mary, A.B., College of
Emporia, 1927=
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Rips, Rae Elizabeth, A.B., A.M., University
of Chicago, 1936, 1938**
Robison, Mary Elizabeth, A.B., DePauw Uni-
versity, 1937
Schley, Ruth, A.B., Simpson College, 1938**
Schuster, Esther Stella, A.B., Marietta Col-
lege, 1935
Seitz, Sara Louise, A.B., University of Ken-
tucky, 1931 =
Shannon, Bernice Blanche, Ph.B., University
of Chicago, 1925
Shively, Helen Elizabeth, A.B., Ashland Col-
lege, 1939
Sieving, Hilmar August, A.B., 1939^
Skidmore, Lottie Myrtal, A.B., Ottawa Univer-
sity, 1927
Sowers, Mildred Ruth, A.B., University of
Akron, 1935
Spear, Jack Byron, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1939
Spencer, Lee Bowen, A.B., Oklahoma Baptist
University, 1934^
Spindler, Robert Hale, A.B., Michigan State
College, 1933
Stevens, RoUand Elwell, A.B., Washington
University, 1939=*
Stickle, Nellie Reherda, B.Ed., Western Illi-
nois State Teachers College, 1932
Tanner, Willabel, A.B.. 1927
Tapper, Ethel Winifred, A.B., Aurora College,
1935*
Thorpe, Jesse Boone, A.B., Peru (Nebraska)
State Teachers College, 1934^
Turpin, Louise Ware, A.B., Ohio University,
1935*
Tuttle, Pearl Nancy, A.B., Vanderbilt Univer-
sity, 1921; A.M., University of Ten-
nessee, 1929
Van Hattem, Alice. A.B.. Hope College, 1928=*
Venable, Eva, A.B., A.M., University of Ten-
nessee, 1930, 1931 = *
Watson, Mary Caldwell, A.B., University of
Kentucky, 1931
Wedding, Robert James, A.B., Wabash Col-
lege, 19373
Wellshear, Elizabeth Jean, A.B., Drury Col-
lege, 1936
Welstead, Doris Elizabeth, A.B., Iowa State
Teachers College, 1925
Werner, Edward Cooper, B.S., Indiana Univer-
sity, 1939
White, Helen May, A.B., Morningside College,
1932=
Whittington, Bertha Beatrice Desdemona, A.B.,
Fisk University, 1938
Wiggins, Lynnette Marie, A.B., Talladega Col-
lege, 1932
Williams, Florence Jane, A.B., 1923=
Wingert, Rebecca Susann, A.B., Denison Uni-
versity, 1939
Wittenberger, Marian Esther, A.B., Knox Col-
lege, 1933
Wolever, Frances Elizabeth, A.B., Rockford
College, 1926; A.M., 1927=
Yowell, Vera Lucille, A.B., 1939
COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Medicine
Allegretti, Michael
Allen, Melvin Aaron
Allman, Joseph Francis, Jr.
Axelrod, David^
Barron, Charles Irwin
Bechtol, Robert Carroll*
Bianco, Emily Marie
Bielek, Miles James
Black, Sidney^
Blackburn, William Howard, Jr.^
Borrow, Leon Boris^
Breme, Mary Gottlieb
Burke, John Vincent
Burns, Francis Joseph
Carris, James Vernon
Chambers, William Floyd
Glowers, Walter CreeF
Cohan, Harold Samuel
Cohn, Robert Daniel
Crost, Edwin Augustus
Danreiter, LeRoy^
Davis, Thornton Alexander
Del Beccaro, Edward John
Donelan, Earl William^
Dunham, Ruth Ellen
Dunn, Jack'
Erhardt, Karl Shelton
Erwin, John Robert'
Evans, Morton Irving
Farney, William Emmett'
Frankel, Donald Benjamin*
(ioidman, Samuel^
Greenfield, Leonard Charles'
Grosskreutz, Doris Clare**
(Conferred in Chicago)
Haedike, William David
Hammond, Rex Decker'
Handelman, Eugene Victor
Hardinger, John Daniel'
Hastings, James Walter'
Herzon, Emanuel
Hetman, Mitchell Joseph*
Her, Rex Leroy, A.B., 1935'
Jemsek, John
Kaell, Harry'
Karpf, Carl Henry*
Karraker, Richard William
Katz, Henrietta
Katz, Seymour Robert'
King, Don Robert
Klein, Samuel
Kohn, Herbert Jay
Krause, Charles Donald, M.D.
1937'
Kuznetsky, Charles Allen
Lavin, John Michael
Leibovitz, Martin
Lippold, Roland Will'
Lykkebak, Robert Peter
Marks, Arthur Robert*
Modica, Charles Samuel
Moore, Herbert Royal
Munson, Gordon Berkeley
Nianick, Leonard M.
Norcross, Pliny
O'Donnell, Joseph Robert
Parcher, Russell Wilber'
Pelatowski, Robert William
Pessis, Benjamin Hymen
Petty, Richard Albert, A.B.,
Findlay College, 1935'
Pevsner, Sam
Phillips, Fred Leslie
Powell, Paul Wayne, B.S., 1939
Ranke, Eugene John*
Reingold, Herbert Jerome
Requarth, William Henry, M.D.,
1939
Rottapel, David Jack
Row, Harry Ralph'
Rutgard, Meyer David
Sapienza, Anthony Rosario
Shapiro, Joseph
Shechter, Nathan
Silbert, Irving Morris
Smejkal, Walter Frank
Sokoloff, Mitchell
Sokolov, Albert Iser
Steward, Lee Aaron, B.Ed.,
Eastern Illinois State Teach-
ers College, 1938
Thometz, Robert William'
Whitlock, Richard Foster
Wiebmer, Donald Johnston
Williams, Jack
Wuestenfeld, Herman Eudell
Young, Charles William
Zelenik, John Slowko, A.B., Lake
Forest College, 1932'
Zivin, Israel Rael
Zivin, Simon
Zuska, Albert John*
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Certificate in Medicine
(Conferred in Chicago)
Students who have completed four years of scheduled work in the College of Medicine
and who, on the completion of a year of satisfactory interneship in a hospital approved
by the University of Illinois, will be entitled to the Degree of Doctor of Medicine.
Abrams, Herbert Kerman, B.S., Northwestern
University, 1936
Adams, Vail Burdette, B.S., 1939
Ajalat, Mitry Peter, B.S., 1938
Andrews, William Charles, B.S., 1939
Appel, William. B.S., 1939
Archer, Lendall Dee, B.S., 1938
Axelrod, Louis
Bagge, Marguerite Elizabeth
Bell, Julius Nathaniel, B.S., 1938
Bennett, David, B.S., 1938
Bernet, Henry Scholten, B.S., 193S
Black, Arnold, B.S., 1938
Blackburn, William Howard, Jr., B.S., 1940
Bleier, Robert Seeley, B.S., 1938
Blustein, Herman
Brophy, Edward John, B.S., 1938
Burke, John Vincent
Carr, Herman John Edward (as of February
15, 1940)
Carstens, Herman Paul, B.S., University of
Chicago, 1932; M.S., 1939 (as of Janu-
ary 1, 1940)
Cavins, Elmer Wallace, B.S., 1936
Chelnek, Irving
Chione, Alfred George, B.S., 1939
Chobot, George Robert, B.S., 1938
Cohen, Harold, B.S., 1938
Cohlan, Wilbur Randolph, B.S., 1938
Cutler, Max Helix, B.S., 1938
Cutts, Robert Irving, B.S., Lewis Institute,
1936
Denholm, Agnes, B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Uni-
versity, 1937
Dickson, Frank H., Jr.
Eckberg, Marvin Edward, B.Ed., Northern
Illinois State Teachers College, 1936; B.S.,
1938
Erwin, John Robert, B.S., 1940
Ettinger, Ralph Davis, A.B., DePauw Univer-
sity, 1936
Farnsworth, Samuel Arlington, B.S., William
Penn College, 1931
Favus, Leonard Harold, B.S., 1938
Feinberg, Milton, B.S., 1938*
Gaines, Nemo Dexter, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 193S; B.S., 1938
Gaines, Walter, B.S., 1938*
Gecht, Adele, B.M.E., Northwestern Univer-
sity, 1933
Goodman, Lawrence Ogden, B.S., 1938
Gorecki, Ferdinand, B.S., 1938
Gossard, Foster Ellsworth, B.S., 1938
Griep, Ernst August, B.S., 1938
Grippe, William Joseph
Gurskis, Eugenia Eleanor, B.S., 1938
Hailman, Harold Frank, B.S., 1938*
Heimovitz, Jack S., B.S., 1938*
Henry, Frank Coleman, A.B., James Millikin
University, 1934
Hoffman, Charles Wilson, A.B., College of
Wooster, 1936
Hoss, Glenn Arthur, Jr., A.B., B.S., Wheaton
College, 1936
Howe, Gertrude Elizabeth, B.S., University of
Chicago, 1936*
Hrejsa, Francis Joseph, B.S., 1937
Hughes, Edgar O., B.S., 1938
Iliff, Grace Celia, A.B., Cornell College, 1931
Janis, Joseph Charles, A.B., 1933
Jaruszewski, Edward John, B.S., 1936, 1938
Johnson, Grant Trempe, B.S., 1938
Jones, Robert Richard, B.S.. 1939
Kagen, Marvin Stanley, B.S., 1938
Kanter, Lester, B.S., 1938
Kiersch, Theodore. B.S., 1938
Koenig, John William, B.S., 1938
Koepke, Earl Hilmer, B.S., 1938
Kortemeier, Elwood Franklin, B.S., 1938
Kruger, Sam, B.S., 1938
LaFata, Francis Paul, B.S., 1938
Lane, Shirley William, B.S., 1938
Leavitt, Arnold Harold, A.B., B.S., 1937, 1938
Lemberg, Louis, B.S., 1938
Lhotka, Frank Michael, B.S., 1938
Lindsay, Arthur Manning, B.S., 1938
Lobraico, Rocco Vincent, Jr., B.S., 1938
Loeffler, Robert William, B.S., 1938
Lowrey, Robert Davison
Magree, Montie, B.S., 1938
Malsbury, Charles Wendell, A.B., Illinois
College, 1936; B.S., 1938
Marino, Charles Joseph, B.S., 1938
Marks, Sidney, B.S., 1938
Marshall, James William, B.S., Monmouth Col-
lege, 1936
Massie, Lowell E., A.B., 1937 M
Mau, Walter, B.S., 1938
McDonald, Audrey Jane, B.S., Illinois Wes-
leyan University, 1936
McKeever, Gertrude Rita Troczynski, B.S.,
1938
McKeever, Lewis Goodell, A.B., Illinois Wes-
leyan University, 1935*
McNeely, George Bradley, Jr., B.S., 1938
Meagher, George Beyer, B.S., University of
Notre Dame, 1936
Mosiman, William Dillon, B.S., 1939
Moskovitz, Jack Arthur, B.S., 1939
Mosny, Stephen Daniel, Jr., B.S., 1938
Norcross, Pliny
Oberhill, Harold Robert, B.S., 1938
O'Kane, Thomas Walker, B.S., 1938
Pastron, Seymour Sidney, B.S., 1938
Perlmutter, Harold Morris, B.S., 1938*
Pollack, Seymour Lester, B.S., 1938
Post, George Washington, IV, B.S., 1939
Pyterek, Arthur Bernard, B.S., 1938
Rattner, Bernard, B.S., 1938
Bobbins, Joseph Maurice, B.S., 1938
Rosack, Henry
Rosen, Bernice Shirley. B.S., 1938
Scott, Wendell Paul, B.S., 1938
Seely, Harmon DeForrest, B.S., 1938
Shapiro, Arthur Joseph, B.S., 1938
Sheets, Raymond Franklin, A.B., Carthage Col-
lege, 1936
Siegel, Morris, B.S., 1938
Simons. Morton, B.S., 1938
Sloan, Herbert Pearl, B.S., 1939
Snider, Gordon Gaskill, B.S., 1938
Stephen, Robert Joseph, B.S., Northwestern
University, 1936
Stevens, Theodore Robert, B.S., 1938
Swan, Lawrence LeRoy, B.S.. 1938
Thompson. Ernest Look, B.S., 1938
Visscher, Lois Helena, B.S., 1938*
Webber, Max Edwin, B.S., 1938
Weiner, Sanford Fred
Weinglass, Albert Robert, B.S., 1938*
Weiss, Eugene, B.S., 1938
Weiss, Manuel Bertrand, B.S., 1938
White, Harvey, B.S., 1938
Whitehead, Ira Condict, A.B., B.S., 1936, 1939
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Whitehill, William W., A.B., 1936
Winer, Jane Ruth, B.S., 1938*
Wright, Gilbert Lawrence, B.S., 1938
Wuestenfeld, Herman Eudell
Yanowitz, Meyer, B.S., 1938*
Yesinick, Louis, B.S., University of Chicago,
1936; M.S., 1939*
Zelenik, John Slowko, A.B., Lake Forest Col-
lege, 1932; B.S., 1940
Zeman, Theodore Clarence, I*h.C., B.S., 1934,
1938
Zimmerman, Nathan, B.S., 1938
Zweig, Mitchell, B.S., 1938
Degree of Bachelor of Medicine
(Conferred in Chicago)
Students who have qualified for the Certificate in Medicine but who have elected to
take the Degree of Bachelor of Medicine. These students will receive the Degree of
Doctor of Medicine under the same conditions as those students receiving the Certificate
in. Medicine.
Cohn, Arnold Louis. B.S., 1938*
Goodman, Daniel Herschold, A.B., Brooklyn
College, 1935; M.S., B.S., 1936, 1939*
Icenogle, Grover Donald, B.S., 1937
Her, Rex Leroy, A.B., 1935^
Jackson, Mildred Ranney, B.S., Monmouth
College, 1936
Joffe. Harold Herman, B.S., 1937
Jourdan, Harve William, Jr., B.S., 1938**
Keys, John Allen
Kolb, Harold Joseph
Litow, Sidney Samuel, B.S., 1938
Matzner, Irving Allen, B.S., 1938
O'Donnell, Robert Porter, B.S., 1938
Petty, Richard Albert, A.B., Findlay College,
1935; B.S., 1940
Pierce, Virginia Kipke, B.S., 1938**
Policandriotes, Theodore Zane, B.S., 1938
Reidell, Eleanore Aleen, B.S., 1938
Solomon, James
Taylor, Justus Earl, Jr., B.S., 1938
Telford, Joseph Woodrow, B.S., 1939
Tinker, Robert Harold, B.S., 1938
Waters, Harvey Charles, B.S., 1938
Wloczewski, Joseph Albert, Jr., B.S., 1938
Degree of Doctor of Medicine
(Conferred in Chicago on dates indicated)
1937— (July 1)
1937— (Septem-
1937— (Febru-
B.S., 1937-
Adland, Morris Aran, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Anderson, Donald William, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Anderson, Stanley Edward, B.S.,
Arends, G. William, B.S.,
ber 30)
Baker, Dorothy Muriel, B.S.
ary 15)
Barkett, Soddie James, B.S., 1937— (July \)
Barringer, Floyd Samuel, B.S., 1938— (July 1)
Bartoli, Adolph John, B.S., M.S., 1937, 1939—
(July 1)
Becker, Leonard Albert, A.B.
(August 26)
Beebe, Robert Archie, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Binder, Paul, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Bocian, Jack James, B.S., 1937
— (July 1)
Boeke, Emmert George, B.S.. 1937— (Juiy 1)
Borshevsky, George, B.S.. 1939— (July 1)
Brebis, George Joseph, B.S., M.S., 1937, 1939
— (July D*
Brown, Theodore Wallingford, B.S., 1937—
(July 1)
Buchholz, Alexander Maurice, B.S., 1937
—
(December 31)
Buckley, Joseph Harry, B.S., 1937—(June 15)
Campbell, Michael Joseph, B.S., 1938— (July 1)
Chasten, Stephen Matthew, B.S., 1937— (Oc-
tober 1)
Cooper, George Joseph, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Corpe, Raymond Francis, B.S., Eureka College,
1934— (July 1)
Crocker, Melvin Hugh
—
(July 1)
Gumming, Thomas Stewart, B.S., 1937
(July 1)
Curtis, David Thomas, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Danishek, Emil Stephan, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Derengoski, Cornell Leonard, R.S., University
of Notre Dame, 1934; B.M., 1939— (July 1)
Diamondstone, Albert Harold, B.S., 1937
(July 1)
Domm, Sheldon Edward, A.I?., North Central
College, 1934; A.M., 1935— (July 1)*
Dome, Ralph Marvin, B.S., 1937— (June 24)
Drell, Maurice Joseph, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Dworin, Jack Walter, B.S., 1937— (July 1)*
Ehrlich. Louis, Ph.C, B.S., 1933 1937—
(July 1)
Ehrlich. Norman James, B.S., M.S., 1937,
1939— (July D*
Engle, Harold Martin, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Engstrom, Robert Birger, A.B., 1935
—(July 1)
Esposito, Peter Thomas, B.S., 1937— (June 15)
Farr, Edith, B.S., 1939—(July 1)
Fash, James Cone, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Foster, Lawrence Edmund, B.S., 1937
—
(July 1)
Frantz, Kieffer Evans, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Gardner, Leon Philip, B.S., 1937—(July 1)
Gerber, Harold Xen, B.S., M.S., 1937, 1939—
(July 1)
Gordon, Hyman Harry, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Gossom, Donn Roberts, B.S., 1937
—
(Decem-
ber 31)
Gregorio, John Theodore
—
(July 22)
Grimm, Harold Anthony, B.S., 1937
—
(Tune 15)
Grossman, Edward Stanley, B.S., 1937
—
(De-
cember 31)
Grossman, William Louis
—
(July 1)
Groth, Norton Robert, B.S., 1937—(July 1)
Hanks. Thrift Gene, B.S., M.S., 1936, 1937—
(July 1)
Hart, Florence Eunice, B.S., 1937—(July 1)
Hartman, Melville Daniel, A.B., 1935— (July 1)
Heimstra, Fred Albert, B.S., B.M., 1937, 1939
—(July 1)
Hellman, Jack >L— (July 1)
Herbst, Robert Rudolph
— (July 1)
Hofstra, Raymond, A.B., Calvin College, 1933
— (July 1)
Hone, Howard Russell, B.S., \\ heaton College,
1935— (December 15)
Hurter, Andrew Jerome—(July 1)
Her, Rex Leroy, A.B., B.S., B.M., 1935, 1940,
1940— (July 1)
loriatti, John Baptist, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Janus, Arthur Israel, B.S., University of Chi-
cago, 1931— (July 1)
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Jo£fe, Harold Herman, B.S., B.M., 1937, 1940
—(July 1)
Juska, Aldona Ann, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Kaplan, Benjamin Barnett, B.S., University of
Chicago, 1933—(November 15)
Kelly, Delbert Cleo— (July 1)
Klamka, Herman George
—
(July 1)
Klein, Harold Todd, A.B., New York Uni-
versity, 1936
—
(July 1)*
Klein, Louis, B.S., 1937— (June IS)
Klein, Sidney, Ph.G., B.S., 1926, 1937— (Sep-
tember 30)
Kligerman, Sidney, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Kolodny, Sydney Maurice, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Kotin, Paul, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Kudolla, Charles Rudolph, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Kunckel, Edward Wickliffe, B.S., 1937—(July 1)
Kuzma, Joseph Francis, B.S., 1937
—
(June 15)
Lang, Morris, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Lerner, Isadore, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Lemer, Philip, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Levitin, Lawrence Arnold, B.S., 1937
—
(July 1)
Lippert, Robert
—
(July 1)
Lombardo, Samuel Sebastian, B.S., 1938—
(July 1)
Lowy, Howard Arthur, Ph.C, B.S.. 1934, 1937
— (July 1)
Lundgren, Edward Steven
—(July 1)
Mann, Lawrence Stanley, B.S., M.S., 1937,
1939—(December 31)
Martin, John Stephen, Ph.G., B.S., B.M., M.S.,
1926, 1937, 1939, 1939— (July 1)*
Mason, Coye CJarlton, B.S., 1937—(August 20)
McKinney, Delbert Wesley, B.S., 1937—
(July 1)
Millis, Jack William, B.S., 1938—(July 1)
Mirro, John Anthony, B.S., 1937
—
(June 15)
Morton, Chauncey Lee, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Moseley, George Harley, III, A.B., 1936
—
(August 21)
Newman, Carl Robert, B.S., 1936— (June 15)*
Niederman, Dorothy Jean, B.S., 1937—
•
(July D*
.
Novack, Benjamin Francis, B.S., 1937^
(July 1)
Oleck, Adrian Robert
—
(August 31)
Osher, Seymour Leon
—(July 1)
Palermo, Amiel Lewis, Ph.(i., Valparaiso Uni-
versity, 1929; B.S., 1937— (December 31)
Pierce, James Donald, B.S., 1938— (July 1)
Plattner, Edward Bernard, B.S., M.S., 1937,
1939— (July 1)**
Porte, David IMorton
—
(July 1)
Prusinski, Jerome Casimir
—
(June 12)
Rapoport, Anita, B.S., Lewis Institute, 1934
(June IS)
Rapp, William Elon, B.S., 1939—(July 1)
Raymond, Frank Kondziorski, B.S., 1937—
(July 1)
Reingold, Irving Maynard, B.S., 1937
(June 10)
Rest, David, B.M.E., Northwestern University,
1931, M.S., 1939— (July 1)
Richards, Gordon Laraway, B.S., 1937
—
(July 1)
Richmond, Julius Benjamin, B.S., M.S., 1937,
1939— (July 1)*
Roane, Robert Dixon, B.S., 1937—(July 1)
Rosanova, Albert R., B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Roseman, Leo Leiff, B.S., 1935- (July 1)
Russell, William Elles, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Salberg, Arthur Keller
— (July 1)
Sazama, Francis Joseph, 15. S., 1937
—
(July 1)
Schick, William Rhinehart^Quly 1)
Schiff, Isadore Joseph, B.M., 1939— (July 1)
Schosser, Milo Hill, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Schreiber, Adrian Leonard, B.S., 1937
(July 1)
Schreiber, Manual, B.S., 1937—(July 1)
Schumacher, Edward Emil, B.S., 1937—
(July 1)
Schwartz, Louis, B.S., 1938—(July 1)
Segal, Morey Max
—
(July 1)
Shaffer, William Thurman, Jr., B.S., 1937—
(June IS)
Shapiro, Maynard Irwin, B.S., 1937— (June 15)
Shiels, Thomas Victor
—
(June 10)
Shirer, Benjamin Franklin, Jr., B.S., 1937—
(July 1)
Simon, Albert Joseph, B.S., 1937
—
(September
30)*
Simonson, Melvin, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Snively, Robert Rice, B.S., 1939— (July 1)**
Spierer, Eugene, B.S., B.M., 1937, 1939—
(July 1)
Sprecher, Herman C, B.S., 1937—(June 21)
Stevens, Robert Healy, B.S., 1935— (July 1)
Strassman, Bernard, B.S., 1937
—
(July 1)
Sumner, Albert, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Swensson, Evert Anders, B.S., 1937
— (July 1)
Swisher, William Porter, B.S., Beloit College,
1935— (July 1)
Tarre, Harold Israel, B.M., 1939— (June 27)
Tepper, Leo, B.S., 1936
—
(July 1)*
Turner, Ralph Strong, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Twente, George Edward, B.S., 1937
—
(July 1)
Ury, Boris Sergei, B.S., University of Chicago,
1935; M.S., 1939— (July 1)
Van Atta, Roger Alan, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
Varraveto, Anita, B.S., 1937
—
(December 9)
Walter, LeRoy Eugene, B.S., 1938— (July 1)
Webb, Edward Francis
—
(July 1)
Weir, Homer Fauquier, A.B., M.S., 1935,
1939— (July D*
Weisbach, Philip Thomas, Jr., B.S., 1937—
(September 30)
Weiskopf, Henry Sol, B.S., 1937—(Tune 15)
Weiss, Alvin, B.S., 1937— (July 1)
'
Weissman, Irving, B.S., 1938— (July 1)
Westmark, Carl Elmer, B.S., 1938— (July 1)
Witthoff, Evelyn Martha, B.S., 1937— (De-
cember 31)
Wolf, Glenn Clarence, A.B., B.M., M.S., 1936,
1939, 1939— (June 24)
Zeman, Laddie Walter, B.S., 1937—(July 1)
Zimring, William Joseph, B.S., 1937— (June 15)
Zitman, Irving Herman, B.S., 1937
— (July 1)**
COLLEGE OF DENTISTRY
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Dentistry
(Conferred in Chicago)
Adler, Leonard
Armstrong, Robert Kenneth, A.B., Southwest-
ern College, 1937*
Aronoff, Sidney
Bailey, David John
Feinstein, Eugene, A.B., New York University,
1939
Foster, Robert Hale
Fry, Darwin Henry
Gannon, P'ranklin Elvin
Gesten, Alex
Gillette, Howard Elmer, A.B., North Central
College, 1937
Gillooly, Charles Jorden
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Click, Leo Leonard
Grundset, Kenneth Wilmore
Haas, Vernon Jerome
Henderson, Hugh Richard
Hogan, Daniel Wayne
Johnston, Darol Hillern
Knochel, Edwin Clifford, A.B., Columbia Col-
lege, 1938
Lafler, Robert Lloyd
Lieppe, George
Linkon, Jack
London, George Jules, A.B., New York Uni-
versity, 1937
Manke, Wilbert Charles
Mayer, George Florian'
Mitchell, David Farrar
Moore, Gerald Wallace
Oesterle, Albert Reed
Rabinovitz, Harry David
Schwartz, Julius Maurice, A.B., Syracuse Uni-
versity, 1938
Seminara, Pola PearF
Serotta, Maurice
Sherman, Stanley Minter
Stitzel, Robert Dean
Tockman, Irving Samuel
Wexler, Joseph Woodrow
Yellin, Bernard
Degree of Doctor of Dental Surgery
(Conferred in Chicago)
Arnim, Benjamin F., Jr., A.B., Rice Institute,
1936
Barnett, Morton L., B.S., College of the City
of New York, 1936
Belkin, George Herman, A.B., University of
Alabama, 1936; B.S., 1939
Branscum, George Paul, B.S., 1938
Burnstein, Sol Charles^
Caprow, Peter Gordon, B.S., Northwestern
University, 1935
Cohen, Herman Joseph, A.B., New York Uni-
versity, 1937; B.S., 1939
Deutschraan, Vernon Thomas, B.S., 1938
Dittmar, George Walter, Jr., A.B., Dartmouth
College, 1936; B.S., 1938
Erlach, Helen Pianko, M.D., University of
Vienna, 1925
Gannon, Franklin Elvin
Goldsmith. Milton, B.S., 1938
Goode, Louis A.'
Gray, William M., B.S., 1938
Grissom, Wayne Stanley, B.S., 1938
Hauptman, Jack^
Hillebrand, Richard John
Hofmann, Paul, D.D.S., Albert Ludwigs Uni-
versity at Freiburg, 1926
Kessler, Simon
Klein, Arthur Deo, Jr., B.S., 1936
Kowal, Philip
Kruchkow, Norman, B.S., College of the City
of New York, 1936
Kurti, Bert
Libbin, Samuel S., B.S., 1939
Macaluso, Alfred Charles, B.S., 1939
Marc, Arthur, B.S., 1935^
Maurice, Charles George, B.S., 1938
Moore, Gerald Wallace
Nelson, Frank Arthur
Nowak, Mitchell Joseph, B.S., 1938
Patella, John, B.S., 1938
Puklin, Marvin Morton^
Rabinovitz, Harry David
Rosen, Jack, B.S., 1938
Rubens, Philip, B.S., 1939=
Sachs, Sidney Howard
Sarnat, Bernard George, B.S., M.D., Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1933, 19373
Schnitman, Henry, A.B., New York Univer-
sity, 1937; B.S., 1938
Seifer, Henry Harold, B.S., 1938
Sereda, Walter Tacov
Sills, Milton Joseph, B.S., 1939
Steinfeld, Selma Sybil, M.D., University of
Wurzburg, 1920'
Washburn, Kenneth Clinton, B.S., 1938
Weil, Rudolf, D.D.S., Friedrich-Wilhelms
University at Bonn, 1928
Wilde, Norbert John, B.S., 1939
COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Pharmacy
Adamson, Raymond Sigfrid,
Ph.C, 1930'
Arnold, Joseph Vincent
Azoff, Louis Simpson
Bayner, Stanley John. Jr.
Bredfeldt, John Charles*
Brussell, Harriet Josephine
Budick, Anthony Joseph
Caffarello, Vincent Jack, Jr.
Chaet, Raymond Joseph
Cohen, Benjamin Hite
Cooper, Ben
Dintzis, Eleanor Patricia
Drell, Norman
Fafinski, Frank John
Featherston, Lauren Richard
Feinberg, Ruben
Frank, Ben'
Gaier, Fred Gerald*
Galloway, Kenneth Buel
Ginsberg, Melvin
(Conferred in Chicago)
Gizowsky, Peter
Guttman, Erwin David
Haughawout, F. Merle
Hurkmans, Frank
Jackson, Charles Henri
Karpel, William Jack*
Katz, Ben Jack'
Klucker, Harold Albert
Kluza, Edward James
Kraemcr, Frank William Joseph
Kutz, Edward Ben
Lackoff, Bernard
Latshaw, Harold Lee
Lund, John George
Tilatravers, Marvin Bernard
Mays, Lenidas Doran, Jr.
McGuire, James Francis
Molin, Armin Robert
Movitt, Irene Shirley
Patka, Virginia Rita
Pattison, Harry Heise
Perlman, Kalman Isadore'
Resser, Louis
Rizzo, Joseph
Roth, Sidney Aaron'
Ryba, Milton Frank
Sacks, Philip
Saks, Seymour
Seltzer, Max
Semerdjian, Haigaz
Skibniewski, Xavier Francis
Slavin, Albert
Steingold, Herman
Strauss, Paul
Summers, Donald Eugene
Walker, Amil
White, Arthur
Wicarius, Florian Max
Williams, John Oliver, B.S.,
Morehouse College, 1937
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GRADUATE SCHOOL
Degree of Master of Arts
(In the subjects shown in parenthesis)
Adams, Marjorie Anne, A.B., Knox College,
1937; (History)i
Adams, Richard Perrill, A.B., 1939; (English)
Adkisson, Mary Ellen, B.Ed., Western Illinois
State Teachers College, 1938; (English)^
Arends, Ralph Frederick, A.B., Illinois Wes-
leyan University, 1926; (Education)
Astell, Louise Wright, A.B., 1937; (Educa-
tion)'
Ausec, Joyce Marcella, A.B., 1939; (French)
Baker, Gladys Wood, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1931; (Education)
Barnes, June Rachel, A.B., DePauw Univer-
sity, 1933 (Education)'
Baxter, Harry Greig, B.Ed., Western Illinois
State Teachers College, 1936; (Education)^
Beagle, Chauncey Milburn, A.B., 1939; (Ac-
countancy)
Beasley, Hazel May, A.B., 1939; (English)'
Beam, Harlan Dennett, A.B., DePauw Univer-
sity, 1928; (Education)'
Bell, Harry Clinton, A.B., 1932; (History)
Bengston, Ralph Manfrid, A.B., Augustana
College, 1924; (Education)-
Bentley, Florence Jane, A.B., MacMurray Col-
lege, 1934; (Education)
Berghult, Alvar Tyko, A.B., Augustana Col-
lege, 1934; (Education)'
Berkness, Hazelle Marion, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1936; (Education)
Bernabe, Carlos, Ph.B., University of Phil-
ippines, 1926; (English)
Berns, Leo Henry, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1937; (Education)^
Berrent, Jerome, A.B., 1937; (Political Sci-
ence)
Berry, Anna Matilda, A.B., 1938; (Mathe-
matics)
Blair, Elizabeth Stifler, A.B., Shurtleff College,
1939; (History)
Blakeney, Ethel Stevens, A.B., 1932; (Mathe-
matics)
Boyd, Ruth Elizabeth, A.B., 1939; (Mathe-
matics)
Bradley, Gilbert Lee, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1934; (Educa-
tion)
Bratton, Dorothy Ann, A.R., 1930; (Educa-
tion) =
Bride, Gardner, B.Ed., Southern Illinois State
Normal University, 1938; (Education)
Brooks, Goldamae, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1931; (Educa-
tion)^
Brown, George Berdine, B.S., B.S.(Lib.), 1936,
1937; (Library Science)
Brown, (jerald Robert, A.B., Illinois College,
1933; (Chemistry)^
Brown, Loyd Elbert, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1936; (Education)'
Bruce, Harriett Elizabeth, A.B., 1939; (Psy-
chology)
Bull, Georgialee, A.B., 1937; (Political Sci-
ence)'
Burks, Marion Edgar, B.S., Murray State
Teachers College, 1935; (Education)'
Burlend, John Vincent, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1930; (Political Sci-
ence)'
Butts, Dorothy Agnes, A.B., 1928; (Botany)
Calhoon, Charles David, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1938; (Mathematics)
Campbell, Mason Forrest, A.B., Illinois Wes-
leyan University, 1930; (Education)^
Capehart, Bertis Everett, A.B., DePauw Uni-
versity, 193S; (Education)
Carder, Garnet Elizabeth, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1935; (Education)'
Carolan, Irma, B.Ed., Western Illinois State
Teachers College, 1935; (Education)'
Caton, Raymond Everett, B.S., Illinois Wes-
leyan University, 1931; (Education)'
Clapp, Clifford Jack, A.B., Illinois Wesleyan
University, 1927; (Education)
Clark, Charles Wesley, B.S., Illinois Wesleyan
University, 1925; (Education)
Clinebell, George Logan, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1938; (Education)'
Coard, Edna Agnes, A.B., 1938; (English)
Cockrum, Emmett Erston, B.Ed., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1935;
(History) =
Collins, Catherine Elizabeth, A.B., Oxford Col-
lege for Women, 1926; (English)'
Cooper, Hugh Emery, A.B., Indiana Central
College, 1934; (Education)
Corner, James Oliver, Jr., A.B., Dartmouth
College, 1939; (Chemistry)
Coyner, ^lartin Henry, A.B., Concordia Col-
lege, 1910; (Education)
Crawley, Julia Ann, A.B., DePauw University,
1933; (French)'
Cremeans, Charles Davis, A.B., College of
Wooster, 1936; (History)
Davidson, Marion McClain, A.B., Olivet Col-
lege, 1939; (French) =
Davis, Margaret Brandon, B.Ed., Eastern Illi-
nois State Teachers College, 1935; (Eng-
lish)'
Davis, Robert Asa, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1937; (Educa-
tion)
DeClark, William Everett, A.B., Butler Uni-
versity, 1939; (English)
Dinsmore, George Raymond, B.S., 1930; (Edu-
cation)
Donovick, Anne Wolfson, A.B., 1939; (Psy-
chology)
Doyle, Frank James, Jr., A.B., 1937; (English)
Dresher, Margaret Helen, A.B., McPherson
College, 1929; B.S.(Lib.), 1930; (Library
Science)
Drury, James Westbrook, A.B., 1939; (Political
Science)
Duncan, Ray Campbell, B.Ed., Eastern Illi-
nois State Teachers College, 1933; (Edu-
cation)
Duncan, Raymond Oscar, LL.B., Washington
University, 1930; (Education)'
Dunning, Emma Blanche, B.Ed., Central State
Teachers College (Wisconsin), 1934; (Edu-
cation)^
Durnin, Phyllis Margaret. A.B., Augustana
College, 1933; (French)
Esterquest, Ralph Theodore, B.S., Northwest-
ern University, 1933; B.S.(Lib.), 1936;
(Library Science)
Fabri, Elizabeth Eugenia, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1939; (English)
Fehrenbacher, Ralph Joseph, A.B., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1932;
(Education)
Firth, Ruth Gebhardt, A.B., Knox College,
1916; (Education)'
Fischer, Le Roy Henry, A.B., 1939; (History)
Flanagan, Bernadine Marie, B.Ed., Illinois
State Normal University, 1935; (Classics)'
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Flannigan, Mary Teresa, B.S., 1934; (Educa-
tion)^
Fort, Donald Marion, A.B., Grinnell College,
1938; (Chemistry)
Foster, Charlouise, A.B., MacMurray College,
1936; (History)^
Fox, Nedra Frances Goggin, B.Ed., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1935;
(French)'
Erasure, Kenneth Jones, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1937; (Edu-
cation)'
Gannon, Jane Ann, A.B., Rosary College, 1939;
(Spanish)
Ginther, Paul Holland, A.B., James Millikin
University, 1925; (Botany)
Gorman, Paul Goodwin, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1932; (Education)^
Greer, Alton Andrew, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1934; (Educa-
tion) =
Gregory, Hoosag Kadjperooni, A.B., Bates Col-
lege, 1939; (English)
Gudgel, John Edward, A.B., Oakland City
College, 1927; (Education)
Gustafson, Ruth Elizabeth, A.B., 1929; (Edu-
cation)'
Hall, Gertrude Manchester, A.B., Stephen F.
Austin State Teachers College, 1933;
(Education)'
Hall, Robert Ingersoll, A.B., Eureka College,
1930; (Education)
Hallowell, Robert Edward, B.Ed., Eastern Illi-
nois State Teachers College, 1939; (French)
Hardy, Vera Kathryn, A.B., Illinois Wesleyan
University, 1931; (Education)^
Hart, Eldon Charles, A.B., Brigham Young
University, 1938; B.S.(Lib.), 1939; (Li-
brary Science)
Hayman, Le Roy Wuxley, A.B., 1937; (English)
Heicke, Dorothy Elizabeth, A.B., B.S.(Lib.),
1932, 1933; (Library Science)^
Hepfer, Clifford Ernest, B.S., Manchester Col-
lege, 1935; (Education)'
Hill, Arthur Albert, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1932; (Education)'
Hohn, Marian Pieper, A.B., 1937; (Education)'
Holloway, Milton Thomas, A.B., Grinnell Col-
lege, 1932; (Political Science)
Holt, Inez Wardle, Ph.B., University of Chi-
cago, 1932; (Education)-
Hortin, Duane Webster, A.B., McKendree
College, 1933; (Education)
Howard, Frances Leah, B.S., 1939; (Spanish)
Huffman, Arthur Vincent, A.B., McKendree
College, 1935; (Sociology)'
Hursh, Martha Elizabeth, B.S., 1929; (Educa-
tion)'
Hurt, Lois Marie, A.B., Eureka College, 1939;
(English)
Imhoff, Donald Woolrick, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1937; (Education)
Irwin, Margaret Fawkes, B.S., 1937; (History)
Jack, Charles Kenneth, A.B., McKendree Col-
lege, 1928; (Education)
Jackson, James Louis, A.B., 1938; (English)
Jackson, Ruth Dorcas, A.B., Knox College,
1927: B.S.(Lib.), 1931; (Library Science)^
James, Harold Preston, B.S., Ball State Teach-
ers College, 1937; (History)'
Jamieson, Robert A., A.B., Knox College, 1932;
(Education)
Jochums, Milford Cyril, A.B., 1938; (English)'
Kannmacher, Goldie Ann, B.S., 1936; (Educa-
tion)'
Kellogg, Cal Stewart, A.B., B.S., Bowling
Green State University, 1939; (History)
Kelly, Mildred O'Malia, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1933 (Education)
Kemp, John Ayling, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1932; (Education)'
Kepner, Clara, B.Ed., Illinois State Normal
University, 1932; (Education)
Kettler, Raymond William, A.B., Iowa State
Teachers College, 1936; (Education)'
King, Charles Clifford, B.S., 1938; (History)'
Kitchell, Velma Irene, B.S., B.Mus., 1926;
(Education)
Klose, Barbara Adeline, A.B., North Central
College, 1939; (Sociology)'
Krutsinger, lanthus, B.S., 1933; (Education)
Lamar, Robert Carter, A.B., James Millikin
University, 1934; (Economics)'
Landis, Robert Claire, B.Ed., Western Illinois
State Teachers College, 1935; (Education)^
Lee, Dorothy Maynard, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1932; (Education)'
Litherland, Raymond Exel, B.Ed., Illinois
State Normal University, 1931; (Educa-
tion)2
Liu, Tan-Ling, LL.B., Soochow University,
1938; (Economics)'
Lloyd, Arline Ruth, A.B., 1939; (French)
Lockwood, Ruby Carter, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1927; (Edu-
cation)^
Louderback, Clarence Leroy, B.Ed., Illinois
State Normal University, 1937; (Educa-
tion)'
Lynch, Augustine Lehman, A.B., Columbia
College, 1927; (Education)'
Mace, Hubert Gray, A.B., Wabash College,
1927; (Education)'
Magsamen, Joseph John, A.B., 1938; (Political
Science)'
Main, Portia, A.B., State LIniversity of Iowa,
1934; (Mathematics)^
Martin, Em^ry Herschel, B.S., McKendree
College, 1928; (Education)'
Martin, Meriwether Robert, A.B., Lincoln
University (Missouri), 1936; (Education)'
Mathis. Wendell Wiley, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1936; (Edu-
cation)'
McCarthy, Owen Joseph, A.B., 1937; (English)'
McClelland, Mary Lucille, B.S., 1939; (Educa-
tion)-
McConkey, Kenneth Vernon, A.B., Illinois
Wesleyan University, 1936; (Education)'
McGivern, Catherine Agnes, B.Ed., Western
Illinois State Teachers College, 1935;
(Education)'
McGrath, Catherine Amata, A.B., College of
St. Francis, 1934; (Education)
McLaughlin, Michael Martin, A.B., St. Louis
University, 1939; (English)'
Meehan, Elizabeth Cecilia, B.Ed., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1938;
(Education)'
Metcalf, Robert Lee, A.B., 1939; (Entomology)
Metcalfe, Fletcher, A.B., University of Texas,
1936; (Spanish)
Michael, Edna Alice, B.S., 1933; (Education)
Michael, James Arthur, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1939; (History)
Miller, Cecil Arthur, B.S., 1935; (Education)'
Miller, Walter Alta, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1935; (Educa-
tion)'
Millington, Albert, A.B., 1928; (Education)
Mize, Harlan Mansfield, A.B., 1936; (History)
Montgomery, Martha Alberta, B.S., 1937;
(Classics)'
Moody, Harold Burnett, B.S., Murray State
Teachers College, 1934; (Education)'
Morgan, James Oliver, A.B., 1939; (English)
Morris, Carmen Eliza, A.B., Bradley Poly-
technic Institute, 1924; (Education)'
Moss, Lyle Lewis, B.Ed., Western Illinois
State Teachers College, 1930; (Education)'
Mulkey, Austin, B.Ed., Southern Illinois State
Normal University, 1932; (Education)'
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Newcomb, Wilma Wave, B.S., 1939; (Educa-
tion)
Ogg, Velma Althea, A.B., 1927; (Education)^
Parker, Mary Lydia, A.B., Washington Uni-
versity, 1934; (Education)'
Patton, Leonard Goebel, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1938; (Edu-
cation)
Paulukas, Nellie Alice, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1935; (Education)
Pelkey, David West, A.B., 1939; (Political
Science)
Peterman, Mark Arnold, B.S., 1934; (Educa-
tion)
Petitt. Mildred Evelyn Talbert, B.Ed., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1928;
(Classics)
Poirot, Elsie Jean, B.S.. 1937; (English)
Pratt, John Clovis, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1939; (French)'
Pricer, John Hayes, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1938; (History)
Proehl, Carl William, A.B., Muhlenberg Col-
lege, 1939; (Education)
Pryde, Rosamond Salisbury, B.S., Lombard
College, 1924; (Education)'
Pryor, Cecil Calvert, B.S., 1930; (Education)'
Purdue, Virginia A., A.B., Georgetov.'n College,
193.=;; (Education)'
Railsback, Fern Lucile, A.B., Indiana Univer-
sity. 1928; (English^'
Rains. Velma Eugene, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1933; (Education)'
Rankin, Lawrence Elwin, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 193S; (History)
Reamer, Phyllis Folk, B.S., 1935; (Sociology)
Reichl, Josephine Marjorie, A.B., Mundelein
College, 1939; (German)
Reidell, Wilmina, B.Ed.. Eastern Illinois State
Teachers College. 1935; (Education)
Robertson, Glen Isaac, A.B., Wabash College,
1928; (Education)
Rodeffer, Jackson Orville, A.B., Olivet College,
1932; (Education)
Rommel. Lillian Hothan, B.S., 1938; (Spanish)
Rose, Albert, A.B., University of Toronto,
1939; (Economics)
Roussey, Robert Louis, A.B., 1939; (French)
Royer, Gerald Allan. B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1935; (Education)'
Sampson, John Paul, A.B., McKendree College,
1937; (History)'
Sanborn, Virginia Marie, A.B.. Illinois Wes-
leyan University, 1928; (History)'
Sanford. Beckv May, A.TJ., Blue Mountain
College, 1934; B.S.(Lib.), 1937; (Library
Science)
Saylor, Roger Behm. B.S., Lebanon Valley
College. 1938; (Economics)
Sayre. Doris Marion. A.B., James Millikin
University. 1939; (English)
Schmidt, Leroy, A.B., McKendree College,
1933; (Education)
Schwarcz, Isabelle Streicher, Ph.B., University
of Chicago, 1929; (Psychology)'
Shappard, Fred Henry, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1931; (Edu-
cation)'
Shappard. Pauline Kerr, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1936; (Edu-
cation)'
Simon, Mary Ellen. B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1936; (Educa-
tion)'
Sister M. Clement Joseph Dolan. A.B., St.
Mary's College, 1927; (Mathematics)'
Sister Mary Alberto Carbery, Ph.B., Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1920; (English)
Sister Mary Marguerite Ryan, A.B., Rosary
College, 1936; (English)'
Smith, Clayton Mason, B.S., Wheaton College,
1939; (History)'
Smith, Mildred Irene, A.B., 1939; (Geography)
Soucie, Lester Joseph, A.B., St. Viator College,
1936; (Education)'
Sparks, Gladys Eileen, B.S., 1939; (History)
Spolin, Aaron, B.S., 1939; (Education)
Sprouse, Denson, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State
Teachers College, 1937; (Education)'
Stahlman, Erwin Otto, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1933; (Educa-
tion)
Stallings, Harris Dean, A.B., Stanford Uni-
versity, 1933; B.S.(Lib.), 1935; (Library
Science)'
Stanford, Edna Cleo. A.B., American Univer-
sity, 1936; (Mathematics)
Steinman, Gladys Roberta, A.B., MacMurray
College, 1934; (English)'
Stevens, Lester John, A.B., Hanover College,
1926; (Education)'
Stone, Harry Edgar, A.B., State Teachers Col-
lege (Valley City, N.D.), 1930; (Educa-
tion)'
Stone, Hila Armenia, A.B., 1931; (Education)'
Stortz, Victor Henry, A.B., 1939; (Education)'
Sullivan, Ruth ^larie, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1936; (English)'
Sullivan, William Paul, A.B., 1936; (Educa-
tion)
Swanson, Nellie, B.Ed., Western Illinois State
Teachers College. 1935; (Education)'
Swartzbaugh. Harold Dyer, B.Ed., Illinois
State Normal University, 1933; (Educa-
tion)'
Swindell, Dorothy Potter, A.B., 1922; (Educa-
tion)'
Thompson, Merle Burnell, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1935; (Education)
Torrence, Frank Harry, B.S., Monmouth Col-
lege, 1913; (Education)'
Uecker, Leola Gertrude, A.B., Midland Col-
lege, 1930; (Education)
Van Petten. Jeanne, B.S., 1939; (Spanish)
Van Til, Clara. A.B., 1937; (History)'
Varvil, Sibyl Bernice, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1932; (Educa-
tion)
Vaughn, Charles Melvin. A.B., 1939; (Zoology)'
Wallin, Beulah Frances Moore, B.S., 1934;
(Education)'
Wallin. William Raymond, A.B., Hanover Col-
lege, 1931; (Education)'
Walter, Raymond Emil, B.Ed., Northern Illi-
nois State Teachers College, 1936; (Educa-
tion)'
Walters, Harold Elliot. B.S., Monmouth Col-
lege, 1937; (Education)'
Warner, Elmer Errett. B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1925; M.S., Uni-
versity of Chicago, 1933; (Education)'
Wasman, Verna Agnes, B.Mus.Ed., Illinois
Wesleyan Universitv, 1933; (Education)'
Weir, Thomas Albert, B.S., 1939; (History)'
Wheeler, Audrey Davenport, A.B., North-
western University, 1929; (Classics)
White, James Barrow, B.S., 1935; (Education)'
White, Willard Harris, B.S., Virginia Poly-
technic Institute, 1932; (Mathematics)
Wiebe, Harold Torrey, A.B., Greenville Col-
lege, 1939; (Zoology)
Wilcox. Clifford Goodson. B.Ed., Western Illi-
nois State Teachers College, 1936; (Edu-
cation)'
Wilkins, George Thomas, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1937;
(Education)
Williams, Vance A., B.Ed., Central State
Teachers College (Wisconsin), 1928; (Edu-
cation)
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Willowick, Grace Vera, A.B., 1939; (History)
Wilson, Conrad Frederick, B.Ed., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1937;
(Education)^
Wilson, Howard Woodrow, B.S., 1936; (Speech")
Wilson, William Thomas, A.B., 1937; (English)
^
Wimmer, Lelah Mae Cook, B.Ed., Eastern
Illinois State Teachers College, 1933; (Edu-
cation)'
Winegarner, Johnathan Lewis, B.Ed., Illinois
State Normal University, 1935; (Educa-
tion) ^
Winking, Cecilia Virginia, A.B., Mt. Mary
College, 1933; (Education)
Wirick, Esther Florence, A.B., 1931; (Classics)
Wittenfeld, William Norman, A.B., 1933; (Edu-
cation)^
Wood, Helen Louise, A.B., 1919; (Education)'
Woods, Paul Joseph, A.B., 1938; (Historv)^
Wyeth, John Woodfall, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1935; (Education)'
Zook, Paul David, A.B., Goshen College, 1934;
(Economics)^
Degree of Master of Science
(In the subjects shoivii in parenthesis)
Abrams, Herbert Kerman, B.S., Northwestern
University, 1936; (Pathology)
t
Adams, Willis Leroy, B.S., Indiana State
Teachers College, 1931; (Education)'
Ainsworth, Ralph Clayton, B.S., 1937; (Agron-
omy)
Allard, Floyd Edward, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1939; (Mathe-
matics)'
Allen, Vivian Wells, B.S., 1935; (Education)
Anderson, Edward Ragnar, B.S., M.D., 1932,
1935; (Surgery)
t
Anderson, Mildred Eugene, B.S., 1935; (Edu-
cation)
Anellis, Abe, B.S., 1939; (Bacteriology)
Arien.s, Otto Raymond, A.B., 1927; (Physics)i
Arnold, .George Robert, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1939;
(Physics)
Askitopoulos, Jordan Socrates, B.S., 1939;
(Civil Engineering)'
Ayres, John Augustus, A.B., McKendree Col-
lege, 1938; (Chemistry)'
Bagg, John Lucian, B.Ed., Northern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1938; (Mathe-
matics)
Baird, Benjamin Thomas, Jr., B.S., 1938;
(Education)'
Baker, Indimiun Daniel, B.S., Greenville Col-
lege, 1933; (Education)^
Baker, James Gerard, A.B., University of Mis-
souri, 1930; B.S.(Lib.), 1936; (Library
Science)*
Baldridge, John Philip, D.D.S., Ohio State
University, 1935; (Orthodontia) t
Barnes, James Ward, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1936; (Educa-
tion)'
Barnett, William Loren, B.S., Tri-State Col-
lege, 1933; B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State
Teachers College, 1935; (Education)
Beard, Charlotte Waters, B.S., 1935; (Psy-
chology)
Bennett. Harold Albert, B.S., 1932; (Educa-
tion)'
Bennett, William Gansel, A.B., 1932; (Educa-
tion)'
Berger, Helen Lois, B.S., 1935; (Education)'
Berkovitz, Norman, B.S., Lewis Institute, 1939;
(Psychology)
Bernays, Peter Michael, B.S., Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, 1939; (Chemistry)
Bernsohn, Joseph, B.S., Brooklyn College,
1938; (Animal Husbandry)
Besore, iVIary Helen, B.S., 1934; (Education)
Bhalla, Amrit Kumar, B.S., Lucknovv Univer-
sity, 1931; (Ceramics)
Bingham, John Raymond, B.S., 1937; (Chem-
istry)3
Bingman, Virgil Wayne, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1928; (Edu-
cation)'
Blanke, Bertram Charles, B.S., 1938; (Bacteri-
ology)
Bogardus, Agnes Kathryn Gray, B.Ed., Eastern
Illinois State Teachers College, 1932;
(Mathematics)'
Bone, James Asbury, A.B., Biddle University,
1911; M.D., Meharry Medical College,
1919; (Pharmacology)
t
Bower, Edward Willis, B.S., 1932; (Education)'
Brach, Gladys Jacklynn, B.S., 1928; (Educa-
tion)'
Brakensiek, Irvin Lloyd, B.S., 1927; (Educa-
tion)'
Broghamer, Edward Louis, B.S., Kansas State
College, 1934; (Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics)
Bronson, George Durrill, B.S., 1930; (Educa-
tion)5
Brosnahan, Ann Marie, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1939; (Zoology)
Buckles, Paul Eugene, B.S., 1938; (Ceramic
Engineering)
Buehl, Eleonore Rosina, A.B., Baldwin-Wal-
lace, 1929; B.S.(Lib.), Western Reserve
University, 1932; (Library Science)'
Caldwell, David Hume, B.S., University of
California, 1938; (Civil Engineering)
Campbell, Ann Audrey, A.B., Vassar College,
1938; (Chemistry)
Catlett, George Roudebush, B.S., 1939; (Ac-
countancy)
Chang, Wan-Chiu, B.S., National Sun Yat-
Sen University, 1936; D.I.C., Imperial
College, 1939; (Railway Engineering)
Chobot, George Robert, B.S., 1938; (Physi-
ology) t
Clapp, John Terrell, Jr., B.S., Purdue Uni-
versity, 1933; (Chemistry)'
Cleland, James Byron, B.S., 1935; (Education)'
Cogdal, Richard Boyd, B.S., 1939; (Account-
ancy)'
Cohn, Arnold Louis, B.S., 1938; (Physiology) t
Cole, Richard Holton, B.S., James Millikin
University, 1932; (Psychology)'
Cole, Robert Hartzell, B.S., 1939; (Economics)
Cook, Ralph La Verne, 15. S., University of
Alabama, 1934; (Ceramic Engineering)'
Cordell. Robert James, B.S., 1939; (Geology)
Cox, Charles Leroy, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1935; (Education)'
Craig, Louis Julius, B.S., 1935; (Education)
Crandall, Junior Benson, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1933; (Education)
Craven, Jerry Lowell, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1934; (Chemistry)'
Crawford, Clarence Wesley, B.Ed., Illinois
State Normal University, 1936; (Educa-
tion)
Crenshaw, Joseph Howard, B.Ed., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1937;
(Education)'
Grossman, Ruth, A.B., Michigan State College,
1936; B.S.(Lib.), 1938; (Library Science)'
Cunningham, Lloyd Edward, B.Ed., Illinois
State Normal University, 1935; (Chem-
istry)'
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Davey, Esther, B.S., 1935; (Education)
Davidson, George William, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1939; (Education)
Dell, Nellie Phebe, R.Ed.. Illinois State Normal
University, 1926; (Education)^
Dennis, Harold, B.Ed., Illinois State Normal
University, 1935; (Physics)'
Deren, Bernard Francis, B.S., 1939; (Eco-
nomics)'
Dickson, Richard Jacob, B.S., Monmouth Col-
lege, 1925; (Education)
Dintelman, Charles Joseph, B.Ed., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1937;
(Education)
Doran, Flora Emma, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1936; (Education)
Drummond, Kathleen, B.S., Indiana State
Teachers College, 1939; (Education)
Drummond, Robert Roland, B.S., Indiana State
Teachers College, 1939; (Geography)
Dube, Paul Henderson, A.B., Ohio State Uni-
versity, 1931; iSI.D., Western Reserve Uni-
versity, 1935; (Orthopaedics)'t
Dwight, Julia Constance, B.S., Simmons Col-
lege, 1938: (Home Economics)'
Eber, Eloise Christina, B.S., 1938; (Education)
Ebisch, Konrad Ernst August, A.B., 1939;
(Geography)'
Edman, George Joseph, B.S., Pennsylvania
State College,' 1939; (Dairy Husbandry)
Egdorf, McDonald Fredrick, B.S., Northwest
Missouri State Teachers College, 1933;
(Education)'
Ehrlich. Toseph Charles, B.S., Northwestern
University. 1930; M.D., Rush Medical
College, 1935; (Medicine)'t
Elam, Cecil Warren, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1936; (Physics)'
Elman, Earl Samuel, D.D.S., Northwestern
University, 1937; (Orthodontia)'t
Elmendorf, Laura Gundlach, A.B., Smith Col-
lege, 1928; (Juvenile Behavior) 't
Elvove, Elies, B.S., University of Maryland,
1939; (Electrical Engineering)
Engel, Milton Baer, D.D.S., 1938; (Ortho-
dontia) t
Esworthy, Donald Marshall, B.S., 1934; (Edu-
cation)
Farnsworth, Lucile, B.S., 1938; (Education)
Fehrenbacher, Joseph Bernard, B.S., 1938;
(Agronomy)'
Feinberg. Milton, B.S.. 1938; (Medicine)t
Feray, Dan Edwards. B.S., University of Tulsa,
1939: (Geology)'
Ferris, Harold Leslie, B.S., Lombard College,
1929; (Education)'
Finley, Roberta Jane. B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1940; (Education)
Fisher, Ida Antoinette, B.S., University of
Maryland, 1938; (Home Economics)
Fishman, Leon Brandeis, B.S., Purdue Uni-
versity, 1939; (Chemistry)
Ford. Walter Edward, A.B., 1939; (Physi-
ology)
Fortney, Camden Page, Jr., B.S., West Vir-
ginia University, 1936; (Civil Engineering)
Fox. Everett Dale. B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1936; (Educa-
tion)
Fox, Fred Linden, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1936; (Chem-
istry)'
Franklin, Gilbert Wesley, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1935; (Education)
Frechette, H. A. Van Derek, B.S., Alfred Uni-
versity, 1939 (Ceramics Engineering)
Frederick. Elizabeth North, B.S., 1933;
(Botany)
Freeman, Wayne Henry, B.S., Kansas State
College, 1938; (Agronomy)'
Fullmer, Melba Yvonne, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1936; (Edu-
cation)'
Gagnon, James Albert, B.S., D.D.S., 1931,
1933; (Dental Histology) t
Gaines, Walter, B.S.. 1938; (Physiology)t
Gates, Ross Wayne, B.S., 1935; (Ceramics)'
Gibbs, Hubert Ivan, B.Ed.. Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1930; (Educa-
tion)'
Gibson, Robert, B.S., University of Minnesota,
1927; (Electrical Engineering)'
Ginsberg, Nathaniel Manual, B.S., 1939;
(Mathematics)
Glassco, Donald Edward Gregory, B.S., 1938;
(Chemistry)
Gourley, Frances Mary, B.S., 1935; (Botany)'
Graber, Elmer Jay, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1929; (Education)'
Grasso, Warren Alwin, B.S., Agricultural and
Mechanical College of Texas, 1938; (Civil
Engineering)
Graves, Stevens, A.B., 1939; (Mathematics)
Greenwood, Ben Sam, B.S., 1939; (Zoology)'
Gretencord, Arthur Leo, B.S., Purdue Uni-
versity, 1934; (Agronomy)
Grossman, Tack William, B.S., M.D., 1934,
1937; (Phvsiology)t
Hailman. Harold Frank, B.S., 1938; (Medi-
cine)!
Hall, Byrus Henry, B.S., Southwest Missouri
State Teachers College, 1933; (Education)'
Hamilton. James Raymond, B.S., 1937; (Civil
Engineering)
Hanawalt, Vera Matilda, A.B., Milwaukee-
Downer College, 1935; (Chemistry)
Hanes, Vincent Eugene. A.B., 1939; (Geology)
Harbison, James Lowell, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1937;
(Physics)'
Hardaway, Lemuel Elliott, A.B., A.M., Van-
derbilt University, 1935, 1936; B.S.(Lib.),
1938; (Library Science)'
Harman, Carl Arthur. B.S., 1937; (Chemistry)'
Harris, Ruth Irene, B.S., 1933; (Education)
Harter, Edward Clark. B.S., 1939; (Economics)
Hartman, Kathryn Marie, A.B., North Central
College, 1934; (Chemistry)
Hedges, William Fulton, A.B., William Jewell
College, 1928; (Education)'
Henline, Paul Welland, B.S., 1937 (Chemistry)
Hermie, Albert Matthys, B.S., 1939; (Mathe-
matics)
Hertenstein, Harold Nelson, B.S., McKendree
College, 1938; (Chemistry)'
Heyl. Richard Edward John, B.S., Pennsylvania
State College, 1938; (Dairy Husbandry)
Hilkevitch, Aaron Arthur, B.S., University
of Chicago, 1933; M.D., 1937; (Neurology)
t
Hill, Lloyd James, B.S., ShurtlefT College, 1921;
(Education)'
Hillard, Mahlon Jesse, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1931; (Education)'
Hoag, Mercedes Lucille, B.S., 1930; (Educa-
tion)'
Holloway, Lonnie Lew Vene, B.S., 1934; (Edu-
cation)'
Houghton, Eldon Eugene, B.S., 1934; (Agri-
cultural Economics)'
Houston, Chester Warren, B.S., 1939; (Bac-
teriology)'
Howe, Van Franklin, B.S., 1933; (Education)*
Hunter, Lillian Rose, A.B., Rockford College,
1932; ( Bacteriology )'t
Hurst, Clay Ellis, B.S., 1939; (Education)'
Ilifif, Roberta Hester, R.S., Illinois Wesleyan
University, 1935; (Education)'
Iveson. Herbert Todd, B.S., 1937; (Chemistry)
Izzo, Joseph Anthony, Jr., A.B., 1939; (Mathe-
matics)
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Jackson, Mildred Ranney, B.S., Monmouth
College, 1936; B.M., 1940; (Pharma-
cology )2t
James, Robyn Marcus, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1938; (Bacteri-
ology) ^
Jensen, Adolph Robert, B.S., VVheaton College,
1937; (Chemistry)i
Joffe, Herman, B.S., M.D.. 1936, 1939;
(Surgery)it
Johnson, Charles Howard, B.C.E., Syracuse
University, 1939; (Civil Engineering)
Jones, Harold, B.Ed., Illinois State Normal
University, 1937; .(Education)^
Jones, Paul Guy, B.S., 1933; (Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics)
Jourdan, Harve William, Jr., B.S., 1938;
(Medicine) t
Joyce, Mary Lois, B.S., University of Pitts-
burgh, 1938; (Chemistry)
Juel, Leslie Harrisville, A.B., St. Olaf Col-
lege, 1939; (Chemistry)
Kalinowski, Mathew L., B.S., University of
Chicago, 1937; (Chemistry)^
Kellerman, Richard, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1925; (Botany)
Kendall, Kenton Augustus, B.Ed., Illinois
State Normal University, 1931; (Dairy
Husbandry)
Kent, Norman Charles, B.S., 1936; (Zoology)*
Kerley, Loren Clarence, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1935; (Edu-
cation)
Kessel, William Maurice, B.S., Indiana State
Teachers College, 1928; (Education) =
Kesselring, William Harold, A.B., North Cen-
tral College, 1935; (Botany)^
Kiefer, Carl Everett, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1935; (Botany)-
Kile, Robert Earl, B.Ed., Illinois State Normal
University, 1937; (Education)
^
King, Alvin Francis, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1937; (Education)
Knoppel, Norma Jean, B.S., 1933; (Education)^
Knudsen, Leslie Donald, B.S., 1938; (Educa-
tion)
Koons, Evan Geyer, B.S., 1938; (Physiology)
Kraft, Clarence Arthur, B.S., 1937; (Educa-
tion)^
Kreger, Mary Sevier, A.B., Vassar College,
1939; (Chemistry)
Kruger, Sam, B.S., 1938; (Neurology)
t
Kruzan, Horace Otis, B.S., 1929; (Education)'
Kurtz, Lester Touby, B.S., Purdue University,
1938; (Agronomy)
Lacy, Willard Carleton, A.B., DePauw Uni-
versity, 1938; (Geology)
Lam, Robert Ching, A.B., University of Cali-
fornia, 1939; (Zoology)
Lance, Neil Morton, B.S., 1938; (Education)
Land, George William, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1937; (Chem-
istry)
Larsh, John Edgar, Jr., A.B., 1939; (Zoology)
Lee, Avice Feme, B.S., 1938; (Education)'
Lee, Gerald Adam, B.S., 1939; (Agricultural
Economics)'
Leggett, Betty Jean, B.S., 1939; (Zoology)
Lei, Loa Ming, LL.B., National Central Uni-
versity, 1931; (Accountancy)
Lesar, Albert Roy, B.S., 1937; (Ceramic En-
gineering)'
Lesar, James Christopher, B.S., 1938; (Agri-
cultural Economics)'
Levine, Philip, D.D.S., Georgetown University,
1938; (Orthodontia)
t
Levitin, Emil David, A.B., Bradley Polytech-
nic Institute, 1932; M.D., Rush Medical
College, 1937; (Psychiatry)^t
Lewark, James Edward, B.S., 1939; (Geology)
Littrell, June Luis, A.B., Rockford College,
1939; (Zoology)
Lowry, Nelson Leonard, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1937; (Botany)
Luke, Yudell Leo., B.S., 1939; (Mathematics)
Lutman, Carl L., B.S., State Teachers College
(Missouri), 1927; (Education)
Mains, Robert Marvin, B.S., University of
Colorado, 1938; (Civil Engineering)
Mann, Laurence Henry, B.S., 1934; (Educa-
tion)'
Marino, Gabriel, B.S., Washington and Jef-
ferson College, 1939; (Chemistry)"
May, Benjamin Lemar, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1936; (Mathematics)'
May, George Lawrence, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1937; (Education)'
Mayes, Gertrude Estelle, A.B., 1928; (Educa-
tion)
McClellan, Don Seeley, B.Ed., Western Illinois
State Teachers College, 1939; (Chemistry)^
McKeever, Lewis Goodell, A.B., Illinois Wes-
leyan University, 1935; (Medicine)
t
McKibben, James Dewey, B.S., University of
Chicago, 1928; (Education)
McMullen, Charles Haynes, A.B., Centre Col-
lege, 1935; B.S.(Lib.), 1936; (Library
Science)'
McNevin, Jack Edward, B.S., 1937; (Educa-
tion)
Meece, Leona Belle, B.S., 1934; (Economics)
Meyer, Ferdinand Clark, B.S., Shurtleff Col-
lege, 1938; (Chemistry)'
Michels, Lloyd Richard, B.S., University of
California, 1938; ((Chemistry)'
Milczewski, Marion Anthony, A.B., Univer-
sity of Michigan, 1936; B.S.(Lib.), 1938;
(Library Science)
Miles, John Clem, B.S., Missouri School of
Mines and Metallurgy, 1931; (Mechanical
Engineering)
Miller, Ross Matthew, B.S., 1938; (Education)'
Montgomery, Leo C, B.S., 1937; (Education)*
Montgomery, Max Malcolm, B.S., State Uni-
versity of Iowa, 1927; M.D., 1931; (Pa-
thology)'!
Montgomery, Norma Lucille, B.S., 1939; (Edu-
cation)'
Moore, Ellis Thomas, B.S., Lincoln University
(Missouri), 1933; (Mathematics)
Moore, Kenneth Hawthorne, B.S., Lincoln
University, 1938; (Chemistry)-
Moran, Rose Sutcher, Ph.B., University of
Chicago, 1930; (Psychology)
Mulvihill, Donald Ferguson, B.S., 1933: A.M..
University of Chicago, 1937; (Economics)'
Muntyan, Milosh. B.S.. 1939; (Education)
Mutti, Ralph Joseph, B.S., University of Mis-
souri, 1938; (Agricultural Economics)'
Myers, Claud Verne, B.S., 1932; (Entomology)
Myers, Margaret Mae, B.S., 1939; (Education)
Naden, Kenneth Dale, B.S., 1939; (Agricul-
tural Economics)^
Neil. Dawn Morton. B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1933; (Botany)^
Neill, Julian Oliver, Ph.B., Shurtleff College,
1922; (Botany)'
Nelson, Elwood Edward, B.S., 1939: (Chem-
istry)
Nelson, Willard Omer, B.S., 1937; (Bacteri-
ology)'!
Newlin, Walter Allen, B.S., 1918; (Agronomy)
Newport, Willard Leslie, B.S., 1922; (Agri-
cultural Economics)'
Normann, Erling Antonius, B.S., Trondhjems
Tekniske Shole, 1924; (Civil Engineering)
Ocvirk, Fred William, B.S., Wayne University,
1938; (Civil Engineering)
Odell, Russell Turner, B.S., 1936; (Agricul-
tural Economics)
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Osgood, Bessie Genevieve, A.B., B.S., Indiana
Central College, 1932, 1933; (Physiologi-
cal Chemistry)!
Owens, Albert Llewellyn, B.S., University of
Maine, 1938; fAgricultural Economics)'
Parish, Donald Allen, B.Ed., State Teachers
College (River Falls, Wisconsin), 1934;
(Animal Husbandry)'
Penman, Robert Roy, B.S., North Dakota Agri-
cultural College, 1958; (Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics)
Perlmutter, Harold Morris, B.S., 1938; (Medi-
cine) t
Peterson, Blanche Josephine, B.S., 1933; (Edu-
cation)'
Peterson. Maurice Jarvis, B.Ed., Western
Illinois State Teachers College, 1936;
(Chemistry)-
Phillips, Mary Helen, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1936; (Zoology)
Pigford, Robert Lamar, B.S., Mississippi State
College, 1938; (Chemistry)
Pollack, Frank Leo, B.S., University of Mary-
land, 1937; (Physiology)
t
Pomrenke, Karl Robert, B.S.. College of the
Ozarks, 1938; (Zoology)'
Porter, Lu Ada Henrietta, B.S.. 1938; (Mathe-
matics)
Potts, Robert William, A.B.. 1939; (Mathe-
matics)
Peyser, John Reed, III, B.S., 1939; (Theoreti-
cal and Applied Mechanics)
Primm, Harold Maurice, B.S., 1932: (Educa-
tion)2
Puckett, Harvey Rogers, B.S., Virginia Poly-
technic Institute, 1938; (Theoretical and
Applied Mechanics)
Quillman, Harley Francis, B.Ed., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1932;
(Education)^
Rasmussen, Margretha, B.S., 1930; (Education)
Ravatt, Donald John, B.Ed., Northern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1933; (Education)
Rawlings, Mabel Eva, A.B., Ripon College,
1906; B.S.(Lib.), 1931; (Library Science^
Read, Mildred Maxine, B.S., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1934; (Educa-
tion)"
Reback, Meyer Irving, B.C.E., College of the
City of New York, 1939; (Civil Engineer-
ing)
Reed. Alex, B.S., 1928; (Agricultural Eco-
nomics)^
Reesman, Homer Barrows, B.S., Eureka Col-
lege, 1930; (Chemistry) 1
Reichert. Victor Charles, B.S., 1939; (Educa-
tion 1
Requarth, William Henry, M.D., 1939;
(Surgery) t
Rice. Wilfrid Everett, B.S.. Bradley Poly-
technic Institute, 1931; (Education)
Riegel, Garland Tavner, B.S., 1938; (Ento-
mology)'
Robbins. Kenneth Carl. B.S., 1939; (Physi-
ological Chemistry)!
Robison, John Curtis, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1938; (Eco-
nomics)'
Rodriguez. Antonio Ruiz, B.S., M.S., Univer-
sity 01 the Philippines, 1931, 1938; (Ce-
ramic Engineering)
Roedger. Fred Edward, B.S., 1938; (Ac-
countancy)
Rosoff, Martin, B.S., 1939; (Zoology)
Russell, Mary Margaret, B.S., 1931; (Educa-
tion)
Rutherford. Esther Jemimia. B.S., 1939;
(Homo Economics)
Sachs, Mandel, M.S., 1936; (Psychiatry)
t
Sapora, Allen Victor Heimbach, B.S., 1938;
(Education)
Sarnat, Bernard George, B.S., M.D., Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1933, 1937; (Dental
Histology)^!
Saunders, William Lewis, A.B., McKendree
College. 1932; (Education)'
Schapiro, Mark Meyer, A.B., Johns Hopkins
University, 1934; M.D., George Washing-
ton University, 1938; (Bacteriology)
t
Schoenwetter, Robert Francois. D.D.S., Mar-
quette University, 1938; (Orthodontia)
t
Schruben, Leonard William, B.S.. Kansas State
College, 1939; (Agricultural Economics)'
Seaton, Don Cash, B.S., 1925; (Education)'
Seibert, James Walter, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1937; (Educa-
tion)'
Seil, Manning David, B.S., 1928; (Economics)'
Seiter, Louise Adele, B.S., 1938; (Home Eco-
nomics)
Shafer, Virgil David, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1934; (Education)
Shaner, Dale Lester, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1936; (Agronomy)
Shannon, Lucille Rogers, A.B., 1938; (Chem-
istry)
Shapiro, Sj-dney Harold, B.S., Brown Uni-
versity, 1939; (Chemistry)'
Sharp, Howard F"ranklin, B.Ed.. Illinois State
Normal University, 1938; (Education)'
Shaver, Samuel Robert, B.Ed., Western Illinois
State Teachers College, 1934; (Agricul-
tural Economics)'
Shay, Lester Roy, B.S., 1923; (Education)'
Sheets, Raymond Franklin, A.B., Carthage
College, 1936: (Phvsiology)'t
Shields, Randall Powar, B.Ed., Western Illi-
nois State Teachers College, 1934; (Chem-
istry)'
Shubert, Esther Marian, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1937; B.S.(Lib.),
1938; (Library Science)'
Sibigtroth, Joseph Clarence, B.S., 1939; (Edu-
cation)'
Sister Albeus Bunton, Ph.B., DePaul Univer-
sity, 1930; (Mathematics)'
Skolnik, Fannie, B.S., M.D., 1936, 1939; (Bac-
teriology) t
Smith, Bethania Meradith, A.B., Illinois Wes-
leyan University, 1925; B.S.(Lib.), 1932;
(Library Science)
Smith, Donald Francis, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1936; (Education)'
Smith, Norman Louis, B.S., 1939; (Agricul-
tural Economics)'
Snyder, Lois India Satterfield, A.B., 1927;
(Education)
Sovey, Benjamin Joseph, B.S., Michigan State
College, 1931; (Horticulture)'
Stainton, Robert Sheldon, M.E., Cornell Uni-
versity, 1922; (Business Organization and
Operation)'
Stapf, William Charles, D.D.S.. University of
Louisville, 1934; (Orthodontia)'t
Stark, Fred Thomas, B.Ed., Western Illinois
State Teachers College, 1935; (Education)'
Steinman, Robert, B.S., Carnegie Institute of
Technology, 1939; (Chemistry)
Stevens, Donald Philip, B.S., 1938; (Architec-
ture)
Stevens, Edward Eugene, A.B., Illinois Col-
lege, 1925; (Chemistry)'
Stickler. Charles Arthur, B.S., 1938; (Educa-
tion)
Story. Melvin William, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1932; (Education)'
Strubinger, Howard Michael, B.S., 1927; (Edu-
cation)'
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Summerson, Charles Henry, B.S., 1938; (Ge-
ology)
Sweeney, Elmer Dewey, A.B., Wabash College,
1927; (Entomology)
3
Tabor, Homer Manford, B.S., 1935; Eco-
nomics)'
Tabor, Hubert Baker, B.S., 1922; (Education)'
Tarpley, Clarence Eugene, B.S., 1937; (Theo-
retical and Applied Mechanics)
Tarwain, Tohn, B.S., 1930; (Education)'
Tenikat, Adolph Edward, A.B., Centre College,
1932; (Education)'
Thomas, Lisle Lee, A.B., Monmouth College,
1938; (Accountancy)
Thompson, William Francis, B.S., Indiana
State Teachers College, 1933; (Education)
Thomson, Daniel William, B.A.Sc, University
of British Columbia, 1937; (Mechanical
Engineering)'
Thrailkill, Marian Elizabeth, B.Ed., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1934;
(Education)^
Thrasher, Inez Marie, B.S., Keuka College,
1938; (Bacteriology)
Thuente, Adelard Walter, A.B., St. John's
University, 1934; (Botany)^
Toy, Arthur Dock Fon, B.S., 1939; (Chem-
istry)'
Trainer, Curtis Lemuel, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1937; (Edu-
cation)'
Traughber, Thomas Loyd, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1926; (Education)
Tucker, Leslie Harold, B.S., Bradley Poly-
technic Institute, 1929; (Psychology)'
Turner, Joseph Isaiah, B.S., 1939; (Music
Education)^
Twardock, James Arthur, B.S., 1923; (Educa-
tion)"
Vandeveer, Joy Dow, B.Ed., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1936; (Educa-
tion)2
Vole, Jocob, Jr., B.Ed., Eastern Illinois State
Teachers College, 1934; (Mathematics)^
Vore, Milton Parker, B.S., 1938; (Physics)'
Walker^ Velma Maggie, B.S., 1931; (Educa-
tion)
Ward, John, B. S., University of Arkansas,
1924; (Dairy Husbandry)
Ward, Joseph Evans, Jr., B.S., University of
Texas, 1937: (Electrical Engineering)
Waters, George Leonard, B.S., 1935; (Mathe-
matics)*
Watts, Ruth Marie, B.S., MacMurray College,
1934; (Education)'
Webb, Arthur Harper, A.B., 1939; (Bacteri-
ology)
Weber, Glen Chisholm, Ph.G., B.S., West Vir-
ginia University, 1924, 1926; (Bacteri-
ology)
Weber, Richard Denis, M.D., B.S., North-
western University, 1936, 1937; (Medi-
cine)^!
Weingardt, Raymond Arthur, B.Ed., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1931;
(Education)'
Weingartner, Harold Carl, B.S., 1939; (Chem-
istry) ^
Weinglass, Albert Robert, B.S., 1938; (Physi-
ology) t
Weiss, Eugene, B.S., 1938; (Medicine) t
Weiss, John Nelson, B.S., 1921; (Agricultural
Economics)'
Welliver, William Evan, Jr., B.S., Pennsyl-
vania State College, 1938; (Ceramic En-
gineering)
Wells, George Randolph, B.Ed., Southern Illi-
nois State Normal University, 1931;
(Geography)
West, Victor Oral, B.S., 1936; (Education)*
Weston, Elizabeth Loring, A.B., Vassar Col-
lege, 1938; (Chemistry)'
Whitcomb, Frances Creekmur, B.S., Univer-
sity of Chicago, 1918; (Bacteriology)'t
White, Veairnell, B.S., 1928; (Education)'
Wilde, Richard Arnold, B.S., Pennsvlvania
State College, 1938; (Metallurgical Engi-
neering)'
Wilkinson, Joseph Marion, Jr., B.Ed.. Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1938;
(Chemistry)'
Wilson, Charles Ashley, B.S., Iowa State Col-
lege, 1939; (Dairy Husbandry)*
Wilson. Charles Marshall, A.B., 1938; (Bac-
teriology)'
Wilson, Feme Lois, B.S., Montana State Col-
lege, 1939; (Bacteriology)
Work. Toe Boehm, A.B., Wittenberg College,
1938; (Chemistry)'
Wyatt, Marvin Ernest, B.Ed., Eastern Illinois
State Teachers College, 1937; (Chemistry)
Yu, Yee-Tak, B.S., National Sun Yat-sen
University, 1936; (Physics)'
Yu, Yeo Pay, B.S., National Sun Yat-.«;en Uni-
versity, 1937; (Electrical Engineering)'
Zaborowski, Robert, B.S., 1938; (Civil Engi-
neering)'
Ziegler, John Benjamin, Jr., B.S., University
of Rochester, 1939; (Chemistry)
Zook, Roland Eugene. B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University. 1932; (Education)
Fiorentini, Ralph, B.S., 1939'
Degree of Master of Music
Professional Degrees in Engineering
Degree of Architectural Engineer
Gerhardt, Royal Matthew, B.S., 1923
Degree of Ceramic Engineer
Gehrig, Edward Fred, B.S., 1915
Degree of Civil Engineer
Clarahan, Charles Henry, Jr., B.S., 1918
Grant, Francis Ralph, B.S.(L.A.S.),
B.S.(C.E.), 1930, 1933
Lamb, Miles Alexander, B.S^ 1930
Moore, Raymond Lewis, B.S., M.S., 1927,
1929
Wilson. Basil Wriglev, B..S., Universitv of
Cape Town, 1931- M.S., 1939
Degree of Electrical Engineer
Baumer. Harry William, B.S., 1919
Noel. Edward Bernard, B.S., M.S.. 1928, 1929
Trissal, John Meredith, B.S., 1925
Degree of Engineer Physicist
Volkmann, John Emil, B.S., M.S., 1927, 1928
Degree of Mechanical Engineer
Connelly, John Robert, B.S., M.S., 1927,
1929; A.M., Lehigh University, 1934
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Anderson, Paul Hamilton, A.B., Ohio Univer-
sity, 1937; M.S., 1938; (Mathematics)
Anderson, Scott, B.S., Illinois Wesleyan Uni-
versity, 1935; M.S., 1936; (Physics)
Appleman, Mile Donaldson, A.B., M.S., 1931,
1935; (Bacteriology)
Appling, John William, B.S., M.S., 1921, 1925;
(Bacteriology)
Baker, Bernard Randall, A.B., University of
California at Los Angeles, 1937; (Chem-
istry)
Baldwin, Claude David, B.S., University of
Denver, 1937; M.S., 1938; (Economics)
Baringer, William Eldon, B.S., A.M., 1931,
1932; (History)'
Beamer, Parker Reynolds, A.B., M.S., 1935,
1937; (Bacteriology)^
Beaumont, Ross Allen, A.B., M.S., University
of Michigan, 1936, 1937; (Mathematics)
Becker, Harry Carroll, B.S., M.S., 1936, 1937;
(Chemistry)
Bedrick, Theodore, A.B., Brown University,
1936; A.M.. 1937; (Classics)'
Belting. Natalia Maree, B.S., A.M., 1936, 1937;
(History)
Berger, Arthur, B.S., M.S., 1937, 1938; (Chem-
istry)
Bray, Roger Hammond, B.S., Pennsylvania
State College, 1923; M.S., 1926; (Agron-
omy)
Brewer, Joseph Everett, A.B., A.M., Univer-
sity of Kansas, 1936, 1937; (Psychology)'
Brimm, Eugene Oskar, B.S.. University of Wis-
consin, 1938; M.S., 1938; (Chemistry)'
Brodie, Allan Gibson, D.D.S., University of
Pennsylvania, 1919; M.S., 1934; (Anato-
my )t
Bussard, Lawrence Harold, A.B., Ohio Wes-
leyan University, 1925; A.M., Northwest-
ern University, 1928; (French)'
Byman. Leonard, B.S., Purdue University,
1935; (Chemistry)i
Clark, Harry Murray, B.S., 1936; (Chemistry)*
Clark, Joe Haller, A.B., A.M., University of
Texas, 1935, 1937; (Chemistry)
Compton, Charles Chalmer, B.S., Connecticut
Agricultural College, 1921; M.S., 1934;
(Entomology)
Cooke, Harold Groves, Jr., B.S., Southwestern
College (Tennessee), 1936; (Chemistry)*
Corse, Joseph Walters, A.B., University of
California at Los Angeles, 1936; (Chem-
istry)
Cumings, Harry Warren, Jr., B.S., Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology, 1932;
A.M., Harvard University, 1938; (Zoology)'
Cutrona, Louis John, A.B., Cornell University,
1936; A.M., 1938; (Physics)
Dankert. Lester John, B.S., Alma College,
1936; (Chemistry)
Darbyshire, Richard Wayne, B.S., Iowa State
College, 1931; (Chemistry)
Dayton. Aretas Arnold, B.Ed., Illinois State
Normal University, 1936; A.M., 1939;
(History)'
Dec, Joseph, A.B., Indiana University, 1936;
(Chemistry)
Dickman, Sherman Russell, B.S., Pennsylvania
State College, 1936; M.S., 1937; (Agron-
omy)
Dobratz, Elmer Henry, B.S., University of
Wisconsin, 1937; M.S., 1938; (Chemistry)'
Donovick, S. E. Richard, A.B., A.M., Univer-
sity of California at Los Angeles, 1934,
1936; (Bacteriology)'
Downing, Joseph Richard, A.B., Central Col-
lege, 1937; (Chemistry)
Drexler, Robert Virgil, B.S., Bradley Poly-
technic Institute, 1934; M.S., 1936;
(Botany)
Duke, Frederick Robert, A.B., University of
South Dakota, 1937; (Chemistry)
Egly, Richard Samuel, B.S., Purdue Univer-
sity, 1936; M.S., 1938; (Chemistry)'
Elliott, Curtis Miller, A.B., A.M., 1934, 1935;
(Economics)
Ensminger, Leonard Elroy, B.S., University of
Missouri, 1935; (Agronomy)'
Fay, Richard William, B.S., M.S., Iowa State
College, 1934, 1935; (Entomology)'
Fett, Gilbert Howard, B.S., 1931; M.S., Iowa
State College, 1932; (Engineering)
Flaningam, Miletus LaFayette, Jr., A.B., A.M.,
1937, 1938; (History)
Gaa, Charles John, B.S., M.S., C.P.A., 1932,
1936, 1937; (Accountancy)
Gamer, Carl Wesley, Ph.B., University of
Chicago, 1922; S.T.B., Boston University
School of Theology, 1925; A.M., 1937;
(Political Science)
Geist, Robert John, B.S., Cornell University,
1932; A.M., University of Missouri, 1934;
(English)'
Ginsberg, Emanuel, B.S., New York Univer-
sity, 1936; M.S., 1937; (Chemistry)
Gold, Marvin Harold, A.B., University of Cali-
fornia at Los Angeles, 1937; (Chemistry)
Grillot, Gerald Francis, A.B., Ohio State Uni-
versity, 1936; (Chemistry)
Harris, Lorin E., B.S., Utah State Agricul-
tural College, 1937; M.S., 1938; (Animal
Husbandry)'
Heyda, James Francis, B.S., University of
Chicago, 1935; A.M., Michigan State Col-
lege, 1937; (Mathematics)
Hilton, George Robert, A.B., A.M., University
of Minnesota, 1929, 1930; (French)'
Hohn, Franz Edward, B.S., McKendree Col-
lege, 1936; M.S., 1937; (Mathematics)'
Holley, Charles Elmer, Jr., B.S., 1937; (Chem-
istry)
Hood, Fred Carlisle, A.B., Southern Illinois
State Normal University, 1918; A.M.,
1926; (Education)
Horning, Evan Charles, B.S., University of
Pennsylvania, 1937; (Chemistry)
Howe, Eugene Everett, B.S., M.S., Kansas
State College, 1936, 1937; (Chemistry)
Hurst, Thomas Leonard, B.S., University of
North Carolina, 1936; M.S., University of
Washington. 1937; (Engineering)
Jones, William Robert, A.B., A.M., 1937, 1938;
(Classics)
Kaeiser, Margaret, B.S., M.S., University of
Oklahoma, 1934, 1936; (Botany)
Kanatzar, Charles Leplie, B.Ed., Eastern Illi-
nois State Teachers College, 1935; M.S.,
1936; (Zoology)i
Karraker, Ira Oliver, Jr., B.Ed., Southern
Illinois State Normal University, 1936;
A.M., 1937; (French)
Keller, Raymond Nevoy, A.B., A.M., Indiana
University, 1937; (Chemistry)
Kendall, Willmoore, Jr., A.B., University^ of
Oklahoma, 1927; A.M., Northwestern Uni-
versity, 1928; (Political Science)'
Kessler, Hubert, Student at University of
Vienna, 1919-1922; Diplomas in Music
from Akademie fiir Musik Vienna, 1923,
1924; (Philosophy)
Komblum, Nathan, B.S., M.S., New York
University, 1935, 1937
Kott, Arthur Edwin, B.S., M.S., University of
Chicago, 1931, 1932; (Chemistry)'
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Krebs, Karl Frederick, B.S., 1936; (Chemistry)
LeSage, Laurence, A.B., A.M., 1935, 1936;
(French)^
Leslie, Ruth Elizabeth, A.B., A.M., University
of Texas, 1932, 1934; (Chemistry)
Lewis, Paul Edwin, B.S., Northeastern Okla-
homa State Teachers College, 1931; M.S.,
Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical
College, 1936; (Mathematics)
Long, Robert Sidney, B.S., St. Mary's Col-
lege, 1936; (Chemistry)
Looney, Charles Thomas George, B.S., Car-
negie Institute of Technology, 1932; M.S.,
1934; (Engineering)
Losee, Gordon Carroll, B.S., M.S., 1931, 1936;
(Economics)'
Mace, James Curtis, Jr., Ph.D., Ripon College,
1929; M.S., 1934; (Engineering)
Marks, Arlyn, A.B., Illinois College, 1934;
A.M., 1937; (Education)'
Markunas, Peter Charles, B.S., Shurtleff Col-
lege, 1934; M.S., 1937; (Chemistry)
Marsh, Donald Bailey, A.B., University of
New Brunswick, 1935; A.M., Louisiana
State University, 1936; (Economics)
Martin, Mildred Alice, A.B., A.M., 1929, 1931;
(English)
McCowen, George Bueker, B.S., University of
Missouri, 1920; A.M., University of Chi-
cago, 1927; (Accountancy)
McKeever, Charles Harlan, B.S., Illinois Wes-
leyan University, 1936; (Chemistry)
Mellman, Harry George, A.B., A.M., Wash-
ington University, 1935, 1936; (Political
Science)
Miller, Matthew William, B.S., Montana State
College, 1936; (^Chemistry)
Moran, Charles William, B.S., Lewis Institute,
1933; A.M., Loyola University, 1936;
(Mathematics)
Morgan, Julian Donald, A.B., A.M., 1934,
1935; (Economics)'
Mumra, Walter John, B.S., M.S., 1919, 1928;
(Agronomy)
Munson, William Bruce, A.B., A.M., 1936,
1937; (History)
Musgrave, Robert Burns, B.S., M.S., 1936,
1938; (Agronomy) >
Nichols. Velma E., A.B., M.S., University of
Oklahoma, 1928; 1932; (Chemistry)
Nielsen, Kaj Leo, A.B., University of Michigan,
1936; A.M., Syracuse University, 1937;
(Mathematics)
Oliver, Revilo Pendleton, A.B., A.M., 1933;
(Classics)
Olson, Lawrence Carroll, A.B., Augustana Col-
lege, 1934; M.S., 1936; (Agronomy)
O'Shaughnessy, Marion Thomas, Jr., A.B., Uni-
versity of Florida, 1934; M.S.. Catholic
University of America, 1937; (Chemistry)
Pate. Robert Sewell, A.B., Peru State Teachers
College, 1934; A.M., University of Ne-
braska, 1936; (Mathematics)
Pearson, Donald Emanual, B.S., University of
Wisconsin, 1936; (Chemistry)
Peterson, Earl Herman, A.B., University of
Colorado, 1923; A.M., State College of
Washington, 1928; (English)
Pratt, Edna Mae, B.S., M.S., 1936, 1937;
(Zoology)
Ralph, Dorothy Marie, A.B., Carthage College,
1930; A.M., 1931; (French)
Rees, Emory Keith, A.B., B.S., A.M., 1937,
1938; (German)'
Risser, William Christian, B.S., 1937; (Chem-
istry)
Roach, Paul Gordan, B.S., Indiana University,
1936; (Chemistry)
Roberts, Eunice Carmichael, A.B., A.M., 1923,
1924; (French)
Robinson, James Vance, A.B., Pomona Col-
lege, 1936; (Chemistry)
Ross, Sydney, B.S., McGill University, 1936;
(Chemistry)*
Rowan, Robert, Jr., B.S., West Texas State
Teachers College, 1934; (Chemistry)
Ryan, Eileen Patricia, A.B., Monmouth College,
1935; A.M., 1936; (Classics)
Schoof. Herbert Frederick, B.S., M.S., North
Carolina State College of Agriculture and
Engineering, 1936, 1938; (Entomology)'
Scott, Samuel LeRoy, B.S., Illinois Wesleyan
University, 1937; M.S., 1938; (Chemistry)
Scuderi, Carlo Salvadore, B.S., M.D., M.S.,
1926, 1929, 1935; (Surgery) t
Shafer, William McKinley, B.S., M.S., 1934,
1939; (Chemistry)
Shipman, Emmet Edwin, A.B., Western Re-
serve University, 1933; (Zoology)
Shoemaker, Alfred Lewis, A.B., Muhlenberg
College, 1934; (German)
Shurrager, Harriett Cantrall, A.B., MacMur-
ray College, 1936; M.S., 1937; (Psy-
chology)*
Silver, David Mayer, A.B., Butler University,
1937: A.M., 1938; (History)
Singh, Bhagat, B.S., M.S., 1933, 1934; (Chem-
istry)'
Sister Mary Aniceta Guyette, A.B., A.M., De
Paul University, 1924, 1925; B.S.(Lib.),
1928; (French)'
Sister Mary Bertha Cregan, Ph.B., St. Xavier
College, 1923; A.M., Loyola University,
1927; (Entomology)
Sister Mary Callista (Jampion, A.B., DePaul
University, 1922; A.M., 1930; (German)
Sister Mary Joan Preising, C).S.F., A.B.,
DePaul University, 1926; M.S., 1937;
(Chemistry)*
Slabaugh, Ruth Evelyn, A.B., Manchester Col-
lege, 1934; M.S., 1937; (Entomology)
Smith, Guy Donald, B.S., 1930; M.S., Uni-
versity of Missouri, 1934; (Agronomy)'
Sprague, Victor, B.Ed., Southern Illinois State
Normal University, 1932; M.S., 1938;
(Zoology)
Sprules, Francis James, A.B., University of
Toronto. 1936; M.S., 1937; (Chemistry)
Stallmann, Frederick William, A.B., Illinois
College, 1935; A.M., 1937; (Physics)
Starr, David Wright, A.B., Southern Metho-
dist University, 1933; A.M., 1937; (Mathe-
matics)
Steiner, (^rundy, A.B., A.M., 1937; 1938;
Swigart, Beulah Hope, A.B., A.M., 1924; 1928;
(French)*
Teeter, Howard Maple, B.S., Bradley Poly-
technic Institute, 1937; M.S., 1938;
(Chemistry)
Templeton, Justus Stevens, A.B., Princeton
University, 1936; (Geology)
Tsu, Powell Pao-Wo, B.S., Chiao Tung Uni-
versity, 1933; M.C.E., Cornell University,
1935; M.S., Harvard University, 1936;
(Engineering)'
Wang, Theodore Joseph, B.S., 1932; (Physics)
Weber. Ernest Maynard, A.B., M.S., 1936,
1938; (Bacteriology)'
Weinman, Carl John, A.B., 1936; A.M., Uni-
versity of Minnesota, 1937; (Entomology)
Widger, Howard DeForest, A.B., Yale Uni-
versity, 1910; A.M., 1930; (English)
Wiley, Llewellyn Noel, B.S., Bradley Poly-
technic Institute. 1931; M.S., Purdue Uni-
versity, 1934; (Psychology)
Wood, Thomas Ross, B.S., University of
Denver, 1937; (Chemistry)
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Adams, Robert Raymond, with High Honors in
Chemistry
Agnew, Allen Francis, with Highest Honors in
Geology
Alexander, John Wesley, with Highest Honors
in Geography
Alford, Helen Hauri, with Honors in Bacteri-
ology
Allanson, Mary, with High Honors in Psy-
chology
Anderson, Arthur G., with Highest Honors in
Chemistry
Anderson, James Allen, with Highest Honors
in Chemical Engineering
Arendt, Henry, with High Honors in Sociology
Baker, GriflBn Jonathen, ivith High Honors in
Entomology
Bardolph, Richard, with High Honors in
History
Barnhart, Mary Beatrice, with Highest Honors
in Home Economics
Beimfohr, Oliver Wendell, with High Hojtors
in Geology
Berns, Robert Ervvin, vnth Honors in Political
Science
Bilsborrow, Althea Jane, with High Honors
in German
Briggs, Beverlie Carolin, with Highest Honors
in German
Carnes, Jess Gale, with Highest Honors in
History
Chapin, Dorothy Ellen, with High Honors in
English
Christman, Dean Westervelt, with Honors in
Chemistry
Cohen, Harry, with Honors in Chemical En-
gineering
Conant, James De Vore, with High Honors in
English
Condit, Robert Messinger, with Tutorial
Honors in English
Cox, Charles Donald, with Honors in Bacteri-
ology
Coyner, Eugene Casper, with High Honors in
Chemistry
Dahm, Paul Adolph, w^ith Highest Honors in
Entomology
Dasiewicz, Dolores, with Highest Honors in
Economics
Davidon, Robert Simon, with High Honors in
Philosophy
Dobkin, Irving B., with Honors in Entomology
Boney, Richard Jay, with Highest Honors in
English
Dorf, Fred Bernard, with High Honors in
Chemistry
Druker, Leonard Jacob, with Honors in Chem-
istry
Eckhardt, Richard Dale, with Highest Honors
in Chemistry
Eisenstein, Averon Harold, with Highest
Honors in Chemistry
Ensign, Robert, with Highest Honors in Po-
litical Science
Feinberg, Lilian Okner, with Honors in English
Fitzsimons, Eldward Joseph, wth Honors in
Chemistry
Flamm, Paul Frederick, with Highest Honors
in Chemical Engineering
Fogelson, Claire B., with High Honors in Psy-
chology
Fowler, Clarence Maxwell, zvith Honors in
Chemical Engineering
Freeman, Antonia June, with High Honors in
History
Friedman, Annette, with Honors in Bacteri-
ology
Gaines, Gladys Ella, ivith Honors in English
Geist, Katharine Louise, with High Honors in
Psychology
Giles, John Edwin, Jr., with Honors in Chemi-
cal Engineering
Girhard, Charles Edward, Jr., with High
Honors in Chemistry
Godow, Minnette, with Honors in Psychology
Goldberg, Alexander, with Honors in Chemical
Engineering
Goldman, Arthur, with Honors in Chemistry
Goldstein, Burton Alvin, with Honors in Chemi-
cal Engineering
Goldstein, Edith, with High Honors in Psy-
chology
Goldstone, Charles Frederick, with Honors in
Political Science
Gregory, Milo Earl, with Honors in Botany
Griffith, John Stanford, with Honors in Chemi-
cal Engineering
Hanson, Donald Norman, w^ith High Honors in
Chemical Engineering
Hartman, Earl Carl, with Honors in Chemical
Engineering
Hess, Sidney Marvin, with High Honors in
Chemistry
Hough, Charles Russell, tvith Highest Honors
in Chemistry
Imle, Marguerite, with High Honors in Psy-
chology
Ingleman, Milton Russel, zvith Honors in
Chemistry
Jacobson, Henry George, with High Honors in
Chemical Engineering
James, Alice Marilynn, with Honors in Spanish
Johns, Pat Anne, with Honors in Sociology
Johnson, Howard Claus Edmund, zinth Highest
Honors in Chemistry
Johnson, Howard Stelle, with Highest Honors
in English
Jolidon. Gladys Lucile, with Honors in Soci-
ology
Jones, Rebecca Catharine, with Highest Honors
in French
Kahn, Lessing Anthony, with High Honors in
Philosophy
Katzbeck, Walter Joseph Bartholomew, with
High Honors in Chemistry
Keller, Frank Leuer, with Highest Honors in
Geography
Kirby, Darwin Alfred. Jr., with Highest Honors
m English
Kleban, Bernard, with Honors in Chemical
Engineering
Klemni, William Arthur, with Highest Honors
in Chemical Engineering
Kollar, Edward Joseph, zvith Highest Honors
in Zoology
Krebs, Edwin, with Highest Honors in Chem-
istry
Ladd, John Herbert, with Highest Honors in
Chemistry
Little, Wanda Mae, with High Honors in
English
Lloyd, Edna Hogwood, with High Honors in
History
Lund, Marion Jeannette, with Highest Honors
in Chemistry
Magilow, Melvin, zirith High Honors in Chemi-
cal Engineering
Maher, Francis Joseph, ztfith Honors in Psy-
chology
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Mahone3r, James Daniel, jiAth Honors in Chem-
istry
Maslan, Frank, ufith Highest Honors in Chemi-
cal Engineering
Matheson, Harl Wood, ivifh Highest Honors in
Chemistry
McGrath, Gordon James, with Highest Honors
in Chemistry
Meadows, Edna Leone, with Honors in Botany
Moore, David Graham, with Honors in Soci-
ology
Morgan, Dorothy Mae, with High Honors in
English
Morrell. Mary Martha, with Honors in Bac-
teriology
Morrow, John Emmett, Jr., with Honors in
Chemical Engineering
Mueller, Albert Clinton, with Highest Honors
in Chemistry
Neumann, Fred William, with Honors in Chem-
istry
Nofftz, Meta Theodora, ztnth High Honors in
English
O'Hair, Martha Rosalind, ttnth Highest Honors
in History
Ostrom, Josephine Virginia, with Honors in
Psychology
Otterness, Lyle Amos, with Honors in English
Pahl, Walter Henry, rvith High Honors in
Chemical Engineering
Paulson, Mark Clements, with Highest Honors
in Chemistry
Pilkington, Charlotte Dorothy, with Honors in
English
Preckshot, George William, with Highest
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Quick, Wanda, with High Honors in Chemistry
Range, Adele, with Honors in Psychology
Reed, Sherman Kennedy, with Honors in
Chemistry
Roberts, Helen Newton, with Highest Honors
in History
Rogers, Lucian Vane, xvith Highest Honors in
Chemistry
Schroeppel, Mary Ruth, with Honors in German
Schwarcz, Morton, with Highest Honors in
Chemistry
Schwartz, Robert Nash, with High Tutorial
Honors in History
Scott, Louis Dale, with Hi-gh Honors in Chem-
istry
Sellers, Frederick Burton, vnth Highest
Honors in Chemical Engineering
Seltzer, Mary Irene, with Honors in Psy-
cliology
Shaw, William Russell, with Honors in Psy-
chology
Shore, Lloyd George, with High Honors in
Chemical Engineering
Sims, Paul Kibler, with Highest Honors in
Geology
Sperry, David Allen, with High Tutorial
Honors in English
Staderman, Orville Paul, with Highest Honors
in Mathematics
Stastny, Ann June, with High Honors in
Political Science
Steiner, Pauline Julia, with Highest Honors
in German
Stewart, Charles Leslie, Jr., with High Honors
in Political Science
Stocker, Naomi Ruth, with Honors in Sociology
Stubblefield, Esther Martha, with Honors in
Bacteriology
Swallow, Florence, unth High Honors in Mathe-
matics
Thompson, Ellen June, mth Highest Honors in
French
Thrall, Elizabeth Rose, with Highest Honors
in Chemistry
Trobaugh, Frank Edwin, Jr., ^vith Highest
Honors in Chemistry
Uhll, Roy Benjamin, with Honors in Chemical
Engineering
Uraneck, Carl Adam, with Honors in Chemistry
Waggoner, George Raymond, with Highest
Honors in Geography
Wark, George Thomas, with Honors in Chem-
istry
Waters, Thomas Laverne, with High Honors in
Political Science
Weedman, John Arbon, with Highest Honors
in Chemical Engineering
Witney, Fred, with Highest Honors in Eco-
nomics
Witter, Robert Frank, with Highest Honors
in Chemistry
Wood, Ernest Herbert, with Highest Honors
in Chemistry
Wright, Charles Milton, with Honors in Botany
Zucker, Dorothy Mary, with Highest Honors
in German
College of Commerce and Business Administration
Andrew, L'an Edgar, tmth Honors in Account-
ancy
Beattie, Thomas Eugene, with Honors in
General Business
Billings, Edward Robert, with Honors in Ac-
countancy
Bryan, John William, xvith Honors in Ac-
countancy
Bryant, Robert Blaine, with High Honors in
Accountancy
Burnham, Russell Conrad, with Honors in Ac-
countancy
Dann, Robert Edmund, ivith Honors in Ac-
countancy
Dewey, Forre.-t Pilger, with Honors in Ac-
countancy
Dixon, Harry Mitchell, with Honors in In-
dustrial Administration
Freeman, Thomas Joseph, Jr., with Honors in
Accountancy
Gardner, Ned James, with Honors in Ac-
countancy
Gordley, Richard Glenn, with High Honors in
Accountancy
Guerin, Vincent Charles, wth Honors in
General Business
HoUey, Frank Edward, with High Honors in
General Business
Janssen, Harold Henry, with Honors in Ac-
countancy
Johnson, Marvin Leonard, with High Honors
in Accountancy
Parks, Doris Hazel, with Honors in General
Business
Peter, Frank Alfred, with High Honors in
Accountancy
Pinney, Donald Rexford, with High Honors m
Accountancy
Reichelderfer, Frank Albert, with Honors in
Accountancy
Rennick, Ruth Maedell, with Honors in Ac-
countancy
Search, Helen Bell, with Honors in Account-
ancy
Slusser, Milburn Green, itdth High Honors in
Accountancy
Smith, Raymond Willard, with Honors in Ac-
countancy
Weik, Robert Henry, ivith High Honors in Ac-
countancy
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College of Engineering
Black, William Stewart, with Honors in Me-
chanical Engineering
Boeker, Justin Robert, with Honors in Ceramic
Engineering
Burke, Richard James, with High Honors in
Engineering Physics
Capizzi, Sam James, with High Honors in
Mechanical Engineering
Carlson, Walton L., with High Honors in
Mechanical Engineering
Carter, Keith Loper, tmth High Honors in
Mechanical Engineering
Chamberlin, William Howbert, with Honors in
General Engineering
Cichowski, Valentine JTohn, with Honors in
Ceramics
Colby, Norman Clark, imth Honors in Engi-
neering Physics
Crate, Harold, with High Honors in Civil
Engineering
Daniels, Jonathan Graham, with High Honors
in Civil Engineering
Eyerly, George Brown, with Honors in Ceramic
Engineering
Harrison, Leslie Dale, with Honors in Civil
Engineering
Haugeland, John Christian, with Honors in
General Engineering
Herzler, Ralph Edmund, with Honors in
Metallurgical Engineering
Houbolt, John Cornelius, with High Honors
in Civil Engineering
Kendall, Delvin Earle, Jr., with Honors in
Mechanical Engineering
Maze, Robert Orra, with Honors in Electrical
Engineering
Meyer, Walter Carl, with Honors in Mechani-
cal Engineering
Morrow, William Johnston, with Honors in
Mechanical Engineering
Moyer, Robert George, with High Honors in
Mechanical Engineering
Murphy, James Lorance, with Honors in Elec-
trical Engineering
Nelson, Robert Alfred, wi</i High Honors in
Electrical Engineering
North, PhylHp Parks, with High Honors in
Engineering Physics
Ottoson, Axel Carl, with High Honors in
Ceramic Engineering
Richards, Ernest Elmond, with High Honors
in Electrical Engineering
Richart, Frank Edwin, with Honors in Me-
chanical Engineering
Robb, Spalding John, with High Honors in
Electrical Engineering
Schumm, Louis Worley, Jr., with Hi-gh
Honors in Civil Engineering
Shapland, John Somer, with High Honors in
Civil Engineering
Sinks, Robert Marshall, with High Honors in
Electrical Engineering
Soderberg, Robert William, with Honors in
Mechanical Engineering
Swift, Howard Raymond, with High Honors
in Ceramics
Tallmadge, Francis Kasper, with High Honors
in Engineering Physics
Taylor, Charles Joel, Jr., with Honors in En-
gineering Physics
Thoma, Frank Joseph, with High Honors in
Electrical Engineering
Tracy, James Frueh, w^ith High Honors in
Electrical Engineering
Waisman, Joseph Lewis, with Honors in
Metallurgical Engineering
Worley, Osborn Carroll, with High Honors
in General Engineering
College of Agriculture
Albers, Earl John, with High Honors in Agri-
culture
Allen, Anna Louise, zvith Honors in Home
Economics
Beckman, Ralph Harold, with High Honors in
Agriculture
Bennett, Charles William, with Honors in
Agriculture
Bierman, Venita Belle, with Honors in Home
Economics
Bohlen, Wayne Herbert, with Honors in Agri-
culture
Bone, Roberta Keach, ivith Honors in Home
Economics
Brine, Jane Raymond, tmth Honors in Flori-
culture
Claussen, Vera Emma, with Honors in Home
Economics
Combs, Gerald Fuson, with Honors in Agri-
culture
Cooper, Thomas Hamlet, unth Honors in Agri-
culture
Dixon, Ruth Virginia, with Honors in Home
Economics
Doerschuk, Janet Lucille, with Honors in
Home Economics
Eaton, Richard Eugene, with Honors in Agri-
culture
Engel, George Carl, with Honors in Agricul-
ture
Erb, Ralph Eugene, with High Honors in Agri-
culture
Fehrenbacher, Dorothy Aileen, with Highest
Honors in Home Economics
Forgacs, Joseph, with Honors in Agriculture
Fossland, Robert Gerard, with High Honors
in Agriculture
Gaston, Carl Hill, with High Honors in Agri-
culture
Glaeser, Paul John, with High Honors in
Agriculture
Gordon, Benjamin Edward, with Highest
Honors in Agriculture
Greene, Ruth Marjorie, iifith Honors in Home
Economics
Grosboll, John Emerson, with High Honors in
Agriculture
Guthrie, Ralph Ambrose, with High Honors in
Agriculture
Hadley, Henry Hultman, with Highest Honors
in Agriculture
Haudrich. Emil Frank, with High Honors in
Agriculture
Herman, Charlotte Alice, with Honors in
Home Economics
Hubert, Leiand Russel, with Honors in Agri-
culture
Johnson, Esther Mae, with Honors in Home
Economics
Johnson, Martha Lee, with Honors in Home
Economics
Juhl, Loren Earl, with High Honors in Agri-
culture
Jutton, Dorothy Reed, with Honors in Home
Economics
Kayser, William Cullen, with High Honors in
Agriculture
Kohl, Harry Charles, Jr., with Honors in
Floriculture
Lamb, Roberta Harriett, with Honors in Home
Economics
Lockhart, Cora Ewers, with Honors in Home
Economics
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Maack, Jean Nicholson, with High Honors in
Home Economics
McCullough, Allen Elden, with Honors in
Agriculture
McDivitt, Maxine Estelle, with Highest Honors
in Home Economics
Meyer, Paul Eugene, with Honors in Agricul-
ture
Minert, Kenneth Ray, with Honors in Agri-
culture
Montgomery, Floyd Clayton, with Honors in
Agriculture
Morine, Harold, Jr., with High Honors in
Agriculture
Morrison, Helen Ann, with Highest Honors in
Home Economics
Mosbacher, Eugene George, urith High Honors
in Agriculture
Moudy, Metta Virginia, ttrith Honors in Home
Economics
Newton, Roberta Ruth, with Honors in Home
Economics
Norton, Charles Lawrence, with Highest Honors
in Agriculture
Phipps, Lloyd James, ttnth High Honors in
Agriculture
Plonsky, Allenby, itnth Highest Honors in
Agriculture
Rehn, Raeburn Andrew, with Honors in Agri-
culture
Reiss, Franklin Jacob, ivith Highest Honors in
Agriculture
Richards, Norman Howard, itnth Honors in
Agriculture
Sass, Esther Ruth, with Honors in Home
Economics
Schaper, Frederic Albert, with Honors in Agri-
culture
Schuey, Leonard, with High Honors in Agricul-
ture
Seltzer, Raymond Eugene, with Highest Honors
in Agriculture
Shade, Betty Jean, urith Honors in Home
Economics
Sheuring, John Joseph, with High Honors in
Agriculture
Sinclair, Frederick, Jr., with Honors in Agri'
culture
Smith, Junior George, with Highest Honors in
Agriculture
Smith, Ralph Samuel, with High Honors in
Agriculture
Stout, John Sprague, with High Honors in
Agriculture
Tarr, Elizabeth Virginia, with Honors in Home
Economics
Unfer, Wendell Walter, with High Honors in
Agriculture
Warfield, Charles Richard, with Honors in
Agriculture
Webb, Joe Wayne, Tvith Honors in Agriculture
Webb, Kenneth Alvin, with Honors in Agri-
culture
Weber, Charles Robert, iitith High Honors in
Agriculture
Weber, George Philip, with High Honors in
Agricidture
Williams, Robert EUwood, with High Honors
in Agriculture
Wilson, Bonard Scott, with Honors in Agri-
culture
Zimmerman, Gifford Sharp, Tvith Honors in
Agriculture
College of Education
Bane, Russell Wynton, Jr., with Honors in
History
Brucker, George John, with Honors in Mathe-
matics
Caveglia, Anna Christine, with Honors in
English
Dunn, Francis Henry, with Honors in Physical
Education
Gray, Marjorie Lucile, ivith Honors in Spanish
Hoehn, Arthur John, with High Honors in
Education
Kruse, Ann Lorene, ivith Honors in Education
Macek, Bette Marie, with Honors in Speech
McCIintock,, Alice Mildred, with Honors in
German
Norem, Quentin Eugene, with Honors in
Mathematics
Palmer, Carolyn Mae, Jtrith Honors in Home
Economics Education
Rowe, Cecil Edward, unth Honors in Physical
Education
Sivert, John Philip, with Honors in Biology
Smith, Mary Fredarieka, with Honors in
English
Walsh, John Patrick James, with High Honors
in Hi-storv
College of Law
Barton, Edgar Ellsworth, with Honors
Dobbins, Donald Vernam, with Honors
Greenblatt, Seymour, with Honors
Ham, Willburt Dunn, with Honors
Hennessey, Gilbert Hall, Jr., with Honors
Nicol, William Charles, with Honors
College of Fine and Applied Arts
Amdal, Russell Mansfield, with Honors in
Architecture
Beal, Enid Mae, with Honors in Music
Becker, Bettie Geraldine, with Honors in
Painting
Brannon, Mildred Jeannette, with High Honors
in Music
Brooks, Kenneth William, with Honors in
Architectural Engineering
Checkley, David Milton, with Honors in
Architecture
DeZurko, Edward Robert, with Honors in
Architecture
Diemer, Mary Louise, tinth Honors in Art
Education
Eckert, Philip George, with High Honors in
Architectural Engineering
Foster, George Norton, with High Honors in
Painting
Grace, Mary Lou Engdahl, imth High Honors
in Architectural Engineering
Gutheil, Helen Riddell, tvith Honors in Music
Education
Horner, Alice Lorraine, with High Honors in
Music
Horning, Mary Martha, with High Honors in
Music Education
Kasten, Martha Elise, with High Honors in
Music
Kirk, Colleen Jean, ivith High Honors in
Music Education
Kouzmanoff, Alexander, with High Honors in
Architecture
Miles, Frederick Dean, with Honors in Archi-
tecture
Miller, Mary, with Honors in Music Education
Myers, Donald Stanford, with Honors in Music
Education
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Odum, Mary Frances, wth High Honors in
Music
Rather, Hugh Henry, Jr., with Honors in
Architecture
Roll, Hannah Elizabeth, unth High Honors »»
Art Education
Sanders, Charles William, Jr., with High
Honors in Architecture
Taylor, Robert Charles, with Honors in Ar-
chitectural Engineering
Weninger, Fern lone, vAth Honors in Music
Education
Wosnuk, Helen Glendoris, with Honors in
Music Education
Library School
Ackermann, Gertrude Wilhelmine, with High
Honors
Anthony, Louise, with Honors
Book, Orpha Adaline, with High Honors
Brazier, Harriet, with Honors
Dorsey, Clarene Hargrove, with High Honors
Frank, Lolita, with Honors
Gill, Charlotte Ellen, with High Honors
Gregory, Curtice Pauline, with High Honors
Harman, Marian Anna, with Honors
Hoover, Mildred Edith, with High Honors
Johnson, Carolyn Etmo, with Honors
Knapp, Charles Richard, Jr., ivith Honors
Lagrone, Martha, with Honors
McKee, Margaret, with High Honors
Miller, Lucile, with Honors
Peterson, Eleanor Mary, with Honors
Quenzel, Carrol Hunter, with High Honors
Reid, De Lafayette, Jr., with Honors
Rips, Rae Elizabeth, with High Honors
Schley, Ruth, with High Honors
Stevens, Rolland Elwell, with Honors
Turpin, Louise Ware, with Honors
Van Hatteni, Alice, with Honors
Venable, Eva, with Honors
School of Journalism
Dunham, Barbara Ellen, with Honors
Ellis, Jane Audrey, vnth Honors
Potter, Willard Woodrow, with Honors
Spencer, Mildred Dolores, with Honors
Wolcott, Betty Dale, with Honors
School of Physical Education
Randolph, Betty Merle, with Honors
Shea, John Albert, with Honors
Silverman, Marjorie Ruth, with Honors
Sousley, Joanna Bruff, with Honors
College of Medicine
Bechtol, Robert Carroll, with Honors
Cohn, Arnold Louis, with Honors
Feinberg, Milton, ttnth Honors
Frankel, Donald Benjamin, with Honors
Gaines, Walter, with Honors
Goodman, Daniel Herschold, with Honors
Grosskreutz, Doris Clare, unth High Honors
Hailman, Harold Frank, with Honors
Heimovitz, Jack S., with Honors
Hetman, Mitchell Joseph, with Honors
Howe, Gertrude Elizabeth, with Honors
Jourdan, Harve William, Jr., with High Honors
Karpf, Carl Henry, with Honors
Marks, Arthur Robert, tmth Honors
McKeever, Lewis Goodell, with Honors
Perlmutter, Harold Morris, with Honors
Pierce, Virginia Kipke, with High Honors
Ranke, Eugene John, with Honors
Simon, Albert Joseph, with Honors
Visscher, Lois Helena, with Honors
Weinglass, Albert Robert, with Honors
Winer, Jane Ruth, with Honors
Yanowitz, Meyer, with Honors
Yesinick, Louis, with Honors
Zuska, Albert John, with Honors
College of Dentistry
Armstrong, Robert Kenneth, with Honors
College of Pharmacy
Bredfeldt, John Charles, ttnth Honors
Gaier, Fred Gerald, ti-ith Honors
Karpel, William Jack, with Honors
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PRIZES AWARDED IN 1940
Colleges and Schools at Urbana
Allerton American Traveling Scholarships in
Architecture
Donald H. Honn
Bernard Langdon Miller
Alpha Chi Sigma Plaque in Chemistry
Oliver Rae Kirby
Alpha Lambda Delta Prize
Martha Grace Montooth
Alpha Rho Chi Medal in Architecture
Leif Eric Olsen
Robert Charles Taylor
Alpha Zeta Cup in Agriculture
Clifford Eugene Roberts
American Institute of Architects School Medal
Alexander Kouzmanoff, First
Charles William Sanders, Second
American Legion Auxiliary Awards
Edmund Louis DuBois
Craig Edward Lewis
American Legion Medals
Albert Peter Boysen, Signal Corps
Gerald William Homann, Engineers
Ward Hanford Cramer, Coast Artillery
Leo Ray Henrikson, Cavalry
Ralph Burton March, Infantry
Howard Richard Schmidt, Field Artillery
American Society of Civil Engineers Awards
Edward Mauel
Thomas Hunter McCrackin, Jr.
Alfred John Porteous
Louis Worley Schumm, Jr.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Awards
Central Illinois Section :
John Henry Roy, First
John Lee Slonneger, Second
Cyrus Dale Greffe, Third
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Prize
John Lee Slonneger
Baker Prizes in Civil Engineering
Louis Worley Schumm, Jr., First
John Somer Shapland, second
Beta Gamma Sigma Prize in Commerce
Bennet David Levy
Cavalry Medal
Edward Leonard Burch
Chicago Tribune Awards for Military Merit
Earl Reese Leng, Cavalry
Ralph Burton March, Infantry
Edward Yatsko, Field Artillery
Chi Omega Prize in Sociology
Pat Anne Johns
Thomas Arkle Clark (Phi Eta Sigma) Prize
Frank Allen Cutler, Jr.
Daughters of the American Revolution Saber
Edmund Louis DuBois
Dean's Award in Commerce
Louis Alois Hauptfleisch
Robert Clayton Humphrey
Betty Jane McDavid
Delta Theta Epsilon Trophy in Physical
Education
Francis Henry Dunn
Engineers Corps Award
Gerald William Homann
English Poetry Prize
Ruth Perkins Clapp
Field Artillery Trophies (Connor Cups)
Leverett Norton Jenks, Freshman
Thomas R. Wheeler, Sophomore
Fred Trowbridge Hammer, Junior
Gamma Sigma Delta Prize in Agriculture
Charles Lawrence Norton
Grand Army Memorial Saber
William Gamble Rueckert
Guild Memorial Prize in Playwriting
Kathleen Fitzgerald
Marker Prizes in Law
Edgar Ellsworth Barton (Senior, 1940)
Edward Louis Eagle, Jr. {Junior, 1940)
Hazelton Medals in Military Science
James Harold Fisher, First
Everett Winfield Horman, Second
Highway Prize
Robert Eugene Daggett
Home Economics Club Cup
Georgia Ann Moon
Intercollegiate Conference Medal for Excel-
lence in Scholarship and Athletics
Frank Edwin Richart
Iota Sigma Pi Prize in Chemistry
Marion Jeannette Lund
Kappa Delta Pi Award in Education
George John Brucker
Kate Neal Kinley Memorial Fellowship in the
Fine Arts
Beulah Pauline Featherstone
Omega Beta Pi Prize in Pre-Medical Work
Payne Senseman Harris
Omicron Nu Plaque in Home Economics
Esther Ruth Sass
General John J. Pershing Medal
Robert Condit Ingalls
Pershing Rifles Award
Edward Alexander Mclntire
Phi Beta Kappa Scholarship
Marjorie Lee Greider
Phi Chi Theta Key in Commerce
Ruth Leona Breeze
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Phi Kappa Phi Graduate Scholarship
Alice Lorraine Horner
Phi Lambda Upsilon Cup in Chemistry
Frank Allen Cutler, Jr.
Pi Alpha Xi Shield in Floriculture
Charles Clifford Mills
Plym Fellowship in Architecture
Bernard Holmes Bradley
Plym Foreign Fellowship in Architectural
Engineering
Howard Emerson Phillips
Plym Prizes in Architectural Engineering
Robert William Surplice, First
Mary Lou Grace, Second
Philip George Eckert, Third
Plym Prize for Sketch Problems
Lucile Woodward
Plym Prize for Summer Sketches
Alexander Kouzmanoff
Ricker Prizes in Architecture
Bernard Langdon Miller, First
Donald H. Honn, Second
Julius Frederick Ehlert, Third
Edward L. Ryerson Fellowship in Architecture
Charles William Sanders, Jr.
Scarab Medals
Kenneth William Brooks
Robert Jean Gatewood
William Eng
Walter Clarence George
Sigma Delta Chi Awards in Journalism
Bernice Gwendolyn Muzika
Betty Dale Wolcott
Jane Audrey Ellis
Mildred Dolores Spencer
Wilbur Scott Tyler
Willard Woodrow Potter
Barbara Ellen Dunham
Joseph Burton Polhemus, Jr.
Signal Corps Medals and Insignia
Marion Justin Newkirk, Freshman
George Buel Richards, Sophomore
Bobbie Philbrick Walker, Junior
Smeaton Award (Illinois Concrete Pipe As-
sociation)
Harold Easton Nelson, First
Thomas Charles Kennett, Second
Spanish War Veterans Auxiliary Award
Gerald William Homann
Thrift Essay Prize
Morton Solomon, University of Chicago, First
Thomas Eugene Beattie, Second
United States Field Artillery Association Medal
Tracy Alvin Rasmussen
University Gold Medal in Military Science
Gerald William Homann, First
Raymond Nils Carlen, Second
University Landscape Architecture Society
Prize
Alton Crew Thomas
Colleges in Chicago
Alpha Omega Alpha Members in the Fourth-
Year Class of the College of Medicine
Arnold Black
Arnold Louis Cohn
Milton Feinberg
Walter Gaines
Daniel Herschold Goodman
Harold Frank Hailman
Jack S. Heimovitz
Gertrude Elizabeth Howe
Harve William Jourdan, Jr.
Lewis Goodell McKeever
Hafold Morris Perlmutter
Virginia Kipke Pierce
Lois Helena Visscher
Albert Robert Weinglass
Eugene Weiss
Jane Ruth Winer
Meyer Yanowitz
Louis Yesinick
Samuel L. Antonow Prize in Pharmacy
Eleanor Patricia Dintzis
William Beaumont Prize in Medicine
Charles Bernard Puestow
Certificate of Merit of the American Society
for the Promotion of Dentistry for Children
Richard John Hillebrand
Herman Elich Prize in Chemistry
John Charles Bredfeldt
William Gray Prize in Pharmacy
Edward Ben Kutz
Hodel-Saltiel-Hodel Prize in Pharmacy
Stanley John Bayner, Jr.
Omicron Kappa Upsilon Membership Awards
in Dentistry
Nermann Kruchkow
Charles George Maurice
Arthur Deo Klein, Jr.
Wayne Stanley Grissom
John Patella
Norbert John Wilde
Lee M. Pedigo Prize in Materia Medica
Fred Gerald Gaier
Alice E. Pelikan Prize in Materia Medica
F. Merle Haughawout
Rho Chi Prize in Pharmacy
F. Merle Haughawout
Andrew Scherer Prize in Pharmacy
William Jack Karpel
Seminar Prize in Dentistry
Bernard George Sarnat
Henry Schnitman
Herman Joseph Cohen
Kenneth Clinton Washburn
Norbert John Wilde
Sigma Xi Prize
Lillian Rose Hunter
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Commissions as Second Lieutenants, Officers' Reserve
Presented in June except those indicated by (') which
*Fred Frank Andrt
'Robert Edward Bard
Norvel Harold Bariihart
Verde Weaver Bennett
James Franklin Bickers, Jr.
•Garnet Edward Buhner
*John Thompson Bullington
•Chester Forrest Chew
*Jack Conard
•Thomas Hamlet Cooper
•Leland John Deverman
James Donald Edwards
Donald Sullivan Ellis
•George Christopher Fanning, Jr.
William Howard Finley^
Charles Dillon Fisher
Marvin William Flora
Lino Neil Francescon
Charles Joseph Genster, Jr.
•George Albert Hackleman
•Milton Miles Hartman, Jr.
•William Andrew Henke
Field Artillery
•Harold Eugene Hill
•Paul Parlier Hinkley
*John Donald Hughes
•George Hunt
•Robert Condit Ingalls
John Joseph Killian
•Peyton Howard Kunce
•Leonard Lamb
•Howard Granum Larsen
•Kleon McKnight LeFever
Charles Jean Lutz
*John Leo Lynch
•Peter George McCadden
•Joseph Richard McDonald*
•Richard Walter Michal
•Lewis Edward Moncrief
•Walter Thomas Morey
George Hugh Morris, Jr.
Fred William Moye, Jr.
Knute Emil Nielsen
•Harvey Ingo Nitz
•Alex John Norbut
Corps, United States Army
were presented in February.
•Quentin Eugene Norem
Walter Raymond Olson
•Glenn Thomson Pillsbury
Shannon Curtis Powers
•Eugene Lester Ranck
'Charles Conrad Rehling
James Manwell Rodden*
Glen Ruffner, Jr.
•William Russell Shaw
•Lewis Morris Simon
•Harry Rawlings Squires
•George Thomas Staffelbach
•Russell Walton Stumpf
Benjamin Alan Swartz'
•Arthur Dean Swift
''Stanfield Sykes Taylor
Daniel Philip Tormohlen
Harry Edward Vogelsinger
•William Pickering Waters, Jr.
Charles Brooks Wiles
•Earl Hazlett Wood
•Wyatt Adams
•Harry Gordon Benson
•Walter Latham Benson
Edward Lyman Bentley
Carleton William Briggs
•Thomas Brady Burke
•Roger Roland Bush
•Maurice Arthur Cattani
Robert Addison Chase
Philip Robinson Ford Danley
•Robert Simon Davidon
•Charles Henson Dick
•James Leslie Drake
Cavalry
•George Raymond Dunn
'Robert Gerard Fossland
•Kenneth Lee Garrett
•Melvin Armand Goers
Kenneth Lawrence Green
Thomas Wagner Hill
•William Lang Hochschild, Jr.
•Richard Burl Hornbeck
•Clarence Theodore Lantz
•James Russell Ray Martin, Jr.
•James Ray Mathers
•Arthur Robert Moore
•Alfred Raymond Mueller
*Leif Eric Olsen, Jr.
•Darrell W. Rhoads
•Frank Jacob Schaefer, Jr.
•Raymond Eugene Seltzer
•Harold Brown Simpson
Thomas Edward Spires
•Stanley Joseph Stann
•Richard John Stolze
•Roger Lee Taylor
John Scott Walker*
^Charles Richard Weishaar
John Paul Whitehead
•Robert Melville Ash
Joseph Marlin Benson
•George Louis Bristow
John Philip Crandell
•Fenton Sweet Craner*
•George Hamm Dickerson, Jr.
George Howell Garnhart
•David Harris
Malcolm Ruthwin Harvey
Coast Artillery
'Frank William Houck
•Harold Nathan Kaufman
'Frank Leuer Keller
'George Wayne Landau
'Edward Merlin Lobdell
'Shelby North
'Martin Marvin Plate
'Harry Albert Ripkey
Leonard Schuey'
•Richard Hamilton Schuler
•John Philip Sivert
•Paul Burton Smith
•Vernon Frederick Steiner*
Alva William Swartz
•Robert Charles Taylor
Richard Jesse Wakeman
•Ralph Allen Wilmot
George Robert Avery
•Norman Herbert Berlinger
•Joseph Herbert Blair, Jr.
•Erwin Edward Bodmer, Jr.
•Hubert Walter Brzycki
•Robert Bruce Btirns, Jr.
•Sam James Capizzi
•John Bruce Carroll, Jr.
•Thomas Arkle Clark
Arthur Charles Cocagne
•Alsed Leslie Danielsen
•James Crawford Dufi
•George Brown Eyerly
Engineers
•Robert Boyne Harmon
•Paul Keyes Hutton
'Roger Scott Hutton
•Walter Harold Jollie
•Edward Jacob LaBond
Robert Wilt Matthews
•Thomas Hunter McCrackin, Jr.*
•Joe Thomas Mcintosh
•Thomas Meisenzahl
Robert Lewis Miller
•Paul Thomas Moon
•Carrel Bennett Morgan
Maurice Edward Murphy
•Harold Easton Nelson
'Harry Clayton Prince
•Robert Welburne Roose
'Burton Jerome Ross
•Frank Roy Sattizahn
'Louis Worley Schunim, Jr.
'John Somer Shapland
'Robert William Soderberg
•Charles Joel Taylor, Jr.
Albert VVilliam Thomann
•Robert Daniel Timpany
•John J. Webber
Joseph Wosk
•Recommended for Commissions as Brevet Captains in the Illinois National Guard.
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Ralph Dean Beck, Jr.
^Joseph Ray Bernhard
*Donald Ernest Bovee
*Robert Ronald Cycon
*Richard Thomas Dunn
John Joseph Dunworth
*Howard Herbert Eaton
•Richard Eugene Eaton
Wilton Henry John Erlenborn
Grant Homer Gneiss
Infantry
'Vincent Charles Guerin
*Louis Alois Hauptfleisch
John McCord Holzer
William Allen Hott
Paul Frederick Lawson
*Arthur Ralph Matheson
Eugene Richardson Mathis
Theodore Miles Morris
Donald Paul Musgrave
^Clarence Arthur Nilsson
•Robert Harry PelP
*William Robert Parks
*John Howard Roy
*Frank William Sellmyer*
George Hughes Smith
Robert Melvin Sultan
*Aloys Henry Vogel
*Lewis Kent Woodward
'Harold Edward Holstrom
Walter O'Neil Krebs
Quartermaster
•James Daniel Mahoney
•Leslie Spencer Porter
*Charles Elbert Sparks
'Philip Andrew Bauman
•Jesse Bernell Boyd
'Joseph Charles Buechel, Jr.
•Richard Jay Doney'
Robert Lewis Feik
'Charles Edward Girhard, Jr.
Signal Corps
*James Donald Hansen
'Alex Goldberg
*Tohn Christian Haugeland
*Dan Francis Hazen, Jr.
•'David Graham Moore
Perry Arthur Munro
*Robert Henry Rann
Leo Rosenman
*Albert Peter Rugg
•John Antonio Vasconcellos, Jr.
'Paul Frederick Flamm
Chemical Warfare
•John Herbert Ladd
•Recommended for Commissions as Brevet Captains in the Illinois National Guard.
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GRADUATE SCHOLARS AND FELLOWS, 1940-1941
Alexander, John Wesley, Scholar in Geography
Anderson, Arthur William, Eastman Kodak
Company Fellow in Chemistry
Armstrong, Marvin Douglas, Fellow in Chem-
istry
Arnett, Lyda McCIellen, Jr., Fellow in Chem-
istry
Behr, Lyell Christian, Fellow in Chemistry
Bicek, Edward John, Fellow in Chemistry
Blackwell, David Harold, Fellow in Mathe-
matics
Blanchard, Melbourne Kenneth, Ferro Enamel
Company Fellow in Ceramic Engineering
BottorfF, Edmond M., Fellow in Chemistry
Bowdery, George John, Felloiv in Philosophy
Games, Jess Gale, Scholar in History
Carpenter, Stanley Sherman, Scholar in Classics
( Wheaton College Nominee)
Charnes, Abraham, Fellow in Mathematics
Chiddix, Max Eugene, Scholar in Chemistry
{Nominee of Illinois State Normal Univer-
sity)
Coltman, John Wesley, Fellow in Physics
Corlett, Dorothy Maxine, Scholar in History
(Nominee of Rockford College)
Corruccini, Robert Joseph, Fellow in Chemistry
(Resignation effective November 1, 1940)
Dahm, Paul Adolph, Scholar in Entomology
Dietz, Robert Sinclair, Felloiv in Geology
Domingo, Wayne Elwin, Fellow in Agronomy
Fitzpatrick, John Thomas, Solvay Company
Fellow in Chemistry
Frechette, H. A. Van Derek, Fellow in Ceramic
Engineering
Graham, Herman Dominic, Sears and Roebuck
Company Fellow in Business Organication
and Operation
Hagan, Wallace Woodrow, Fellow in Geology
Hallerberg, Arthur Edward, Scholar in Mathe-
matics {Nominee of Illinois College)
Hallowell, Robert Edward, Fellow in French
Harding, Davis Philoon, Scholar in English
Harter, Harman Leon, Scholar in Mathematics
{Nominee of Carthage College)
Hendry, Irene Martha Eleanor, Fellow in Eng-
lish (Resignation effective February 1,
1941)
Hey, Juanita Mills, Scholar in Economics
Hicks, Georgina Lockie, Fellozv in French
Hudson, Alice Cecilia, Scholar in Chemistry
{Nominee of Rosary College)
Humes, Arthur Grover, Fellow in Zoology
Hurst, Mary Jeanette, Scholar in Mathematics
{Nominee of Knox College)
Hurtt, Alvin James, Scholar in Accountancy
James, Marian Frances, Fellow in Zoology
Jelinek, Charles Frank, Nciv York Community
Trust Company Fellow in Chemistry
Jensik, Robert Joseph, Fellow in Surgery
(Resignation effective February 1, 1941)
Joffe, Herman, Fellow in Surgery (Second
semester)
Jones, Giffin Denison, Fellow in Chemistry
Kaiser, Leo Max, Scholar in Classics
Kidd, George Pirkis, Fellow in Economics
Klose, Barbara Adeline, Fellow in Sociology
Knight, Kenneth Lee, Fellow in Entomology
Koehler, Robert Earl, Scholar in Accountancy
{Nominee of North Central College)
Kolsrud, Ernest Reuben, Scholar in Mathe-
matics
Kretschmer, Carl Bernard, Fellow in Chem-
istry
Kring, Charles Udell, Fellow in Civil Engi-
neering
Lambert, Edward Howard, Fellow in Physiology
Leaf, Boris, Carr Fellow in Chemistry
Leonhardi, Willis Alfred, Scholar in Account-
ancy {Nominee of Augustana College)
Lindsey, Richard Vernon, Jr., Abbott Labo-
ratories Fellow in Chemistry
Luebke, Emmeth August, Fellow in Physics
Manning, Wilmer Ray, Fellozv in Chemistry
McCune, Robert Franklin, Fellow in Physics
McLaurin, Dunbar Simms, Fellow in Economics
Miller, James Willard, Scholar in Mathematics
{Nominee of Shurtleff College)
Miller, Janett ^lay. Fellow in Political Science
Mitchell, Phillip Marshall, Fellow in German
Moffett, Robert Bruce, Fellow in Chemistry
Muehlhouse, Carl Oliver, Scholar in Physics
Noether, Gottfried Emanuel, Scholar in Mathe-
matics
Noggle, Glenn Ray, Fellow in Botany
Nudd, Ellen Maxine, Scholar in Education
{Nominee of Norihern Illinois State Teach-
ers College)
Nye, Herbert Arnold, Fellow in Physics
Odor, Anna Frances, Scholar in German
Oexemann, Stanley William, Fellow in Botany
Olmstead, Mary Loretta, Scholar in French
{Nominee of Greenville College)
O'Neal, Russell DeWitt, Fellow in Physics
Paape, Charles William, Fellow in History
Peter, Frank Alfred, Arthur Andersen Scholar
in Accountancy
Phillips, Richard Fifield, Fellow in Chemistry
Plonsky, Allenby, Scholar in Agricultural Eco-
nomics
Price, James Ferris, Scholar in Mathematics
Pugh, Robert Coplin, Scholar in History
{Nominee of Eureka College)
Quest, Roland (ilenn. Scholar in Physics
Rauh, Everett, G. F. Smith Chemical Company
Fellow in Chemistry
Rawcliffe, Robert Douglas, Fellow in Physics
Reichert, Herbert William, Fellow in German
Richter, Frederic Paul, Aeration Processes
Fellow in Chemistry
Riddle, Edward HoUister, Monsanto Chemical
Company Fellow in Chemistry
Robbins, Edwin Winslow, Scholar in English
Roberts, Royston Murphy, Scholar in Chem-
istry
Rose, Albert, Fellow in Economics
Rouse, Hubert Blair, Fellow in English
Rouse, Prince Earl, Jr., DuPont Chemical
Company Fellow in Chemistry
Russell, Charles Richard, Scholar in Chemistry
{Nominee of Monmouth College)
Ryniker, Harriet Ella, Scholar in English
{Nominee of MacMurray College)
Ryniker, Richard Chester, Fellow in Economics
Smith, Harold John, Scholar in Animal Hus-
bandry
Speck, Stanley Brooke, Fellow in Chemistry
Sperati, Carleton Angelo, Fellow in Chemistry
Stevens, Carl Mantle, Fellow in Chemistry
Stockin, Frank Gordon, Jr., Fellozv in Classics
Straw, Sylvester Byron, Fellow in Classics
Sweibel, Vivian, Scholar in Zoology
Thompson, Ellen June, Scholar in French
Thompson, Grace Genevieve, Scholar in Busi-
ness Organization and Operation {Nominee
of Eastern Illinois State Teachers College)
Toy, Arthur Dock Fon, Fellow in Chemistry
Upson, Robert William, Eli Lilly Company
Fellow in Chemistry
Wearn, Richard Benjamin, Dozv Chemical Com-
pany Fellozv in Chemistry
Weaver, Leon Hiram, Fellow in Political Sci-
ence
Weik, Robert Henry, Scholar in Accountancy
Welldon. Paul Burke, Fellow in Chctnistry
Westerlund, Bernice Virginia, Scholar in Eco-
nomics
Williamson, Barbara, Fellow in Chemistry
Winkler, Virgil Dean, Henry M. Strong Fellow
in Geology
Witney, Fred, Scholar in Economics
Yost, Madeleine Dorothea, Scholar in English
{Nominee of McKendree College)
Young, James Harvey, Fellow in History
Zeitlin, Howard, Fellozv in Neurology
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LIST OF STUDENTS
EXPLANATION
THE FOLLOWING LIST includes in one alphabetic series the names of all students
registered in the University of Illinois in the first and second semesters of the year
1940-1941 and in the preceding summer session (1940), except students enrolled only in
courses taught by correspondence. The information is arranged in six columns
showing (1) the student's name, (2) legal residence, (3) college or school, (4) cur-
riculum or major, (5) classification, and (6) sessions attended. For students attending
only the summer session, the information was obtained from their records as of June,
1940; for those attending the first semester or both the first and second semesi:ers, it
was taken from their records as of September, 1940; and for those attending only the
second semester, from their records as of February, 1941. Students withdrawing
within ten daj's after the date of registration for a session are not listed as in
attendance for that session.
Names and Degrees.—In the first column, where the names are arranged in alpha-
betic order, the degrees shown after a student's name are those held at the time of
registration.
Legal Residence.—In the second column, showing the legal residence for each
student, all cities and towns are located in Illinois unless otherwise indicated.
College or School.—In the third column, indicating the student's enrollment in one
of the colleges or schools of the University, abbreviations are used as shown in the
list below on this page. Students in the colleges of Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy
are registered in Chicago, and all others are registered at Urbana except some graduate
students who are enrolled in the Chicago departments. (See Classification, below.)
Curriculum or Major.—In the fourth column, abbreviations of curricula and major
subjects are used as shown in the list on the following page.
Classification.—In the fifth column, classification of undergraduate students at
Urbana is indicated as follows:
Fr Freshman Jr Junior Unc .... Unclassified
So Sophomore Sr Senior Irr Irregular
Unclassified students are not matriculated as candidates for a degree. Irregular stu-
dents are those holding degrees but registered for undergraduate work. In the colleges
of Law, Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy, students are classified as first-year,
second-year, third-year, etc., indicated by the numbers 1, 2, 3, etc., or as post-graduate
(PG). In the Library School, all regular students are classified as first-year, indicated
by 1. (Students doing the second year of work in library science are registered in the
Graduate School.) Since students in the Graduate School are not classified by year of
work, the space in this column is used to show whether they are registered in the
Urbana departments (indicated by "U") or in the Chicago departments (indicated by
"C"). Students registered in extramural courses are indicated by "EM" in this column.
Sessions Attended.—In the sixth column, "S" indicates summer session, "I" indi-
cates first semester, and "11" indicates second semester.
Abbreviations of Colleges and Schools
AGR College of Agriculture
COM College of Commerce
DENT College of Dentistry
EDUC College of Education
ENG College of Engineering
FAA College of Fine and
Applied Arts
GRAD Graduate School
JNL School of Journalism
LAS College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences
LAW College of Law
LIB Library School
MED College of Medicine
PHARM College of Pharmacy
PE School of Physical Educa-
tion
[466]
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ABBREVIATIONS OF CURRICULA AND MAJOR SUBJECTS
Accy Accountancy
AgEcon Agricultural Economics
AgEduc Agricultural Education
AgEng Agricultural Engineering
Agron Agronomy
Anat Anatomy
AnHusb Animal Husbandry
AnNut Animal Nutrition
Arch Architecture
Art Art
Bact Bacteriology
BF Banking and Finance
BOO Business Organization and
Operation
Bot Botany
BusAdm Business Administration
CE Civil Engineering
Cer Ceramics
CerE Ceramic Engineering
Chem Chemistry
ChEng Chemical Engineering
Class Classics
Dent Dentistry
DentPath Dental Pathology
DHusb Dairy Husbandry
DMfg Dairy Manufacturing
DTech Dairy Technology
Econ Economics
Educ Education
EE Electrical Engineering
Engl English
Entom Entomology
EPhy Engineering Physics
Flor Floriculture
French French
Genl General
GenlDiv General Division
Geog Geography
Geol Geology
Germ German
Greek Greek
Gyn Gynecology
HEcon Home Economics
Hist History
Histol Histology
Hort Horticulture
InAdm Industrial Administration
InEduc Industrial Education
Jnl Journalism
JuvBehav Juvenile Behavior
LArch Landscape Architecture
Laryng Laryngology
Latin Latin
LD Lower Division
LibSci Library Science
Math Mathematics
ME Mechanical Engineering
Med Medicine
MetE Metallurgical Engineering
MinE Mining Engineering
Mus Music
MusEd Music Education
Neurol Neurology
NeurolSurg. . . .Neurological Surgery
ObstetGyn .... Obstetrics and Gynecology
Ophthal Ophthalmology
OralSurg Oral Surgery
Orthod Orthodontia
Orthopaed Orthopaedics
Path Pathology
PDent Pre-Dentistry
PE Physical Education
Pediat Pediatrics
PFor Pre-Forestry
Pharm Pharmacy
Pharmacol Pharmacology
Philos Philosophy
Physics Phj'sics
Physiol Physiology
PJnl Pre-Journalism
PLaw Pre-Law
PMed Pre-Medicine
PPharm Pre-Pharmacy
PolSci Political Science
Psych Psycholog^y
Psychiat Psychiatry
PU Public Utilities
Soc Sociology
SocAdm Social Administration
Span Spanish
Speech Speech
Surg Surgery
TAM Theoretical and Applied
Mechanics
Trans Transportation
UD Upper Division
Zool Zoology
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Student's Name
(With previous degrees)
Aaron, Catherine Evelyn
Abbate, Joseph Samuel, B.S.
Abbot, Richard Rockwood
Abbott, Bertha Deal, A.B.
Abbott, James William
Abbott, Leslie Fredette
Abbott, Mary Minna
Abbott, William Gordon
Abell, Edmund Raymond
Abelson, Arthur Jacob, B.S.
Abernalhie, Howard Wallace, B.S.
.\bernathy, Melba Gertrude
Abney, Archie Lowell, .A..B.
Abraham, Marvin Daniel
Abraliam, Sidney
Abrahams, Betty Lou
Abrahamson, Blossom Shirley
Abrahamson, Irving Marvin
.\brahamson, Ruth
Abrams, Anita Ethyl
Abrams, Archie James, Jr.
Abrams, Herbert Kerman, B.S., M.S.
Abrams, Irving, B.S.
Abrams, Michael Melvin
Abrams, Raymond Henry, B.S.
Abrams, Sheldon Edward
Abrams, Sidney Samuel
Abramson, Herbert Lawrence
.^buhoff, Ralph Leo
Achenbach, Bernard Walter
Ackemann, Harold Edward
Ackemann, Robert William
Acker, Elwood Bishop
.\ckerman, Carl David
Ackerman, Grene Franklin, B.Ed.
Ackerman, Morris Lazarus, B.S.
Ackerman, Raymond John
Acton, Robert Dale
Adair, Frances Isabell
Adam, Folger, Jr.
Adams, Angelo
.\dams, Charles Macklyn
Adams, Don Edward, B.Exi.
Adams, Everette Chester
.\dams, Florence Irene, A.B.
Adams, Gail Dayton, Jr., B.S.
Adams, Harold Eugene, B.Ed., -A.M.
Adams, James Addison
Adams, James Grant
Adams, James Leo
Adams, John Franklin
Adams, Judson Ralph
Adams, Kathryn Jeanette, A.B.
.\dams, Leeman .Alden
Adams, Leverett Allen, Jr.
Adams, Louis Mason
Adams, Lucile Gladys
Adams, Lyle Eugene
Adams, Margaret Lou
Adams, Marvin Leslie
Adams, Norma Alice
Adams, Paul Otto
Adams, Pliny Arnold, B.S.
Adams, Rex McNaught
Adams, Roy Howard
Adams, Vail Burdette, B.S.
Adams, Virginia Louise
Adams, William Elmer, A.B.
Adams, Willis Leroy, B.S., M.S.
Adamson, James Howard
Adamson, Raymond Sigfrid, Ph.C, B.S.
Adan, Aurelio, Jr.
Addis, Dale Victor
Adelhardt, Frances Sophie
Adelman, Albert A.
Adelman, Vincent Smith
Ad kins, Donald
Adkins, John David
Adkins, John Louis
.'^dkisson, Mary Ellen, B.Exl., A.M.
Adler, Leonard, B.S.
College Curricu-
or lum or Classifi- S es sioi
Legal Residence School Major cation ALtte nde
Peoria LAW Law 1 II
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Worcester, Mass. PE PE So II
Springfield GRAD Educ U S
Lincoln COM UD Jr II
Chicago COM LD Fr
Naples EDUC Genl Jr
Oregon LAS Genl So II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3 II
Brooklyn, N.Y. DENT Dent 4 S II
Champaign GRAD Educ U S II
Concord AGR HEcon Jr
Harrisburg LAS Genl In- II
Chicago LAS PJnl Jr II
Memphis, Tenn. AGR Genl Fr II
Chicago AGR HEcon Sr II
Urbana LAS Genl Sr S
Chicago LAS Genl So S II
Chicago FAA Art Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Lemont PE PE So
Chicago MED Med S II
Brooklyn, N.Y. DENT Dent 4 S II
Brooklyn, N.Y. ENG CE Sr II
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Chicago COM LD So II
Syracuse, N.Y. COM UD Sr
New York, N.Y. LAS PLaw Fr II
Taylorville COM LD So II
Elgin ENG Genl Jr II
Elgin COM LD So II
Groton, Conn. JNL Jnl Sr II
Edwardsville LAS ChEng Jr II
Springfield GR.\D Educ EM s
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Morton ENG CE So II
Danville LAS PLaw Fr II
Urbana EDUC Genl Sr s II
Joliet LAS Genl So II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Peoria COM UD Sr
Champaign GRAD Educ U II
Chester COM LD So II
Monticello LAS Genl In- s
Chardon, Ohio GRAD Physics U II
Carmi Irr s
Urbana ENG ME Fr II
Troy LAS ChEng Jr II
Tampico ENG EE Sr II
Oak Park LAS PJnl Fr II
Streator LAS ChEng Fr II
Alexandria, La. LIB LibSci 1 s
East St. Louis LAS Genl Fr II
Urbana COM UD Sr s II
Harvard LAS Genl Jr II
Grand Tower EDUC Genl Jr s
Bushnell COM UD Jr II
Centralia FAA Mus Jr II
Crete ENG ME Fr II
Atlanta LAS PJnl So II
Urbana FAA Arch Fr
Downers Grove MED Med 4 s II
ElPaso ENG Genl Fr II
Maywood LAS Genl Fr II
Vermont MED Med 5 II
Urbana FAA Art Fr II
Camp Point GRAD Educ EM
Watseka GRAD Educ U s
Carbon, Ind. Fr s
C hicago GRAD Pharmacol C II
Havana, Cuba Fr s
Toulon ENG ME So II
Libertyville EDUC Genl Jr II
Bellwood COM UD Sr s
Brooklyn, N.Y. DENT Dent 1 11
Elgin EM
Ashland ENG EE Jr II
Cleveland, Ohio PE PE So II
Roseville GRAD Engl U s
New York, N.Y. DENT Dent 3 s I II
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Adolf, Martha Emily
Adrian, Robert John
Afflack, Mary Ellen
Agamy, Glen Nordwin, B.S.
Agase, Alexander
Agate, Ruth Anne
Agatstein, Jean Faye
Agatucci, George, Jr., B.S.
Agdesteen, AUyn
Agger, Howard Karkow
Aggertt, Lucile Larson
Aggertt, Otis, Jr., B.Ed.
Agnew, Allen Francis, A.B.
Agnew, Donald Burns
Agnew, John Philip
Ahearn, Edmund Russell, B.Ed.
Ahlers, Fred Robert
Ahlf, George William
Ahlf, Vance, Jr.
Ahlquist, Irving Frederick, B.S.
Ahrens, Edward Carl
Ahrens, Jack Keith
Aiello. John Charles, B.Ed.
Aiken, David McClay
Aiken, Hector Hunter
Aiken, Helen Jewel
Aikens, Terry Eugene
Aikman, Edward Holland
Ailts, Marianne Ellen
Ainsworth, Cliarles Don
Ajalat, Mitry Peter, B.S.
Akers, Donna Jane
Aladjem, Nissim Tchelebi
Albade, Wells Louis, Jr.
Albaugh, Richard Lowell
Albaugh, William Preston
Albelda, Beto Solomon
Albers, Earl John. B.Ed., B.S.
Albert, Alfred Angelo, B.S.
Albert, Florence Ruth
Alberts, Herbert Louis
Albin, Lucille Marie
Albrechl, Armand Dorrance, B.S.
Albrecht, Blair Robson
Albrecht, Charles Ekiwin
Albrecht, Esther Miriam, A.B.
Albrecht, Evangeline Marine
Albrecht, John Henry
Albrecht, Paul Gilbert
Albrecht, Richard Eugene, B.S.
Albright, Cad William
Albright, Robert Ellis
Albright, William Thomas
Alcorn, Dale, Jr.
Aide, Robert Oliver
Alden, Alice Gertrude
Alden, Patricia Carolyn
Alderson, Elizabeth Patricia
Aldrich, Glenn Wilbert, Jr.
Aldrich, Rowen Worth. A.B.
Aldrich. Ruth
Aleskin. Ruth June
Alexander, Doris Mae, A.B.
Alexander. Eugene
Alexander. Frank Benjamin
Alexander. George Leroy
Alexander. Jean lone
Alexander, Joe Watrous
Alexander, John David
Alexander, John Denzil
Alexander, John Wesley, A.B.
Alexander, Lela Mae
Alexander, Lillie-Pearl, B.Ed.
Alexander, Myra Louise
Alexander, Richard Burnell
Alexander, Robert John
Alford. James Elbert
Algoe. Edith Leona, B.Ed.
Allan, Robert Howard
AUard, Floyd Edward. B.Ed., M.S.
Allegretti, Michael, B.S.
AUeman, Frances Winifred
Allen, Albert Robert
Allen, Ann Mary
St. Louis. Mo. LAS PMed Sr I 11
New York. N.Y. LAS Genl So
McLeansboro Fr S
Wilmington MED Med 3
Evanston PE PE Fr
Berwyn LAS Genl Jr S I II
St. Louis. Mo. LAS Genl Fr
Peoria EDUC Genl Irr S
Oak Park LAS Genl Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Abingdon EDUC Genl Sr S
Kewanee GR.A.D Engl U s
Ogden GRAD Geol U
Ogden AGR Genl Sr S I II
Ogden LAS Genl Jr S I II
Kinsman GRAD Educ U S I II
Maywood LAS ChEng Jr
Nashville COM UD Jr S I
Sandoval AGR Genl Jr
Rockford GRAD Soc U
Springfield ENG EE Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Peoria GRAD Educ U
Zeigler FAA Mus Fr S
Winthrop Harbor ENG ME Fr
Baylis EDUC Genl Sr s
Evanston LAS PLaw Fr
Marion COM LD Fr
Pekin FAA Mus Jr
Mason City COM UD Jr
Chicago MED Med 5
Newman AGR HEcon So
Sofia. Bulgaria ENG Genl Jr
Chicago COM UD Sr
Berwyn LAS Genl So
Berwyn LAS Genl Fr
Sofia. Bulgaria LAS ChEng Jr S I II
Murphysboro GRAD AnHusb U S
Urbana GRAD Chem U S I II
Chicago FAA Art Fr
Park Ridge AGR DTech Jr
Foosland LAS Genl Fr
Watseka MED Med 4
Narberth, Pa. FAA LArch Sr
Tolono ENG EE So S I II
Tiskilwa GRAD Educ EM S I II
Ohio AGR HEcon Fr
Ohio LAS Genl Jr
Ohio AGR Genl Sr
Ohio AGR Genl Irr s
Shobonier COM LD So S I II
Chicago ENG ME So
Waukegan COM UD Jr S I II
Mansfield LAS Chem Jr
Pana ENG EE Fr
Champaign LAS Genl So
Champaign LAS Genl So
Pana AGR HEcon Jr
Villa Ridge AGR Genl Fr
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Barbolak, Stephanie
Barchick, Evelyn Marion
Barclay, Harry Russel
Barclay, James Carl
Barcus, Chauncey Harold
Barcus, Van Edwin
Bard, Eli. B.S., M.D.
Barden, Robert Morrisey, Jr.
Bardolph, Marinas Peter
Bardolph, Richard, A.B.
Bareither, Harlan Daniel
Bareither, Marvin John
Barfield, Caroline
Barger, .Metha Luzell
Barger, Allene, B.Ed.
Barichello, LeRoy Louis
Baringer, William Eldon, B.S., A.M., Ph.D.
Barker, Augustus Lawrence, Jr., A.B.
Barker, Bertha, A.B.
Barker, Ernest Ivan
Barker, Winnifred Mary, .\.B.
Barkes. Gordon Sherwood
Barkett. Phillip John
Barkley. Frances Mae
Barkman, William David
Barlow, Donald Dean
Salt Lake City, Utah GRAD Physics U I II
Urbana GR.\D LibSci U s
Quincy ENG MetE Jr S ! II
Johnson City. N.Y. LAS PMed Fr
Dana, Ind. F.\.'\ Art Sr
Dana, Ind. LAS Genl Sr
Danville ENG ME Fr
Buffalo EDUC Genl Sr S I II
West Springfield, Mass ENG CE Fr
Cleveland, Ohio PE PE Jr
River Forest LAS Genl Jr
West Frankfort COM UD Jr
Chicago MED Med 2
Chicago PE PE Fr
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
Evanston GRAD Engl U -S I II
Peru LAS Genl Jr s
Bloomington MED ,A.nat PG
St. Charies GRAD Educ U
Chicago MED Med 5
Marissa LIB LibSci 1 s
Centralia ENG EE Jr
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Chicago MED Med 2
Chicago LIB LibSci 1 -S
Chicago LAS Chem Jr
Olney GRAD Math U s
Chicago LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS PJnl Fr
Dallas, Tex. LAS Genl Irr s
Quincy GRAD Educ EM
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Sumner LAS PJnl Fr
Dundee FAA Art Fr
Chicago ENG ME So
Delavan ENG ME So
Danville GRAD Educ U
Christopher GRAD Chem U
Wood River EDUC Genl Jr
Springfield GRAD Accy U
Findlay COM LD Fr
Kirkland LAW Law 1
New Baden LAS ChEng So
Dewey AGR Flor So
Dewey AGR HEcon Sr
Dewey ENG Genl Fr
Cleveland Heights, FAA .Arch Jr
Ohio
Bethalto LAW Law 3
Urbana COM UD Jr
Longview EDUC Genl Sr S I II
Mexico City, Mex. LAS ChEng So
Meadville, Pa. GRAD Accy U
Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Chicago MED Med 1
Joliet LAS GenlDiv Fr
Gilman LAS Genl Jr
Cape Girardeau, Mo. GRAD Physiol U
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
Downers Grove COM UD Jr
Chicago AGR HEcon So
Elwood ENG ME Sr
Chicago FAA Mus Fr
Champaign FAA Arch Fr
St. Joseph AGR Genl Jr
Chicago MED Ophthal PG S 11
Lexington, Ky. LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago GRAD Hist U
Mattoon ENG ME So
Mattoon FAA LArch Jr
Atlanta, Ga. LAS Genl Fr
Golconda Fr S
Golconda GRAD Geog U S
Oglesby PHARM Pharm 4
Urbana GRAD Hist U s
Ripon, Wis. GRAD Chem U
Arthur GRAD Educ u S I
Mt. Carmel COM UD Jr
Bondville LAS SocAdm Irr s i n
Chicago ENG EE Fr
Cairo COM UD Sr
East St. Louis LAS Genl Sr S I
Fenton AGR Genl Fr
Centralia ENG ME Sr
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Barlow, Ekiward Donald
Barlow, Revel Richard, Jr.
Barlow, Richard Phillip
Barlow, Rosemary
Barnard, Evyn Graham
Barnard, Parke Sebastian
Barnard, Paul Lathrop
Barncord, Beatrice Irene
Barnes, Barbara, B.Ed.
Barnes, Eldon Wayne
Barnes, James Ward, B.Ed., M.S.
Barnes, John Woodward
Barnes, June Rachel, A.B., A.M.
Barnes, LeRoy Exiwin
Barnes, Martha Revel, A.B.. M.S.
Barnes, Richard Charles
Barnes, Richard Oliver
Barnes, Robert Field
Barnes, Robert Frederick
Barnes, Ruth Amanda
Barnes. Stanley Louis
Barnett, Charles Moorman
Barnett, Douglas Elsworth
Barnett, George, A.B.
Barney, Barbara .\nne
Barnhart, Donald Hubert
Barnhart, Mildred Jean
Barnhart, Robert Eugene, B.S.
Baron, Joseph
Baron, Oakley W'alter
Baron, Robert Harrison
Baron, Thomas
Barone, Joseph Jacob
Barr, Betty Lou
Barr, Charles Beecher
Barr, Harold Eugene
Barr, John William
Barr, Robert Ray
Barracks, James Russell
Barrer, .\rthur Kreppert
Barrett, .\rthur Merritt, Jr.
Barrett, Charles Leon, B.Ed.
Barrett, Delia Mae
Barrett, Everett Lee, B.Ed.
Barrett, Florence Louise
Barrett, Howard Thomas
Barrett, Lois Marian
Barrett, Martha N'irginia
Barrett, Wendell Burdett
Barrick, Bishop Boyd
Barrick, Mildred Lorene
Barrington, Dorothy Louise, B.S.
Barron, .A,rthur Lee
Barron, Charles Irwin, B.S.
Barron, Jeannette Marie
Barron, Raymond Paul
Barron, Samuel Harris, Jr.
Barron, Thomas Sherwood, B.Ed.
Barrow, Barbara Ann
Barshefsky, Norman
Barshinger, Charles William
Barsky, Sidney
Bartel, Robert Joseph
Bartels, Barbara Louise
Bartels, Donald George
Bartels, Robert Jackson
Bartelsmeyer, Erwin Carl
Bartelt, Robert James
Bartelt, William Fredric
Bartenstein, Henry
Barth, Lela Jennie, .\.B.
Barth, Robert Charles
Bartha, Louis Alexander
Barthel, Dale Langley, Jr.
Bartholomew, Homer Fletcher, B.Ed.
Bartholomew, Theodore Howard, B.Exl.
Bartle, Wilma Irene
Bartlett, Thomas Evan
Bartley. Boyd Owen
Bartley, Douglas Loren
Bartley, James Michael
Bartman, Fannie Mae. .\.B.
Barton, Harold Chester
Barton, Henry Ruwe
Barton, Marjorie Elizabeth
Benton Harbor, Mich. ENG ME So I
St. Joseph LAS PMed Fr I
Benton Harbor, Mich. COM UD Sr I
Kewanee LAS Genl Fr I
Lexington LAS ChEng Fr I
Flanagan FAA Mus So I
Hartford, Conn. LAS Genl Jr I
\^'atseka LAS Genl Sr S
Macomb GRAD Educ U S
Fairbury AGR Genl Sr S I
Raleigh GRAD Educ U S
Hopkinsville, Ky. FAA .Arch Sr S I
Springfield GR.\D Educ U S
Topeka ENG ME Jr I
Chicago GRAD Zool U I
Woodstock COM LD Fr I
Normal LAS Genl So I
Urbana LAS Genl Jr I
Savanna ENG Genl Fr I
Springfield Fr S
Athens COM LD Fr I
Elgin COM UD Jr I
Peoria FAA .Arch Jr I
Chicago MED Med 2 I
Evanston LAS Genl Jr I
Philo ENG ME Sr I
Philo FAA Art So I
Decatur GRAD Chem U I
Cicero LAS Genl Fr I
Chicago JNL Jnl Sr I
Chicago .AGR DTech Jr I
Chicago LAS ChEng So I
Dunkirk, N.Y. ENG ME Fr I
Muskegon, Mich. LAS Genl So I
Dix LAS Genl Jr I
Rankin LAS Genl So I
Joliet COM LD Fr I
Ottawa COM UD Jr I
Urbana LAS PLaw Fr I
Springfield COM UD Jr I
W^innetka ENG EE Fr I
Lewistown GR.\D Educ EM S I
Geneseo Fr S
Carbondale GRAD Educ EM S I
Chicago LAS Genl So I
Pontiac MED Med 4 I
Laura AGR HEcon So I
Pontiac PE PE Fr I
Gardner COM UD Jr I
Stillman \'alley COM LD Fr I
Villa Grove LAS Genl Jr S 1
.\lexis GRAD HEx:on U S
Chicago ENG ME Fr I
Chicago MED Med 3 I
Decatur LAS GenlDiv Fr I
Elgin EM I
Chicago MED Med 2 I
Marion MED Med 1 1
Gibson City AGR HEcon So
Chicago ENG CE Jr I
Waterman .\GR Genl Jr I
Maywood MED Med 1 I
Sterling AGR DTech Fr I
Springfield EDUC Crenl Sr S
New Douglas LAS Chem So 1
Springfield L.AS Genl Sr 1
Hoyleton MED Med 3 I
Fox Lake COM UD Jr I
River Forest LAS Genl Fr I
Chicago JNL Jnl Jr I
Minonk GRAD Educ EM S I
Mattoon ENG ME Sr I
Toledo, Ohio COM UD Sr I
Eldorado AGR Genl Sr S I
Bath GR.\D Educ EM I
Sheffield GRAD Educ U S
Pinckneyville AGR HEcon Sr I
Chicago L.A.S Genl Jr I
Chicago PE PE So I
Pinckneyville EDUC Genl Jr S
Joliet LAS PLaw Fr I
New Holland GRAD Hist U S
Cowden COM LD Fr I
Glen EUyn ENG ME Fr I
Danville LAS Genl Sr I
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Bartusch, Edwin Andrew, Jr.
Bartusch, Robert Joseph
Bartz, Gerald Franklin
Barwick, Feme, B.Ed.
Barwig, Edward F.
Bashaw, Wayne Ernest
Basker, Eugene Alexander
Baskin, Shirley Florence
Basolo, Fred, B.Ed.
Bass, Paul Brian, Ph.G., D.D.S.
Bass, Robert Earl
Bass, Robert Glenn
Bass, Wallace Willsie
Bassett, William Murray
Bassler, Clarence James
Bastien, Eugene Harold
Batcheldor, Helen Frances, B.Eki.
Bate, Richard Cameron
Batell, Estelle Mary
Batell, Thomas Francis, A.B.
Bateman, Amy Lucille
Bateman, Harry Paul, B.S., B.S.
Bateman, Irvin James
Bates, Charles Evitts
Bates, John Henry
Bates, Mason Hall. B.Ed.
Batsakis, Nathan George
Batson, John Dean
Batteau, Dwight Wayne
Battin, Raymond Francis
Battle, Francis Lyman
Baty. Mary Isabella. B.S.. A.M.
Baudino, John Matthew, A.B.
Bauer, Burl Lewis
Bauer, Charles Bruce
Bauer. Eugene Leo. B.S.
Bauer. Franklin Willis, A.B.
Bauer, Gita Lee
Bauer. Marie Louise, A.B., A.M.
Bauer. Orville Samuel. B.Ed.
Bauer. Paul Wilkin
Bauer, Robert Van Akin, A.B., A.M.
Bauer, Veda Bolt, B.Ed.
Bauer, W'illiam Lyman. A.B.
Baugh, Raymond Austin. A.B.. B.Eki.
Baughman, Alice Fathauer
Baughrrian, Marvin Eugene
Bauguss, Frank George
Baum, Edward Julian
Baum. Maxine Dena
Bauman. Betty Rose
Bauman. Joe Edward
Bauman, Loyal Frederick
Bauman, Lucian
Baumann, Robert James. B.S.
Baumann. Robert John, A.B., B.D.
Baumgardner, Harry Harold, B.S.
Baus, Joseph William, B.S.
Baxter, Harry Greig, B.Ed., A.M.
Baxter, Maurice Glen
Bayarsky, Louis
Bayer, Robert Roy
Baylor, Beulah Fern
Baylor, Edward Randall. B.S.
Baysinger, Jean
Baysinger, Verlin Guy. A.B.
Bazelon, David Thomas
Bazola, Fred Norman, D.D.S.
Beach, Thornton .Augustus
Beadle, Wilbur Jay
Beagle, Chauncey Milburn, A.B., A.M.
Beal, Loren ^^'ayne
Beal. Marion Lee
Beam, Edgar James
Beam, George Russell
Beam. Mary Lou
Beam, Robert Morgan
Beamer, Parker Reynolds. A.B.. M.S.. Ph.D.
Bean. Elizabeth Russell
Bean. Jessie Aileen
Bean, Roberta Edna
Bear, Joseph Thomas, Jr.
Bear, Mary Rosalie, B.Ed.
Bear, Virginia Margaret
Bearce, Eugene Omer
Brookfield COM UD Jr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Kewanee COM LD Fr
Carterville GRAD Educ EM S I II
Chicago Heights PHARM Pharm 2
Elizabeth JNL Jnl Jr S I II
South Bend, Ind. PE PE So
Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Christopher GRAD Chem U
Olney GRAD Histol C
Armstrong AGR Genl So
Walnut LAS Chem Fr
Walnut COM UD Sr
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Highland Park LAS Genl Jr
Vergennes LAS PMed Jr
Harrisburg GRAD Educ EM S I II
Hubbard Woods LAS Genl Jr
Berwyn EDUC Genl Jr s
Knoxville GR.^D Educ EM S I
Mansfield LAS Genl Fr
Champaign GRAD .\gEcon U
Mansfield LAS Genl Fr
Dixon ENG MetE So
Farmer City AGR DTech Jr
Allendale GRAD Econ EM
Chicago COM LD So
Murphysboro LAS Genl Jr
Herrin ENG EE Jr
Bradford FAA Art Sr S I
Chicago ENG ME Jr
Peoria GRAD Educ U
Farmington LAW Law 2
Neoga LAS Genl Jr
Wood River LAS Genl Sr
Chicago MED Med 3 S I II
Chicago LAS Soc.'Xdm In-
Juneau. Alaska LAS Genl Fr
Pleasant Mound Irr s
Peru GRAD Educ U
Urbana LAS Genl Jr S I II
Naperville GRAD Engl U S 1 II
Vandalia GR.AD Educ EM
Woodland COM UD Sr
Urbana GRAD Educ U
Lake City LAS Genl Jr
Exiinburg FAA LArch Sr
Greenup LAS Genl Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Greenville Fr S
Little Rock, .\rk. LAS Genl Fr
Olney ENG ME Jr
Nokomis AGR Genl Fr
Chicago MED Med 2
Elmhurst GRAD Chem U
Columbia GRAD Hist U
Peoria GR.AD Educ U S I
Scales Mound GRAD Engl u S
Canton GRAD Educ u S
Quincy EDUC Genl Sr
Passaic, N.J. LAS Genl Fr
Granite City PE PE Fr
Urbana AGR HEcon So
Champaign GR.\D Zool U
Grand Tower EDUC Genl Sr s
Green Valley MED Med 2
Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr
Chicago GRAD Chem C S I II
Jerseyville LAS PDent So
Oak Park LAS ChEng Fr
Danville GRAD Accv U S I
Lancaster AGR Genl So
Monmouth LAS Genl So
Canton FAA Art Jr
Canton COM UD Sr
Bridgeport LAS Genl So
Canton LAS PJnl Fr
Urbana GR.\D Bact U S
Urbana COM LD Fr
Argenta AGR HEcon Jr
Argenta LAS Genl Fr
Chenoa FAA Arch Jr S I II
Charleston GRAD Math U S I II
Decatur AGR HEcon So
Lewistown PE PE Jr
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Beard. Cloarles Noble, A.B.. A.M.
Beard, James Gare, Jr.
Beard, Mary Amo
Beare, Glen Rodney
Beasley, .'^fton Charline, B.Ed.
Beasley, Gail Helen, B.S.
Beasley, Hazel May, A.B., A.M.
Beasmore, Laura Green, B.S.
Beattie, Hazel Jean, B.S.
Beaumont, Charles Exlward
Beaumont, Harry Charles
Beaumont, James Merrill
Beaver, Phyllis .\nn
Beavins, Lionel Emerson, B.Ed.
Bebb, Robert V'an.\rsda]e
Bechly, Dan Smiley
Bechtol, Beverly Jean
Bechtol. Robert Carroll, B.S.
Beck, Barbara .Vnn
Beck, Bernard C, B.Ed.
Beck, Charles Franklin
Beck, Norman Saul
Beck, Paul William, A.B., B.S.
Becker, Elmer Lewis, B.S.
Becker, Henry John
Becker, Natalie Jane
Becker, Reva Lee
Becker, Roland Otto
Becker, Roslyn Esther
Becklian, Kach Thomas
Beckman, Joseph Krost
Beckman, Orval Ernst
Beckwith, Frank Lyman
Bedale, Betty Jean
Bederman, Stuart Stanley
Bedford, Benjamin Franklin
Bedford, John Glennon
Bedford, Melba Florence
Bedinger, Paul Lincoln, A.B., B.S., M.D.,
M.S.
Bedrick, Theodore, A.B., .\.M., Ph.D.
Beebe, Norma .Aileen
Beeber, Edith
Beecher, Grace Elizabeth, .^.B.
Beedle, Howard Carl, B.S.
Beedle, James Franklin, B.Ed.
Beem, Harlan Dennett, .\.B., .^.M.
Beerman, Clara Jeanette
Beers, Carol Iva
Beers, James Taylor, B.Ed.
Beers, Ransom Bloomer
Beers, Vivian Eleanor
Begale, .\ndrew Michael
Beguesse, Barry Osmond
Beguesse, Celsus Elliott
Beguesse, Yvonne Hortense
Behr, Lyell Christian, B.S.
Behrends, Royce .\nthony
Behrens, John Henry, Jr.
Behrle, Raymond James
Behrman, Russell Theodore
Beich, William .Vugustus
Beidelman, Harold Eugene
Beidelman, John Lee
Beier, Vernon Clem, B.Ed.
Beiler, .Adam Clarke, B.S., M.S.
Beiler, Dorothy Wood, B.S.
Beiser, Helen Ruth, B.S.
Beisner, Ernest Bronwin
Beitel, Howard Vlrginius
Belcher, Lowell Francis, B.Ed.
Belcher, Margaret Elizabeth, B.M.
Belgrade, Irvin Stephen
Bell, Barbara .Ann
Bell, Charies Victor, B.S.
Bell, Denzil Gordon
Bell, Don Keith
Bell, Dorothy Jane, -A.B.
Bell, Elinor Elizabeth
Bell, John Clarence, B.S.. M.S.
Bell, John William
Bell, Julius Nathaniel, B.S.
Bell, Rodney Linton, Jr.
Bellan. Alexander, B.S., .\.M.
Bellows, Margery Anne
Fresno, Calif. GRAD Geol U s
Little Rock, .\rk. ENG EE Fr ! II
Urbana .\GR HEcon So II
Springfield ENG ME Jr II
Carter\'ille GR.\D Exluc U S
Evanston GRAD Exluc U S
Witt GR.\D Engl U g
Little Rock, Ark. EDUC Genl In- s
Sparta GRAD Exiuc U s
DesPlaines ENG ME So
Decatur JNL Jnl Sr II
Cowden LAS PJnl So II
Vandalia AGR HEcon So II
Onarga GRAD Educ U s
Muskogee, Okla. AGR Flor So II
Urbana ENG CE So II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
Champaign MED Med 3 II
Ottawa AGR HEcon Fr II
Danville GKATt Educ U s II
Ottawa COM UD Sr II
University City, Mo. AGR Genl Fr II
Waterbury, Conn. LIB LibSci 1 s
Chicago GR.AD Chem U II
Chicago ENG EE Jr II
Rock Isalnd LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago AGR HEcon So II
Sublette AGR Genl So II
Clayton, Mo. FAA Mus Fr II
Waukegan DENT Dent 3 s II
Hammond, Ind. F.A^A .\rch Fr
Onarga ENG EE Jr II
Park Ridge FAA Arch Fr II
Fowler AGR HEcon Fr II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr 11
Mansfield AGR Genl So II
Cicero ENG CE So
Chicago AGR HEcon Sr II
Danville GR.\D Med C
Fall River, Mass. EDUC Genl Irr s
Pierre, S.D. LAS Genl So II
Atlanta, Ga. FAA Art Fr II
Peru LIB LibSci 1 II
Seattle, Wash. GR.A.D MetE U II
Hunts\'ille GR.'^D Educ U s
Mattoon GR.'XD Educ U II
Kirkwood, Mo. JNL Jnl Sr s II
McLean LAS Chem So [ II
Marion GR.AD Educ EM s II
Sidell ENG EE Fr II
Sidell AGR HE^on Fr II
Chicago PHARM Pliarra 2 II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago MED Med y II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Minneapolis, Minn. GR.\D Chem U 11
Manteno ENG EE Fr . II
Greenview AGR Genl Jr II
Congress Park PE PE Fr II
Effingham PHARM Pharm 4 II
Bloomington ENG .ME Fr II
Naperville COM UD Sr II
Downers Grove F.AA Mus Fr II
Cooksville GR-\D Entom U S
Champaign GRAD Physics U s
Champaign AGR HEcon Irr s
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Sparta LAS PJnl So II
Moline ENG ME Jr II
Patoka GRAD Educ U s II
.\lton GRAD MusEd U s
Chicago MED Med 2 II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
Zeigler GR.\D InEduc U s
Chicago Fr s
Urbana LAS Genl So II
Casey GRAD Engl U s
Sterling LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago GR.'\D Math U II
Chandlerville COM VD Jr II
Chicago MED Med S II
Paris ENG CE Jr 11
Winnipeg, Canada GR..\D Psych U II
Glencoe LAS Genl So II
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Belluso, Nicholas Micheal Manteno COM LD Fr
Belohlavek, Betty Libuse Cicero PE PE Fr
Belohlavek. Frank Carl Cicero FAA Art Jr S I II
Belson, L«nard Paxton LAS PLaw Fr
Belter, Paul A. Pekin LAS ChEng Jr
Belting, Dorothy Jean Urbana LAS GenlDiv Fr
Bender, Allester Sellar Cliicago LAS PJnl Fr
Bender, Eugene Jacob East St. Louis LAS Genl Fr
Bender, Lola Marguerite. B.Ed. Hopedale GRAD Educ EM S I II
Benedetti, Ray Domenic Chicago LAS ChEng Fr
Benell, Theodore, B.S. Chicago MED Med 4
Benensohn, Sol J., B.S., M.D. Chicago GR.\D ObstelGyn C S
Bengelsdorf, Irving Cliicago LAS Chem Fr
Bengston, Ralph Manfrid, A.B., A.M. Farmington GRAD Educ U S
Benjamin, Betty Beryngton Glen EUyn LAS Genl Fr
Benjamin, Richard Keith Champaign LAS Chem Fr
Benn, Fred Elmer Maywood COM LD Fr
Benne, Joaeph Paul Chicago ENG CE So
Benner, Anna Marie, .\.B., B.S. Urbana GRAD LibSci U S
Bennett, Alice Catherine Vandalia AGR HEcon Fr
Bennett, Alvin LeRoy, B.Ed. Bloomington GRAD I2duc EM S I II
Bennett, David. B.S. Chicago MED Med 5
Bennett. Dorothy Lillie E^st St. Louis EDUC Genl Sr S
Bennett, Edmond Harold, B.S. Martinsville GRAD Agron U S I II
Bennett, Elayne Marie Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr
Bennett, Geraldine Elizabeth Waukegan PE PE Sr S I II
Bennett, John Edward, B.S. Carlisle, Ind. GRAD Econ U
Bennett, Lillian Marie Rockford LAS Genl Fr
Bennett, Marjorie Lucille Tremont FAA Mus So
Bennett, Ralph Edward, B.S. .\lton EDUC Genl Irr s
Bennett, Richard Menefee, B.S. Decatur EDUC Genl Irr s
Bennett, Verde Weaver Urbana FAA Art Sr s
Bennett, William Ganscl, A.B., M.S. Windsor GRAD Educ U s
Bennewitz, John Harrisburg LAS Genl Fr
Bennison, Jacob Henry Kewanee COM LD Fr
Bennitt, Ralph Anderson, Jr. Barrington ENG CE Fr
Benoist, Albert Edward Mt. Vernon ENG ME So
Benoist, .\linc Flora Mt. Vernon FAA Art So
Benoit, William Rexford, B.S. Morris GRAD Educ U s
Benson, Betty Jean Aurora AGR HEcon Jr
Benson, Burton, Jr. Leland AGR Genl Fr
Benson, Harriett Marie, A.B. Capron LIB LibSci 1 S I II
Benson, Herschel Grover Wilton, Me. PE PE Fr
Benson, John Marion, B.S. Vincennes, Ind. AGR Genl Irr
Benson, Joiin Stephen Champjiign LAS PMed Jr
Benson, Joseph Marlin Toi:)eka, Kan. FAA LArch Sr
Benson, Lois Jean Topeka, Kan. FAA Mus Fr
Benson, Martha Louise Harrisburg LAS GenlDiv Fr
Benson, Robert David Chicago COM LD Fr
Bentley, Jean Elizabeth Bement LAS Genl Irr
Bentley, Kenneth Ross Danville PE PE Fr
Benton, Barbara Ann Champaign LAS Genl So S I II
Benton, Byrl E., B.S., M.S. Tyler, Minn. GRAD Pharmacol C
Benton, Vivian LaVerne, .\.B. Springfield, Mo. GRAD French u
Benziger, Raymond, Jr. Chicago ENG ME Sr
Berardi, James Bernard, Ph.G., B.S., M.S., Chicago GRAD Pharmacol C
M.D.
Berbaum, Lawrence Franklyn Champaign COM LD Fr
Berberet, Marian Louise Danville LAS Genl So
Berberick, Roselle Catherine Chicago PE PE Sr
Bercos, James Chicago EDUC Genl Jr
Berez, Joseph Samuel Chicago MED Med 2
Berfield, Mary Ann Toulon LAS Chem So S 1 II
Berg, Elliott Dale Bensenville ENG MetE Fr
Berg, Fred Springfield COM LD Fr
Berg, Jean Gladys Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Berg, Kenneth Bernard, B.S. Grand Forks, N.D. GRAD Accy U
Berg, Kenneth Eugene Galva LAS Genl So
Berg, Max, B.S., M.S., M.D. Los Angeles, Calif. GRAD Path C S I II
Berge, Lyford Charles Annawan ENG Genl Sr S I II
Berger, Bernard George, A.B. Muscatine, Iowa GRAD Ent U
Berger, France Barnet, A.B.. M.S. Champaign GRAD Physics U
Berger, Helen Lois, B.S.. M.S. Urbana GRAD Educ U s
Berger, Joseph William Paxton AGR Genl Sr
Berger, Juanita Florence Urbana AGR HEcon Sr S I II
Berger, Owen Ray Ciiicago ENG EE Sr
Berger, Ralph Wesley Chicago LAS ChEng Sr
Berger, Richard Edward, A.B. Midlothian LAW Law 2
Berger, Robert Law Danville ENG EE Fr
Bergeron, Alfred Andrew, .\.B. Bourbon iiais GRAD French U s
Bergeson, Carl Henry, B.S. Monticello GRAD Educ U
Bergeson, Raymond Alfred St. Charies PE PE So I 11
Bergholtz, Victor Edwin, B.S. Wood River GR.'^D Educ U s
BerghuH, Alvar Tyko, A.B., A.M. E;ist Moline GRAD Educ U s
Bergin, Dorothea .Mlene, A.B. Evanslon LAS Genl Irr s
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Bergin, Samuel Adams
Berglund, Eva Elizabeth
Bergman, Carolyn Dorothy
Bergman, Harold Everett, Jr.
Bergman, Lavergne Ann
Bergmann, Harriet Josephine
Bergmann, Harry Willard
Bergren, Ruth Elizabeth
Bergschneider, Emma Margaret, B.S.
Bergschneider, Myron Ross, A.B.
Bergstrom, Jack Charles
Bergstrom, Ruth Marion
Berigan, John James
Berkness, Hazelle Marion, B.Ed., A.M.
Berkovitz, Norruan, B.S., M.S.
Berkowitz, .Arnold David
Berkowitz, Esther Ann
Berliant, Maxine
Berliant, Rita
Berman, Betty Lee
Berman, David, B.S., D.D.S.
Berman, Dorothy Dorys
Berman, Dorothy Lorraine
Berman, Lawrence Uretz
Berman, Shirley Hope
Berman, Walter
Bernard, Elmer Hugo
Bernard, Leslie Cosby
Bernardi, Hugh, B.S.
Bernays, Peter Michael, B.S., M.S.
Bernet, Henry Scholten, B.S.
Berngard, Adrian Kay
Bernhardt, George Walter
Bernhardt, Kenneth VAoodhull
Bernhart, Martha, A.B.
Bernik, Joseph Laddie
Berns, Bertha Clara
Berns, Leo Henry, B.Ed., A.M.
Berns, Robert George
Bernsen, Joel
Bernsohn, Joseph, B.S., M.S.
Bernson, Lily
Bernstein, Bert Albert
Bernstein, Carl
Bernstein, Haskell Eugene
Bernstein, Lionel Maximilian
Bernstein, Paul
Bernstein, Polly Marshall
Bernstein, Selma Eve
Bernstein, Walter, D.D.S.
Berntzen, Walter Clifford
Bernzen, Florence Elizabeth, B.Exl.
Berolzheimer, Hobart Francis
Berovitz, Marsha
Berquist, Frank James
Berr, Adelaide Norma
Berry, Celia Audrey
Berry, Dorothea Mae, B.S.
Berry, Evart Frederick
Berry, Howard Dale, B.Ed.
Berry, Irene Frances
Berry, Iva Mae
Berry, John Lowell
Berry, Kenneth C.
Berry, Nancy Jane
Berry, Thomas Elston
Berry, William Elton
Berta, Charles Edward
Bertal, James McMartin
Bertalan, Frank Joseph, Jr., B.Ed., B.S.
Bertalan, John
Bertino, Romolo Bert
Bertoglio, Ray Anton, B.S.
Bertram, Raymond Campbell
Bertrand, Raynold Peter, A.B.
Beshers, Mary Jane
Beslow, George
Bess, John Jackson
Bess, Leon
Bessone, Amo
Best, Bernice Minerva, A.B.
Best, Charles Russel
Best, Chris Edward, A.B.
Best, Frederick George
Bethlahmy, Nogah
Pontiac COM UD Sr S
Rossville AGR HEcon Fr
Buffalo, N.Y. LAS Genl Sr II
Wilmette L.\S GenI Sr II
Chicago PE PE Fr II
Maywood AGR HEcon Fr II
Beardstown MED Med 1 II
Biggsville AGR HEcon So II
Alexander AGR HEcon Irr s
Peoria DENT Dent 2 S II
Joliet COM UD Jr II
Chicago PE PE Jr s
Alton COM LD So II
Chicago GRAD Educ U s
Chicago GRAD Psych c
Peoria LAW Law 1 II
Mattoon LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Peoria AGR HEcon Fr II
Chicago GR.'^D Path C II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
River Forest FA.A. Art Jr
Chicago LAS Chem Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr II
Alton LAW Law 1 II
Hammond, Ind. FAA Arch Sr II
Highwood MED Med 1 II
New York, N.Y. GRAD Chem U II
Springfield MED Med 5 11
Chicago LAS Genl So
Riverside PE PE Sr II
Maywood COM LD Fr II
Hinsdale LIB LibSci 1 s
Cicero COM UD Sr II
Oconee EDUC Genl Sr s
Oconee GRAD Educ U s
Waukegan LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr s II
Brooklyn, N.Y. GRAD AnHusb U II
Decatur LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago COM LD So II
Chicago LAS Chem Jr II
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr II
Bronx, N.Y. DENT Dent 1 II
Clarksdale, Miss. LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS PMed Jr II
Chicago DENT Dent PG s
Riverside COM UD Sr II
Quincy GR.\D Educ EM
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Park Ridge FAA Art Fr II
LTrbana COM UD Sr II
Carlyle Fr s
Olney LIB LibSci 1 s
Pittsfield DENT Dent 2 II
Galesburg Irr s
Streator EDUC Genl Jr s
Granite City LAS Genl Jr 11
Kansas ENG CerE So
Carrollton AGR Genl Jr II
Kane AGR HEcon Fr II
Kane AGR Genl Fr II
Zeigler LAS Genl Jr II
Virden COM UD Jr II
Northbrook ENG Genl Fr II
Chicago GRAD LibSci U s II
Chicago LAS Chem Fr II
Benld ENG ME Fr II
Benld LAW Law 2 II
Bristol ENG Cer Sr 11
Manteno GR.\D Educ U s
El Paso LAS Genl So 11
Chicago LAS Genl Jr 11
Pontiac COM UD Jr II
Kansas City, Mo. ENG EE Jr II
Springfield, Mass. PE PE So II
Chicago GRAD Educ U II
Chester AGR Genl Sr II
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Philadelphia, Pa. COM UD Sr II
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Champaign FAA Art Jr
Sioux City, Iowa FAA Arch Sr
Elgin GRAD Engl U S
Oak Park COM UD Sr S II
Maquoketa, Iowa GR-\D Math U S
Mason City, Iowa ENG EPhy Jr S II
Oak Park PE PE So II
Edgewood, Iowa GR.'^D HEcon U II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Champaign ENG MetE Sr II
Chicago COM LD Fr
Kitchener, Ontario, GR.A.D .^nHusb U s
Canada
Washington, D.C. ENG CE So s 11
Chicago ENG CE Fr II
South Standard GRAD Educ U s
Chicago MED Med 3 s II
Brooklyn, N.Y. AGR Genl Fr II
Tracy, Minn. GRAD Chem U II
Memphis, Tenn. FAA Art Sr
Lynwood, Calif. DENT Dent 3 s II
Bellflower AGR Genl Fr II
Muskegon, Mich. LAS PLaw Fr II
Oak Park COM LD So II
Crystal Lake LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago MED Med 3 II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
White Hall GR.\D Educ U s
Centralia LAS GenlDiv Fr 11
Brooklyn, N.Y. LAS ChEng Fr 11
Centralia LAS Genl So 11
Berlin, Germany AGR Genl Fr 11
Milwaukee, Wis. AGR HEcon Fr 11
LaGrange COM UD Jr
Monticello ENG ME Jr 11
Champaign GRAD Entom U s 11
Harrisburg LAS Genl Jr 11
Greenville COM UD Sr 11
Chicago LAS Genl So 11
Chicago COM LD So 11
Ladue, Mo. ENG ME Sr 11
Chicago LAS PMed Jr 11
Danville LAS G«nl Fr
Galesburg LAS GenlDiv Fr 11
Alton LAS PMed So 11
Streator ENG CE Sr 11
Urbana L.\S Genl Irr
Urbana COM UD Jr 11
Chicago JNL Jnl Sr II
Leonia, N.J. GRAD Chem U s 11
New York, N.Y. LAS Genl Jr II
Belleville AGR HEcon Sr 11
Carmi GR.AD Educ U s
Enfield GRAD Entom u s
East Aurora, N.Y. EDUC InEduc Sr II
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Urbana LAS Genl So II
Toledo GR.\D Hist u s
Clinton COM LD Unc 11
Clinton COM LD Fr s 11
Centralia GRAD Hist U 11
Washington, D.C. LAS Genl Jr II
Freeport LAS PLaw So II
St. Francisville COM UD Sr II
St. Francisville LAS Chem Jr 11
Rockford ENG EPhy Jr II
.^twood GRAD Soc U
St. Louis, Mo. FAA Art Fr 11
Chicago COM LD Fr
Bensenville COM LD Fr 11
Milford GRAD PolSci U s
LeRoy GR.'VD CE U II
Springfield EDUC InEduc Sr 11
Litchfield Fr s
Milford GRAD Physics U s
Kansas City, Mo. LIB LibSci Unc s
Kewanee LAS ChEng Jr II
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Roodhouse COM LD So
Fairfield GRAD Educ U S
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Olney COM LD So II
Champaign COM UD Sr II
Westville EM
Chicago MED Med 3 II
Cliicago LAS Genl Sr II
Chicago GRAD PolSci U
Chicago EDUC Genl Jr II
Alsey LAS Genl So S II
Harrisburg LAS Genl Sr II
Omaha LAS HEcon So II
Harrisburg LAS Genl Sr 11
Murray, Ky. GRAD Chem U S
Joliet MED Med s 11
Bondville COM UD Sr II
Oak Park COM LD Fr 11
Bradenton, Fla. COM LD Fr
Centralia GRAD Math U 11
Norris City AGR Genl Fr
Harrisburg LAS Genl So II
Peoria LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr S
Washington, D.C. COM UD Sr II
Carrollton .\GR HEcon Sr S II
Charleston L.'AS Genl Jr II
Grayville COM LD Fr 11
Watseka LAS Genl Sr II
Champaign GRAD BOO U S II
Chicago LAS PJnl So II
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Springfield LAW Law 3 S 11
Tamaroa GRAD Cer U II
Champaign GR.\D Math U S 11
Chicago PE PE Fr II
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Streator LAS PJnl So II
Johel DENT Dent 4 S II
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Watseka FAA Art So
Chicago JNL Jnl Sr II
Chicago JNL Jnl Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
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Urbana .A.GR HEcon Sr s II
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Urbana GRAD Engl u II
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Decatur COM LD So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr s
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Chicago MED Med 1 11
Chicago LAS Genl So II
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Chicago LAS Genl Sr II
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Chicago COM LD Fr II
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East St. Louis LAS Genl Fr II
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Chicago EDUC Genl Sr
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Boley, Charles Chilton, B.S., M.S.
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Bolin, Roy Emerson
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Boll, Frederick Robert, B.Ed.
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Catlin AGR Genl Fr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Peoria COM UD Sr I II
Evanston COM LD Fr I II
Yorkville GRAD Soc EM S I
Chicago ENG EE Jr I II
Sheldon COM UD Jr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Chicago DENT Dent 3 S I II
New York, N.Y. DENT Dent 2 s
Chicago PE PE Sr I II
Rochester, N.Y. JNL Jnl Jr I II
Normal EDUC Genl Sr I II
Libertyville AGR HEcon So I II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr I II
New York, N.Y. COM UD Jr I II
Chicago ENG ME So I II
Chicago COM UD Sr I
Eureka AGR Genl So I II
Elmhurst LAS Genl So S I II
Elmhurst AGR HEcon Jr S I II
Chicago MED Med 5 I II
Port Byron LAS Chem Fr I II
Cordova AGR DTech Fr I II
Urbana ENG CE So I II
Niles DENT Dent 2 I II
Newell, S.D. LAS Genl So I 11
Western Springs LAS Genl So I
LaGrange LAS Genl Jr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago ENG EE Sr I II
Chicago DENT Dent 2 I II
Chicago MED Med 3 I II
Wilsonville ENG EE Fr I II
Elkhart AGR Genl So I II
Elkhart MED Med 2 I II
Joliet ENG ME Sr I II
McLean GRAD HEcon U S
Warsaw GRAD Bot U s
Waterloo, Iowa GRAD Educ U s
Chicago ENG EE Sr I II
Monmouth MED Med 4 I II
LaGrange LAS Genl Sr S I II
Bement GRAD Educ U s
Watseka GRAD Engl u
Lemont LAS PJnl Fr 1 II
Elmwood Park AGR HEcon Sr S I II
Elgin MED Med 3 S I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago EDUC G^nl Jr I II
Chicago AGR Genl Jr I II
Pleasant Hill GRAD AgEcon u s
Elmhurst ENG EE Fr I II
Onarga GRAD Math U s
Chicago FAA Art So I II
Auburn LAS PMed Fr I II
Sarasota, Fla. ENG ME Fr I II
Sarasota, Fla. LAS Genl Jr I II
Walnut Hill AGR Genl Jr I II
Galesburg GRAD Med C S I II
Chicago LAS Genl So I II
Danville ENG ME Fr I II
Litchfield AGR Genl Fr S I 11
Bethany GRAD Educ EM II
Moweaqua ENG MetE Jr S I II
Moweaqua GRAD Educ U
Bloomington GRAD Educ u S II
Alpha ENG ME So I 11
White Hall AGR Genl Jr
Paris AGR Genl Sr I II
Chicago FAA Art Fr I II
Chicago PE PE Fr II
Villa Ridge ENG EE Fr 1 11
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Joliet LAS Genl Sr S I 11
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BottorS, Edmond Milton. .A..B.
Monticello EDUC Genl Sr S II
Chicago DENT Dent Unc S
Chicago GRAD ObstetGyn C S II
Hillsboro LAS Genl Jr II
Berwyn LAS ChEng Jr
Chicago COM LD Fr
Abingdon FAA Mus So II
Urbana GRAD Chem U II
LaGrange COM UD Jr II
Crystal Lake LAS PLaw Fr II
Jacksonville GRAD Educ U II
Vandalia DENT Dent 4 S II
Decatur AGR HEcon Jr II
Decatur GRAD Bot U S
Sorento GRAD Hist U II
DuQuoin GR.^D Econ U S
Calumet City COM LD Fr
Tuscola COM LD Fr S II
Tuscola MED Med 1 s II
Urbana LAS Genl So II
Staunton LAS Genl Fr II
West Frankfort COM UD Sr II
Scottland LAS Genl Irr s
Springfield COM LD So
North Manchester, LIB LibSd 1 s
Ind.
lUiopolis LAS Genl Fr II
Elmhurst LIB LibSci 1 II
Danville EM II
Washburn MED Med 3 II
Wichita, Kan. FAA .\rch So II
Chicago LAS PMed So II
Centralia MED Med 2 II
Rantoul COM UD Jr II
Chicago Heights LAW- Law 3 II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Olney COM LD Fr II
Golden Gate LAS Genl So II
Crete MED Med 1
Chicago ENG EE Fr II
Bloomington LAS Chem Fr II
San Jose, Calif. LAW Law 1 s II
Bloomington F.AA .Art So II
Berwyn MED Med 2 II
Champaign COM UD Sr II
Carterville LAS Genl Jr II
Montgomery, .'Ma. LAS Genl Fr II
Atlanta F.AA Arch Fr II
Freeport, N.Y. COM UD Sr
Rockford ENG EE Fr II
Murphysboro LAS ChEng Fr II
Cicero LAS Genl Jr
Indianapolis, Ind. COM UD Sr II
Strumica, Yugoslavia LAS Genl So II
Springfield EM II
Elgin DENT Dent 1 II
Hammond ENG EE Fr n
Chicago ENG ME So II
Chicago L.A.S ChEng Sr s II
Tremont GRAD Exluc U II
Chicago COM UD Sr II
Clarendon Hills COM LD So s II
DeLand AGR HEcon So II
Callender, Iowa LAW Law 1 s
Buffalo Prairie F.\A .Arch Jr II
Brookline, Mass. LAS Genl Fr II
New York, N.Y. LAS PMed So II
Berwyn DENT Dent 1 II
Chicago COM UD Jr II
St. James AGR Genl Sr II
Grand Rapids, Mich. DENT Dent 4 s II
Danville LAS Genl Sr II
Winthrop Harbor F.\A Arch Fr II
University City, Mo. LAS Genl Fr II
Springfield Fr s
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Urbana COM UD Jr II
Manteno GRAD Engl U s
Chicago LAS Genl So s II
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Pektn FAA Mus So II
Columbus, Ind. GRAD Chem U II
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Brady, Charles Robert
New Haven, Vt. COM LD Fr I II
Mackinaw COM LD Fr I II
Spring Valley EDUC Genl Jr S
Manteno AGR Genl So I II
Champaign LAS PLaw Sr I
Dieterich COM LD Fr I II
Terre Haute, Ind. Fr s
Cairo AGR Genl Fr II
Fountain Green COM LD Fr II
Chrisman AGR Genl So II
Paris AGR Genl Fr II
St. Johnsbury, Vt. PE PE So II
New York, N.Y. GRAD Philos U II
Lakewood, Ohio ENG Genl Fr II
Galesburg COM UD Jr II
Oak Park COM UD Sr II
Champaign LAS PMed Jr s
Stronghurst LAS Genl Jr II
Bridgeton, N.J. LAS Genl Sr II
Champaign LAS PMed Fr II
Newton GRAD Soc U s
Sandwich GRAD Educ U s
Bement MED Med 1 S I [I
Miami Beach, Fla. LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Philo ENG AgEng Fr II
Clifton So s
Waukegan MED Med 2 11
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Cotsirilos, Peter John
Cottingham, Florence Marian, B.Ed.
Cottrell, Frances Bernice, A.B., M.S.
Couch, William Franklin, .A.B.
Coughlin, Fred Raymond, B.S.
Coughlin, Virgil Edward, B.S.
Council, Harold Edward
Council, Helen Janet
Counsil, Mary Jo
Countryman, Donald Allen
Courtney, Alice Eileen
Courtney, Robert Gordon, B.Exi.
Courtright, Brooks Hiram, A.B., .A.M.
Courtright, Lillie Belle
Couston, George Bruce
Covalt, Max Albert
CoVan, Jack Phillip, B.S., B.S.
Decatur ENG ME Jr
Urbana LAS Genl So S I
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Martinsville ENG CerE So
Memphis, Tenn. COM LD Fr
Chillicothe ENG CerE Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Urbana AGR HEcon Fr
Flossmoor MED Med 2
Auburn GRAD Hist U
Champaign LAS Genl Fr
Green Valley LAS PJnl Fr
Mt. Auburn GRAD Educ EM
New Holland GR.AD Agron U S I
Centralia LAW Law 1
Pearl City LAS Genl So
New York, N.Y. GRAD Cer U
Urbana GRAD DHusb U S I
Wichita, Kan. GRAD Chem U
Peoria GRAD Physics U
Chicago COM UD Jr
Chicago COM UD Irr S
Biggsville AGR HEcon Irr s
Biggsville AGR Genl Sr
Chicago PE PE Fr
Libertyville COM LD Fr
Aurora FAA Arch Jr
Chicago ENG ME So
Park Ridge LAS Genl Fr
Benld GRAD Geog EM
Christopher GR.AD Educ EM S I
Ottawa LAS Genl Jr
Urbana LAS Genl Jr S I
Urbana LAS Genl Fr
Rockford GRAD Hist U
Urbana ENG ME Jr
Rock Island FAA Mus Fr s
Sugar Grove ENG ME Jr
Pittsburgh, Pa. GR.AD Chem U
St. Louis, Mo. LAS PMed Fr
Gary, Ind. JNL Jnl Sr
Gridley LIB LibSci 1 S
Taylorville GRAD Educ EM S I
Lincoln PE PE Fr
Normal LAS Chem Fr
Clinton LAS Genl Jr
Urbana GRAD Chem U S I
Rantoul Fr s
Springfield Fr s
Metropolis AGR HEcon So
Chicago ENG ME Jr
Champaign COM LD Fr
Matteson LAS Genl Jr
Assumption GRAD -Accy U s
Taylorville EDUC Genl Jr S I
Monmouth GRAD Educ U s
Chicago Heights EDUC Genl Sr s
Seneca AGR Genl Sr
Golconda AGR HEcon Fr
Chicago PE PE Fr
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4
Bloomington LAW Law 2
Chicago LAS PJnl So
E^st St. Louis EM
Westville LAS Genl So s
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Chicago MED Med 2
Danville GRAD Hist U s
Champaign LAS Genl Irr Is
Winchester GR.AD Engl U
Winchester GRAD .AgEcon u
Winchester AGR Genl Irr s
Sherman AGR Genl Jr
Sherman AGR HEcon Fr
Benton LAS Genl So
IndianapoHs, Ind. COM UD Sr
Chicago JNL Jnl Sr
Marion GRAD Educ EM
Sheldon GRAD Educ u s
Champaign So s
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Mattoon PHARM Pharm 3
Urbana GRAD ME U S I
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Coveny, Raymond Daniel
Coveny, Rita Geraldine, B.S.
Cover, William Henry
Coverstone, Hoyt Orlando, B.Ed.
Covey, Elizabeth Jane
Covin, Martina
Cowan, Robert Herman
Cowell, Mary Kay
Cowling, Marjorie Ruth
Cox, Arthur Charles, .'^.B.
Cox, Arthur Stuart
Cox, Carrie Erlene
Cox, Charles Donald, B.S.
Cox, Charles Leroy, B.Ed., M.S.
Cox, Dorothy Lois
Cox, Eugene L.
Cox, James Francis
Cox, Kelly, Jr.
Cox, Loyd Franklin, B.Ed.
Cox, Martha Lorraine, B.Ed.
Cox, Mary Brothers
Cox, Mary Josephine, B.S., .\.M.
Cox, Richard Otis
Cox, Robert Greorge
Cox, Shirly Dean
Cox, William E.
Cox, William Morgan, Jr.
Coyer, Frank Prosper
Crabtree, Roland Hoyt, A.B.
Crafft, William McGarvey, A.B.
Craft, Irene Louise, B.S., A.M.
Crafton, Paul Moody, B.S., M.S.
Crafts, Mary Margaret, B.Ed.
Cragen, Bess C.
Craig, Carolyn Jane
Craig, Cora Dale
Craig, Daryl Edward
Craig, Joim Basil, Jr.
Craig, Orral, Jr.
Craig, Wilbar .Alexander, B.Ekl.
Craig, William Joshua
Crain, .Albert William, B.S.
Crain, Delmar, B.S.
Crain, Gwendolyn Violet
Crain, Wilburn Beverly, B.S.
Craine, Leslie Olen
Cramer, Daniel Thomas
Cramer, Edith Evelyn
Cramer, Glenn Riley
Cramer, Richard Alan
Cramer, Ward Hanford
Cramer, William Nathaniel
Crandall, John Morris
Crandall, Mrs. Kathleen
Crandall, LeRoy Delheart
Crandell, John Philip
Crandell, Margaret Elizabeth
Crandell, Stewart Judson, A.B., .A.M.
Crane, Betty Lou
Crane, Ethel Lucile
Crane, John William
Crane, Robert Leo
Crane, William Henry
Crang, Dick Griffin
Cranshaw, Robert Henry
Crate, Harold, B.S.
Crause, Homer Lee
Craven, Claire Marie
Craven, Helen Frances
Craven, Jerry Lowell, B.Ed., M.S.
Cravens, Lawrence .Alexander, B.S.
Cravens, Marian Nadyne
Cravens, William Ancil, B.S.
Craver, Mary Belle, B.Ed.
Crawford, Katharine
Crawford, Richard Donald
Crawford, Warren Lee
Crawford, Wendell Eugene
Crawley, Julia .Ann, .A.B., A.M.
Crawshaw, Clyde, B.Ed.
Creager, Delmer Edward
Creager, Mary Dexter, B.Ed.
Creek, George Everett, B.E>i., M.S.
Crego, Mary Janet
Creighton, Martha Jane
Verona LAS Genl Unc S II
Verona EDUC Genl In- S
Tunnel Hill LAS Genl Fr n
Montrose GRAD Chem U S II
Peoria LAS Genl Fr II
Hamburg LAS Genl So II
Danville COM LD Fr II
Cairo JNL Jnl Jr II
Albion COM LD So II
Quincy GRAD Educ EM II
Olney ENG EE Sr II
Charleston EDUC Genl Sr II
Fithian GRAD Bact U S II
Fairbury GRAD Educ u S
Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Marion COM UD Jr II
Oak Park LAS Genl Sr S
Hoopeston PE PE So II
Johnston City GR.AD Educ EM S II
Carbondale GRAD Educ U S
Norfolk, Va. L.AS Genl Fr II
Benton, Ky. AGR HEk:on Irr
Urbana COM LD Fr
South Orange, N.J. COM UD Jr II
Caseyville LAS Chem Fr
Grayville FAA Arch So II
Hardin LAS Genl Fr II
Champaign COM LD So II
Champaign GRAD Accy U S II
Middlesboro, Ky. MED Med 4 II
Milo, Mo. LIB LibSci 1 S II
Washington GRAD Educ U S
Normal GRAD Engl U S
East St. Louis EM
Danville LAS Genl Sr II
W'alnut LAS Genl Jr II
Galesburg LAS PJnl Fr II
Cannelton, Ind. COM UD Sr II
Oakland LAS PMed Fr II
Prophetstown GR.AD Educ EM S II
Clinton ENG MetE Sr II
Lawton, Okla. GR.AD -Agron U S II
Herrin PE PE Irr S
Percy .AGR HEcon So II
Percy EDUC Genl Irr S
Benton AGR Genl So
Wenona COM LD Fr
Oblong .AGR HEcon So
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Waterloo, Iowa LAS PMed Jr S II
Blue Island COM UD Sr II
Clinton ENG EE Fr II
Piper City AGR Genl Fr II
lola Fr S
Erie -AGR Genl So II
Champaign ENG .AgEng Sr II
Champaign LAS Genl So II
Newark, Ohio GRAD Speech U II
Washington, Pa. LAS Genl Fr S II
Danville EM II
Chicago ENG Genl Fr II
Bridgeport AGR Genl So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Clinton COM LD Fr II
Richmond, Va. LAS ChEng So II
New Lenox GRAD CE U II
Cairo ENG EE Fr
Odell LAS Genl Fr
Odell LAS Genl Jr II
Charleston GRAD Chem U S
Roanoke GRAD Educ EM
Villa Grove LAS Genl Fr
Buffalo Hart GRAD Educ EM s
Murphysboro LIB LibSci 1 s
Tolono EDUC Genl Sr s
Mt. Carmel ENG EE Fr II
Urbana AGR Genl Fr II
Urbana LAS Genl So II.
Greencastle, Ind. GRAD French U s
Marseilles GRAD Educ U s
Decatur ENG Genl Jr
Vienna GRAD Zool U s
Herrin GRAD Chem U s
Plainfield AGR HEcon Fr II
Fairfield COM UD Jr s
i
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Creighton, Mary Ann, A.B.
Cremeans, Charles Davis, A.B., A.M.
Crenshaw, Esther Mary, B.S., B.S.
Crenshaw, Joseph Howard, B.Exl., M.S.
Cress, Allan Martin
Cress, Charles Henry, Jr.
Cress, James Washington, Jr.
Cress, Robert William
Crews, Donald Luther, B.S.
Cribbet, John Edward, A.B.
Cribbett. Wilba Luella, B.Ed.
Crim, Viola .Alba, B.Ed.
Crist, Edward Preston
Crist, John Wesley, B.S.
Crittenden, .-Mden LaRue
Critton, Robert DeWeese
Crockatt, David William
Crocker, Forrest Glenn
Crockett, Benjamin Harrison
Crockett, Theoplis -Augustine
Crocombe, Phyllis Louise
Croessmann, John Gunster, A.B.
Crombie, Robert Anderson
Croninger, Robert .Arthur
Cronkhite, Violet Grace
Crooks, Betty June
Crookshank, Robert Richard
Crosby, Lucile Zeda, .A..B., B.S.
Crosby, Ruth Joan
Cross, Charles William
Cross, Jasper William, Jr., B.Exl., A.M.
Cross, John Meckling
Cross, Kenneth William, B.Ed.
Cross, Leland Russell
Cross, Owen Harvey
Cross, Ward Hubert
Crossland, Edith Irene
Crossland, Marjorie Jean
Crossland, Maurice Maynard
Crossley, Richard Cleary
Crossman, Ruth, .A.-B., B.S., M.S.
Crosson, Thomas Herman
Crost, Eidwin .Augustus, B.S.
Croswhite, Ruth Elizabeth
Crouch, -Austin Lee, B.S., A.M.
Crouch, Doris Enid
Crowder, Robert Thornton
Crowell, Raymond LeRoy, B.Ekl.
Crowley, Charles Henry
Crowley, Cynthia Louise
Croxton, Harold Lee
CruU, Eugene Hiram
Crum, .Arthur Hallam
Crum, Dorothea Maxine
Crum, Lois Carol
Crum, Paul .Anderson
Crum, Raymond Roy, A.B., A.M.
Crump, Mrs. Delilah
Crump, Elden -Arthur, B.S.
Crumrine, Joseph Lyle
Cruse, Lorraine
Cucci, .Angelo Micliael
Cuddington, Irving James
Culberson, Maxine Clarice
CuUen, Arthur James, B.S.
CuUen, James Cornelius
Cullen, Mary Alice
Cullerton, .\nne Marie
Cullerton, Margaret -Agnes
Cullinan, Duane Austin, -A.B.
Cullinane, John Rayburn
Culp, Lester Irvin
Culton, Mary Bess, .A.B.
Culver, Lawson Blaine, B.S.
Culvey, Marjorie Mae, B.S.
Cumings, Harry Warren, Jr., B.S., A.M.,
Ph.D.
Cumiskey, Thomas Eugene
Cummings, Betty Mae
Cummings, John Raymond, A.B.
Cummings, John Swingle
Cummings, Margaret .Ann, B.Exj.
Cummins, James Francis
Cummins, LaVerne Nemo
Cummins, Lindell Lewis, B.S.
Fairfield LAW Law 3
Urbana GR.AD Hist U s II
Xenia, Ohio GRAD LibSci U S
Wayne City GRAD Exluc u S
Hillsboro LAS G«nl Jr II
Lombard MED Med 2 II
Hillsboro AGR Genl Jr II
Hillsboro COM LD Fr II
Dixon LAS ChEng Irr II
Findlay LAW Law 1 II
Bethany GRAD Educ U s
Carbondale LAS SocAdm Irr S
Pekin ENG ME Jr
Danville FAA Art Irr II
Wichita, Kan. LAS Chem Jr II
Aurora COM UD Sr II
Chicago F.AA Arch Jr
Salem COM LD Fr
Chicago Fr S
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Du Quoin LAS Genl Irr II
Joliet AGR DTech Jr II
Miami. Okla. LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Virginia EDUC Genl Sr s
Fisher LAS Genl Fr II
Mattoon AGR Genl Fr II
Normal GRAD LibSci EM S
Urbana LAS Genl Fr
Rockford ENG MetE So II
Carbondale GR.AD Hist U II
Urbana COM UD Jr II
San Jose GR.AD Educ EM S II
Washington ENG ME Fr II
Benton ENG Cer So II
Polo AGR Genl Jr II
Bowen LAS Genl Sr II
Neponset AGR HEx;on Jr II
Bowen AGR Genl Fr II
Evanston ENG EE So
East Lansing, Mich. GRAD LibSci U s
Mounds LAS ChEng Fr II
Chicago MED Med 3 II
Mattoon LAS Genl Fr II
Fort Worth, Texas LAW Law 1 II
Casey AGR HEcon So II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
West Frankfort GR.AD Zool U s
Champaign -AGR Genl Jr II
Champaign AGR HEcon Sr II
La Prairie COM UD Jr II
Durand AGR Gen. Jr II
Coffeen PE PE Fr s
Peoria COM UD Jr II
Lancaster AGR HEcon So II
Dallas City AGR Genl Jr II
Hamburg GR-AD Educ U s
Champaign EDUC Genl Unc II
Chenoa GRAD Educ U II
Flanagan LAS PMed Fr II
Farina AGR HEk;on So s II
Plainfield FAA Mus Jr 11
Farmington COM LD So II
ShelbyviUe EDUC Genl Sr s II
Tuscaloosa, Ala. GRAD Span U s
Balboa, Canal Zone ENG Genl Fr
Cowden EDUC Genl Sr s
Elmwood Park EDUC Genl Jr II
Elmwood Park LAS Genl Fr II
Tremont LAW Law 3 II
St. Louis, Mo. COM LD Fr II
Tiskilwa AGR Genl Jr 11
Sheldon GRAD Educ U 11
Champaign GRAD -AgEcon U
Belvidere AGR HEcon Irr s
Dorchester, Mass. GRAD Zool U s
Toledo, Ohio LAS Genl Sr II
Akron, N.Y. AGR HEcon Fr II
Huntington, W.Va. GRAD Chem U
Birmingham, Mich. LAS Genl Sr II
Mt. Vernon GRAD Educ U s
Olney AGR Genl Jr 11
Decatur LAW Law 1 11
Grantsburg GRAD Agron U 11
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Cummins, Madge Edina
Cummiskey, Kathryn
Cundall, Zella Caster, A.B.
Cunningham, Gordon Rowe
Cunningiiani, Harold Eugene
Cunningham, Howard Layle
Cunningham, Irene
Cunningham, James Thomas, B.S.
Cunningham, John Edward
Cunningham, Lloyd Edward, B.Exl.
Cunningham, Martha Jane
Cunningham, Thomas Harry
Cunningham, Tracy, Jr.
Cunnington, Bloice Wayne
Cupp, Earl Francis
Curcio, Rinaldo Mario
Curl, Jeremiah Edward
Curl, Melvin George
Curran, Charles Eschman, Jr.
Currie, Althea Elizabeth, A.B.
Currie, Janice
Curry, Margaret Elizabeth
Curtin, David Richard
Curtin, Leo Vincent
Curtis, Charles Thomas
Curtis, Doris Mildred
Curtis, Tohn .\ddison
Curtis, Robert Dane, B.S., D.D.S.
Curtis, William .Alfred
Curvey, Josephine Raye, A.B.
Cusick, Hazel
Cusick, Norman William
Cusimano, William Ross
Cuthbert, William Lamb, Jr.
Cuthbertson, Stuart, .\.B.
Cuthbertson, William Hughes, B.S.
Cutler, Dorothie Marie
Cutler, Frank .A.llen, Jr.
Cutler, Max
Cutler, Max Helix, B.S.
Cutler, Meyer
Cutlip, Lowell Dean, B.S.
Cutright, .Mice Genevra
Cutsinger, Myrtle Odell
Cuttill, William Edward
Cutts, Robert Irving, B.S.
Cvikota, John Thomas, Jr.
Cvikota, William Rudolph
Cwiczynski, Walter
Czaja, John Emanuel
Czajkowski, George John
Czyzewski, Edward Stanley
Czyzewski, Harrj'
Daab, Robert John
DaBoll, Homer Franklin
Dacey, George Clement
Dachroth, Jeannette
Dacken, Leonard Lowery
Dadant, Charles Camille
Dady, Ralph John, Jr.
Dady, William George
Daeger, Ellen Mary
Dagit, Roland Harvey
Dagley, Bill Hudson
Dagner, Robert Edwin, B.S.
Dague, Mary Vennette
Dahlstedt, Edward Leroy
Dahm. Paul .Adolph, A.B.
DahmuE. Maurice Edward, B.S.
Dailey, Joseph Patrick
Daisy, Robert Andrew
Dale, David Oscar
Dale, Edwin Earl
Dale, Helen Jean
Dale, Paul I.
Dale, Robert CoUn
Dale, Sarah
Dale, Wesley John
Daley, Francis A.
Dallefeld, Lyle Everett
Dallenbach, Lois .Anne
Dalton, Philip Benjamen
Daly, John Joseph, Jr.
Daly, Rex Felton, B.S., M.S.
Damaske, Charles Thomas
M.S.
Urbana AGR HE^on Sr S I II
Wilmette LAS Genl So
Urbana LAS Genl Irr s
Wilmington .AGR PFor Fr II
Danville COM UD Sr II
Martinsville LAS Genl Jr II
Plainville COM LD Fr II
Springfield MED Med 4 II
Chicago ENG MetE Fr II
Gurnee GR.AD Chem U s
Marietta, Ohio JNL Jnl Jr II
Danville COM LD Fr 11
Carmi COM UD Sr II
Piper City COM LD Fr
Lawrenceville ENG Genl Fr
Chicago ENG MetE Fr
Paris AGR Genl Fr II
Manteno AGR Genl Fr II
Cairo JNL Jnl Jr II
Loda LAS Genl Irr s
LaSalle ENG ME Jr
Monticello AGR HEcon Sr S I
Chicago COM UD Jr II
Blue Mound AGR Genl Fr II
Western Springs ENG EE Jr II
Alsey LAS Genl Sr II
Rantoul COM LD So 11
Decatur GRAD Met C S I II
Chicago COM LD So II
Champaign Irr s
Gibson City .AGR HEcon So II
Chicago Heights COM UD Jr II
Jamestown, N.Y. COM UD Sr II
Rochester, N.Y. ENG ME Sr II
Bunker Hill LA\^" Law 1 s
Urbana GRAD Educ U II
Peoria PE PE Jr II
Pana LAS ChEng Jr II
Carthage AGR Genl So
Chicago MED Med 5 II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 II
LeRoy GRAD Educ U II
Casey LAS PLaw So II
Champaign Fr s
Findlay ENG EE Jr II
Chicago MED Med 5 II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Chicago AGR Genl Jr S I II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Chicago LAS PDent Fr II
Chicago LAS ChEng So II
Chicago ENG MetE Sr 11
Columbia FAA Arch So II
Hinsdale ENG EPhy Fr II
\\auconda ENG EE Jr II
Nauvoo FAA Mus So S I
Polo ENG EE Jr 11
Hamilton COM UD Sr II
Waukegan LAS Genl Fr II
Waukegan LAS Chem Fr II
Champaign EDUC Genl Jr S
New Baden FAA .Arch So 11
Calumet City LAS Genl Fr II
Assumption GR-AD Educ EM 11
Danville EDUC Genl Jr S
Moline PHARM Pharm 2 II
Oshkosh, Wis. GRAD Ent U II
Urbana GR.AD Hort U S I
Danville LAS Genl Fr 11
Jonesboro COM UD Sr
Kenilworth LAS PMed Fr II
Fairfield DENT Dent 2 n
Warrensburg LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago ENG ME Sr II
Oak Park LAS ChEng Sr II
Decatur Fr S
Oak Park LAS Chem So II
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr 11
Chicago COM UD Jr 11
Champaign JNL Jnl Sr S I 11
Brooklyn, N.Y. LAS Genl Fr II
Oak Park ENG MetE Sr II
Delta, Utah Irr s
Kewanee ENG EE Sr 1 II
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Dambman, Walter Charles, Jr.
Damisch, George Atchison, Jr.
Damisch, Hazel Bernice
Datnmers, Warren Robert
Dana, Lauretta Frances
Dander, Merle Michael
Dane, Nathan, A.B., A.M.
Daniel, Beulah Valeria
Daniel, Liberty Rose, B.S.
Daniels, Dean Gardner, B.S.
Daniels, George Herbert
Daniels, Harrison Clay
Daniher, Veronica
Dann, Ruth Edna
Danner, Brayton Vincent
Danner, Charles Steelman
Danner, Edna L.
Dannettell, Ralph
Dannevik, Hubert Woolfenden
Danreiter, LeRoy
Dante, Harris Loy, A.B.
Danzero, Andrew Eugene
Darley, Robert McCray
Darling, Dorrence Kenneth, B.Ex3.
Darling, William Noble, Jr.
Darnell, James Raymond
Darr, Milton Freeman
Daugherty, Arthur Cornelius, B.S., M.S.
Daugherty, Daniel Joseph
Daugherty, Mrs. Florence Johnson, A.B.
Daugherty, Marian Louise
Daugherty, Marjorie Ruth
Daum, Philip Andrew
Dautel, Ray Fred
Dauwalder, Paul Elbert
Davenport, Elzie Keith
Davenport, Irwin Noel
Davenport, Marolyn Estelle
Davenport, Richard Cameron
Davey. Esther, B.S., M.S.
Davey, Floyd Bruce
David, Hugo John, B.S., A.M.
David, Ira Augustus
David, Joseph M.
Davidson, Dale Oliver
Davidson, David
Davidson, James Wayne
Davidson, June Pauline
Davidson, Lois, .\.B., A.M.
Davidson, Lois Mary, B.E>i.
Davidson, Louis, B.S.
Davidson, Marion McClain, A.B., A.M.
Davidson, Tracy Phillips
Davidson, William Roger
Davie, James Daniel
Davies, Dorothy Marie
Davies, James Robert
Davies, Jane -Alice
Davi
Davi
Dav
Dav:
Dav
Davi
Dav
Dav
Davi
Dav:
Dav
Dav:
Dav:
Dav:
Davi
Dav
Dav
Dav
Dav
Dav
Dav
Dav
Dav
Dav
Dav
Dav
Dav
es, Thomas EMison
ne, Adele A.
ne, Blanche Alma
s, Adrian Walter
s, Ben Ernest
s, Bernell Vernon, B.S.
s, Charles Woodrow
s, Charlotte
s. Dean .Amos
s, Donald Earl
s, Douglas Smith
s, Elsie Belle
Ethelyn Clara, A.B., A.M.
s, Frederick Henry
s, George Hamilton
s, George Henry
s, Glenn Bryan
s, Gracilla Olive
s, Granay James
s, Hardin Allen
s, Herbert Burkey, B.Ed.
s, Horace Raymond, Jr.
s, Howard Warren
s, Hubert Porter, B.Ed.
s, Irving Franklin, Jr., B.S.
s. Jack Eugene
s, James Leslie
Upper Darby, Pa. COM LD So n
Hampshire AGR Genl Fr II
Hampshire LAS Genl Sr
Oak Park MED Med 1 II
Utica LAS Genl Jr
Genoa ENG ME Jr S II
Lexington, Mass. GRAD Greek U S 11
Mulberry Grove So S
Chicago GRAD Educ U s
Villa Grove GRAD Agron u s II
Elgin LAS Chem So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Kinsman EM II
Chicago LAS PJnl Fr II
Ipava AGR Flor Sr II
Springfield ENG CE Jr
Sidell EM
Sparta LAS Genl So II
Wheaton ENG EE Sr II
Sterling MED Med 3 s II
Burlington, Iowa GRAD Hist U s
Joliet COM UD Jr II
Peoria AGR Genl Fr II
CoUinsville GRAD Educ EM 11
Chicago ENG Genl Sr II
Urbana LAS ChEng Jr 11
Chicago COM LD So II
Palestine GRAD Educ U S
Chillicothe LAS PLaw So II
Palestine GRAD Engl U S
Peotone AGR HEcon Sr s II
Mendon AGR HEcon Fr II
Champaign PE PE Fr II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Washington, Ind. AGR Genl Fr II
Arthur COM LD Fr II
Argenta AGR Genl Sr II
Park Ridge LAS Genl So
Carbondale COM LD So II
Harvey GRAD Educ U II
Belvidere COM LD Fr II
Audubon, Iowa GRAD Educ U
Champaign LAS Genl Fr 11
Sullivan ENG Cer Fr II
Evanston COM LD Fr II
Chicago COM LD Fr 11
Great Bend, Kan. FAA Mus So II
Marshall AGR HEcon Jr II
Monmouth LIB LibSci 1 s
Salem GR.\D Educ EM s II
Brooklyn, N.Y. DENT Dent 4 s II
Mattoon GRAD French U s
Chicago COM UD Sr II
Harrisburg FAA Mus Jr II
Jonesboro ENG ME Jr II
Chicago EDUC Genl Jr II
Geneseo .''kGR Genl So II
LaGrange LAS Genl Sr II
East St. Louis LAS PJnl So
East St. Louis EM
East St. Louis EM II
Champaign MED Med 1 II
Danville COM LD So II
Rosamond MED Med 1 II
Fithian AGR Genl Jr
Wood River Fr S
Champaign LAS Genl So II
Milford AGR Genl Fr II
Champaign FAA Arch Sr s II
Champaign EDUC Genl Jr
Mexico, D.F., Mexico LIB LibSci 1 s
AUerton PE PE Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Alton ENG MetE Jr II
Jefferson, Colo. ENG ME Jr 11
Chicago LAS PJnl Fr II
Moline LAS Genl So 11
Springfield LAS Genl Sr S II
Salem GRAD Educ U S
Clayton, Mo. LAS Chem Fr 11
Sandwich ENG CE Fr II
Benton GRAD Educ EM II
Bryn Mawr, Calif. GRAD .^gEcon U II
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Urbana COM LD So 11
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Davis, James Weinert
Davis, John Calvin
Davis, John Carl
Davis, John Robert
Davis, Lee Wainscott
Davis, Leland Eugene
Davis, Leon Edsel
Davis, Leonard Noel
Davis, Lowell Arthur, B.Ed.
Davis, Mabel Irene
Davis, Marian
Davis, Marion Elizabeth
Davis, Mary Alice
Davis, Mary Beth
Davis, Mary Charlotte
Davis, Mary Elizabeth
Davis, Mary Myrtle, B.S.
Davis, Millege Miller, B.Ed.
Davis, Ralph Edward
Davis, Ralph Sterling, B.Ed.
Davis, Ren&e Chloe
Davis, Richard Pelty
Davis, Robert Edward
Davis, Robert Glenn
Davis, Robert Lawrence, B.Ed.
Davis, Rowland Miller
Davis, Roy Neil
Davis, Roy Russell
Davis, Shirley Jeanne
Davis, Thornton Alexander, B.S.
Davis, Virginia Lee
Davis, Wilman Elden
Davis, Wintress Naomi
Davison, Lois Marvyl
Davison, Lynn
Davison, Ralph Exlward, B.Ed.
Davison, Vaugh Edward, B.Ed.
Davy, Fred Russell
Davy, Wilma .\nna, B.S.
Dawidoff, Fay Helen
Daws, James Allen
Dawson, Henry Grant, B.S., M.S.
Dawson, Irma Aline
Dawson, Isaac Milton, A.B.
Dawson, John Record
Dawson, John Russell
Dawson, Julian, Jr.
Day, Donald A.
Day, Elizabeth .A.nn
Day, Mrs. Elizabeth Coone
Day, George Kenneth
Day, Howard Ellsworth
Day, James Kelsey, A.B.
Day, Joseph John
Day, Katherine
Day, Mildred Olive
Day, Richard Edward
Day, Robert Jerome
Day, Robert Sherwood
Day, Thomas Buck
Dayton, Aretas Arnold, B.Ed., A.M., Ph.D.
Dayton, Bonnie May
Deacon, Benjamin Dimmick, A.B., A.M.
Deal, Betty Converse
Deal, Frances Maurine
Dean, Gerald Maroe
Dean, Mary Elizabeth, B.S.
Dean, Orvill Pritchard
Deane, John Patrick, A.B.
Deane, Robert .Armstrong
Deany, Bernard Vincent
Dearing, Mary Jane, B.S.
Dearworth, Fred Harry, B.Ed.
Dearworth, Harry Joseph, A.B.
Deason, Herbert Ezbon
Deason, Raymond Ellery
Deaton, Alden, B.Ed.
DeBardas, Myrna Hope
DeBerge, Frank Joseph
DeBoer, Carl John, B.S., M.S.
DeBoer, Elizabeth Marian
DeBord, Carl Drurry
DeBord, Robert Allen
Chicago LAS Genl So I II
Elmhurst LAS Genl Fr I II
Crystal Lake LAS Genl Sr S
Peoria ENG ME So I II
Silvis ENG ME Fr I II
Oak Park LAS Genl Fr I II
East St. Louis COM LD Fr I
Mt. Vernon FAA Arch So I II
East St. Louis GRAD Educ EM S I
Anna AGR HEcon Jr S
Madison, Wis. LAS Genl Jr I II
Danville EM II
St. Charles AGR HEcon So I II
Urbana LAS Chem Fr I II
Chester LAS Genl Jr I II
Chrisman Fr S
Clayton EDUC Genl Irr S
Shawneetown GRAD Educ EM I
Danville LAW Law 1 I II
Huntsville GRAD Educ U S
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Mounds LAS PPharm Fr I II
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Evans, George Edwards
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Evans, John Edwards
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Evans, Mary Louise, B.Ed.
Evans, Morton Irving, B.S.
Evans, Phyllis Helen
Evans, Richard
Evans, Robert Peirce
Evans, Roy James
Evans, Tony Wright
Evans, Vernon Harry
Even, Francis .•Mphonse
Everetts, Ruby Roxene, B.S.
Everhart, Betty Jean
Everhart, William Scott
Everitt, James
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Evers, Henry Herbert
Evers, Raymond Henry, A.B.
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Fadden, Vella Mae
Faermark, Wilbert
Fagaly, Robert Dean
Fagaly, William Joseph
Fagan, Dale Wesley
Fagan, Saul Solomon
Fager, Richard Philip
Fagman, Emanuel Bass, B.S.
Fahey, Mary Kathryn
Fahrner, Eugene Louis
Faierberg, Carl Robert
Fain, Helen Joyce
Fain, Mary Jo
Fair, Dale Samuel
Fairbaim, Robert Charles
Urbana AGR HEcon So I II
Danville GRAD Educ U I II
Urbana ENG ME Jr I II
Washington LAS PLaw Jr I II
Chicago JNL Jnl Jr I II
Rockford COM LD Fr I II
Grant Park LAS Genl Fr I It
Oak Park MED Med 1 I II
Wellington GRAD Educ U S
Quincy ENG CE Fr I II
East St. Louis EM II
Chicago ENG EE Sr I II
Chicago DENT Dent 2 I II
Ogden EDUC Genl Irr S
LaSalle GRAD Accy U S I II
Carbondale COM UD Sr S I II
Springfield COM UD Sr I II
Taylorville MED Med S I II
Sheffield, Ala. LAS PJnl So I II
Urbana LAS Chem Fr I II
Springfield GRAD Educ EM I II
Effingham LAS PLaw Fr I II
Clinton GRAD Educ U I
Benton LAW Law 1 I II
Clinton AGR Genl Fr I II
Kent, Ohio LIB LibSci 1 I II
Chicago LAS Chem Sr S I II
Metropolis MED Med 5 I 11
Harrisburg COM LD So I II
Hoopeston LAS Genl Sr I II
Pittsburgh, Pa. ENG CE Jr I II
Galva GRAD Educ EM S I II
Murphysboro LAS PMed Fr I 11
Murphysboro GRAD Speech U I II
Chicago MED Med 3 I II
Clinton EDUC Genl Jr II
Chicago ENG ME Fr I II
Chicago ENG ME Fr I II
Algonquin LAS Chem Sr I II
Mason ENG ME So S I II
Freeport ENG ME Jr I II
Chicago ENG ME Jr I II
DeLong EDUC Genl Irr S
Buda LAS Genl Fr I II
Toledo COM LD Fr I II
Sidney LAS Genl Sr I II
CoUinsville JNL Jnl Sr I II
Chicago Heights LAS ChEng Fr II
Bloomington MED Med 2 I II
Centralia EDUC InEduc Sr I II
Quincy GRAD Bot EM S I II
CoUinsville LAS Genl Jr I
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr I
Kewanee EDUC Genl Sr I II
Cuba AGR Genl Jr I II
Cuba MED Med 1 S I II
Urbana AGR HEcon Sr S I II
Pontiac LAS Genl Sr I II
Aurora AGR PFor Fr I
Macomb LAW Law 2 I II
Pontiac LAS Genl Fr I II
Douglas AGR HEcon Fr I II
Monmouth GRAD Chem U I II
Springfield EDUC Genl Sr I II
Champaign LAW Law 2 I II
Champaign LAS Genl Sr I II
Springfield GRAD Educ U I II
Chicago GRAD Path C S I II
Tolono FAA Mus Fr I II
Chicago MED Med 2 I II
Morrison EDUC Genl Jr S
Chicago DENT Dent 2 I II
Fithian ENG Genl Jr I II
Fithian AGR Genl Fr I
Danville LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago AGR Genl Fr I II
Paxton COM UD Sr I II
Chicago MED Med 5 S I II
Forrest AGR HEcon Jr I II
Joliet LAS Genl Fr I
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Farina Fr S
Farina LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago COM UD Jr I II
Galesburg ENG MetE So I II
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Feagan, John Frank
Feagan, Robert Lee
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Fear, Marjorie Mildred, A.B.
Fear, Milo Clyde
Fearn, Harold George, B.Ed.
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Feaster, Donald John
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Feder, Ann
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Feeney, Luke Michael
Feeney, Mary Ellen
Fehr, Walter Frank
Fehrenbacher, George Fred
Fehrenbacher, Helen
Fehrenbacher, Joe Bernard, B.S., M.S.
Feik, Robert Lewis
Fein, Alfred Leon, B.S.
Fein, Murray William, B.S.
Feinberg, Harold Morris
Feinberg, Kenneth Hirsch
Feinberg, Leonard, B.S., A.M.
Feinberg, Lilian, A.B.
Streator LAS ChEng Fr I II
Henning COM LD Fr I II
Danville ENG ME So II
Aurora ENG MetE So
Gillespie Fr S
Decatur EDUC Genl Sr S
Buffalo LAS PMed Jr
Riverside ENG ME Jr
Riverside COM UD Sr
Marseilles ENG CE Fr
Forest Park PHARM Pharm 3
Walsh AGR Genl Sr
Naperville EDUC Genl Jr
Bronx, N.Y. DENT Dent 2
Waukegan FAA Mus Fr
Chicago ENG ME Fr S I II
Peoria COM UD Jr
Long View EDUC Genl Irr S
Cicero LAS Chem Jr
Watseka ENG EE Sr
Genesee GRAD .\ccy U s
Chicago ENG Cer So
ScioU GRAD Educ EM
Quincy GRAD Educ EM
Chicago ENG CE Sr
Mt. Vernon ENG MetE Fr
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4
Moweaqua GRAD Hist U s
Springfield MED Med 3
Ottawa GRAD CE U
Webster Groves, Mo. Fr s
Centerville. Iowa MED Med 5
Morral, Ohio AGR Genl Sr
Piper City LAS Chem So
Chicago PE PE Fr
Chicago ENG ME Jr
Buffalo, N.Y. COM UD Jr
Chicago GRAD Orthop C
East Alton ENG ME Jr
Sesser COM LD So S I II
Sesser COM UD Jr S I II
East St. Louis ENG Genl So
Urbana GRAD LibSci U S I II
Chicago COM LD Fr
Sunnyside, N.Y. FA.\ .\rch Sr
Newark, N.J. ENG ME So
Lake City LAS Genl Jr
Lake City ENG EE Jr
Barbourville, Ky. GRAD Engl U
Champaign AGR DTech Jr
Joliet LAS Chem Jr
Champaign FAA Art So
Little Rock, Ark. GRAD PolSci U
Willow Springs GRAD Geog EM
Provo, Utah GKAT> Zool U
Peoria MED Med 5
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Marion Irr s
Elgin LAS Gen! So S I II
Springfield, Mo. LAS Genl Fr
Oak Park COM LD Fr
CoUinsville ENG CE Jr S I II
Chicago LAS Chem Sr
Urbana GRAD Engl U S I II
Urbana ENG CE So
Pana GRAD Educ EM
Pana GRAD Educ EM
Erie ENG ME Sr S I II
Mill Shoals AGR Genl So
Arlington, N.J. LAS HEcon So
Chicago LAS Genl So
Ivesdale AGR Genl Fr
Springfield FAA Arch Fr
Evanston PE PE Fr
Dundas AGR Genl Fr
Flora LAS Genl Jr
Dundas GRAD Agron U S I II
Sioux City, Iowa ENG EE Sr
Chicago MED Med 2
New York, N.Y. AGR Genl Irr s
Chicago MED Med 2
Chicago MED Med 3
Urbana GRAD Engl U
Urbana LAS Genl Irr
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Feld, Myron
Feldman, Albert William
Feldman, Benjamin Jason
Feldman, Joe
Feldman, June Merriam
Feldman, Lloyd Solomon
Feldman, Norton Russell
Feldman, Philip Jesse, Ph.G., B.S.
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Feldmann, Earl Edwin
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Feldstein, Louis
Felkel, George Frances
Fellows, William Henry
Felsenfeld, Ir\'ing
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Felts, Warren Austin, B.S.
Fenchel, Robert Miles
Fencl, Raymond John
Fender, James Isaac
Fenoglio, Minnie Marie
Fenoglio, Pete
Feray, Dan Edwards, B.S., M.S.
Ferencz, Albert, B.S.
Ferguson, Barbara Lucille
Ferguson, Edward, Jr., A.B., M.S.
Ferguson, John Francis
Ferguson, Vern Stanley
Ferguson, William Allen, A.B., A.M.
Ferkel, Louis
Fermier, Fredric William, A.B.
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Ferranti, Louis A.
Ferrell, Gladys Vivienne
Ferrill, Everett William, B.Ed.
Ferris, Harold Leslie, B.S., M.S.
Ferris, Robert Edmund, A.B.
Ferris, Ruth Evelyn, A.B., B.S.
Ferry, George Francis, Jr.
Ferry, John Donald
Fetherston, John MuIhoUand, Jr.
Feurer, Alice Kathryn
Ficker, Geneva Ann
Fickie, Ward Francis
Ficor, John
Fidalgo, Julio
Fiddler, Theodore Earl
Fideor, Charles Basil
Fiedler, Doris Caroline
Field, Frederick William, B.S.
Field, Joseph Horner, B.S.
(Candidate for a professional degree)
Field, Vernon MacDonald
Fieldbinder, William Clifford
Fielder, Gordon Wesley, Jr., B.S.
Fielder, Virgil Byron, B.S.. M.S.
Fielding, James Franklin
Fielding, Russel Carl
Fields, Homer Herbert, B.Ed.. A.M.
Fierke, Miscal Leon, B.Ed., M.S.
Fiess, Harold Alvin, B.S.
Fijan, Kenneth James
File, Fred Willeford, A.B.
File, Vv'arren Mueller, B.S.
Files, William Courtney
Fillman, Eldon Mayo
Filson, Calvin Dewhirst
Fina, Louis R.
Fina, Paul Emil
Finan, Mrs. Sarah Chapman
Finder, Earl Frederick
Findley, William Nichols. A.B., B.S.E.,
B.S.E., M.S.
Fine, Harriet Elaine
Fine, Richard Irwin
Fineberg, Herbert, B.S.
Finfrock, John Henry
Chicago MED Med 5
Bellwood COM UD Sr
St. Louis LAS Genl Fr
Brooklyn, N.Y. DENT Dent 3
Syracuse, N.Y. DENT Dent 4 S I II
Chicago LAS PMed So
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Newark, N.J. MED Med 2
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS Chem Fr
Oak Park COM LD So
Mt. Vernon, N.Y. DENT Dent 1
Champaign AGR HEcon Jr
Mt. Vernon LAS PDent Fr
Champaign AGR HEcon Sr S I II
Chicago DENT Dent 1
Hillsboro AGR Genl Fr
Troy, N.Y. ENG Cer Jr
Brooklyn, N.Y. DENT Dent 4 S I II
Bellwood COM UD Jr S I II
Bellwood LAW Law 1
Harrisburg GRAD MusEd U S
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr
Cicero PE PE Fr
Farina JNL Jnl Jr
Spring Valley EDUC Genl Sr s
Canton ENG EE Fr
Beaumont, Texas GRAD Geol. U s
Chicago DENT Dent 4 S I II
Waterman LAS Genl Sr
St. Louis, Mo. GRAD Zool U
Greenville AGR Genl Jr
Rantoul COM UD Jr
Roanoke, Mo. GRAD Math U S I II
Chicago DENT Dent 2 S I II
Hartford, Conn. LAW Law 3
Rockford LAS PLaw Fr
West Springfield, PE PE Fr
Mass.
Eldorado Fr s
Makanda GRAD Hist U S I 11
Annawan GRAD Educ U s
Chicago LAW Law 3
Defiance, Ohio LIB LibSci 1 s
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chrisman LAS PMed Fr
Edgewood, Pa. ENG ME So S I
New Athens LAS Genl Sr
Staunton JNL Jnl Jr
Kansas City. Mo. ENG EE Sr
Madison ENG ME Jr
Santiago, Mexico LAS Chem So
Elgin EM
Rochester, N.Y. LAS Chem Jr
Granville AGR HE:con Sr
Monmouth DENT Dent 3 S I II
Tulsa, Okla. GRAD EE U
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Champaign COM LD So s
Lincoln GRAD Educ U
Champaign GRAD AgEcon U
Champaign LAS Genl So
Streator COM LD Fr
Bement GRAD Econ U s
Carbondale GR.A.D Bact c
Ringoes, N.J. GRAD Chem u
Granite City LAS PMed So
Pocahontas LAW Law 3
Pocohontas LAS Genl Irr
Dennison ENG ME Fr
Gardner LAS PMed Jr
Taylorville COM LD So
Cleveland, Ohio LAS Genl Jr
Cleveland, Ohio EDUC Genl Sr S I II
Urbana Fr s
Champaign COM LD Fr
Urbana GRAD ME u
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago JNL Jnl Sr
Champaign GRAD Chem u S I II
Urbana LAS G€nl Fr
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Finfrock, Lawrence Johnson, B.S.
Finger, Walter Ernest
Fink, George Robert, B.S.
Fink, Gerald Herbert
Fink, Roma Marion
Fink, Ruth Eloise, A.B.
Fink, Sophie Louise, B.S.
Finkel, .\rthur Lewis, B.S.
Finkelstein, Bernard
Finkelstein, Myron
Finkelstein, Sam
Finkelstein, Stanley Ira
Finkenbinder, LaVerne William
Finlay, George
Finley. Bernard Lyle
Finley, Clara Mildred
Finley, Dale Claude, Jr.
Finley, Jessie Louise
Finley, John Exiward
Finley, Norman Waldo, B.Ed.
Finley, Roberta Jane, B.Ed., M.S.
Finley, Roy Irwin
Finn, Matthew Thomas, Jr.
Finn, Philip Leon
Finn, Robert Leo
Finne, Fred Ronald
Finnell, Waldo Manford
Finnestad, Gerald Ray
Finney, Arthur Lewis
Finney, Benjamin Ralph
Finney, David Bertric, Jr.
Finstad, Edwin Christian
Fiocchi, Charles Anton
Fiocchi, Richard Angelo, B.Exi.
Fiorentini, Ralph, B.S., M.Mus.
Firebaugh, Max Creighton
Firestone, Blanche Audrey
Firke, William Franklin
Firth, Eveline, B.Ed.
Firth, Ruth Gebhardt, A.B., A.M.
Fisch, Irving Mac
Fisch, Theodore
Fischer, Burnell, A.B.
Fischer, Elmer Edward, B.S., M.S.
Fischer, Harold Carl, A.B.
Fischer, Helene Hansina
Fischer, Lawrence Wenter
Fischer, LeRoy Henry, A.B., A.M.
Fischer, Monroe Carl, A.B., A.M.
Fischer, Myrna Joyce
Fischer, Raymond, B.S.
Fischer, Wilham August, B.S.
Fischer, William Marcellus
Fish, Albert
Fish, Genevieve Vivian
Fish, Robert Earl
Fishbein, Richard James, Jr.
Fishbein, Robert Sander
Fishel, Clark Wendell
Fisher, Charles Dillon, B.S.
Fisher, Durand Whitney
Fisher, Eugene Irving
Fisher, Eva Venita, B.S.
Fisher, Francine Shirley
Fisher, George William
Fisher, Glen Cloyd
Fisher, Gussie Lorraine, A.B.
Fisher, Harry Fred, Jr.
Fisher, James Harold
Fisher, Kenneth Edward
Fisher, Marvin,
Fisher, Mary Eloise
Fisher, Richard Forrest, A.B.
Fisher, Robert Allan
Fisher, Robert Forrest, Jr.
Fisher, Shirlee
Fishkin, Martin, B.S.
Fishman, Bernard
Fishman, Isidore Harry
Fishman, Victor P.
Fishwick, William
Fiske, Robert Leslie
Fissel, James Kenneth
Fitch, Donald Anderson
Fitch, Marvin
Urbana GRAD Geol U S I II
Bloomington AGR Genl Jr
Urbana GRAD CE U
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Streator FAA Mus Fr
Chicago GR.\D Bact C S I II
Urbana GRAD Econ U
Lynchburg, Va. GRAD Educ U S I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Chicago DENT Dent 1
Woodmere, N.Y. LAS Genl Jr S I 11
Pearl City AGR Genl Fr
Chicago COM LD Fr
Fairfield EDUC AgEduc Sr
Marissa AGR HEx:on Fr s
Olney LAS Genl Fr
Hoopeston AGR HEcon Jr
Lawrenceville AGR Genl Fr
Galatia GRAD Educ U s
Bridgeport GR.'^D Educ U
Lawrenceville AGR Genl Sr
Chicago ENG ME Jr
New York. N.Y. LAS Genl Jr
Chicago COM UD Jr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Minooka AGR Genl So
Petersburg PHARM Pharm 4
St. Joseph AGR Gen! Sr
Petersburg PHARM Pharm 2
New York, N.Y. COM LD So
Cherry EDUC Genl Sr s
Middletown GRAD BOO EM S I II
Carlinville GRAD Mas U s
Mt. Vernon LAS Genl So
St. Louis, Mo. LAS Genl Fr
Mansfield LAS Genl Fr
Gillespie GRAD BOO EM S I
Galesburg GRAD Educ U s
Chicago COM LD Fr
Newark, N.J. LAS Genl So
Carmi MED Med 2
Kewanee GRAD Educ U s
Chicago MED Med 1
Brownstown LAS Genl Sr S I II
Wilmette LAS ChEng Fr
Hoffman GRAD Hist U
Scranton, Pa. GRAD Econ U
Moline LAS Genl So
DuQuoin GRAD Educ EM
Mt. OUve GRAD Geol U
Highland Park COM UD Jr
DuQuoin LAS PMed Jr
Chicago PE PE Sr
Franklin Grove COM LD Fr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Chicago ENG MetE So
Downers Grove JNL Jnl Jr
Champaign COM UD Irr S
Spencer, N.Y. COM UD Jr
Muskegon, Mich. LAS Genl Jr
Karnak AGR HEcon Irr S
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Roseville ENG EE Fr
Monticello LAS Genl Irr
Bement GRAD Math U S
Urbana ENG EE So
Chicago LAS Genl So
Bement AGR Gen! Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Chicago LAS Gen! Jr
Urbana GRAD Geo! U S I
Champaign LAS Genl Sr
Urbana COM UD Sr S I II
Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr
Chicago MED Med 4
Chicago COM LD Fr
New York, N.Y. DENT Dent 2
Chicago MED Med 2
Springfield ENG EE Fr
Springfield LAS PMed Fr S
Danville LAS Genl So
Pontiac ENG Genl Fr
Council Bluffs, Iowa FAA Arch Sr
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Fleming, Miriam Louise, A.B.
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Fleming, Ward, A.B.
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Fletcher, Ruth Edith, B.S.
Fletcher, Thomas William
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Fleury, Helen Marie
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Flexman, George Ransom
Flexman, Ralph Eugene
Flinn, Nana W.
Flint, Leonard Oliver
Flood, Robert Carl
Flora, Ralph Frederick
Florence, Edgar Howard
Flores, Joseph S., A.B., A.M.
Floreth, Earl Henry
Flori, Beatrice Marian, B.Ed.
Florio, Aurelio Eugene, B.S., A.M.
Flowers, Helen Leneva, A.B., A.M.
Floyd, Morris
Floyd, Norma, B.S., A.M.
Flucke, Paul Charles
Flum, Philip Newton
Fly, John Wesley, B.S.
(Completing thesis on leave of absence)
Flyer, Joe Isadore
Flynn, Alvees James
Flynn, Charles Everette, B.S., A.M.
Flynn, Maire Emily
Flynn, Richard Harris, B.S., A.M.
Focht, John Dwight
Foederer, Herbert Joseph, B.S.
Foerster, Edward Leroy
Foerster, Melvin Vernon
Barry AGR HEcon Fr II
Albuquerque, N.M. AGR Flor Sr II
Quincy COM UD Sr
Flossmoor LAS Genl Jr II
Peoria ENG Genl Fr II
Rantoul AGR HEcon Sr S II
Independence, Kan. AGR Flor Sr II
Xenia AGR Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Albany, N.Y. MED Med PG II
Oak Park GRAD ObstetGyn C II
Franklin GRAD Educ EM S
Martinsville COM UD Sr II
Arlington AGR Genl Sr II
Salt Lake City. Utah GRAD Chem U II
Batavia AGR Genl So II
Lincoln ENG CerE Sr II
Urbana GRAD Econ U s II
Findlay PE PE So
Monticello ENG EE Jr II
St. Louis, Mo. LAS Genl So II
Chicago FAA Arch Sr II
Lyons COM LD So
Hinsdale ENG CE Jr II
Riverton Fr s
Chicago MED Med 4 s II
Johnson City, Tenn. LAS ChEng So II
Tuscola LAS PLaw Fr II
McLeansboro GRAD Educ U s
Springfield COM UD Jr II
DuQuoin LAS Genl So II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Urbana GRAD LibSci U s II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
East St. Louis GRAD Engl U s
Thayer AGR Genl Sr s II
Olney AGR Genl Sr II
Bement LAS Genl Sr s II
Monticello GRAD Educ U s
Carthage GRAD Educ U s
Arthur ENG ME So
Arthur LAS PMed Fr II
Bement AGR HEcon So s II
Rochester, N.Y. PE PE So
Burnside GRAD Educ EM s II
Carriers Mills GRAD Educ EM
Evansville, Ind. LAS Genl So s II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
Patchogue, N.Y. DENT Dent 2 II
Mason City Fr s
Urbana FAA Art So s II
Granite City GRAD Educ EM s II
Newark AGR Genl So II
Detroit, Mich. ENG CE So II
Chicago COM UD Sr II
Urbana PE PE Jr s
Chicago Heights FAA Mus Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Godfrey EM II
Joliet AGR DTech Fr
Rockford FAA Arch Jr II
Hoopeston COM LD So II
Erie FAA Mus Fr s
Urbana GRAD Span U s II
Jacksonville JNL Jnl Jr II
Newton GRAD Zool U II
Champaign GRAD Educ U II
St. Louis, Mo. GRAD Engl U s
Mulberry Grove COM LD Fr
Mulberry Grove LAW Law 1 s
Kansas City, Mo. LAS ChEng Jr II
Chicago LAS Chem Fr II
Gainesville, Fla. GRAD Accy U s II
Chicago ENG EE Jr II
Champaign COM LD So s
Champaign GRAD Hist U s
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Urbana GRAD AgEcon U
Centralia LAS PJnl Fr II
Pierron GRAD BusAdm U II
Maywood LAS ChEng Sr II
Maywood COM LD Fr II
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Forsberg, Carl E^rl
Forse, James Lewis
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Forst, Ralph William
Forster, Arthur Cecil, B.Ed., A.M.
Fort, Carol Lee
Fort, Donald Marion, A.B., A.M.
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Foster, George Rufus
Foster, John Joseph
Foster, Joseph Edward
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Hamilton, Peter
Hamilton, Robert Lynn, B.S.
Hamilton, Samuel Logan, Jr., B.S.
Hamilton, Walter Weldon. B.Ed.
Hamilton, William Thomas
Hamlin, Howland Joseph
Hamm, Fred Finely
Hamm, Jack Kenneth
Hamm, Jeanne Valentin
Hammack, Glenard George
Hamman, Robert Eugene
Hamman, Thurman Ralph
Hammar, Rov Arthur
Hammer, .Alfred Erie, B.S.
Hammer, David Edwin
Hammer, Fred Trowbridge
Hammer, Jesse David
Hammer, Jesse Seymour
Hammer, Richard Francis
Hammerlund, Betty Lou
Hammerlund, Wayne Ellis, .\.B.
Hammerslough, Joseph Sommers
Hammersmith, John William
Hammerstein, Edward Hersey
Hammerstrom, Allan Farnum
Hammerton, Lloyd Dale
Hamming, Richard Wesley, B.S., .A.M.
Hammond, Rex Decker, B.S.
Hammond, Robert Warren
Hamper, Raymond Thomas
Petersburg COM LD So
Berwyn LAS Genl Jr
Hindsboro AGR Genl Sr
Sycamore COM LD So
Champaign ENG Genl Jr S I II
Glidden, Iowa LIB LibSci 1 S
Palos Heights LAS Genl Fr
University City, Mo. LAS Genl Sr
Urbana LAS Genl Jr S I II
Georgetown, Ky. LIB LibSci 1 S
Rock Island AGR Genl Fr
St. Joseph GRAD Educ U S I II
E^st Lynn EDUC Genl Sr S I II
Oakland LAS PMed Fr
Park Ridge AGR Genl Fr
Jacksonville GRAD Math U
Morrison GRAD Math U
Springfield LAS Genl So
Mendota ENG Genl Fr
Rockford LAS PLaw So
Farmer City ENG MetE So
Charleston GRAD French U
Oak Park ENG ME Jr
Champaign LAS Genl So
Chicago DENT Dent 4 S I II
New York, N.Y. DENT Dent 4
Chicago GR.\D Bact C S I II
Sussex, Wis. FAA Arch Fr
Vincennes, Ind. AGR DTech Jr
Vincennes, Ind. JNL Jnl Jr
Manitowoc, Wis. GRAD Agron U S I II
Ashkum GRAD Soc U S
Belleville COM LD So S I II
Chicago LAS PJnl Fr
Norris City AGR HEcon Fr s
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Urbana LAS PDent So
Chicago ENG ME So
Elgin EM
Peru AGR Genl Sr S I
Homewood AGR Genl Jr
Pontiac LAS Genl So
Morrison ENG MinE Sr S I II
Vandalia PE PE Sr
Kewanee LAS Genl Sr
Peoria LAW Law 1
Rockford LAS Genl So
DuQuoin AGR Genl Jr
Urbana ENG EE Jr
Dallas, Tex. GRAD Engl U S
Whittington AGR Genl Jr
Chicago MED Med 1 S I II
Pontiac JNL Jnl Sr
Cora AGR HEcon Irr S
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
Latham GRAD Educ U s
Chicago MED Med 4
Harrisburg GR.\D Educ EM S I II
DuQuoin AGR Genl Jr
Champaign LAS Genl Fr
Chicago LAS PJnl Fr
Chicago ENG CE Sr
Chicago FAA Art So
Chester COM UD Jr S I II
LeRoy LAS Chem So
Decatur COM UD Jr
Chicago ENG EE Jr
Champaign GRAD BOO U s
Pekin LAS Genl Fr
Hindsboro AGR Genl Sr
Congress Park PHARM Pharm 4
Farmer City COM LD So
Edelstein AGR Genl So
Normal LAS Genl Fr
Galva GRAD Latin U S I
Springfield ENG ME Fr
Sycamore ENG CE Jr
Savanna ENG EE Jr
Oak Park COM UD Sr
East Lynn LAS Genl Fr
Chicago GRAD Math U
Chicago MED Med 4
Salem COM LD Fr
Chicago COM LD Fr I II
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Hampton, George Ryburn
Hampton, James Hall
Hampton, James Randall
Hampton, Jesse John
Hampton, John Lowell, B.S., A.M.
Hampton, Ralph Winfield
Hampton, V'ern James, B.S.
Hanaifin, Mary Patricia
Hanahan, Donald James
Hanawalt, Vera Matilda, .\.B., M.S.
Hanby, Bernadine Carmen, A.B.
Hance, Charles Robert
Hance, Robert Elmer
Hancock. Jack .^rnot
Hand, Harriet
Handelman, Eugene Victor, B.S.
Handlon, Colin Carl, .A.B.
Handrick, Richard George, B.Chem., M.S.
Handschin, Richard
Handtmann, George Edward, Jr.
Handy, James Harold
Hanes, Betty Jane
Hanes, Ralph Elwood
Hanes, Vincent Eugene, .-^.B., M.S.
Haney, Donald Warren
Hang, Daniel Frank
Hangos, George William
Hanisee, Betty Jeanne
Hanitz, Elizanne
Hankermeyer, Ralph George
Hankins, Dale Leonard
Hanks, Lois Virginia
Hanks, Paul Barnett
Hanks, Robert Lincoln
Hanley, Bernard Cahill
Hanley, Dorothy Jane, .A-.B.
Hanlon, Frank Joseph
Hanlon, John Walker
Hanmer, George Maxwell
Hanmer, Robert Stuart
Hanna, .\lice Margaret, B.S.
Hanna, Daniel Robert
Hanna, Edward Clark
Hanna, John J.
Hanna, Margaret Eloise
Hanna, Nathaniel Phillip
Hannah, Lawrence Hugh
Hannah, Noel Lyle
Hannah, Norman Britton
Hanover, Clarence, B.S.
Hansberger, Lawrence Eugene, B.Ed.
Hansel man, Lorna Bernice
Hanselman, Paul .\loysius
Hansen, Carl Frederick
Hansen, Edwin LeRoy, B.S.
Hansen, George Nielsen
Hansen, Louis .Andrew
Hansen, Myrtle Edith
Hansen, Richard Oertel
Hansen, William Otto, Jr.
Hansing, Frank Detleff
Hansman, Margaret Mary, .\.B., .•\.^L
Hanson, Earl Thomas, B.Ed. A.M.
Hanson, Frederick Clare
Hanson, Grant David, A.B.
Hanson, Hugh, B.S.
Hanson, Inga Gudrun, .A.B., .^.M.
Hanson, John Richard
Hanson, John Wagner
Hanson, John William
Hanson, June Marilyn
Hanson, Lloyd Thoxton
Hanson, Milferd Curtis, B.Ed.
Hanssen, Stanley Benzies
Hantover, Grace Cecile
Hapke, .Arthur Dumont, Jr.
Harastanv, Thomas Alfred
Harbaugh, Claude, B.S.
Harbaugh, Ronald Maurice
Harber, John Edward
Harbison, Mrs. .-\gnes Rassell
Harbison, Charles Horace, B.Ed.
Harbison, James Lowell, B.Ed., M.S.
Hardacre, Delbert Earl
Carterville LAS Genl So S I 11
Illiopolis AGR Genl Jr
Champaign AGR Genl Sr
Benton ENG Cer Fr
Litchfield Irr S
Champaign COM UD Sr
Urbana GRAD Econ U
Litchfield JNL Jnl Sr
Springfield LAS Chem Sr S I II
Galva GR.\D Bact U S I II
DeKalb GRAD LibSci U S II
Marengo LAS Chem So
Newman AGR Genl Jr
Paris LAS Genl So
Canton LAS Genl Jr
Chicago MED Med 3
Edwardsville LAW Law 1
Johnson City, N.Y. GR-\D Chem U
Urbana LAS Genl Sr
Riverside COM UD Jr
Loami AGR Genl Sr
Urbana LAS Genl Jr
Maroa AGR Genl Jr S I II
Urbana GR-^D Geol U
Mattoon ENG EPhv Sr S I
Miami Beach, Fla. ENG EE Sr
Chicago MED Med 4
Winnetka LAS Genl So
Rockford LAS Genl Sr
Forest Park ENG CE Fr
Moline ENG ME So
Chamjjaign AGR HEcon Fr
Pearl COM UD Sr S I II
Champaign LAS Genl Sr
Verona ENG Genl Sr
Champaign LAS Genl Irr S I
Chicago AGR Genl So
Galesburg LAS Genl Fr
St. Charles LAS Genl Fr
St. Charles LAS ChEng Sr
Pickering, Mo. LIB LibSci 1
Urbana ENG ME So
Alton ENG EPhy Fr
Rochester, N.Y, COM UD Jr
Alton LAS Genl Jr
Urbana COM LD So
Champaign AGR Genl So
Champaign LAS Genl Fr
Mattoon LAS Genl Sr
Oakland GRAD .\gEduc U 3 11
Roodhouse GR-^D Educ U s
Wood River LAS HEcon So
Springfield LAS Genl Jr
Champaign AGR DTech So
Champaign GRAD CE U
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr
Wauconda FAA Mus Sr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Oak Park ENG CE Sr
Watseka COM LD Fr
Bonfield AGR Crenl Sr
Colorado Springs, Colo . GR.\D Math U
Urbana GRAD PolSci U s
Geneva LAS CTenl So
Sioux City, Iowa LIB LibSci 1 s
Ness City, Kan. GRAD Zool U S I II
Chicago LAS Soc.'Vdm Irr
West Frankfort ENG MetE Sr S I
Batavia LAS Genl Jr
Evanston COM UD Sr
Rockford COM LD So s
Joliet LAS ChEng Fr
Quincy GRAD Exluc EM S I II
Chicago ENG Genl Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Argo ENG ME Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Martinton GRAD Educ U S I II
Newman PE PE Fr
Streator AGR Genl S
Anna Fr s
Herod GRAD Math EM S I
Equality GRAD Physics U s
Lanark ENG ME Sr I II
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Hardaway, Lemuel Elliott, A.B., A.M., B.S.,
M.S.
Harden, Curtis Lee
Harden, Hobart Bilderbach, Jr.
Harder, Ruth Louise
Harders, Dorothy Emily
Harders, Herman John
Hardin, Edmond Clarence, A.B., A.M.
Hardin, Roy Irwin
Hardin, Wesley Earl
Harding, Davis Philson, A.B.
Harding, Edward Thomas
Harding, Richard Corrie
Hardinger, John Daniel
Hardinger, Mavis Lorraine
Hardy, Donald Morris
Hardy, Gerald Neil
Hardy, Lillian Louise, B.S.
Hardy, Loren William, B.S.
Hardy, Vera Kathryn, A.B., A.M.
Hargitt, George Harold, Jr.
Hargitt, Richard Thomas
Hargrave, James Ebb, B.Ed.
Harkema, James, A.B.
Harkness, Florence Stella
Harlan, Ethel Rose, A.B.
Harlan, Lula Pearl
Harlan, Willard Moses, B.S.
Harland, Clelia Anita
Harland, Helen Watts, A.B.
Harland, Wilson Leo
Harless, Aubrey Eugene, B.S.
Harlow, William John
Harman, Carl Arthur. B.S., M.S.
Harman, John Royden
Harman, Marian Anna, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.,
B.S.
Harmeson, Robert Harold
Harmison, Charles Rice, A.B.
Harmon, Billie Roberta
Harmon, David Noah
Harmon, John, Jr.
Harmon, John Francis
Harmon, Kathryn Mildred
Harmon, Mary Jane
Harmon, Mary Josephine
Harmon, Mercedes LaConchita
Harms, George Elmer
Harms, Glenn Raymond
Harms, James Harmon
Harms, Reno Frank
Harms, Ricliard Gregory
Harms, Rudolph Henry
Harms, William Otto
Harn, Charles Leroy
Harn, Charles Richard
Harnetiaux, Raymond Ralph
Harnew, Ivan Howard, B.S.
Harney, Gene, A.B.
Harno, Albert James, Jr.
Harper, Anna Belle, B.Ed.. A.M.
Harper, Charles Edgar
Harper, Ernest Morgan
Harper, Eugenie Alice, A.B.
Harper, George Webber
Harper, Henry Winston
Harper, John Marcus
Harper, Katie Florence
Harper, William Joseph
Harrell, Frances Lee, B.Ed.
Harrell, LaVerne
Harren, Dorothy Lois
Harrer, Helen Mary, B.S.
Harrer, Philibert William, A.B.
Harriman, Grace
Harrington, Albert Herman, B.S., M.S.
Harrington, Francis Benedict
Harrington, Mrs. Harriett Withey
Harrington, Peter Joseph
Harris, Andrew Hezekiah
Harris, Bryan
Harris, Charles, Jr.
Harris, Clifford Edward
Harris, Ealon Roberta
Harris, Edith Frankel
Champaign GRAD Soc U S II
LaGrange LAS Chem Jr II
;
LaGrange ENG ME Fr II
Gibson City COM LD So n
Naperville FAA Art Jr II
Naperville FAA Arch Sr
Winchester GRAD French U S
Chicago ENG MetE Sr II
Clinton PE PE Jr
Franklin, Ohio GRAD Engl U II
Maywood ENG ME Fr II
Richmond, Ind. ENG ME Sr II
Mattoon MED Med 2 II
Mattoon LAS PMed Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Champaign COM UD Jr II
Omaha GRAD Hist U s
San Jose GRAD Agron U s
LaPlace GRAD Educ U s
St. Louis, Mo. ENG ME Sr I II
St. Louis, Mo. EDUC InEduc Fr I II
McLeansboro GRAD Educ U s
Urbana GRAD Chem U s I II
Yorkville AGR HEcon Jr I II
Markleville, Ind. LIB LibSci 1 s
Dunlap EDUC Genl Jr s
Peoria GRAD Educ EM s I II
Mansfield EDUC Genl Sr I II
Urbana LAS SocAdm Irr s I
Herrin PHARM Pharm 2 I II
Shelbyville AGR Genl Irr s
Belvidere COM LD Fr I II
Lanark GRAD Chem U s
Elkhart, Ind. COM LD So I II
Urbana LIB LibSci 1 s
(
Mattoon ENG CE Sr I II 1
Great Falls, Mont. GRAD Chem U s
Pana COM LD Fr s
Walsh AGR Genl Sr I II
Findlay ENG EE Fr I II
Lebanon ENG EE So I
Lebanon AGR HEcon Sr I II
Chicago EDUC Genl Jr I II
Lebanon AGR HEcon Sr I II
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr s
(
Peoria AGR Flor So I II '
CuUom COM UD Jr s I II
Chatham COM UD Jr I II <
CuUom FAA Mus Jr s I II
Cicero ENG ME Fr I II
Flanagan AGR Genl Sr I II "
Alton LAS Chem Fr I II
Marietta .^GR Genl Jr I II
Peru. Ind. PE PE Fr I II
Greenville AGR Genl Sr I II
Fisher GRAD Educ U s I II
Sycamore LAS Genl Irr s I
Urbana ENG ME Jr s
Portsmouth, Ohio GRAD Educ U s
Paxton ENG ME Sr I II
Belknap AGR Genl Fr I II
Chicago GRAD Engl U s I II
Chicago COM LD Fr I II
Crystal Lake .\GR Genl Jr I II
Thawville ENG EE Fr I
East St. Louis LAS Genl Fr I II
Moline ENG MetE Fr I II
Murphysboro GRAD Educ U s
Chicago FAA Art Fr I II
Bartonville LAS Genl Sr I II
West McHenry EDUC Genl Irr s
Collegeville, Minn. GRAD Engl U s I II
Urbana FAA Mus So I II
Frewsburg, N.Y. GRAD AgExon U s I II
Champaign LAS Genl Jr s I II
Cooperstown, N.Y. LAS Genl Jr I II
.Areola LAS ChEng Fr I II
Carthage AGR Genl So s I II
Monticello, Ark. COM UD Jr I II
Decatur FAA Arch Sr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr I II
Urbana LAS PJnl So I II
Decatur FAA Art Fr I
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Harris, Elijha Preble Oak Park LAS Chem Fr [ II
HarriSk Emily Janet Urbana FAA Art So [ II
Harris, Ernestine, A.B., B.S. Muskogee, Okla. LIB LibSci 1 S
Harris, Francis Martin Champaign LAS Genl So
Harris, Harriet Anne Shelbyville LAS Genl Jr : II
Harris, Helen Mariam Polo AGR HEcon Fr [ II
Harris, James Robert Herrin AGR Genl Jr S [ II
Harris, John Alfred Chicago LAS Chem Fr II
Harris, Leona David, B.Ed. Aurora LIB LibSci 1 S
Harris, Louise Mildred, A.B., A.M. Quincy GRAD Engl EM s
Harris, Mack Joseph Calumet City LAS Genl So II
Harris, Marian Virginia, B.S. Harrisburg GRAD Educ EM
Harris, Mary Beatrice Arlington, Va. LAS Genl Sr s . II
Harris, Max Raymond Holbrook. Neb. LAS Genl Fr II
Harris, Mervin Robert Wilmington MED Med 2 [ II
Harris, Ned Nathan Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 [ 11
Harris, Payne Senseman Monticello LAS PMed So [ II
Harris, Philip Percival, Jr. Batavia LAS Genl Jr s [ II
Harris, Richard Fielding Macomb AGR Genl So [ II
Harris, Robert James Macomb AGR Genl Sr [ II
Harris, Rowland Edwin Detroit, Mich. LAS Genl Fr [ II
Harris, Thomas Switzer Tamaroa ENG Genl Fr [ II
Harris, Wallace Charies, B.S. Macomb GRAD .•\gEcon U s
Harris, William Kenner Macomb LAS Genl Jr [ II
Harris, William Milton Urbana ENG EE So [ II
Harrison, Cleobelle, A.B., A.M. Charleston GRAD Educ EM II
Harrison, Donald Robert Putnam COM UD Sr I 11
Harrison, Edra Marlene Urbana LAS Genl Fr [ II
Harrison, Franciscius R. Alton COM UD Sr s [ II
Harrison, James Theodore, B.S. Xenia GRAD Educ U s
Harrison, Leslie .\lbert Dunlap AGR Genl Jr s [ II
Harrison, Leslie Dale, B.S. Rantoul GRAD CE U [ u
Harrison, Timothy James, B.Ed. Springfield GRAD Engl U s
Harrod, Sara Virginia, A.B. Eureka GRAD Engl U s
Harrold, Norman Minton Peoria ENG ME Fr I II
Harry, Eileen Marie Benld LAS Genl Sr s [ II
Harry, Georgia Ann Lawrenceburg, Ind. LAS Genl Sr [ II
Harshbarger, Harry Glen Areola AGR Genl Sr [ II
Harshbarger, Kenneth E., B.S., M.S. Areola GRAD DHusb U i II
Harshman, Nancy Eleanor Chicago EDUC Genl Sr [ II
Hart, Clinton Eugene Murphysboro LAS Genl Sr [ II
Hart, Edsel Fay Champaign COM LD So [ II
Hart, Elsa Carmen, B.S. Springfield AGR HEcon Irr s
Hart, Etta May Congress Park JNL Jnl Sr [ II
Hart, Harold Brooklyn, N.Y. LAS Chem Sr [ II
Hart, Harold Leon Centralia LAS Genl So [ II
Hart, James William Elmwood COM LD So [ 11
Hart, John Thomas Pontiac FAA Arch Fr [ II
Hart, Joseph Edward Wichita, Kan. JNL Jnl Jr 1 II
Hart, June Ann Oak Park LAS Genl So s [ II
Hart, Marshall Vaughn, B.S. Ullin MED Med 3 [ II
Hart, Richard Howe Chicago LAS PMed Fr [ II
Hart, Robert Benjamin, B.Ed. Galesburg GRAD Educ U s
Hart, Robert Wendell Carlinville LAS Chem Jr [ II
Hart, Tod Armsby Peoria FAA Arch Sr [ II
Hart, William Hamilton Peoria MED Med 2 [ II
Harter, Harman Leon, A.B. Bowen GRAD Math U [ II
Harter, Lillian Helaine Chicago LAS Genl Jr [ II
Harth, William Jerome Champaign LAS Genl Jr II
Hartley, Joseph Wayne. B.S. Victoria GRAD Educ U s
Hartline, John Bon Anna AGR Genl Sr II
Hartman, Armin Emil, B.Ed. Belleville GRAD Educ U s
Hartman, Da^^d Montague Carbondale ENG ME Sr 1 II
Hartman, Kermit William Chadwick ENG CE Fr II
Hartman, Lennart August Aurora ENG EE Jr II
Hartman, Leo Phillip Waukegan PE PE Jr 1 II
Hartman, Pearl Shirley Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Hartmann, William Charles Chicago PHARM Pharm 2 II
Hartong, Frances Beatrice, A.B. Plainfield GRAD Zool U s
Hartrick, Donald Lee Sainte Marie LAS PMed Fr II
Hartrick, John Edwin Champaign ENG Genl Fr 1 II
Hartshorn, Willard Glenn Harmon AGR Genl So 1 II
Hartwell, William Robert East St. Louis LAS Chem Jr 1 II
Hartwig, Edgar Emerson, B.S., M.S. Urbana GRAD Agron U S 1
Hartwig, Hellmut Arthur, A.B., A.M. Urbana GRAD Germ U S 1 II
Hartwood, Jean Lee Champaign LAS Genl So I II
Hartzell, Carl Daniel Chillicothe ENG EE Jr ] II
Hartzell, Jack Warren Beardstown ENG EE Fr I II
Hartzell, Walter Grantham Evanston ENG ME Jr 1 II
Harvey, Corinne Marion Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr I II
Harvey, Jack Victor Quincy LAS Genl So I II
Harvey, Janice Lesle Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Harvey, Lois Marie, B.S. Elgin EDUC Genl Irr s
Harvey, Robert William Island Pond, Vt. LAS ChEng Jr I ir
Harvey, Velma Alice. B.Ed. ThompsonviUe GRAD Educ U s
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Harwood, Clarence Hugh, B.Ed.
Harwood, Floyd Donald
Harwood, Mary Millicent, A.B.
Harwood, Mildred Green
Hasbrouck, Frank
Hasch, Jack, Jr.
Hasek, Robert Hall, B.S.
Haskins, Lois Elizabeth
Haskins, Richard Melvin, A.B., A.M.
Haslip, Virginia
Hass, Carl Frederick, A.B.
Hassakis, Despo N.
Hasse, Frank William
Hasse, Gorden Wilbur, A.B., A.M.
Hasse, William Henry
Hassett, Dorothy Elizabeth
Hassler, Norman W'aldo
Hastings, Gertrude Anna, B.Ed.
Hastings, Howard Eugene
Hastings, James Walter
Hasty, Hazel Hughes, B.S.
Hatch, Donald James
Hatch, Jack Graydon
Hatch, Leonard Orville
Hatch, Vern Roy
Hatcher, James Gregson, B.S.
Hatfield, Dorothy Ann
Hathaway, Harold Charles, .^.B.
Hattan, Corinne Rose, B.S., A.M.
Hattenburg, Frances Anne
Hatton, Marian
Hauber, Robert Stanley
Hauersperger, Frank Jerrj-
Hauf, Gloria Jane
Haug, Elsie Louise, A.B.
Haug, Irving O'Dean, B.Ed.
Haugens, Edward Emmett
Haun, Edwin Marcus
Haun, John Elmer, B.Ed.
Haupt, Helen Doris, A.B.
Hauptfleisch, Esther Alyda
Hauptman, Jack
Hauser, Carl Clarence
Hauser, Francis Stanley, B.S.
Hauser, Ruth Elizabeth
Haushalter, Xenia Brown, B.S.
Hausner, Robert Otto
Havens, Bernard Harry
Havens, Lois Eileen
Havens, Marjorie Rose
Haver, Warren Neil, B.Ed.
Havlik, Edward Joseph, B.S.
Havlik, Frank Joseph
Hawkins, Bill Elmer
Hawkins, Charles Warren
Hawkins, Edward Charles
Hawkins, Jean Margaret
Hawkins, Mae Ryan, B.S.
Hawkins, Nai>mi Martha
Hawkins, Ruth Kathryn, B.S.
Hawks, Allen Hart
Hawks, Edward Frank
Hawley, Jeanette Alyse
Hawley, Ralph Bronson, A.B.
Haworth, David Reese
Haworth, Grace Anna
Hawthorne, Lois Elizabeth
Hawthorne, Richard Lawrence
Hawthorne, Robert Walter, A.B.
Hay, Carolyn DeLagneau
Hay, Ralph Carroll, B.S.
Hay, Robert Thornton
Hay, Roberta Faye
Hay, William Henry, A.B., A.M.
Hayden, Clifford Lee
Hayes, Donald Leslie
Hayes, Donn Walter, B.S.
Hayes, Eklward Lowell, B.Ed.
Hayes, Elizabeth Louise
Hayes, Eugene Wesley, A.B.
Hayes, Genevieve Pauline, .^.B.
Hayes, George Rufus
Hayes, Jane Elgin
Hayes, Janis Lorraine
Charleston LAW Law 2
Salem, N.Y. AGR Genl Jr S I II
Smithboro GRAD Educ U S
Champaign AGR HEcon Fr S
Peoria LAS Genl Jr
Danville LAS PMed Fr
State College, Pa. GRAD Chera U
Danville EDUC Genl Sr S I II
Danville GR.A.D Chem U S
East St. Louis EM
Chicago LAS Genl In- S
Mt. Vernon LAS Genl Fr
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Cleveland, Ohio GRAD Zool U S I II
Urbana COM LD Fr
Pittsfield LAS Genl Jr
Belleville LAS PLaw So
Maroa GRAD Educ U S
Lexington ENG ME Fr
Kirkwood MED Med 3
Champaign GRAD Educ U S I II
Aurora F.'V.'^ Mus Jr
St. Charles LAW Law 1
Peoria AGR Genl Fr
Plymouth ENG EE Jr S I II
Morton GRAD Boo U S I II
Centralia EDUC Genl Jr S
Mt. Vernon GRAD Educ EM
Mt. Hope, Kan. GR.'^D Math U S
Kankakee LAS G€nl Fr
DesMoines. Iowa LAS Genl Sr
Decatur ENG EE Fr
Urbana COM LD So
River Forest LAS Genl Jr
Chicago MED Med 2
Fowler, Ind. GRAD AgEcon U S I II
Wenona COM LD Fr
Kansas City, Mo. LAS ChEng Sr
Nashville GRAD Educ U
Seattle, Wash. GRAD Mus U S
Springfield LAS Genl Jr
Chicago DENT Dent 4 s
Aurora ENG CE Jr S I II
Chicago GRAD Physics U 3 I
Urbana AGR HEcon Fr
Chicago EDUC Genl Irr s
St. Louis, Mo. FAA Arch Unc S I II
Chicago ENG MetE Jr
Champaign Fr s
Wheaton FAA Mus Jr
Kewanee GR.\D Educ U
Chicago MED Med 3
Elgin EM
Owaneco AGR Genl Fr
Antioch LAS Genl Jr
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Tuscola AGR HEcon Fr
Decatur EDUC Genl Irr s
Alma LAS Genl Sr S I II
Alma GRAD Bot U S I II
Bloomington COM UD Jr
Watervliet, Mich. FAA LArch Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Mason City GRAD Educ EM S I
Hominy, Okla. LAS PJnl Fr
Attica, Ind. LAS Genl Jr
Mansfield EDUC Genl Jr s
Springfield LAS Genl Fr
Dahlgren GRAD Exluc EM S I II
DeKalb JNL Jnl Sr S I II
Urbana GRAD AgEcon U S I II
Centralia LAS PJnl So
Centralia LAS Genl So
Swathmore. Pa. GRAD Philos U
Ohio AGR Genl Jr
Brimheld ENG ME So
Springfield GRAD Educ EM S I II
Humboldt MED Med 1
Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Greenview LAW Law 2 S I II
Greenfield LIB LibSci 1 s
Hoopeston AGR Genl Sr S I II
Madisonville, Ky. LAS Genl Sr
Pana EDUC HEcon Jr s
List of Students 543
Hayes, John Charles
Hayes, John Charles
Hayes, Kathryn Marie, B.Ekl.
Hayes, Marshall Francis
Hayes, Mary Lou, A.B.
Hayes, Melvin John
Hayes, Patrick Joseph, A.B.
Hayes, Roger, A.B.
Hayes, Roy Preston, Jr.
Hayes, Tiiomas Franklin
Hayes, William Bertram
Hayman, Maurice William
Hayman, Stasia, B.S.
Haynes, Howard Donald
Haynes, Lamont Henry
Haynes, Walter George, B.S., M.D.
Hays, Arthur Horrell, B.Ed.
Hays, Charles Kenneth
Hays, Ervin Ira, B.Ed., A.M.
Hays, Francis Withers
Hays, Nellie Gladys
Hays, Ray Leroy
Hayward, Harold Nathaniel, B.S., M.S.
(Candidate for a professional degree)
Hayward, Mary Lou
Hazelkorn, Herbert Nathanial
Hazelkorn, Jules
Hazen, Mary
Headley, Martha Elnore
Headley, Wayne Collins
Heady, Harold Thomas
Heady, Herbert Ardell. B.S.
Healy, Doris
Healy, Edward Daniel
Healy, Frances
Healy, Gladys Ruth, B.Ed.
Healy, Margaret Virginia, B.S.
Heaney, Lucille Anne, B.Ed.
Heape, Chester Marlin, A.B.
Heape, Homer T., B.S.
Hearsey, Herbert Rossborough, B.S., M.Ed..
Heath! Fred Lafe, Jr.
Heath, Helen Mae, A.B.
Heath, Jerry David
Heath, Lydia Jeannette
Heath, Robert
Heatherton, Richard Charles
Heaton, Herbert Francis, B.S.
Heaton, Laura Elizabeth
Heberer, Wilmer Ferdinand
Hebron, Marion Eaton
Hebson, George Charles
Hecht, Donald Charles
Hechter, Oscar M., B.S.
Heck, Alvin Edward, Jr., A.B.
Heck, Betty Jayne
Heck, Charles Voisin, A.B.
Hecker, Harold Murray
Hecker, Morris Littlefield, Jr.
Heckman, George Remington
Heckman, Gladys Fern, B.S.
Heda, Burton Armin
Hedefine, Alfred, B.S., M.S.
(Candidate for a professional degree)
Hedenkamp, Dietrich Leonard
Hedge, Joseph Streid
Hedges, Donald Rehnberg
Hedges, Robert O'Neil
Hedges, William Fulton, A.B., M..S.
Hedlin, Jack Philip
Hedlund, Earl Clifford, B.S.. M.S.
Hedrick, Betty Jean
Hedrick, Everett Russell
Hedrick, Gerald Eugene
Hedrick, Marjorie Merle
Hedrick, Robert Dwight
Hedrick, Ross Melvin
Heerdt, Martin, Jr., B.S.
Heeren, Forrest Henry, B.S.
Heeren, James Jay
Heeren, Marguerite Eleanor
Heermans, Mary Frances, A.B.
Heflfern, Erma Charletta
Urbana LAS Genl So I II
Champaign ENG CE Fr
Hoopeston GRAD Educ EM
Crystal Lake LAS Genl Fr
Urbana LAS Genl Irr S
Bloomington PHARM Pharm 3
Emden GRAD Engl U S
DeKalb LAW Law 2
Champaign ENG CerE Fr
Champaign COM UD Sr
Champaign LAS GenlDiv Fr
Alexis AGR Genl Fr
Chicago GRAD Educ U s
Towanda EDUC .A.gEduc Sr
Springfield COM UD Jr
Marseilles GRAD Neurol C
West Frankfort GRAD Educ U s
Houston AGR Genl So
Lincoln GRAD Accy u
Champaign AGR DTech Fr
Urbana LAS Genl Fr
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Yonkers, N.Y. COM LD Fr
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Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
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Highland Park LAS Genl So
Springfield MED Med 5
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Chicago COM LD Fr I
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Amboy LAW Law > I
West York AGR Genl Jr I
Sidell AGR Genl Jr I
Calumet City EDUC Genl Jr
Anna COM UD Jr S I
Crawfordsville, Ind. GRAD Bot U I
New York, N.Y. LAS Genl So I
Champaign MED MED 5 I
Philadelphia, Pa. LAS Genl Fr
Chicago ENG CE Fr I
Champaign GRAD Econ U I
Oak Park COM LD Fr I
Chicago LAS PMed So I
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I
Chicago ENG Cer Fr I
Chicago ENG Cer Fr I
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Quincy ENG ME Jr I
Chicago COM LD So I
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Rockford LAS PMed Jr I
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Malotky, Louis David, B.S.
Malquist, Richard Craig
Malsbury, Charles Wendell, A.B., B.S.
Maltby, Harry Talbott, Jr.
Maltby, Willis Gray
Maltz, Anita Ruth
Maltz, Elaine L.
Malzahn, Bertha Lena
Mamer, Stuart Mies
Mamet, Henry Harold
Manak, Antoinette Alice
Manaster, Ruth Jean
Manby, Margaret Alma
ManCelle, Barbara Ann Shelton, B.S.
Mandel, Ben
Mandel, Berenice Eileen
Mandel, Harold Richard
Mandel, Marvin
Mandel, Seeman Lester
Mandel, Sidney Albert
Maney, Thomas Draxten
Mangis, Billy lidmund
Mangis, Gene Doyle
Manheim, Jerome Henry
Maniates, Louis George
Manion, Donald Leroy
Manjarrez, Hector
Manke, Wilbert Charles, B.S.
Manker, Warren Bert
Mankey, Charles Warren
Manley, Charles Lance
Mann, t)orothy
Mann, Edward Wyatt
Mann, George Levier, A.B., A.M.
Mann, Laurence Henry, B.S., M.S.
Mann, Lawrence Stanley, B.S., M.S.
Mann, Louis David
Mann, Louise Anita
Mann, Priscilla Evelyn
Mann, Richard Evans
Mann, Ronda Layer
Mann, Ruth
Mann, Ruth Janet
Mann, Vernice Rhodes
Mann, Walter Sleeth
Mann, William
Mannel, Sydney Byron, B.S., M.D.
Manning, Albert Ross
Manning, Eleanor Lorraine
Manning, Wilmer Ray, B.E.
Manns, Erwin Edward
Elgin LAS Genl Sr I II
Toulon GRAD Math U S
Appalachia, Va. GRAD French U II
Chicago AGR Flor Jr II
Champaign GRAD Bact U S I II
Mason City, Iowa COM LD Fr II
Waukegan ENG ME Sr II
Urbana PE PE So II
Pinckneyville GRAD Educ EM S I II
Chicago FAA LArch Jr II
Riverside EDUC Genl Jr II
Frederick LAS HEcon Fr II
Chicago ENG Cer Jr II
Buffalo, N.Y. LAS PJnl So II
Chicago LAS Chem Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Milwaukee, Wis. GRAD ME U II
Chicago LAS ChEng Sr II
Chicago COM LD So II
Champaign COM LD Fr
Chicago Heights PHARM Pharm 3 II
Memphis, Tenn. ENG CE Sr
Urbana AGR HEcon Irr s
Chicago COM LD So S I
Hopkinsville, Ky. COM UD Sr II
Orlando, Fla. LAS Genl Sr II
Dahinda ENG ME Jr II
Lee EDUC Genl Sr II
Chicago FAA Art So II
Champaign GRAD French U II
Colorado Springs. GRAD Psych U II
Colo.
Homeworth, Ohio AGR HEcon Irr s
Clintonville, Wis. GRAD AgE^on U II
Chicago FAA Art Fr II
Virden MED Med 5 II
Lincoln COM UD Jr II
Momence FAA Art Fr II
Washington, D.C. LAS Genl Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
DuQuoin EDUC Genl Sr s
Urbana LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Fox River Grove FAA Art Fr II
Chicago FAA Art Fr II
Oak Park AGR HEcon Fr II
Champaign GRAD Hist U
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 II
Galesburg COM LD Fr II
LaCrosse, Wis. LAS Genl So II
Chicago LAS ChEng Sr II
Chicago EN , EE So
Chicago FAA Mus Fr II
Evanston AGR PFor Fr
McLeansboro LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Bartonville ENG ME Jr II
Chicago LAS PPharm Fr II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 II
Whitefish, Mont. ENG EE Jr II
Mexico City, Mex. LAS PJnl Fr II
Chicago DENT Dent 3 II
Manteno ENG ME So II
Champaign COM LD Fr II
Chicago COM LD So II
Chicago LAS G€nl Jr II
Flora COM UD Sr S I II
Madison GRAD Educ U s
Neoga GRAD Educ U s
Chicago MED Med 5 II
Champaign COM LD Fr II
Champaign AGR HEcon Sr s
Winchester AGR HEcon Jr II
Winchester LAS ChEng So II
Kankakee LAS Genl So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Champaign COM UD Sr S I II
Madison Fr S
Robinson COM LD So II
Astoria, N.Y. COM LD Fr II
Chicago GRAD Path C S
Tiskilwa AGR Genl Jr II
Peotone PE PE Sr S
Jackson, Miss. GRAD ChEng U II
Alton COM UD Jr II
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Manos, John James
Manougian, Armen Robert
Manowitz, Edwin George
Mansell. Othel Phillip, B.Ed., M.S.
Mansfield, Frank Gary
Mantel, Harry Nathanlal
Manus, Catherine Louise
Marable, Jeanne
Marable, Mary Hays, A.B., B.S.
Marans, Gordon J.
Marberry, .\lice Elizabeth
Marc, Arthur, B.S.
March, Ralph Burton
Marchand, Lorraine
Marchildon, Holly Celestine, Jr., B.Ed.
Marchuk, Euphemia
Marchuk, Nick Walter, .^.B.
Marcinkiewicz, George John
Marconi, Louis Albert
Marcotte, Paul Joseph
Marcson, Fredrick
Marcus, Irwin Melvin
Marcus, Natalee Jane
Marcus, Ruth Rose
Marcus, Wilbur
Mareneck, William .-Xdolph
Margonis, George Frank, B.S.
Maricle, W. Otis, B.Ed.
Marienfeld, Carl Joseph, A.B.
Marin, Bernard Morton
Marino, Charles Joseph, B.S.
Marino, Gabriel, B.S., M.S.
Marino, John Joseph
Maris, George Oscar
Maris, Harold Franklin
Maris, James Robert
Markel, Morey
Marker, James Gustave
Marker, Lily Hazel
Markert, Ehzabeth Louise
Markert, Helen June
Markewicz, John Victor
Markkula, Russell Frank
Markley, Margaret, A.B.
Markman, Chester Amor, B.Ed., M.S.
Marks, Arlene Naomi
Marks, Arthur Robert, B.S.
Marks, Bernard Bailin
Marks, Gerald Daniel
Marks, John Edward
Marks, Myra
Marks, Sidney, B.S.
Markus, Chris Walter, B.Ed., M.S.
Marlaire, Arthur George
Marlar, Mabel Louise, .-^.B., A.M.
Marlatt, Harrj' O'Connell, A.B.
Marlin, Emmylou
Marovic, Richard John
Marquardt, Mary Oona, A.B., A.M.
Marr, Clayton Leo
Marr, Vernon James, A.B.
Marriett, Frank J.
Marriott, Rose Visona, B.S.
Marry, Ethel Helena, B.Ed.
Marschall, Joseph Nicholas
Marscliik, Rudolf
Marsh, Audrey Beese
Marsh, Charles Randolph, B.Ed., M.S.
Marsh, Clark .Albert
Marsh, Frances LaVonne
Marsh, Henry Oakes, B.S.
Marsh, John Lee, B.S.
Marsh, Richard Russell
Marsh, William Charles
Marshall, Alma Ruth
Marshall, Edward Russell, B.Ed.
Marshall, Howard Dane
Marshall, James Fred, .\.B., A.M.
Marshall, James William, B.S.
Marshall, Robert William
Marshall, William Pryor, A.B.
Marshment, Mrs. Evelyn Van Buskirk
Marsoobian, Michael
Marston, Everette Dale
Chicago COM LD Fr
Elgin LAS Chem Fr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Marion GRAD Educ U S
Litchfield LAS PLaw So
Chicago LAS PMed So
Tolono AGR HEcon Fr
Norman, Okla. Fr S
Norman, Okla. GRAD LibSci U S
Utica, N.Y. DENT Dent 1
Carbondale EDUC Genl Jr
Chicago DENT Dent 4 S
Oshkosh, Wis. LAS Genl Sr S I 11
East St. Louis ME
Thebes GR.^D Chem EM
Argo LAS Genl So
Peoria LAW Law 3 S I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago Heights PE PE So
Kankakee PHARM Pharm 4
Winnipeg, Manitoba LAS Genl Jr
Chicago MED Med 2
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Maywood EDUC Genl Jr
Chicago ENG ME Jr
Lombard ENG ME So
Urbana GRAD Bact U
W^ood River GR.'^D Educ EM S I
Chicago MED Med 3
Woodmere, N.Y. COM UD Jr
Chicago MED Med 5
Ford City, Pa. GRAD Chem U s
Chicago MED Med 1
Tuscola PE PE So S I II
Tuscola COM LD Fr
Champaign ENG EE Fr
Joliet COM UD Jr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Salamanca, N.Y. EDUC Gen! Jr
Kankakee LAS Genl So
Kankakee JNL Jnl Sr
Chicago COM UD Jr
Waukegan ENG MetE Jr
Marionville, Mo. LIB LibSci 1
Eariville GR.\D AnHusb U s
LaGrange LIB LibSci Unc s
Chicago MED Med 3 S I II
Sioux City, Iowa Fr s
Chicago COM LD Fr
Wood River MED Med 3
Harvey LAS Genl Fr
Chicago MED Med 5
Metropolis EDUC Genl Irr s
Bradley PE PE So I II
Strawn GRAD Educ U s
Danville GRAD Engl U s
Norris City LAS Genl Jr
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Urbana LAS Genl Irr s
Chicago LAS Genl Sr
East Alton GRAD Educ U s
Poplar Grove ENG EE Sr
Champaign GRAD French U s
Galesburg GR.\D Educ EM
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Benld LAS Gen! Sr s
BelleviUe FAA Mus So
Normal GRAD Physics EM
Atwood ENG ME So
Arrowsmith AGR HEcon Sr
May^vood MED Med 2
Niagara Falls, N.Y. GRAD Chem U
Chicago LAS Genl Sr S I II
Chicago PE PE Fr
Cuba AGR HEcon Sr S I II
Gary GRAD Educ U S
Danville LAS Chem Jr
IndianapoUs, Ind. GR.A.D French U
Monmouth MED Med 5
Mattoon ENG ME Fr
Lawrenceville MED Med 4
Wilmette AGR HEcon Jr
Waukegan COM LD Unc
Dana LAS ChEng Sr S I II
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Martin, Abner Jamison, Jr. Toledo, Ohio COM UD Sr I II
Martin Albert Charles Chicago Heights LAS PMed Jr I n
Martin Albert Jackson, B.Ed. Neoga GRAD Educ U S
Martin Albert Thaddeus. B.S. Delavan GRAD Educ u II
Martin Anna Louise Champaign LAS GenlDiv Fr S I II
Martin Anne Theresa West Palm Beach, Fla . LAS Genl Fr I II
Martin Carl Payne Benton AGR Genl Fr I II
Martin Charles Ben Urbana ENG EE So S
Martin Chester Arthur Champaign COM UD Sr I ir
Martin Daniel William, A.B.. M.S. Urbana GRAD Physics U S I II
Martin Elmer Theodore Beardstown COM LD Fr I II
Martin Emery Herschel, B.S.. A.M. DuQuoin GRAD Educ U S
Martin George Edward Oak Park COM UD Sr I
Martin Harriett Louise Chicago JNL Jnl Jr I n
Martin Harry S., Jr. Mt. Pulaski LAS Genl Sr I II
Martin Helen Mary West Palm Beach, Fla AGR HEcon Jr I II
Martin Irene St. Louis, Mo. EM I
Martin Jason Howard Egan AGR Flor Fr I II
Martin John Cunningham, Jr. Salem LAS Genl Jr I II
Martin John Edward Peoria COM UD Sr I II
Martin John William Champaign COM UD Sr S I II
Martin Joyce New Rochelle, N.Y. LAS Genl So I II
Martin LaDeane June Carbondale EDUC Genl Sr I II
Martin Leona Miriam, B.S. Maryville, Mo. LIB LibSci 1 I 11
Martin Leonard George Bradley COM LD Fr I II
Martin Leonard Lawrence Kansas City, Mo. ENG ME Sr I II
Martin Marcella Granite City AGR HEcon Sr s I II
Martin Marcella lona, A.B. Taylorville GRAD Educ EM I
Martin Marvin Cleo, B.Ed. Carbondale GRAD Zool U s
Martin Marvin Lee Alexander AGR Genl So I n
Martin Meriwether Robert, A.B., A.M. Louisiana, Mo. GRAD Educ U s
Martin Nelius Barbara Decatur Fr s
Martin Nelle Margaret, .-^.B. Champaign GRAD Educ U s I II
Martin Olive Eden, A.B., A.M. Sullivan GRAD Engl U s
Martin Osa Randolph Goreville EDUC Genl Sr II
Martin Patricia Ann Lemont AGR HEcon Fr I II
Martin Patricia Carmen Carbondale LAS Genl Fr I II
Martin Paul Paris LAS Genl Fr I II
Martin Richard Bailey Hollywood ENG CE Fr s I II
Martin Ross J., B.S. Ferndale, Mich. GRAD ME U II
Martin Sol Stuart Chicago ENG MetE Sr I II
Martin Thomas Nelson Hoopeston LAS Genl So s I II
Martin Vivian Marie Rankin AGR HEcon So s I II
Martin Wesley Porter Indianapolis, Ind. FAA .Arch Sr I II
Martin William .A.nthony, B.S., A.M. -Auburn, Ala. GRAD Math U s
Martin William David Henry LAS Genl Jr I II
Martin William Edgar .Argenta FAA Art Jr I II
Martin William Joseph Chicago LAS ChEng Fr I
Martin Willis Jason Pekin EDUC Genl Sr s
Martin Wilma Bronwood, Ga. Fr s
Martin Winifred Pekin EM II
Martindale, Penrose Clifford Edwardsville LAS PLaw Jr
Martineau, Rene Paul, A.B. St. David, Quebec GRAD Entom U II
Martinek, Robert George Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 II
Martinson, Frederick Andrew Moline LAS Genl Jr
Marwick, Alfred Eugene Chicago JNL Jnl Jr II
Marx, Floyd Harry, Jr. University City, Mo. COM UD Jr II
Marzicola, Mrs. Jean Krouse Russell, Iowa AGR HEcon Jr 11
Marzicola, John George Chicago ENG ME Jr II
Maschmeyer, James Indianapolis, Ind. FAA LArch Jr II
Masel, Sidney Chicago MED Med 9 II
Masiokas, Frank Mike Westville COM LD So II
Maskal, Richard Joseph Chicago DENT Dent 3 s II
Masley, Arthur Batavia ENG ME Fr II
Maslovitz, Max, B.S. Chicago MED Med 2 II
Mason, Alfred Barr, B.S. Oak Park MED Med 1 II
Mason, Coye Carlton, B.S.. M.D. Grand Rapids, Mich. GRAD Path C II
Mason, Delores Esther Bluford LAS Genl Sr II
Mason, Donald Romagne Urbana LAS ChEng Jr s H
Mason, lildon Louis Metamora Fr s
Mason, Ida Mae Oak Lawn LAS Genl Fr II
Mason, Jack Chicago MED Med 1 II
Mason, Joseph Andrew, B.S, Colusa GRAD Educ EM s II
Mason, Lillian Thelma Springfield EM
Mason, Lucille Marie Springfield EM II
Mason, Philip Ward Silver Spring, Md. FA.\ Arch So II
Mason, Ramon Hawes Atlanta COM UD Jr II
Masoner, Helen Florence Riverside FAA Art Fr II
Massanari, Karl Louis, A.B. Mahomet GR.AD Hist U II
Massanari, Walter Samuel Fisher COM LD Fr II
Massey, Beth, A.B. Pekin GRAD Educ EM s It
Massey, Cora Vincen, .\.B. St. Louis, Mo. LIB LibSci 1 s
Massie, Harold Lloyd Toledo COM UD Jr
Massie, Lowell E., A.B. Toledo MED Med 5 H
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Massler, Maury, B.S., D.D.S.
Massock, Helen Elizabeth
Massock, William Paul
Mast, Kenneth Edgar
Mast, Robert Christ
Mastores, Nicholas Peter
Mastrofsky, Jordan
Matalon, John George
Matevich, Chester John
Mather, Eugene, A.B.
Mather, Vina Janet
Mathers, Kenneth Lee
Mathers, Leslie Eugene, Jr.
Mathers, Max Eugene
Mathes, Melvin Rothschild
Mathesius, Donald George
Matheson, Bruce James
Matheson, Marjorie Louise
Mathew, Eula Lavenah, B.Exi.
Mathews, Charles Willard, Jr., B.Ed., A.M.
Mathews, Edsel
Mathews, June Lucile
Mathews, Mitford McLeod
Mathiasen, Patricia Kathryn
Mathis, Beatrice Lorraine
Mathis, Eugene Richardson
Mathis. Evard Grant. B.S.. LL.B.
Mathis, Howard Michel
Mathis, India, B.S.
Mathis, Ruth Katharine
Mathis, Wendell Wiley, B.Ed.. A.M.
Mathisen. Arthur Fremont
Mathre, Albert Keras
Mathy, Lambert John
Mathy, Leonard George, Jr.
Matlawsky, Myron, A.B.
Matoz, Dorothy Mae
Matsler, Charles Winfield
Matson, George Allen
Matt, Paul Grover, Jr.
Matt, William Albert
Matteo, Charles Howard
Matter, Herbert John
Matter, Robert Curtis
Matthes, Robert Emmett
Matthew, John Clyde, A.B.
Matthews, Eleanor Frances, A.B.
Matthews, John Wilbur, B.S.
Matthews, Robert Wilt
Mattiazza, Dominic Louis
Mattice, Dorothy Jean
Mattingly. Joseph Wayne
Mattingly, Mary Frances
Mattingly, Richard Charles
Mattix, Mary Elizabeth, B.S.
Mattix, Robert Emmett, B.Ed.
Matuszak, Casimer Robert
Matyas, George Randolph, A.B., LL.B.
Matzner, Irving Allen, B.S., B.M.
Mau, Walter. B.S.
Maurer, Robert Joseph, B.Ed.
Mauney, Charles Vance
Maurelis, William Peter, B.M., M.D.
Maurer, Herman Joseph
Maurer, Jesse John, B.Ed.
Maurer, Leslie James
Maurer, Robert Louis
Maurer, Ruby Rose
Maurer, Virginia Rae
Maurer. Wayne Frederick. B.Ed.
Mauritzen, Lester Charles
Mautner, Harold Charles
Mautner, Ralph Adolph
Mautz, Charles William
Mautz, Robert Kuhn, B.S., M.S.
Mauzey, Armand Jean, B.S., B.S.
Mauzy, Cass
Mavis, .'Mvin Martin
Mawreuce, Melvin, A.B.
Max, Herbert John, B.S., M.S.
Maxfield, Orville Eldred
Maxwell, Norman Edgar
Maxwell, Robert Blinn
Maxwell, Mrs. Virginia Gill
New York, N.Y. GRAD Histol C S I II
Farmer City LAS Genl Sr I II
Farmer City COM LD So I II
Quincy ENG Genl Sr I II
Mokena JNL Jnl Sr S I II
Chicago MED Med 1 I II
Chicago COM LD Fr I
Peoria ENG ME Jr I II
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr I II
West Liberty, Iowa GRAD Geog U I II
Jacksonville AGR HEk:on So I II
Mason City AGR Genl So I II
Mason City AGR Genl Fr I II
Gilson AGR Genl Jr I II
Cleveland Heights, COM LD So I II
Ohio
Mendota LAS Genl Fr I
Chicago COM LD So I II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr I II
Normal GRAD Educ U S
Marissa GRAD Math U S I II
Champaign LAS GenlDiv Fr I
Urbana LAS Genl Jr I 11
Chicago LAS Genl So I II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Chicago COM UD Sr I II
Prophetstown LAW Law 3 S
Chicago COM LD Fr 1 II
America EDUC Genl Irr S I II
Morton LAS Genl Fr I II
Naples GRAD Educ U S
Dwight PE PE So I II
Cambridge LAS PMed Fr I II
Oak Park LAS Chem Fr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr I II
New York, N.Y. DENT Dent 2 I II
Chicago COM LD So I
Rantoul EDUC Genl Sr I II
Chicago PE PE Fr I II
Chicago ENG ME Sr I II
Cicero COM LD Fr I
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3 I II
NaperviUe LAS PLaw Fr I II
Rock Island LAS Chem So I II
Antioch LAS Genl So I II
Villa Grove GRAD Educ U I
Princeville LIB LibSci 1 I 11
Shabbona GRAD Agron u s
Erie ENG ME Sr I II
Oglesby PE PE Fr I II
Peoria LAS Genl Fr I
Paris ENG CE Fr I 11
Warrensburg, Mo. Fr S
Champaign ENG Genl Fr I II
Tuscola GRAD Educ U S
Tuscola GRAD Educ U S
Berwyn PHARM Pharm 4 I 11
Aurora LAW Law 3 S
Chicago MED Med 5 1 II
Chicago MED Med 5 I II
Hopedale GRAD AnHusb U II
Normal AGR Genl So 1 II
St. Paul. Minn. GRAD Path C S 1
Springfield LAS ChEng So I 11
Meadows GRAD Educ EM 1
Tremont ENG EE So I II
Ashland AGR Genl So S
Carmi COM LD Fr 1
Oak Park AGR HEcon Jr I II
Champaign GRAD Exluc U S I 11
Peru COM LD Fr 1 11
Chicago LAS Genl So 1 11
Chicago LAS Genl Fr 1
Urbana ENG EPhy Sr 1 11
Champaign GRAD Accy U S 1 11
Findlay GRAD Gyn C S 1
Oakland AGR Genl Fr 1 11
Springfield AGR Genl Sr 1 II
Chicago LAS Genl Irr I
Urbana GRAD Chem U I II
Villa Grove FAA Art Jr II
Nashville ENG ME Jr I
Evanston LAW Law 1 I 11
Urbana FAA Mua Jr 1 11
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May, Arnold Nicholas
May, Benjamin Lemar, B.Ed., M.S.
May, Calvin William
May, Dorothy Hester
May, George Lawrence, B.Ekl., M.S.
May, Henry
May, Nancy Edith
May, Robert Glasgow
Maybach, Pearl Smith, A.B., A.M.
Maycock, Mrs. Elizabeth Weston, A.B.
M.S.
Maycock, Russel Leslie, B.S.
Mayer, Carl Hj aimer
Mayer, Dorothy Carol
Mayer, George Florian, B.S.
Mayer, Joseph Henry, A.B.
Mayer, Louise Fredericka
Mayes, Earl Carless
Mayfield, Margaret Bell
Mayfield, Ross Max
Mayhall, Theodore Bartlett
Mayhew, Lewis Baltzell, B.S.
Mayhew, Raymond Lemuel, A.B.
Mayhill, George Roger, B.S., A.M.
Mayland, Bertrand Jesse, B.S.
Mayland, Kathryn Mae
Maynard, Russell Milton, B.S.
Mayne, Marjorie Maxine, B.Ed.
Maynor, Donna
Mayo, Anthony Edward
Mayo, Thomas Bolton, Jr.
Mayoris, Mary Valerie, B.S.
Mayors, Johanna Stepheny
Mayr, Helen Ruth
Mays, George Elmore, B.S.
Mays, Karl William, B.Ed.
Mazanec, Frank Albert, Jr.
Mazur, Clarence Walter
Mazzucco, Arnold Anthony
McAlear, Hugh Patrick
McMiney, Robert Edwin
McAlister, Juanita Irene, B.S., M.S.
McAlister, Mary Maxine
McAllister, Grace Agnes
McAloon, Charles Bernard, B.S.
McAnally, Paul Edward
McAnlis, Mary Harper
McArthur, George LeBeau
McAtee, William Nelson
McBride, Charles Edward
McBride, David Wesley
McBride, Harold Wilson
McBride, Henriette Jeanne
McBride, John Thomas
McBride, Muriel Alice
McBride, Paul V'incent
McBride, Ralph, B.Ed.
McBride, Sarah Elizabeth
McBride, William Cooke
McBroom, Edward Thomas
McCabe, Robert Tully
McCain, Hadley Dewey, B.Ed.
McCaleb, Melvin R., B.Ed.
McCall, Donald William, B.Ed.
McCance, V^irginia Lee
McCann, John Bissell, A.B.
McCanna, Virginia Meade
McCarrey, Charles Thomas, B.S.
McCarron, Matjorie Louise
McCarthy, Edward John
McCarthy, James Patrick
McCarthy, Margaret Olga
McCarthy, Owen Joseph, A.B., A.M.
McCarthy, Robert Hughes
McCarthy, Thomas Joseph, A.B.
McCarthy, William Joseph
McCartney, Harry James
McCarty, Eloise
McCarty, Margaret Myra
McCarty, Marjorie Ann
McCarty, Robert Hull
McCarty, Robert Kenyon
McCarty, William Claybourne, A.B.
McCaskie, Elizabeth Letitia
McCaskie, Florence Margaret
Spring Grove FAA Arch Jr II
East St. Louis GRAD Math EM S
Marine ENG EE Jr II
Clinton AGR HEcon Jr II
East St. Louis GRAD InEduc U S
New York, N.Y. FAA LArch So II
Evanston AGR HEcon Fr II
Chicago ENG AgEng Fr II
Kirkwood LIB LibSci 1 S
West Newton, Mass. GRAD Chem U II
San Francisco, Calif. GRAD Chem U II
Wilmette ENG ME So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago DENT Dent 4 s II
Chicago GRAD Econ U II
Mt. Pulaski COM UD Jr s II
Clifton ENG Genl Fr II
Ft. Worth, Texas Fr s
Springfield ENG MetE Jr II
Quincy FAA Mus Fr II
Chicago GRAD Educ U s
Greenville GRAD Chem u II
Delphi, Ind. GRAD Hist u s
LaGrange GRAD Chem u II
Urbana LAS Genl So II
Monmouth MED Med 3 II
ElPaso GRAD Educ U II
Golconda COM UD Jr
Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Westvi lie AGR HEcon Irr II
Westville LAS HEcon So II
Chicago PE PE Jr II
Tulsa, Okla. ENG ME So II
Stanford GRAD Educ U s II
Riverside COM LD Fr
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Lockport ENG CE Jr II
Elmhurst COM UD Sr
Greenville COM UD Jr II
Fithian EDUC Genl Irr s
Fithian LAS Genl Fr II
Plainfield AGR HEcon Sr II
Middletown, N.Y. DENT Dent 4 s II
Canton, S.D. EDUC Genl Sr II
Ft. Wayne. Ind. LAS Genl Sr II
Wilmette ENG EE Sr II
Mt. Vernon LAS Genl Fr II
LeRoy COM UD Jr II
Champaign COM LD Fr II
Rutland AGR Genl Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Champaign COM LD Fr II
Oak Park COM LD Fr
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Urbana GRAD Accy U S II
Champaign COM LD Fr
Aledo LAS Genl So S II
Canton LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr II
Robinson GRAD Educ EM S II
Rushville GRAD Educ EM s II
Normal GRAD Educ U s
Aurora LAS Genl Sr II
Little Rock, Ark. GRAD Hist U s II
East Moline COM UD Sr
Seymour GRAD Educ U II
Wheaton LAS Genl Jr II
Evanston LAS Genl Fr II
Lockport PE PE So II
Beardstown LAS Genl Sr II
Springfield GRAD Engl U s
Rockford ENG ME Sr II
Rock Island LAS SocAdm Irr II
Charleston ENG CE Jr II
Berwyn ENG ME Sr II
Chenoa AGR HEcon Fr II
Farmer City JNL Jnl Jr II
Freeport AGR HEcon Fr II
Memphis, Tenn. FAA Arch So II
Paxton LAS PMed Fr II
Paxton GRAD Educ U s II
Harvey FAA Art Fr s
Harvey EDUC Genl Sr s
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McCaskill, Daniel
McCauley, Margaret Elizabeth
McClain, Lawrence Reynolds
McCIanahan, John Paul
McClannahan, Lillian Lucille, A.B.
McClay, Clarence Harvey
McClay, Mildred Mary
McCleary, Robert Elliot
McCIeish, John George
McClellan, Charles
McClellan, Cyril Edwin, B.S.. M.S.
McClellan, Don Seeley. B.Ed., M.S.
McClellan, Gertrude Elizabeth
McClelland, Dan Raymond, B.S.
McClelland, Edna Beatrice
McClelland, Helen Louise
McClelland, Mary Lucille, B.S., .\.M.
McClelland, V\alter B.
McClenachan, Margie Gale
McClenahan, Franklin Clifton
McClernon, Francis Michael
McClintock, Alice Mildred. B.S.
McClish, .Arthur Lewis
McClure. Gordon Wallace
McClure, Louisa Maude, B.Ed.
McClure, Margaret .\Iice
McClure, Raymond William
McClurg, Theodore William
McColl, James Rodger, \.B., S.T.B.
McColIey, Cherryl Madelynn, B.S.
McCollom, Frances V'irginia
McCollum, Harvey Darling, Jr., B.S.
McCollum, James Franklin
McCollum, Louis Edward
McComb, Ruth Jean
McCommons, William Eklward
McConathy, .Allen Dale
McConkey, Kenneth Vernon, A.B., A.M.
McConnell, Freeman Erton, B.S.
McConnell, Gerald Leonard
McConnell, Gilbert Dale
McConnell, Justin Paul
McConnell, Mary Sue
McConnell, Paul Everett
McCord, .\lenia Belle. A.B.
McCord, John Garel
McCord, King Stewart
McCord, Mary Evelyn
McCord, Mary Louise. B.Ekl.
McCormack. Maurice Lester, B.S.
McCormick, Cecelia .Angela
McCormick. Freda Grace
McCormick, Gerald Lawrence, B.Ed.
McCormick, Roy Sylvester
IMcCormick. Ruby Forrest
McCormick, Ruth Elizabeth
McCormick, Wilburn Carman
McCornack, .Alexander Edwin
McCoskey. Herbert Taft, B.S.
McCown, Betty
McCown. Wilmur Murl
McCoy. Carolyn
McCoy, Marjorie .Austin
McCrackin. Robert Paul
McCrackin, Thomas Hunter, Jr., B.S.
McCrary, Maurice Ray
McCray, Bonnie Jean, B.S.
McCray, Marjorie Lorraine
McCreary, Robert Miller
McCreary. Samuel Edward
McCreight, Gladys .Alizabeth
McCreight. Louis Ralph
McCrone. George Delbert
McCuaig. Martha Louise. .A.B., B.S.
McCue, John Edgar, B.S.
McCuUey, Riley Jackson
McCullough. .Allen Elden. .A.B.
McCullough, .Alma Evelyn
McCullough. .Alta Margaret, .A.B.
McCullough, Orville Gale
McCullough, Thomas Mitchell
McCumber. Raymond Richard
McCune, Clinton Clark
Urbana LAS PMed So S II
Rock Island FAA Art So II
Loami ENG ME Sr II
River Forest COM LD Fr II
Louisiana, Mo. GRAD Educ EM S II
Cordova ENG ME Jr II
Cordova FAA Mus Sr s II
Polo ENG ME So II
Benton ENG ME Jr
St. Louis. Mo. EDUC 1 enl Sr II
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Miller, Murrell Marcus, B.Ed. Batavia GRAD Educ EM II
Miller, Nancy Elizabeth, A.B. Campbellsville, Ky. LIB LibSci 1 s
Miller, Richard Albert, A.B.. A.M. Urbana GRAD Math U II
Miller, Richard William Pittsburgh, Pa. ENG CE Fr
Miller, Robert E. Sullivan AGR GenI Jr II
Miller, Robert Frank Fort Frances, Ontario COM LD Unc II
Miller, Robert Franklin Laura ENG ME So II
Miller, Robert Lee, B.Ed. East St. Louis GR.\D Math EM s
Miller, Robert Lee Chicago EDUC GenI Jr II
Miller, Robert Lewis Rockford ENG CE Jr II
Miller, Rolland Edgar Algonquin EM
Miller, Ronald Eugene Mt. Morris COM UD Sr II
Miller, Rosemary Forrest LAS GenI So
Miller, Ross Matthew, B.S.. M.S. East St. Louis GRAD Educ U s
Miller, Ruth Virginia Staunton LAS GenI Fr II
Miller, Shirley Jane Chicago LAS GenI Sr II
Miller, Stuart William, B.S. Forrest GRAD Hort U s II
Miller, Thomas Richard Mt. Sterling AGR GenI Sr II
Miller, Victor Jay Fairfield AGR GenI Jr II
Miller. Walter Alta, B.Ed., A.M. Enfield GRAD Educ U s
Miller, Webb Urbana ENG ME Jr II
Miller, Willard Edward Elgin EM II
Miller, William Loeb Chicago COM LD So II
Miller, Woodrow Robert Atlantic, Iowa COM UD Sr II
Millett, John Charles, Jr., A.B. Wilmette LAS GenI In- s
Millett, Norman Charles Wheaton FAA Arch Jr II
Milleville, Dolores Elrine Champaign AGR GenI Sr s II
Milleville, Vernice Marilyn Champaign LAS GenI Fr II
Milligan, George Edwin Arlington Heights ENG EE Fr II
Milligan, Robert Thomas Taylorville LAS ChEng Sr s II
Milling, Leonard Jay Brooklyn. N.Y. LAS PDent Jr II
Millizen, Marian Frances Oak Park COM UD Jr II
Millman, Milton Jack Chicago COM LD Fr
Mills, Carroll Vandaveer, B.S., L.L.B. Fairfield LAW Law 3 s
Mills, Charles Clifford St. Joseph AGR Flor Jr II
Mills, Girard Yale, B.S. Chicago MED Med 2 II
Mills, Hugh Allen Norris City AGR GenI Fr
Mills, Jack Irle Sioux City, Iowa COM LD Fr II
Mills, Joseph Val Jean Vienna AGR GenI So s II
Mills, Loren Elmer Kenney EDUC AgEduc Sr II
Mills. Mary Eliza, B.S., B.Mus. Urbana GRAD MusEd U s II
Mills, Mary Lou Lawrenceville LAS GenI Fr II
Mills, Russell Gourley, B.Ed. Cornell GRAD Educ U s
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Champaign FAA Mus Jr
Champaign FAA Mus So
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Chicago ENG ME Fr
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Carlyle AGR Flor Jr
Chicago COM LD So
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Urbana GRAD Hort U
Springfield LAS ChEng So
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Villa Park LAS PLaw Fr
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Excelsior Springs, Mo. LAS PPharm Fr
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Canton GRAD Greek U S I II
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Aledo AGR Genl Sr
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Urbana COM UD Sr S I
Danville GRAD Educ U s
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Urbana AGR HEcon Jr S I II
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Chicago Heights COM LD So
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Peoria GRAD Educ U s
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Rochester, N.Y. COM UD Sr
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Chicago COM UD Sr S
Lockport LAS Chem Sr S
Rockford ENG ME Sr
Galesburg AGR Flor Jr
Rockford LAS Genl Jr
Berwyn DENT Dent 2 S
Urbana GRAD Educ U
Florence, Wis. PE PE So S
DeKalb LAS PLaw So
Clinton COM LD Fr
Cissna Park LAS Genl Fr
Cissna Park COM UD Sr
Macomb GR.\D Chem U S
Belleville AGR Genl Fr
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Chicago COM UD Sr
Cicero MED Med 5
Pekin ENG EE Fr
Peoria LAS PMed Jr
Normal ENG ME Fr
Cedar Point MED Med 1
Geneseo ENG CE Fr
East St. Louis EM
Crystal Lake LAS Genl Fr
Dalton City LAS Genl Fr
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
Villa Park LAS ChEng Sr
Maple Rock GR.\D Educ EM
East St. Louis EM
Urbana PE PE Jr S
Breese LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
Bartlett ENG ME Jr
.•\lexandria, \'a. GR.AD Chem U S
Villa Park L.\S ChEng Fr
Woodstock LAW Law 1
Champaign EDUC Genl Unc S
Champaign COM UD Jr
Mattoon AGR HEcon Fr
Chicago COM LD So
Chicago ENG MetE Fr
Batavia LAW Law 2
Chicago LAS SocAdm Irr
Catlin .\GR Genl So
Oak Park LAS Genl Jr
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O'Connor, James William
O'Connor, Jeffrey Anthony
O'Connor, John James
O'Connor, June Dorothy
O'Connor, Mary Evangeline
O'Connor, Mary Theresa
O'Connor, Rita Louise
Odell, Billie, B.S.
Odell, Charles Irvin
Odell, Floyd William
O'Dell, Lewis Jenning, B.Ed.
O'Dell, Louise Martha, B.Ed.
Odell, Russell Turner. B.S., M.S.
Oden, Joshua, Jr., B.S.
O'Donnell, John Cornelius
O'Donnell, Joseph Robert, B.S.
O'Donnell, Robert Porter, B.S., B.M.
Odor, Anna Frances, A.B.
Odum, Rannie Lawrence
Oehlerking, Erwin Louis
Oertley, Earl Edward
Oertley, Glenn David
Oesterle, Albert Reed, B.S.
Oesterling, Myrna Jane, A.B.
Oesterling, Robert Exlward
Oesterling, William Arthur
Oesterreicher, Robert Lee
Oeth, Clarence Leon
Oetken, George Alvin, Jr.
Oexemann, Stanley William, A.B., M.S.
Ofenloch, Albert Edward
Offerman, Elmer Edward
Offutt, Hazel Luella, B.S.
Offutt, Paige LeRoy
Ogden, Aurella LaVelle. B.Ed.
Ogden, Kenneth Eugene
Ogden, Willis Limle
Ogg, Cordie Raymond, Jr.
Ogg, Velma Althea, A.B.. A.M.
Ogle, William Elwood, A.B.
O'Grady, Donald Arthur
Ogren, Pershing Henry
Oguss, Leonard Jerome
O'Hair, Richard Chester
Ohlsen, Merle Marvel, B.Ed.
Ohman, Ray Jordan
Ohme, Howard Russell
Ohrenstein, Irving Robert, B.S.
O'Kane, Thomas Walker, B.S.
O'Keefe, Mary Early
Olander, George Arthur, B.S.
Olander, Jean Marion
Oldani, John, Jr.
Olds, Beth
O'Leary, Edwin John, B.S.
Oleson, Adolph Paul
Oleson, Lloyd Frederic, B.S.
Olhaber, Elmer Charles
Olin, John Richard
Oliver, Jack Gordon
Oliver, James Vincent, B.S., M.D.
Oliver, Ruby Marie, B.Ed.
Oliver, Warren Joseph, B.S.
Olivi, Emil John
Olmstead, Mary Loretta, A.B.
Olsen, Clarence Harvey
Olsen, Donal Alan
Olsen, Donald Enoch
Olsen, Mary Jean
Olson, Bertel Raymond
Olson, Bruce Parks
Olson, Burton Roger
Olson, Carol Janis
Olson, Charles Alva
Olson, Charlotte Emily
Olson, Chester Robert
Olson, David Emerson
Olson, Dean Alan
Olson, Dorothy Hildur
Olson, Elmer, Jr.
Olson, Imogene Eudora
Olson, Iris Ida
Olson, Marjorie Eleanor, .^.B., B.S.
Olson, Paul Vincent
Champaign LAS Genl Sr II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr II
Normal LAS Genl Jr II
Lombard COM UD Jr II
Oak Park PE PE Sr II
Champaign LAS Genl Jr S
Oak Park LAS Genl Fr II
Paducah, Ky. LAS Chem Irr s
Urbana LAS Genl So II
Moline FAA Arch So II
Donnellson GRAD Educ EM s II
Farina GRAD Bot U s
Piasa GRAD .•\gron u II
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago MED Med 3 II
Rockford MED Med 5 II
Williamstown, Ky. GRAD Germ U II
West Frankfort ENG CE Sr II
Chicago PE PE Fr II
Princeville AGR Genl Jr II
Princeville AGR Genl Sr II
Joliet DENT Dent 3 II
Urbana GRAD Chem U s II
Urbana LAS Chem Sr
Urbana LAS Genl So II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Johnston City AGR Genl Fr II
Wood River AGR Genl Fr 11
Nashville GRAD Bot U s II
Waukegan COM LD So II
Chebanse AGR Genl Fr II
Aurora COM UD Irr s
Aurora COM UD Jr II
Manville GRAD Educ U s
Nauvoo COM LD Fr II
Annawan ENG CE Fr s II
Gibson City AGR Genl Fr II
Scottville GRAD Educ U s
Las Vegas, Nev. GRAD Physics U II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Lockport LAS Genl Sr II
Chicago COM UD Jr
Paris LAS Genl Fr II
Champaign GRAD Educ U s II
Joliet LAS PMed Jr II
Ottawa LAS ChEng Jr II
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Cairo MED Med 5 II
Evanston EDUC Genl Sr II
Springfield MED Med 3 II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Herrin PE PE Fr II
Wyanet LAS Genl Jr II
Ottawa EDUC Genl Irr s
Lee LAS ChEng Jr II
Champaign LAS Genl Sr s II
Bensenville ENG EE Fr II
Rockford ENG ME Jr II
Evanston LAS PLaw So II
Chicago GRAD Surg C s
luka Grad Engl U s
Rantoul GRAD CE u
Chicago DENT Dent 2 s II
Winona Lake, Ind. GR.\D French u II
St. Charles COM LD So II
Glen Ellyn FAA Arch Fr 11
Park Ridge PE PE Jr II
Peoria AGR HEcon Jr II
Chicago COM " LD Fr II
Chicago COM LD So II
Chicago ENG ME Sr II
Paxton LAS PJnl Fr II
White Heath ENG CE Jr II
Wataga EDUC Genl Jr s
Ottawa ENG ME Fr II
Chicago COM LD So II
Rockford ENG ME Sr
Chicago LAS Genl Sr s
Hoopeston AGR Gen! Fr II
Lyndon Fr s
Rockford FAA Art Fr II
Kewanee LIB LibSci 1 s
Chicago COM LD So 11
\!k
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Olson, Pershing Jay
Olson, Robert Charles
Olson, Robert Warren
Olson, Roger Marshall
Olson, Walter Raymond
Olson, Warren Henning
Olszewski, Henry Edward
Oilman, Rozella Mae
O'Malia, Eunice Martha, B.S.
O'Malia, Muriel Helen, B.Ed.
O'Malley, Frank John
O'Malley, Robert Paul
O'Mara, Brendon .Anthony
O'Neal, Russell DeWitt, A.B., M.S.
O'Neal, Walter Hal
O'Neil, Marguerite Alice
O'Neil, Veronica Joan
O'Neil, William George
O'Neill, Cohnan Jerome
O'Neill, John Francis
O'Neill, Robert Joseph
Onstott, Edward Irvin
Onstott, lola Mae
Oppice, Robert Brown
Orban, Theodore Alphonse
Ordille, Henry
O'Reilly, Catherine Elizabeth, A.B.
O'Reilly, Frank Warren
Orendorf, Martha, A.B., B.S.
Orenstein, Mildred Estelle
Orga, Temel
Oringel, Howard
Orland, Frank Joseph, B.S.
Orler, John B.
Orloff, Charles A.B.
Orloff, Edgar Samuel
Ormiston, Emmett Ezekiel, B.S., M.S.
Orndorff, Coral Mae
Orndorflf, Harvey Hawkins
Orr, Forrest Catolet
Orr, Fredrick Andrew
Orr, James Harold, B.S.
Orr, Melba Paulene, B.S.
Orr, Sherman Dale, B.S.
Orrico, Joseph Frank, B.S.
Orsinger, John Culver
Orton, Frederick James
Orum, Clay Allen
Osborn, David
Osborn, Jack Weldon, LL.B.
Osborn, James Elmer, B.S.
Osborne, Homer Dale
Osborne, Jeanne Northcutt
Osgood, Bessie Genevieve, A.B., B.S., M.S.
Osinskis, Walter Bruno
Oslock, Albert Marvin
Osment, Frank Carter, B.S.
Osran, Edward
Ossey, Lucille Rhoda
Oster, Muriel June
Ostergren, Raymond Robert
Ostfeld, David Lawrence, B.S.
Ostfeld, Mildred Harrison
Ostrem, John William
Ostrom, Josephine Virginia, A.B.
Ostrum, Harold Anthony
Otis, Margaret Helen, A.B.
Otis, Priscilla Anne
Otten, Mary Jane
Otterness, Omar Gordon, A.B.
Otterpohl, Edward John
Otwell, Mary Frances
Overman, Joseph DeWitt
Overmier, Thomas Benjamin
Overmyer, Lila
Ovitsky, Erwin William
Owen, Dorothy Eloise
Owen, Dorothy Louise, A.B.
Owen, Robert Preston
Owen, Samuel Phillips
Owen, Starr Henry
Owen, William Meredith
Owens, Arnold Montgomery
Owens, Isaiah Hudson
Owens, Margaret Jean
Morris ENG EE Sr
Waukegan COM Ud Sr
Chicago COM LD Fr
Olney ENG ME Fr
Chicago COM UD Sr S I
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr
Chenoa COM LD So
Pecatonica EDUC Genl Irr S
Pecatonica GRAD Educ U
Chicago AGR Genl Fr
Chicago ENG Genl Sr
Chicago FAA Arch Jr
Urbana GRAD Physics U
St. Louis, Mo. LAS ChEng Sr S I II
Chicago COM UD Sr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Macomb COM UD Sr
Berwyn MED Med 2
Decatur COM LD Fr
Ottawa PE PE Sr
LeRoy LAS ChEng Fr
LeRoy LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Round Lake ENG MetE Fr
Pleasantville, N.J. COM UD Sr S I II
East St. Louis GRAD Educ EM
Springfield LAS Genl So
Bowling Green, Ky. GRAD LibSci U
Mattoon LAS Genl Fr
Istanbul, Turkey ENG CE Jr
Chicago DENT Dent 4 S I II
Forest Park DENT Dent 4 S I II
Eagerville Fr s
Spring Valley GR.\D EMuc EM
New York, N.Y. LAS GenlDiv Fr
Champaign GRAD DHusb U
Casey LAS Chem Jr s
Chicago LAS Chem Sr
Fairfield LAS GenlDiv Fr
Granite City LAS ChEng Fr
Paxton GRAD Ekiuc U S I II
Flora GRAD Educ U S I II
Hull GRAD Agron U
Chicago MED Med 4
Chicago ENG ME So
Glencoe AGR Genl Fr
Carthage COM UD Jr
Butler PE PE Jr
Libertyville LAW Law 3 s
Pana LAW Law 1
Alma LAS ChEng Jr
Urbana AGR HEcon Jr
Milford GRAD Chem C S I II
Chicago DENT Dent 4 S I 11
Elgin EM
Birmingham, Ala. GRAD Geol U
Chicago LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Evanston FAA Arch So
Chicago COM UD Irr s
Dunlap COM UD Sr s
Morris COM LD So
Chicago GRAD Psych U
Galesburg COM LD Fr
Moline LIB LibSci 1 s
Moline LAS Genl So
Springfield AGR HEcon Sr
Brookings, S.D. GRAD Philos U
Naperville PE PE Fr
Belleville LAS Genl Jr
Urbana LAS Genl Sr S I II
LaGrange COM UD Jr
Champaign FAA Mus Fr
Chicago LAS PDent Fr
Terre Haute, Ind. LAS Genl Jr
Jerome, Iowa LIB LibSci 1 S
Blue Island ENG Genl Jr
Riverside COM LD So
Arlington, Mass. PE PE So
Decatur ENG ME Fr
Bloomington COM UD Jr
Gary, Ind. FAA Art Fr
Champaign LAS Genl So
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Owens, Mary Josephine Bradford Fr S
Owens, Mary Katherine ElPaso LAS Genl Fr
Owider, Jack Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
Oxford, Adiel L. Cave-in-Rock AGR Genl Fr S I II
Oxford, Freda Kathryn Woodlawn EDUC Genl Sr S I II
Oxford, Lowell Eugene Cave-in-Rock Fr s
Oxtoby, Fred B.. A.B., B.S. Jacksonville GRAD LibSci U S I II
Ozelsel, Munci Ahmet, B.S. Izmir, Turkey GRAD CE U
Ozier, Mary Elnora Lovington AGR HEcon So
Paape. Charles William, A.B., A.M. Urbana GRAD Hist U
Paasche, Olaf Gustav Chicago LAS ChEng Jr
Pacapelli, Raymond Alfred Hamden, Conn. LAS ChEng Fr
Pace, Barbara Ruth Farmer City LAS PJnl So
Pace, James William Urbana ENG ME Fr
Pace, John Gordon, B.Ed. Dwight GRAD Educ U S I
Pace, Norman Allan Urbana ENG CE Fr
Pace, Robert Max Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Pacey, Charles Warren, A.B. Paxton LAW Law 3
Packalen, Marjorie Marie Waukegan LAS Genl So
Packard, Sanford Milton Rochester, N.V. LAS PDent Fr
Packer, Marvin Sam Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Packer, Paul Robert Chicago COM UD Jr
Pacotti, Anthony, A.B. Kincaid GRAD Educ EM S I
Padalik. Adolph Joseph. B.S. Berwyn MED Med 3
Padgett, Marian M. Kellerville Fr s
Padorr, Helene Suzanne Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Padorr, Marvin Pershing, B.S. Chicago MED Med 4
Padour, Vlasta Berwyn EDUC Genl Sr
Pagano, Joseph Frank Yonkers, N.Y. LAS Genl Jr
Page, Frank Thomas, Jr. Pittsburgh, Pa. LAS Genl Jr
Page, Margaret Elizabeth, A.B. Roseburg, Ore. LIB LibSci 1 s
Page, William Russell Winnetka LAS GenlDiv Fr
Pagliarulo, Flora Grace Wilmette FAA Art So
Paine, Ruth Liona, B.Ed. Mackinaw GRAD Geog U
Painter, Charles Fern. B.Ed. Dupo GRAD Educ EM S I
Painter, Robert Lansing Mt. Carmel LAS Genl Sr
Paisley, Grace Beulah Mt. Vernon AGR HEcon Jr S
Palacz, Sylvester Francis Peru Fr s
Palandech, George, Jr. Chicago ENG ME Fr
Palash, Harold Irving, A.B. Springfield EDUC Genl Irr S I
Palazzari, Aldo Eveleth, Minn. COM UD Sr S I II
Palazzari, Mario Richard Eveleth, Minn. ENG MinE So
Paleologos, Van C. Chicago LAS Chem Fr
Palermo, Amiel Lewis, Ph.C, B.S. Chicago MED Med 5
Palevsky, Arnold Chicago JNL Jnl Jr
Palfrey, Marjorie Helen, A.B. Urbana LAS SocAdm Irr
Palka, Leonard John Cicero MED Med 1
Pallasch, Alice Ruth Chicago COM LD Fr
Pallister, Jack Harrisburg ENG CE So
Palmberg, Earl Laverne Rantoul COM UD Sr
Palmer. Boyd Burton, A.B., B.S., M.S. Urbana GRAD Entom U
Palmer, Huldah, B.S. Homer GRAD Educ U
Palmer, Joseph David Benton ENG Cer Jr S I II
Palmer, Joseph Edward Rantoul ENG EE Fr
Palmer, Lester Howard, A.B. Chicago Heights GRAD Educ U S I II
Palmer, Mrs. Rachel Akers, A.B., A.M. Urbana GRAD Engl U S I II
Palmer, Ralph William Rockford ENG ME So
Palmer, Robert Wayne Chicago FAA Art So
Palovic, Clara Lora Johnston City LAS Genl Sr
Palter, Herman Chicago ENG ME So
Pampe, Carl Frederick Parkersburg LAS Genl Sr
Pampe, William Riley Parkersburg LAS Genl Fr
Pampel, Claude Earl, B.Ed. Flanagan GRAD Educ U
Pampel, Lorraine Lucille Graymont COM UD Sr
Panek, John Michael Perry, N.Y. LAS Genl So
Panichi, Lee Blue Island ENG CE Unc
Pankey, Burl Wood Lovington PE PE Sr
Pantone, Anton Marc Chicago LAS PMed So
Panzer, Fredric Charles Chicago LAW Law 1 S I II
Papadinoff, Chris Granite City Eng MetE Jr
Papas, Aristotle Talis Chicago EDUC Genl Jr
Papas, Bessie Chicago AGR HEcon So
Pape, Clara Virginia Denver, Colo. FAA Mus Jr
Pape, Patricia Kathryn Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Pappapostoli, Lazar Bilisht, Albania LAS Genl Sr
Pappas, Chris James Ottawa LAS Genl Fr
Paprocki, Exlward John Chicago PE PE Jr
Paprocki, Stanley John Chicago LAS ChEng Fr
Paquet, Gerard, A.B., B.S. Lauzon, Quebec, Can. GRAD Entom U
Parcher, Russell Wilber, B.S. Streator MED Med 4
Parchman, Willard Harold Oklahoma City, Okla. LAS Genl Fr
Paris, Max Maynard Urbana PE PE Fr
Parish, Donald Allen, B.Ed.. M.S. Byron GRAD AnHusb U S
Parisot, John Eugene Somonauk AGR Genl Sr
Park, Alan Edward Moline ENG ME Fr
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Park, Dan McFarland
Park, Earl Landson
Park, Esther Ailleen. B.S., B.S.
Park, George Barratt
Park, Norma Evelyn
Park, Ralph Munroe
Park, Russell Lee
Parke, Wallace Edwin, Ph.B.
Parker, Arthur Frank
Parker, Betty Kathryn
Parker, Carolyn Jane
Parker, David Edgar, A.B.
Parker, Edwin Scott
Parker, Gilbert Ray
Parker, Hervey Edwin
Parker, John Robert
Parker, Kenneth Paul
Parker, Mrs. Mary Harrison, B.S.
Parker, Mary Lydia, A.B., A.M.
Parker, Maybert
Parker, Patsy Emily
Parker, Paul Baine, B.S., .A..M.
Parker, Raymond Lester
Parker, Robert Norton
Parker, Spelts Higgins
Parker, William Lockwood, A.B., A.M.
Parker, Wilma Delight
Parkes, James Byron
Parkin, John Ira
Parkinson, Betty Jayne
Parkinson, Dean Burton
Parkinson, Emma Louise, B.Ed.
Parkison, Arthur Robert, B.S.
Parks, Bryan Conrad, B.S.
Parks, Donald Ivan
Parks, Robert Halton
Parks. Will. Jr.
Parlier, Jack, Jr.
Parmentier. Louise Georgette
Parmley. Lillian Mae
Parnes, Burton
Parnes, Morton
Parr, Carmen Louise, A.B.
Parr, Myrna Mildred
Parr, Samuel E.
Parrill, Virginia Imogene
Parrillo, Sebastian Vincent
Parrish. Barnard Dack, B.S.
Parrish. Dorothy Elna, A.B.. B.S.
Parrish, Joan Leigh
Parrish, Lucy, B.Ed.
Parrish, Melvin C.
Parrish, Stephen Maxfield
Parry, Anne Elizabeth
Parry, Charles Merle
Parry, Keith William. B.Ed.
Parsons, Shirley Mae
Partridge, Francis Jane, A.B., A.M.
Paschal, Don Fellows
Paschke, John Edward
Pasco, Loretta Maria
Pask, Joseph Adam, B.S.. M.S.
Pasquesi. Theodore James
Pasquinelli, Arthur Louis
Pasquini, Leo Robert, B.S.
Passaglia. Alfred Martin
Passaglia, Elio
Passaglia, Lido Lawrence
Pasthoff, Emanuel Joseph
Pasthoff, Pearl Ethel
Pastor. Ruth Anna, B.S.
Pastron, Seymour Sidney, B.S.
Patacsil, Leovigildo E.
Patberg, Jesse Bernard, .A.B.
Pathman, William Jay
Patmore, Charles Wilson
Patrick, William Henry, .A.B.
Patt, Harriet Marion
Patterson, Bette Jane, .A.B.
Patterson, Betty Jane
Patterson, Donald Mac Farlane
Patterson, Guy King
Patterson. Laveda Fern
Patterson, Lawrence Arthur, B.S.
Metropolis ENG ME So I II
Wapella AGR Gen] Sr I II
Pittsburg, Kan. GRAD LibSd U I II
Greenwood. S.C. AGR Flor Sr I II
Mt. Pulaski PE PE So S
Champaign EDUC Genl Sr S I II
Mt. Pulaski AGR Genl Jr I II
Kirkland GRAD Educ U S I II
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr I II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr I II
Paris LAS Genl So I II
Peoria LAV^' Law 1 I II
Berwyn LAS GenlDiv Fr I II
Urbana EDUC Genl Sr I II
Danville LAS Genl So I II
Mt. Sterling AGR DTech Sr I II
Granite City PE PE So I II
Sterling GRAD HEcon U I II
Alton GR.AD Educ U S
Oakland LAS Genl Sr I II
Urbana AGR Flor Sr I II
Bardolph GRAD E^iuc U S
Little Rock. Ark. FAA Mus So I
Tuscola COM LD So I II
Chicago COM LD So I
Urbana GRAD Physics U S I II
Springfield FAA Mus So I II
Auburn AGR Genl Unc I II
Champaign COM LD Fr I
Parsons. Kan. AGR HEcon Sr I II
Galesburg LAS Chem Fr I II
Zeigler GR.AD Engl U S
Springfield GRAD Educ EM S I
Urbana GRAD Geol U S I
Pearl AGR Genl So I II
Greenfield AGR Genl So I II
Reynolds AGR Genl Sr I II
Mt. Sterling COM LD Fr I II
Westville LAS Genl Fr I II
Sorento LAS Genl Sr S
Brooklyn, N.Y. FAA Arch Sr I
Brooklyn, N.Y. FAA Art Fr I
Rochester GRAD Latin U I II
Hanna City AGR HEk;on Jr I II
Ottawa AGR Genl Fr I II
Urbana COM UD Sr I II
Chicago COM LD So I II
Farmington, Utah GRAD -AgEcon U S I II
Oakland. Miss. GR-AD LibSci U S I II
Urbana LAS Genl So I II
Carbondale GRAD Educ EM S I II
Greenview EM II
Urbana LAS Genl Jr I II
Urbana LAS Genl Fr I II
Chenoa COM LD Fr I II
Maquon GRAD Educ U S
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Springfield LIB LibSci 1 I II
St. Charles COM UD Jr I II
St. Anne AGR Genl Sr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Urbana GRAD CerE U S II
Highwood MED Med 4 I 11
Chicago FAA .Arch Fr I II
Chicago DENT Dent 3 S I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I
Chicago ENG ME Jr I II
Chicago ENG ME Fr I
Chicago LAS Genl Jr S
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Glen EUyn GRAD Educ U S
Chicago MED Med 5 I II
Bauang. La Union, ENG EE Jr 11
P.I.
Huntingburg, Ind. GRAD Chem U I II
Chicago ENG CE Sr I II
Joliet COM UD Sr II
Paris GRAD Engl U I II
Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr I II
Decatur LIB LibSci 1 I II
Polo AGR HEcon Fr I II
Dundee EM I II
Harrisburg LAS Genl Fr I II
Muncie LAS Genl Fr I II
Chinook. Mont. GR.AD Chem U I 11
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Patterson, Paul Raleigh
Patton, Albert, B.Ed.
Patton, Constance Charmaine
Patton, David Arthur
Patton, Frances, A.B.
Patton, Herbert Richard, B.S.
Patton, Howard Lewis
Patton, John William
Patton, Leigh Newsom, B.S.
Patton, Leonard Goebel, B.Ed.. A.M.
Patton, Malcolm Bowers
Patton, Virginia Opal
Patton, Woodrow Melbern
Paul, Donald Lee, B.Ed.
Paul, Eudell George
Paul, Grant Jim
Paul, Harry Alex
Paul, Jerome Thomas, B.S., M.D.
Paul, John Philip
Paul, Luella, B.S.
Paul, Malvin Bernard
Paul, Marvin NL
Pauli, Anna Elizabeth, A.B.
PauUin, Marjorie Ruth, B.S.
Paulos, Peter
Paulsen, Serenus Glen
Paulshock, Marvin
Paulson, Homer Frederick
Paulson, Roy Leonard, B.Ed.
Pauly, Harry David
Pauscu, Frederick Jourdan
Pautsch, Walter Frederick
Pava, Pauline Persis
Pavey, Charles Robert
Pawlicki, Margaret Veronica
Pawlowski, Joseph George
Pawson. Mary Esther
Pax, Robert W'illiam, B.Ed.
Paxton, Ralph Robert
Payne, Esther Montgomery
Payne, John Martin
Payne, Rodney Dowe
Payne, Ruth Ann
Paynter, Gilman Caldwell, B.S.
Peabody, Charles Ross
Peabody, Frances Marie
Peabody. Gordon Duaine
Peabody, Jean Frances. B.S.
Peach, Ruth Lois
Peacock, James Christopher
Peak, Richard .Anderson, A.B.
Pearce, Alice Ruth
Pearce, Betty Ruth
Pearce, Charles Jennings, B.S., M.S.
Pearce, Ida Mae
Pearce, Julianne Renee
Pearce, Marshall Wade
Pearce, Marvin J.
Pearce, Merle Winston
Pearl, David Raymond
Pearl man, David
Pearlman, Edythe Natalie
Pearlman, Thelma
Pearse, Thomas Gerald, Jr.. B.S.
Pearson, Eldon Brown
Pearson, Florence Margaret
Pearson, Floyd Charles
Pearson, James Garnel
Pearson, John Edwin, B.S.
Pearson, Kathleen
Pearson, Ruth Catherine
Pearson, Samuel Morton
Peart, Ray Gordon, B.S.
Pease, Sara Jane, B.S.
Peasley, Donald Dean
Peasley, Kenneth
Peck, Eugene Lloyd
Peck, Jerome Robert
Peck, Spray
Peckham, Cyril George, .\.B.. M.S.
Peckham, Warren Monroe. B.S.
Peckler. David Alfred, B.S.
Pecora, Joseph Samuel
Pedersen, George Leslie
Pedersen, James Clinton
Tuscola MED Med 4 II
Panama GRAD Educ EM S II
Pekin Fr s
Clarence AGR Genl Jr II
Mahomet GR.\D Speech U s II
Villa Grove ENG EPhy Irr s
Flora LAS Genl So II
Centralia LAS Genl Jr s II
Toulon GRAD Educ EM II
West Frankfort GRAD Educ U s
Cairo COM LD Fr
Panama Fr s
Equality AGR Genl Sr II
Crete GRAD Soc U s
Whiting, Ind. LAS Genl So II
Eau Claire, Wis. FAA .\rch Jr
Oak Park LAS PMed Fr H
Chicago GRAD Med C s
Alton LAS PPharm Fr II
Casey EDUC Genl Irr s
Chicago COM LD So
Chicago LAS PMed Sr II
Peoria GRAD Germ U s
Springfield GRAD Hist U s
Chicago PE PE So II
Milwaukee, Wis. FAA .A.rch Jr II
Springfield LAS ChEng Fr II
Kirkland COM UD Jr II
Deland GRAD Educ U s II
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr II
Downers Grove ENG CE Fr II
Athens COM LD Fr
Chicago LAS Chem Jr
Lawrenceville JNL Jnl Jr II
Manistee, Mich. F.AA Art Sr s II
Aurora PE PE So II
Delavan .AGR HEcon Jr II
Beckeraeyer GR.\D Educ EM s II
Zion LAS ChEng So II
Urbana LAS Genl So II
Urbana LAS PLaw So 11
Fithian -AGR Genl So II
Industry LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago MED Med 2 s II
Urbana COM LD So II
Lfrbana COM LD Fr II
Farmington AGR Genl Fr II
Urbana GRAD Educ U s
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
Virden LAS Genl Jr s II
Pinckneyville GRAD Hist U s
Zion AGR HEcon Fr II
Champaign AGR HEcon Sr
East St. Louis GR.AD Educ EM
Heyworth AGR HEcon Sr s
Flora LAS Genl Sr II
Marion COM UD Jr
Oak Park LAS ChEng Fr II
Johnston City PE PE Jr s II
Chicago ENG ME Sr II
Chicago LAS ChEng Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Asheville, N.C. LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Ottawa GRAD .\gron U s II
Pontiac AGR Genl So II
Danville EDUC Genl Sr s
Urbana COM LD So II
Champaign LAS Genl Jr II
Champaign GR.\D ME U II
Spring Grove LAS Genl Fr
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr s
Chicago COM UD Sr
Galesburg GR.\D Educ EM II
Latham GRAD French U s
Lomax LAS PJnl Fr II
Lomax ENG ME Sr II
Bement ENG CE Fr II
Peotone AGR Genl Fr II
Raymond EDUC Genl Sr s
Elgin GRAD Math U s
Champaign GRAD TAM U II
Chicago MED Med 4 s II
Rochester. N.V. LAS PMed So II
Moline EDUC InEduc Jr II
Buda LAS PMed Jr II
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Pedersen. Ove
PederzoUi, Saleska Rose
Pedrick, Richard Fredrick
Pegler, Dewey Slosson
Pegler, Mrs. Hilda Rigg
Peilet, Arthur
Peine, Gilbert Stephen, B.S.
Peine. Robert Dale
Peirce, George Roland, B.S., M.S.
Peirce, James Champlin
Peithman. Marvin Herbert
Pelatowski, Robert William, B.S.
Pelletier, Floy
Pelletier, Francine Margaret
Pelletier, Paul Elexander
Peloza, John Florian
Peltzer, Wesley Eugene, B.S., M.D.
Pelz, Robert Walter
Pemberton, Bessie Bell, B.Ed.
Pemberton, Stanton Rhodes
Pence, Clifford .\., B.Ed.
Pence, Don Best, B.S.
Pendergrass, Eunice Imogene
Pendleton, Geraldine Scollin
Pendola, John Louis
Penfield, Raymond Casanova
Peng, Ke-Ming, B.S., M.S.
Penman, .^llen Stuart
Penn, Hallie Vivian, B.S., A.M.
Penn, Howard Isaac
Pennebaker, Charles
Pennington, James Garland
Pennington, Joseph Harris
Penrose, Ray Gerald
Pensky, Bernard
Penstone, Frank Edward, Jr.
Pentz, Gordon Charles
Perez-Ossorio, Genaro Armando
Peria, Timoteo Gutierrez
Perisho, George Virgil
Peritz, Raymond Marshall
Perkins, Charles Elliot
Perkins, George Andrew
Perkins, George Lionel, Ph.B., M.D.
Perkins, Harold Wayne
Perkins, Lewis Alexander, Jr.
Perkins. Mildred Elizabeth, B.Ed.
Perkins, N. Kenneth
Perkins. Norbert Ralph
Perkins, Philip .Allen
Perkins. Richard Lynn
Perkins, Robert Allyn
Perkins. Roy Frank. B.S.
Perkins. Shirley La-Vine
Perkins, Wilhelmina lona
Perkinson, Paul Everett
Perkinson. Russell Eugene
Perils, Miles
Perlman, -Albert A.
Perlmutter, Harold Morris, B.S., M.S.
Perlow, Florence Anne
Perlow, Richard Ruben
Perlstein, Phyllis Eleanor
Perlstein, Stanley
Perreault, Kenneth George
Perrill, Rodney Stuart
Perrin, Martha Ann
Perrine, Mary Constance
Perring. Dorothy V^ere
Perrino, Daniel Joseph
Perry, Cad Girard, B.Ed.
Perry, Charles Taylor
Perry, Claudine
Perry, Edmond Joseph
Perry, Exlward Joseph
Perry, Eschol Roosevelt, B.Ed., A.M.
Perry, Helen Ida
Perry, James Francis
Perry, Joseph Oliver, B.S.
Perry. Loyd Wayne
Perry. Ruth Virginia
Perry. Thomas Kirk
Pershing, Jack
Persky, Helen Rhoda
Chicago COM LD Fr I II
CoUinsville LAS Genl So I II
Metamora AGR DTech Sr I II
Crete, Neb. LAS Genl Jr I II
Centralia LAS Genl Jr S I II
Chicago COM UD Sr I II
Minier LAW Law 3 I II
Minier COM UD Jr II
Edwardsville GRAD EE U I II
Elmhurst ENG Genl Fr I II
Richview AGR Genl Sr I II
West Haven, Conn. MED Med 3 I II
Springfield L.A.S Genl So I II
Springfield JNL Jnl Jr I II
Springfield LAS Genl Sr S I
Chicago FAA Arch Jr I II
Oak Park GR.\D Pediat C S I II
Chicago ENG Cer Sr I II
Harrisburg GR.\D Educ EM I II
Oakland LAS Genl Jr S I II
Biggsville GRAD Educ EM S I II
Kansas GRAD Educ U S II
Springfield EM I
Danville EDUC Genl Sr I II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 I II
Forest Hill, N.Y. LAS Genl Sr I
Tsinhsien, China GRAD Agron U I II
Williston, N.D. LAS Chem Jr I II
WellsviUe, Mo. LIB LibSci 1 S
Chicago LAS PMed Jr II
Ottawa COM UD Jr I II
Waterloo, Iowa ENG ME Jr I II
Claremont LAS ChEng So I II
Chicago ENG EE So I
Chicago ENG Cer Jr I
Pittsfield AGR Genl So I
Joliet FAA Mus Jr I II
Barranquilla. Colom- FAA Arch Fr I II
bia. S.A.
Vigan. P.I. LAS Genl So I
Streator COM LD Fr I II
Chicago JNL Jnl Jr I II
Racine. Wis. COM LD So I II
Erie ENG CE Sr I II
Chicago GR.\D Psych C I II
Benton ENG CE Fr I
Cerro Gordo AGR Genl Sr I II
Oak Park GRAD HEcon U S
Elgin EM I
DesPlaines ENG ME Fr I II
Freeport COM LD Fr I II
Racine. Wis. COM LD So I II
St. Louis, Mo. LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago MED Med 4 I
Millington LAS PMed Fr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr S
Buckley AGR Genl Fr I II
Buckley AGR Genl Sr I II
Chicago FAA Arch Sr I II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3 I II
Chicago MED Med S I II
Chicago PE PE Fr I
Chicago LAS Genl So I II
Chicago LAS Genl So I II
North Bergen, N.J. DENT Dent 1 I II
Chicago EDUC InEduc Jr I II
Wilmette ENG ME Fr I II
Springfield LAS Genl So I II
Saunemin LAS Genl Fr S
Maywood LAS Genl Jr I II
Chicago FAA LArch Fr I II
Centralia GR-A.D E^duc EM S I II
Cisne AGR DTech Jr I II
Urbana LAS Genl So I II
Joliet MED Med 1 I II
Chicago MED Med 4 I II
Cave-in-Rock GRAD Educ U S
E^st St. Louis EM I
Tiskilwa AGR Genl Sr I II
East St. Louis GRAD Educ EM S I II
Oak Park EDUC InEduc Fr I II
Chicago LAS Genl So I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Fairbury ENG CE Sr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I
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Perteit, Loraine Wilma
Peschko, Roberta Louise, B.S.
Peskind, Malcolm Dan
Pessis, Benjamin Hymen, B.S.
Petchul, Sigwald Leonard
Petefish, Charles Wesley, A.B.
Peter. Frank Alfred, B.S.
Peters, Carl Frederick
Peters, Charles Wilbur, A.B.
Peters, Clifford Henry, B.S., M.D.
Peters, Dale Eugene
Peters, Frank George
Peters, George Scott
Peters, Margaret Ann, A.B.
Peters, Mary Frances
Peters, Norman Henry
Peters, Ray Earle
Peters, Richard Louis
Peters, Ruth Marie
Peters, Thomas Edgar
Peters, Walter John, B.S.
Petersanti, Nello Anthony, B.S.
Petersen, Elayne Kathryn
Petersen, Mrs. Elizabeth Bonnell, A.B.
Petersen, Ella Elisabeth, A.B.
Petersen, Elmo Francis
Petersen, Florence Bickert
Petersen, Harry
Petersen, Robert Warren
Peterson, Arnold Anton
Peterson, Blanche Josephine, B.S., M.S.
Peterson, Burton Ellis
Peterson, Carl Donald, A.B.
Peterson, Clifford Lyle
Peterson, Dalton Elliott
Peterson, David
Peterson, Donald Grant, B.Ed.
Peterson, Doris Anne
Peterson, Edward Samuel
Peterson, Eleanor Mary, A.B., B.S.
Peterson, Esta Thomas
Peterson, Eugene Gottlieb
Peterson, Everett Roland, A.B.
Peterson, Gwendolyn Lucille
Peterson, Jack Douglas
Peterson, Kenneth Clark, A.B.
Peterson, Kenneth Raymond
Peterson, Marian Grace
Peterson, Marilyn Dolores
Peterson, Marjorie Carolyn
Peterson, Marjorie Maxine
Peterson, Maurice Jarvis, B.Ed., M.S.
Peterson, Mauritz Paul
Peterson, Norman Harry
Peterson, Raymond
Peterson, Vivian Eleanor
Petkus, John Joseph
Petraitis, Vito Bernard, B.S.
Petrakis, Manuel Mark, A.B.
Petrasik, George .Arnold
Petroff, Stoian Venkoff
Petroski, Joseph Jesse
Petrozza, Concetta Rose
Petry, Paul Gerald
Petsoff, George Jordan
Pettee, James Charies, B.S., M.S.
Pettersen, Jack Sigurd
Pettet, Virginia, B.Ed.
Pettit, Robert Elroy
Petty, Carol Ray
Petty, Cecil Edward
Petty, Howard Bliss, Jr., A.B.
Petty, Loren Herman, B.Ed.
Petty, Mason Gilbert
Petty, Richard Albert, A.B., B.S., B.M.
Petty, Thomas Orbon, B.Ed.
Peura, Walter William
Peverly, Robert Corman
Pevsner, Sam, B.S.
Peyrot, Philip August
Pezman, .Alfred Leonard
Pfaff, Paul Casper
Pfeifer, Audrey Roberta
Pfeifer, Myron P.
Pfeifer, Robert Paul
Elgin AGR HEcon Sr S I II
Danbury, Conn. GRAD Entom U
Centralia COM LD So
Chicago MED Med 3
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Springfield GRAD Physiol U
Urbana GRAD Accy U
Evanston LAS Chem Sr
Baltimore, Md. GRAD Physics U S
Forest Park GRAD Med C
Gorham EDUC Genl Jr
Chicago COM LD So
Sidell AGR Genl Sr
Urbana GRAD Engl U
St. Joseph LAS Genl So
Chicago FAA Mus Fr
Grand Tower EDUC InEduc Jr
Melvin LAS PMed Fr
New Holland AGR HEcon So
Effingham AGR Genl Fr s
Chicago MED Med 4
Hibbing, Minn. GRAD Educ U s
Chicago FAA Art So
Van Orin FAA Art Irr
Clifton GRAD Engl U s
Clifton LAW Law 2
St. Louis, Mo. AGR HEcon Jr
Bloomington LAS Genl Fr
Elmhurst COM LD Fr
Chicago FAA Arch Sr
Chicago GRAD Educ U s
Joliet COM UD Sr
Minneapolis, Minn. LAW Law 1
Moline COM UD Sr
Hoopeston COM UD Sr
Hartford, Conn. LAS PDent So
DeKalb GRAD Educ U s
Loda AGR Genl Fr
Kansas City, Mo. COM UD Sr
Crawfordsville, Ind. LIB LibSci 1 s
Vienna Fr s
Moline DENT Dent 1
Rockford MED Med 2
LaGrange LAS Genl So
Rockford ENG Genl Fr
Osco AGR Genl Sr
Champaign ENG ME So
Herscher AGR HEcon So
Chicago AGR HEcon Jr
Bureau EDUC Genl Sr s
Kempton LAS Genl Fr
Morris GRAD Chem U s
Kewanee ENG ME So
Batavia COM LD So
Chicago AGR Genl Fr
Farmer City JNL Jnl Sr
Auburn ENG Cer So
Rockford GRAD Econ U s
Chicago GRAD Entom u
West Frankfort COM UD Sr S I II
Tshirpan, Bulgaria ENG CE So
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Champaign EDUC Genl Sr
St. Louis, Mo. LAS Genl So
Decatur GRAD licon U
Evanston PE PE So
Park Ridge GRAD Zool U
Champaign ENG EE Fr S 1 II
Sumner EDUC Genl Sr s
Homer AGR Genl Fr s
Mt. Carroll GRAD Entom U
Sumner GRAD Hort EM S I
Homer AGR Genl So
Mt. Carroll MED Med 5
Garrett GRAD Engl U
Marquette, Mich. FAA Mus So
Decatur AGR Genl Jr
Chicago MED Med 2 S I II
Chicago ENG CE Fr
Quincy LAS PLaw Jr
CoUinsville LAS PDent So
Chicago LAS Genl Sr
lUiopolis LAS ChEng So
Areola AGR Genl Jr
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Pfeifer. Virgil Francis, B.S.
Pfister, Frank Conrad, Jr.
Pflanz, Erne
Pflugler, Joseph Erhard
Phalen, Nancy
Phares, Deane Charles
Phares, Wanda Lee
Phelan, Harry Homer
Phelan, Mrs. Virginia Rohrsen
Phelan, Woodrow
Phelps, Orson Murriel, B.Ed.
Phelps, Thomas Eugene
Phenicie, Mary Loretta
Philbin, Patriclc George, B.S.
Philbrook, Kathryn Josephine
Philip, Julian
Philipson, David McCloud
Phillip, Andrew Michael
Phillipini, Adolph James
Phillippe, Keller Griffith
Phillips, Charles Benjamin
Phillips, Clarence William
Phillips, Donald Vernon
Phillips, Douglas Alroy
Phillips, Francis William
Phillips, Fred Leslie, B.S.
Phillips, G€orge Elwood, A.B.
Phillips, Gordon Albert
Phillips, Jack Stanley
Phillips, James Ellis
Phillips, John Walter, B.S.
Phillips, Lois Eddy
Phillips, Manuel
Phillips, Margaret Louise
Phillips, Martha Ruth
Phillips, Oliver James
Phillips, Phvllis Esther
Phillips, Richard Fifield, A.B.
Phillips, Roxv Lee, B.S.
Phillips, Ruth Elizabeth
Phillips, Sarah Rose
Phillips, Stuart Loring
PhiUips, Thomas Arthur, B.Ed.
Phillips, Webster Lee
Phillips, William Robert, B.Ed.
Phillips, Worth Dean
Phippen, Hannah Louise, B.Ed.
Phipps, Elwood Brinton, .-^.B.
Phipps, John Randolph
Phipps, Lloyd James, B.S.
Phipps, Margaret Claire
Piacentini, Vincent, Jr.
Piana, .\ngel Andrew
Plana, .Arthur Joe
Piano, Louise Gladys, B.S., M.S.
Pianowski, Robert Francis
Pianowski, Thad Walter
Piatnitza, Michael John
Piatt, Donn
Piatt, Lois Bernice
Piazza, Xickolas, A.B.
Pick, Priscilla Edna
Pickall, William Feyreisen
Picken, Edgar Raymond
Pickerill, Jay Frederick, B.S.
Pickering, Forrest Louis
Pickering, Quentin Harvey
Pickett, Allen Roswell
Pickett, Clint .\mbrose, Jr.
Pickrell, John Heard, B.S.
Pienta, John Peter
Pieper, Jacqueline Marie
Pieper, Lillian Lee
Pier, Ruth Constance
Pierce, Edna Eugene
Pierce, Hiram Warren, B.S.
Pierce, Marjorie Edith
Pierce, Mai-y Jeanne
Pierce, Maysie Marie. ."V.B.
Pierce, Norwin Caley
Pierce, Paul Edward
Pierce, Robert Lee
Pierce, Virginia Kipke, B.S., B.M.
Piercy, Doris AUene
Champaign GRAD Chem U
Chicago COM UD Jr I II
Glencoe ENG CE Jr I II
Harmon-on-Hudson, PE PE Fr I II
N.Y.
Peoria LAS Genl Jr
Royal COM LD Fr
DeLand JNL Jnl Jr I II
Rochester, N.V. COM LD Fr I II
Hampshire Fr S
Rockton Fr S
Chatham GR.\D Educ EM
Chicago LAS Genl So I II
St. Joseph .\GR HEcon Fr I II
Chicago GRAD Econ U I II
Springfield LAS Genl So I II
Chicago LAS ChEng Jr I II
Cape Girardeau, Mo. COM UD Sr I II
Granite City PE PE Fr I II
Wilsonville LAS Genl Fr
Springfield LAS ChEng So I II
DuQuoin COM UD Sr I II
Canton FAA Arch Sr I II
Chicago LAS ChEng Jr I II
St. Louis, Mo. LAS Genl Jr I II
Monticello LAS PPharm Fr I II
Chicago MED Med 3 I II
Urbana GRAD Chem U I II
.Aurora FAA Arch Sr I II
Rushville COM UD Sr S I II
Woodstock COM UD Sr I II
Alton GRAD Educ U s
Chicago JNL Jnl Jr I II
Rochester, N.Y. LAS Chem Jr I II
Woodstock LAS GenlDiv Fr I II
Palestine LAS Genl Fr I II
Berwyn PE PE So I II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr I II
Worcester, Mass. GRAD Chem U I II
Benton GR.\D Educ EM s I n
Princeton AGR HEcon Jr
Prairie City EDUC Genl Jr s
Henry LAS Genl Jr I II
Benton GRAD Educ EM I II
North Platte, Neb. FAA -Arch So I II
Benton GRAD Educ EM I II
North Platte, Neb. F.AA Arch Fr II
Reedsburg, Wis. LIB LibSci 1 s
Cooksville MED Med 3 I II
Champaign COM UD Sr I II
Roberts GRAD Agron U S II
Manteno .AGR HEcon Jr I II
Overland, Mo. FAA Arch Jr
Mark LAS Genl Fr I II
Mark LAS Genl Fr I II
Staunton EDUC Genl Irr s
Chicago LAS PMed So I II
Chicago LAS PMed Jr I II
Chicago ENG CE Jr I II
Monticello COM UD Jr I II
Monticello Fr s
Eagarville LAW Law 2 S I II
Chicago LAS Genl So
Wilmette ENG ME Fr I II
Rockford MED Med 1 I II
Henning GRAD Ekluc U S I II
Eldorado ENG Genl Fr
Eldorado PE PE Sr I II
LaGrange FAA Mus Sr s
Itasca -AGR Genl Fr I II
Gilman GRAD AnHusb U II
Gary, Ind. FAA Art Fr I II
Urbana FAA -Art Sr S I II
Valmeyer LAS Genl Sr S I II
Champaign Fr s
Champaign AGR HEcon Fr s
Middletown GRAD Educ EM S I II
Bowen LAS GenlDiv Fr I II
Milford LAS Genl So S I II
River Forest LIB LibSci 1 I II
Evanston LAS ChEng Jr I II
Canton LAS Genl Fr I II
Quincy LAS ChEng Jr I II
Chicago MED Med 5 I II
Mt. Vernon Fr S
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Piersol, Mary Diana Champaign FAA Art Sr II
Pierson, Irene Dorothy, A.B. Argenta GRAD Soc U II
Pierson, Lester LeRoy Toulon COM UD Jr S I II
Pierson, Lloyd George Chicago PE PE Fr
Pierson, Margaret Jacqueline Decatur LAS Genl So II
Pierson, Robert Edward Chicago ENG ME So II
Pierson, Roger Vernon Princeton Fr S
Pierson, Roy LaVern Marseilles LAS PMed Fr II
Pierson, Sture Richmond ENG EE Fr II
Pierzhala, John Casimir Chicago LAS ChEng Jr II
Piesbergen, Norman Raymond Belleville LAS Genl Jr II
Pietrzak, Kathryn Mary Oglesby LAS Genl Jr
Pietrzak, Michael Joseph, Jr. Oglesby COM LD Fr II
Pietsch, Lysle Richard Lombard AGR PFor So II
Piff, Gustav Paul, Jr. Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 II
Pigford, Robert Lamar, B.S.. M.S. Urbana GRAD Chem U S I II
Piggott. Bert C. Hinsdale PE PE So II
Piggott, Robert Crawford Chicago ENG ME So
Pike, Kathleen Carruthers Cora LAS Genl Fr s
Pilchard, Betty Jane Urbana PE PE So II
Pile, Jane Howard Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Pilkenton, Ruth Kincaid, A.B. Farmer City GR.A.D HEcon U s
Pilkenton, William Harold, Jr. Farmer City LAS Genl So II
Piller, Marcel Nelson Chicago ENG ME So
Pilz, Clifford George Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Pinderski, Louis Alvin, Jr. Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Pinkerton, Homer H. Quincy ENG ME Sr II
Pinkerton, Matilda Irvine, A.B. Springfield GR.\D Educ U s
Pinkos, John Albin Chicago AGR Genl So II
Pinnell, Minerva Kansas FAA Art So II
Pinnell, Ruth, B.Mus. Kansas GRAD Mus U II
Pinnow, Harley Robert Orangeville ENG CerE Sr II
Pinnow, Robert Lewis Orangeville AGR Denl Sr S I II
Pinsley, Richard Seymour Chicago ENG EE So II
Pintar, Elmer August Collinsville COM LD Fr II
Pintavalle, Edward Armando Schenectady, N.Y. DENT Dent 2 II
Pinzur, Harry Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 II
Pinzur, Sam Chicago COM UD Ir II
Piotrowski, Ray Alexander Chicago ENG Genl Fr
Piper, Clair Adamson Sumner AGR Genl Fr 11
Piper, Floyd Goebel Streator COM LD Fr
Piper, Norman Austin Oak Park ENG ME Fr II
Piper, Virginia Mae Princeton AGR HEcon Sr II
Piper, Wesley Pershing Oak Park LAS Genl Fr s
Pircher, Frances Maria Witt So s
Pisak, Stanley Henry Chicago ENG EE Fr II
Pisciotta, Joseph Louis Chicago .'^GR Genl Fr
Pish, George, B.S. Chicago GRAD Chem U II
Pistorius, Neil Edgar Blue Mound AGR Genl Jr
Pitcher, James Roy Peoria ENG AgEng Jr II
Pitra, Marcella Mae Westchester AGR HEcon Fr II
Fitter, Cuthbert Altamont Maggotty, Jamaica FAA Arch
. . Sr S I II
Pittman, Howard Taylor Smithfield PE PE So II
Pittman, Margaret Lee, B.S., B.S. Mt. Vernon LIB LibSci 1 s
Pittman, Paul Clifton Flora AGR Genl Jr II
Pittman, Thomas Merritt Water Valley, Miss. ENG EE Jr II
Pitts, Ellen Brown Cerro Gordo, Tenn. Fr s
Pitts, John Joseph McLean AGR Genl Sr II
Pityo, Albert Joseph Clifton, N.J. PE PE So II
Pitzer, Robert Shafer, B.S. Assumption LAW Law 3 II
Pivotto, Edith A. Chicago AGR HEcon Fr
Pixley, Ralph Arthur Centralia FA.A, Mus Jr II
Pizer, Esther Ruth, B.S. Chicago MED Med 4
Placek, James Frank, B.S. Chicago GRAD Educ U s
Plachota, Lorraine Berwyn EDUC Genl Jr II
Plagge, Robert George Barrington ENG Genl Fr II
Plail, John Joseph Wayland. N.Y. ENG CE Jr II
Plail, Karl Gray Wayland, N.Y. ENG CE Jr II
Plain, Nell Alma Springfield EDUC Onl Jr s
Plate, James William Minonk COM UD Sr II
Platz, James Edward Wewoka, Okla. LIB LibSci Una s
Plautz, Carl George Aurora EDUC Genl Jr II
Playter, Stephen Main Eau Claire, Wis. F.\A Arch Jr II
Pleas, Gutherie East -St. Louis AGR HEcon Fr II
Plese, John James Wilmington AGR Genl Fr
Pletcher, James David Berwyn LAS Genl Sr II
Pletcher, Margaret Jean Berwyn EDUC Genl Jr II
Pletcher, Mary Elizabeth Rochester, Ind. EDUC Genl Sr II
Plonsky, AUenby, B.S. Palatine GRAD AgEcon U II
Plonsky, Elias Palatine AGR Cienl Fr II
Plotkin, Paul Chicago LAS PMed Jr II
Plotsky, Judith Paulene Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Plowe, Harry Skeeles Chicago ENG CE So II
Plowright, Edna May West Chicago LAS Genl So II
Plum, Clarence H., Jr. Savanna ENG Genl So
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Plumb, Marian Pauline
Plunkett, Harry Lee
Plytn, Amy Elizabeth, B.S.
Poag, Donald Hugh
Pociask, Anton Adams
PodoU, LaVerne Bernice
Podraza, John Francis
Poepping, Mary Claire
Pogue, Barbara
Pogue, Roger Boston
Pohlman, Paul Henry
Pohn, George
Poindexter, Webster Ray
Poitras, Adrian William, B.S.
Polacheck, Dena Julia. A.B., B.S.
Polakow, David
Polan, Robert Joseph
Poland, Leslie Byron, B.Ed., M.S.
Poland, Olive Marie
Polanin, Walter
Policandriotes, Theodore Zane, B.S., B.M.
Polk, Ina Gertrude
Polk, Josephine McMahon
Polk, Robert Lewis
Poll, Lillian Nelle
Poll, Robert Eugene
Pollack, Seymour Lester, B.S.
PoUand, Charles Peter
Pollard, Ray Alexander
Pollensky, Elinor Lorena
PoUmann, Walter Henry, A.B.
Pollock, Elizabeth May, B.Ed.
Polniaszek, Mildred Jane
Poloncasz, Raymond Stanley
Polskin, Barney Aronoff, B.S.
Polzin, John Theodore
Pomatti, Arthur, Jr.
Pomatto, Marie Lucille
Pommerenke, Irene Louise, A.B.
Pomrenke, Karl Robert, B.S., M.S.
Pond, Wallace Arthur
Ponsor, Ward Frederick
Ponte, Genevieve Clementine
Ponte, Madeline Catherine
Pontius, Mildred .Annette
Pool, Ernest Howard
Poole, Marshall Harry
Poole, Roger Allen
Poore, Gretchen Lenore
Pope, Arthur Twaddell
Pope, Carrie Luetta
Pope, Cecil Allen
Pope, Frederick Alexander
Pope, Mary Ada
Pope, Ralph, Jr.
Pope, Robert Parker
Pope, William Thomas
Popov, Bernice
Popovich, Mirko
Poppelreiter, John Nichlous
Popper, Hans Philipp, M.D.
Porreca, Edmund Joseph
Port, Albert Joseph
Porter, Betty .Ann
Porter, Bruce Wallace
Porter, Charles Baddeley
Porter, Daniel Wilson
Porter, Donald Joseph
Porter, Elaine Marie
Porter, Herbert Knowlton
Porter, Jack Easton
Porter, James Ashbel
Porter, John Edward
Porter, John Walter
Porter, Matheus Lawrence, Jr., A.B.
Porter, Philip
Porter, Robert Morey
Porter, Ruby Geraldine, B.Ed.
Porter, Thomas William
Porter, Vernon Lee, B.S.
Porter, \\'alter Kenneth
Porterfield. Ruth Eileen
Portis, Anita Phyllis
Portz, \'irginia Elizabeth
Posey, Thomas Jennings
Hudson AGR HEcon Jr S
Chandlerville ENG EE Sr S II
Peru LIB LibSci 1 S
East Alton LAS ChEng Fr II
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago COM LD So II
East St. Louis EM
Springfield FAA Art Fr II
Springfield ENG ME Sr II
Barrington PHARM Pharm 2
Danville AGR Genl Fr II
St. Louis, Mo. ENG Genl So II
Rockford GRAD Zool U S
Chicago GRAD LibSci U S II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 II
Riverside MED Med 3 II
Lawrenceville GRAD Chem U II
Olney LAS Genl So II
Chicago ENG ME Jr II
Joliet MED Med 5 II
Champaign EDUC Genl Unc
Tolono Fr S
Riverside ENG CE So II
Centralia FAA Mus Jr II
Champaign COM LD So II
Chicago MED Med 5 II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Burnt Prairie PE PE Jr II
Chicago AGR HEcon Fr II
St. Louis GRAD Class U II
Springfield GRAD Educ EM S II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago ENG MetE Fr II
Plainfield, N.J. DENT Dent 1 II
Rock Island LAW Law 1 II
Gloversville, N.Y. PE PE Jr II
Marseilles PE PE Fr II
Clay Center, Kan. GRAD Educ U S
Urbana GRAD Zool U II
Quincy ENG EE Sr
Roscoe COM LD So II
Benld Fr S
Benld EDUC Genl Sr g
Shelbyville EDUC Genl Jr s"
Ottawa LAS PLaw Fr II
Olney ENG EE Jr II
Chambersburg LAS Genl So
Champaign LAS Genl So II
Lake Forest ENG Genl So II
Champaign LAS PJnl Fr II
Champaign AGR Genl Jr II
Kewanee JNL Jnl Sr II
Vorkville AGR HEcon Jr s II
Indianapolis, Ind. AGR Genl So II
Champaign COM UD Jr II
Kewanee LAS Genl Fr II
Granite City FAA Arch So II
Mt. Clare ENG Cer Fr II
Wheaton PE PE So
Chicago GRAD Path C s II
Rochester, X.V. LAS PDent Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl So
South Bend, Ind. AGR HEcon Fr
Hinsdale ENG Genl Fr II
Pontiac ENG EE Fr II
Urbana ENG Genl Fr II
Champaign COM LD So s II
Eldorado AGR HEcon So II
Champaign LAS Genl Sr II
Mt. Prospect LAS PJnl Fr II
Hinsdale ENG CE Jr II
Urbana LAS Genl Sr II
Mackinaw COM UD Sr II
Champaign LAS Genl Irr s
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3 II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Madison, S.D. LIB LibSci 1 s
Garden Prairie AGR Genl Jr II
Eldorado AGR Genl Irr s
Champaign COM UD Sr II
Murdock LAS PJnl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
L'rbana FAA Arch Sr s II
Springfield ENG Genl Sr II
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Poskin, Joe Dennis
Post. Ethel May
Post, George Washington, B.S.
Post, Mary EHzabeth. B.S.. A.M.
Poster, Marvin Manny, A.B.
Poston, Charles Francis, B.Exi., A.M.
Potish, Irvin
Potter, Arion James
Potter, Claire Snyder, B.Ed.
Potter, Harry Hard, Jr.
Potter, Lois Emma
Potter, Ruth Evelyn
Potter, William Gray
Potts, Albert Leroy, Jr.
Potuto, Genevieve Cornelia
Powel, Paul Edwin
Powell, Dwight, A.B., A.M.
Powell, Evelyn Eileen
Powell, Frederick Hugh
Powell, Jocelyn, B.M.. B.S.
Powell, Margaret Marie
Powell, Martha Jane, A.B.
Powell, Mary Charlotte
Powell, Max Ellis
Powell, Paul Wayne, B.S.
Powell, Sophia Agnes
Powell, William Lowery
Powell, William McNesbit, B.Ed.
Power, Charles Lloyd
Power, Doris Margaret, B.S.
Power, Dorothy Jane
Power, Ruth Tarlton, B.S.
Powers, George, Jr.
Powers, Jean
Powers, John Haworth
Powers, John Patrick
Powers, Lucille Bernice
Powers, Raymond Martin
Powers, Richard Michael
Powers, Shannon Curtis
Powers, Virginia Lee
Pownall, Raymond Carroll
Poyer, Janet Sue
Poynter, Laura Lucile, B.Ed.
Pozen, Doris E., B.S.
Pracyk, John Ardell, Jr.
Prange, Adelia Gesina
Prange, Eugene August, A.B.
Prange, Francis Patrick
Pranke, Don Wallace
Prater, Arthur Darwin
Prather, James Howard
Prather, Mary Jane
Prather, William Chalmers
Pratscher, Earl Herbert
Pratt, Arthur Ellis, Jr.
Pratt, Elisabeth Haven
Pratt, John Clovis, B.Ed.. A.M.
Pratte, Homer Earl
Preihs, Carlene
Preihs, Ida May
Prendergast, James Drummer
Prentice, William Jay, Jr.
Presbrey, George Warren
Prescher, William Francis
Prescott, Helen Amelia
Presley, Herman Henderson, A.B.
Pressly, Edward Brewster, B.S.
Pressman, Donald
Prestin, Carl Bronson, A.B.
Preston, Miriam
Prew, Francis Joseph
Prewett, Kathryn Sue
Priami, Katherine
Pricco, Ernest, B.Ed.
Price, Cleo Elverta
Price, Dale Jacobs
Price, Eugene Harry
Price, Floyd Landis
Price, Geraldine Mae
Price, Glen Marshall
Price, James Ferris, A.B., A.M.
Price, Jayne Elizabeth
Price, June Wendell, B.S.
Price, Mary Louise, A.B.
Ashkum AGR Genl Fr I II
Mt. Vernon LAS Genl Jr I II
Maywood MED Med 5 I II
Bridgeport GRAD Engl U s
Brooklyn, N.Y. DENT Dent 2 I II
Charleston GRAD Econ U I II
Springfield COM UD Jr I II
Aledo AGR Genl So I II
Bardolph GRAD Educ EM S I
Chicago ENG MinE Fr I II
Erie LAS Genl Sr S I II
Erie LAS Genl Sr S I II
Decatur FAA Arch Jr I II
Gibson City LAS PMed Fr I II
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr I
Jerseyville AGR Genl Jr I II
Urbana GRAD Entom U S I II
Champaign LAS Genl Jr I II
Rockford AGR DTech Fr I II
Chicago LIB LibSci 1 I II
Manteno AGR HEcon Jr I II
Monmouth GRAD Soc U I II
Chicago PE PE Jr I II
Hillview COM UD Jr I II
East Moline MED Med 3 I II
Hillview AGR HEcon Jr I II
Foosland AGR Genl Jr I II
Clinton GRAD Educ U I II
Peoria LAS Genl Fr I II
Birdsboro, Pa. DENT Dent 1 I II
Chicago PE PE Sr I II
Owingsville, Ky. LIB LibSci 1 I II
Streator LAS PMed Jr I II
Urbana COM UD Sr I II
Chicago LAS PLaw Jr II
Amboy PE PE Jr I II
Urbana AGR HEcon So I II
Chicago ENG ME So I II
Chicago FAA Art So II
Laura ENG EE Sr I
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Rochester, N.Y. ENG ME Jr I II
DesPlaines LAS Genl Jr I II
Areola GRAD Educ U s
Chicago LAS Genl Irr s
West Frankfort LAS PMed Fr I II
New Douglas Fr s
Urbana GRAD Math U S I II
Joliet COM UD Jr I II
Pana LAS Genl Jr I II
Cowden ENG Cer Jr I II
Hume JNL Jnl Sr S I II
Decatur LAS Genl Sr I II
Toledo LAS Genl Jr S I II
Oak Park ENG CE Jr I II
Bridgewater, Mass. PE PE Fr I II
Wellesley Hills. Mass. FAA Art Fr I II
Carlinville GRAD French U s
East St. Louis LAS ChEng So I II
Pana LAS Genl Fr S I
Pana JNL Jnl Sr I II
Lamoille ENG AgEng So I II
Oak Park ENG CerE Fr I II
Aurora COM LD So I II
Bloomington LAS Genl Jr I II
Wilmette LAS Genl Sr I II
Odin GRAD Educ U s
Sparta
Milwaukee, Wis.
LAS Genl Irr I II
PHARM Pharm 2 I II
Tolono LAW Law 3 S I II
Mattoon AGR Genl Fr I
Kankakee LAW Law 1 S I II
Marshall LAS Genl Jr I
Frankfort LAS Genl Fr I II
Auburn GRAD Educ U S
Champaign LAS Genl So I II
Macon AGR Genl Sr I II
Oblong COM UD Jr I II
Bristol LAS ChEng Jr I II
Hillsboro LAS Genl Fr I II
Bridgeport ENG Cer Jr I II
Forest Grove, Ore. GRAD Math U I II
Chicago AGR HEcon Fr I
Farmer City GRAD Educ U I II
Paris, Ky. LIB LibSci 1 s
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Prout, Floyd Otho, B.Ed., M.S.
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PuUiam, Harvey Wilford
Pulliam, Paul Edward
Pulver, Seymour
Pulverman, William Exiward
Puntney, Lawrence Earl
Punyagupta, Somporn
Purcell, Lucille
Purcell, William Robert, B.S.
Purdue, Virginia, A.B., A.M.
Purdy, Edward Reginald
Purdy, George Allan
Purkey, Roland Alvin
Purnell, Catherine Margaret
Purnell, Isabelle Sarah, B.Ed.
Purnell, Lyle
Purvin, Theodore Vernon
Pusey, George Purdue
Pusey, William Shrewsbury
Putman, John Albert
Putta, John George
Pyle, Louise Cornelia, A.B.
Pyterek, Arthur Bernard, B.S.
Brooklyn, N.Y. DENT Dent 1 11
Mulkeytown AGR Genl Fr II
Plainfield, N.J. ENG ME Jr II
Birmingham, Mich. ENG Genl Jr
Texico LAS PJnl So II
Moline LAS Chem Jr S II
Berwyn ENG ME So II
Joliet ENG CerE Fr II
Melrose, Mass. PE PE Sr II
Galena LAW Law 2 II
Melrose, Mass. LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
West Bend, Iowa AGR Genl Fr II
Athens EDUC Genl Jr II
Athens AGR Genl Sr II
Sheffield GRAD Geog U S
Quincy GRAD Educ EM
Chicago AGR HEcon So II
Princeton EDUC Genl Irr s
Peoria FAA Arch Fr II
Chicago PE PE So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
St. Louis, Mo. LAS Genl So II
St. Louis, Mo. AGR Flor Sr II
Urbana GRAD LibSci U s II
Chicago FA.\ LArch Sr II
Champaign GRAD Econ U s II
Flora GRAD Educ U s
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 II
New Athens FAA Mus Sr II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Chicago LAS Gen! Sr II
Pittsfield GRAD Educ EM II
Bement AGR Genl Fr
Philo GRAD Educ U II
Philo LAS PMed Fr II
Philo LAS Genl Jr s 11
Mansfield GRAD Educ EM II
Mansfield EDUC Genl Sr s II
Cariyle GRAD Educ U s
Geneva MED Med 2 II
Urbana LAS Genl Jr II
Kinmundy GRAD Educ U II
Kinmundy MED Med 2 II
Clifton LAS Genl Jr II
St. Louis, Mo. GR.A.D Educ EM s II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2 II
Chicago LAS Genl So
Galesburg GRAD Educ U s
Chicago FAA Arch So II
Basco GRAD Educ U s
Oregon ENG Genl Fr II
Chicago MED Med 1 II
E^st St. Louis Fr s II
Ridgefarm AGR Genl So II
Shelbyville GRAD Hist U II
Peoria LAS PMed Fr II
Bourbonnais GRAD Engl U s
New Haven, Conn. DENT Dent 4 s
Areola COM LD Fr II
New York, N.Y. GRAD Geol. U II
Decatur GRAD Math u
Newton LAS ChEng Fr II
Winchester FAA Arch Jr s II
Newark, N.J. PE PE Fr II
Benton LAS Genl Jr II
Mt. Erie ENG Cer Sr II
Washington, D.C. ENG CE So II
Monticello LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Mattoon GRAD Ciiem U s
Kell GRAD Educ U s
Grafton LAS PMed Fr II
Hinsdale ENG MetE Jr II
Heyworth EDUC Genl Sr II
Granite City LAS Gen! Sr II
Champaign GRAD BOO U s II
CarroUton LAS Genl Jr II
Rockford EDUC Gen! Sr II
Marseilles AGR Genl So II
Decatur FAA Art Sr II
Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Fox River Grove COM UD Jr II
Galesburg LIB LibSci 1 s
Chicago MED Med 5 I II
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Rains, Byford Eugene, B.Ed.
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Rains, Margaret Alice
Rains, Roger Morton
Rains, Velma Eugene, B.Ed., A.M.
Raisbeck. Nancy Ann, B.Ed., B.S.
Raistrick, Gardner Walker
Ralston, Roy Boggs, A.B.
Raman, Blanche Margaret, B.S., M.S.
Rambo, John Myron
Ramey, Charles Artliur
Ramey, Janet
Ramey, Julia
Ramm, Molly
Highland Park. Mich. GRAD Chem U II
Urbana GRAD Econ U S II
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Murphysboro GRAD Hist U s II
Murphysboro EDUC Genl Sr s II
Towanda EDUC Genl Sr II
Waterloo EDUC Genl Jr s
St. Louis, Mo. GRAD Physics U II
Brookville, Ind. FAA Art Sr II
Warsaw EDUC Genl Sr s
Dixon GRAD Educ U s II
Sadorus LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Sadorus GRAD Chem U II
Hettinger, N.D. AGR HEcon So II
Table Grove GRAD Educ U s
DuQuoin GRAD Educ u s
Granite City LAS Genl Jr II
LaPlace GRAD Educ U s II
Pesotum ENG CerE Fr II
Springfield COM UD Sr II
Chicago PE PE Fr II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Urbana GRAD Engl U s II
Peoria COM LD Fr II
Heyworth LAS Genl Fr s
Urbana LAS Genl Jr II
High River, Alberta ENG CE Sr II
Belleville AGR DTech Sr II
Hoopeston COM LD So s II
Springfield ENG MetE So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Rochester, N.Y. GRAD Chem U s II
Peoria GRAD Engl U s
CoUinsville COM LD Fr II
Fall River, Mass. GRAD Chem U II
Chicago MED Med 3 II
Bronx, N.Y. DENT Dent 3 II
Villa Grove GRAD Educ U
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Berwyn ENG Genl Jr II
Chicago LAS Chem Jr II
Chicago LAS PJnl Fr
Havana GRAD Math U
Pekin COM LD So II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Oak Park COM LD So II
Gillespie GRAD Educ U s
Aledo AGR Genl Irr s
Lombard LAS ChEng Jr II
St. Charles ENG .AgEng So II
Springfield GRAD Educ U s
Monmouth LIB LibSci Unc s
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago GRAD Chem C s II
Bement LAS PMed Fr
Pinckneyville GRAD Educ EM s II
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Wheeler AGR Genl Sr II
Forreston GRAD Educ EM s II
Elkville GRAD Educ EM s II
Urbana AGR HEcon Sr s II
Urbana LAS Genl Jr II
Tuscola ENG Cer Fr II
Chicago FAA Arch Jr II
Tallula GRAD Educ U s
Huntsville, Mo. GRAD Engl U s
New York, N.Y. LAS Genl Jr II
Moline LAS Genl So II
Litchfield LAS GenlDiv Fr
West Frankfort GRAD Engl U s
Christopher ENG EE Fr II
West York LAS PMed Fr II
West York AGR Genl So
Charleston GRAD Educ U s
Normal LIB LibSci 1 s
Jamestown, N.Y. ENG ME Sr II
Urbana GRAD Geol U II
Pleasant Plains EDUC Genl Irr s
Princeton PHARM Pharm 2
Danville LAS PMed Jr II
Champaign FAA Art Fr II
Danville EM II
Danville LAS Genl So I II
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Ramme, Maurice LeRoy
Ramoino, Katherine Marie
Ramp, Mildred Eleanor
Ramsdell, Paul Allen
Ramsden, Sally Elizabeth
Ramsey, Mrs. Elinor Jameson
Ramsey, Floyd Levi, B.Exl.
Ramsey, John Maurice
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Rapp, Gus, Jr.
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Rasmussen, Donald Edwin, A.B., A.M.
Rasmussen, Emma Mary, B.S.
Rasmussen, Evelynne Marie
Rasmussen, Johannes Led
Rasmussen, John Howard
Rasmussen, Mrs. Lore May, A.B.
Rasmussen, Myrl Ann
Rasmussen, Robert Burnell
Rasmussen, Robert Maynard
Rasmussen, Tracy .\l\in
Ratdiffe, Thomas Edward, Jr.. A.B., B.S.
Raterman, Lambert Xorbert
Rath, Paul Frederick
Rathbone. Mary Anne
Rathert, Florence Louise, A.B., A.M.
Rathert, Kenneth Richard
Rathmann, Lawrence Richard
Rathmann, Olga Anna, B.Exi.
Rattner, Bernard, B.S.
Rau, Mildred Louise, B.S.
Rauch, Benjamin, B.Mus
Rauh, Everett George, B.S.
Raulin, Albert Francis
Rausch, Dorothy .A.nn
Rauth, Walter M., .\.B.
Rawchffe, Robert Douglas, A.B., M.S.
Rawitsch, Garfield Simon
Rawlings, John Rawson, A.B.
Rawhngs, Mabel Eva, A.B., B.S.. M.S.
Ray, Burton Wiley
Ray, Carolyn Eastwood
Ray, Charles Edward
Ray, Gordon Keith
Ray, Mary Helen
Rayburn, Ethel Wright
Rayburn, Marian Jane
Rayburn, Roland Cecil
Rayburn, Virginia Floy
Raycraft, Joseph Armsworth
Rayer, Richard Albert
Raymon, Wilda Eloise
Raymond, Dean Birtwell
Raymond, Eugene Benjamin
Raymond, William Douglas
Rayner, Ralph Meyer
Rayner, Susie Josa
Raynolds, John Lloyd
Rea, Mrs. Roberta Cummins
Reace, William Thomas, Jr.
Read, David Melvin, B.Ed.
Cornell AGR Genl Sr II
Cherry Fr S
Newman LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago LAS ChEng Jr II
Columbus LAS Genl Sr S II
Brooklyn, N.Y. F.AA Mus Fr
Thebes GR.\D Bot U S
Emma LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Bowen GR.^D .A.gEcon U S II
Manilla, Iowa AGR HEcon Fr II
Manitowoc, Wis. COM UD Jr S
Manitowoc, Wis. L.A.S Genl So
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Champaign ENG ME Fr II
Atlantic City, N.J. LAS Chem Jr II
Havanna ENG CE Jr II
Chicago ENG CE So II
Somonauk GRAD Educ EM II
Pana ENG Genl Fr II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr
Chicago GR.A.D Educ EM S II
Belleville COM LD Fr II
Granite City COM LD Fr II
Chicago MED Med 3 II
East St. Louis EM
Monticello GRAD Hist U S II
Rockford ENG EE Jr II
Toledo, Ohio GR-^D Chem U II
Palestine ENG EE Fr II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Pekin LAS PLaw So II
Erie, Pa. GR.\D Econ U S
Millington AGR HExon So II
Schiller Park GR.A.D Soc U II
Paxton GR.A.D Educ U S
Capron COM UD Jr II
Waukegan F.\.-\ Mus So II
Paxton AGR Genl Fr II
Champaign GR.'XD Educ U S II
Galesburg LAS Genl Jr II
Capron AGR Genl Fr
Bloomington ENG EPhy Jr II
Neponset EDUC Genl Sr II
Raleigh, N.C. GR.A.D LibSci U II
St. Louis, Mo. ENG EE So II
Savanna AGR Genl Sr II
Champaign LAS PJnl So II
Indianapolis, Ind. Irr S
Red Bud COM UD Jr II
Elgin EM
Crystal Lake GR.\D Educ U II
Chicago MED Med 5 II
Tower Hill GRAD Educ U S
Lake Linden, Mich. GRAD MusEd U S
Hinsdale GR.A.D Chem U II
Springfield ENG CE So II
Waukegan EDUC Genl Jr II
BeUeville GR.\D Educ EM II
Urbana GRAD Physics U S II
Chicago COM LD So II
Jacksonville EDUC Genl Irr II
Albert Lea, Minn. GR.^D LibSci U S
Kewanee AGR Genl So II
Rockford Fr S
Hammond ENG CerE Fr II
Mundelein ENG CE Sr II
Sidney AGR HEcon So II
St. Joseph Fr S
Champaign LAS Genl Jr
Champaign AGR Genl Fr II
Champaign AGR HEcon Jr II
Monticello PHARM Pharm 4 II
Kankakee ENG ME Jr II
Peoria MED Med 5 II
Streator LAS ChEng Sr S II
Chicago ENG EE Fr II
Evanston AGR Genl Fr II
Waukegan ENG ME So II
Chicago F.\A Mus So II
Buffalo ENG CE Fr II
Urbana EDUC Genl Sr
Chicago ENG EE Jr II
Danville GRAD Educ U II
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Reading, Dorothy Theresa, B.S.
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Reagan, Ellen Alene
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Reich, Emily Evalyn, A.B., B.S.
Reich, Jack Henry
Reichelderfer, Frank Albert, B.S.
Reichert, Herbert William, A.B., A.M.
Reid, Courtland Thirl, B.S.
Fairfield GRAD Educ U S
Putnam AGR HEcon Fr II
Batavia COM LD So II
Evanston LIB LibSci 1 II
Batavia AGR HEcon Sr II
Georgetown LAS Genl Fr II
Wilkinsburg, Pa. LAS HEcon Jr II
Peru LAS Genl So II
San Antonio, Tex. LAS Genl Irr II
LaSalle LAW Law 3 s
Pekin LAS PLaw So II
Springfield LAS Genl Sr II
Baldwin, Kan. GRAD LibSci U s
Aurora LAS Chem Fr II
Fithian EDUC Genl Sr s II
Gillespie GRAD Zool U s II
Brooklyn, N.Y. LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS Chem Jr II
Urbana AGR PFor Jr II
Urbana COM LD Fr II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3 II
Batavia COM LD So II
Bement AGR Genl Fr II
Bloomington COM LD So II
Bement AGR Genl Sr II
Urbana LAS Genl Unc II
Urbana COM LD Fr
Shabbona AGR Genl Fr
Gasport, N.Y. PE PE Fr
Westville GRAD Educ U s II
Oak Park DENT Dent 1 II
Oak Park COM LD So
Brownstown GRAD AgEcon U s
DuQuoin GRAD Engl U s
Rockford AGR Genl Sr
Covington, Ind. GRAD French U
DuQuoin GRAD Econ u s
Galatia EDUC Genl Sr s
Alexis GRAD EMuc EM
East Alton COM UD Jr s
Alhambra GRAD Educ U s
Cameron EDUC Genl Jr
Long Point ENG CE Sr
Urbana AGR HEcon Sr
Champaign GRAD Psych U s
Dundas AGR HEcon Fr
Louisville GRAD Bot U s
Arlington Heights AGR Genl So
Rockford LAS ChEng Jr
Harvey LAS Genl So
Warren LIB LibSci 1 s
Smithshire LAS Genl Fr
Lincoln PE PE Fr
Farmington COM LD Fr s
Eldorado MED Med 4
Montezuma, Ind. LAS Genl Fr
Wheaton LAS Genl Fr
Chicago COM LD Fr
Urbana COM LD So
Evanston ENG MetE Fr
Paxton LAS Genl Jr
Elgin EM
Elgin EM
Chicago GRAD French U s
Urbana GRAD Germ U s
Chicago GRAD LibSci U s
Chicago LAS PLaw Jr I
Weldon ENG AgEng Fr I
Weldon ENG AgEng Jr s I
Pearl GRAD Educ EM s I
Cisco LAS Genl Jr I
Normal GRAD Educ U s
East St. Louis GRAD Educ EM I
Weldon ENG AgEng So I
Gridley AGR Genl Fr I
Cisco AGR Genl Fr I
Chicago ENG Cer So I
Cicero PE PE Fr I
Lebanon EDUC Genl Irr s
Woodhull GRAD Agron U s
Urbana GRAD LibSci u I
Chicago COM UD Jr
Peoria LAW Law 1 I
New York, N.Y. GRAD Germ U I
Champaign GRAD Geol U I
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Reynolds, Joseph Elmer, B.S.
Reynolds, Marian Conner, B.S.
Reynolds, Rex Winslow, B.S.
Alton GRAD LibSci U s II
Albion ENG Genl So II
Farmer City LAS PJnl Fr II
Winchester FAA Mus Irr s
Park Ridge LAS Genl Jr II
Genoa ENG EE Sr II
Nashville FAA Mus So II
Mattoon MED Med 5 II
Mattoon EDUC Genl Irr s
Ridgefarm GR.AD -Agron U s
Cairo LAS ChEng So s II
Wauconda LAS Genl So II
Springfield AGR Genl Fr II
Chicago ENG Cer Sr II
Champaign LAS Genl So
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Macon AGR Genl Fr II
Clucago MED Med 3 s II
Mascoutah ENG ME Sr II
Dewey .AGR Genl Irr
Krakow, Poland LAS Chem Sr s II
South Bend, Ind. COM LD So
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Forreston .AGR Genl Fr II
Aurora ENG Genl Sr II
Atlanta, Ga. LAS Genl Fr II
Urbana GRAD AgEcon U s II
Freeburg AGR Genl Sr II
Maywood EDUC Genl Jr II
Chicago COM LD Fr
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Mt. Pulaski AGR Genl Jr II
Chicago DENT Dent 2 II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3 II
Lockport ENG EE Jr
Chicago DENT Dent 4 s II
Wilmot, S.D. EDUC Genl Irr s
Anna GRAD Educ EM II
Champaign GRAD Zool U s
Metropolis COM LD Fr II
Pasadena, Calif. GRAD Orthod C s
Carlinville AGR Genl Fr II
Chicago ENG CE So II
Urbana LAS Genl Jr II
Aurora ENG ME Jr s II
Beardstown GR.AD Educ EM II
Urbana LAS G«nl Jr II
Evanston ENG xME Fr II
Mt. Pulaski LAS Chem So II
Walnut LAS G€nl Jr II
Champaign ENG EE So II
Clarendon Hills LAS ChEng Fr II
Livingston EDUC Genl Jr s
St. Louis, Mo. LAS ChEng Fr II
Springfield, Mass. PE PE Jr s
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Chicago LAS Chem Fr II
Chicago AGR Genl So s II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr II
Danville COM LD So II
Hartsburg FA.A Arch Fr II
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr s II
Pearl AGR HEcon Sr II
Villa Park LAS PMed So II
Elizabeth AGR Genl Fr II
-Aurora GRAD LibSci U s
Rockford COM LD Fr II
Quincy GR-AD Educ EM
Harmon AGR Genl So s II
Marion ENG MinE So II
Effingham GRAD Surg C
Cissna Park AGR Genl Sr II
.Assumption AGR G«nl Fr II
Charlottesville, Va. LIB LibSci 1 II
Sandwich LAS PJnl So II
Columbia, S.C. FAA Art So II
Champaign LAS PLaw Jr s II
Long Point GR.AD Educ U s
Lincoln, Neb. LIB LibSci 1 II
Effingham PE PE Jr II
Dwight GR.AD Surg C s II
Long Point GRAD Educ U s
Long Point GRAD Educ u s
Effingham GRAD Educ u s I II
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Reynolds, Richard William
Reynolds, Robert Raraon, B.S.
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Reynolds, Susan
Rezny, Robert Edward
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Rhea, Walter Adam, B.S.
Rheingold, Joseph Cyrus, B.S., M.S., M.D.
Rhine, Floyd Wayne
Rhoades, Dwight Raymond
Rhoades, Esther Gard
Rhode, Sally Irene
Rhodes, Elizabeth Rosamund
Rhodes, Lloyd Eugene
Rhodes, William Cepheus
Rhodes, William John
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Ribacchi, Soliska Florence, A.B.
Rice, Betty, B.Ed.
Rice, Clyde Oren
Rice, Elmer Leo
Rice, Frances Jessie
Rice, Gladys
Rice, Harry .Ackman, B.Ed.
Rice, Harry Emory, A.B.
Rice, Imas Ward
Rice, Jacquelyn Claire
Rice, James Percival
Rice, Jessie Elaine
Rice, Jon McCutcheon
Rice, Joseph Ransom
Rice, Mrs. Mary Gibson
Rice, Sherman Theodore
Rice, Thomas Miller
Rice, Vilas Clifford
Rice, Virgil Thomas
Rice, William Hudson
Rich, Barbara Jane
Rich, Carol Eugene, B.Ed.
Rich, Franklin Alfred, B.Ed.. M.S.
Rich, Marjorie Louise, B.Ed., M.Ed.
Rich, Maurice
Rich, Richard Earl
Rich, Robert Merrill
Rich, Ruth Julia
Richard, Roma Virginia, B.S.
Richard, Warren A., .A..B.
Richards, Olin Lewis
Richards, Russell Fayette, B.S.
Richardson, .Arthur Taylor, Jr.
Richardson, Charles Verne
Richardson, Estelle Akers
Richardson, Floyd William
Richardson, Ivan LeRoy
Richardson, Janet Shelton
Richardson, Virginia Lee
Richerson, Marjorie Mary
Richey, Mildred June, B.Ed.
Richey, Orville Paul
Richmond, Edward Lewis
Richmond, Jack C.
Richmond, Kenneth Lowell
Richmond, Marion Janet
Richmond, Robert Fern
Richmond, Rosalie Mildred
Richtand, Arthur
Richter, Frederic Paul, A.B.. A.M.
Richter, George Albert, Jr.
Richter, John William
Richter, Maridan
Rick, Robert John
Rickert, Herbert Henry
Ricketts, Harlo Burton
Ricks, Ralph Douglas
Riddell, Frederick Lewis
Riddle, Edward Hollister. B.S.
Riddle, Glenn Franklin
Riddle, Glenn Keith, B.Ed.
Riddle, Lawrence Plimpton
Ridenhower, Robert Clinton
Ridgeway, Edith Mary, A.B., B.S.
Ridgley, Gunilda Marie, A.B.
Ridgway, Herschel Frederick
Ridgway, John Andrew, B.S.
Ridings, Guy Dale
Chicago ENG MetE Sr
Chicago GRAD Geol U
Eldorado EDUC Genl Jr S
DeRuyter, N.Y. Fr S
LaGrange LAS ChEng Sr
Clinton AGR Genl Sr
Champaign GRAD DHusb U S I II
Chicago GRAD Psych C S I II
East Alton ENG EE So S I
Monticello ENG CE So
Springfield Fr S
Urbana JNL Jnl Jr
Mt. Carroll FAA Mus Jr
Tamms ENG EE Jr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Mt. Carroll COM UD Jr
Bloomington LAS Chem Sr
CoUinsville LIB LibSci 1 S I II
Rossville GRAD Speech U s
Effingham FAA .A.rch Sr
lUiopolis EDUC Genl Sr
Fisher AGR HEcon Jr
Fisher Fr s
Lawrenceville GRAD Educ EM
Waukegan MED Med 2
Aurora LAS PMed Jr
Evanston LAS Genl Fr
Cairo COM UD Jr
Fisher Fr s
Chicago ENG ME Jr
Aurora LAS PMed Fr
Urbana LAS Genl So
Watson .\GR Genl Fr
Sheldon AGR Genl Fr
Dallas City LAS Genl Sr
Dallas City LAS Genl Sr
El Paso COM UD Sr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Anna GRAD Educ U s
Bunker Hill GRAD Zool EM
Macomb GRAD Educ U
Gillespie COM UD Jr I II
Saunemin .'^GR Genl Fr
Cullom AGR Genl Fr
Harvard PE PE Fr
Champaign EDUC HEcon Irr s
Champaign GRAD Speech U s
LaGrange COM LD So
Dana GRAD Agron U S I II
Geneva ENG ME Jr
Roseville FAA Arch Fr
Aurora LAS Genl Fr
Nokomis COM LD Fr
Donovan LAS PLaw So
Grayville LAS Genl Jr
Evanston LAS Genl Sr
Chicago EDUC Genl Jr
Flat Rock GRAD Engl U s
Antioch COM UD Sr
Geneva LAS Genl Unc
Champaign .AGR Genl Jr
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
River Forest LAS Genl Jr
West Frankfort PE PE Sr
Champaign FAA Art So
Buffalo, N.Y. COM LD Fr
Goodspring, Pa. GRAD Chem U
Springfield .\GR Genl Jr
Chicago LAS Chem Jr
Chicago FAA Art Sr
Morrison PE PE Fr
Urbana LAS PPharm Fr
Muscatine, Iowa COM UD Jr
Bloomington COM UD Jr
Cicero LAS Chem So
Urbana GRAD Chem U
Wapella AGR Genl Sr
Platteville, Wis. LIB LibSci 1 s
Mattoon LAS Genl Fr
Cairo FAA Mus So
Wilsey. Kan. LIB LibSci 1 s
Areola GRAD Educ U s
Herrin FAA Mus Fr
Flat Rock GRAD DHusb U
Huntsville AGR Genl Sr S I II
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Ridley. John Stewart
Riecken, Frank Frederick, B.S., M.S.
Riedel. Charlotte Adele
Riedemann, William Hermann
Riegel, Catherine Jane
Riegel, Garland Tavner, B.S., M.S.
Rieger, Martin Max
Rieger, William Holley, A.B.
Riegert, Jack Arnold
Riepe, Leonard Albert
Rifas, Beatrice Sherry
Riffle, Lois Lucile, B.S., B.S.
Rifkin, Herbert
Rifkin, Renee Hope
Rigby, Ralph George, M.D.
Riggan, Byron Woodall
Riggins, Alice Amelia
Riggs, Robert Freeman
Riggs, Stephen Farrington
Riggs, Thomas Jeffries, Jr.
Riggs. Zack Orv'ille, B.Ed.
Rigotti. George Frank
Rigsbee, Marvin Wallace, D.D.S.
Rikli, Arthur Eugene, A.B.
Riklin, Bernard Morris
Riley, Dorothy Elaine
Riley, Glen David
Riley, James
Riley, James Kirby
Riley, Lena Evelyn
Riley, Wilma Irene
Riman, Florence, Ph.B.
Rimbey, Warren Oliver
Rimer, Kenneth Eugene
Rimnac, George Charles
Rinard, Lila Appleton
Rinck, Luella Jane
Rinehart, Edward Everette
Ring^vald, Eugene Lee
Rinkema, Mrs. Tempe Gillespie
Ripka, Bernice Evelyn
Rippey, Opel Margaret
Riser, Nathan Wendell
Risley, Elizabeth Ellen
Risley, Gloria
Risley, William Ogle
Rison, Virginia Blanche
Riss, Robert George
Rissi, Melburne Charles
Ritcher, Arthur Edward, A.B., A.M.
Ritcher, George Clyde
Ritchey, Lloyd Butler, B.S.
Ritchie, Tom V'ernon
Ritholz, Edward Walter
Ritman, Richard Louis
Rittenhouse, Ernest Exlward
Ritter, Mildred .Amanda
Ritterband, Jerzy
Rittschof, Fred Paul, B.S.
Rittschof, Louis .Anthony, B.S.
Ritz, Oscar Herbert
Ritzier, .\lexander Robert
Riva, James, B.S.
Rives, Phillip EMward
Rizzo, Peter Paul
Roach, Charles Joseph
Roach, Donald Brian
Roach, James Sidney
Roach, James William
Roan, Clifford Creighton
Roane, John Steele
Roark, Samuel Paul, B.S.
Robasse, Leona
Robb, Dale WiUard
Robb, Daryl Gene
Robb, Marian Frances
Robb, Nancy
Robb, Wyman Dwight
Robbe, Charies Welch
Robbins, Dorothy Louise
Robbins, Edwin Winslow, A.B,
Robbins, Joseph Maurice, B.S.
Robbins, Kenneth Carl, B.S., M.S.
Robbins, Margaret Esther
Springfield LAS ChEng Fr II
Urbana GRAD Agron U S II
Chicago LAS HEcon Sr II
Greenville COM UD Sr S II
Tolono AGR HEcon Sr II
Palmyra, Mo. GR-^D Entom U II
Stuttgart, Germany LAS Chem Sr II
Louisville, Ky. GR.^D Chem U S I II
Richmond Heights, ENG ME Fr II
Mo.
Metropolis AGR Genl Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Otterbein, Ind. GRAD LibSci U II
Chicago LAS PMed Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Council, Idaho MED Med PG II
East St. Louis LAS PJnl Fr II
CoUinsville Fr S
Murphysboro ENG EE So II
Huntington, W.Va. ENG ME Fr
Huntington, W.Va. ENG MetE Sr
Nokomis GRAD Econ U S I
Benld LAS PJnl So II
Arlington DENT Dent Unc S I
Naperville MED Med 1 II
New York, N.Y. LAS PDent Jr II
Chicago LAS PJnl Fr II
Canton EDUC Genl Sr II
Joliet EDUC Genl Jr II
Mt. Vernon COM LD Fr II
Springfield LAS HEcon Sr II
Dix AGR HEcon Sr S I II
Toledo, Ohio LIB LibSci 1 S
Murrayville FAA -^rch Jr II
Geneva ENG MetE Sr
Chicago LAS PMed Fr II
Imlay City, Mich. MED Med 2 II
LaGrange LAS Genl Fr II
Dixon ENG MetE So II
Quincy LAS Chem Sr II
Urbana EDUC Genl Sr S I
Chicago AGR HEcon Jr II
Springfield EDUC Genl Sr S
Salt Lake City, Utah LAS Genl Sr II
Mt. Carmel .AGR HEcon Fr II
Maywood LAS ChEng So II
Mt. Carmel ENG EE So II
Louisville, Ky. LAS PMed So II
Streator LAS ChEng Fr II
CoUinsville COM LD So II
Alton EDUC Genl Irr II
Alton Fr S
Urbana GR.AD ME U S I II
Lawrenceville FAA Mus So II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Long Point ENG Genl Fr II
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr II
Chicago DENT Dent 2 II
Chicago EDUC Genl Irr S
Urbana GRAD Chem U II
Aurora COM LD Fr 11
Oak Park AGR Genl Fr II
DalzeU EDUC Genl Irr s
Downers Grove LAS Genl Fr II
Streator LAS Genl Fr II
Freeport ENG ME Fr II
Chicago ENG MetE Jr II
Chicago LAS PLaw Jr II
Bloomington ENG ME So II
Casey AGR Genl So II
Carlyle MED Med 3 II
Bushnell MED Med 4 II
Johnston City LAS Genl Sr s
Swanwick LAS Genl So II
Salem PE PE Fr II
Champaign LAS Genl Jr II
W'ilmette FA.A Art Jr II
Sparta LAS ChEng Sr II
Mt. CarroU EDUC Genl Jr s
Urbana LAS Genl Sr II
Kansas City, Mo. GRAD Engl U II
Chicago MED Med 5 II
Chicago GRAD Chem C II
Manhattan EDUC Genl Sr II
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A.M., Ph.D.
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Roberts, Russell .Annear, A.B.
Roberts, Tilden Wirt, .A.B., M.S.
Roberts, Wyatt Sanford, M.D.
Roberts, Zola Mildred
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Robertson. Gordon Hubbard
Robertson, James .^dolph, A.B., M.S.
Robertson, Mildred Ruth
Robertson, Ruth Evelyn
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Robertson, Zula Bell
Robin, Sidney Woodrow
Robin, Victor Bernard
Robinson, Mrs. Adele de la Barre, A.B.
Robinson, Bernard Leo
Robinson, Bruce Fairbairn
Robinson, Byron Milford
Robinson, Dorris Eldon
Robinson, Eleanor Irene
Robinson, Elisabeth Ann
Robinson, Frank Maclean
Robinson, Gene Paul
Robinson, George .\lford
Robinson, Glenn Everett, B.S.
Robinson, Guy Truman, A.B.
Robinson, James Oliver
Robinson, Jason Ellis, B.S.
Robinson, John Cutler, Jr., B.S.
Robinson, Joseph Ross, A.B.
Robinson, Laurence Eugene, Jr.
Robinson, Leonard Stuart
Robinson, Levi Harriss
Robinson, Lois
Robinson, Loren Keith
Robinson, Richard Clark
Robinson, Stanley Clay, B.S., A.M.
Robinson, Sterling Hashel
Robinson, Walter Kenneth, B.S., M.S.
Robinson, W'eeta Adele
Robinson, Wilbur Alexander, Jr.
Robinson, Willard Bancroft, B.S.
Robinson, William Wallace
Robison, Dean Cooke
Robison, James Troy, B.Iid., A.M.
Robison, John Curtis, B.Ed., M.S.
Robison, John Floyd
Robison, William Leroy, B.Exl.
Roblee, Charles Leonard
Robuck, Helen Mae, A.B.
Roche, Harry Thomas
Roche, Inez Louise
Roche, Mary Catherine, B.S.
Roche, Patricia Ann
Roche, Quentin Cornelius, B.S.
Rock, Milton
Rocke, Donald Christian
Rocke, Vernon Samuel, B.S.
Urbana LAS Genl Jr
Chicago ENG MetE So
Urbana AGR Genl Fr
Chicago MED Med 2
Canton ENG EE Jr
Streator LAS PDent Fr
Farmer City GR.AD AgEcon U S I
Danville LAS Genl Jr
Champaign AGR Genl Jr
Wilmette COM UD Sr
Godfrey LAS Genl Fr
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Granite City GRAD Psych U S
Indianapolis, Ind. FAA Arch Jr
Urbana GRAD Educ U
Shelbyville LAS GenlDiv Fr
Niantic GR.AD Educ U S
Oneida AGR Genl So
Chicago FAA Art Fr
Indianapolis, Ind. LAS Genl Fr
Woodbine AGR DTech Sr
Amherst, Mass. GRAD Hon U
Melvin LAS ChEng Fr
Springfield COM LD Fr
Illiopolis GKAT) Mus U S I II
Edinburg COM UD Sr S I II
Sherman, Tex. GR.AD Chem U
Bloomington GR.AD Educ U
Gary, Ind. GARD Zool U
Birmingham, .Ala. MED Laryng PG
Decatur LAS Genl Jr
Tallula AGR HEcon So
Kansas City, Mo. COM UD Jr
St. Louis, Mo. GR.AD Chem U
Danville AGR HEcon Fr
Atlanta LAS HEcon Fr
Tallula ENG EE Fr
St. Joseph COM LD Fr S I
Chicago MED Med 1
Chicago ENG Genl Fr
Urbana EDUC Genl Irr
Troy, N.Y. LAS PLaw Fr
Joliet ENG EE So
Danville ENG ME Fr S I II
Taylorville AGR Genl Jr
Beason AGR HExon Fr S
Anna LAS Genl So
Winnetka COM UD Jr
Danville ENG ME Fr
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
Geneseo GRAD Educ U S
Clinton GRAD Educ U
Anna LAS Genl Sr
Baldwin GRAD Educ EM S I
Wakefield, Mass. GRAD Chem U
Chicago GRAD Hist u S I II
Peoria COM LD Fr
Rochester, N.Y. ENG ME Fr
Menard ENG EE Sr
Oak Park LAS Genl Fr
Carthage AGR Genl Sr
Urbana LAS PMed Jr
Charleston GRAD Educ EM
St. Louis, Mo. EDUC Genl Jr
Williamsfield MED Med 3
Mazon LAS Genl So
Chicago JNL Jnl Sr S I
State College, Pa. GRAD AnHusb U
Coulterville LAS Genl Jr s
Joy ENG AgEng Fr
McClure GRAD Hist U s
Carbondale LAW Law 1 S I II
Moline COM LD So
Ullin GR-AD Educ EM S I II
Lockport LAS Genl So
Columbus, Ohio LIB LibSci 1
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Chicago AGR HEcon So S I II
Chicago EDUC Genl Irr s
Chicago PE PE Sr
Vernon, Fla. GRAD Accy U
Rochester. N.Y. COM LD So
Graymont EDUC AgEduc Sr
Tiskilwa GRAD Educ U s
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Rockefeller, Francis Calvin
Roddis, Emmett Francis
Rodenhauser, Mary Frances
Rcxierick, Harold Francis
Rodgers, James William
Rodgers, Robert John
Rodkey, Alice Ann
Rodman, Anne Kingston
Rodman, Thomas Dudley
Rodriguez, Antonio Ruiz, B.S., M.S., M.S.
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Roe, Charlotte Lu
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RoUberg, Robert Arthur
Roller, Bertram .\lbert
Roller, George Granville
RoUman, Leades Calloway
Rollo, V'irginia Ritter
Rolofi, Marjorie Giese, B.S.
Roman, Bruce Walter
Romans, John Hugo, B.Ed.
Romer, William .-Mien
Romersberger, Richard George
Romig, John Richard. A.B.
Romig, Lois LaVone
Romig, Mrs. Merle Finnigan
Romig, Patricia Anne
Romigh, Philip Stuart
Romine, Harrison Edward, B.S.
Romine, Marion Joseph, B.Ed., M.S.
Romine, Redith Cordelia
Romine, Roma Helen
Rominger, Virginia Elizabeth
Rommel, Stella Jane, A.B.
Romppainen, Nelda Alice
Romstedt, Gerhart Otto
Ronalds, NIargaret Spring
Roney, Margaret Adele
Ronk, Tess Florence
Ronyon, Morris
Roodhouse, Charles Moulton
Root, Charles E.
Root, Clarice Irene, -A.B.
Roper, Dean Sheldon
Rorabacher, Louis Elizabeth, A.B., A.M.
Rosack, Henry
Oceanside, Calif. COM UD Sr S I
Elgin EM
Peoria LAS Genl Jr
Camargo COM UD Jr
Bellevue, Ohio PE PE So S I
Farmington COM LD Fr
Urbana LAS Genl So
LaGrange LAS Genl Sr
Sparta COM UD Sr S
Manila, Philippines GRAD CerE U
Chicago MED Med 4
Chicago MED Med 4
Oak Park LAS Genl Fr
Paxton AGR Genl Sr
Peoria ENG Cer Jr
Elmhurst COM LD Fr
Shawneetown ENG ME Jr
Petersburg COM LD Fr
St. Louis, Mo. LIB LibSci 1
Peoria LAS Genl Sr
Bloomington COM LD So
Delavan LAS Genl Jr
Champaign GRAD Bact U
Springfield EDUC Genl Jr S
Waterloo PE PE Jr
Columbia FAA Art So S I
Champaign GRAD Soc U S
Belleville LAS Genl Sr S I
St. Louis, Mo. GRAD Educ U s
Springfield ENG EE Fr
O' Fallon LAS Genl Fr
McAlesler, Okla. FAA Mus Fr
Homewood L.^S Genl Sr
Morrison MED Med 3
Waltonville AGR Genl Fr
Sidney COM UD Jr
Atlanta, Ga. LAS Genl Irr s
Champaign L.A.S PJnl So
Mason City LIB LibSci 1
Fisher LAS Genl Jr S I
Farmington LAS Genl Jr
\'illa Park JNL Jnl Jr
-Anna GRAD Educ EM S I
Edwardsville AGR HEcon Fr
Plato Center AGR HEcon Fr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Danville EM
Arenzville AGR Genl So
Glen Ellyn ENG ME Fr
Pekin .\GR DTech Fr
Cissna Park PE PE So
Brocton AGR Genl So
Oak Park LAS Genl Fr
Chicago COM LD So
Canton LAS ChEng Fr
Springfield ENG EE Fr
\Iurphysboro JNL Jnl Sr
Homer GRAD Educ U S I
Granite City COM UD Jr
Galva GRAD Educ U s
Oak Park LAS Genl Sr
Carlock AGR Genl So
Champaign GRAD Chem U S I
Danville EDUC Genl Sr s
Rochester, N.Y. LAS Genl Fr
Danville EM
North Platte, Neb. FAA .'X.rch Sr
Tuscola GRAD TAM U
Glasford EDUC Genl Irr s
Tuscola AGR HEcon Fr
Tuscola .AGR HEcon Sr S I
Shelbyville FAA Art Fr
Mt. Pleasant, Iowa LIB LibSci 1 s
Waukegan LAS Genl Fr
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr
Champaign LAS Genl Jr
St. Petersburg, Fla. AGR HEcon Sr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS PMed Jr
White HaU AGR Genl Jr
Urbana COM LD Fr
Beecher GRAD Engl U s
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Champaign GRAD Engl U S I
Chicago MED Med 5
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Rosenthal, Maurice J.
Rosenthal, Stewart Haskell
Rosenthall, .\lice Pauline, A.B.
Rosentreter, Edward M.
Rosentreter, Ella, B.S.
Rosin, Juliet Phyllis
Roske, Frances ^lay
Roske, Maurine Eleanor
Rosner, David Charles
Rosner, Marvin .\ron
Ross, Alice Prewitt, B.S.
Ross, Arnold Wendell
Ross, Doris Mildred, B.Ed.
Ross, Eleanor, .A.B., A.M.
Ross, Eloise
Ross, Ernest Lange
Ross, Gerald Albert
Ross, Gertrude Duncan
Ross, Glenn Elrick
Ross, Jasper Newton, B.S.
Ross. Jeannette
Ross, Jessie Ona
Ross, John Samuel, B.Ed.
Ross, K. LeMoyne
Ross, Mrs. Leola Myrick, .A.B., .A.B.
Ross, Mabel Elizabeth
Ross, Marjorie
Ross, Mary Frances
Ross, Nathan
Ross, Rolla Revelle, B.Ed.
Ross, Russell Roger, B.Exi.
Ross, Thomas Paul
Rossell, Charles Edward
Rossetti, John Domenic, B.S.
Rossi, Mary Margaret
Rossio, Louis
Rossiter, Lewis James, A.B.
Mexico City, Mex. GRAD Span U S I II
Manati, Puerto Rico -AGR HEcon Fr S I
Nokomis ENG CE Fr I II
Toronto, Ontario, GRAD Econ U I II
Canada
Champaign LAS Genl Irr S
Casey GRAD Educ U S
Chicago COM LD Fr I II
Chicago MED Med 1 I II
Riverton EDUC Genl Jr I II
Garden Prairie AGR Genl Fr I
Warrensburg, Mo. GR-AD Math U I
North Bergen, N.J. COM LD So I II
West New York, N.J. COM LD Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago MED Med 5 I II
Oak Park LAS Genl Sr I II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr I II
University City, Mo. LAS Genl Fr I
Bloomington LAS Genl Fr II
Plainfield, N.J. COM LD Fr I
Chicago LAS Chem So I II
Pekin -AGR HEcon Fr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Pekin LAW Law 3 S
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Louisville, Ky. LAS Genl Sr I
Chicago GRAD Chem U II
Chicago LAW Law 1 I II
Chicago COM UD Jr I II
Chicago LAS Genl So I II
Miami Beach, Fla. LAS Chem Fr I II
Chicago EDUC Gen! Jr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr I
Chicago LAS Genl Sr I II
Chicago .AGR Genl Fr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
TaylorviHe LAS PMed Fr I II
San .Antonio, Tex. JNL Jnl Jr I II
Omaha, Neb. LAS Genl So I II
Paterson, N.J. LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago MED Med 4 I II
Chicago FAA Art Fr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Bayonne, N.J. COM LD Fr I II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago MED Med 2 I II
Rochester, N.Y. LAS Genl Fr I II
Emden MED Med 2 I II
Joliet PHARM Pharm 2 I
Peoria GR.A.D Educ U I
Plainfield, N.J. L.A.S Genl So I II
Mt. Carroll LAS HEcon Jr I II
Mt. Carroll FAA Mus So I II
Chicago MED Med 2 I II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr I II
Danville EDUC Genl Irr S
Euclid, Ohio LAS Genl Fr I II
Newton GR-\D Hist U I II
Indianapolis, Ind. LIB LibSci 1 I II
Virginia LAS HEcon Sr S I II
Watseka LAS Genl Fr I
Windsor AGR Genl Fr I II
Minneapolis, Minn. Fr S
Mattoon LAS Genl So S I II
Decatur MED Med 4 I II
Urbana LAS Genl Fr I II
Springfield EM II
Gillespie GRAD Educ EM S I II
Springfield ENG EE Jr I
Institute, W.Va. LIB LibSci 1 I II
Urbana .\GR HEcon Jr I II
Virginia LAS Genl Jr I II
Rochester EDUC Genl Jr S
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr I II
Woodstock GR.\D Accy U I II
Bloomington GRAD Econ U S
Westmont LAS GenlDiv Fr I II
Chicaeo Heights LAS Chem Jr I II
Benld' GRAD Educ EM I II
Braidwood AGR HEcon Sr I II
Wilsonville LAS Genl So I II
Mattoon GRAD Surg C I
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Rost, Lee Fred
Roszek, Stanley Frank
Rote, Robert Goodearle
Rotenberg, Manuel Leonard
Roth, Bemice
Roth, Burton U.
Roth, Randall Raymond
Roth, Robert Joseph
Roth. Robert Russell, B.S.
Roth, Robert Walter
Rothbardt, Seymour
Rothblatt, Phillip
Rothchild, Thomas Harlan
Rothenberg, Herbert
Rothenberg, Mildred Sylvia
Rothfelder, William Emil
Rothman, Irving
Rothrock. Mary Helen
Rotman, Georgine Adelle
Rott, Clarence
Rottapel, David Jack, B.S.
Roubik, Dorothy Jean
Roubik, Edward Joseph
Rough, Frank Albert
Rough, Robert Roy
Rouse, Blair. A. B., A.M.
Rouse, Prince Earl, Jr.. A.B.
Roush, George Albert
Routh. Helen Marie
Rovelstad. Robert
Rovens. Irving
Rowan, Robert Lyle
Rowand, Elsie Louise
Rowe, Cecil Edward, B.S.
Rowe, Charles Vincent
Rowe, Frances Juliette
Rowe, Harry Ralph
Rowe, Kenneth Lindly
Rowe. Louis Edward
Rowe, Marjorie May
Rowe. Max Leavitt
Rowe. Richard Carson
Rowe, Richard Sconce
Rowe. Robert Herman. B.E^.
Rowland. Charles Rae
Rowland. Dwight Rexford. A.B.
Rowland. Ralph Lawrence
Rowland, Stanley Paul. B.Chem.
Rowlette. Clinton Preston, Jr.
Rowley, Charles Marcu3
Roy, Nerens Lee
Royalty, Frederic W.
Royer. Gerald Allan. B.Ed.. A.M.
Royse, Annabel
Royse. Lynn Piatt
Royster, Franklin Bell
Rozeboom. Henry
Rubenking, Glen Broehl
Rubens. Fern Shirlee
Rubens. Philip, B.S.
Rubenstein, Elaine Harriet
Rubenstein, Irvin Marshall
Rubenstein, Lawrence Hyman, B.S.
Rubenstein, Melvin
Rubin, Alfred
Rubin, Frederic Edward
Rubinfien, David
Rubino, John Joseph, A.B.
Rubinstein. Joseph
Rubinstein. Julius Louis
Rubio. Carlos Manuelo
Rubloff, Harry Wilham
Rucker, Herbert Judson, B.S., M.S.
Rucker, Richard Henry
Rucker, Susannah Dickson, A.B.
Rudasill, A. J.
Ruderman, Marshall Robert
Rudich. Leo
Rudin. William Louis
Rudolph. Robert William
Rudolph. William Richard
Rudy, Lester Howard, B.S.
Rudzinski, Robert James
Rueckert. William Gamble
Rueff, Lawrence Edward, A.B., A.B.
Chicago FAA Art Jr S
Chicago ENG ME Jr S
Monroe, Wis. FAA Arch Sr
Detroit, Mich. COM LD Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
New York, N.Y. LAS GenlDiv Fr
Sheboygan, Wis. FAA Arch Fr
University City, Mo. PE PE Jr
Oak Park MED Med 4 S
Elgin PHARM Pharm 3
Brooklyn, N.Y. LAS PDent Fr
Evanston LAS Chem So
LaGrange COM LD Fr
Newark, N.J. LAS Genl So
Atlanta. Ga. LAS Genl So
Chicago COM UD Sr
Newark. N.J. FAA Arch Fr
West Salem EDUC Genl Sr
Chicago LAS PMed Jr S
Berwyn LAS ChEng Jr
Chicago MED Med 3
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr s
Berwyn COM UD Jr
Mt. Vernon ENG MetE So
Mt. ^'erno^ ENG Cer Sr
Orange, Va. GRAD Engl U
Bucklin, Mo. GRAD Chem U
Chicago ENG CE Jr
Maquon AGR HEcon So
Elgin EM
Chicago COM LD Fr
Elmhurst ENG ME Sr
Fairmount AGR HEcon Fr
Champaign GRAD Educ U s
Park Ridge FAA Arch Jr
St. Louis. Mo. PE PE Sr
Cobden MED Med 4
Park Ridge FAA Arch So
Chicago AGR Genl Fr
Lockport LAS HEcon Fr
Dallas City COM LD So
Independence, Mo. LAS ChEng Jr
Frankfort, Ind. ENG CerE Jr
Springfield GRAD Hist U
Polo FAA LArch Fr
Robinson LAW Law 2
Houston, Minn. Fr s
Houston, Minn. GR.AD Chem U
Peoria LAS Genl Fr
Gridley PE PE Fr
New York, N.Y. ENG Genl Jr
Dan\'ille ENG Cer Fr
Morris GRAD Educ U s
Monticello AGR HEcon Fr s
Monticello AGR Genl Jr
Goreville AGR Genl So s
Fulton PHARM Pharm 4
Beason ENG ME So
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago DENT Dent 4 s
Chicago LAS Genl So
St. Louis, Mo. COM LD Fr
Chicago MED Med 4
Chicago LAS PMed Jr s
Naperville LAS PMed Jr
Shelbyville AGR DTech Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Blue Island LAS PMed Irr
Zurich. Switzerland DENT Dent 1
Chicago ENG EPhy Fr
Champaign LAS Genl Sr
Chicago COM LD Fr
St. Joseph GR.AD Educ U s
Ponliac ENG Cer Jr
Toledo, Ohio LIB LibSci 1
Clinton LAW Law 1
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
New York, N.Y. DENT Dent 2
Chicago ENG MetE Jr
Elgin EM
Danville FAA Art Fr
Chicago MED Med 4
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
Moline LAW Law 1
Decatur GRAD Zool U s
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Ruester, Lynden Alfred
Ruestmann, Ida Deborah
Ruflf. W alter Palmer
Ruffini, Arthur. A.B.
Ruffner, Glen, Jr.
Ruffner, Thomas Paul
Rugen, Vernon Louis
Rugg, Frank McLeran, A.B., M.S.
Ruggie, Alexander
Ruggio, Michael Anthony
Rogloski, Stephen August
Rule, Jack
Rulfs, Charles Leslie
Rulison, Clyde Augustus
Rumble, Heber Eliot, A.B., A.M.
Rumble, Marjorie Frances, A.B., B.S.
Rump, Harold Willis
Rumpf, Jane Frances
Rumrill, Drusilla Parker, B.S.
Rundles, Charles Henry, A.B.
Runge, Margaret Odile
Runkel, Mabel Loretta
Runyon, Willard Miller, A.B.. M.S.
Rupe, Harold Edmund
Ruppel, Mae Louise
Rupprecht, Clay Arnold, B.S.
Rupsich, Joseph John
Rush, Roger Samuel
Ruskamp, Robert Hartlee
Russell, Carlyle Edward
Russell, Charles Finley
Russell, Charles Richard, B.S.
Russell, Donald Robert
Russell, Eleanor Ann
Russell, Eugene Richard
Russell, Harris Livingston, A.B., A.M.
Russell, Helen Louise, A.B., M.S.
Russell, Helen Ruby, B.Ed., A.M.
Russell, John Edward, B.S., M.S.
Russell, John Edward
Russell, Roland James, Jr.
Russell, Ruth Bernice
Russler, Leveret Carl
Rust, Albert Edward
Rustic, James Bernard
Rut, Leonard Joseph
Rutan, John Ralph
Rutgard, Meyer David, B.S.
Ruth, Nancy Wheelock
Ruthenberg, Alvin Jack
Ruthenberg, Ralph Richard
Rutherford, Mary Louise
Rutili, Julius Italo
Rutledge, Mrs. Bertha Musick, A.B.
Rutledge, Carolyn
Rutledge, Preston Perrill
Rutledge, William Harold
Ruwe, Alfred Carl
Ruyle, Alene Emily, B.S.
Ruyle, JoAnn Virginia
Ryall, Mary Katherine
Ryan, Andrew Robert
Ryan, Edward Travis
Ryan, Elizabeth Ann
Ryan, Howard Chris, A.B.
Ryan, James Valentine
Ryan, Mary Alice, B.S.
Ryan, Robert John
Ryan, Thomas Francis
Ryan, Thomas Stewart
Ryan, Weldon Ernest
Rybacki, Joseph Stanley
Ryburn, Ruth Helen, B.Ed.
Rydbeck, Vernon Arvid
Ryden, Reinhardt August
Ryder, Edwin Bruce, A.B.
Rye, Jack Augie
Rylands, Robert Newton
Ryniker, Harriet Ella, A.B.
Ryniker, Henry Cowan
Ryniker, Richard Chester, B.S., M.S.
Rzepecki, Wdward Louis
Saba, Jean, B.Ed., A.M.
Sabin, Elizabeth Ann
Lenzburg LAS PJnl Fr II
Minonk LAS Genl Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Staunton GRAD Educ EM S
Greenup ENG EE Sr II
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr II
Glenview ENG ME Jr II
Champaign GRAD Chem U S
Chicago MED Med 2 II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Elgin EM
Grafton, Ohio LAS Chem Fr II
Richmond Heights,
Mo.
Paxton
LAS Chem Jr II
LAS PMed So II
Urbana GRAD Educ U S II
Urbana GRAD LibSci u II
South Holland ENG ME Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr 11
Carrollton GRAD Speech U S
Kappa MED Med 1 11
Houghton, Mich. FAA Mus Jr II
Chicago AGR HEcon So 11
Winchester GRAD Educ U S
Litchfield PHARM Pharm 4 11
Springfield LAS Genl So II
Morton GRAD Physiol U
Chicago LAW Law 2
Manhattan COM UD Sr S II
Chicago ENG ME Fr 11
Elgin EM 11
Glen Ellyn COM UD Sr S 11
Monmouth GRAD Chem U 11
Mt. Vernon ENG Genl Fr 11
Clinton EDUC Genl Jr 11
Chicago FAA Art Jr 11
Collins Center, N.Y. GRAD Latin U II
Urbana GRAD Educ U S
Anna GRAD Latin U S
Eureka GRAD Educ U S
Pekin ENG ME Fr II
St. Louis, Mo. PE PE So
Carrier Mills LAS PMed Jr S II
St. Louis, Mo. ENG EE Jr 11
Bunker Hill AGR Genl Fr 11
Oak Park PE PE Fr 11
Cicero PE PE Fr
Fithian AGR Genl Fr
Chicago MED Med 3 S II
Urbana LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago ENG Genl So II
Berwyn ENG Cer Sr II
Urbana COM UD Sr s II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 II
DeKalb GRAD Educ EM
Peoria AGR HEcon Sr 11
Pekin LAS Genl Sr 11
Pekin COM LD So
Lincoln AGR Genl Sr 11
Palmyra GRAD Entom U s
Champaign LAS Genl So 11
Wheaton AGR HEcon Jr 11
Whiting, Ind. COM LD So
Champaign ENG CE Fr
East Moline LAS Genl So
Tonica LAW Law 2 s 11
Mattoon ENG EPhy Fr 11
Watseka LIB LibSci 1 s
Champaign COM UD Jr II
Mattoon LAW Law 2 II
Crystal Lake COM LD Fr 11
Hartsburg EDUC Genl Jr 11
Canonsburg, Pa. PE PE Fr
Heyworth GRAD Engl U s
Chicago ENG EE So 11
Milwaukee, Wis. LAS Genl Fr 11
Urbana LAW Law 3 s 11
Chicago JNL J ml Sr s
Cicero LAS ChEng Sr 11
Billings, Mont. GRAD Engl U II
Billings, Mont. FAA Arch So II
Champaign GRAD Econ U II
Chicago LAS ChEng So 11
Urbana GRAD French U 11
Prairie City FAA Mus Jr 11
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Sabin, Mary Meliscent, Ph.B.
Sabine, Frank Archer, B.Ed., M.S.
Sabiowsky, Bernard
Sachs, Harold Irwin
Sachs, Henry
Sachs, Irving Benjamin
Sachs, Joseph William
Sachs, Milton Benjamin
Sachs, Perry
Sachs, Sam, B.S.
Sachs, Thelma Toby
Sacia, Beth Annette
Sackett, Elva Kathryn
Sacks, Harold J.
Sadack, Bertram George
Sadwith, Carol Ruth
Saffir, Morton Charles
Safford, Harold William
Sager, Jean
Saikley, Frank .Allen
Sailor, Danton Bridgford
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St. Clair, James Draper
St. Clair, Janice Glenn
St. John, Dorothy Sherman, A.B.
St. John, Melvin Otis, Jr.
St. John, Robert Campbell
Sala, Bernard Anthony
Salach, Stanley Thomas
Salch, Charles Henry
Salerno, Gasper Paul
Salerno, Romeo Charles
Salinger, Alan Harry
Salisbury, Donald Albert
Salisbury, Steve Arnold
Salk, Melvin Raymond, B.S., M.S.
Salladay, Ruth Marian, B.S.
Salles, Luix La Rocha
Salmon, Delbert Fred
Salmon, Robert Dreifus
Salomon, William
Saltz, Mortimer
Saltzman, Harold Bernard
Salyer, Truman Daniel, B.S.
Salyers, Estella Harryette
Salzman, Agnes .Ann
Salzman, Alvin Jerome
Salzman, Marshall
Salzman, Paul Frederick
Salzman, Stanley
Salzman, William Richard
Samaras, Alexy George
Samelson, Charles Frederick
Samelson, Eudora Louise
Samisch, Gustave Myron
Sammons, Gerald Busby
Sammons, Lorraine Rose
Samorodin, Albert Joseph, A.B.
Samors, Josef Joel, D.D.S.
Samp, William Ernest, B.Ed.
Sampen, Raymond John, B.Ed.
Sampson, Harold Shelby
Sampson, Herman Julian, A.B.
Sampson, James Richard
Sampson, John Paul, A.B., A.M.
Sampson, Phillis Larmon
Sampson, Walter Edward
Samuels, Albert Bernard
Samuels, Richard Zangwill
Samuelson, Albert Collin. A.B.
Samuelson, Ralph Eugene
Sandberg, Arthur Ira
Sandberg, Harold Raymond
Sandberg, Harry William
Sandberg, Robert Gordon
Sandeen, William Milton
Sandehn, Carolyn Martha
Sanden, Bernyl Jack
Sanders, Archie Laurie, B.Ed.
Sanders, Harold Lee, B.Ed.
Sanders, James W., A.B.
Sanders, John William
Sanders, Lesslie Herman
Sanders, Marion Elaine
Sanders, Simon
Urbana GRAD Educ U S
Chatham GRAD Educ u s
Rochester, N.Y. COM LD Fr I 11
St. Louis, Mo. COM LD Fr II
Chicago EDUC Genl Jr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Newark, N.J. LAS Genl Sr II
Chicago JNL Jnl Sr S
Evanston LAS Genl Fr II
Champaign GRAD ME U S II
Indianapolis. Ind. LAS Genl Fr II
Rockford JNL Jnl Jr S II
Champaign LAS Genl So II
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Chicago COM LD So II
Highland Park, N.J. FAA Mus Fr II
Brooklyn, N.Y. LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Barrington COM LD So II
Champaign LAS Genl So II
Danville COM LD So II
Rantoul LAS Genl So II
Fisher GRAD Educ U II
East Moline LAW Law 1 II
East Moline LAS Genl So II
Pana GRAD Hist u S
Springfield ENG ME So
Cincinnati, Ohio LAS ChEng Fr S II
Clifton, N.J. ENG ME Jr II
Harvey ENG ME Jr II
Bloomington ENG CerE Jr II
Chicago ENG ME So II
Chicago PE PE Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Morrisville, Pa. ENG ME Jr
Aurora COM UD Jr II
Chicago MED Med 2 II
Champaign GRAD Soc U S
Salvador, Brazil AGR Genl Unc II
Pontiac COM LD Fr
Chicago ENG ME Jr
East St. Louis EM II
Central Islip, N.Y. COM LD Fr
Chicago COM LD So II
Chicago GRAD Eeuc U S
Monticello PE PE Fr II
Champaign AGR HEcon So II
Chicago ENG Genl Fr II
Evanston FAA Arch Sr II
Manteno AGR Genl Fr II
Evanston FAA Arch Fr II
Manteno AGR Genl So II
Hoopeston LAS Genl So II
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Oregon LAS PMed Fr II
Champaign LAS Genl Jr II
Butler AGR Genl Jr II
Springfield AGR HEcon Fr II
Brooklyn, N.Y. GRAD Zool U II
Chicago GRAD OralSurg C II
Cerro Gordo GRAD Chem u S II
Emden GRAD Educ EM S II
Petersburg ENG ME Sr II
Ingleside GRAD Chem U II
Savanna ENG CE Jr s II
Dieterich GRAD Hist U s
.\urora EDUC Genl Sr s
Petersburg AGR Genl Jr II
Binghampton, N.Y. LAS Genl Jr II
Quincy ENG ME Fr II
Elgin GRAD Accy U s II
Bondville LAS Genl Sr II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Rock Island ENG CE Jr II
Moline COM LD Fr II
Moline ENG Genl Fr II
Woodstock LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Rockford LAS Genl Fr II
Wyanet AGR Genl Jr II
Wayne City GRAD Educ EM s II
Wayne City GRAD Educ EM s II
Serena GRAD Educ U s
Sullivan AGR Genl So II
Ashton ENG ME Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago AGR DTech So II
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Sapora, Allen Victor, B.S., M.S.
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Sarnowic, Henry Witold
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Sartoris, Stephen
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Sass, Marguerite Elizabeth
Satin, Marvin
Sattenstein, Robert Lee
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Satterfield, Joseph Harold, B.Ed.
Satterfield, Paul Hadden, A.B., A.M.
Satterlee, Doris Virginia
Sauder, Kenneth Dale
Sauer, Andrew Leroy
Sauer, Elmer Louis, B.S., M.S.
Sauer, Robert Olvin, A.B.
Sauer, Violet Kathryn, B.S.
Saulmon, Kathryn Louise, A.B.
Saunders, Alan Loal
Saunders, Robert Harris, A.B.
Saunders, William Lewis, A.B., M.S.
Savage, Catherine Mary
Savage, Herbert Rosser
Savage, James Robert
Savage, John Joseph
Saville, Bertha Pauline, B.S.
Savoie, Leonard Mitchell
Sawers, Edward James
Sawhill, Clarence Edwin, B.Mus.
Sawin, Frank Leslie
Sawyer, Cornelius Elisha, A.B.
Sawyer, Fern Elizabeth
Sawyer, Hattie Marie, A.B.
Sawyer, John Porter
Sawyer, Leslie Gene
Saxby, Donald Baxter, A.B.
Saylor, Cerilla Elizabeth, B.S., B.S.
Saylor, Roger Behm, B.S., A.M.
Sayre, Doris Marion, A.B., A.M.
Sayre, William Berger
Scaife, Elizabeth Jeannette
Scales, Mary Ann
Scanavino, John Otto
Scanlon, Thomas Byron, Jr.
Scappucci, Domenico Luigio
Scarseth, Peter John
Schaaf, Valmar Albert
Schacht, John Hammond, A.B., A.M.
Schacht, Otto William, Jr.
Schachter, Sedwin Zonvil
Schad, Virgal Leonard
Homer EDUC Genl Irr S
White Hall GRAD Educ EM S I II
Belleville LAS PLaw Fr
Crossville GRAD Educ U s
Cairo ENG MetE So
Stronghurst COM UD Jr
Chicago Fr s
Pontiac FAA Arch So s
Moline LAW Law 2
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
Streator COM LD Fr
Swan Creek AGR Genl Sr
Paxton Fr s
Paxton Fr s
Roseville LAS Genl Sr
Chicago COM LD Fr
Torrington, Conn. EDUC Genl Sr S I II
Ashton GRAD Engl U s
Urbana FAA Arch Jr
Springfield MED Med 3
Riverton GRAD Educ U S II
Riverton EDUC Genl Jr s
Waukegan COM LD So
Chicago Heights FAA Arch Sr
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Chicago MED Med 2
Waukegan LAS Genl So
Champaign GRAD Educ U s
Benld Fr s
Barrington LAS PLaw Jr
Chicago MED Med 3
Chicago LAS Genl So
Chicago DENT Dent 2
Chicago DENT Dent 4 s
Chicago ENG EE Fr
Chicago ENG ME Fr S I II
Benld LAS Genl Jr
Washington. D.C. ENG CE Jr S I II
Chicago GRAD Physiol C
Long Point EDUC HEcon Sr
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
Paterson, N.J. LAS PDent So
East St. Louis LAS Genl So
Ellsworth GRAD .^gron U S
Homer GRAD Hist u
Rosamond EDUC Genl Sr S I II
Roanoke ENG ME So
Winchester AGR Genl So
Champaign GRAD AgEcon u S I
Champaign GRAD Chem u s
Winchester GR-AD Educ EM S I
Granite City GRAD Educ U S
Canton ENG EE Jr
Whiting, Ind. LAS Genl Irr s
Xenia GRAD Educ U s
Champaign FAA Art Sr
Miami, Fla. FAA Arch So
Kankakee AGR Genl So
Polo ENG CerE Jr
Redding, Iowa LIB LibSci 1 s
Gibson City COM LD Fr
Hamburg, N.Y. COM LD Fr
Champaign GRAD Mus U
DesPlaines COM UD Sr
St. Louis, Mo. GRAD Latin EM S I II
Carlinville LAS Genl Fr
St. Louis, Mo. GRAD Psych EM S I
Louisville, Ky. LAS Genl So
Earlville COM UD Fr
Carlinville LAS Genl Irr S I II
Crown Point, Ind. GRAD LibSci U S I II
East Orange, N.J. GRAD Econ U
Decatur Irr s
Denver, Colo. FAA Arch So
Springfield FAA Mus Sr
Del Rio, Tex. LAS Genl Jr
Livingston COM LD So
Decatur MED Med 1
Potomac FAA Mus So S I II
Urbana AGR Genl Fr
Urbana ENG CE Sr
Urbana GRAD Engl U S I
Milwaukee, Wis. ENG CE So S I II
Chicago LAS Genl So
Champaign ENG ME Fr
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Schadt, Robert
Schaefer, Darlene Marie
Schaefer, Donald Ekiward
Schaefer, Elizabeth Lena
Schaefer, Ferdinand Herbert
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Scheidenhelm, Earl Louis
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Schell. Richard Paul
Schelling, Enos Palmer
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Schelling, Marion Elaine
Schenck, William Howard, Jr.
Schenk, Ray Anthony
Schenk, William Frederick
Scheppach, George William
Scherer, Dale Robert
Scherertz, Jack Raymond
Scherf, Rosemarie
Scherrer, Charles Frederick, B.S.
Schertz, Glenwood Louis, B.S., M.S.
Schertz, Truman Benjamin, B.S.
Schesley, Mattis
Scheunemann, Marvin Orville
Scheurich, Catherine Honore
Schick, Dorothy Louise
Schick, Harold Lincoln
Schick, Harriet Lois, B.S.
Schick, Wilbur Alber
Schickedanz, Harlon John
Schickedanz, Norman Exigar
Schiebl, Peter Paul. Jr.
Schield, Emmett Leroy
Schierbaum, Elizabeth Ann
Schierbeck, Virgil Claire
Schiermann, Thomas George
Schiff, George William
SchifiE, Lester
Schiff, Louis
Schiffers, Hubert Johann
Schiffman, Robert Harry
Schiller. Alfred Albert, B.S.
Schiller, Charles Leo
Schiller, David Vernon, Jr.
Schiller, Irwin Isaac
Schilling, Frances Mildred, A.B.
Schilling, Melba Ruth
Schilling, Rita Fern, Ph.B.
Schimmel, Albert Walter, Jr.
Schipfer, Lloyd Albert
Schlagenhauf, Caroline Agnes, B.S.
Schlageter, Herman Peter
Schlake, Ruth Holle
Schlanger, Louis
Schlapp, Jewell Dean
Schlatter, William Joseph, A.B., A.M.
Schleeter, Hartzell Duane
B.S.
Silvis ENG EE Jr I II
Streator LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago COM LD Fr I II
Valmeyer AGR HEcon Jr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr S I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Burlington, Iowa AGR HEcon So I II
Waukegan LAS GenlDiv Fr I II
Chicago MED Med 2 I II
Malta COM UD Sr I
Chicago MED Med 2 I II
Elizabeth ENG CE Fr I II
Clinton LAW Law 1 I II
Kansas City, Mo. ENG ME Sr I II
Chicago MED Med 1 I II
Staunton GRAD Entom U S
Chicago MED Med 2 I II
Chicago COM UD Jr I
East St. Louis LAS ChEng Fr I II
Bellwood PE PE Fr I II
Champaign LAS Genl So II
Streator Fr S
New York, N.Y. ENG Cer Jr I II
Elmwood Park COM LD So I II
Whiting, Ind. FAA Arch So I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Brownstown LAS PMed Jr I II
Chicago ENG Cer So I II
lUiopolis GRAD Educ U S I II
Urbana COM LD Fr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Lockridge, Iowa LIB LibSci 1 S
Fort Dodge, Iowa AGR Genl Fr I II
Mendota ENG ME So I II
Springfield LAS Genl Jr I II
Urbana EDUC Genl Sr I II
Quincy ENG ME Jr I II
Leaf River AGR Genl So I II
Leaf River FAA Mus So I II
Leaf River AGR HEx;on So S I II
Chicago ENG EE Jr I II
Momence COM LD Fr I II
Newark, Ohio LAS Chem Fr I
Joliet COM UD Sr I
Chicago FAA LArch So I II
Morris PE PE Fr I II
Anchor LAS Genl Jr I II
East St. Louis GRAD Educ EM S I II
Roanoke GR-^D Chem U I II
Roanoke MED Med 4 I II
Champaign COM LD So I
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr I II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Dixon LAS ChEng Fr I II
Sterling GRAD Engl U S
Dixon COM UD Sr I II
Danville ENG ME Fr I II
Chenoa FAA Mus Sr S I II
Chicago ENG Genl Jr I
Glen EUyn COM LD Fr I
Edwardsville AGR HEcon Fr I II
Manito COM LD Fr I II
Carlyle ENG ME Fr I II
Urbana ENG EE Jr I II
North Bergen, N.J. DENT Dent 2 I II
Chicago PE PE Jr I II
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr I II
Chicago MED Med 3 S I II
Oak Park ENG CE Jr I II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr S I II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Centralia GRAD Educ U S
Chicago PE PE Sr I II
Centralia GRAD Educ U S
Pittsfield LAW Law 2 I II
Winnetka L.A.S Genl Fr II
Quincy LIB LibSci 1 S
Champaign COM LD Fr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
lola, Kan. LAS Genl Fr I II
Oswego AGR Genl Fr I II
Urbana GRAD Econ U I
Colfax AGR Genl Fr I II
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Schlie, Fred William
Schliessmann, Donald Joseph
Schlinkert, Elizabeth Ann
Schloemer, Howard Frederick, B.S.
Schlosser, Margaret
Schlumpf, Henry
Schmalz, Guenter George, B.Ed., A.M.
Schmeiser, William Robert, B.S.
Schmidt, Carroll Ernest, B.S., D.D.S.
Schmidt, Doris Kathryn
Schmidt, Edward Francis
Schmidt, Elden Leo
Schmidt, Florence Norma
Schmidt, Frederick William
Schmidt, Grace Vera
Schmidt, Harold August
Schmidt, Howard Richard
Schmidt, Leroy, A.B., A.M.
Schmidt, Nelda Ruth
Schmidt, Oliver Robert
Schmidt, Philip Weseley
Schmidt, Robert Benjamin
Schmidt, Robert Lyle
Schmidt, Russell Arthur
Schmidt, Waldemor Emmett
Schmidt, Warren Ellsworth
Schmidt, William Howard, A.B.
Schmidtke, Robert William
Schmielau, Robert Edward
Schmitt, John Earl
Schmitt, Martin Ferdinand, B.S., B.S.
Schmitt, Maude Glenn, A.B.
Schmitt, William Dean
Schmitz, Elmer Rollin
Schmitz, Kenneth Lawrence
Schmitz, Roy Melvin
Schmitzer, William James
Schmueser, Mildred Frances
Schnake, Dorothy Elizabeth
Schnake, Madeline Erma
Schnebly, Eudora Ann
Schneider, Alden James
Schneider, Clifford Eugene, A.B.
Schneider, Edra
Schneider, Edwin Otto
Schneider, Fred
Schneider, Howard WMlliam, A.B.
Schneider, Irvin Frank, B.Ed.
Schneider, John Arthur
Schneider, Joseph Frederick, B.B.A.
Schneider, Leonard Bernard
Schneider, Lester Henry
Schneider, Loretta Jean
Schneider, Viola Adele
Schneider, William Charles
Schneidewind, Hugh Eklward
Schneidman, Samuel D., B.S.
Schnell, William Howard
Schnepp, Helen Louise
Schneyeroff, Bernard Leonard
Schnierow, Gerson Blackman
Schnitz, Herman
Schnitzer, Ruth Charlotte
Schnizlein, John Glenn
Schnur, Elizabeth Ann
Schnur, Lois Mae
Schocke, Ellen Virginia, A.B.
Schoen, Sanford Jay
Schoenbeck, Norma Laura
Schoenburg, Fred Ephraim
Schoenfeld, Lucille Arline
Schoessel, Carl Arthur
Schoettle, Glenn Phillip
Schoettle, Roy Wayne, B.S.
Schoggins, Carl, A.B., A.M.
Scholberg, Henry Cedric
Scholer, Emerson Caster
Scholfield, Charles Rexel, A.B.
Scholfield, Warren Richards, A.B.
Scholl, Lloyd Willis
Ottawa COM LD So I II
Chicago GRAD Physiol C S
Rockford LAS Genl Jr
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr
Chicago LAS PMed Fr
Elgin EM
Pierre, S.D. ENG CE Sr
Centralia AGR HEcon Jr
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
Belleville EM
Chicago AGR Genl So
Bloomington GRAD Germ U S
Aurora LAW Law 2 S
Green Bay, Wis. DENT Dent PG
Dupo LAS Genl Fr
Western Springs COM UD Sr
Alton FAA Art So
Urbana FAA Mus Sr S
Joliet AGR Flor So
Weldon PE PE Fr
Chicago ENG ME Sr
Chicago ENG ME Jr
Lebanon GRAD Educ U S
Weldon AGR HEcon Fr
Cissna Park ENG ME So
Cissna Park PE PE So
Elmhurst ENG EE Sr
Riverside LAS Chera Jr
Evansville, Ind. FAA Arch Fr
Chebanse AGR Genl Jr
Forreston AGR Genl So
Manawa, Wis. GRAD Bact U
Downers Grove FAA Art Fr
Brooklyn, N.Y. COM LD Fr
Mendota ENG CE Fr
River Forest GR.AD LibSci U S
Mt. Vernon LAS Genl Irr
Carlinville LAS PJnl Fr
Arlington Heights ENG CE So
Elmhurst ENG CE Sr
Arlington Heights COM LD Fr
Chicago FAA Art Fr
Calumet City EDUC Genl Sr
Richview EDUC Genl Jr S
Hoyleton AGR HEcon Sr S
Urbana LAS Genl So S
Oak Park LAS ChEng Sr
Tremont LAW Law 2
Centralia AGR HEcon Sr
Jerseyville AGR Genl So
Maywood DENT Dent 2
Chicago MED Med 1
Macomb GRAD Educ EM
Nauvoo COM UD Sr
Los Angeles, Calif. GRAD Accy U
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
DuQuoin ENG CE Jr
Galva AGR HEcon Jr
Columbia Fr S
Chicago AGR Genl Jr
Belleville ENG ME Fr
Quincy LAW Law 1
Whiting, Ind. L.A.S ChEng Jr
Bloomington PE PE Fr
Chicago COM LD Fr
Chicago LAS ChEng So
Chicago COM UD Sr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Downers Grove LAS Chem Fr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Genoa LAS Genl Fr
Salem, Ind. LIB LibSci 1
Chicago ENG CerE Fr
St. Louis, Mo. LAS Genl Fr
Chicago EDUC Genl Jr
Kansas City. Mo. JNL Jnl Jr
Rock Island ENG ME Jr
Golconda LAS PMed Fr S
Golconda GRAD Educ EM
Pell City, Ala. GRAD Span U S
Khandwa, C.P., India LAS Genl Fr S
Lafayette, Ind. FAA Arch Sr
Urbana GRAD Chem U S
Marshall LAW Law 1 S
Indianapolis, Ind. FAA Arch Sr S I II
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Scholl, Susanne, B.S.
Scholten, Roger Adrian, A.B.. M.D.
Schoof, Herbert Frederick. B.S., M.S.. Ph.D.
Schooley. Mary Frances, A.B.
Schoolman, Harold Marcus
Schoolman, Philip Maurice
Schoondermark, Arthur Hulvei, B.S.
Schoone, Magdalene
Schorle, Frederick F.
Schorow, Merry
Schorsch, Ruth
Schotl, Charles George
Schott, Gene David
Schottmann, Ernest Henry
Schovanec, Alois James
Schrader, Earle Oscar
Schrader, Edwin, Jr.
Schrader, George, Jr.
Schram, Robert Miller
Schraudenbach, Austin William, Jr.
Schreffler, Melva Allegra
Schreibstein, Anita Evelyn
Schreiner, .\udrey
Schrenk, Shirley Yunghans
Schriber, Paul Oscar
Schrodt, Charles Robert
Schrodt, Ernest Edward, B.S.
Schroeder, Adolf Ernst
Schroeder, Charles John
Schroeder, Donald Ferdinand
Schroeder, Herman Joseph
Schroeder, Kenneth Louis
Schroeder, Marianna Margaret
Schroeder, Martha Frances
Schroeder, Nellie May
Schroeder, Richard Mitchell
Schroeder, Walter Alexander, B.S.
Schroth, Abbie Marie
Schroth, Gertrude Evalena, B.S.
Schroth, Ruby Grace
Schroy, Paul Henry, A.B.
Schruben, .^^ibbie Miller, B.S.
Schruben, Leonard, B.S., M.S.
Schubert, Lawson Thomas, B.S.
Schubert, Rosemary Mildred
Schubert, Wolfgang
Schucker, Russell .^llen
Schuck-Kolben, Gerhard Paul
Schuder, John Claude
Schueler, Robert Charles
Schuessler, Leonora Clara
Schuett, Donald Edward
Schuett, John Clinton
Schuettge, Thomas Ernst
Schuetz, Lois Patricia
Schuey, Leonard, B.S.
Schulenberg, Muriel .^.nn
Schuler, Marilyn Jayne
Schulman, Clement, .'V.B.
Schulman, Leonard Alvin
Schulte, Robert Carl
Schulte, William Charles
Schultis, Richard Carlyle
Schultz. Allen
Schultz, Alvin .\lexander
Schultz, Anna Mae
Schultz, Ellen Margarete, .\.B.
Schultz, William M., Jr.
Schulz, Audrey Caroline
Schulz, Barton
Schulz, Jack Allaire, B.Ed.
Schulz, Lois Jane
Schulze, Edward Martin
Schumacher, Ramon, Jr.
Schumacher, Warren Wallace
Schuster, George Kilmer
Schuster, John Jacob
Schutt, Lois Louise
Schutte, Albert Calvin
Schutter, Jay Henry
Schutz, Gerald Charles
Schutz, Paul Joseph
Schutzberger, Henry, B.S., M.S.
Schwabe, Charlotte Lyle
Urbana GRAD Educ U S
Nilea, Mich. MED Med PG s
Raleigh, N.C. GRAD Entom U s
Fisher GRAD Speech U II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr II
Chicago LAS Chem Jr
Chicago DENT Dent 4 s II
Oakford EDUC Genl Sr II
Mt. Vernon ENG EE Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Prague, Czechoslo- LAS Genl So II
vakia
University City, Mo. ENG Genl Jr II
Highland ENG EPhy So II
Montrose AGR DTech So II
Cicero ENG Genl Jr II
Chicago COM LD Fr
Bridgeport AGR Genl Fr n
Mattoon LAS ChEng Fr
Washington, D.C. COM LD Fr II
Fox Lake EDUC Genl Sr II
Watseka F.AA Mus Jr II
Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Batavia LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Urbana COM UD Sr s II
Mt. Carmel AGR Genl Sr II
Champaign GRAD Accy U s
Chicago LAS Genl Sr II
Oak Par LAS Genl So II
Gibson City AGR Genl Jr II
Lenzburg PE PE Fr II
Altamont COM LD Fr II
Springfield FAA Arch So s II
Gibson City AGR HEcon Sr s II
Grayville FAA Mus Fr s
Chicago ENG ME Fr II
Pinckneyville MED Med 3 II
Efi&ngham .\GR HEcon Jr s
Effingham EDUC Genl Irr s
Effingham LAS Genl Jr s
Palestine LAW Law 2 I II
Urbana GRAD HEcon U II
Dresden, Kan. GRAD AgEkron U s II
Sparland GR.\D Educ EM II
Champaign LAS PJnl Fr II
St. Louis, Mo. LAS Chem Sr II
Mt. Carmel FAA Arch Fr
Manchester, England ENG EE So II
Sumner ENG EE Fr II
Wood River ENG MetE Jr II
Chicago COM LD So II
Woodstock AGR Genl Unc II
Woodstock AGR Genl Fr II
Park Ridge COM LD So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Goreville GRAD Hort U II
Urbana AGR HEcon Fr II
Chicago AGR HEcon Fr II
South Haven, Mich. LAW- Law 2 II
New York, N.Y. LAS PDent Fr s II
Chicago JNL Jnl Jr
Vandalia LAS Genl So II
Chapin COM UD St s
Chicago MED Med 2 II
Chicago LAS PMed Jr s II
Chenoa AGR HEcon Sr II
Wichita, Kan. LIB LibSci 1 II
Maroa AGR Genl Fr II
Elgin LAS Genl So II
Memphis, Tenn. FAA .Arch Jr II
Aurora GRAD Educ EM s II
Oak Park LAS Genl Jr II
Springfield LAS Genl Jr II
Kansas City, Mo. FAA Arch So II
Altamont PE PE Fr II
Palos Park LAS Genl Fr II
Cariyle FAA Mus So II
Franklin Park COM UD Sr II
Campbell Hill AGR Genl Sr s II
Rock Island ENG ME So II
Chicago ENG EE Jr II
Chicago LAS PMed So II
Chicago GRAD Math U s
Champaign LAS Genl Sr s I II
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Schwabe, Lenna Woods, A.B., M.S.
Schwade, Irving Theodore, B.S., M.S.
Schwager, Evelyn Hanna
Schwager, Mary Elizabeth
Schwalbe, Roslyn Helena
Schwamb, Walter George
Schwarcz, Isabelle Streicher, Ph.B., A.M.
Schwark, Howard Edward
Schwartz, Edward Jacob, B.S.
Schwartz, Eugene M.
Schwartz, Harry Raymond
Schwartz, Jerome Katz
Schwartz, Mrs. Judith Goldman, B.S.
Schwartz, Julius Maurice, A.B., B.S.
Schwartz, Maurice Herbert
Schwartz, Nathan
Schwartz, Samuel
Schwartz, Sylvia
Schwartz, Thelma
Schwarz, Marlow Louis
Schwarz, Robert John
Schwarz, William Joseph
Schweickart, Ruth Louise, B.S., B.S.
Schweickert, William Thomas
Schweitzer, Albert William, B.S.
Schweitzer, Donald Kalmpen
Schwellensattl, Harold Clinton
Schwenke, George Thomas
Schwied, William Ellis
Schwimmer, Robert Lester
Schwind, Howard Jacob, B.Ed.
Schwulst, Warren Wiegand
Sciacca, Roy Marrio
Scislowicz, Miecislaus John
Scislowicz, Thaddeus Anthony
Scofield, Edward Barr
Scofield, Werner Listman, B.Ed.
Scofield, William Hildreth, B.S.
Scott, Betty Jean
Scott, Daniel
Scott, Donald Clyde
Scott, Doris Eleanor
Scott, Grace Bell
Scott, James Frederick
Scott, John Vallette
Scott, Julia, B.S.
Scott, Kenneth Gurney
Scott, Laura Belle, B.S.
Scott, Leland Latham
Scott, Marguerite Del Gratia, A.B.
Scott, Marshall Jewell, B.S., A.M.
Scott, Mary Beth, A.B.
Scott, Richard Elwyn
Scott, Richard Hugh
Scott, Robert Marshall, B.S.
Scott, Samuel Jack, B.Ed.
Scott, Stephen Caswell
Scott, Wendell Paul, B.S.
Scott, William Robert
Scott, William Samuel
Scouffas, George, A.B., A.M.
Scouflfas, Mrs. Roberta Jones, A.B., A.M.
Scribner, Claude Lewis
Scully, Charles Eugene
Scully, David Francis
Scully, Joseph Francis
Seaberry, James Jordan
Seabert, Alice Irene
Seabolt, Bill Bruce
Seabrooke, Theodore Rilley
Seagrist, Eldon John
Seals, Mary Ellen
Seaman, Jeanne Dorothy
Seaney, William Lee
Searcy, Melva Fay
Searl, Milton Forrest
Searle, Gordon Wentworth
Searles, Barbara Jane
Searls, Elmer Newton, B.S.. M.S.
Searls, Mrs. Virginia Williams
Sears, Adrian Russell, B.S.
Sears, Edward Gerald
Sears, Gerald William, B.S.
Sears, James Gordon
Sears, Robert Spiegel
Champaign GRAD Educ U S I
Urbana GR.\D Geol U I
Chenoa EDUC Crenl Sr I
Chenoa AGR HEcon So S I
Urbana FAA Mus So I
Chicago ENG CE Jr I
Mempliis, Tenn. GRAD Psvch U 3
Bonfield ENG CE Jr I
Chicago MED Med 4 I
Chicago COM UD Jr
Chicago ENG Cer So !
Chicago COM LD Fr
Chicago GRAD Educ U S I
Auburn, N.Y. DENT Dent 3 I
Bayonne, N.J. LAS Genl Sr S I
Peoria ENG EE Fr I
Chicago JNL Jnl Jr I
Chicago LAS Gen! Fr
Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr I
Chicago LAS Genl So I
Peoria COM UD Jr I
Chicago PE PE Fr 1
Urbana GRAD LibSci U S !
Peru LAS PMed Jr I
Lexington MED Med -) I
Peoria LAS Genl Sr I
Belleville ENG CE Fr I
Clinton ENG ME Fr I
Chicago LAS PMed So I
Chicago LAS ChEng Sr I
Christopher GRAD PolSci U t
Bloomington FAA Arch Fr I
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2 I
Chicago DENT Dent 1 I
Chicago DENT Dent 1 I
Quincy ENG ME Fr I
Fisher GRAD Educ U S i
Groton, N.Y. GRAD AgEcon U I
Streator FAA Mus Fr
Chicago COM LD Fr
Colchester AGR Genl Unc I
Chrisman LAS Genl Fr I
East St. Louis EM I
Pontiac LAS Gen! Fr I
Oak Park PE PE Sr I
Bethany EDUC Genl Irr S
Riverside AGR DTech Fr I
Mt. Auburn GRAD Educ U S
Eldorado ENG CE Fr I
Rockford GRAD Engl EM I
Fisher GRAD Educ U S
Morrisonville LAS Genl Irr
Erie ENG Genl Fr I
Centralia COM LD So I
Homer GRAD Bact U S
Golconda LAW Law 2 S I
Seward MED Med 4 I
Monticello MED Med 5 I
Seymour AGR Genl Fr I
Chicago ENG EPhy Fr I
Urbana GRAD Engl U I
Jacksonville FAA Art Irr I
Elgin EM I
Joliet COM UD Jr I
Chicago PE PE Fr I
Chicago ENG CE Sr I
Chicago LAS Genl Sr I
Dwight COM UD Sr I
Wayne City COM LD Fr I
Maywood PE PE Jr I
Woodstock ENG ME Jr I
Mt. Carmel AGR HEx:on Sr S I
Houghton, Mich. LAS Genl So I
Flat Rock AGR Genl Fr I
Chicago LAS Genl Sr I
Princeton LAS Chem Fr I
Cranston, R.I. LAS Genl Sr I
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I
Champaign GRAD AgEcon U I
Noble LAS Genl So I
Sullivan MED Med 4 I
Piano COM LD Fr I
Champaign GRAD Chem U S I
Champaign LAS PJnl Fr S I
Danville EM
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Seaton, Helen Louise
Seats, Ralph Bernard
Seavey, Vinton Gaylord
Seay, William Thomas
Sebastian, Norman Dean
Sebek, Charles Joseph
Sebek, Roy Otto
Sebens, Wilma Sue
Secor, Edmund Clay, Jr.
Secord, Fern Maxine, B.S.
Sedivec, George
See, Herbert Max
Seeber, Elizabeth Anne
Seed, Peggy Rae
Seegert, Herman Marvin
Seelig, Joann
Seely, Harmon DeForrest, B.S.
Sefcik, Edward Stephen
Sefershay-an, George Roger
Segal, .Arthur Robert
Segal, Jack Robert, M.D.
Segal, Marshall Dennit
Segal, Peter
Segall, Manley Joseph
Segalove, Anita Francine
Seib, Raymond Henry
Seibert, Chester Lorraine, B.S.
Seibert, Delbert Jesse
Seibert, Leola Mae
Seibert, Ralph, Jr.
Seidenschwartz, Arthur William
Seidl, Henry Constantine
Seidler, .\rmond Harold
Seidler, Burton Marshall
Seil, Manning David, B.S., M.S.
Seil, William Schrontz
Seller, Bette Esther
Seip, Phyllis Albertine
Seip, Robert Dale
Seitz, Robert E^rl
Seitz, Sara Louise, A.B., B.S.
Seitzinger, Vaughn Foch
Seketa, Thomas Leo
Selby, Robert Thomas
Self, Harriet Maiurine, A.B.
Seligman, Carl Alex
Seligman, Melvin
Selikoff, Martin
Selleck, Eugene Roy
Sellers, Helen Virginia
Sellers, Joanne Kathryn
Sellers, John William
Sellers, Keith Harry
Sellers, Mary Jean
Sellers, Victor Hugh. B.S.
Sellett, Thomas
Sellmyer, Helen Estella
Sella, Harry
Sells, Charles Richard
Sells, Clark Macon
Selmer, Harold Edward
Seltzer, Alvin, B.S.
Seltzer, Charles Isadore
Seltzer, E^rl Charles
Selzer, Barbara Jacoline, A.B.
Selzer, Louis J.
Semigran, Arthur Herman
Seminara, Pola Pearl, B.S.
Seng, Stanley Britt
Senger, John David
Senneff, Hugh Freece
Senneff, Rosalind Jane
Seppi, Louis John
Sepsey, Frank George
Serangeli, Ettore Amerigo
Sered, Edith
Serlin, Richard
Seron. Suren Manoog, B.S., D.D.S.
Serotta, Maurice, B.S.
Serson, John Joseph
Serwatkiewicz, Robert Edward
Settlemire, Patricia Georgine
Setzekorn, .\nna May
Setzekorn. Kenneth Henry
Seubert, Alma Marie
Kansas City, Mo. LAS Genl Jr
Clinton COM LD Fr
Morris LAS PMed Fr
Springfield FAA Art Jr
Robinson COM LD Fr
Pontiac COM LD Fr
Berwyn PHARM Pharm 2
Ivesdale AGR HEcon Jr
Sparta ENG ME So
Urbana FAA Mus Irr S
Gary DENT Dent 2
Kankakee COM LD So
Champaign COM UD Sr
Urbana LAS Genl So
Dundee EM
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Centralia MED Med 5
Elgin COM LD Fr
Hollis. N.Y. LAS Chem Fr
Edwardsville ENG ME Sr
Winnii>eg, Can. MED Laryng PG
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
New York. N.Y. LAS PDent Jr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Chicago ENG Genl Fr
Freeburg GRAD Educ U S
Freeburg AGR Genl Fr
Hennepin COM LD So
Mattoon ENG CE Fr
Wauwatosa. Wis. FAA Arch Jr
Berwyn LAS Chem Jr
Chicago PE PE Fr
Chicago PE PE Fr
Urbana GRAD E^on U S
Grayville LAS PJnl So
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Chicago LAS HEcon So
Tuscola COM LD Fr
St. Louis. Mo. COM LD So
Catlettsburg, Ky. LIB LibSci 1 S
Flat Rock ENG Cer Fr
Benld AGR Genl Fr S I
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Jacksonville GR.\D Engl U S
Champaign COM LD Fr
Chicago LAS Chem Sr
South Orange, N.J. DENT Dent 2
DesPlaines LAS Chem Jr
Decatur Fr S
Kankakee LAS Genl Jr
Macon LAS ChEng Jr
Aurora LAS ChEng Fr
Kankakee LAS Genl So
Champaign GRAD Educ U
Charleston MED Med 1
Pontiac AGR HEcon Jr
Chicago LAS Chem Jr
Chicago FAA Arch Fr
Galesburg LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS PMed Fr
Hillsboro MED Med 4
Altamont COM LD Fr
Hillsboro COM LD Fr
Homestead, Iowa GRAD Germ U
Wauwatosa, Wis. FAA Arch So
Ozone Park, N.Y. ENG ME Fr
Chicago DENT Dent 3 S I
Gilman LAS Genl Jr
Franklin Grove COM LD Fr
Chadwick AGR Genl Jr
Moline AGR HEcon Sr
Joliet LAS Chem Sr
Chicago ENG EE Fr
Pekin COM LD So
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago ENG MetE So
Joliet GRAD ObstetGyn C
Saratoga Springs, N.Y DENT Dent 3
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Chicago FAA Arch So
Litchfield LAS Genl So
Urbana So S
Mt. Vernon ENG CE Sr
Galena Fr s
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Severens, James Madison, B.S., M.S.
Severino, Alexander
Severson, James Melvin
Seward, Frieda Maxine
Sexauer, Berenice Margaret
Sexauer, Richard Gustav
Sexton, Eleanor Houghton
Sexton, Haskell Orlando. B.S.
Seyfarth, Francis, B.S.
Seymour, Hubert Kieth
Shackel, Betty Lou
Shackleton, John William, A.B.. M.S.
Shade, Betty Jean, B.S.
Shadowen, Freda Kittinger
Shadowen, John Edward, A.B.
Shadroui, Peter Joseph
Shafer, Albert Lee
Shafer, Edward Henry
Shafer, Floyd Edward
Shafer, Martha Ann
Shafer, Perle Fredrick, B.S., A.M.
Shafer, Sidney John, B.S.
Shaflf, Ruth Virginia
Shaffer, Kenneth Raymond, A.B.
Shaffer, Roy David
Shagan, Nelle
Shahoda, Theodore Walter
Shailer, Laurence Lyman, Jr.
Shaiova, Charles Herman
Shake, William Kimbrough, B.Ed.
Shalek, Robert James
Shales, Robert Glenn
Shalizi, Abdul Sattar
Shall, Gerald
Shallock, Edward William
Shames, Ruth Estelle
Shamis, Richard John
Shanfeld, Gertrude Gloria
Shanfeld, Thelma Gloria
Shank, Martha Emma
Shanks, Jacqueline Adele
Shanks, Warren Ernest
Shanley, John Francis, Jr.
Shannon, Clifford Hugh
Shannon, Frederick Albert
Shannon, Louis Piper, B.Ed., A.M.
Shannon, Mary Margaret
Shannon, William John, A.B., M.S.
(Completing thesis on leave of absence)
Shantz, Wilfrid Bingeman
Shapin, Allen Louis, B.S.
Shapiro, Arthur Bernard
Shapiro, Arthur Joseph, B.S.
Shapiro, Arthur Lee
Shapiro, Clarence
Shapiro, Harold Albert
Shapiro, Irma
Shapiro, Irving Melvyn
Shapiro, Jerome
Shapiro, Judah
Shapiro, Leon D.
Shapiro, Milton Irving
Shapiro, Roslyn Betty
Shapiro, Shirley Mae
Shapiro, Sidney Harold, B.S., M.S.
Shapiro, Sol Leon
Shapiro, William
Shapland, Robert Ross
Shapley, Edmund Louis
Shappard, Fred Henry, B.Ed., A.M.
Shappard, Pauline Kerr, B.Ed., A.M.
Share, Edward
Sharkey, Barbara Irene
Sharkey, Viola Irene
Sharkey, William Henry, B.S.
Sharp, Charles William
Sharp, Floyd Eugene
Sharp, Helen Dewees
Sharp, Howard Franklin, B.Ed.. M.S.
Sharp, Leonard LeRoy
Sharp, Molly D.
Sharp, Robert Homer
Sharp, William Hastings
Sharpe, George, A.B.
Sharpe, Gloria Doris
Urbana GRAD Bact U S II
Cicero LAS Genl Jr II
Rockford LAS PMed So II
Donovan EDUC Genl Jr II
Kingston AGR HEcon Jr II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Hamilton, Mo. GRAD MusEd U S II
Urbana GRAD ME U II
Oakwood AGR Genl Fr II
Chicago COM UD Sr II
Champaign GRAD Chem U S
Urbana AGR HEx;on Irr S
Eldorado EDUC Genl Sr S
Rosiclare GRAD Educ EM S II
Barre, Vt. LAS PLaw Fr II
Claremont AGR Genl Sr II
Savanna FAA Arch Fr II
Chatsworth AGR Genl Sr II
Anna LAS Genl Sr S II
Pearl City GRAD Educ U s
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Monticello LAS Genl Fr II
Indianapolis, Ind. LIB LibSci 1 II
Chicago PE PE Jr II
Chicago JNL Jnl Sr II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Chicago LAS ChEng So II
Chicago LAS PMed So II
Macomb GRAD Educ EM II
Oak Park LAS Chem Fr II
DesPlaines DENT Dent 1 II
London, England EDUC Genl Jr II
Chicago COM UD Sr s II
Chicago ENG Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago ENG EE Sr s II
St. Louis, Mo. LAS Genl Fr II
St. Louis, Mo. LAS Genl Fr II
Urbana FAA Mus Sr s II
Carlinville FAA Mus Sr
Champaign LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Chicago ENG ME Jr II
Joliet LAS Genl Sr II
Champaign LAS Genl So II
Dwight GRAD Educ U
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
Ames, Iowa GRAD Chem U s II
Chicago COM LD So s II
Chicago COM UD Irr s
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago MED Med 5 II
Wilmette LAS Chem Fr II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3 II
Rochester, N.Y. EDUC Genl Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Chicago LAS PJnl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr II
Wilmette ENG ME Jr II
Terre Haute, Ind. AGR HEcon Jr II
Peoria LAS PJnl Fr II
Providence, R.I. GRAD Chem U s
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr
Champaign ENG CE Fr II
Rockford COM LD Fr II
Brookport GRAD Educ U s
Brookport GRAD Educ U s
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3 II
Glen Ellyn PHARM Pharm 4 II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Indianapolis, Ind. GRAD Chem U II
Orion ENG ME So II
Congerville AGR Genl So II
Beckemeyer LAS Genl Sr II
Champaign GRAD Educ U s
Danville PE PE Sr
East St. Louis EM
Orion COM UD Sr II
Rockford COM LD Fr II
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
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Sharpe, Norman Nathaniel
Sharvy, Robert Lee. A.B.
Shattuck, Walter Francis. B.S., (Candidate
for a professional degree)
Shaver, Nancy
Shaver, Peter Franklin
Shaver, Sylvia Harding. B.S., B.S.
Shavor, Mrs. Mary Ward. A.B.. A.M.
Shaw, Alice Morton
Shaw, Benjamin Thomas
Shaw, Carroll Mulford
Shaw, Dorothy Jean
Shaw, Frank Leitch
Shaw, Howard Webster
Shaw, Jean, B.Ed.
Shaw, Joan Milton
Shaw, Lyman Dillon
Shaw, Marie Elizabeth
Sliaw, Robert Carlton
Shaw, William Becker
Shawver, Louise Elma
Shay, Frank James
Shay, George Richard
Shay, Lester Roy, B.S., M.S.
Shaykin, Jerome David
Shayman, Benjamin
Shea, Dorothy Caroline. B.Eki.
Shea, Helen Mary
Shea, John Frederick
Sheade, Albert
Sheahan, John Davis, B.Exi.
Shear, Mildred Grace
Shearer. Ruth Agnes
Sheckler, Julie Carolyn
Shecter, Nathan, B.S.
Shedd, Milton Campbell
Sheehan, Jane Clare
Sheets, Helen, .\.B.
Sheets, Raymond Franklin. .-^.B.
Sheets, Weldon Goodwine
Sheffield, Milton Bradley
ShefHer, Paul Winston
Shekleton, Joseph Francis, B.S.
Shelberg, Wesley Elmer
Shelby, Edwin
Sheldon, Hazel Marie
Shelmadine, Kathleen Rose
Shelton, Jake Rexford, B.Ed.
Shelton, James Glenn
Shemerdiak, Louis
Shenaut, Louise Eleanor, A.B.
Shender, Burton Lazarus
Shender, Martin Herbert, A.B.
Shennan. James Grierson
Shepard, Dick Leonard
Shepard, Trent Allen
Shepherd, Albert Dale, Jr.
Shepherd, Giles Freemont, Jr., A.B., A.B.
Shepherd, Howard E., B.S.
Shepherd, Marian Coe
Shepherd, Warren Preston, B.S., M.S.
Sheppard, Beulah Marie
Sheppard, Clifford Alan
Sheppard, Monroe Howard
Sher, Meyer .\lex
Sherburne, Robert Janisse
Shere, Marie Orr, A.B.. A.M.
Shere, Patrick Orr
Sheridan, Charles Ambrose, A.B.
Sheridan. Eleanor Grace
Sherman, Bennett Richard
Sherman, Chester Wayne, B.S.
Sherman, Harvey
Sherman, Jean Ellen
Sherman, Maurice James
Sherman, Mauriel Maxine
Sherman, Rex Gordon
Sherman, Robert
Sherman, Robert Alvin, .\.B.
Sherman, Roger Milton
Sherman, Russell Glenn
Sherman, Stanley Minter, B.S.
Sherman, Vernice Clarissa
Sherow, Asher
Sherrard, Dale Raymond
Kentland. Ind. COM LD So II
Chicago GRAD Hist U II
Kenilworth GRAD CE U II
Springfield LAS Genl So II
Thebes AGR Genl Fr II
Champaign GRAD LibSci U
Burgaw. N.C. LAS Genl Irr II
Lincoln FAA Mus Fr S
Galesburg LAS Genl Fr
Urbana LAS Genl Fr
Pawnee FAA Art So II
St. Louis, Mo. AGR Genl Fr II
Oak Park LAS ChEng Fr II
Normal GRAD Educ U S
Cedarville LAS Genl Jr II
Normal AGR Genl Fr II
Urbana LAS Genl So II
Glen Ellyn LAS ChEng So II
Glen Ellyn ENG ME So II
Abingdon PE PE Sr S II
East St. Louis LAS PLaw So II
Decatur ENG CE SrW yoming GRAD Educ U S
Chicago .\GR Genl Jr II
Chicago FAA Arch Fr II
Eureka GRAD Educ U II
Eureka EDUC Genl Sr S
Chicago COM UD Jr II
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Auburn GRAD Educ EM
Urbana COM UD Sr s II
Toulon LAS Genl Jr II
LaGrangp LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago MED Med 2 II
Urbana FAA Arch So s II
Rantoul L.AS Genl So s II
Hoopeston LAW Law 2 s II
Carthage MED Med 5 II
Potomac LAS PMed Fr II
Maywood ENG ME So II
West Frankfort LAS Genl Jr II
Peoria GR.\D Chem U II
Waukegan LAS Chem Sr II
Ludington, Mich. ENG Genl So II
Webster Groves. Mo. LAS Genl So II
Peoria LAS Genl Fr II
Mt. Sterling GRAD Educ U s
Jerseyville AGR Genl So II
Chicago JNL Jnl Jr II
Galesburg LIB LibSci 1 s
Chicago COM LD So II
Chicago LAW Law 2 II
St. Charles EM
Chillicothe ENG EE Fr II
Normal COM UD Jr II
Fithian COM LD Fr
Chapel Hill, N.C. GRAD LibSci U s
Hoopeston GRAD .Accv U
Pontiac LAS Genl Fr II
Taylorville GRAD Educ U s
Fisher Fr s
National City ENG CerE So II
Orange, N.J. Eng EE So II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Milwaukee, Wis. FAA Arch Fr II
Macon GRAD Educ U s
Macon LAS Genl Jr II
Chicago LAW Law 1 II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Knoxville GRAD Educ U s
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Urbana FAA Art Fr II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr II
Maquon AGR HEcon Fr II
Pekin PE PE So II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 II
Urbana GRAD Accy U II
Wilmette LAS Genl Fr
Maquon ENG EE Jr
Chicago DENT Dent 3 s 11
Sandwich AGR HEcon Sr II
Chicago LAS PDent Fr
Cambridge AGR Genl Jr II
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Sherrard, Lois Cyrena Cambridge LAS Genl Jr I II
Sherrick, James Noah, B.Kd. Litchfield GRAD Educ EM S I
Sherwin. Frank James, Jr. Glencoe COM LD Fr
Shesler, John William Genoa LAS Genl So I II
Sheuring, John Joseph, B.S. Urbana GRAD DHusb U i II
Shick, Raymond Arthur Urbana ENG EE So I II
Shields, Don, B.Ed. Ashmore EM II
Shields, Irma Vivian Sugar Grove LAS HEcon Sr S I II
Shields, Mary Mercedes Harvard LAS Genl Jr i II
Shields, Randall Powar, B.Ed.. M.S. Macomb GRAD Chem U s
Shields, Robert Dale Tuscola AGR Genl Fr II
Shiels, Constance Eileen Lakewood AGR HEcon Jr S I II
Shiels, Nolan Harwood Lakewood AGR Genl Sr S I II
Shifif, Tom Belleville LAS Gen! So I II
Shiftman, Robert, B.S. Hoboken. N.J. DENT Dent 2 I II
Shimer, Robert Abbott Palestine PE PE So I II
Shimkus, Emmalu Westville FAA Mus So I II
Shimmerman, Bernard Brooklyn, N.Y. PE PE Fr i II
Shine, Wilma Jean Princeton, Ind. LAS Genl Fr I II
Shinneman, Dean Alvin Weldon LAS Gen! Fr i II
Shinneman, Phylita Ellen. B.S. Weldon GRAD Educ U s
Shinnick, Richard C. Chicago PHARM Pharm 2 1 II
Shinoshe, Dorothy Helen, A.B. Decatur LIB LibSci 1 I II
Shintani, Emmett Hideo Chicago ENG EE Jr I II
Shipin, Henry Chicago ENG CE Jr I II
Shipley. Helen Blanche. A.B. Maywood LIB LibSci 1 I II
Shipley, James Allen Chicago COM LD So I II
Shipley. Ralph Elton Rockford COM LD Fr I II
Shipley, Richard Edwin Rockford LAS PMed Fr I II
Shipley, William Schuyler Mazon LAS Genl Fr
Shipp, Robert Edward Manteno PE PE Jr 1 II
Shippee, Edgar Drummond. B.S. Urbana GRAD ChEng U II
Shirer, Richard Kent Glen EUyn COM UD Sr I II
Shirley. Alton LaVern Effingham COM LD So I II
Shirley, Earl Walter Champaign COM LD So I II
Shiroma, George, B.S. Hilo, Hawaii LAW Law 1 S I II
Shive, VVilliam James Belleville ENG Genl Sr II
Shnable, Jack David Chicago ENG EE Sr I II
Shobbrook, Thomas Henry, B.S.L. Harvey LAW Law 1
Shoemaker, Alice Cecilia Champaign JNL Jnl Sr 1 II
Shoemaker, Hazel Lucile Geneseo AGR HEcon Sr s
Shoemaker, Helen Eileen Champaign EDUC Genl Sr s
Sholder, Seymour Chicago MED Med 1 I II
Shomaker, Aladine Murphysboro EDUC Genl Sr S
Shor, Robert Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Shore. Norman Marvin Chicago LAS PMed Jr I II
Short, Ardath Ernestine, B.S. Roodhouse EDUC Genl Irr s
Short, Roberta Anne, A.B. Galesburg GRAD Hist U s
Shorten. Roland Elbert Cicero COM LD So S I I!
Shotliff, Edward William Richmond COM UD Jr II
Shotliff, Richard Liddle Rockton LAS ChEng Fr I II
Shotwell, John Winthrop Fargo. N.D. AGR Flor So I II
Shoulder, Richard Francis Cairo ENG EE So I II
Shparago, Elinor Sybil Chicago LAS Genl So
Shrake, Philip Newton Topeka, Kan. ENG EE Jr i 11
Shriver, Charles Forrest Bensenville LAS Genl Jr s r 11
Shriver, Mrs. Lydia Kupchick Harvey AGR HEcon Jr I II
Shteamer, Daniel Harold Chicago COM LD So II
Shubert, Esther Marian, B.Ed., B.S., M.S. Charleston GRAD LibSci U s
Shudnow, Elaine Elinor Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Shukas, Tom Harry Chicago PHARM Pharm .<
Shuler, Clinton Edward DesPlaines COM LD So I II
Shulewitz, Louis Peoria COM LD So I II
ShuU, Raymond Rathburn Monticello EDUC Genl Jr S I II
Shulman, Abe Chicago ENG EE Sr I II
Shulruff, Eli Chicago MED Med 2 i II
Shults, Leota Elizabeth, B.Ed. Fowler GRAD Educ EM
Shultz, Robert Harry Chicago LAW Law 1 i II
Shuman, Nicholas Roman Chicago LAS PJnl So I II
Shumway, James McBride Assumption COM LD So S 1 11
Shunk, Clifford Henry Onarga LAS Chem Sr S I II
Shure, Norman, B.S., M.D. Chicago GRAD Path C S I II
Shute, Carmen Reva Easton AGR HEcon Jr I II
Shute, Don Dillard, B.S. East Peoria GRAD Educ EM
Shute, Jane. A.B. Louisville, Ky. LIB LibSci 1 I II
Shute, Marion Damon Uxbridge, Mass. LAS Genl Jr 1 II
Shutt, Darold Lee Auburn LAS PLaw Jr
Shutt, George Marvin. B.S. Auburn GRAD Econ U I I!
Shutt. Lillian Emily, A.B. San Angelo, Tex. LIB LibSci 1 s
Shutt, Virginia Jewell Shelbyville AGR HEcon So 1 11
Sicanoff, Meriam Rae Indianapolis, Ind. COM LD Fr I II
Sidak, Robert Richard Cicero Fr s
Sidebottom, Omar Marion Boston ENG ME Jr I II
Sidener. Audrey Jeannette Maroa EDUC Genl Sr S 1
Sides, Ralph Harvey EDUC InEduc Jr i 11
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Sidner, Robert William
Sidorowicz, Theodore John
Siebenmann, Ruby Henrietta
Siebert, Carlos Reuben
Siebold, Harry Paul
Sieck, Herbert. Jr.
Siedschlag. Everett William
Siefferman, Royal Lincoln. A.B.
Siefkes, Ruth Long, A.B.
Siegel, Alfred Lewis
Siegel, Betty Jane
Siegel, Jack
Siegel, Marvin
Siegel, Morris, B.S.
Siegel, Sherwin Albert
Siegelman, Rita Eileen
Siegfried, Kendall George
Siegmund, Alice Elizabeth
Siegmund, Laura May
Siegrist, Daniel Damon
Siegrist, Richard Lewis
Siegworth, Roger Wayne
Sielert, Laurabelle
Sielert, Ruth Violet
Siembida, Felix Anthony
Siemen, Catherine Elizabeth
Siemen, Dorothy Mae
Siemienas, Joseph Benjamin
Sieminski, Theodore Edward, B.S.
Siemens, Alta Mae
Siems, Lillian Marie
Sieving, Hilmar August, A.B., B.S.
SitT, Jerome Lionel
Sigel, Howard Malcolm
Sights, Jere Matthews
Sikich, John
Sikking, Chester Buell
Silbergeld, Sam, B.S.
Silbert, Aviva, B.S.
Silbert, Irving Morris, B.S.
Silcox, Herbert Ernest, B.S., M.S.
Sill, Donald Wayne
Silver, Jack ,'\lmon
Silver, Jerome Martin
Silver, Robert Jack
Silverberg, Janice Joan
Silverfield, Stanley Lester
Silverman, Betty Jayne
Silverman, David
Silverman, Lorraine Patricia
Silverman, Paul
Silverman, Robert Allan
Silverman, Shirley
Silverstein, Esther, B.S.
Silverstein, Irwin Morton
Silverstein, Milton
Silvey, William Robert, Jr.
Simer, Parke Harvey, B.Ed., A.M., Ph.D.
Simkin, Morris, A.B.
Simmon, Frederick Philip, A.B.
Simmon, Harrison Boggess
Simmon, Peter Canna
Simmons, Charles, B.S.
Simmons, George Haskel, Jr.
Simmons, J. D.
Simmons, John Glayron
Simmons, John Lambert
Simmons, Lillian Marguerite, B.S., A.M., B.S.
Simmons, Paul Alexander, Jr.
Simmons, Robert Aldrich
Simmons, Robert Campbell
Simmons, Welby Williams
Simmons, Wesley Marvin
Simms, Emmett
Simms, Harriet Shepard
Simon, Bette Elizabeth
Simon, David Robert
Simon, Dorothy Sarah
Simon, Franklin Arthur
Simon, Fred Victor
Simon, Harold Elliott
Simon, Harriette Elaine
Simon, Harry Joseph
Simon, Helen
Alton ENG ME Jr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Roodhouse LAS Genl Fr S
Tamalco AGR Genl Sr II
Chicago PE PE Sr II
Winnetka ENG ME Fr II
Spring Grove AGR Genl So II
Troy GRAD Educ EM
Lincoln, Neb. LIB LibSci 1 S
Chicago MED Med 2 II
Flora LAS Chem Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago PE PE Fr II
Chicago MED Med S II
Chicago COM UD Jr II
Cleveland Heights, LAS Genl Fr II
Ohio
Chicago PE PE Fr II
West Orange, N.J. AGR HEcon Sr II
Aurora LAS Genl Fr II
Peoria COM LD So II
Highland ENG ME So II
Hudson LAS Chem Fr II
Dupo LAS Genl Fr S I II
Dupo LAS Genl Jr S I II
Perry N.Y. LAS Chem Fr II
Elizabeth AGR HEcon Sr S I II
Elizabeth LAS Genl Fr S
Chicago ENG Genl So II
Clarington, Ohio GRAD Educ U S
Danforth Fr s
Chicago LAS PMed So II
Joliet LIB LibSci 1 s
Chicago LAS PMed Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago PE PE Sr II
Springfield COM UD Jr II
Carlinville GRAD Chem U II
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Chicago MED Med 3 II
Urbana GRAD ChEng U II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
Galva LAS Genl Fr
Chicago LAS Chem Fr II
Worchester, Mass. PE PE Fr
Wheeling, W.Va. LAS Genl Fr II
Birmingham, Ala. COM LD Fr II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Portland, Me. ENG EE Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Chem Jr II
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Champaign GR.\D Educ U s
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Rockaway Beach, N.Y . PE PE Sr II
Chicago ENG EE Fr II
Monticello MED Med 1 II
Passaic, N.J. DENT Dent 1 II
Rock Island LAW Law 3 S I 11
Rock Island COM LD So II
Rock Island ENG ME Sr II
Centralia GRAD Educ U II
Chicago ENG Genl Fr II
Mt. Vernon LAS Genl So
Indianapolis, Ind. COM LD So S I
Chicago ENG EE Sr II
Urbana GRAD LibSci U II
Old Monroe, Mo. ENG ME So II
Lockport, N.Y. COM LD Fr II
Newburyport, Mass. LAS Genl Fr II
Geflf AGR Genl So II
Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Chicago PE PE Fr II
DeKalb LAS Genl Sr s
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Urbana LAS PJnl Fr II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago ENG ME So II
Oak Park FAA Mus Fr II
Springfield COM UD Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
St. Charles LAS Genl So II
Chicago AGR HEcon Fr II
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Simon, Jack Aaron
Simon, Margaret Wilhelmina
Simon, Marvin Paul
Simon, Mary Ellen, B.Ed.. A.M.
Simon, Portia Ruth
Simon, Robert Barr
Simonds, Eugene Thurlo
Simonds, Frank Harvey
Simonds, Willard Thomas, B.S.
Simonian, Michael Nazareth
Simons, Carolyn Ann
Simons, Morton, B.S.
Simons, Willis Marion, A.B., A.M.
Simonsen, Eugene Edward
Simonson, Clifford Harry, B.S,
Simonson, Russell George
Simpson, Alfred Morris, B.Ed.
Simpson, Charles Reagan
Simpson, Dale L.
Simpson, Donald Fownes, A.B., A.M.
Simpson, Gustavus Sailer, Jr.
Simpson, Howard Edwin, Jr., A.B.
Simpson, Howard Matthew
Simpson, James Robert
Simpson, Richard Stoltz, B.S.
Sims, Clarence Albers
Sims, Fay Montrose
Sims, Melvin Earl
Sims, Paul Kibler, A.B.
Sims, Robert John
Sinclair, Bertren Ernest
Sinclair, Dale Hardway
Sinclair, George Morton
Singer, Francine Shirley
Singer, Harvey Lackman
Singer, Meyer Jerome
Singer, Milton Newton
Singer, Ruth Vivian
Singer, Warren Louis
Singleton, Hilda
Singleton, Jack Wilson
Sinks, George Maurice, B.Ed.
Sinks, Thomas Alonzo, B.Ed.
Sinow, Garland Stanley
Sinow, Sidney Frank, A.B.
Sintov, Mois Jossif
Sipe, Margaret Jane
Sirk, Arnold Daniel
Sirotek, Robert
Sisk, James Lyle, B.Ed., A.M.
Sisney, Marybeth
Sisson, Sarah Trumbull, A.B., A.M.
Sisson, Vera Angle
Sister Alphonsus Liguori Cyrier
Sister Bernarda Adams, A.B.
Sister Cletus Mooney
Sister Florentinus O'Connor, A.B.
Sister Jane Frances Wycoff
Sister Johnella Gorman
Sister Jose Marie George
Sister Julita Sullivan
Sister Leonida Zink, A.B., A.M.
Sister Louis Bertrand Gossensmith, A.B.,
A.M.
Sister Madonna McQuade
Sister Marcella Luby
Sister Maria Consolata Voss, A.B., A.M.,
M.S.
Sister Marian Conway, A.B.
Sister Marie Daniel Conway, Ph.B.
Sister Marie Ellen Shannon
Sister Marie James Morrissey, B.S.
Sister Mariquita Saraban, B.Ed.
Sister Martha Mary Waldo
Sister Mary Agnesene Wisdom, B.Ed.
Sister Mary Albens Bunton, A.B., M.S.
Sister Mary Alberto Carberry, Ph.B., A.M.
Sister Mary Alodia Doherty, A.B.
Sister Mary Aloysius Reilly, B.Ekl.
Sister Mary Alphonse Peplinski
Sister Mary Amadeus Mulcahy
Sister Mary Annuncia Suchla
Sister Mary Aquinas DuChene
Sister Mary Basiliana Sroka, A.B.
Sister Mary Bernadetta Duffy, A.B.
Urbana LAS Genl Sr
Princeton Fr s
Passaic, N.J. LAS PDent Fr
Champaign GRAD Educ U s
Madison, Wis. LAS Genl Jr
Princeton AGR Genl Jr
Sparta ENG CE Sr
Sparta PE PE Sr
Sparta GRAD Math U s
VVaukegan LAS ChEng Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Chicago MED Med 5
Champaign GRAD Engl U s
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Agate, N.D. GRAD Agron U
Oak Park LAS Genl Fr
Springerton GRAD Educ EM s
Danville LAS PLaw Fr
Buchanan, Mich. PE PE So
Kalamazoo, Mich. GRAD PolSci U
Margate City, N.J. ENG MetE So
Grand Forks, N.D. GRAD Geol U
Peoria FAA Arch Jr
Buffalo, N.Y. ENG CE Jr
Lawrenceville LAW Law 3 s
Hoopeston COM UD Jr s
Quincy AGR Genl Sr
Adams AGR Genl Sr
Champaign GRAD Geol U
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Jerseyville AGR Genl So s
Martinsville AGR Genl Fr
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Oak Park COM UD Jr
Chicago LAS PMed Fr
New York, N.Y. ENG Cer Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Peoria ENG ME So
Belleville FAA Art Jr
White Hall MED Med 1
West Frankfort GRAD Educ EM s
Litchfield GRAD Educ U s
Dixon LAS Chem Jr
Dixon GRAD Hist U s
Sofia, Bulgaria LAS Genl Jr s
Sheldon PE PE Sr s
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr
Chicago FAA LArch Jr
Champaign GRAD Educ U
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Indianapolis, Ind. GRAD Engl U s
Garden Prairie AGR HEcon Fr I
Springfield LAS Genl Fr s
Chicago GRAD Educ U s
Springfield Fr s
Bloomington GRAD Math U s
Springfield So s
New Hampton, Iowa EDUC Genl Unc I II
Peoria Fr s
Springfield AGR HEcon Sr I II
Red Bud Irr
In-
s
s
Springfield FAA Mus Jr s
Springfield Fr s
Harvey GRAD Physics U s
River Forest GRAD French U s
Bloomington GRAD Latin u s
Champaign EDUC Genl Sr s II
Chicago GRAD Educ U s
Sioux Falls, S.D. GRAD BOO U s
Philo Fr s
Freeport GRAD BOO U s
Springfield GRAD Math U s
Champaign GRAD Engl U s
Chicago GRAD Hist U s
Chicago GRAD Educ U s
Chicago Fr s
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 I II
Chicago Fr s
Springfield Fr s
Cleveland, Ohio GRAD BOO U s
Oak Park GRAD Educ U s
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Sister Mary Carmelita Zieroff, Ph.B.. A.M.
Sister Mary Caroline Walsh, B.Ed.
Sister Mary Cecelia Laine, B.S.
Sister Mary Cecilian Heffron, B.S.
Sister Mary Clement Joseph Dolan, A.B.,
A.M.
Sister Mary Clotilda Gartland, B.S.. M.S.
Sister Mary Corfilia Pinski
Sister Mary Denice Collins
Sister Mary Digna McGauley
Sister Mary Donalda Gilmore
Sister Mary Dora Kenney, A.B.
Sister Mary Dulciana Mrotek
Sister Mary Edwardine McGrath
Sister Mary Electa Rutkowski
Sister Mary Eulalia Sheehan
Sister Mary Evelyn Brown
Sister Mary Francis Jones
Sister Mary Gretchen Bergschneider
Sister Mary Gretchen Hessler, A.B.
Sister Mary Innocence Heard
Sister Mary Irene Riordan, A.B.
Sister Mary Jacqueline Daly
Sister Mary Jeannette McGrath
Sister Mar>' Jose Ernst, Ph.B., A.B.
Sister Mary Josine Brabec, .-^.B., A.M.
Sister Mary Justin Nevins
Sister Mary Leonardine Kunka
Sister Mary Leonia Nowak, A.B.
Sister Mary Lillian Maher
Sister Mary Lorene Mudd, B.S.
Sister Mary Lorita Mc.Xuliffe
Sister Mary Lucetta Shea
Sister Mary Luella Powers, .A.B.
Sister Mary Malachy Laithwait, A.B.
Sister Mary Marguerite Ryan, .\.B., .^.M.
Sister Mary Marita McGrath
Sister Mary Mercita Meier
Sister Mary Monica Ross
Sister Mary Norbert Vangsness
Sister Mary Odilia Piotrzkowski
Sister Mary Oliver Foley, B.S.
Sister Mary Oliver Kelly
Sister Mary Onuphra Frenzel
Sister Mary Patricia Grzeskowiak
Sister Mary Patricia Mullen, ."V.B.
Sister Mary Pauline Gradv
Sister Marj^ Ralph Pfister, .A..B.
Sister Mary St. V'ictor Lesner, A.B., .A.M.
Sister Mary Stephen Gallagher
Sister Mary Tarcisia Bucka
Sister Mary Theodore Thien, B.S.
Sister Mary Theodoretta Sypniewski
Sister Mary Theodosia Duczak
Sister Mary Venard McCoppin
Sister Mary Verena Hough, B.Ed.
Sister Mary Viviana Roe, A.B.
Sister Mary William Bernard Cooney
Sister Rita Rose Monaghan, B.S.
Sister Vincentde Paul Huguet, A.B.
Sisti, Frank Louis
Sistler, Byron Hugh
Sit, Hong Chan
Sivert. Charles Frederick
Six, Roberta Jean
Sizer, Richard Lucius
Sjostrom, Richard .A.dolph, Jr.
Skaggs, Ruth Lorena
Skale, .\rthur John
Skeels, Eleanor Jean
Skelton, Arthur J.
Skelton, Barbara Jean
Skelton, Leslie Parker
Skelton, Robert Franklin, B.S.
Skelton. William
Skibinski, Elvin Alexander
Skidmore, Willard Evans, A.B., .^.M.
Skiles, Dorothy .A.nne
Skiles, Marilyn Hope
Skinner, Bernetta Elizabeth
Skinner, Dorothy Gloria
Skinner, Marjorie Elizabeth, B.S.
Skinner, Richard Clarke, B.Ed., A.M.
Skoff, Frank Joseph, B.S.
Skoglund, .Axel Fredrik
Springfield LIB LibSci 1 S
Shorewood, Wis. GRAD Educ U S
Chicago EDUC Genl Irr S
Champaign GRAD Educ U S I II
Michigan City, Ind. GR.\D Math U s
Springfield Irr s
Chicago LAS Gffnl So I II
Springfield So s
Winnetka EDUC Genl Sr s
Sinsinawa, Wis. EDUC Genl Sr s
River Forest GRAD Latin U s
Chicago PHARM Pharm 1 II
Springfield Fr s
Chicago FAA Art Fr s
Peoria EDUC Genl Irr s
Springfield Fr s
Springfield Fr s
Springfield AGR HEcon So S I II
Chicago GRAD Germ U S
Red Bud Fr s
Chicago GR-^D Educ U s
Chicago LIB LibSci Unc s
Springfield Fr s
River Forest GRAD LibSci U s
Chicago GRAD Math u s
Savanna EDUC Genl Sr s
Chicago AGR HEcon Jr I II
Chicago LIB LibSci 1 s
Winnetka EDUC Genl Sr s
Red Bud GR.\D Educ U s
Champaign EDUC Genl Sr S I
Champaign EDUC Genl Sr S I II
River Forest Irr s
Grand Rapids, Mich. GRAD LibSci U s
Champaign GRAD Engl U s
Springfield So s
New Berlin So s
Peoria FAA Mus Sr s
Grand Rapids, Mich. Fr s
Chicago Fr s
Shorewood, Wis. GRAD Educ U s
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 I II
Champaign Fr s
Chicago Fr s
Chicago GR.\D Math U s
Red Bud LIB LibSci Unc s
Anaconda, Mont. GRAD Math U s
Chicago GRAD Zool U s
Springfield Fr s
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4 I II
Springfield EDUC Genl Irr s
Chicago Fr s
Chicago Fr s
Springfield Fr s
Shorewood, Wis. GR-AD Educ U s
Shorewood, Wis. GRAD Bot U s
Springfield LAS Genl Fr s
Springfield Irr s
Springfield GRAD Educ U s
Rockford COM UD Jr
Hoopeston LAS PJnl Fr
St. Louis, Mo. LAS ChEng Fr
Sumner LAS Genl Fr
Barry LAS Genl Fr
Champaign LAS Genl Sr
Rockford ENG CE Fr
Kansas City, Mo. LAS Gen! Jr
Cicero ENG CE Fr
Monticello FAA Mus Sr S I II
Champaign COM LD Fr
Port Byron COM LD Fr
Grant Park ENG Genl Fr
Urbana GRAD TAM U
Urbana FAA Mus Fr
Rochester, N.Y. LAS ChEng Sr
Urbana GRAD Germ U S
Grayville COM LD Fr
Centralia F.\A Mus Fr
Berwyn LAS Genl Jr
Alton LAS Genl Fr
Kansas City, Mo. GR.'^D HEcon U S I II
Urbana GR.'^D Educ U S I II
Champaign GRAD Engl U s
DeKalb FAA Arch Jr I II
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SkoU. Molly Gertrude Champaign LAS Genl Sr I II
Skolnik, Betty Jane Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Skolnik, Emanuel M., B.S. Chicago MED Med 4
Skoog, Douglas Arvid, B.S. Portland, Ore. GRAD Chem U
Skorodin, Bernard, B.S., M.D., M.S. Chicago GRAD Psych c S I II
Skov, Raymond Edward, A.B. Chicago LAW Law 3
Skreber, Albert Anton Panama LAS Genl Sr S I II
Skubic, Virginia Frances Chicago PE PE Fr
Slade, Woodrow Wilson Catlin ENG MinE So
Slager, James Franklin Chicago LAS PLaw So
Slane, Ronald Franklin Princeville AGR Genl So
Slater, Charles Phillip. B.S.. M.S. Champaign GRAD Accy U S I II
Slater, Clella Kathleen Champaign LAS Genl Jr
Slater. James Alexander Park Ridge LAS Genl Jr S I II
Slater, Walter, B.Ed. Williamsville GR.\D Educ EM S I
Slaughter, Sara Louise, B.S. St. Louis, Mo. GRAD Educ EM
Slawecki, Tadeusz Karol Chicago LAS ChEng Jr
Slawsky, Martin Rochester, N.Y. DENT Dent 2
Slayton, Robert Sidney Fairview AGR Genl Sr S I II
Slichenmyer, Harold Lee. B.Ed., M.S. Bloomington GR.A.D Educ U
Sliwa, Raymond Joseph Cicero ENG ME Fr
Sloan, Bernard Henry Hoopeston AGR Genl Sr
Sloan, Don Henry, B.Ed. Quincy GRAD Educ EM S I II
Sloan, Donald Evans, A.B. Princeton PHARM Pharm 3
Sloan, Gregory Hugh, B.S. Pittsfield GRAD Educ EM S I II
Sloan, Herbert Pearl, B.S. Oblong MED Med 5
Sloan, Isadora Bayonne, N.J. COM LD Fr
Sloan, John Vare Yates City LAS Genl Fr
Sloan, Nicholas Edward, B.S. Hoopeston GRAD AnHusb U S
Sloan, Noah Herman, B.S. Chicago MED Med 2 S I II
Sloan, Warren Eugene Oblong LAS PMed So
Sloboda, Millicent Argo LAS PJnl Fr
Slobodnik, Joseph Cyril Chicago ENG ME Jr
Slonneger, Clifford, Jr. Washington COM LD Fr
Slosburg, Harold Walter Omaha, Neb. LAS Genl Jr
Sluder, Joan Champaign LAS Genl So
Sluis, Arthur Jacob Chicago PE PE So
Slusser, Glenn Martin Urbana JNL Jnl Sr
Slyder, Lois Ann Chicago LAS PJnl Fr
Small, Mrs. Anne Turlay, A.B. Lincoln GRAD Educ U s
Small, Belford Allan Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Small, Elizabeth Jane Indianapolis, Ind. LAS Chem So
Small, Guta Greta Voungstown, Ohio LAS Genl Fr
Small, Gwendolyn Davis Evanston LAS Chem So
Small, Martha Louise Salem LAS Genl Sr
Small, Sidney Robert Mattoon MED Med 2
Smallwood, Louise Virginia Chicago COM LD So
Smaltz, Edward Ellsworth Fulton LAS Genl Sr
Smaltz, Janet Mathews Morrison LAS Genl Sr
Smardak, Frank Ralph Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Smashey, Margaret Jane Chattanooga, Tenn. LAS Genl Jr
Smashey, Mary Esther Chattanooga, Tenn. LAS Genl Fr
Smeeton, jack Cuthbert Maywood LAS PDent Fr
Smejkal, Walter Frank. B.S. Chicago MED Med 3
Smets, Orville Peter Assumption ENG CE Fr
Smiley, Arthur Glen Stockland .\GR Genl So
Smiley, Arthur John Waterman PE PE Fr
Smiley, Curtis Lee Stockland AGR Genl Fr
Smiley, George E., A.B., B.S. (Completing Peoria GRAD Arch U
thesis on leave of absence)
Smiley, Mary Kathrine Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Sminote, James Steve Oak Park ENG ME So
Smith, Aaron Jay Waukegan COM LD Fr
Smith, Albert Eugene. .\.B., A.M. Marshall GRAD Physics U s
Smith, Alfred Danville LAS Genl So
Smith, Alice Gertrude Cooper, S.D. EDUC Genl Sr S I II
Smith, Allen Glen Arthur AGR Genl Fr
Smith, Anita Millicent Steward LAS HEcon So
Smith, Arnold Gale Decatur LAS Genl Jr
Smith, Arnold Harry Milford AGR Genl So
Smith, Arthur Alver Chicago FAA Arch Sr S I II
Smith, Ben Daniel Joliet COM UD Sr S I II
Smith, Benjamin Franklin, B.S. Martinsville, Va. LIB LibSci 1
Smith. Bethania Meradith. A.B., B.S., M.S. Urbana GRAD Hist U
Smith, Mrs. Betty Lenhart. A.B. Bishop, Calif. LAW Law 1
Smith, Byrd Floyd, B.Ed. Benton GRAD Educ EM
Smith, Carl Mayn, B.S. Urbana GRAD Chem U S I II
Smith, Carolyn Louise Kirkwood, Mo. LAS Genl Fr
Smith, Cecil Dale Metamora AGR Genl Sr
Smith, Charles Herbert Ottawa COM LD So
Smith, Charles John Moline LAW Law
Smith, Charles Leonard Danville LAS PLaw Fr
Smith, Charles Merlin Elmwood COM UD Sr
Smith, Charles Webster Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
Smith, Charlotte Sturgia Chicago LAS PJnl So
L
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Smith Clarence Henry
Smith Clayton Mason, B.S., A.M.
Smith Clifford Howard
Smith Clyde Henry
Smith Clyde Marshall, B.Ed., M.S.
Smith Cora Magdalene, B.Ekl.
Smith Curtis William. B.Ed.
Smith David Allen
Smith Donald Francis. B.Ed.. M.S.
Smith Duane Eugene. A.B.
Smith Earl Ray
Smith Edith Churchill
Smith Eleanor Jane
Smith Eloise
Smith Elsv Jane
Smith Ennis Earl. B.S.
Smith Esther Lee
Smith Florence Louise
Smith Forrest Douhammel
Smith Mrs. Frances Lawrence
Smith Frank Wallace
Smith Fred Richard
Smith Frederick Willis, B.S.
Smith Genevieve Emma. A.B.
Smith George Edward, B.S.
Smith George Henry
Smith George Leon. B.S.
Smith George William
Smith Gerald Xewcom
Smith Gertrude Josephine
Smith Gloria Mae
Smith Gordon Lane, A.B.
Smitii Grace Bessie
Smith Guy Donald, B.S., A.M., Ph.D.
Smith Harold John, B.S.
Smith Harry Hayes, A.B., A.M.
Smith Harry Willard, B.S.
Smith Hazel Eileen
Smith Henry Landiss
Smith Howard Franklin
Smith Howard Hamilton
Smith Howard T.
Smith Isabeth, B.S.
Smith Jack J.
Smith James Alfred
Smith James Charles, Jr.
Smith James Edgar
Smith James Edward
Smith James Henry, E.E., M.S.
Smith James Hunn
Smith James Ohrea. A.B.. B.S., A.M.
Smith Jay Lincoln
Smith Jean Ethel
Smith Jean Louise
Smith Jeanette
Smith Jeanne Evelyn
Smith Jonathan
Smith Joseph Francis
Smith June Cappie
Smith Kimball
Smith Leonard Adrian, B.S.
Smith Lester Everett
Smith Lillian McClain
Smith Lloyd
Smith Mrs. Lois Anderson
Smith Lois Jane
Smith Lyall Frederick, B.S.
Smith Margaretann
Smith Marian Eleanor
Smith Marie Anne, B.S.
Smith Marie Williams
SmithMarion Ashton. B.S.. M.S.
(C^^ompleting thesis on leave of absence)
Smith Marjorie Helen
Smith Martha Eleanor. B.S.
Smith Mary Alice. A.B., A.M.
Smith Mary Delores
Smith Mary Eva
Smith Mary Fredarieka. B.S.
Smith Mary Margaret. B.S.
Smith Maurice Harold. B.S.
Smith Maurice Leroy
Smith Merle Harold
Smith Milton. Jr.
Smith Nelson Christoe, B.S.
Smith Norman Louis. B.S., M.S.
Cooper. S.D. ENG CE Sr
Manhattan LAS Genl Irr
Watseka COM LD Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Centralia Irr S
Carbondale GRAD Math U S
Salem GRAD Chem U II
Canton LAS Genl So II
East Moline GRAD Educ U S
Bellflower GRAD Hist U S
Johnston City ENG CerE So II
Jacumba, Calif. EDUC Genl Unc II
Champaign LAS Genl So s II
Eldorado LIB LibSci Unc s
Decatur LAS Genl Jr II
Centralia GRAD .^gron U s II
Springfield EDUC Genl Sr s
Chicago LAS Genl So
Greenup ENG EE So II
Chicago AGR HEcon Fr
Watseka JNL Jnl Sr I II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Chicago GRAD Chem C II
University City. Mo. LIB LibSci 1 II
Fairfield GRAD Educ EM
Elmhurst COM LD Fr II
Madison GRAD Educ EM s II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Springfield COM LD Fr II
Boulder LAS Genl Jr s
Coal City COM LD So II
Chicago MED Med 1
Danville Fr s
Mahomet GRAD Agron U s
Verden, Okla. GRAD AnHusb U II
Wood River GRAD Hist U s
Athens AGR Genl Irr s
Springfield LAS Genl So II
Champaign LAS Genl So II
Rockford COM LD Fr
Bardolph AGR Genl So II
Pekin LAS Genl So
Palmyra GR.\D Educ U s
Chicago PE PE Sr II
Murphysboro PE PE Jr II
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Urbana FAA .\rch Fr II
Highland Park COM UD Sr II
Champaign GRAD EE U s II
Oak Park ENG Genl Fr II
Champaign GRAD TAM U
Maywood LAW- Law 1 II
Calumet City LAS Genl So II
Chicago FA.A. Art Fr II
Champaign LAS Genl So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Staunton ENG MetE Fr II
Auburn ENG CerE Sr II
Oak Park LAS Genl Sr II
Chicago LAW Law 1 II
West Chicago GR.\D MusEd U s
Shipman ENG ME Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr s
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
St. Louis. Mo. LAS Genl Fr II
Peoria GRAD PolSci U
Murphysboro LAS Genl Jr II
Canton Fr s
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Springfield, Mo. Fr s
Springfield, Mo. GRAD Hort U
s
s
II
Milford Fr
Alma GRAD Educ U II
Princeton LIB LibSci 1 s
Spring Valley EDUC Genl Sr II
Ozark AGR HEcon Fr II
Decatur EDUC Genl Irr s
W'aukegan GRAD Educ U s
Bowen GRAD Geol U II
Savanna EDUC InEduc So II
Elgin EM
Princeville LAS Genl So s II
Georgetown GRAD Educ U s
Magnolia GRAD AgEx;on U s
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Smith, Orrin Richard, Jr.
Smith, Orville Wagner, B.Ed.
Smith, Patricia Ann
Smith, Paul Thomas, Jr.
Smith, Peggy Charlyn
Smith, Philip Aaron
Smith, Philip Edward, B.Ed.
Smith, Ray F.
Smith, Raymond Arthur
Smith, Richard James
Smith, Robert Cullen
Smith, Robert Judson
Smith, Robert Miles
Smith, Robert Sherman
Smith, Roger Manson
Smith, Roland Leroy
Smith, Rosalie Marion
Smith, Rosemary Ellen
Smith, Rowland
Smith, Roy Emerson, B.Ekl.
Smith, Shelbert
Smith, Sheldon Richard
Smith, Shirley Anne
Smith, Shirley Anne
Smith, Theo Lee
Smith, Theodore Lee
Smith, Vera Irene, A.B.
Smith, Virginia Ruth
Smith, Wallace Glenn
Smith, Walter Rex
Smith, Walter Thomas, Jr.
Smith, Warren Johnson
Smith, Warren Roger
Smith. Whitney Elmer, A.B., J.D.
Smith, Wilbur David
Smith, William Hugh
Smithers, Perry Lafayette
Smithwick, Robert Clark
Smoot, Betty Barton
Smoot, Ruth Frances, B.S.
Smoot, Warren Lee
Smothers, Delbert Miley
Smysor, William Dean, B.S.
Smythe, Mrs. Neva Fortner
Snedeker, William Austin
Sneeden, Margaret Lois
Snell, Frank Bradley
Snelling, William Lloyd, B.S.
Snider, Elaine Juanita
Snider, Gordon Gaskill, B.S.
Snider, Mary Denise
Snively, Ethan Allen, B.EM.
Snodgras, Joe Fifer, jr.
Snow, LaVern Grant
Snow, Mary Alta, B.S.
Snow, Willis Everett
Snowden, Edward Joseph
Snowden, Paul Walters
Snyder, Calvin Richard
Snyder, Catherine lola
Snyder, Donald Melvin, B.S.
Snyder, Earl Cyril, B.Ed.
Snyder, Earl Franklin
Snyder, Isaac Sterling
Snyder, James Francis
Snyder, John Marshall
Snyder, Lorna Harriett
Snyder, Mary Harriet
Snyder, Miles Abraham
Snyder, Reva Lela
Snyder, Robert Emile
Snyder, Walter Franklin, B.S., A.M.
Soboroff, Edith
Sobota, Chester Frank
Soderholm, Nels Louis, Jr.
Soderstrom, Carl William, B.S.
Soderstrom, Rose Jeanne, B.S.
Sofio, Gilbert Foster
Sofio, Robert Gansevoorte
Sokol, Herbert Abner, B.S.
Sokol, Ruth Ann
Sokoloff, Mitchell, B.S.
Sokolov, Albert Iser, B.S.
Sola, Samuel Leonard
Sole, Maurice Jean
Solenberger, Ira Dale
Monticello COM LD Fr II
Henry GRAD Educ EM S II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
JerseyviHe AGR Genl Fr II
Chicago AGR HEcon Fr
Urbana ENG AgEng Jr II
Herrin GRAD Zool U II
Champaign ENG CE So II
Wilmington AGR Genl So
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr
Urbana LAS Genl Jr S II
Kansas City, Mo. ENG EE Sr II
Kirkwood AGR Genl Sr S II
Mattapan, Mass. ENG ME Fr II
Lawrenceville ENG AgEng Sr II
Chicago LAS ChEng Fr II
Cary FAA Art So II
Arthur Fr S
Urbana COM LD So II
Cairo GRAD Educ EM s II
Springfield LAS Chem Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Evanston LAS Genl Jr s II
Urbana LAS Genl Fr s II
Auburn AGR Genl So II
Chicago PE PE Fr II
Olney GRAD Educ U s
Calumet City AGR HEcon Fr II
Rockford FAA Art Sr II
Quincy ENG EE Fr II
Havana LAS Chem So II
Champaign COM LD Fr 11
Chicago AGR Genl Fr
Chicago GRAD Engl U II
Mt. Steriing AGR Genl Jr II
Oak Park LAW Law 1 II
Winnetka LAS PJnl So 11
Oklahoma City, Okla. DENT Dent 1 II
Evanston FAA Art So
Dongola COM UD Irr s
Mahomet ENG EE Sr II
Decatur ENG EE Jr s II
Murphysboro AGR Genl Irr II
Claremont, Calif. FAA Mus Unc II
Geneseo AGR Genl So II
Pittsfield LAS Genl Sr II
Decatur LAS PMed Jr II
West Point, Ind. GRAD Agron U s
Urbana FAA Art Sr II
Joliet MED Med 5 II
Robinson AGR HEcon Fr II
Canton GRAD Educ EM s II
Collinsville AGR Genl So
Magnolia AGR Genl Sr s II
Galesburg GRAD Educ U II
Oak Park LAS Genl Jr II
Mattoon ENG ME So II
Chicago MED Med 3 II
Jackson, Tenn. ENG CE Jr II
Kankakee FAA Art Sr
Rockford GRAD Educ U s
Lockport GRAD Educ EM
Westtield AGR Genl Fr II
Jackson, Tenn. ENG CE So II
Chicago COM UD Jr s II
Lawrenceville AGR Genl Fr II
Fulton LAS Genl Jr s II
Danville EM
Champaign FAA Mus Irr II
Danville LAS Genl So II
Hillsboro LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Nitro, W.Va. GRAD Econ U s
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Belleville ENG ME So II
Streator LAW Law 2 s
Streator GRAD Educ U II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr II
Chicago ENG CE Fr II
Brooklyn, N.V. DENT Dent 2 II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Chicago MED Med 3 II
Chicago MED Med 3 II
Chicago ENG ME Sr II
Westville COM LD Fr II
Douglas, N.D. COM LD Jr II
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Solinsky, Robert Stuart
SoUami, Philip Joseph
Sollars. Velna. B.Ed.
Sollars, William Floyd
Solof. David
Solomon, Gerald .\Ivin
Solomon, James, B.M.
Solomon, Janet Mae
Solomon, Jerome Daniel, B.S.
Solomon, Julius
Solomon, Leslie Mason
Solomon, Seymour Jerome
Somers, Betty .Ann
Somers, George William
Somers, James Thomas
Sommer, Theodore Levon
Sommerman, Kathryn Martha, B.S.
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Sonenthal, Israel Ronald. B.S., B.M.. M.D.,
M.S.
Songer, Margaret Nell
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Sonner, Thelma
Sons, Jesse Myron
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Soper, Quentin Francis, B.Chera.
Soper, Ruth Pauline
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Sostrin, Nathan, .\.B., LL.B.
South, \'ictor Wayne, B.S.
Southard. Charles Walter
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Southgate, Lilith Evelyn, .\.B.. A.M.
Southwick, Philip Lee, A.B., A.M.
Sovey, Benjamin Joseph, B.S., M.S.
Sowers, Joan
Spackey, Shirley Marie
Spackman, William, Jr.
Spain, Marjorie Marie
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Spaits, Wilfred Marlowe
Spangler, Fred Walter, A.B.
Spangler, Martha Jeanette
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Sparks, Clarence Otto
Sparks, Gladys Eileen, B.S., .A.M.
Sparks, Harold Tippett
Sparks, Meredith Morgan, A.B., .A.M.
Sparks, Russell Elwood, B.F.A.
Spaulding, .Arthiel Lelia
Spaulding, Charles Frederick
Spaulding, Janelte, B.Ed.
Spaulding, Robert Allen
Speaker, Charles Leo
Speaker, Richard La plat
Spear, .Andrew Franklin
Spear, Florence Laya
Spear, William Gore, B.Ed.
Speck, Stanley Brooke, B.S.
Speck, Stephen Johnson
Speer, Helene Letitia
Speer, Leona .Alice, B.S.
Speirs, John Murray, .A.B., .A.M.
Speiser, Paul Edward
Sjjelbring, Mary .Armintha, .A.B., .A.M.
Spellberg, Mitchell A., B.S.. M.S., M.S.
Spence, .Anne Bonner, .A.B.
Spence, Arthur Clarence, Jr., B.Ed.
Spence, John Monroe, B.S., D.D.S., M.S.
Spencer, Charles
Spencer, Charles Cushman
Spencer, Charles William
Spencer, Edward Payne
Spencer, Florence Louise
Spencer, Grace Katheriiie
Spencer, James William
Chicago LAS ChEng So II
.Aurora ENG Genl Sr II
Macomb GRAD Educ EM II
Danville LAS Genl Sr S I II
MiUville, N.J. LAS PDent So II
New York, N.Y. AGR DTech Jr II
Chicago MED Med 5 II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Chicago COM LD Fr
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Chicago LAS Chem Sr II
Champaign PE PE So II
Galatia ENG ME Jr II
Ivesdale AGR Genl Fr II
Pekin .AGR Genl Jr II
Mt. Carmel, Conn. GR.AD Entom U II
Champaign Fr S
Chicago GRAD Psych C S I
Flora LIB LibSci 1 S
Carlinville LAS ChEng Irr S
Chicago PE PE Jr I II
Danville EM II
Urbana LAS Genl Unc
Chicago ENG Cer Sr
Hibbing, Minn. GR^^D Chem U II
Rockford LAS Genl Fr II
Streator COM UD Jr II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2 II
Champaign GRAD Hist U II
Brooklyn, N.V. ENG CE Fr II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Ingleside LAS ChEng Fr II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Chicago ENG CE Sr II
Chicago LAW Law 3 S
Carmi GRAD Educ U s
Taylorville LAS Chem So II
Normal FAA .Arch Fr S I II
Normal GRAD Educ U s
Friend, Neb. GRAD Chem U II
Ypsilanti, Mich. GRAD Hort U s
Urbana LAS Genl Jr S I II
Oak Park FAA Art Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr II
Peoria LAS Genl Fr II
Dundee ENG Genl Fr II
Easton MED Med 1 II
Park Ridge GRAD Chem U II
Dahlgren Fr s
Anna LAS Genl Sr II
Villa Park ENG EE Sr
Hartford EDUC InEduc Jr II
Moline GRAD Hist U II
Isabel LAS Genl Jr II
Harlingen, Tex. GRAD Chem U II
Nokomis FAA Art Irr s
Martinton AGR HEcon Fr II
Springfield AGR Genl So
Villa Ridge GRAD Educ U s
Springfield LAS ChEng So II
Sterling COM LD Fr II
Crystal Lake LAS Chem Fr II
Birmingham, Ala. LAS Chem Sr II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr II
Ashley GRAD Educ U s
Whitehall, Mont. GRAD Chem U II
Ludlow .AGR Genl So II
Hanover Fr s
Urbana GR.AD MusEd U s
Toronto, Ontario, Can GRAD Zool U II
Witt EXG ME Jr II
Villa Grove LIB LibSci 1 s
Chicago GRAD Med C S I II
Memphis, Tenn. GRAD Span u II
Decatur GRAD Ekluc u S I II
Chicago GRAD Histol c s
Champaign COM UD Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Peoria F.AA LArch Sr II
Paxton LAS ChEng So II
Chicago JNL Jnl Jr II
Evanston PHARM Pharm 3 II
Harvey JNL Jnl Jr II
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Spencer, John Stokes
Spencer, Lee Bowen, A.B., B.S.
Spencer, Richard Earl
Spencer, Richard Eugene
Spencer, Thomas Moore
Spengler, Robert Harold
Spera, Frank
Sperati, Carleton Angelo, A.B., A.M.
Sperling, Harry-
Sperling, Max Herman
Sperry, David Allen, A.B.
Sperry, Edith Clark, A.B.
Sperry, William Charles
Spezia, Joseph Louis, B.S.
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Spiegel, Edward
Spiegel, Shirley Rosalyn
Spielberger, Charles A.
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Spiller, Adelbert Leroy, B.S., M.D.
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Spindler, Robert Hale, A.B., B.S.
Spinka, Isadore, B.S., M.D.
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Spittler, Walter Truman
Spitze, Edward Christian, Jr.
Spitzer, Omer Clyde, B.Ed.
Spivak, Lloyd Bernard
Splain, Donald William
Spohn, Joseph Peter
Spolar, Irene Josephine
Spolin, Aaron Erin, B.S., A.M.
Spomer, John Paul, B.S.
Spoor, Theta Allison
Spotti, Adler Enzo, B.S.
Spradling, Arch Byron, Jr., A.B.
Spradling, Philip .\rchie
Spragens, William Henry, Jr., A.B., M.S.
Sprague, Mark Anderson
Sprague, William Bentley
Sprenger, Phyllis Margaret
Springer, Curt, M.D.
Springer, Kathryn Louise
Springer, Melvin Dale, B.S.
Springer, Miriam
Springman, Aloysius James
Springman, Bernard Wood
Sprinkle, Irwin Clyde
Sprouse, Denson, B.Ed., A.M.
Spyrison, Harry, B.S.
Squire, Dorothy Esther
Sredl, Otto
Sreebny, Leo Morris
Sroka, Adolph .\ugust
Sroka, Alexander George
Srubas, Valerie Catherine, .-^.B.
Staaks, Walter, A.B., A.M.
Staats, Bette Jayne, B.S.
Staats, Joan
Stabb, Leonard Caesar
Staben, Carl Williams
Staben, Milton Ennis
Stachurski, Robert William
Stackhouse, Helen Duncan
Stacy, Robert Matson
Stadel, Eugene Valentine
Staderman, William Emil
Stadtield, Donald John
Stadler, Patricia .\nn
Stadtman, Charles Christopher, A.B., A.M.
Stadtman, Melba Lucille
Staff, Jack Woodrow
Staff, Louis Albert
Stafford, George Barton, B.Ed.
Stafford, George Thomas
Stafford, Jeanette Louise
Stafford. Ruth Cundiff
Staggs, Howard J.
Staggs, Roy .\drian, B.S.
Stalil, Charles Frederick. B.S.
Stahl, Martha Lois
Stahmer, George Fredrick
Stajkowski, Herbert John
Stalego, Charles Joseph
Champaign ENG CE So I
Dallas, Tex. LIB LibSci 1 S
Spencerport, N.Y. LAS Genl Jr I II
Champaign FAA Arch So
Newton LAS PLaw Fr
Rockford ENG ME Fr
Riverside DENT Dent 2 S I II
Decorah, Iowa GRAD Chem U
Chicago LAS PMed Fr
Danville COM LD So
Kansas City, Mo. GRAD Engl U
.'\.mes, Iowa LIB LibSci 1 S
Glen EUyn ENG CE Sr
Herrin MED Med 4
Ventura, Calif. MED Med 1
Chicago LAS PMed So
McKeesport, Pa. AGR HEcon Fr
Kankakee COM LD So
Braceville ENG EE Sr S I II
Carbondale MED Laryng PG
Cobden GRAD Hort U
Lansing, Mich. GRAD LibSci U
Chicago MED I^ryng PG
Chicago LAS PMed Fr
Charleston LAS Genl Sr
Martinsville AGR Genl Fr
East St. Louis LAS Genl So
Clinton GR.A.D Educ U
Quincy LAS Genl Sr
Lincoln EDUC Genl Sr S I II
Ohio JNL Jnl Jr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Maywood GRAD Educ U
Blue Island MED Med 5
LaGrange LAS Genl Sr
Urbana GKAT> Geol U S I II
Webster Groves, Mo. GRAD Chem U
Urbana LAS Genl So S I II
Lebanon, Ky. GRAD Math U s
Champaign F.AA Art So
Paris ENG ME Fr
Wauwatosa, Wis. AGR HEcon Jr
Chicago MED Ophthal PG
Springfield FAA Art So
Foosland GRAD Math U S I II
Chicago LAS Genl So
.A.lton FAA Arch Fr
.^Iton LAS PLaw Fr
Villa Grove ENG ME So
Humboldt GRAD Educ U s
Maywood LAW Law 2
Champaign COM LD Fr
Cicero PHARM Pharm 4
Bronx, N.Y. LAS Chem Jr
Chicago LAS Genl Sr
Calumet City MED Med 1
Cicero LIB LibSci 1
San Diego, Calif. GRAD French U
Downers Gove GR.\D Speech u s
Downers Grove LAS Genl So
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Waukegan ENG Genl Fr
Waukegan ENG Genl Jr
Plainfield, N.J. ENG EE Fr
Urbana COM UD Sr S I II
Indianapolis, Ind. ENG EE Jr
Putnam AGR Genl Sr
Rockford F.\A Art So
Wauconda FAA Mus Jr
Dwight LAS PMed Fr
Springfield GRAD Educ U
Springfield EDUC Genl Sr
Vandalia AGR Genl Fr
Pleasant Hill LAS Genl Jr
St. Louis, Mo . GRAD Engl U S II
Urbana EDUC Genl Sr
Champaign LAS Genl Fr
Springfield LAS Genl Sr S I II
Maywood LAS PDent So S I II
Sherrard GRAD Educ U s
Paris MED Med 4
Potomac AGR HEcon Sr
Maywood LAS Genl Sr
Chicago COM UD Jr s
Virden ENG Car Jr I II
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SUley. J. Wayne, Jr.
Staley. John, B.S.
Staley, Martha Ruth
Staley, Warren Daniel
Staley, William Harold
Stalker, James Kingsley
Stallings, Harris Dean, A.B.. B.S.. A.M.
Stalvey, James Benjamin, A.B., A.M.
Stam, John, B.S.
Stambaugh, Sherman Levi
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Stammer, Charles Arthur
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Stark, Fred Thomas, B.Ed., M.S.
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Stark, Norman
Stark, Paul Lenard
Starke, Mattie Murrell, A.B.
Starkey, Elsie Howard
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Starkey, Perry Elmer
Starkman, Nathan M.
Starman, Edward Joseph
Starr, Betty Marie
Starr, Lyman Allan
Starzyk, Frank Joseph
Stastny, Ann June, A.B.
Stateler, Ozell Trask, B.S.
Stathas, Nicholas George
Staubitz, Marie Elaine
Staufifer, Doris Eileen
Staulz, Stanley Alexander
Stavitsky, Harold Orin
Stearns, Charles Phillip
Stebbins. Robert Thomas
Stebbins, Russell George
Stebel, Lorraine Pearl
Steck, Margaret .A.nne
Steckenrider, Robert Carl
Steding, Betty Jeanne
Stedman, Nelson Douglas
Steed, Cletious V'adle, B.S.
Steele, Ernestine Marjorie, B.Ed.
Steele, Harold Baker
Steele, Leonard Harold
Steele, Mary Helen
Steen, Ronald Herman
Stefifey, Agnes Dale
Stegen, Robert John
Ste
Ste
Ste
Ste
Ste
Ste
Ste
Ste:
Ste
Ste
Ste
Ste:
Ste
Ste
b, Michael John
b, Mrs. Ruth Kiefer
der, .-^Ima Tool. A.B.
der, Betty Anne
dinger, Kenneth Jess
dinger, Robert Russell
dl, Raymond Francis
ger. Glen Leland
gerwaldt, Lydia
gmann. Frederick, B.S., M.D.
n, Anna Marie
n, Benjamin Frederick, A.B.
n. Beryl
n, Edgar Beck
M.S.
Mt. Pulaski LAS Genl Sr II
Mt. Pulaski LAS Genl So II
Fort Wayne, Ind. GRAD Chem U
Modesto AGR HEcon So II
Modesto ENG ME Fr II
Casey COM UD Sr II
Racine, Wis. LAS ChEng Fr II
Brookings, S.D. GRAD LibSci U S
St. Pauls. N.C. GRAD PolSci U II
Wheaton MED Med 1 II
Spring Grove. Pa. COM LD So
Aurora COM LD Fr II
Congress Park AGR DTech Fr II
Chicago MED Med 4 II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Christopher COM UD Jr II
Pana LAS Genl Sr II
Clinton GRAD Hist U S II
Clay City AGR DTech So S II
Clay City LAS ChEng In- S
Chicago Heights PHARM Pharm 4 II
Chicago ENG ME Fr II
Springfield COM UD Jr
Johnston City GRAD Educ U S
Marion GRAD Educ EM II
Winter Park. Fla. FAA Arch Fr II
Urbana ENG Cer Jr II
Mt. Carmel AGR HExon Fr II
Chicago MED Med 2 II
Bordeaux, France LAS ChEng So II
Watseka LAS Genl Fr S
Danville GRAD Speech U s
Chicago COM UD Jr II
Chicago AGR HEcon Sr II
Cicero DENT Dent 1 II
Keithsburg GRAD Educ U s
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Rochester, N.Y. COM LD Fr II
Westville LAS Genl Fr II
Orlando. Fla. LIB LibSci 1 s
Longview Fr s
Dwight EM II
Pesoturn EDUC Genl Unc s II
Chicago MED Med 3 II
Berwyn ENG ME Sr II
Champaign FAA Mus Jr s II
Waukegan FAA Mus Jr II
Harvey COM LD Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Irr s
Lacon GRAD Educ EM II
Chicago PE PE So II
Alton LAS Genl Jr II
Baylis Fr s
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2 II
Bayonne, N.J. LAS PDent So II
Nameoki ENG ME Fr II
Chicago FA,\ Ari; So II
Maywood LAS Genl So II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Farmington LAS Genl Fr s II
Herrin MED Med 3 II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
Gilman JNL Jnl Jr
Arthur GRAD Educ U s II
Bloomington GRAD Educ U
Princeton AGR Genl Fr II
Fisher COM UD Jr II
Peoria COM UD Jr II
Wheaton COM UD Jr
Lawrenceville EDUC Genl Sr s
Peru ENG EE Jr II
Aurora COM UD Sr s II
DeKalb COM UD Sr s II
ElPaso LIB LibSci 1 II
ElPaso LAS PJnl Fr II
Peoria AGR Genl So s
Cissna Park AGR Genl So II
Paris AGR Flor Jr II
Weyauwega. Wis. FAA Arch Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Radautz, Roumania GRAD Med C s II
Lykens, Pa. LAS HEcon Jr II
Mt. Carmel MED Med 4 II
Chicago ENG Cer Jr II
Urbana ENG ME Fr II
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Stephan, Paul Mattheis, A.B.
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Stephens, Beth LeBaron
Stephens, Clarence William, B.Ed.
Stephens, Frederick James
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Stephens, Kenneth Walsh, B.S.
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Stephens, Sterling Roger, B.Ed.
Stephens, Thomas Joseph
Stephens, Walter Ewell, Jr.
Stephenson, Floyd Stanley, B.S.
Stephenson, James Raymond
Stephenson, Richard Battell, B.S., M.S.
Stephenson, Robert Whisman, A.B.
Steppe, Mary Alberta
Stept, Edythe Elaine
Sterba, Edwin Joseph
Sterbis, Bruno John
Sterle, Norbert John
Sterling, William Henry
Stern, Louise Joan
Stern, Marshall Theodore
Stern, Phyllis Mae, A.B.
Stern, Sidney Guy, B.S.
Sternaman, Carl Marie
Sternberg, Felice, A.B.
Sternberg, Gene Howard
Sternberg, Milton
Sternberg, Roberta Ruth
Sternstein, Shirley Idell
Sterrenberg, Everett Duane
Sterrenberg, Leroy Louis
Sterricker, James William
Stetson, Alice Carolyn
Stettler, Howard Frederic
Stevens, Carl Mantle, A.B.
Stevens, Charles Victor, Jr.
Stevens, Donald King
Stevens, Edward Eugene, A.B., M.S.
Stevens, George Robert
Stevens, LeRoy Edward
Stevens, Lester John, .'\.B., A.M.
Stevens, Lloyd Kent
Stevens, Margaret Virginia
River Grove PE PE Fr I II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
St. James GRAD Educ U S
Chicago ENG ME Sr
Chicago MED Med 1
Brooklyn, N.Y. LAS Chem Fr
Pontiac FAA Art So
Chicago ENG MetE So
Chicago LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS Genl Jr S I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago COM UD Sr
Chicago LAS ChEng Sr
Chicago MED Med 2
Fairbury MED Med 4
Chicago COM LD Fr
East Moline ENG EE So
Chicago LAS Genl So
Wheaton MED Med 2
Edwardsville GRAD Germ U S
Ottawa COM UD Sr S I II
Chicago DEBT Dent Unc S I
Lincoln GRAD Engl U
Champaign GRAD PolSci U S I
Jerseyville GRAD Engl u s
Pittsburgh, Pa. GRAD Chem u
Chicago LAS PMed Jr
Chicago MED Med 4
Milwaukee, Wis. JNL Jnl Jr
Cicero COM UD Jr
Bradley Fr s
Chicago LAS PLaw So
Yonkers, N.Y. LAS PJnl Fr
Waukegan LAS PMed Jr
Chicago LAS Genl Sr S I II
Chicago FAA Art So
New Rochelle, N.Y. GRAD Bot U
Kankakee LAW Law 1
Ashton GRAD Educ U S II
Chicago COM LD Fr
Joliet MED Med 5
Berwyn LAS Genl Sr
Zeilger GRAD Educ EM
Streator COM LD Fr
Rantoul LAS Genl Fr
Sheldon GRAD Educ U
Rantoul FAA Art Jr
Macon GRAD Accy U s
Marion AGR Genl Sr
Shaw, Miss. ENG Genl So
East St. Louis GRAD Educ EM
Dunlap AGR Genl So
Champaign GRAD Bot U
Urbana GRAD Chem U
Dieterich EDUC Genl Sr S I II
Johnstown, Pa. LAS GenlDiv Fr
Oak Park COM UD Sr S I II
Chicago COM LD So
Eveleth, Minn. PE PE Sr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
Rockford LIB LibSci 1 s
Chicago MED Med 2
Springfield ENG ME So
Lincoln, Neb. LIB LibSci 1 s
Granite City ENG ME Jr
Chicago MED Med 1
Chicago LAS Genl So
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
CuUom AGR Genl Sr
Cullora COM UD Jr
Elgin EM
Neponset LAS Genl Jr
Chicago COM UD Sr
North Livermore, Me. GRAD Chem U
Chicago ENG ME Sr
Urbana ENG CerE Jr
Kewanee GRAD Chem U s
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
Wilmington GRAD Educ U s
Murphysboro LAS PJnl So
Springfield AGR HEcon Fr
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Stevens, Robert Earl
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Stewart. Hugh Wendell, B.S.
Stewart, James Collier, .\.B.. A.M., M.S.
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Stewart, Marion Mildred
Stewart, Mary Dolores
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Stewart, Ruby Ella, A.B.
Stewart, Stanley Morse
Stewart, Thomas Maurice
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ckell, Lawrence, .'^.B.
ckle, Nellie Reherda, B.Ed.. B.S.
ckler, Robert Twining, B.S.
ckney, George Ellis, Jr.
ckney, Russell Lloyd
efel, John Thomas
eg, Alfred Frank
egemeyer, Katherine Louise. A.B.
er. Gertrude Magdalen, A.B.
er, Julius Henry, .A..B., A.M.
fif, Helen Edith, B.Ed.
a, Mary AUegra, B.Ed.
glitz, Betty Carroll
les, Richard Church
11, Jack Berton
ller, Henrietta Elizabeth, B.S.
mpert, Alice .A.nne
ne, Everett Froyd
ne, Jocelyn Renee
nes, Paul, B.S.
nnett. Earl Edward
nnett, Myrle James
nson, Charles Henrj', B.S.
nson, Hershel Monroe
nson, Louise Faye
nson, Robert Edwin
pek, Loretta Patricia
pp, Mary Anne
ritz, Vivian .Alice
sser, Charles Exiward
tes, Joseph Osborne
tt, Robert Wilson, B.S.
tzel, Clarence Miller, B.S.
tzel, James .Arthur
Selma, N.C. COM LD Fr
Pilot Grove, Mo. ENG Genl Unc
Chicago ENG Genl Fr
Champaign GRAD LibSci U 3
Chicago MED Med 5
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Oakdale GR.\D Educ EM
Streator AGR Genl So
Sparta .AGR Genl Jr
Jacksonville AGR Genl Fr
Evanston LAS Genl Jr
Chicago EDUC Genl Jr
Champaign LAS Genl So
Hamilton LAS Genl So
Streator AGR Genl Jr
Taylorville LAS Gen! Sr
Mattoon MED Med 3
Champaign COM LD So
Peoria LAS Gen! So
Urbana LAS Genl Fr
Pocahontas ENG CE Jr
Chicago FAA Arch Sr
Princeville AGR Genl Fr
Herrin GRAD HEcon EM
Danville LAS PMed Jr S
Rapids City LAS Genl So
Chicago ENG Genl Fr
Chicago ENG ME So
Hinckley LAS Genl So
Millville, N.J. JNL Jnl Sr
Urbana COM LD Fr
Peru GRAD Mus U S
Champaign LAS Genl Fr
Urbana GRAD Chem U
Charleston, Miss. GRAD Math U
Danville F.\A Art Sr S
Kewanee COM LD Fr
Marengo AGR HEcon Fr
Urbana COM LD Fr s
Murphysboro LAS Genl So
Urbana COM UD Jr s
Urbana LAW Law 1
Montpelier, Vt. LAS Genl Fr
Buncombe AGR Genl Jr s
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Rockford ENG ME Jr
Madison, Wis. GR.AD Bot U s
Riverside LAW Law 2
Monmouth LAS Genl So
Altamont LAS Genl Jr s
Urbana LIB LibSci 1
Gilson LAW Law 2
Macomb GRAD LibSci U s
Metropolis GRAD Educ EM s
Springfield LAS Genl Jr
Springfield COM UD Jr
Pittsburgh, Pa. LAS ChEng Jr
Woodstock AGR Genl So
Champaign GRAD Engl U
Urbana GRAD Soc u s
Tallula GRAD Educ EM s
West Liberty GR.AD Educ EM s
Carbondale GRAD Educ u s
Detroit, Mich. LAS Genl Jr
Rockford ENG EE Jr
Chicago ENG Genl Fr
Decatur GR.AD DHusb u s
Minonk LAS Genl So
Paston COM UD Sr
Chicago LAS Genl So
West\-ille GR.\D Educ u s
Benld ENG CerE Fr
Benld ENG Cer Fr
Urbana GR.\D -Agron U s
Centralia LAS ChEng Jr
Champaign AGR HEcon So
Harrisburg, Pa. FAA An Jr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Dieterich FAA Mus Jr s
Urbana LAS Genl Fr
Speer COM UD Sr s
Franklin Park COM UD Sr
Williamsville EDUC Genl Irr s
Canton GRAD Educ EM
Canton LAS Genl Jr
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Stitzel, Robert Dean, B.S.
Stiven, Louise
Stivers, Ralph Merle
Stockbarger, Dan Max
Stockdale, James Hugh
Stocker, Kenneth Alvin
Stocker, Noel Gladden
Stocker, Russel Reinemer
Stockin, Frank Gordon, A.B., A.M.
Stoelting, Jean Lewis, A.B.
Stoetzel, Margaret Spencer
Stohr, Edmund Paul
Stoke, Carolyn
Stokes, James William, B.Ed.
Stokes, Robert Fred, B.S.
Stolkin, Natalie Jean
Stoll, Elsie Irene
Stoll, Norma Hilma
Stollenwerk, Theodore Joseph
Stolman, Emanuel
Stone, Arthur
Stone, Calvin F., B.S., B.M., M.D.
Stone, Duane Gupton, .A.B.
Stone, Edward John, A.B.
Stone, Elmer Louis, Jr.
Stone, Guy
Stone, Hal Marot
Stone, Harlan .Arthur
Stone, Harry Edgar, A.B., .A.M.
Stone, Helen Ruth
Stone, Herman Hull, B.S.
Stone, Hila Armenia, .A.B., A.M.
Stone, Leonard, B.S.
Stone, Luella Frances
Stone, Mary Jane
Stone, Paul, B.S.
Stone, Robert Bertell
Stone, Verla Maxine
Stone, Walter Beryl, A.B.
Stone, Winifred Mary, B.Ed.
Stonebock, Edward Charles, B.S.
Stonebraker, Lois Jane
Stoneburner, Joseph Lawrence, Jr.
Stookey, Jane
Storako, Edwin Benedict
Storli, Victor Emanuel, -A.B., M.B..A.
Storm, Phyllis
Stortz, Victor Henry, A.B., A.M.
Story, Harriet Minerva, B.S.
Story, Melvin William, B.Ed.. M.S.
Stoskus, Eleanore Thomasine
Stotler, Lorraine Joyce
Stott, William Shaw
Stouffer, Richard Ray
Stough, John Calvin
Stout, Alice Geraldine
Stout, Jack
Stout, Lorence Scofield
Stout, Paul Clendenen
Stoutenburg, William Jontr
Stovall, Vivian Carey
Stover, Carl Robert, B.S.
Stover, Howard Roy, B.S.
Straesser, Chris Robert
Strahan, William Lawrence
Strain, Eleanor Irene
Strand, Florence Vivian
Stranberg, .Arnold Oscar
Strang, Durward Dean
Strang. Frank Edward
Strang, Lloyd Robert
Strange, Russell Paddock
Strange, Walter Pierrepont
Stratton, Mary Jane
Strauch, Franz .August
Strauch, Frederic Paul, Jr.
Strauss, Caryl Louise
Strauss, Herbert David. Jr.
Strauss, Sol
Straw, Sylvester Byron, .A.B., A.M.
Strayer, Charles Lewis. B.Exi.
Strayer, Ivan John
Strayhorn, Earl Exiward
Streed, Jack Arthur
Streicher, Daniel Leo
Nelson DENT Dent 3 S I II
Urbana FAA Mus Sr S I II
Clinton AGR Genl So S I II
Lincoln ENG ME Fr
Auburn COM UD Sr
Jacksonville AGR Genl So
Poplar Grove AGR Genl Jr
Highland COM UD Sr
Chaffee, N.Y. GRAD Class U
Marshall MED Med 2
Glencoe FAA Art Jr
Elgin COM UD Sr
Freeport LAS Genl Fr
Mound City GRAD Educ U s
Oak Park MED Med 4
Indianapolis, Ind. LAS Genl Fr
Chestnut Fr s
Chestnut EDUC Genl Unc S I II
Ford City, Pa. COM UD Jr
Chicago ENG Cer So
Chicago ENG CE Sr
Chicago GRAD Path 1 s
Peoria LAW Law 3
Moline LAW Law 2
Highland Park COM UD Sr
Sullivan COM LD Fr
Bloomington Fr s
Aurora FAA Mus So
Mooreton, N.D. GRAD Educ U s
Champaign LAS Genl Sr s
Noble MED Med 4 I II
Bridgeport GRAD Educ U s
Staten Island. N.Y. MED Med 3 I II
Champaign PE PE So II
Mason City AGR HEcon So I II
Sullivan LAW Law 1 I II
Woodstock FAA Arch Fr I II
Bath AGR HEcon Fr I II
Kansas City, Mo. GRAD Engl U
Macedonia GRAD French U s
Peoria GRAD Educ U S I
Mt. Morris AGR HEcon So S I II
Rocky River, Ohio ENG CerE Sr I 11
Lerna LAS PMed Sr I II
Chicago FAA .Arch So I II
Fresno, Calif. GRAD -Accy U s
Gays COM LD So I II
ElPaso GRAD Educ U S I II
Smithboro GRAD Educ u s
Normal GRAD Exluc u s
Chicago LAS Genl So S I
Streator EDUC Genl Sr I II
Chicago COM LD Fr
Champaign ENG ME Fr S I II
Downers Grove ENG -AgEng Jr I II
Momence FAA Art Jr I II
Chicago ENG ME Fr II
Barrington PE PE Sr S I II
Chatham AGR Genl So I II
Knoxville, Tenn. FAA .Arch So I II
Farmer City AGR HEcon So S I II
Freeport GRAD Mus U I II
Manhattan, Kan. GRAD ME U I II
Peoria ENG MetE Fr I II
Wadsworth AGR Genl Sr I II
Harvard COM LD So I II
Newark LAS Genl Fr I II
Joliet ENG CE Sr I II
White Hall COM UD Jr S I II
White Hall COM UD Sr
Lake Villa FAA Mus Fr I II
Madison COM LD Fr I II
Niles Center COM LD Fr I II
New Castle, Ind. LAS Chem Jr
Chicago MED Med 1 I H
Wilmette LAS Genl So
Gibson City EM II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago LAS PMed So I II
Harrisburg. Pa. GRAD Class U I II
Lexington GRAD Educ U I II
Monarch. Wyo. COM UD Sr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Moline LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago MED Med 1 I II
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Streicker, Arnold Morey
Streitmatter, Arlys Mafra
Streitmatter, LaVern Oliver
Strick, Marvin Harold, B.S.
Strieker, Thomas Allison, A.B.
Strickler, Bernard
Strikich, Mark
Stripe, Herschel Francis
Strobach, Carl Garland
Strobel, Charles Frederick, A.B., A.M.
Strock, Ralph Lawrence, B.S.
Strode, Jesse Richard
Strode, Orval George, B.S.
Stroh, Wilbur Charles
Stromer, Richard Ward, B.S., (Candidate
for a professional degree)
Strong, John Edward
Strong, Robert Truman
Stropes, Lloyd Ray
Stropes, Martha Jane
Stroup, Clyde Leroy
Strouss, Helen Maude
Strubinger, Howard Michael, B.S., M.S.
Strzepek, Alfred Walter, B.S.
Stuart, Nellie Marie, B.Mus.
Stubbins, Lloyd Stratton, Jr.
Stubblefield, Frank Milton, A.B., M.S.
Stubbs, Robert Polk
Stubbs, Rose Marion
Stubner, James Wellesley
Stuermer, Harry Walter
Stull, Cari Wesley
Stull, Isabel May
Stull, John Warren
Stults, Charles Martin
Stump, Lee Kimball
Stumpe. Margaret Grolton
Stumpf, Virginia Louise, B.S.
Sturm, Marion Elizabeth, B.S.
Sturm, Wallace Franklin
Stutsman, Mrs. Helen Eades, A.B., A.M.
Stuttle, Robert Warren, .A.B.
Stutzman, Frances Rae, .A.B.
Styan, Beverly .Ann
Sucherman, .Arnold Joseph
Suchy, Harold Edward
Sucic, Steve
Sudbrink, Jeanette Elizabeth
Suffield. Harlan William, A.B.
Sugar, Hyraan Saul, A.B., M.D.
Sugar, Sidney
Sugerman, Bernard Benjamin, A.B.
Sugerman, Joslyn Levy
Sugerman, Robert
Sullivan, Daniel Francis
Sullivan, Euvera Elouise
Sullivan, James Thomas
Sullivan, John Daniel
Sullivan, Mary Alta, B.Ed.
Sullivan, Mary Margaret
Sullivan, Orville Alfred, B.Ed., M.S.
Sullivan, Patricia Annette
Sullivan, Patrick Lee
Sullivan, Ruth Marie, B.Ed.. A.M.
Sultan, Robert Melvin
Sulzberger. Eugene Dorsey
Sulzycki, Stanley Stephen
Summerfelt, Glenn Clarence
Summerfield, Lawrence David
Summers, Charles Howard
Summers, Clyde Wilson, B.S.
Summers, John Bernard
Summers, Orville Glenn
Summers, Robert Clark
Summers, Walter Lee, Jr.
Summerson, Charles Henry, B.S., M.S.
Summerville, Carlis Edward, B.S.
Sumner, Phillip Andrew
Sunderland, Dale Willis
Sunderland, Mary Lois
Sunderland, Paul Wesley
Sunderman, Glenn Edward, B.Ed.
Sunkel, Adrian Conrad
Suppes, Arlene Eleanor
Suppes, Vivian Edna
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr I II
Speer LAS Genl So I II
Speer LAS ChEng Fr I II
Chicago MED Med 4 I II
Kiron, Iowa GRAD Physiol U I II
Chicago AGR Flor Jr I II
Chicago ENG MetE Fr I II
Galesburg COM UD Jr I II
DesPIaines ENG Cer So I II
Urbana GRAD Math U I II
Mechanicsburg, Pa. GRAD AgEcon U I II
Table Grove AGR Genl Sr I II
Champaign GRAD Educ U II
Anchor LAS Genl Jr I II
Kansas City, Mo. GRAD EE U I II
Chicago LAS PJnl Fr I II
Urbana ENG AgEng So I II
Rock Island MED Med 1 I II
Chicago PE PE Jr I II
Albion DENT Dent 2 I II
Walnut EDUC Genl Sr S
Good Hope GRAD Educ U S
Sterling GRAD Exluc EM I II
Champaign GRAD Mus U I II
Paxton COM UD Sr I II
Urbana GRAD Agron U S I II
Quincy LAS PMed Fr I II
Mackinaw AGR HEcon So I II
Glenview ENG EE Jr I II
Chicago LAS PMed Jr I II
Champaign ENG Cer Jr S I II
Champaign AGR HEcon Fr I II
Champaign AGR DTech Jr S I II
Winnetka COM LD Fr I
Kansas City, Mo. ENG ME Jr I II
Elmhurst LAS Genl Jr I II
Valmeyer EDUC Genl Irr S
Villa Grove GRAD Germ U s
Chillicothe PE PE Fr I II
Urbana EDUC Genl Irr II
Batavia GRAD Math U s
Peoria GRAD Educ EM I II
Sadorus AGR HEcon Fr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Algonquin AGR Genl Sr I II
Chicago COM LD Fr I II
Beardstown LAS HEcon Fr I II
Peoria GRAD Educ EM I
Chicago GRAD Ophthal C I
Chicago LAS Genl So I II
Chicago GRAD Entom U S I
Chicago LAS Genl So S I
Central Falls, R.I. LAS Genl Sr I II
E^st St. Louis MED Med 1 I II
Vergennes EDUC Genl Jr s
EflSngham ENG CE Fr I II
Harvard LAS Genl So I II
Macomb GRAD Physiol U I II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr II
Vergennes GRAD Educ U s
Elmhurst FAA Art So I II
Chicago COM UD Sr I II
Vergennes GRAD Engl U s
Chicago LAW Law 1 I II
Ransom FAA LArch So I II
Bridgeport, Conn. COM UD Sr I II
Chicago ENG CE Jr I II
Decatur MED Med 2 I II
Monticello AGR Genl So I II
Winchester LAW Law 2 S I II
Olney LAS PMed Fr I II
Monticello EDUC Genl Sr s
Gibson City JNL Jnl Sr II
Urbana LAW Law 1 I II
Springfield GRAD Geol U S I II
West Frankfort GRAD InEduc u s
Chicago AGR Genl Jr I II
Fisher LAS PMed So I II
Delhi AGR HEcon Sr I II
Fisher MED Med 3 I II
Homer GRAD Speech U s
Danville LAS Genl Fr I II
Sandwich AGR HEcon Jr I II
Sandwich AGR HEcon Sr S I II
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Swanson, Oscar Eric, B.S., B.S.
Swanson, Oscar John, Jr.
Swanson, Ralph Joseph, B.S.
Swanson, Robert Edwin
Swanson, Robert Elwood
Swanson, Wilma Marie
Sward, Frances Elaine
Swarts, Jerome Marvin, B.S.
Swartz, Bob Eugene
Swartz, Howard Albert
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Swearingen, Francis Wallace, B.S.
Swearingen, Ralph Henry
Swearingen, Vincil Howard
Swearingen, Winnifred Lenore, A.B.
Sweasy, Homer Arthur, B.S.
Swed, Josephine Mary
Sweeney, Elmer Dewey, A.B., M.S.
Sweeney, Helen Rose
Sweeney, Robert James
Sweeney, Mrs. Ruth DeLong
Sweet, Arthur
Sweet, Cullen Browning, A.B.
Sweet, John Schuyler
Sweeting, Robert Morris
Sweetow, Russell
Sweibel, Vivian, A.B.
Sweitzer, Clyde Harrison, Jr.
Swengel, Edwin McMunn, A.B.
Swengel, Elizabeth Loeffler, B.S., A.M.
Swengel, Sarah Margaret
Sweningsen, Charles Anton
Swenson, Henry Maurice
Swerinsky, Bernice
Swernofsky, Robert, A.B.
Swift, Howard Raymond, B.S.
Swigart, Beulah Hope, A.B., A.M., Ph.D.
Swigart, Theodore
Swiger, William Francis
Swindell. Dorothy Potter, A.B., A.M.
Swindell, Roy William, B.S.
Swisher, Jeanne Annette
Swisher, William Hugh
Swisher, William Porter, B.S.
Switzer, John Louis
Switzer, Louis Richard
Switzer, Vincent Ralph
Danville EM
Cicero GRAD Educ U
Toluca LAS PJnl So
Carthage AGR Genl Unc
Brooklyn, N.Y. LAS Genl Fr
Urbana ENG ME Fr
Peoria LAW Law 3
DesMoines, Iowa COM UD Sr
Raceland, Ky. MED Med 1
McNabb LAS Genl Jr S I II
Champaign AGR Genl Sr
Maywood ENG ME Sr
Clinton COM LD Fr S
Ottawa ENG AgEng Sr
Bunker Hill GRAD Hist U S
Villa Grove LAS ChEng Fr
Seneca PE PE Fr
Champaign GRAD Zool U
Cicero ENG EE Jr
Kankakee COM LD So
Chicago COM UD Sr
Kewanee COM LD Fr
Urbana LAS Genl Fr
Henry GRAD Math U
Waynesville AGR Genl Fr
Champaign AGR HEcon Jr
Minonk FAA Mus Fr
Rockford MED Med 5
Newman PE PE So
Elkville LAS PMed Irr
Forest Park COM LD Fr
Ipava LIB LibSci 1 S I II
Moline FAA Arch Sr
Rankin AGR Genl So
Paxton GRAD Engl U S
Aurora FAA Art Fr
Galesburg GRAD Educ U S
Humboldt GRAD AgEduc U
Chicago COM UD Jr
Moline LAW Law 2 S I II
Champaign COM UD Jr
Neoga AGR Genl Fr
Sycamore LAS Genl So
Cambridge AGR HEcon Jr
Chicago MED Med 2
Champaign LAS GenlDiv Fr
Chicago FAA Art Fr
Macomb GRAD Educ U S
Quincy GRAD Educ EM
Gibson City GRAD AnHusb U S
Chicago COM UD Jr
Flossmoor FAA Art Fr
Bradford LAS Genl Irr s
Yorkville GRAD Educ U s
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Western Springs GRAD Entom U s
Belmont, Mass. LAS Genl Sr
Woodstock LAS Genl Sr
Potomac Fr s
Chicago LAS PMed Jr
Barry GRAD Educ EM S I II
Aurora LAS Genl Jr
Westmoreland, N.Y. LAS Genl Jr
Chicago LAS Chem Fr
Brooklyn, N.Y. GRAD Zool U
Pontiac ENG EE Fr
Urbana LAS Genl Irr s
Urbana EDUC Genl Irr s
Urbana LAS Genl Sr S I II
Lake Forest ENG ME Sr
Bellmore, N.Y. DENT Dent 3
Champaign LAS Genl Sr
New York, N.Y. DENT Dent 3
Streator GRAD Cer U
Champaign GRAD Educ u
LeRoy AGR Genl Fr
Ottawa LAS ChEng Jr S I II
Champaign GRAD Educ U s
Champaign GRAD Educ U
Danville LAS Genl Jr
Danville LAS Genl Sr
Mendota GRAD Med C s
Chicago MED Med 1
Yates City LAS PMed Fr
Roseville AGR Genl So
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Tanquar>-, Frank Fredrick
Tanton, Glenwood Charles, Jr.
Tanton. William Dodds
Taphorn, Joseph Bernard
Tappendort, Robert Henry, A.B.
Tapper, Ethel Winifred, .A..B.. B.S.
Tapscott, Robert Allen
Taraki, Mohamed Rasol
Tarble, Martin
Tarble, Mary .Alice
Tarcov, Oscar Gordon, A.B.
Tarman, Jelia Jane
Tarnoff, Joseph F., A.B.
Taxnowski, Verne Joseph
Tarpenning, Jacqueline Marie
Tarpley, Clarence Eugene, B.S., M.S.
Tarr, Anne Florence
Tarry, Allan Martin, B.S.
Tarun, Donald Walter
Tarwain, John, B.S., M.S.
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Tate, Clogne lidward, B.S., LL.B.
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Tauber, Richard Seymour
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Taylo, Mrs. Violet Osborn. B.Ed.
Taylor, .Alfred Dean
Taylor, .Alvan A., .A.B.
Taylor. .Amy Cliarlotte
Taylor, Barton Warren
Taylor, Betsy
Taylor. Carl Wendell
Fulton GR-\D Physiol U
Chicago LAS Ger.l Fr
Rockford COM LD Fr
East St. Louis EM
Chicago ENG MetE Fr
Chicopee, Mass. LAS Chem Fr
Peru LAS ChEng Sr
Harvey GR.AD Math U S
Chicago LAS Genl So
St. Louis, Mo. F.A.A Arch Jr
Chicago PHARM Pliarm 2
Waterloo, Iowa ENG CE So
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Erie COM UD Sr S
Monticello GRAY) Educ U S
Sullivan GRAD Econ U s
Belleville GR.\D Educ U s
Chicago LAS Genl Jr s
Urbana LAS Genl Fr
Rochester AGR Genl Fr
Maywood ENG EE So
CoUins^alle GRAD Educ EM
CoUinsville LAS GenlDiv Fr
Collins\nlle ENG Genl Fr
Chicago COM LD Fr
Champaign MED Med 1 s
New York, N.Y. DENT Dent 1
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr s
Long Point LAS Genl Fr
Allerton GR.\D Educ U s
Chicago LAS PJnl Jr
Chicago F.A.A .Arch Fr
Springfield, Mass. LAS Chem Fr
Rockford GR.AD Phys U
Eagle Grove, Iowa LAS Genl Fr
Chicago .AGR Genl Fr
Dwight GR.\D Educ
Danforth GR.AD .\gEcon U s
Delavan LAS Genl So
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Shanghai, China F.AA Arch Jr s
Chicago ENG MinE So
Chicago COM UD Jr
Herrin LAS Genl Jr s
Danville MED Med 1
Danville ENG CE So
Cazeno\'ia LAS Genl Fr
Cazenovia AGR Genl Fr
Beckemeyer .AGR Genl So
Rock Island GR.AD Accy U
Aurora LIB LibSci 1 s
Decatur COM LD Fr
Kabul, .Afghanistan EDUC InEduc Jr
Marshall COM LD So
Paris AGR HEcon Sr
Chicago GR.A.D Soc U
Martinsville EDUC Genl Jr
Chicago MED Med >
Berwyn COM LD Jr
Champaign FAA Art Fr
Urbana GRAD TAM U s
Newtonville, Mass. AGR HEcon Jr
Oak Park EDUC Genl Irr s
Chicago LAS PMed Jr
Gilman GR.AD Educ U s
Girard LAS Chem Jr
Parrish LAW Law 3 s
Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr
Danforth GR.AD Exiuc U s
Kansas .AGR Genl Jr
McLeansboro ENG ME Fr
Chicago COM UD Jr 3
Chicago COM LD So
Chicago LAS Genl So
Chicago COM LD Fr
New York, N.Y. COM UD Sr
Chicago MED Med 1
Urbana LAS Genl So
Homer EDUC Genl Irr
Columbus, Ind. FAA .Arch Jr
Manito GRAD Educ EM
Aurora LAS Genl Fr
New Berlin LAS Genl Jr
Danville LAS Genl So
Creal Springs L-^S Genl Fr
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Taylor, Charles Joel, Jr., B.S. Champaign GRAD Phys U I[
Taylor, Dorabel Elkhart EDUC Genl Sr S
Taylor, Dorothy Joanne Champaign LAS Genl Jr
Taylor, Doyle Kirk Enfield LAS Genl Fr
Taylor, Elyseo Jose Chicago LAS GenlDiv Fr
Taylor, Ewing Ramon Champaign AGR Genl So
Taylor, Francis John Virginia AGR Genl Fr
Taylor, Frank, Jr. Grayville AGR Genl Jr s
Tavlor, George Heney. B.S. Auburn GRAD Educ EM s
Taylor, Harold Edwin Champaign FAA Mus Jr
Taylor, Harry Oaks, Jr. Granite City ENG EE Fr
Taylor, Helen Maurine Grayville COM UD Jr s
Taylor, Helen Wilhelm. B.Ed. Carbondale GRAD Educ EM
Taylor, Howarth Erwin Hanna City AGR Genl Fr
Taylor, Joe De Lay, A.B. Texarkana, Ark. LAW Law 3
Taylor, John Perry Peoria PHARM Pharm 4
Taylor, John Ronald Marshall AGR Genl Fr
Taylor, John Samuel, A.B. Chicago GRAD Hist U
Taylor, Justus Earl, Jr., B.S., B.M. Gridley MED Med 5
Taylor, Kelley Gaylen, B.Ekl. Cisne GRAD Chem U s
Taylor, Kirk Evanston LAS Genl Jr
Taylor, Lawrence Kimbrough, B.S. Benton MED Med 4
Taylor, Lawrence Otis, B.S. Delphi, N.Y. GRAD AnHusb U s
Taylor, Lloyd Clinton Mt. Vernon ENG ME So
Taylor, Loren E., B.Ed. Anna GRAD Exluc EM s
Taylor, Mrs. Mary McNeill Mahomet LAS Genl So s
Taylor, Melford Dean Urbana AGR Genl Sr
Taylor, Norman Weston Catlin AGR Genl Jr
Taylor, Paul, Jr. Benton COM LD Fr
Taylor, Richard Clyde Charlotte, Mich. LAS Genl Sr
Taylor, Richard Trelore, B.S. Kewanee LAW Law 2
Taylor, Robert E. Villisca, Iowa LAS Genl Jr
Taylor, Robert Wesley Webster Groves, Mo. COM LD Fr
Taylor, Robert William Chillicothe ENG Genl Fr
Taylor, Ross Gerald Rushville LAS Genl Jr
Taylor, Russell .-Xlvin Catlin AGR Genl Jr
Taylor, Shirley Marie Downers Grove LAS HEcon So
Taylor. Stanfield Sykes, B.S. Groton, Conn. GR.\D PolSci U
Taylor, Theodore Bertram Brooklyn, N.Y. LAS PLaw Sr
Taylor, Welton Ivan Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Taylor, WiUiam Henry, Jr.. B.S. Wausau. Wis. GRAD Chem U
Taylor, WiUiam Ralph. B.S. Urbana GRAD AgEx;on U
Teach, Ralph Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
Teach, Ruth, A.B. Brookville, Ohio LIB LibSci 1
Tebo, Vernon Lawrence Chicago EDUC Genl Sr
Tebow, Louis Elliott Peoria MED Med 4
Tee, Joseph Eugene Westmont COM LD So
Teece, Robert Dayton Galva ENG ME Jr
Teel, Ivine Meroe, A.B. Galesburg LAS Genl Irr
Teel, Josephine Walker, .A..B. Macomb Irr s
Teeling, Clifford Edwin Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Teer, Fred Lewis, B.S. East St. Louis GRAD Educ EM s
Teer, Marvin Owen. B.Ed. East St. Louis GRAD Educ EM s
Teer, Rudy Sell East St. Louis LAS Genl Fr
Teetor, Bettie Louise Hagerstown, Ind. LAS Genl Jr
Teets, Annabel Louise Milledgeville LAS Genl Jr
Tehon, Stephen Whittier Urbana ENG EPhy Jr
Teibloom, Severyn Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Teinowitz, Neil Chicago COM LD Fr
Teitel, Bernard Chicago LAS PMed So
Telander, Harry Ricliard LaGrange COM LD Fr
Telford, Joseph Woodrow, B.S.. B.M. Salem MED Med 5
Telford. Ralph Edwin Chicago LAS Chem Sr
Tellerman. Louis Donald Chicago MED Med 1
Telling. Gordon Raymond Danville COM LD Fr
Temmer, Harold Edward East St. Louis LAS Genl Sr s
Temmer, Laura Sewell East St. Louis EDUC Genl Sr
Temple, Joseph Hite Serena AGR Genl Jr
Temple, Walter Neeley Salem COM LD So
Templeton, Thomas Louis, B.S. Pinckneyville GRAD .A.gEduc EM s
Templin, James Henry, B.Ekl. Thornton GRAD Hist U s
Templin, John Jerome Peoria LAS Genl Fr
Templin, William Frederick Peoria LAS Genl Fr
Tendick. Martha Elizabeth Greenfield LAS Genl Sr
Tenebaum, Maurice, B.S. Chicago MED Med 1
Ten Eyck, Richard Earl Aurora FAA Art Jr
Teng, Tao, A.B., A.M. Hong Kong, China GRAD Soc U
Tengblad, Warren Eugene Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Tenikat. Adolph Edward, .A.B., M.S. Benld Irr s
Teninga, Grace Annabelle Lansing LAS Genl Jr
Tennery, Richard Newton Beecher City AGR Genl Fr
Tennes, Ruth Elizabeth Mt. Carmel LAS Genl Jr s
Tennes, Teresa Gertrude, A.B. Mt. Carmel LAS Genl Irr s
Teodori, Ada, B.Ed. Taylorville GRAD .\ccy U s II
Teplitz, Grace Chicago LAS PMed So
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Teplitz, Zelda, B.S.
Teppert, Mrs. Eva Schlee
Teppert, William Allan
Terrazas, Hugo Adams
Terrell. Hoyt Brooks, B.S.. M.S.
Terrey, Paul Victor
Terr>-. Burton Samuel
Terr>-, E%-an McGlaun
Terrj', Louis Harold
Tervelt, Alvin Robert, A.B.
Terwilliger, George Landis, B.Ed., .\.M.
Terwilliger, Shaw. B.S.
Teton. Joseph B., B.S., M.D.
Tew. Patricia .A.nn
Thackston. Betty .-^nne
Thai, Warren Adolph
Thale, James Sparks
Thalgott, Fred William. B.Ed.
Thaller, Jack Louis. B.S.
Tharpe. Josephine Mathews, .A..B., B.S.
Theis, Robert Henry
Theis, Viola Rose. .\.B.
Theobald, Clement Walter, A.B., A.M.
Therrien, Lee Orlaa
Thielemann. George Joseph
Thieman. Robert Edward
Thies. Raymond Henr\'
Thing, Robert Layton
Thir>', .\dra Estella
Thode, Everett Wa>Tie
Thomas. Alton Crew
Thomas. Bertha Pauline
Thomas. Charles Todd
Thomas. Da'i-id Robertson
Thomas, Exiward Albert
Thomas. Frederick Hajnivard, B.S., M.S.
Thomas, Gerald Jay
Thomas, Glyn Nicholas
Thomas. Harold William, B.Ed.
Thomas, Har\-ey Edward
Thomas, Helen Elizabeth, B.Ed.
Thomas, Jay Parsons
Thomas, John Howe
Thomas. Margaret Lee
Thomas, Martha Belle
Thomas. Merrill .\lesander, A.B.
Thomas, Noble Barton
Thomas, Peter Joseph
Thomas, Phyllis .A.rleen
Thomas, Richard Frank
Thomas, Robert Behrens
Thomas, Thomas Lawrence
Thomas, \'era Jean, B.Ed.
Thomas, William Edgar, Jr., B.S., M.S.
Thomas. William Harry
Thomas. Wilma Jean
Thomases. Robert
Thomason. Ralph Claire, .\.B.
Thomason, Ruth Iryne
Thomasson. Arnold Lee. A.B., A.M.
Thometz, Robert William
Thommessen, William Stratford, Jr.
Thompson. .A.llen .Arthur
Thompson. -Audrey Jewel
Thompson, Betty Ruth
Thompson, Carlene Maxine
Thompson, Charles Jackson
Thompson, Clem Wheelock, A.B.
Thompson, Donald LeRoy
Thompson, Dorothy Ellen
Thompson, Earl Vern
Thompson, Edward George
Thompson, Edwin Jacob, B.S.
Thompson, Eleanor Jean
Thompson, Ellen June, A.B.
Thompson, Ernest Look, B.S.
Thompson, Estelle Naomi
Thompson. Everett Lee. B.S.
Thompson, Geraldine Frances, \.B., A.M.
Thompson, Gordon Eugene
Thompson, Grace Genevieve, B.Ed.
Thompson, Harley Ray
Thompson, Harrell Franklin
Thompson, Jick Sidney
Chicago MED Med 3 I
Rockford L.AS Genl Sr I
Colorado Springs, L.AS Genl Jr I
Colo.
La Paz, Bolivia COM UD Jr I
Quincy GR-AD EMuc EM I
Monmouth LAS Crenl Sr I
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr I
Mounds%-ille, .Ala. F.AA -Arch So I
Chicago CO.M UD Sr I
Morrison GR-AD Ekiuc EM I
DeKalb GR-AD Educ EM I
WiUiamsfield GR-AD Educ EM I
Chicago GR-AD ObstetGyn C S I
Chicago AGR HEcon So I
Glen Carbon LAS Genl Jr I
Elmhurst COM UD Jr I
Wilmette ENG EE Jr I
Zeigler GR-AD Math U S
Brooklyn, N.Y. DENT Dent 2 I
Tallahassee, Fla. GR-AD LibSci U I
Slilwaukee. Wis. F-AA .Arch Fr I
Granite City LAS Genl Irr S
Lincoln, Neb. GR-AD Chem U I
Morrison ENG Genl Fr I
Evanston ENG ME Fr I
Peoria COM LD Fr I
Roselle AGR Genl So I
Mt. Olive ENG EE So I
Gardner COM LD So I
Sidney CO.M LD Fr I
Streator FAA L-Arch Jr I
.Atterberrj- COM UD Jr I
Mahomet AGR Genl So S I
Chicago ENG -AgEng Sr I
-Arlington Heights ENG CerE Sr I
Urbana ENG ME Sr I
Chicago MED Med 2 I
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I
ColUns\-ilIe GRAD Hist U S
Hinsdale AGR Genl Fr I
Oregon GRAD HEcon U S
Decatur COM LD Fr I
Dan\-ille LAS PLaw Fr I
Champaign LAS Genl Fr
Urbana LAS Genl Fr I
Pinckne>-%-ille GR-AD Educ EM S I
Sesser Fr S
Chicago COM UD Sr I
Chicago AGR HEcon Fr I
Evansville, Ind. COM UD Sr I
Chillicothe ENG CE Jr
Chicago ENG CE So I
Mt. Sterling LIB LibSci 1 S
Sheffield GR-AD Accy U S
Granite City COM LD Fr I
-Aurora PE PE Fr I
New York. N.Y. PE PE Sr I
Decatur GR-AD Educ U S
Chicago LAS Genl So I
Champaign GRAD Educ U S I
Chicago MED Med 3 I
Libertyvnlle PE PE Fr I
Naperville AGR Genl Jr S I
Chicago LAS Genl So I
Yorkville L-AS Genl Jr I
Elgin LAS Genl Jr I
Chicago COM LD So S
Mt. Sterling GR-AD Educ EM S I
Aurora ENG CE Fr I
Hoopeston AGR HEcon So S I
Hobart, Okla. PE PE Jr I
Spring Valley PHARM Pharm 3 I
^Iahomet GR-AD Hort U S I
Bessemer, -Ala. LAS Genl So I
Peoria GRAD French U I
Pekin MED Med 5 I
Urbana EDUC Genl Sr S
Hurst GR.AD Educ EM I
Roj'al Center, Ind. LIB LibSci 1 S
Elmwood -AGR Genl Sr I
Nokomis GR-AD BOO U I
Palm>Ta EM
Missoula, Mont. LAS Genl So I
Chicago LAS Genl So I
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Thompson, John Andrew
Thompson, John Robert, D.D.S.. B.S.D.,
M.S.D.
Thompson, Joseph Charles
Thompson, Leta, B.Ed.
Thompson, Lora Fay
Thompson, Lyman Edgar
Thompson, Mabel Ann
Thompson, Mrs. Madeline Cord, A.B., B.S.
Thompson, Margaret Helen, A.B.
Thompson, Marilyn Martin
Thompson, Max Eldon, B.Ed.
Thompson, Merribell Jean
Thompson, Mildred Belle, B.Ed.
Thompson, Miriam Christine
Thompson, Olive Lenore, A.B., A.M.
Thompson, Philip Duncan
Thompson, Robert David
Thompson, Robert George
Thompson, Robert John
Thompson, Robert Riley
Thompson, Russell Ray
Thompson, Samuel Earl, B.E^.
Thompson, Theodore Brewster, B.Ed., M.S.
Thompson, Waino Elmer, B.S.
Thompson, William Lon
Thompson, William Neil
Thompson, William Robert
Thompson, \\illiam Sydney
Thomsen, Jack Warren
Thomsen, Robert Victor, B.S.
Thomson, Carl Alvin
Thomson, Chester Martin, B.Ed., M.S.
Thomson, Greorge Wallace
Thomson, Ralph Enos
Thorn, Robert Jerome, B.S.
Thornberry, Halbert Houston, B.S., M.S.
Thorne, Mrs. Florence Blackburn, A.B. , B.L.S.
Thornton, Roy .\llan, Jr.
Thornton, William Roswell, B.S.
Thorpe, Jesse Boone, .A..B., B.S.
Thorpe, Robert Franklin
Thorsen, Jack
Thorsness, Kenneth Crocker
Thorson, Glenn Raymond
Thorson, Gordon Eric
Thorson, James Milton, B.Ed.
Thrailkill, Mirian Elizabeth, B.Ed., M.S.
Thrailkill. Paul Eugene, B.Ed.
Thrall, Elizabeth Rose, A.B.
Thrall, Miriam Ruth
Thrasher, Harry Kay, B.S.
Thrasher, Robert Frederick
Thrasher, Shirlee
Threlkeld, Donald
Throckmorton, Olive Mae
Thrower, Ann Elizabeth, B.S.
Thuente, Adelard Walter, A.B., M.S.
Thuman, Dale Exstrom
Thuman, Nancy .A.nne
Thurow, Raymond Carl
Thurow, Ruth Emma
Tibbetts, Robert Murrie, B.S.
Tice, Evert Eldridge
Tideman, Robert
Tiemeier, Otto William, A.B., A.M.
Tiersky, Morris D.
Tigrak, Fuat
Tikulski, Leon David
Tilendis, Albert. B.Ed.
Tillman, Albert Carter, A.B.
Tillman, Robert Lewis
Tillotson, Eugene Clough, B.Mus., M.Mus.Eki.
Tillotson, Jack Sheldon
Timmerman, Martha Louise
Timmons, Ruth Alberta
Timmons, William Ellis
Timmons, Winifred Ilona
Tink, Richard Fletcher, A.B.
Tink, Vernita Bailey
Tinker, Robert Harold, B.S., B.M.
Tippit, John Thomas
Tisch, Mary Jean
Tison, Lowell Delmas
Titus, Alta Louise
Elmwood AGR Genl Fr II
Chicago GRAD Orthod C
Chicago ENG ME Jr II
Perks GRAD Educ U S
Zeigler COM LD Fr II
Clinton ENG Genl Fr II
Lacon EDUC G«nl Sr II
Urbana GRAD LibSci U S II
Danville GRAD Ex:on U
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Macomb GRAD Chem U S
Long Beach, Calif. LAS Genl So II
Danville GRAD Educ U S
Yorkville FAA Mus Fr II
Charleston GRAD Educ U
Urbana LAS Chem So II
Raton, N.M. LAS Chem So II
Maywood MED Med 1 II
Rock Island COM UD Jr II
Clinton AGR Genl Fr
Sidney FAA Arch Jr II
Urbana GRAD Educ U S
Carbondale ENG EE Fr II
Pekin GRAD InEduc U S
Lake \'illa PE PE Fr II
Atlanta AGR Genl Sr II
Melvin LAS Genl Fr
Maywood MED Med 1 II
Chicago LAS ChEng So
Waukegan COM U-D Irr S
Grayslake FAA LArch Fr II
West Plains, Mo, LAW Law 2 S
Rockford ENG CE Fr II
Jacksonville COM UD Jr II
Constantine, Mich. GRAD Chem U S II
Cor>-don, Ky. FAA Mus Irr II
Wilmington GRAD Engl U II
Danville ENG Cer Sr S II
Nebo AGR Genl Irr S
Waco, Neb. LIB LibSci 1 S
Robinson LAS PMed Jr II
Leland COM UD Sr II
Ke nilworth LAS Genl Fr II
Bruceville ENG ME Fr
Geneva ENG CE Sr II
Valier GRAD Econ EM S II
Carbondale GRAD Educ U S
Marion GRAD Educ EM II
Weldon MED Med 1 S II
Weldon FAA Mus So II
Galva GRAD Exiuc EM S II
Champaign COM LD Fr
Champaign LAS PMed Fr II
Golconda AGR Genl Fr II
Urbana LAS Genl Sr S
Homewood MED Med 1 II
Champaign GR.'^D Bot U S II
Trenton, Neb. FA.\ Arch Sr S II
Chicago Heights LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Aurora LAS Chem Jr II
Yorkville AGR HEcon Sr II
Lake Forest COM UD Irr s
Greenview AGR G€nl Jr II
Chicago ENG EE Sr II
Lincolnville, Kan. GRAD Zool U II
Chicago DENT Dent 2 II
Istanbul, Turkey ENG CE Jr II
Joliet ENG MetE Fr II
Chicago GRAD Econ U s II
Earlville GR.^D Engl U s
Centralia ENG Genl Fr II
East St. Louis GRAD Educ EM II
Ann .A.rbor, Mich. ENG MinE Fr II
Carlyle LAS Genl So II
Monticello Fr s
Mattoon COM UD Jr II
Champaign LAS Genl Jr II
Republic, Mich. LAS Genl Irr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Aurora MED Med S II
Olney ENG CE Sr II
Belleville LAS Genl Fr II
Eldorado AGR Genl Fr II
Urbana LAS HEcon Fr II
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Titus, Rayburn Lewis
Tkach, Lucille Marie, B.Ed.
Toback, Martin Jack
Tober, Ralph Irving
Tobermann, Charles Woodruff
Tobin, Daniel .\nglim, B.S.
Tobin, Thomas Arthur
Tobolsky, Louis Harry
Tockman, Irving Samuel, B.S.
Todd, Dean
Todd, Paul Udell
Todd, William Henry
Toigo, Ancilla, B.Ed.
Tokarewich, John Steven
Toliver, Bernard Dewey
Tollstam, Oscar Maurits
Tolson, Marjorie Elizabeth
Tomaras, William
Tomashunas, Stanley Robert
Tomb, Jay Mundell, .\.B.
Tomczak, Richard John
Tomei, Herman Elmer
Tomisek, .Arthur John
Tomko, Henry Robert
Tomlinson, .A.lfred Hickman, B.S.
Tomlinson, James Albert, B.S.
Tomlinson, Mrs. Lois Lawrence
Tompkins, Floyd C. B.Ed.
Toney, Wilbur Nelson
Tonielli, Emma Ada
Tonsbertj, Emily Bertha
Toohill. Norine Agnes, B.Ed.
Toomim, Hershel
Toomim, Patty Mintzer
Topp, Chester William, A.B., A.M.
Topper, Herbert .\rthur
Torian, Jean De Kress
Tormohlen, Daniel Philip
Torrence, Chauncey EUwood
Torrence, Frank Harry, B.S., A.M.
Torrence, Greta Lois
Tortoriello, William Donald
Tosovsky, Ernest ."Mbert
Totten, lona Margaret
Totten, J. Roy
Tourtillott, John Sherman
Towner, Charles Nathan
Townsend, Reba Jo
Townsend, Mrs. Verna Busey, B.Mus.
Townshend, Jesse Fredrick, Jr.
Toy, .\rthur Dock Fon, B.S.. M.S.
Tozydlo, Alfred John
Tracey, Herman David
Trachtenbarg, Eugene Robert
Tracy, Charles Samuel
Tracy, Truman Glenn. .\.B., A.M.
Trader, William John
Trafton, Harold Forrest, B.S.
Train, Jack Durkee
Trainer, Curtis Lemuel, B.Ed., M.S.
Traub, Jack Orville
Traub, Robert, B.S., M.S.
Traver, Zoe Josephine, A.B., A.M.
Travers, James Jerome
Travers, Kenneth Sylvester
Travers, Ward Byron
Travers, William Raphael
Travis, James Richard, B.S., A.M.
Travis, Orville Chester
Traylor, Cocoa O'Loran, Jr., A.B.
Traywick, Leland Eldridge, A.B., A.M.
Tregoning, Wesley W.
Treiger, Philip
Trelease, Richard Davis, B.S.
Treloar, Marion Abbie
Trenaman, John Irving
Trenary, George Harry, A.B.
Trenter, Louis Clinton
Tresley, Jack
Tribley, Gilbert
Trigg, James Rodney
Trigg, Thomas Stuart
Trimble, Richard Busey
Trimble, Richard Wayne
Trimble, Robert James
Mounds LAS ChEng Jr I II
Streator GRAD Educ U S
Newburgh. N.Y. DENT Dent 1 II
Chicago COM LD So
Hillsboro FAA Arch Fr II
Chicago MED Med 2 II
Chicago COM UD Jr II
Newark, N.J. PE PE So II
Chicago DENT Dent 3 S ir
Rockford JNL Jnl Jr II
Lincoln AGR Genl Sr II
Lawrenceville LAS PMed Jr II
Benld LIB LibSci 1 S
Chicago ENG Genl Fr
Chicago COM LD Fr II
Chicago COM UD Sr II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Decatur LAS PJnl So II
Argo ENG CE Fr
Lowpoint GR.\D Educ EM S II
Chicago FAA Arch Sr II
Christopher ENG EE So II
Berwyn LAS Chem Jr II
Chicago ENG MetE Fr n
Rutland GRAD Educ U S II
Macon GRAD PolSci U S
Moweaqua EDUC Genl Sr S
Morrison GRAD Educ EM s
Chicago PE PE So II
Marseilles PE PE Fr II
Superior, Wis. LAS Genl Jr II
Bloomington GRAD Latin U s
Chicago ENG EE Sr S
Chicago LAS Genl Sr s
Wessington, S.D. GRAD Math U
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Evansville, Ind. LAS Genl So II
Rockford MED Med 1
Sparta LAS Genl Sr s II
Sparta GRAD Educ U s
Sparta AGR HEcon Fr II
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr II
Edwardsville AGR Flor Fr II
Decatur Fr s
Franklin, Ind. FAA Art Fr II
Sublette PE PE Sr II
St. Joseph ENG EE Sr II
Havana AGR HEcon Fr II
Urbana LAS Genl Irr II
Parkersburg, W.Va. JNL Jnl Jr II
Joliet GRAD Chem U s II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr
Homer PE PE Jr II
Moline ENG ME Jr II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3 II
Geneseo GR.\D Econ U II
Chicago ENG ME Fr II
Paris MED Med 4 II
Oak Park FAA •Arch So II
Wolf Lake GRAD Educ U s
Pekin LAS Genl So II
Champaign GRAD Entom U II
Decatur LIB LibSci 1 s
Mounds LAS Genl So II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 4
Chicago LAS ChEng Sr II
Mound ENG CE Sr
Urbana GRAD Engl U II
Nokomis FAA .Arch Fr II
Bloomington GRAD Educ EM s II
Champaign GRAD Econ U s II
LaSalle PE PE Fr II
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Chicago LAS Genl Irr II
Aledo EDUC Genl Sr II
Urbana LAS Chem Jr II
Danville LAW Law 2 II
Virginia COM LD Fr II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 2
Peoria ENG ME Fr II
Tamaroa LAS GenlDiv Fr II
Rockford COM LD Fr II
Trimble ENG .AgEng Jr s
Cape Girardeau, Mo. AGR Genl Sr II
Trimble ENG Genl Fr II
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Tripp, Allen Herbert, B.S.
Tripp, Charles Edward, B.Ed., A.M.
Tripp, Glenn Alvin
Tripp, Oliver Houston, A.B., M.S.
Tritt, Mary Elizabeth
Trobaugh. Robert Earl, B.Ed., A.M.
Trobaugh, Robert J.
Trock, Robert
Trogdon, George Richard, B.S.
Trone, Glen Ephriam
Trossman, Marvin
Trotcky, Howard Irving
Troth, Jacqueline
Trotier, Marie Eleanor
Troughton, Virginia Isabelle
Trovillion, Jeanne, B.S.
Truitt, Barbara, A.B.
Truitt, Janet Helen
Trulove, Glenn William, B.Ed.
Trummel, Delbert Eston, B.S.
Trummel, Rachel Mary
Trumpe, William Daniel
Trutter, John Thomas
Tryon, Clark S.
Tryon, James Ellsworth
Tschabold, DeLose Robert
Tschabold, Donald Frederick
Tschannen, Paul Albert, A.B.
Tubich, George
Tuchel, Robert Holmes
Tucker, Grace Adele
Tucker, Grace L., B.Ed.
Tucker, Harvey Leroy, A.B.
Tucker, Irwin Paul
Tucker, John Irwin
Tucker, Marie, A.B.
Tucker, Mary Elizabeth
Tucker, Sheldon Marvin
Tucker, Virgil James
Tucker, Willard Younger
Tuckey, William Stanley
Tudor, Exlward Clayton
Tuell, Robert Gerry
Tulsky, George, B.S.
Tuman, Casimer
Tumilty, Richard John
Tunnicliff, Damon Payne
Tunnicliff, David Nathaniel
Turek, Joseph John
Turk, Margaret Louise, B.S.
Turley, John Wilson
Turley, Palma Jane
Turnbull, Celia Mildred, B.Ed.
Turnell, Elizabeth Jane, A.B., A.M.
Turner, A. Willard, A.B.. M.S.
Turner, Charles LeRoy
Turner, Clair William
Turner, David Gavin
Turner, Dean Heyer
Turner, Emilie Mae
Turner, Fannie Virginia
Turner, Genevieve Fay, A.B.
Turner, George Bahr, A.B.
Turner, George Versen
Turner, Helen Dillon
Turner, John Howard
Turner, Joseph Isaiah, B.S., M.S.
Turner, Lucile, A.B., A.M., B.S.
Turner, Lucy Mae, B.S.
Turner, Philip Henry
Turner, Ralton Doyal
Turner, Robert James
Turner, Robert James
Turner, Russell Lowell
Turner, Sally Jean
Turner, Sarah Louise
Turner, Wayne Anderson
Turovlin, Bernard Benjamin
Turow, David D.
Tutein, Ralph Hother
Tuttle, Bernadine Murray
Tuttle, Billie Marie
Tuttle, Frances Nadine
Tuttle, Julia Alice
Tuttle, Lois
Westfield, N.Y. EDUC Genl Irr S
St. Joseph GRAD Hist U S I
Poplar Grove COM LD Fr S I
Metropolis GRAD Chem U S
Belleville PE PE So
Peru GRAD Latin U S
Salem LAS Genl Jr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Jacksonville GRAD Educ U S
Browning AGR G€nl So
Chicago PE PE Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Mattoon LAS PJnl Fr
Urbana LAS Genl Sr
Casey Fr S
Griggsville GRAD Educ U s
Chillicothe LAS Genl Irr
Chillicotlie LAS G€nl So
Carbondale GRAD Educ EM
Oreana EDUC AgEduc Sr
Oreana AGR HEcon Fr
Champaign LAS Genl Jr S I
Springfield LAS G€nl Jr
Marseilles ENG ME Jr s
Akron, Ohio LAS Genl Jr
Urbana ENG ME So
Urbana ENG ME So
Highland GRAD Educ EM
East Chicago, Ind. LAS Genl Sr S I
Minier LAS Genl Fr
Decatur LAS Genl Fr
Norma GRAD Educ EM
Peoria GRAD Educ EM
Woodstock EDUC Genl Sr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Cowden GRAD Zool U s
Chrisman AGR HEcon Unc S I
Chicago LAS Chem Jr
Rockbridge AGR Genl So
Wheaton COM LD So
Champaign LAS Genl Sr
Herrin ENG EE Jr S I
Canton ENG ME So
Chicago MED Med 2
Chicago ENG ME Sr
Lincoln PE PE Fr
Wilmette LAS Genl So
Moline ENG CE Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr S I
Terre Haute, Ind. LIB LibSci 1 S
Wilmette ENG CE Fr
Springfield AGR HEcon Fr
Griggsville GRAD Educ EM
Havana GRAD Engl U
Elgin GRAD Chem c S I
Hennepin ENG CerE So S I
Champaign COM LD Fr
Hammond, Ind. FAA Arch So
Fisher COM UD Jr
Springfield LAS HEcon Sr
East St. Louis EM
Birmingham, Ala. LIB LibSci 1 S
Farmer City GR.\D MusEd U S I
St. Louis, Mo. COM UD Jr
Sadorus FAA Mus Sr s
Jonesboro EDUC Genl Sr S I
Chicago GRAD Mus U s
Urbana GRAD LibSci U S I
East St. Louis GRAD Educ EM
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Chicago AGR G€nl Fr
Paxton LAS ChEng Fr
Elmwood Park ENG ME Fr
Abingdon LAS Genl Jr s
Evanston LAS Genl So
Urbana COM UD Sr
Marshall LAS PLaw Fr
Chicago ENG ME Jr
Chicago MED Med 2
Urbana ENG EE So
Chicago LAS PJnl Fr
Riverside FAA Art Fr
West York .-^GR HEcon Sr S I
McLean LAS Genl Sr S I
Riverside LAS G«nl Fr
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West York AGR Genl Fr II
Harrisburg MED Med 1 II
Oak Park COM LD So II
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Royalton GRAD Hist u S
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Des Plaines LAS ChEng So II
Springfield LAS Genl Sr
Arlington, Mass. COM LD Fr II
Chicago ENG ME Fr II
Singapore, Straits LAS Genl Fr II
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Penang, Straits GRAD CE U II
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Terre Haute, Ind. LAS Genl Sr II
Chicago PE PE So s
DeKalb PHARM Pharm 2 II
Lombard GRAD Met C
West Chicago ENG ME Fr II
Champaign FAA Art Fr II
Rock Falls GRAD HEcon U II
Urbana LAS Genl So S I II
Rochester, N.Y. COM LD So
Chicago AGR HEcon Jr II
Memphis, Tenn. GRAD Engl U s
Pekin ENG MetE Sr II
Chicago GRAD Surg C S I II
Wood River PE PE Sr II
West Point LIB LibSci 1 s
Chicago LAS PJnl So II
Rockford ENG ME So II
Chicago LAS PJnl Fr II
Peoria LAS Genl Fr II
Paterson, N.J. LAS PDent So
River Forest LAS PDent Fr II
Dewey COM LD So II
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Pekin COM LD So II
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Farmer City AGR Genl So II
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Havana LAS PJnl Fr
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Voshall, John Harold, B.Ed., M.S.
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Vullo, Joseph
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Chicago Heights ENG Genl So I II
Sandoval EDUC Genl Sr S
Gifford ENG AgEng Jr s II
Chicago ENG ME Fr II
Gillespie Fr s
Steriing COM LD Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr s
Springfield EDUC InEduc Sr s
Champaign FAA Mus Jr s 11
Hillview ENG EE Fr II
Manteno AGR Genl Jr II
Berwyn GRAD Bact C s II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr II
Springfield PHARM Pharm 3 II
Chicago PE PE So II
Chicago LAS Genl So II
Hamburg, N.Y. FAA .^rch Jr s II
Waukegan ENG ME Fr II
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Indianapolis, Ind. ENG ME Jr
East St. Louis ENG ME Fr
Berwyn LAS Genl Fr II
Quincy GRAD Educ EM
Wood River ENG MetE Jr II
Chicago COM UD Sr II
Huntington, N.Y. GR.'VD Hist U II
St. Joseph AGR Genl Fr II
Oak Park PE PE Sr II
Chicago LAS Chem Fr
Chicago LAS ChEng Jr II
Park Ridge COM LD Fr
Park Ridge ENG ME Fr II
Nason LAS Genl Jr II
Lake Forest MED Med 5 II
Kincaid EDUC Genl Jr s
Chicago Heights ENG Genl Fr
Chicago MED Med 2 II
Chicago LAS PMed So II
Berwyn ENG EE Jr II
Chicago ENG EE Fr
Chicago DENT Dent PG s
Pontiac COM UD In- s
Newark AGR Genl Fr II
Columbia AGR Pfor Fr II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr II
Metropolis AGR Genl Fr II
Salem LAS Genl So II
Salem LAS Genl Fr
Chicago ,AGR HEcon Jr II
Cicero COM UD Jr II
Chenoa AGR Genl Sr
Seneca GR.'^D Math U s
Chicago MED Med 1 II
Mt. Pulaski Fr s
Champaign GRAD Hist U s
Maywood COM LD So II
Dalton City LAS Genl So
Chicago PE PE Fr II
Olney AGR Genl Sr s II
Monmouth EDUC Genl Jr II
Chicago ENG ME Sr II
Chicago MED Med 2 II
Chicago GR.AD Zool U II
Hibbing, Minn. LAS Genl Fr II
Indianapolis, Ind. FAA .^rch So II
Urbana AGR HEcon Sr II
Sidney GRAD Educ U s II
Fairview COM LD Fr II
Medora LAS Genl Sr II
Urbana AGR HEcon Sr II
Morton PE PE So II
Sidney EDUC Genl Una
Chicago GRAD Engl U s II
Berwyn GR.'^D Educ U s II
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Havana FAA Arch So II
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McHenry PHARM Pharm 4 II
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St. Joseph LAS Genl In- II
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Normandy, Mo. FAA LArch Jr II
Danville LAS Genl Fr s II
Urbana ENG Cer Fr
Champaign COM LD Fr
Danville ENG EE Fr II
Pontiac LAS Genl Fr II
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Urbana GR.\D Physics U II
Elmhurst LAS Chem Fr II
Hammond AGR Genl Fr II
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Chicago ENG EPhy Jr s II
Chicago COM LD So
Moline COM UD Jr II
Winchester COM UD Sr [ II
Odenton, Md. AGR Genl Sr II
Galesburg Fr s
Hillsboro. Ore. GRAD Chem U II
Urbana GRAD .\ccy U s [ II
Farmersville COM LD Fr t II
Amboy AGR HEcon Fr [ II
Champaign GRAD Geol U [ II
Farmer City AGR Genl Fr [ II
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Springfield .\GR Genl Sr s [ II
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Urbana LAS PMed Fr II
Champaign LAS Genl Sr s II
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Grantsburg AGR Genl Fr [ II
Elgin LAS Chem Fr [ II
Evanston ENG Cer So II
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Danville EM II
Urbana LAS Chem So II
Decatur LIB LibSci 1 s
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Chicago ENG ME So
New Town, Ind. FAA Mus So II
Sullivan LAS PLaw Jr II
Sullivan ENG CerE Sr II
Congress Park LAS Genl Jr II
Windsor GRAD Geog U II
Jerseyville LAS Genl Sr II
Chicago ENG Genl So
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Whitlock. Nancy Isabella
Whitlock, Richard Foster, B.S.
Whitlock, Ruth Lillian. A.B., B.S.
Whitman, Robert Manley
Whitman, Robert Paul
Whitmer, James Robert
Whitmore, Dorothy Mae, B.Ed.
Whitney, Dollie Eloise
Whitney, Robert Francis
Whitney, Robert McLaughlin, A.B.
Whitsitt, Barbara Jean
Whitson, John Walter, B.S.
Whittaker, William Wayne
Whitted, Mary Elizabeth
Whitteker, Mary, B.S.
Whitten, Betty
Whitten, Elsie
Whittle, Elenore Margaret
Whitton, Virginia Ellen, B.S.
Whyte, Hirry Walston
Wicall, Grayce Nelle
Wichser, Mar>- Louise
Wichterman, Glen Herbert
Wick, Reuben Philip
Wickersham, Charles Allen
Wicklein, .Andrew .Albert
Wicks, Rocer Allen
Wicks. Vida Marie, B.S., M.S.
Wicoff, Margaret Louise
Widdowson, Janet Ann, B.S.
Widdowson. John Henry
Widen, Bernard .Arnold
Widger, Marv Esther
Widney, Ralph Thomas
Wieber, Ralph Henry
Wiebmer, Don Johnston. B.S.
Wiechert, Donald Irwin
Wieczorek, Mary Michaeline
Wiedling, Charles Christian
Wiedling, Edith Jeanne
Wiegel. Glenn Freeman
Wiener, Weldon Wayne
Wiesbrock, Rov Gerard
Wiese, Billy Ben. B.S.
Wiese. Riciiard Gene
Wiesener, Piiyllis .\nn
Wieza, Jeannine Helen
Wiggins, James Richard
Wiggins, Margaret Lynette
Wiggins, Walter Thaxton
Wight, Amber
Wight, Jane Anita
Wightman, Ada Margaret
Wigoda. Miriam Sylvia
Wigoda, Paul Theodor
Wigodner, Shirley
Wike, Roger C.
Wikholm, Donald Maurice
Wikholm, Mavnard Nils
Wikholm, Sigfred Cari
Wikoff. William Franklin
Wilber, Cha.'les McCoUum, Jr.
Wilber. Richard Ralph
Wilbourn, Dorothy Maxine
Wilcox, Clifford Goodson, B.Ed., .A.M.
Wilcox, Daniel Sidney
Wilcox, Donna Louise
Wilcox, Orilda Louise
Wilcox. Stanley Waters
Wilcox, Thomas Glade, B.Ed.
Wilcoxen, Gard
Wilday, James Webster
Wilde, Norbert John, B.S., D.D.S.
Wildi, Evelyn Margaret, B.S.
Wildi, Virginia Florence, X.B.
Wilensky, Sam Donald
Wiles, Charles Brooks
Wiley, Frank Rudolph
Wiley, Grace Kathryn, B.S.
Wiley, John Orval
Wiley, Lockwood Elon, A.B., B.S., B.S.
Wiley, LjTin .\rnold, A.B.
Wiley. Thomas .^ppelle
Wilford, Robert Nicholas, Jr.
Wilham, Carl .Austin
Arthur EDUC Genl Jr
Granite City MED Med 2
Urbana GRAD LibSci U
New London, Conn. ENG ME Fr
Yates City LAS ChEng Fr
El Paso AGR Genl Fr
Baylis GRAD Educ U S
Springfield EM
Rood house COM LD So
Urbana GR.\D Chem U S I II
Decatur LAS Genl So
Rochelle GRAD Chem U
Granite City LAS G«nl Sr
Danville LAS Genl So
Greenup EDUC Genl Irr s
Urbana COM LD Fr
Urbana PE PE Jr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Casey AGR HEcon Irr s
Waukegan COM LD So
Galesburg EDUC Genl Sr
Beardstown LAS HEcon Fr
Chicago LAS PMed So
Elliott EDUC Genl Sr
Chicago ENG ME So
Evansville AGR Genl So
Chicago ENG ME Fr
Mendota EDUC Genl Irr s
Mahomet LAS Chem Jr
Urbana LIB LibSci 1 S I II
Urbana LAS ChEng Sr S I II
Chicago DENT Dent 1
Charleston FAA Mus Sr
Mt. Steriing COM LD Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Quincy MED Med 3
Centralia COM LD Fr
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3
Chicago ENG Genl Fr
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr
Mattoon .\GR Genl Sr S I II
San Jose AGR Genl Fr
Batavia COM UD Jr
Champaign L.\W Law 3
Brocton .AGR Genl Jr
Tuscola LAS Genl Jr
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr
Sterling ENG Genl Fr
Evanston LAS Genl So
Chicago ENG ME Jr
Kansas City, Mo. COM LD Unc
Downers Grove LAS PJnl Fr
Farmer City LAS PJnl So
East Peoria EDUC Genl Sr
East Peoria LAS PLaw Fr
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr
Lawrenceville COM UD Sr
Urbana LAS Chem Jr
Urbana EDUC Genl Sr s
Urbana Fr s
Maroa .\GR Genl So
.Aurora COM LD So
Chicago LAS ChEng Jr
Cairo COM UD Jr
Ransom GRAD Educ U s
Evanston ENG Genl Jr
Urbana F.AA Mus So
Flanagan AGR Genl Sr
Oak Park ENG EE So
Galesburg GRAD InEduc U s
Canton JNL Jul Jr
Peoria COM LD Fr
Belleville MED Med 1
Highland GR-^D Educ U s
Highland GRAD Educ U s
Chicago MED Med 2
Roanoke LAS Genl Sr
Decatur COM LD So
Hillsboro EDUC Genl Irr s
Sparta COM LD Fr
Champaign EDUC Genl Irr s
Crete GR.\D Educ U s
Champaign FA.\ .Arch So S I II
Oak Park L.AS PJnl So I II
Mt. Pulaski LAS ChEng Sr 11
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Wilhelm, Alphonse Frank
Wilhelm, Robert Frederick
Wilhite, Mary Ellen
Wilhoit, John Owen
Wilken, Delmar Francis
VVilken, Lloyd Charles
VVilkey, Dwight Bensyl
Wilkins, James Cecil, Jr.
Wilkins, Judd Rice
Wilkins, Robert Warren
Wilkinson, Clyde Winfield, B.S., A.M.
Wilkinson, Joseph Marion, Jr., B.Ed., M.S.
Wilkinson, Phyllis Elizabeth
Wilkinson, Sarah Elizabeth
Will, Roy Edward
Willard, Donald Corbridge
Willard, Edward Webster
Wille, Catherine Theresa
Wille, Parke Jack
Wille, Willard Marvin
Wilier, .'\rthur Eugene
Willhite, Winfield Lyle, B.S., M.S.
Williams, Albert Jesse, B.S.
Williams, Anna Jayne
Williams, Charles Owen, B.S.
Williams. Charles Ralph, A.B., A.M.
Williams, Clarence Benjamin, Jr., B.S.
Williams, Earl John
Williams, Eleanor Betty
Williams, Ernestine .\nn, B.S.
Williams, Florence Jane, A.B., B.S.
Williams, George Richardson
Williams, Hannah Esther, B.S., A.M.
Williams, Helen Evans, A.B.
Williams, Helen Morey, A.B., A.M.
Williams, Ida Virginia, A.B.
Williams, Jack, B.S.
Williams, James Lonnie
Williams, Jane Lobb
Williams, Jeannette, A.B.
Williams, Joseph Marshall, B.S.
Williams, Juanita Belle
Williams, Kathryn Julia
Williams, Lewis Waldron
Williams, Lowell Keith
Williams, Margaret Anne
Williams, Marilyn Ann
Williams, Martha Virginia
Williams, Martin Parker
Williams, Mar>- Louise
Williams, Mary N., B.S., A.M.
Williams, Minola Catherine, A.B.
Williams, Nola Elizabeth
Williams, Philip Copeland, B.S.
Williams, Richard Elbert
Williams, Richard James
Williams, Richard Lloyd
Williams, Rita Ellen, B.Ed.
Williams, Robert. B.Ed., A.M.
Williams, Robert Ellwood. B.S.
Williams, Robert F.
Williams, Robert Franklin
Williams, Robert Jefferson
Williams, Robert Lloyd
Williams, Roger Henry
Williams, Roger Wright, B.S.
Williams, Roilin Hanly, B.S., .\.B.
Williams, Stewart, B.Ed.
Williams, Violetta J.
Williams, Virginia Lee, B.S.
Williams, Virtrue Beech
Williams, Viva Louise
Williams, Vivian Rae
Williams, Willard Frank
Williamson, .\aron Ronald
Williamson, Barbara May, A.B.
Williamson, Bernard Marvin
Williamson, Clyde Phocian
Williamson, Gaylon Calvin
Williamson. Jackson. Jr.
Williamson, Julia, B.Ed.
Willig, Herbert. A.B.
Willis, Lucille Rose
Willis. Maurice Milton. B.Ed.
Williston, Christopher Lincoln
Albany, Minn. PHARM Pharm 4
Chicago LAS G«nl So
Carlinville Fr S
Kansas LAS Genl Fr
Danforth AGR Gen! Fr
Danforth AGR Genl Jr
White Heath EDUC Genl Sr S
Lewistown, Mont. FAA Mus Sr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Victoria LAS Genl Jr
Urbana GRAD Engl U
Marion GRAD Chem U
Danville LAS Genl Fr
Troy EM
Normal AGR Genl Fr
O'Fallon LAS ChEng Jr
Joliet ENG CE Jr
East St. Louis EM
Menasha. Wis. FAA Arch Sr S I II
Beecher AGR Crenl Fr
Roselle EM
Champaign GRAD Econ U
Dallas, Tex. GR.A.D Educ U 3
Champaign LAS Genl Jr
Burnt Prairie GRAD Zool U
Bourbonnais GRAD Zool U S
Champaign GRAD CE U
DeKalb ENG ME Jr
Belleville JNL Jnl Jr
Chicago EDUC Genl Irr s
Urbana LIB LibSci 1 s
Watseka COM LTD Jr
Oakwood GRAD Hist U
Tuscola GRAD Psych U
Taunton, Mass. GRAD Engl U S I 11
Clarendon, Tex. LIB LibSci 1
Casey MED Med 3
Champaign LAS PDent Fr
Pontiac EDUC Genl Sr
Rock Island GRAD Educ U S
Gillespie LAW Law 3
Dixon AGR HEcon So
Champaign LAS GenlDiv Fr
Champaign FAA Art Sr
Springfield LAS PMed Jr
Monmouth LIB LibSci Unc s
Fithian COM LD Fr
Smithfield AGR HEcon Jr
Moline ENG ME Sr
Morris Fr s
DeKalb EM
Decatur GRAD Engl U S
Danville Fr S
Chicago MED Med 4 I II
Heyworth ENG ME Sr I II
Chicago ENG ME Jr S I II
Smithfield AGR Genl Fr I
Manteno GRAD Hist U S I II
Huntley GRAD Educ U s
Dixon GRAD Agron U I II
Cisne AGR Genl Fr I II
Savanna ENG ME So I II
Urbana COM LD Fr i
Urbana ENG CE Sr I II
Morris ENG ME Fr
Urbana GRAD Entom U S I II
Salem GRAD AgEduc EM I
Newton GRAD Ekluc U I II
Springfield EM I
Carrier Mills EDUC Genl Irr s
DeKalb LAW Law 2 I II
Aurora. Mo. Fr s
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Wilmette LAS Genl So I II
Rock Island MED Med 1 I II
Burlington, Iowa GRAD Chem U ' II
Canton LAS Genl Fr i II
Lincoln COM UD Sr I II
Urbana MED Med 3 I II
Elkville LAS Chem So I II
DuQuoin GRAD Engl U s
Brooklyn, N.Y. EDUC Genl Irr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Augusta GRAD Educ EM I II
Champaign LAS Genl Jr I II
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Willke, Myron Gustav
Willmore, Arthur Edward
Willmore, Tracy
Willner, Charlotte Louise
Willoughby, Barbara Ellen
Willoughby, Jacqueline Ann
Wilmarth, Charles Earl
Wilson, Arthur C, B.Ed.
Wilson, Beth Marion
Wilson, Blanche McCoy, B.Ed.
Wilson, Bonard Scott, B.S.
Wilson, Burton James
Wilson, Carmen Florence, B.S.
Wilson, Charles .Arthur
Wilson, Charles Ashley, B.S., M.S.
Wilson, Charles Conway
Wilson, Charles Marshall, A.B.. M.S.
Wilson, Conrad Frederick, B.Ed., A.M.
Wilson, Donald Hubbirt
Wilson, Dorothy Jane
Wilson, Dorothy Louise, .A.B.
Wilson, Douglas Otto
Wilson, Edwin Ray
Wilson, Elizabeth Jane, B.Ed.
Wilson, Eva McClenahan
Wilson, Everett Rydell
Wilson, Feme Lois, B.S.. M.S.
Wilson, Floyd Burton, B.S.
Wilson, Frank Burton
Wilson, George Miller
Wilson, Gerould Keith
Wilson, Glenn Kenneth
Wilson, Glenn Rhodes
Wilson, Grace, .'\.B.
Wilson, Harold Clifford. B.S.
Wilson, James Virgil, B.Ed.
Wilson, Keith Leroy, B.S., B.Mus.
Wilson, Lois Margaret
Wilson, Margaret Viola
Wilson, Margery Winnifred
Wilson, Marjorie
Wilson. Millard Segal
Wilson, Molly Jean
Wilson, Ora Mae Harris, .A.B.
Wilson. Rachel Smith. B.S., B.Mus.
Wilson. Richard Clay
Wilson. Richard Everett
Wilson. Richard Mark
Wilson. Robert Alexander
Wilson, Robert John, Jr.
Wilson, Robert McCall
Wilson, Robert Oscar, B.Ed.
Wilson. Roberta
Wilson. Roberta Lucille
Wilson. Ross Willard. B.S.. M.S.
Wilson, Roy Kenneth, B.Ed.
Wilson, Russell. B.S.
Wilson. Ruth Lee
Wilson, Vernon John
Wilson, V^irginia May
Wilson, Wilbur M., B.M.E.. C.E.
Wilson, William Ernest, B.S., M.S.
Wilson, William Wallace
Wilson, William Thomas, A.B., A.M.
Wilt, Jack Foster
Wiltamuth, Dorothy Louise
Wilton, Benjamin Maurice
Wimmer, Lelah Mae, B.Ed.. .A.M.
Wimpelberg. Paul Charles
Winberg. Ethel May
Winchester. Lois Marjorie
Winchester, Paul Dwayne
Wind, Eugene Marvin
Windauer, Robert John, B.S.
Winder, Donald Thomas, Jr.
Winder. Joan
Windmiller. Leonard
Windsor. Glen G.
Winegarner. Jonathan Lewis. B.Ed.. A.M.
Winer, Jane Ruth, B.S.
Winer, Sol
Winett, Shirley Selma
Winkelmann, Wendell Gaunt
Winking, Florence, B.S.
Winkler, Dorothy Blanche
Anchor COM UD Jr I II
Chicago COM ITD Sr I II
Clinton ENG Cer Sr
Aurora LAS GenlDiv Fr I II
Centralia AGR Flor So I II
Champaign LAS PJnl So I II
Oregon AGR Genl Jr I II
Shipman GRAD Educ U S
Morris LAS Genl Sr
Carbondale GRAD Educ U S
Noble GRAD -^gEduc EM
Normal ENG EE Fr
Winnetka LIB LibSci 1
Port Byron COM LD Fr
Newell, Iowa GRAD DHusb U s
Aldia, Va. EDUC Genl Sr S I
Vandalia GRAD Bact U
Harrisburg GR.\D Educ U s
Decatur LAS Genl Sr
Danville LAS Genl Jr
Chandlerville GR.\D Hist U s
Kenilworth LAS Chem Fr
Smithshire ENG .AgEng Fr
Charleston GRAD Educ U s
Joliet EM
St. Charies EM
Tacoma, Wash. GRAD Bact U
Nashville F.AA Mus Irr s
Granite City FAA Arch Jr
Potomac LAS Genl Jr
Urbana LAS Genl So
Decatur COM LD Fr
Altamont LAS Chem So
West Frankfort GRAD Span U s
Eldorado GRAD Agron U s
Marion GRAD Educ EM S I
Urbana GRAD Mus U
Orion AGR HEcon Jr
Potomac EDUC Genl Sr s
Champaign EDUC Genl Sr S I
Bondville LAS Genl Sr S I II
Chicago LAS PLaw Fr
St. Louis, Mo. LAS Genl So
Canyon. Tex. GR.\D Engl U S
Urbana GRAD Mus U
Carlinville LAS ChEng Jr
Kenilworth FAA Arch Fr
Argo ENG ME Jr
Champaign AGR Genl Fr
Chicago PE PE Fr
Lamoille COM LD Fr
Fairfield GRAD Educ EM S I
Oak Park LAS Genl Sr
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Canyon, Tex. GRAD Chem U s
Charleston GR.\D Educ EM
DuQuoin GR.\D Chem EM S I
Chicago LAS Genl So
Ft. Collins, Colo. LAS Genl So
Robinson AGR HEcon Fr
Urbana FAA Art Irr
Wheaton GR.AD Bot U S I II
Valparaiso, Ind. COM LD Fr
Urbana GRAD Engl U s
Sullivan ENG CerE Sr S I II
East Moline AGR HEcon Sr
Medora LAS Genl Sr
Philo GRAD Educ U S
Elgin EM
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Urbana AGR HEcon Sr
Urbana ENG ME Fr
Washington AGR Genl Jr
Chicago DENT Dent 3 S I II
Oak Park COM LD Unc
Oak Park AGR HEcon So
Chicago ENG Cer Jr
Mackinaw PHARM Pharm 2
Riverton GR.\D Educ U s
Chicago MED Med 5
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Urbana LAS Genl Fr
Quincy GRAD Educ EM S I II
Prophetstown Fr s
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Winkler, Paul Walter, B.Ed.
Winkler, Virgil Dean, A.B., B.S., M.S.
Winkler, Wallace Roscoe, A.B., M.S.
Winn, Frederick Stanley
Winsche, Warren Edgar, B.Ch.E.. M.S.
Winship, Eleanor Jane
Winslow, Helene Stocking
Winslow, Katherine I., B.Ed.,
Winstead, Marion Daisy-
Winter, Deane William
Winter, Irving
Winter, Vernon Robert
Winter, William Earl
Wintermeyer, Leona Henrietta, B.S.
Winterringer, Glen Spelman, A.B., A.M.
Winters, Rebecca lone, B.S.
Winters, Robert Ulney, B.S.
Wintz, Howard Henry
Winzenburger, Margaret Laveme
Wirth, Edward H.
Wisch, Lois Muriel
Wischnitzer, Leonard James
Wise, Mrs. Catherine Dosterschill
Wise, Eleanor Ruth
Wise, John Carroll
Wise, Lucien, B.S.
Wise, Percy, A.B., A.M.
Wise, Robert Irby, A.B., M.S.
Wise, Thomas Albert
Wise, Wayne Arthur, B.S.
Wisely, William Homer, B.S. (Candidate
for a professional degree)
Wiseman, Highland
Wishni, Sidney Leon
Wiskamp, Clyde Allen
Wispe, Robert Julius
Wissmiller, Virgil Clare
Witherell, Nina Jane
Withington, .\udrey Louise
Withner, Carl Leslie
Witkin, Arthur Jerome
Witney, Fred, A.B.
Witort, William Walter
Witt, Arthur
Witt, Charles Deane
Witt, Dealas Joseph, B.Ed.
Witt, Edward Erwin
Witt, Lee Paxton
Witt, William Harold. B.S.
Witte, Benjamin Herman, Jr., B.S.
Witte, Georga Eugenia
Witte, Michael, B.S., M.S.
Witte, Willard Wayne, B.S.
Wittek, Ronald Milton
Wittenberger, Marjorie Bess
Wittenberg, Gordon Greenfield
Wittenborn, John Richard, B.Ed., M.S.
Wittenborn, Sophia Juanita
Witthoefft, Arthur
Witthoff, Evelyn Martha, B.S.
Wittrock, Verna Dorothy
Witty, Eleanor Elizabeth
Witzel, Phyllis Edna
Wixsom, Margaret Louise, A.B., A.M.
Wloczewski, Joseph .-Mbert, Jr., B.S., B.M.
Woare, Betty Merilyn
Woefenbarger, Carl Arlie, B.Ed.
Woelfel, Richard Frank
Wohn, Frances Irene
Wojahn, William Ted
Wojciechowski, Edwin Walter
Wojcik, Adam Albert
Wojta, William Charles B.S., M.D.
Wolach, Jean Zelda
Wolever, Frances Elizabeth, A.B., A.M.. B.S.
Wolf, Calvin
Wolf, Dorthea Luella, B.Ed.
Wolf, Earl George, A.B.
Wolf, Edward
Wolf, Edward Joseph
Wolf, Eleanor May
Wolf, Frank James, A.B.
Wolf, Helen Clarice
Wolf, Raphael Marvin
Wolf, Raymond Clarence, Jr.
Buda LIB LibSci 1
Urbana GRAD Geol U
Dahlgren GRAD Educ U S
Muscatine, Iowa COM UD Sr
Brooklyn, N.Y. GRAD ChEng U
Orchard Park, N.Y. LAS Genl Sr
Rochelle LAS Genl Fr
Pontiac GRAD Geog EM
Cairo LAS Genl So
Sibley AGR Genl So
Newark, N.J. LAS Genl So
Belleville PE PE Fr
Granite City LAS Genl Jr
Granite City GRAD Educ U S
Areola GRAD Educ U
Pana AGR HEcon Irr S
lUiopolis GRAD Educ U
Decatur COM LD Fr
Bement COM LD Fr
Belleville EM
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
New York, N.Y. LAS ChEng Fr
Champaign LAS Genl Sr
Champaign FAA Mus Sr S I II
Macon AGR Genl So
Washington GRAD Educ U S
Batesburg, S.C. GRAD French U s
Champaign GRAD Bact U
Champaign LAS PDent So S I II
Ashton GRAD Educ EM
Urbana GRAD CE U
Champaign EDUC Genl Sr s
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Belleville COM LD Fr
Chicago COM LD Fr
Cooksville AGR Genl Fr
Chicago PE PE Jr
Chicago EDUC Genl Sr
Indianapolis, Ind. LAS Genl Sr
Joliet LAW Law 1 S I II
Chicago GRAD Econ U
Maywood ENG EE Sr
Brookfield LAS Chem Jr
Champaign LAS GenlDiv Fr
Somonauk AGR Genl Irr
Jerseyville ENG CE So
Jerseyville EDUC Genl Sr s
Carmi GRAD AnHusb U s
Collinsville GRAD Educ EM I II
Edgewood EDUC Genl Sr s
Chicago GRAD Chem U
Calhoun GRAD Hist U s
Chicago COM UD Sr
Savanna FAA Art So
Little Rock, Ark. FAA Arch So
Urbana GRAD Psych U S I II
Benton AGR HEcon Sr S I II
Chicago FAA Arch So
Chicago MED Med 5
Chicago EDUC Genl Jr
Pleasant Plains LAS Genl Jr
Ashton AGR HEcon Sr
Paris FAA Mus Irr
Chicago MED Med 5
Harvey LAS Genl Sr
Pittsfield GRAD Educ EM
Chicago ENG ME Sr
Palos Park LAS Genl Jr
Forest Park DENT Dent 4 S I II
Calumet City LAS PMed So
Chicago ENG ME Sr
Fond du Lac, Wis. MED Laryng PG
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
Tuscola LIB LibSci 1 S
Champaign LAS ChEng So S I II
Ludlow GRAD Engl U s
Naperville MED Med 4
Chicago COM UD Jr
Champaign COM UD Sr
Avon AGR HEcon Fr
Xenia, Ohio GRAD Chem U S I II
Canton AGR HEcon Sr S I II
Chicago COM LD Fr
Chicago COM UD Sr S I II
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Wolf, Robert Krinsley
Wolf. Walter Woebel
VVolfberg, Jean Louise
Wolfe, Carl William
Wolfe, Cheryl Louise
Wolfe, Elizabeth Ann
Wolfe, Gordon Frank
Wolfe, Martin Boris
Wolfe, Robert Eugene
Wolff, Corinne Faye
Wolff, Eleanor Gene, B.Ed.
Wolff, Hans, Diplome ingenieur Chemiste
Wolff. John Robert, M.D.
Wolff, Lawrence Randolph
Wolff, Robert Wortham
Wolfley, Richard Franklin
Wolfram, Vivian Margueritte, B.S.
Wolfson, Jerome Foster, A.B.
Wolfson, Elaine Lois
Wolfson, Stanford Gene
Wolgemuth, Theodore John
Wolin, Marvin Thomas
Wolk, Esther Shirley
WoU, Robert George, B.S.
WoUer, Betty, B.S.
Woller, Jean Davis, B.S.
Wollrab, James Culver
Wolman, George
Wolper, Marshall Ira
Woltzen, Jeanette Minnie
Womacks, Helen Jeannette
Wong, Homer
Wong, Yi-Kyieh, B.S.
Wong, Yuk-Hon
Wood, Andy Eugene
Wood, Arthur, Jr.
Wood, Charles Byron, Jr.
Wood, Erma Jeanne, B.S.
Wood, Harlington
Wood, Helen Louise, A.B., A.M.
Wood, James Dial
Wood, James William
Wood, Jane
Wood, Katheryn Emily
Wood, Lynne. K., A.B., M.S.
Wood, Mary Isabelle, -A.B.
Wood, Paul Washington, Jr.
Wood, Phil, Jr.
Wood, Richard Linder, B.S.
Wood, Ruth Carolyn
Wood, William Burton
Wood, Wilma Wave
Woodard, Lucile Chapline
Woodbridge, Margaret, A.B., A.M.
Woodcock, Palma Lee
Woodham, Virginia Ann
Woodley, Frederick LaVerne, B.S.
Woodrome, Archie Edward, B.Exj.
Woods, Donald Martin, B.Ed.
Woods, John Robert
Woods, John Tliomas, A.B.
Woods, Lyle Creston
Woods, Paul Joseph, A.B., A.M.
Wooley, Wesley Theodore, B.S., M.S.
Woolhiser, Ethel Martha, Ph., A.M.
Woolington, Jolm Gifford
Wooiley, Chalmers Samuel
Woolsey, John Langdon, B.S.
Woolsey, Wayne Kimler
Wooters, Ruth
Worack, Frank Phillip, Jr.
Worban, John Casper
Worby, Donald George
Worden, Fred Porter
Work, Joe Boehm, A.B., A.M.
Workman, Beulah Mary
Workman. Paul Rode, A.B.
Worland, Kenneth Jerome, B.S.
Worley, Harold Dale
Worley, Osborn Carroll, B.S.
Worley, Will, Jr.
Worley, William Arthur, Jr.
Worner, Wilbur Henry
Worrall, Virginia Eleanor
Worthen, Hugh Ozburn
Chicago COM LD Fr
Barrington ENG CE Sr
Chicago LAS Genl So
St. Joseph LAS Genl Jr
Sheffield AGR HEcon So
St. Joseph AGR HEcon Fr
Elgin LAS PMed So
Newark, N.J. LAS G«nl Sr
Bridgeport ENG ME So
Urbana LIB LibSci Unc S
Urbana GRAD Engl U S
Urbana GRAD Chem u
Chicago GRAD ObstetGyn c S I
Chicago ENG MetE Jr
Urbana LAS Genl Fr
Rockford FAA Arch Sr
Dixon GRAD Educ U
Springfield LAW Law 2
Chicago LAS Genl Fr
St. Louis, Mo. ENG Cer So
Maywood DENT Dent 2
Chicago ENG ME Jr
Henderson, Ky. LAS Genl Jr
Monmouth GRAD Educ U S
Champaign GRAD Educ U
Champaign EDUC Genl Irr s
Bloomington LAW Law 1 S I II
Chicago LAS PMed Fr
Chicago LAS Genl So
Gridley AGR HEcon So
Tolono AGR HEcon Fr s
Galesburg ENG CE So
Shanghai, China GRAD CE U
Hong Kong, China ENG ME So
Mt. Vernon EDUC Genl Sr s
Glencoe LAS Genl So
Champaign ENG ME So
Peoria EDUC Genl Irr S
Springfield LAS Genl Jr
Aurora GRAD Educ U s
Champaign LAS Chem Fr
Fowler, Ind. COM LD Fr
Chicago LAS Genl Jr
Mt. Carmel AGR HEcon Sr s
Urbana GRAD Agron U S I
Pleasureville. Ky. LIB LibSci 1 S II
Libertyville ENG ME Fr
Evanston LAS Chem Fr
Bloomington GRAD Agron U S I II
Champaign PE PE Sr S I II
Geneva ENG ME Jr S I II
Peoria Fr s
Stuttgart, Ark. F.A.A Arch Sr
Monmouth GR.AD Germ U
Peoria LAS Genl So
San Jose. Calif. LAS Genl So
Pekin GRAD Exon U s
Scheller GRAD Educ EM S I II
Waverly GRAD Educ U s
Joliet COM LD So
Champaign LAW Law 2
Clinton LAS Chem Fr
Champaign GRAD Hist U S I II
Monticello GRAD Educ U
DeKalb GRAD Educ EM
Champaign LAS Genl Fr
Reddick GRAD Soc U
Galesburg GR.AD Chem U
Knoxville FAA Mus So S I II
Champaign AGR HEcon Fr
Waukegan ENG EE So
Chicago PE PE So
Dwight LAS Genl Jr S I II
Danville COM UD Jr
Urbana GRAD Chem U
West Point LAS Genl Sr
Mackinaw LAW Law 1 S II
Kearney, Neb. GR.'^D Accy U
Fairfield AGR Genl Fr
Champaign GRAD TAM U
Champaign ENG ME So
Urbana ENG ME Jr
Green Valley ENG ME Jr
Winchester AGR HEcon So
Granite City Fr s
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Wortman, Herman Lewis, B.S.
Wozniak, Myron E.
Wriedt, Harold Gustave
Wright, Bertrand Albert. B.S.. M.S.
Wright, Doris Marilyn
Wright, Elizabeth Anne
Wright, Ellen Marie
Wright, Ellen Mary, A.B.
Wright, Francis Marion
Wright, Gilbert Lawrence, B.S.
Wright, Guinevere
Wright, Homer Lee, A.B., A.M.
Wright, Jack LeBaron
Wright, Lissie Charlotte
Wright, Louis Leland
Wright, Margaret Carolyn
Wright, Robert Elwin, A.B.
Wright, Robert Elwyn, Jr.
Wright, Robert Ernest
Wright, Robert Hasker
Wright, Rodney Adrian
Wright, Roy 'William
Wright, Russell Marcus
Wright, Samuel Dudley
Wright, Thomas Francis, Jr.
Wright, Torrie Elaine
Wright, Wilson Lowry, B.S.
Wrigley, Howard Watson, B.S. (Completing
thesis on leave of absence)
Wuellner, Bert John
Wuellner, Francis Oswald
Wuellner, George Eugene
Wuellner, William Walter
Wuestenfeld, Herman Eudell, B.S.
Wukovits, Victor John
Wulff, Alfred Joseph
Wunsch, Lloyd Arnold, A.B.
Wurmstedt, Charles Christian
Wurtzeli, Frederick William
Wurzburg, Evelyn Theresa
Wurzburger, Betty Jean
Wvatt, Chloa Mae
Wyatt, Harriett Nelle
Wyatt, Jane Powell
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Manteno AGR HEcon Sr
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Chicago LAS Genl So I II
Port Jervis, N.Y. LAS PDent So I II
Kewanee LAW Law 1 I II
Flanagan GRAD Educ EM II
Michigan City, Ind. LAS Genl Sr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago COM LD So I II
Watertown, N.Y. DENT Dent 2 I II
North Chicago MED Med 5 I II
Urbana LAW Law 1 I
Chicago DENT Dent 3 S I II
Saratoga Springs, N.Y ENG Genl Fr I II
Chicago FAA Art So I II
Chicago MED Med 4 I II
Lake Forest ENG CE So I II
Chicago ENG CE Sr I II
Chicago MED Med 5 I II
Lewistown AGR HEcon Fr I II
Chicago ENG EE Fr I II
Pontiac ENG CE Fr I II
Chicago PHARM Pharm 3 I II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Ferguson, Mo. COM LD So I II
Urbana GRAD Philos U S I II
Mitchell, S.D. LIB LibSci 1 S
Chicago COM LD So I II
Champaign MED Med 1 I II
Chicago COM LD So I
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Dwight AGR HEcon So I II
Champaign AGR HEcon So I II
Chicago LAS Genl Jr I II
Urgana AGR Genl Fr I II
Warsaw LAS Genl Jr S
Elgin ENG ME Jr I II
Chicago MED Med 2 I II
Chicago PE PE Sr I II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr I II
Fairmount LAS Genl So I II
Park Ridge EDUC Genl Jr I II
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Chicago COM LD Fr I
New York. N.Y. DENT Dent 2 S
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Chicago MED Med 3 I II
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Zweig, Philip
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Chicago COM LD So I II
Champaign LAS Genl Fr I II
Chicago LAS Chem Jr I II
Danville GRAD Econ U S I II
Stanford GR.'^D Accy U S
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Brooklyn. N.Y. LAS Genl Sr S I II
LaSalle LAS ChEng Jr I II
Hoffman GRAD Germ U I II
Chicago LAS Genl Sr S I II
Depue PHARM Pharm 4 I II
East St. Louis LAW Law 3 I II
Chicago PE PE Fr II
Chicago COM UD Sr I II
Emden ENG CE So I II
Emden AGR Genl Fr I II
Minneapolis, Minn. COM LD So I
Chicago MED Med 3 I II
Forest Park MED Med 1 I II
Chicago DENT Dent 1 I II
Chicago LAS PMed Jr II
Chicago MED Med 5 I II
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Calumet City LAS Genl Jr I II
North Bergen, N.Y. LAS Chem Fr I II
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Smith, T. H., 32, 248
Smith, J. O., 30, 327
Smith, L. C., 8
Smith, L. H., 398
Smith, L. L., 27, 248, 251
Smith, N. J., 41
Smith, P. E., 38, 329
Smith, Mrs. Portia A., 417
Smith, R. C, 391
Smith, R. S., 13, 17, 202, 399
Smith, T. v., 20, 243, 306
Snapp, R. R., 20, 204, 399
Snider, C. F., 28, 316
Snider, H. J., 399
Snitman, M. F., 52, 342
Snyder, A. E., 390
Snyder, H. R., 28, 221
Snyder, J. A., 32, 301
Sokol, J. K., S3, 360
Solliday, Deborah, 391
Solomon, A. P., 47, 356
Somers, L. A., 389
Sommer, O. J., 7
Sommerman, Kathryn M., 413
Sonenthal, I. R., 49, 356
Soper, Q. F., 39, 222
Sorensen, R. E., 52, 360
Sorenson, Helen L., 26, 275, 401
Sorenson, L. R., 36, 270
South, Belle V.. 41
Southwick, P. L., 37, 222
Spaeth, J. N., 19, 260, 400
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Spaeth, Ralph, 51, 353
Spangler, F. W., 39, 222
Sparks, M. M., 38, 222
Speirs, J. M., 35, 329
Spellberg, M. A.. 52, 344
Spence, T. M., 57, 365, 367
Spence, R. W., 58, 377
Spencer, Gwladys, 28, 287
Spiesman, I. G., 48, 342
Spindler, R. H., 43
Spitler, J. C, 20, 198, 387
Spivack, J. L., 47, 358
Spradling, A. B., Jr., 39, 222
Sprague, Victor, 329
Spray, Cranston, 396
Spriet, Lucille, 41
Springer, C. H., 21, 263
Squires, Frederick, 416
Srubas, Valerie C, 43
Staaks, Walter, Jr., 39, 260
Stafford, E. E., 10, 408
Stafford, G. T., 13, 20, 307, 308
Staley, John, 405
Staley, S. C, 11, 12, 13, 18, 307, 308
Stalvey, J. B., 39, 316
Stanfield, Mrs. Armine W., 391
Stansell, Lucile A., 41
Stark, Mrs. Helen K., 41
Starr, C. G., Jr., 32, 262, 270
Starr, C. J., 27, 294
States, Arthur, 7
Stauffer, R. S., 26, 202, 399
Stearns, R. P., 24, 270
Steck, I. E., 51. 56, 344, 355, 372
Steers, Helen M., 391
Steggerda, F. R., 13, 24, 315
Steiginann, Frederick, 49, 344
Steimley, L. L., 26, 290
Stein, E. J., 50, 56, 338, 358, 364
Steiner, Grundy, 39, 233
Steinhoff, F. L., 7
Steinman, Robert, 39, 222
Stenstrom, F. H., 401
Stephan, R. M., 57, 368
Stephens, Carl, 10, 408
Stephens, Lewis, 41
Stephens, V. R., 48, 358
Stephenson, R. W., 35, 222
Stevens, D. F., 416
Stevens, D. P., 32, 207
Stevens, N. E., 19, 213
Stevens, R. E., 42
Stewart. C. L., 19, 198, 398, 406
Stewart, Helen, 43
Stewart, J. C, 37, 290
Stice, Mrs. Hilda R., 405
Stiegemeyer, Barbara, 41
Still, Iva M., 41
Stilwell, L. M. T., 410
Stinson, C. H., 36, 202
Stipp, J. R.. 414
Stiven. F. B., 11, 16, 303
Stobart, K. M., 53, 351
Stockhus, G. A., 8
Stockton, R. K., 57, 373
Stone, C. H., 287
Stone, F. L., 47, 347
Stormont, J. L., 390
Stortz, V. H., 40. 243
Stouffer, E. L., 9
Stover, H. R., 404
Straub, F. G., 21, 222, 404
Strauss. Sidney. 45, 344
Strawn, S. H., 8
Street, R. F.. 243
Strcicher. M. H.. 47, 344
Strieker. T. A., 39, 315
Strobel, C. F., 34. 290
Strock. R. L., 398
Strode, O. G., 41
Strohl, E. Ly 52, 358
Strubinger, J. R., 390
Strubinger, Mary. 391
Struck. H. C. 49, 56, 355, 372
Stuart, C. W., 50, 351
Stuart, Nellie M., 31, 303
Sturies, C. H., 22. 297
Stutzman, Joash, 7
Sukov, Marvin, SO, 340
Suldane, J. A., 50, 353
Sullivan, R. N., 13, 25, 285
Summers, W. L., 16, 285
Summerson, C. H., 35, 264
Suppiger, E. W., 27, 327
Suter, Max, 414
Sutherlin, Kathryn J., 29, 303
Sutton, A. H., 21, 264
Svihla, George, 34, 329
Swaim, G. T., 390
Swain, J. W., 19, 262, 270
Swain, Paul, 41
Swann, Sherlock. Jr., 21, 222, 404
Swanson, Gustave, 57
Swanson, J. W., 26, 252
Sweeney, Mrs. Clara, 392
Sweeny, Mrs. Alma E., 417
Sweet, J. E., 27, 207
Sweney, Mrs. Edith S., 32, 252
Swenson, C. E., 7
Swenson, Mrs. Lucile G., 392
Swift, H. R., 220, 405
Swigart, Beulah H., 41
Swindell, R. W., 41
Switzer, W. E., 38, 315
Sykora, James, 7
Sympson, Marian, 391
Szurek, S. A., 48, 340, 356
Taebel, W. A., 31, 221
Taft, D. R., 13, 17, 322
Taft, Marion G. E., 54
Talbot, A. N., 15, 327. 404
Talbot. Mrs. Nell S.. 12, 55, 367
Tallmadge, F. K., 405
Tanner, F. W., 13, 16, 211
Tappendorf, R. H., 36, 216
Tarble. Charles. 390
Tascher. M. E.. 390
Tatham, A. E.. 7
Taylor, A. B., 30, 315
Taylor, C. J., Jr., 38. 312
Tavlor, Elizabeth, 57
Taylor, S. S.. 9
Tavlor, W. H., 34, 222
Tavlor, W. R., 389
Teborek, R. F., 54, 344
Tehon, L. R., 412
Teigler, H. I., 32, 282
Telser, S. E.. 54, 344
Terapleman, W. D., 23, 252, 262
Templeton, Lawrence, 58, 377
Terman, L. A., 52, 344
Terry, Henrietta P., 40, 243
Terry, R. E., 58, 377
Teton, J. B., 52, 347
Tharpe, Josephine M., 42
Theiss, E. L., 20, 216
Theobald, C. W., 39, 222
Theobald. J. J., 47, 342
Theobald. W. H.. 47. 342
Thomas, F. H., 23, 294
Thomas, H. B., 45, 351
Thomas, H. R., 18, 404
Thomas, Helen E., 392
Thomas, L. J., 23, 329
Thomas, T. J., 8
Thomasson, A. L., 41
Thompson, C. M., 11, 12, 13, 16, 238, 405, 407,
408
Thompson, D. H., 412
Thompson, E. J., 41
Thompson, F. G., 411, 412, 414, 415
Thompson, James R., 54
Thompson, John R., 57, 370
Thompson, Mrs. Madeline C, 43
Thompson, S. E., 10
Thor, Mrs. Esther, 391
Thorek, Philip, 52, 338, 358
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Thorn, R. J., 35, 222
Thornberry, H. H., 26, 213, 279, 401
Tice, Frederick, 45, 344
Tiemeier, O. W., 37, 329
Tigay, Clara D., 50, 353
Tilbury, W. G., 41
Tillman, B. W., 391
Timblin, W. S., 50, 344
Timmons, B. F., 22, 321, 322
Tinsley, Milton, 52, 57, 347, 364
Tippie, F. E., 416
Tippo, Oswald, 28, 213, 262
Titcomb, Jane, 415
Tobin, L. M., 410
Tod, Ida, 43
Topp, C. W., 36, 290
Toriello, L. A., 54
Toth, E. F., 28, 207
Townley, Enid, 415
Townsend, E. J., 15, 290
Tracy, P. H., 13, 19, 236, 282, 400
Tracy, T. G., 37, 238
Traub, Robert, 36, 258
Travis, J. R., 37, 252
Traywick, L. E., 37, 238
Treece, VV. J., 29, 308, 410
Trelease, Mrs. Leah F., 27, 252
Trelease, William, 15, 213, 411, 412
Tress, Mildred E., 54
Trigger, K. J., 27, 294
Trimble, G. Y., 42
Trimble, H. D., 10
Triplett, H. D., 390
Trjitzinsky, W. J., 20, 290
Trotier, A. H., 29, 42, 287
Troxel, Wilma A., 44
Tuckey, S. L., 26, 236, 282, 400
Tupper, Caroline F., 26, 252
Turnell, Elizabeth J., 41
Turner, Bobette, 54
Turner, F. H., 9, 13, 18
Turner, H. E., 51, 351
Turner, Mrs. Helen D., 391
Turner, J. B., 390
Turner, Lucile, 43
Tuta, J. A., 49, 351
Tuthill, T. K., 20, 248
Tuttle, G. P., 9, 13, 18, 396
Tuttle, T. D., 417
Twigg, C. E., 389
Tykociner, J. T., 18, 248, 404
Tylman, S. D., 55, 373
Tylor, VV. R., 23, 322, 406
Ulloa, Margot, 56, 368
Underbill, H. F., 30, 238
Underwood, Helen E., 33, 275
Ury, Boris, 54, 356
Usry, Edith M., 27, 303
Utecht, J. W., 417
Van Alyea, O. E., 48, 342
Van Arsdell, P. M., 28, 238
Van Cleave, H. J., 18, 186, 329
VanDerHeyden, E. E., 29, 297
Vander Kloot, Albert, 47, 344
Vander Ploeg, Jeannette, 287
Van Derpool, J. G., 19, 209
Van Duyne, Frances O., 28, 275, 401
Vanecek, J. F., 416
Van Hazel, Willard, 46, 358
Van Home, John, 18, 252, 325
Van Matre, H. D., 390
Van Schoick, E. H., 7
Van Siclen, D. C, 38. 264
Vaughan, H. E., 28, 290
Vaughan, L. D., 417
Vaughan, L. H., 7
Vaughn, C. M., 329
Vaught, Martha J., 31, 310
Vawter, Jamison, 19, 229
Veach, C. W., 398
Veraguth, A. J., 416
Vergeront, G. V., 398
Ver Nooy, Winifred, 287
Vessey, R. E., 54
Vestal, A. G., 20, 213
Vestling, C. S., 31, 221
Vicher, E. E., 58, 377
Viens, C. P., 30, 260
Voigt, R. F., 58, 377
Volk, Mrs. Helen J., 391
Von Bonin, Gerhardt, 46, 55, 338, 364
Voris, R. S., 38, 222
Voskuil, R. J., 37, 264
Voskuil, W. H., 417
Vryonis, George, 32, 282
Wach, E. C, 56, 365
Wachowski, T. J., 48, 355, 357
Wade, Chester, 52, 356
Wagar, Una P., 32, 303
Wager, R. W., 26, 389
Wagner, D. H., 50, 338, 358
Wagner, Fritz, Jr., 7
Wagner, Harold, 54
Waisman, Morris, 52, 342
Wakefield, L. B., 400
Wakefield, N. D., 35, 216
Wakerlin, G. E., 46, 55, 58, 355, 372, 377
Walbridge, Margaret, 391
Walcher, Mrs. Jewell, 417
Waldo, E. H., 21, 248
Walker, Clareta, 391
Walker, E. D., 388
Walker, H. L., 20, 301, 403
Walker, L. D., 27, 229, 263
Wall, Alice T., 11
Wall, F. T., 28, 221
Wall, J. W., 52, 342
Wallace, G. I., 23, 211
Wallace, W. E., 39, 222
Wallheiser, L. M., 52, 347
Walls, Edna E., 23, 389
Walsh, E. N., 52. 342
Walter, D. O., 316
Walter, L. M., 8
Walworth, E. H., 391
Wang, T. T., 26, 297
Wanless, H. R., 21, 264, 417
Ward, Gladys J., 26, 389
Ward, H. B., IS, 329
Ward, M. L., 35, 222
Wardall, W. J., 407
Warner, D. T., 36, 222
Warner, F. S., 8
Warren, D. E., 390
Warren, F. G., 398
Warren, W. J., 27, 248
Warrick, E. S., 43
Warrick, M. J., 40, 243
Wascher, Herman, 399
Washburn, K. C, 57, 368
Washburn, P. A., 7
Wasserman, E. R., 31, 252
Watne, O. A., 29, 297
Watson, D. A., 8, 408
Watson, F. R., 15, 312
Watson, R. V., 390
Watson, S. A., 36, 213
Watt, J. E., 390
Watt, Jane C, 13. 23, 303
Weast, R. C, 414
Weaver, B. L., 28. 279, 401
Weaver, Virginia H., 23, 275
Webb, G. C, 7
Webb, R. J., 388, 400
Webb, R. L., 46. 55, 338, 364
Webber, C. A., 9
Weber, L. F., 47. 342
Weber, O. F., 20, 243
Webster, G. L., 58, 377
Weed, Frances, 41
Weeks, F. W., 36, 252
Weggel, H. A., 414
Weinard, F. F., 20, 279, 401
Weinfeld. G. F., 49. 340. 353
Weinman. C. J., 397, 412
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Weirick, R. B., 21, 252
\Vei5iger, G. B., 17, 2^3, 285
\Veii5, J. X., 32, 243
Welch, Eldred, 34, 222
Welker, E. L.. 30, 290
Weiker, \V. H., 45, 55, 354, 371
Weller, T. M., 416
Wellman, Mrs. Mildred, 392
Wellsiiear. EIixab«cli J., 39, 287
Welton. T. A., 37, 312
Werner. R. C. 23, 270
Wernicke, H. 0.,_4S,_358
Wessely, Kurt, 57, 373
WesttaU. Mary E., 54
Weston, Elizabeth L-. 35. 222
Weston, Janet L., 2S, 235
Weysser, T. L. G.. 26. 301
Whalin, d. L., 26, 387
Wham, Benjamin, 56, 365
Wham, Charles, 407, 408
Wheeler, Mrs. Dorothea M., 44
Wheeler. H. C. 390
Wheeler, Mrs. Katherine M.. 42
Whitcomb. Mrs. Frances C, :2. 351
White, A. C, 40. 23S
White, Adeline R., 52. 33S
White, C. M., 10. U. 12, 13, 20. 42, 287
White. Florence L., 405
White, H. L., 2S2
White, PhyUis, 392
White, S. H., IS, 284
Whitehill, I- N.. 34, 222
Whitenack, A. E., 42
Whiteside. E. P.. 399
Whitlock. Marv C, 23. 275
Whitlock, Ruth L., 44
Whitman, G. B., 389
Whitmire, T. S., 401
Whitnev, R. M., 414
Whitson. T. W.. Jr., 39, 222
Whinaker, Edmund. 22, 238
Whitton, Dorothv, 391
Wickerham. L. T., 211
Wick-wire, G. C, 29, 315
Wiedrich. T. C. 41
Wieland. J. A., 6
Wien, M. S.. 46, 342
Wien, X. A.. 51, 344
Wilbum. H. v.. 52, 344
Wilcox. R. H., 20, 198. 398
WUdhagen, A. R., 36, 282
Wiley. C. C, 19. 229
Wiley, Flossie, 41
Wilkes, G. V., 22, 297
Wi'ik-inson, C. W.. 32, 252
Wilkinson, T. M.. 35, 222
Will, F. L.,'30. 306
Will, S. F., 13, 20, 260
Willard, A. C. 9, 12, 15, 61, 186. 407, 411.
412. 414, 415
Williams. C. A., 19, 268
Williams, C. B., Jr., 404
Williams. E, H.. 20, 312
Williams. Helen M.. 37, 252
Williams, L. W., 13, 26. 243
Williams, R. D., 27, 294
Willman, H. B.. 416
Willmann. T. M., 37, 319
Wilson. Alfonso. 414
Wilson. Mrs. Bessie, 391
Wilson, C. M.. 400
Wilson, F. G., 21, 316
Wilson, F. S., 47, 344
Wilson, Feme L.. 37, 211
Wilson. Mrs. Frances D.. 40, 243
Wilson, K. L., 31. 303
Wilson, W. E., 34. 213
Wilson, W. M., 16, 186, 229. 404
Wilson. W. S., 11, 13, 21. 308, 409
Wilson, Wilfrid, 27. li'.
Wimer, D. C. 2i. :::. ii}
Winakor, A. H., IC, 40o
Winbum. T. F., 413
Windesheim. K. A., 25, 252
Windsor. P. L., 15, 287
Wincerr, T. B.. 26. 279, 401
Winsche, W. E., 37, 222
Wirth, E. H.. 58. 377
Wise. R. I., 36, 211
Wise, R. K., 389
Wiselogie. F. Y., 222
Witte. Michael, 34, 222
Winenbom. T. R., 37, 319
Wixsom, Margaret. 34, 252
Wolf. .\. A., 53, 353
Wolf. F. T., 35. 222
Wo!e. T. R.. so, 347
Womaci. Madelrn, 33, 222
Wood. C. A., 45. 350
Wood. H. M.. 7
Wood. Susan H., 41
Wooddell. J. F.. 27, 294
Woodroofe, Louise M., 26, 209
Woodrow. Herbert, 13, 17. 319
Woodworth. C. M.. iS, 202, 399
Woolev. C. S.. 39, 322
WooleV. W. T., 41
Woolsev. T. L.. 39, 222
Work. T. B.. 3:. 222
Working, E. J.. 21. I9S. 398
Workman. I* E,. 416
Worlev. O. C., 405
Worthinston. M. H.. 49, 340
Wrieht, A. D., 29. 294
Wrieht, H. F., 243
Wrieht. H. S., 390
Wright. T. F.. 10. 20, 282. 392
Wrieht, T. W.. 7
Wright, 'Mrs. Marv L.. 391
Wright. Thurman. 351
Wrieht. W. H.. 53. 351
Wrieht. W. L.. 37. 204. 400
Wvman, F. W., 39. 222
WVnd. F. L.. 25. 213
Wynne, C. M., 8
Yaie. C. E.. 390
Yankee. G. G., 39, 216
Yaop. W. W.. 18. 236. 400, 409
Yarboroueh. V. A.. 36. 222
Yarros, Rachelle S., 45, 340
Yates. H. X.. 8
Yeaeer. L. E., 412
Yea-:man. T. P., 39, 322
Yeatter. R- E., 4i3
YeUen. H. T.. 53. 3-14
Yenawme, \V. S.. 10, -2
Yche, G. R.. 415
You.Te, .\. L., 23. 200, 398
Youne, C. S., 7
Youne. E. G.. 13. 17, 251, 294
Young. P. T.. 19, 319
Youne. Viola M.. 54
Youne, W. H., 2S
Younker. E, L.. 38. 312
Yuska, Henry, 40, 222
Zechel, G. L., 47, 56, 33?, 358, 364
Zeitlin. Howard, 49, 3-7
Zickeraf. P. L., 40, 2-i3
Ziegler, L. H., 49, 356
Zilly. M. Louise, 41
Zimmermann, A. A.. 4f. 55, 338, 364
Zimmermann, Tovce. 41
Zink. G. H.. 220. 404
Znaniecki. F. W.. 20. 243, 322
Zucker. Dorothv M.. 39, 268
Zuppke, R. C, "16. 308, 409
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Accountancy, advisory board, 7
courses, 216, 383
curriculum, 123
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
examinations for C.P.A., 396
Administration, 59, 61
building, 63
officers, 9
summary, 14
Admission, 68
acceptable credits, sources, 71
advanced standing, 74, 75
age requirement, 69
certificates, 71
Chicago colleges, 11
committees, 13
correspondence courses, 1(>
examinations, 74
Graduate School, 76, 186
majors and minors, 70
physical examinations, 69, 11
professional schools, 76
secondary schools, 71
subjects, recommended, 72
required, 70, 72
summer session, 196
transfer of credits, 74
unclassified students, 75
units required, secondary school, 70
Advertising, advisory board, 7
Advisory boards and committees, 7
Age requirements, admission, 69
unclassified students, 75
Agricultural administration, courses and fac-
ulty, 198
Agricultural economics, advisory board, 7
courses, 198
department, 145
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
extension specialists, 388
faculty, 198
station staff, 398
Agricultural education, courses, 247
curriculum, 159
practice teaching, 244
Agricultural engineering, advisory board, 7
building, 62
courses, 200
curriculum, 128, 131, 145
department, 145
extension specialists, 388
faculty, 200
options, 132
short courses, 393
station staff, 398
Agricultural Experiment Station, advisory
boards, 7
graduate work, 193
history, 60, 397
investigations, 397
publications, 381, 397
staff, 397
summary, 14
Agriculture, College of, 144
admission, 68
subjects, 72
unclassified students, 16
buildings, 62
Carter-Pennell fund, 93
clubs, 97
collections, 67
committees, 6, 7
curricula, 144, 145, 148
Agriculture, College of (_continued)
degrees, 144
departments, 145
agricultural administration, 198
agricultural economics, 198
agricultural engineering, 200
agronomy, 202
animal husbandry, 204
dairy husbandry, 236
forestry, 260
home economics, 275
horticulture, 279
electives, 147, 148
accepted in L.A.S., 112
experiment station, 145, 397
extension service, 145, 387
graduation requirements, 147
honors, 147
honorary societies, 97
library, 64
loan fund, 93
officers, 11
prizes, 87
publications, 381
scholarships, 91, 92
short courses, 393
societies, 97
staff, summary, 14
teacher-training, 147
Agronomy, advisory boards, 7
courses, 202
department, 146
extension specialists, 388
faculty, 202
greenhouse, 62
seed house, 62
station staff, 398
Algebra, admission requirement, 70, 72
courses, 291, 384
Allerton American traveling scholarships, 85
Alma Mater statue, 407
Alpha Chi Sigma, plaque, 87
Alpha Lambda Delta, prize, 87
Alpha Rho Chi, prizes, 88
Alpha Zeta, prize, 87
Altgeld Hall, 63
Alumni, association, 96, 408
committee, 6
fund, 407
officers, 408
records, office, 10
student loan funds, 93
American Academy in Rome, fellowships, 90
American Institute of Architects, medal, 85
American Institute of Electrical Engineers,
loan fund, 93
American Legion, medals, 89
American Legion Auxiliary, award, 89
American Pharmaceutical Association, prize,
377
American Society of Civil Engineers, awards,
85
American Society of Mechanical Engineers,
prize, 90
Anaesthesia, courses and faculty, 360
Anatomy, courses and faculty, 338, 364
Animal genetics, building, 62
Animal husbandry, advisory board, 7
courses, 204
department, 146
extension specialists, 388
faculty, 204
station staff, 399
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Animal pathology and hygiene, courses, 206
laboratory, 62
Architectural Engineer, degree, 188
Architectural engineering, curriculum, 168
fellowship, 86
graduation requirements, 164
inspection trip, 165
prizes, 86, 88
Architecture, building, 63, 165
courses, 207
curricula, 167
degree, professional, 188
department, 165
electives, 164
accepted in L.A.S., 112
faculty, 207
fellowships, 86, 90, 91
graduation requirements, 164
honorary society, 97
inspection trip, 165
library, 64, 165
loan fund, 95
options, 165
prizes, 86, 88
scholarships, 85
short course, 394
Armory, 63
Aron collection, 65
Art, Carnegie professorship, 164
courses, 209
curricula, 169
department, 166
electives, 164
accepted in L.A.S., 112
faculty, 209
graduation requirements, 164
library, 166
museums, 65
options, 166
practice teaching, 244
prizes, 88
Taft lectureship, 164, 407
See also Fine and Applied Arts.
Art education, curriculum, 170
option, 166
requirements for teachers' certificates, 165
Assistantships, dentistry, 364
graduate research, 193, 402
Associations of students, 96
Astronomy, courses, 211
faculty, 211
library, 64
observatory, 61
Athletics, association, 180, 409
buildings, 63
committees, 6, 13
council, 95
courses, 308, 310
director, 11
intercollegiate, 180, 409
medal, 90
intramural, 180
Auditor, 9
Auditorium, building, 63
Automobile show, income for loan fund, 93
Bacon lectureship, 337
Bacteriology, courses, 211, 351, 371, 377
faculty, 211, 351, 371
major in L.A.S., 112, 211
minors in L.A.S., 211
Baker prizes, 85
Band instruments, courses, 305
curriculum, 172
Bands, military, administrative officers, 10
building, 63
courses and faculty, 297
organization and work, 174
Banking, advisory board, 7
curriculum, 123
Barlow-Smith collection, 65
Beaumont memorial prize, 337
Beaux Arts Institute of Design, prizes, 90
Beta Gamma Sigma, prize, 87
Biddle loan fund, 93
Biological monographs, 381
Biological sciences, committee, 13
departments, 109
Biology, admission requirement, 70
practice teaching, 244
Board of Trustees, See Trustees.
Bookkeeping, practice teaching, 244
Botany, admission requirement, 70
annex, 61
courses, 213, 377
faculty, 213
greenhouse, 61
herbarium, 66
library collection, 65
major in L.A.S., 112, 213
minors in L.A.S., 213
Boys' Four-H Club, extension specialists, 389
Bright memorial loan fund, 95
Bryan prize, 84
Buildings, committee, 6
list, 61
superintendent, 9
Bureaus, business research, 405
community planning, 406
educational research, 405
institutional research, 406
Burkan memorial prize, 86
Burrill collection, 65
Bursar, 9
Busey Residence Hall, 63, 99
Business administration, courses, 216
degree, 216
Business law, courses, 219, 384
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
Business management, curriculum, 125
Business office, 9
Business organization and operation, courses,
218, 383, 385
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
faculty, 216
Business research, bureau, 405
director, 11
history, 60
publications, 381
staff, 405
Calendar, 4
committee, 13
Campus, area, 61
Carnegie professorship, 164
Carr fellowship in chemistry, 193
Carter-Pennell loan fund, 93
Casad collection, 65
Cattle, feeding plant, 62
Cavagna San Giuliani library, 65
Cavalry, courses, 299
medal, 89
Ceramic Engineer, degree, 188
Ceramic engineering, advisory board, 7
building, 62, 128
collections, 67
courses, 220
curriculum, 133
degree, professional, 188
department, 128
faculty, 220
options, 133
short course, 394
Ceramics, building, 62, 128
curriculum, 134
Certificates, accountancy, 396
entrance, 71
medicine, 334
teachers', 161, 165
Champaign Business and Professional Women's
Club, loan fund, 93
Chemical Engineer, degree, 188
Chemical engineering, buildings, 129
courses, 224, 226, 228
curriculum, 108, 115, 128, 135
degree, professional, 188
faculty, 222
prizes, 87
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Chemistry, admission requirement, 70
buildings, 61
Carr fellowship, 193
courses, 223, 378
curriculum, 108, 115
faculty, 221
laboratory, 61
library, 64
major in L.A.S., 108, 112, 222
minors in L.A.S., 222
practice teaching, 244
prizes, 87, 377
See also Physiological chemistry.
Chest x-ray fee, 103
Chicago departments, 333
buildings, 64
committee, 6
fees, 103
refunds, 105
loan funds, 95
officers, 9
See also Dentistry, Medicine, and Pharmacy.
Chicago lUinae Club, loan fund, 93
Chicago Tribune awards, 86
Children's clinic, courses and faculty, 366
Chi Omega, prize, 87
Chorus, University, 167
Civic and trade organizations, advisory board, 8
Civics, admission requirement, 70
practice teaching, 244
Civil Engineer, degree, 188
Civil engineering, buildings, 129
courses, 229, 384
curriculum, 135
degree, professional, 188
department, 129
faculty, 229
options, 136
prizes, 85, 90
short course, 394
Clark prize, 87
Classical archeology and art, museum, 65
curator, 10
Classics, courses, 234, 384
faculty, 233
library collection, 65
major in L.A.S., 112, 233
minors in L.A.S., 233
reading room, 64
Class of 1895, loan fund, 93
Class of 1907, loan fund, 93
Class of 1932, loan fund, 95
Coast artillery, courses, 300
Coif, Order of, 177
Colleges, 60
Agriculture, 144
Commerce, 121
Dentistry, 361
Education, 157
Engineering, 126
Fine and Applied Arts, 164
Law, 175
Liberal Arts and Sciences, 107
Medicine, 334
Pharmacy, 375
See also Schools.
Commencement, exercises, 82
Commerce and Business Administration, Col-
lege of, 121
admission, 68
subjects, 72
unclassified students, 75
advisory boards, 7
building, 62
bureau of business research, 405
clubs and societies, 97
curricula, 121, 123
law, 175
degrees, 121, 122, 216
departments and divisions, 122
accountancy, 216
busjness law, 219
business organization and operation, 216
economics, 238
Commerce, College of (continued)
electives, 123
accepted in L.A.S., 112
graduation requirements, 122
history, 60
honorary societies, 97
McKinley professorship, 122
officers, 1
1
prizes, 85, 87
publications, 381
short courses, 394
staff, summary, 14
Commercial design, curriculum, 170
option, 166
Commercial teaching, curriculum, 124
Community planning, bureau, 406
director, 11
history, 60
staff, 406
Comptroller, 6, 9
Concert and Entertainment Board, 95
Concert Band, 174
Conference medal, 90
Conferences and short courses, 392
summer session, 196
Connor cups, 89
Consolidated loan fund, 93
Cooperating teachers, list, 41
Correspondence courses, 383
admission, 76
credit toward graduation, 81
fees, 103, 383
scholarships not accepted, 92
Council, members, 12
organization, 61
Counsel, University, 9
County farm advisers, list, 389
County home advisers, list, 391
County scholarships, 91
Courses, departments in Chicago, 338, 364, 377
departments at Urbana, 197
extramural, 385
taught by correspondence, 383
Credits, acceptable for admission, sources, 71
classification of students, 197
graduate work, 187
semester hours, definition, 197
transfer, 74
dentistry, 79
graduate work, 191
medicine, 80
pharmacy, 375
units, definitions, graduate work, 197
secondary schools, 70
Criminology, courses and faculty, 340
Dairy husbandry, advisory board, 7
buildings, 62
courses, 236
department, 146
extension specialists, 388
faculty, 236
short courses, 393
station staff, 400
Dairy technology, curriculum, 150
Darling loan fund, 93
Daughters of the American Revolution, saber,
89
Davenport House, 63, 99
Dean of Men, office, 9
employment service, 100
Dean of Women, office, 9
prizes, 85
Debating, 98
Degrees, Architectural Engineer, 188
Bachelor of Arts, 111, 114
social administration, 119
Bachelor of Fine Arts, 164
Bachelor of Laws, 176
Bachelor of Medicine, 334
Bachelor of Music, 164, 167
Bachelor of Science, agricultural education,
159
agriculture, 144, 147
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Degrees, Bachelor of Science (continued)
architectural engineering, 164
architecture, .164
chemical engineering, 116
chemistry, 115
commerce, 121, 122
dentistry, 363
education, 157, 158
engineering, 127
home economics. 111
home economics education, 159, 160
industrial education, 160
journalism, 178
library science, 184
mathematics. 111
medicine, 117, 334
music education, 164, 167
pharmacy, 375
physical education, 180, 182
sciences. 111
Bachelor of Social Administration, 120
bachelor's, general requirements, 81
Ceramic Engineer, 188
Chemical Engineer, 188
Civil Engineer, 188
Doctor of Dental Surgery, 363
Doctor of Education, 189, 245
Doctor of Law, 176
Doctor of Medicine, 334
Doctor of Philosophy, 190, 192
Electrical Engineer, 188
Engineer of 5lines, 188
Engineer-Physicist, 188
Master of Architecture, 188
Master of ArtSj 187
Master of Business Administration, 216
Master of Education, 189, 245
Master of Music, 167, 187
Master of Science, 187
Master of Social Administration, 120
Mechanical Engineer, 188
Degrees conferred, list, 419
Delta Theta Epsilon, prize, 88
Denison memorial fund, 93
Dental history, courses and faculty, 367
Dental jurisprudence, courses and faculty, 365
Dental pathology, courses and faculty, 365
Dentistry, College of, 361
admission, 68, 77, 78
advanced standing, 363
buildings, 64, 361
clinical facilities, 361
courses, 364
curriculum, 361
pre-professional, 108, 117
summary of hours, 362
degrees, 363
electives, 363
faculty, 54
fees. 104
grades, meanings, 363
graduate courses, 363
graduation requirements, 363
honors, 84
history, 60, 361
infirmaries, 361
laboratories, 64, 361
library, 64, 333
license to practice in England, 364
loan fund, 95
location, 361
officers, 12
plan of instruction, 361
research assistantships, 364
staff, summary, 14
summer courses, 363
Dentistry, operative, courses and faculty, 368
prosthetic, courses and faculty, 373, 374
Dentistry for children, courses and faculty, 366
Deposits, 102
dentistry, 104
medicine, 104
military, 102
summer session, 102
Dermatology, courses and faculty, 342
Detroit lUinae Club, loan fund, 93
Detweiler loan fund, 95
Deuss memorial prize, 337
Diagnosis, dental, courses and faculty, 366
Dietetics, curriculum, 155
Diflenbaugh trust fund, 93
Diplomas, See Degrees and Honors.
Discipline, student, committee, 13
Dittenberger collection, 65
Dormitories, See Residence halls.
Drawing, See General engineering drawing.
Dziatzko collection, 65
Ebert loan fund, 93
Economics, admission requirement, 70
courses, 239, 384
agricultural, 198
curriculum, 124
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
faculty, 238
agricultural, 198
library collection, 65
major in L.A.S., 112. 238
McKinley professorsnip, 122
minors in L.A.S., 238
practice teaching, 244
reading room, 64
Education, College of, 157
admission, 76, 157
subjects, 72
appointment of teachers, committee, 161
buildings, 63
bureau of educational research, 405
certificates for teachers, 161
clubs, 98
cooperating teachers, 41
courses, 243, 384, 385
agricultural, 247
industrial, 247
curricula, 157, 158
degrees, 157, 158, 245
professional, 189
electives, 158
accepted in L.A.S., 112
faculty, 243
graduation requirements, 158
history, 60
honorary societies, 97
Kappa Delta Pi loan fund, 94
library collection, 65
officers, 11
prize, 88
publications, 381
reading room, 64
societies, 98
staff, summary, 14
subjects of specialization, 158
University High School, 162
Educational policy, committee, 13
Educational practice courses, 244
University High School, 162
Educational research, bureau, 405
director, 11, 405
history, 60
publications, 381
Electrical Engineer, degree, 188
Electrical engineering, buildings, 62, 129
courses. 248, 384
curriculum, 137
degree, professional, 188
department, 129
faculty, 248
loan fund, 93
short course, 394
Elich prize, 377
Embryology, courses and faculty, 367
Employment of students, 100
Engineering, College of, 126
admission, 68
subjects, 72
unclassified students, 76
buildings, 62
Carter-Pennell loan fund, 93
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Engineering, College of (continued)
clubs, 97
collections, 67
curricula, 126, 128, 131
degrees, 127, 188, 192
departments, 128
ceramic, 220
civil, 229
drawing, 263
electrical, 248
general, 251
mechanical, 294
mechanics, 327
metallurgical, 301
mining, 301
physics, 312
electives, 128
accepted in L.A.S., 112
equipment, 128
graduation requirements, 127
honorary societies, 97
inspection trijis, 128
language requirements, 127
lectures for freshmen, 127
library, 64, 126
loan funds, 93
officers, 11
prizes, 85, 90
publications, 381
requirements, special, 127
research, 401
rhetoric requirements, 127
short courses, 394
societies, 97
staff, summary, 14
theses, 128
Engineering, courses and faculty, 251
Ph.D. degree, requirements, 192
Engineering Experiment Station, graduate work,
193
history, 60, 401
investigations, 402
publications, 381
research assistantships, 193, 402
staff, 403
summary, 14
Engineering Hall, 62, 129
Engineering Library, 126
Engineering physics, curriculum, 130, 137
Engineer of Mines, degree, 188
Engineer-Physicist, degree, 188
Engineers corps, courses, 299
medal, 89
English, admission requirement, 70, 72
courses, 253, 384
faculty, 252
major in L.A.S., 112, 253
minors in L.A.S., 253
poetry prize, 85
practice teaching, 244
English and Germanic Philology, Journal, 381
Entomology, building, 62
collections, 67
courses, 258
faculty, 258
major in L.A.S., 112, 258
minors in L.A.S., 258
Entrance, examinations, 74
See also Admission.
European culture, museum, 66
curator, 10
Evans Residence Hall, 63, 99
Examinations, accountancy (C.P.A.), 396
entrance, 74
graduate work, 191
physical, 69, 77
proficiency, 75, 82
semester, 81
special, fee, 102
Examiner, Registrar's office, 9
Executive committee, Board of Trustees, 6
Executive faculty. Graduate School, 186
Expenses, student, estimated annual, 101
Experiment stations, 397
Extension, agriculture, 145
service, 387
correspondence courses, 383
fees, 103
extramural courses, 385
fees, 103
home economics, 145
service, 387
science aids service, 387
speech aids service, 386
staff, summary, 14
University, 383
director, 10
history, 60
staff, 383
visual aids service, 386
Extramural courses, 385
fees, 103
Faculty, administrative officers, 9
committees, 13
council, 12
list, 15
summary, 14
See also Staff.
Farm advisers, list, 389
Farm crops, advisory board, 7
Farms, experimental, area, 61
Fees, 101
correspondence courses, 383
deferred, service charge, 102
extramural courses, 385
refunds, 102, 105
summer session, 196
Fellows, list, 463
Fellowships, American Academy in Rome, 90
Graduate School, 193
Kinley, 86
Phi Kappa Phi, 90
Plym, 86
Ryerson, 91
Sparks, 90
Tau Beta Pi, 90
Field artillery, courses, 298
prizes, 89
Finance, committee, 6
curriculum, 123
governmental, advisory board, 8
Fine and Applied Arts, College of, 164
admission, 68
subjects, 73
buildings, 63
bureau of community planning, 406
Carnegie professorship, 164
clubs and societies, 97
collections, 65
curricula, 165
degrees, 164
departments, 165
architecture, 207
art, 209
landscape architecture, 284
music, 303
electives, 164
accepted in L.A.S., 112
graduation requirements, 164
history, 60
honorary societies, 97
inspection trips, 165
language requirements, 165
officers, 11
prizes, 85, 88, 90
short courses, 394
staff, summary, 14
Taft lectureship, 164
teachers' certificate, requirements, 165
Fire station, 64
Floriculture, advisory board, 7
building, 62
courses, 280
curriculum, 151
greenhouses, 62
prize, 88
Fontainebleau scholarships, 90
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Foreign students, admission, 68
Foreign trade, advisory board, 8
Forestry, advisory committee, 7
courses, 260
curriculum, 146, 152
department, 146
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
extension specialist, 388
faculty, 260
station staff, 400
Foundation, University of Illinois, 407
Foundry, building, 62
laboratory, 130
Four-H clubs, extension specialists, 389
Fraternities, 98
French, admission requirement, 73
courses, 260, 384
facult)-, 260
library collection, 65
major in L.A.S., 112, 260
minors in L.A.S., 260
practice teaching, 244
Freshmen, admission, 68
engineering lectures, 127
honorary societies, 97
required courses, 81
Gamma Sigma Delta, prize, 87
Garages, buildings, 64
Gehrmann lectureship, 337
General Assembly, scholarships, 91
General Division, Liberal Arts and Sciences,
courses and faculty, 262
General engineering, curriculum, 138
General engineering drawing, courses, 263, 384
faculty, 263
Genetics, building, 62
Geography, admission requirement, 70
collections, 67
courses, 267, 384
faculty, 264
major in L.A.S., 112, 266
minors in L.A.S., 266
practice teaching, 244
Geological Survey Laboratory, 63
Geology, collections, 67
courses, 264
faculty, 264
major in L.A.S., 112, 264
minors in L.A.S., 264
See also State Geological Survey.
Geometry, admission requirement, 70, 72
courses, 291, 384
German, admission requirement, 73
courses, 268, 384
faculty, 268
library collections, 65
major in L.A.S., 112. 268
minors in L.A.S., 268
practice teaching, 244
Girls' Four-H clubs, extension specialists, 389
Glee clubs, 167, 333
Gothic, course, 270
Governmental finance, advisory board, 8
Graduate Club, loan fund, 93
Graduate School, 186
admission, 76, 186
committee, 13
degrees. Doctor of Education, 189
Doctor of Philosophy, 190
Engineering, 188
Master of Arts, 187
Master of Education, 189
Master of Music, 187
Master of Science, 187
Master of Social Administration, 120
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
examinations, 191
executive faculty, 186
experiment stations, facilities, 193
extramural courses, 385
fees, 103
engineering degrees, 101, 189
thesis work on leave of absence, 101
tuition, 101, 104
Graduate School (^continued)
fellows and scholars, 463
fellowships, 193
history, 60, 186
Illinois Historical Survey, 193
language requirements, 188, 191
majors and minors, definition, 187, 190
officers, 12
organization, 186
publications, 381
research assistantships, 193
residence requirements, 187, 191
scholarships, 193
summer work, 187, 196
theses, 188, 190, 192
units, definition, 197
Graduaiion, lee, 102
honors, 83
requirements, 81
Agriculture, 147
Commerce, 122
Dentistry, 363
Education, 158
Engineering, 127
Fine and Applied Arts, 164
Journalism, 178
Law, 176
Liberal Arts and Sciences, 111, 114
Library School, 184
Medicine, 334
Music, 164
Pharmacy, 375
Physical Education, 180, 182
See also Degrees.
Grand Army memorial saber, 89
Gray prize, 377
Greek, admission requirement, 73
courses, 234
major in L.A.S., 112, 233
minors in L.A.S., 233
Greenhouses, 61, 62, 64
Gregory Hall, 62
Gregory scholarships, 91
Grober collection, 65
Grounds, area, 61
committee, 6
department barns, 64
Guild memorial prize, 85
Gymkana, advisory board, 95
Gymnasiums, buildings, 63
University High School, 63
locker fee, 102
Gynecology, courses, 349
faculty, '347
Hare loan fund, 93
Harker prizes, 86
Harrington memorial award, 92
Hazelton prize, 86
Health Service, building, 63
department, 180
officers, 9
Heat, laboratory, 130
Hedblom lectureship, 337
Heyne collection, 65
High school, admission from, 69, 71
See also University High School.
High School Conference, 395
High School Visitor, duties, 71
office, 10
reports, 381
Highway prize, 90
Histology, courses and faculty, 367
Historical Survey, Illinois, 193
History, admission requirement, 70
collections, 65, 193
courses, 270, 384
faculty, 270
graduate work, 273
major in L.AS.. 112, 270
minors in L.A.S., 270
practice teaching, 244
reading room, 64
History of the University, 59
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Home advisers, list, 391
Home economics, club, prize, 88
courses, 275
curricula, 153, 159
department, 146
electives, 154
accepted in L.A.S., 112
extension service, 145, 387
extension specialists, 388
faculty, 275
honorary societies, 97
loan fund, 93
major in L.A.S., 108. 112, 275
minors in L.A.S., 275
practice teaching, 244
scholarships, 91
station staff, 400
Honorary societies, 97
Honors at graduation, 82
Agriculture, 147
Law, 177
Libera! Arts and Sciences, 110
list, 454
Honors Day, committee, 13
plan, 82
Horse barn, 62
Horticulture, advisory board, 7
barn, C2
courses, 279
marketing, 199
department, 147
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
extension specialists, 389
faculty, 279
laboratory, 62, 147
station ftaff. 401
Hosnitals, Chicago, 333, 335
McKinley, 63
mutual benefit fund. 96
Hours, semester, definition, 197
Housing of students, 99
officers, 10
Huflf Gymnasium, 63
Hygiene, courses, 282, 384
animal, 206
dental, 365
social, 340
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
faculty, 282, 340
graduation requirements, 81
Ice skating rink, 63
Identification card, 102
mini Board of Control, 95
mini Hall, 99
mini Theatre Guild, 95
mini Union Building, 63
officers, 9
service charge, 102
Illinois Association of County Superintendents
of Highways, prize, 90
Illinois Bar Journal, 177
Illinois Biological Monographs, 381
Illinois Concrete Pipe Association, prize, 90
Illinois Congress of Parents and Teachers,
scholarships. 92
Illinois Farmers' Institute, scholarships, 91
Illinois Historical Survey, 193, 273
Illinois Industrial Universitv. 59
Illinois Medical and Dental Monographs, 381
Illinois National Guard, commissions, 195
Illinois Society of Certified Public Accountants,
medals, 396
Illinois Studies in Language and Literature,
381
Illinois Studies in Social Sciences. 381
Industrial administration, curriculum, 124
Industrial design, curriculum, 171
inspection trip, 165
option, 166
Industrial education, admission, 157
courses, 247
curriculum, 160
practice teaching, 244
Industrial management, advisory board, 8
Infantry, courses, 297
Infirmaries, dentistry, 361
Information, public, office, 10
Information office, 10
Insects, collections, 67
Inspection trips, architectural engineering, 165
architecture, 165
engineering. 128
industrial design, 165
landscape architecture, 165
library, 185
physical education, 181
Institutional research, bureau, 406
director, 10
history, 60
staff, 406
Insurance, advisory board, 8
Interfraternity Council. 96
Investments, advisory board, 8
Iota Sigma Pi. prize, 87
Italian, admission requirement, 73
courses, 326, 384
faculty, 325
James collection, 65
James loan fund, 93
Journalism, School of, 178
admission, 68, 77
clubs pnd societies, 98
conferences. 395
courses, 282
curricula, 178
degrees, 178
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
faculty, 282
graduation requirements, 178
history, 60
honorary society, 97
library, 64
officers, 11
opportunities for L.A.S. students, 107
prizes, 88
staff, summary, 14
Journal of English and Germanic Philology, 381
Junior standing, classification of students, 197
Kaeser loan fund, 94
Kappa Delta Pi, award, 88
loan fund, 94
Karsten collection, 65
Kiln laboratory. 128
Kimble loan fund, 94
Kinley memorial fellowship, 86
Kitchell library, 65
Laboratory fees, dentistry, 104
medicine, 104
pharmacy, 105
Urbana departments, 101
Land, University, 61
Landscape architecture, courses, 284
curriculum, 171
department, 166
electives, 164
accepted in L.A.S., 112
faculty, 284
fellowships, 90, 91
graduation requirements, 164
inspection trip, 165
library. 64, 166
prizes, 88 ,
Landscaping, committee, 6
Language and literature, committee, 13
departments, 109
studies. 381
Languages, reading rooms, 64
requirements, admission, 70, 72
bachelors' degrees. Commerce, 123
Engineering, 127
Fine and Applied Arts, 165
Liberal Arts and Sciences, 111
masters' degrees, 188
Ph.D. degree, 191
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Laryngologry, courses and faculty, 342
Latin, admission requirement, 73
courses, 235, 384
major in L.A.S., 112, 233
minors in L.A.S., 233
practice teaching, 244
scholarship, 92
Law, College of, 175
admission, 68, 77, 175
unclassified students, 76
building, 63
clubs and societies, 98
courses, 285, 378
curricula, commerce and law, 123
professional, 175, 176
six-year combined, 175
degrees, 176
electives, 176
accepted in L.A.S., 112
faculty, 285
fees, 101
graduation requirements, 176
honors, 84, 177
history, 60
honorary society, 97
Illinois Bar Journal, 177
library, 64, 175
officers, 11
opportunities for L.A.S. students, 107
Order of the Coif, 177
prizes, 86
scholarships, 177
staff, summary, 14
Levis loan fund, 94
Liberal Arts and Sciences, College of, 107
admission, 68
subjects, 72
transfer students, 109
unclassified students, 75
buildings, 61
Carter-Penneil loan fund, 93
clubs and societies, 97
curricula, chemical engineering, 108, 115
chemistry, 108, 115
dentistry, 108, 117
general. 111
individual. 109
journalism, 107
law, 107, 175
medicine, 108, 117
new general, 113
pharmacy, 108, 117, 118
social administration, 108, 119
degrees. 111
requirements. 111, 114
departments, astronomy, 211
bacteriology, 211
botany, 213
chemistry, 221
classics, 233
English, 252
entomology, 258
French, 260
geography, 264
geology, 264
German, 268
history, 270
Italian, 325
mathematics, 290
philosophy, 306
physiology, 315
political science, 316
psychology, 319
social administration, 321
sociology, 322
Spanish, 325
zoology, 329
divisional committees, 13
divisions, 109
electives, 107, 112
general division, 262
graduation requirements. 111, 114
honors, 110
history, 60
Liberal Arts and Sciences (continued)
honorary societies, 97
loan fund, 93
majors and minors, 112
museums, 65
officers, 11
personnel bureau, 109
prizes, 87
staff, summary, 14
tutorial work, 109, 110
honors, 110
Library, band music, 174
books, 64
buildings, 63
collections, 65
committee, 13
dentistry, 333
director, 10
engineering, 126
law, 175
medicine, 333
pharmacy, 375
reading rooms, 64
staflf, 42
summaiT^, 14
Library School, 184
admission, 68, 77, 184
club, 98, 185
collections, 65, 68
courses, 287
curriculum, 185
degrees, 184
electives accepted in L.A.S. , 112
faculty, 287
graduation requirements, 184
honors, 84
history, 60
inspection trips, 185
officers, 11
pre-professional study, 184
staff, summary, 14
Library science, courses, 287
curriculum, 185
faculty, 287
opportunities for L.A.S. students, 107
Lincoln Hall, 62
Listener's fee, 101, 104
Loan funds, 92
medicine, 337
Locker fee, 102
Locomotive laboratory, 62, 131
Machine laboratory, 62, 130
Majors, definitions, Graduate School, 187, 190
Liberal Arts and Sciences, 112
secondary schools, 70
Management, curriculum, 125
Marines, loan fund, 94
Marketing, advisory board, 8
curriculum, 125
Materia medica, courses, 354, 365
faculty, 354
Mathematics, admission requirement, 70
building, 62
courses, 290, 384
faculty, 290
library, 64
major in L.A.S., 112, 290
minors in L.A.S., 291
practice teaching, 244
Matriculation fee, 101
McKinley Hospital, 63
McKinley loan fund, 94
McKinley professorship, 122
Mechanical Engineer, degree, 188
Mechanical engineering, buildings, 62, 130
collections, 67
courses, 294
curriculum, 139
degree, professional, 188
department, 129
faculty, 294
options, 140
prize, 90
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Mechanics, theoretical and applied, buildings,
130
courses, 327, 384
department, 130
faculty, 327
Medical and dental monographs, 381
Medical history, courses and faculty, 367
Medical illustration, courses and faculty, 346
Medical jurisprudence, courses and faculty, 340
Medicine, College of, 334
admission, 68, 77, 79
advanced standing, 334
buildings, 64, 333
certificates, 334
clerkships, 335
clinical facilities, 333
courses, 338
curricula, 108, 117, 334
degrees, 117, 334
electives, 335
faculty, 45
fees, 104
grades, meanings, 337
graduate credit, 335
graduation requirements, 334
honors, 84
history, 60, 334
honorary societies, 97
hospitals, 333
laboratories, 64, 333
lectureships, 337
library, 64, 333
loan funds, 95, 337
location, 334
museum, 68
officers, 12
plan of instruction, 335
prizes, 337
registration, 117
Sachs residency, 337
scholarships, 337
staff, summary, 14
summary of hours, 336
summer work, graduate, 187
Medicine, Department of, courses and faculty,
344, 368
Men, Dean of, office, 9
employment service, 100
Men's Glee Club, 167
Chicago, 333
Men's gymnasiums, buildings, 63
Men's Independent District Association, 96
advisory board, 95
house plan, 99
Men's_ League, 96
advisory board, 95
Men's residence hall, 63, 99
Metallurgical engineering, courses, 302
curriculum, 130, 141
faculty, 301
history, 60
laboratory, 62, 130
Metallurgy, courses and faculty, 371
Military bands, administrative officers, 10
building, 63
courses and faculty, 297
organization and work, 174
Military science and tactics, 194
armory, 63
camp, 194
commandant, 10
commissions, general requirements, 195
list, 461
council, 97
courses, 297
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
equipment, 195
faculty, 297
graduation requirements, 81, 194
prizes, 86. 89
reserve officer appointments, 195
scholarships, 91
stables, 64
staff, summary, 14
Mining engineering, building, 130
collections, 68
courses, 301, 384
curriculum, 130, 142
degree, professional, 188
department, 130
faculty, 301
history, 60
laboratory, 62, 130
options, 143
short course, 394
Minors, definitions. Graduate School, 187, 190
Liberal Arts and Sciences, 112
secondary schools, 70
Morava scholarships, 92
Morrill Land Grants, 59
Morris loan fund, 94
Motor vehicle operation by students, 100
Museums, 65
curators, 10
Music, School of, admission, 68
subjects, 73
building, 63, 167
clubs and societies, 97
courses, 303
curricula, 167, 172, 173. 174
degrees, 164, 167
director, 11
electives, 164
accepted in L.A.S., 112
faculty, 303
fees, 103
graduation requirements, 164
history, 60
honorary society, 97
practice teaching, 244
scholarships, 91
teaching requirements, 165
Natural history, building, 62
library, 64
museum, 66
curator, 10
See also State Natural History Survey.
Natural Resources and Conservation, State
Board, 411
Natural Resources Building, 63
Neurology, courses and faculty, 347
New England College Entrance Certificate
Board, entrance credits, 74
New York Regents, entrance credits, 74
Normal schools, entrance credits, 74
North Central Association, entrance credits, 74
Noyes Laboratory of Chemistry, 61, 129
Noyes scholarships, 91
Nuclear Radiations Laboratory, 63
Nutrition, courses, 276
curriculum, 155
Obstetrics, courses, 348
faculty, 347
Omega Beta Pi, prize, 87
Omicron Nu, prize, 88
Operative dentistry, courses and faculty, 368
Ophthalmologry, courses and faculty, 350
Oral pathology, courses and faculty, 369
Oral surgery, courses and faculty, 369
Orchestra, 167, 333
Orchestral instruments, courses, 305
curriculum, 172
Order of the Coif, 177
Organizations, student, 95
Oriental museum, 66
Orthodontia, courses and faculty, 370
fee for graduate course, 105
Orthopaedics, courses and faculty, 351
Otology, courses and faculty, 342
Painting, courses, 209
curriculum, 169
option, 166
Pan-Hellenic Council, 96
Paris prize, 91
Patents, committee, 6
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Pathology, courses, 35
1
animal, 206
dental, 365, 371
oral, 369
faculty, 351
animal, 204
dental, 365, 371
oral, 369
Pattern laboratory, 130
Pediatrics, courses and faculty, 353
Pedigo prize, 377
Pershing Rifles, award, 89
Personnel bureau, 109
Phalanx, award, 89
Pharmacognosy, courses, 378
Pharmacology, courses, 354, 378
faculty, 354
Pharmacy, College of, 375
admission, 68, 77, 80
advanced standing, 375
advisory board, 7
buildings, 64
courses, 377
curriculum, 375
pre-professional, 108, 117, 118
summary, 376
degree, 375
faculty, 58, 377
fees. 105
graduation requirements, 375
honors, 84
history, 60, 375
laboratories, 375
library, 64, 375
loan funds, 93, 95
location, 375
museum, 68
ofiScers, 12
prizes, 377
staff, summary, 14
state registration, 375
transfer of credit, 375
Pharmacy, Department of, courses, 378
Phi Beta Kappa, scholarship, 87
Phi Chi Theta, key, 87
Phi Eta Sigma, prize, 87
Phi Kappa Phi, fellowship, 90
scholarship, 87
Phi Lambda Upsilon, scholarship cup, 87
Philosophy, courses, 306
faculty, 306
major in L.A.S., 112, 306
minors in L.A.S., 306
Physical education, committee on classification,
13
courses, men, 307, 308
women, 307, 310
faculty, men, 308
women, 310
graduation requirements, 81
locker fees, 102
practice teaching, 244
Physical Education, School of, 180
admission, 68
subjects, 73
buildings, 63
clubs and societies, 98
curricula, men, 180
women, 182
degrees, 180, 182
departments, 180
graduation requirements, men, 180
women, 182
health service, 180
history, 60
inspection trips, 181
oflBcers, 11
prizes, 88
staff, summary, 14
Physical examinations, requirement for ad-
mission, 69, 77
Physical Plant Department, officers, 9
Physicians' courses, fees, 104
Physics, admission requirement, 70
courses, 312, 379, 384
curriculum, 130, 137
degree, professional, 188
department, 130
electives accepted in L.A.S., 112
facultv, 312
laboratory, 62, 130
library, 64
major in L.A.S., 112, 313
minors in L.A.S., 313
practice teaching, 244
Physiological chemistry, courses, 226, 228, 354,
371
faculty, 354, 371
Physiological psychology, laboratory, 62
Physiology, courses, 315, 355, 372, 379
faculty, 315, 355, 372
major in L.A.S., 112, 315
minors in L.A.S., 315
practice teaching, 244
Pi Alpha Xi, prize, 88
Pistol team, cup, 89
Pi Tau Pi Sigma, medals, 89
Plastic surgery, courses and faculty, 369
Plym fellowships and prizes, 86
Poetry, prize, 85
Policy, educational, committee, 13
general, committee, 6
Political science, courses, 316, 384, 385
faculty, 316
library collection, 65
major in L.A.S., 112, 316
minors in L.A.S., 316
reading room, 64
Pomology, greenhouse, 62
Poultry, buildings, 62
Power plant, 64
President of the University, list, 61
office, 9
residence, 63
Press, University, 381
officers, 10
publications, 381
Prizes, 84, 459
medicine, 337
pharmacj', 377
Professional schools, admission, 76
graduation requirements, honors, 84
Proficiency examinations, 82
advanced standing, 75
Prosthetic dentistry, courses, 373
faculty, 373, 374
Provost, 9
Psychiatry, courses and faculty, 356
Psychology, courses, 319, 340, 384
educational, 243, 384, 386
faculty, 319
laboratory, 62
major in L.A.S., 112. 319
minors in L.A.S., 319
Public affairs, curriculum, 125
Publications, University, 197, 381
Public health, courses and faculty, 351
Public information, office, 10
Public utilities, advisory board, 8
McKinley professorship, 122
Purchasing agent, 9
Radiology, courses and faculty, 357, 374
Radio station, 10, 63, 392
Railway engineering, buildings, 131
options, 131
Rattermann collection, 65
Rea scholarships, 337
Recorder, 9
Refunds, fees, 102
Chicago departments, 105
Regents of the University, list, 61
Registrar, office, 9
Registration, late, fee, 101
Research, 60, 186
agriculture, 145, 397
business, 405
General hidex 703
Research (continued)
community planning, 406
dentistry, 364
education, 405
engineering, 401
history, 193
institutional, 406
medicine, 333
staff, summary, 14
Reserve Officers' Training Corps, 194
Residence halls, 63, 99
government system, 96, 100
Rhetoric, courses, 256, 384
Rhinology, courses and faculty, 342
Rhodes scholarship, committee, 13
Ricker Library, 64, 165
Ricker prize, 88
Rifle match, cups, 89
medals, 89
Roentgenology, See Radiology.
Romance languages, library collection. 65
See also French and Spanish and Italian.
Rome prizes, 90
Ruettinger memorial scholarships, 91, 92
Rural youth, extension specialists, 389
Russell loan fund, 94
Ryerson fellowships, 91
Sachs residency, 337
Sailors, loan fund, 94
St. Louis Illinae Club, loan fund, 95
Scarab medals, 88
Scherer prize, 377
Scholars, list, 463
Scholarships, agriculture, 91
Allerton, 85
architecture, 85
band members, 174
county, 91
Fontainebleau, 90
General Assembly, 91
Graduate School, 193
Gregory, 91
home economics, 91
Illinois Congress of Parents and Teachers,
92
Latin contest, 92
law, 177
military, 91
Morava, 92
music, 91
Noyes, 91
Phi Beta Kappa, 87
Phi Kappa Phi, 87
Rea, 337
Rhodes, committee, 13
Ruettinger, 91, 92
Sears, Roebuck, and Co., 92
Shnitzer, 337
Smith, 91
undergraduate, 91
not accepted in correspondence work, 92
Wallace, 91
Ware, 92
Williamson, 337
Schools, 60
Graduate, 186
Journalism, 178
Library, 184
Music, 167
Physical Education, 180
See also Colleges.
Science Aids Service, 387
Sciences, admission requirements, 70
graduation requirements, 81
Sears, Roebuck, and Co., scholarships. 92
Secondary schools, admission from, 69, 71
committee, 13
inspection, 71
Secretary of Board of Trustees, 6
Semester hours, definition, 197
Senate, University, committees, 13
members, 15, 45, 54, 58
Senior standing, classification of students, 197
Service buildings, 64
Sewage treatment, experimental plant, 129
Sheep barn, 62
Shnitzer memorial scholarship, 337
Shop laboratories, 130
Shops, buildings, 64
Short courses, 392
Sigma Delta Chi, awards, 88
Signal corps, courses, 299
medal, 89
Smeaton award, 90
Smith Memorial Music Hall, 63, 167
Smith scholarship, 91
Snyder loan fund, 94
Social administration, courses and faculty, 321
curriculum, 108, 119
Social hygiene, courses and faculty, 340
Social sciences, committee, 13
departments, 109
studies, 381
Social studies, admission requirement, 70
Societies, honorary, 97
Society of Beaux-Arts Architects, award, 91
Sociology, admission requirement, 70
courses, 322, 385
faculty, 322
major in L.A.S., 112, 323
minors in L.A.S., 323
practice teaching, 244
prize, 87
reading room. 64
Soils, advisory Doard, 7
survey, 397
Soldiers, loan fund, 94
Sophomore standing, classification of students,
197
Sororities, 98
Sousa Memorial Library, 174
Southern Association, schools, entrance credits,
74
Spanish, admission requirement, 73
courses, 325, 384
faculty, 325
major in L.A.S., 112, 325
minors in L.A.S., 325
practice teaching, 244
Sparks memorial fellowship, 90
Speech, courses, 257
major in L.A.S., 112, 253
minors in L.A.S., 253
practice teaching, 244
Speech Aids Service, 386
Stables, military, 64
Stadium, 63
Staff, fees, exemption, 103
lists, administration, 9
athletic association, 409
experiment stations, 397, 403
extension, 383, 387
instruction, 15
library, 42
radio station, 392
research bureaus, 405, 406
scientific surveys, 412, 414, 415
summary, 14
See also Faculty.
State Department of Public Welfare, 333
State Department of Registration and Educa-
tion, 411
State Geological Survey, 414
buildings. 63
staff, 415
_
State Historical Library, 193
State Natural History Survey, 411
buildings, 63
staff, 412
State Water Survey, 413
staff, 414
Stenography, practice teaching, 244
Stock Pavilion, 62
Storage, buildings, 64
Strong loan fund. 94
Student Center Building, 63
Student Friendship, loan fund, 93
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Student Housing, officers, 10
Students, activities, committee, 6
affairs, committee, 13
alumni association, 96
board, 95
associations, 96
classification, 197
conduct, 100
discipline, committee, 13
employment, 100
expenses, 101
fees, 101
housing 99
list, 466
loan funds, 92
motor vehicle operation, 100
mutual benefit hospital fund, 96
organizations, 95
fund, 96
executive board, 95
senate, 96
summary, 464
welfare, committee, 6
Student Union Building, Chicago, 64
Study-lists, fee for changes, 101
Summer session, 196
admission, 196
dentistry, 363
director, 12
fees. 102
graduate work, 187
history, 60
Surgery, courses and faculty, 358
anaesthesia, 360
neurological, 347
oral and plastic, 369
urological, 360
Swine husbandry, building, 62
Taft lectureship, 164, 407
Talbot Laboratory, 62, 129, 130
Tau Beta Pi, fellowship, 90
Teachers, appointment, committee, 13
recommendations, 161
Teacher-training, courses, 244
requirements, 147, 161, 165
Temple loan fund, 95
Theatre Guild, 95
Theoretical and applied mechanics, buildings,
130
courses, 327, 384
department, 130
faculty, 327
Therapeutics, courses and faculty, 354, 365
Theses, fee, in absentia, 101
requirements, bachelors' degrees, 81
Doctor of Education, 190
Doctor of Philosophy, 192
masters' degrees, 188
Thrift prize, 85
Transcript fee, 102
Transportation, advisory board, 8
building, 62
McKinley professorship, 122
Treasurer, 6
Trigonometry, admission requirement, 70
courses, 291, 384
Trustees, Board of, committees, 6
history, 61
members, 6
officers, 6
organization, 61
Tuition fees, 101
dentistry, 104
graduate students, 101, 104
law, 101
medicine, 104
Tuition fees (continued)
pharmacy, 105
summer session, 102
Tutorial work, 109, 110
honors, 110
Typewriting, practice teaching, 244
Unclassified students, admission, 75
fees, 101
Union Arcade, 63
Union Building, Chicago, service charge, 104
5"^^ also mini Union Building.
Units, definitions, graduate work, 197
secondary schools, 70
University Concert and Entertainment Board,
95
University Counsel, 9
University Extension, 383
director, 10
history, 60
staff, summary, 14
University Gold Medal, 86
University High School, 162
admission, 162
buildings, 63, 162
faculty, 40, 243
fees, 102
gymnasium, 63
summer courses, 163
University of Illinois Foundation, 407
University Press, 381
officers, 10
publications, 381
University Senate, committees, 13
members, 15, 45, 54, 58
Urology, courses and faculty, 360
Vahlen collection, 65
Van Schaack award, 377
Vegetables, greenhouse, 62
Veterans of Foreign VVars, sabers, 90
V^isual Aids Service, 386
Vivarium, 62
Vocational education, courses, 247
curricula, 160
Wallace memorial scholarship, 91
Ware scholarship, 92
Water filtration plant, 64
Water Survey, 413
Welding laboratory, 130
Williamson memorial scholarship, 337
Woman's Athletic Association, advisory board,
96
loan fund, 95
Woman's Building, 63
Woman's Gymnasium, 63
Woman's League. 96
advisory board, 96
loan fund, 95
Women, Dean of, office, 9
prizes, 85
Women's Glee Club, 167
Women's Group System, 96, 100
Women's Relief Corps, tablet, 90
Women's residence halls, 63, 99
government system, 96
Wood Shop, 62
World War Veterans, scholarships, 91
Young Men's Christian Association, 97
Young Women's Christian Association, 97
Zoology, admission requirement, 70
collections, 67
courses and faculty, 329
major in L.A.S., 112, 329
minors in L.A.S., 329
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